
THE EA G LE. 

.A. FORTNIGHT IN IRELA.ND. 

EVER since the days of Troy travellers seem to have 
believed their adventures to be the most interesting 

topic under the sun. Whether they be justified in this 
belief is no matter of mine, but while Homer has deemed 
the wanderings of Ulysses worthy of his mighty Muse, 
while the travels of the pious but loquacious JEneas are 
known to have furnished Virgil with materials for a whole 
JEneid, and Dino with the means of spending a most de
lightful evening ; I consider that the selection of my subject 
" A Fortnight in Ireland" needs no apology. 

Our first impressions of Ireland as we neared Kingstown 
'�ere most pleasing : even the tortures of ten hours sea
sIckness could not blind us to the fact that we saw one 
�f the fai�'est scenes of earth. On our left Wicklow lIead 
hes basklllg' in the ' morning sun, nearer to us with more 
sombre shade Bray Head broods, like some sea-monster, 
over the 

.d�ep, while it shelters the peaceful and retiring 
bay ?� KIlhney, called the Sorento of Ireland, as its more 
ambltlOus neighbour, " Dublin Bay," has been called " The 
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IriRh Bay of Naples," certainly there never seemed to me 
a sweeter spot than Killiney, in which 

Sortiri taciturn lapidcm, et sub crespite condi. 

However, the bright harbour of Kingstown lies before us, 
so without casting more than a glance northward, where 
" Ireland's Eye," the scene of the Kirwan Murder, is seen 

Like a gloomy stain 
On the emerald main. 

We stagger down to the cabin, and soon reappear, carpet
bag in hand, and in ten minutes find ourselves on Irish 
land. And then begins a contest to represent which would 
require tile Muse of a Homer, or Chancellor's English 
Medallist, the Imagination of a "Time's Correspondent," 
or an " Our own Artist" of the Illustrated London News. 
For. no sooner do we touch Irish ground than 

Juvenum manus emicat ardens. 

Our carpet-bag flieth this way, our hat-box vanisheth 
into thin air, and when giddy from exertion after a rough 
passage, we gain the support of a post, we at length see 
our hat-box, two hundred yards distant from us in the 
middle of a muddy road with a small urchin seated on 
it, who no sooner sees us than he is on his legs shouting 
" dis way yer amher-lave the jintleman alone Pat
dis way to de Erin-go bragh hotel yer amher," mean
while my carpet-bag has received the last strap necessary 
to fasten it irrevocably to an " Irish Jaunting Car," the 
drivel' of which assures me he is the owner of " The most 
ilighant car in the Cety Dooblin. " Of course, as my 
luggage has been secured, I have nothing to do but to 
follow it, so off we go, my erratic hat-box having been 
regained by the display of a sixpence, after all attempts 
at recapturing it by giving chase had proved useless. 

As there is but little to see in Kingstown we only wait 
10nO" enough to examine its grand harbollr, and to have 
a q�iet sail to Dalkey Isl�nd, . which, �ith its martello tow.er 
and single farm-house IS stIll, I belIeve, governed by ItS 
own king . Here we make our first acquaintance with an 
Irish hoax in the shape of the celebr�ted " Rocking Stone," 
which is simply a large stone balancmg between two ledges 
of rock, and worn into an oval shape by the beating of 
the waves. However, the boatmen sing us songs all the 
way home, having previously informed us that no Irishman 
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can sing with a dry throat, and so altogether we make a 

pleasant day of it ; and then leave for Dublin. Though 

this metropolis seemed to me to be the finest city, two 

or three only excepted in Great Britain, I am not going 

to attempt a description of its churches, cathedrals, ceme

teries (in one of which the tomb of O 'Connell crowned 

daily 
'
with fresh flowers is exposed to view).; " The Phaynix," 

" Sackville Street," &c., must not detalIl my muse, for 

are not all these things written in the book of Black for 

the enliahtenment of benighted tourists ? My advice to my 

readers 
/J
is to get on to an Irish Car, tell the driver to 

drive you to all " the points of interest"-you are safe to 

be in the Phaynix in ten minutes-to ask questions all 

day and finally to have a mighty controversy about the 

fare, and if you have had a dull day you may as well 

go home again, for it is evident that Ireland is not the 

country for you, in fact that you do not know: what fun is. 

Well do I remember the delightful feeling of being 

on an Irish Car for the first time, and how this pleasure 
was slightly diminished by J�ly dependent legs coming into 
rather violent contact with a lamp-post at the first corner
how the driver turned round to point out the superiority 
of the Irish Car to all " Pathent Safeties ;" for, said he, 
" W as'nt I run away wid in the Phaynix, (everything 
happens in ' the PhaynL"'{') the baste being frightened by 
rayson of the arthillery ; and when we came to the first 
sthrate sure did'nt the j intleman jump off and holt to 
the lamp-post, widout a sctatch on his body. Och 'tis 
an ilighant vayicle intoirely, is the Oirish Car." I well 
remember how the rogue lauahed and told me I'd make 
an Irishman yet, when I sugges�ed that so active a gentleman 
must have �een a lamp-lighter by trade-and how great 
a wag .1. belIeved myself, and thought I would not mind 
ev�n glvmg an extra tip to so discriminating a driver. 
Stlll better do I remember how my scarcely quieted fears 
were roused. t? perfect horror by the company of a dragoon 
who was l'ld.mg a " wicked baste" along side of me. �w the said baste kicked out within an inch of my 

ear knees." How at length he was backed close up � . me bl the man of war who bestrode him, that the 

I 
r�vr �lght cut him across with his whip, and how relieved 

e � w len I saw the baste go off into a canter, the carman :sul'ln&, m.e that " the crayture the souldier was on had 
Ore VIce lJ1 her than any in Dooblin--which was saying a great deal." All this I remember, but o'er the rest fond 
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memory draws a veil : suffice it to say, that when I came 
to pay the fare, I came to these conclusions : 

(i) I am not yet an Irishman. 
(ii) There is no instance known of an Irish car-driver 

who has not a wife and ten-at least-gossoons to maintain. 

(iii) It is rather aggravating after paying twice the r�ght 
fare, to be told in an insinuating voice that the dnver 
would like " to dhrink yer arnher's health in a glass of 
the rale Oirish Whisky." 

Will the reader be surprised to hear that after being 
treated in this heartless manner I sighed for the mountains ? 
" There at least," cried I, " shall I find honesty ;" there, 
as the Poet has it, the humble peasant 

. Cheerful at morn awakes from short repose, 
Breathes the keen air, and carols as he goes : 
With patient angle trolls the flnny deep ; 
And drives his venturous plough-share to the steep. 

* • * * * * 
At night returning, every labour sped, 
He sits him down, the Monarch of a shed: 

* * * * * * 
And haply too, some pilgrim thither led, 
With many a tale repays the nightly bed ! 

Need I add th�t I was the happy pilgrim, in my mind's 
eye, who was to get such cheap lodgings ? but alas! I found 
to my cost that I might have been able to unfold one 
thousand and one taJes in these romantic regions, and 
yet had my bill shortened not a whit in consequence. 

Those who come to Ireland to enjoy the quiet of mountain 
scenery should not stay at Killarney, those who are in 
search of fine scenery and amusing people will find it hard 
to leave the place. The day after our arrival we started 
at an early hour to walk through the Gap of Dunloe to 
" Lord Brandon's cottage," where a boat was to meet us 
and to take us back to our hotel. We took, as guide, 
a young giant, commonly called " the Baby Guide." The 
first point of interest passed .is " t.he Cave of Dunloe," 
supposed to have been an IrIsh LIbrary, and interesting 
no doubt to the Antiquarian. I had not heard of its 
existence, and so passed by in blessed ignorance. We 
then approach the Gap of Dunloe, a narrow defile, several 
miles in length, running parallel to the Lakes of Killarney. 
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At the entrance of the Gap is Kate Kearney's Cottage : 
the present Kate is a tall and formidable woman in ap
pearance : at her door the weary traveller may refresh 
himself with 'whiskey and goat's milk, an odious and 
headache-engendering mixture as I can testify. I merely put 
my lips to the cup and then put down one shilling in reward, 
for which I was regarded with so indignant a stare from 
Kate Keamey that I fled. Whether it was the smallness 
of my donation or of my potation that gave offence I know 
not. On leaving this bower of beauty our guide began 
to cut himself a stout stick, and on enquiry told us it was 
not safe to walk through the Gap without a stick to drive 
off the beggars. " A  pretty pass we've come to," thought I ;  
and so we had in more senses of the word than one. For 
the next moment we found a bugler by our side, who 
assured us we could not hear the echoes to advantage 
without his bugle. Then half-a-dozen girls with more 
whiskey and goat's milk; then a blind fiddler, who our 
guide told us was once " the best man," (i. e. the best 
jiglding man) in Killamey-till one day he worked so 
hard in a potatoe field that the perspiration got into his 
eyes and blinded him. 

Whence followed moral reflections on the hardship of 
having to work ; our guide telling us that he got his living 
as a Guide in the summer months and did nothing all 
winter. He was interrupted by a fresh attack of some 
ten or twelve boys and girls, some bringing specimens of the 
bog-oak, others pieces of spar at the cheap price of sixpence 
each, which we declined to buy, as they were covering 
the ground on every side of us. Here our guide's stick 
became useful. Soon after this, as we turned a corner where 
the Gap grew even more narrow than before, we were 
saluted by a roar of artillery, and were accosted by five 
boys, each of whom had fired off a canon that we might 
hear the echoes, and each of whom said we had told him 
so to do, and expected remuneration. After all we managed 
to reach Lord Brandon's cottage, where we found our boat
men with the boat, and 

Some bread and bafe and porther, 
And some whiskey in a jar, 

from which we made a capital dinner on one of those Islands 
in the Upper Lake, which look as if they have been just 
brought into existence by magic, fairer than Venus rising 
from the froth of the Sea, or even than the froth of Guinness's 
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XX, which, with thirsty lips, we were imbibing. No one 
I believe, will ever describe the beauty of this Upper Lake 
in adequate terms. I think Sir WaIter Scott's description 
of "the Trossachs" recalls the effect then produced on 
me better than anythinCT else I know-though I am not 
prepared to say that the description can be applied to 
Killarney in detail. Our boatmen were pleasant fellows, 
or, as some Americans who had been before us at "the 
Victoria," stated in the visitor's book as 

Intelegant as eddycated men. 

Our. party consisted of Mike and Pat, two weather-beaten 
boatmen, . and Dick, our fine young guide, who I found 
was a " coorting" of old Mike's daughter, and who had 
taken an oar in order that his future father-in-law might 
escape a drenching. Their notion of chaff was quite de
lightful. It was not perhaps expressed in those classic terms 
the use of which has given to the bargee of the Cam 
his well-earned reputation. But there was a quiet flow 
of humour and wit that I am afraid I cannot give my 
readers any idea of at second�hand. The following dialogues 
may be taken as specimens :-

DRAMATIS PERSONlE. 

Myself, (Tom Pluck); My Friend, (Ned Plough) ; 

Milce, Pat, and Dick. 

A'CT I. SCENE 1. 

Pat. Och, Mike, yer was 'at the whiskey agin last 
night, else for why do yer puff so 1 

M. Divil a drap yer arnher have I had for sivin days, 
barrin no more than the tay-spoonful which I persave yer 
arnher is going to offer me. 

P. Don't ye belave him yer arnher ! Sure it's all 
owin to the whiskey that ye 're the oogliest man in Kil· 
larney, Mike. Did yer arnher ever see as oogly a man 
as Mike ? . 

T. P. 0 yes, I 've seen an uglier man : so have you. 
Pat. Divil a one have I. 
T . . P Did you ever look in a lookip.g-glass 1 
P. In coorse, when I shaves, or when I gets up 111 

the mornin I have a look to see that I 'm all right. 
T. P. Then you must have seen an uglier man than 

¥ike. . 

. .  
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P. (testily.) Divil a one yer amher. 
Guide. (witlt discemment.) Oh ! Pat the jintleman's 

bate yer. 
Pat turns sulky and rows very hard. 

SCENE 2.-" Tlw Long Range," 
N. Plough. What do you call this River 1 
P. Sure we jist don 't call it at all, it comes of itself. 

(smiles again visit his countenance.) 
Guide. Does yeI' arnher persave the foot-prints on 

either side of the River ? 
T. P. Yes-what caused them ? 
Guide. Why, the O'Donoghue was comin home from 

a party and the Divil met him, and they fought : and the 
Divil bate the O 'Donoghue by rayson of the liquor which 
he had had at sooper, and the O 'Donoghue ran, and the 
Divil after him : till they came to the Long Range, when 
the O'Donoghue jumped clane over, as ye may persave by 
the prints of his five blessed toes. And the Divil could 
not cross the water. 

N. P. 0 that 's all bosh-I don 't believe it. 
Guide. And why not 1 
N. P. Why, if you or I ·were to j ump over we should 

leave no marks of our feet. 
Guide. Ah ! but may be the rocks was young and 

tinder then ! (to Mike.) Take my coat or ye 'll get wet. 
Pat. It 's Kathleen he cares for, not you Mike. 
Mike. Well, Kathleen 's a good girl, and Dick's a purty 

fellow, and they 'll suit well enough. 
* * * * * * • 

This sort of conversation, which it is impossible to do 
justice to with the pen, enlivened our way home-we reached 
our hotel early in the evening, where my friend N ed 
Plough had a speech made to him, which is as good a 
specimen of Irish wit and audacity as I know. 

He was standing outside the hotel between two elderly 
maiden ladies, friends of his, and not remarkable for beauty, 
When his alms were solicited by an old beggar-woman ; 
to whom he turned a deaf ear ; at last she came close to 
him and said, in a terribly audible whisper, " God bless 
you· sir-and ar'nt,ye loike a rose atween two thistles ! 
(insinuatingly.) Now then yer arnher, wo 'nt ye give a 
poor old woman a few pence 1" 

But I have already tired my readers : and though at 
the outset I stated that I thought the selection of my subject 
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needed no apology, I must all the same apologise for the' 
manner in which the subject has been treated. If, however, 
I should be induced to believe that this Article has given 
any amusement, on some future occasion, with The Eagle's 
permission, I will relate more of my Irish experiences. 
At present I can only say with the Poet-

What is writ is writ! would it were wortljier ! 

f'T. P." 

� 

-0001 OOCl! 
Clil 

A DAY-DREAM. 

I. 

I DREAM'D I was a merry rivulet; 
Among tall rushes on a green hill-side 

My cradle was; anu without care or fret, 
Content with what the heavens might provide, 

Urged from an inward source that never yet 
Had fail'd me, down the slope in joyous pride 

Of my young strength, I hasten'd, day and night 
Singing in ecstacies of full delight. 

n. 

My voice I changed in many a wayward mood: 
Now in the sunshine I would laugh and play, 

Anon I murmur'd to a shady wood; 
And then in whispers soft, as I would stay, 

Some hanging blos�om for a hiss I woo'd, 
• 'l'hen whirl'd in saucy joyousness away. 

01', muttering at a rock with feign'd annoy, 
Suddenly sparhled with a flash of joy. 

In. 

I gush'd beneath green hedgerows where in spring 
The brown-wing'd throstle built her secret nest, 

And oft above her sprightly mate would sing 
All the bright morn, and oft the glowing west, 

As there at even he sat carolling, 
Pour'd its full sunshine on his speckled breast; 

And then I left my' covert, and bestow'd 
A boon of freshness on the toilsome road. 
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IV. 

For not in far-off moorland wilds forlorn 
I rose, sequester'd in remotest glen, 

But all about the slope where I was born, 
(A high-piled slope that basks in sunshine, when 

The day flows farthest from the springs of morn) 
Green farms were scatter'd, and abodes of men ; 

From cottage hearths blue smoke rose, morn and even, 
And infant voices laugh'd to the blue heaven. 

V. 

And where the steep hills with a sloping base 
Ran to'the valley, on a verdant plot 

That turu'd to south and west its smiling face, 
Rose one fair dwelling; on a sweeter spot 

Amid those vales, on which with special grace 
He bends his beams, the bright sun shined not, 

So pleasant a retreat it was I ween 
Out-peering from its nest of leafy green. 

VI. 

And in those bowers two sisters, exquisite 
In feature and in form, were wont to stray: 

The one thro' sllade .and sunshine used to flit 
As light and gladsome as a. breeze of May ; 

Agile she was, and beautifully knit, 
And free and careless-seeming, yet there lay, 

Still seen beneath the laughter-lighted rose, 
Calm depths of loveliness, and sweet repose. 

VII. 

But how may mine, nay, any verse, express 
The spiritual beauty that did move 

In her fair sister, from the golden tress 
Down to the ground she trod on, and inwove 

O'er all her calm and queenly stateliness 
A glory of humility and love ? 

Therefore, my muse, be silent, nor in vain 
Stretch thy weak pinions for so high a. strain. 
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VIII. 

And fast beside those bowers, beneath the gate 
Thro' which she used to pass, my stream did slide. 

o joy, if ever there she chanced to wait, 
To mirror her sweet form! 0 hour of pride, 

o rapture that it was, when eve was late, 
And stillness held the valley far and wide, 

To think that, thro' that stillness, voice of mine 
Might reach the heart of creature so divine ! 

IX. 

And ever with sweet murmurs thro' the night, 
Sleepless, when all things slept save only me, 

I strove to pour into her dreams delight, 
Anu soothe her slumbers with sweet melody ; 

But ah ! my poor weak voice had little might ; 
I know not that she heard, or if it be 

She cared to hear me, only this I know, 
For her I flow'd-alld would for ever flow! 

+ 
+ + + 

" H." 



PLATO UPON POETRY. 

THERE are few things which surprise us more upon a first 
perusal of the Republic, than the way in which Plato 

proposes to deal with poets and their art in his model state. 
1Ve commence our study of the Platonic dialogues with 
vague notions of ideality and sentimentality, of Platonic love 
and Platonic beauty ; nor are these entirely swept away as 
we proceed. Everywhere we meet with the most glowing 
rhetoric and the most gorgeous imagery, clothed in almost 
Homeric language and adorned with continual quotations 
from the great epic and lyric poets. But when we arrive at 
the discussion on the principles of taste, all at once Plato 
seems to turn round 011 his old friends ; painting is abused 
as humbug, and poets are to c. onfine themselves to hymn
writing or they will be sent about their business. This 
conduct was so puzzling to some of the ancient critics that 
they invented the theory of an original feud between philo
sophers and poets to account for it. Perhaps it may not be 
thought out of place to offer a few suggestions, first, as to the 
causes which led Plato thus to violate the natural constitution 
of his mind ; and second, as to the worth of the objections 
which would require us to banish from our libraries our 
Homer and our Aristophanes. 

On comparing one passage with another, we shall find 
this condemnation is grounded principally upon three consi
derations ; 1st. the nature of imitation generally ;  2nd. the 
mental condition in which poetry is produced, and to which 
it is addressed ; 3rd. the actual effect of certain poetical 
writings. We shall perhaps be better able to understand 
the point of view from which the whole subject is treated, if 
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we begin with the last of the three objections. Homer, lEschy
Ius, &c. , are not to be admitted into the model state, because 
they attribute falsehood, adultery, war, murder, and oppres
sion to the Gods : because they terrify men with their stories 
of Hades, and represent their heroes as yielding to various 
passions without restraint. This is certainly a little remark
able. The severest of Christian moralists recommend the 
study of Homer and Sophocles as refining and ennobling, 
yet the Pagan philosopher is too fastidiou's to endure the 
sight of them. To explain the paradox, it will be necessary 
to refer to the general sentiments of that age. The Greek 
literature as every other began 'with poetry, which is at once 
the most natural organ of the warm and simple emotions of 
the pre-historic period, and at the same time an important 
aid to the memory when other means of preserving the 
author's productions are scanty or unknown. Poetry being 
thus the only form of intellectual activity, the poet was 
looked upon as an inspired teacher in every subject. His 
person was sacred, his words infallible, whether he spoke 
of the life of Gods above or men below, whether his 
song was of the past, the present, or the future. This reve
rence remained almost undiminished even after prose-writing 
had become general, and the historian and orator had put 
forth their .rival claims to public admiration. Homer was 
still the Bible and the Classics of Greek boys and men. 
Thus, even in the dialogues of Plato, a quotation from him at 
once puts a stop to the discussion, 01' turns it away from the 
actual merits of the case to the interpretation of the passage, 
so as to suit the views of either disputant. " It was Homer," 
said his eulogists, " who had educated Greece, and by his 
directions men should regulate the whole tenour of their 
lives. He was acquainted, not only with all arts, but with 
all things human that bear on virtue and vice, and also with 
things divine." So a Rhapsodist is introduced in Xenophon 
as offering to teach a man his duties, as general, statesman, or 
head of a family, out of Homer 0 ITocpwTaTor;, who has written 
<TX€OQV 7r€pt 7raVTOOV TWV av8pCrJ'rrtvoov. Whatever was 
contrary, to the general feeling or the moral sense of the 
time was interpreted allegorically, to which Plato alludes 
in the second book of the Republic. After mentioning some 
of the impieties of the common mythology, he says, " It is 
no excuse for making these a branch of education, that they 
n:ay have some deeper meaning, for even if it is possible to 
dIscover a suitable one in every instance, yet children are 
SUre to carry away the form and miss the significance." 
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Such being the estimation in  which the poets were held, 
other writers will help us to a determination of the question, 
whether their influence was beneficial or the contrary. Xeno
phanes in the sixth century B.C., complains bitterly of the 
wrong notions they instilled with respect to the Gods-and 
the comic poets of later times perpetually defend immorality 
by the example of Gods, as in the N ubes, the &O�KO� A.6'Yo� 
instances the adulteries of Zeus. • 

,Kalrot qV BJlIjTCk JJI BEav 7t'W� P.Et�OV �JI ouvaw; 

Similar passages might be adduced from Euripides and 
Terence. The fact is, the spirit of the age had become too 
enlightened for the traditionary religion : the result was 
Atheism, or a determined degradation of the moral feelings. 
Plato seeing the danger on the one hand of losing all reve
rence; on the other of losing independence of mind, assailed 
the poets, the prophets of the established religion, for intro
ducing all manner of corruptions into the old pure Theism. 

We now proceed to the considerations of the o�iections 
brought against imitation, in which dramatic and epic poetry 
are included. These may be summed up in one word, " it 
is false." He who imitates a bed, imitates what is itself 
merely an imitation, an attempt to arrive at the eternal idea 
of bed, from which he stands therefore at a third remove, 
being decidedly inferior to the carpenter. This general prin
ciple is further illustrated by the case of the painter, " who 
only aims at giving a thing as it appears, and therefore can 
paint every thing because his lmowledge is only surface
knowledge," and by that of the. poet, " who ventures to de
scribe every condition of life, having himself experience of 
one alone." " It is clear, that he has no real acquaintance 
with that which he takes for the subject of his panegyric, or 
surely he would do what is worthy of praise, rather than 
sound the praises of another." 

It is to be noticed in the first place with regard to 
this reasoning, which is found in the tenth book of the 
Republic, that it assumes the impossibility of rising through 
the real to the ideal ; a doctrine utterly inconsistent with 
other views propounded in this very dialogue. For instance 
in the fifth book, Socrates asks " Do you think less of a 
man who has painted a beau ideal of human beauty because 
he cannot prove that such a man might possibly exist ?" 
And again in the sixth book we are told that " painters 
fix their eyes on perfect truth as a perpetual standard of 
reference to be contemplated with the minutest care ;" and 
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further on we hear of " painters who copy the divine 
original." Such too is the doctrine of Aristotle, who in 
his Poetics distinguishes three kinds of imitation, of things 
as they are , as they ought to be, and as they are believed 
to be ; and approves the saying of Sophocles, " that lte 
drew men as they should be, Euripides as they were." Again 
he tells us that the Tragic poet should imitate skilful portrait 
painters, who while they express the �articular features, 
still improve upon the original : and so poeti-y is more philo
sophical than history, because it is conversant with general 
truth. And while the theory of art was such, we need 
only call to mind the names of Phidias and Polygnotus 
to be assured that the practice was in accordance with it. 
Of the former Cicero says, " When he made his statue 
of Jupiter or Minerva, he did 110t copy any partiC'ular form 
or feature, but that glorious ideal which dwelt in his mind." 
And the latter is particularly distinguished by Aristotle as 
painting men better than they were. If these considerations 
should lead us to suppose, that Plato uses imitation in its 
narrower sense, and that he is only warning us, as Ruskin 
and Cousin have done, against the mindless art whose end 
is merely the surprise. produced by' perfect deception ; still 
he has incautiously generalized his censure, so that true 
art is condemned for the sake of the false. The same 
remark will apply to his illustration of the doctrine. It 
is true that painters and poets may easily fall into a super
ficial and conventional method of representing facts, as the 
Arcadian lays of Queen Anne's time testify : but it does 
not follow that the poet should con£ne himself to the sphere 
of his own personal experience. Without being a soldier 
or a king, he may judge better than they can themselves, 
how the soldier or king ought to act. The mind is the 
poet's province, and he may seize the secrets of this, though 
the details of external life should be unknown to him. But 
even supposing the knowledge requisite to the poet were 
such as would enaLle him to enact the part he describes; 
he might still deny Plato's assumption, that the fame of 
one of Pindar's heroes, a Megas or lamidas, is more enviable 
than that of their panegyrist. 

The remaining branch of the subject is concerned with 
the condition of mind in which poetry is produced and 
appreciated. The Greeks were strong believers in a poetic 
f�'enzy or inspiration from the Muses or Dionysus or Apollo, 
lIke that of the priestess who delivered the oracles from 
the Delphic tripod. This was also the doctrine of Plato, 
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who complains that the poets were entirely unscientific and 
incapable of giving rules for produci�g or judging �f t�10se 
effects which proceeded from a kmd of happy mstmct. 
Frequently he contrasts the conscious self-governed striving 
of the mind after a known object, with the violent impulse 
from without, which destroyed the freedom of the individual 
will, and reduced the person to the level of a thing: an 
argument reproduced in later times to overthrow the doctrine 
of Montanus, that in prophesying ;, God alone wakes, man 
sleeps." Still it is possible to imagine a homogeneous in
spiration so to speak, which should elevate and intensify 
instead of crushing the natural character of the poet. 
Whether -this is so in point of fact or not, is too difficult 
a question to be settled off-hand; we will therefore pass 
on to the safer ground of the prosaic mind, and ask how 
this is affected by being brought into contact with poetry. 
Plato gives the following answer-" Imitative poetry (i.e. 
all poetry but that which is the expression of the actual 
present feelings of the virtuous man) represents the violent 
struggle of passion, the revolt of the appetites and affections 
against the sovereign reason. It does so because exagger
ation is easy both for the actor and spectator, and because 
the calmness of self-control is not a field in which the poet 
can exhibit the variety of his own powers, or flatter the 
pruriency of popular taste. In the theatre we listen with 
approbation to sentiments which we should despise and 
detest in ourselves or our friends. We accustom ourselves 
to look upon the dict�tes of passion as absolute, and stoop 
to admire the coarse jests of the comedian." 

No one will deny the importance of this view of the 
subject; we are just as apt now as they were then, to look 
upon every thing as allowable in fiction. The naturalness 
of the character atones for the ugliness of it. Not that 
this excellence cannot be dispensed with. Alexander Smith, 
for instance, has exaggeration in as high a degree as the 
other faults mentioned by Plato. Nor is our age without 
instances of indecency made fashionable by an elegant wit 
or musical rhythm or beauty of form or colour. A writer 
in "Meliora," himself a working man, asserts that the im
morality of the lower orders in London is chiefly encouraged 
by the exclusive acquaintance with such writings as those 
of Sue and Ainswol'th and Reynolds. Plato's denunciation 
is fairly applicable to imitation of this kind, but again his 
too sweeping condemnation requires to be limited by the 
teaching of his pupil. There is tragedy which purifies the 
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affections by pity and terror, raising the veil of ordinary 
life and bringing to light the internal struggle of good 
and evil, leading us to sympathize in the varied fortunes 
and ultimate triumph of the former, but not aspiring to 
that peaceful contemplation which may find a place in the 
philosopher's Utopia, but which was as little suited to the 
fourth century before, as to the nineteenth century after 
Christ. 
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DAS KI�D DEll SOaGE. 

(The Child of Sorrow.) 

ONCE, where a brook with gentle murmur flowed, 

Whose crystal stream the sleeping pebbles shewed 

Care, deeply musing on a bank reclined 

Thought after thought revolving in her mind, 

At last, the work of many a toilsome day 

She fashioned with her hands a form of clay, 

Yet still some wish appeared to give her pain, 

Pensive she sat, nor wished she long in vain j 
"What dost thou seek," said Jove approaching near, 

"What are these sighs, these wishes that I hear?" 

"Jove" spake the goddess then, "This form behold, 

Framed by my hands, and framed of mortal monld j 
o let Life's flame- through each cold member spring 

Whirl the hot blood, the nervous muscles string, 

Through the frail fabric bre.athe 

the vital ail' j" 

'Let it have life,' spake J ove -and Life was there j 
Then said the goel, "Mine let this creature be j" 

"Nay," answered Care, "Leave it, great Lord, to me, 

This hand hath made it, and these fingers formed," 

'But I' said Jove 'with heavenly fire have warmed 

Its senseless body, and have given it life'-

While thus with words they lengt.hen out the strife, 

TeUus approaching speaks, 'The t.hing is mine, 

What from the earth she took, let Care to earth resign.' 

Their causes thus with partial words they plead, 

Each urged his claim, of judgment there was' need j 
When, 10, his face o'er seamed with many a scar, 

Saturn they see, approaching from afar, 

O'er his grey head had years unnumbered rolled, 

His birth in Cbaos hid, immeasureably old, 

Unpitying Age had closed his weary wing. 

In his left hand he bore the serpent ring; 

Das ]{incl Del' S01·ge. 

To him at once the Deities apply, 
And thus they hail him as he paces by: 
" 0, Saturn, arbiter among the Gods, 
Supreme Seneschal of their bright abodes, 
Thus stands the case, decide between us three, 
An equal judge, a just assessor be,"-
They paused, and now while each attention pays, 
Thus Saturn speaks, the God of many days, 
"All have it, aU,-so wills high Fates decree, 
It, while life lasts, belongs, 0 Care, to thee; 
Soon o'er his head Time's wasting blast shall blow, 
Wrinkle the brow and tinge the hair with snow; 
Then ye the justice of the Fates shall learn, 
Jove gave him life, life shall to Jove return j 
When to Death's stroke he bends his drooping head, 
Earth shall contain him, numbered with the dead. 
'l'hus shall each claimant have an equal share, 
This is the judgment which the Fates declare, 

The Child of Sorrow thus his course began, 
Care gave her work its name and called it Man, 
She holds his 1ife,-when life his body leaves, 
Earth takes his bones, and God his soul receives. 
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C HESS AND MATHEMATICS. 

"you play at chess, of course," remarked a Swiss gentle-
man, witli whom I had been for a short time acquainted, 

and who had gathered that I was reading for Mathematical 
honoJ,'s, " all Mathematicians are Chess-men on the Conti
nent." He was right in his assumption : and this set me 
thinking to discover what connection there is between the 
science and the game. Between the science and the game ; 
for with all deference to the great name of Leibnitz, who 
declared Chess to be a science, and accounting for his 
dictum by supposing him to be fresh from the contemplation 
of some brilliant catastrophe six moves deep, I must humbly 
dissent from the definition, but, at the same time, would 
express my ready acquiescence in its being the most 
scientific game. 

Undoubtedly a deep connection exists between the two 
subjects, a connection- which rests upon a wider basis than 
the fact that it requires computation to establish such a 
truth as that a Knight can c6ver the sixty-four squares of 
the board in sixty-four moves. The man, who can make 
such a computation, is not necessarily more of a Chess-player 
than the boy who can solve the historical arithmetical 
question of the nails in the horse-shoe, is a horse-jockey. 
The principles of thought are, as far as they go side by 
side, the same ; nevertheless they do not coincide, for, 
although a mathematician ought to make a good Chess
player, the conve�se of the proposition does not hold
Philidor's brain mIght have been a segment of Sir Isaac 
Newton's, but it could not have been similar to it as a whole. 

Chess is indeed very analogous to solving a problem 
in the quick and brilliant way that makes a high man in 
the Tripos ; but, as was ably observed in the Athenreum, 
in an Article upon the death of Dean Peacock, this problem
solving draws not more upon Mathematical talent than 
upon ready ingenuity, or " knack." 

Chess and jJfatltematics. �l 

Solving problems in this manner is attacking the solution ; 
and, as in attacking the King, we have to branch off from 
the main object to remove Pawns, and resolve other diffi
culties, keeping fully in mind the plot at issue ; so, in 
getting at our result in the aforesaid question, we have to 
solve equations, and prepare the way for OU1' grand assault. 

In these problems the solution is invariably, so to speak, 
castled behind some equations, and the attack is only varied 
by combination, and is never of different elements. 

Again, it is well known in Chess how much success 
depends upon a spirited onward course ; upon your being 
altogether abstracted in that one view of the matter, and 
not entertaining at the same time dim visions of another 
way of going to work. A divided mind fails equally to 
check-mate, or to solve a problem. Perfect abstraction 
begets in the mind a potent spiritual feeling which avails 
alike to accomplish any mental work, and is the 7T'afJ-fJ-�T(JJP 
of arts, sciences, and games. 

Though the analysis of a gambit is an entirely different 
thing from· the analysis of a problem, yet it will be found 
that mathematical analysis-the working backwards from 
t.he result to the data-is in constant operation in Chess, 
more especially at the close of the game. 

A mate, or a position, is conceived, the next step noticed, 
and so the materials are squared to be in readiness. In 
the openings of games this seems more difficult (though 
perhaps it is not impossible to such players as Staunton, 
Morphy, or Anderssen), and the way in which an ordinary 
player at least proceeds is in fact the trial and error system. 
If Philidor could really see a check-mate ill the placing, a 
pawn at the fourth move, of course the analytical method 
was open to him at the beginning. 

The fact of their being two sides in the game of Chess, 
but only one in Mathematics, is of no weight in the case of 
good players. For, a position being given, your opponent 
may be altogether ignored ; you allowing the best move 
Possible to be made, and winning from the nature of the 
Position :  in fact doing as all good players do, playing, in 
Your forward calculations, your right-hand against your left. 

In both the science and the game there is a considerable 
amOunt of book-work. The Gambits should be well known, 
a s  to investigate all the consequences of moving the second 
Pawn, during the game, would be like making your own table of logarithms to solve a problem. 

I have said that Mathematics involves Chess, and 
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something more ; I except however the poetry and meta�' 
physics of Chess. That Chess has its poetry is seen from 
V/alker's treatise on the subject, where he talks of a Pawn 
being " enshrined" in a square, anJ like ultra-Tennysonian 
expressions; and that Chess has its metaphysics is to be 
inferred, a priorI, from the fact of the numerous German 
works on the subject, and a posterior! from an inspection 
of their works, where the investigator will £nd a heap of 
rubbish or metaphysics, perhaps no one knows which. 

. 
In conclusion, it  is to be regret ted that Chess is not 

unIversally known throughout the College; for ,  whatever 
may be thought of the relation in principles between Mathe
matics and Chess. it is certain, that in the intricate combi
nations, and perplexed involutions of the game, there is ample 
material for the composition of some of those tremendous 
�quations that rejoice in the number seven. 

� 
��� 

� 

" DIONYSIUS." 

" THE C OMING OF THE EQUINOX." 

THREE huge clouds trail through Heaven's black height, 
And a little one drifts helow, 

There 's red where the sun was last in sight; 
It 's going to he a gusty night, 
And the caps of the waves are getting white 

As the wind comes on to hlow. 

There was a rainbow this afternoon, 
And the Grey Mare's Tails in the sky, 

Never man saw them together, but soon 
The wind would awaken and pipe his tune, 
And to ·night will be rising the Harvest Moon 

To carry the waters high. 

Upward a mighty cloud comes with the storm, 
High vpwal'd out of the west, 

Lo, it is like to a warrior's form, 
Hard by the enemy pl'est ; 

And he drives like a torrent along the red sky, 
As if he from a flaming town did fly, 
Yet withal is he drawing his sword from his thigh, 

To die in doing his best. 

There 's Hespel'us sits where the sun sat before, 
And calmly he doth shine, 

Though the oak tree 's rocking upon the shore, 
And on the hills the pine; 

And every ' wave has now got a crest, 
Yet the wind through the mountains calls, 

And more clouds are coming up out of the west, 
So, my friends, look out for squalls ! 

" O�TL'." 



ADVICE TO A YOUNG CURATE. 

THE type of a bad English clefl�yman of the last century 
is not difficult to construct. We can easily picture to 

ourselves the country parson, stout, passionate, and sensual, 
shooting, hunting and drinking with the squire, inexorable 
in the exaction of tithes ,  a very Rhadamanthus to poachers, 
elsewhere jovial and rubicund, the sole duty and annoyance of 
whose life was that every seventh day he had to read two 
services and preach a sermon. But when our times have passed 
away, when the age of Queen Victoria has become subject 
for history, and when our manners and thoughts are dis
cussed by an impartial and inquisitive posterity, what then 
will be the type of an English curate of the nineteenth 
century ? Will he not be represented as a mild and 
inoffensive creature, medireval amidst modernism, full of 
impracticable and inoffensive theories, skilled in church 
architecture, cunning in curious altar cloths, in stained glass 
and brasses, a man of strange vestments and many genu
flections, whose most striking characteristics are a white 
neck-cloth and unlimited cap�bility of painful blushing ? 
And yet, such as this creature may be, it was not hatched 
without some PILins : many nurses in the shape of grammar
schools, tutors, private or otherwise, fostered it, brought it to 
Alma Mater ; and she, the kind mother, nurtured it for 
three years and more in her bosom ; why then should our 
cygnet turn out an ugly-piping-goose ?  Oh future curate, 
the question is too hard for me, I cannot answer it, merely 
would I desire to give you a little useful advice. Do you want 
to be considered a praotical man, to be looked up to in your 
parish, to obtain the esteem of all the respectable and well-to
do part of your :flock, to have influence, full congregations, 
unresisted church-rates and praise from all men ? If so, 
haste, come on board : Eureka ! I have found the breeze 
which will waft you to the haven of your desires. Who says, 
" woe unto you when all men speak well of you ?" We know 
better than that now-a-days. 

Adcice to a Young Our ate. �5 

Let us then imagine a youthful curate, as yet unhatched, 
studying, we will suppose, at one of the universities and 
anxiously looking forward to the time when his name shall 
be highly exalted in the annals of the church of which he 
is a member ; what should be his course of proceeding ? In 
the first place our curate will avoid all that false and useless 
prestige which arises from taking a high place in the classical 
or mathematical tripos : he will content himself with the 
1110re modest but solid honors of the poll, and will devote 
his spare time to the study of elocution , and the other pre
parations for the ministry. By so doing, he will avoid two 
evils ; firstly, a high degree will not confer upon him that 
reputation for unpracticableness which is its invariable accom
paniment ; and secondly, he will be freed from the danger 
of injuring his chance of church advancement, which, it is 
well known, varies directly as the power of a man's voice, 
and inversely as his learning and ability. After taking 
his degree, our curate will pass the voluntary examina
tion, and immediately enter upon his field of duty, if 
possible, in some town where he will have the opportunity 
of frequent preaching. And here let me pause, while I 
solemnly warn my reader at this crisis of his life to divest 
himself of every idea derived from the university and freely 
to give himself to the surrounding influences of his parish. 
He has been accustomed perhaps to regard forms and 
ceremonies as things indifferent in themselves, createable or 
uestructible at the will of men, and therefore matters of 
comparatively slight importance. This is wrong. Never was 
there a greater mistake than that of supposing the laity to 
be indifferent to forms. They attach more weight to forms 
than did Laud himself, with this difference, that. while the 
latter insisted upon their employmeut, the former still more 
vehemently insist upon their omission ,  not so much because 
they imagine them to be useless, as out of a secret dread of a 
mysterious necromantic power supposed to be inherent in 
them. A bow at the name of the Saviour has ere now 
brought a young clergyman's ministrations to an untimely 
end, and if, in ignorance of his congregation's habits, an 
unfortunate curate turn toward the East at the creed, his 
name will form the single subject of conversation for the 
crowds who stream from the church-doors at the conclusion 
of the service, and he w ill probably overhear that ' he has 
s�ewn the clov.en foot already.' Our pupil therefore must 
give up without a murmur any old forms to which his 
parishioners may be averse ; he must not, for a few genu-
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flections more or less, ruin his chance of influencing his 
flock for good. Nor is this all ; these are merely the require
ments of plain common sense ; some further sacrifice is neces
sary, if we would propitiate success. For example, if chance 
should conduct our successful curate to some rural parish, he 
should not be tyrannously earnest in overthrowing those 
ancient little baize-lined houses, called pews, in which, ever 
since the reformation, the chief family of the village has 
been allowed to sleep with impunity ; he must not shew too 
outspoken a desire of innovation if he see an eighteenth 
century parallelogrammic window foisted into old Norman 
architecture : if the chnrchwardens like to make the church 
look like a large green-grocer"'s shop at Christmas-time, if the 
choir sing out of tune, and prefer so to sing, or if they 
raptnrously cling to theil; old virginals in place of a new 
organ! why in the name of success, so let it be ! In all things 
of this nature he must " let well alone," or rather, if need be, 
' let very bad alone'. " Quieta non movere" will be the 
rising curate's best motto. 

But these are minor points. I pass now to the pulpit, the 
battle-field, if I may so expre�s it, of our protege : the scene 
of all his triumphs, where alone if anywhere he must achieve 
his future eminence. Now though there undoubtedly are 
many districts in which a written sermon may be read with 
impunity, still, on many accounts, I lay down this rule that 
our curate's sermons be " ex tempore." In the first place, 
the late government a2pointments cannot but have some 
influence on our determination in this matter : again, there 
are parts of England, particul;trly in some of the south
west counties, in which a written sermon argues want of 
faith and fervour, and the reader, as soon as the fluttering of 
the first leaf has made his congregation conscious of his 
crime, is in a solemn conclave of whispering bonnets declared 
to be ' not a gospel minister.' Lastly, his own convenience, 
if nothing else, should dictate this step. A written sermon 
takes a considerable time : a man cannot commit words to 
paper without thinking a little, though sometimes a very 
little, about them, and the mere labour of writing is no 
trifling one. But an extemporaneous sermon, that is, such 
a one as is likely to please his audience, will take no time or 
trouble at all. N or will our curate be deterred by any 
foolish nervousness or fear of failing before the face of so 
many hearers. Paul preached extempore ,  why should not 
he ? For fear however he be not quite persuaded by this 
argument, and persist in entertaining a suspicion that perhaps 
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the circumstances in which he is placed may in some respects 
differ from those of the Apostle of the Gentiles, and may 
consequently require some corresponding difference of con
duct, it will be well to remove any such lingering objections 
by a hint on the subject of extemporaneous preaching. 
A good extemporaneous, or, to speak more correctly, a good 
spoken sermon, in which deep thought, sound reasoning, 
and much learning, are set off by beauty of diction and 
appropriate gesticulation, is one of the highest efforts of 
human genius, such as I live in the hopes of some day 
witnessing-but let not our preacher imagine that any such 
model is to be placed before him. His task is of a different 
nature. His " ex tempore" sermon should consist of as 
many texts of scripture as can possibly be strung together 
wit�l the smallest possible compound of original matter, the 
less the better. In this way the least offence will be given, 
and the least suspicion of heterodoxy will be aroused, a 
point in which he will do well to be very careful. Whatever 
cementing matter he may employ should be, as far as he 
can . contrive, composed of Scripture-phrases. In fact, I 
should recommend every young curate to learn by heart 
daily a certain number of' verses from the Epistles of Paul, 
solely with a view to this object : thus will he acquire the 
faculty of delivering at a moment's notice a sermon of any 
conceivable length on any conceivable subject, and that too 
without giving room for any censorious expressions, since 
he can truly assert that every word of his discourse is taken 
from the Scriptures. Nothing can be more ill-judged and 
misplaced than words and phrases which remind his con
gregation of every-day life. A broad line of demarcation, 
it cannot be too broad, should be drawn between the 
Sabbath and the six unsanctified days of work, between the 
church and the world, and this differe)1ce should be expressed 
by an appropriate difference of language. 

Now, as for the subject of his sermon, as long as he re
members the rule I have just laid down, and strictly avoids 
secular and, above all, political subjects, our curate may be 
left to  his own devices. During the present state of  religious 
feeling in England, a sermon on the Errors ofPopery(provided 
that the influence or numbers of that sect in your parish be 
not so large as to produce inconvenient consequences) will not 
be in acceptable about once in three or four months ; the 
heresy of the Unitarians will furnish a telling topic though 
�ore rarely, and if our friend be of a tolerant or liberal dIsposition, he will be careful to control himself, at least so 
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far as to avoid saying anything which might be construed to . 

signify that he felt any unorthodox hopes of the possibility 
of the future sa�vation of any member of either of these sects. 
Different audiences will no doubt have different tastes ;  and 
the great business of our curate's life will be to develope and 
improve, if I may so say, a theological cuisine, an art 
whereby he may be enabled to adapt his discourses to the 
palates and requirements of his parishioners. General rules 
would here therefore be out of place : our pupil must in this 
matter be left to his own ingenuity. One piece of advice, 
however, may not be altogether useless. Be technical. Only 
let the preacher confine himself to technicalities and all will 
be well. You may tell your congregation that they are not 
in a state of grace, and they will go out of the church 
thanking you for your gospel-sermon, and thinking you pious 
yourself in proportion to the fervour of your condemnation 
of them, but beware, as you love respectability and desire 
success, beware of telling them tijat they are leading an un
just and dishonest life. Is your congregation a congregation 
of tradesmen 7 Warn them not against that covetousness 
which leads to the defrauding of the exchequer, the adulte
ration of their goods. Have you whole pews fun of stout 
prospering farmers 7 Talk not to them of farm·labourers 
starving on ten shillings a·week, but tell them about their 
souls and how to save them, and presume' not to, desecrate 
that holy place and the sanctity of the Sabbath by allusion to 
the things of this world. " What has grace to do with 
earthly things 7" has be�n very properly asked by a: learned 
judge in his place on the bench, and hundreds of English 
congregations will answer in deed if not in word-" nothing." 
A place for everything and everything in its place : the 
proper place to talk about the Bible and religion and our 
souls is the church, and the proper day is the Sabbath : and 
on the other days, and in other places we are to devote our
selves to secular occupations. I insist the more earnestly on 
this point, not only because in it lies the whole secret of our 
pupil's success, but also because there has lately arisen a set 
of misguided young men who utterly ignore the line between 
religious and secular life, and are continually confusing to
gether sacred and worldly things. These men talk about the 
Bible as though it concerned us on week-days as much as on 
the Sabbath, they profess to see in the narrative of the Holy 
Scriptures events which have occurred once and are occurring 
now, not merely to be read of, but also to be acted on ; they 
imagine there are at this day English false gods, English 
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false prophets, aye, even English Pharisees, as well as Eng
lish Publicans and Sinners ! They talk about men being 
just and honest and true, instead of " in a state of salvation," 
and use ugly words, such as covetousness, injustice, and 
hypocrisy, than which expressions none can be conceived 
more unscriptural or more utterly destructive of that good 
feeling which should exist between a pastor and his flock. 
But now mark the unhappy fate of these infatuated men, 
and compare it with the career of our rising curate. The 
latter, admired and even idolized by the respectable part of 
his congregation, a popular preacher, and a practical man, 
finds in this life a bishop\'ic and after death an epitaph. But 
if any man hanker after joining the ranks of these erring 
schismatics, let him not do so ul1warned. Blasted by the 
withering denunciations of the Record, styled infidel by one 
party, derided as visionary by another, attacked unsparingly 
by all, clogged on every side by an indistinct suspicion of 
unorthodoxy, the more injurious because indistinct, he must 
expect neither friendship nor sympathy from the great mass 
of his parishioners : the high places of the church are closed 
against him : he will die, as he has lived, a curate, with no 
other consolation than the weak-minded regrets of a few 
visionary men, and such pitiful satisfaction as he may be able 
to derive from the imagination that he has done his duty. 
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THE RA VER� HUNT. 

WHAT was the reason that there was such a dearth of 
Latin and Greek Grammars, and where did all Dr. 

Colenso's valuable educational productions go to, were 
questions that presented themselves forcibly to the mind 
of every new boy, in Havern School, during the last week 
of one September not so long ago. Various were the 
answers the " old fellows" gave, according as they estimated 
the amount of gullibility each querist had, but that the 
hunting season was coming on, seemed the solution that 
was most general, though the connection of the two was 
not so obvious. 

Friday solved the new boy's doubts, since they found 
themselves, together with a good many old boys, " douled" 
to tear scent in No. 8 . •  

To No. 8 Study let us then �djourn ; very barren indeed 
we find it, for the inhabitants, not having at any time much 
furniture, have removed all but the tables, to make room 
for the numbers who throng in. Soon the huntsman and 
his attendant satellites the whips appear, laden with old 
books, papers and such like, begged, bOlTowed or - appro
priated, C not to speak harshly) ; these they distribute to the 
multitude, with instructions to tear them to small fragments. 
While this is proceeding, we may as well explain the 
constitution of the hunt. The original rank of every member 
is that of a " hound," when he has attached to him an 
appropriate name, to which he must answer. 

Promotion, which is acquired by one's head, as well as 
by one's heels, that is by merit, scholastic as well as 
pedestrian, is to the rank of gentlemen, involving the 
privileges of sporting pink during a run, carrying a " hound
stick" Ca short stick with a hook at one end, by which to 
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assist a lagging hound, or pull the owner over a fence), and 
the more doubtful one of contributing to the expences. From 
the gentlemen are chosen the huntsman and whips. 

Let us now return to No. 8, where we find the hounds 
tearing scent into their square caps, a few gentlemen 
lounging in to take a turn, and the officials watching 
narrowly that the scent is of the proper size, and not torn 
double, that is, so that two pieces stick together. Towards 
the end of the proceedings, it transpires that the run for 
to-morrow is the one thro' Annesley Chase, one of the most 
popular, but one of the hardest. 

Great is the excitement next morning ; new made gentle
men buy their hound-sticks, the knowing ones grease their 
boots, or rather make their " douls " do it, get out their 
oldest bags, to' run in ; Music despairingly seeks for someone 
to tell him it is not so hard ; Songstress to improve his wind 
takes two raw eggs, and so is ill, and cannot go; Little 
Dairymaid persuades that big good natured gentleman with 
the very ancient hunting costume to promise to help him if 
he is hard up ; the huntsman and the two foxes for the 
occasion consult the map, and maliciously contrive to include 
the Annesley Brook ; the scent is stored into a bag, and 
all due preparations are made for the run ; and uncommon 
little for second lesson, after which the event comes off. 

Well, second lesson is said, and we stroll down to the 
old barn in Fumigator's Lane, where we find the two foxes 
just started, one with the scent-bag hung on his back from 
which his brother fox ever and anon distributes handfuls of 
the paper fragments, as guides for the pack to follow. 

Meanwhile one whip couples the hounds, the other makes 
an insane row an his bugle, an ancient party of drunken 
aspect and Irish origin, produces a basket in which to carry 
superfluous clothes to run in. Belts are tightened, caps 
jammed hard on. " The hounds are coupled, Mr. Huntsman," 
announces the whip to that dignified individual, who there
upon condescends to put himself at their head, and to say 
" Gently For'ard," which does not mean " Gently For'ard," 
for the pace . is fast, the grass long and wet ; down the hill 
lncrrily we go, the huntsman first, round him the hounds, a 
whip on either side, while the gentlemen follow through the 
gate at the bottom, j ump the little ditch, cross a small field 
or two, through one stiff hedge, and then up a long, long 
expanse of turnips and mud ; little cares Mr. Huntsman, 
on. he goes, not so the gentlemen, who prefer going round 
a lIttle to escape this, except ODe or two extra plucky ones ; 
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while the hounds, who must follow, set at nought the whips; . 

endeavours to keep them together, but drop into a long line, 

from the rear of which one has a vision of heads and shoulders 

bobbing up and down in most eccentric methods. 

Every one is pleased when a j ump over the stile brings 

us into Farmer Hammond's stubble fields, along which we go 

merrily, to the great disgust of that plethoric and wrathful 

man, who, attended by two rustics, armed with pickets; 

fondly hopes to stop us. Ah ! fond man, there is never a 

rustic in hobnails and a smock frock, who can come near us. 

" Dang ye," he cries, and " dang ye" all the echoing woods 

resound. On we go, hurling at him " winged words," 

careless of the deep black plough we noW run over, tho' one 

or two hounds want assistance, and not a few have got purls 

over the last two or three fences to the great detriment of 

their appearance. 
But now the pace is slackened for an instant to gather 

up the stragglers, or leave them all together, silence is 

enjoined, for now we have to run through the drives of 

Annesley Park, long green alleys cut through the planta

tions, sacred alone to pheasants ; and dire would be the 

wrath of old Annesley, should he see the invasion, for the 

first of October is nigh, and all Havern boys rank as poachers 

in his mind, and perhaps he may have some reason for 

thinking so. 
The services of the gentlemen are nOw required, to pull 

along those of the hounds who are done up : go along they 

must, three miles through these drives without a stop : very 

pleasant is it tho', for there is good turf below, and the 

trees arch over head, still laden with the rain drops of the 

morning which shine like pearls in the Sun ; whirr-goes 

some old cock pheasant disturbed by the tramp of many feet. 

At length we emerge by the Havern's side, whose waters 

are swollen, and keep along its banks for a short way, then 

turn through a plantation into the Annesley Park, past the 

front of the Hall, over the sunk fence, round the old Chapel 

to the astonishment and amusement of some young ladies 

drawing the same, who do not often see sixty fellows in 

such attire, or hear such noise as the junior whip gets out of 

his bugle. Tramp, tramp, on we go past Farmer Goughs, 

who gives us a cheer, for didn't we save his stacks from fire 

not so long ago. " Gentlemen forward," cries the huntsman ; 

off they go and race in, to where the foxes stand as judges 

of the race ; and then the hounds race in for the last 

hundred yards ; Champion first, V e:nus second, Rattler third ; 
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and thus the Annesley Run was done ; nine miles in almost 
110 time. 

The rest of the day being a holiday is spent in talking it 

over again, how well Champion ran, how hard the Senior 
whip tipped the silk to all who lagged, how little Dairymaid 
was pulled all the way, while the smaller Tiny would not be 
helped at all ; these, and all these, are they not written in the 
Chronicles of the R. H. H ?  
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! wonD ON UNIVERSITY STUDIES. 

A STRANGER to our University can hardly look over 
the Mathematical Honor lists in the Calendar, without 

feeling some surprise that so few names are distinguished 
by the a, f3 or ry which indicate a man who has also taken 
Classical Honors. To a stranger, I say, this must be a 
subj ect of surprise, but to ourselves of regret ; regret that so 
few among us are found capable of distinguishing themselves 
in more than one branch of study, that so few are willing to 
give their minds that generality of education which<alone can 
furnish them with sound judgment, or fit them to achieve 
really great works. To me it seems, that for a man to give 
up the years he is here, the years in which his mind is most 
impressible, most capable of being expanded by a generous 
education, the years, one might almost say, in which his 
mind is jot'med, to give these up to one study alone, whether 
it be Classics or Mathematics , is a course as preposterous as 
to give the body meat and refuse it drink, or to give it drink 
arid refuse it meat. But I will not trespass upon these pages 
to shew that this system is bad,.for I am persuaded that there 
is not a man in this College who does not feel that a Senior 
Wrangler who knows nothing but Mathematics, is by no 
means so well educated as a man of very much lower place 
in that Tripos, who is well informed on most subjects, and 
whose name also appears moderately high in the Classical 
Tripos. Indeed, if a man's education has been confined to 
Mathematics, and let him be acquainted ever so well with this 
science, what is he �t for ? Perhaps he is unwilling or 
unable to teach, (for It does not follow that a man who is 
thoroughly acquainted with a subject is able to convey his 
ideas with perspicuity to others,-one must be born a teacher,) 
and he is scarcely fit to take holy orders and be entrusted 
with the care of souls ; what can he do ? If you would see 
this question answered, pass with me into a certain office 
in the West of England, where you may see a Senior 
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Wrangler engaged in the somewhat unintellectual occupation 
of marking down the weights of loads of coal, and exciting 
within us no better hopes than that, as Ite was a Senior 
TVranglm', Ite will be able to add up tlte rows oj figures 
correctly ! 

Assuming then that this one-sided and partial education 
is bad, let us with a view to its remedy, investigate its origin. 
I think its origin is Prejudice, a two-fold prejudice. In the 
first place there is a prejudice very prevalent in the Uni
versity that our course here is very short, and that we have 
not time to pursue in it more than one study to any effect. 
This prejudice makes the expectant of Mathematical honors 
shrink from reading even the Classical subjects of our College 
Examinations: it makes the Classic rej oice when his Little
Go is past, that he needs no more mathematics, and with 
joy dispose of his Arithmetic and Algebra as useless acquire
ments which he may now cast away for ever. It is this 
same prejudice which causes men to say that they would 
be very glad to avail themselves of the advantages which 
would be derived from writing for our College Magazine, 
but they have no time. It was this that caused so many 
to refuse the pleasure and the improvement afferded in the 
Long Vacation by our Debating Society, saying, that it 
would doubtless do them a great deal of good, but they 
really could not take an hour a week from the time they 
had set apart for Mathematics. I have called this a pre
Judice for I believe it is nothing more. I feel confident 
that any one who will try the experiment will find that if 
his chief attention be directed suppose to Mathematics, 
his progress in that science will not be less, or less satis
factory, at the end of a term, if he has been devoting two 
or three 01' four hours a day during that term to Classics. 
The one study will be relaxation after the other ; to turn 
the mind wearied with any one pursuit to a different pur
suit is a better rest for it than to leave it unemployed 
to wander where it will. Thus by dividing our attention 
between different studies we are enabled to work longer 
without fatigue and not only longer but with greater appli
cation, for every one who is accustomed to reading must 
know that after he has been engaged for some time at a subject 
he finds it difficult to apply himself as thoroughly as at first to 
that subj ect although he could easily give up his mind entirely 
to any other. And here I may be allowed to introduce an ob
servation which scarcely belongs to my argument, but which 
111ay be useful to some reader. A very great number of the 
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Undergraduates at this College puq�ose taki
.
ng holy o�ders. · 

I would suggest to them that they will £nd It very desIrable 
in interpreting the Old Testament Scriptures to have a know
ledge of Hebrew and that here there are unusual advantages 
offered to them of studying that language ; I think that 
if they at all agree with the remarks I have been making, 
they will have no fear that their progress in other studies 
would be interfered with by their attendance at the Hebrew 
lectures. 

B ut there is a second prejudice which induces the evil 
of which I speak. Mathematical men, as they are called, 
tell us that they cannot read Classics because they are mathe
matical and not classical. And similarly, and I believe to 
a much greater degree, Classical men object that they cannot 
do mathematics. Perhaps I am rather bold in calling this a 
prejudice, but I am not without reason for supposing that 
in many cases, if not in every case, it is so. Among children 
brought up in the same circumstances, we £nd one early 
acquiring an idea of number and loving to count, while 
another exhibits no such precocity, though in other respects 
he may appear the cleverer of the two. We observe this 
difference, and not perceiving anything external to account 
for it, we say that the difference is innate, and that the one 
child is nat�trally mathematical and the other is not. But 
I think that where children and older persons exhibit this 
apparent incapacity for acquiring one subj ect and aptitude 
for another, it is often the result of prejudice contracted per
haps in mere infancy. At. a very early age children are 
put to learn reading and arith!lletic. One of these subj ects 
is brought before a child we may suppose in a more pleasing 
form than the other: or disagreeable associations of punish
ment perhaps accompany one more than the other. And 
similarly when they begin Latin: they £nd difficulty in a 
lesson of Latin Grammar, and are glad to be allowed to do 
some arithmetic instead, 01' they are puzzled in their sums 
and look on the Latin as a relief. Prej udices thus arise and 
grow, and are afterwards regarded as capabilities and in
capabilities,  natural it is thought to the child, but certainly 
hindering the man most grievously in his education. 

And if we are right in deciding that in most cases what a 
man calls his inability to read Mathematics is indeed merely 
prej udice, (though perhaps of very long standing,) surely an 
effort should be made that this prejudice do not stand in the 
way of his usefulness and advancement in life. It is not 
probable that he would ever take to Mathematics with the 
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delight that he now derives f�om Classics, but without in
terfering with his Classical reading, he may doubtless make 
such progress in the science as will expand his mind and 
enlarge his ideas, and have no mean effect on his success 
in life. 

But I would not have it supposed from what I have said, 
that I think all men or most men should attempt to take 
double honol's ; I think more should do so than do at present, 
but my chief obj ect in writing this paper is to urge those 
who are reading for honors, in either tripos, not to :t;leglect 
their other studies for the sake of the one they have chosen, 
but to let their reading be extensive, even though their 
honors are single.  My obj ect is to combat that idea so pre
valent in our College and especially among ambitious and 
impetuous freshmen, viz. that if they are reading·Mathematics 
it is waste of time to read a Latin author, it is waste of time 
to attend a Classical lecture; history and poetry are snares 
to take their attention from Euclid and Conics; newspapers 
and novels are incompatible with Dynamics and Newton. These men should remember that they came up to Cam
bridge not to be made into calculating machines, but to be educated, and Education is a lady who cannot be won by a 
single attraction. Let them be Senior Wranglers if they can, but by all means let them be educated. 

I conclude with the hope that future numbers of The 
Eagle may contain opinions on this subject from abler heads and more fluent pens than mine, for it is a subject of importance to all of us, it is a question admitting of pro£table 
discussion, and one upon which our readers may pronounce the verdict, applicable indeed to most questions, that H much may be said upon both sides." 

" NE QUID NIMIS." 
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ATTICA. 

(A T)'anslat'ion from Sophooles.) 

" lJI7r7rOV, �fjl� Ta(J"�E xwpa�." -
Soph. (Eel. Col. 668. 

MIGHTY is the land, 0 Stranger, 

Which thy wandering footsteps tread ; 

It shall shelter thee from danger, 

It shall guard thine aged head ; 

Here Colon os' woods of sable 

Shade her chalk-cliffs as a crest, 

Here the steed may find a stable, 

And the nightingale a nest, 

Deep witbin her ivy cover 

Circled by no fettering bars, 

She, lamenting like a lover, 

Pours her music to the, stars: 

O'er this valley's verdant bosom 

Venus guides her golden rein ; 

Here Narcissus spreads his blossom, 

Crown of the immortals twain ; 

Bacchus, round whose brow supernal 

Wreathes the grape in purple twine, 

Roves amid these groves eternal 

With his nurses, nymphs divine ; 

Attica. 

Here, scarce seen 'mid trees which hide it, 
Roams Cephisus' sleepless stream, 
And the Muses roam beside it 
Through the groves of Academe ; 
Aye the cool green slopes he presses 
Of the hills which gave him birth, 
Shadowy hills, whose fond caresses 
Clasp him to the breast of Earth, 
Dew divine supplies that river 
And he fails not from the land, 
But he rolls his wave for ever 
'Twixt the sunlight and the sand, 
And the crocus round him blazing 
Lifts to heaven its golden eye, 
He, upon its beauty gazing, 
Wonders as he wanders by ; 
But a tree this region blesses 
Favoured most by Pallas' smile, 
Such nor A sia's land possesses, 
Nor as yet the Dorian isle ; 
By no human hand 'twas planted, 
' Twas no mortal sowed the seed, 
'Twas the gift a goddess granted 
To supply a nation's need : 
Young and old revered its beauty 
And to smite its trunk forbore, 
Still the Olive held its duty 
As the guardian of the door ; 
Ne'er was tree so blest before it, 
Never fruit so famous grew, 
Zeus the guardian watches o'er it, 
Watch Minerva's eyes of blue ; 
Nor alone the Olive's clusters 
Raise this region o'er the rest, 
Yet another boast she musters 
By another gift is blest ; 
God-given gifts they ne'er shall perish, 
Skilled to rear the steed is she, 
Skilled the tender foals to cherish, 
Skilled to rule the foaming sea. 
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Hail ! 0 God, Poseidon hoary! 

'Twas thy voice the mandate gave 

That her sons should ride to glory 

On the War-Horse and the Wawe! 

Through thy gift the bark swift sliding 

Shoots the buoyant wave along, 

While the Nereids round it gliding 

Cheer its passage with their song. 
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THE BOATING MANIA. 

ST. JOHN'S is a very respectable old-established institu-
tion-there can be no doubt of that-and a J ohnian, as 

every one knows, is the very type of sobriety, regularity and 
grind ; yet there are times, regula;rly recurring in their 
appointed 'coUl1se,-for St. if ohn's, we speak not of the other 
Colleges, is regular and systematic, even in its irregularity, 
there is a method in its madness,-we say there are times 
when St. John's lays aside the gravity and sedateness which 
become its years, the regularity and order which befit its 
character ; and, entering into some pursuit, some phantom 
chase, with all the zest and earnestness, the vigour and the 
fun of its more youthful, more frolicsome brethren, shows 
that the sober robe of age but covers the warm, enthusiasti.c 
heart of youth, and that, though increased in sil'le, it has 
not grown unwieldy : in fact it allows itself to be possessed 
by a mania. 

We al'€ not about to enter into a scientific discussion of 
the diagnosis of a ' mania' ; we believe manias to be almost 
�haractet'istic of Englishmen, and we have our own opinion 
that the world gets on by manias, and that, from ' the manias 
of the schoolboy to the manias of the nation, the step is 
not so great as elderly gentlemen who believe themselves to 
constitute the nation, are in the habit of supposing. These 
however are questions into which we do not propose to enter. 
We speak but of St. John's, and we think we shall be 
understood when we say that the three J ohnian Manias are 
the Examination Mania, the Boating Mania, and the Tripos 
f\1ania-of these the first is the most frequent, the second 
1S the most contagiolils, and the third the most important. 
Each has its peculiar priesthood, its established ritual, its 
periodical literature, its zealous votaries ; and from each some 
few stand apart, in pitiable isolation and futile opposition, 
professing to object on principle-and hereof we note a 
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curious law-that he who avoids the third has generally , 
opposed and often suffered from the first has in fact been 
operated upon by its doctors, or in their technical phraseology 
been ' plucked'; and that he who opposes the second, the 
first and third seem to have possessed to a frightful and even 
dangerous extent-we say ' seem' for the instances are rare, 
and, from their confinement, necessitated by the disease, not 
easily studied-these are they who scoff at the uselessness
of pulling bits of painted wood about, as if the true J ohnianr 
who studies con amore the abstract truths of Mathematics, 
cared for mere utility. 

Gladly, did opportunity allow, would we linger here to 
touch, however lightly, the whole subject of the J ohnian 
manias-to recall to the minds of our readers the wannish 
light of the midnight lamp which marks unerringly the 
windows of one class of maniacs,-their consumption of 
pens and paper, their absence from the social gatherings, 
the monomaniac tendencies of their conversation, all finally 
culminating in the orgies celebrated in their high ha11-
the hooded priests attending-hour after hour, day after 
day ; and contrast with them the regular attendance at the 
college chapel suspiciously synchronizing with the approach
ing races and causing j oy in the heart of a guileless dean
the early hours-the healthy look and voice-the consump
tion of beef and beer-the sanguinary costumes about ' the 
college courts which characterize another mania; we must 
however pass on. We have a word or two to say of the 
boating mania alone-or rather of its boat-clubs. Not in 
the way of defence: those few who, born with no more 
muscle than suffices to hold O-pen and turn the trembling 
leaf, or who, blessed with so sound and lasting a stock of 
health that they can dispense with all exercise except the 
regular Trumpington grind, cannot understand the use of 
boating and will not recognize its position as a true J ohnian 
mania ; such, I think, our fellows have recently taught by 
their very marked and liberal encouragement of other out
door sports as well as boating, that they at least do not 
think and do not wish us to think that the Chapel and the 
Hall, the Dean and the Coach alone sum up our College 
Education, but that spirit, mind and body must all according 
to their nature receive careful cultivation and development. 

Setting aside then, because we cannot understand, those 
abnormal beings who either think or act as if boating or the 
Tripos were the end and aim of College Life, we suppose 
there are few who will deny that boating shares with cricket 
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thc honour of being the finest physical exercise that a hard
rcading undergraduate can regularly take. But a boat-club 
does somewhat more than afford facility for boating, more 
than merely circulate the blood and develope the muscles of 
its members. Every pursuit which draws men together 
rnL1st do good in ways and to an extent that we with our yard-
111Casures and mathematical formulre can neither understand 
nor explain-and of boating especially do we believe this 
to be true. Let any captain ' of a racing crew, whether 
near the top or the bottom of the racing list, give his evidence; 
let him tell frankly, but without exaggeration, of the petty 
i t ·alousy, the selfishness, obstinacy, conceit, discontent and 
frivolity which he had continually to witness and control ; 
let any member of a racing-crew tell his story of the uog
ilC'ac1ed, senseless tyranny and favouritism displayed by some 
captains ; of the discord, bad management and confusion 
tll<l t prevailed in the boat, until all hope and chance of success 
seemed alike gone; and then let them both tell how, in some 
m),sterious way and almost imperceptibly, through all these 
0pposing differences, through pains of temper and pains of 
body the crew did fight its way to something like union and 
ol' eness; how day after day, as the stroke became steadier 
aul the swing surer, a feeling of unity and the forgetfulness 
of <elf did seem to spring up in the boat, until all felt like 
o n c  man, that w hatever might happen, whether they gained 
o r  lost they would one and all do their duty to the boat and 
pull their best and hardest. Was nothing gained here but 
good exercise ? Was this tim e  wasted ? Would the extra 
hours . stolen from the hard grained muses of the cube and 
sq I l 'lre have been more profitably devoted to problems or 
ho0kwork ? We think not. This is not however the only 
d i rection in which we can see that the boat-club works 
fol' good 

The dandy pensioner, candidate for an easy, gentlemanly 
pol l , environed by the splendour of a glossy coat, and leaving 
�C('nt of perfume and odours of tobacco behind him as he 
gocs, looks down with scorn upon the careless figure robed ! I l  academicals, which shabby by use, but not tattered by 
l l l - \l �c, covers perhaps a still shabbier coat, as papers in hand 
ll( hurries to his coach; but let them get into a boat together 
a n (l the mathematics will soon find that the back before him 
ix  n ot merely an average specimen of Sartorian architecture, 
I\' < lrth only the value of its decorations, but that it owns a 
P l i r  of brawny arms, and that the captain has found real �() I i rl stuff and got good work where tutors could only find 
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.a vacuum, and have recourse to gates ; while our would-be 
.swell finds that his friend behind is as earnest though 
perhaps not so skilful in the boat as at his desk, and that he 
handles an oar even better than he does his pen, so each 
respects the other more and himself less. 

vVe all have our fancies about men and manners, and 
'Very foolish ones they are sometimes. This man talks too 
much, another too little, one is untidy, another too particular, 
and so on through all the various combinations and forms of 
expressions of individual character. They annoy you, disturb 
the true and even balance of your temper-foolish fellow. 
See them in their Margaret or Somerset jersey, get into a 
boat with them, and you'll find half the peculiars have 
vanished ; that they give fairish backs and can pull with a 
will which wins your heart, before you have half reached 
the Plough. Laugh as you may, and explain it as you can, 
there is a fellowship about true work which overrides all 
these petty, superficial differences, and which makes you feel 
what a mine of good there is in many a man whom previously 
you had shrunk from and almost loathed. 

oN THE ADVANTAGES OF 13EING IN THE WRONG. 

I HAVE always hated " accurate people !" They are ever 
the dread of the theorist ; they are even a sad clog on 

the measures of the practical man. Void of imagination 
themselves as they almost invariably are, they are a wet 
blanket upon the imagination of others, to the prej udice of 
all poetry and all that approaches romance. 

Why should we be accurate ? Is nature always strict, 
invariable, precise ? Is it not the charm of the world around us 
that it greets us with endless surprises ? that no billow on 
the ocean is like its brother wave, and no bud upon the briar 
the counterpart of that which is bursting beside it ? 

You can't reckon on nature being a'ccurate, except in a 
very general way indeed; and I for one am particularly 
glad that it is so .  Think of the dreadfulness of looking at 
the Mediterranean through a Showman's tube; and being 
able to tell exactly how the ridges run along the water. 
For my own part I had very much rather not know the 
exact height of any. wave at all. I object to Dr. Scoresby 
and his profane attempts at prying into the secrets of the 
ocean, and I shall hail with joy the day which will demon
strate the fallacy of that great man's conclusions, always 
provirled it do not bri!\g with it the establishment of other 
Irrefragable ones in their room. No ! '  Give me an irregular 
u�iverse', say I !  It was with a deep insight that the poets 
feIgned a hell where the damned spirits were doomed to 
gaze on thick ribbed ice for ever. A crystallized world 
seems to me a not unmeet picture of what the infernal regions 
ought to be. Meanwhile, I love an inaccurate N ature
:N ature with puzzles and flaws and storms and anomalies
:N ature wild, unkempt, ragged, just as often wrong as right ! 

Yes ! Mr. Senior Wrangler ! Just as often ! My notion 
of ', right' is when things turn out exactly as I expect and deSIre them to turn out, and that being my premise, dispute 
tny conclusion if you can ! 
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Nature is inaccurate, you heal'. Then why shouldn't 

I be ? " Sequere naturam !" I desire to meditate upon the 

advantages of inaccuracy, upon the positive good to myself, 

and you and all the world of being downright wrong. Wrong 

in our practice, wrong in our principles, wrong in our heads ! 

Take the matter on its lowest grounds ! Consider for a 

moment how shocking it would be if we all had correct 

taste ! Taste in dress let us instance. Shall it be brown 

now ? or ' mauve' ? You know it WAS ' mauve' last year ! 

Imagine the dreariness of a brown concert, everybody in 

brown, and dull brown, because it was ' right' in the vulgar 

acceptation. Imagine the sombre sadness of a world where 

ALL were Quakers-or worse still, where all the gentlemen 

went dressed like the maniac in the diary of a late Physician, 

with an ostrich feather in their heads, and the rest of the 

person enveloped in green baize, fitting tight to the skin I 
Now these things are inevitable, if nobody is wrong-headed 

in the matter of taste. You would have one dreary monotony 

of apparel, sodden, solemn, flaring perhaps or painful , but 

unvaried ; instead of which, now we have duchesses in yellow 

and ladies in crimson ; dowagers in velvet and damsels in 

muslin ; bachelors in peg-tops and divines in cassocks ; the 

marshall in his cockt hat, and the flunky in his blazes ! 

And be it remembered, the very diversity in the shapes and 

colours and materials and arrangement are necessarily inse

parably bound up with much that is faulty, ugly, and objec

tionable in the highest degree ! 
Do you wish to do away with this wholesome variety ; do 

you wish to correct all the ' mistakes'. I protest, good 

reader, you are an idiot, and most perversely and deservedly 

and ridiculously ·WRONG ! 
But consider the delight of being MORALJ,Y WRONG. 

I take it you have never been convicted of Felony ! Well ! 
I don 't exactly recommend you to try it, because I suppose 
a Felon has done something wicked, and that sounds very 
bad ! But imagine yourself a Felon, and look at the bright 
side of the matter. �u�ely there is a bright side ! Surely 

it must be very gratIfymg to reflect, how much money you 
have made change hands. Trace the history of a Felon from 
the apprehension of the rascal to the period of his ultimate 
release. We 'll give him seven years of it ! What a useful 
career ! The constable, the lawyer, the barrister, tbe jailors, 
the chaplain, the Judge; the jury, the-the-Heaven knows 
how many more, and all paid, all living a fair average com
fortable life for the behoof of felons only. How many hun-
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dred operations did we hear the Enfield rifle has to submit 
to ? Bah ! your Felon beats it hollow. Who shall say he is 
not an eminently useful member of society ? 

But contemplate all the machinery for the morally wrong 
in other directions,-the reformatories, the Bethlehems, the 
Magdalens, the refuges, and what not. The positive advan" 
taO'e to the wrong do·ers is often incalculable, to the commu. 
ni't'y at large scarcely less extensive. 

I pass over the advantages of being religiously wrong ; 
but I 'm very sure if New Zealand had been a Christian 
land, it would not have been noticed as it has ; and but for 
the big Patagonian's pulling off Captain Gardiner's boots as 
he lay shivering with the scurvy, few would have cared 
to visit that gloomy stygian shore I 

Think of the quarter of a million (which nobody grudges, 
God forbid ! )  spent by our Missionary Societies. Who 
would give twopence to teach a Tartar a faith which he 
knew as well as you ? 

Then again, you and I brother know what it is to be 
physically wrong. That favorite corn you know ! or that 
particularly inconvenient stomach-ache. Whew ! The de
light of getting rid of the one or the other ! Then the 
petting you get when you're out of sorts ! Adolphus comes 
home thoroughly emaciated after the hideous toils of the 
May term. Is there no Cecilia at home to pity him ? His 
nervous system has received a shock indeed, but Clara's 
sympathy ! Ah I what value for a sensitive nature in the 
sound of that voice, in the touch of that hand, in the look of 
that eye, that says so softly in most musical glances, " Poor 
fellow, how sad !" I often think, with a kind of awe, of that 
rough fusileer at Balaklavah, who swore with a coarse oath 
he 'd be wounded every day of his life to, have such a kind 
" nuss" to hold his head ! 

And is there no joy in being commercially wrong too ? 
Crede experto, you never know :tour friends till you 've be
come " rather embarrassed." But then you do ! Aye ! ir is 
a horrible annoyance to find yourself really in debt. And 
Great Britain (and I' ve no doubt I may include Ireland too) 
highly resents a state of insolvency in men, women, or 
children. Yet, mark you I if you want to see how many 
friends you have, get royally into debt and see who sticks to 
You. Take my word for it, you won 't find a British trader 
who will stand that test. No ! "  Wholesale retail and for ex
po�'tation" holdeth in abhorrence a paucity of funds. But It 18 a joy which has few equals in delight, to find one staunch 
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true man in the hour of trial, who will fight your battles, and 
give you the hand of fellowship, and never shirk nor waver, 
who will nail his colours to the mast, and take as his motto at 
such a time, ' No surrender' ! and-better than all-put his 
hand in his pocket and not draw it out empty ! 

I think you will not expect me to dilate upon the advan
tages of being intellectually wrong-they are too obvious ! 
Why ! Humboldt wrote his Cosmos for those who stood in 
need of correction, not for the miserable creatures who had 
nothing to learn ! I always did think Milton's picture of the 
devils' imperfect knowledge, their wranglings and disputes and 
glorious arguments one with the other, was a far higher, and 
nobler picture than that other of a learned seraph who talked 
so very correctly beside Adam in paradise. All literature 
that deserves the name goes upon the assumption, that the 
reading public are a�tray on some subject or other. All pro
gress in knowledge is built upon our past mistakes, all worthy 
instruction is based upon the rectifying of our errors. The 
man who never says a foolish thing, is pretty certain never 
to do a wise one ! 

I am not wholly unversed in the instruction of youth, 
and I never knew yet a precocious boy who made no blunders 
do anything brilliant. A good, stirring, rattling, false quan
tity, for instance, is such a wholesome stimulant. To be 
sure that is rather vulgar ! But the making Alexander a 
rival of Caractacus in the affections of Zenobia, or the 
multiplying certain powerful x's by multiplying their indices, 
these are instructilVe misdemeanours, from which a man 
learns more than by a year's dogged persistence in a course 
of humdrum accuracy. 

Take comfort then my fellow blunderers, we are on the 
right side of the hedge after all. WE are alive, " the 
other party" are mere machines-wind'em up and they 'll 
go ! We can't ! We sometimes go wrong ! All the better ! 
I would not wear a chronometer in my fob habitually, no ! 
not for the world ! I regard a man who gives fifty guineas 
for a time-piece that never loses a second, in the light of a 
monomaniac ! I greatly enjoy that pulling out of watches, 
all differing (only one unhappy one right you 'll observe !) 
and all affording a pleasant topic for conversation. I honour 
the man who despises Greenwich time and sticks to the 
!ongitude. For me, I never had a good watch, and never 
mtex;td to have until some infatuated people give me a Testi
momal, and then I shall take it to pieces to insure it's going 
not over well for the future. It is so very dull to know 
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precisely the time of day, and to have no margin allowed 
you !  .. .. .. .. '* .. 

Of course you expect a conclusion. Is it quite the cor
rect thing ?-Pish !. 

SONG. 

SHE cometh in dreams of Summer days, 
W ith the chirping of Summer bil'ds

With a faint sweet scent of new-mown hay 
And the lowing of distant herds. 

And tearful eyes look down on me 
And a sad face haunts my mind

But I only heal' the plash of the wave, 
And the breath of the Summer wind ! 

She cometh to me in the gray, gray dawn, 
With a sadness on her brow, 

With a tremulous glimmer of golden hair, 
And a voice that speaks not now.-

She bringeth a mem'ry of pale, pale cheeks, 
And the grass of a quiet grave,-

But I only heal' the breath of the wind, 
And the plash of the Summer wave ! 

" A." 

" F. V." 



AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A GOOSEQUILL. 

TEMPORA quam mutantur ! eram pars anseris olim : 
Nunc sum penna brevis, mox resecanda minor. 

De patre rostrato sine glorier ante, I'ecidar 
Quam brevi or. Princeps ille cohortis erat. 

Nunc longa cervice minax et sibilus ore 
Currebat per humum : nunc dubitante gradu 

Et capite obstipo steterat similisque putanti 
Quo sol deficeret tempore quaque tenus. 

Srepe anatum mediocre genus brevioraque risit 
Colla suis, risit rostra canora minus. 

Et quoties risit, concordes nos quoque pennre 
Risimus, atque alre concrepuere pares. 

" Stl'anguler atque coquar," stride bat gutture ovanti,. 
" Ni crepat horridius, quam strepit anser, anas. 

" Dem j,ecur in lances, in pulvinaria plumas, 
" Ansere si melius cantat anbelus 0101'." 

H re{} et plura quidem croceo dabat ore cacbinnans. 
Galle, cachinnanti territa terga daba,s. 

flave pedes, flave ora parens, alia omnia candens,. 
Multicolor pavo te bicolore minus 

(Hoc quoque jactabas) nivei splendoris habebat. 
N ec rostro exciderat vox ea vana tuo. 

Ah quem portabas ventrem et quam varicus ibas, 
Altiliumque timor delicireque coqui ! 

Ab quoties tecum lretabar, sive biremis 
Liventem per aquam candida vela dares ; 

Sive volaturum graviter te passa levaret 
Ala, ministerio proficiente meo I 

Ah stagni decus ! Ah ranarum gurges et horror ! 
Ah desiderium vulpis, opime pater; 

Sol medium (memini) conscenderat rethera, dumque. 
Derides anatum colla minora tuis, 

EfRaras : TarataUa coquus tibi guttura long a 
Fregerat elidens, exscideratque jecur. 

Hrec, pater albe, tui memor heu non alba litura 
Flens cadit in chartam. Nunc mea fata sequar. 

Autobt"ography of a Goosequill. 

VeUor, et aligenre velluntur rite sorores ; 
Mox patior morsus, culter acerbe, tuos. 

Rasa cavor dorsum ; tum fissa cacuminor ima : 
Est mihi lingua ; loquar : sunt mihi labra ; bibam. 

Atramenta bibo : novus adfluit haIitus : arsi 
Currere sub digitis et sine voce Ioqui ! 

o ubi terrarum loquar ? 0 ubi nuncia mentis 
Audiar in Grrecis stridere literulis ? 

Musarum domus est : piger adluit amnis ; agerque 
Collibus, ut flumen mobilitate, caret. 

Camum Castaliil. Polyhymnia, Pallas Athenis 
Mutavit Grantam : quo coiere pares. 

Me quoque fors devexit eo : diagrammata duco ; 
Scribere versiculos conor : utrumque decet. 

Terra, tu os sequor errores, dum volveris inter 
Qure fugiunt solem flumina· qureque petunt. 

Tum lapidis jacti curvum signare tenorem 
lnstruar an doceam, quis scit ? Utrum que puto. 

Pons sacer est, asinorum infamia : srepe per illum 
Ivit inoffensus, me duce, discipulus. 

Tandem, prretrepidans orbem quadrare, cucurri 
Noctes atque dies irrequieta duos. 

Futilis ille Iabor quanto stetit atramento ! 
Vana quot inscriptis signa voIuminibus ! 

Me tunc, dum toties in gyrum volvor, adorta est 
Vertigo capitis : dissiluere genre : 

Suecubui, excideramque manu, ni prensa tenerer : 
Tam grave quadrando vulnus ab orbe tuli. 

Non sum quaIis eram : fro macuIosa : fatisco : 
Varica, rostrati more parentis, eo. 

Arent labra siti : cessat facundia Iingure : 
Dirigui : careo mobilitate meil. 

Lector, in hoc (maculis veniam da) carmine, nostrre 
Quidquid erat reliquum garrulitatis, babes. 

Hrec memor in nostro sit seal pta querela sepulcro, 
" Penna, Ievi ehartis sit tibi terra levis." 

• Magnesia fiumina saxi.-LuoRET. 

" T. S. E." 
RUGDY, Marc", 1858. 
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A. WORD M ORE ON UNIVERSITY STUDIES. 

THE article on this subject in the last number of the Eagle 
was, with one exception, to me by far the most interesting. 

Not that it is new or profound, wit ty or logical, but that it 
says precisely what I should have said three years ago. 
I have the strongest sympathy with the unknown writer of 
it, and cannot better express it than by disputing most of 
his inferences. An hour's conversation would, I have no 
doubt, leave us thoroughly agreed at bottom ; let me briefly 
indicate the line I should adopt. 

You speak, Sir, of the worthlessness of this one-sided and 
partial Education that a man obtains, if he reads nothing at 
College but mathematics, even though he attain the highest 
honours in that branch of study. 

I do ; supposing him, as I said, to be ignorant of other 
things. 

Just so ; but here you virtuaHy ignore all early training 
(assuredly no unimportant part of education), all his boyhood 
at home, and all his years at school. From ten years old to 
nineteen what was he doing ? .The greater part of that time 
was speJ;lt in Latin and Greek. He has already devoted in 
some way or other nine years to lang�age, and what he did 
at all he is likely to have done in earnest ; on your own 
theory he ought now to turn to science. 

Yes ; but those seven or eight years, for I will not grant 
you more, are years in which comparatively little progress i s  
made ; his  Il\ind was not captivated by his work ; it was done 
perfunctorily ; and with what effect let t�e Little-Go exa-
miners tell. 

I think their evidence could not help us much just now. 
But you. have no right to say that the work was done per
functorily ; and less still to estimate the value of a training 
by the quantum of producible knowledge it has given. Even 
if he can barely translate Virgil and Homer, and such cases 
are rare, the amount of labour, (and that is an item never to 
be lo,st sight of in estimating the value of a, br�nch of educa-
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tion) that must have been bestowed in the acquisition of that 
ability is very apt to be under-estimated. I consider it as of 
great importance. 

Well, it's worth something ; we can't quite define how 
much. 

Therefore, Sir, you have greatly overstated your case in 
speaking of a Senior Wrangler who knows nothing but 
mathematics. You should have said, who knows nothing 
better than the generality of educated (1 mean University) 
men, except mathematics. 

I grant you this ; if you think it is worth having. 
I do ; it is the first concession I wanted, and fatal to your 

remarks on Educated men v. Calculating machines. I shall 
now go on to the next point. You complain that he should 
give three whole years to mathematic$, and get so full of 
them, while he is comparatively ignorant of other things. 
But he knows very little of mathematics. He is much further 
behind Adams and Stokes (not to go out of Cambridge) than 
a senior classic is behind Shilleto and Donaldson. Is there 
any man in Cambridge who could give an opinion on the 
subjects on which Adams is understood (or not understood) 
to be engaged ? I have heard not. In fact your hero knows 
about as much mathematics as a clever fourth-form boy 
knows of classics, of whom you can say that he may perhaps 
turn out a pretty scholar if he works well. In discussing a 
University Matriculation Examination, some Classical and 
Mathematical men agreed that the students should be ex
pected to shew a competent knowledge of the rudiments of 
both branches of education. But how would our schools 
have opened their thousand eyes had they heard a worthy 
Cambridge Professor fix as a minimum (so runs the tale) that 
a man should be able to differentiate freely ! Therefore it 
appears that there is no such great disproportion in his at
tainments, even if his classics are those of the third form ; 
and we observe a disproportion rather in the Classical Senior 
Optime who is still in his hic, haec, lwc of mathematics. 

There is some plausibility about this ; but the proof of 
the pudding is in the eating ; tell me what mainly occupies 
the mind of the mathematical student ! Is it well balanced ? 

You take strong ground. 1 trust that while he is at 
work at Mathematics he thinks of them, and of them only. 
The strong mind will throw them aside �ntirely, and say, 
, Lie there, Todhunter' when he puts off hIS shabby old coat 
for Thurlbourn and Holden's new one, and turns out at 
2 1'.M. The weaker mind, the reserved or unsociable man, 
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cannot get rid of the phantom page, except in longer rests, or . 
by artificial divertisement ; he sees triangles in the landscape, 
and finds Gog and Magog invaluable as vertices. But we 
are not talking of such men. 

No : but your strong man thinks of x and y for three 
years-

Only for seven hours a-day, remember
And then-

-Goes down and blissfully forgets them all in a year's time ; 
or begins to study them in right earnest ; or takes pupils. 
He can please himself. In a year's time he is well balanced 
enough, even if he were as top-heavy at the time of the Tripos 
as most men are : if it is his profession to teach Mathematics, 
he has his pupils and pen before him for not so many hours 
as a shoemaker has his leather and awl, and his poking and 
punching and proging entitle him to no more compassion. 
They are sometimes very happy pleasant fellows, whom you 
would never suspect of differentiation ; and that though 
their Latin Prose would be intolerable. What I wish to call 
your attention to is that, as Mrs. Poyser might say, " Folks 
as grind axes may expect to have their teeth set on edge," 
but when you stop the stone, and hack away, your teeth are 
all right again. In fact, as I said before, my teeth have 
been on edge, I have squeaked, I have passed clean through 
your stage and come out on the other side ; and I say 
the single-minded (1 mean the single reading) man is in the 
right of it. Let him do one thing well, at least as well 
as ever he can. It is not the first four, or the first six 
hours of reading that are morally worth much to the man, 
but the last ; when his attention wanders, and all the power 
of his will is strained in fixing it ; when his head aches and 
his hand trembles, and he won't give in yet : when his heart 
is sick, and he bates not one jot. The moral value of a high 
degree is far greater than its intellectual value ; here is no 
dilettante, but

, 
a man of firm will, which has conquered the 

feebleness ofhls body. You would lose all that, and just when 
his work is absolutely priceless in value to him-bah ! you 
would let him off and take up his Horace ! 

You ruin the elasticity of his body and mind for the sake of 
this unheard of morality. 

I don't. Experto crede. Of course he is tired at the time, 
it may be unutterably wearied. It is right that it should be 
so ; the weariness is transient. What events of your life are 
worth remembering except occasions of danger or fatigue, of 
trouble, of self-denial :  when did you grow sensibly except 
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then, when every nerve was strained. Man is made to l�ok 
back with pleasure, not forsooth on a change of work (whlch 
is 110 better than play) but on intense and perhaps continuous 
efforts. How we recal with pleasure that tug up the soft 
yielding snow slope 1 3 0 0 0  feet high in Switzerland ; that 
forty mile walk, with three passes, we took in the lakes ; was 
there no pleasure in the aching numbed arms before a Trinity 
boat up the Long Reach ? 

Would you have him read mathematics alone ? 
I should reply as Demosthenes did. First, second and 

third-Mathematics. 
But what should the poor fellow do in his intervals of 

lucidity ? . 
In his intervals of lucidity as you are pleased to call them, 

let him read anything in the wide world except classics and 
novels. 

You barbarian to yoke them thus ! 
I stick to it. Classics pay in examinations, and unless he 

is a shocking bad hand, may beguile him into being plucked 
for the Classical Tripos ; novels will ruin him. Experto crede. 

That's the way. Experto crede, that's the way old fogies 
come down on young moralists. Novels ruin him ! 

I don't mean to argue that now, and I believe you take 
up novels because I would put them down. At this stage of 
an argument one grows contradictory. 

Possibly : at least I thought so a minute ago. But what 
a shame to spend thus the three best years of his life. He 
ought to develope himself more generally. 

I smell a little cant here (cant with a c, not cant with a k) 
that developement is an ugly word, we don't either of us quite 
know what we mean by it. But I will maintain that my plan 
developes him naturally. 

How ? how naturally ? 
By his taking the studies in their natural order : and 

their natural order is clearly indicated to us by history. 
Mathematics have followed Language in the historical de
velopement of the human mind. The splendid and rapid 
!Sl'owth of the Greek mind made them models in eloquence, 
In history, in poetry ; even in philosophy they were at once 
brilliant and profound : but not in mathematics ; and they failed 
still more signally in natural science, and that was not for 
want of trying. They require the maturer mind, as of the 
World, so of the individual. They are altogether of later 
growth, 

I grant it. But one-sidedness, want of sympathy with 
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other pursuits, are not these great evils and also characteristic 
of wranglers ? 

They are great evils ; they are not characteristic of wrang-
lers. A very few men, whom we are both thinking of are-l 
won't call them names-but as a class far from it. You re
member the one-sidedness was shewn to be temporary. 

I remember-temporary insanity. But about the other 
reading ; I am specially interested in that. Don't you think 
it rather (just a little) likely to slip out of the fOUl'th place ? 

Not the least : the harder the regular work, the stiffer 
must be the cement to bind it all together. In those terribly 
long mornings of the Long Vacation (1 wonder whether other 
men long for interrupting visitors as 1 did) 1 have known men 
catch the Carlylian and Coleridgian fevers, and have them 
severely too without their other work suffering. I have known a 
man Mill'ed mildly in his third Long ; and bitten all over with 
German philosophy in his last term of all times. Terrible stiff 
cement that. I am sure it is the same with you. 

I am sure you talk a great deal faster than I do. 
Of course I do. Ain't 1 writing the dialogue ? 
Good Day. I hope we shall finish our talk some day. 

rThe writer begs to apologize to his fellow disputant for the freedom 
of tne tone adopted in !\onversation with a stranger.} 

.. 

A VISION. 

As hard at work I trimmed the midnight lamp, 
Yfilling of mine head with classic lore, 

Mine hands firm clasped upon my temples damp, 
Methought I heard a tapping at the door ; 

I Co�e in', I cried, with most unearthly roar, 
Fearing a horrid Dun or Don to see, 

Or Tomkins that unmitigated bore, 
Whom I love not, but who alas! loves me, 

And cometh oft unbid and drinketh of my tea. 

I Come in', I roared ; when suddenly there rose 
A magick form before. my dazzled eyes : 

I Or do I wake', I asked myself ' or doze' ? 
Or hath an angel come in mortal guise' ? 

So wondered I :  but nothing mote surmise ; 
Only I gazed upon that lovely face, 

In reverence yblent with mute surprise : 
Sure never yet was seen such wondrous grace, 

Since Adam first began to run his earthlie race. 

Her hands were folded on her bosom meek ; 
Her sweet blue eyes were lifted t'ward the skie. 

Her lips were parted, yet she did not speak ; 
Only at times she sighed, or seem'd to sigh : 

In all her 'haviour wa.s there nought of shy ; 
Yet well I wis no Son of Earth would dare, 

To look with love upon that lofty eye ; 
For in 11er beauty there was somewhat rare, 

A something that rep ell' d an ordinary stare. 

Then did she straight a snowy cloth disclose 
Of Samite, which she placed upon a chair : 

Then smiling like a freshly-budding rose, 
She gazed on me with a witching air ; 

As mote a Cynic anchorite ensnare. 
Eftsoons, as though her thoughts she could not smother, 

She hasted thus her mission to declare :-
, Please, these is your clean things I've brought instead 

of 1;>rother, 
' And if you'll pay the bill you'll much oblige my mother.' 

H qt." 
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READER, do  you keep a diary ? if you don't, and never 

have, I should certainly advise you not to begin. The 

amount of hours I have wasted over mine, (first in writing it, 

then in reading and admiring it when written.) would, if 

better employed, have qualified me to be Senior Wrangler 

at least, not to say a first class in Classics into the bargain. 

Despite these unavailing regrets I gaze with justifiable pride 

on the series of manuscript volumes filled with interesting 

records of my past existence. There is one for each year ; 

all are beautifully bound ; the paper exquisite cream-laid ; 

ea'Ch provided with a lo'ck to screen their contents from 

eyes profane ; and the locks so  very superior that whenever 

I lose the key (which happens on an average about once 

a month) I am obliged to take 01' send the volume of the 

current year to town in order to have it opened. But the 

contents l they are indeed beyond all praise. Every day 

of the week has no less than ten pages devoted to itself. 

First and for'emost comes a list of the reading I intend to do 

in the sixteen hours of waking life : (this list is always 

peculiarly large) ; immediately below stands a list of the 

reading I actually accomplish : (this list is always pecu

liarly small.) A minute account of my personal proceedings . 

follows, beginning with my first waking action (which is 

generally to abuse the person who has disturbed my slumbers) 

and ending with my last drowsy reflection (which is generally 
on the pleasures of an eight o'clock lecture next morning). 

Such details may occupy space, but their value is of course 

more than an equivalent compensation. The remaining pages 

are devoted to an abstract of the news of the day, a philo

sophic essay, and some slight offering to the muse. Can you 

imagine anything more delightful in  conception, more perfect 
in execution, more interesting in perusal ? 

Possibly from reading the above you may infer that I am 

a conceited person ; my friends have done so ever so long ; 
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they say to my face that I have too good an opinion of myself, 
and behind my back that I am a fool and a puppy. Charm
ing is the judgement of friends ; it resembles an astronomical 
telescope devoid of correcting eye-piece, and sees your very 
merits the wrong side uppermost. Virtutes ipsas invertitis. 
That I have a high opinion of myself I do not deny, that i t  
is too high I beg leave respectfully to  doubt. 

However, for the present, enough of egotism-let me 
commend to your notice a small passage from one of my 
most recent diaries, put into historical form, which I entitle-

SCRAP SENTIMENTAl,. 
It matters very little what took me down, a summer 01' 

two since, to the fashionable watering place of Weremouth. 
Suppose Seraphina Maria was staying with her maiden aunt 
at No. 1 ,  St. Aubyn Terrace ; what is that to the purpose ? 
[Seraphina is now Mrs. John Tugg, and mother of a diminu
tive Tugg female. Have you, reader, never happened to 
love a deal' gazelle, &c. &c. ?J Perhaps I went there to 
read ; what spot is so favourable to study as a lively sea-side 
town ? Perhaps for the good of my health ; isn't being 
plucked twice for Little-Go, a trial to the strong.est con
stitutions ? 

The rail (in its usual obliging way) set me down about 
a mile from my destination, whereupon I became the lawful 
spoil and pillage to the . bus-drivel' of the Royal hotel ; my 
modest amount of luggage pitilessly hurled on the roof, 
and myself, despite all resistance, stowed in the stifling in
terior, a pull of twenty minutes up a perpendicular hill 
landed me at the door of the Royal. The view was rather 
superior, I suppose, by moonlight, for two pages of the volume 
are devoted to describing the same, but as one sea-side place 
is just like another, you may all imagine the scenery for 
yourselves. A moment's reverie rudely broken by a stern 
demand from my plunderer for H one and a tizzy," and I 
turned into the hotel. A £gure standing at the bar instantly 
caught my attention, and simultaneously I settled that it 
must be a fellow Cantab : it was young Cambridge all over ; 
the marvellous head-cover, (for I cannot bring myself to call 
it either hat or cap) the turn-down collars, the elaborate scarf 
and pin, the shortest of coats, the most peg-top of trowsers, 
the patentest leathered of boots, and, as if anything was 
wanting to clinch the matter, that tankard of beer, and that 
everlasting pipe of meerschaum. On hearing my step he 
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turned and ' this murmur broke the stillness of the air'; 
" Oakl�y, my pippin, what the deu�e brings you do�n to 
this infernal hole ?" Sure enough It was Henry SavIlle of 
Unity College in the year below myself) and with whom 
I had spent days pleasant at least, if not profitable, at Alcester 
School. Being at different colleges we had not seen much 
of one another at the University, but the old esprit d' ecole 
had knit us together once and for good. It was a case of 
" Waiter-supper for two directly-chops of defunct shee

'
p, 

if you please, for the murdered cow at dinner was not satIs
factory ; likewise a quart of bitter, and don 't draw it mild, 
for it 's flat enough without." [Such was Saville's wit, and 
in his own College they actually thought him an amusing 
fellow !] 

A good long chat we had over the supper and the pipes 
that followed ) discourse of the season in town, with its 
theatres and exhibitions, fetes and concerts, casinos and 
saloons ; of Henley Regatta whereon, as both were boat.ing 
men, our talk threatened to become interminable, specially 
when we diverged from the waters of Thamesis to father 
Camus, and discussed the merits of every boat in the least 
degree meritorious, including the second crews whereof we 
had seve)'ally been members. However a happy turn in the 
conversation led to the proceedings of our common friends
old Whitechapel was off for the continent with (startling 
announcement) a pony in his pocket, and had vowed to spend 
the Long in Russia with an eye to ices. FlukeI' the senior 
classic in embryo had joined a reading-party in a four down 
the Main, whereas Potter, the sucking Senior Wrangler was 
up at Gambridge reading subjects so extremely high, that 
they would only keep till January following in the best 
ventilated of minds. And so on, and so on, nor am I going 
to specify our number of glat!ses of " cold with", or what 
the clock struck when we considered it fairly " the hour of 
retiring. " 

If my head ached at breakfast next morning, I pretty 
soon forgot all about that. From where I sat I could see St. 
Aubyn Terrace plain enough, could see the door of No. 1 
open, and a bewitching figure in a straw hat and white 
brown holland dress trimmed with blue, trip down to the 
bathing machines. By the time she reappeared on the 
esplanade, with her magnificent hair all hanging loose for 
the sun to dry, I was strolling (quite by accident) in the 
same direction, and need scarcely say that I saw no more of 
Saville, save once en passant till six that evening, the hour 
we had fixed for dinner. 
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About a quarter past that hour (I  like to be minute in 
particulal's) I found Saville staring out of the large bow
window that had a view down on the Marina. " Look here," 
he exclaimed, as I entered, and truly there was something 
worth looking at. 

A marvellously handsome girl , tall and dark, with the 
most brilliant complexion, and most astonishing eyes and 
hair ; eyes of no " misty depths" or " luminous darkness," 
but sparkling and pleasantly audacious to behold, hair done 
up in such a rich coronal, that the net seemed scarcely equal 
to keeping it in order ; the nose Grecian, and the mouth 
" with an underlip you may call it, a little too ripe, too full" ; 
the head small and beautifully set on the neck (in a curve, 
whose equation ought to appear in Analytical Geometry, if 
mathematicians' hearts were only human) ; her very perfect 
figure was dressed in what was then the height of the fashion, a 
light summer muslin of delicate and indescribable colour, 
with a scarf of the same hanging loose from her shoulders ; 
a Spanish hat and feather, without any invidious fall of lace, 
completed her costume. Parfaitement clwusee and parfaite
ment gal1tee, she walked 

A form of life and light 
That seen, became a part of sight. 

A veteran officer (her father apparently from the age) 
with tanned complexion and grizzled moustache, was her 
only companion, a striking looking man enough, in spite 
of an unmistakeable air of " has-been-fast-once" which 
there was about him : it was 11 0  wonder that they attracted 
the eyes of all spectators then idling on the promenade. 
We had front seats however for the spectacle, for from 
the position of the window they faced us as they walked ; 
and of course, just as they were close to the hotel, the 
donzella altetevole - (you know how it always happens
magnetic influence and so forth) raised her eyes for the spa,ce 
of a flash of lightning to where that moon-struck Saville was 
standing.-Short as the look was, I read in it both a decided 
degree of recognition and a slight touch of approbation. They 
passed out of sight : the mooning one drew a long breath ; 
and I was just going to ask him for an explanation, when in 
comes the waiter with dinner, and Saville, himself again, be
gins volubly to abuse W eremouth in general for a dull provin
cial end of the earth, and the hotel in particular, for a vile 
uncleanly abyss. I don 't report his conversation at full, for it 
Was peculiar to his class of Undergraduates ; few of the words 
he used would be found in Webster's Dictionary, and he gar-

F 
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nished his sentences with too many " deuceds," " infernals,'" 
and (1 regret to say) stronger expletives still, to make it 
pleasant to read.--Such as his talk was, there was plenty of 
it ; in a vein of happy audacity he enquired after the health 
of the ladies he had seen me walking with, profanely called 
one of them " a  serene tip," offered congratulations, and 
expressed a hope I should send him cards. Then explained 
his reasons for having left town in such a hurry, to wit, 
because if he had not he should have " been in quod" at the 
present moment ; two indiviJuals of Caucasian extraction, 
instigated by a much-enduring but exasperated shoe-maker, 
had waylaid him at his lodgings in St. J ames' Street, and he 
had only escaped by the timely warning of one of his inti
mates, a H ansom cabby by profession ; the latter had driven 
him with all speed to the Great vVestern station, whence he 
had taken a ticket to the first place he could think of, and so 
arrived only the night before myself-" that was all" he 
said, and quite enough too, in all conscience. 

I asked him what he meant to do, and whether his 
guardian wouldn't help him down from the " tree" as he called 
it. He said he was expecting remittances shortly, but didn't 
know whether they were due that month, or next, or perhaps 
the month after that, meanwhile he had enough to carry on 
the war, but not sufficient to satisfy Mr.  Solomon Heelam's 
"little account"-so what was the odds as long as he was happy, 
to which new and original sentiment he drank a glass of hock. 

But as we were prowling along by the sea, in the cool of 
the evening, and adding a touch of Havannah to the general 
fragrance of nature, more disclosures appeared. He had 
met with an adventure-(he was one of those men who have 
ahvays been meeting with an adventure ; there is a lady 
generally in ' the case of high rank, and great personal 
attractions, who has declared her affection for the narrator 
unmistakeably, only unfortunately he has never been able to 
speak to her, or even see her, except on the other side the 
street) : however the present case was a degree more tangible 
-he had seen the Vetel'an and his daughter at Paddinoton, 
had heard them take their ticket for W eremouth, 0 and 
intended to travel in the same carriage by way of improving (?) 
his acquaintance ; had however found their carriage full 
and not set eyes on them again till that morning, when he 
had not only discovered their lodgings, but had been able to 
take rooms for himself in the same house, where was another 
bedroom for me if I liked to join him. What did I care 
where my earthly tenement resided while my soul was 
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always with Seraphina in ideal conversation-I censured his 
�heek, expressed my opinion there would be a row at no 
remote period, and consented to partaking the rooms, the 
1110re especially as they were in St. Aubyn Terrace. So we 
lounged up and down, but the beatific vision appeared 110 
more, and S. M. had gone with her Aunt C( quite in a friendly 
,,·ay" to spend the evening at the Tuggs (horrid cotton 
spinning people devoted to Mammon) where she woulcl 
have a l ively tea-fight, singing duets with that oppressively 
plain Eliza T. and playing chess with dear John, no doubt,
Under the circumstances Saville and I relieved our feelings 
by a quiet game at billiards on a shockingly bad table, and 
turned in early. 

Before the next day we were installed in our rooms at 
No. 6, and the evening after that Saville was positively 
sitting in the first floor drawing-room listening to some of 
old Colonel St. Croix's campaigns, and exchanging intelligent 
looks with Miss Eugenie St, C. At the same hour Mr. 
Solomon Heelam was giving further instructions in T e  Ernest 
Saville, Esq. to the two Caucasians. At the same hour 
Fluker was raving against the authorities at Wurzbul'g 
because the whole of his Long Vacation library had somehow 
got lost between that and Ratisbon, except an index to 
Sophocles which he luckily had in his pocket. At the same 
hour Potter was wrestling for life with Lunatic Theory, and 
Regular Stolids, while a demon in the rooms underneath 
him was playing the Satanella Valses, and a legion of fiends 
opposite were trying the " Shriek" chorus in " Moloch." 
A t the same hour I, Per-ci val Oakley, was at Miss V eribl ue's !oc1gings playing piquet with her adorable niece, and suggest
Ing how pleasant the air must be on the balcony, and other 
people were there, and Mrs. Tugg was regretting the absence 
of " her John who had gone to Blackwall to look for a ship" : 
Whence she proceeded to denounce the folly of early marriagEl 
(sC?wling malignantly at our secluded corner) and the 
hClllollsness of limited means, instancing as melancholy 
examples, a young clergyman and his wife then passing 
their honeymoon at Weremouth, " who have positively l1otl:ing, my dear, except what he makes by teaching. �t 
O.x;fol'd CoUeO'e, and who look so happy and thoughtless It IS 
<lllite lament;ble to see them." To which Miss V. responded that :' she for her part was no advocate for matrimony." Well, lh.atnmony at any rate had been no advocate for her. 

" P. 0." 
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Typh03ttS. 

Spi�'its of the 
Flames. 

Typh. 

Spi�'its of the 
Flame.�. 

TYi'lI. 

'rY PHCEUS· 

SUN, moon, and stars, hid in a night of pain ; 
Blacker than midnight here with rolling smoke, 
And fume of pitch ; and livid-licking flame 
About my eyes, that flashes in my face 
With mocking laugh, as if my strength at last 
Were shorn away, and I no Titan were ; 
And this deacl weight,- Typhceus, shake it off ! 

Yes, shake it off, Typhceus. 

Who are ye, 
That keep a triumph in your laughing mock ; 
And rail at me ? 

Typhceus, shake it off ! 

If I could catch ye in these writhing hands, 
Then I would stop your railing. Who are ye ? 
If ye be spirits of Zeus, that think ye have . 
His might in you, 0 come a little close, 
And let me feel you. I would stop your mock, 
If I could catch you creeping near me now. 
I have a strength hid in this heart somewhere, 
That will come soon. 

. ,  .f Pain. SpM'ttS oJ 
Typhceus. 

We will subdue thy strength, 

Spirits of the 
Flames. 

l'yph . 

If thou could'st catch us now ? 
Can'st thou not feel us licking in thine ears, 
And ldssing thy large hands, as if we loved 
'ro toy with strength ? Typhceus, shake it off, 
If the weight prcss thee. 

o y e  eternal Fates ! 

Watchers. 

1,!/ph. 

Watchers. 

·"lJil'ils. 

TVatclte)'s. 

'l'yph. 

,C,ZJi?·its. 

Typh. 

Typh03US. 

He will not say terrific Zeus does this ; 
But only Fate. How horrible he is ! 

If I could shake this horrid mountain off; 
If I could but a little time grow calm, 
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And gather my cowed strength ; or grasp the flames 
Shrivelling in these hands, and put them out ; 
If I could get a little my lost strength ; 
Or turn upon my side, and roll away 
The grinding rocks-

See how he writhes in pain ! 
If he can but do what he thinks, and turn 
His weary side ; if he roll off the mass 
Of lava-livid mountain in the deep ; 
Zeus in his citadel may shake for fear.  
If he can open those shut eyes, and see 
The blessed stars, and stand upon his feet, 
And breathe himself, he will heap up again 
Pelion upon Ossa. 

Thou art bound 
With subtle links of pain : the flame has thee. 
It will not loose thee any more, Typhceus. 

He will not shake it off ; the rock holds firm : 
Rolling on him again, to keep him down ; 
Tho' all the earth shuddcrs to feel him move. 
He grows a little calm, and speaks low words ; 
As if he prayed to mother Earth for help. 

It will come back again : it  fails me now. 
It grew upon me in my youth, this strength, 
A mighty joy. EYen a little child, 
I tore the pines out of the rocks with ease. 
It does forsake me nolY. It lYill come back. 

It will come back, 'ryphceus. 

It was a sight 
To make the Fates relent :-Enceladus, 
By terror-flashing bolt of Zeus struck deau, 
A massy blacken'd corpse, lie many a rood, 
Along the wreck of lands where battle swept, 
And all the rest of them. I hear the deep 
R ocking about the bases of the isle ; 
And in its hollow cavel'llS under me 
Moaning for ruth, and hissing with the flame-. 
May be an age shall pass before this strength 
Grow what it was. 
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Spij'its of tI,e 
Flames. 

Typhmus. 

We will subdue thy strength. 

It is but weak already. We will scorch 

Thy sinews into wires, and crack the bones 

Thou trustest in to help thee. We shall dry 

The blood up in thy heart ere long, Typhreus. 

Spir'its of Pain. We will subdue thee soon. 

Watchers. 

l'!;ph. 

Watcluws. 

T�ph. 

Watchers� 

Typh. 

How great he is ! 

M aking himself a greater than himself 

With llis proud calm. The gods get little praise. 

lie makes himself mightier than the gods. 

If it be in the wisdom of the Fates 

To make him stronger for a little time, 

Let him not think I fear his puny pains. 

Lashes of flames, and molten chains of rocks, 

An cl liquid livid flowing of these ores, 

'fhat melt about my limbs, and lick the flesh 

To sores and boils, and run in little streams, 

Thro' cavern glooms, into the sea beneath,

It is not these Typhreus fears to meet. 

For I will lie beneath the weight, and shut 

My lids for oalm, and curse him in my heart ; 

Knowing the ancient strength will come sometime, 

It may be days, or years, or ages hence : 

13ut time is little to eternal life ; 
And strength will came.-I, lying here till then, 

Will rest at ease as on a meadow couch ; 

Turning upon my side sometimes for change. 

How terrible he is ! The spirits cease 
Their taunts, to wonder at him. 

It is not 
The writhing pain and flame that trouble me ; 
And not so much my strength awhile subdued, 
Or base defeat ; but in my clouded thought 
A little doubt. 

What can his doubt be, then ? 

If it be writ in Fates that Zeus be King, 
Is any heart so bold, or hand so strong, 

That it may cut it from the scroll of Fates ? 

If it be so, who is Typhceus then ? 

If it be written, as I think it is, 

What is it in the Future can bring help, 

Tho' year by year the ages roll away ? 

Sp'ij·its. 

}V(!tchers. 

1'yph. 

Watchers. 

Spirits. 

Watche!·s. 

Typh. 

Typl!mus. 

What is it in the Future can bring help ? 
Tell us, Typhreus. It is little need 
To wait for ages : why not burst free now ? 

6'7 

How his eyes stare into the hollow gloom ! 
As if the dark were thick with beckoning hands ! 
As if he saw the battle raging fierce 
Again, and sudden terror of the gods ! 

Then if Enceladus, a blasted trunk 
Of Titan ruin and wreck, were no more so ; 
And rose up strong, not rotting on the meads : 
And if the ancient strength grew up again 
In all of us, and with it dire revenge ; 
Cottus and Gyes and Briareus, 
And I Typheus and Porphyrion ; 
And if we gather'd in a brotherhood 
About Olympus proud, and held close siege 
To Zeus and all his brood of weakling girls ; 
And all his nymphs, and goddesses of youth, 
And petty queens of beauty died of fear ; 
If we pluck'd up Olympus by the roots, 
And if we hurl'd his sun from his high seat, 
And shrinking moon, and pull'd his stars on him ; 
And plotted for his hundred realms such dread, 
And such confusion in his fastnesses, 
With our mere force ; would it avail us much ? 
If he be writ in Fates supreme, and be 
For ever shielded of tbe Destinies ? 
It would be little better in the end. 
For somehow we should fail, and it would all 
End in our ruin, as before it did. 

Now he would seem to work it out in thought. 
He shuts the sear'd lids over his fierce eyes. 
The mocking spirits echo him :-

Would all 
End in your ruin. 

See, he has it now ! 

This it is, then ;-what is 'twere best to bear. 
It is not I would ever yield to Fate. 
Because Fate strove to crush and make me yield : 
It is not I would give Zeus place, because 
This hand could not displace him :-1 would strive 
Ever and ever thro' eternal time, 
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Watche1's. 

l'yph. 

Typhmus. 

And thwart his aims and plague and-trouble him ; 
Till his god-life were mostly wret.ched made , 
With sllch continual terror of his foes. 
But this it is,_what is 'twere best to bear, 

How leisurely he thinks, thought after tllOught, 
His knotty problem out ! Look at his eyes ! 
The visage of the dead were not more calm. 
As if this were a meadow-couch indeed ! 
As if the flame lick'd not his bare limbs now ! 

To bear it, not of terror, but of will. 
If I for fear obey the Destinies ; 
Then I no better were than unsoul'd clay, 
Or sorry beast, or leopard of the hills. 
If I for fear echo to his behest ; 
And lay aside, hut at the will of Zeus, 
My unused strength ; I little better were 
Than unskill'd slave, that supples at the whip, 
And gets a slow reprieve by cringing prayers. 
That were to make myself a less than he. 
But if I bear that which there is to bear, 
Not of constraint, but of my own proud will ; 
If I put on an energy to keep 
My heart content, and suffer willingly ; 
Then I say not I suffer any more, 
13ut call it triumph : it is victory : 
Victory, not of Zeus, but I myself 
Subdue myself : so then I am a god : 
So then I am a greater than myself. 
There is no greatness any greater left, 
Than willingly to bear what mnst .be borne. 
And ever more the agony shall be 
The sealing of my greatness : all the pain 
Be changed from pain, and evermore be joy. 
The running of the melted ores shall hiss, 
As melody of triumph after fight : 
The flaming flame as flag of victory, 
Over my head waved after tug of strife : 
And ever under-murmur of the sea 
Be mUl'mur'd sound of one that is content. 
Ever I am a greater than Typhreus. 
He was a giant in those days of storm ; 
And mighty in a meaner strength, that is 
Put off from him :-he has subdued himself. 
And Zeus supreme over Typhreus' is : 
I greater am,-o'er Zeus and hiJ;Il 

I
supreme. 

Watchers. 

Typ!tmus. 

This is a soul that is a king of soul. 
This is a godhead o'er immortal thought. 
This is a better kingdom than to sit 
Throned on Olympus : this is greater far 
'l'hall any sceptre over things and men. 

" T. ASHE." 

�i.�� 
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BEVER'l'ON HA LL, 
A Tale. 

THE Pagets were a great family at Beverton some hundred 
years ago, and used to own all the land for miles round, 

and the chancel of the church into the bargain. But their 
family has long since gone to decay, and the old chancel 
has fallen in, where they used to sit in their laced coats 
and high collars, and listen to the preaching of some Rector 
also long gone and forgotten. 

Yes, the good old Paget family have long ceased to exist, 
and there is but little known of them. 

Some old women tell stories which they heard, when 
they were children, about the last of the family. 

They say he was a stern fierce man, with a fair sorrowful 
wife, much younger than himself, who always seemed afraid 
of him. They tell many a tale of her goodness and of 
his wickedness, but I forget them now, and probably there 
is no more truth in them, than in the story of his wife's 
ghost, who is said to wander about the church-yard. 

But there was such a man as Sir Hugh Paget, we all 
know, for his tomb is in the chancel, with large iron rails 
round it, and some years since any one who understood 
Latin, could read the inscription, and learn his many virtues ; 
but the ivy has grown over the tablet now, and formed 
a sort of triumphal crown round the old rusted helmet, 
which is still fixed to the walls. 

1£ we were to open the old vaults under the chancel, 
we should know more about the Pagets. I dare say their 
names are all written on the gilded coffins. One after 
another they were all laid in that dark cold vault. 

The flag stone which covers them may still be seen, 
though upon it the wild violet grows, looking pretty, and 
blue as the sea, which shines through the ruined windows. 

If you walk a quarter-of-a-mile from the church along 
the cliffs, and then turn sharp to the left and through 
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that little plantation, where there are s o  many primroses 
and wooel anemones and violets in spring, as soon as you 
reach the top of the mound where there is that curious 
oak tree (which you must have observed if you have been 
in those parts), you will see some old chimneys. You 
can 't help observing them, and thinking the next wind 
would send them over, they look so tall and thin and 
oltl. They looked just as they do now sixty years ago. 
Some how or other those old chimneys never have cbme 
down, though part of the house has fallen in, as you will 
see when you get into the court-yard, where the old Peacock, 
the crest of the Paget family, still keeps guard on the 
top of the gate . .  

A very dim dusty old Peacock it is to be sure, and 
no wonder, for it has been watching up there through all 
weather, ever since old Sir Ralph Paget placed it there 
more than one hundred and fifty years ago. Most of the 
house still stands, though one entire gable fell in some 
years since, during the awful storm of 1 8 40.  It was the 
newest part of the house which tumbled down and was 
built at the same time as the gateway with the old Peacock. 
The old part is still standing, and I dare say would stand 
for another century if they do not pull it down as they 
talk of doing. 

It is a rambling curious old place. The hall is by far 
the most ancient part, (said to be built in the time of  
Edward the Second) the other parts being added at 
different times. 

There are some curious old pieces of armour hanging 
even now in the hall, they are very rusty, and look much 
the same colour as the old stags' heads that grin all round 
the walls, with their large round senseless eyes. 

Ask the old woman who takes charge of the house to 
shew you over, she 'l1 tell you all sorts of strange stories, 
it was she who first told me of the Ghost i n  the church
yard. 

The old women say Dame Groats was very beautiful 
once, thouO'h it is hard to believe it. They say they have 
heard many strange stories about that shrivelled old woman. 
One old woman in the Almshouse says, that she can re
rnember her as bonny a lass as ever she saw, driving about 
with the old Sir Hugh (whose lady is under the stone 
in the chancel) after the death of his wife, from a broken 
heart, caused by her husband's cruelty and unfaithfulness, 
but it was a very confused tale the old woman told me. 
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All that I could make out was, that Bessy was very 

lovely once, and that Sir Hugh thought so too, and though he 

never made her his wife he intended leaving her almost every 

thing, and would have done so had he not been accidentally 

killed one night, by one of his wild friends, who used to live 

with him, and make the old dining-hall echo with their drunken 

orgies. A wild lot they must have been in those days 

though Bessy won 't often speak of them or of Sir Hugh. 

Once I remember taking a friend of mine to see the 

old hall, who was much delighted with the quaint old 

house, its odd corners, rambling passages, and many stair

cases. There is only one picture in the house, and that 

is let into the wall over the fire-place in the great dining

room, it is a pretty picture of a fair, handsome, open-looking 

boy of eighteen. " That is a portrait of Sir Hugh, the 

last of the family who ever lived in the hall," said olel 

Bessy, looking up at it, with something like a tear in 

her eyc. 
" Bless my soul," said my friend, C( you don 't mean 

to say that wicked old Sir Hugh was ever such a nice, honest 

looking fellow as that ?" 
" Yes he was," said the old woman . " and I don 't know 

who you are young gentleman, to call Sir Hugh wicked, 

I wish there were many more like him in the world. 

No, young gentleman, it is not for you to speak of those 

who are gone like that, nor for me to listen to you, so 

if ye wish to see over the house Mr. Hartley must take 

you, for I speak to ye no more 1 "  so saying, the old woman 

hobbled out of the room. 
" What an extraordinary old hag 1 "  said my companion. 

" She is a curious old woman," I said, " and at times even 

dangerous. I believe she has known better days, I don 't 

know much about her, but I fancy she has had the charge 

of this house for fifty or sixty years, and has effectually 

managed to keep it all to herself, but come and see the 

other rooms, I know my way about the place almost as 

well as Bessy." 
So we went all over the dismal old place, and saw 

the great bedstead, where Queen Elizabeth (I think it was) 

once slept, and has not been slept in but once since, and 

no wonder, for one seldom sees such a great funereal thing, 

with its dusky plumes and old embroidered curtains. I should 

have been sorry to have passed a night in it as did Captain 

Dickens to his cost. 
The drawing-room was up the old carved staircase, 
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and was a long gloomy room hung with tapestry, worked 
by the deceased Lady Pagets. There was one piece close 

to the door, worked by poor Lady Flora, Sir Hugh's wife. 

I dare say that old dry piece of canvass had been wet 
with many a hot tear. The bottom of the horse's leg, as 
you will at once notice, is not finished, the poor lady died 
before she had finished the knee. As there was no one 
else to finish it, it was hung up just as it was, and after 
all, it looks as well as the other pieces. There is a little 
dark spot on it which looks as if it might be any thing, they 
say it is a drop of Sir Hugh's blood, he fell close at the 
foot of that piece of work, when the sword of his friend 
pierced his body. 

But it is gloomy work, looking over a dusty old place, 

and so my friend thought, so we went out into the garden ; 
my friend having first endeavoured to appease Bessy with 
half-a-crown, which the old woman refused with the greatest 

scorn. 
" N  0," said she, " I 'll take nothing from such as you-

you 're more charitable with your money than with your 

words, and I 'll not take a penny from ye-no, not if I 

were starving--starving ;-and did ye look on that spot on 

the canvass ?" said the old woman with a hideous laugh. 
" D 'ye know what it is ? ye 'l l see some more of it on the 

floor if ye turn up the rug-it 'll not come out, though years 

ago I scrubbed at it for hours every day." 
" It 's a nice room, is it not ?" said she, suddenly changing 

her tone, " very nice, the room is so pretty ; I 'm sorry 

Sir Hugh's not at home, though I 'm expecting him every 

minute, we shall be married soon, and then I hope you 'll 

come and see us-good morning I" and the old hag bent 

her shrivelled body and bowed us out of the room. 
The garden was much pleasanter than the house, which 

smelt like a charnel-house. A very pretty olel garden it 

was, with its terraces, broad gravel walks, and fish-ponds. 
In the spring many flowers used to come up, such as are 

seldom seen now, they must have been planted years ago, 

and still come up fresh and beautiful, though the hand 

which planted them has long turned to clay. 
" By the bye," said my friend, " tell me the tale of 

the "host Captain Dickens saw. I have heard part of it, 
b t> 

., 
ut could never make out the true story. 

" Well," said I, as we sat down in the arbour at the 

end of the quaint yew walk, " I  have heard it so often 
I can tell it as well as the Captain himself, who did not 
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recover the fright he got for more than
. 

a y�ar. I don 't 

believe in ghosts myself, though certamly If you could 

hear him tell the tale, it is almost enough to make you 
a confirmed ghost believer for the rest of your life. 

About four years ago, the Captain was .riding home 
late one evening, and as he was passing the church had a 
fall from his horse, and strained his ankle considerably. 
He tried to ride on, but found it gave him so much pain, 
that he determined to try and get a night's rest at the 
Hall, which was the only housc within two miles. The 
house was quite dark all but onc window, where Bessy's 
rushlight was burning dimly, and throwing out a faint light 
into the dark night. 

" By George," said the Captain, who had never been 
in the neighbourhood before, " it seems a gloomy old place, 
and not kept up much, I can see an old woman through 
the window, 1 hope she 's not the only one in the house." 

" 1\1ay I come in ?" said he, as the old woman opened 
the door, " I 've hurt my leg, and want to know if your 
Master will give me a bed." 

" My Master !" said the old woman, " he does 'nt live 
• here, he 's been lying in the chancel for mOI'e than sixty 

years, and yon 'd better spend the night with him, for it 's 
no bed you'll get here to night," and she began to close 
the old oak door. 

" Well," said the Captain, " you 're very kind, but to 
tell you the truth I 'd prefer sleeping here, and 1 '11 pay 
you handsomely if you 'll give me a bed-come, I 'm sure 
you won 't refuse a poor fellow with a hurt leg, I couldn 't 
ride another half·mile to save my life." 

" If you must come then, you must come, so put up 
your horse and come in, though you 'l1 not find much 
accommodation here." 

After some time the Captain managed to tie up his 
horse in the ruinous old stables. When he reached the 
room where he saw the candle burning, which was at the 
end of a dreary long corridor, where his footsteps echoed 

. as he walked, he found the old lady seated in what was 
formerly the saloon, opposite to a tiny bit of fire, which was 
feebly burning in the huge grate, which in the good days 
of y ore used to blaze up so merrily. 

The room was large and long, and very scantily furnished 
with faded torn velvet with gilt borders, remnants of former 
grandeur. 

In the few minutes the Captain had been tying up his 
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appeared in an ancient brocade dress, and a curious old 
head-dress like a cheese, which used to be worn by ladies 
some sixty or seventy years ago. 

As the Captain entered she pointed to a chair, and then 
resumed her work, knitting stockings-not heeding the 
Captain's remarks on his late accident.-

" Quaint old woman," said the Captain to himself-who 
at last gave up all hope of getting the old lady to open her 
mouth,-" curious house very, wonder where I shall have 
to sleep, the sooner I turn in the better, for it 's not cheerful 
sitting opposite that old hag, with that old picture staring 
at one out of the dusty frame with Sir Hugh written under, 
as if he were offended at my coming, without his having 
asked me. I wonder who Sir Hugh was ? I say Mistress, 
excuse me," said the Captain, pulling out his pipe, " you 
don 't mind a little smoke I dare say, perhaps you '}1 take a 
pipe yourself, t 'aint bad 'bacca, I can tell ye." 

" Sir Hugh never used to smoke in  the saloon," said 
the old lady raising her eyes for a minute from her knitting, 
" and would be angered if he caught U8, but he's gone out, 
so I will not refuse your offer young man." 

" Here 's a pipe Mistress," said the Captain producing 
one of the many he always carried about with him, " and 
now tell us all about Sir Hugh." 

And so the old woman did, and a fearful story she made 
of it, all about his death and the ghosts which haunted the 
house,-smoking the pipe all the time, and a wondrous 
figure she looked with her brocade, head-dress and pipe. 

" Enough of that," said the Captain, " if you tell me 
any more of these stories, I sha 'n't be able to get to sleep 
all night, will you shew me my room madam ? "  

" I 'll ring the bell for the servants," said the old lady, 
pulling the bell rope, and making the whole house echo 
with the peal. " Dear me," said she after some time, " they 
must be all in bed, I 'll shew you your room, though Sir 
Rugh wouldn 't like it if he knew." 

" I wonder what the old beldame will do with me ? "  
said the Captain t o  himself; a s  he took the bit o f  dipt 
candle, and followed her up the oak staircase broad enough 
to drive two hearses abreast-" What an old tumbled down 
place it is to be sure-how one's steps echo along." 
. " You must see the drawing-room before you go to bed, 
If I had known you were coming I 'd have had the £r.e and lal1lps lit. Look here," said the old woman, pointing to the 
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stain of blood . " that 's part of him-it came from his 

heart l Lady Flora worked that, but they shut her up in  

her coffin before she had time to  finish it. Oh such a grand 

coffin it was too, white and gold, I saw her put in it, she 

slept in the room which opens through yours ; she was a 

pretty putty and rose faced girl, but not so pretty as I was, 

and Sir Hugh and I didn 't cry much when she died ; 

here's some blood here, but I keep it covered up." 

" Hang the blood l "  said the Captain, " I m awfully tired, 

for heaven's sake shew me my room old woman l "  

" Do you know who you are talking to 1 "  said Bessy, 

giving hi.m an indignant glance, and leading down another 

long passage, till she came to the great state bed-room where 

Queen Elizabeth slept. 
" Good heavens l what an awful room,-can" t you give 

me a smaller one 1-1 shall never be able to sleep here," 

cried the Captain. 
" Lady Flora slept through that door, anu Sir Hugh and 

his father before him both lay in state on this bed for two 

nights and days,-with long candles and watchers. You'll 

find the bed comfortable. The great Queen Elizabeth slept 

here:once,"-and the old woman closed the door and left 

the Captain to his thoughts, which were anything but 

pleasant. 
" What an awful place this is," said he as he took off his 

boots, " I 'd sooner ride forty miles than sleep in that bed, 

but what can 't be cured must be endured, and the sooner 

I get to sleep the better." So saying the Captain threw 

himself on the bed, moths and damp forbad his getting in, 

leaving the candle burning on the carved oak chi.mney-piece, 

as he did not relish the idea of being quite in the dark. 

" It's all very well trying to get to sleep, but haneT me 

if I can, I 've been more than an hour turning abo�t on 

this fusty old bed. I 'd get up if that infernal bit of 

rushlight was not nearly burnt - out. How gloomy and 

ghostlike the old place is. I wonder what the time is 1 "  

and the Captain struck his repeater-" twelve o'clock, I 

declare, hang the watch, yes it was plain enough l "  

The watch had scarcely ceased striking, when an invisible 

clock began slowly and solemnly to strike the hour of 

midnight. 
In less than a minute, a long, long arm was stretched 

out,-it seemed to come from under the bed, though the 

�aptaiu said he could never quite make it out- anyhow, 

It caught hold of the rushlight., which now flared up into 
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a blue livid flame, and applied it to the fire, which soon 
flamed up into a high crackling blaze, which lit up every 
crevice of the room. 

" Mercy on me," said the Captain, who sat up trembling on 
the bed, " I  wonder what will come next l I suppose that 
it's no use making a bolt for it. Goodness ! how the bells 
ring l "  

Ring l I should just about say they did ring l peal after 
peal ; one old fashioned bell in the corner seemed possessed 
it kicked itself up in such a crazy manner. 

After some time the bells ceased, and the long thin arm 
came from under the bed and placed two chairs by the fire. 
They were curious high backed oaken chairs, (such as we 
don 't see now a days) and threw their long shadows behind 
them. 

In another moment the bells began to ring wilder than 
ever ; and the wind that had got up during the last four 
hours banged against the shutters, as if anxious to know 
what all the disturbance could be about. 

The bells did not ring more than a few seconds though 
it seemed a long time to the Captain. 

After they had ceased, there was a sound of treading 
and distant music, as if some fifty people were dancing in 
another part of the house. 

Nearer and nearer the footsteps seemed to come, and 
the Captain heard sounds like the rustling of a silk gown, 
in lady Flora's room, which was just on his right. 

At last the door flew open, and a tall white figure, in a 
silk gown, walked very slowly into the room and sat down 
on the chair farthest from the bed. It was a handsome 
face, but deadly pale. The eyes shone as brightly as the 
great diamond that glistened on her forehead. She did 
not speak but bent down, and held up her long damp 
hands before the fire. 

She had not sat there long, when there was a furious 
knocking at the chief entrance door, and a figure entered, 
dressed in the costume of the last century. There was 
blood all over his face, and a deep wound in his side ; so 
deep that as the fire light shone on it you could almost see 
through him. . '  . 

After having walked round the room WIthout notlcmg 
the Captain, who in his fright had crawled un�er the clothes 
to the foot of the bed, where he was peepmg out at the 
extraordinary scene, the apparition seat�d himself opposite 
the white figure, and a violent altercatlOn seemed to com-

G 
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mence, judging from their gesticulations, though nothing 

could be heard. 
This continued for some time, till the male figure rose 

and rang the bell, which set all the other bells in the house 

ringing more violently than ever. 

After a time there was silence, and the invisible clock 

chimed the half-hour. As the clock ceased both faces 

seemed fearfully agitated, and the lady arose and folded 

her shawl around her as she was wont to do in former 

days while waiting for her carriage. 

The faces of both grew thinner and thinner, till after 

a time they were nothing but grinning skulls, though the 

hair still remained. The white silk of the lady had mean

while been undergoing an extraordinary change, but so 

gradually that it could scarcely be preceived,-the silk had 

changed to a long winding-sheet, and the bright diamond 

on her forehead to a piece of charcoal. 

The fire had burned up to a still brighter flame which threw 

a lurid colour round the room, and lighted up the ghastly 

skeleton of the man, who was still garbed in his former gay 

clothes, though the knee breeches hung loosely over the 

bones of the legs as they rattled horriblJ whenever he 

moved. 
His hands had grown to an enormous length as he knelt 

down and held the trembling finger bones to the -fire .  

There was a sound outside which seemed to make them both 

shudder. The long arl1). then threw open the door, and 

louder and louder grew -the noise on the oaken staircase. 

It was not long in coming up,-and a hugh dark velvet 

coffin on four fiery wheels, slowly entered the room drawn 

by invisible agents. Nothing could be seen, though the 

stamp of horses' feet, and the crack of a coachman's whip 

was clearly perceptible. 
The arm threw open the lid, and the figures throwing 

their arms over their heads, as if in mortal anguish, sprang 

into the coffin. Then there was a click, click, as the lid 

closed, and the melancholy carriage left the room, as a 

sepulchral voice cried out " Drive to the Chancel ! "  

The bells clashed, as the doors banged, and the rattling 

was again heard upon the staircase. It was not long how

ever before the noise ceased indoors, the wind outside bui-st 

through the shutters and extinguished the candle and flames, 

and as the clock struck one, there was a sound of hurrying 

footsteps all over the house, and the Captain was left in 

silence and darkness ! 
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Any one may believe this story 01' not as he likes. 
I have told the tale as it was told to me. Whether he really 
saw this 01' not, it is impossible to say. All that I know is, 
that he was found next morning in a violent fever which he 
attributes partly to his injured leg, but far more to the fright 
he had undergone. 

� 
� + 

+ 

" P. R." 
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MAROH 5TH , 

MDCCCLX. 

THERE'S a clash of martial music through the ancient college comes, 

'fhere's a flourish loud of trumpets and a muttered roll of drums, 

St. Mary's bells are pealing .on, and flags are waving free, 
And there's crowding on the King's Parade, a sight of sights to see ; 

For thick along YOIl narrow street a serried line appears, 
'Tis Alma Mater's trusty sOllS, the RIFLE VOLUNTEERS. 

There's many a stout athletic frame amid that gallant corps, 
There's many a slashing cricketer, and many a stalwart oar, 
There's many a swell who loves to lounge and smoke the idle weed, 
And many a man who flees a wine and sports his oak to read, 
And beardless freshmen march in rank with dons of high degree, 
One spirit in six hundred hearts, one true fraternity. 

Why let the prosing pedant chide, the lazy idler sneer, 
The sinews of our English land, its youth and prime are here : 
Service, forsooth, they 'll never see ! Your pointless taunt unsay ! 
What higher service can be theirs, than they have paid to-day ? 
The noblest works for man assigned since first the earth he trod, 
Allegiance to his country's Queen, and worship to his God. 

And should the cloud, that threatens yet, e'er burst upon our shore, 
And fierce invaders on the strand their eager myriads pour, 
When round the Island, beacon-lit, fast flies the warning word, 
To draw " for Altar and for Hearth," the bayonet and the sword, 
To lay the foeman in the dust, to break invasion's brunt, 
God speed our gallant Riflemen, and CAMBRIDGE TO THE FRONT ! 

" P. 0." 

A C O [NCIDENC� .  

1 .  

THERE is  an  old and particularly wise saying to  be  found 
somewhere (probably in Tupper), that " no fox can be 

caught twice in the same trap." Now, some of my readers 
may possibly remember the disagreeable issue of my sojourn 
at the delightful village of Pm'bridge : how, with an im
perfect pen, but with strict historical fidelity, it was related 
in a former number of The Eagle. Well, without l,aying 
claim to any superhuman sagacity, by a simple mental 
process I came to the conclusion that my misfortune there 
was owing to two circumstances, one social, and the other 
geographical ;-in the first place that I had gone there 
alone, and secondly that I had gone there at all. So when 
the sun in the, course of his usual duties had supplied 
the requisite number of days and nights to bring ronnd 
another vacation, I duly made arrangements with my two 
friends Smith and Robinson to spend our Easter three, weeks 
together. The minor matters of locality and Lodgings were 
left to my discretion ; my colleagues however, like the 
tribunes of old, reserved the right of pronouncing a veto 
on any measure of mine they might deem unadvisable. 
I accordingly took down a large map of England, and 
stood over it in helpless bewilderment for some time ; for, 
since we were not ubiquitous by nature, it was necessary 
to fix on some one place for some one given time. We 
read of lofty-minded astronomers being lost in the immensity 
of the telescopic universe" of thoughtful sages being per
plexed to the uttermost in the windings of some philosophic 
speculation, of hardy travellers benighted and bewildered 
in the centre of a mighty prairie ; but neith�r astronomer, 
�or philosopher, nor traveller will ever apprecIat� perplexity 
In its fulness, view its length, breadth, and thIckness, till 
they gaze on an ordnance map of England to select one 
Spot out of s� many myriads in which to pitch their tent. 
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I had looked earnestly at the ceiling, paced up and down 
the room, bitten my lips, poked the fire with vehemen�e, 
and taken all the other usual steps to emerge from a dlf
ficulty,-but to no purpose. The postman, when he brought 
me my letters, found me still in this state, and looked 
as though he would have pitied me had he not been pressed 
for time. The letters were a relief at any rate. One was 
a circular from a tobacconist, the second a tract on profane 
swearing sent by an anonymous friend. These I laid quietly 
aside, seeing I neither smoke nor swear, and took up the 
third which was excessively damp ; so much so that I thought 
it only common prudence to dry it carefully before reading 
it. The penmanship was an indifferent attempt at Gothic 
epistolary architecture ; it was in the early pointed style, 
smacking more or less of the perpendicular. The letter 
itself came hoping to find me in good health, as it left 
the thankful writer at the time of its composition. It further 
stated, that the writer had had a melancholy time of it 
during the absence of her husband on " government business," 
but that such events must occur in this vale of tears ; that 
after M r. Biggs left she had moved to the fashionable town 
of Stockleton, where she �ept furnished apartments for 
single gentlemen ; and lastly � that she hoped she might 
have the pleasure of seeing my <.' honour" an occupant 
of these said apartments, after our " breaking-up" at College. 
Some further remarks were obliterated by two large round 
drops of colourless fluid, out of which emerged, like the 
sun from a cloud, the well known nam.e of my lacrymose 
landlady, " Niobe Trout." I conferred with my two friends, 
and, after ventilating the matter, we resolved to close a 
bargain with Mrs. Trout, and that I should forthwith repair 
to Stockleton ; the rest promising to follow in a few days. 

While portmanteaus are being packed and exeats pro
cured, I may perhaps j ust say a word or so on my two 
friends, as I had known them before the vacation began. 
Smith was a good-looking fellow, with black curly hair 
and fine grey eyes. He was possessed of a great amount 
of information OIl various subjects, though he had a decided 
failing in favour of romance literature. He was a strong 
admirer of Byron, and fierce in vindication of the age of 
chivalry ; withal he was an agreeable companion, and pos
sessed the fee simple of a genuine good heart. Robinson 
011 the other hand was fair in the matter of hair and eyes, 
somewhat negligent in person, brilliant and witty in con
yersation, impulsive, but I'\till a steady going industrious 
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fellow, one in whom you could place implicit trust for 
sincerity and kindness. S�ith and Robinson , though both 
friends of mine, were not acquainted with each other at 
the time I write of; they agreed to my scheme however, 
each well satisfied with my description of the other, and 
were anxious to institute a mutual friendship , 

Such was the state of things, when one morning I offered 
up my person and luggage to the Eastern Counties Railway, 
and, after the preliminary rites had been performed, was 
duly sacrificed in a second-class carriage of that rapid and 
luxurious line. After travelling with praiseworthy caution 
through numberless corn-fields, in the middle of some of 
which we stopped for passengers, I alighted at a junction 
to change into a Stockleton train. I was walking along 
the platform looking for an eligible seat, when my eyes 
were suddenly arrested by a pair of tarred trousers which 
stood conspicuous in an open carriage door. I followed 
up the trousers till my eyes reached a fami,liar pea-coat, 
then a tie, and finally the storm-beaten face of Mr. Trout 
of cigar- importing memory. 

" How 's yer honor ?" said he, as I j umped into his 
carriage, " you see, sir, they have taken up the hatches 
and here I am on deck again." I congratulated him 011 
his release ; and after enquiring, to the great apparent 
interest of a fat man in the corner of the carriage, if any 
" notes or papers" had been sent to Stockleton for me, 
proceeded to gain some information about our destination. 
Stockleton, it appeared, was about ten miles from Purbridge, 
a town j ust beginning to bud into a fashionable resort 
for quiet notabilities. I moreover heard how Mrs. Trout 
had nothing short of a splendid mansion awaiting our arrival ; 
how very sorry the worthy couple were for the unfortunate 
conclusion of my last stay with them ; and how such a 
thing could not happen again, since the unsuccessful smuggler 
had turned shipwright. Meanwhile our fellow-passenger 
had been eyeing me in a most suspicious manner, so much 
so that I asked Trout sotto voce if he knew who he was. 
" He 's a hinformer agoing down to Stockleton, after a 
couple of runaway forgers," whispered he ; adding, that 
it was expected that the Government would come down 
handsome for convicting evidence. The fact was,-as I 
afterwards learned,-that this man was an importation from 
Yankeedom, who had succeeded in obtaining a situation 
in the London Police Force. Being of a tolerably acute 
nature, he was in time promoted to the exalted rank of 
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an occasional Detective, and had undertaken this mISSIOn 
to Stockleton with the avowed intention of " showing the 
Britishers a thing or two." From a glance at The Hue 
and Cry he had in his hand, which I obtained before I 
left the carriage, I found the two forgers described as both 
tall, one of them fair, " dandified and fantastic in dress," 
with light curly hair parted in the middle ; the other 
conspicuous for large collars turned down, for negligence 
of dress, and meditative air. The description went on to 
say that they usually travelled separately, and,-though 
for the most part living together,-were seldom to be seen 
walking out in each other's company. I scarcely noted 
these things at the time, but subsequent events called them 
up afterwards strongly to my recollection. 

The object of our kind interest, seeing we observed him, 
turned away and composed himself to sleep. And a par
ticularly successful composition it was, for in a very few 
minutes he commenced to edify us with a musical enter
tainment of a mixed character, partly vocal and partly nasal. 
His bass notes were rendered with such accuracy of time 
and volume of sound, that they after a while disturbed, 
and finally woke him. He started, looked sheepishly round, 
and remarked to me that he " guessed he was very nearly 
asleep." 

I had only time to observe that I believed. he was not 
far from it, when a relapse took place, and his incomplete 
Sonata was continued. Trout appeared much amused, and 
assuming a philosophic air addressed me :-

" I  don 't know whether yeI' honour ever observed the 
fact, but there are three werry innocent birds as everybody 
is ashamed of having caught in his }·igging." 

I told him I could not exactly see the force of his 
remark. 

" Well, yeI' honour ," continued he, " the birds be, taking 
a snooze, awriting of po try, and afeelin' spoony on a pretty 
gal. And still, sir, when a chap 's sleepy there 's no harm 
in a nap ; and when a man ts a genus and has 110 honest 
smuggling to do, he might as well make potry as anything 
else ; and as to being sweet on a peticklar nice gal, why, 
yer honoUl', a man can't help it unless he got a cowcumber 
by mistake for a heart." 

I mention this remark as it has some bearing on what 
follows. 

At last we arrived. Mrs. Trout received me with much 
emotion. She at first carefully extracted a tear with a 
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corner of her apron from one eye, then one to match from 
the other. This done, she expressed a hope that I should 
find everything comfortable, and I, of course, had no doubt 
whatever I should. Then, I was very good to think so 
well of her ; and the right eye wept a few skirmishing 
tears. These were followed up by a few sobs from below, 
while the left eye went on duty and turned out whole 
regiments of tears, which were duly received into a piece 
of linen vestment held in readiness for that purpo�e. Trout 
stood by hitching up his trousers ; at last, suggesting to his 
spouse that she had " swabbed her decks" enough for all 
practical purposes, he shouldered my portmanteau and led 
the way to o llr snuggery. 

Next morning, down came Smith. But what a change 
did I behold in my friend ! He had turned down his collar 
cl la Byron, and assumed great negligence of dress and 
abstraction of air. His eyes had forsaken the plane of the 
horizon, and were directed sometimes to zenith, sometimes 
to nadir. Robinson too, when he arrived in the evening, 
was quite metamorphosed. Instead of hi!! wonted careless
ness, he was dressed in a most scrupulous and fanciful 
manner. He had his hair parted in the middle, and his 
long curls hanging over his shoulders. His vivacious 
countenance had assumed a cast of sentimental melancholy, 
and tropes and metaphors Howed horn his lips with unwonted 
facility. Here then were my two friends whom I had so 
warmly admired, and from whose sociability and hearty 
good-feeling I had anticipated so much pleasure ;-here 
they were, changed most unaccountably in two short days 
into human anomalies. Affectation had superseded honesty, 
and their good sense had abdicated in favour of ridiculous 
sentimentality. For one moment a vision of The Hue and 
Cry Hashed across my mind, but for one moment only. 

I never was so puzzled in my life. I introduced the 
two men to each other, and then I speculated on this 
strange state of things till I went to bed, silent, thoughtful, 
and disappointed. 

n. 
Yes, I was disappointed ; for I consider it no mawkishness 

to confess that I do enjoy the society of those I regard, that 
I do value the happy hours I innocently spend with friends 
after my own heart, that I do consider it one of the sweetest 
thoughts to think how, perhaps, i"n after life intimacies begun 
and increased here at Alma Mater may ripen into lifelong 
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ties. It is an old tale to tell of warm hearts and generous 
impulses, how man is drawn towards man, and soul com
munes with soul, but I dare say once again that there is 
a reality and truth in friendship, and that that man cannot 
be too deeply pitied who has not this visitor at the fireside 
of his heart. But I am moralising. 

Time did not mend my trouble. Instead of merry 
rambles together, and rural expeditions of discovery,
after a breakfast seasoned by deep remarks from Smith on 
the general misery of mankind, and the hollow groaning 
of the ocean by night ; or by light sketchy rhymes on the 
moonlight from Robinson,-the one would draw a slouched 
sort of cap over his brow, the other, clothe his fingers with 
delicate kids, and then both sally forth in opposite directions, 
leaving me to melancholy and Trout. It was a rare thing 
for me to get a stroll with them ; nor, to my grief, did that 
ready intimacy spring up between my two comrades which 
I wished and had imagined might be. They were distant 
and polite to each other ; they never sought one another's 
company save at meals, for though they went out every 
day, still it was a separate affair for each ; and, to the best 
of my belief, Smith had his fixed round in one direction, 
and Robinson his in the other. Meanwhile my mind went 
through various stages. Perhaps the first was disgust, next 
succeeded hope, then despair ; out of despair, phamix-like, 
hope began to spring again, and over and through all there 
floated a strong feeling of curiosity as to the cause of this 
metamorphosis. 

Such was my state when Trout in great trouble confided 
to me the fact that " the hinformer" had taken lodgings just 
the opposite side of the street, and appeared to be keeping 
a kind and attentive watch over him and his family. 

" Now, yeI' honour knows," said he appealingly, " that I 
am an honest shipwright, and though it certainly ain't as 
haristocratic a callin' as smuggling, still it 's all above deck, 
as legal and straightforward as a hands pike. What then 
can that aire hinformer want a keepin' si ch a look-out on 
our port-holes ?"  , I assured Mr. Trout his vocation was a highly respectable 
one, and that though it was natural for him to feel great 
mortification of spirit at leaving the chivalrous paths of 
cigar-importing for the humble life he now led, still his 
honesty would be its own recompense ; and I begged him 
not to disturb himself at the worthy. gentleman opposite, 
sillce his present location was doubtless accidental. Trout 
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shook his head at this, not half satisfied, and I sallied out 
for a walk, leaving him in this state of doubt and distrust. 

I bent my steps towards a ruined castle, some two or 
three miles from the town. It was a noble specimen of the 
grandeur of days gone by ; its antique arches and ivy-clad 
windows, its vast proportions, and commanding situation 
impressed me with a strong and perhaps somewhat romantic 
feeling of admiration. I climbed the grassy slope, and 
entered the principal gateway. The sun was setting, and 
its parting rays were gilding the hills in the distance. The 
scene was pretty, and, to command a better view, I scaled a 
crumbled portion of the castle wall, and seated myself among 
the ivy branches in one of the old windows. From this 
point of observation I looked away to east and west, 
and took in the whole landscape with all the pleasure 
orthodox on such occasions. On bringing my gaze round to 
closer objects, I preceived for the first time that another 
individual in the next window, perched just as I was, 
appeared to be enjoying the scene equally with myself. 
Our eyes met, and I recognised my companion as the fat 
gentleman in search of the forgers. I would willingly have 
got out of the way unobserved, but it was too late, for 
the Detective turned the full light of his well fed countenance 
upon me, and, by way 'of being agreeable, remarked, 

" I  reckon I'm a pretty considerable judge of scenery, 
I am, yes sir ;"  and he nodded at me as well as his 
precarious position i n  the ivy would allow him. I felt 
bound to return the nod, but I made it so minute as to be 
scarcely observable with the naked eye. 

H Yes sir," continued my friend, " and I guess that is 
a perquisitely enchanting sUll-set, viewing it you see as a 
brother hartist, yes sir." 

" Really, sir," I said with some trepidation, " I  have 
not that pleasure." 

" N  ot a brothel' hartist, hey ? yes sir, that won't do 
neither sir. Not fond of copying the old masters, hey ?"  

" N ever did such a thing in  my life, I assure you," I 
replied with vehemence. 

" Come now," said the fat man persuasively, pointing 
to the grassy slope beneath, " I  know as how you and that 
party there do something in the miniature line. Britannia 
on water-marked paper is a neat little design for rising 
hartists, yes sir." " 

In less time than any system of notatIOn yet l11vented 
will enable me to express, I followed his look till I saw 
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Smith pacing pensively the grass below, anc� then I scram?le� 
down to termfirma. I was just able to selze the Detective s 
legs, so with a movement composed of equal parts of 
cork-scr�w and pump handle, I roBed and pulled his portly 
person till he lay well be-walled and be-ivied at my feet. 

" You impertinent scoundrel," I exclaimed,. " what do 
you mean ?" 

" Well, well, now:' he gasped forth, " I  reckon you are 
no hand at a joke. But if you queer fellows are all so very 
innocent, that party outside, I suppose, would not object 
to my knowing his name ?"  

" Certainly not ," I said , " you o r  anybody else. That 
gentleman's name is Smith." 

" Yes sir," said the other pulling out his pocket book, 
" and the other ?" 

" Robinson," I replied. He paused, leered incredulously 
at me, placed one finger on the side of his nose, made an 
allusion to a man Walker, and referred me to a fabulous 
battalion of her Majesty's troops. In a few minutes I was 
beside Smith, and had told him how his movements were 
watched. He received my account with profound silence : 
at last, under the most solemn promise of secrecy, I was 
let into the cause of his abstraction. He was writing a prize 
poem ;-at least a poem which would get the prize if the 
adjudicators were men of sufficient poetic feeling to agree 
with my friend on the merits of the composition. 

As we walked home he recited what he had written, and 
discussed with me each simile and idea. Before we parted 
I had to reiterate my promise not to divulge his pursuit, 
particularly to Robinson, under any circumstances whatever 
short of an earthquake or a monsoon. 

Robinson was at home when we returned, and he wished 
a few words with me in private. He was very much 
ashamed to confess, but confess he supposed he must, that 
he was actually writing a prize poem. He would not have 
it known, no not for the entire world with U ranus, N eptnne, 
and five or six asteroids thrown in with it, but he didn 't much 
mind telling me, seeing I was not on any account to mention 
it to anybody, especially not to Smith. He had meant 
to tell me from the first, and now a little difficulty induced 
him to ask my aid. Of course I was ready to do anything 
I could. 

" 'Vell," continued Robinson, " I  have usually meditated 
on my poem in the further end of that park behind the 
Town, which I always understood was open to the public. 
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I used to walk up and down thinking, and when I came upon 
anything fine I noted it in my pocket-book. Now, this 
morning, just as I was dotting down a most brilliant thought, 
a gamekeeper seized me, and before I could collect my 
senses to give a satisfactory explanation, I was conveyed to 
the Squire's house, and charged in good round terms by that 
irascible gentleman with being a ' sentimental humbug', and 
haunting his premises with matrimonial designs on his 
daughter (a damsel I never knew existed till that moment), 
who it seems is an heiress in her own right. I was, of course, 
ashamed to tell him my occupation, but I protested over 
and over again that I knew nothing whatever of the young 
lady ; and that, though I did not wish to say any thing un
gallant, still I certainly should not feel any deep amount of 
anguish, if she were located at that very moment in the 
distant climes of China or Peru. After a very stormy inter
view, which ended by his kindly threatening to horsewhip 
me, ' if ever I came poking about his park again,' I left ; and 
now I want you to visit this irate Papa, and to appease his 
wrath by explaining things as far as you think necessary." 

I promised to go in the morning Oll this errand. Then 
he read me his poem as far as he had gone, and we chatted over 
it, and discussed its points. He thanked me for my observa
tions and hints, which he took down to embody in his poem ; 
and it was not till afterwards, in thinking over the matter, 
that I discovered I had by piecemeal recited Smith's lines in 
a most unintentional manner. Nor was this all the mischief 
done, for by some means or other I let out Robinson's to 
Smith, and then again Smith's to Robinson, and so on ; so 
that the materials, nay words, of one were in time in the 
possession of the other. All this was almost entirely acci
dental ; I may just possibly have indulged in the minutest 
amount of mischief, but beyond a doubt, the greater quantity 
of lines was wormed out of me by one or the other, who then 
appropriated them, little thinking where they really came 
from. 

Ill. 

Thus the poems progressed by this new species of literary 
partnership. I was almost as unconscious of what was going 
on as my two friends were. I felt indeed that my whole 
spirit was fast becoming imbued with strange and fantastic 
notions on Slavery (for this was the theme on which they 
sang) ; I felt that these notions had a local habitation and a 
name within the limits of my mental kingdom, still I never 
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stopped to consider whether they were native aborigines, or 
nomad tribes of ideas, which, having left the Smithian or 
Robinsonian territories, had settled for a time in the agree
able pastures of my own mind. I fear the latter was the 
case ; but if want of reflection was my fault, want of genero
sity was not likewise my failing. What I had so freely 
received in the way of Slavery notions, I must say, in all 
justice to myself, I as freely dispensed. If it so happened 
that I dispensed them in a manner which entailed awkward 
results, this was misfortune, not malice. On one day Smith 
would consult me on the domestic arrangements of the interior 
of Africa ; on another Robinson, on the slave population of 
America. At one time we discussed the length and weight 
of the chain required to curtail the movements of a muscular 
though respectable negro. At another time the character of 
a slave-dealer underwent the blackening process at our 
righteously indignant hands. No wonder, 'mid such a 
variety of thoughts, that confusion got the better of memory ; 
no wonder I imparted the right idea to. the wrong man, 
and handed over Smith's most exquisite lines to Robinson, 
and Robinson's to Smith. This was just the sort of case, 
which must have first called into being, in some deep philo
sophic mind, the well-known social doctrine, that natural 
contingencies of a disagreeable character may occur within 
the circnmference of the best regulated domestic circle. 

Prize poems are finite ;-that is to say, in actual material 
length, they are finite. A few days passed and the two com
positions were concluded simultaneously, and I was asked 
by each author to copy his for the Vice-Chancellor. I would 
willingly have declined the honour ; but reflecting that a copy 
in their own handwriting would not be received, and that 
the choice of an amanuensis lay between me and Trout, 
I assented, and set to work. To secure privacy I copied 
them in my bedroom. I first got through Smith's, and then, 
somewhat fatigued, commenced my attack on Robinson's. 
What was my horror and surprise to find his almost line for 
line the same as Smith's ! I looked again ; could I possibly 
have taken up by mistake the one I had just copied ? 
No ; here lay the poem with Robinson's name attached, and 
there lay Smith's. I was completely perplexed, and in a 
highly puzzled state I adjourned to the sitting-room with the 
papers in my hand. 

The two poets were talking amicably together when I 
entered, and both simultaneously started to see their pro
ductions thus publicly exposed in my hand. 
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" My good fellow," said Smith turning round to Robinson, 
" is it possible that you too - 1" 

" Yes, yes," replied Robinson, " but I had no idea that 
ou-." y 

" How very odd !" exclaimed the two in chorus. 
" Well," said Smith, " I propose now that our scribe reads 

both. I shall be delighted to hear yours." Robinson ex
pressed himself as highly honoured, and quite agreeable to 
the arrangement. I was looking on meanwhile, with rather 
a blank face. " Very well," I said at last, " if you wish it, 
I shall be very happy to do so." So clearing my throat with 
stoical determination, I commenced. I read one line, when 
Smith cried out, " Stop, not mine ; I vote for Robinson's 
first." Robinson's brow darkened, " That is mine," he said 
angrily. " Yours !" ejaculated Smith, as I went on, " you 
must be dreaming." " And you must be mad, Smith. I say 
again, those are the two opening lines of my poem," said the 
other. I could stand it no longer. I laid down the papers 
on the table, and remarked, " It does not much matter, 
gentlemen ; they are both well nigh line for line the same." 
To describe the astonishment of my two friends at this an
nouncement would be simply impossible. Let the reader 
take equal quantities of amazement and despair ; add to 
these a little of disgust, a sprinkling of amusement, and a 
pinch or two of sheepishness. Mix these well together, and 
apply the compound to the countenances of your ideals of 
Messrs. Smith and Robinson, and you will have a faint, a 
very faint representation of how they looked at each other, 
at things in general, and at me. 

Just at this critical moment a little scufRe was heard out· 
side, and, directly after, a knock at the door. Trout appeared 
grasping the Detective in not exactly an affectionate manner 
by the coat collar. 

" Is this here party a peticklar friend of yours, gem '1 'm 1" 
asked my landlord. 

" Quite the contrary, I assure you," I replied. 
" Because," continued Trout, " he is peticklar fond of 

your conwersation, which he thinks it is none the worse for 
coming through a key-hole in a deal door." 

" I guess," interposed the offending individual, " that I 
Was only admiring the painting on the door panel as a 
work of hart." 

" Veil then," replied the other, " as you looks at pictures 
vith your ears, perhaps you 'll kindly see the vay down 
stairs with your nose. I suppose gem 'l 'm I may show this 
party down ?" 
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Without waiting for a reply, Trout con:mence.d to assi�t 
the Yankee down stairs, in a manner more ImpulsIVe than IS 
generally allowed by the rules of society. . This was the last we saw of our friend the Detective. 
Report however says, that the real forgers escaped while his 
attention was so keenly £xed on us, and that he himself, 
overpowered by the ridicule of his comrades, left the Force 
in disgust, and ended his days in the quiet retirement of 
a Turnpike Toll-house. 

In a few minutes Trout returned with his wife, and 
pulling a lock of his hair in front, said respectfuHy,. " I  hopes, 
gem'l 'm , you'll hexcuse me, but I hope everythmg's above 
board and propp.r here. I has been in with Government 
once, and having sich an unkimmon affectionate old woman," 
(he winked and pointed with his thumb to Mrs. Trout, who 
was weeping intensely) " I  think I 'd rather not go in again." 

" It 's all right, Trout," I said, " that fellow may dog us 
about if he likes, but we are quite correct in our conduct 
I assure you." 

" No whiskey ?" inquired Trout, looking under the sofa. 
I shook my head. "Nor cigars?" he continued, I shook my head 
again. He still seemed dissatis£ed, and looked suspiciously 
at the papers on the table. I followed his glance, and taking 
up the poems remarked that my friends, I doubted not, would 
have no objection to my showing him these. Hereupon a 
fierce discussion arose. Smith disclaimed having any thing 
to do with them ; there was no poem of his there, he said. 
Similarly Robinson disowned his offspring ; and each declared 
in the strongest possible manner that tlte poem should not go 
in with his name attached. At last I quieted them, and read 
the production, to Trout's great satisfaction. Mrs. Trout 
was fearfully affected by the pathetic parts. The description 
of a slave being flogged, jndiciously brought in towards the 
end, brought on a climax. She wept like an April cloud, 
till there was not a dry thing about her ; at last she seized 
my great coat behind the door, and mopped up her tears with 
wild enthusiasm. 

" Am I to understand, ye1' honour," said her husband 
solemnly, when I concluded, " that at Cambridge they serve 
out rations of meddles for that sort of sarvice ?" 

I told him there was one such medal given every year 
by our Chancellor, for the best poem. 

" VeIl, Sir, these here gem' l' m don't seem over willin" 
to stand ?y their guns, so if 'twill be any advantage to your 
honours III the way of meddles, I shall have no hobjection to 
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put my epitaph to the potry and send it  in to the commodore, 
duly promising to hand over the prize-money, perwided you 
come down with hextra grog to the wolunteers, that is, me 
and my oid woman here." 

This speech was received with a shout of laughter. 
Smith and Rohinson forgot their chagrin, and joined in it 
heartily ; and before the smoke cleared off to the tune of Rule 
Britannia, Trout and his wife (yes, Mrs. Trout laughed !) 
joined too. Meanwhile, Smith turned up his shirt collar, 
and Robinson disarranged his hair and tore two buttons 
off his waistcoat. 

And how can I tell my readers how pleasant a week we 
had after this ? my friends became their dear old selves once 
more, and lonely walks and dismal meditations were ex
changed for laughing, happy, sociable rambles, with the 
merry round of jest or tale. The days flew by as only days 
of innocent healthy enjoyment can. The gl'and old sea
waves scattered spray which sparkled as it never did before ; 
the merry children on the sands laughed with a music we 
had till then overlooked ; the bright open sky beamed upon 
us with a smile so genial and so warm, that we wondered what 
we had been about for the last fortnight, to have thus missed 
the glories of Nature around us, and neglected the sunny 
influence of friendship's sweet communion. 

Does my reader ask, er And what of the poem 1" Let him 
take down from his shelf the well-worn volume, in which our 
venerable Alma Mater l6ves to record the great deeds of her 
sons ; let him refer to that part which contains the list of 
Prize Poems, and the following will strike his gaze ;-" 1 8 5 7 .  
N one adjudged." 

" )"af)vpLJl8etO" 'n<;." 

+ 
+ + 

+ 
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SPRING AND AUTUMN. 

SPRING. 
SWEET is the April morn : the birds call loud in the woods, 

The larks overflow with song in the cope of a dappled sky ; 
The larch in the little copse grows green with its swelling buds, 

And the rill o 'er its rocky path goes joyfully purling by. 

AUTUMN. 
o Time ! that beautiful Spring is dead, and the larks are dumb, 

And the willow-leaves clog the brook that gurgles, swollen with 
rain ; 

And a sad thought lies at my heart, and will not be overcome, 
That a Spring as happy as that may never come to me again ! 

Why not ? it was but a thought by the sorrowful season bred, 
Which now that the time is past, I am half-ashamed to tell

Shall I fling the fresh rose away, because it may sometime be dead ? 
I will live in hope, and be happy, and trust that all will be w�1\ ! 

-1-

DEBATING SOCIETIES. 

READER ! do you belong to a Debating Societ.y ? You 
don't ! you never heard of such a thing ! Listen a few 

minutes then, while I endeavour to enlighten you. Imagine 
yourself in a tolerably large room with about fifty other men 
of every standing, from the bachelor whose strings have not 
yet drawn him away from old memories, to the freshman 
nervously meditating his maiden speech in yonder corner. 
The President, who sits at the upper end of the room sup
ported on either side by the Vice-President and Secretary, 
commences the evening's proceedings, by calling on the latter 
to read the minutes of the previous meeting. The other 
private business of the Society is then transacted. such as the 
balloting for new members (supposing that odious and un
necessary system to exist) or alterations in the rules. The 
discussions on these point.s are often most amusing. I 
remember one which ensued on a motion proposing the 
repair of a dilapidated box, which was used to contain the 
voting balls. I believe nearly every member in the room 
got up to say something-an amendment was introduced in 
the form of a new box ; the treasurer came forward and 
presented a lamentable statement of the Society's finances, 
and finally the original motion was thrown out by a majority 
of 1. When the private business is over, the subject of 
the evening's Debate is introduced by a member previously 
named. It may be a political question, or an historical ques
tion, or perhaps a question deep in the chaos of metaphysics. 
Another member rises to respond, and the rest take part or 
not according as they please, speaking alternately for and 
against the motion. At the conclusion, the first two speakers 
having the right of reply, the question is put to the vote. 
after a discussion which usually lasts about a couple of hours. 

" And a couple of hours very unprofitably spent-literally 
wasted," says the Reader ;  " what !  men meet to talk about 
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mendinO' a ballot-box, to ta'tk merely for the sake of talking ! 
Why it9s almost as bad as writing for The Eagle." And con1 
seq uently almost the same argument will suffice to defend 
these institutions. That men who pass their days and nights 
in gorging themselves with kno�ledge, should be accuse� of 
cultivating the cacoetl1es loquendz, 01' of unprofitably spendmg 
their time when they meet to talk for a couple of hours every 
week, seems an astounding paradox ; inasmuch as the whole 
tenor of our University course aims at the expansion of the 
mind or the inculcation of new ideas, while the expression 
of those ideas is entirely left to ourselves. I will not pretend 
to say that the educational system, as pursued here, is in any 
way insufficient ; but I have sometimes wondered whether it 
has ever occurred to the U ni versity Commissioners to ap
point in their new Statutes, a Professor of Rhetoric and 
E locution to preside for the term of his natural life at the 
Union, Port Latin, and other Debating Societies in the 
University. Amid their sweeping reforms we hardly know 
what to expect, but perhaps the institution of such a Pro
fessorship would not be the worst thing they might do. For 
if there is any line of study which is neglected here, it is the art of putti�g our ideas into words. Coming as many amongst us do from public schools, where Latin Themes indeed are rife, but where the name of English Essay is scarce heard once a-year, we often find a difficulty, when our education is supposed to be completed, in clothing our 
thoughts with suitable language. A man may acquire logical accuracy by the aid of Mathematics, or that refinement of mind which is derived from the study of the Classics, bnt it will be of little avail to the world that he has laboured under Parkinson, or is thoroughly saturated with Shilleto, if at the same time he is unable to impart his knowledge to others. Yet it seems to me that this is forgotten, and that with our Examination mania and the Tripos mania, we, of this respectable and old-established institution of St. John's ColleO'e, are peculiarly liable to neglect everything else to secu/'� a first-class in the May. Such ought not to be the case. The nineteenth century is an eminently practical age ; when a man must be able to shew his learning, if he would have it appreciated. 

Scire tuum nihil est, nisi te scire hoc sciat alter 
was never truer than at the present day. And for a place of education like this, whose members will be called for the most part to the churcl� or the bar, anq. so�e of whom may 
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one day be guarding the interests of England in her Parlia
Illent-for such a school to neglect the study of elocution, 
surely is a great mistake. True it is that a certain M.P. of 
editorial celebrity was returned at the last election through 
employing substitutes to address his constituents. Still when 
our turn comes, we may not be so happy in the choice of a 
substitute. I say when our t.urn comes, for although we 
may not covet his enviable title, v. ho is there among us 
that can say that he will never have to undergo the 
ordeal of public speaking ? It was only the other day 
that a late fellow of this College said to me, in speaking 
of the scene of his parochial labours, " Nothing can be  
done here without a meeting and a speech : and such a 
place for lectures I"� And it has always appeared to me a 
lamentable disgrace to the learning of our clergy, when 
one of its members is seen-perhaps not heard-muttering a 
few incoherent sentences on Church Missions-as we dis
cover from the placards,-and at length compelled to sit down 
in confusion. 

To remedy this evil Debating Societies have been insti
tuted, where by being pitted against one another in honest 
debate, we may learn to say what we mean, and practise 
those powers of elocution, which are requisite in almost 
every profession. And I would humbly recommend my 
brother students not to neglect this means of education, but 
while they are reading to become full men, and writin'g to 
become accurate, to complete the Baconian precept by speak
ing at these debates to make themselves ready men. They 
may find difficulties at first, but let them only persevere, 
though it be at the expense of their auditory, and I will 
guarantee that they will become, I do not say orators, but at 
least respectable speakers. Oratorical qualities there are, 
which must be to a certain extent innate ; fun cpuuew<) 'TO 
u7To/Cptn/Coy elJlat /Ca), am:XJlchepoJl suggests a friend who is 
just going in for the Voluntary Classical. But at the same 
time any one possessing these qualities in a moderate degree, 
may by perseverance become a good debater. Who does 
not remember the admirable parallel to this point, which 
Macaulay has drawn between Pitt and Fox ? " Poeta nasci
tur, orator fit," is certainly no less true than the usual 
readinO' under certain restrictions of the meaning of oratol'
and it �ay be laid down as a rule that, while the true poet is 
naturally endowed with the gift of poesy, it is by long 
practice and application that a man becomes a great debater. 
How laborious must have been the pebble-process of that 
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chief-that facile princeps of orators 1 How t�dious the 
tracing of those complex ch�r�cters on th� pohshe� roll ! 
I can imagine Demosthenes S1tt1Og up all mght to w�lte �ut 
the Midias or the De Corona ; or perhaps addressmg m
visible gentlemen of the jury whom he has to face to-morrow 
morning, and rehearsing the orthodox action of his hands as he 
watches the trickling of the water-clock. And when I recol
lect that Sheridan and others of England's greatest orators 
have established their claim to eminence, owing to their 
custom of preparing their speeches, I am convinced that it is 
chiefly by practice, and perhaps after repeated failures, that 
a man becomes eminent in debate. And no one can, without 
great injustice to himself, despair of learning to speak 
fluently. 

Studied speeches, if known to be such, are generally 
regarded with aversion ; as whatever is the offspring of 
genius appears more striking and brilliant than the result of 
patient industry. There are times, however, when a set 
speech is more applicable, and does more credit to the speaker 
than any display of oratorical talent. And for practice in 
this style, as well as to learn to speak on the spur of the 
moment, it is equally advantageous to join a debating society. 
For there a speech must depend to a certain extent on the 
remarks of the previous �peaker, and a clever repartee is 
often called forth by what has only been uttered the minute 
before. Thus, though the generality of speeches are delivered 
ex tempore, the opening speech and that of the chief opposer 
are (or if not, shame on the speakers !) studied harangues. 
An opening speech in a debate should contain all the 
arguments and statistics which can be brought forward to 
support the motion, while the opposer should adduce all the 
evidence on the opposite side. 

And herein lies the advantage of having a stated leader 
of the opposition, as in our Long Vacation Debating Society ; 
for besides the pain of hearing the president, after a vain 
inquiry for an opposer, driven to ask if any honorable 
member will speak on either side of the question, I have 
observed that when this is not the case, the opposer often is 
content to ward off the attack of his adversary without bring
ing forward any positive proofs himself; and thus it happens 
that a whole debate is carried on without a single direct 
argument being adduced in favour of the opposition. For 
half the men who speak, speak I may venture to say on no 
further knowledge of the subject than they may glean from 
the two opening speeches, and if these speeches are deficient 
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in matter, the succeeding speakers will be content to carp at 
the language of their predecessors, and twist their words often 
into what they never meant, and perhaps never could mean. 
On these. grounds then the Committees of Debating Societies, 
if they WIsh to have really good debates, will always provide 
an opposer of the motion ; and let the opposer thus selected 
Dot care so much to repel the enemy's attack, as to adduce 
all the evidence he can in his own case, and he will have the 
satisfaction of making a far more interesting debate. 

But a serious charge has been brought against these 
Societies by DO less a personage that the Archbishop of Dublin. 
It is his opinion that they tend to foster a spirit of pride and 
dogmatism. It may be a bold act to question the Archbishop's 
sayings, nor should I wish to do so, were he alone in his 
opinion. But as I have heard among ourselves remarks to 
the same effect, my few hints would be altogether incomplete, 
if I did not attempt to answer the difficulty. 

Undeterred then by great names, I venture to assert that 
so far from promoting a spirit of dogmatism, the debates, 
as carried on in these Societies, have the natural effect of 
shewing that there are two sides to every question, and 
generally much to be said on both. If a Society were con
stituted to uphold the tenets of a particular party, designated 
by its watchword, and admitting no ODe who was not 
professedly attached to that party, I can well understand that 
the debates would not only lose much of their naIvete, but 
would foster the spirit Dr. Whately complains of. But 
considering the constitution of these Societies generally, I 
cannot conceive that they have such a lamentable effect. For 
putting out of the question those meD, who are deeply imbued 
with prejudice before they enter the room, and whom therefore 
the debate will not affect, the rest will probably gain much 
additional knowledge about the matter in question, and if 
they do give a hasty verdict on the spot, they nevertheless 
have a spirit of enquiry aroused within them, which will not 
rest till they have further investigated the subject to their 
entire satisfaction. And even supposing they did not pursue 
such an investigation, but felt satisfied with their previous 
knowledge, I am not quite sure that a fixed opinion, even 
when incorrect, is not more desirable than utter ignorance or 
perpetual vacillation. But I am inclined to believe, somewhat 
perhaps paradoxically, that while debates compel men to 
reflect, the verdict passed at the conclusion does not represent 
the result of that reflection. Nay, so far from this being the 
case, I have known instances where the introducer of the 
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motion has confessed, that the very evidence by which he 
hoped to maintain his cause, has satisfactorily convinced him 
that his own is not the right side of the case, and although 
by the laws of the Society he is compelled to support that 
side, the ultimate result is his conversion to the other. 

These Societies then not only are peculiarly adapted for 
the exercise of innate oratorical talent, but they present the 
means whereby a man may secure :fluency of speech, and 
make his tongue in very truth the interpreter of his 
mind. You classical men I are you ever at a loss in your 
translations for the particular word which will exactly suit the 
case ? Here is your remedy. And you mathematical men, 
who do not get up your book-work by heart ! do not you 
sometimes find a difficulty in expressing your meaning in 
good English ? Here then is your remedy. By speaking at 
the debates you will gain power over your native tongue, 
and learn to express in plain good sense, what before cost 
you so much labour and was so unintelligible after all. And 
there is another advantage they present, which should also be 
taken into consideration. I mean the incentive to the inves
tigation of truth. It often requires considerable reading and 
research to make a good speech, and if the debater is thereby 
induced to extend his knowledge of our literature, he may 
reap no slight benefit. Let him only bind himself never to 
make an assertion against his better judgment. Let him 
beware of inconsistency, and of speaking without sufficient 
knowledge of the subject. Let him not be discouraged at 
a few failures, but let him endeavour to speak at every 
debate, remembering what Fox used to say : " During five 
whole sessions, I spoke every night but one, and I regret 
only that I did not speak on that night too." 
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OUR EM IGRANT. 

IT is a windy, rainy day-cold withal ; a little boat is 
putting off from the pier at Gravesend, and making for 

a ship that is lying moored in the middle of the river ; 
therein are some half-dozen passengers and a lot of hetero
geneous looking luggage-among the passengers and owner 
of some of the most heterogeneous of the heterogeneous 
luggage is myself. The ship is an emigrant ship, and I 
am an emigrant. 

On having clambered over the ship's side and found 
myseH on deck, I was somewhat taken aback with the 
apparently inextricable confusion of everything on board
the slush upon the decks, the crying, the kissing, the 
mustering of the passengers, the stowing away of baggage 
still left upon the decks, the rain and the gloomy sky created 
a kind of half amusing, half distressing bewilderment, which 
I could plainly see to be participated in by most of the 
other landsmen on hoard-honest country agriculturists 
and their wives looking as though they wondered what it 
would end in-some sitting on their boxes and making a 
show of reading tracts which were being presented to them 
by a methodistical looking gentleman in a white tie ; but all 
day long they only had perused the first page, at least I saw 
none turn over the second. 

And so the afternoon wore on, wet, cold, and comfortless 
-no dinner served on account of the general confusion
fortunately I was able to seize upon some biscuits. The 
emigration commissioner was taking a final survey of the 
ship and shaking hands with this, that, and the other of 
t�le passengers-fresh arrivals kept continually creating a 
lIttle additional excitement.-these were of saloon passengers 
who were alone permitted to join the ship at Gravesend. 
By and by a couple of policemen made their appearance 
and arrested one of the passengers, a London cabman, for 

I 
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debt. He had a large family and a subscription was soon 
started to pay the sum he owed. Subsequently a much 
larger subscription would have been made in order to have 
him taken away by any body or anything-I, who at the 
time was not a subscriber, not knowing that a subscription 
was on foot, have often congratulated myself since, that 
New Zealand has not got to blame me in any way for the 
emigration of Mr. G-. 

Little by little the confusion subsided. The emigration 
commissioner left ; at six we were at last allowed some 
victuals--unpacking my books and arranging them in my 
cabin filled up the remainder of the evening, save the 
time devoted to a couple of meditative pipes-the emigrants 
went to bed-and when at about ten o'clock I went up 
for a little time upon the poop, I heard no sound save the 
clanging of the clocks from the various churches of Gravesend, 
the pattering of rain upon the decks, and the rushing sound 
of the river as it gurgled against the ship's side. 

Early next morning the cocks began to crow vociferously. 
We had about sixty couple of the oldest inhabitants of 
the hen-roost on board, which were destined for the con
sumption of the saloon passengers-a destiny which they 
have since fulfilled : young fowls die on shipboard, only 
old ones -standing the weather about the line-besides this 
the pigs began grunting and the sheep gave vent to an 
occasional feeble bleat, the only expression of surprise 
or discontent which I heard them utter during the remainder 
of their existence, for now alas ! they are no more. I 
remember dreaming I was in a farm-yard and woke as 
soon as it was light. Rising immediately I went on deck 
and found the morning calm and sulky-no rain, but every
thing very wet and very; grey. There was Tilbury fort 
so different from Stanfield's dashing picture. There was 
Gravesend which but a year before I had passed on my 
way to Antwerp with so little notion that I should ever 
leave it thus.-Musing in this way and taking a last look 
at the green fields of old England, soaking with rain and 
comfortless though they then looked, I soon became aware that 
we had weighed anchor, and that a small steam-tug which 
had been getting her steam up for some little time had 
already begun to subtract a mite of the distance between 
ourselves and New Zealand. And so, early in the morning 
of Saturday, October 1 st, 1 859, we started on our voyage. 

Here I must make a digression and once for all fairly 
apologize to the reader. Let me put him in my own position. 
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The thermometer shall be 4 5° Fahrenheit in his cabin, although 
it is the beginillg of January, and he is in Lat. 4 7° South ; 
that is to say, though he is in Paris at the beginning of 
J ulr. He shall be clad' in full winter plumage, moreover 
he shall have a great coat on, and a comforter round his neck. 
Yet the continuance of the cold many days, or rather weeks, 
with insufficient means of exercise, shall have covered his 
fingers with chilblains and almost chilled his toes off. He 
shall be so wedged between his washing-stand, his bunk 
and a box, that he can just manage to write without being 
capsized every other minute, outside he shall have a furious 
S.W. gale blowing. His ship shall be under nothing but 
a closed reefed main-top-sail, close reefed fore-top-sail, reefed 
fore-sail and top-mast-stay-sail, shall have been as near on 
her beam ends twice already within the last hour as she could 
well be-he shall every now and then feel a tremendous 
thump and see the water pouring over the little glass pane 
let into the roof of his cabin, thus becoming cognizant of 
the fact that a heavy sea has broken right over the poop
and then he shall be required to be coherent, grammatical, 
and to write that pure and elegant style of English for 
which The Eagle is so justly celebrated. It cannot be done. 
Yet if I don't write now I shall not write at all, for we 
are nearing New Zealan d, and I foresee that as soon as 
I get ashore I shall have but little time for writing, 

_ To resume then-we were at last fairly off. The river 
widened out hour by hoUl". Soon our little steam'tug left 
us. A fair wind sprung up and at two o'clock or there
abouts we found ourselves off Ramsgate. Here we anchored 
and waited till the next tide, early next morning. This 
took us to Deal, off which we again remained a whole day 
at anchor. On Monday morning we weighed anchor and 
since then we have had it on the forecastle, and trust we 
may have no further occasion for it until we arrive at New 
Zealand. 

I will not waste time and space by describing the horrible 
sea si<;:kness of most of the passengers, a mis8FJ which I did 
not myself experience, nor yet will I prolong the narrative of 
Our voyage down the channel ; it was short and eventless. 
The Captain says there is more danger between Gravesend 
and the Start Point (where we lost sight of land,) than all 
the way between there and New Zealand. Fogs are so 
frequent and collisions occur so often. Our own passage 
was free from adventure. In the Bay of Biscay the water 
assumed a deep blue hue, of almost incredible depth ; there 
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moreover we had our first touch of a gale-not that it 
deserved to be called a gale in comparison with what we 
have since had-still we learnt what double reefs meant. 
After this the wind fell very light and continued so for 
a few days. On referring to my diary I preceive that on the 
1 0th of October, we had only got as far South as the 
forty-first parallel of Latitude. And late on that night 
a heavy squall coming up from the S.W. brought a foul 
wind with it. It soon freshened and by two o'clock in 
the morning the noise of the flapping sails as the men 
were reefing them and of the wind roaring through the 
rigging was deafening. All next day we lay hove to 
under a close reefed main-top-sail-which being interpreted 
means that the only sail set was the main-top-sail and 
that that was close reefed, moreover that the ship was 
laid at right angles to the wind and the yards braced sharp 
up. Thus a ship drifts very slowly, and remains steadier 
than she would otherwise, she ships few or no seas, and 
though she rolls a good deal is much more easy and safe 
than when running at all near the wind. Next day we 
drifted due north, and on the third day the fury of the 
gale having somewhat moderated we resumed-not our 
course but a course only four points off it. The next 
several days we were baffied by foul winds, jammed down 
on the coast of Portugal ; and then we had another gale 
from the south, not such a one as the last, but still enough 
to drive us many miles out of our course, and then it fell 
calm which was almost worse, for when the wind fell the 
sea rose and we were tossed about in such a manner as 
would have forbidden even Morpheus himself to sleep : 
and so we crawled on till on the morning of the 2�th of 
October, by which time if we had had anything like luck 
we should have been close on the line, we found ourselves 
about thirty miles from the Peak of Teneriffe becalmed. 
This was a long way out of our course which lay three 
or four degrees to the westward at the very least, but 
the sight of the Peak was a great treat, almost compensating 
for past misfortunes. The island of Teneriffe lies in Lat
titude 28°, Longitude 1 6° .  It is about sixty miles long, 
towards the southern extremity of the island the Peak 
towers upwards to a height of 1 2,300 feet, far above 
the other land of the island, though that too is very elevated 
and rugged. Our telescopes revealed serrated gullies upon 
the mountain sides, and showed us the fastnesses of the 
i sland in a manner that made us long to explore them : 
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we deceived ourselves with the hope that some speculative 
fisherman might cOllle out to us with oranges and grapes 
for sale. He would have realised a handsome sum if he 
had, but unfortunately none was aware of the advantages 
offered and so we looked and longed in vain. The other 
islands were Palma, Gomera, and Ferro, all of them lofty, 
especially Palma ; all of them beautiful ; on the sea board 
of Palma we could detect houses innumerable, it seemed 
to be very thickly inhabited and carefully cultivated. 
The calm continuing three days, we took stock of the islands 
pretty minutely, clear as they were, and rarely obscured 
even by a passing cloud ; the weather was blazing hot but 
beneath the awning it was very delicious ; a calm how
ever is a monotonous thing even when an island like 
Teneriffe is in view, and we soon tired both of it and of 
the gambols of the Blackfish Ca species of whale), and the 
operations on board an American vessel hard by. 

On the evening of the third day a light air sprung up 
and we watched the islands gradually retire into the distance. 
Next morning they were faint and shrunken, and by mid-day 
they were gone. The wind was the commencement of the 
north-east trades. On the next day (Thursday, October 27th, 
Lat. 27° 40') the cook was boiling some fat in a large 
saucepan, when the ,bottom bUJ'llt through and the fat 
fell out over the fire, got lighted, and then ran about the 
whole galley blazing and flaming as though it would set 
the place on fire, whereat an alarm of fire was raised, the 
effect of which was electrical : there was no real danger 
about the affair, for a fire is easily extinguishable on a 
ship when only above aboard-it is when it breaks out in 
the hold-is unperceived-gains strength-and finally bursts 
its prison, that it becomes a serious matter to extinguish it : 
this was quenched in five minutes, but the faces of the 
female steerage passengers were awful. I noticed about 
one and all a peculiar contraction and elevation of one 
eyebrow, which I had never seen before on the living 
human face though often in pictures : I don't mean to 
say that all the faces of all the saloon passengers were 
void of any emotion whatever. 

The trades carried us down to Lat. gO. They were but 
light \vhile they lasted and left us soon. There is no 
wind more agreeable than the N.E. trades. The sun keeps 
the air deliciously warm, the breeze deliciously fresh-the 
vessel sits bolt upright, steering a S.S.vV. course, with 
the wind nearly aft : she glides along with scarcely any 
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perceptible motion, sometimes in the cabin one would 
fancy one must be on dry land, the sky is of a greyish 
blue, and the sea silver grey, wit.h a very slight haze 
round the horizon. The sea is very smooth, even with 
a wind which would elsewhere raise a considerable sea. 
In Lat. 1 9° Long. 2 5° I find we first fell in with flying 
fish. One generally sees most of these in a morning
they are usually in flocks-they fly a great way and very 
well , not with the kind of jump which a fish generally takes 
when springing out of the water, but with a bOl1a fide flight, 
sometimes close to the water, sometimes some feet above 
it during the same flight. One flew on board, and measured 
rOllghly eighteen inches between the tips of its wings. 
On Saturday, November 5th, the trades left us suddeuly 
after a thunder storm which gave us an opportunity of 
seeing chain lightning, a sight that I only remember to 
have seen once in England. As soon as the storm was 
over, we perceived that the wind was gone and knew that 
we had entered that unhappy region of calms which 
extends over a belt of some five degrees rather to the 
north of the line. 

vVe knew that the weather about the line was often 
calm, but had pictured to ourselves a gorgeous sun, golden 
snnsets, cloudless sky, and sea of the deepest blue. On 
the  contrary such weather is never known there, or only 
by mistake. It i s  a gloomy region. Sombre sky and 
sombre sea,-large cauliflower headed masses of dazzling 
cumulus towering in front of a background of lavender 
coloured satin,-every shape and size of cloud--the sails 
idly flapping as the sea rises and falls with a heavy regular 
but windless swell, creaking yards and groaning rudder 
lamenting that they cannot get on-the horizon hard 
and black save when blent softly into the sky upon one 
quarter or another by a rapidly approaching squall,-a puff 
of wind-" square the yards"-the ship steers again
another-she moves slowly onward-she slips through it
it blows-she runs-it blows hard-very hard,-she flies
a drop of rain-the wind lulls, three 01' four more of 
the size of half-a-crown-it falls very light-it rains hard, 
and then the wind is dead-whereon the rain comes down 
in a torrent which those mu�t see who would believe. 
The air is so highly charged with moisture that any damp 
thing remains damp and any dry thing dampens : the decks 
are always wet. Mould springs up anywhere, even on the 
very bools which one is wearing, the atmosphere is like that 
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of a vapour bath, and the dense clouds seem to ward off 
the light, but not the heat of the sun. The dreary mo
notony of such weather affects the spirits of all and 
even the health of some, one poor girl who had long 
been consumptive but who till then had picked up much 
during the voyage, seemed to give way suddenly as soon 
as we had been a clay in this belt of calms, and foul' 
days after we lowered her over the ship's sides into the 
deep. 

One day we had a little excitement in capturing a shark, 
whose triangular black fin had been veering about above 
water for some time at a little distance from the ship. 
I will not detail a process that has so often been described, 
but will content myself with saying that he did not die 
unavenged, inasmuch as he administered a series of cuffs 
and blows to any one that was near him which would have 
done credit to a prize-fighter, and several of the men 
got severe handling or, I should rather say, " tailing" 
from him. He was accompanied by two beautifully 
striped pilot fish,-the never failing attendant of the 
shark. 

One day during this calm we fell in with a current
the aspect of the sea was completely changed. It resembled 
a furiously rushing river-and had the sound belonging 
to a strong stream only much intensified. The empty 
flour casks drifted ahead of us and to one side ; it was 
impossible to look at the sea without noticing its very 
singular appearance-soon a wind springing up raised the 
waves and obliterated the more manifest features of the 
current, but for two or three days aft.erwards we could 
perceive it more or less. The1"e is always at this time 
of year a strong westerly set here. The wind was the 
commencement of the S.E. trades and was welcomed by 
all with the greatest pleasure-in two days more we reached 
the Line. 

We crossed the line in Long. 3 1 °  6', far too much to the 
west, after a very long passage of nearly seven weeks
such a passage as the Captain says he never remembers 
to have made ; fine winds however now began to favour us, 
and in another week we got out of the tropics having had 
the sun vertically over heads, so as to have no shadow, 
on the preceding day. Strange to say the weather was 
never at all oppressively hot after Lat. 2° north or there
abouts. A fine wind or even a light wind at sea removes 
all unpleasant heat even of the hottest and most per-
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pendicular sun. The only time that we suffered any 
inconvenience at all from heat was during the belt of calms ; 
when the sun was vertically over our heads it felt no hotter 
than an ordinary summer day. Immediately however 
upon leaving the tropics the cold increases sensibly, and 
in Lat. 2 7° 8/ I find that I was not warm once all day. Since 
then we have none of us ever been warm save when taking 
exercise and in bed-when the thermometer is up at 50°. 
I think it very high, and call it warm. The reason of the 
much greater cold of the Southern than the N Ol·thern hemis
phere is that there is so much less land in the Southern. 
I have not seen the thermometer below 4 2° in my cabin, 
but am sure that outside it is often very much lower. We 
have almost all got chilblains, and wonder much what the 
January of this hemisphere must be like if this is its July : 
I believe however that as soon as we get off the coast of 
Australia, which I hope we may do in a couple of days, we 
shall feel a very sensible rise in the thermometer at once. 
Had we known what was coming we should have prepared 
better against it, but we were most of us under the 
impression that it would be warm summer weather all 
the way. No doubt we feel it more than we should other
wise, on account of our having so lately crossed the line. 

The great feature of the Southern seas is the multitude of 
birds which inhabit it. Huge Albatrosses, Molimorks Ca 
smaller albatross) Cape Hens, Cape Pigeons, Parsons, Boobies, 
Vlhale Birds, Mutton Birds, and many more wheel con
tinually about the ship's stern, sometimes there must be 
many dozens, or many scores, always a good many. If 
a person takes two pieces of pork and ties them together, 
leaving perhaps a yard of string between the two pieces, 
and then throws them into the sea, one Albatross will catch 
hold of one end, and another of the other-each bolts his 
own end and then tugs and fights with the other Albatross 
till one or other has to disgorge his prize : we have not 
however succeeded in catching any, neither have we tried 
the above experiment ourselves. Albatrosse!5 are not white ; 
they are grey, or brown with a white streak down the back, 
and spreading a little into the wings. The under part of 
the bird is a bluish white. They remain without moving 
the wing a longer time than any bird that I have ever seen, 
but some suppose that each individual feather is vibrated 
rapidly though in very small space without any motion being 
imparted to the main pinions of the wing. I am informed 
that there is a strong muscle attached to each of the large 
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plumes in their wings. It  certainly is strange how so �large 
a bird should be able to travel so far and so fast without any 
motion of the wing. Albatrosses are often entirely brown, 
but further south, and when old, I am told they become 
sometimes quite white. The stars of the Southern hemisphere 
are lauded by some : I cannot see that they surpass or equal 
those of the Northern. Some of course are the same. 
The Southern Cross is a very great delusion. It isn't 
a crosS. It is a kite, a kite upside down, an il;regnlar 
kite upside down, with only three respectable stars and 
one very poor and very mueh out of place. Near it however 
is a truly mysterious and interesting object called the 
Coal Sack : it is a black patch in the sky distinctly darker 
than all the rest of the Heavens. No star shines through it. 
The proper name for it is the black Magellan cloud. 

We reached the Cape passing about six degrees south of 
it, in twenty-five days after crossing the line, a very fair 
passage-and since the Cape we have done well until a 
week ago when after a series of very fine rains, and during 
as fair a breeze as one would wish to see, we were some 
of us astonished to see the Captain giving orders to reef 
top-sails. The royals were stowed, so were the top gallant 
sails, topsails close reefed, mainsail reefed, - and just at 
1 0. 45.  p. m .  as I was going to bed 1 heard the Captain give 
the order take a reef in the foresail and furl the mainsail
but before I was in bed a quarter of an hour afterwards 
a blast of wind came up like a wall, and all night it blew 
a regular hurricane. The glass, which had dropped very 
fast all day, and fallen lower than the Captain had ever seen 
it in the southern hemisphere, had given him warning what 
was coming, and he had prepared for it. That night we ran 
away before it to the North, next day we lay hove to 
till evening-and two days afterwards when I was com
mencing this letter we had just such another only much 
worse. The Captain says he never saw an uglier sea in his 
life, but he was all ready for it, and a ship if she is a good 
sea boat may laugh at any winds or any waves provided she 
be prepared. The danger is when a ship has got all sail set 
and one of these bursts of wind are shot out at her. Then 
her masts go over board in no time. Sailors generally 
estimate a gale of wind by the amount of damage it does
if they don't lose a mast or get their bulwarks washed away 
or at any rate carry away a few sails they don't call it 
a gale, but a stiff breeze : if however they are caught even 
by a very comparatively inferior squall and lose something 
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they call it a gale. The Captain assured . us t�at the sea 
never assumes a much grander or more ImpOSIng aspect 
than that which it wore on the evening of the day on which 
I commenced this letter. He called me to look at it 
between two and three in the morning when it was at its 
worst ; it was certainly very grand, and made a tremendous 
noise, and the wind would scarcely let one stand, and made 
such a noise in the rigging as I never heard : but there was 
not that terrific appearance that I had expected. It did'nt 
suggest any ideas to one' s mind about the possibility of 
anything happening to one. It was excessively unpleasant 
to be rolled hither and thither, and I never felt the force 
of gravity such a nuisance before ; one's soup at dinner 
would face one at angle of 45° with the horizon, it would 
look as though immoveable on a steep inclined plane, and 
it required the nicest handling to keep the plane truly 
horizontal. So with one's tea which would alternately rush 
forward to be drank and fly as though one were a Tantalus, 
so with all one' s goods which would be seized with the most 
erratic propensities,-still we were unable to imagine our
selves in any danger, save one flaxen headed youth of 
two-and-twenty, who kept waking up his companion for 
the purpose of saying to him at intervals during the 
night, " I  say N - is'nt it awful", till finally N-silenced 
him with a boot. 'While on the subject of storms I may 
add that a Cl!Ptain, if at all a scientific man, can tell whether 
he is in a cyclone, (as we were) or not, and if he is in a cyclone, 
he can tell in what part of it he is, and how he must steer 
so as to get out of it ; a cyclone is a storm that moves in 
a circle round a calm of greater or less diameter, the calm 
moves forward in the centre of the body of the cyclone at the 
rate of from one or two to thirty miles an hour. A large one 
5 0 0  miles in diameter, rushing furiously round its centre 
at a very great pace, will still advance in a right line only 
very slowly indeed. A small one 50 or 60 miles across will 
progress more rapidly. One vessel sailed for five days 
going at 1 2, 1 3 ,  and 1 4  knots an hour round one of these 
cyclones before the wind all the time, still in the five days 
she had made only one hundred and eighty-seven miles in 
a straight line. I tell this tale as it was told to me, but have 
·not studied the subject myself. Whatever saloon passengers 
may think about a gale of wind, I am sure that the poor 
sailors who have to go aloft in it and reef topsails cannot 
like it much. 

I think I have now mentioned the principal physical 
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phenomena that I have noticed s o  far : I will now add a few 
words about the preparations, which I should recommend 

any one to make who felt inclined to take a long sea voyage 

like myself; and give him some idea of the kind of life he 
will have on ship-board. 

First and foremost-he must have a cabin to himself unless 
he is provided with a companion whom he knows and can 
trust. I have shuddered to think what I should have done 
had I been an inmate of the same cabin with certain of my 
fel low passengers, men with whom one can be on very good 
terms when not compelled to be too much with them, but 
whom the propinquity of the same cabin would render, when 
sober, a nuisance-when drunk, madly drunk, as often 
happens, simply intolerable. N either again would it have 
been agreeable to have been awoke up daring a hardly 
captured wink of sleep to be asked whether it was not 
awful-that however would be a minor inconvenience. 
Believe me no one will repent paying a few pounds more 
for a cabin to himself, who has seen the inconvenience that 
others have been put to by having a drunken or disagreeable 
companion in so confined a space. It is not even like a large 
room. Comfort is a great thing. A.nd when a man can 
fairly have it, he is surely reprehensible if he does'nt. On 
a sea voyage comfort makes more difference than it does on 
land. A man who is uncomfortable .is almost sure to begin 
longing for the end of the voyage : he becomes impatient, 
and an impatient man is no good at all. If he is unoccupied, 
he is worse : if occupied, whatever he is doing, the idea 
that it is still so much, or that it is only so long to the end of 
the voyage is perpetually presenting itself to him. He can't 
:fix his attention, and so three months of valuable time are 
protracted into a dreary year, often because provision has been 
neglected for a few little comforts which a man might easily 
have. Most men are slaves to something. By slaves I mean 
they don't like going without it whatever it may be
though they will forego every thing else and rush through 
fire and water without a murmur, provided it be left ; Galton 
tells us that the Cape servant is a slave to a biscuit and cup 
of coffee-that on this you may do anything with him and 
lead him up to death's door-that if you stop it for three 
days he is ripe for mutiny. Assuredly however bad it may 
be to be a slave to any such thing, ship-board is not the place 
to commence leaving it off. Have it, if you can honestly. 
Have plenty of books of all sorts : solid and light. Have 
a folding arm-chair-this is a very great comfort and very 
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cheap, what I should have done in the hot weather without 
it I don't know, and in the bush it will still come in handy. 
Have a little table and common chair-these I have found 
the greatest luxury possible : those who have tried to write 
or seen others try to write from a low arm-chair at a washing. 
stand won't differ from me ; besides no man can read a hard 
book in an arm-chair, and give it the attention it merits. 
Have a disinfecting charcoal filter, a small one will do. 
Ship's water is often bad, and the ship's filter may be old 
and defective. My filter has secured me and others during 
the voyage a supply of pure and sweet tasting water when 
we could not drink the water supplied us by the ship. Take 
a bottle or two of raspberry vinegar with you, about the line 
this will be a very great luxury. By the aid of these means 
and appliances I have succeeded in making myself exceed
ingly comfortable ; I should like to have had a small chest 
of drawers instead of keeping my clothes in a couple of boxes, 
and should recommend another to get one ; a small swinging 
tray would be very. nice. The other cabin fittings are 
matters of course-bed, bedding, washing-stand, looking
glass, bookshelves, lamp, and piece of carpet. A ten-pound 
note will do the whole well, including the chest of drawers. 
The bunk should not be too wide-one rolls so in rough 
weather ; of course the bunk should not be athwartships 
if avoidable. No one in his right mind will go second 
class, if he can by any hook or crook whatsoever raise 
money enough to go first. 

On the whole I should consider that the discomforts of 
a sea voyage have been very much overrated. I have 
enjoyed the passage exceedingly so far and feel that I have 
added a larger stock of ideas to my previous ones than 
I ever did before in so short a time-one's geography 
improves apace, numberless incidents occur pregnant with 
interest to a landsman ; moreover there are so many on 
board who have travelled far and wide that one gains a very 
great deal of information about all sorts of races and places
one finds things becoming familiar to one as household 
words, which one had hitherto regarded afar off as having 
no possible connection with oneself-which books had to do 
with-but which would never be impressed upon one's 
own mind, by the evidence of one's own senses. A very 
great many prejudices are done away with, and little by 
little one feels the boundaries of the mind enlarging. My 
chief study has been Gibbon's History of the Decline and 
fall of the Roman Empire-a book which I cannot sufficiently 
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recommend to those who like myself have been intimidated 

from commencing before owing to its large extent. The 

second and third volumes have I think pleased me most. 

I should say these two volumes would be especially useful 

to those who are thinking of taking orders. That portion 

I mean commencing with the progress of the .Christian 

religion and ending with the accession of Marcian. One 

cffect of a sea voyage is perhaps pernicious, but it will very 

likely soon wear off on land. It awakens an adventurous 

spirit and kindles a very strong desire to visit almost every 

spot upon the face of the globe. The Captain yarns about 

California, and the China Seas. The doctor about Valparaiso 

and the Andes,-another raves about Owyhee and the 

islands of the Pacific, while a fourth will compare nothing 

with Japan. The world begins to feel very small when one 

finds that one can get half round it in three months, and 

one mentally determines that one will visit all these places 

before one comes back again, not to mention a good many 

more. . 
As I have already extended this letter to a considerable 

length, I will close it here, and send the remainder of our 
adventures with my first impressions ofN ew Zealand as soon 
as ever I can find time to put them on paper after my arrival. 
We are all rather downhearted at present, for ever since 
the last gale, now a week ago, it has been either dead calm, 
or the next thing to it, and there are now less signs of wind 
than ever. I suppose however that like all other things the 
voyage will come to an end sometime-somehow. 

--i
t 



PAST AND :FUTU RE. 

OH present moment, priceless point of time ! 
Shall ever mortal learn to know thy worth ? 

In gazing on the pageantry sublime 
Of future scenes that Fancy shadows forth, 

Or brooding on the past, how seldom seen 
The chain of golden moments hung between ! 

Pondering thus, I had a dream 
On the Old Year's dying day, 

Methought I arose with the morning beam 
And wandered by a lonely stream 

On the moorlands far away. 

I gazed around, and a dismal sight 
Before my eyes was spread, 

The sun shone out with a lurid light, 
But the earth below was dark as night 

As though the world were dead. 

Through blackened rocks and weedy slime 
I sped my fated way, 

And methought I heard a voice sublime
" This is the land where the tyrant Time 

Can never use his sway." 

A way and away like a restless wave, 
Till the wind began to blow, 

And I camE' at last to a gloomy cave 
As the sun sank suddenly into the grave 

Of the chaos spread below. 

The night was rough, my feet were sore, 
I entered the cavern vast, 

Careless I sank on the slimy floor, 
N ear to a massy dungeon door 

That echoed the howling blast. 
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But soon I was roused, for a stranger sound 
Saluted my weary ear, 

Of iron hoofs on a stony ground 
And clanking chains, I looked around, 

For the sound came loud and near. 

I gazed through the seething and driving storm 
Of sleet in its frantic speed, 

And boding thoughts began to swarm 
As I saw advance the dusky form 

Of a man on a duskier steed. 

Of an aged man with armour black, 
And a beard as white as snow, 

The weight of time had bent his back, 
In hollow voice he cried-" alack 

And alas for my year of woe." 

And on he came with the iron clank 
Of his steed of dusky hue, 

Till he came to the dungeon dark and dank, 
Where poisonous weeds and creepers rank 

In wild profusion grew. 

Then slowly opened the dungeon door, 
And a dismal groan it gave, 

As the savage blast through the cavern tore 
The hOl'se and his rider were borne before 

And closed in their gloomy grave. 

I feU asleep,-and many a dream 
Of the year that had passed away 

Flowed through my mind like the lonely stream,. 
Till morning came, and the sun's glad beam 

Illumined the New Year 's day. 

I hastened forth, for the earth was bright 
And sadness was changed to glee, 

Woodlands were teeming with life and light, 
The rocks were white, and the glorious sight 

Had wrapped me in ecstacy. 

And gaily on the morning air 
The sound of music flew, 

The bugle strains of the coming year, 
And now a vision bright and fair 

Arose to my dazzled view. 
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A Spirit on a shining steed 
Rose up from the cavern's rocks, 

With a swell of his trumpet, o'er mount and mead 
Away he soared with the lightning's speed, 

And scattered his golden locks. 

Then a voice from the cavern I heard exclaim
" Oh mortal why wait you here ? 

Fly, fly to the country from whence you came, 
Joy, wealth and prosperity, wisdom and fame, 

Must be asked from the Futwre Year." 

" Go, follow him now while his powers are rife, 
Ere ever this year be sped 

His brow will be darkened with sorrow and strife. 
And armour be donned for the battle of life, 

And Time will have silvered his head." 

" For he is the Present and I am the Past
The ghost of the Year that is dead, 

Then seize on the Present and follow him fast, 
. And all his bright glories may bless you at last 

When others have vanished and fled." 

+ 
+ + 

+ 

" S. Y." 

� 

THE SUNBEAM. 

THIRTY years ago Wilfred Hall was standing. Time, if 
left to himself, will soon crumble an old hall into common 

dust with that beneath it ; yet, scarcely in thirty years. So 
that if Wilfred Hall had not been burnt, the curious reader 
might have gone to look at it-if ! had given him much clue 
to its locality ; in which case I should have been very careful 
to keep the secret, for reasons known to myself. As it is, 
it is little matter. For twenty years ago Wilfred Hall was 
burnt ; causing no regret, as far as I could hear, save only to 
one solitary artist, who had half finished a sketch of it. Had 
the sketch been finished, it might have stood at the head of 
this tale of a sunbeam ; but now I shall have to describe the 
old hall. 

A mile away was a little town. Through a long line of 
cottages ran the main road, climbing a wooded hill ; on the 
hill stood the church. Then the road descended the hill 
again, at the other side, winding through the woods ; and 
led away to a distant city. Here and there, as it went on, 
quiet picturesque lanes branched off along the hill sides, or 
down the valleys. At the entrance of one of these lanes 
might have been sometime a hall gate. For there stood two 
mouldering neglected gate pillars, with armorial bearings ; 
a stag at gaze, looking stiffly from a shield, disfigured by 
time and vagrant hands ; and on the top of each pillar 
a hooded hawk ; but no gate to swing now even on rusty 
hinges. Wandering down the lane, where no vehicle seemed 
to have travelled for a century,-for the grass grew rich as 
pasture fields, and the hedgerows were wild and neglected
you came, after ten minutes stroll, in sight of a lonely hall, 
set low in the hollow of a hill with woods climbing up 
behind it, and level lands in front :-the very hall I tell 
you of. 

Weeds grew in the gravel walks and had grown there 
many a year. Weeds grew on the door steps, in cracks and 

K 
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crevices : in every window niche flourished rare green moss : 
and the hundred-eyed lichen spread its yellow plates on the 
hollow broken roofs. The steps were black and sunk ; and 
the porch, to say the least, was dangerous. The windows 
seemed dirtied by design, to keep out as much light as 
possible. Even the large oriel, of coloured glass, which had 
once lighted the main hall, was stuffed here and there 
with rubbish in broken panes, to keep out the wandering 
wind. 

Who should live here but the old bookworm, Sir Wilfred 
Wilfred ! Here he lived, and continued to live, or rather 
perhaps to die ; with a solitary servant, and one other inmate ; 
hid in dusty tomes, sapping continually. Few guests had 
he. Many who came were not so welcome. Warily the 
servant's face reconnoitred if you knocked : and little chance 
of admittance had you, if you looked like a creditor. For 
the wealth Sir Wilfred possessed was not coin of the realm. 
But if you came with an old book, or a musty parchment, 
then the good gentleman was at home ; and you a welcome 
guest, to stay as long as you liked. 

From foul' or five in the morning to the same hour in the 
evening Sir Wilfred slept. Little j oy had he in the sunshine 
and singing birds. He never went to lie on a summer day, 
plucking bits of grass. He never went to watch the lady-bird 
on a sprig of may, and teaze it to split its scaly coat, and 
spread the wings of gauze. For his heart was dried up. 

From four 01' five in the evening to the same time next 
day he pored over strange books. He sat in slippers and a 
morning gown, which was never worn in a morning ; and the 
gown was tightened about his lean shapeless waist with 
something like a rope ; as if his study were a monk's cell, 
and this his fasting costume. He wore large oval spectacles 
over his little bat eyes ; and he smoked a foreign weed, 
horrid man ! not to the annoyance of many ladies though, for 
he saw but one ; who got used to it in time. 

His study, though containing nothing but what was old, 
including his worthy self, was yet a novelty. From the 
mouse-eaten wainscot to the somewhat lofty roof books were 
piled in shelves. In one corner stood a crazy ladder, up 
which Sir Wilfred climbed, at the risk of breaking his neck. 
Long cases of books lay 'about the carpetless oak floor ; made 
so as to be removed with the greatest possible convenience ; 
though the fire found them in that same place, when it 
laughed and leaped to burn them. Heaps of books tumbled 
about on each side the comfortless hearth, His very chair 
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was a layer of folios : and his only table was a huge packing
case, in which many curious manuscripts were stowed away. 
There he sat, with a greasy lamp, hour after hour, an 
un washed, benighted mortal ; rooting up treasured things, 
like old coins, out of heaps of Dryasdust ; and burying them 
as a miser would, in the dull earth of his human brain. Not 
till streaks of dawn quickened the blackbird's heart did he 
scck the needful sleep. Then, when the windows glim
mered, and his lamp grew dim with the better-shining light, 
he would leave his study ; to thread his way up the crazy 
stairs, through layers of dust-covered folios. from the great 
hall to the second landing. Sir Wilfred Wilfred, with his 
meaningless, withered face. Once he had been a boy. How 
his life had slipped away ! he had become a phantom of 
humanity ; going and doing to day as yesterday ; the grey 
twilight of the house. But there was a sunbeam. 

How I seem to slip back through the mazes of thirty years. 
Take a look at the hall. Branching antlers, and rust-eaten 
arms : coats of steel, and spears. But chiefly books. Shelves 
of' labelled volumes stretched from side to side ; with jutting 
unetherial wings here and there, to gain more room : till the 
place was quite a labyrinth, where the thoughtless bride of 
old might have concealed herself as effectually as in a certain 
oak chest. And there, at a little table, on which the morning 
sun through the painted window played with crimsoned light; 
dreaming over some romance ; whiling away. as best she 
could, the companionless weary hours ; the sunbeam might 
have been seen :-his daughter, of course. 

Her blue dreaming eyes looked as if they knew little 
of what was going on in the world. Her hair fell in half 
neglected ringlets, bright and thick ; and was as golden as I 
dare make it now, when it is no longer fashion to go flavis 
c(tpillis. Had these been the days of Horace, I should have 
spoken the whole truth without concealment ; and told you 
that her hair was as golden-bright as a sunset bar of gold ; 
yellow as the fabled sands which Tagus river used to flow 
over, but has long since washed away. Her face was sweet 
and sad ; like such a face as Sir Calidore the Courteous 
would have deliO'hted to rescue ; pained in his gracious heart 
to see it looking beseeching to him across some imprisoning 
lUoat. Her blushed cheek would lean on her white blue
veined hand many a weary morning ; as she sat in a silken 
gown, whit:, with threads of gold, that wound into sapless 
flowers, about the golden belt ; a treasure Sir Wilfred had 
purchased for its quaintness and antiquity. 

K 2  
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As when a little mist forms about a brook, in a valley 
with closing hills ; and by and by widens and widens, and 
thickens and gathers strength, and fills the valley at last with 
a grey dreamy haze ; so in the valley of time, about her little 
brook of life, had gathered the love-longing. Now it 
throbbed with its intensity, and the valley of time was 
widened by it into a mysterious void. In vain she had tried 
to satisfy it by loving the old repugnant man. The yearning 
had grown and grown. She read of knights and dreamed of 
knights. She had nothing to call her back to realities ; and 
wandering desolate and cold about the deaolate rooms, 
like a sunbeam that gilds a heath, she grew to live on 
dreams. 

Then it was a stranger came. He was a student. He 
designed to spend the main energy of his life in producing an 
edition of Shakspere worthy of the immortal subject : and 
as Sir Wilfred possessed several rare editions of old plays, 
and was always willing to entertain a stranger on such an 
errand, he came to collate or copy them. Day after day he 
copied and stayed, and the bookworm saw little of him, in 
truth almost forgot him. Week after week he copied. 
But copying cannot last for ever. How precious the books 
must have been that it lasted so long ! 

His face was a long white intelligent face. Lines of 
thought were drawn along it, and made the mouth fine and 
delicate. . The eyes were clear, flashing and dark ; keen with 
a resolute resolve not to let life slip away unused : and over 
a broad high forehead fell black thick lustrous hail'. The 
face was a striking face, and the sunbeam loved to linger 
on it. 

For he copied in the hall. He used a small table, partly 
facing hers, screened a little by an angle of bookshelf. All 
the morning his busy pen went on-somehow not the 
slightest sound or stir he made escaped her-and when it 
was still awhile, she durst not look, though indeed sometimes 
she did ; and when she did the mist grew restless. It was 
no wonder her fancy should dwell on him. It was no 
wonder that every day he puzzled her more and more. 
Living caged up there, like a rich-feathered foreign bird, 
thinking how her life was meaningless ; somehow fancying, 
out of books, that a woman's life had meaning ; having 
read in some dangerous modern dream-book that a fire
side, and household duties, fitted a woman in these days ; 
thinking that her knight was long in coming ; sometimes, 
in less dreamy moods, remembering that there were no 
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knights now, but only men ; liking the thoughtful mouth, 
and the speaking eyes ; not feeling that looking at them 
wearied her ; finding that the books and shelves and the 
painted window vanished if she met his glance ; what wonder 
that the mist grew bright and restless, as if the sun had 
broken in upon it over time's hills. 

At first they scarcely spoke, but by and by grew friendly. 
Many a close page was copied before her shyness left her. 
I cannot pretend to relate every little incident. One 
morning he leaned over her shoulder, and her hair brushed 
his face. " What might my fellow-student be poring over 
so earnestly ?" said he, with elegant sweetness :-(his voice 
was the sweetest sound she had ever heard.) She leaned 
to let him see, and looked up laughing. " Mort D '  Arthure, 
surely. And what is this morning's lesson about ? maidenless 
Sir Galahad ?" 

" Not that saintly wanderer, student, but one almost as 
luckless," she answered, with an arch laugh. " For the poor 
Sir Palomide was just leaning against a tree, with his arms 
sorrowfully crossed, and tears in his knightly eyes, weeping 
for the lost Iseult." 

" Happy man Sir Palomide had been, could fair Iseult 
have been his," said he ; and went his way to the old Plays. 
What could he mean by that ? 

Every word of his was turned over and over ; and many 
things he said perplexed her. Half unconsciously, half 
consciously, she got to mix him up with the longing. That 
morning, when he left his books, she stole to his little table. 
Her eyes wandered to his open manuscript. What is that 
graceful sketch, trailing down the side of the page ? a figure 
leaning on its hand, in a long gown with a belt. Herself ! 
it must be. Here he comes ! quick ! quick ! But he caught 
her slipping away. And whether something in her look 
justified his conduct, I will not presume to guess ; but after 
that he called her " Iseult." 

Day after day passed : the copying went on still. So did 
the friendly talk. Things grew on apace. " This copying is 
tiresome work : hear how the thrushes sing. See how the 
sun smiles at us through the oriels. Will Iseult stroll out 
awhile ?" why should Iseult refuse to stroll out, feeling no 
unwillingness ? 

That morning the brook we spoke of ran as merrily 
as a brook can. How fresh the sunshine was ! and the grass 
was a richer carpet than any in the desolate house. The 
flowers about the fields had in them more delight than those 
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which crept in formal gold round the pages of " Sir Tl'istrem." 
How the doves cooed in the old woods ! And they found 
a nest of new-fledged birds-quite ourious in its way. And 
what wonderful things he talked about ! He talked of life and 
the busy world. He told her of the women that lived in it. 
He told her of a home he had, with a fireside warm and 
snug, but no one to sit by it. And a great many things 
besides. And he said " if you were Iseult, would you let 
Sir Palomide stand weeping, with his arms so sorrowfully 
crossed 1" and she said " no !" and blushed. 

How her soul widened to take in the fulness of a woman's 
soul, as he talked of noble women ; how the knights seemed 
to go away after questing beasts, and make room for women 
and men, in that dreaming fancy of hers ; how things grew ; 
how fancies took form ; this were all too long to tell : here 
is the upshot at once. 

The copying ended suddenly one fine summer morning. 
It ended all at once, when Sir Wilfred Wilfred might have 
been asleep some two hours or more. At any rate he was 
fast asleep when the copying ended. Why should the 
student take his packet of manuscripts in his morning stroll 
with her ? Perhaps a mere whim. Away they went on the 
usual walk, through the usual woods. But they did not 
linger as usual to examine the leaves and trees. And after 
a while they turned off. As they crossed over the fields 
Wilfred Hall was lost sight off: so that, of course, any 
one in Wilfred Hall would lose sight of them. Now they 
enter the grass-grown lane. They pass rather quickly, 
perhaps, along the great road that goes to the little town. 
They laugh merrily as they climb the hill. Why, that 
must be the church. And the door is open too. Did you 
ever find an open village church door without going in ? 
not you : nor did they. But what can the priest mean, 
standing there, inside the altar-rails, in his robes of office 
white '? as the bride is not forthcoming, and a pity it would 
be the priest should lose his fees,-no ! no ! no deceit ! it 
is all arranged before. Listen, as they kneel, what the 
priest's words are :-" If any one see any just cause or 
impediment, &c. &c." But no one does. At least, no 
one comes to " declare it," if he does. So the priest goes 
on :-" let him hereafter for ever hold his peace." 

And so, frowning readers, you hold yours. It is all 
right enough. Sweet birds should not be kept in cages 
at the pleasure of selfish men. Let them fly away to their 
proper homes, and find their mates. Only many a smoky 
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volume went up in a certain' study, before the old bookworm 

returned to his feast of books with zest : and many and many 

a weary day. crumbled Wilfred Hall, before Sir Wilfred 

Wilfred found the same delight in the buried coins he 

dug up. " 0. B." 
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A WORD FOR WANDERE RS. 

C l  The man that hath no music in himself 
N 01' is not moved with concord of sweet sounds, 
Is fit for treasons, stratagems, and spoils, 
The motions of his spiJ:it are dull as night. 
And his affections dark as Erebus. 
Let no such man be trusted." 

ALLOW me to inform you, ladies and gentlemen, 'that a champion has at last arisen for the persecuted organgrinders-one who fearlessly enters the lists against nervous old gentlemen, cross old ladies, invalids, policemen, studious men and lovers of peace generally. What though Mr. N el'VUS Phidgetts be at this moment helplessly wrapping his bald head in the bed-clothes and muttering smothered imprecations, CH Pop goes the weasel," every now and then cheerfully sounding below him, cruelly merry and livelily torturous, while a wandering dewdrop of cold perspiration trickles down the side of his imbedded nose) :-what though Mr. vVeakly Everill has just awoke from a sh'ort sleep snatched from departing night, with a bad head-ache, to the joys and sorrows' of a suburb morning, and catches, faintly borne upon the breeze, the well-known strains of (' Bobbing around," half a street away, but coming on surely and slowly, like the spider on the ceiling walking leisurely down the web to his prey as if meditating some slow torture for the victim-blue-bottle, and what though the papoosed watch at the back of the invalid's pillow already anticipates the coming melody, by ticking with devilish glee to the tune that is slowly approaching :-what though the studious Mr. Reading Jones, fists on ears and elbows on table, shuts his senses to the music and his heart to the upturned eye of the expectant grinder, and desperately reads pages and pages of his book, to find in the end that he remembers pot one word of what he has been reading, For 
" His heart was otherwhere, 
While the organ shook the air," 
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as the City Poet hath it :-and what though Mr. Punch 
himself, driven to despair, represents in his next number a 
persistent musician defying the policeman's command to 
move on, and so endeavours to urge the imbecile authorities 
to more effective steps :-what though all this be true, still 
I repeat, ladies and gentlemen, that a champion has at last 
arisen for the persecuted organ-grinders-l, a quondam 
crrinder, am that champion. 
I:) But before I begin to defend my musical brethren, it 
becomes me to return the thanks and blessings of them and 
myself to our unprejudiced patrons, those of the public 
who have enjoyed and supported, or at least endured 
patiently our serenades ; especially to him who, taking an 
interest in me, and I hope I may say without conceit, 
considering that I had a soul above organs, has lifted me 
from my low estate and given me education and honourable 
cmployment,-in fact has made me what I am. 

Now, in the first place, I mean to say that our street 
music is generally in itself agreeable.-Be not prejudiced, 
ye lodgers who look down from above and lodging-house
keepers who look up, from kitchens below, at that olive
faced, brown-eyed, laughing Italian boy who gives you 
music at so small a charge.-Be not prejudiced, but open 
your hearts and ears to the melody, and ten to one you 
will enjoy it, a hundred to one you will not dislike it so 
much, as if you treat the boy harshly and fidget and annoy 
yourselves. Ulysses scarcely deafen'd his ears to the siren
songs more obstinately than you do to street music, or, 
more correctly, his companions' ears, for he seemed not to 
dislike the music himself, and listened attentively to the 
performance on the beach, though for safety he spliced 
himself to a mast, for fear the melody should be too much 
for his feelings and entice him overboard, as it had former 
voyagers, who, 

" By these prevailing voices now 7 "� 
Lured, eyermore drew nearer to the land, 

Nor saw the wrecks of many a goodly prow, 
That strewed that fatal strand ; 

" Or seeing, feared not-warning taking none 
From the plain doom of all who went before, 

Whose bones lay bleaching in the wind and sun, 
And whitened all the shore." 

No, take yon smiling baby in his nurse's arms for your 
example-see how the little fellow stretches forth his tiny 
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arms and croaks with delight ; while you, determined to 
make yourselves miserable, draw in your sensitive horns 
like insulted snails. 

I, on the other hand, in my suburban abode, in the 
extreme confines of the suburbs where the town meets the 
country, twilight as it were, am charmed, as I sit in my 
shady little lawn this beautiful June afternoon, by an organ 
fragment floating from afar, louder and lower as the 
changeful breeze-rises and falls-what with the bright blue 
sky, the sunlight shadow-chequered on the grass, flowers, 
a wandering butterfly or two, a light wind playing with the 
leaves of an open book, and a cigar whence thin blue 
smoke wreaths slowly ascend and vanish,-the effect is quite 
fairy-like and mystic. 

In the second place, as to the construction of barrel
organs, though it be objected that turning a handle round 
and round is too automaton-like, artificial and ungraceful, 
yet there is certainly this advantage in it, namely that 
correct time is pretty sure to be kept-and if we have the 
music what matter how it is produced ? it sounds well and 
in m6deration is quite enjoyable ; witness yonder nursery 
window crowded with juvenile faces eager to buy with a 
copper or two the music-ware of the approaching organ-man : 
he will unstrap his burden and grind any amount for the 
money, and then seek some more rural scene, rural enough 
at least to supply a hedge and bank, where he will rest 
awhile to eat his bread and cheese, and, meeting perchance 
with some similarly burdened companion, will gleefully 
gabble in his native tongue. 

It might perhaps be a good thing if these young Italians 
could be formed into regiments and sent home as soldiers, 
especially in the present state of European affairs.'" A 
certain amount of endurance they must have acquired by 
their rough wandering life here,-and they would find it less 
labour to carry military knapsacks and arms, used as they 
are to the weight of something like a young piano strapped 
on their backs. And, as for marching, many of them, 
from being so long accustomed to no other conveyance 
than their feet, would probably without much difficulty 
march any army off its legs, so to speak, in a few days. 

But what induced me more than anything to say a word 
for my companions, was, because I have really been often 
struck by the great beauty of the music, and think that it 
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is unjustly and with prejudice accused of being unbearable 

and inharmonious. Climb up Primrose hill some fine day 

and sit down on one of the benches, whence you may enjoy 

an extensive view, rows of houses, streets crossing each 

other, trees, lamp-posts, palisading, men, horses, and vehicles. 

From some spot in this panorama extending from Hampstead 

road to Primrose hill and the regions about Regent's park, 

you will probably heal' one or more strains of wind-borne 

music, anon pausing and again arising in some nearer or 

1110re remote locality, approaching or retreating. If you 

are in a good humour and open to soothing influences of 

sunlight, bright skies, fleecy fleets of sailing clouds, and 

that fresh hilarity of spirits which results from a lofty 

situation, you will find that the effect is not bad. 

I could relate many queer anecdotes, aye and affecting 

romances of organ-grinders, if it were worth while to do so 

and if space permitted, and I shall be glad to continue my 

subject, which is a very extensive one, in future numbers of 

The Eagle, if what I have now written meets with any 

approbation from its readers. 

cl'" 
" Q " 

" 0."",Q 0 
" ",, 0 

00.0. 

" F. V." 
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I .  
HAMMER, hammer, hammer ; rattle, rattle, rattle over 

the flinty pavements of Cambridge ; away from the frown
ing Senate-House, the old familiar colleges, staring shop
fronts and often-trod streets. Away, away from the hazy 
atmosphere of learning and levity, with its mirage prm'pect 
of future fame or present pleasure ; away from lectures and 
examinations, away from boating and cricket, away from 
congenial companions of every shade of opinion, of every 
degree of mental calibre ; away at last and for ever from 
dear old Cambridge, severe, exacting old Cambridge, from 
Cambridge that I have so often pettishly regarded as an " in
justa noverca," but whom I now feel to be an " alma mater." 

On we jolt past Parker's Piece, and I hear the well
known sound of " ball, Sir" " thank you, Sir," " thank you, 
Sir, ball," and instinctively look around to see if there are 
not half a dozen balls of all colours dodging with all velocities 
about my bewildered head. Then as I lean back dozing 
on the cushion, I seem to heal' above the rattle of the wheels 
and buzz of the town, a mysterious cry like the shouts of a 
far off nation, ringing through the air, and fancy catches the 
sound of " well rowed J olm's !" The buss bumps a stone, and 
on the action-and-reaction-are-equal principle I am bumped 
off the seat, and my reverie bumped out of my brain. 
Again I doze, and now the cheers of the Senate-House 
din my ears as the Senior Wrangler makes his debut with 
his young laurels. 

I tumble into the railway carriage and coil myself up 
to doze again. I feel my fingers ache, and this reminds me 
that I have performed a great deal of writing in the last four 
days, far more than will " pay ;" and this reminds me of 
a very good resolution I formed, not to make any " random 
shots," but to consider well what I was about, and use com
mon sense as much as memory in my answers. And this 
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again reminds me that every good resolution of mine passes 
through my brain twice and twice only, viz. when it is made, 
and when I make the sage reflection " pity I did not think 
of it at the time." 

But here we are at Bedford with two hours to lionize. 
r am going to make the best of the time, and if you choose 
to accompany me, do not be offended if I indulge a little 
" that forward delusive faculty, ever obtruding beyond its 
sphere ; of some assistance indeed to apprehension . . . . • .  -

but you do not want Butler in Bedford. 
The first thing that strikes me is that here, in the very 

centre of Saxondom, the appearance of the people is decidedly 
Celtic. It is market-day, and I have scrutinized some hun
dreds of faces, town and country, and have seen but one 
raw-beef visaged, indubitable Saxon. Perhaps the local 
historian can account for the fact, for fact I believe it to 
be, that the Bedfordians are decidedly Celts. 

The gates of the great churchyard are locked, and I wend 
my way towards a lovely little district church, standing on 
a flowery mound of a churchyard, and conferring life and 
beauty on a part of the town otherwise dull and uninviting. 

" What is the name of this church" ? � ask a passer
by. 

" I  cannot tell you so much about that church, Sir, as 
about this chapel on your right ; this chapel is built on the 
spot where the immortal John Bunyan used to preach, and i t  
i s  called Bunyan's Chapel." " Of the which John Bunyan," 
I said to myself, " you may add that you are a worshipper." 
But why should I feel anything like anger at a stranger 
who meant to be civil ? or why should I feel taken aback 
at suddenly finding myself in the presence as it were of the 
shade of Bunyan the tinker and rabid dissenter ? I may 
meet his living self hereafter, and find that he has shufHed 
off together with his mortal coil, his character of contumacy 
and kettle-mending, as parts of the costume in which he 
performed on this world's stage-this costume being no part 
of the aforesaid John Bunyan. For it is as easy to conceive 
that he might exist out of the costume he then wore (viz. 
that of a factious tinker) as in it, that he might have anima
ted a costume of a totally different grade and effect from that 
he then wore, and that he might afterwards animate the same 
or some new costume variously modified and organized, as 
to conceive how he did animate his own costume. And 
lastly, his getting out of all these several costumes would 
have no more conceivable tendcrcy to destroy the living 
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being, John Bunyan, than his getting out of the walls of 
Bedford gaol. 

But you are looking squeamish, what is the matter ? 
" You think Butler a very good thing when it is asked for 

in the hall at St. John's or the Senate-House. Also you pre· 
fer the unadulterated article,- Butler without Bunyan." 

W ell, come along. What is here ? We are in a land 
of celebrities. Next door to Bunyan's chapel is another with 
the inscription : 

" Erected by John Howard, the Philanthropist. 
He trod an open and unfrequented path to glory . . . . . .  " 

So far the inscription, which is in fact an epitaph, is a most 
happy one. Some dozen artless words tell of a good man's life, 
death and glorious hope : and pass an honest censure on a 
heartless world. There is no adulation in the former part, no 
bitterness in the latter. They do what every epitaph on a good 
man should do, they so inform us of his deeds as to raise in 
us a just respect for the dead, and a hearty intention to follow 
his example. It is the fault of our language and not of 
the epitaph, that a nasty Greek word and a long Latin one 
are used. They could not be avoided. No form of words 
I think could be more pregnant, pithy and pointed than the 
part quoted of the inscription. But when it goes on into 
the details of the philanthropist's life and doings, thus allow
ing it to be supposed that Howard's fame was not universal, 
the whole thing is weakened and debased. There should 
not have been another word save the two lines, 

" Born at --, in the County of --, A.D., 
Died at Cherson in Russia, A.D." 

The contrast between a sunny nook of rich green England, 
and the bleak cold Cherson plains would c@nvey the intended 
idea more perfectly and more forcibly than many words. 

The church doors are fortunately open, and the sexton is 
eager to shew the neat and well-arranged interior. He points 
out what he says is the " only partic'lar thing" to be seen, 
and certainly is rather " partic'lar." It is a tablet to the 
memory of a young man who " when two years old hurt one 
of his kidneys, from which he suffered great pain, and strange 
to say when twenty years of age he hurt the same kidney, 
from which he suffered a great deal more pain, and then 
strap.ge to say he died !" 

There is another evidence of a Celtic origin,-each grave 
is a flower-bed. The Irish deck the graves of their l'elatives 
with cut flowers on Palm Sunday ; this is also done on the 
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borders o f  Wales. The Welsh plant the graves with flowers 
and small shrubs, and tend them carefully. The custom 
arose no one knows when, and it will probably never die, for 
it is agreeable to the turn of mind of the people, which is 
retentive, reflective, and pleasingly melancholy. 

U sages with regard to the disposal of the dead are 
perhaps less liable to change than any other. A man would 
be thought unfeeling and even profane, who tried to force 
his own notions respecting sepulture, &c., on the friends 
of a deceased person, even when existing customs are ab
surd. Mankind generally wish to be " laid with their 
fathers," and after death relatives are disposed to give that 
wish its fullest possible meaning, and bury them as their 
fathers were buried. The existence here, isolated, of this 
pious and beautiful custom of planting the graves with 
flowers, seems to intimate that the people here have a 
common origin with the Celts, among whom the same custom 
obtains. 

Again I am in the train, now speeding away to Oxford, 
the " City of Palaces." How strange it will be to wake 
up in the morning and hear the tinkling of the chapel bells, 
and the solemn toll of Great St. Mary's, in a University 
where every face will be strange and myself an unrecognised 
wanderer ! At every station University men get in ; our 
carriage is full of Queens' men, Merton men, Balliol men, 
and now comes in an All-souls man. 

Here is the Oxford Station and here the Mitre " buss." 
It is towards midnight, and the buss, being almost the 
only vehicle, is overcrowded. Away it goes ! one feels as 
though he were dragged along in a basket over a shingly 
beach by some grinning lightning-footed imp of darkness, 
while his Master makes congenial music by lashing simul
taneously with his tail 1 0 1  deranged piano-fortes. That 
man must have brains at least of granite who can endure 
all this poetry of motion without inhaling enough of the 
spirit of the " Vinum Dremonium," to applaud (as my poor 
bones are now madly doing) that expressive expression of 
Coleridge's-

" Pavements fang'd with murderous stones." 

If any man desire to write a Prize Poem containing 
very many such lines as this, or a few degrees stronger, 
let him seek the inspiration resulting from half an hour's 
pounding in a buss, over the shingly lanes of Oxford. 

Where is J ehu driving to, that he has not got to the 
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Mitre yet ? Alas ! alas ! J ehu lives at the Mitre, (likewise 
Tiger and the Buss) where he has faithfully promised to 
put me down " all snug." To the more effectual doing of 
which he thinks it proper to see all his other passengers 
safe home first. Meanwhile he generously drives me, seeing 
I am a stranger, all round Oxford, without any extra charge ! 

n. 

I cannot conceive of circumstances better suited to calm and 
elevate the spirit, then to awake on a sunny Sunday moming 
and find the early May breezes laden w ith incense pressing 
for admission at the window, and then when you throw 
open the casement and drink in the balmy breath of a 
glorious morning, to heal' the rich sound of bells answer
ing bells filling the heavens with music, to feel that the day 
is a holy day of rest for body and mind, and to see the 
glad world turn out in its best array to do it honour. 

I was sitting at breakfast at the Mitre when a heavy 
" dong" thrilled through the air, 

" Swinging slow with solemn roar," 

as though it were the great sum and substance of steeple 
music, and the merry chimes of the small bells were but 
ancillary accompaniments.-It was plain that as I wished 
to attend the service at St. Mary's I must hasten. 

I shall not commit the folly of attempting to describe 
the outside or the inside of this beautiful building. The 
seats of the Heads, Fellows and ]\ILA's (that is to say our 
" Golgotha" and " Pit") are all on the ground-floor. They 
and the Undergraduates' benches in the gallery were at 
least half full. Many of the Undergraduates took notes. 

The Bampton Lecturer was the preacher. Although 
I had heard so many similar sermons at Cambridge, I could 
not help being struck with the scholastic and apparently 
secular nature of the discourse. After three years and 
a half of U ni versity life, I still felt very m uch as V erdan t 
Green felt when he heard his first Oxford sermon. How 
I thought all my non· University friends would stare to hear 
a chapter of Persian history delivered from the pulpit 011 
a Sunday moming, and that too by a great teacher and 
pattem of young parsons ! How they would rub their eyes 
and look again and again to see if they were in a Church 
while they heard Xerxes proved (and greatly to the speaker's 
satisfaction, whatever it might be to theirs,) identical with 
somebody else ; and were told that they could not suppose 
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Esther to be all her life-time Queen-regnant without doing 
O'rievous and irreparable wrong to some profane historian ! C" P?'ofane 1-Why then be so tender of him ? Well, really, 
we did expect to meet a little Puseyism at Oxford, and 
almost hoped or feared we should detect disguised Roman
ism,-but this Godless sermon, this insinuating sympathy 
with a profane man.") 

After service I made my way to the Martyrs' Memorial. 
What a lovely little pile it is ! Before coming close to it, 
I perceived this advantage of its hexagonal form, that 
thereby the figures of the three martyrs, having each a 
vacant space on either side, stand out with a cleanness and 
boldness characteristic of the men. 

I looked at Cranmer first. He wears his archiepiscopal 
robes, has a cap on his head, and the pall on his shoulders : 
his right hand is slightly extended, in the left he bears 
his Bible, and he is in the act of walking forward with 
a resolute ail'. Beneath him is sculptured the pelican, the 
mystic bird that feeds its young with its own blood. I 
should have been glad to  see (though perhaps it would 
appear too theatrical) �mder Ms feet a crumpled scroll 
representing his recantation. 

Of the three martyrs, I have always fel t  my sympathies 
inclining most towards Latimer, that aged servant of God, 
too aged to argue or answer subtle argument, too aged 
to lay again, and therefore declining to disturb the foun
dation of faith, which, when his intellect was in full vigour, 
and with God for his helper, he had carefully and strongly 
laid. Too honest to mould his conscience into conformity 
with an uncongenial state of things, he would have done 
himself more violence than his enemies could inflict, had 
he done other than compose himself in the faggots and 
make his prophetic remark to " Master Ridley." I looked 
at the carved work about this figure , but did not discover 
torch, or candle, or any thing emblematic of " a  burning 
and a shining light." 

Ridley " explained all the authorities advanced against 
him of the spiritual presence only." The artist has repre
sented Ridley with a countenance indicative of refined intellect 
and O'entleness, shaped to a sweet triumphant smile, and looking 
up �o heaven. This heavenward look is of the English 
style, I mean that Ridley is not represented, as most Ma· 
donnas are, with neck strained painfully backwards, and 
eye-balls almost hidden under the forehead, but with a 
natural and easily-sustained look a little above the hori-

L 
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zon, just enough to shew that it was directed beyond 
earth. 

As I leaned oyer the railing, scrutinizing the figures and 
spelling the inscription, (it would have been more in keeping 
with the men, though perhaps not with the monument, 
if the letters were in plain English, that he who runs 
may read,) I thought, what a suitable place for such a 
martyrdom ! In the very centre of England, in this great 
fountain of learning, whose motto is " Dominus illuminatio 
mea," close to the walls of Balliol, under the eyes of the 
Martyr who looks down from over the gateway of St. 
John's.-I said to myself " have not we of the Church of 
England, saints of our own flesh and blood 1 and can it 
be wrong, is it indeed anything but justice to give the 
title of " holy one" to those who by their faith and works 
and sufferings have shewn that it belongs to them ? And 
might not this church close to the memorial, be as well 
called the " Martyrs' Church" as " Magdalene 1" 

I turned towards St. John's. The time-worn statue 
of the Patron Saint looked down upon me-

" 0 would some power the giftie gie us 
To see ourselves as others see us, 
It would from many a blunder free us, 
And foolish notion !" 

Here was I idolizing men who resisted, even unto 
blood, Idolatry's first and gentlest approaches ; who through 
disgrace and torture made their way to death, and at the 
altar there flaming on this very spot, offered up all they 
had, even their precious lives, to the intent that we,  knowing 
the sacrifice, might also learn the danger. 

" M." 

+ 

AN AUTUMN NIGHT. 

The night is wild : the winds arise 
In gusts that make. amid the corn 
A seething rustle ; eastward borne 

The clouds are roll'd across the skies ; 

And far away amid the night 
Upon those heavy folds on high 

The furnace-fires flash luridly, 
And smoke-wreaths wave along in light 

That ever varies : where the cloud 
Cleaves, now and then a star looks forth, 
As yonder, in the glimmering nor.th, 

Like pale-face peering from a shroud. 

I pass along the village street : 
On one side with a gurgling low 

The brooklet's darken'd waters flow, 
And from the lone hearth's smouldering heat 

The merry cricket loudly sings : 
All else, beside the wind, is still. 

Thro' many a world of thought I range, 
And fancies, fetcht frf)m far, and strange, 

Crowd round me as I mourrt the hill, 
Beneath the dark night's wizard wings. 

L 2  



SCRAPS FROM THE NOTE-BOOK OF 
PE RCIVAL OAKLEY, 

seRA!' SENTIMENTAL.· 
" YOUR affair in the last- number was a great failure"-

such was the kind remark that rec!)ntly hailed my 
gratified ears-" a very great failure ; not heavy, you know ; 
but feeble and slow in the extreme-evidently written in a 
tremendous hurry, and with a desperate though most unsuc
cessful effort to be amusing. You're going on with the 
trash, are YOLl ? well 1 I'm sorry for the subscribers ; but 
with such a beginning no one can accuse you of falling off 
in the continuation." 

Now, if there is  anything thoroughly agreeable, it i s  
candid criticism ; and if there is anything thoroughly satis
factory, it is to find one's arrow gone home to the mark
Feeble and slow ? just what I intended it to be 1 When 
you are writing a thing in parts, it is the weakest proceeding 
to make the first number a good one : you should begin 
piano and maestoso ; then introduce a gradual crescendo ; 
and wind up with an amazing fortissimo . I'm not going to 
say through how many numbers this ' Scrap Sentimental' 
will " drag its slow length along"-of course that rests 
entirely with the discriminating Editors ; but, if about 
the middle of the said Scrap you don't find it highly in
teresting and entertaining,-why, I shall consider you a very 
obtuse person, and request you never more to be Quarterly 
reviewer of mine. 

But among numerous other base insinuations thrust upon 
me, one was of that glaring nature which must be at once 
refuted. It implied that my precious diary, my prcesidium, 
yea I my dulce d(Jcus, had absolutely no existence whatever, 
and was only alluded to in order to fill up space, and give 
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scope to a vapid self-laudation. To overwhelm the abomi
nable miscreant who started such an idiotic notion, I am 
compelled to give a very brief extract from the valuable 
register in question. 

EXTRACT, Vol. IX. p. 204 1 .'1< 

July 24th.-Middle of the night. Dreaming hard, Mlt 
far from comfortable. Have 1 a headache ? no ! it's Seraphina 
who is hammering a nail into my temples-rap, tap, tap
how she lays it on-look at Tugg standing by with a huge 
mallet to administer the final clinch-rap, tap, tap-well it's 
through my head now and well into the pillow-couldn't 
move if 1 were paid for it. " Don't, oh 1 please don't
" Hollo 1 whadsaay-pasnineclock-boosanhotwarr-no 1 no I 
drop it 1 drop it 1 dr6-0-0-" 

Somewhat later.-Agreeable change of vision-invasion 
the prominent idea. The French are come, are they ? well, 
tell the coast-guard to go and help 'em to land. Get up ? 
I'll see you further first-my word 1 just hear the cannon
bang, bang-they must be bombarding the house-bang, 
bang, bang. 

" N  ow, Saville, I won't stand this ; I've only just closed 
my eyes and I am not going to be disturbed for you. Dressed 
this half-hour ? you know you've nothing on but a Barabbas 
and boots, and I wonder you're not ashamed of yourself. 
Going to a picnic ? I won't go-make my excuses and say 
I've got typhus fever, then perhaps those blessed Tuggs 
won't bother me with another invitation. You won't leave 
off till I get up-well, to be rid of your loathsome presence 
I can make any sacrifice-you just be off, and make the' tea, 
-no 1 I won't look sharp about it. I shall be three-quarters 
of an hour at least. Now, none of your coarse language
Vanish I" 

• • • .. .. 

� For a gentleman who owns to having " been twice plucked 
for Little-Go," Mr. Oakley's mathematical accuracy is rather 
surprising. In the previous description of his diary he mentions 
" one volume for each year and ten pages for every day" -from 
which data any of Ollr readers may find that 2041 would really 
be almost the right number of page for July 24th, in any current 
yeal'.-[EDITOR.J 
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1 l . 1 5  a.m. Scene, the b1'ealifast room-splendid morning 
-fresh breeze through the windows, wMch are doors, by tlte 
way, and both wide open. View on to the bay witl� Saint 
'symeon's Mount in tlte distance. Ernest Saville, Esq. in the 
chair, sans collar, tie, or waistcoat-Ms feet encased in em
broidered slippers-ah !  how changed from that Saville, who 
yesterday was pacing the esplanade witl� Eugenie St. Oroix
to him enter his fellow lodger. 

S. Morning, my ancient : how about coppers, eh ? rate of 
exchange rather considerable, I reckon. 

O. Well, you needn't talk, after the state of mops and 
brooms you were found in last night. 

S. Who wanted to fight the native in the billiard-room, 
because he wouldn't take points off you ? A swell native 
too, who could have given you five-and-twenty and licked 
your head off. 

O. Who wanted to embrace the Bobby, and addressed 
him familiarly as ' Robert, toi que j 'aime ! '  

S. Who tried to put out the lamp, and was so screwed 
he couldn't swarm half-way up the post ? 

O. You'd better shut up, unless you want your ugly 
nose flattened. 

S. Well , which of us began ? oh ! that's right, say it 
was me, do ! 

O. Put some of that grill in your calumnious chops, and 
then hand it over here. 

S. Thank you ; I an't got a jaded palate and a ruined 
digestion like some people ; you may eat it all yourself, and 
more cayenne to your liver ! The idea of a fellow at your 
age wanting stimulants in the morning ! 

And here Saville put a wine-glass full of brandy into his 
tea, by way of illustrating his own theory. 

&c., &c. '" '" '" '* " 

'Vell ! I won't bore you with any more of this, gentle 
Subscribers ; we had been three weeks at Weremouth when 
it was chronicled as above, and had been passing our time 
extremely agreeably for many and various reasons. 

First, as regards myself, I had by persevering sieges and 
blockades, so softened the adamantine heart of Miss Veri
blue, that she not only allowed me to come in and out of 
their lodgings whenever I pleased, ' tame-cat fashion,' as the 
Colonel used to call it, but even regarded the aspirations of 
my q,oting and infatuated heart with a benignant eye. As 
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I mused on the difference this made to my personal comfort 
I used often to catch myself quoting-

Quem tu, Miss Veriblue, semel 
Intrantem placido lumine videris-

and so on. They liked going on the sea, both aunt and niece ; 
of course I had a sailing-boat constantly at their service : they 
liked parties, concerts, dances and the like ; I wearied myself 
to get introductions and tickets, invitations and bouquets. 
Seraphina liked trifling with amateur German-precious 
little did this child know on the subject, but it was pleasant 
enough to spend an hour of the sultry afternoon fancying 
we were translating Schiller's Ballads, or that everlasting 
" Die Piccolomini"-then she could play and sing like an 
angel, and I could manage a feeble tenor enough for an easy 
uuett or two ; she sketched in pencil and water-colours, 
and delighted especially in attempting the same from nature ; 
I couldn't draw a stroke, but could cut pencils to perfection, 
fill the little cup with spring-water, lie at her feet and be
stow aumiring criticism rather on the verge of flattery. 
Altogether we found sundry congenial occupations, and 
" happily the days of Thalaba went by." I had never 
, spoken', thinking it judicious to wait for the right moment ; 
but everybody in the place regarded it as a settled thing, and 
used to favour us with intelligent grins as they passed us 
upon the Esplanade. By Jove, how handsome she used to 
look in her plain straw hat and light muslin dress, with the 
loose jacket over the same affecting nautical buttons ; how 
delicious in her ball-room attire when she stepped into the 
carriage, with her blue opera-cloak drawn closely round her 
neck, and the wreath on her sunny hair. Yes ! I am a fool, 
I know, to be dwelling thus on " hours of pleasure, past and 
o'er ;" but the Seraphina of my youthful days, and the pre
sent Mrs. T. are two quite distinct personages, nor am I 
going to do myself out of a jolly reminiscence 01' two just 
because she chose to be an Alice Grey of the most perfidious 
description, and to earn from society at large the appellation 
of an extremely sensible girl. 

Now, as regards Ernest Saville, he had not been playing 
his cards badly·by any means : he was a man who never did, 
whether they were the tangible cards of crafty whist and 
reckless loo, or the metaphorical hand of the world's chances 
and frantic flirtation. He got on well with the Colonel, who, 
I fear, had been a sad reprobate once, and never undergone 
a thorough reform of his ancient ways. Saville used to play 
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a good deal of billiards with him, and took good care to win 
but rarely ; he would listen to the old boy's yarns, and give 
him a supply of new jokes and anecdotes, adapt himself with 
pernicious facility to all the ways of a ci-devant jeune homme, 
and in fact ,  make himself generally necessary to St. Croix's 
notions of comfort-so he was pretty well domiciled in their 
rooms, or else with them when out ; and Eugenie and he 
very soon came to an understanding. Poor Eugenie ! she 
had the material of a splendid creature, but foreign life and 
unsettled ways had done much to spoil her, nor was her 
father exactly the man to bring her up properly. Had her 
mother been living she would probably have been a different 
being ; as it was, she was as thorough a flirt as she was per
fectly beautiful. In the strange circumstances that followed, 
in which I myself was so helplessly floored (1 can use no 
weaker expression), her natLue underwent the most total 
change, and when I met her again a month or two since, I 
hardly knew her for the same person. 

Ernest had a curious way of making odd acquaintances ; 
he could be hand and glove with any one at the shortest 
notice, and was particularly fond of cultivating the ' plebeian 
order' as he loved to call them. At vVeremouth he was great 
among the coast-guard, fishermen, and smugglers, between 
which three classes much amity and sociability appeared to 
subsist ; one day I met him walking along the beach with a 
disreputable old ruffian in a pilot-coat and sou'-wester, the 
very bargee of nautical adventure, whom he afterwards de
scribed to me as captain of the spanking schooner N ancy, 
better known to the Revenue cruisers as Fly-by-N ight, and. 
the fastest craft in the channel. My acquaintance with the 
said ruffian was eventually promoted vastly beyond my own 
desires ; but of that anon, for I shrink as long as possible from 
the details of our catastrophe. 

Suppose we proceed at once to the picnic-it was a small 
affair ; the 'l'uggs came in their open carriage, Mrs. '1'., I 
mean, and the charming Eliza, Miss Veriblue reclined in the 
same vehicle, Eugenie and the Colonel were on horseback, 
so were Seraphina, and Saville, and myself. A pleasant 
canter along the sands, emerging into a bridle-road across an 
open common, over which the breeze was sweeping in all its 
freshness, a friendly farm-house where our steeds were 
stabled, a scramble down the slippery side of Fairbeacon 
Slopes, and there we were in the scene of action. Sir John 
Trevegan's estate stretches along by the coast for many a 
Plile , the leafy covers grow right down to the edges of the 
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cliffs, and are intersected with sundry labyrinthine paths, all 
issuing into a most lovely glen, where the Wishing Well 
bubbles and sparkles for ever and a day, and then scatters 
bright" brook and streamlets downward to the ocean ; a scene 
that should be consecrated to the Dryads and Naiads of the 
spot ,  or penetrated only by reverential visits of poet and 
artist-instead whereof it was constantly profaned by the 
ringing of laughter and the popping of champagne corks, 
and its sacred precincts defiled by unhallowed crumbs from 
Weremutbian picnics. 

The carriage party arrived hot and dusty from the road, 
but the provisions came with them, which was certainly their 
sole redeeming point. After a slight refection, Seraphina of 
course was anxious to immortalise in water colour a particular 
view, and no one but myself could shew her the exact site 
for such operation. Ernest and Eugenie went to hunt for 
sea anemonies, the Colonel lighted a cigar and sat making 
talk for the three ladies who were averse to locomotion. 
So you see all was peculiarly serene. 

As for the seraph and myself, after losing our way once 
or twice, we emerged on a snug corner out of the breeze, 
where she immediately sat down and took an angel's-eye 
view of Fairbeacon woods, a bit of grey cliff beyond, a roof 
of a coast-guard station just visible above the trees, with 
a union-jack flying from the flagstaff, and a fishing-boat 
quite convenient in the distance, evidently the exact scene 
for an amateur pencil. 

I lay at her feet serenely and lazily happy, talking and 
chaffing about any trifles that came uppermost, regretting 
J ohri T.'s protracted absence, and indulging in flattering 
encomia on his mother. And I heartily wished that one 
could go on for ever as we had been for the last three weeks, 
without a thought of care to dim the brightness of those 
summer hours-but I .knew that before long both Ernest 
and myself must be on the route again, and move from our 
pleasant quarters, so I gradually brought our talk round in 
this direction, taking for my ground-work that very new 
motto " all that's bright must fade," and hinted that in a 
week's time, or very little over, these " days would be no 
more." 

" In a week's time ?" she exclaimed, pausing in a thorough 
wash which the refractory sea of her drawing had been 
doomed to undergo : " in a week's time ?" and she let her 
hazel eyes rest on mine till I thought they must be reading 
my inmost wishes. 
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" Yes, Miss Hawthorn, we have but little time to sp�re, 
and idling is a luxury neither Saville or I can well afford at 
present." 

" And what's to become of my German ? and our duetts ? 
and the drawing lessons ? and those delicious sails on the 
bay ? and-oh ! Mr. Oakley, we cannot spare you so soon." 

" I  fear," quoth I sententiously, " that I am more an 
interruption than a help to any of the virtuous practices in 
question, or at any rate my duties are so lightly insisted on, 
that you'll very easily find another to fill my place to admi
ration." 

No answer ; the washing out of the stubborn billows 
resumed with a vengeance. 

f' Mr. Tugg will be back at Weremouth next Friday, and 
I 'm sure he is a most congenial companion," said I. 

Still no reply, but by a slight mistake the brush has been 
dipped into the carmine, and the waves get suddenly 
" incarnardined." 

" And a fellow who 's getting on so well in his pro
fession : "  I added : " those naval men always carry everything 
before them, especially ladies' hearts, and it's always pleasant 
being consoled." 

She was desperately angry now, and wouldn't lift her 
face : but all the same there fell a great big drop on the 
paper, a drop which was neither water nor colours ; and I 
instantly felt myself a fiend in human form. . 

" Miss Hawthorn," I began, (as people in novels always 
do) " Seraphina, dearest Seraphina, dare I think that my pre
sence gives you a moment of pleasure, (here I smiled an ineffa
ble smile) or my absence will cause you a moment of pain, 
(here gloom the most profound overspread my visage) dare 
I think that to all my devotion you are otherwise than cold 
and-

" Cold ! "  said another voice, very different to those 
melodious accents I longed for ; " cold

'
! I should just think 

she must be : where 's your shawl, child ? Mr. Saville how 
could you let her sit there running the risk of bronchitis and 
toothache, and ticdoloureux, and I don 't know what all ! "  

Miss V eriblue was the speaker, and indeed there was 
some truth in her remarks, but I was past thinking or 
feeling at the moment, except for a dull sickening sense 
of hope deferred. " Haw ! haw ! "  said the Colonel, on 
whose arm Miss V. was leaning, " vewy-ar-domestic sort 
of corner-fwaid w e 're wather de twop pewhaps-" 

He was a monster. 
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How we got home I hardly remember. Seraphina came 
in the carriage I believe, but I made some excuse for 
taking myself off, seeing that at the moment I was past 
talking also. So I rushed towards the farm-house, but, in 
passing up the glen, caught a glimpse of two very well 
known figures, a lady and a gentleman, sitting on the stump 
of an old oak tree, duly moss-covered, and there was an un
mistakeable arm round an unmistakeable waist, and a straw
hat very close to a Spanish plume, and more in my haste 
I saw not-they had their backs to me and why should I 
disturb them ? In five more minutes I was on Black 
Prince's back, and galloping him promiscuously home to 
his stables, in a style I should fancy he had never been 
ridden before along those Fairbeacon tracks. 

-'
, 

" P. 0." 
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BORES, 

M ANY and startling have been the theories advanced by 
botanists, naturalists and geologists, to account for the 

existence and propagation of the numberless species of 
animals and plants which are spread over the surface 
of our globe, but none of them are sufficiently comprehensive 
to account for the infinite diversities in the species of the 
genus " bore", and for their wide spread distribution :
to do this aright would perhaps require a genius greater 
than that of Darwin, and theories more universal in their 
application than those of development, or natural selection. 
We find bores everywhere ;-we doubt not but that the 
African traveller, the Arctic voyager, and the J ohnian under
graduate are equally pestered by them ;-we have bores 
taciturn, bores talkative, bores social and bores political, 
besides a multitude of others whom it would be difficult 
to class, but who still belong to that numerous and disagree
able set of men, to whom we all at times feel inclined 
to say-

" Stand not upon the order of your going, 
But go at once." 

It is bad enough to have to spend an evening with the 
tacitl1l'n bore, to receive monosyllabic replies to all your 
questions, and to have your most witty remarks on things 
or persons, answered by a mere nod or shrug of the 
shoulders ;-it is still worse, perhaps, to have to endure 
the volubility of the talkative bore ;-but worst of all is 
the bore with a decided tendency to monomania, who can 
only talk of his pet subject, and that a disagreeable one, 
There's J ones, for example, otherwise a worthy plea�ant 
fellow, who mars everything by his insane passion for 
mathematics ;-{it is my firm conviction that he always carries 
a rigid rod instead of a walking-stick, and runs round the 
parallelogram mainly because it is a geometrical :figure) ; 
when submitting to the infliction of a walk with him, and 
wishing, as is my wont, to admire the calm beauties of 
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nature,-the stupendous scenery of the Gogs, the pellucid 
stream in Gnmtchester meadows, or the spreading forests 
of Madingley,-the incorrigible Jones dilates upon the beau
ties of the subject he is reading, puzzles my brains with 
mysterious allusions to Zenith and Nadir, and puts me into 
a fit of by no means easy reflection on the incomprehensible 
technicalities of mathematics. 

Watkins, on the other hand) makes a point of visiting 
me just when I am most absorbed in the study of the trea
tises of Phear or Barrett, or most busy in digging for the 
roots of those fearfully irregular words, which I meet with 
in our Greek subject ;-his talk is of boats and boating, 
and while I sit writhing under the infliction, I hear how 
' two' screwed, ' three' did no work, ' four' did not keep 
time, ' five' caught three crabs, ' six' splashed, ' seven' was 
worse than useless, while ' stroke' was no better than he 
should be ;-VV atkins himself being the immaculate ' bow', 
who neither caught crabs, nor splashed, nor screwed. All 
things however have an end, so even Watkins' eloquence is 
:finally exhausted, and he departs, leaving me to the pleasant 
reflection, that though he may be thought by some to be an 
agreeable companion, yet to me he is indeed " an unmitigated 
bore," and one whose step I dread to heal' ascending my 
staircase. 

Not only, however, are we bored by our firesides, and 
in our walks, but we can hardly attend a public meeting, 
01' a debate in the House of Commons, without being bored 
by some would-be orator, who reminds us of nothing 
so much as of Moore's Comparison of Castlereagh with a 
pump-

" Because it is an empty thing of wood, 
Which up and down its awkward arm doth sway, 
And coolly spout, and spout, and spout away, 
In one weak, washy, everlasting flood." 

Instead, however, of going into further detail with respect 
to the different classes of bores, it will be as well to devote 
a little space to the consideration of the other side of the 
subject ; for we must grant that bores are often exceedingly 
useful members of society, 

We are indeed often too apt to stigmatize by the name · 
of bore, any one who has some object, which he rightly feels . 
to be an important one, in view, and who perseveres in his 
endeavours to attain it, in a way which tends in some slight 
degree, to the diminution of our personal luxury or comfort. 
It has been well observed that in these modern days of cheap 

, 
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literature, the many read, but few think ; there seems indeed 
to be in the people at large, a spirit of indo.lence, (e?,-cept of 
course with regard to money matters,) WhICh reCOIls from 
a contact with unpalatable facts, and detests trouble of any 
sort ;-if not, how is it that in a debate, for example, the man 
who gets up his case thoroughly, and is armed with figures 
and statistics wherewith to defend his opinions, is generally 
looked upon as a bore and coughed down accordingly ? 

Again, in the House of Commons, how wonderfully thin 
is the attendance, when Indian affairs are to be discussed ;
it is true the subject may be of the highest importance, 
the welfare of an Empire perhaps depends upon it ; but, alas, 
honourable members think it too great a bore to hear Col.
or Mr.- speak on Indian difficulties, or British misgovern
ment. 

If we review the history of the world, we shall find 
that many of the men whose names are now most illustrious 
for their discoveries in science or art, or for the good which 

. they have, in other ways, done to their fellow men were 
considered by their contemporaries as bores of the worst 
order. 

Was not this, think you, the feeling of many of the sages 
and people of Greece and Rome, with respect to those who 
strove to arouse them from a vain philosophy, or from 
a listless ignorance ;-was not this the feeling of the Papal 
dignitaries, when Galileo exposed the errors of Aristotle, 
or when Luther thundered against the Vatican ;-were not 
those considered bores, who, at a later period, clamoured 
for a free press, and free institutions ; and, lastly, was it 
not by a system of laudable boredom, that Clarkson, Wilber
force, and their supporters in parliament, won the glorious 
victory of humanity over Slavery ? 

In short, wherever any great and beneficial public act 
has been accomplished, we find that it has generally been 
effected by a consistent course of action, tending to one end, 
by perseverance under difficulties, and by keeping the subject 
continually before the people ; and this mode of procedure, 
although it may earn for its authors the unenviable appella
tion of bores, yet has its own reward in success, and should 
tend to make us more thankful to that much maligned, and 
insufficiently appreciated class of men. 

" Q." 

r�����n��H���H 

CORRESPONDENCE. 
[WC hllv� been favoUl'cd with the follo�ing from a former C?rrespondent. '�e fear 

thot he conSiders bis censure or bis approbatlOn a '1I"tter of more llllportllnce than It IS to 
Aquila or its contributors. ) , 

Peace and goodwill to this fair meeting ! 
I come not with hostility. but greeting. 

Not Eaglelike to scream, but dovelike coo it. 
PETER PINDAR'S Ode to y. Royal Academicians. 

J. to the Editors, Contt'ibutors, and Subscribers, greeting : 

YES, my brethren, I am that J. who, in a past number of 
your highly esteemed periodical, favoured you with my 

gentle impressions regarding your powers of writing and 
your j udicious application of the same. But, as my motto' 
has already informed you, I have no intention of repeating 
the dose : no idea of answering that very pleasant fellow 
(an ' Earnest Grubber' I think he called himself) who sat 
upon me so effectually last time. If ever we meet, won 't 
I ' overlay him with classicalities,' won 't I ' look at him 
hazily through a pewter,' and puff smoke in his eye ? Truly 
I am rejoiced that you have not taken in that extra touch 
of ballast which he seemed to recommend ; but I meditate 
no further specimens of ' abusive criticism.' Fear not 
therefore, ye budding Dickenses, fear not ye incipient but 
feeble Thackerays, above all fear not, ir1'itabile genu$ 
poetarum. Your firf?t volume reposes on my shelves bound 
in calf and highly gilt, and with a most respectable ac
cumulation of dust on its upper surface. 

My present object is merely to send a line or two of 
congratulation to the ancient College and Domina Margareta 
C' on her knees in the hall' or otherwise). Three cheers for 
your wranglers of this year : plenty of them, not to say 
the highest BAR ONE : if trees coming down in the grounds 
have anything to do with it, you 'll have a dozen sucking 
Newtons bracketed at the top next time ! Three cheers for 
the Classics too, and more power to your youthful champion 
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for next year's Tripos ! Sorry to see none of you sharing in 
the Aquatic laurels at Putney, but you 've pulled the old 
ship up to second on the river, which looks more natural ; 
and I understand there will be plenty of you to help in 
taking the shine out of Granta's sister next month at Lord's. 
So here 's good luck to the Questionists and wishing them 
well through it, though fancying a man reading in the May 
term makes me fit to be knocked down with a straw. 

I was up myself the other dlty, and the taste of Classic 
air moved me to write as above : and I went to the flower
show at two o'clock, and saw many flowers of the genus Eve, 
all in bewildering dresses and distracting bonnets : then I 
dined in hall, and thought the Lady Margaret table were a 
noisier lot than ever : then I returned to Trinity grounds 
and came to the conclusion that it was a crisis for the police 
to interfere : wound up the evening with the C. U. M. S. 
concert, where as usual the thermometer was ' riz,' and 
swearing at the same strictly prohibited : heard for the 
hundred and first time that a new Town hall was sadly 
wanted, and fancied there might have been a httle less 
instrumental music ; where, oh ! where. was there any one 
to sing a tenor solo ? 

My pipe is out, " and grace fearing of quarrels prohibits 
me to touch above three" . sherry cobblers-so we bid you 
heartily farewell and much satisfaction out of the Long 
Vacation. Shall be right glad to see any of you that happen 
to be passing through Town next week. If you want my 
address enquire at the Butteries. 

+ 

+ + 

1{4 

" J." 

OUR EMIGRAm • .  

Part n. 

WE had had sbme difficulty in crossing the Rakaia, having' 
been detained there two days before even the punt 

could cross ; on the third day they commenced crossing 
in the punt, behind which we swam our horses ; since 
then the clouds had hung unceasingly upon the Ihountain 
ranges, and though much of what had fallen would be in 
all probability snow, we could not doubt but that the 
Rangitata would afford us some trouble, nor were we even 
certain about the Ashburton, a river which, though partly 
glacier-fed, is generally easily crossed anywhere. We found 
the Ashburton high, but lower than it had been in Oile or 
two of the eleven cl'ossing' places between our afternoon and 
evening resting places ; we were wet up to the saddle flaps� 
still we were able to proceed without any real difficulty
that night it snowed-and the next morning we started 
amid a heavy rain, being anxious, if possible, to make 
my own place that night. 

Soon after we started the rain ceased, and the clouds 
slowly lifting thelilselves from the mountain sides enabled 
my companion to perceive the landmarks, which, in the 
absence of any kind of track, serve to direct the traveller 
from Mr. Pbillips's house to the spot where I hope my 
own may be before this meets the eye of any but myself. 

We kept on the right-hand side of a long and open 
valley, the bottom of which consisted of a large swamp, 
from which rose terrace after terrace up the mountains 
on either side ; the country is, as it were, crumpled up 
in an extraordinary manner, so that it is full of small ponds 
Or lagoons-sometimes dry-sometimes merely swampy
now as full of water as they could be. The number of these 

M 
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is great ; they do not however attract the eye, being hidden 
by the hillocks with which each is more or less surrounded ; 
they vary in extent from a few square feet or yards to 
perhaps an acre or two, while one or two attain the 
dimensions of a considerable lake, There is no timber in 
this valley, and accordingly the scenery, though on a large 
scale, is neither impressive nor pleasing ; the mountains 
are large swelling hummocks, grassed up to the summit, 
and though steeply declivitous, entirely destitute of precipice. 

It must be understood that I am speaking of the valley 
in question through which we were travelling, and not 
of the general aspect of the country : on the other side 
the Rangitata the mountains rise much higher, and looking 
up the gorge many summits meet the eye, on which the 
snow rests all the year round, and on whose sides lie miles 
and miles of iced-plum-cake-looking glacier ; these are a 
continuation of the range which culminates in Mount Coolr., 
a glorious fellow, between thirteen and fOl11teen thousand 
feet high, and shaped most sublimely. 

Before I describe the river, I may as well say a word 
on the nature of back country travelling in the Canterbury 
settlement. It is so hard for an Englishman to rid himself 
not only of hedges and ditches and cuttings and bridges, 
but of fields, of houses, of all signs of human care and 
attention, that I can hardly hope to give any adequate idea 
of the effect it produces upon a stranger. That effect is 
ceasing rapidly upon myself : indeed I feel as if I had never 
been accustomed to anything else-so soon does a person 
adapt himself to the situation in which he nnds himself 
placed. 

Suppose you were to ask your way from Mr. Phillips's 
station to mine, I should direct you thus :-" Work your 
way towards yonder mountain-pass underneath it between 
it and the lake, having the mountain on your right hand 
and the lake on your left-if you come upon any swamps 
go round them, or if you think you can, go through them ; 
if you get stuck up by any creeks, Ca creek is the colonial 
term for a stream) you'll very likely see cattle marks, by 
following the creek up and down ; but there is nothing 
there that ought to stick you up if you keep out of the 
big swamp at the bottom of the valley ; after passing that 
mountain, follow the lake till it ends, keeping well on 
the hill side above it, and make the end of the valley, 
where you will come upon a high terrace above a large 
gully, with a very strong creek at the bottom of it-get 
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down the terrace, where you '11 see a patch of burnt ground, 
and follow down the river bed till it opens on to a flat ; 
turn to your left and keep down the mountain sides that 
run along the Rangitata ; keep well near them, and so avoid 
the swamps ; cross the Rangitata opposite where you see 
a large river bed coming into it from the other side, and 
follow this river bed till you see my hut some eight miles 
up it." Perhaps I have thus been better able to describe 
the nature of the travelling than by any (lther-if one cau 
get anything that can be manufactured in\o a feature and 
be dignified with a name once in five or six miles, one is 
very lucky. 

Well-we had followed these directions for some way, 
as far in fact as the terrace, when the river coming into 
full view, I saw that the Rangitata was very high ; worse 
than that I saw Mr. Phillips and a party of men who 
were taking a dray over to a run just on the other side 
the river, and who had been prevented from crossing for 
ten days by the state of the water. Among them, to my 
horror, I recognised my cadet whom I had left behind 
me with beef which he was to have taken over to my 
place a week and more back ; whereon my mind misgave 
me that a poor Irishman who had been left alone at my 
place, might be in a sore plight, having been left with 
no meat and no human being within reach for a period 
of ten days. I don 't think I should have attempted crossing 
the river, but for this ; under the circumstances, however, 
I determined at once on making a push for it, and ac
cordingly taking my two cadets with me, and the unfortunate 
beef that was already putrescent, (it had lain on the ground 
in a sack all the time) we started along under the hills 
and got opposite the place where I intended crossing by 
about three o'clock. I had climbed the mountain side and 
surveyed the river from thence before approaching the 
river itself. At last we were by the water's edge-of 
course I led the way, being as it were, patronus of the 
expedition, and having been out some foul' months longer 
than either of my companions-still, having never crossed 
any of the rivers on horseback in a fresh, having never 
seen the Rangitata in a fresh, and being utterly unable 
to guess how deep any stream would take me, it may be 
imagined that I felt a certain amount of caution to be 
necessary, and accordingly folding my watch in my pocket
handkerchief and tying it round my neck in case of having 
to swim for it unexpectedly, I strictly forbade the other 
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two to stir from the bank until they saw me safely on the 
other side. 

Not that I intended to let my horse swim : in fact I 
had made up my mind to let the old Irishman wait a little 
longer rather than deliberately swim for it ; my two com· 
panions were worse mounted than I was, and the rushing 
water might only too probably affect their heads ; though 
mine had already become quite indifferent to it-it had 
not been so at first-these two men, however, had been 
only in the settlement a week, and I should have deemed 
myself highly culpable had I allowed them to swim a river 
on horseback, though I am sure both would have been ready 
enough to do so if occasion required. 

As I said before, at last we were on the water's edge ; 
a rushing stream some sixty yards wide was the first in
stalment of our passage-it was about the colour and con
sistency of cream and soot, and how deep ? I had not 
the remotest idea, the only thing for it was to go in and 
see ; so choosing a spot just above a spit and a rapid
at such spots there is sure to be a ford, if there is a ford 
anywhere-I walked my mare quickly into it, having perfect 
confidence in her, and, I believe, she having more confidence 
in me than some who have known me in England might 
suppose : in we went-in the middle of the stream the 
water was only a little over her belly, (she is sixteen hands 
high) ; a little further, by sitting back on my saddle and 
lifting my feet up, I might have avoided getting them 
wet, had I cared to do so-but I was more intent on having 
the mare well in hand, and on studying the appearance 
of the remainder of the stream, than on thinking of my 
own feet just then ; after that the water grew shallower 
rapidly, and I soon had the felicity of landing my mare 
on the shelving shingle of the opposite bank. So far so 
good-I beckoned to my companions, who speedily followed, 
and we all three proceeded down the spit in search of 
a good crossing place over the next stream. We were 
soon beside it, and very ugly it looked. It must have been 
at least a hundred yards broad-I think more - but water 
is so deceptive that I dare not affix any certain width. I 
was soon in it-advancing very slowly above a slightly darker 
line in the water, which assured me of its being shallow 
for some little way-this failing, I soon found myself de
scending into deeper water-first over my boots for some 
yards--then over the top of my gaiters for some yards 
more-this continued so long that I was in hopes of being 
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able t o  get entirely over, when suddenly the knee against 
which the stream came was entirely wet, and the water 
was rushing so furiously past me that my poor mare was 
leaning over tremendously-already she had begun to snort, 
as horses do when they are swimming, and I knew well 
that my companions would have to swim for it even though 
I myself might have got through, so I very �ntly turned 
her head round down stream and quietly made back again 
for the bank which I had left ; she had got nearly to the 
shore, and I could again detect a darker line in the water, 
which was now not over her knees, when all of a sudden 
down she went up to her belly in a quicksand, in which 
she began floundering about in fine style. I was off her 
back and into the water that she had left in less time 
than it takes to write this. I should not have thought of 
leaving her back unless sure of my ground, for it is a canon 
in river crossing to stick to your horse. I pulled ,her gently 
out, and followed up the dark line to the shore where 
my two friends were only too glad to receive me. By the 
way, all this time I had had a companion in the shape 
of a cat in a bag, which I was taking over to my place 
as an antidote to the rats, which were most unpleasantly 
abundant there. I nursed her on the pommel of my saddle 
all through this last stream, and save in the episode of 
the quicksand she had not been in the least wet ; then, how
ever, she did drop in for a sousing, and mewed in a manner 
that went to my heart. I am very fond of cats, and this 
one is a particularly favourable specimen : it was with 
great pleasure that I heard her pun-ing through the bag, 
as soon as I was again mounted, and had her in front of 
me as before . 

So I failed to cross this stream there, but determined, 
if possible, to get across the river and see whether my 
Irishman was alive or dead, we .turned higher up the 
stream, and by and by found a place where it divided ; 
by carefully selecting a spot I was able to cross the first 
stream without the waters getting higher than my saddle
flaps, and the second scarcely over the horse's belly ; after 
that there were two streams somewhat similar to the first, 
and then the dangers of th(l passage of the river might 
be considered as accomplished ; the dangers-but not the 
difficulties-these consisted in the sluggish creeks and. 
swampy ground thickly overgrown with Irishman snow
grass and Spaniard, which extend on either side the river 
for half-a-mile and more-but to cut a long story short, 
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we got over these too, and then we were on the shingly 
river bed which leads up to the spot on which my hut 
is made. and my house making ; this river was now a 
brawling torrent, hardly less dangerous to cross than the 
Rangitata itself, though containing not a tithe of the water ; 
the boulders are so large and the water so powerful-in 
its ordinary condition it is little more than a large brook ; 
now, though not absolutely fresh, it was as unpleasant a 
place to put a horse into as one need wish ; there was 
nothing for it, however, and we crossed and reCl·ossed it 
four times without misadventure, and finally, with great 
pleasure I perceived a twinkling light on the terrace where 
the hut was, which assured me at once that the old Irishman 
was still in the land of the living. Two or three vigorous 
" coo-eys" brought him down to the side of the creek 
which bounds my run upon one side. \ I will now return to the subject of wild Irishman an\! 
wild Spaniard. The former is a thorny tree growing with 
ungainly unmanageable boughs, sometimes as large as our 
own hawthorn trees, generally about the size of a gooseberry 
bush ; he does not appear to me to have a single redeeming 
feature, being neither pleasant to the eye nor gooa for 
food ; he is highly inflammable when dry, and a single 
match, judiciously applied, will burn acres and acres of 
him. I myself being up the Waimakiriri one afternoon, 
far beyond the possibility of doing any mischief, Ca very 
easy matter when burning country) stuck a match into a 
forest of Ogygian Irishmen that had lain battening upon a rich alluvial flat for years. I camped down upon the other side the river, and waking at constant intervals during 
the night, was treated with the grandest conflagration that 
I have ever seen. I could hear the crackling of thol"11s above the rushing of the river, while the smoke glaring and lurid was rising up to heaven in volumes awfully grand 
and quite indescribable ; next morning there was nothing 
left but the awkward gnarled trunks, naked and desolate, 
rising from the blackened soil ; a few years would rot these 
too away, and rich grass would spring up, where before 
its growth had been prevented by the overshadowing of 
its more powerful neighbours. 

A match is the first step in the subjugation of any 
large tract of new country ; thence date tabula; nova;, as 
it were ; the match had better be applied in spring ; such at least is the general opinion out here, and I think the right one, though I was at £rst inclined to think that autumn 
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must be better. The fire dries up many swamps-at least 
many disappear after country has been once or twice burnt ; 
the water moves more freely, unimpeded by the tangled 
and decaying vegetation which accumulates round it during 
the lapse of centuries, and the sun gets freer access to the 
ground ; cattle do much also-they form tracks through 
swamps, and trample country down, and make it harder 
and firmer ; sheep do much-they convey the seeds of 
the best grass in their dung, and tread it into the ground : 
the difference between country that has been fed upon by 
any live stock even for a single year, and country which 
has never yet been stocked is very noticeable : country 
that has been stocked any length of time is assuming quite 
a different appearance to that which unstocked country 
originally similar now wears. 

I will mention a few facts connected with firing country, 
which may perhaps be not generally known in England : 
first and foremost, that the most furious fire of grass may 
be crossed with impunity on horseback ; it is never more 
than a strip some four or five feet broad, and a man either 
on foot or on horseback can almost always rush through it 
without being in the least burnt. Secondly, that it does 'nt 
often kill sheep, it burns their wool, it often spoils their 
feet, and sometimes burns their bellies so as to cause death ; 
a gentleman however of my acquaintance had four hundred 
sheep burnt the other day, but only forty of them have 
died, and the rest are all expected to recover. Thirdly, 
that sheep will run towards smoke and have no notion of 
getting out of the way of fire, and fourthly, that they 
may be smothered by the smoke of a fire some two or three 
miles off them ; under peculiar circumstances I have been 
told this, but have been unable to verify it. 

Now to return to wild Spaniard-Irishman was a nuisance, 
but Spaniard is siIilply detestable-he is sometimes called 
spear-grass, and grows to about the size of a mole-hill ; all 
over the back country everywhere as thick as mole-hills 
in a very mole-billy £eld at home. His blossom is attached 
to a high spike bristling with spears pointed every way 
and very acutely ; each leaf is pointed with a strong spear, 
and so firm is it, that if you come within its reach, no 
amount of clothing about the legs will prevent you from 
feeling the effects of his displeasure : I have had my legs 
marked all over by it. Horses hate the Spaniard-and no 
wonder-in the back country when travelling without a 
track, it is impossible to keep your horse from yawing 
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about this way and that to dodge him, and if he gets 
stuck up by three or four growing close together, he will 
jump them or do anything rather than walk through them. 
The leaf is something in growth and consistency like a 
large samphire, and has, when bruised, a very powerful 
smell, something between aniseed and samphire, (a great 
deal of samphire) and the capsules, which may be purchased 
at Pain the chemist's for two shillings, or at Deck's for 
three ; a kind of white wax exudes during early autumn 
from this leaf; a careless observer might not, however, notice 
this ; the whole plant burns with great brilliancy, giving 
a peculiarly bright light, and lasting for a long time ; if, when 
camping Qut, I had laid anything down on the grass and 
was unable to find it, (the most natural thing in the world 
to do, and the most annoying when you have done\ it) a 
Spaniard laid on the fire would throw an illuminati<\n on 
the subject which no amount of sticks would do ; his root 
is capable of supporting human life for a long time, but 
the taste is so very strong that I should be excessively 
loth to eat it myself upon any consideration ; if, when 
camping out, you stir your tea with a small portion of a 
single leaf, it will make the whole pannikin taste of it. 
So much for Spaniard. Coronita is a pretty little evergreen, 
which remi�ded me at once of the bushes in a piece of 
worsted work : any one who saw it would say the same 
in a minute. 

If. however, I were to go on yarning about the plants, 
I should never have done. I think Spaniard and Irishman 
are the two deserving of most notice, but on the whole 
the Canterbury flora is neither extensive nor anything ap
proaching in beauty to that of Switzerland or Italy, the 
countries which in general aspect this niore nearly resembles 
than any other that I have yet seen. It lacks, however, 
the charm of association ; there is such a jumble of old 
things and new ; the old things seem all to have got here 
by mistake, and the new things are so painfully and glaringly 
new, and predominate so largely over the old ones, that 
it is hard to believe that Canterbury ever had existed before 
the pilgrims came there in eighteen hundred and fifty. 
A person would understand the almost oppressive feeling 
of newness about everything, were he to enter into a colonial 
slab hut, and see an old carved oak chest in the comeI' 
marked with a date early in the seventeenth century ; the 
eff'ect is about as incongruous and about as startling as it 
would be to a geologist to discover the backbone of an 
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icthyosaurus i n  the cone of Vesuvius, or to an  antiquary 
to find a beadle's cocked hat and staff' in the ruins of 
prestum. 

Not but that even this place has some old things belong
in'" to it ! but they are rapidly passing away. I saw a 
M�ol'i woman standing near the market-place in Christ church 
the day before I left it last-her petticoat was of dark green, 
and the upper part of her dress was scarlet ; a kerchief was 
folded not ungracefully about her head, and she was smok
ing a short black cutty-pipe, splendidly coloured. There 
she stood, staring vacantly at the sky in the middle of the 
street ; her face not unpleasing, with a gentle, patient ex
pression, rather resembling that of an amiable, good-tempered 
animal, than an intelligent being ; her stature wonderfully 
tall, so much so, as to have won for her the appellation 
among her kindred, of et Mary in the clouds ; "  her proper 
dwelling-place is on the west coast, on the other side the 
Hurunui ; but then she happened to be in Christ church, 
the tribe being o� one of its yearly or half-yearly migrations. 
My eyes were nvetted at once by a figure so new and so 
picturesque, and the same sensation of what a jumble it all 
was came over me, as I noticed that the name of the person 
against whose shop she stood was " Turnbull"-Turnbull
and " Mary in the clouds,"-there was no doubt, however, 
whose star was in the a�cendant. The Maories in this island are 
rapidly becoming extinct, one scarcely ever sees a child 
among them. European diseases, measles, scarlet fever, &c., 
&c. carry them off' wholesale, and I am told that accord
ing to the best calculations, another fifty years will have · 
swept them away from among the nations of the earth. In 
the north I hear that the race is much finer, and that these 
are a miserable remnant of tribes expelled thence. 

I will now touch briefly upon the birds of the place
will then describe the " coo-ey," and finally bring the reader 
safely home to my hut. With regard to the birds, the first 
thing that strikes one is their great scarcity : save an ubiqui
tous lark exactly like our English lark, except that it does 
not sing, and has two white feathers in the tail, one sees no 
birds at all ; by and by however, one finds out that there are 
several more, and after travelling in the back country, one 
begins almost to believe that Canterbury is not much more 
deficient in birds than our own island at home. The plains 
are entirely destitute of t.imber, so that they find no shelter, 
and are forced to take up their abode in the dense forests of 
the inner and western portions of the settlement. The 
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next thing that strikes one after having found out that there 
are birds, is, that they are wonderfully simUar to our own ; 
most of our English birds are represented, the lark is nearly 
identical-the quail is the same-the hawk the same, the 
robin has its counterpart here in a bird with a slate coloured 
head and throat, and a canary coloured breast, to all intents 
and purposes it is a robin for all that ; it is much tamer than 
our robin at home, so much so, that you can kill as many 
of them with a stick as you please-that is, if you have a 
mind to do so. All the wild birds here are much tamer than 
they are in England. I have seen the rarest kind of moun
tain duck swimming within five yards of me, as unconcernedly 
as though I had no soul for roast duck or seasoning. There 
are several ducks : the paradise duck, not a duck proper 
but a goose, is the commonest ; the male bird w h�n fiying 
appears nearly black-the female black, with a white head, 
a nun-like looking bird ; the male bird says " whiz-whiz
whiz," very much in his throat, and dwelling, a long time 
on the z ;  the female screams like Bryant's waterfowl was 
supposed to be shortly about to scream at the time that he 
addressed her ; see these birds on the ground, and their 
plumage appears very beautiful indeed-the moment they 
take wing they resume their sable habiliments. Then there 
are the grey duck and the mountain duck-rarer, less strik
ing in their personal appearance, and better eating. The 
wren, and the tomtit, and the thrush, all are represented 
quite as nearly or even more so than the robin, save that the 
tomtit is black-headed with a yellow breast ; besides these, 
there is a kind of parrot called the kaka, of a dusky green and 
a dirty red plumage, and a very pretty little parroq uet, bright 
green with a little blue and yellow. The parson bird is as 
big as a starling, with a glossy, starling looking appearance, 
save that from his throat projects a cravat-like tuft of white 
feathers, whence his name. This bird sings very sweetly, 
as do the others generally, and can be taught to talk very 
well. The wood-hen is wingless, and marked not wholly 
unlike a hen pheasant, but with a short bobtail instead of a 
long one ; it walks round about your fire when you are 
camping out with imperturbable gravity-it will eat every
thing and anything-it has the reputation of being a very 
foul feeder ; when stewed however for a good long time, it 
is considered very good eating. It is generally very fat, and 
the oil that is ex tracted from it is reckoned sovereign for 
wounds and for hair, and for greasing boots ; and in fact is 
supposed to be 011e of the finest animal oils known. It comes 
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to anything red, and i s  very easily caught ; every step i t  takes 

it pokes its head forward, and bobs its tail up and down, which 

gives it a Paul Pry sort of look that is rather ludicrous. 

There is a large and very beautiful pigeon-and besides 

these I should add the " morCi pork," a night bird which is 

supposed to say these words. The laughing jackass is unlike 
thc well-behaved boy, inasmuch, as the latter is seen and 

not heard, the former is heard but has never yet been seen ; 
I should never have supposed it to resemble a laughing 
jackass, never having heard a jackass laugh, unless I had 

been told that it did so ; but the parties who stood sponsors 
for the bird, doubtless knew what they were about, and I 
might be highly culpable were I to style them fanciful or 
misinformed. 

So much for the birds-not that I have enumerated all 
by any means, and a more intimate acquaintance with pecu
liaI' localities will doubtless enable rue to extend my list. 
With regard to the gigantic extinct bird the moa or dinornis, 
I may mention that its bones are constantly found, and that 
near each is always a small heap of round smoothly polished 
agate, 01' flint, or cornelian stones, from the size of a bantam's 
egg downwards. These, however remarkable it may appear, 
were the gizzard stones of the individual. 

Now for the " coo-ey." This corresponds to our English 
hoy ! halloa ! but is infinitely more puzzling, for the hoy 
and the halloa are generally but preludes to an explicit 
expression in plain English of the wishes of the hoyer or 
the halloer, to the hoyee or halloee respectively. Coo-ey 
however is far more extended in its signification, and is 
oCten expected to convey that signification in itself. Coo-ey 
can be heard for a very very long way--the " coo" is dwelt 
on for some time, and the " ey" is brought out sharp and 
quick in high relief from the " coo," and at an unnaturally 
high pitch. It requires some courage to give vent to a 
coo-ey at first ; the first attempts are generally abortive, not 
to aay rather doleful and somewhat ludicrous ; by and bye 
one gains confidence, and one's coo-eys are more successful ; 
my own at present is quite unimpeachable, though in  Eng
land nothing would have induced me to give utterance to 
such a noise. 

The butcher-boy is coming up with the meat. He  
coo-eys a long way off, and by the time he has got up  t o  the 
house the door is opened to receive the meat, and he goes 
on his way rejoicing. A man comes to the Rakaia, and 
finds i t  bank to bank ; seeing Dunford's accommodation-

#J 
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house on the other side the river, he coo-eys some three 
or four times to it. At Dunford's accommodation-house 
they see the river bank to bank, and the man on the other 
side of it ; they hear him coo-ey, by which he means, " Come 
over and help me-and they coo-ey back again, which 
means, " its no earthly use your stopping there, you fool . . 
the river's bank to bank, and no human being can cross.': 
Coo-ey means breakfast's ready-dinner's ready-I'm coming 
-bring the ferry-boat-mind your eye-come here-get 
out of the way there-where are you ?-l'm here I-in fact 
anything and everything ; the remaining interpretations to 
be discovered, as the classics have it, " inter legendum." 
The worst of the sound is, that the moment any one coo-eys, 
all within ear-shot interpret it differently, and consider it to 
have been personally addressed to themselves. \ 

So like Herodotus, whose authority I must plead\ for this 
discursive style of narration, (although the real excuse must be 
made on the ground of the excessively adverse circumstances 
under which I am writing), I have brought the reader safely 
back to the side of the stream which divides my run from 
that of one of my next neighbours, whose house, however, 
is more than thirty miles off. There I coo-eyed, and the 
Irishman came down the terrace and met us. He had given 
us up for lost, and had seen my ghost appearing to him and 
telling him where I lay. Then we went up the terrace 
and commenced taking the swag off our horses. 

Apropos of swag, I may as well mention here, that 
travellers are always accustomed to carry their blankets 
with them ; in the back country there are very few stations 
where blankets are provided for more than the actual in
mates of the house or hut ; besides which a person might 
easily be benighted, and have to camp down before arriving 
at his destination. My swag generally is as follows :-A 
mackintosh sheet, two blankets, one rough pea-jacket, saddle
bags, and a tether rope round my horse's neck ; if I meditate 
camping out beforehand, I take a pannikin for making tea, 
and a little axe for cutting fire-wood-·it is very handy and 
very easily carried-but I must not digress further. 

When I reached the place which I suppose I must almo�t 
now begin to call " home," it was already dark, and a cold 
drizzling rain had set in for an hour and more ; it had rained 
nearly continuously in the ten days interval of my absence 
at Christ Church, and accordingly I need not say that 
matters here had not improved. We had had lovely weather 
when I was up before, and had taken advantage of it to 
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put up a V hut, in which I had slept the night before 
I left. 

A V hut is a roof in sbape like the letter V set down, 
without any walls, upon the ground ; mine is 1 2  feet long 
by 8 feet broad ; it does not commonly possess a fireplace, 
but I bad left space for one in mine as I daily expected 
winter to set in in earnest, and having been informed that 
111Y hut is not, at the lowest computation, under two thousand 
fect above the level of the sea, I did not relish the idea 
of taking all my meals al fresoo in all weathers. No signs 
of winter, however, had set in by the twenty-first of May, 
in which month I left ; the nights, it is true, were frosty, but 
the days serene, calm, and most enjoyable ; now, however, 
the wet weather had fairly commenced, and matters looked 
very different. The snow that was before upon the tops of 
the mountains had crept a long way down their flanks ; 
the higher mountains were deeply clothed, and gave me 
the impression of not being about to part with their icy 
mantle ere the return of summer. It is wonderful, however, 
how much of it is now melted. 

The hut-now fully complete, and for its size wonderfully 
comfortable (1 have written all this in it)-was discovered 
to be neither air tight, nor water tight ; the floor, or rather 
the ground, was soaked and soppy with mud ; the nice 
warm snow-grass on which I had lain so comfortably the 
night before I left, was muddy and wet ; altogether, there 
being no fire, the place was as revolting looking an affair 
as one would wish to see ; coming wet and cold off a journey, 
we had hoped for better things. There was nothing for it 
but to make the best of it, so we had tea, and fried some of 
the beef-the smell of which was anything but agreeable
and then we sat in our great coats, on four stones, round 
the fire, and smoked ; then I baked and one of the cadets 
washed up-unorthodox-but I think on the whole prefer
able to leaving everything unwashed from day to day ; and 
then we arranged our blankets as best we could, and were 
soon asleep, alike unconscious of the dripping rain, which 
came through the roof of the hut, and of the cold raw 
atmosphere which was insinuating itself through the nu
lllerous crevices of the thatch. 

We will awake to a new chapter. 
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CHAPTER Il. 

I slept in all my wet things-boots and all-how could 
I dry them ? how change them ? I have done so often 
since I have been in New Zealand, and cannot say that I 
have ever felt the least harm from it, though I would always 
change if I could. I have been much more particular 
however, about another kind of damp, I mean that which 
rises from even the dryest ground, and which will search 
through any amount of blankets. I have always been 
careful to make a layer of small broken boughs, and cutting 
snow-grass or tussock-grass with the little axe, to spread a 
covering of this upon it, with my mackintosh sheet laid 
over all, no damp can penetrate-it is the wet from below 
that I fear, not the wet from above. I have not If-� a 
cold, or the ghost of a cold, since I have been in � ew 
Zealand. 

Rising with the first faint light of early morning, I crossed 
the creek-a rushing mountain stream which runs down the 
valley in which my hut now is, and over which by taking 
it in two streams you can find two or three crossing places 
in a hundred yards, where you can get over dry shod 
without any difficulty. I crossed this creek and went to 
look at the horses ; there is no feed on this side the 
creek at present ; it was all burnt in early autumn, and 
the grass will not grow again till spring ; on the other 
side there is splendid feed, so we turn our horses on to 
that ; we kept one on the tether-tethered to a tussock 
of grass by a peculiar kind of New Zealand knot-and 
let the others loose ; they will always keep together and 
are sure not to leave the one that is tethered far off-that 
is, if they know the horse. The nuisance of keeping a horse 
tethered is that he is pretty sure to tie himself up as it is 
called. New Zealartd grass is not a sward like English 
grass, but it consists chiefly of large yellow tussocks of a 
very stiff, tough, hard grass, which neither horses, nor cattle, 
nor anything else will eat, except when it is springing up 
tender and green, after having been just burnt. So tough 
is it that when you tether your horse to it, he may pull 
all night but cannot get away, unless you have selected a 
very weak one, and he pulls it up root and all out of the 
ground. Well , the horse advances cropping the tender 
grasses that spring up between and underneath the tussocks ; 
he then turns round, and of course turns the rope too ; 
the rope then may very probably be detained round either 
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a Spaniard, or a burnt tussock, or a small piece o f  Irishman, or 
what not ; the horse goes on cropping the grass, and winds 
his rope round this just like the picture of the hare in 
Cruikshank's illustration of the waggish musician. Some
times he may be doubly or trebly tied up, and of course 
he may have contrived to do this within half-an-hour of 
the time .when he was first tethered out : it is a very annoying 
thing to go to your horse the first thing in the morning and 
find him tied up, and so of course unable to feed, when 
you have been wanting him to fill his belly against a long 
day's journey ; there are few places where a horse does 
not stand a pretty good chance of getting tied up, (it is 
astonishing 'how small a thing will answer the purpose) ; 
but on the whole I prefer tethering a horse to putting a 
pair of hobbles on him, so do almost all here. Of course 
the last care of a considerate traveller before going to bed, 
and his first care before even washing in the morning, is 
to look at his horse. 

Well, I went to look at the hoi'ses, the creek was high
too high to get over dry shod-but very crossable ; I changed 
the horse that was on the tether, one of my cadet's, and 
tethered my own mare on as nice a spot as I could find. 
I then returned and had breakfast-it was still raining, 
as indeed it had been all night-and breakfast was not 
much more comfortable than tea had been the night before. 
Then we all set to work at the hut, completed the chimney, 
and made the thatch secure by laying thin sods over the 
rafters and putting the thatch (of which we could not readily 
get any more, all the snow-grass on my side of the creek 
being burnt) over these sous, as secure and warm a covering 
as can be possibly imagined ; in the evening we lighted 
our first fire inside the hut, and none but those who have been 
in similar conditions can realise the pleasure with which 
we began, ere bed time, to feel ourselves again quite warm 
and almost dry. It rained all day-had we not got over 
the Rangitata when we did, we should have assuredly been 
detained another week-it rained, I .say, all day, and the 
creek got very high indeed ; it has a river bed some three 
or four hundred yards wide opposite my hut, and precipices 
Or very like them descend on it upon either side as you 
go higher up : I climbed the terrace just above the hut 
from time to time, and could see the mare on the other 
side still with her head down to the ground quietly feeding. rr You may stop there all night," said I to myself, for I did 
not relish crossing the creek in its then condition : we could 
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hear the boulders thump, thump, thump beneath the roaring 
of the waters, and the colour of the stream was bright ochre 
and as thick as pea-soup. Next morning, the rain having 
continued all night, matters were worse, and worse still ; 
the mare was not feeding, she was evidently tied up-the 
only wonder being that she had not tied herself up before_ 
matters seemed less likely to improve than to deteriorate, 
so I determined to cross the creek at once and release her. 

Each stream was a furious torrent, more resembling a 
continued cascade, 01' series of very strong rapids, than any 
thing else ; the thumping and clattering of the boulders 
beneath the water was perfectly horrid ; divesting myself how
ever of my coat, trowsers, and stockings, and retaining my boots, 
shirt, and waist-coat, I advanced very gently into the first 
and least formidable of the two streams. I did keep my 
footing. and that was all ; in the second I got carri�d ofi' 
my legs a few yards, and pretty severely knocked about 
by boulders as big as my head, which were being carried 
down the stream like pebbles. I then released the mare, 
tethered another horse, the risk of losing all the horses being 
too great far me, to allow them to run loose while still new 
to the place, (we let them all run now) and then I found 
my way back to the side of the larger stream ; this time I was 
hardly in before my legs were knocked from under me and 
down I went helter, skelter, willy, nilly-of course quite 
unable to regain my lost footing. I lay on my back at once 
and did not resist the stream a bit, kicked out with my legs 
and made the bank 'I wanted before I had been carried down 
fifty yards,-to try to swim would have been absurd,-I knew 
perfectly well what I was doing and was out of the water 
in less time than it has taken me to write this ; the next 
stream I got over all right and was soon in the hut before 
the now blazing and comfortable fire. 

Oh I what fires we made I-how soon the snow-grass 
dried I-how soon the fioor, though even now damp, ceased 
to be slushy !-then we humped in three stones for seats, 
on one of which I am sitting writing, while the others are at 
work upon the hOllse,-then we confined the snow-grass 
within certain limits by means of a couple of poles laid upon 
the ground and fixed into their places with pegs,-then we 
put up several slings to hang our saddle-bags, tea, sugar, 
salt, bundles, &c.-then we made a horse for the saddles, 
four riding saddles ; and a pack saddle-underneath this 
go our tools at one end, and our culinary utensils, limited 
but very effective at the other. And now for some time 
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this part has been so neatly packed in the first instance, 
and every thing has been so neatly kept ever since, that when 
we come into it of a night it wears an aspect of comfort quite 
domestic, even to the cat which sits and licks my face of a 
night and purrs, coming in .JJ,.ways just after we are in bed 
by means of a hole under our thatched door which we have 
left for her especial benefit. · We were recommended by all 
means to tether her out for a da.y or two until she got used to 
the place, but the idea struck me as so excessively absurd 
that I did not put it in practice. Joking apart, however, it is 
a thing constantly done. 

Rats are either indigenous to Ne'''' Zealand, or have 
naturalised themselves here with great success ; they would 
come round us while we were sitting round the fire and steal 
the meat in the cool est manner, and run over us while asleep 
in the tent, before we had put the hut up ; now however we 
seem enti rely free from them, and bless the rat night and day. 

I said I would take an early opportunity of describing the 
process of camping out. 

It should be commenced if possi.ble one hour before full 
dark ; twilight is very short here ! I never found it out so much 
as when crossing the Rangi.tata the ot.her day, not the occasion 
to which I have alluded above ; but since then, oppo�ite 
Mount Peel . some thirty miles lower down ; there it is all one 
stream, of which more anon. Well,  it was daylight when I got 
into the stream, and dark when I got ont, and allowing for a 
slight mistake which I made in the ford at first, I don't suppose 
I was more than seven or eight minutes in tile  water. 

An hour before dark is not too much to allow of all 
preparations being made in comfort.able daylight ; of course the 
first thing to look out for in choosing a spot wherein to camp 
is food for the horse, that it may feed well against the next 
day's journey ; the next is water for yourself, and the third is 
firewood, and, if possible, shelter ;-feed-water-and fire
wood. On having found a spot possessing t.hese requisites
no easy matter in but too many places-first u n  swag the horse, 
either tether him out, or let him run according to the propensity 
of the animal ; in nine cases out of ten a horse may be safely 
trusted not to wander many hundred yards from one.'s camp
fire, and if there be two 01' three horses, to tether one is quite 
sufficient j then kindle a fire,-in wet weather a matter often 
involving considerable delay. The secret. of successfully kind. 
ling a fire lies in having plenty of' very small wood ready 
beforehand ; dry wood, even though wet, can soon be taught 
to light, when green wood, though comparatively dry, will 
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do nothing but smoke and smoulder, and make the eye to 
smart, and weary the lungs with blowing : blowing is generally 
the refuge of the incompetent ; a few puffs may sometimes 
help a lame dog over the style, but if a fire wants more than 
this, it is usually a sign that iJi has been badly laid, or that 
the wood has been badly selected. White men, when camping 
out, generally make a very large fire ; the Maori makes a 
little one : he says, " the white man a fool-he makes a large 
fire, and then has to sit away from it." I have generally myself 
followed the example of my own colour. Then set on a pan
nikin of water to boil ; when it boils throw in a handful of 
tea, and let it simmer : sweeten to taste ; fish out your bread 
and meat, and by the time you have commenced feeding, 
you will commonly find that dark has begun to descend upon 
the scene. You must be careful to avoid laying anythinll down 
without knowing where to find it again, or you will rue � :  lay 
every thing down in one place, close by your saddle. After 
tea-at which you will have had plenty of companions in the 
shape of robins and other small birds, with perhaps a woodhen 
or two, all of whom will watch your proceedings with the 
greatest interest-smoke a pipe, and then cut up black birch 
boughs, or tussock-grass, or snow-grass, or all three, and make 
yourself a deep warm bed, if not too tired, and then lay 
your saddle on its back ; spread the mackintosh sheet, with 
the blankets on the top of it ; heap up a good fire, and lie 
down to rest ; use the hollow of the saddle as a pillow, (it's 
astonishing what a comfortable pillow it makes) ; don 't take off 
any of your clothes, except your boots and coat (not that I ever 
take off the former of these myself) ; strap the mackintosh 
sheet, blankets, and all round your body, and I don 't think 
that there is any fear of your catching or even feeling cold. 
I have slept very warm and comfortable thus, and in the 
morning found the remains of the tea frozen in my pannikin, 
my sponge hard and unmanageable, and my blankets covered 
with frozen dew. 

I will now return to the V hut for a little while. It is 
about eight miles up a river bed that comes down Into the 
Rangitata on the south side, not in my opinion very far from 
the source of that river. Some think that the source of the river 
lies many miles higher, and that it works its way yet a long 
way back into the mountains ; but as I look up the river bed, 
I see two large and gloomy gorges, at the end of each of 
which are huge glaciers, distinctly visible to the naked eye, 
but through the telescope resolvable into tumbled masses of 
blue ice, exact counterparts of the Swiss and. Italian glaciers. 
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I consider these enough to account for even a larger body of 
water than is found in the Rangitata, and have not the smallest 
intention of going higher up the river to look for country. 

My river bed flows into the main stream of the Rangitata, 
a good way lower down ; on either side of it rise high moun
tains-the spurs and abutments of the great range ; horn these 
again descend into my river bed numerous streams, each 
through a grassy valley, the upper part of which is bare and 
shingly, and is now (June 2 8 )  covered with snow, though 
a good deal less thickly than I could have expected. The 
largest of these tributary streams flows into the river bed, 
from the eastern side, about eight miles up it ; and at th'e 
confluence of the two streams I have built my hut. A beautiful 
wood, large, but not too large, clothes a portion �f the lower 
side of the mountains close 'Clown to the j unction of two streams, 
affording alike shelter, and fire-wood, and timber : the moun" 
tains em bosom my hut upon all sides, save that the open valley 
in front allows me the fllll benefit of tlre whole day's sun, 
or nearly so. The climate of New Zealand is notoriously 
windy, but so sheltered and secluded is this spot) that I have 
scarcely had a breath of wind ever since I have been up there ; 
though on getting down to the main valley of the Rangitata, 
I have generally found it blowing up or down (chiefly down) 
the river bed with great violence : from the terrace just above 
my hut, I can see a small triangular patch of the Rangitata 
in the distance, and have often noticed the clouds of sand 
blowing down the river when no air is stirring at my own 
place : the wind blows up and down the main river, and does 
not reach up my river bed, for above three or four miles. 
Thus whether, there be a sou'-wester blowing, or a nor'
wester, if I feel either at all, they come from the north 
east. 

I have about five thousand acres up this valley, and about 
ten or twelve thousand more adjoining it, but divided from 
it by a mountain ridge, with three or four good high passes 
over it. People meet me whenever I come down to church, 
and ask me if I am frozen out yet) and pity me fo1' having 
buried myself, as they call it) in such an out-of-the-way place : 
all I can tell them is, that I have not had a flake of snow yet ; 
that whenever I go down to my neighbours' fire, and twenty 
miles off, I find that they have been having much calder and 
more unpleasant weather than myself ; that the rain 1 have 
alluded to above, was alike felt and alike commented upon 
all over the plains and back country, and considered every
where to have been some of the vilest weather known in the 
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settlement ; and that thE) very people who most profess to 
pity me, are those who were laughed at in exactly the 
same manner themselves for taking up the country adjoinino
my own, than which nothing can have turned out bette� 
and that in my opinion their pity is principally dictated 
by a regret that, as they were about it, they did not go 
a little further, and get the country of which I am now 
only too well content to call myself the possessor. A few 
years hence, when people have taken up the glaciers beyond 
me,  I am sure I shall find myself doing exactly the same 
thing ; so invariably has it happened here that even the 
most despised country has turned out well ; and so many 
cases have there been of people taking up country, and then 
absolutely refusing to have anything to do with it, and of 
others quietly stepping into it free gratis, and for Jiothing, 
and selling it at the rate of one hundred pounds Ior the 
thousand acres, the novel price paid for country, that 1 
have not the smallest doubt that after I have completed 
my stay here during the winter, finished the house, brought 
a dray up, and put up a yard or two, I may be a thousal ld 
pounds in pocket, the reward of my adventures .  But I 
most emphatically express my belief that there is no more 
available country left in this province un taken up. It may 
appear absurd to suppose myself the last for tunate individual 
who has succeeded in procuring country without buying 
i t ; but I must urge that I have followed up the Hurunui, 
the Waimakirivi, the Rakaia, and the Rangitata, and have 
only been successful in the case of the last-named river ; 
that the 'Vaitangi, the largest of all, is notoriously explored, 
and that much more country has been taken up in that 
district than actually exists, and that I should go on exploring 
myself, were I not strongly of opinion that I should make 
nothing by my motion. 

True-the west coast remains, the tower in which the 
slumbering princess lies, whom none can rescue but the 
fated prince-but we know that the great Alpine range 
descends almost perpendicularly into the sea, upon that 
side the island ,  and that its sides are covered with dense 
impenetrable forests of primeval growth. Here and there 
at the mouths of the rivers a few flats may exist, or rather 
do exist ; but over thebe rolls upwards to the snow line 
a heaving mass of timber. I do not say but that my own 
curiosity concerning the west coast is excited, and th�t 
I do not, if all is well, intend to verify or disprove the 
reports of others with my own eyes ; hut I have little 
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faith in the success of the undertaking, and should go more 
as a traveller and an explorer, than as intending to make 
any money by the expedition. 

I have yet much to write :-I should like to describe 
the general features of the New Zealand rivers, or rather 
of the Canterbury rivers, the remarkable nor'-}Vest winds, 
the south-west winds, the character of the plains, and the 
peculiarities of the inhabitants ; but, for the present, I have 
trespassed sufficiently upon the patience of the reader. 

Flax and cabbage trees belong more to the front country ; 
they are not so characteristic of the back : the forests too ,  
upon the front side of the mountains, are well worthy of 
a description, but these things I will reserve for the presento 
The departure of the mail is at hand, and I must arise from 
my stone in my V-hut, and take these papers down to 
Christ Church. Let the reader be set to write under similar 
circumstances, occas.ionally getting up to turn a damper, 
or to assist in carrying a heavy log of timber from the 
bush to the scene of the building operations, and he might 
perhaps write English neither better nor more coherent than 
I have done. On these grounds, claiming his indulgence 
for the present, I bid him a hearty farewell. 

+ 
+ + 

+ 



FBILOCTETES IN LEMNO·S, 

AG.Al.N the day is dying down the west 
A nd I yet here, and thus nine summer times 
H ave pass'd, with nine harsh winters, and again 
The tenth sprin5-tide hath found me still alone, 
And tortured with this ever-growing wound 
Which day by day consumes m e ; woe is me ! 

o mighty cliffs, 0 dark steep rocks, 0 seas 
That ever plunge and ·roar upon the coasts 
Of this wild isle, 0 listen to my voice, 
J:or thro' these years of suffering ye have been 
My sole compal).ions, heal' my tale of wrongs ! 

Would I had never left my native hills 
To join in Aulis them that went to TI'oy, 
Or that the snake wh,os.e poison caused this wound 
l;Iad slain me, so the orafty, cruel kings 
Wad, never seized me as amid the camp 
Helpless. I la;r and groaning, nor the ship 
Had brought me hit)1er, leaving me to die. 

o mountains, �ow ye echoed to my cries 
When from my sleep awaking, while the night 
Was filling ,silently the sky with stars, 
I saw no vessel in the heaving bay, 
Nor heard or voice 01' sound, save faint and low, 
The breakers dying on the yellow sand ; 
And loud I cried " Odysseus," and the rocks 
M ocked me, and cried " Odysseus" far away 
Until my voice was weary, and I sat 
Hopeless as some poor shipwreck'd mariner 
Who waking from his stupor on the sands 
Where fine great waves have cast him, sees the cliffs 
Piled round him, so that there is no escape, 
And feels death creeping nearer in each wave. 

But when at last the slowly-moving morn 
Was risen, in the cave I found my bow 
And these famed arJ'ows, which from day to day 
Have slain me bird or beast to serve my need ; 
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And, dragging on this wounded foot with pain, 
I gather broken wood and fallen leaves 
Wherewith to feed the fire that from the flints 
I force with labour, and the dewy spring 
Here by the cave supplies my thirst, tho' oft 
Frozen, when winter strips this sea-girt isle. 

And thus I live, if to exist in pain 
Be life, and whether parch'd by summer noons 
When all the shore lies steaming in the sun, 
Or drench'd with dews that fall on summer nights, 
I lie exposed ; and all the winter long 
The harsh frost bites me, and I hear from far, 
From the dark hollows, voices of the wolves 
Ring to the keen-eyed stars : woe, woe is me ! 
Yet, when from west to ea8t the setting sun 
Bridges with golden light the purple seas, 
And airs Llow cool about me, sometimes comes 
Some little calmness o'er me as I sit 
And watch the sea-gull sporting on the wave, 
And, high amid the rosy-tinted ail', 
The eagle sailing towards his rocky home. 
I veal' in spirit, dying far away, 
The torrent streams of (Eta, aud behold 
The snowy peaks, the hollows of the hills, 
And the green meadows, haunt of grazing herds 
Thro' which Spercheius wanders to the sea,
My ancient home-and there methinks I see 
My father coming homeward from the chase 
With all his dogs about him, and the youths, 
Their weapons gleaming in the falling dew. 
o is he yet alive, or does he lie 
Sepulchred with his fathers ? for whene'er 
A. ship hath chanced to touch upon this isle, 
I have besought the mariners with tears 
To tell him of my lot, that he might send 
And fetch me, but no ship hath ever come, 
And so I fear that all who loved me there 
Are with their fathers ; would that I might lie 
Among them, but my bones, alas ! the sport 
Of every wind and wave, when all the birds 
Have feasted off thcm, on these sands must bleach 
Unburied, and un wet with any tears, 

o often, as in dreams, I seem to heal' 
The din of battle, and I long to know 
How fares the war, and if it rages still 
Beside the reedy banks of Simois, 
01' up divine Scamander's whirling stream, 
A nd Oil the lotos-bearing meads tha t stretch 
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Beneath the breezy battfements of Troy ; 
Or if the fair broad-streeted city yet 
Hath fallen, or the noble Hector died ; 
For there went many thither whom I loved
Divine Achilles, and the wise old king 
That ruled o'er sandy Pylos ; do they still, 
Chanting the prean, fight with gods and men, 
0.1' are they nothing but an empty name 
For wandering bards to sing of ? Oh, for me 
No famous exploit, mighty deed of arms 
Shall ever show me worthy to have held 
His weapons, who, from oft the sacred pile 
That flaming far on (Eta lit the sea, 
Rose to his place among the migh� gods: 
Nor even may I in paternal halls 
Dwell, mated with a loving wife, whose smile 
Might cheer my hearth, and train a race of sons 
To keep alive the glory of their sires. 

But yet if patience, and to suffer pain 
With firm endurance, meet a due reward, 
For me, who all these years have dwelt alone 
And sufl'er'd daily from a grievous wound, 
Far higher glory may I reach than they 
Who figBt, whirl'd on amid a multitude 
That praise them, and exhort to noble deeds, 
And half-inspire the valour they applaud. 

And still, however little, there is hope : 
There yet may come a time when I shall see 
The faces I have loved in olden time, 
And with the spring my ]jope buds fresh again. 
The sea is still, the breeze across the bay 
Blows softly, and upon my couch of leaves 
May sleep-who drowns alike lost hopes and fears, 
Refresh me with the shadow of his wings : 
Perchance a ship may touch the coast at moro. 

J& 
�Io \a 

" H."  

DOUBI,E HONOURS. 

IT was my intention to have submitted to the Editors of 
The Eagle, with a view to their finding a place in their 

last Number, a few additional remarks on University Studies, 
supplementary to, and on some points corrective of, those 
which have already appeared in Nos. VI. and VII. of 
The Eagle. I was prevented from doing so by other duties 
which called me away from Cambridge : an . interruption 
which I the less regret, because the experience of one who 
has tried " double reading" may be of service to some 
new Candidate for University Honours, who is at present 
in doubt as to his future course. I shall therefore en
deavour as briefly as I can, to state where I differ from 
your previous correspondents, and what are my own views 
on the subject. 

The remarks of " N  e quid nimis" of course claim 
my first attention. I differ with him on three points : 
1 st, I maintain that it may be laid down as a general rule, 
that all " really great works" have been achieved by men 
who have made one study, one pursuit, their sole object 
and aim. There is more force in his remark, that what
ever tends to give a man one-sided views, is prejudicial 
to the formation of a sound judgment. 

2ndly, I consider the study of Mathematics to be the 
best possible training for a man intended for Holy Orders. 
At any time he requires the power of sound reasoning 
which he may gain from their study, for the arguments 
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of theoretical Divinity ;* and, in our �wn day above all, 
he needs the same power to enable lum to detect every 
sophistry and fallacy, that will meet him in his contact 
with the growing infidelity of our large towns. Practical 
observation is strengthening this power daily in the mind 
of the thoughtful mechanic. The constant tracing of the 
links between cause and effect in the several parts of the 
machine on which he works cannot fail to develope in him 
an inductive power which may make him a dangerous com
batant to meet, to one who lacks such training. 

3rdly, I cannot assent to the theory advanced in p. 36 .  
It  appears to me to strike a t  the root of a belief in  peculiar 
talents, and to an un warrantable extent t.o apply the J effer
sonian Canon, that " all men are born free and equal." 
At any rate, in my own case, and with reference to my 
introduction to Latin, experience points to a different con
clusion. 

To all that your second correspondent advances, I can 
subscribe, save to that which at first sight appeared to myself, 
and will doubtless appear to many, his strongest argument :  
I mean that which he derives from the moral value of 
the fourth or fifth hour's work. 1\1 y own experience and 
that of others, whom I have consulted, go to prove that 
your " double man" does not take up his Horace at the 
end of a hard evening's work at Mathematics : that on 
the contrary, with the exception of the necessary preparation 
for College Lectures, one branch of study or the other 
will occupy his whole attention. In this sense alone I 
believe the maxim to be true-" Change of work is as 
good as play." It appears to me that such a process of 
" change" as that to which your correspondent alludes, 
cannot fail to un hinge and unsettle the mind, and cause 
a man to realise the truth of that other proverb about 
falling between two stools. The zest and freshness with 
which a man returns to a branch of study which he has 
laid aside for a time, is quite a different thing, and has 
formed one of my own greatest pleasures in my course 
as an Undergraduate. 

Thus much for the opinions of our friends. My own 

'" I have heard it remarked ere now. that we should not have 
had so mueh of the mists of German Neology, had Mathematics 
lHlcn more studied in G erman Universities. 
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experience points to somewhat different conclusions. "\Vith 
regard to the generality of knowledge of which " Ne quid 
nimis" speaks, the history and poetry, the newspapers 
and novels, the " single" reader has decidedly the advantage 
over his more ambitious confr�he. I am convinced that, 
if a man aims at a high place in both Triposes he must 
be endowed with very brilliant parts to be able to devote 
flny time to such reading. He may manage a newspaper 
or a serial at the Union after hall, but the rest of his 
time is too precious to be spent thus. Even the history 
which your Mathematician can take pleasure in, and your 
Classic provide for in his hours of study, becomes irksome 
to him from the knowledge that what forms Ms light readin� 
must be reproduced on the sixth morning of the final 
examination. " Ne quid nimis" is, however, somewhat 
hard on the Mathematical men, in putting them all down 
in the same Category, as wholly absorbed in their favourite 
pursuit with neither heart nor head for aught else. 

There are two classes of men, as I conceive, who should 
read for both Mathematical and Classical honours : those 
whom early preparation or mental capacity assures of a 
high place in each-and those who, having thoroughly 
tested their own powers, know that they would be unable 
to secure such a place in either ; men who, unable to achieve 
a Wranglership or First Class, can attain to a Double 
Second. Ordinary men will do best to confine their at
tention to the one branch, to which their inclination leads 
them. 

But though I would check the aspirations of our j uniors 
in University standing, who dream of the double laurel� 
of Senior Wrangler and Senior Classic, I would remind 
them that they have in our two new Triposes a preventive 
of the one-sidedness which your correspondent so much 
dreads. The studies which they involve afford sufficient 
variety from the severer pursuits of the candidate for othel1' 
honours, and cannot be accused of any want of practical 
bearing on life and conduct. At the same time, either party 
will find, if he prefers them, studies which, while affording: 
him change and recreation, will at the same time by mental 
training, aid his other studies. The Mathematician may 
profit by the analysis of Chemistry, the inductions of 
Geology, the classifications of Botany and Zoology : whilst 
the Classic can only gain a thoroLlgh knowledge of his 
Plato and Aristotle by a deep study of their moral meaning. 
Or if it be more consistent with the Student's ideas of 
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preparation for Holy Orders, let him set about divinity 
reading, and increase the scanty number of those who seek honours in the Theological Tripos . 

But these remarks have already extended beyond the limits which I proposed to lPyself. I hope that the importance of the subject to so many of your readers may be my excuse. 

" aCCIDENS." 

MY 

It has a classic-carven bead : 
Young Sleep lies cushion' d on a cloud ; 
His eyes are closed ; his head is bow'd ; 

And at his feet grim Care lies dead. 

A Snake crawls subtle round the stem : 
The yellow stem is amber-tipp 'd : 
And all the bowl is silver-lipp'd : 

Each Snake's eye glitters like a gem. 

The amber clear shines liquid bright ; 
As when some sunbeam glimmers down 
On shady brook, and makes it brown 

And lucid with the lurking light. 

And every curve and Serpent coil, 
The bronzed Sleep, dead Care by him, The head up to the silver rim 

Is burnish 'd with the oozing oil .  

" W. E .  M ." 

TH E TOTAL ECLI PSI� OF 1860. 

The Posada, Pancorbo. 
July 13 ,  1860. 

'VHEN in the month of A pril Professor Chevallier pro-
posed to m e  to join him i n  an excursion to the Pyrenees 

and the north of Spain to observe t he total eclipse of the 
sun from some station near the central line , I was not many 
minutes in coming to a decision . I was also empowered to 
invite a third friend to j oin us ; an d  in the coffee-room of 
the Hotel des Etrangers in Paris ,  I introduced to him 
Hammond, one of the Sixth Form of Rugby School. 

I shall say nothing of our tour in the Pyrenees, and 
spare my readers the ascent of the highest mountain of 
all the Pyrenees, the Maladetta ; an ascent which though 
not extraordinarily difficult 01' fatiguing , and offering a view 
at sunrise which the Cima di J azi under Monte Rosa alone 
can rival , has been made by fe w  EngliRhmen. The summit 
was first attained in 1 8 4 2 .  After spending some days very 
pleasantly at Luchon,  and making excursions in the neigh
bourhood, we returned by Pau to Bayonne a week before 
the ecl ipse , and started on Friday the 1 3th in the banquette 
of the diligence for Vi ttoria. 

. 
A t  the Spanish frontier our baggage was instantly passed 

without examination ;  the government having ordered that all  
possible facilities should be afforded to foreign astronomers. 
Now we were in a new land , and the change was instan t ly 
manifest in the style of dri ving . Instead of six respectabl e  
horses, we beheld eight m ules and two horses harn("s�ed in 
pairs to our di l igence . After infinite shouting' and struggling, 
the mules were prevented from facing the driver, and were 
in some sort of order. A man stands by each. Suddenly 
the con ductor shouts ' arre, arre' (pure A rabic for gee-up) and 
a storm of winged words and blows fro m  above, below, and 
on both sid es, descends on the unfort.unate mules. We 
start at a terrific' pace , swinging round corners and down 
the narrow streets of hun, till all the runners are out

stripped , and the u nhappy beasts are left to the tender 
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mercles of the postillion on one of the leaders, and the 
driver. The latter has a complete assortment of whips on 
the roof of the diligence, and has a very good notion how 
to make them speak from the box ; but every now and then 
quietly descends from his high seat, and frantically rushing 
alongside of the team, who know well what is coming, and 
do all they know, bastes every one of them, kick as they 
may and do, with the wooden handle of one of his whips, 
and placidly remounts to his box, while the lumbering old 
coach is tumbling and pitching along at some twelve miles 
an hour. The shouting at the mules is incessant ; " albonero, 
albonero", shouts the conductor, in a tone of surprised re
monstrance ; " albonero, albonero," shrieks the indignant 
driver ; " albonero, albonero", the disappointed conductor ; 
" albonero, albonero", the furious ' driver, and enforces his 
ejaculations with the lash, and so on through every tone and 
expression of all the feelings that can possibly be supposed 
to arise in the breasts of a driver and conductor in a hurry 
to overtake a rival diligence. Suddenly we see the rival 
before us, the driver instantly descends, and we tear down 
the hill after it. There is barely room to pass, but our 
postillion is already by the side of their wheelers ; we are 
gaining rapidly, when their leaders shy almost into the ditch, 
and get inside the telegraph posts ; and as we pass in a 
cloud of dust and shouts we see their struggling team in 
hopeless confusion, a telegraph post in the act of falling, 
our conductor shrugging his shoulders, and all goes on just 
as before ; and the driver, without looking round, continues 
his shouts " hierro, hieno, la otra. Utra, otra." 

To ascend some of the passes we had twelve oxen har
nessed in pairs in front, and the ten mules in a string 
behind ; and the shrieks, in the vain endeavour to persuade 
the beasts that n.,Ow, now is the time to make an extra effort, 
were even more varied, and displayed a copious vocabulary 
of epithets, many of them alluding to the deceased pro
genitors of the animals. 

The Bidassoa, Pas ages, San Sebastian and Vittoria, recall 
many a page in N apier. 'Ve were proud of our country as 
we passed over the spot where Joseph's carriage, stuffed 
with spoil and fine oil paintings secreted in the lining, and 
all his papers, were taken the evening after the great battle. 
" Gracias a Dios, soy caballero Ingles" is · the correct reply 
for an Englishman to make if ever he is mistaken in Spain 
for a Frenchman. 

'Ve had. had the most alarming account given us of 
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Spanish cookery ; a lively little Frenchman who had just 
returned from this part of Spain, gave us an appalling de
scription, garlic in everything, everything cooked with oil, 
" ugh, ugh," holding his nose, " l' huile mauvaise ! rancee ! !  
detestable ! ! !" but fifty marks of exclamation would fail to 
convey the emphasis of his voice and gesture. 'Ve must 
however do the Spaniards the justice to say that we have 
lived for a week in Spain, most of it in a little village inn, 
and have not seen or smelt oil ; and had garlic in nothing 
but salt : and all travelLers who repeat sufficiently often the 
words " ajo no ! aeeite no" ! may fare equally well. The 
cuisine is very good even here ; and everything clean and 
nice. 

Pancorbo is a little village of some fifteen hundred to two 
thousand inhabitants, half way between Vittoria and Bm'gos, 
and nearly half way between Bayonne and Madrid. The 
line of central totality passes within a mile or two of it, and 
this was the station Mr. Chevallier decided on selecting. 
iVe drove hither on Saturday from Vittol'ia, meeting one 
or two English engineers and astronomers at Miranda on 
the Ebro. Airy, Otto Struve, and others were in the neigh
bourhood ; and De la Rue had set up a house and complete 
photographic apparatus. The Spaniards were of opinion 
that the English had come to make arrangements for bring
ing the sun nearer to England, where we had no sun and 
no fruit. The Spanish ambassador in England is said to 
have reported, that he met with no ripe fruits in England 
except ginger-bread nuts. A very intelligent Spaniard asked 
me whether corn could grow in England. 

Mr. Chevallier had requested the English consul at 
Bayonne to write to the Alcalde of Pancorbo to engage 
rooms for us. vVe drove therefore first to his house. He 
recei ved us in all state. Placing us on his right hand, he 
began to pour forth an eloquent and copious address in 
Spanish, of which we could so far gather the meaning, as to 
perceive that he was, after many sentences were completed, 
still in the preface. Fortunately, however, we discovered 
that he spoke French very well ; and all our anxieties were 
over. He accompanied us to the posada or inn, a large 
building hy the road-side. The capacious front ·door leads 
directly into a low roomy stable, after the in variable fashion 
of houses here. We found ourselves in one of the bed
rooms ; we sat in a row, the Alcalde at the head, and opposi te 
us a plain English looking man and his sharp little wifC', 
master aud mistress of the posada. The Alcalde is the 
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interpreter. We wish to know what accommodation they 
have, and at what price. The Alcalde begins " Los Senores 
dicen," etc. , and interprets the reply, seventeen francs each 
per day. This was absurd ; so we explained that we had 
travelled and knew a thing or two, and thought the charge 
monstrous. This was evidently expected, and the Alcalde 
began again. " Los Senores dicen," that they have travelled 
in Spain, France, Italy, Germany, and England (laying a 
marked emphasis on England as an outlandish place which 
few English might be expected to visit), and made our offer 
to them. After much more talking, and the minutest en
quiries as to the diet we desired, and at the end of a scene 
infinitely entertaining, for by this time the postman and 
similar important personages were in the room, we finally 
agreed on our terms, and the exultation and the delighted 
glances at each other of the master and mistress convinced 
us that we had not made a very hard bargain. 

Pancorbo is the Thermopylre of this part of Spain . It 
lies in a valley, bounded in some places literally by vertical 
rocks, and though very narrow for more than a mile, is in 
one place not thirty yards broad either at the level of the 
road, or a hundred feet higher up. The rocks are, I believe, 
of carboniferous limestone ; but I could detect no fossils 
whatever in any part by which to identify them. The 
strata are at all inclinations from horizontal to vertical ; and 
strangely contorted the curved broken strata in one place 
forming a cave with almost architectural regularity and 
symmetry of outline. Pinnacles, serrated edges, and pon
derous buttresses of rock group themselves fantastically round 
the village. It is a very Pompeii of antiquity. The old 
castle, occupied for five years by the French till after the 
battle of Vittoria, was built against the Moors : the caves 
are of immense antiquity. Thick-walled houses of the 
quaintest build, and having their in ternal arrangements 
more picturesque than I can describe, stand about facing this 
way and that, as if they had nothing to do with the modern 
villilge clustering round them ; and their huge old oak-doors, 
stable-doors of course, are so massively and handsomely 
carved, and so adorned with finely-wrought iron-work as to 
show that their masters, once upon a time, were no mean 
men. But there is no end to the curiosities of the place. 
Poking about the little streets, one stumbles here on a half
defaced coat of arms, with ALONS( )  GOMEZ decipherable 
beneath it ; there on some antique symbols over the door of 
a cottage, with walls of hewn stone a yard thick ; herE' on a 
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massive arch, and there one's eye is caught by the glitter, as 
it dangles in the sun and twirls about in the breeze, of the 
very brass helmet which the valiant Don Quixote won with 
his lance from the peaceful and astonished barber. 

There is a school here of some thirty boys, (there is an 
elementary school, attended by seventy little boys and girls) ; 
we saw them lying on their cloaks in the sun in the school
yard, humming away over their lessons. I looked at one 
of their books, it was a Latin Phrase book, dated 1 7 2 5 ,  
occumbere somno ; dormir-sopor irrigat artus ; 10  mismo
dare membra sopori ; 10 mismo, &c., &c. ' Membra,' on 
enquiry was feminine singular, to the horror of the Sixth 
Form boy who came up at the moment. We went into the 
school afterwards. It was a plain kind of barn, the master 
standing in the middle, on a floor not worth speaking of, 
and the boys ranged all round. They do no arithmetic, no 
geography, nor history of any kind ; and learn nothing but 
Latin. They could translate Ovid very respectably, and 
parse and scan, and give the rules with a volubility which 
infinitely surpassed our power of comprehending provincial 
Spanish ; but as the master /Seemed recently to have dined 
on garlic, and thought fit loudly to repeat, in impressive 
proximity to our olfactory organs, every word the boys 
said, we were compelled somewhat precipitately to retire. 
Mr. Ohevallier wrote them a Latin letter, inviting the whole 
school to come to the inn at noon on Tuesday, if the sun 
shone, to look at the sun. 

The agricultural arrangements are most primitive ; ploughs 
that would illustrate Hesiod ; mattocks and hoes of oriental 
shape. The corn is thrashed by mules treading it out ou 
grass covered areas artificially levelled, or dragging after 
them a board, studded with flints ingeniously fastened in ; 
it is all thrashed as soon as reaped, and winnowed by being 
flung out of a window into a blanket when a breeze is 
blowing. With such antiquities, such primitive modes, not 
of agriculture only, but of everything ; such a simple and 
Courteous people, so picturesquely dressed ; such a field of 
geological and also of botanical interest, it would seem that 
Pancorbo would have been no bad place to spend a week in 
had there been no special reason for selecting it. For our 
purpose of observing the eclipse no place could be better. 

We started at 9.30 with a couple of mules, carrying tables 
and chairs, stands, instruments, &c., and wound by a zig-zag 
path past ruined French barracks, and the site of the battery 
that breached the castle in ' 1 3, up to the top of the hill. 

o 
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The sky was very cloudy, but gave promise of breakin� ; 
and it never actually rained with us. By twelve o'clock the 
sun had gained a complete victory ; but over the valley of 
the Ebro, two thousand feet below us, the struggle was still 
pending. The people soon came thronging up, the Alcalde 
among the first. He is a fine old gentleman, who remembers 
the war of Independence, as the Peninsular war is here 
called, and is very proud of the Spanish success, admitting, 
however, that some English, Germans, and Hollauders came 
here to help them. He has been invaluable to us as an 
interpreter, and we have turned over our portmanteaus in 
vain search for some substantial mark of our gratitude, but 
we can find nothing that would be valuable, and at the same 
time a suitable present for Englishmen to make, but soap ; 
and that he would scarcely know the use of. 

At the very summit of the hill, a steep ridge, are the 
ruins of a French powder magazine ; and its thick walls 
served admirably as a place for our thermometer in the 
shade. At 1 . 1 5  there must have been three hundred men, 
women, and school-boys, on the top of our hill. The Alcalde 
had promised that when we wished to be alone, the soldiers, 
some half dozen of whom were in attendance, should clear 
the ground ; but there was no necessity for this. For the 
next half hour we were three showmen. There was an 
uninterrupted stream of strange rough bearded men, in the 
broad crimson sash of Spain, whose open shirt fronts showed 
a skin tanned to a tawny red ; of women with heads unde
fended against the sun, by anything more than their thick 
jet black hair, and occasionally a bright coloured handkerchief 
thrown over them : and of boys not a little proud of being 
able to exchange a word or two in Latin, with the "  tall 
Englishmen. The sharpest of them were much struck by 
the spots on the sun, one of which was large, and remarkably 
well defined, and I had many questions about them. The 
people maintained perfect order and decorum ; I made a 
ring of stones round my stand, and they stood in a line out
side it, coming up in order to look through my telescope. 
My telescope was a large cometensucher, belonging to 
Mr. Chevallier ; with a field of nearly three degrees diameter, 
and giving a well defined image. After the ring was 
formed, there came up four priests, with long cylindrical 
hats, a hole being cut in the side for the head, and thick 
capacious cloaks of black cloth, which justify Sancho Panza's 
simile more completely than I had supposed possible
" Blessed be the man that invented sleep ; it wrappeth a 
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man about like a cloak." I found by unmistakeable signs, 
that the priests claimed precedence of all present, and 
accordingly invited them to the telescope, and the stolid 
stupidity of their faces, which were not improved by their 
having to look up a tube inclined at about 6 0° to the 
horizon, made me long for a photograph of them. As the 
time of first contact drew near, Mr. C. called " silence," 
and the soldiers shouted " silencio," and I find in my notes, 
1 hour, 4 8  minutes, 35 seconds, as the time observed. The 
11100n advanced very slowly on the sun, shewing even wit.h 
my small power two or three distinct prominences. We 
left our chairs, and the talking spontaneously began again ; 
and our labour as showmen. The people were highly delighted 
at seeing a piece taken out of the sun. The vanishing of the 
large spot, a quarter of an hour after first contact, was a curious 
sight, and when that was over I left the telescope in charge 
of our friend, the clever carpenter, whose aiel we had more 
than once invoked, and went to make a very straight forward 
observation. I had cut in a pieee of card-board; some two 
feet square, a number of holes of different shapes and sizes ; 
triangles, squares, circles, parallelograms, &c., and placed it 
on a wall, so propped up with stones that the sunlight fell 
nearly perpendicularly on it ,  and placed another on the 
ground parallel to it, in its shadow. The spots of light 
were, as I expected, no longer circles,'" but accurately repre
sented the phase of the eclipse ; this delighted the people 
immensely, who had before been gazing at the perforated card
board with unenlightenecl curiosity. There was not much to 
do now ; Hammond took the thermometer readings every 
1 5  minutes, in sun and shade. The light on the land
scape was rapidly diminishing : at 2. 5 0. the lower cusp in 
an inverting telescope was very blunt, "and suddenly like a 
flash of light became pointed again. A few minutes before 
totality, I looked round ; a greenish unnatural light, wholly 
unlike twilight, was spread over the vale of Miranda behind 
UB, and the great treeless plain that extended as far as the 
eye could reach before us. A hush was creeping over the 
people : a dog plaintively poking his nose up to his master 
within a yard or two of me. I returned to the telescope : 
the cusps were now rapidly changing ; spots of light became 
isolated in the upper cusp, and were then instantly extin-

.. What is the exact shape of the spot of light formed by the sun 
shining through an elliptical hole ? 

0 2  
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guished. I drew off the dark glass, and saw the arc o f  light 
break up partially into fine points and instantly vanish : 
I saw no motion of the beads of light. The whole scene was 
in a moment utterly changed. Two bright cherry-coloured 
flames appeared suddenly at some distance from the point of 
disappearance of the sun : they were not very bright, tri
angular, with the base towards the moon, somewhat lighter 
and brighter at the vertex, and of a singularly beautiful 
colonr. But the corona was splendid ; far exceeding all 
my anticipations. My telescope was admirably adapted for 
observation of the corona. It was very irregular, in one 
place near the upper part the light being very feeble, even 
close by the edge, for an arc of the moon of nearly 1 0° ;  the 
dark part being bounded on one side by straight radii of 
light ; and on the other by similar rays, like fibres of finely 
spun glass in a brilliant light, which however at a little 
distance from the moon lost their rectilinear structure, and 
curved over toward the dark part in fine wavy silky lines: 
At the part where the sun vanished was a similar wavy 
portion of the corona, its direction on the whole being nearly 
radial which extended from the moon, as well as I could 
estimate, more than two breadths of the moon. The corona 
was very brilliant ; and of nearly white light, tinged with a 
light pink cream colour. I now took in hand a photometer, 
which Mr. Chevallier had contrived, but found that the halo 
was so much brighter than we had anticipated, that I could 
get from it no superior limit to the amount of light ; it 
was however by estimation as seen through the darkest part 
of the photometer when barely visible, nearly equivalent to 
that of a light cirrocumulous cloud about 1 2° or 1 5° below 
the sun , ten minutes after its reappearance ; but somewhat 
exceeded it in brightness. It was also not very unequal · 
in intensity to  the flame of a wax candle at ten feet distance, 
two or three minutes after reappearance. I now returned 
to the telescope, and having computed the zenith distance 
and azimuth of Venus relatively to the sun, had no difficulty 
in finding it in my large field. It was extremely brilliant ; 
the cusps appeared as exquisitely fine lines, completing as 
nearly as I could judge, but not exceeding a semicircle, and 
the dark part of Venus was wholly invisible. The centre 
of the illuminated part was so bright as to dazzle the eye, 
and I regret that I did not think at the moment of usi)1O' the 
dark glass to examine it. When will such a chance as

o 
this 

eclipse afforded, (Venus being nearly in inferior conjunction 
with the sun and only 5�0 distant from it, at the time of a 
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total eclipse) of determining whether Venus has a n  atmo
sphere, occur again ? 

I looked round on the people and the landscape. 
There was total silence, and not a breath of air : a hush 
and an awe had fallen on all that crowd, and their faces 
were pale with a greenish light. The very distant hori
zon over Burgos was quite cloudless : and the most 
remarkable general effect was in that quarter. I find " lurid 
olive yellow horizon" in my notes as descriptive of the 
colour, fading away from near the horizon to a dark purple ; 
in the neighbourhood of the sun the sky had very much the 

.. appearance of a clear twilight. Jupiter, Pollux, and Procyon 
were very easily visible. The mountains of Santa Inez, 
a fine group towards the south east, were of a rich dark 
purple ; the vale of the Ebro greenish and dark. But there 
was far more light than I had anticipated. The shadow 
of a pencil was distinctly visible. I had just time to return 
to the telescope and find the sun, (for I had called to 
Mr. Chevallier to come and look at Venus) and see that 
some more red prominences had appeared, when a single 
point of light and then several more which rapidly formed 
an arc, was hailed by the people with enthusiastic shouts of 
Sol ! Sol ! A red flame was distinctly visible (as red, not 
pink) several seconds after the reappearance of the sun ; 
the corona gradually faded away. I glanced down to catch 
the line of retreating shadow. It was retiring at no very 
rapid rate towards Logrono and the vale of the Ebro, and 
our view in that direction was unbounded. ; it is said to 
extend two hundred and eight miles. It swept over the 
treeless plain like the shadow of a cloud, and was visible 
after nearly two minutes, and four minutes after reappearance, 
while I was gazing at a very distant well-defined range of 
stratus clouds far down in the valley of the Ebro, which I 
had previously taken note of, they received a sudden flush of 
light. N early all was now over, and the people began to 
disperse ; the light seemed the natural light of day. At 
3.25 I distinctly saw in Mr. Chevallier's telescope the moon's 
edge projected as a dark body beyond the edge of the sun, and 
behind it a faintly radiate structure of the halo. This was 
at the lower cusp in a non-inverting telescope. It was 
visible for, I think, not less than eight degrees of the moon's 
circumference. 

By this time we were almost alone. The people had 
gone down a few hundred yards and were dancing, a couple 
of fiddlers having presented themselves. We began to write 
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our  notes, and then to  compare them. Mr. C.  will probably 
publish his account elsewhere. Hammond was provided 
wi.th a telescope that threw an image of the sun of about six 
inches diameter on a screen (the top of a band box ,) protected 
from the light by a triangular cone of black calico fastened 
on canes moving with the telescope. In this Bailey's beads 
were seen ; and the image of the halo was distinctly visible. 

Ruch a sight as we had witnessed is rarely seen twice in 
a lifetime. A partial eclipse of the sun is scarcely more 
remarkable than one of the moon, and can in no way be 
compared to a total eclipse. The sudden shock produced 
by the total extinction of sunlight ; the strange discoloration 
of the horizon, and the atmosphere that instantly follows ; 
the spontaneous silence ; the feeling the time fly by 
making every second that remains so precious ; not to 
mention the singular beauty of the corona, surrounded with 
planets and stars, conspire to make a total eclipse of the sun 
a s.pectacle to which there is nothing " simile aut secundum ;" 
and there is nothing to occupy even the " proximos hoool'es." 

This eclipse must have been so ably and so widely observed 
that the results to Science will probably be of great value. 
Those who wish to see scientific accounts of the phenomena 
observed, will do well to consult the monthly notices of the 
Astronomical Society, and the Transactions. 

On our return to Pancorbo we heard that the fowls had 
gone to roost ; that some men had vowed to kill us if we had 
taken the sun away ; that the people were excessively 
frightened, embracing one another, and crossing themselves, 
and weeping in the streets, and in the midst of all their tears 
that much mirth was excited by seeing a tall Spanish woman 
with a certain long straight tube, used by the local veterinary 
surgeon for the relief of constipated mules, gazing fixedly at 
the sun. Many other stories are going the round, and I think 
it likely that our visit and the spectacle that accompanied it 
will be long remembered by the inhabitants of Pancorbo . 

" J. M. WILSON." 

ELEGlA.CS. 

BITTER it is to be bound, when the hurt wings struggle to hurry 
Up from the toil and whirl, up to the beautiful heights ; 

Bitter it is to be worn with the wretched wear and the worry, 
Here in a selfish world, little regarding our rights. 

Pity the soul that seeks to be single, true to its duty ; 
Netted about its feet draggle the coils of distrust : 

Pity the spirit that pines to walk in a garment of beauty ; 
Mournfully mixed with sin, bitterly soiled with the dust. 

Blest, if spared at last becoming the slave of convention, 
Strong as a god to crush, subtle and sly as a fiend ; 

Blest, if it carry clear thro' one wish or god-like intention ; 
Blest if, tho' but a film, gossamer beauty be gleaned. 

I was proud as a king, and strong as an eagle to hover 
Over the gulfing storm, over the mist in the glen : 

Now I go humbled and weak, and skulking wounded to cover, 
Sinning a little sin, held in the clutches of men. 

Long I stood high on my hill, and boasted of noble endeavour, 
Speaking of better things, over the pit of their fall ; 

Fretting the feeble hearts, bitter-jealous, besotted for ever : 
Then-O the bitter slip !-slipped in the sight of them all. 

'rhey,-with a fiend's deligllt, with a sneer and mock at the prophet, 
Speaking the speech of God, lipping the words of the saint,-

" Was it his word rang great ? and is this aU that comes of it ? 
Better for pride to fall." 0 in my climbing I faint. 

God, I am dizzy and weak, with a little hope ! 0 I shudder, 
Climbing the weary heights, hovering over the brink ! 

Sailing a rainy sea in the dark, no canvas or rudder ! 
Be thou the pilot, 0 God ! I shall endure, as I think ! 

" A." 



SCRAPS FROM THE NOTE-BOOK OF PERCIVAL OAKLEY. 

SCRAP S ENTIMENTAL. 

(Continued from Vol. n. p. l4a.) 
pOTENT goddess, Self-possession, why failedst thou thy 

votary this day in his hour of need ; why leftest him 
thus exposed in the bare weakness of his native idiocy 1 
Surely, but for thy inopportune desertion, all might yet 
have been well. What were easier than to have soothed 
the she-Cerberus of an Aunt with sops of honeyed com
pliment, to have crushed that military monster w ith an 
avalanche of pointed sarcasms, and last. not least, to have 
picked up the drawing things, given my arm to the angelic 
being, and oontinued, in the course of a .  homeward moon
light ride, those golden threads of whispering now so rudely 
snapped and severed. 

Such was the form of my reflections after flinging myself 
on the sofa at our lodgings, on the night of that picnic to 
Fairbeacon ; and then by way of calming my feelings, I 
pictured to myself what agreeable remarks must have 
followed my abrupt departure ; how the Colonel must have 
chuckled and grinned and exploded with asinine jokes ; 
how Miss Veriblue and the female Tuggs must have snarled 
and whined in chorus ;  how Ernest and Eugenie must have 
enjoyed and improved on the news when it reached their 
secluded corner, and as to Seraphina herself, I consumed 
abo.ut an hour in wondering how she got out of it all, 
and what her views would be henceforward on the mo
mentous subject. « At any rate" -I remarked aloud, and 
a cheerful conclusion it was, all things considered-" at 
any rate she must think me an ' infernal fool.' '' 
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" I  should rather imagine she did," said Saville, entering 
ill time for my soliloquy, " tho' perhaps she don 't put 
it exactly in that same forcible language. But really and 
upon my honour, Percy, a more fearful duffer than you 
made of yourself this afternoon, it's difficult to conceive." 

" Let me tell you, Saville," I began in wrath-
" Can 't stop to argufy : old McBean is waiting for me 

to  blow some 'bacca : so ' bye bye, Tuppy,' " and he vanished 
in fragrant clouds. 

Bacca ! thought I, the very thing : wonder it never 
struck me before-nerves to be soothed-walk on the sands
possible light in window-hurrah !- Vamos. 

So out I stepped and began to put my programme in 
execution through the medium of a full flavoured Havanna. 
The tide was coming in fast, and washing with faint sibilation 
against the sea-wall ; the sands were covered, that was 
certain ; but 1 was aware of a certain cove above high 
water mark, possessing all sorts of pleasantly perilous crags 
on which to seat oneself. Not a twinkle of a light in the 
window, and the drawing-room shutters grimly closed. 
Strange to say, not a star was visible, and for a summer 
night it was curiously dark, so dark that I ran against 
the coast-guard man on his lonely patrol, and should probably 
have received some casual blessing from that jolly tal', only 
being on duty, he was debarred the luxury of speaking, 
much le,Ss swearing. Towards the cove I bent my steps, 
and scrambling down a rock or two, found myself on my 
favourite ledge, with a soft stone at my back, and the lazy 
sea under my overhanging legs. Needless to say, that by 
this course of treatment my nerves speedily recovered their 
usual tone, and in natural sequence 1 fell to composing 
poetry in my head. Don 't you remember, reader, the 
amiable lion in the Arabian Nights, who is always " falling 
down in a fit and uttering these verses 1" That 's just the 
class of lion I belong to, and thanks to my diary, the 
following beautiful lines will not be lost to posterity :-

'Calmly the moonbeams smile 
O 'er the calm ocean ; 

Billows have lulled awhile 
Their mad commotion : 

Oh ! such a scene and hour, 
Hath it not magic power 
f'rom the full heart to shower 

Each fond emotion ? 
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La ! in what dead repose 
Still Earth is lying ; 

She bath forgot her woes, 
And hushed her sighing ; 

The world is sunk to sleep, 
Save where the wretohed weep, 
Save where the watoh they keep, 

Over the dying. 

I had arrived at this point, and was trying to get some 
substitute for " shower," in the first stanza ; wondering 
whether " pour" mightn 't do better, and running through 
all the words with a suitable termination , when I was 
suddenly disturbed by the consciousness of being no longer 
alone, and a subdued duet of male voices penetrated my 
ears. Perhaps you 'l1 say I had no right to listen : well 
probably I shouldn 't, if I could have stirred ; but j udging 
from the sound, the two intruders had seated themselves 
exactly on the spot, where I mllst have put my hand to 
raise myself, and how was I to know whether in a moment 
of surprise I mightn 't receive such a gentle shove as would 
send me off the narrow platform for a cool plunge into 
the yawning gulf beneath r The same result might happen 
if I spoke, or coughed, or sneezed, or groaned, (tho' the 
last seemed the happiest idea) so-on the impulse of the 
moment-I kept perfectly quiet, and clung to the rock 
with all the tenacity of fond affection. But the conversation 
that I heard, first of all made my hair stand�on end, secondly, 
produced a deep feeling of joy that there was a greater 
fool in the world even than Percival Oakley, and lastly, 
made me shake with such internal laughter that my ribs 
were all but agonised. 

It may have been for ten minutes that the converse 
lasted-then the final remark I heard was this : 

" No, Muster Saville, for one tenner I could'na do it, 
but for foive tenners I dunna know but I mout." 

That's all I 'm going to repeat, so you see my discretion 
may be relied on ; but your penetration must have told 
you that the speakers were none other than old Mc Bean 
of the Lively Nancy Schooner, and my fellow lodger : and 
the result will presently reveal that the subject of their 
discou'rse was neither more nor less than abduction, or 
(to put it milder) elopement on the High Seas. 

As soon as they were safely off I made the best of my way 
to No. 6 . " Mr. Saville come in ?" said I to Mary the slavey 
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who happened to b e  011 the door-step. " No, Sir, he isn 't," 
said Mary, " but there 's been a man to look for him twice 
to-day, since you both went out, Sir." " And what sort 
of a man, Mary '!" " Well, he was a very hugly man, 
Sir, with a shocking bad hat and a yellow handkerchief 
round his neck, and no collar as I could see, and he was 
dressed very shabby hall over : but he wanted to see Mr. 
Saville particular, and said he 'd call at ten in the morning." 
" "Yell, if he wants to see him in bed that's about the 
time, isn 't it, Mary ?" " Yes, Sir, and so I told him, but 
he said he should come anyways, and I didn 't quite catch 
his name, but it sounded like Hairyun." " Well never 
mind, but bring me up some soda-water ; and tell Mrs. Eton 
with my love, that she must lend me a little brandy, for 
there's not been a drop in om bottle since her last attack 
" of heart complaint ;" and, without wai.ting for reply, I pur
sued my way up· stairs, and fell to writing. 

About twelve Ernest made his triumphal entry, grabbed 
my pen on the spot, regardless of blotted leaves, pitched 
my precious diary off the table, then seized my head, and 
by a series of violent rubbings, ruined my ambrosial curls. 

" Well, when you 've done," said I, " perhaps you'll 
enter into some financial arrangement about our bill at
these lodgings, for if you start for France to-morrow after
noon, it's time for us to have a settling." 

" Start for France," sai.d Saville, and stared in speechless 
astonishment, " why, what the dev-." 

" Now don 't : just think of the Lively N ancy, and old 
McBean, and his passengers, male and female." 

" You infernal scamp, what are you driving at 1" 
" A fair breeze, eh, old boy, and a six hours' run, and 

five tenners for the job." 
" Well, Percy, how on earth you've got hold of that, 

beats me entirely, unless the Bargee told you ; but I 've 
not lost sight of the Bargee since we made Oul: little arrange
ments, and I left him just this minute at the Crown and 
Anchor, speechless drunk." 

" How I got hold of it don 't much matter, but I know 
it from end to end, so it's no good your trying to keep 
it dark ; and my impression is, tha� I ought to give old 
St. Croix the office on the spot." 

" You '11 never serve me such a confounded turn as that." 
" Why you'11 be .liable to transportation, my dear fellow, 

not to speak of actlOn for theft, plunder, conspiracy, and 
arson ; and the Colonel an 't a man to be trifled with, 
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mauvais sll/et though he be. Now what will you give 
'me to let you off?" 

Ernest made no reply, but fell to walking up and down 
the room. " Seriously though, old boy," I continued, " do 
reflect a little on what your doing, and hold hard before 
it 's too late-before you 've done what you may repent 
of all your life long." 

" And what concern is this of yours," he said, stopping 
and facing me, " what right have you-how dare you in-
terfere ?" / 

" Dare ! come, Saville, what d 'you take me for ? Am 
I likely to look on and see foul play without doing my best 
to stop it 1" 

I said more than I meant of course, but I was foolish 
enough to be annoyed at his tone. 

" Well ! I do call this low of ..you," said he, " I  do 
call it treacherous." 

" And worming yourself into a man's intimacy, being 
his bosom friend for three weeks, and then stealing his 
daughter ; that isn 't low, I suppose,-that isn 't treacherous." 

" Percy," said he, sitting down again, " you don 't know 
all, or you 'd never talk to me in- that style, I 'm certain. 
You don 't know that I have spoken to St. Croix about 
his daughter, and been rejected by him point blank." 

" Why, when on earth did that happen ?" 
" To-night, as we rode home : the old scoundrel said 

he was much honoured, but had other views for his girl. 
The fact is, as Eugenie told me, he has affianced her to 
a friend of his own abroad, a Count or Marquis, or some
thing, who was her parrain, and old enough to be her 
father. He 's coming over here next month, and they reckon 
it all settled, tho' Eugenie has been on her knees to the 
Colonel, imploring him to spare her. She always hated 
this Frenchman from her childhood, but St. Croix is in-

. vo lved with him in some gambling transactions or other, 
(the old, old story) and can 't back out of it now, if he 
would." 

" Well : it 's a nice business and no mistake : but go on." 
" I  fully expected his answer, you know, and have made 

up my plans for some days, but I never intended disclosing 
them to you, because--" 

" Because you knew I should put a spoke in the wheeL" 
" Partly so, perhaps ; but more because I didn 't want 

to compromise any one else in my own bad luck. I know 
it's a confounded scrape whichever way one looks at it ; 
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but not exactly so bad as you imagine. Look here. The 
schooner takes us over to the coast of France, and lands 
us at St. Ambroise. Eugenie has friends there who will 
aid and abet her. We can be married at their house the day 
after to-morrow, and when she is once my wife, I can return 
to England and defy her father to do his worst. When 
he sees he can 't help himself, he 'll have sense enough to 
keep quiet, or else I 'm much mistaken in my man." 

" But after what has past between you to-day, it isn 't 
likely he 'll give you the chance of meeting her again, much 
less meeting her alone." 

" I 'm coming to that directly. By the way, after you 
bolted from Fairbeacon, I '  did you a good turn, and no 
mistake, for I explained the cause of your rather peculiar 
conduct." 

" As how ?" 
" Said you were liable to frequent attacks of neuralgia, 

in the agonies of which nothing but solitude was bearable." 
" 'Pan my word I 'm much obliged to you for such a 

flattering account of my state of health." 
" So you ought to be. It wasn 't the Britannia Life 

Insurance I was talking to, was it ? so what's the odds ? 
I thought it was pretty sharp of me to name neuralgia, for 
I was just going to call it temporary insanity." 

" I  commend your design, but the execution is unequal." 
" Anyways, you 'Il hear no further chaff on that subject, 

unless it be the softest whisper from that pair of lips 
which-- " 

" Now, drop that, will you ? and get on with your story, 
for you 're tedious in the extreme." 

" Well, you ungrateful dog. you remember the sailing 
match we arranged ; the match old Bompas, the boatman, 
put us up to-between those two cutters, I mean, which 
we have hired from time to time." 

" Yes, of course, I remember." 
" And how you were to sail the ' Sylph', and I the 

, Crest of the Wave' : also about our lady patronenes to pre
side on board, ' each to each'-course from Senanus Point 
round the fairway buoy and back again." 

" Aye-but it's likely either of the girls will be allowed 
now to preside as suggested." 

" But they a1'e going to do it, old boy, and what's more, 
it 's coming off to-morrow." 

" Gammon." 
" It is, I tell you ; we fixed it all, as we were coming 
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home-always supposing your health to be restored, of 
course." 

" Granted I believe all this (which I don 't), what then ?" 
" Simply this-the Lively N ancy lies in the offing with 

her fore-top-sail loose all prepared for flight-two minutes 
for Eugenie and myself to be taken on board-then crowd 
on all canvas, and hurrah ! for the coast of France." 

" And suppose it 's a dead calm." 
" Why, we can 't have the sailing match in that case, 

and must wait for another day or two. Mc Bean is back
wards and forwards often enough, so i t 's not as if this 
was our only chance." 

" Your scheme 's so mad, Ernest my boy, I 'll lay a 
thousand to one against you." 

" I  know it 's mad, but a desperate game wants a bold 
stroke or two." 

" St. Croix won 't let his daughter come."  
" He promised he would send her  with Miss Veri blue, 

he an 't coming himself." 
" Well, we 'd bother enough to persuade Miss V. t o  the 

arrangement before our little mishap of to-day ; she 's sure 
to turn rusty again." 

" No, she 's all serene : a lot of them are coming to 
Senanus for another pic-nic, and they 're to watch the sailing 
from the beach. And Tugg will be here to-morrow, his 
mother said, so perhaps he and that Oxford parson will 
join in the aquatic contest. Bompas and his boy are going 
to sail the cutters round from the harbour : I £xed that 
with them to-night." 

" Why, you 've been as busy as the devil in a gale of 
wind." 

" About-Well ! d 'you still mean to give St. Croix the 
office." 

I sat and smoked in silence, pondering it all from end 
to end. The fact was, I felt certain his scheme wouldn't 
succeed, and I didn 't want to quarrel with him needlessly. 
It  was so unlikely to my thinking that Eugenie would be 
allowed to come and then there were all chances of the 
weather, and of the schooner not being there, and fifty other 
things. Besides Saville's explanation had cleared him a 
good deal i n  my eyes, and at any rate I didn 't like thc 
idea of using information obtained as mine had been. On 
the whole ,  I resolved to wait and see what happened : 
it would be time enough to act on an emergency : little 
indeed did I think what the emergency would be, and 

i l  I 
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sorely did I repent within four-and-twenty hours o f  this 
piece of temporising. 

" I  say," remarked Ernest at last, " do you see what 
o'clock it is." 

" Oh !  my gal'S and starters, it '� time to roost and no 
mistake ; but tell me one thing, where on earth have you 
got the money from ?" 

c c  My guardian sent me a cheque for sixty this morning : 
the post came before you were down." 

" And what will he do when he hears of this ?" 
" Oh ! he 'll be all right ; he can 't let me starve : I 'm 

three-and-twenty at Christmas, and then he 's rid of me, 
and I come into my own." 

" Well, upon my w9rd, Saville, you 're a queer lot, and 
I don 't know what to make of you." 

c c  Anything you please, so you don 't make game of me, 
as the moorhen remarked on the 1 st of September last." 

Nothing further passed between us that night ; but fancy 
my amazement when, next morning, as I was dressing, Mary 
brought me word that Mr. Saville was " took by that 'ere 
hugly man" ; the said prepossessing individual proved to 
be none other than Hyam's aide-camp, Aaron Brown by 
name, despatched at the suit of Messrs .  Heelam, Shoemakers, 
with a writ on E. S., Esq., for little accounts running' pretty 
well up to three £gures. Oh ! dear, oh ! dear, how about 
the Lively N aney, and how about the lively Eugenie ? 

" P. 0." 

(To be concluded in the next Number.) 
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O'ER meadows starred with flowers and strewn about 
With boulders lichen-crusted, 'neath whose sides 
Peeped heather crisp and hardy mountain bells ;-
Past hazel-copses, hung with milk-white clusters, 
And threaded by festooning autumn berries, 
We wanuered forth. -Around, the purple hills 
Heaved their huge shoulders to the bounteous day, 
And every peak was bright ; for scarce a mist 
Hung o'er the ridge, or, seemed to hang and soon, 
Like some pure spirit that, intent on Heaven, 
Burst its frail bonds to dwell in kindred light, 
Went slowly up and mingled with the blue. 

But near us sang the stream ; and all the vale 
Laughed with a thousand sparkling threads of silver ; 
And I was glad at heart : and she,-the maid 
Who wandered by my side,-I scarce could tell ; 
So deep a quiet held her,-but methought 
She drank full gladness from the witchery 
Of the pure air, bright skies and beauteous earth ; 
So clear the rose that flushed her cheek, so pure 
The light that dwelt within her eyes, and made 
A Heaven of blue in Earth's most Heavenly Child. 

But, if the spell of silence held us both, 
I wondered not, for the full heart, sometimes, 
Knowing how weakly words can picture joy 
When joy is deepest, bars with jealous care 
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The gates of utterance, till a moment comes 
When the large flood of words, prisoned and pent, 
Forces a channel and flows widely on 
In eloquent wildness and confusion clear. 

But soon we passed into a lonelier vale : 
A deeper stillness brooded round, and hung 
Along the mountains, barer and more stern 
Than those we left : a solitary tarn 
Inurned amongst the hills, half-belted round 
By a strange semicirque of deep green firs, 
Shone like a diamond chased in emeralds. 
But once I saw it 'neath a winter moon 
With sombre shadows of the mountain peaks 
And gray fantastick piles, larger in night, 
And then methought it was a silver shield 
Watched by a giant knight in that lone vale. 

At length we reached the spot, henceforth to me 
Crowded with such sweet memories of the past, 
That, when I heal' its stern name only named, 
Through the long years I leap to youth again, 
And in a moment live the joyous hours 
Of that most joyous day i-for 'twixt the hills, 
Split suddenly and furrowed into chasms, 
A darkling passage winds amid black cliffs, 
Brawled over by a noisy brook, and leads 
Where doubtful light, half.·barred, still struggles in 
Through crevices of the o'er-hanging crags, 
And trembles through the quiv'ring birchen boughs, 
And darts a rainbow on the waterfall 
That, like a delicate silver-tissued veil, 
Droops o'er the front of the black cavern rock, 
Informing it with such a wondrous grace 
That the rapt spirit, centred in the eyes, 
Gazes and gazes, while the flick'ring light 
That comes and goes with sheen of rainbow gems, 
Together with the stillness of the cave, 
Chains it with potent charms.-And so gazed we, 
Nor noted time, nor noted for a space 
Its softer beauties i-how the tufted heather 
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Gemmed the rough stones that other wreath had none, 
Save where the hare-bell lent her modest grace 
And pensive head, and tremulously hung, 
And quivered with the motion of the spray. 
And so, I thought, might droop some gentle maid, 
So tremble at the whisper that she loves. 

What wonder then that there I told my love ? 
What wonder that, as there love told received 
Love's sweetest recompense from maiden lips, 
That day, that hour, that spot dwell in mine heart ? 
What wonder if, as yesterday we found 
A withered hare-bell and dead tuft of heather 
Betwixt the closed leaves of a cherished book, 
The happy rain welled fl'om our hearts and rose 
Into our eyes, and we told o'er the tale 
Told first beside the fall of Dungeon Ghyll ? 

+ 
+ + 

� 

" C. S." 

EXPERIENCES, 

-- --- 'Tis but to fill 
A certain portion of uncertain papCl'.-BYRON. 

MY experiences ! and what right have I to intrude my 
experiences on the public ? Why there is Miss Pinch 

my next-door neighbour, Corset-Maker, and Ladies' Semi
nary-Keeper-with her cold grey eYEl, and colder, sharp, 
red 11ose ? She, whose life has been one dull round of 
the same monotonous drudgery-first taught and then teach
ing,-it is her sister who makes the articles above mentioned. 
She, I say, has written, aye, and published a full, true, 
and particular account of all that has happened to her ; 
and her publisher told her that the work would have had 
a large circulation, but people were tired of that sort of 
thing ; tired of it-and why should Miss Pinch expect 
otherwise-is it not a twice told tale, and will the cold 
and heartless world - cold, that is to say, and in a great 
measure heartless, to those with whom it comes not in 
contact,-will that world to which Miss Pinch has appealed, 
read her book ; 01', having done so, will they buy another 
copy, or call at the Seminary, and pour balm in the bleeding 
wounds of the susceptible Pinch ; does she want fame, 
fortune, 01' friends ? why did she write-by what title does 
she force herself and her woes upon us ; and if she does, 
why may not I ?-llay, I will. 

You would like to know my name, from mere idle 
curiosity perhaps, but still you wish to hear it. Turn over 
the leaves of Webster's Court Guide, and under the head 
of Smith you will find-my name ? not at all-John Smith-

p 2  
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now if John Smith had written a book and signed his name, 
would you be better acquainted with him than if he had 
written anonymously ? and so my name shall remain buried 
in oblivion. 

My abode is I;ondon-in a narrow but noisy street
up three pair of stairs-and in a close dark room, whose 
window gives, on to the dead wall of Lord Muchland's 
mansion, a pleasant prospect when returning from my day's 
work ; to look on this wall, to look through it with my 
imagination, and wonder how the great folks within it 
amuse themselves ; and when, tired of this, and weary with 
my work, I am obliged to listen to the ceaseless piano 
and singing of the few select pupils at Miss Pinch's, worried 
by some street organ, or the cry of some itinerant vendor of 
goods : when I say this is the sole break in the monotony 
of my daily labour, surely I have a right to lay my sorrows 
before a sympathising world, and claim their pity ; and 
then my daily work. I am a clerk in an office--I go 
there at 1 0  A.M. and take my place on a high slippery stool, 
and whether there is much doing, or little, there I must 
stop till 5 P.M. How I envy the man in the green coat 
and brass buttons, who carries messages, fetches bread and · 
cheese and porter for the hungry clerks at lunch time ; 
he, for the greater part of the day, can stand with his 
hands in his capacious pockets, idly gazing on the passing 
omnibus, and now and then bestowing a buffet on the head 
of some luckless urchin who may have come too near his 
august toes ; and, happy mortal, he has the wondrous faculty 
of being able to sleep always and wherever he may choose. 
How he looks down on us clerks, with a serene contemp.t, 
and yet my salary is £90. a-year and his £20. ; what then 
makes the difference ? why is he a happy, and I a miserable 
man ? alas, I had the misfortune to be born a gentleman. 
Oh ! gentility, what a curse art thou to the wretched being 
who bears thy badge, unaccompanied by thy rightful wages ; 
not that I am in want, for on my salary and my little private 
fortune I can live without starving ; but what a life ! a 
gloomy present, and a hopeless future. Far better is the 
lot of the poor curate, his indeed is not an enviable existence, 
but yet he, at least, can live in the country and see the 
beauties of nature, while I can only live in London, and 
injure my sight with the deformities of art. 

He can look forward at some time or other to a living 
however small, on which he can afford to keep that necessary 
luxury, a wife ; while I can but look forward to a possible 
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increase of £ 1 0. per annum in my salary, with a proportionate 
increment of duties : he, leading an out-door existence, can 
enjoy the blessings of health and strength, while I am in
juring my lungs by poring over a desk, and my constitution 
generally by my sedentary occupations. To what end is all 
this-to none except a warning to others. That which might 
have been a purple robe for a monarch, is become a tattered 
coat for a scarecrow ; that which God gave me to enjoy, 
I spend in misery and despair, and all because, with the 
means of a mechanic, I must live the life of a gentleman, 
or, that being out of my reach, I must drag on the existence 
I have described. Such are my experiences ! 

QOQ 
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QUEEN Moon, I gaze on thy peerless ray 
As it bursts from yon clouu-white veil ; 

Thou art gliding along thy starry way 
Like a beauty proud and pale ! 

And steadfast I look to the silent skies 
Thy golden beams to see, 

Por well I know that my lady's eyes 
Are gazing now on thee : 

She is gazing now on thee, sweet Moon, 
For she loves to see thee shine ; 

But her thoughts are of none but me, sweet M oon, 
And her heart is only mine. 

Fair Star of Eve, on the brow of night 
Thou art set as the choicest gem, 

That shines in the circlet diamond-bright 
Of a monarch's diadem. 

Yet, fairest and firstborn of the skies, 
So bright thou ne'er canst shine, 

As the luminous depths of those hazel eyes 
That are gazing now on thine : 

That are gazing now on thine, fair Star, 
For she loves thy ray to see ; 

But her heart it is only mine, fair Star, 
And her thoughts are of none but me. 

For this was her whispered promise sweet, 
On our last ch-ear parting-day ; 

" Our spirits, my love, at night may meet 
" Though ourselves be far away : 

" On Hesper's fires I 'H gaze afar 
" While the moonbeam smiles above, 

" And gaze thou too on Moon and Star 
" At the hallowed hour of love." 

At the hallowed hour of loye, sweet MOOD, 
And this is love's hallowed hour : 

And I gaze on the heaven above,::t'air Star, 
And I feel that the spell hath power. 

" P. O." 

OUR CHRONICLE. 

IT has been suggested to us that many of our readers 
would welcome the addition to the contents of The Eagle 

of some account of the events of the term, more especially 
those which affect our own " ancient and religious founda
tion :" that such an addition would in particular be a great 
boon to those of our subscribers, who year after year leave 
these walls, and for the most part sever the ties which 
connect them therewith ; to whom such a chronicle would 
furnish tidings of what was going on in the place where 
themselves have spent so many happy hours, and so serve to 
keep up their connexion with us. And though this would 
only apply for a limited time, for as long, that is, as the 
names which they would see should some of them be familiar 
to them, yet such as these, together with our resident 
subscribers, many of whom, we doubt not, will be glad to 
have such a permanent register of events, will generally form 
a sufficiently large majority of our subscribers to warrant the 
introduction of a terminal article of this kind. 

We propose then in each subsequent number of Tl�e 
Eagle, to include a summary of any events worthy of notice 
in the college in which our subscribers are likely to be 
interested, accompanied by such note or comment as they 
may seem to require. Such matters as Fellowship and 
Scholarship elections, Examination lists, or changes in the 
government of the college, may be expected to find a place 
-with such notices as we may obtain of " events" in the 
boating, cricketing, or volunteer world of St. John's, who 
pulled in the Lady Margaret fir�t boat in such race.' or who 
in the Lady Somerset, or who, IS the last new EnSIgn. At 
the same time we may advert to any circumstances of more 
than ordinary interest which concern not only our own 
college, but the general bpdy of the University, though this 
should be done sparingly. For the further promoting of 
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The officers for the term are: 
Lady Margaret. 

A. ",V. Potts, Esq., B.A., President. 
J. B. Scriven, Treasurer. 
P. F. Gorst, Secretary. 
W. H. Tarleton, first Captain. 
T. E. Ash, second Captain. 

Lady Somerset. 
Rev. J. R. Lunn, M.A., President. 
J. E. Brown, Captain. 
W. A. Whit worth, Secretary. 

The second Company of the Cambridge University 
Volunteer Rifles still continues in a flourishing state. A 
meeting of its members was held early in the term, to elect 
an Ensign in the place of Mr. J. B. Scriven, who succeeds 
to the Lieutenancy vacant by the resignation of Mr. E. 
Boulnois. The candidates were Messrs. H. Godfray, 
W. D. BusheIl, and A. Walsh. The choice of the Electors 
fell upon Mr. W. D. Bnshell. 

The chief topics of interest to the University at large 
are such as will already be known to most of our readers. 
Considerable excitement prevailed at the beginning of 
term, owing to the rejection of Mr. G. Williams, of King's 
College, who was nominated to the office of Proctor. Mr. 
Williams has addressed a letter on the subject to the Vice
Chancellor. 

The cup offered by the Vice-Chancellor as a prize to 
the best marksman in the C. U. V. R. was, after a contest 
of five days, won by Mr. Grant-Peterkin, of Emrn.anuel 
College. 

On the 12th of November, the newly-appointed Professor 
of Modern History, Mr. Charles Kingsley, delivered an in
teresting and instructive inaugural Lecture in the Senate
House, to a large audience of members of the University 
and their friends. 

The account of the Colquhoun Sculls, and the Races of 
the term will be found in their usual place. 

St. John's College. 
November 20, 1860. 

CORRESPONDENCE, 

��.; 'g0 "; �� < I�)�. ..� 

[We have received the following communication from a valued cor

respondent. Regard for the rule which excludes the technicalities of 

Classics and Mathematics has caused us to hesitate about inserting it 
in the body of our magazine: at the same time the value of the letter 

and its interest to many of Out· readers warrant UB, as we think, in 
allotting to it a space in our correspondents' columns.-EDIToRs.] 

SIR,-I have lately had occasion to turn over the papers 
set in the Examinations for the Classical Tripos, and 

have made a few notes as I went along, which may perhaps 
be of interest to some of the readers of The Eagle: I may 
as well begin with a brief history of the Tripos up to the 
veal' 1859. 
• The Classical Tripos was instituted by Grace of the 
Senate on the 28th of May, 182.

2. According to the 

scheme then adopted, the Examination was to continue 
for foul' days, during the hours 9� to 1 2, and 1 to 4. No 
one was allowed to become a candidate who had not obtained 
Mathematical Honors. Translations were to be "required 
of passages selected from the best Greek and Latin authors, 
as well as written answers to questions arising immediately 
out of such passages." There was to be no original com
position either in Greek or Latin. There were to be four 
Examiners, each to receive £ 1 O. 

By a Grace passed February 13, 1835, the Examination, 
was made to extend over five days, during the hours 9 to 12 
and 1 to 3�. Shortly afterwards it appears from the Calendar 

that the hours were again changed, and that the Examination 

was carried on between 9 and 11 � und 12� and 3�. In the 

Calendar of 1844 it is stated that the Examiners receive £20 

instead of £ 1 o. 
In 1849, the" Classical Emancipation" commenced. By 

a Grace �assed October 31, in that year, it was determined 

that, besIdes Mathematical Honour Men, all persons should 
be admissible to the Examination who, "having been de: 
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clared to have deserved to pass for an ordinary degree, as fal 
as the Mathematical part of the Examination is concerned 
shall have afterwards passed in the other subjects for Exami� 
nation;" and also all persons whose names shall have been 
placed in the 1st class at the Examination for the ordinary 
degree: that is, in simpler words, that " gulfed men" ancl 
Ist class Poll men were to be henceforward admissible as 
candidates for the Olassical Tripos. Other important changes 
were made at the same time. The Examination was extended 
to the morning of the 6th day, on which there was to be a 
paper in Ancient History. The subjects of Examination were 
more closely defined, the hours fixed as at present, rules 
made with reference to the cooperation of the Examiners in 
preparing and looking over the papers, and an alphabetical 
arrangement adopted for' the third class. A day was also 
fixed for the bringing out of the list. 

In May, 1854, the " Emancipation" was completed, though 
the Grace did not come into force till 1857. In October, 
1 85 8, further changes were made with reference to the work 
of the Examiners, and the alphabetical order of the 3rd class 
was abandoned. 

The growth of the Classical Tripos is shown by the fact 
that there are only 17 names in the class list of 1824 as 
opposed to 71 in the class list of 1859. 

I now proceed to my notes. Comparing the early and the 
later Triposes I find that previously to 1835 there was great 
irregularity in the choice of pieces. In one year there was 
no Thucydides; Demosthenes is several times omitted, as 
also Plato, Aristotle, Herodotus, lEschylus, Sophocles, Eu
ripides, Aristophanes. In Latin, even Cicero, Tacitus, and 
Horace are not set uniformly. Whilst at the same time there 
are instances of three or more passages being set from the 
same author in a single year. In 1827 there were only three 
Greek verse and three Greek prose translations, and two 
Latin verse and two Latin prose translations. In 1825 there 
was no Latin verse composition. Another point in which the 
earlier papers differ from the later, is the large number of 
questions in the former. Taking the whole 37 years from 
1 824 to 1 860, the number of passages set from each author 
is as follows:-

Greek Prose-Thucydides, 38; Demosthenes, 34; Plato, 
3 8; Aristotle, 33; Herodotus, 35; Xenophon, 13; Theo
phrastus, 7; The Orators (with the exception of Demos
thenes), 14; Longinus, 2. 

Greek Verse-Homer's Iliad, 22; Odyssey, 19; lEschy-
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Ius, 28; Sophocles, 27; Euripides, 30; Aristophanes, 38 ; 
I'indar, 30; Hesiod, 11; Theocritus, 26 ; Bion, 1 ; Homeric 
Hymns, 2; Greek Anthology, 4; Comic Fragments, 1.  

Latin Prose-Livy, 34; Cicel'o (Speeches) 20, (Letters) 
27, (Philosophical and Rhetorical Works) 28; Tacitus, 37; 
Cresar, 14; Sallust, 8 ;  Sl,l.etonius, 6; Pliny the Elder, 6 ;  
Pliny the Younger, 9 ;  Quintilian, 7; Velleius Paterculus, 
2; Seneca, 2; Cornelius Nepos, 1. 

Latin Verse-Lucretius, 29; Virgil, 21; Horace (Odes 
and Epodes) 22, (Satires and Epistles) 17; Juvenal, 22; 
Ovid, 19; Propertius, 13; Catullus, 10; TibuIlus, 3; Per
sius, 1 2 ; Martial, 11; Lucan, 14; Statius, 2; Ennius, 1 ; 
Phredrus, 1; Plautus, 26; Terence, 9. . 

Taking each of these in order, it appears that passages 
have been set most frequently from the 3rd, 4th, 5th, and 
8th books of Thucydides, and most rarely from the 1st and 
2nd. In Demosthen'es, the Leptines, Midias, Falsa Legatio, 
ue Corona, Timocl'ates, Nicostratus, Androtion are the most 
popular; passages have also been set from the Olynthiacs, 
pro Phormione, Aristocrates, Apaturius, C. Stephanum, 
Aphobus A., Pantrenetus, Conon, Onetor A., Aristogeiton, 
Chersonesus, Dionysodorus. Out of thirty-eight passages 
from Plato, the Republic has thirteen; then come the Leges, 
Phredrus, Symposium, Theretetus, Gorgias, Phredo, Par
menides; and, lastly, Timreus, Meno, Crito, PoliticuB, 
Sophista, Alcibiades B. In Aristotle, the Ethics has 13 
passages; Rhetoric, 10; Politics, 6; De Anima, 2; Meta
physics and Categories, 1 each. 

Rerodotus-The three :first books are the most popular, 
the eighth has never been set at all. 

Xenophon-The Hellenics, Memorabilia, and Anabasis 
have been set more than once; Sympos-ium, Hiero, de Re 
Equestri, Cynegeticus, CEconomicus, Vectigalia, once only. 

Theophrastus-Characters, vr., set four times; I., VU!., 
xxx., each once. 

Oratores Attici-JEschines, 5; lsreus, 4; lsoerates, 3; 
Lysias, 2. 

. 

Romer-The largest number of passages have been set 
from Iliad XVlII. and xx!., and Odyssey XVII. 

lEschylus-Agamemnon, Choephorre, Supplices, each 
7 times' Pl'ometheus not at all. 

Sophocles-CEd. Col. and Trach. 6; Antigone, 5; Phi-
loctetes, 4. 

Euripides-most frequently from Helena, Ion, Iph. T., 
Herc. F., Ol'estes, Hippolytus, Phrenissre; also from Heracl., 
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Cyc1., Alcest., Bacchre, Me�ea, Supp., Troades, Rhesus, 
Electra, Andromache. 

Aristophanes-most frequently from Vespre, Pax, Aves, 
Equites, Eccles., Ranre; also from Acharnre, Lysistrata, 
Plutus. 

Pindar-Pythia, 14; N em. 6; 01. 5; Isth. 4; frag. 1 .  
Hesiod-Opera et Dies, 8; Theog. 3. 
Theocritus-oftenest from xxv., XXII., X., VII., XV!., 

XV.; also from IV., XVII., Ill., XIV., XXVIII., XII!., vr., IX., n. 
Anthology-Meleager, 2; Dioscorides, 1; Simonides, 1. 
Homeric Hymns-In Merc., In Cer. 
Livy-oftenest from VI. 

Cicero-Speeches, oftenest from Verres, Cluentius, Pro 
Domo, Sextius; also from Plancius, Balbus, Quinctius, 
Crecina, Vatinius, Murcena, Rosc. Com., Rullus. Epistles
ad Att., 17; ad Fam., 5; Q. Frat. 5. Philosophical and 
Rhetorical Treatises-Leges and De Finibus, 6 each; Brutus 
and de Divinatione, 3 each; also de Oratore, Orator, Tusculans, 
Academics, de Optimo Genere Oratorum, de Senectute. 

Tacitus-Annals, 24; Histories, 12; Germany, 1, (largest 
number from Hist. IV., and Ann. VI.) 

Cresar-Bell. Gall. 7; Bell. Civ. 7, (largest numbers from 
B. G. VII.) 

Sallust-J ugurtha, 5; Catiline, 3. 
Suetonius-Cresar, Augustus, Claudius, N ero. 
Quintilian-xH., v., IV., VI., x. 
Seneca-N aturales Qurestiones, De Beneficiis. 
Nepos, Atticus. 
Lucretius-most from n. and IV., none from J. 
Virgil-�neid, 16; Georgics, 5. The largest number 

of passages are taken from �n. XI. and Geor. n. None 
from �n. 1., H., V., VJl. G. IV. 

Horace-Odes, 13, (of which 9 from Book 1II.); Epodes, 
9; Satires, 9, (of which 6 from Sat., Bk. I!.); Epistles, 8. 

Juvenal-most from VI. and vu.; none from n., IV., 

VIlI., IX., x., XIIJ., XVI. 
Ovid-14 from the Fasti; 3 from the Tristia; 1 from 

the Ibis; and 1 from the De Arte Amandi. 
There is nothing marked in the quotations from Catullus, 

Tibullus, Propertius, Persiu8, Martial, Statius, Ennius, and 
Phcedrus. 

Plautus - most from the Trinummi, Captivi, Miles 
Glol'iosus, Persa, Aulularia, Curculio, Rudens. Also from 
the Epidicus, Amphitruo, Mostellaria, Pseudolus, Bacchides, 
Stichus, and Pcenulus. 
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Terence-none from the I-Ieauton timoroumenos. 
With regard to composition, Greek and Latin Prose have 

of course been constant. There has been a good deal of 
variety in verse composition. Iambics have been the sole 
Greek verse composition on 24 occasions; Iambics and 
Trochaics have heen set once; Iambics and Anaprests, 
8 times; Iambics and Hexameters, 4 times. In Latin verse, 
Hexameters have been set alone 5 times; Hexameters and 
Elegiacs, 8 times j Hexameters and Lyrics, 1 0  times; 
Hexameters, Elegiacs, and Lyrics, 4 times; Elegiacs alone, 
once; Elegiacs and Lyrics, 7 times; Lyrics alone, once. 

Two other points which strike me as worth noticing, 
are-1st, the reappearance of the same piece for translation 
in different years. One passage from Theophrastus has been 
set 4 times; one fro,m Homer, 3 times; one from the An
thology, twice; and I have no doubt careful examination 
would discover other cases: 2ndly, the prevalence of fashions 
for short periods; e.g., the only passages which have been 
set from Longinus, were set in 1844 and 1 846. Pliny's 
Natural History was set in 1846 and the two following years. 
Greek Hexameters were not set till 1852, but have been 
set 4 times since. 

I am afraid your Mathematical readers will think I have 
been bordering rather closely on those Classical technicalities 
which Tlte Eagle repudiates: and there may be others who 
will accuse me of putting a temptation to 'cram,' in the 
way of the weaker brethren. Where the extent to be 
covered, however, is so wide, cram must be too much 
diluted to be very deleterious; and I think I might rather 
take to myself the credit of assisting the honest reader to 
steer his own course by the landmarks of former exami
nations. Perhaps too, my list may be of use in testing 
the pretensions of some of those youthful prodigies of whom 
fame reports that they had read all Classics before their 
first term, and the Calendar relates that they obtained a 
third class in their last. But, in fact, my object has been 
chiefly to gratify a curiosity, which it is possible that even 
Mathematicians may share, as to the actual compass of 
Classical literature embraced in our most important exami
nation and I should be glad if any one were inclined to 
undertake the same task, either for the Oxford examination 
or for other Classical examinations amongst ourselves. 

«Y. Z." 
To the Editor of the Eagle. 
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BEFORE" this Number is in the hands of our readers, 
most of them will be aware that the post of permanent 

Editor, held by Mr. J. B. Mayor since the commencement 
of this Magazine, has been resigned by that gentleman. 

The Editors, although aware of the difficulty, as well 
as the delicacy of such an undertaking, feel that this Number 
ought not to go forth without bearing with it some tribute 
from them, and in the name of the Subscribers, whom they 
represent, to one who has so long watched over the pros
perity of The Eagle. It is always hazardous to bring a 
periodical before the public, even when that public is so 
large as to ensure a certain number of admirers, and to 
secure, at any rate, the silence of those to whom the Magazine 
may be distasteful. How much this difficulty is increased, " 
when a serial, such as this, is offered to a limited public, 
who, from many circumstances, must be either its friends 
or its foes, we may see from many an abortive attempt 
to establish the like. To what then is the success of The 
Eagle due? In some measure, we may venture to hope, 
to its intrinsic merits; in a great meamre, we may boldly 
assert, to the character, talents, and position of its principal 
Editor. The zeal and ability which Mr. Mayor brought 
to his duties, as well as the unvarying courtesy and kindness 
which his subordinates in office have met with from him, 
will, we are sure, be long remembered by all those, whose 
good fortune it has been to serve under him on the Editorial 
Staff. The Editors are conscious of the disadvantage under 
which they lie in succeeding him, but will use their utmost 
endeavours to maintain that character, which The Eagle 
has won for itself under Mr. Mayor's presidency. 

.. 

FELLOW-FEELING. 

'VE are now at the close of perhaps the severest season 
this country has experienced during the nineteenth 

century. Many an anecdote respecting the intense cold 
of the winter 1 8 6 0-61 will be told round the blazing yule
log on future Christmas Eves. It has been accompanied 
with unusual suffering among the poorer classes-such in
clement weather following upon a bad harvest has brought 
famine and starvation for the first time to many a threshold. 
Political events too have not been without their influence 
in producing this state of things. The Commercial Treaty 
concluded with France has brought ruin upon more than 
one branch of our home trade. Thousands of honest work
people have, for the moment, been thrown out of employment, 
and the distress of the Coventry weavers will henceforth 
take its place in history. The bright feature ami.d all this 
gloominess is, that the widespread evil has awakened an 
amount of public sympathy never perhaps equalled in any 
previous age. English hearts and hands are as open as 
ever to relieve the sufferings of their fellows, and it has 
only been necessary to mention cases of distress to call forth 
adequate assistance. The feeling has been universal-H Is 
he not a man and a brother? " " It is this fellow-feeling that 
I propose to investigate, not indeed tracing its origin and 
growth in the soul of man-a task that may more strictly 
fall within the province of the Moralist-but endeavouring 
to offer some few remarks that may be practically useful to 
us in our intercourse with one another. 

What do I mean then by jellow-feeling? Is it not 
synonymous with sympathy? N at exactly. Sympathy is 
included in the idea, but will. be fou?d to fall very far 
short of it. Like its Latin equIvalent, It has been confined 
to a fellow-feeling with actual human suffering, and has 

Cl 
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reference merely to grief, whether silent or expressed. We 
sympathize with the wretched when we can enter into their 
sorrows and make them our own. We extend our com
passion, when we feel the workings of our human nature, 
and yearn to relieve their distress. But we can hardly be 
said to sympathize in our friend's joy, and he certainly is 
not a proper object of our compassion. There is in fact 
no single word to express a sympathy in joy-and I suppose 
it is because this emotion is more rarely excited, that the 
idea of sympathy has been con£ned to a fellow-feeling with 
suffering. We are glad to hear of Smith getting the Craven, 
but are apt to imagine that Smith's cup of exultation is not 
large enough for two, and we had better let him drain it 
himself. We do go up to his rooms to congratulate him, 
and then we think we have done enough. But congratulation 
is a bare form of words, and expresses no real feeling on 
our part. It may as often be accompanied by envy or 
regret, as proceed from a true fellow-feeling. Who is that 
shaking hands with the Senior Wrangler? "Oh! that's 
J ones-he was second." .Poor fellow! one fancies there is 
just a quiver on his lip, as he comes up to his friend in the 
Senate-House, and yet he has himself tried hard to believe 
his own congratulations sincere. But though, in nine cases 
out of ten, another's joy awakens no sympathetic response 
in our heart, there surely are seasons when a friend's 
happiness does strike deep root into our own soul. I do 
not for a moment deny the existence of a sympathy in joy
it is perhaps a surer test of true friendship than sympathy 
in distress. 

Is there then a distinction between friendship and 
fellow-feeling? Decidedly. Fl'iendship is limited, a fellow
feeling is universal; the circle of fl'iendship is circumscribed, 
a fellow-feeling can feel with all the world. A man can 
never possess more than two or three friends, in the truest 
holiest sense of the word-he may have hundreds of acquain
tances with whose troubles he is ever ready to sympathize, 
and at the same time he may feel with all his fellows. 
Perhaps he too has passed through suffering and temptation, 
but his heart has not been thereby rendered callous-he 
has a wider sympathy for those who suffer and are tempted
his large soul yearns towards erring sinful man. 

Such must have been the spirit of those who founded 
the glorious institutions on the banks of the I8is and the 
Cam. A nobler idea was perhaps never conceived than 
that of establishing these holy brotherhoods, to work to-
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gether with one heart and soul for the good of their fellows. 
Here was fellow-feeling characteristically displayed, uniting 
at once internal friendship amon'" the members of the 
University themselves, and large�hearted sympathy with 
those without. Fellow-feeling to some extent is a necessary 
part of our existence here. What a soul the man must 
have who is· utterly destitute of all pride in his College! 
the happy scenes which surround him cannot fail to make 
a deep impression on his mind-and it is with a fond regret 
that he leaves his beloved University to go forth into the 
world-he carries with him a memory teeming with bright 
associations, and whether it be our Emigrant in New 
Zealand, or our Civilian in Bengal, he is always looking 
forward to hear how the Old College is getting on-aye l
and where the boats are on the river. vVhat gratitude must 
we feel then towards those noble benefactors, who have 
bequeathed to us these ancient courts and their broad 
acres, and who planted these gardens, where, apart from 
the world, we may-if we will-train ourselves for after
conflict witlt the world! 

But how are we echoing the sentiments which they 
entertained? Are we striving to keep up the fellow-feeling 
they intended us to exhibit towards one another and towards 
the rest of the world? Alas! the civilization of society
as it has progressed from one century to another-has left 
evident traces of its artificial footsteps on these glorious 
institutions-and the absurdities of University etiquette at 
present only tend to deaden our sympathy and estrange our 
hearts from one another. Can we not for instance see 
great danger arising from the mighty gulf that is £xed 
between the Fellow and the Undergraduate? That there 
should be such a gulf is well; that it cannot be too wide, 
I emphatically deny. If it is-even if no positive harm 
ensue, what advantages to both are lost! The inexperienced 
youth is allowed to pass the most critical years of his 
existence, without a word of advice from one who is well 
calculated to afford it, as having sailed in the same track 
before, and discovered where the shoals and quicksands 
lie, and perhaps many a one makes shipwreck when a 
seasonable word from a skilful pilot might have warned 
him of the sunken rock. What errors in speculation, what 
errors in practice, he might thus h�ve es�aped. while his 
mind was drinkin'" in strength and VlgOur from mtercourse 
with a maturer �nd more experienced mind! And would 
the other be a loser, if the gulf were bridged over? I think 
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not. Besides a youthful freshness, which many would be 
sure to catch, how his heart would be enlarged and his 
sympathies extended as he watched with keen interest 
the progress of some young friend through the snares and 
temptations of a University life. There are among us men 
of this sort-men ready to feel and sympathize with all, 
and silently, it may be, watching the course of many. 

Such an one was he who has lately been taken from the 
midst of us, and whose loss is deplored by every Under
graduate in the College. A man of large sympathy-with 
a kind word and a fellow-feeling for everyone-our Captain 
and the hearty shareI' of all our pursuits-in the sunshine 
of whose genial presence we forgot the difference of 
Academical rank. What a treasure he was to the College, 
we knew not till we missed him, and there is not a J ohniall 
but will carry the memory of that warm-hearted man down 
to his own grave. 

The great difference between a large and a small College, 
and one of the many advantages of the former over the latter, 
consists in the choice of associates. In a large College like 
this, where it is impossible for any man to have even a bare 
acquaintance with all his fellow-students, he naturally falls 
into a particular set. In a small College this choice does not 
exist-he must go along with the stream. But absolutely 
necessary as it seems that there should be numerous sets 
among us, it is to be deplored that they tend to weaken and 
destroy all fellow-feeling. 

Look at that man rushing along the cloisters with shoe· 
strings flying loose and a coat somewhat the worse for weal'. 
On he hastens, a victim to Mathesis; apparently caring for 
nothing else, if only he may obtain the object of his 
ambition and win his Fellowship. Yet I would affirm that 
under that rusty garb there beats a heart as true to his 
College, and as fully bent on working for good, as beneath 
that elaborate Noah's ark! what an exquisite! in the very 
pink of fashion! watch those lavender kids dandling the 
tag end of a cigar! Who would imagine lie cared for his 
College, so tightly buttoned up as he is in himself? But 
come to me at two o'clock, and I will shew him to you 
on the river-he will have doffed that gorgeous apparel, and 
you will see him display an English pluck and hardihood 
you may think incredible under that effeminate exterior. 
His pulse will beat as quickly and his arms work as vigorous,' 
as his seven comrades of the oar, while they pull the old 
boat over the course in just 8' 15". "Well! you've taken 
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pretty extremes-but I know which I should go to, if I 
were in a pickle." So do I-but they're both good fellows 
at the bottom, and both working for their College, though 
so differently I 

It may seem hard then, with so many sets and cliques, 
to keep alive a mutual goodwill and fellow-feeling-but 
surely not impossible-if we would only bear in mind that 
pride in our College which is equally at work, though 
perhaps not in an equal degree, in the hearts of all. Why 
cannot we forget individual peculiarities and sectarian differ· 
ences? If there must be two boat·clubs, let us remember 
that the same ribbon is the badge of both, and for heaven's 
sake! don't let us carry our party-spirit into everything 
else. We must take men as we find them, without criticising 
them too severely. Let us pull a steady stroke, all togethel'. 
Why should not the old College be again as it has been 
of yore, first on the Piece, fil:st on the River, yea! and first 
in the Tripos, be it January or March? 

°0 0° 0 � 0000 
0.0.°00. 

"H. B." 
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1. 
WINDS raged without, and autumn rains beat loud, 

Dim eve was weeping sore 
From eyelids of the dun-wing'd misty cloud 

Low-hanging on the moor. 

11. 
But I beside an ingle glowing warm 

In dreamy mood reclined, 
All heedless of the peltings of the storm 

And wailing of the wind. 

Ill. 

For beauteous pictures one the other chased 
Across my musing brain; 

PictUl'es that from the seasons of the past 
Came floating back again. 

IV. 

I saw fair morning landscapes wet with dew, 
And early rays did shine, 

While fleecy cloudlets mottled o'er the blue, 
On green meads speckt with kine. 

V. 

And high o'erhead beneath the breaking morn, 
With quivering sun-flusht wings, 

Larks mounted singing from the upland corn 
Tuned sweet as angel strings. 

For 

But 

VI. 

not alone in sight was pleasure found 
From those strange pictures there, 
as I look'd on each, its own fit sound 
flcem'cl roqnd me everywhel'c. 

Fireside J.1!femo1·ies. 

VII. 

I saw upon a widespread rural plain 
Trees wind-rockt, slanting showers, 

While dimly in the distance tbro' ·the rain 
Loom'd three fair minster towers. 

VIII. 

Then saw I in a park, green-swarded, old, 
Deer frisking down a glade 

Where ancient oaks in pillar'd aisles stood bold, 
O'erarcht with green-leaved shade. 

IX. 
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Anon o'er some vast city heavenward tower'd 
Great spires, and chimneys tall, 

While round them wrapt the murky smoke-cloud lower'd 
Like a dark funeral pall. 

X. 

And then I seem'd, some dewy sabbath mom, 
To gaze o'er fields and dells 

Mellow'd with thin blue mist, thro' which was borne 
The holy chime of bells. 

XI. 

Or in broad meadows flusht with summer dyes 
I heard the low sweet sound 

Of flower-fringed brooks that mirror'd the blue skies, 
And bees that murmur'cl round. 

XII. 

Then heavy drifting clouds were rushing fast 
Across a pale-faced moon, 

Whilst woods were rocking in the eager blast 
At night's deep shadowy noon. 

XIII. 

And winter scenes I saw where deep snows lie 
O'er all the fields, wIlen clear 

The hills stand out against the frosty sky; 
Or when the lonesome mere 

XIV. 

Looks very darkly from amidst its reeds, 
And sword-flags stark and keen, 

And moonlit waters seem to tell of deeds 

They shudder to have seen. 
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XV. 

Old Ocean, when in some calm bay his face 
With sunny laughter glows, 

As, lull'd within the green earth's fond embrace, 
He sinks in soft repose. 

XVI. 

Or, when grim storms his angry waters lash, 
And crested billows hoar 

From headland unto headland roll, and crash 
In thunder to the shore. 

XVII. 

Fair ruin'd abbeys girt with summer wood; 
Castles, whose crag-built walls 

With many an ancient horror thrill the blood; 
And old manorial halls. 

XVIII. 

And last a tower'd cathedral's solemn gloom, 
Where gorgeous sainted panes 

Fling their rich lights on carven shrine and tomb, 
And holy calmness reigns, 

XIX. 

Save when the mighty organ peals on high, 
And waves of music roll 

Far down the vaulted aisles, and soar, and die, 
And overflow the soul. 

XX. 

So things of beauty, seen, abide for aye 
Treasured in heart and brain : 

Forgotten 'mid the toils of every day 
They spring to life again 

XXI. 

When we sit weary by our fireside gleam; 
And, pleased, we look them o'er, 

Till on our senses and our waking dream 
Sleep gently shuts the door. 

" H. Y." 

SCRAPS FROM THE NOTE-BOOK OF PERClVAL OAKLEY. 

SCRAP SENTIMENTAL. 

(Concluded from Vol. II. p. 195.) 

LONG and animated was the conference we held with that 
wily Caucasian, that precious Aaron Brown; but all, 

alas! to no avail. Vain alike were my own persuasive 
arguments, or Saville's vehement imprecations: the minion 
of injustice persisted in his brutal design. "Yer see," 
he said, "good Mishter Saville, so long as I knowed yer 
vos keepin' to the quiet, and never thinkin' on a bolt, vy, 
I vosn't in no hurry to nab yer, none votsumever. But 
when I heerd of this gammocking across the vater to France, 
as it may be, thinks I, 'Blow me tight, it's now or never,' 
so down I comes at vunst, and here yer be cotched alive 0 !" 
Such was the creature's diabolical ingenuity, that he had 
extracted the whole programme of poor Ernest's plans from 
old Mc Bean himself, having got hold of that nautical worthy 
the night before, in a highly confidential state of rum-and
water. A keen encounter of wit it might indeed have been, 
writ-serving Jew versus smuggling Scotchman; but continued 
glasses of ' hot with-' had ruined even Caledonian discretion. 
The best of it is, that Mc Bean, to this day, persists he 
never let out a syllable, and has not the faintest recollection 
of events between his parting with Saville at the Crown 
and Anchor, and his waking next morning on the deck of 
his' own fast gliding craft.' 

Well, it was necessary to settle something; and as Aaron 
pos�tively declined to los� sight of his captive, he was politely 
inVlted to spend the remamder of the day at No. 6 ; Ernest was 
to go with him to town next morning, hospitable accommoda
tion being proffered in that well-known spunging-house not a 
hundred miles from Cursitor Street, where the name' Brown' 
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is neatly engraved on a dirty door-plate of brass. Mean
while, I was to be off to the pic-nic, and to look sharp 
about it too : I was to explain the state of affairs to Eugenie 
a delicate task which would tax all my diplomatic powers � 
I was then to report progress at our lodgings, and receive 
further instructions to suit the emergency, whatever might 
transpil:e. In fact this was Ernest's sole object in remaining 
that night at Weremouth : what use he hoped jt would be, 
goodness only knows ; but there is a proverb about straws 
and drowning men, and there is also a passage of Shakespeare 
which declares the difficulty of being H in a moment wise, 
amazed, temperate, and furious." Some such philosophical 
maxims may possibly -explain his conduct. For myself I 
was truly sorry for the poor old boy, and only too glad 
to undertake anything for him : indeed I may say I suffered 
a little on his account, not that morning only, but for a 
longish whi1e after : and so the reader wiII himself 'confess, 
jf my natural spirit of digression ever allows me to finish 
this narrative. 

We had seen fr0m our rooms a carriage full of the 
expected party driving away to Senanus : since then our 
two horses had, for good part of an hour, been led up and 
.down in front of the house, by that faithful groom whose 
patience we always tried so sorely. Once I thought that 
.Ernest might have slipped through the window, j umped 
into the saddle, and left his persecutor's presence at a hand 
gallop ; but on inspecting things outside, I became aware of 
a second Hebrew who neIVer removed far from the animals' 
heads, pr,etending amicable converse with ' Ostler J em' : 
so that idea was crushed in the bud. It was time for 
me to be off anyways, the others having got such a long 
start of me : as fm' breakfast, I abandoned the hope : lighted 
a weed, to take the edge off my appetite ; shook hands 
with Ernest-by J ove ! I little thought how long it would 
be before he and I shook hands again ;-one parting bit 
of chaff I fired at Aaron, next minute I was in the saddle. 
It was half-past twelve when I started, and good six miles 
to Senanus ; but, thanks to whip and spur, before one o'clock 
I reined in my panting steed on the ,sandy beach, amid 
numerous greetings of applause and enquiry. All the people 
I expected were there, and one or two more I had never 
before set eyes on. "The top of the morning to you, 
Oakley," quoth tpe Oxonian parson ; " fine thing, an 't it, 
this early l'ising ?" " What ltave you done with Mr. Saville ?" 
asked Miss V. "Left him snoring most likely," said Mrs. T. 
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Eugenie said nothing, but looked a good deal. As for 

myself, my natural modesty kept me at great disadvantage ; 

however, I excused my tardy appearance on plea of ' im

pOl·tant business,' Ernest's defaulting ditto, ditto, and the 

question of early rising I gracefully and playfully adjourned 

till further notice. A rustic having appeared to take charge 

of my steed, we all walked down to a little natural pier 

of rock off which one of the cutters was lying. And where 

was the other ?-Ah, me ! in my first confusion I had hardly 

realized what was in store for me-there, not twenty yards 

from the shore, was the clever little' Sylph', creeping along 

with her j ib set, and the rest of her canvass half-furled

there in the stem sheets, snugly ensconced with shawls and 

cushions, reclined my own, my precious Seraphina-and 

who was that monster, trimming the sail ? who was that 

fiend in stalwart human form ? John Tugg to be sure ; 

any one can guess that much-Le temps est chet· En amour 

comrne en guerre, and he h�d made most of his half-hour's 

start. I'll do the beast the justice to say that he hailed 

me at once, and offered to resign command ; hut of course 

he never meant it, not he. " Oh !  pray don 't disturb your

selves," 1 responded, in the bitterness of my soul, " you 

look so comfortable and settled. Miss St. Cl'oix will give 

me the honour of her patronage, and we 'll sail the ' Crest 

of the Wave' against you for any stakes you like to name. 

Do come," I whispered to Eugenie, " I  have so much to 

tell you." Miss Veriblue tried to object, of course, but 

before she could get out six words we were in the boat, 

and old Bompas was casting her loose. " Pleasant breeze 

this here, Mr. Oakley," said that ancient mariner, "but 

don 't you run out too far to sea, keep her well under the 

cliffs, Sir, for I 'm afraid it 's freshening to blow, and you 'll 

have a job beating back against it." " All right, John," 

quoth 1, " and thank ye for the wrinkle." " Now· then, 

Oakley," said the parson, " 1 '11 see you start fair; set nothing 

but yout jib till you're level with the ' Sylph,' and then both 

of you crack on as fast as you please." 

If I were only a nautical man, you should have the most 

glowing description of our aquatic contest : but it 's one 

thing being able to sail a small cutter in moderate weather, 

and a.nother to describe the same operation in proper maritime 

terms. I know if I attempted it, half my readers would 

fail to understand, and the other half would convict me 

of a myriad blunders, so consideration and prudence combine 

to forbid my making the trial. 
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This much I venture to say: the breeze was off shore 
and we were to sail along shore; in our course to the fairway 
buoy, the wind was rather more in our favour than it 
promised to be for the homeward run; but either way we 
had to make a succession of tacks, and I knew perfectly 
well that the science of my detested rival, under these 
circumstances, would give him a complete pull over a lands
man like myself. However, off we went, and in the" excite
ment of setting sail and getting under weigh, of course 
Eugenie and I had no time for conversation: presently, 
however, we settled down to our work; the 'Crest' bowling 
along with all her canvass, and the 'Sylph' not yet having 
her mizen set, we drew a little ahead, and I felt I must 
no longer defer my disclosures. A very few words sufficed 
to explain: and how ill the poor girl could bear it, I need 
not describe: her face told its own tale, and so did the tone 
of her voice in the broken exclamations, which were all 
she uttered. At last, when I came to Ernest's message that, 
".come what might, he could never forget; that, parted 
or united, he was her's and her's only; that his own tronbles 
were as nothing to him, compared with the thought of what 
she must suffer," and much more in the same sad strain, 
her spirit failed at last, she buried her face in her hand
kerchief, and I could only tell by the convulsive sobs which 
shook her bosom, to what agony of tears she was giving way .. 
Deeply pained as I was to see her, I was utterly powerless 
to console; and silence was the only comfort I could bestow. 
What a mockery it all seemed; the bright sunshine and the 
dancing waves; the day we had all so eagerly looked forward 
to; the sailing match we had plotted and discussed again 
and again in happier hours; here it was-but oh ! how 
different now; how changed to that fond foolish heart, which 
was reaping the fruits of ill-fated passion in blighted hopes 
and sickening despair. 

I'm a bad hand at doing the pathetic, and have cut 
this part of my story as short as may be: still I wished 
the thorough discomfort of my situation to be pretty com
pletely realized by the reader. Remembering they had 
telescopes on the beach, and fearing Eugenie's distress might 
be noticed, I disregarded Bompas' caution, and stood further 
out to sea; the 'Sylph' had been gaining on us gradually 
before, and at this point overhauled us with ease. Caring 
very little now, I steered wide off the course and kept on across 
till we were near again to the projecting headland, which 
gives its name to Senanus Bay. The outline of the coast 
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is here so abrupt, and the water so deep right under the 
cliffs, that a vessel rounding the point close, would be out 
of our sight till she entered the basin. The spot was so 
lonely and so little frequented, that its chief use was for 
smuggling purposes, and I had heard fellows boasting at 
Weremouth that, "give 'em the right sort of night, and 
they could land a cargo at Senanus, in the teeth of the 
sharpest coast-guard that ever used spy-g1ass or drew cutlass." 

1 m"ention this to explain, as far as possible, how that 
happened which did happen. For truly I am now on the 
brink of my catastrophe, and even at this distance of time 
I feel a cold shudder at having to recount it. If I lived 
to the age of a hundred, I could never forget that hour. 
Intending to � go about,' as the breeze was growing much 
fresher, I put the helm down with one hand, holding the 
main sheet in the other; the mizen and jib I had furled 
shortly before; dead under the rocks, as we were, the wind 
failed us, and so accordingly did my little manceuvre; I let 
her forge slowly ahead, past the point, expecting a puff to 
set all to rights from the open sea. A t that instant, while 
she hung in the trough of a wave, a loud shout of 'Boat 
ahoy !' rang in my ears; and, looking round in amazement, 
there, by J ove ! running into us, amidships, was the 'Lively 
N ancy', under all her canvass, old Mc Bean's face grinning 
above the bowsprit, and another grimy old salt roaring out 
orders to me, which 1 couldn't understand a word of, and 
couldn't have executed if I had. It was over in much 
less time than it takes me to write it, or you to read. By 
instinct, rather than presence of mind, I got the boat about, 
and the schooner, instead of taking us amidships, struck 
our stern, and stove it in. There was a scream or two 
from Eugenie, and an oath or two from Mc Bean: I was 
too astonished myself either to yell or swear. We filled 
rapidly, and were settling down, when one of the schooner's 
crew hooked a grappling"iron into the ill-fated ' Crest', and 
drew her along side, smartly as an angler might land his 
half-pound trout; we had just time to get hauled on board, 
and then the poor little cutter gave its final lurch, and sub-
sided for good and all. 

Bruised, dripping, and breathless, I confronted the skipper: 
he was one continuous grin from ear to ear; (the favourite 
expression of every plebeian Scot) "neatly done, worn't it 
now Muster Saville 1" said the monster, "looked so nateral , 'd' 'd Id ' like, you'd ha' sal It wor a ax ent, wou n t yer, now 1" 

"What the (strong expression )-d 'you mean," I replied, 
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longing to throttle him, " what d 'you mean, you infernal 
old scoundrel ?" 

" Muster Sav- whew ! "  here he gave a prolonged whistle, 
and grinned yet worse than before, " by J akers ! it 's the 
wrong un." 

More perplexed and wroth than ever, I was about to 
punch his old head, and probably, get a thrashing for my 
pains, when he cried out, " Lord a marcy, look ye there I" 
and turning, I saw poor Eugenie had fainted. 

Well : my only wonder was, she had 'nt come to that 
sooner. Old Mc Bean, who wasn't such a bad-hearted fellow 
after all, rushed down the ladder and got his cabin door 
opened. I carried the poor girl into the cabin, (heavens 1 
how it did smell of spirits and tobacco 1) and, not being 
altogether unused to the duty, contrived, by the ordinary 
remedies to bring her to herself again ; the skipper and I 
made up a sort of extempore couch for her better comfort, 
and, thanks to her natural spirit, I was glad to seer her ' 
soon grow more composed, though sadly nervous still, and 
shaken, as the strongest of her sex, in the same plight, 
could hardly have failed to be. Mc Beau then volunteered 
his explanations, which didn 't mend matters, however, at 
all : it seems his conscience (?) had warned him that, by 
helping the elopement he might get into a precious ugly 
scrape ; so he hit on the happy idea of running the boat 
down and smashing it, in order that this accident (?) might 
justify him in the eyes of the law for taking the parties 
on board. As it happened, I had steered the cutter exactly 
as Ernest intended to' have done, and the Scotchman knowing 
her by sight, (not to mention Saville's flag which was flying 
at our mast-head) made no doubt that the right people were 
in her, and carried out his own amendment accordingly. 

vVhen could he put us ashore, was my next question, 
for I waived indignation for the present, and thought it  
best to be polite. Oh ! we should be at St .  Ambroise before 
that evening. That didn 't suit at all ; wouldn 't he stand 
in for twenty minutes, in which case our friends in the 
other cutter could come alongside and take us off? No, 
he was blowed if he would, or could, and he asked me to 
look out of the port-hole, which formed the window of 
his cabin. I looked and saw nothing but a sail in the 
distance. Did I know what vessel it was ? No ? Well, 
it was the ' Revenue' sloop, and catch him, the captain 
of that 'ere schooner, risking his cargo for any living soul : 

. if he stood in, the sloop would have him sure as fate ; he 'd 
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bad the narrowest shave of it the week before ; and he 
wouldn't risk it again, not for a thousand pounds : no : 
we came on board of our own doing, no fault of his, and 
there we must stay till he sighted France : there may be 
a fishing boat would take us ashore, for he dursn 't run 
into the harbour himself, and must lie off till night-fall. 
At this point of the proceedings there was a call of ' skipper' 
from the deck, and up the ladder he vanished double-quick. 

Strange to say, Eugenie seemed rather relieved at the 
turn affairs had taken ; her friends at St. Ambroise would 
receive her, she knew, her Aunt being Superior of the 
convent in that town : and as the said lady was cuts with 
old St. Croix, she would certainly aid and abet her niece 
in hiding, and possibly save her from the forced marriage 
with her parrain. At any rate it was a temporary respite, 
and any change seemed to the poor girl a change for the 
better. , My own thoughts, however, were not so cheerful : 
what would people say of me ? what would Seraphina think ? 
How could I ever explain to the Colonel, or to Miss Veri blue ? 
and what was I to do when landed in France, seeing at 
that moment I had exactly two half-crowns and a fourpenny
bit in my pocket ? Well : time would shew, I supposed ; 
and seeing some ship's biscuit and cold j unk on the premises, 
I just remembered I 'd had no breakfast, so fell to work 
with a will, and finished with a glass of contraband brandy. 
Eugenie, a faint smile dawning on her wan face, declined 

, to share my repast : happily she had escaped the wetting 
I came in for, so I had not to insist on her restoring nature 
by the spirit medium of eau de vie. 

Food and drink affect the temper favourably, and really, 
if I hadn 't felt so very damp, I should almost have begun 
to enj oy the situation. We discussed our affairs and pros
pects over and over again, till finally we got quite accustomed 
to them all, and prepared for anything and everything. It 
seemed the vessel was pitching and tossing above one or 
two, and I proposed to my fair  companion to ascend on 
deck and take an observation ; she declined, but begged 
me to go and see ; promising to return immediately and 
report, on deck I went. 

By J ove ! what a change there had been in the last hour : 
the sky clouded over, and growing darker every minute, 
the wind shifted round nearly eight points, and blowing 
stiff enough for a landsman to call it a gale ; the schooner 
with nothing set but her fore-stay-sail and reefed mainsail 
topping the seas as they rose, and taking them j ust whel:e 
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they melted into one another, but still, buoyant as she was · 
giving a dip and a roll from time to time, which shewed 
she needed her skipper at the wheel, and took all his skill 
to handle her. Soon as he saw me he roared out a request 
that I 'd " go for 'ard and help Bill to clap a guy on that 
'ere boom," language which was Hebrew and Sanscrit to me 
but go I did, and, under Bill's superintendence, improved 
my nautical knowledge. Besides these twain there Was 
ouly a boy on board, and he was swinging somewhere about 
the rigging iu fearfully perilous positions, which I could 
admire, but not imitate. Bill and I were a long time about 
our job, and by then the skipper had roared out some fresh 
orders, seeming to take me for a foremastman, and designing 
I should work my passage across. Truth to tell, I wasn 't 
sorry for something to stop one thinking, and I laid to work 
with an uneducated zeal, which provoked mingled admiration 
and curses from my tarry instructor. Sharper and sharper 
the wind came singing through the ropes ; worse and worse 
got the pitching, and the way I tumbled about was a 
' caution to snakes' ; we never had a minute's rest till she 
was ' stripped', as Bill informed me, ' to the storm stay-sails,' 
adding, by way of consolation, " if this keeps on we shan 't 
see France to-morrow." 

We did though, all the same, and were lying off St. 
Ambroise in the grey dawn of a drizzling misty day. Fifteen 
hours I had spent in utter discomfort, on deck all the while, 
except for a few minutes, from time to time, when I reported 
progress at the cabin door : rain pouring down in buckets, 
night dark as pitch, all hands hard at work, as our several 
abilities prompted ; my own chief occupation was to look 
out ahead, and roar ' breakers' if I should happen to sce 
them, which, happily, I didn 't. Towards morning the gale 
came to a lull, and by four o'clock the sea was so far 
gone down that we could begin to thillk of landing. A 
French fishing smack, after exchange of private signals, 
ran alongside and took us on board. I offered old Mc Bean 
what coin I had about me, but he declined, with hideous 
imprecations, to touch it, saying, " I 'd paid my footing, 
and plenty too." We had got quite thick in the course 
of our night's adventures, and shaking hands all round, 
parted with vows of eternal friendship. 

No further disaster happened ; the French fishermen 
landed us at the pier, and were uncommonly civil all the 
while. Eugenie, looking dreadfully pale and weary, leant 
on my arm, and directed the way to the convent : she knew 
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the town well enough, and we were soon there. I wondered 
inwardly what poor Ernest would have given to be in my 
place, and what she would have given that it had been 
his arm to support her instead of mine. The concierge 
stared a little on opening the grated door, but was evidently 
not astonished at trifles, and accustomed to vigil at any hour 
of the morning. I pressed the little hand of my compagnon 
de voya.qe, saw the gate closed, and making my way alone 
to the Singe D 'Or, a tidy hotel I had noticed on the quay, 
was soon stripped of my wet habiliments, and doubled up 
in a peculiarly small comfortless bed. It was long past 
noon when I woke again. 

From necessary causes I staid at the little French port 
for best part of a week : I had written home the first day) 
told them all about it without reserve, and waited for further 
advice. In that out-of-the-way place they were used to 
strange visitors, and neither bothered me for passport, nor 
asked me what I wanted. The weather was very fine, 
and there was good fishing in the bay ; with the help of 
that, and some native tobacco, and such company as could 
be picked up on the pier and in the public, time passed 
pretty pleasantly. The second day I got a very polite note 
from the Lady Superior of the convent, thanking me for 
my attentions to her niece : Eugenie added a few prettr. words of farewell at the bottom of the page. They didn t 
ask me to see them, nor did I care to go. On the sixth 
day came a peculiarly jolly letter from home, and everything 
that was satisfactory in the way of remittances. Next 
morning I left St. Ambroise for Rhine-land. 

Not caring to set foot in England, at least before the 
Long was over, I took a good spell of travel. At Coblentz, 
whom should I meet but Fluker and the rest of the four ? 
They had smashed their little craft descending some un
pronounceable rapid of the Mayn, and looked uncommonly 
queer in their boating costume, which was rather the worse 
for wear. Their funds running short, they seemed to be 
travelling mostly on foot, and lodging in the vilest of slums : 
however, they all looked peculiarly well and happy, and 
declared they had done an amazing lot of reading I which, 
under the circumstances, was highly probable. 

I needn't sketch the plan of my pilgrimage, which was 
not a long one, Venice being the goal. Early in October 
I was back in Paris, and, in the Rue Rivoli, came across 
my friend Whitechapel, who had started for Russia, but 
never got farther than the Quartier Latin ; his sojourn had 

R 
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added a moustache to his lip, and extra slanginess to 
his general demeanour ; however, his stock of anecdotes 
was remarkable, and all of them, doubtless, (?) founded on 
real experience of student life.  He shewed me a £le of 
English papers : I had been sadly out of news for the last 
month : and what I read now astonished me not a little. 
Rumours had reached me that a great speculation bank, 
the Grand Central they called it, had broken in August ; 
but I didn 't know then that all Ernest's little fortune was 
invested in the concern ; I didn 't know it till I read a 
detailed account of Mr. Saville's proceedings in the Insolvent 
Court, and of the very inadequate settlement his creditors 
were likely to obtain. However, thought I, it won 't distress 
him much, for he always looked forward to a chamber 
in the Fleet, sooner or later ; and by that night's post I 
wrote him such a letter as I could manage of comfort and 
condolence. Two pieces of news served to cover a second 
sheet of my epistle, and though I can write them down 
calmly at this distance of time, I confess, when I read them 
first, the sensation was like a chilly hand laying its fingers 
on my heart : 

MARRIAGE. 

Sept. 3rd. At St. Mary's, Weremouth, by the Rev. 
M. A. Smith, John, eldest son of Timot}:leus Tugg, Esq., 
Cranbourn Lodge, Manchester, to Seraphina Maria, only 
daughter of the late Francis Hawthorn, Esq., M.D. 

DEATH. 

Sept. 1 0th. At Weremouth, suddenly, of heart disease, 
Colonel Henri St. Croix. 

Not very long since, a medical friend was she wing me 
the Hospital of St. Lazare, at Paris ; there were two or 
three sreurs de charite in the wards as we were passing 
through, so neat of dress, so soft of foot, and so gentle of 
hand, as they went about performing their works of mercy, 
that Scott's immemorial line 

The ministering Angel thou, 

seemed to have found its perfect realization there. One 
of the sisters, as she passed me, gave a start and a faint 
cry, then, concealing her face in her veil, hurried out of 

. the ward. Time and sorrow, and, for aught I know, severest 
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convent discipline as well, had done their fatal work of 

change, but the memory of a figure, fuller it might be, 

and rounder once, but endowed with that perfect grace and 
elasticity of motion, flashed at once across my mind : that 
thick veil might disguise the small head and the slender 
throat, but I knew I had seen once more Eugenie St. 
Croix. I askeu my friend about her, but he knew next 
to nothing : Sreur Marie, he said, was the name she went 
by there ; she lived in one of the city convents, he did 
not remember which. I had no right to prosecute my 
search, but I told Ernest (whitewashed at last, and working 
hard in Somerset House) the tale of what I had seen. 
Saville has kept his word, " come what might, he has not 
forgotten," and I know the first three weeks of vacation 
he succeeds in obtaining from H. M. Civil Service, will 
be spent by him on the other side the channel. Perhaps 
the slight clue I have given may enable him to find his 
hidden treasure. Will my readers wish him, heartily as 

. I do, ' Bon Voyage' ? 

�
+

+ 
+ + + 

+ + 
+ 

" P. 0." 
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ZEPHYRUS, 

THERE is a dell in Paphos seen of none 
Save Aphrodite and one only pair 
Immortal, graced by the Idalian Queen 
Beyond all others ; for, when Zephyrus, 
Languid with love and weary of his task,
To flit unseen around Aurora's car 
And fan the rosy-cinctured Hours, or wake 
The leafy murmurs of Olympian groves,
Besought her, she, by favour of great Zeus, 
Touched by his prayer, granted his spirit form 
Of Godlike beauty ;-and anon she breathed 
Her influence o'er the maiden of his love, 
Waking the virgin movings of her heart 
To answer a felt touch, albeit unseen. 

Yet, for she loves her power, and loves to see 
Her thralls endure their fetters, ere she brought 
To that sweet dell, hid in the Paphian shades, 
The pearl of all the isle, she fain would hear 
Young Zephyr pour his plaint in earnest song ; 
For she had noted, when A polIo's lute 
I�ay idle, how with curious unseen hand 
He ever strayed among the golden chords, 
That throbbed with weird aerial melodies 
At his light touch, and quivered into sound. 

Therefore she sate beside 11im in the cave 
Herself bd chosen.-Thick around it grew 
Her glossy myrtles, and the downcast flower 
Whereon she gazing had of old bestowed, 
In guerclon for its sweetness, the bright stain, 
The azure stain of her own peerless eye, 
Gleamed through the cool damp moss about their feet. 

, . , 

., 

Zephyrus. 

And in the eager brightness of first youth 
And early love he sate, and while its glow 
Purpled his cheek, and with impatient heel 
He crushed the asphodels, thus Zephyr sang :-

" 0  maiden, snow-white maiden, by what name 
Soe'er ascribed to heavenly choirs the gods 
Shall own thee loveliest, hear the air-god's prayer ; 
Nor deem my love a love of yesterday, 
For I have watched thee, maiden, all unseen, 
Cow'ring amid the p�tals of a rose, 
Or lurking in the fairy citadel 
Of some bright crocus,-when the kindly spring 
Wooed thee to Dian's haunts, and all the sward 
Crisp with innumerous spikes and bursting buds 
Charmed thy attentive gaze.-O, then, 'twas I 
That brake the pencilled cups and shed their dew 
�em-like on thy soft hand ;-'twas I that played 
View less among thy tresses, and unheard, 
Or with such gentle whisper as awoke 
Thy changing colour, for, methinks, my power, 
Unknown, wrought in thee a vague joy e'en then 
And sweet indefinite longings :-Hear, 0, hear, 
I am aweary of the blustering winds, 
Those my rude mountain-brothers, and no joy 
Visits me now to tend the budding shoots, 
Or move old Ocean to a dimpled smile, 
Or waft sweet odours through the myrtle alleys. 
And yet, so thou wert mine, my earliest care, 
My latest still should be to tend thee well 
As a sweet flower ;-and flowers for thee should weal' 
A brighter purple, and sweet airs, my slaves, 
Should ever breathe about thee, and my love 
Should dower thee with immortal life, and give 
Thy name to men no less to be adored 
Than Psyche's,-scarcely less than hers who gave 
Me all I have, and fain would give me thee." 

So sang he, all enraptured, and the Queen, 
Radiant with conscious power, granted his prayer, 
For Dian now had risen o'er the grove, 
Not with cold glance, but with the mellow smile 
She loves to shed on Latmos, and still night 
Heard gentle whispers, and the �tar ?f Eve 
Sparkled like fire above the Idahan h1118. 

" C. S." 

2 3 3  
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SHELLEY AND .,ESCHYLUS. 

NONE of the legends of classic story have taken deeper 
root in the hearts of men, since the revival of letters, than the story of Prometheus. It has embodied itself in the phraseology of our poets ; it has given a tone to the proverbial colloquialisms of daily conversation ; it has engaged the attention of antiquarians and divines. The latter have discovered in it, (whether j ustly or not it is not my province now to enquire,*') traces of a primeval tradition of man's fall by the agency of a woman, and of a prophecy that the (r seed of a woman should bruise the serpent's head." 

It is not difficult to see why this should be. There is somewhat in the legend so stirring, somewhat that appeals so stl'ongly to our sympathy with all that is brave and noble in humanity, and especially with that noblest form of human greatness, endurance under suffering,-suffering incurred for benefits conferred on our own race,-that no heart alive to such feelings could be otherwise than roused thereby. 

,.. There are two points in connexion with this hypothesis which I have never seen particularly dwelt upon : viz., the supernatural conception of Epapbus, plainly indicated by lEschylus in two passages of the Supplices (vv. 45, 312) where he speaks of his being begotten, by the inspiration, or by the hand or touch of Zeus ; and the additional link supplied by the passage in the Prometheus, referred to below, where Zeus is described as wishing to exterminate the whole race of men, as connected with a primitive tradition of the deluge, of which we have other traces. If I were looking in the legend in question for any such meaning, I should find in it rather a reference to One, himself divine, who-made perfect in sufferings-was to deliver man from the wrath of an Almighty and offended God. 

. . .  

• •  I 
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That this is the chief ground of its wide acceptance, is, 
r think, further shown by a comparison of the original 
legend with that which is generally current. There are 
parts of that original legend in which the character of 
Prometheus does not appear to such advantage, and these 
have been quietly dropped, though in the latter version we 
meet with expressions, here and there, which have often 
been referred to the first tradition. My classical reader 
will perceive at once that I allude to the choice given to 
Zeus by Prometheus in the division of the victims in 
sacrifice. The story is told by Resiod in his Theogony 
(vv. 5 35-557). Prometheus as the representative of men 
set before Zeus-on the one side the flesh and inwards of 
a fine ox covered with the ox's paunch,-and on the other 
the bones and refuse enveloped in the white fat,-and gave 
him his choice, which part the gods should have. Zeus 
perceived the intended treachery, and in his rage " with 
both hands chose the white fat, meditating evil to the whole 
human race, evil which should hereafter be accomplished." 
Unless it can be accounted for as above, it surely is remark
able, that so strong a feature of the legend should, in the 
popular version of it, be so generally ignored, and that 
when it is required to account for the first proceeding 
mentioned in the common legend, the withholding of fire 
by Zeus, which led to the daring exploit of Prometheus. 
It is singular too, as shewing the tendency to exalt the 
hero's claims to human gratitude, that to him is given the 
credit of introducing the pleasures of hope into the human 
breast, while according to another part of the legend, amidst 
the general dispersion over the worl d of suffering and 
disease, by Pandora's agency, Hope alone remained in the 
cask where she had been imprisoned with them.'" 

But my object now is not so much to discuss the legend 
itself, as to view it with reference to the two phases of it 
given by JEschylus and Shelley, which have generally 
been held to be distinct. Of the secondary reasons for 
the wide spread knowledge of the Promethean story, there 
can be nO doubt that we shall find the chief in the 
noble work of the former poet, the Prometheus Bound. 
As regards plot, and the accessory elements of tragic interest, 

'it Can any one read me this riddle of Hope's remaiuing wl1ile 
the rest were scattered abroad ? If Hope staid among men, surely 
disease was banished from them-if diseases were spread among 
them, surely Hope was kept from them under lock and key. 
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this play is far inferior to some of the other works which 
antiquity has handed. down to us,-it involves an episode 
which is worked out to an extent certainly not warranted 
by its connexion with the main story,�but, after all, the 
grand poetry which it contains, and the surpassing interest 
of its central :6.gure have always found a response in those 
who could say with the poet, 

(' Homo sum ; humani nihil a me alienum puto." 

Most of my readers are aware that, besides the play in 
question, JEschylus produced another, entitled the Pro
metheus Unbound, which, with the exception of a few 
valuable fragments, is unfortunately lost to us. We know 
however how the story was worked out. In the extant 
play Prometheus is severely tortured to drive him to disclose 
it secret,-which is several times hinted at, but which he 
refuses to divulge till he is released from his bonds,-of a 
marriage by which Zeus would beget a son that should ' 

be stronger than himself. In the sequel, he revealed the 
secret, which was to the effect that the goddess Thetis, who 
was then looked to as the probable partner of Zeus' throne, 
would bring forth a son who should be stronger than his 
father, and consequently Zeus espoused her to a mortal, 
Peleus, by whom she had Achilles. Prometheus was then 
�eleased from his captivity. 

- There can be no doubt that after the loud boastings of 
his courage which we have in the Prometheus Bound, this 
is an unsatisfactory catastrophe, derogating greatly from the 
dignity of human nature as shadowed forth in the great 
representative of the race. Such was the feeling which 
induced the poet Shelley to carry on the work which 
JEschylus had begun, to what appeared to him its legitimate 
conclusion. The poem thus produced is one of exceeding 
beauty, though to be read with some degree of caution ; 
for, knowing the scepticism of its author, we cannot but 
feel that in some of the strongest exclamations against the 
empire of Heaven, there is a sneer, if nothing worse than 
a sneer, at all religious belief. The plot is simply told :
Prometheus patiently endures his fate, and by his suffering 
becomes the redeemer of the race ; Zeus is dethroned by 
his child Demogorgon, as he himself dethroned Kronos ; 
they dwell together in darkness ; no successor is appointed 
to the throne of Olympus ; no more are men to be held 
in thrall by the capricious power of cruel gods, but are 
�hemselves henceforth to live as gQds, the new era being 
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ushered in by the downfall o f  Zeua, and the consequent 

liberation of Prometheus. The accessories of the play form 

its greatest beauties, and serve well to set off the simpler 

grandeur of the main plot. 
But my obj ect in this paper is rather to show that in 

this treatment of the subj ect Shelley, though diverging 

considerably from the plot of the lost play of JEschylus, 

does in fact only work out what we have plain hints of in 

the Prometheus Bound. The points on which the latter 

tmns are, as I conceive, the following : Prometheus is 

enchained for having stolen the :6.re of Zeus, and given it 

to mortals (7*') ; as their great benefactor he is looked upon 

as the champion and deliverer of their kind (235) : but he 

has also been on the closest terms with the Heavenly Ruler 

himself-for it was by his counsels that the latter had con

signed Kronos to the murky depths of Tartarus, and seized 

upon his throne (2 1 9  foUg). The :6.rst cause of quarrel was 

that Zeus, anxious to secure an unmolested empire, held 

thoughts of destroying the race of men altogether, and 

creating a new one ( 2 32), and in his division of power, 

gauging everything by the rule of self-interest, " took no 

count of hapless mortals" ( 2 3 0). Prometheus alone of all his 

counsellors ventured to oppose his plans (234), and rescued 

men from utter destruction. From this his own account, 

and that of Hermes, who, later in the play, taunts him 

with bringing himself into this harbourage of woes by his 

own stubborn and l'ebellious course (96 4), it would seem 

that the theft of :6.re was but the open accusation, on which 

the punishment was based, the actual cause being the grati

:6.cation of Zeus' revenge. He perseveres in his defence 

of men, and in his contempt for the ingl'atitude of Zeus, 

spite of all the tortures which his foe can heap upon him 

( l 0 0 3), and the play ends with an appeal to Earth and 

Heaven to witness the injustice of the sufferings which 

he undergoes. 
Now to turn to our other author. The key-note of 

Shelley's play is struck in the :6.rst scene, where Prometheus 

from his station in the bleak ravine of the Caucasian moun

tains, calls upon the " monarch of all Gods and Dremons, and 

all Spirits but One," to 
regard this Earth 

Made multitudinous with thy slaves, whom thou 

Requitest for knee-worship, prayer, and praise, 

'it The numerals refer to the lines in Dindorf's text. 
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And toil, and hecatombs of broken hearts, 
With fear and self-contempt and barren hope. 
Whilst me, who am thy foe, eyeless in hate, 
Hast thou made reign and triumph, to thy scorn, 
O'er mine own misery and thy vain revenge. 
Three thousand years of sleep-unsheltered hours, 
And moments aye divided by keen pangs 
Till they seemed years, torture and solitude, 
Scorn and despair,- these are mine empire. 
More glorious far than that which thou surveyest 
From thine unenvied throne, 0 mighty God ! 
Almighty, had I deigned to share the shame 
Of thine ill tyranny. 

(The allusion to the ingratitude of Zeus occurs again, 

I gave all 
He has ; and in return he chains me here 
Years, ages, night and day.) 

The curse in Scene i.  is expressed in language which, 
in an author writing in a Christian age, cannot be deemed 
less than blasphemous . Still it finds to a certain extent 
a parallel in the pages of 1Eschylus. Take for instance, 

Believe me, Zeus, though stubborn-hearted, still 
Shall be brought low. 
And stumbling on such woes himself shall learn 
'Twixt slaves and sovereigns what a gulph is fixed. 
Pray on I-and court the sov'reign of the day ! 
For naught care I for Zeus, or for his power 
Yea ! less than naught. Let Him e'en as he will 
Lord it thro' this, his brief career of empire, 
For, be assured, not long shall he hold sway 
Amongst the Gods of Heaven. 

(907) 

(926) 

(937) 

Prometheus is throughout the champion of mortals, and 
not only so, but, as it were, their representative. He is 
the one 

At whose voice Earth's pining sons uplifted 
Their prostrate brows from the polluting dust, 
And our Almighty tyrant with fierce dread 
Grew pale, until His thunder chained thee here. 

He is 

The Champion of Heaven's slaYe8, 
The Saviour and the strength of suffering men. 
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(So 1Eschylus speaks of him as one 

Who helping mortals for himself earned pains.) 

239 

He, who when bent by many sufferings and woes was 

to escape from his bonds ( 5 1 2), escapes them not by the 

grace and favour of Zeus, but by the final triumph of patient 

endurance, and by the cessation of Zeus' power. He bids 

the furies " pour out the cup of pain," and laughs to scorn 

" their power, and His who sent them." And at last his 

enemy is cast down from his lofty throne ; the triple fates 

and ever-mindful Furies ( 5 1 6), whose power is to prove 

his master (930), overtake him with their vcmgeance : Pro

metheus having kept the secret, by keeping of which he 

was to escape from his torturing chains (5 25),'" is triumphantly 

set at liberty, therein fulfilling the confident expectation of 

the Chorus that the time would come even yet, when 

released from his bonds he should become no less powerful 

than Zeus himself (50 0). As it was a son of Zeus, who 

bound him to the " Eagle-baffiing mountain," so it is a son 

of Zeus who delivered him thence,-the former by his 

mother's side connected with the gods, the latter by ties 

of blood and feeling sympathizing with men,-while the 

former monarch of gods and men appeals to him as " monarch 

of the world." 
I think I have said enough to shew that I have some 

ground for maintaining that She11ey in his treatment of the 

subj ect has not departed from the path which his pioneer 

had marked out. Passages there are, some of which I have 

quoted, which appear to me quite inconsistent with the 

catastrophe of the common legend, though it would be 

absurd in us to accuse 1Eschylus of such inconsistency, 

without knowing how the plot was, in the last play of the 

Promethean trilogy, worked round to the desired end. 

I wish my commendation of the whole work could be more 

unreserved. Its poetry, its imagery quite justify Sandy 

Mackaye's eulogy, " Ay, Shelley'S gran" ; there is about 

the play with its combination of classic and modern veins 

of poetry an inexpressible charm : but there is a dangerous 

spirit lurking in it which would sap at the root of all religious 

"" I am not certain about the meaning I have put upon this 

passage : if it be correct, I can only explain it as alluding to the 

destruction of the power of Zeus by means of the marriage with 

Thetis, the result of which Promethens alone foreknew. 
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belief." Now it takes th<;l form of Pantheism-now it borders more upon absolute Atheism-but throughout evinces a stubborn opposition to the will of the Supreme Being which justifies the comparison,-which the author to � certain extent challenges in his introduction,-with the Satan of the Paradise Lost. But to any one who can exercise due discrimination in rejecting the chaff, I can promise a great treat in the reading of Shelley's Prometheus Unbound. 

.. There is one passage in this play, which will, I think, throw some light upon the cause of Shelley's estrangement from all belief in the truth of Christianity. It is in the first act : 
Remit the anguish of that lighted stare ; Close those wan lips ; let that thorn-wounded brow Stream not with blood ; it mingles with thy tears ! Fix, fix those tortured orbs in peace and death, So thy sick throes shake not that crucifix. * '" '" '" I see, I see The wise, the mild, the lofty, and the just, Whom thy slaves hate for being like to thee, Some hunted by foul lies from their hearts' home Some linked to corpses in unwholesome cells : Some impaled in lingering fire. 

Q�Q o �0� �e 

ARIADNE . 

I .  
SHE sat upon a mass of cold-grey stone 

Worn with the rough caresses of the wave, 
She heard no more the billows' hissing groan 

The vengeful murmur of the sea-god's slave. 
Across the deep one bright-oar'd galley drave 

One cloud all-glorious lay athwart the sun ; 
She heard the sea-mew fluttering to his cave, 

She heard the shrill cry of his mate, alone 
She sat un mated, -the forsaken one. 

2. 
Smooth spread the sea for many a weary mile 

Blue-gleaming far as human eye might reach, 
The little wavelets dimpled to a smile, 

And brake in kisses on the sparkling beach. 
Above the south-wind muttering did beseech 

And threaten, in low tones o'er crag and scar, 
Until it sank at length o'er-powered, and each 

Rude ocean-sweeping blast retired from war, 
And, sighing, died along the deep afar. 

3. 
Now Silence, loved of Sleep, mild-visaged king, 

Following the footsteps of departing light, 
Close wrapped in cloud swept down on noiseless wing, 

And all the earth grew dim before his sight. 
White vapours hid the ocean's slumbering might, 

_ The veil of Aphl'odite soft and warm, 
As beautiful as when sun-flushed and bright 

Its folds first wreathed around her rising form
Her silver shield-her close defence from harm. 
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4. 
And she-the kingly born, the fair of face, 

Old Minos' danghter, Ariadne,-she 
Sat gazing forward o'er the trackless space, 

-The wind-swept bosom of the mighty seaSilent she sat, her hand upon her knee, 
Across her face a deepening shade of pain, Her hair about her bosom floating free, 
Mourning for llim who crossed the heaving main Departing-never to return again. 

STEETLEY RUINED CHURCH, 
DERBYSHIRE. 

AN ivy-mantled ruin, yet still fair, 

" M. B." 

With carved device and arch of N Ol'man mould, 
That mark a structure consecrate of old 
To holy offices of praise and prayer : 
But who shall say when last was gather'd there By softly-tinkling bell the scatter'd fold. 
Or sacred anthem to the skies hath roll'd 
Save from the light-wing'd choristers of air ? 
Roofless the aisle is left, the altar lone, 
Yet let none deem that from this still recess 
The God who once was worshipt there is gone. 
Still may the contrite heart its sin confess, 
Still thankful knees the green-turft chancel press, And He shall hearken on His holy throne. . 

" C." 

THE QUESTIONIST'S DR EAM. 

THERE goes six o'clock ! no train now till twelve ! so 
I 'm booked, it seems, to spend a Christmas Eve in 

Cambridge. It was with anything but the complacent feelings 
which are generally supposed to follow in the train of self
sacrifice and the keeping of a good resolution that I made 
these ej aculations. The prospect was not pleasant. An 
empty wine-glass reminded me that a friend had j ust left 
me to go down by the six o'clock train. It was a miserable 
night, muggy, misty, unwholesome : it was a surplice night 
too, and I had just missed chapel. I was one of about 
seven remaining undergraduates. The others had all gone. 
How glad Smith was to ' bolt' as he called it ! What joys 
had not J ones depicted in his pleasant home up in the 
North ! How that wretch Robinson would persist in pitying 
me. Never mind, I shall live to be envied. No, I didn 't 
much mind all that ; but there were all Mr. Todhunter's 
treatises glaring at me and reminding me that I was a 
Questionist, and that a week hence I should be in the-
well, it was not a pleasant thought, I did not care to continue 
it, but there was no doubt about it, I was a questionist, 
and I was miserable. 

If the present was not agreeable, still less was the future. 
To-night, reading a-bed ; to-morrow, breakfast, chapel, 
with holly and all its suggestions : after chapel, a blank 
till hall ; then unpleasant reminders of the season in the 
shape of mince-pies (not home made), then a blank, then 
evening chapel, then a final blank, then bed-time. What 
a succession of blanks : what a violation of all the laws of 
Christmas time ! I never thought to have been so like that 
fictitious relative of Viola's. N or shall I be in one respect. 
She never told her calamity, whereas I do �ine, partly ; 
moreover, she had only one blank to complam of, while 
I had three, at least. 
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Well, but virtue, and self-sacrifice, and an that sort of thing : would, or could not they come to the rescue ? not they : I only staid up because I was afraid I should be plucked. It would have been a much more meritorious action to have gone down, and I knew it, and felt humiliated accordingly. The idea of praising a man who wants to be Senior Wrangler, as Smith did, or wooden spoon as I did, for sticking to his work I A Senior Op, now, de�erves some credit. Why should he have worked for an ignoble mediocrity ? He has no conceivable motive, nothing can account for such a phenomenon but an innate instinct of industry. Thus you see I could not console myself by putting my mind on its back, so to speak, for any extraordinary virtue. Then again, as regarded expediency, would it not have been better to have taken a rest ? A week ? At least a day ? what a pleasant day it might have been ! what a pleasant Christmas I had spent last year ! What a roaring fire ! And the old yule-log too, and the country-dance, and the blind-man's-buff, and the forfeits, and the misletoe, and that charming little- oh ! good heavens : something must be done : here 's Hymers' Three Dimensions. 
" The osculating plane at any point of a curve is that which has closer contact with the curve than any other plane passing through the same point." " An osculating plane cuts the curve unless its contact be of an odd order." " The condition for a contact of the third order of an osculating plane is 

ifz asy d2y d3z " 
dx2 dx3 = dx'i dx3 ' 

" When a curve in space is a plane curve, the plane in which it is situated is the osculating plane at every point." Very good-l must master this before I read further. Rather odd though, that ! an odd number of kisses better than an even ! I began to picture to myself an osculating plane. I flatter myself I have a considerable power of concentration, and at last, forgetting the weather, the chapel, the mince-pies: the six o'clock train, and even the approaching N ew-year's day, I lost myself completely in my 
subject. 

I seemed to see' befol�e me a fair and beautiful maiden, 
clothed in white, bearing in her right hand a sprig of 
misletoe. On her head she wore a circular coronet :  her shoes were delicate white satin ellipses of considerable eccen
tricity. From her classical hat streamed back two winged 
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hyperbolas : from a white neck her neck-chain streamed 
down in a curve which, I need scarcely say, was a catenary : 
her blue sash, pinned by a brooch, in the form of a logarith
mic spiral, fell into folds so lovely, that in them none could 
f<}il to discern the line of beauty : upon it was written , 
" M athematics made easy." She stood before me with her 
arm flung gracefully round a man, in whom I thought I 
recognised --, well, modesty bids me to conceal what 
truth would fain have me proclaim. 

I was gazing entranced on this beauteous apparition, 
when a chilly creeping shiver made me conscious of the 
proximity of a new neighbour. Inclined at an angle of 
about eighty degrees to the horizon, and leaning somewhat 
heavily on the arm of a gentleman, in whose features I 
thought I noted a strong resemblance to--, surely there 
can be no harm in mentioning the name of a gentleman 
who keeps in the New Court, up two pair of stairs, and 
is the author of very many compendious Mathematical 
treatises-but I won 't though -for I hate personalities
leaning then on the ai'm of a gentleman, who shall be 
nameless, and who stood exalted on a vast volume, on the 
back of which I caught a glimpse of the word Variations, 
was an elderly female. Her arms were what is commonly 
called a-kimbo : but to my mind they resembled those j ointed 
bars connected by an elastic string, spoken of in page 3 0 9 ,  
of the Analytical Statics, and were painfully suggestive i n  their 
motions, of virtual velocities. Depending from her two hands 
was a rigid rod : her shoes were black leather triangles. 
her long limp robe might be roughly described as a prism, 
her head-dress consisted of one of those black cylinders 
usually worn by the male sex : emblazoned on her breast 
was a diagram of the Pons Asinorum. Her eyes are best 
described by Mr. Harvey Goodwin as spherical, the front part 
being more convex than the rest : eyes, whose dull con
fusive glare seemed to betoken an absence of the " pigmentum 
nigrum," and from whose " retina" no gleam of compassion 
had ever been reflected. Before and around the female 
went a piteous cry, as of the hissing of innumerable geese, 
forcibly deprived of their plumage. Up6n the cylinder 
supported by her head, was this label, " Mathematics made 
difficult. " 

Both figures stretched out their hands to me, as though 
each was appealing for my sympathy-against her rival
I shuddered as the rigid inelastic rod fell  with a thud on 
the inelastic floor, and as I looked with admiration toward 

s 

"' 
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tho fairer form, the other faded from my gaze. Describing 
the most graceful of parabolas, the lady in white projected 
herself through the air toward me, and said, " Dear, dear 
Philocalus, you are now under my tuition : my fees are 
osculations : my realms the flowers : the clouds and the 
seas, my subj ects : the mathematical elves and fairies, of 
whom, as yet, you poor Cambridge-men know nothing. 
You are now reading, I know, for the mathematical tripos, 
though that is not exactly the sort of examination I should, 
of choice, desire for my pupils ; yet I will proceed at once 
to fit you for it, to the best of my power. Let our first 
lecture be on osculating planes." 

1 looked whither the maiden waved her hand, and saw 
a nymph, the fairest (but one) that it was ever my good 

, fortune to set eyes upon. If she had a fault, it was, that 
she was so lithe and slender and fairy-like, that an over
critical eye might have almost called her linear ; her ringlets 
streamed in a lovely ourve through the air ; she too, as 
well as my new teacher, bore a sprig of misletoe ; but there 
was a strange wild magical look about her whole demeanour 
which I could not account fol', till my instructress said, with 
a smile, " You see the witch of Agnesi. o

, 
I looked again, 

and up from the horizon peered a strange th�n looking 
creature, who approached the enchantress : her attraction 
was evidently too powerful for him : nearer and yet nearer 
he came, till at last, with a laugh and " three cheers for 
the misletoe," he kissed her, methought, somewhat roughly. 
Be that, however, as it may, his body instantly assumed 
a different and more definite appearance. I am not much 
of an artist, nor is it, I believe, the custom of The Eagle 
to allow illustrations : but if the Printer can trace the follow
ing lines, this was the appearance of the three limbs which 
constituted his body : 

x' - x y' - y z' - z 
er;- = dY = a;;-

dt dt dt 
" Oh," said the , big creature, " I  m ust and will have 

another kiss." In vain the poor enchantress writhed dissent : 
he ' kissed a second time. A piteous shriek rent the air, 
and from a bleeding gash in the poor girl's cheek streamed 
a torrent of blood. " This is my sad fate," cried she, " after 
the second kiss my plane lovers always cut me." H But I," 
said ' the old Caliban, H will never cut you." " Oh," said 
she, angry at his stupidity, H why not have contented yourself 
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with a single kiss : but  now, at least, let.the contact be of 
the third-" H Ha ! shop ! I don 't allow such words as 
contact," interrupted my instructress. H Then kiss me dear, 
plane one, kiss me," said the witch, H a third time." The 
monster trembled with delight : his body had once more 
changed at the second kiss, and now his three new huge 
limbs : {it will be useful for you to recognise them, reader, 
so I 'll draw them : 'they are something like one another ; 
one was like this, 

(y'zll - z'y") (X - x) ; 

the other like this, (z'x" - x'z") ( Y  - y) ; 

and the third like this, 

(x'y" - y'x") (Z - z)} . 

Each of his three ugly limbs, 1 say, trembled with pleasure 
as he stooped a third time to kiss the bleeding maiden, when 
suddenly my instructress a second time interposed, " H a !" 
cried she, " three kisses ! then there is a condition." " Any 
condition shall be fulfilled," bellowed the infatuated old lover. 
H Done," said the other, " 'tis a hard one, though, see that 
you twist your ugly limbs till you make that one there 
(d2Z dy3) f h 

. h
' (cl2y d3z) " " Oh , 

dx2 ' dx3 
0 t e same SIze as t IS, 

dx2 ' dx3 . . 

how awkward," said poor Caliban, " but I 'll try :" and 
he did it. But when he stooped with his poor contorted 
limbs to imprint the third kiss, the witch, evidently affected, 
cried out, " oh !  kiss me not at all, or all in all, why can 
we not always be kissing ?" " Agreed," cried the monster ; 
when, for the third and last time, my mistress interposed. 
" So be it, my fail' lady, provided you are ready, take all 
the consequences of your union : for know, in order to 
wed your plane lover, you will have to sacrifice all your 
good looks, and rumple your charming dress and pretty 
ringlets, and become perfectly plane yourself: then again 
you will have to leave your pleasant mountain ail' and elope 
with him to some flat country 01' other, (1 should recommend 
the steppes of Ex-wye or Wye-zed as most convenient) : 
there, and there only, can you enjoy perpetual love : and 
now," turning to me, " my dear pupil, my first lecture is 
over : were you to live a hundred years hence, when m athe
matics will be made easy, just like theology, and all 
that sort of thing, and everybody will be able to talk about 
them and criticise them without any trouble, then you would 
have more fellow-students ; but now, farewell my only pupil, 

8 2  
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and forget not osculating planes." - " And now you two, will you be married or not ? You will ? Presto !" 
It was done : down came the curve and plane to

gether with a clang : the port from my broken wine-glass 
dripped across my knees, and I awoke, to remember that 
I was a Questionist. 

Read�r, good bye, forgive me this amount of shop. If 
I speak shop in the hope of preventing shop .  abolishing shop 
for the future, is it not well done ? May the reign of my 
instructress soon arrive, may the time soon come when there 
shall be no other levers but pokers, the oar, and the human 
ann, (perhaps also we may except the handle of the common 
pump) when there shall be no friction 01' elasticity but on 
billiard-tables, and every screw shall be done away but 
the cork-screw ; when violets, roses, cockle-shells, cirrhus 
clouds, and waves, shall expel Mr. Todhunter's books. And 
lastly, reader, remember my dream better than I remembered 
it myself. How could I think of the pretty white dress 
when I looked up at that statue of Pitt in the Senate
House ? How could I think of the fair enchantress and 
the devoted Caliban, and those dainty elliptical slippers, 
when Aldis was close by me, grincling for life and death : 
when Proctors were looking to see that I was not ' cribbing,' 
when Stentorian examiners shouted time : or Boning rushed 
impetuously over the matting, scattering papers and misery 
around him. Woe is me ! I forgot the condition for the 
third kiss. Else haply I had not now need to subscribe 
myself-

" THE PLUCKED ONE." 
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HOMER ODYSS : V. 43-7 5 .  

THUS h e  spake, and attending the slayer o f  Argus obeyed him : 
Straightway under his feet he clasped his beautiful sandals, 
Fashioned of gold, divine, that over the watery sea-swell,-
Over the land's dim tracts bare him on with the speed of the 

storm-wind. 
Seized he anon the rod wherewith the eye-lids of mortals, 

Whomso he will, he seals, or from death's dark slumber awakes 
them '-

Grasped it i� either hand, and in might sped forth on his pinions. 
First on Pieria lighting, he swooped from heaven upon ocean ;

Skimmed o'er the curving waves, as skims the cormorant o'er them, 
When in the perilous gulphs of the wastes that know not a harvest, 
Bent on its finny prey, it dips thick plumes in the sea-brine ;-
So rode Hermes, upborne on the billows crowding around him. 

But when he reached the isle that lies in the distance, afar off, 
Forth he stepped from the sea deep-violet-hued, to the mainland, 
Wending his way till he came to a mighty cave, where the goddess 
Bright with fair tresses dwelt, and he found her abiding within it. 

High up-piled on the hearth a huge fire blazed, and the 
fl'agrance 

Breathed afar o'er the isle, of logs of cedar and citron, 
Easily cleft by the axe ; and with sweet voice warbled the goddess, 
Plying the loom, and with needle of gold her broidery wove she. 

Circling the cave around had grown a far-spreading forest, 
Alders and silvery poplars and fragrant cypress, and in them, 
Drooping their trailing plumes, the birds of the air found a shelter, 
Falcons and owls and mews;' that, with long-drawn shriek, o 'er 

the billows 
Ply their watery toil ; and close to the cavernous hollow 
Flourished a well-tilled vine, and bloomed on it thickly the clusters : 
There too, in order due, four fountains, one by another, 
Flowed in runneh pellucid, meandering hither anll thither : 
Far stretched the velvet meads with violets bright and with parsley. 
E'en an immortal there might gaze and wonder in gazing, 
Gladdened in heart at the sight : so, standing, wrapt in amazement, 
Lingered the messenger god, great Hermes, slayer of Argus. 

" C. S." 



OF MAN, 

AND MORE PARTICULARLY THAT STAGE OF HIS LIFE 

CALLED 'l.'H E  FRESHMAN
'
S. 

READER, if on seeing the heading of these pages your mind awakes to the expectation, that it is some Verdant that addresses you, fresh from the victimisation of his college career ; if you conceive a panorama of cups, tandems, plucks, and mor,e of the unrealities of an University man's life ; if you expect that I, though veiled in the incognito offered me by the select pages of The Eagle, am doomed to take the Addenbrooke Hospital for Trinity, and the University Press for a Church ; or, again, if your mind wanders off to the dread visions of my being screwed into my rooms by some jealous rival, or to the thrilling adventures of a long vacation in the Alps-I will answer, I will tell you, that I do not believe in extremes, that I mean to narrate my own homely personal adventures to whoever will listen to them, unpervaded by the odour either of washy sanctity or unmixed claret-cup. First however allow me to remark that the personal pronoun, I shall adopt, does not extend any further in its experiences, than the pages of The Eagle. It was a soft October afternoon, when I stept out on to the platform of the Cambridge station, and having somewhat reluctantly consigned my luggage to the lpening mouth of a dry torrent-which like the stream of . lpheus, forcing its way beneath waves of steam, and ships that cleave the air, rises to surface again and presents its varied offerings to the goddess Granta-with an air of perfect ease I stept into an omnibus and said " to S. John's." How vain it is to set up as being better than we are ! I was a freshman, and I knew it ; and yet I tnought no one else was 
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aware of the fact. The conductor smiled-such a smile 
have I seen on the face of a master, who hath put me on 
in a lesson, which I have not known-and said " If you 
please, Sir, ' t'other' bus is for S. John's." I got out, and 
giving my luggage into the other bus, determined to avoid 
any further mistake by walking up. I say ' walking' but 
I rather ran, for I felt that in me which told me I was 
like to miss my dinner. True that I did not know my way, 
but I thought one way would be as good as another, as 
the town seemed all in one direct.ion, and I remembered 
one or two of the landmarks from a previous visit. I smiled 
with pity for freshmen in general, as I past the Press, 
thought of Ruskin as I past King's Chapel which stood 
like a plumed hearse awaiting the end of Paterfamilias and 
Matthew J ohnson ; on I went between the Asiatic luxury of 
Mr. Beamont, and the European simplicity of Mr. Lightfoot, 
the Sestos and Abydos of Trinity, till I reached the gate 
of S. John's, and there for the first time I remembered that 
I was nude of Academical equipment. How could I dine 
without them ? Impossible, and yet I must confess that I 
was only partially sorry at having forgotten these indis
pensables to a freshman's furniture ; nay I took it as a proof 
that I was no common freshman, inasmuch as I was not 
subject to the usual weakness of wearing my gown at all 
hours, and on all occasions. Anyhow I lost my dinner 
and bought my gown. Once more returning I enquired 
for my rooms of the porter, " No. 20 letter X, new court," 
he rattled out, without looking off his book, and I started 
in quest ; in about half-an-hour I discovered them, and 
proceeded to take a survey. They consisted of four walls, 
as many doors, and a few chairs, also two tables rather the 
worse for wear, and a bookcase which proclaimed an occupant 
of somewhat limited researches. All were painted with a 
fine stone-coloured p aint, shewing an utter want of taste 
on the part of the decorator, and of great patience and 
contentment on the part of my predecessor. At least so 
I thought. 

M y  first thought was to discover the obj ect of these 
doors. The first I opened satisfied all my (lifficulties ;  it 
led to a little room, set round with cupboards, in which I 
discovered a dapper little man, who addressed me by my 
name and asked me if I wanted anything. Now the first im
pulse

' 
of the genus freshman on s�eing anything approaching 

to a bedmaker, scout or gyp, IS to expect to be legged 
and chiselled, or as the Romans elegantly express it, " de-
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artuatus atque deruncinatus," to an extent hitherto un
parall eled ; in fact I have often thought that Plautus Was 
alluding to the word 'gyp' when he used deruncinatus, ' crane' 
and ' gyp' being synonymous ; however that may be, I politely 
declined assistance, and proceeded to unpack box after box 
myself, thereby incurring much discomfort, all to no purpose. 
My chief care was to dispose views of my late school in 
becoming order round my rooms, to hang my foot-ball cap 
on the chimney-piece, and to lay a handsomely.bound copy 
of my School magazine on the table. This done I felt 
myself the public school man. And here let me remark 
the difference in advantages and disadvantages between 
the generality of men who come up from a public school 
or from home, or even a private tutor. What for instance 
are the feelings of the public schoolboy, as the echo of the 
first step that he places on the Cambridge platform proclaims 
him a " man" ? technically so called ? Perhaps it was only 
yesterday that he answered to his name in School calling 
over, only yesterday that he was leading on his house to 
victory in a foot-ball match, only yesterday that he debated 
with puny eloquence some question of the privileges of the 
sixth over the rest of the school ; yesterday he was head 
of his house with half-a-dozen fags, obedient to his call 
and delighted to speak even to him ; or perhaps again it 
was only to-day that he attended his last service in the 
chapel, the organ chaunt is still pealing in his ears, the 
words of his head-master still echoing in his heart, as he 
has dismissed him with the thrilling words " Quit you like 
men, be strong." To-day he feels as it were a link between 
the present and the past, to-morrow he will be as of the 
past, and what he feels more than ever, his school will be 
j udged by him. He has come up with his heart expanded 
by school and house feeling, he has had it satisfactorily proved 
to him in his miniature Debating Society that Mahomet and 
Blue-beard were good men, and has gravely argued the 
advantages of narrow-mindedness in an imitation Union. 

It is true that he comes up with a certain pride and 
priggishness of conversation, anxious to press his own her�es 
upon all society, but does not that somewhat argue t�at the 
" spell of school affection has drawn his love from self apart" ? 
To sum up al l the school-boy " by a vision splendid is on his 
way attended." " At length a man he sees it die away, and 
fade into the light of common day." But how does the 
other freshman ? He comes up fresh· from home, probably 
with no indepenclence of sentiment, with a feeling that it 
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is his object to gain a high degree, or that he will have 

failed in his college career. At least this is the only teaching 

that will have been imprest upon him by the system to 

which he has been s ubj ected ; if he has other feelings they 

will be accidental to, not consequent upon, his former 

education. This is his misfortune, not his fault, and while 

perhaps he may be, and often is, superior to a public school 

man in simplicity of purpose, and p urity of thought ; yet 

on the whole he is generally, if he works, a slave to his 

books ; if he is idle, a prey to a weak idea of fastness ; in 

other words he has not the idea of public feeling to keep 

him up. A»d how, it may be asked, is public feeling to 

be kept up ? Chiefly by such institutions as the boats, the 

rifle corps, aud College cricket, for it is seldom that one 

finds a good College oar, or a member of a College eleven, 

unw;illing to rejoice if one of his College have come out 

Senior Wrangler or Senior Classic. Witness the shonts in 

the Senate-House, when the respective tripos' are read out, 

shouts which te11 of the union of gown and jersey, chapel 

and river. What means " muscular religion" ? is a question 

I have often been asked, and all I can answer is that certain 

men have seen, how public feeling appeals to our hearts, 

and how the excitement of dashing along the banks of the 

river by the side of our College eight, is wont to evoke that 

sentiment. 
But to return-these remarks have taken long to put 

upon paper, but I can assure you, reader, that they did not 

take long to go through my brain, as I past through our 

courts early next morning, duly arrayed in cap and gown, 

to chapel. I stopt for a moment hoping to find some archi

tectural beauty on the exterior, but not longer. One glance 

was enough, and I entered. Ah ! why did I not remark, 

that the rest wore surplices, I a gown. What hallucination 

had seized me ? I rushed out and returned to my rooms, 

having again unmistakeably pronounced myself a Freshman. 

On returning I ate my breakfast, and then proceeded to call 

upon my tutor, not aware of the illegality I was committing ; 

he however received me with great cordiality and informed 

me what lectures I had to attend, what fines 1 might possibly 

incur, to what mortals I was to doff my cap, and which of 

my co-freshmen I might best consort with . What struck 

me most in Mr. Alderman, was the entire falseness and 

absurdity of the general notion with regard to Dons. The 

real Don as described in Julian Home and other nursery 

tales is a rara avis in these days, a bird which when seen 
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is usually shot at, whose only food is bitter chaff, and whose 
race consequently has become almost extinct. At least such 
is my short experience in this University. In the afternoon 
I took care to go out a walk in order that my chimney-piece 
might be well filled with cards for the benefit of my co
freshmen, nor were my anticipations unrealised. There were 
the cards of Smith the head of my School, when I first 
went thither, and who was now a fellow of Trinity, of 
Peter kin who was head of the eleven two years ago, of 
J ones, who had systematically punted me, as long as he and I 
were school-fellows, and finally of three or four kind members 
of the College who are the first to call on every freshman who 
comes up, with more than disinterested motives, as I soon 
found to my cost. How bitterly I repented my little ambition 
as I returned these calls in every direction during the next 
week. However not yet aware of such trouble in store for 
me, I was pleased at the time, and freshman-like, arranged the 
cards on my looking-glass : this done I went to hall, where 
I was greeted with the usual amount of tracts ·on " Indiges
tion," " The dangers of a young man j ust entering the 
University," and other equally benevolent contributions 
both for mind and body. After dinner I was taken by a 
benevolent school-fellow to enter the Union, an advantage 
which I would recommend every freshman to secure, instantly 
on his arrival, as it ensures a comfortable perusal of every 
periodical one can wish for, and also reminds the enthusiastic 
Johnian, that there are other Colleges besides his own. No 
less does it keep the other Colleges in mind that our College 
is still flourishing, a fact which our friends, the other side 
of the wall, are apt to forget. 

Why need I attempt to describe my first essay at 
rowing ? how after waiting a long time at Searle's 1 began 
to think of moving up the river, and happened to light upon 
Logan's ; how I thought rowing the best exercise ever in
vented ; how I kept looking on the bank at each of my 
school-fellows that chaffed me, and was rewarded for my 
pains by " Eyes on boat, two ;" how after a few days I went in 
for some scratch fours, and spoilt the most promising boat 
that was in ; how finally I did not row in the Races ? Why 
need I attempt to describe the excitement of the University 
fours, the agonies of seeing our boat bumped, and the 
numerous explanations possible ? Is it not written in Tom 
Brown at Oxfo1'd ? 

But my title proclaimed a higher obj ect in writing than 
I seem to have attained ; I was to write of man ; I have 
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given the data, and you must draw your own conclusions of 

my definition of a man. For myself 1 would try to give a 

small sketch of an individual's qualifications to be called 

a man. " The man" then must have trodden the C ambridge 

platform, he must have " wet the whistle," to use a slang 

expr.ession, of every conceivable letter, luggage, beer, or 

commons carrier in the College ; he must have been to 

Matthew and Gent's, he must have walked along the 

Trumpington Road, the Via Sacra of Cambridge ; he must 

have learnt to distinguish King's chapel from the church in 

Barnwell ; he must know Dr. Whewell by sight, and h e  

must have joined a boat-club. Then and not till then may 

he call himself a man, and till he has served his year of 

probation he is doomed, no fate can avoid it, .to remain, 

(why should he wish otherwise 1) a freshman. 
" R." 
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their first march out to Madingley, and went through various 
skirmishing evolutions. 

The University Boat is, at the present time, in hard 
training. We are glad to hear that we are likely to' have 
St. John's again represented in it, by Mr. W. H. Tarleton 
the first Captain of the Lady Margaret Club. 

' 

The Cambridge University Musical Society has given 
one of its best Concerts this Term, in King's College Hall, 
which was kindly lent for the occasioll, the Town Hall being 
destitute of stairs, and pending its removal. Mendelssohn's 
music to the "CEdipus Coloneus" was performed, with a 
second part, the programme 'of which was miscellaneous . 
H. R. H. the Prince of Wales was one of the audience. 

The University Pulpit has been held, during this Term, 
by the Rev. Dr. Kennedy, the Ven. Archdeacon France, 
B.D., and the Rev. T. J. Rowsell, M.A., all of this College. 

The Vice-Chancellor has just received a munificent 
donation of £500., invested in the funds, from some friends 
of the late Ven. Archdeacon Hare, for the purpose of 
founding a Prize, to be called the " Hare Prize." It is 
to be given once in every four years, for the best Essay 
on some subject connected with the history or philosophy 
of Ancient Greece and Rome. 

The Cambridge University Commissioners have just 
brought their labours to an end, by publishing the new 
Statutes of King's, Emmanuel, St. Peter's, Clare, Corpus 
Christi, and Downing Colleges. 

Most of our readers will be aware, before this, of the 
great loss which the literary world has sustained by the 
death of Dr. Donaldson. A most able philologist, he was 
the one of modern scholars who, above all others, maintained 
abroad the reputation of English Scholarship, and his place 
amongst us it will be very difficult to fill. He had been 
appointed to examine for the Classical Tripos, so that the 
University has this year lost an Examiner for each Tripos 
by an untimely death. Dr. Donaldson was engaged, up 
to the commencement of his last illness, on a Greek-English 
Lexicon, which he has left uncompleted. This, and the 
re-editing of some of his older works, seem to have proved 
too much for his strength. 

Just as we are going to press, we are able to record 
the award of University Scholarships. The Craven Scholar 
is Mr. R. K. Wilson, of King's College. The Porson 
Scholar is Mr. Arthur Sidgwick, of Trinity College. The 
Browne Scholar is Mr. W. H. Stone, of Trinity College. 

HOW TO DEAL WITH THE BUCOLIC MIND. 

No.1. Village Schools. 

IN several numbers of The Eagle Non-resident Members 

of the College have been requested to send contributions 

on subjects with which they happen to be practically ac

quainted. The Country Curate even has more than once 

been invited to relate some of his experiences, for the benefit, 

I presume, of those now in residence at St. J olm's, who are 

intending to take Holy Orders, or to settle down as " County 

Squires" upon their hereditary estates. '  
As a Country Curate of seven years' standing, and a 

grateful subscriber to The Eagle from its commencement, 

I have accepted the invitation, and will, if agreeable to 

the Editors, forward a few sketches in illustration of the 

workings, and the proper treatment of the Bucolic Mind. 

First, in reference to Edu'Cation. 

My readers will be prepared to hear that the Bucolic 

mind is not favourably disposed towards education. A friend 

of ,mine in Nottinghamshire, some little time ago, asked 

a farmer in his parish if he would do something for the 

education of the lads employed on his farm, by sending them 

to school, at any rate, on alternate days. Would he not 

like to improve their minds and educate them a little ? 

" No," said the farmer, " I 'll have no education for 'em

I like my boys to be strong and silly." My friend had 

hE!ard this kind of sentiment ascribed to South Carolina 

Planters, but he did not expect to find it openly avowed 

by an Englishman in the 19th Century. The number of 

those who would utter such an atrocious sentiment is certainly 

diminishing, but I fear for some years to come that the 

greatest obstacle to education in country villages will be 

the indifference, 01' the opposition of the small farmers. 

Heaven defend us from an Education-rate, pared down and 

doled out by a board of these parochial worthies. 
T 
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The indifference of parents is another most serious ob
stacle, and their reluctan(:e, not so much to pay the weekly 
2d. or 3d., as to lose the wages which their boys can get. 
At nine years old a boy is often taken a way from school 
and hired to a farmer, at " a shilling a-week and his victuals;" 
and it requires great self-denial on the part of a mother 
to forego this addition to the weekly earnings of the family. 

The wishes of the children themselves put little or no 
difficulties in the way. On the contrary, as far as my ex
perience goes, they come gladly to school, and at eight or nine 
years old begin really to take a pleasure in "getting on with 
their learning." I sometimes think with shame how precious 
little lessons I should have done at nine years old, if I had 
been as free, as most of them are, to go to school or to stay 
away, to work or to be idle. 

A fourth set of persons to be considered, in reference 
to the education and improvement of the Bucolic mind, are 
the rapidly increasing and influential class known, in govern
ment reports, as "School Promoters and Managers ;" and I 
venture to hope that some who may soon enrol themselves 
in this honourable class, will find in my paper a few practical 
suggestions. 

I will first take the case of the parents, or rather the 
mothers of families, for in the labourer class the mother is 
almost invariably the arbitrator on points connected with 
the education, the food, and the clothing of the children. 
To " his missus" does the model labourer bring home his 
weekly wages, and the "missus" decides, without appeal, 
on their application. 

In many villages the mother decides on sending the 
children to school " to keep them out of mischief," and to 
prevent their clothes being torn or spoilt. And consequently, 
as the true way to influence people is to follow up arguments 
origi.nated in their own minds, the school Promoter will, in 
such cases, reserve his eloquence about mental improvement, 
&c., for an address to a Mechanics' Institute, and dwell on 
the care taken to keep the children out of mischief or danger. 
The great thing is to get the children sent regularly, si possis 
recte-if you can, on high moral grounds-si non, quo
cunque modo-if you can't, for the reason that comes most 
home to the Bucolic mind. I have no hesitation in adding 
that the requiring a small school-fee promotes regular at
tendance. When the weekly or quarterly payment is once 
made (of course it is paid in advance), the parent naturally 
desires " to have his money's worth," whereas, if the school 

, .  , 
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be entirely free, one little excuse or another is often allowed 

to keep the child at home. I know some wealthy land

owners have an objection to take " children's pence" in their 

little village school, but I am sure they promote regular 

attendance by taking them, and I would suggest that the 

difficulty might be met by giving rewards, equal to the 

whole sum received, at the end of the year to each child 

who had been constant in attendance. In the majority of 

schools, however, the weekly payments form a considerable 
part of the income required to support them. The school

fees (2d. a-week) in the village of one thousand people where 

I live, amount to £40 a-year, and the total amount of ex

penditure is about £ 125, exclusive of government grants 

to the teachers and apprentices. But though disadvantages 

attach to schools " free" by the liberality of the land-owner, 

who keeps them up, they are trivial compared with the evils 

that belong to those parochial schools that are " free," by 

the existence of some little. endowment just sufficient to 

support a master. In many schools of this kind, the Master, 

having a fixed salary and no inducement to increase his 

numbers, is anxious to save himself trouble by keeping the 

number of free boys as small as possible. I have heard 

of an "instance where the master was bound to admit on 

the free list all boys of the parish who could read the Bible 

in the presence of the church-wardens. His course of pro

oeeding was as follows: each poor little candidate was called 

up, and an old "black letter" Bz'ble was put into his 

trembling hands; of course he broke down utterly, and was 

rejected for another twelve months. I know another free 

school, a Church of England foundation, but now governed 

by three Wesleyan trustees, where the master tht'eatens any 

Baptist children whom he wishes to keep out, with the 

Church Catechism, if they persist in coming, though he 

never teaches it to the others. 
The endowed school here, of which I am a trustee, was 

formerly free. The master had the whole income of the 

charity, £42 a-year, but, as of course, he could not live on 

this, he used to charge all sorts of extras for books, ink, &c., 

to take in boarders, copy law documents, and in short, 

do anything to make a little money, while the interests 

of the free-boys were neglected. On his death, about five 

years ago, the trustees, with the assistance of the Charity 

Commissioners, carried a scheme for imposing a weekly 

payment on each scholar, and putting the school in connexion 

with the Committee of Council on Education. Of course the 
'1' 2 
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parishioners, headed by their local orator, contested every 
step, but now the most prejudiced of them admit the benefits 
of the reform. The school fees, with the endowment, enable 
us to have a good certificated master, and to keep the school 
well supplied with books and all necessaries, and we receive 
Government grants in one shape or another, amounting to 
nearly £50 a-year. One method I adopted to gain our 
improved system a fair start, was to call a public meeting 
on the Friday evening before the school was re-opened, 
and give a plain account of the several advantages to be 
gained from Government, with various educational anecaotes 
and small jokes, concluding with a caution that, as the then 
school-room was very small, we should only take a limited 
number, and that those who knew the old proverb. "first 
come, first served," would, I was sure, be in good time 
on the Monday following. Our mal-contents had said we 
should not enter twenty, but we did enter fifty-two the 

first morning, and refused three as being under age. Having 
thus secured a fair trial for our new system and excellent 
master, we went on prosperously. H. M. Inspector came 
a few weeks after to see the alteration, and told me that 
a man said his boy had been to school before, for more than 
a year, and had only got to m-u-d-mud, and there he stuck, 
but you, he said, were " out of the mud" already. 

Before the end of the first year, with assistance from 
government and liberal contributions 'from the wealthier 
parishioners, an excellent school-room was built, and the 
only thing required now is a little systematic attention to 
those small details which promote the efficiency of the school, 
and the regular attendance of the boys. Among the most 
successful means are Prizes at the annual examination, an 
Excursion party in the summer, confined to those who have 
attended regularly, and a system of Home lessons so arranged 
that the most interesting one, and the one most calculated 
to promote emulation, is given out on the Friday, to be 
brought up on the Monday. I may instance two that were 
very popular, a Description of the village they live in, and 
a little History of each boy's own life. 

I will conclude my paper with a few remarks on the 
manner of keeping up a school in connexion with Govern
ment. The first thing is to engage certificated teachers. 
J f they come direct from a training college they are called 
probationers, and receive, for the first two years spent in 
the same school, from £20 to £25 a-year from Government 
in augmentation of their salaries. After that time the rate 
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of their augmentation is fixed by the inspector according 

to their examination before leaving the training college, 

and their performance in their school. The teacher also 

receives from the Council office a gratuity of £5 for in

structing the pupil-teacher apprentice. The Pupil-teacher 

is apprenticed at the age of thirteen to the head-teacher 

for five years, and receives payment from Government, in

creasing from £ 1 0  up to £20, if he passes the annual exami

nation. The Capitation grant is a sum of money paid to 

the managers in aid of the school, at the rate of 6s. a-head 

for each boy, and 5s. for each girl who has attended one 

hundred and seventy-six days in the past year. H. M. 

Inspector for the district visits the school once a-year, and 

reports to the Committee of council on education as to its 

efficiency and progress. With regard to correspondence 

with the Council office, from which many excellent clergymen 

and school-managers shrink with horror, I will simply give 

three rules which I have laid down for my own guidance, 

and which have made my dealings with the Office absolutely 

agreeable. 1stly. Be concise. 2ndly. A.nticipate obJections, 

wlten they are certain to be made. For instance, when ap

plying for aid to build our school, I voluntarily stated that 

it would adjoin the church-yard, but I shewed that the site 

proposed was above and not below it, and that it was in 

fact almost the highest and most airy situation in the 

whole parish. 3rdly and chiefly. Treat them like gentlemen, 

and don't worry them by asking things which their code 

of honour, the " Educational Minutes" forbid them to grant. 

J. F. BATEMAN. 

,.: Since writing the above paper I have received the 

report of the Royal Education Commission. N early all 

its suggestions seem to me most excellent and valuable, 

and though I have neither time nor space to give a summary 

of them, I cordially commend the Report to all my readers 

who are interested in the educational question. 



SPENSER DESCRIBETH A GRASS-CUTTING MACHINE. 

I. 
THEN on he pass'd a sturdie Porter bye, 
Nathlesse it was no Castle that did frown, 
But manie clerkes liv'd here in companie, 
And Wranglers were yclad in cap and gownc. 
-The College of Saint John of high renown ; 
And learned deep in Mathematick lore, 
The Students hight throughouten all the town: 
Within, a spacious court with paved floor, 
And squares of verdent sheen uprose his eyen before. 

H. 
There on the grasse within this goodlie court, 
A hideous monster fed with horrid tongue, 
Ne knight with such a dragon-whelp had fougl1t, 
Ne poet such prodigious birth had sung; 
And up and down it pass'd the grasse among; 
And still with fearfull sownd its teeth did grind, 
That all the bodies nerves a� fibres wrung: 
Its beIlie low upon the earth did wind, 
Four human legs before, and eke a pair behind. 

Ill. 
And but that it on simple grasse did feed, 
And low its bodie trail upon the grownd, 
It seem'd that salvage race which bookmen reed, 
The Anthropophagi, whose shoulders rownd 
To grow above their ugly heads are fownd. 
But well I we en that nothing mote compare 
With all that mightie Beastes infernal sound, 
Save manie feends concerting some fowle ayr 
On verie rustie fyIes which no man's eares may bear. 

\ ' . 
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IV. 

And much in sooth this sownd the clerkes opprest, 

And did confound them in their studie quight, 

Albeit no fear their bodies e'er possest, 

The creature would ne scratch, ne tear, ne bite, 

(Certes its sownd would almost kill outright) 

And manie a charm they try'd within their ken, 

To ease them from its power by day and night ; 

For well 'twas thought it was three proper men, 

Bound by some evil bond which might be broke agen, 

v. 
Which quickly Geomet perceived trew, 

And hasten'd to dissolve the cruell spell, 

For gentle pitie mov'd him, when he knew 

The creature did no harm, but worken well ; 

Nathlesse that awefull noyse no tongue may tell; 

Then loud he shouted out the magick word, 

Beet'e! BeBre! the 'yron from the bodie fell, 

The curse was broke, the monster's corps was stirr'd, 

Uprose three goodlie men-the sownd no more was heard. 

+ 
+ + 

+ + + 
+ + 

+ 

F. H. D. 



.! DAY'S RAMBLE IN SOUTH YORKSHIRE. 

WE are at home after the Theological. It is a delicious spring morning, loud with larks, and gay with cloudless sunshine. Everything invites a long ramble ; but whither shall it be ? " The choice perplexes." Westward are the wild moorlands of Derbyshire, beyond whose blue ridges, now shining so clear in the morning sun, are the rich green valleys and the savage mountains of the Peak; the palatial pile of Chatsworth, embosomed in that wooded valley through which the silver Derwent wanders on to be shadowed ere long by the gray crags of Matlock; and Baronial Haddon, with all its romantic associations. We look eastward, and Bolsover Castle frowns from its lofty range of hills, behind which lies the fair domain of Sherwood :-the woods and waters of Welbeck and Clumber, and farther south, the haunted groves of N ewstead. But none of these shall tempt us to day : we will hasten over the fields to the nearest station ; travel a few miles down the valley of the Rother, and st�rt from Masboro' for a ramble among the quiet hills and dales of Southern Yorkshire. 
Inferior doubtless as this neighbourhood is in many respects to several other parts of the county to which it belongs, there are perhaps few districts in England which combine in a tract equally small, objects of int.erest so many and so varied. Beginning from the mountainous region about Huddersfield, and the wild moorlands familiar to the traveller on the Manchester and Sheffield Railway, and gradually subsiding through a district of limestonealways so productive of the picturesque-until its irregularities all disappear in the levels of Hatfield Chase and the alluvial flats of Marshland, it has every variety of surface. But its history and its associations form its chief attraction. There where 

Five rivers, like the fingers of a hand, Flung from black mountains, mingle and are one, Where sweetest valleys quit the wild and grand, 

� , I 
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lies Sheffield, murky centre of toil and traffic, resounding 
with the din of the forge, the hissing of steam, and the 
rushing of innumerable wheels, but yet with so many bright 
spots of rural beauty, " like pearls upon an Ethiop's arm ;" 
and with its long list of historic lords, the Furnivals, the 
Talbots, and the Howards :-there are the noble halls of 
Wentworth, Wharncliffe, and Sandbeck, with many another 
fair seat of ancient gentry : there are the feudal castles of 
Tickhill and Conisboro', the gray abbey ruins of Roche, and 
many an old church full of interest to the antiquary, all 
included within a district twenty miles in length and never 
more than half that in breadth ; nor must we forget to 
mention that there too the sportsman finds the combined 
attractions of the heather and the turf, in the wild moors 
of upper Hallam, and the classic stadium of Doncaster; 
and occasionally such a run with Earl Fitzwilliam's hounds 
as will form quite an epoch in his history. So much for 
South Yorkshire generally: it is but over a small part of 
this district that our ramble to-day is to extend, beginning 
from Masboro', taking a circuit of perhaps six-and-twenty 
miles, and ending at the W oodhouse Mill Station of the 
North Midland Railway. 

Leaving the train at Masboro', we pass through the 
grimy village so called, the birth-place of Ebenezer Elliott, 
the stern "Corn Law Rhymer," and the Poet who has 
described in glowing colours the beauties of the neighbouring 
country. We cross the Don, after it has received its tri
butary the Rother, and wend up through the narrow streets 
to the fine old Church of Rotherham, built in the richly 
decorated style of the time of Edward IV., but owing to 
the character of its stone, (that unfortunate salmon-coloured 
grit found in the neighbourhood, particularly in the cele
brated quarries of Anston, about ten miles off), much de
teriorated by the action of the atmosphere. 

This church would repay a lengthened visit, but we 
cannot stay now ; we leave the smoky little town behind 
us, and wander for three miles through a country of quiet 
rural beauty, till we climb the hill on which stands, with 
its hall and spire-church, the little village of Thrybergh ; 
a place with that air of substantial comfort about it so 
characteristic of the rural villages of Yorkshire, and the 
neatness and cleanliness which are the surest signs of a 
well-fed and contented peasantry. Thrybergh is an interest
ing village ; its fine hall is modern, but it has two old crosses, 
and around one of them is entwined the evergreen wreath 
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of a beautiful tradition. It tells us how in very old times 
the lord of the manor had an only daughter, heiress of 
all his lands ; how, when a youth of gentle birth had won 
her love, they made this cross their trysting-place ; and 
how, when the young squire went to win renown in the 
holy fields of Palestine, by this cross they took their sad 
farewell. Time passed by, and at last a report reached 
Thrybergh that-the young knight was dead in Holy Land. 
And so with many another fair maiden doubtless of those 
wild old times, the heiress of Thrybergh long wept for 
her lover slain by the hands of infidels in that far off land. 
But as the months rolled by, her father, doubtless longing 
to see, ere his death, his daughter united to one who would 
worthily uphold the dignity of his ancient house, encouraged 
a new suitor. And in those days a father's word was law ; 
the poor maiden bowed to her fate, and the day was fixed 
for the marriage. And then the tradition tells us how 
she went the evening before to that cross, the old place 
of trysting, where she had so often prayed with clasped 
hands for her dear knight fighting in those distant lands ; 
how, while kneeling there and weeping bitter tears, praying 
for strength to bow to her father's will, the stalwart warrior 
whom she had so long mourned, burst into her presence 
and clapsed her in his arms! And that night there was 
joy in Thrybergh. 

A walk of four short miles from Thrybergh brings us 
to still more haunted ground : soon we have before us that 
grand old keep" familiar alike to the antiquary and the 
reader of" I vanhoe," the Norman castle of the great Earls 
de Warrenne,-the stronghold of Athelstan the Saxon. 
How calmly defiant it stands there above its belt of trees, 
a little grayer and hoarier may be, and long ago dismantled, 
but strong on its firm foundations as when first it frowned 
over the sylvan valley of the Don! The origin of the 
place, Konig's burgh, the King's burgh, is lost in the 
mists of antiquity. A tradition, as old as the days of Camden, 
points out a mound hard by as the grave of Hengist, and 
probably several successive strongholds had passed away 
before the present N Ol'man keep arose within that spacious 
enclosure, fit abode for that mighty race, of the true old 
N Ol'man metal, who dwelt in it ;-for him who when Edward 
the First's quo warranto commissioners demanded his right 
to his broad lands, brought out a rusty sword with the proud 
declaration that by that sword he had won them and kept 
them hitherto, and by that sword, with God's grace, he 
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would keep them still, Not perhaps the most displeasing 

answer to be received from one of his barons by the greatest 

of the Plantagenets. Verily a sweet spot is the neighbour
hood of this old castle to muse and dream away a long 
summer's day in ; but more especially pleasant with a merry 
pic-nic party to scale that old tower and view the prospect 
which the great Wizard of the North has painted in such 
glowing colours, as it was in the far olden time ; to go 
down into that dark suggestive dungeon, and return from 
its horrors to the sunny day, and the quiet shade of those 
ash trees, and spread a banquet on the chequered sward. 
Pleasant to talk over that matchless story, and to wander 

off in groups or pai.rs by the pathway which leads up those 

green slopes, and scramble through the hazel copses beyond ; 

staying ever to catch some new glimpse of the grand old 

castle, or suddenly, from the edge of a high precipitous 

l'ock to see the long sparkling reaches of the sylvan Don ;
your companion, may be, no imaginary heroine of romance, 

but a warm breathing maiden, peerless in her dark beauty 
as the Jewess, or blue-eyed and fair as the daughter of 
Cedric the Saxon! 

But no such luck is ours, to day ; so, after a visit to 
the village inn, we turn away almost at right angles to 
our old road ; we climb the hill, often looking back to 

take yet another view of the old castle, and from the high 

ground which we soon reach have an extensive view over 
a rich though rather flat country, amid which, five miles 

away, rises the fine tower of the new church of Doncaster. 

We pass the pleasant seat of Crookhill ; turn aside to see 

the pretty church of Edlington with its fine Norman mould

ings fresh as if but yesterday new from the carver's hand, 

and a short stage brings us to Braithwell, with its neat 
church, and old ruined cross, bearing an Anglo-norman 

inscription which an infatuated village mason some time 

ago attempted to " restore", in accordance with the village 

tradition. But if the rambler be as lucky as we once were, 

and his antiquarian studies have not entirely petrified him, 

surely his will forget those quaint dim letters, in that 
r< phantom of delight" which greeted our vision from the 
farm hard by :-

A dancing shape, an image gay, 
To haunt, to startle, and waylay. 

From Braithwell, two miles' walk brings us to Maltby, 

a pretty village lying in a valley, with a little stream flowing 
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quietly through green meadows, an old market-cross (we 
are in the country of crosses), and a neat church lately 
restored. We follow the course of this stream about a 
mile further, and then, turning down through a rocky grove, 
we find a delicious little valley rich in gray rock and 
hanging wood, in soft green pastures and spreading waters, 
and come first upon an old gateway, through which we 
pass, and a slight curve of the valley opens before us the 
ruins of the Abbey of Roche. There are monastic ruins 
finer, and standing amid grander scenery, but surely there 
are none where that sweet peacefulness, that calm religious 
beauty, so in harmony with the feelings' and associations 
which such ruins awake, are found in such perfection as 
here. However, a fine and picturesque fragment of the 
choir and transepts still remains, and will amply repay both 
the architectural student and the lover of the beautiful 
for a long and attentive examination. 

Reluctantly do we leave this sweet valley of repose, 
and follow a path which leads through the copse on the 
other side of the stream, and soon brings us out in the 
level grounds above the valley, and we have the distant 
spire of Laughton-en-le-Morthen in full prospect before us. 
Towards this landmark, far seen over a vast extent of country, 
we bend our course, winding along through lanes profusely 
rich in autumn with the blackberries which the soil of this 
district produces in full perfection, till at last we come to 
a small hamlet called Slade Hooton, where is one of those 
ancient halls, now probably occupied as a farm-house, of" 
which the parlour is used only on rare occasions of village 
or domestic festivity, but where dwelt in olden times one 
of what the historian of the district would call "a family 
of lesser gentry." No very " genteel" place, some people 
of modern notions would say, but look over the door there 
at the shield, duly emblazoned with " two lions passant," 
and put there in an age when it was not so easy to " send 
name and county," and obtain by return of post a fictitious 
symbol of gentility from certain persons who reap a rare 
harvest on the ignorance of their self-complacent victims. 
Why, as late as 1666, when the last Heraldic visitation 
was made, that grand old Dugdale, " Norroy," had power, 
which he used too, " to proclaim and render infamous" all 
unlawful and proofiess assumption of the title or insignia 
of a " gentleman" ! 

Whither have all these old families gone, who lived 
gcnel'ation after generation in these village halls? The 

(\. 
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world has been turned almost upside down since then: 

some few names have preserved their ancient dignity, but 

how few ! And many a sturdy yeoman among these secluded 

villages, nay, many a humble day labourer is entitled, as 

the quaint parchment registers of the parish church could 

testify, to bear arms before whose antiquity the shields 

of not a few proud peers of the realm would' be utterly 

thrown into the shade. What an unmeaning mockery is 

a modern coat of arms ! Heraldry is no longer a living 

reality-all its interest depends upon association, and what 

Longfellow says of houses is no less true of it : 

We may build more splendid habitations, 

Fill our rooms with paintings and with sculptures, 

But wc cannot 
Buy with gold tIle old associations! 

How empty is the mere device ! But what a thrill it can 

awaken in us to know that the shield, charged with that 

self-same device, was one among the many whose brave 

bearers dimmed the lustre of the French lilies at Creci 

or Agincourt ; or that, still further back, shone victorious 

beneath the walls of Acre, or on the plains of Ascalon, 

though gashed with Paynim falchions, and dinted by Paynim 

spears ! 
But during all this digression we are supposed to have 

left Slade Hooton far behind; to have dropt into its pleasant 

valley, and to have climbed the steep hill opposite and 

entered the village of Laughton. An old-fashioned place 

is this Laughton-en.le-Morthen, or " Leetin-i'-th' -morning," 

as' the rustics in far off districts call it, who see its tall 

spire bright, day after day, with the beams of the early 

sun ; a place which has seen better days, but is far from 

the noisy thoroughfares of the modern world, and gets on 

in the old jog-trot way as well as it can. How finely the 

old church stands at the head of the village street! The 

ale-house, no doubt, looks attractive just now, but if you 

have a spark of noble curiosity in you, you will certainly 

go and look at the church first, and then, when you have 

come and had your crust and ale in the sanded parlour, 

you will willingly return to it ag�in. How graceful�y those 

fiying buttresses soar from the P!l1nacles and melt �nto the 

spire I How finely tower and spll'e blend together 111 those 

receding battlements, every particle of masonry in battlement 

and pinnacle leading you gradually up the tapering spire 
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till your eye rests upon its summit, near two hundred feet 
from the grassy graves below! 

On the north side of the church there is a round arch 
rudely formed of rough stones of unequal size, evidently 
worked in from a former building ; perchance the very 
doorway under which the great Thane Ed win, the brother
in-law of the Harold who fell at Hastings, has often passed ; 
for that mound west of the church marks the site of his 
dwelling, albeit that very useful and generally correct in
stitution, the Ordnance Map, informs us, in peculiarly Roman 
characters, that it is the site of a Roman encampment. 
A Roman camp forsooth consisting of a huge mound sur
rounded by a circular vallum! Let us cross the low' church
yard wall, and see the place more closely, for this is of 
all spots the one to rest in. Here may we lie on the soft 
turf, with that glorious spire soaring above us, golden with 
the sunshine from the west, and standing clear against the 
blue sky. Fail' green valleys and woods and sloping hills 
stretch far away beneath us, bounded to the west by those 
wild blue mountains of the Peak ; we are, as it were, 
" ring'd with the azure world," and dreaming ourselves 
back into the distant part we seem to be in the hospitable 
hall of the great Saxon chieftain, while the gleeman sings 
his tale to the golden-haired daughter of Godwin, and the 
mead-cup flows, and the revel waxes louder and louder, 
in the days on the hateful curfew had been taught to ring 
out its tyrannizing notes from the rude old Saxon tower. 

But the day is fast declining : we must betake ourselves 
with energy to the remainder of our journey. Away then 
down the hill that slopes from the south side of Laughton. 
That small spire peering from its valley side about a league 
to the south-east in Anston, where are the celebrated grit
stone quarries ; and those woods more to the south grace 
the domain of Kiveton Park, the estate which came to 
the ancestor of its present owner, the Duke of Leeds, in 
so romantic a manner. It was part of the dowry of that 
rich merchant's only child whose infancy the brave young 
city apprentice, afterwards Sir Edward Osborne, rescued 
from the waters of the Thames, and whose hand the grateful 
father promised should be granted to none before it had 
been offered to her gallant deliverer. And the old man 
kept his promise, and Kiveton, though now no hall stands 
there, still belongs to Sir Ed ward's descendants, who have 
since blended with their own the illustrious blood of D' Arcy 
and Oonyers. 
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We turn away from the village of Todwick, and the 

next place we enter is Aston, perhaps four miles from 

Laughton, in some respects an interesting village, for there 

for many years was rector, a man of considerable note in 

his day and generation, William Mason, of St. John's College, 

Cambridge, afterwards elected to a fellowship at Pembroke, 

the author of Elfrida and Caractacus, and the friend and 

biographer of Gray. Here he carried into practice, as far 

as his limited extent of surface would permit, the principles 

of the picturesque laid down in his long didactic poem 

"The English Garden," and what is more, gained the 

affection of his parishioners by a kind and diligent discharge 

of his pastoral duties. His remains lie in the chancel, where 

a marble tablet, with a medallion portrait, has been erected 

to his memory. Stiff and formal though Mason's poetry 

may appear now, there is much to admire in it, and few 

readers could fail to derive pleasure from the perusal of 

an account both of the man and his poetry in Hartley 

Coleridge's interesting work, the " Northern Worthies." 

From Aston a down hill walk of two miles, (our hostess 

told us it was reckoned two miles down, and two and a-half 

up again) brings us to Woodhouse Mill, a small station 

on the North Midland Railway, whence the train soon brings 

us back to the spot where we availed ourselves of its services 

in the morning, and our day's ramble is ended. 

Thus have we endeavoured to lead our readers on an 

imaginary ramble in a district where we have more than 

once spent what W ordsworth beautifully calls-

One of those heavenly days which cannot die-

and, if we have given pleasure to one of our readers ; 

if we have afforded agreeable reminiscences of Old England 

to our future Governor General, administering Britishjustice 

to the dusky tribes of India, or to Our Emigrant on his 

broad sheep-walks far amid Australasian seas ; or, if for 

one half-hour we have transported one victim to the nervous 

anticipations of approaching June, from the sleepy flats of 

Granta to the cool valleys and breezy ridges of South Y ork

shire ; we shall not have walked or written in vain. 

" H." 



TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN OF SCHILLER. 

YOURS is the world! said Jove enthroned on high, 
Take it, mankind, and share it as you will; 

'Tis yours for time and for eternity, 
But oh! remember you are brothers still. 

With busy hands, and cunning's varied wiles, 
Men old anCI young, each sought his share to claim. The Farmer stored the fruits of Ceres' smiles, 
And through the woods the Lordling chased his game. 

The Merchant grasped whate'er his gains required, 
The Abbot quaffed the generous mountain wine. 

To bridge and building Royalty aspired 
And loudly swore:-The tithe of all is mine. 

And now the world with all ita wealth is shared, 
When lo! the Poet comes o'er distant plains. 

Alas! the greedy race have nothing spared 
And naught of worth without a lord remains. 

Alas! he cried, shall I of all the world, 
Thine own true son, forgotten be, alone ? 

Thus at great Jove his dire complaint he hurled, 
Which soon was wafted to the Thunderer's throne. 

If in thine own sweet dream-land thou hast stayed, 
The God replied-Then quarrel not with me; 

When worMly men the world's division made 
Where was my son? The Poet said,-With thee. 

Mine eyes did seek from thine a clearer sight, 
Mine ear drank music from the Heavenly Host, 

Pardon the soul, that with thy wondrous light 
Intoxicated, earthly wealth has lost. 

Too late, said Jove, too late, the world is given ; 
The mart, chase, harvest, are no longer mine; 

But would my Bard entwine his bower in Heaven, 
Come when thou wilt, a welcome shall be thine. 

" BIS." 

DISSENTERS AND FELLOWSHIPS. 

THE question of the admission of Dissenters to Fellowships 
has been of late brought with unusual prominence 

before the notice of the University. The largest and most 
influential of the seventeen Colleges of Cambridge, after 
fourteen years of comparative obscurity in the mathematical 
honour-lists, has at last emerged into splendour only to 
find brilliant disappointment. Her bright and shining lights 
turn out to be mere will-o'-the-wisps whose lustre is j ust 

'sufficient to reveal the future difficulties of her path without 
giving her guidance. In other words the two consecutive 
Senior Wranglers of Trinity College will merely bestow 
on her the reputation of their success, while there seems 
little prospect of their being able, either as fellows or even 
as lecturers, to confer on her any other benefit. Both 
these gentlemen are Dissenters, and as such are unable 
permanently to hold a College Fellowship. 

It may be that hidden deep beneath the surface of the 
Academic world there lurked a layer of liberality or in
novation which has now, in the natural course of things, 
cropped out for the first time into distinct vision : or it 
may be that the present crisis has like an earthquake heavecl 
this unseen stratum into its present prominent position : or 
lastly it may be that, without supposing the existence of 
such feelings in any greater degree than we were wont, 
it is merely the magnitude of this present inconvenience 
which has been working powerfully on the minds of those 
who have been brought into close contact with it. Be the cause 
what it may. the effect is plain. Agitation on University 
matters mostly begins from without : but now, perhaps for 
the first time, we have a specimen of Academical agitation. 
The Agitators have not wanted their Advocate or their 
Champion. The reasonings of the former and the name and 
influence of the latter have been doing their work in a recent 
number of Macmillan's Magazine. 

u 
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Mr. Fawcett's arguments are not strikingly original. 
They are such as must have occurred to any man of common 
sense and must have been duly considered by any one who 
would venture to express an opinion on the subject in 
question. " That policy is intelligible," we are told, " which 
during so many centuries succeeded in preserving an inti
mate connection between the Universities and the state
church . . . .  but the key of this position . . . . has now been 
surrendered, for Dissenters are now encouraged to study 
at the Universities." Further, " the one solitary pretext 
for the exclusion of Dissenters from Fellowships," the fact 
that to the hands of the Fellows of each College is trusted a 
large amount of Church-Patronage, we :6.nd to be practically 
" a  purely imaginary objection," owing to the " universal 
custom of appointing to a College living by seniority." 
As to the various schools and other charitable institutions 
dependent on Colleges for support, " we have no right what
ever to assume beforehand, that a Dissenting majority 
would be backward in assisting the spiritual and educa
tional wants of those districts in which College property 
is situated. " -

So easily is
· 

our guard beaten in, so triumphantly does 
our opponent hit home at each attack, that perhaps it was 
scarcely worth while to shew the needlessness of all these 
tricks of fence, by telling us that after all " it is extremely im
probable that those who dissent from the Established Church 
would ever become a majority in any College." This must 
needs cause one a little hesitation. N at the slightest, not 
the very slightest inconvenience can be anticipated from 
a majority of Dissenting Fellows, and lastly-there is no 
chance of there being such a majority. Can it be that 
Ulysses is at heart afraid that there may be something 
wrong about his fence, and that he may as well use his 
shield to make all safe? A prudent course certainly : but 
even this prudence is too imprudent for the man of many 
wiles. He is triumphant, his foes are prostrate, but for 
fear he may be in some danger that he does not see, 
for fear the foes he has just killed may not be quite dead, 
he will brandish over their humiliated heads the shield 
of Ajax the terrible, and from that safe refuge kill them 
over again - he will call in 'the Public Orator to the 
rescue. 

It is here that we meet Mr. Fawcett's strongest argument: 
an argument the more difficult to meet because it is not 
contained in the form of a proposition, but consists of three 
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words at  the extreme_ end of the letter, in whiCh no dis
tinctions of object, subject .. or predicate can possibly be 
made. In fact the signature of the Public Orator is in 
itself no contemptible argument for the truth, or at least 
the plausibility, of the statements to which it is appended. 
If only Mr. Clark had adopted that convenient custom of 
" giving no reasons, " while he merely expressed his agree
ment with the Petitioners, the argument would have been 
irresistible. But since he does condescend to give reasons, 
we are bound to examine them. 

It would be too much perhaps to expect that both the 
defenders of the Petition should agree in their mode of 
defence. As if to shew us the folly of such expectations, 
our Ajax resumes a piece of armour which Ulysses has 
just flung away as useless. We were told a moment ago 
that the connection between Church and University has 
been " virtually surrendered." Now on the other hand 
we hear that it " will not be endangered. " Further " an 
immense majority of the students will be, as heretofore, 
Churchmen, and . . .. in the govel'l1ing body of the several 
Colleges . ... Dissenters will form a minority inappreciably 
small. " 

Clearly the Public Orator has a sincere contempt for 
the cautious maxim " It is possible." Yet surely he must 
be a bold man who, at a time like this, would say that 
anything is impossible. Thirty-two years ago few perhaps 
would have thought to see Dissenters studying, even as 
Undergraduates, at the Universities. While a great nation 
and a great church loosening themselves, under the glowing 
heat of public opinion, from the old rivets which once 
clamped them together, are still fermenting in the crucible 
of reform and progress, it is hard to foretel the shape in 
which they will issue. Mr. Clark is a hardy prophet : it 
is sincerely to be hoped he is a true one. 

One must make some allowance perhaps for sponsorial 
fondness, which may well deceive sometimes the wisdom of 
the very wisest. This petition, this little bantling of his, 
seems so innocent, so pretty in its infancy, that a god-fatherly 
con:6.d-ence 

in its future harmlessness is at least excusable. 

It is scarcely however justi:6.able. " Please, Mum, it was 
only a very little one," was perhaps a legitimate excuse 
for Mr. Midshipman Easy's wet-nurse. At least it had the 
merit of being both humble and true. But how dares the 
Public Orator, or any mortal man, with unhumbled exultant 
mien forcing a living baby on the recognition of Al'ma.. 

u2 
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Mater, who betwixt shocked delight and half-pleased anger 
hardly knows whether to accept or reject the offering, venture 
to assure her that it will always be " a  very little one ? "  
Are we not forced to confess that the more humble wet
nurse must yield the well-won palm of audacity to her 
less scrupulous rival ? True it is that at present the god
child is harmless : there are undoubtedly some neat points 
about her. But she comes of a bad stock. It was not 
Principle and Expedience that combined to give her birth : 
Principle stood aloof and she sprang, a one-parented child, 
leaping at the sound of the Public Orator's delivering 
hatchet, from out the brain of spited Expedience. Of such 
an offspring it is not easy to calculate the horoscope. Her 
sponsors have told us what the child's destiny will 
certainly not be : let us more humbly, after careful ex
amination of her phrenological peculiarities, venture to 
conjecture what it possibly may be. 

The remedy proposed by Mr. Fawcett for the present 
evils (evils which undoubtedly have a real existence) is a 
petition to parliament for permission to each College to 
admit or not to admit Dissenters to the number of its 
Fellows It may appear at first sight that the effect of 
this petition will be to allow Colleges to make such elections 
in certain cases, while in others they might use their 
prerogative of rejecting a Dissenting candidate, although as 
qualified in learning and academical standing as other 
successful competitors, simply because he is a Dissenter. 
A moment's consideration will shew the fallacy of this 
supposition. Either Dissenters must, in the event of this 
petition being granted, be admitted to Fellowships on exactly 
the same footing as Churchmen, or else All Souls' herself 
will soon rejoice in her comparative quiet as she hears of 
the uproar of personal bickering and unseemly contention, 
which will soon disturb the cloistered quiet of every College 
in Cambridge. Again, if while one Dissenter is admitted, 
another of equal learning but more heterodox ten'ets is to 
be rejected, it will soon be necessary to establish a new 
Sexvirate that shall sound the different depths and shallows 
of Dissent, test the objectionableness and formidableness 
of respective sects, arrange on their several platforms the 
Methodist, the Independent, the Baptist, particular or other
wise, the Romani.st, moderate or ultramontane, while a still 
keener acuteness of discrimination will be required in order 
to assign his rightful place to any learned competitor who 
may happen to have no particular creed at all. 
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Such a discrimination is clearly out of the question. 
It is clear that Dissenters, if admitted, must be admitted 
on the same footing as Churchmen. But before considering 
the possible consequences of their admission, it may not be 
amiss to glance at another supposition. 

One who has signed this petition has said that it is 
his confident belief that, if the petition is granted, in no 
case will any use be made of it by the important College 
for whose particular interests it would almost seem to have been 
originally set on foot. It is hardly necessary to point out 
that, if this should be the case, the odium which at present 
attaches to the Act of Parliament will be immediately 
transferred to the heads of the electors. At present, to 
use Mr. Fawcett's own words, " even a Senior Wrangler 
cannot feel that he is personally aggrieved because excluded. 
He is not excluded by the desire or owing to the prejudices 
of his College." But it is not pleasant to foresee what may 
hereafter be felt toward those who conscientiously vote 
against the election of Dissenting Fellows by candidates 
whose competition may have been sanctioned, and whose 
election almost recommended, by the special abrogation of an 
Act of Parliament. 

It is possible however that the petition may ;not only be 
granted but also acted upon. It will be well to consider the 
consequences of such action. At present there appear to 
be none that can be productive of anything but unmixed 
.good. Those gentlemen who would be immediately bene
fited by it are not likely to make the University regret 
her concession. N or is it probable that in any large College 
great change would ensue. With repect to the smaller 
Colleges however the case is different. In these the 
governing body is small. Six: or seven resident Fellows, 
in some cases even less, are sufficient to bear all the burdens 
of the administration of a small College without flinching. 
These gentlemen are between them, Master, Bursar, Tutors, 
Prrelectors, Chaplain, Librarian, Steward, and Lecturers. 
To sllch a convenient and quiet place of study it is not 
impossible that two 01' three well-read Dissenting U nder
graduates should repair. In all probability they would in time 
become Fellows. 'fhey might possibly reside as Lecturers 
or Tutors. Gradually, without any definite attempt on 
their part, they would attract around them, not unnaturally, 
men of the same way of thinking and feeling as themselves. 
As the old Fellows died or married, they would elect, again 
without the slightest attempt on their part, Dissenting Fellows. 
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Thus, there is nothing very improbable in the existence of 
five or six resident Dissenting Fellows in a small College. 
But such a phenomenon would assuredly present many 
curious points worth noting. 

Even now it is not always an easy matter to obtain a 
sufficient number of resident fellows to conduct the adminis
tration of a small College. If out of the twelve resident and 
non-resident fellows of Corpus, the nine of St. Catherine's, 
the eight of Magdalene, the fourteen of Jesus, the nine 
of Clare, and the nine of Sidney, six or seven were resident 
Dissenters, the difficulties of their administration would not 
be diminished. It is not impossible that there might 
come a time when no resident Fellows in orders could be 
obtained. The daily servicp. in chapel might then be perhaps 
dispensed with. Or if the fellows felt it their duty to enforce 
on the Undergraduates a worship in which they did not 
themselves join, and for which some of them might feel a 
conscientious repugnance, a chaplain might be procured from 
a neighbouring College. Or, because a College chapel which 
can count none of its officers in the number of its worshippers 
is an unseemly sight, the service might be transferred to 
some other chapel, till better times should come, and a fresh 
race of fellows that knew not dissent. The divinity lectures, 
if delivered by the authorities of such a College, would at 
least have the merit of deviating from the common ruts of 
such lectures, but they too, together with the chapel-service, 
would probably be transferred to a more orthodox atmos
phere. 

These changes were not perhaps contemplated by our 
forefathers, when in the fore-court of each College they 
built the College chapel. But they are not all. There 
have been heard lately rumours, true or false, of the 
omission of a sacred name in the College grace, out of 
respect to the feelings of a single person dining in the Hall. 
The mention would be more blasphemous than the omission 
of such a name in the presence of a governing body to whom 
that name meant nothing. One need surely not have lived 
very long up here to learn, that every public act of U niver
sity life is either attended by some living act of worship or 
haunted by its spectre. To pass over the daily life in chapel 
and hall, a man is admitted as a scholar of his College in the 
name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost : in the 
same holy name he is admitted to his bachelor's degree : it 
is in the chapel that the elections alike of Fellow and 
Scholars are conducted. An open recognition of certain re-
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ligious truths pervades all our academical life.  In each act 

of that life is recognised the principle of the connection be

tween the Church and the Universities, which, as we are told 

by one of the Petitioners, has been virtually surrendered, 

and by the other will not be endangered. 
If these recognitions are indeed mere dead forms : if, 

despite the efforts of such men as our Professor of Modern 

History, they are dead without hope of resurrection, if no 

one any longer believes that as a scholar of his College, or as 

a graduate of his University, he has certain new duties to 

do : if there is no man to whom the admission in the name 

of the Holy Trinity is anything but a joke, or at best, a 

mysterious eccentricity of our fathers which he cannot un

derstand, then it were well that they too should be swept 

away down with the current of public opinion, whereon are 

floating the wrecks of all that makes life liveable. But if 

there are still up here those who do believe in the connection 

between worshipping and doing, praying and working, 

People and Church ; it ill beseems them to do anything that 

may appear to betoken disbelief therein ; to surrender a great 

principle here because it has been surrendered elsewhere. 

The consequences of the success of this petition, would 

probably be not unfrequently those above described. The 

necessity of taking orders after a certain number of years, 

which is attached to some Fellowships would render a 

Dissenter's tenure more brief than usual, and, if not abro

gated, which in all probability it soon would be, might 

somewhat diminish the resulting inconvenience. But it 

is not the results that should cause us most fear. It is 

that, be the results what they may, the petition in itself 

ignores that very connection between the Universities and 

Church which it professes not to endanger. For if men who 

openly dissent from the National Church are to be recognised 

as legitimate governors of the Universities, then indeed it 

will be hard to say what is the link between the two. 

It is not true that this connection has been surrendered, 

for it is not true that the Universities have been thrown open 

to Dissenters. For those Dissenters who differ so slightly from 

the Church, that they are not unwilling to attend her daily 

service,. for those and for no others is the University 

thrown open. No instance can be pointed out in which the 

University has recognised dissent. Still, however much 

• In one or two Colleges non-attendance at cbapel has been 

connived at, but not recognised. 
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it may be denied in practice, the fact that the University is not a mere learning-shop, is at least recognised in theory. Still, if nothing else, at least the weekly bidding-prayer in St. Mary's church, reminds the men of the University that they are not to consider themselves individual students Connected together by the bonds of present interest and conve
nience, but that, as members of a College, a University, and a Church, they are bound to one another by the stronger ties of religion and brotherhood. But if among the very 
governors of the University were men who dissented from 
her church, this solemn prayer would become a most jarring 
mockery. 

Yet, though the University is not responsible for them, 
the preseJ;lt anomalous system is certainly not without its 
evils. It is hard that a man who has taken the very highest 
honour here, should be unable to devote himself to those 
studies for which he feels himself adapted, studies which 
might tend to the good alike of himself and of his college. 
There are, and every right-minded man will be glad to know 
this, many Dissenters who, so far from feeling repugnance 
toward the National Church, attend her services with sincere 
pleasure and respect : there are some who so nearly approach 
her pale, that they would soon cease to be Dissenters) were 
they not deterred by the prospect of gaining something from 
the change. It is a pity surely, that such men should be 
forced to quit the University at once for the School or the 
Bar, while their less learned but more orthodox competitors 
fill the lectureships which they could fill more ably ; that any 
man, above all such a man, should have to leave Cambridge 
without having had opportunity for study. No one is 
ignorant, that during the three years of preparation for the 
Mathematical or Classical Tripos, little can be done that 
deserves that name. A man during those three years must read 
to shew what he can do. Afterwards he may read in order to 
do. Such reading requires much leisure and some little money. 
A poor Dissenter cannot read thus unaided, and the Fellow
ships, one object of which is to encourage study, are closed 
against him. 

This i!' no slight hardship. It is easy to say that the ex
clusion must have been foreseen by him at the time of his 
entering the University. Three years of Academic study 
makes some men unfi,t for any thing but the prosecution 
of those studies, and force on them new prospects and new 
pursuits. The exclusion which appeared a trifle to a fresh
man presents itself in a different light to one who has 
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acquired a taste for study. Foreseen or  unforeseen, when 

realised and at hand, it is not unlike a hardship, and well 
deserves such remedy as can be given without abandonment 

of a right consistency. Now a Fellowship may be viewed in 
two ways : firstly, as a prize for past, and encouragement to 

future efforts, and secondly, as a salary for certain duties 
which the Fellow either performs or may be called upon 
to perform. By giving Dissenters all the emoluments, 
privileges and duties of Fellowships, so far as they trench 
not on the government, strictly so called, of the colleges, 
their desires would be fully satisfied, and the interests 
of learning advanced, while no principle would be sacri

ficed. A certain proportion of the Fellowships of each 

College might be set apart, to which, under these con

ditions, Dissenters should be eligible on the same footing 

in other l'espects as Chmchmen. By properly regulating 

this proportion, the inconveniences above-mentioned would 

be avoided. It certainly would be som�what more 

difficult for a Dissenter to obtain a Fellowship than for a 

Churchman, but there would be no longer any necessity 

for excluding a man thoroughly adapted for Academic life 

and studies. There might be certain difficulties about 

arranging the technicalities of such a system, but the Platt 

Fellowships which till very lately existed in St. John's 

College, bear witness to its practicability. These Fellow

ships were prizes and nothing more, conferring on their 

owners no share whatever in the government of the college. 

This kind of Fellowship might be revived and extended for 

a new purpose, and, if it were thought advisable, might 

receive a different name corresponding to the difference 

of purpose. 
This measure is suggested in the full belief that the 

reasons for which Dissenters are at present excluded, are not 

pounds, shillings, and pence, but far more important reasons. 

It would not be easy to devise a more effectual method of 

shewing the real nature of the so-called narrow-mindedness 

and exclusiveness of the University. None could then fail 

to see that it was not money or even power, but right for 

which the University was striving ; and the nineteenth 

century would not perhaps be the worse for beholding the 

extraordinary spectacle of a body of men contending for that 

from which they cannot expect to derive any pecuniary 

advantage. 
Again, this measure is not suggested as a final measure. 

But till the present relation of Church and State, anomalous 
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as it is, and transitory as it must be, undergoes its impending change : till either the English people so change as to become members of the present National Church, or the Church so changes as to become once more the Church of the English people, or lastly the National Church sinks into a mere sect, leaving England, which God forbid, without a Church at all, this measure is suggested as one likely to further learning and goodwill without sacrificing that great principle of the connection between Church and State, to illustrate which our two Universities exist. 

",,!3Io 0""!3I !31 0e!31 

THE NEW ZEATiAND FAIRIES. 

NOT only in these haunted dells of ours, 

Among the green fields where our fathers dwelt, 

And in the forests of this older world, 

Have lived the fairy people : other lands 

Their feet have lightly trod : the Southern Cross 

Has seen them gambol in the forest glades 

Of isles about whose green delightful heights 

The blue Paciiic twinkles ; and the moon 

Has lit their dances on the shining sands 

Of coral creeks in Australasian seas. 

And there they are a finer race than ours, 

Human in height and feature, fairer-hair'd 

And fairer-skinn'd than any Maori, 

A people always merry, whose bright lips 

Are ever gay with laughter or with song. 

170r many an one has seen them ; with the rest 

Kanawa saw them, saw them to his cost, 

For they had nearly scared him from his wits. 

Kanawa was a chieftain of his tribe, 

And once was out with certain of his men 

And dogs to hunt the kiwi-wingless bird, 

Whose feet are swifter than a stormy wind

And being thus benighted, on a hill 

Amid the forest glooms, they found a tree 

That spread enormous shadow overhead, 

And under, rising high above the earth, 

Its huge roots ran in twinings serpentine, 

Twisted, and coil'd, and knotted, and deform, 

With many a snug recess wherein to lie 

Warm and close-shelter'd for a night's repose. 

So out some distance from the tree they piled 

Great store of gather'd boughs and bushes dry, 
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And lit it, and the fire shone broad and bright, 
And made a wondrous scene beneath the tree 
Of rosy lights, and shadows : then they found 
Each his own cell among the twisted roots 
For slumber ; but ere long from far there rose 
Voices amid the darkness, nearer still 
And nearer, many voices as of men 
Women and children singing thro' the wood. 
Heavens ! how the men were frighten'd ! but the night 
Was all about them, and the tracks unknown 
Amid the darkness of the haunted woods. 

And so they hid their faces and were still 
Amongst the deep recesses of the roots, 
As is the woodland thing that if you touch, 
It gathers up and stiffens and is dead. 
Kanawa only, tho' he shook for fear, 
Dared let his eyes go wandering in the dark ; 
And then he saw the fitful firelight flash 
On fair white faces of the fairy crowd, 
Who singing thro' the darkness came, and peer'd 
Into the shadows. By and by they crept, 
Now one and now another, lightly climb'd 
The huge arms of the roots that circled him, 
While he lay still and held his breath for fear. 
But merrily they circled round and sang ; 
And when the fire flash'd brighter, off they flew, 
And peer'd about from distant crevices, 
Returning ever when it flagg'd again. 

And at the last he thought a happy thought
He took the little image that he wore 
Carved of green jasper, from about his neck ; 
And took the jasper ear-drop from one ear, 
And from the other one of ivory, 
Made of the white tooth of the tiger-shark, 
And thought ' perchance if he should offer them 
As gifts, that they would go ;' and on a twig 
He hung them, frightened at their very touch. 
And 10, the fairies, singing merrily, 
Pick'd up the shadows of the jewellery, 
And pass'd them each to each admiringly ; 
And there the trinkets hung all shadowless 
Between the lighted tree-bark and the fire. 

So did they : and when now their merry song 
Was ended, pass'd away into the wood, 
Nor touch'd the chieftain's jewels, well content 
To have the shadows.-O amongst us men, 
Amid the noisy bustle of the world, 
Are there not many of us, all content 
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To leave the fair reality untoucht, 

So we but have the shadow ? So they went. 

But soon as morning glimmer'd thro' the wood, 

And the gray parrot scream'd l1is earliest scream, 

Kanawa left the mountain with his men, 

Nor stay'd to hunt for kiwis ; glad enough 

To see the thatcht roofs of the village huts, 

And dusky faces of his tribe once more. 
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MUNICIPAL DEVELOPMENT IN THE 19TH CENTURY. 

How spake of old the Royal Seer ? (His text is one I love to tl'eat on,) This life of ours, he said, is sheer Mataiotes Mataioteton. 

TRULY our age is an age of iron : the broad expanse of country with its happy villages and their heavenward pointing spires, the ancient city with its stout old burghers or Society of Merchant Venturers, are not the England of to-day ; still indeed, from ten thousand steeples as of old float up into the summer air the praises of a happy peasantry, and many an old town or cathedral city still lives its sluggish life with no more outward evidence of the lapse of time, than is shewn by the hands of its old church clock as they come back day by day at noon to the same old place, to start once more upon the same old journey. But be it for better or worse, the smart young England of our time is something different from these things. The great cities of the country with their smoke, their noise, their bustle, and their stinks, their kings of iron or of cotton and their myriad workmen, joined to one another, and to their great metropolis, the largest and best representative of them all, by hard lines of railway where the song of the birds is lost in the scream of the locomotive, as it dashes through the tunnelled hill ; these certainly now constitute the most prominent feature of the nation. We do our best to justify the Pacha's description in Eotl!en. " Whin-, whirr, all by wheels I-whiz, whiz, all by steam !" Most of the old towns have changed with the changing times, and accepting the new conditions of prosperity have retained their position as vigorous constituents of the national life. Some, indeed, which scorned to suffer themselves to be trampled down under the encroaching wheel of the locomotive, have passed out of the notice of their more enterprizing sisters, and live their hermit life at 

, 
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a distance from the haunts of  men, happy in the calm con
tentment which reigns throughout their grass-grown streets. 
The majority, however, have opened wide their gates to the 
advancing civilization of the day, emancipated themselves as 
they fondly hope, from the last superstitious trammels of a 
semi-barbarous feudalism, and grasped with alacrity the iron 
hand of progress. 

So it is with Slowbeach :-dear old Slowbeach, how well 
do I remember the time when I wandered along your shady 
streets, or amid the grey ruins of your mouldering castle, 
reading, with boyish zest, some wondrous tale-the woes of 
the " Fayre Una," or 

the jolden prime 
Of good Haroun Alraschid, 

whilst the rooks were cawing peacefully o'er the crumbling 
walls, and the shadowed elms were dancing 'neath the breath 
of summer on the sunny la:wn ; when I fished for trout, 
which I seldom caught, in the limpid water of your little 
riv.er, or floated idly across your clear blue bay ; or, glorious 
privilege, sat in awful silence in the parlour of the Slow
beach Arms whilst the burly Aldermen enjoyed, in dignified 
repose, the fragrance of the soothing weed, and mingled with 
the curls of smoke which eddied from their senatorial lips 
sage opinions on the rights of farmers, and the state of 
politics. Ah, well ! this was a long time ago. I had never 
met Matilda then-poor Matilda-she used to say she should 
like to be a student's wife, to cheer him in his lonely hours 
of thought, and soar with him in spirit through the realms 
of fancy. She's Mrs. Jones now, and a very rising man 
Jones is too ; a trifle hard in money matters perhaps, but 
a rising man. I met them in their carriage the other day 
with two fine children on the front seats--God bless me, 
how old it made me feel-she is really getting quite fat and 
matronly, who'd think that she had once the smallest waist 
in the county ? It's a fact though, for I remember one day,
but what has a working architect to do with such things as 
these ? It was just before Mrs. Jones's marriage that I left 
Slowbeach, and after a dozen years of constant and not 
unsuccessful exertion am a great cleal happier, I dare say, 
than if I were the proprietor of those two red-cheeked 

YOUDO' J oneses-happier I-of course I am ; I'm sure I can't 
tell ,�hat people can fincl to like in the children, two more 
vulgar boys I never saw ; and as for Mrs. J ones, why every 
one knows poor Jones's weakness, and they do say that-but 
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whatever they say, no one shall call me uncharitable._ 
I had always a longing though after the old place ; there 
was something about the rooks, and the elms, and the bright 
bay, which I have not quite found in any thing else since : 
I used to fancy it was boyish imagination, and all that sort 
of thing ; but I ' almost think now there may have been 
something real in it after all. I have changed my opinion 
about some of these things since my unfortunate connection 
with the Orkney and Norwegian Submarine Telegraph Com
pany-I lost a good deal of money by that scheme. Slow
beach, however, has long ceased to be what it was : a great 
change came over it soon after 1 left ; large coal-fields were 
discovered in the neighbourhood, iron-works erected, docks 
excavated, and a vast export trade established. Curious to 
see the changes which had taken place 1 was much pleased 
one mqrning at receiving a letter from an old friend at 
Slowbeach, who told me that having had his fair share in 
the prosperity of his rising young town, he wished to acquire 
increased facilities for trade by adding some additional 
buildings to his already extensive workshops. A most 
favourable opportunity now offered itself for erecting them, 
but there would be great difficulty in getting the plans 
ready in time to have them approved at the next meeting 
of the local Board of Health : would I, knowing the premises, 
see what I could do for him, and so save him from waiting 
another month, which he assured me was a matter of con
siderable importance in a town of such commercial activity and 
business-like habits as Slowbeach now was ; he added also 
that I should find the town much changed and improved 
from the dull old place which 1 formerly knew. I readily 
accepted the commission, and in the few days which inter
vened before the meeting of the Board managed by dint 
of considerable personal exertion, and the aid of some 
suitable drawings which I luckily had ready, to work up my 
plans into a satisfactory condition.  This done I forwarded 
them for the preliminary inspection of the local surveyor, and 
on the day before the Board meeting placeu myself in the 
train with an express ticket for Slowbeach. On approaching 
the town I found every thing. much altered ; a forest of 
masts extended over what had formerly been a moor : my 
little trout stream had been applied to the perhaps more 
useful purpose of supplying water to the numerous docks ; 
and instead of the coach-office with which my latest re
collections were connected, a handsome station in the most 
approved style of railway architecture had planted itself in 
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the centre of the main street. 0 my honest friend, director 
of the West Grimington Extension, well is it for you that 
a great authority has laid down that railway travelling is 
a process so intrinsically obnoxious as to make any well 
meant attempts to soothe the harassed minds of yOUl' poor 
pas�engers by architectural display a mere mockery of 
then sufferings : were it not for this, how agonizing would 
be your remorse as you lay tossing on your sleepless bed, 
and the undigested remnants of the last directorial feast evoked 
before your eyes a long and ghastly train of weird uncouth 
stations, which you had forced upon the public gaze, poor 
long straggling stations with impossible platforms and 
rows upon rows of weak minded looking iron pillars, fat 

bulky stations which had tried to be respectable and failed 

miserably in the attempt, gloomy looking stations which 

appeared to swallow up incontinently every train which 

fell in their way, Barbaro-Gothic stations, Greco-Manches

ter stations ; 0 what an awful procession it would be ! 
From such reflections as these I was soon roused to 

a vigorous struggle for my carpet-bag by the harsh voice 

of the guard shouting " Slo'beach, Slo'beach junction, 

change here for Struggleforth, Grimington, and Smash

well," and having at length successfully asserted my claims 

to my property, and ignominiously defeated two old ladies, 

who had lost their own luggage, and with painful moral 

obliquity were about to carry off my bag as a compensation 

for their misfortune, I drove through the somewhat noisy 

and not particularly well pitched streets to the Slowbeach 

Arms, which still retained its leading position among the 

Inns of the town. The £rst face which I saw here carried 

me back at once into the early times ; just inside the door 

of the Hotel was the old waiter whom I remembered from 

my boyhood :-there he was, not a whit older than when 

1 left him : just the same amount of baldness about his 

sbining head, and the seams of his well-worn coat ; and 

under his arm as it seemed to me was the same identical 

napkin which he had held there when he viewed with 

pityina interest my departure from the same spot a dozen 

years 
"'
before. 1 glanced .dow� for a .moment at my own 

expanding form (1 am gettmg Just a tnfle corpulent I own) 

and thouaht of the slim young man whom he saw drive 

away fro� the gate-what right had he to be the same as 

ever ? Hang the fellow, he o ught to have died long ago ; 

does he mean to insult me with his youth ? I went up to 

speak to the old man, and giving utterance to the thought 
x 
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which his unchanged appearance naturally provoked, I 
asked him his opinion of the docks and all the new im
provements : " Think Sir," said he, " 'taint much I think 
about 'em : I arn't been down to see 'em yet." And 
such they told me afterwards was the fact : indeed it was 
notorious that he had not possessed a hat these twenty years. 

Refreshed by a night's sleep I took a walk the next 
morning round the docks with my friend, and then pro
ceeded to the new Town Hall where the sittings of the 
Board were held. I here found that the plans would not 
be approved until after the rest of the business had been 
transacted, and was therefore, as the rain was falling, forced 
to wait in the lobby in company with an intelligent but 
thirsty policeman who protected the sacred precincts. By 
enabling this stalwart guardian of the municipal dignity to 
drink my health after the termination of the meeting, I at 
once acquired his good will, and he proceeded to give me 
many interesting particulars about the various members 
of the Board of whom we had a good view through the 
half opened door of the council-chamber. Their face!' 
were for the most part unknown to me ; the portly and 
complacent burghers whom I remembered had given way 
to a wiry looking lot of men with a generic resemblance to 
the Scotch terrier ; and who were evidently better fitted 
for worrying out municipal abuses than their easy-going 
predecessors. Just opposite to me however sat a jolly 
looking publican of the old school, whose jovial face and 
goodly circumference contrasted favourably with the cli
minutive form and spare visage of a gentleman of watery 
appearance who sat on his right hand, and who was, my friend 
the policeman informed me, a very successful dealer in marine 
stores, and one of the leading teatotallers of the town. They 
were confronted by an energetic man with straw-coloured 
hair which looked as if it had fallen accidentally upon his 
head and stuck there : it appeared that this gentleman 
whose name was Swiper, was one of the most rising men in 
Slowbeach, a professed friend of the people, and a dema
gogue of the first water. Just as I arrived, the rosy son of 
Bacchus before alluded to, was engaged in delivering a 
fierce invective directed against Councillor J olter for some 
futile proceedings which he had taken to repress the pre
vailing vice of the town, and which had put the Board to 
considerable expense. The Councillor attacked, either 
from a natural timidity or a consciousness' of his mistake, did 
not attempt any answer ; but the worthy representative of 

( 
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the pump, thinking the opportunity too good a one to be 

lost, at once took up the cudgels in his defence, and turning 

upon his assailant told him that the prevalence of the vice 
complained of was chiefly owing to " those houses where 
poison was licensed to be drunk. So long as those houses 

were allowed to sell liquid fire and double-distilled dam
nation, so long would the demoralizing system complained 
of be kept up : he hoped the time would come when those 
houses would be shut up, if not by moral suasion, by the 
strong arm of the law."'" The gallant publican, undismayed 
by the attack at once retorted, that " he was not surprised 
at the remarks of his friend, coming as they did from him ; 

he had spoken to Mr. J alter, but it would appear that his 

friend was champion of the light weights, and was ready 

to cut him up into old junk ; indeed he was reminded by 

the way he was met of Balaam and his ass, when Balaam 

could not speak his ass spoke for him." 
Mr. Swiper here burst energetically into the dispute, 

and being joined by several other members of the Board, 

the confusion became too great to allow of anything being 

heard distinctly. At length the contest began to resolve 

itself into a duel between Mr. Swiper and a gentleman 

named Crump who sat near him, between whom a special 

enmity appeared to subsist. The first voice which rose 

distinctly above the tumult was that of Alderman Crump, 

who said : As a member of this Board, I ask whether 

the time is to be wasted in this way ? 

. Mr. Swiper : I want to show the town what you are, 

Slr ---, ' 

Mr. Smith : I rise to order. I beg to move that these 

two gentlemen retire into the other room, and not go into 

family matters here. 
Alderman Crump : I shall be glad to vote an en-

comium upon you, Mr. Swiper, if you will behave yourself 

better in future. 
Mr. Swiper : I don't want your encomium. 
Several members suggested that Mr. Swiper should 

allow the business of the meeting to proceed. 

.. The speeches are quoted from the Slowbeach paper. Sur

prised at such a pitiful display of feeling in the council, of what is 
represented by the author as an important town, the Editors 

took the trouble to ascertain its magnitude as given by the last 

Census, and find to their astonishment t11:1.t it contains upwards of 

30,000 inhabitants.-Ed. Eagle. 
x 2  
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Mr. Swiper : I don't think it is right that Mr. Crutnp 
should have such latitude, and I to be put down. 

Alderman Crump (with great warmth) : I wont have 
my name mentioned in this matter. 

Mr. Swiper : He has put his speech before you all (great 
uproar and confusion, and several members rose to leave 
the room). 

The Chairman : Now, gentlemen, I hope you wont 
leave. Here are moneys that must be paid, and I want 
your consent. 

Mr. Swiper : You are all one-sided, like the Bridg
north election. If I stop here all night I will be heard, 
and will repeat it at every meeting till the 9th of 
November. 

Mr. Smith : I propose that Messrs. Crump and Swiper 
retire. 

Mr. Swiper : I will make a proposition that Mr. 
Crump meet me before a public meeting of the burgesses 
to decide this point. 

Alderman Crump : I will give you this promise-a vote 
of thanks if you'll behave yourself. 

_ 

Mr. Swiper : I don't want your thanks-my poor father 
worked hard to maintain you when you were a pauper on 
the parish. 

Alderman Crump : I deny it. I have maintained myself 
from chi.ldhood up till now. 

Mr. Swiper : My father helped to support you and gave 
you an education. 

-
Alderman Crump : You are too contemptible to notice 

(going up to Mr. Swiper with his hand lifted up). I wont 
strike you. 

Mr. Swiper : You are afeer'd of me. 
Alderman Crump : (in a tone of contempt) : Afeer'd 

of you, indeed-you are too contemptible to notice. 
Mr. Swiper : You are the Tom Sayers of Slowbeach. 

(Laughter.) 
Alderman Crump : I wouldn't touch you with my 

hand , but I might wi.th m y  foot. (Exit Alderman Crump, 
leaving the members quite dumbfoundered). 

The meeting then broke up in the greatest confusion, 
leaving the business of the day undone. 

And what of the poor plans ?-well, accidents will 
happen in the best regulated and most prosperous towns, 
and my friend must be content to wait another month. 
Nothing was left for me but to return to London as soon 
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as  possible : but before doing so  I hurried off to  see the 

old castle once more. How glad I was to find that the 

spirit of progress had not burst in upon its peaceful 

seclusion. I mounted to the ruined keep, and looked around ; 

the sun had burst forth in splendour after the late rain, 

and every tree and flower and blade of grass was raising 

its head to meet his genial rays ; the birds were singing joy

ously above, and the lambs were bleating amidst the 

fragments of the shattered walls ; all was peace and 

beauty, harmony and order :-the whole of nature with 

ten thousand tongues was singing praises for the mercies 

of the All Father ; and, remembering the mean and petty 

jealousies I had just left, I bowed my head for very shame 

lest my presence there should be a discordant note amidst 

that glorious harmony. 
H ENOD." 

i 
��� 
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OWEN'S NEW CLASSIFICATION OF MAMMALS.-

IF Galileo could �e dropped quietly amongst us, now in 
this nineteenth century, he would find public feeling very much altered with respect to scientific matters. No outcry would now greet him from indignant conservative 

savans ; no grim inquisitors would be kindly arranging 
rack and thumbscrew for his benefit. He would no longer 
be denounced as a fool by one party, and anathematised as a heretic by another. No longer would he be requested 
to go down on his venerable old knees and to solemnly 
swear astronomical lies. But Philosophical Societies, and 
Scientific Associations would be delighted to hear him ; 
Mathematical Journals would be rejoiced to print his papers ; 
and a discerning public would gladly receive and honour 
him, if the sages to whom they looked up and their own 
common sense approved his doctrines. There is an honest 
candour pervading society now-a-days which is peculiarly 
favourable to the development of science, and which has 
already produced fruit in the shape of nunierous improvements and discoveries. Among the latest of these is a 
new Classification of Mammals introduced by Professor 
Owen. 

For some years past there has been a decided tendency 
on the part of Naturalists to forsake the old school of 
Artificial Classification for something more natural anel com
prehensive. This has been pre-eminently the case in 
Botany, where the old Linnean system has now quite 
succumbed to the labours of De-Candolle and others ; the 
result being the almost universal adoption of the " Natural 
System." In Zoology too we can trace the same change, 

'* Classification of Mammals. Reade Lecture in the University 
of Cambridge, by Professor Owen. J. Parker and Son. 1 859. 
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though we find perhaps fewer Naturalists of original genius 
in this department of science. From the time of Aristotle 
to that of Cuvier (above two thousand years) very little 
had been done by naturalists towards obtaining a satisfactory 
system of Mammal Classification. Aristotle included in this 
sub-kingdom all viviparous animals, calling them Zootoka ; 
and with his wonted acumen selected the formation of the 
extremities and the dental structure as the chief marks 
for arrangement. After him Ray and Linnreus endeavoured 
with doubtful success to improve upon his plan. The 
principal advance made was the substitution by the latter 
of Mammals for Zootoka ; and this is an important change, 
as the act of suckling is always a mark of a warm-blooded 
animal, whereas Aristotle's term would erroneously include 
some species of genuine fish which bring forth their young 
alive. It was reserved for the famous Cuvier to propound 
that Classification which has for many years been generally 
adopted throughout the whole scientific world. This great 
Naturalist selected as characteristic features the j aws, the 
teeth, and the extremities. Starting with three sub-classes 
of Mammals, viz., those with nails, those with hoofs, 
and those whose hinder extremities are imperfectly de
veloped, as the whale ; he proceeds to sub-divide. The 
Unguiculate (with nails) he separates into orders according 
to their dental organization ; the Ungulate (with hoofs) 
according to the peculiarity of a thick hide or that of 
chewing the cud ; the Mutilate (maimed) he makes into 
one order, the whale-tribe. The outline at least of this 
system is pretty generally known, and its defects have 
latterly been a common subject of complaint. Its faults 
are various, the chief being, perhaps, that in this scale 
of mammal life, our old notions of superiority and inferiority 
among the brute creation are quite upturned. Few of us 
would, for instance, be likely to place a mole in a post of 
honour above the dog, or a kangaroo above the elephant 
or horse. Yet such is their relative position according to 
Cuvier. We at once see something forced and unnatural 
in this ; we condemn the arrangement as not according 
to the general character, and particularly not according to 
the individual sagacity of these creatures. 

Now to us who recognise an Author of Nature, and 
see design and final cause in the works of Nature around 
us, the reflection is not at all out of place, that there is 
an accurate balance between the organised structure of the 
bodies of animals, and the sagacity or intellect which is 
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destined to control those bodies. The human hand for 
example, beautiful machine as it is, would be useless to a 
hedge-hog or a seal ; and again, the tusks of an elephant 
or the fangs of a tiger would be superfluous to man whose 
ingenuity and skill enable him to procure his food without 
those engines of violence. Now, from such thoughts we 
should conclude that a Classification, like an Examination 
list, according to the intellectual powers (if I may use the 
expression) of the members of the Mammal kingdom, would 
probably be at once systematic and natural. Assuming 
therefore the brain as the seat of mental power or sagacity 
in man and beast, it would follow, if we acted upon our 
theory, that the brain would be the starting point for a 
good sound classification. 

And this is precisely Professor Owen's starting point. 
He proceeds however not on theory but on fact. He finds 
by actual dissection in the course of his Anatomical labours 
at the Zoological Gardens, that there is a close connection 
between the cerebral and the general bodily developments 
of the creature, and that dividing the Mammals into four 
great classes, taking the brain for his guide, he has also 
marked out four distinct degrees of advancement in bodily 
structure. 

The characteristics of a highly developed brain are, two 
large lobes, complicated and numerous convolutions, a com
plete covering of the cerebellum, and a conspicuous presence 
of that fibrous link of union between the two lobes called 
by anatomists the Corpus Callosum. These are all present 
in the brain of man, and in his alone. Man therefore forms 
a sub-class to himself named Archencephala. 

Going downwards, we next find brains with convolutions 
more 01' less complicated and partially extending over the 
cerebellum and olfactory lobes. Of such are the Carnivora 
and Pachydermata of Cuvier-the dog, monkey, elephant, 
whale, &c. These are named Gyrencephala. 

Still descending we meet a marked decrease in the 
size of the brain, so much so that it no longer covers 
the cerebellum or olfactory lobes. We see here no con
volutions, all is smooth, with the corpus callosum in a 
very rudimentary state. This marks the third sub-class, 
Lissencephala ; of which the Edentata and Rodentia of 
euvier, the bat-tribe, &c. are members. 

Lastly, we arrive at the lowest type of brain ; lobes 
very small, no corpus callosum, olfactory lobes, optic 
ganglions, and cerebellum totally uncovered, and altogether 
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the whole apparatus in  a very incompact state. This marks 
the sub-class, Lyencephala, containing marsupials (animals 
with pouches) such as the kangaroo, opossum, &c. ; and 
the monotremata, such as the duck-mole, so called from their 
peculiar abdominal structure. 

These are the four great sub-classes. A further division 
into orders follows according to the extremities, teeth, food 
or other characteristics ; the whole forming an almost perfect 
scale of Mammal nature from man down to the implacental 
beasts who scarce deserve to be called viviparous. What 
is here given is of course merely a sketch of a system 
at once natural and precise. It agrees with our well estab
lished notions of the relative superiority of the various 
animals, and proceeds from a principle which, at the very 
outset, acknowledges the unity of design in the works of 
Nature. 

H ).af3vp{ve€t6� T£�." 

-L 

, 
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THE WOUNDED KNIGHT. 

PR'YTHEE unclasp the casement : let me hear 
Once more the ruffled waters of the lake 
Surge on the castle's base : their wild unrest 
Vexes me not as heretofore ;-1 feel 
Fresh pulses stir within me, and new life 
Dulls in mine aching ear the too keen sense 
That knew a torture in all sound, and stills 
The feverous impatience, born of pain, 
That dwelt about me. Surely there is joy 
Even in weakness and in weariness, 
As after a fought field, or else this hour, 
So passing sweet, by its own witchery 
Hath poured a seeming sweetness into pain. 

The cloud hath left my mind. I am again 
E'en as I was before the blinding blow 
Of that fell battle-axe crushed through my casque ; 
And, as I reeled and sought with aimless hand 
The unsupporting air, the mingled noise 
Of conflict and fierce clang of struggling hoofs 
Grew hollow, and before my sick'ning eye 
Spread a broad blackne�s, and I knew no more. 

E'en as I was ?-'Tis but an idle boast. 
TIns trembling hand but ill, methinks, could rein 
A war-horse pawing at the trumpet-call :-
This arm,-whose sheer and unresisted force 
Clove through steel harness and drave back good knights, 
As I have sometimes seen from yon hill-side 
Start a huge mass, and crush the plume-like fern And snap the saplings, driving ruin down 

Th.e Wounded Knight. 

Into the seething lake,-might scarcely brook 
The burden of the sword it used to wield. 

'Tis strange,-this calm of new-returning life :
Hast thou not seen me, if some paltry hurt 
Bath let me from the field, chafe fretfully, 
As chafes an anchored skiff, and strains and tugs 
Its anchor, if a wind hath stirred the bay 
And o'er the bar and on the jutting ridges 
Dashed the white foaming billows ;-so have I, 
If any note of battle touched mine ear, 
Fought with a wound that held my sluggard arm, 
Struggling in impotent impatience. 
And yet from this more deadly-seenring wound 
I rouse me, and find pleasure but in rest, 
And joy to be delivered from the thrall 
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Of the wild dreams and shapes fantastical 
That thronged the wayward paths of sense distraught : 
For now I seemed to lie on desert sands 
And fain would rest me ere the morning strife ; 
But ever, through the canvass, troubled me 
The pale malignant moon, and the hot dust 
Filtered through every joining of my mail : 
Or else fierce treacherous faces of the foe 
Glared on me, and a leaden weight weighed down 
My arm, and death seemed terrible if slain 
By coward hands I perished, from my peers 
Dissevered. Then, anon, I was at sea,-
A shoreless sea and death in every wave ;
For, in the mad confusion of my soul, 
The ocean-floor became a battle-field, 
And every angry surge a crested knight 
Hissing a shout of onset in mine ears. 
And tossed, and overborne, and stricken down, 
I sank before them, and the blood-red west 
Flashed on my fading eye and blinded me, 
As one who falling feels the flag he bore 
Droop, muffling him in darkness ere he die. 

But now 'tis o'er.-The weary laggard hours 
Slide by on quiet pinions, and I feel 
Thy gracious touch and ministering hand, 
And hear remembered accents of sweet tone 
That are to me as angel utterances. 

o lay thy gentle hand in mine, and while 
Day softly melts in evening, sing once more 
The melody that broke my deadly trance, 
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That I may feel and hear thee nigh, and know 
A blessed calm, as of some ransomed soul 
Shadowed by wings of guardian spirits, that hears 
Sounds of unearthly sweetness, and forgets 
The pain and grief and turmoil of the world. 

SONG. 
High o'er yonder rugged fell 

Stars in holy light are steeping, 
Lake and cave and silent dell, 

And the dews of night are weeping 
Over petals drooping, sleeping. 

And I weep at this still hour,-
Weep for thee. 0 may'st thou borrow, 

E'en from sympathy's sweet power, 
Strength to battle with the sorrow 
That may find thee on the morrow. 

Yet sweet clews the flowers repairing 
Vanish when the mid-day burneth ; 

But my love, thy sorrow sharing, 
Toward thee still in sorrow yearneth,
To thee evermore returneth. 

� 
�� � 

� 

H C. S." 

ON THE .A.DV.A.NT.A.GES OF BELONGING TO THE LOWER 

ORDERS OF SOOIETY. 

.Lt Fragment. 

Plures nimia congesta pecunia cura strangulat. 

I LIKE to stroll about Portland Place 01' Belgravia when 
the sun shines and my clothes are new and my person 

got up for the occasion. It makes me feel rich to be in 
the neighboarhood of so much material wealth ! The 
flunkeys in gorgeous apparel pass me by with a quiet 
respect. Flunkeys know but two frames of mind, courage 
and scorn ; between these poles they acknowledge no possible 
mesothesis. The policeman does not watch me-the old 
ladies with their poodles seem to regard me as one of 
themselves, and being idle for the nonce and on the stroll, 
I am open to be considered even a rich old lady. But 
the flags of Belgravia pall on a man after a time-and 
playing at being rich is an expensive game-even though 
it be confined to walking about in dandiacal fashion, and 
impressing errant flunkeys. Moreover, there is no spot 
where the sun always shines, and even the west has its 
rain and mud and concomitant sorrows-and then comes the 
rub-when a man has to cast about for an object and finds 
himself ofttimes puzzled to know where he shall turn or 
what he shall do. 

I have more than once been in this frame of mind myself, 
with just enough in my purse to make me " careful ," and 
no more. I am not a theatre-going man-our English 
actors shock me-the second characters seriously jar against 
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my nervous system-the cant of the best stars afHicts my 
soul-in music I am fastidious, and I have no box at 
the opera-or put the case Ca not unfrequent one) that I 
should find it inconvenient to buy a stall ticket-meanwhile 
it rains I-or it snows-and parliament is prorogued-and 
I am at my hotel, &c. &c. &c. In the name of all that's 
dreary what am I to do ? 

The cause of all this desperation of perplexity is, that 
I am a miserably respectable outcast. Ten years hence, 
perchance, I may be an honoured member of the University 
Club, or a don at the Athenreum : who knows ? ten years 
hence Salathiel may have chambers in the temple, into which 
I may drop when I choose ; or Sallustius may have a 
bachelor's room for me in his palace in Westbourne ; or  
Hippocrates may be in vogue and welcome me to phy
siological splendour in Saville Row ; all that may come, 
but it has not come yet, and now ?-

In such a grim frame of mind I have more than once 
looked abroad and cursed my stars which ordained that 
I should belong to the " gentilatres" of this world. Brethren 
of the upper middle ranks-there's no use denying it
we are a pitiable lot. We comfort ourselves with our bath 
in the morning-with our daily shave, with our coffee and 
chops-with our best of tailors and our dilletantism-but 
we're a pack of finnikin jackanapes after all, and if you 
would not call me one-if you only wouldn" t call me one
I should like to be an out-and-out-cad ! 

Compare the gent's resources to our's, and how jovial 
a life is open to him. He has a soul above (or below
which is it 1) tailordom ;  he roams the streets with easy 
jaunt ; in the careless glee of a spirit at ease he whistles 
aloud at his own sweet will, and is unconscious of the gaze 
of the multitude ; if his hat be a bad one he careth nought, 
he is not bound to wear a hat at all ; if his boots be other 
than clean he maketh his bargain with the next urchin at 
the corner, and chaffeth the operator or tosseth up with 
him for the fee.  He is at home in every billiard-room, 
even supposing he hath never been there till the present 
hour : who would strive to ' trap' him of the seedy paletot ? 

Doth he long for Cremorne or Rosherville ? there goeth 
he, and is ' hail-fellow' with the nearest, and at his ease 
with the fairest ; he hath no difficulties at finding his 
element, his element is to be found everywhere, and if 
any presume to observe him he asketh thee-CC What are 
ye a staring at 7" You and I would be strange in a skittle 

, . , 
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alley. He is joyous even there, and standeth a pot with 
yon sharper a-straddle of the railings. 

Just look at a gent outside a ' bus' and see him in his 
glory ; you and I hate a ' bus' I suppose, I know I do ; 
outside is dreadful, inside is overwhelming. I am myself 
subject to a nightmare after a heavy supper, and the 
vision of that nightmare, as I call it up to my mind, 
brings the big drops of horror on my brow ; my vision 
is a vision of a ride inside a ' bus' with a woman in black 
on my right hand, and a woman in l'ed on my left, and 
two women in yellow in front of me, with each a baby 
in her enormous arms, and two children, warranted under 
three, particularly requested to keep quiet, standing by 
my unhappy legs, and all the women and all the children 
with colds, and all strongly and decidedly objecting to the 
windows being opened, and I there-and I got in at the 
Eastern Counties Railway, and have to be carried to the 
Great Western Terminus, and I mayn 't get out, and no body 
else has any intention of doing so either : that is my night
mare, and no wonder that when I awake I am exhausted ! 
And yet I like children ; I am partial to the fair sex ; I 
had rather ride than walk any day ; I hate being in a 
draught ! How is it that such a vision as this should be 
so unspeakably abhorent to me ? 

Why, only ,because I, and such as I ,  have educated 
ourselves to a morbid sensitiveness ! The lower orders of 
society would find such a ride from Shoreditch to Paddington 
in the highest degree exciting, and your gent would have 
been invited to tea by all your females before they had 
got as far as the Bank. What lots of hard cake those 
precious three-year-olds would have been promised before 
Holborn Hill lfas reached ! We ride in cabs, we do ! 
We get mercilessly imposed upon ; we get ruthlessly 
slanged by cabby if we pay him less than twice his legal 
fare ; we smoke ourselves into convulsions of coughing ; if 
a Hansom do not chance to be on the stand we run all 
sorts of hideous risks of cholera and scarlet-fever and small
pox and heaven knows what else. While there, high above 
us, kicking his happy heels, paring �is nai�s in the sunshine, 
humming a Negro melody, smokll1g hIS short clay, and 
surveying the world from his eminence, sits the enviable 
cad, whom you and I would be . horribly ashamed of as
sociating with, and who cares as httle for us as we do for 
the Emperor of Japan ! 

I used formerly to hold it as an axiom that soap and 
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water cost nothing. I have lived to see the outrageous 
fallacy of the diction. I begin to see that cleanliness, de
pendent on soap, is a terrifically expensive luxury. In 
the first place it is almost impossible to say how far you 
may carry your love of soap ! 

In our youth we seldom advanced beyond the wrist in 
our soapy ablutions, save few of us favoured our feet once 
a week with a visitation : as years went on the domain of 
soap was ever advancing : and think of a man soaping his 
very head every morning of his life. It is terrible to think 
of the next step being internal administration. But think 
of the laundress and her bills ; think of the future of soap 
when we are householders, and the steps have their daily 
scrub, and the stairs and the floors and the chairs and 
the tables. Why the thought is enough to make my next 
nightmare turn into a procession of soap-boilers bent on re
forming the world with old brown Windsor. All this is 
quite unnecessary. Our forefathers were happy men, and wise 
ones, learned men too, and holy ; they lived long and they 
laboured stoutly ; yet if they lived among us now we should 
certainly call them a dirty lot. J ames I. very rarely washed 
his hands ; Queen Elizabeth eat her beef with a chop-stick ; 
Henry VIII. wore particularly greasy breeches, wiped his 
fingers, reeking from the venison-pastry, on the dogs that 
crouched at his feet, and if they were out of the way, on 
the lappets of his jerkin. With all the talk of our age, 
I often think there 's a great deal of stuff in it all. I think 
it was in Mr. Pethel'ick's delightful book that I was reading 
the other day, how certain little Africans dress in Nile 
mud : they blush at complete nudity, so they 1\011 themselves 
in the sluice of the Nile and bask in the sun, and lo ! they 
are clothed ! By and bye they become out at elbows, 
and their anxious parents are distressed at their· shabbiness, 
whereupon the urchins are sent with shame to the river 
bank and commanded to mend their attire ; they obey
roll themselves again in their native mud, and return bright 
as new pins ! Are they clean or dirty ? Miss Nightingale 
could say, ' disgustingly' : I am sorry to differ from that 
lady, but I think there is much to envy in that easy supply 
of garments. 

So to return to our cael ; he is not embarrassed by the 
craving for all exaggerated purity ; happy in his inde
pendence, he may be as dirty as he pleases ; he can do 
very well without that luxury. He has never known the 
joy, and he does not pine in the absence of it ; his gain 
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�s a real and solid one. Is it nothing to be able to repose 
IJ?- a. third class carriage with two man-of-wars men, one 
smgmg " The Bay of Biscay a !" and drinking rum in
cessantly ? Nothing to find pleasure in a cheap train to 
Margate, or an Isle of Man excursion boat ? 

I own I have tried low life at times, but found myself 
unfit for it. I didn 't like it, and I attribute it to a moral 
or intellectual defect in my constitution ; but I stand up 
for �he freedom of the lower orders on principle, and I 
despIse myself for my inability to throw myself into it. 
It is with a melancholy sense of weakness and shame that 
I confess myself deficient in that greatness of soul which 
allows of my throwing myself into hearty sympathy with 
vulgar enjoyments : I contemplate them reverentially at a 
distance. Intellectually I admire the cad ; practically I 
fear I loathe him ! It is the loathing of a deep rooted envy 
perhaps, but it is there ! It is not the entire admiration 
which I accord to the heroes of Arctic discovery ; rather 
is it the sort of contemptuous envy I award to the eccentrics 
who climb high mountains for no other purpose than to stand 
in uncomfortable positions. 

But I have once or twice tasted the real sweetness of 
the life of the lower orders. 

Not when I 've wandere9. through Belgium in a ' welveteen' 
jacket, trying to pass for a snob, and failing, by persisting 
in weakly washing myself, and consequently being treated 
with most irritating homage : not when I 've paid a visit 
to a small tradesman in Wales, and insisted on being con
sidered one of the family, and found myself unearthed on 
Sunday by the parson sending his compliments and re
questing me to read the lessons. Not when I 've attended 
a sixpenny ball in Liverpool, and danced with the fair 
daughters, whose Argus-eyed mothers looked on, and as 
I gallantly led the damsels to their seats, persisted in ad
dressing me as my lord. Not here, not here ! but in that 
paradise of the lower orders of society, those innocent
cozy-private-cool-and very vulgar tea-gardens on the 
Avon, which any one who knows Clifton ought to know, 
and if he 's wise, ought to resort to ; there surrounded by 
exceedingly frowsy parties of four or six, waited on by 
very shabby maidens ; drinking execrable tea ; but bringing 
your own tobacco ; sung to by the nightingales over head, and 
below the Avon rolling its waters to the sea ; you may for 
ninepence have an insight into the really bright and purer 
side of our small tradesmen's life, and learn to see that 
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they have resources you and I can only very rarely catch 
a glimmer of. Such a place as those Clifton tea-gardens 
we respectable people have not. N ay, we have no real 
places of amusement at all ; we have no billiard tables, 
no cafes, no bowling greens, no skittle alleys, no innocent 
casinos, no nothing I In all these matters we are at an 
immense disadvantage as compared with the lower orders 
of society. 

� f£ 

�� 
if � 

OUR SEVENTH JUBILEE. 

WE cannot allow the Commemoration Services of the 
three hundred and fiftieth Anniversary of our College's 

existence, as a corporate body, to be passed over with a 
merely casual mention among the subjects of our Chronicle. 
The event in itself deserves separate notice, but more 
especially so with reference to other circumstances. 

It may be as well to mention for the information of 
those of our graduate readers who associate the sixth of 
May with feasting only, a.nd the Commemoration Service 
with the receipt of shillings in chapel on the day after 
the end of each term, that the three Services are now 
thrown into one, which is held on the sixth of May, the 
day set apart in memory of St. John's miraculous deliverance 
before the Latin gate. The length of the Service is relieved 
by the help of the choir, who chant those portions of the 
Service which are appointed to be said or sung. The 
Sermon on this occasion, being a special one, was preached 
by the Rev. the Lady Margaret Professor of Divinity : 
than whom no worthier representative of the good old College 
could possibly have been found. The learned Professor 
based his discourse on the words found in Haggai ii. 4-9. 
He alluded to the hindrances experienced by the Jews 
in building the house of God, " then ceased the \vork of 
the House of the Lord which is at Jerusalem" ; (Ezra iv. 24.) 
and to the effect of the prophesying of Haggai and Zechariah : 
" then the prophets Haggai, and Zechariah, the son of 
Iddo, prophesied unto the Jews, in the name of the Lord, . . . .  
and then rose up Zerubbabel the son of Shealtiel, and 
J eshua tbe sou of J osedech, and began to build the house 
of God which is at Jerusalem, and they prospered through 
the prophesying of Haggai the prophet, and Zechariah, 
the sou of Iddo, and they builded and finished it." He 
then went on to remark on the principle of the Prophetic 
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Scriptures, how nearer events are made the symbols and 
pledges of Messiah's coming and kingdom, instancing Isaiah's 
prophecy of deliverance to Hezekiah, which had its perfect 
fulfilment in Christ the Virgin-born, (Isaiah vii. and ix.) 
and the visions of Zechariah, (iii. and vi.) which clearly 
pointed to Christ the Prince of Peace. After referring to 
erroneous views of Prophecy lately put forth, and to the 
unfairness of the Edinburgh Reviewer in citing Bishop 
Pearson as a voucher for Rowland Williams, the preacher 
proceeded to remark on the foundation of our own College 
as somewhat similar in its attendant circumstances to that 
of the later Temple. We were now celebrating our seventh 
Jubilee-for the Charter of Incorporation was first sealed 
in 1 5 1 1 .  Many difficulties and hindrances were thrown 
in the way, the plan being cut short of its original dimen
sions by the death of the foundress, the Lady Margaret, 
before the completion of her designs. But Fisher, Bishop 
of Rochester, and then Chancellor of the University, aided 
by Ashton, fought his way through all, and the College 
was opened with solemn religious ceremony in 1 5 1 6 , with 
a number of Fellows and Scholars diminished from the 
original intention,-viz. thirty-two Fellows instead of fifty, 
and twenty-four Scholars instead of fifty. The College 
prospered in its work, so that its members in a Petition 
presented Nov. 2 1 ,  1 547, to the Lord Protector Somerset, 
could say :-" Primum alimus optima ingenia optimis disci
plinis et moribus, deinde ex nostro cretu proficiscuntur qui 
reliqua fere singula Collegia explent et ornant. Deinde in 
Vineam Domini mittimus plurimos operarios, in Rempub
licam aptos et idoneos viros." And Roger Ascham, in his 
" Scholemaster" says, " He," (Dr. Medcalfe) �' at his depart
ing thence left such a companie of Fellows and Scholers in S. 
J ohnes College, as can scarcely be found now in some 
whole Universitie : which, either for Divinitie, or for 
Civil Service to their Prince and Countrie, have been and 
are yet to this day, notable ornaments to this whole Realm : 
yea S. J ohnes did then so florish, as Trinitie College, that 
princely House now, at the first Erection was but Colonia 
cleducta out of S. J ohnes, not onely for their Master, Fellowes, 
and Scholers, but also, which is more, for their whole, 
both order of learning, and discipline of maners : yet to 
this day, it never tooke Master, but such as was bred up 
before in S. J ohnes : doing the dewtie of a good Colonia 
to her metropolis, as the auncient cities of Greice and some 
yet in Italie at this day, are accustomed to do." (p. 55). 
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But are we not now, as it were witnessincr the be
ginning of a new �ouse ? We have just receiv�d a body 
of Statutes by whlCh the benefactions which have been 
liberally bestowed upon us since the fo�ndation of our first 
House, d�ring a period of thr�e hundred and fifty years, 
�re conso�ldated. W e a�'e begmning under a new system 
mauguratmg a new penod of our history. May we not 
apply to �lUrselves the prophet's exhortation to be strong, 
remembenng that the LORD of Hosts is with us ? May 
we not hope and pray that the " glory of the latter house 
may be greater than that of the former ;" that it may extend 
its front to the street, and spread forth its branches to the 
River, by enlarged buildings ? But first of all, and above 
all, we must think, like David, of a " house for the LORD." 
Is not the time come for a new chapel ? Many said of old, 
" The time is not come, the time that the Lord's House 
should be built ;" but can it be said now ? The ancient 
Labyrinth, once a chapel of St. John Baptist, is longing 
again to be devoted to its original uses, and joined to 
God's house-the place is too strait for us. When Dr. 
Pow ell, near a century ago, gave £500 for the stone front 
of the south side of the first court, many felt, " that a 

new Chapel would have been a real ornament to a 
flourishing Society that were crowded to death in their 
too contracted one," (Nichol's Litm'artj Anecdotes.) 

Surely we have not lost the public spirit which animated 
our College of old : 

Privatus illis census erat brevis, 
Commune magnum - : 

when Dr. Wood gave £2000 for the new Court be

yond the Cam, and every Fellow the fourth part of 
his dividend, each receiving for several years £ 1 20 only, 

instead of £ 1 60. Let us take to ourselves the words 

of the text and say-'" The silver �nd the gold . are 

thine, 0 Lord ; '  we will not rest untIl we have raised 

a Chapel more worthy of the College, more answerable 

to the bounty of our benefactors, and to Thy manifold 

blessings." . " r 
But, as Fuller says (History of Cambn�ge) rhe glory 

of Athens lyeth . n�t in her �alls, but 111 the worth of 

her citizens : bUlldlllgs may gIve lustre to a college, but 

learning giveth life." . 
We must cherish hopes of stIll larger numbers to be  

trained here to  serve God in  all the offices of  Church and 
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State, in all walks of learning and science, in study of 
the word and works of God. Much rests upon us, and 
our successors, if the glory of the latter house is to sur
pass that of the former-we have a high standard of 
achievements to attain to. We inust have forty Senior 
Wranglers in the next hundred and fifteen years. We must 
have in the next three hundred and fifty years better 
Divines than Becon, Whitaker, Sibbs, Beveridge, Cave, 
Wilson, the unanswered and unanswerable opponent of 
Socinianism, and the last two occupants of the Lady 
M argaret's chair, Marsh and Blunt ; better Preachers 
than Pilkington, Ashton, honest Lever, (who procured 
the endowment of Sedbergh School,) Powell, Balguy and 
Ogden ; better Bishops than those four of the famous 
seven, who went to the Tower in triumph rather than 
in mourning, Lloyd of Norwich, Lake of Chichester, 
White of Peterborough, and Francis Turner of Ely, 
sometime Master of the College. We must have better 
scholars than Sir John Cheke and Roger Ascham his pupil, 
the famous tutor to Queen Elizabeth, than Pember, Gataker, 
Bentley, " prince of Critics," and Butler, with his numer
ous pupils ; better Hebraists than Chappelow and Edmund 
Cartell ; nobler benefactors of mankind than William Wil
berforce, the champion of the slave, and J obn Hulse the 
endower of the Hulsean Lecture and Essay, and the 
Christian Advocacy ; defenders of ancient foundations 
more sturdy than Earl Powis ; wiser statesmen than 
William Cecil Lord Burleigh, and Straff'ord, and Falkland ; 
braver warriors than Fairfax and Cornwallis. We must 
have physicians more talented than Linacre, Denny, Gilbert, 
Browne, Gisborne, and Heberden ; better naturalists and 
botanists than Nicholson, Glen, J enyns, and him who 
now lies peacefully resigning his soul to God, and even as 
life wanes, telling with brightening face what flowers 
are peeping from the ground, what trees are putting 
forth their buds ;'if better poets than Sackville, and Herrick, 
and Churchill, and Akenside, and Matthew Prior, than 
Kirke White, so soon snatched away from us, and the 
poet of nature, whose proudest boast was that he had 
" never written a line which dying he could wish to blot ;" 
better astronomers than Fallows, and the younger Herschel, 
who was content to spend years in voluntary exile that 

.. Professor Henslow, who wc regrct to say, has since passed 
away to his rest, 
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he might complete the Catalogue of the Stars, and Adams, 
who cast the line of his analysis into the depths of 
space and brought to view another member of our 
system. And last, not least, we must have nobler mis
sionaries than Henry Martyn, who gave up his splendicl 
prospects of advancement here, that he might do his 
Master's work elsewhere, and Haslam, and Whytehead, 
than our pair of Bishops in Africa, Cotterill and C01enso, 
or that other pail' who, first fello.p-oarsmen in the Lady 
Margaret boat, have since traversed the southern Pacific 
in the same Missionary ship, the bishops of N ewcast1e 
and New Zealand, Tyrrell and Selwyn. Better men than 
these must we have, or if not better, more like them, 
and in more continuous supply, every year adding to 
their number. We must have more University scholars, 
more University Prizemen. 

And have we not hope of more peace, that we may 
be more united, and work together, heartily and earnestly 
endeavouring to maintain the former reputation of our 
College ? " Wherefore be strong, 0 Master ! be strong, 
o President ! be strong, 0 ye Fellows and Tutors ! and 
be strong all ye Scholars and Students ! and work ! cul
tivate all manly exercises ; let the Lady Margaret be, as 

of old, head of the River, but let her sons, by their 

own diligence in study, be also at the head of the Tripos 

lists." 
We regret that this imperfect sketch is all that those 

of our readers, who did not hear the sermon, will have of 

it. The Professor will only consent to its publication 

in one way ; by a lithographing process, to be done not 

by Messrs. Day and Son, but in solid stone and mortar. 

And there seems to be some hope of this being accom

plished, for the interest of our l
:
esiden

,
t members �s .already 

excited. We shall be amply satlsfied If these remlDlscences 

of the €7T'Ea 7T'TEpOEVTa of the Preacher induce any to give 

a helping hand to that object, should it be found to be 

feasible. 
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THE EA GLE. 

THREE DAYS AMONG THE ALPS OF DAUPHINE. 

THE summer of 1860 will not be soon forgotten by Alpine 
Tourists, and many successful seasons must pass by, 

before the dismal impressions of wet days and unsuccessful 
expeditions are effaced from their memory. As ill luck 
would have it, I had arranged to spend part of my summer 
Vacation in exploring the unfrequented districts of the Alps 
of Dauphine, and I started with the hope of being the first 
to plant my foot upon more than one hitherto unsealed peak. 
All this was frustrated by the bad weather, which, bad 
enough in a frequented country, where the inns are good 
and the passes well known, is intolerable in a desolate and 
unexplored district like Dauphine. The consequence was, 
that after a stay of about ten days I was driven out of the 
country by the weather, having only succeeded in one expe� 
dition during the whole time. Still though unsuccessful 
in the two great things I had hoped to effect, the ascents of 
Mont Pelvoux and Monte Viso, I had added largely to my 
stock of alpine experiences-and met with a few adventures, 
one of which will form the subject of the following Paper. 

The country of which I have spoken, has already been in� 
troduced to the readers of The Eagle in a paper� entitled " Our 

'" Vol. I, page 241. 
VOL. Ill. B 
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Tour." The mountain also which I am going to describe, 
is mentioned there, but by some accident the name Pelvoux 
is mis-spelt Petrous. However, as the country is very little 
known and the majority of maps are worthless for this part 
of the Alps, I may venture upon a few words to describe the 
general character of the district. 

The great chain of the Southel'll Alps sweeps round at 
Mont Blanc, like a castle wall about a corner tower, so 
as to enclose the plains of Piedmont, into which the mass 
of the Graians is thrust, like an out-work to Mont Blanc. 
After this the great mass, no longer preserves its general 
plan of a single ridge, pierced by lateral vallies running at 
right angles to the line of the higher peaks, but breaks up 
into a confused mass of mountains which cover Savoy and 
the eastel'll side of France. Among these wind the vallies 
of the Isere and its tributaries, running in a north westerly 
direction, and of the DUl'ance, running south. The line of 
the great watershed between the basins of the Po and the 
Rhone runs almost due south from Mont Blanc for a con
siderable distance till, near the pass of the Mont Cenis, it forms 
an angle, with the point towards France. The sides of this 
angle are nearly equal, so that, when it turns again to the 
south, it is nearly in the same line as it was before ; there
fore, on a common map, the rough tracing of the line of the 
watershed from the Matterhorn to the 'Col di Tenda is not 
unlike the plan of one of Vauban's fortifications. To the 
east of this watershed lie most of the great mountains of the 
Tarentaise district, some of which are at least twelve thousand 
feet high-and the Alps of Dauphine. The former approach 
the noithern side of the angle mentioned above, the �atter 
the southern side, the two being separated by the valley of �he 
Romanche. The Alps of Dauphine therefo�e generally lie in 
an angle formed by the vallies of the Romanche and the Du
rance, the Col de Lautaret forming the watershed between 
them, and acting as a bridge to connect the district of the 
Pelvoux with the main chain. The Pelvoux, the highest 
mountain in France, is thirteen thousand four hundred and 
sixty-eight feet high, and there are several other peaks not 
very much lower near it. The mountains are extremely -
precipitous, and the snow does not lie so low as in Switzer
land, conseq.uently the glaciers are smaller, and to my mind 
the scenery IS not so. fine. Some o� the rock scenery however 
is very grand, especl�lly on the hIgh road from Grenoble to 
Brian«on. Two valhes lead up to the Pelvoux, the one the 
Val de St. Christophe, leaving the Romanche at Bourg 
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d' Oysans, the other the Val Louise, leaving the Durance at 
L' Abesse ; this latter is divided into two branches, the 
northern called the Val de Verges, the southern the Val 
Sapeniel'e. 

So much then for Dauphine and the Pelvoux, and now 
for my story. Our party consisted of three ; let my two 
companions be represented by the letters H.  and M. H. and 
I were to be at La Berade in the Val de St. Christophe by 
Sunday, August 12th at the latest, and there await M. ,  who 
bad left England about a fortnight before us for a tour in the 
Tarentaise. Our plan was to explore the Pelvoux on that 
side, in order to discover if an ascent was practicable from 
the west flank-if it was not, we pUl'posed crossing over 
a high glacier pass into the northern branch of the Val 
Louise, and seeing what could be done there. M., owing to 
the bad weather, did not arrive till Monday evening, so we 
spent that morning in an excursion to the Col de Sais, a fine 
glacier pass near the Pelvoux, and convinced ourselves that 
the huge crags overhanging the valley offered no chance to 
the climber. Arrangements were accordingly made for 
crossing next morning to the Val Louise ; this the rain pre
vented, so that we were obliged to retrace our steps to 
Bourg d' Oysans, and go round to the Val Louise via Brian
�on. Accordingly, on the third morning we halted for 
breakfast at L' Abesse, a little village about twelve miles from 
Brian«on, opposite the entrance to the V al Louise. We 
alight from our carriage at a most unpromising hotel ; to us 
enters the hostess, large, dirty, and loud in voice, strong
minded, no doubt, "and strong-fisted. " Madame," we cry, " we 
are hungry, bring us plenty of meat for breakfast." " Monsieur, 
there is but one poulet in the house." " Bring it then, Ma
dame, directly and some eggs" ; we enter the Salle a Manger. 
It is like all others in the country inns in Dauphine-and as 
they differ somewhat from English inns, I may venture on a 
brief description. The Salle a Manger is a good sized room, 
with rude pine or walnut-wood tables and benches dirty and 
ricketty-on the walls a print 01' two of saints, and one or 
two lithographs of some of Napoleon 1. victories ; the walls 
and ceiling have been guiltless of whitewash for years ; the 
floor, I suppose is boarded, but of that I cannot be sure, 
for a thick cake of dirt hides the original material. It is 
never swept, and, as the way of cleaning a dish 01' plate is to 
throw the contents on the floor, is soon covered with bones 
and debris of every kind. Up-stairs you will find things on 
a similar scale, bones again on the floor, cleanly polished by 
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the. dog-and no jug or basin, or any of those luxuries 
whIch we over-civilized Englishmen demand. However, to 
return-while breakfast is preparing we take a short stroll, 
and on our retul'l1 find it ready. The poulet is on the table
a dreadful sight, withered, black, and unpromising. Ap
proaching for a nearer view of this singular specimen of the 
Barndoor Fowl, I find it considerably gnawed about the 
breast, and the impressions of a dog's paw' on the not over 
clean cloth reveal the delinquent. The " poulet" is sum
marily banished, rather to my relief, for I could not have 
eaten such a disagreeable looking creature. The hostess 
retired, cursing the dog at the top of her voice. Breakfast 
was not a success. Eggs not too fresh, sour bread and sourer 
wine do not go down well, especially when one is rather 
out of sorts. M., especially, feeling the effects of his hard 
fare in the Tarentaise, was so unwell, that for some time we 
feared he could not proceed. In despair I invaded the 
sanctity of the kitchen, and seizing upon a vessel like a deep 
frying-pan made a brew of tea from some we had with us. 
This did him good, and in a short time we started up the 
valley for Ville de Val Louise, at which place we were in
formed that we should find guiues. We were now five in 
number, our three selves, Mo's Chamounix guide, Michel 
Croz, one of the best and bravest fellows I have ever met, 
and a French gentleman, by profession an engineer, who was 
engaged on some works in the neighbourhood, and volunteered 
to accompany us. We found him a very pleasant companion 
and a capital walker. The entrance to the valley is guarded 
by an old wall, said to date from the time of the struggles 
between the Roman Catholics and Vaudois. About three 
hours walking up a tolerable road took us to Ville de Val 
Louise, a poor village, still bearing marks of the destructive 
inundations of 1856.  Here, however, we managed to get 
something like a decent meal and, what we wanted quite as 
much, some information about guides. We were told that a 
man who had ascended the Pelvoux lived at the village of 
Au Clos, a little higher up the valley, and that we should 
have to pass the night at a " Cabane des Bergers de Pro
vence" on the highest pastures. Supposing from this name 
that we should have to pass the night in a hay chalet, we 
packed up a few necessaries in one knapsack and left the rest 
of our things in the landlord's charge-a great mistake as it 
afterwards proved ; we also got as large a store of bread, 
meat anu wine as we could, and a porter to carry it till we 
got our guide. Pas�ing through Au Clos we met the man 
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we were in search of driving a mule ; he was not a bad look
ing fellow, and seemed fit for his work. We accosted him. 
Did he know the mountain ? Yes, well. Had he ascended 
it ? Yes, several times. To the highest*' point of all ? Yes, 
even there, but it was very difficult, there was a lower peak 
much easier to reach. That would not do-we must go to 
the highest ; could he shew us the way ? Yes, if we would 
let him bring his comrade. A bargain as to price, &c. was 
soon struck, and increased to eight, we walked on. From 
Au Clos to VAlefred where the vallies divide is a pretty 
walk through a pine wood, up a steep winding path bordered 
in many places with wild yellow gooseberries. At the last 
Chalets of L' Alefred we parted with our porter, and halted 
for some black bread and milk. This black bread is a curio
sity, it is made in flat round cakes about eighteen inches in 
diameter. They bake only once or at most twice a year, 
and keep their bread on shelves in the lofts exposed to the 
air. Consequently it is as hard as a board, and has to be cut 
either with an axe or a knife, made to act as a lever-when 
soaked in wine 01' milk iris not bad, when dry it eats rather 
like conglomerated sawdust. While we were refreshing, all 
the natives turned out of their chalets to have a stare. On the 
whole I think they were the ugliest folk I ever saw ; short, 
squat, flat-nosed, and pig-eyed-in fact, rather like Esqui
maux-they are reputed to be the most uncivilized people in 
Dauphine, but I saw a good many others not much better in 
other mountain vallies. Refreshed, we now struck up the 
Val de Sapeniere, following a rough track by the side of the 
stream. It is a mere gorge with precipices to the right and 
steep slopes to the left. There is however a tragical story 
connected with it. In 1488, a number of Vaudois families 
sought refuge from persecution in a cavern among the pre
cipices to the right. For some time they eluded their 
enemies, but at last were discovered by a soldier- who climbed 
down from above ; straw and faggots were piled at the mouth 
of the cave, and set on fire ; of those within, some l'llshing 
out, were slain, others in despair leapt down the precipices 
and were dashed to pieces, the rest perished miserably in the 
smoke. It is said that foul' hundred infantst were found 
within the cave dead in their mothers' arms, and that three 

. 
'" The highest point of the Pel voux is called in the country the 

Pomt des Arcines, or ues ECl·ins. 
t Gilly's Memoirs of Neff, p. 90. 
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thousand persons perished on this occasion. The cave is 
still called the Baume des Vaudois. After walking a mile or 
so we turned off short to the right and began to climb over 
the blocks of fallen rock in the direction of a narrow gorge, 
which must at times be occupied by a waterfall. As we 
drew near, the slope became steeper and steeper, till at last 
we took to the rocks themselves on the left-hand side of the 
gorge. A stiff climb now commenced up some very steep 
rocks, on which both skill and care were sometimes requisite ; 
we  however made rapid progress, till at the end of about an 
hour and-a-half we came to the end of the rocks and emerged 
upon a slope of turf, thickly spread with huge blocks, to one 
of the largest of which the guide pointed, saying " voila le 
cabane." I confess to feeling disgusted-I had not hoped 
for much-but I had expected a hut and a truss of hay for a 
bed. Nothing of the kind was here. There was nothing 
but a huge mass of rock, that had in former times fallen 
down from the cliffs above, and had rested so as, to form a 
shelter under one of its sides. This had been still farther 
enclosed with a rough wall of loose stones, and thus a sort of 
kennel was made about nine or ten feet by five or six, and 
about four feet high at the entrance, whence it sloped 
gradually down to about two feet at the other end. Our 
thoughts turned regretfully to some extra wraps left down 
below, but there was no help for it, and " what can't be 
cured, must be endured," is excellent philosophy for the 
Alps. Accordingly we put the best face on it, and set to 
work to make all comfortable for the night. Dead juniper 
boughs were collected for a fire, and the guides set to work 
to clean out the cave, which, being frequented by the sheep 
as well as the shepherds, was in a sufficiently filthy condition. 
The first who entered quickly emerged again holding at 
arm's length the mortal remains of a defunct mutton in a 
very lively condition, which he quickly sent over the preci
pice for the ravens to sup on, if they had any fancy for it. 
The floor was then swept and strewed with fern and dock 
leaves, and a fire lighted to sweeten the place. While this 
was going on we were occupied with taking Barometer and 
Thermometer observations'" and with sketching. Evening 
drew on, and one by one my companions retired into the 

.. These observations gave a height of seven thousand three 
hundred and eighty-one feet above the level of the sea for our 
cabane. 
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cave, but not fancying the look of it, I stopped outside as 
long as possible. It was a strange wild scene-overhead 
hung the crags of the Pelvoux, splintered into flame-like 
points ; from their feet sloped down vast banks of fallen 
blocks overgrown with serpent-like branches of old junipers, 
and broken here and there with slopes of turf-a few feet � 
front of me steep precipices, overhanging the fatal " Baume," 
led down into the valley below, beyond which rose another 
mass of rocks and pine covered slopes, surmounted with a 
ridge of cliffs somewhat overtopping us-a fine pyramid of 
snow-streaked rock closed the valley, from whose shoulders 
a large glacier descended. 

Night however came on, the sky grew wild and stormy, 
and it became too cold to remain out longer, so mustering 
up my resolution I crawled into the cave; and almost instantly 
retreated much faster, more than half choked. A fire is 
a very comfortable thing on a cold night, but has its draw
backs when the house is without a chimney, and the smoke 
has to escape by the door. If, in addition to this, the house 
be about four feet high, and the fire of damp j uniper wood, 
matters are still worse. However, human nature can adapt 
itself to a good deal, and so by lying down so as to avoid 
the thickest part of the smoke, I contrived to endure it 
after a time. Supper over, we prepared for the night. My 
attire was simple, but certainly not ornamental ; a travelling 
cap, with the flaps tied over my ears, a huge woollen 
" comforter" about my neck, and a spare flannel shirt over 
my usual costume ; my boots were taken off and placed 
in a safe corner, a second pair of socks drawn on, and 
my slippers worn during the night ; then spreading my 
gaiters on the ground I lay down on them, having picked 
the softest stone I could find for a pillow. My companions 
did the same, and despite of the blasts of the storm, which 
howled round our cabane, we did not suffer from cold. It 
Was a strange sight, when, stiff and cramped by my hard 
bed, I woke from time to time during the night. The 
fire, flickering with the wind, lit up the faces of the sleepers 
and the rocky walls of the cavern with a weird unearthly 
light, such as would have gladdened Salvator Rosa's heart. 
Croz alone was generally on the alert, smoking his pipe 
and feeding the fire. Now and then he would step outside 
to examine the state of the night and return with a hearty 
curse on the bad weather. So passed the night, wearily 
a?d .drearily, to give birth to a drearier day. The dawn 
dlU but reveal thick banks of clouds and mist, above, below, 
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around, pouring down a steady, hopeless rain. One by 
one we roused up with a true British growl at our ill-luck. 
Then we held a council of war ; the expedition was for 
that day evidently impossible-what then was to be done, 
should we give it up altogether, or await better weathh? 
Angry at our last disappointment, we unanimously resolved 
that we would wait at least one day before retreating. This 
however would require a fresh stock of provisions. Ac
cordingly, we sent the two local guides down to Ville de 
Val Louise to bring up what they could get, and composed 
ourselves to watch out the weary day. Sleep was tried 
again, but not much was done that way. Breakfast was 
spun out as long as possible, but that cannot be carried 
on long when the fare is bad. Happily I discovered that 
the lining of my coat had been much torn in climbing 
over the rocks, and that I had a needle and thread with 
me ; so I set to work and spent an hour in tailoring. 
Presently the rain began to find its way through various 
cracks in the rock, and obliged us to set out the cups of 
our flasks to catch it. I don't envy the unfortunate shepherds 
who have to spend a month or two in that cave-they come 
from Provence with their flocks every year, and go gradually 
up to the higher pastures as the snow melts away. In about 
a couple of months' time they recommence their descent, 
and return home with their flocks in the autumn. They 
live in caves or wretched chalets often without seeing a 
human being for days together, so that nothing more miserable 
according to our notions, can well be imagined ; but they, 
I am told, like it, nay, prefer it to living in the valley. 

About mid-day snow fell at intervals, and the rain became 
less heavy. The Frenchman, who had a lilting for botany, 
sallied forth occasionally for a few minutes and returned 
with a handful of weeds (I cannot dignify them with the 
name of flowers). Then would commence a botanical argu- . 
ment between him and M. The Frenchman, after diligently 
turning over two paper covered volumes, would affix a name 
to a plant. This was generally controverted by M., then 
after the manner of opposing " Savants" they recklessly 
flung about long names, till at last M" who was a good 
botanist, forced his antagonist to confess himself vanquished. 
These discussions helped to pass away the time till dinner. 
During the meal H. �uddenly rem,embered that . it was 
his birthday ; we accordmgly drank hIS health, and smcerely 
wished that he might never again spend so dull a day. 
Late in the afternoon it ceased raining, and we strolled about 
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the broken rocks near our cave, hunting for plants and 
minerals, with very little success. Dauphine is, in general, 
very rich in plants, and those too of a kind that can gratify 
unbotanical persons like myself, but here there were very 
few, and those not pretty. However, we collected a good 
store of dead juniper boughs for fuel during the night, 
which I placed near the fire to dry, not caring to be choked 
with the smoke of wet wood. Soon after our return to 
the cave the guides came in with the provisions ; they 
looked rather done up with their walk, though it was 
not a very long one. Night at last brought the day to 
an end, and we prepared for bed. This time we had to 
vary our proceedings, for the earth was too wet to lie 
upon ; we therefore placed smooth stones upon the floor 
and lay or sat upon them. In consequence of this, we 
were more uncomfortable this night than before ; we were 
crowded closer together, our legs, which all pointed to the 
fire, frequently getting in a hopeless tangle. I woke up 
once so stiffened with the pressure of my stony seat that 
for some time I could not identify my own legs. How
ever, all things come to an end, and so did this night, 
morning dawned again-not indeed exactly " smiling morn," 
but still giving us some hopes ; so about four we bid adieu 
to the Hotel du Mont Pelvoux, which we agreed had but 
one recommendation, that of having no bill to pay when 
we left it. 

For some little time we walked along the pastures 
steering for the head of the valley, till we reached a wide 
open gorge that led down to the valley below. Here we 
halted and concealed all our baggage and some provisions 
under a stone, taking with us nothing but what was necessary 
for the day. It was now light, the sky was tolerably clear of 
clouds, and we ventured to hope for a fine day and successful 
ex.cursion ; at the same time the rocks, sprinkled with snow 
for a couple of thousand feet below the usual level, warned 
us that the labour of our work would be much increased. 
We now began to ascend, and soon exchanged the turf 
for a steep slope of fallen rocks, that separated us from 
the precipices of the mountain. Suddenly one of our guides 
stopped and pointed to a jagged ridge above, 'We looked 
up, and there in relief against the clear morning sky stood 
a chamois, calmly contemplating our proceedings: though 
I had many times been among their haunts, this was the 
first that I had ever seen, and I watched it for some time 
with much interest, till, after it had satisfied its curiosity, 
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it disappeared behind a crag. We soon reached the foot 
of the precipices and began our work. The rocks were 
steep and frequently difficult ; and the quantity of loose 
fresh snow and slippery ice that covered them, compelled 
us at times to proceed with great caution. Our work was 
varied by occasional couloirs" of hard snow, across which 
we generally found it necessary to cut steps. These are 
awkward places for a novice. It requires a good head 
and sure foot to step from notch to notch, along a steep 
slope of frozen snow, which plainly terminates in a precipice 
some two or three hundred feet below. The rocks too were 
some times by no means easy : one place, I remember, was 
particularly disagreeable, where we had to climb round 
a buttress of splintered r�ck, just above an unusually steep 
couloir of snow : the chmks of the rock were filled with 
ice, so that it was very difficult to get a good foothold, 
and at one place the fo�t rested on a mere knob, not much 
more than an inch in heIght. I confess to feeling a " creep" 
as I took this step. The mountain, however, was less 
difficult than I had been led to expect, and as the view 
widened, our spirits rose, like ourselves, higher and higher, 
while we looked down on a wide expanse of serrated peaks, 
from among which the great pyramid of the Visot rose 
like an island out of a stormy sea. 

Our second local guide now began to look very unhappy. 
I had had my doubts of him from the very first, as he 
had a very miserable appearance and bad shoes, and as 
we went on he evidently became more and more fatigued. 
At last, when we halted for breakfast, he declared that 
he " could no more," so we left him to his meditations, 
bidding him go back and look after our things. Soon after 
this the. clouds began to gather, and ere long a dense 
" brouillard" swept up to, and surrounded us. Our other 
local guide now began to complain. His tone, so confidcnt 
two days before, waS strangely changed, and he said that 
he was afraid to venture on the glacier. However, at last 

'11< A couloir is a stcep narrow gully frequently filled with snow; 
after a heavy fall of snow they are very difficult and dangerous 
to cross ; sometimes also showers of stones are discharged down 
them. 

t Twelve thousand five hundred and �ig:hty-six feet. After 
the Matterhorn it is perhaps the most strIkmg mountain in the 
Alps. 
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we persuaded him to take us up to it, that we  might see 
what it was like. In about twenty minutes more its white 
cliffs gleamed through the mist, and we halted at the side 
of the ice, just where it poured in a cascade over the pre
cipice. Here we consulted what to do. We were now 
reduced to five, for our French friend, despairing of success, 
had left us a little below. A parliament was accordingly 
held, in which the local guide found himself in a decided 
minority. " You promised to take us up to the top of the 
mountain," said we. " That was when it was fine," said 
he, " now I dare not, the 'crevasses' are all covered with 
snow, and we shall be lost." " Nonsense," said we, " here 
is a rope long enough and strong enough to bear the whole 
party, so what does it matter if one does break through, 
the others can hold him up." " No," said he, "I am 
tired, an old wound hurts me, and I will not go on." " You 
are a coward," said we, " if your general had told you 
to attack a place, would you have said-' My general, I 
am afraid'? We care for our lives as much as you do 
for your's, and we are not afraid of the danger-you shew 
us the way and we will do all the work." No, he would 
not ; entreaties, promises, threats, were all in vain, and at 
last we were reluctantly obliged to agree that it was no 
use going on. The mist shewed no signs of clearing. We 
had not the least notion of the direction of the top of the 
mountain. If the day had only been clear we would have 
gone on with our Chamounix guide who would have found 
out the right way somehow. There was no help for it: 
we set up the barometer, took an observation," and then 
descended with heavy hearts, scolding the scoundrel as we 
went down. Angry as I was, I could not help laughing 
at the variety of contemptuous epithets which Croz heaped 
on the country, its inhabitants in general, and its guides 
in particular. For my own part I do not believe that the 
guide had ever ascended the mountain. I doubt whether 
he had been much beyond the place where we halted, and 
suspect that he imagined we were like the usual tourists 
of his own nation, and would turn back as soon as we met 
with a bit of stiff climbing. W e  found that all the people 
about regarded the mountain !),S inaccessible. It was always 
the same story :-" You will get a little way up and then 

. •  When worked out it gave ten thousand four hundred and 
thIrty-five feet as the height of our position. 
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meet with inaccessible precipices." These I suspect we 
had conquered, and I fancy no great difficulties lay between 
us and the foot of the final peak. The next morning we 
got a view of the range some twenty miles off, from a point 
on the high road above Guillestre. If we were right in our 
identification of the mountains (as I believe we were) we saw 
the very point at which we turned back, and nothing but a 
long series of snow fields lay between us and the foot of the 
highest peak. Still I cannot be positive, for it is most difficult 
to find out the names of the mountains in this country ; 
the inhabitants are either entirely ignorant of them or else 
have patois names, which differ in different vallies. I fancy 
also that General Bourcet's map is not quite correct in the 
immediate neighbourhood of the Pelvoux, and the bad 
weather prevented our having good views of the range with 
which to test our knowledge. 

We descended carefully over our former route, and in 
due time reached the stone, where our baggage was deposited. 
There we found our friend and the other guide, together 
with several of the people from the chalets of L' Alefred. 
We rested two or three minutes, and then struck down 
the gorge into the valley ; the descent was rough, but much 
easier than the path by which we had ascended to the 
cabane ; so we came down as hard as we could, revenging 
ourselves upon our guides by giving them a good dose 
of quick walking, which we thought would act like Mr. 
Weller's recipe of a plank and barrow of earth, and shake 
the nonsense out of them. As soon as we anived at the 
bottom of the valley we halted by the side of the stream. 
Here, though the clouds still hung about the top of the 
mountain, it was sunny and warm ; so we enjoyed the luxury 
of a good wash, and then dined upon the provisions which 
we had hoped to have eaten up aloft. Dinner over, wc 
stretched ourselves out in the sun and went to sleep for 
half-an-hour. After this we started quite fresh again for 
L' Abesse. At Ville de Val Louise we parted from our 
French friend with many expressions of mutual good will. 
He was a very agreeable companion and a capital mountaineer, 
a very rare accomplishment in men of his nation. We ar
rived at L' Abesse ,in about four hours, having walked at 
a great pace the whole way. After some trouble we got 
a carriaD'e, for sleeping there was out of the question, when 
better q

O
uarters were within reach, and drove to Guillestre, 

about twelve miles ; we arrived there soon after dark, found 
the inn, though not too clean, a palace as compared with 
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that of L' Abesse, and after some supper went straight to 
bed. May my reader never sleep worse than I did that 
night. 

{3. 

The Pelvoux was ascended this year by Messrs. Whymper and 
Macdonald, accompanied by Mons. Reynaud (our French com
panion). They had even more trouble with the guides than we 
had, but the weather was more propitious, so that they were 
enabled to take the matter into their own hands. The first at
tempt failed, owing to the lies the guide told them: on the second 
occasion they took only porters, and found their own way. Re
turning, they were benighted about two thousand feet above the 
tree limit, and suffered much from the cold. I am indebted to the 
courtesy of Mr. Whymper for these and many other interesting 
particulars of their excursion. 
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OUR COLLEGE FRIENDS. 

"Egli se n' ando dianzi in quel boschetto, 
Che qualche fantasia ha per la mente; 
Vorr il. fantasticar forse un Sonnetto."-

(Lorenzo de' Medici.) 

I. To THE LADY MARGARET. 

POE'l'S who moved the hearts of fellow-men, 
Sharing their joys and sorrows through the years 
Of pilgrimage; Philosophers and seers 

Who sought for truths beyond the common ken; 
Warriors who strove alike with sword and pen 

For Liberty, despising selfish fears; 
Martyrs of science, gazing on far spheres 

Of knowledge, shackleu in oppression's den; 
Artists, who wove bright-tinted dreams among 

The scenes of daily toil: Musicians blest 
With rapturous melodies of holy song,-

These were the Friends we loved: On earth repressed, 
Their souls outsoared the enmity and wrong, 

And shine serenely now in God's eternal rest. 

n. THE GlmEK POETS. 

Their very names are invocative spells, 
Their ransomed beauties peel' through the dim Past, 
Like gleams through forest-branches that are cast 

From stars at midnight to the sleeping dells; 
When faintly heard is every rill that wells 

'Mid autumn leaves, by years of old amassed, 
And all the unseen heavens appear more vast 

As Fancy re-iIlumes their darkened cells. 
For still the burning words of Sappho flow, 

And still TYl'treus pours his patriot lay, 
Anacreon binds the vine-wreath on his brow, 

Alcreus bird-like trills, while o'er decay 
Simonides enchants with tender woe; 

And with Theocritu.s in pastoral dreams we stray. 

Our College Friends. 

Ill. HOMER. 

Aged he seemed, and travel-worn, and blind, 
Yet through his sightless eyes a deeper glow 
From visions and observant life would flow 

Than fired his glance when youth with hope combined; 
Thin silvery locks 'neath fillet-bondage 'twined, 

Or fell upon his breast, that heaving wide 
Attested manhood's bygone strength and pride; 

Massive the brow, enthroned wherein his mind 
Held solemn audience of each thought that cast 

A stately presence in life's eventide, 
Like those who fought for Ilium, panoplied, 

Undying hosts; a wandering king the last, 
Calmly heroic, fears and toils defied :-

Then knew I HOMER, smiling through the Past. 

IV. }ESCHYLUS. 

Upon the sword he wore at Marathon, 
That foremost struck at Salamis, a�d rose 
Amid Platea's carnage when the foes 

Of Athens perished, leans Euphorion's son; 
And, whilst the fickle tributes of renown 

Peal forth the Warrior-poet's name from those 
Who on the morrow will that fame oppose, 

He weighs the double triumph he hath won: 
Dauntless as his own Titan on the rock, 

And all unused to bend should Fortune frown, 
Sternly prepared to meet each coming shock, 

Whether a younger rival claim the crown, 
Or the vile herd of changeful rabble mock,

Heroic to the last in lonely pride looks down. 

V. SOPHOCLES. 

The bloom of evening melted into night 
While the gray head drooped silent on his breast, 
Whose heaving some unmastered grief expressed ; 

But now he gazes from Colonos' height, 
And as the walls of Athens greet his sight, 

Pride in her fame all selfish tears repressed: 
"No more," he cries, "I murmur, while thus blest 

With visions that have turned my gloom to light. 
Before mine eyes may still Cephisus wind! 

Still hold th' Eumenides their sacred grove !
And he who wanders on, discrowned and blind, 

Guarded by his Antigone, shaH prove 
How yet unwrecked by ingrates is the mind 

That can create this pledge of deathless love." 
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VI. EURlPIDES. 

A sadness born of earthly joys and woes, 
Affections ill bestowed and known as vain, 
Leaving a sense of emptiness and pain, 

Doth that still patient face of thine disclose: 
Not the rapt glance of genius, while the throes 

Of some Titanic birth convulse the brain, 
But solemn with a gentleness that fain 

Would on affection's breast in Peace repose. 
Thy lot, EURIPIDES, to brook the taunt 

Of mocking malice, and to feel mistrust 
Of thine own soul, which spectral glories daunt; 

But lowlier paths, amid the scorn and dust 
Of poverty and grief, it loved to haunt: 

Reviled or praised, the world to thee unjust. 

VII. ARISTOPHANES. 

Not thine the laugh of happiness, or wand 
Sportively smiting what it could not rear, 
No trembler's thrust palsied by selfish fear ; 

Armed by chastising Furies fell thy hand 
In vengeful scorn on a once-glorious land 

That more polluted festered year by year, 
Of good suspicious, in praise insincere: 

What deathless bay strikes root in slime and sand? 
Genius and courage thine! a wasted dowel' 

For one whose voice inspired not, but amused 
With cynic mockery and railings sour: 
Calm is thy face, and cold ; heroic power, 

Curbed by some pride of caste, slumb'ring unused: 
Distrustful of thy race and of the hour. 

VIII. PLATO. 

Beneath the shade of Academic grove 
He walks with waving garments and rapt gaze, 
Communing with the spirit of past days 

In its primeval majesty and love. 
For him all Good seems beautiful, to move 

In stately cadence to a choral praise ;_ 
All Beauty, soul of goodness, in whose rays 

As an exhaustless sun are virtues wove. 
No trace of passion bears that mild clear eye ; 

Furrows of thought, not pain, are on his brow, 
And age gives strength to pierce infinity: 

Sportive with tender grace the accents flow 
To noblest sons of Athens, yielding free 

Those airy dreams that only sages know. 

Our College Friends. 

IX. OUR COLLEGE FRIENDS. 

We loved the music of the same sweet lyres, 
We sought the sam e deep waters for our oars, 
And plucked the same fair flowerets on the shores 

By which we sped in giddy youth's desires. 
And still our hearts are warmed by kindred fires 

While from an earthly fane our worship soal's 
To God's calm heaven on high, and meekly pours 

Commingled hymns where all we love aspires . 
Thus far together have we trod, thus far 
Across the moorland and the dreary marsh, 

The tempting gardens and the plains of war; 
Firm on the rock stand, brethren !-though the scar 

On each brow tell of toil and conflict harsh ;
Yearning for heights beyond the brightest star. 

J. W. E. 

VOL. Ill. 
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OUR EMIGRANT. 

Part Ill. 

N OTE.-To connect this paper with the preceding, it may be 
necessary to say, that shortly after I wrote last I purchased a run 
adjoining my previous one; subsequently to that I purchased 
another-also adjoining-and stocked with sheep. These purchases 
rendered a change necessary in my place of abode, and I moved on 
to a spot about ten miles nearer civilisation. 

Here I am now likely to reside, and to this spot it was, that I 
was bringing up the dray which forms the principal subject of the 
succeeding pages. 

I COMPLETED the loading of my dray on a Tuesday 
afternoon in the early part of October, 1 8 60, and deter

mined on making Main's accommodation house that night ; 
of the contents of the dray I need hardly speak, though 
perhaps a full enumeration of them might afford no bad 
index to the requirements of a station ; they are more nume
rous than might at first be supposed-rigidly useful and 
rarely if ever ornamental. 

Flour, tea, sugar, tools, household utensils, few and 
rough, a plough and harrows, doors, windows, oats for seed, 
potatoes for seed, and all the usual denizens of a kitchen 
garden ; these with a few private effects formed the main 
bulk of the contents amounting to about a ton and a-half in 
weight. I had only six bullocks, but these were good ones 
and worth many a team of eight. A team of eight will draw 
from two to three tons along a pretty good road; bullocks 
are very scarce here ; one cannot get one under twenty 
pounds, while thirty pounds is no unusual price for a good 
harness bullock. They can do much more in harness than 
in bows and yokes, but the expence of harness and the con
stant disorder into which it gets, render it cheaper to use 
more bullocks in the simpler tackle. Many stations have a 
small mob of cattle from whence to draw their working 
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bullocks, so that a few more or a few less makes little or no 
difference ; besides bullocks are not fed with corn at accom
modation houses as horses are ; when their work is done they 
are turned out to feed till dark, or till eight or nine o'clock; 
a bullock fills himself, if on pretty good feed, in about three 
or three and a-half hours ; he then lies down till very early 
morning, at that hour the chances are ten to one, that 
awakening, refreshed, and strengthened he commences to 
stray back along the way he came, or in some other direc
tion ; accordingly it is the custom about eight or nine o'clock 
to yard one's team, and turn them out with the first daylight 
for another' three or four hours feed. They do their day's 
work of from fifteen to twenty miles or sometimes more at 
one spell, and travel at the rate of from two and a-half to three 
miles an hour ; yarding bullocks is however a bad plan. 

The road from Christ Church to Main's is metalled for 
about four and a-half miles ; there are fences and fields on both 
sides either laid down in English grass or sown with grain ; 
the fences are chiefly low ditch and bank planted with gorse, 
rarely with quick, which detracts from the resemblance to 
English scenery which would otherwise prevail. The copy 
however is slatternly compared with the original ; the scarcity 
of timber, the high price of labour, and the pressing urgency, 
of more important claims upon the time of the small agricul
turist, prevent him usually from attaining the spic and span 
neatness of an English homestead. Many makeshifts are 
necessary, a broken rail or gate is mended with a bundle of 
flax, so are the roads not unfrequently. I have seen the 
government roads themselves being repaired with no other 
material than stiff tussocks of grass flax and rushes ; this is 
bad, but to a certain extent necessary, where there is so 
much to be done and so few hands and so little money 
to do it. 

After getting off the completed portion of the road, the 
track commences along the plains unassisted by the hand of 
man ; before one and behind one and on either hand, waves 
the yellow tussock upon the stony plain, interminably mono
tonous ; on the left, as you go southward, lies Banks's penin
sula, a system of submarine volcanos culminating in a 
flattened dome, a little more than three thousand feet high. �ook called it Banks's island, either because it was an island 
111 hi� day, or because no one, to look at it, would imagine 
that �t was anything else ; either solution is highly probable, 
the first, because the highest land immediately at the foot of 
the peninsula is not twenty feet above the level of the sea, 
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and the earthquakes are continually rai�ing these coasts (the' 
harbour of Wellino'ton has been raised several feet since the 
settlement of the province), so that in Cook's day the water 
may well have gone round the present peninsula ; the second, 
be�ause it presents exactly the appearance of an island lying 
a little way oft' the shore. 

On the right, at a considerable distance, rise the long range 
of mountains, which the inhabitants of Christ Church suppose 
to be the back-bone of the island, and which they call the 
snowy range. The real axis of the island, however, lies much 
further back, and between it and the range now in sight, the 
land has no rest, but is continually steep up and steep down, 
as if nature had determined to try how much mountain she 
could place upon a given space ; she had, however, still some 
regard for utility, for the mountains are rarely precipitous
very steep, often rocky and shingly when they have attained 
a great elevation, but rarely, if ever, until in immediate 
proximity to the west coast range, like the descent from the 
top of Snowdon towards Capel Curig, or the precipices of 
Clogwyn du '1' arddu. The great range is truly Alpine, and 
the front range is nearly seven thousand feet high ill parts. 

The result of this absence of precipice is, that there are no 
water-falls in the front ranges and few in the back, and these 
few very insignificant as regards the volume of the water. 
In Switzerland one has the falls of the Rhine, of the Aar, 
the Giesbach, the Staubach, and cataracts great and small 
innumerable ; here there is nothing of the kind, quite as 
many big rivers, but few water-falls, to make up for which 
the rivers run with an almost incredible fall. Mount Peel is 
twenty-five miles from the sea, and the river-bed of the 
Rangitata underneath that mountain is eight hundred feet 
above the sea line, the river running in a straight course 
though winding about in its wasteful river-bed. To all ap
pearance it is running through a level plain. Of the remark
able gorges through which each river finds its way out of 
the mountains into the plains, I must speak when I take my 
dray through the gorge of  the Ashburton, though this i s  the 
least remarkable of them all ; in the meantime I must return 
to the dray on its way to Main's, although I see another 
digression awaiting me as soon as I have got it two miles 
ahead of its present position. 

It is tedious work keeping constant company with the 
bullocks, they travel so slowly. I will lie behind and sun 
myself upon a tussock or a flax bush, and let them travel on 
until I catch them up again. 
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They are now going down into an  old river-bed formerly 
tenanted by the Waimakiriri, which then flowed down into 
Lake Ellesmere ten or a dozen miles south of Christ Church, 
and which now enters the sea at Kaiapoi twelve miles north 
of it ; besides this old channel, it has numerous others which 
it has discarded with fickle caprice for the one in which it 
happens to be flowing at present, and which there appears 
great reason for thinking it is soon going to tire of. If it 
eats about a hundred yards more of its gravelly bank in one 
place, and the required amount is being eaten at an alarming 
rate, the river will find an old bed several feet lower than its 
present ; this bed will conduct it only into Christ Church. 
Government had put up a wooden defence at a cost of some
thing like two thousands pounds, but there was no getting 
any firm starting ground, and a few freshes carried embank
ment, piles and all away, and eat a large slice of the required 
amount into the bargain ; there is nothing for it but to let 
the river have its own way-every fresh changes every ford, 
and to a certain extent alters every channel ; after any fresh 
the river may shift its course directly on to the opposite side 
of its bed and leave Christ Church in undisturbed security 
for centuries, or again any fresh may render such a shift in 
the highest degree improbable, and seal the fate of our 
metropolis sooner or later ; at present no one troubles his 
head much about it, although the thing is a fact as patent to 
observation and as acknowledged as any in the settlement. 

These old river channels, or at any rate channels where 
portions of the rivers have at <fIle time come down, are every
where about the plains, but the nearer you get to a river the 
more you see of them ; on either side the Rakaia, after it has 
got completely disembarrassed from its gorge, you find channel 
after channel now completely grassed over for five or six 
miles-nay more ; betraying the action of river water as 
plainly as is possible. The rivers after leaving their several 
gorges l ie as it were on the highest part of a huge fanlike 
delta, which radiates from the gorge down to the sea ; the 
plains are almost entirely, for many miles on either side the 
rivers, composed of nothing but stones, all betraying the 
<l:ction of water ; these stones are so closely packeu, that at 
times one wonders how the tussocks and fine sweet under
growth can force their way up through them, and even where 
the ground is free from stones at the surface, I am sure that 
at a little distance down, stones would be found packed in 
the same way. One cannot take one's horse out of a walk in 
many parts of the plains when oft' the track ; I mean one 
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cannot without doing violence to old world notions concern- ' 
ing horses' feet. 

. 

I said the rivers lie on the highest part of the delta, not 
al ways the highest but seldom the lowest ; I believe myself, 
that in the Course of centuries they oscillate from side to side. 
For instance, four miles North of the Rakaia there is a terrace 
some twelve or fourteen feet high ; the water in the river is 
nine feet above the top of this terrace ; to the eye of the 
casual observer there is no perceptible difference between the 
levels, still the difference exists and has been measured. I 
am no geologist myself, but have been informed of this by 
one who is in the government survey office, and whose 
authority I can rely on. 

Again, I think the rivers oscillate from side to side, be
cause I have seen the river eat a large piece of its bank, and 
flow much more mainly on the north side since I have been 
in the settlement ; a fresh comes down upon a crumbling 
bank of sand and loose shingle with incredible force) tearing 
it away hour by hour in ravenous bites. In fording the 
river one crosses now a good big stream on this side, where 
four months ago there was hardly any ; while after one has 
done with the water part of the story, there remains a large 
extent of river-bed, in the process of gradually being covered 
with cabbage-trees, flax, tussock, Irishman, and other plants 
and evergreens ; and for several miles after getting clear of 
what one may term the blankets of the river-bed, one sees 
what appear to me to be fresher tracks of the river than those 
on the north side ; this may be all wrong, I merely write my 
own impressions. 

From the mountains at the back of my run I look down 
upon the cross road as it were of four great river-beds, pro
digal and capricious. Here I see the same thing in minia
ture. A large delta radiating from a gorge, indeed much 
too large for the water that now appears to have formed it. 
Above a gully and ravines, out of which the delta aforesaid 
has come ; the delta and gorge looking like an egg-glass 
when the egg has been boiled. Here is the top glass empty 
with the sand out of it, and there the bottom glass full with 
the sand in it. Here I see palpably the river running down 
the delta on the highest part of it, or trending down to one 
side or another, and can watch the part that is being deserted 
slowly grassing itself over, and the gullies that have been 
long left, completely grassed ; thus I conclude, seeing ex
actly the same phenomena on a large scale upon the plains, 
that these too, between one and two hunded miles in length 
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as they are, and upwards of forty mile� /icross, have been 
deposited by the rivers that intersect it, th�ir deltas gradually 
meeting and filling up together, pr rather that the river,s 
have been the main agents in their composition But there 
must, one would thiI;l�, have be.en far more water in them once 
than there is now, though how to prove thi/l I don' t know. 

So we crossed the old river-bed of the Waimakiriri and 
crawled slowly on to Main's through the dellcending twi
light ; one sees Main's abot/.t six miles off, and it �ppears tp 
be abo!lt six hours before one reaches it. A little hump 
for the house and a longer hump for the stables. 

The tutu not yet having begun to spring, I yarded my 
bullocks at Main's. This demands explanfl.tion. Tutu is a 
plant which dies away in the winter, and springs up anew 
from the old roots in spring, growing from six inches to two 
or three feet in height, sometimes five or six. It is of a rich 
green colour, and presents something the appearance of 
myrtle if one does not examine it. I have seen three varieties 
of it, though I am not sure whether two of them may not be 
the same, only varied somewhat by soil and position ; the 
third grows only in high 13ituations, <\.nd is unknown upon 
the plains, it has leaves very minutely subdivided, the blossom 
and seed are nearly identical with the other varieties. The 
peculiar property of the plant is, that though highly nutri
tious both for sheep and cattle when eaten upon a tolerably 
full stomach, it is very fatal when eaten upon an empty one ; 
sheep and cattle eat it to any extent and with perfect sl;lfety 
when running loose on their pasture, because they are always 
pretty full ; but take the same sheep and yard them for some 
few hours, or drive them so that they cannot feed, then 
turn them into tutu and the result is, that they are iD;lme
diately attacked with apoplectic symptoms, and die unless 
promptly bled, often then too. The worst of it is, that when 
empty they are keenest after it, and nab it ill spite of one's 
most frantic appeals both verbal and flagellatory. I am scep
tical about the bleeding being beneficial myself, but the 
general opinion is in favour of it. Some say that tutu acts 
like clover and blows the stomach out so that death ensues. 
The seed stones, however, contained in the dark pulpy berry, 
are poisonous to man and superinducll apoplectic symptoms ; 
the berry (about the size of a small currant) is rather good 
though insipid, and is quite harmless if the stones are not 
swallowed. The poison, however, lies below the stone. �utu grows chiefly on and in the neighbourhood of sandy 
l'lvcr-beds, but occurs more or less all over the settlemcnt, 
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and causes considerable damage every year. Horses won' t 
touch it. As then my bullocks could not get tuted on being 
tU�'ned ou� empty I yarded them. The . n,

ext day
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thIrteen mIles over the plains to the Warlntty (wntten Wal
kirikiri) or Selwyn ; still the same monotonous plains, the same 
interminable tussock, dotted with the same cabbage-trees. 

On the morrow, ten more monotonous miles to the banks 
of the great river Rakaia. This river is one of the largest 
in the province, second only to the Waitangi. It contains 
about as much water as the Rhone above Martigny, or more 
than that, but it rather resembles an Italian than a Swiss 
river. It is fordable in many places with due care, though 
very rarely so when occupying a single channel. It rarely is 
found in one stream, flowing like the rest of these rivers 
with alternate periods of rapid and comparatively smooth 
water every few yards. The place to look for a ford is just 
above a spit where the river forks into two or more branches ; 
there is generally here a bar of shingle with shallow water, 
while immediately below in each stream there is a dangerous 
rapid. A very little practice and knowledge of each river 
will enable a man to detect a ford at a glance. These fords 
shift every fresh. In the Waimakiriri or Rangitata they 
occur e�ery quarter of a mile or less, in the Rakaia one may 
go three or four miles for a good ford. On a fresh the 
Rakaia is not fordable ; the two first named rivers, however, 
may be crossed with great care in pretty heavy freshes with
out the water going higher than the knees of the rider. It is 
always, however, an unpleasant, task to cross a river in a 
fresh, unless one is thoroughly acquainted with it. Then a 
glance at the colour and consistency of the water will tell 
whether the fresh is coming down, at its height, or falling. 
If one is acquainted with the ordinary volume of the stream, 
the height of the water can be estimated at a spot one has 
never seen with wonderful correctness. The Rakaia some
times comes down with a run ; a wall of water two feet high 
rolling over and over, rushes down with irresistible force. 
I know a gentleman who had been looking at some sheep 
upon an island in the Rakaia, and after finishing his survey 
was riding leisurely to the bank on which his house was 
situated ; suddenly he saw the river coming down upon him 
in the manner I have described, and not more than two or 
three hundred yards off; by a forcible application of the spur 
he was enabled to reach ten'ajinna, j ust in time to see the 
water sweeping with an awful roar over the spot that he had 
been traversing not a second previously. This is not frequent, 
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a fresh generally takes four 01' five hours to come down, and 
f)'OI�l two days to a week, ten days 01' a fortnight to subside 
agam. 

If I were to speak of the rise of the Rakaia, or rather of 
the numerous branches which form it ; of their vast and 
wasteful beds ; the glaciers that they spring from, one of them 
coming down half-way across the river-bed, of the wonderful 
gorge with its terraces, shelf upon shelf, fortification like and 
mysterious, rising eight hundred feet above the river ; the 
crystals found there and the wild pigs, I should weary the 
reader too much and fill half a volume ; the bullocks must 
again claim my attention, and I unwillingly revert to my 
subject . . 

On the night of our arrival at the Rakaia I did not yard 
my bullocks, as they seemed inclined to stay quietly with 
some others that were about the place, next morning they 
were gone. Were they up the river or down the river, 
across the river or gone back ? You are at Cambridge and 
have lost your bullocks. They were bred in Yorkshire but 
have been used a good deal in the neighbourhood of Dor
chester, and may have consequently made in either direction ; 
they may however have worked down the Cam and be in full 
feed for Lynn, or again they may be snugly stowed away in 
a gully half-way between the Fitzwilliam Museum and Trum
pington. You saw a mob of cattle feeding quietly about 
Madingley on the preceding evening, and they may have 
joined in with these, or were they attracted by the fine feed 
in the neighbourhood of Chenyhinton ? Where shall you go 
to look for them ? 

Matters in reality, however, are not so bad as this. A 
bullock cannot walk without leaving a track, if the ground he 
travels on is capable of receiving one. Again, if he does not 
know the country in advance of him, the chances are strong 
that he has gone back the way he came ; he will travel in a 
�rack if he can, he finds it easier going. Animals are cautious 
111 proceeding onwards when they don't know the ground. 
They have ever a lion in the path until they know it, and 
have found it free from beasts of prey. If, however, they 
�1ave been seen heading decidedly in any direction over-night, 
In that direction they will certainly be found sooner or later. 
Besides bullocks cannot go long without water. They will 
travel to a river, then they will eat, drink, and be merry, 
and during that period of fatal security they will be caught ; 
ours. had gone back to the Waikitty, ten miles, we soon 
obtallled clues as to their whereabouts and had them back 
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again in time to proceed with our journey. The river being 
very low we did not unload the dray, and put the contents 
across in the boat, but drove the bullocks straight through. 
Eighteen weary monotonous miles over the same plains, 
covered with the same tussock grass and dotted with the 
same cabbage-tress. The mountains however get gradually 
nearer, and Banks's peninsula dwindles perceptibly. That 
night we made Mr. M--'s station and were thankful. 

Again we did not yard the bullocks, and again we lost 
them. This time, though they were only five miles off, we 
did not find them till afternoon and lost a day. As they had 
travelled in all nearly forty miles, I had mercy upon them, 
intending that they should fill themselves well during the 
night and be ready for a long pull next day. Even the 
merciful man himself, however, would except a working 
bullock from the beasts who have any claim upon his good 
feeling. Let him go straining his eyes examining every dark 
spot in a circumference many long miles in extent. Let him 
gallop a couple of miles in this direction and the other, Clnd 
discover that he has only been lessening the distance between 
himself and a group of cabbage-trees ; let him feel the word 
" bullock" eating itself in indelible characters into his heart, 
and he will refrain from mercy to working bullocks as long as 
he lives. But as there are few positive pleasures equal in in
tensity to the negative one of release from pain, so it is when 
at last a group of six oblong objects, five dark and one white 
appears in remote distance, distinct and unmistakeable. Yes, 
they are our bullocks, a sigh of relief follows, and we burst 
them home, gloating over their distended tongues and slob
bering mouths. If there is one thing a bullock hates worse 
than another, it is being burst, i.e. over-driven. His heavy 
lumbering carcase is mated with a no less lumbering soul. He 
is a good, slow, steady, patient slave if  you let him take his 
own time about it, but don't hurry him. He has played a 
very important part in the advancement of civilisation and 
the development of the resources of the world, a part which 
the horse could not have played ; let us then bear with his 
heavy trailing gait and uncouth movements, only next time 
we will keep him tight, even though he starve for it. If 
bullocks be invariably driven sharply back to the dray, 
whenever they have strayed from it, they soon learn not to 
go far off, and are cured even of the most inveterate habits 
of straying. 

Now we follow up one branch of the Ashburton to 
Weaver's, making straight for the mountains ; still, however, 
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we are on the same monotonous plains, and crawl our twenty 
miles with very few objects that could possibly serve as 
landmarks. It is wonderful how small an object gets a 
name in the great dearth of features. Cabbage-tree hill, 
half-way between Main's and the W aikitty, is an almost 
imperceptible rise some ten yards across and two or three 
feet high : the cabbage-trees have disappeared. Between 
the Rakaia alid Mr. M-'s station is a place they call the 
half-way gully, but it is neither a gully nor half-way, being 
only a grip in the earth, causing no perceptible difference 
in the level of the track, and extending but a few yards 
on either side of it . So between Mr. M-'s and the next 
halting place (save two sheep stations) I remember nothing 
but a \ rather curiously shaped gowai-tree (with a square 
hatchet-like head, the trunk coming down from one side 
like a handle) and a dead bullock, that can form milestones 
as it were, to mark progress ; for myself, however, I have 
made innumerable ones, such as where one peak in the 
mountain range goes behind another, and so on. 

In the small river Ashburton, or rather one of its most 
trivial branches, we had a row with the bullocks ; the leaders, 
for some reason best known to themselves, slewed sharply 
round, and tied themselves into an inextricable knot with 
the polars, while the body bullocks, by a manreuvre not 
unfrequent, shifted, or as it is technically termed, slipped 
the yoke under their necks) and the bows over ; the off 
bullock turning upon the near side, and the near bullock 
on the off. By what means they do this I cannot explain, 
but believe it would make a conjuror's fortune in England. 
How they got the chains between their legs and how they 
kicked to liberate themselves, how we abused them, and 
finally, unchaining them, set them right, I need not here 
particularise : we finally triumphed, but this delay caused 
us not to reach our destination till after dark. 

Here the good woman of the house took me into her 
confidence in the matter of her corns, from the irritated 
condition of which she argued that bad weather was about 
to ensue. The next morning, however, we started anew, 
and after about three or four miles entered the valley of 
the south and larger Ashburton, bidding adieu to the plains 
completely. 

And now that I approach the description of the gorge, � feel utterly unequal to the task, not because the scene 
18 

,awful or beautiful, for the gorge of the Ashburton is 
nelther, unlike in this respect to the other gorges, though 
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its characteristics are the same, but because the subject is 
replete with difficulty and I have never heard a satisfactory 
account as to how the phenomena they exhibit can have 
come about. It is not, however, my province to attempt 
this. I must content myself with narrating what I see. 

First I see the river, flowing very rapidly upon a bed 
of large shingle, with alternate rapids and smooth places, 
constantly forking and constantly reuniting itself. Tangled 
skeins of silver ribbon surrounding lozenge-shaped islets 
of sand and shingle ; on either side is a long flat composed 
of shingle similar to the bed of the river itself, but covered 
with vegetation, tussock, and scrub : fine feed for sheep 
or cattle among the burnt Irishman thickets. The flat is 
some half-mile broad on either side the river, narrowing 
as the mountains draw in closer upon the stream ; it is 
terminated by a steep terrace. Twenty or thirty feet high 
above this terrace is another flat, we will say semicircular, 
for I am generalising, which again is surrounded by a 
steeply sloping terrace like an amphitheatre ; above this 
another flat receding still farther back, perhaps half-a-mile, 
in places ; perhaps almost close above the other terrace ; 
above this another flat receding farther, and so on, until 
the level of the plain proper, or highest flat, is several 
hundred feet above the river. I have not seen a single 
river in Canterbury which is not more or less terraced even 
below the gorge ; the angle of the terrace is always very 
steep : I seldom see one less than 4 5°, one always has to 
get off and lead one's horse down, except an artificial cutting 
has been made, or advantage taken of some gully that 
descends into the flat below. Tributary streams are terraced 
in like manner on a small scale, while even the mountain 
creeks repeat the same phenomena in miniature : the terraces 
being always highest where the riv'er emerges from its gorge 
and slowly dwindling down as it approaches the sea, til l  
finally, instead of the river being many hundred feet below 
the level of the plains, as is the case at the foot of the 
mountains, the plains near the sea are considerably below 
the water in the river, as on the north side of the Rakaia 
before described. 

At first sight one imagines that the river must have cut 
these terraces out ?f the plains ; .but that presupposes the 
existence of the plams before the nvers brought them down. 
I expect that the 'part plared by- upheaval in the physical 
geography of the Island WIll ultImately afford a solution of 
the difficulties. I feel utterly unable to tackle the subject. 
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Our road lay up the Ashburton, which we had repeatedly 
to cross and recross. 

A dray going through a river is a pretty sight enough 
when you are utterly unconcerned in the contents thereof, 
the rushing water stemmed by the bullocks and the dray 
the energetic appeals of the driver to Tommy or N oblel

: 

to lift the dray over the large stones in the river ; the 
creaking dray, the cracking whip, form a tout ensemble 
rather agreeable than otherwise. But when the bullocks 
having pulled the dray into the middle of the river refuse 
entirely to pull it out again-when the leaders turn sharp 
round and look at you or stick their heads under the 
bellies of the polars-when the gentle pats on the forehead 
with the stick of the whip prove unavailing, and you are 
obliged to have recourse to strong measures, it is less agree
able : especially if the animals turn just after having got 
your dray half-way up the bank, and twisting it j'otmd upon 
a steeply inclined surface, throw the centre of gravity far 
beyond the base : over goes the dray into the water ; oh 
my sugar ! oh my tea ! oh my flour ! Alas my crockery 1 
It is all over-drop the curtain. 

I beg to state my dray never upset this time, though 
the centre of gravity fell far without the base : what Newton 
says on that subject is erroneous ; so are those charts con
taining illustrations of natural philosophy,· in which a loaded 
dray is represented as necessarily about to fall, because a 
dotted line from the centre of gravity falls outside the wheels. 
vYhen my dray was on one side I watched attentively to 
see this dotted line.  I saw it not ; dotted lines do not 
drop from the centres of loaded drays ; had there been 
one, however, it would have fallen far outside the wheels ; 
the English of all which is that it takes a great deal more 
to upset a well loaded dray than one would have imagined ; 
at other times, however, the most unforeseen trifle will effect 
it. Possibly the value of the contents may have something 
to do with it ; but my ideas are not fully formed yet upon 
the subject. 

vYe made about seventeen miles and crossed the river 
ten times, so that the bullocks had become quite used to it, 
and manageable, and have continued so ever since. 

We halted for the night, with one Jimmy Rawle, a 
shepherd : awakening out of slumber I heard the fitful gusts 
of violent wind come puff, puff: buffet, and die aw.ay again. 
nor-wester all over. I WC:ll t  out and saw the unmlstakeable 
north-west clouds tearil)g away in front of the moon. I 
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remembered Mrs. W.'s corns, and anathematised them in 
my heart. 

I must digress again. The reader may imagine that 
I turned out of a comfortable bed, slipped on my boots 
and then went out ; no such thing : we were all lying on 
the floor with nothing but our clothes between it and our 
bodies ; on these occasions I always sleep in full costume, 
using my saddle bags for a pillow, and folding up my 
great coat so as to save my hip-bone from the hard floor. 
In this way, especially if he have arranged himself so that 
his hip shall fit into one of the numerous hollows in a 
clay floor, a man may pass an excellent night. 

The next day we made only three miles to Mr. Phillips's 
station. There we unloaded the dray, greased it, and re
stored half the load, intending to make another journey 
for the remainder, as the road was very bad: 

One dray had been over the ground before us. That, 
took four days to do the first ten miles, and then was 
delayed several weeks on the bank of the Rangitata, by 
a series of very heavy freshes, so we determined on trying 
a different route : we got farther on our first day than our 
predecessor had done in two, and then Possum, one of 
my bullocks, lay down (I am afraid he had had an awful 
hammering in a swampy creek where we had stuck for 
two hours), and would not stir an inch ; so we turned the 
bullocks adrift with their yokes on, (had we taken them 
off we could not have yoked them up again) whereat Possum 
began feeding in a manner which plainly shewed that there 
had not been much amiss with him. But during the interval 
that elapsed between our getting into the swampy creek 
and getting out of it a great change had come over the 
weather. While poor Possum was being hammered I had 
been reclining on the bank hard by, and occasionally 
interceding for the unhappy animal, there were four of 
them at him (but what is one to do if one's dray is buried 
nearly to the axle in a bog, and Possum won't pull 1) ; 
and I, considering that to be plenty, was taking it easy, 
without coat or waistcoat, and even then feeling as if no 
place could be too cool to please me, for the nor'-wester 
was still blowing strong and intensely hot ; suddenly I 
felt a chill, and looking at the lake below I saw that the 
white headed waves had changed their direction, and that 
the wind had chopped round to sou'-west. It was blowing 
from the N.-E., but it was a sou'-wester for all that. The 
sou'-wester always blows from the N.-E. in that valley. 
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It comes from the S.-W. along the plains, turns up the 
vall ey of the Ashburton, and then turns round still further, 
so that it is a sou'-wester proper, for all its direction is 
from the north-east. Waistcoat, coat, great coat, became 
necessary at once, and then it was chilling cold still. 

By the time that Possum had laid down, the thin cold 
clouds had enshrouded the higher mountains and were de
scending into the high valley in which we were, (it is two 
thousand feet above the level of the sea, and there is not 
a single perceptible rise up to it). There was not a stick 
of wood about, and no shelter ; so we determined on carrying 
our food, blankets, &c. &c. to a spot a little distance on, 
where Phillips had begun building a sod-hut when they 
had been detained on the banks of the Rangitata three 
months previously. The hut had no roof on yet, and was 
in fact nothing but four walls. It was, however, in a 
sheltered situation, and there was a great deal of burnt 
scrub about to serve for firewood. So we camped there, 
soon made the kettle boil, had tea, and turned into our 
blankets : waking once, however, in the middle of the night, 
I poked my nose out, and immediately drew it in again. 
It was snowing fast. 

Next morning (Thursday) the snow began thawing, but 
it was the rawest, wettest thaw that can be conceived : in two 
hours 01' so it began to snow again steadily, and all we 
could do that day was to move the dray on to the top of 
the terrace above where the hut lay, perhaps half-a-mile 
from the hut. We got down a few more comforts, or rather 
necessaries, a.nd rejoiced. 

All that night it snowed, and we were very cold. Next 
day, Friday, still snow all day. By this time the highest 
tussocks were obliterated, and the snow was fully knee-deep 
everywhere, for it had fallen quietly and kindly, and had 
not drifted. 

Friday night I determined that we would have a nobbler 
all round, and told the men who were coming up to build 
my hut, &c. &c., that if they chose to go to the dray and 
fetch a two-gallon cask of brandy which they would find 
there, they should have some of it. It was no light matter. 
The night was dark, the way was very difficult. The 
terrace was not less than a hundred and fifty feet high, 
and too steep, even when clear of snow, to ascend without 
�re��ent pauses ; full too of small gullies and grips, now 
InvIsIble ; besides, there w a s  some distance between the top 
of the terrace and the dray ; but men will brave anything 
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for spirits, and in .about an hour and-a-half they returned 
in triumph with the little cask. We have got the kettle 
to boil, and are ourselves all ready for a good stiff nightcap. 
The cork won't come out. At last it shakes a little, after 
repeated tugs. It is coming-don't break it-you'll push 
it in-out-hurrah ! I put a little into a pannikin, and 
discovered it to be excellent--vinegar. The wretches 
had brought the vinegar cask instead of the brandy. It 
was too late to face a second journey, so we went comfortless 
to bed. That night it snowed as before. 

And all next day it snowed too : then it cleared and 
froze intensely hard ; next morning a hot nor'-wester sprung 
up, and the snow began disappearing before its furnace-like 
blasts. In the evening we moved the dray on over the 
last really difficult place, and on Monday morning crossed 
the river without adventure, and carried it triumphantly 
home : my own country, lying only one thousand four hundred 
feet above the sea, was entirely free of snow, while we 
learnt afterwards that i t  had never been deeper than four 
inches. There was a little hut upon my run built by another 
person, and tenanted by his shepherd ; when he built he 
was ' under the impression that that piece of land would 
fall to him : when, however, the country was surveyed it 
fell to me. The survey having been completed - before 
I started with my dray I was well aware of this, and 
therefore considered myself at full liberty to occupy it, as 
it was a mile and-a-half within my own boundary. We 
did so, and accordingly had a place to lay our heads in 
until we could put up our own buildings. Of course we 
did not turn out the shepherd. The person who had built 
this little hut had given orders that if we came up we 
were not to be allowed to enter it, and were to be excluded, 
it possible, vi et armis. We happened unfortunately to 
have more vim and a1'rna on our own side, and had no 
occasion to contest the matter. He was wroth exceedingly, 
and started down to Christ Church to buy the freehold 
of the site, which is one of great beauty and convenience, 
and as he rode one hundred miles, night and day, in 
less than twenty-four hours upon one horse, in order to 
effect his purpose, he naturally expected to succeed. It 
would have been a very serious nuisance to me had he 
done so. I had offered him compensation to go quietly 
off to his own country, but he answered me with threats ; 
and as I saw plainly that he meant buying the land, I did 
exactly the same thing that he- did, and also rode down 
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to Christ Church, but borrowing a horse after the first 
£.fty miles I left my tired one, and got to Christ Church 
before him. As, by a mere piece of luck for me, my name 
had been entered in the list of those who had business with 
the land commissioners, on the day previously : I settled 
the matter by' purchasing the freehold, and with it ·the little 
hut. It would be uninteresting to the general reader were 
I to give full particulars of this, to me, decidedly exciting 
race, and I forbear. I mention it as shewing one of the 
incidents that colonists are occasionally liable to. A good 
many little things happened during that race which were 
decidedly amusing, but they would be out of place here. 
I will return to the Rangitata. 

There is a large flat on either side the Rangitata sloping 
very gently down to the river-bed proper, which is from one 
to two miles across. The one flat belongs to me and the other 
on the north bank of the river to another. The river is 
very easily crossed, as it flows in ' a great many channels ; 
in a fresh, therefore, it is still often fordable . . We found 
it exceeding low, as the preceding cold had frozen up the 
sources, and the nor'-wester that followed was cif short 
duration, and unaccompanied with the hot tropical rain, 
which causes the freshes. The nor'-westers are vulgarly 
supposed to cause freshes simply by melting the snow upon 
the back ranges. I, however, residing within sight of these, 
and seeing the nor'-wester while he is still- among the snowy 
ranges, am in a position to assert definitely that the river 
does not rise more than two or three inches, nor lose its 
beautiful milky blue colour, unless the wind be accompanied 
with rain upon the great range-rain ex tending generally as 
low down as my own hut. These rains are warm and heavy, 
causing a growth of grass that I have no where seen excelled. 

These nor'-westers are a very remarkable feature in the 
climate of this settlement. They are violent ; sometimes 
sh,aking the very house ; hot, dry, except among the moun
tal11s, and enervating. They blow from two to three hours 
to as many days, and if they last any length of time, 
are generally succeeded by a sudden change to sou'
West-the cold, rainy, or snow wind. We catch the nor'
West in full force, but are sheltered from the sou'-west, 
w�ich, with us, is a quiet wind, accompanied with gentle 
dl'Jzzling but cold rain, and in the winter, snow. 

The nor' -wester is first visible on the river-bed. Through 
the door of my hut at our early breakfast I see a lovely 
summer's morning, breathlessly quiet, and intensely hot. 
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Suddenly a little cloud of dust is driven down the river-bed 
a mile and-a-half off ; it increases, till one would think 
the river was on fire, and that the opposite mountains were 
obscured by volumes of smoke. Still it is calm with me ; 
by and by, as the day increases, the wind gathers strength, 
and extending beyond the river-bed gives the flats on either 
side a benefit : then it catches the downs, and generally 
blows hard till four or five o'clock, and then calms down, 
and is followed by a cool and tranquil night, delightful to 
every sense. If, however, the wind does not cease and 
it has been raining up the gorges, there will be a fresh ; 
and if the rain has come down as far as my place, it will 
be a heavy fresh ; while if there has been a clap or two 
of thunder (a very rare occurrence) it will be a fresh in 
which the river will not be fordable. 

The sand on the river-bed is blinding during a nor'
wester, filling eyes, nose, and ears, and stinging sharply 
every. exposed part. I lately had the felicity of getting a 
small mob of sheep into the river-bed, (with a view of 
crossing them on to my own country) during a nor'-wester. 
There were only between seven and eight hundred, and 
as we were three, with two dogs, we expected to be able 
to put them through ourselves. We did so through the 
two first considerable streams, and then could not get them 
to move on any further. As they paused, I will take the 
opportunity to digress and describe the process of putting 
sheep across a river. 

The first thing is to carefully secure a spot fitted for 
the purpose, for which the principal requisites are : first, 
that the current set for the opposite ban.k, so that the sheep 
wil l be carried towards it : sheep cannot swim against a 
strong current, and if the stream be flowing evenly down 
mid channel they will be carried down a long way before 
they land ; if, however, it sets at all towards the side from 
which they started, they will probably be landed by the 
stream on that same side. Therefore the current must flow 
towards the opposite bank. Secondly, there must be a good 
landing place for the sheep : a spot must not be selected 
where the current sweeps underneath a hollow bank of 
gravel or a perpendicular wall of shingle : the bank on 
to which the sheep are to land must shelve, no matter how 
steeply, provided it does not rise perpendicularly out of 
the water. Thirdly, a gpod place must be chosen for putting 
them in ; the water must not become deep all at once, 
or the sheep won't face it. It 111USt be shallow at the C0111-
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mencement, so that they may have got too far to recede 
before they find their mistake. Fourthly, there should be  
no  tutu in  the immediate vicinity of  either the place where 
the sheep are put into the river or that on to which they 
are to come out ; for, in spite of your most frantic endeavours, 
you are sure to get some sheep tuted (tutu is pronounced 
toot-the final u not being sounded). These requisites being 
secured, the depth of the water is, of course, a matter of 
no moment ; the narrowness of the stream being a point 
of far greater importance. These rivers abound in places 
combining every requisite, and accordingly we soon suited 
ourselves satisfactorily. 

The sheep being mobbed up together near the spot 
where they are intended to enter the water, the best plan 
is to split off a small number, say a hundred or hundred 
and fifty Ca smaller mob would be less easily managed), 
dog them, bark at them yourself furiously, beat them, spread 
out arms and legs to prevent their escaping, and raise all 
the unpleasant din about their ears that you possibly can. 
Still they will very likely break through you and make 
back ; if so, dog them again, and so on, and in about ten 
minutes a single sheep will be seen eying the opposite 
bank, and evidently meditating an attempt to gain it. Pause 
a moment that you interrupt not a consummation so devoutly 
to be wished, the sheep bounds forward with three or four 
jumps into mid-stream, is carried down, and thence on to 
the opposite bank ; immediately that one sheep has entered, 
let one man get into the river below them, and splash water. 
up at them to keep them from working lower and lower 
down the stream and getting into a bad place ; let another 
be bringing up the remainder of the mob, so that they 
may have come up before the whole of the leading mob 
are over ; if this be done they will cross in a string of 
their own accord, and there will be no more trouble from 
the moment when the first sheep entel'ed. 
. .If the sheep are obstinate and will not take the water, 
It IS a good plan to haul one or two over first, pulling 
them through by the near hind leg, these will often entice 
the others on, or a few lambs will encourage their 
mothers to come over to them : this was the plan we  
adopted, and a s  I said, got the sheep across the first 
two streams without much difficulty. Then they became 
completely silly. The awful wind, so high that we could 
Scarcely hear ourselves talk, the blinding sand, the cold 
glacier water, rendered more chilling by the strong wind, 
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which, contrary to custom, was very cold, all combined 
to make them quite stupid ; the little lambs stuck up their 
backs and shut their eyes and looked very shaky on their 
legs, while the bigger ones and the ewes would do nothing 
but turn round and stare at us. Our dogs, knocked up 
completely, and we ourselves were somewhat tired and 
hungry, partly from night-watching, and partly from having 
fasted since early dawn, whereas it was now four o'clock. 
Still we must get the sheep over somehow, for a heavy 
fresh was evidently about to come down ; the river was 
still low, and could we get them over before dark they 
would be at home. I galloped home to fetch assistance 
and food ; these arriving, by our united efforts we got them 
over every stream, save the last, before eight o'clock, and 
then it became quite dark. The wind changed from very 
cold to very hot, it literally blew hot and cold in the same 
breath. Rain came down in torrents, six claps of thunder 
followed in succession about midnight, and very uneasy 
we all were (thundel� is very rare here, I have never before 
heard more than two consecutive claps). Next morning, 
before daybreak, we were by the river side, and found 
the fresh down, crossed over to the sheep with difficulty, 
found them up to their bellies in water huddled up in a 
mob together, shifted them on to one of the numerous 
islands, where they were secure, and had plenty of feed, 
and with great difficulty recrossed, the river having greatly 
risen since we had got upon its bed. In two days' time 
it had gone down sufficiently to allow of our getting the 
sheep over, and we did so without the loss of a single one. 

I hardly know why I have introduced this into an account 
of a trip with a bullock dray ; it is, however, a colonial in
cident, such as might happen any day. In a life of continual 
excitement one thinks very little of these things, and when 
they are over one is no more impressed with the notion 
that there has been anything odd about them than a reading 
man is when he takes a constitutional between two and four 
or goes to hear the University sermon. They may, howeveJ;: 
serve to give English readers a glimpse of some of the 
numerous incidents which, constantly occurring, in one 
shape or other, render the life of a colonist not only en
durable but actually pleasant. 

CELLARIUS. 

THETIS. 

ALONE with her great sorrow,-in a cave 
Clov'n in the mighty rocks,-a lonesome cave, 
Haunt of the sullen blasts and wailing surge, 
The queenly Thetis laid her down to mourn 
Her desolation ; and the tangled sedge 
Trailed its chill fibres o'er her shining limbs, 
And stained the silvery feet, torn with rough stones, 
That once had sped in glad career, more bright 
Than gleam of halcyon's wing, along the isles, 
That crown the proud ...Egean; and her cry 
Disconsolate was as the cry of one 
Whose hope is crushed for ever, and whose bane 
Is immortality that only brings 
An immortality of utter woe.-

" Ah mine own Son !" she cried, " mine own, whom Fate, 
More pitiless than rudest storms, more hard 
Than pointed rocks to bark in midmost sea, 
Hath ravished from my love! Vainly, I say, 
Oh vainly, did I boast that I had borne thee 
Fairer than sons of men, yea, peer for him, 
High Leto's ray-crowned scion; for the end 
Hath come, as black as midnight thunder-cloud, 
And wrapt thee in its shadow. All in vain 
I watched the brightness of thy glory grow 
When rough Scamander's tawny wave scarce stayed 
Thy prowess, leaping on thy mailed knees 
All purple with the slain, or when thy car 
Dragged Troy's proud chieftain through the shameful dust, 
'Neath Pergamos, and stained the waving curls 
Andromache had loved to toy withal. 

Now know I why, when Pelion's caverns shook 
With loud acclaim of the assembled gods, 
There crept about my heart a deadly cold, 
And in mine ears an inarticulate wail 
Rang ever, like the mournful Whisperings 
Prisoned in wreathen shells that deck the halls 
Of Nereus' azure palaces.-Ah me! 
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They called me blest, they sang me fair, they deemed 
'Twas better in Thessalian halls to reign 
Than dwell a virgin daughter of the deep. 
But ne'er was lonely maid so lone as r, 
Ill-starred, whom neither the crisp morning waves, 
Nor crystal grottoes silvered by the moon, 
Nor dance of Nereids, nor the witching tones 
Of ocean shell may ever glad again, 
Weighed down with an eternal load of woe. 

Oh Death, cold horror, that didst clasp my son, 
And chill the bounding pulses of his life, 
Would I could take thee to mine arms; and clasp thee 
As a cold bridegroom till thy clIillness stole 
Into mine heart, that I might die with him ! 
Then would we wander o'er the solemn fields, 
And drink of sluggish Lethe, and in shade 
Of secret myrtle-groves lead calmest lives 
And reck not of the glories that are past."-

So mourned she in the ocean solitudes, 
Oft till the midnight stars peered coldly in 
Through rifted chasms above her, but her plaint 
Arose unpitied, for the iron Fates 
Bar with stern hand the portals of the grave. 

+ 
+ + 

+ + + 
+ + 

+ 

C. S. 
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A.FTER-HALL REFLECTIONS. 

ON coming out of hall one rainy afternoon at the beginning 
of my second year I was met by a freshman, an old 

school-friend, who thus addressed me : " My good fellow, 
what on earth is the matter with you ? Where ever have 
you been ? The clouds above are nothing to those that 
are now obscuring your usually beaming face." " Don't 
be such a fool," replied I, " cease your chaff and listen 
to my grievance. I changed my seat in hall to-day, and 
found myself in a nest of high mathematical men, who 
did nothing but talk of sines and cosines." 

" There you are again, always crying down mathematics. 
If you had not sat there, you would have got among some 
classical men. Besides who asked you to sit there ? Not 
they, I warrant. You �eally have a monomania on the 
subject of shop : you had better give us your wise criticisms 
on shop proper and shop improper, in the next Number 
of The Eagle." 

" Very well, if you will read them." So here they 
are offered to the ind'ulgent public, j ust as they came upper
most. I sat down in my arm-chair and tried to arrange 
my subject under heads, but finding that no hydra ever 
had more, I soon gave up that idea and burst forth into 
the following philosophical treatise. 

" Le moi est haissable," said a garrulous Frenchman, 
and no more have I heard of his sayings. Did he never 
talk shop, think you ? 

Are we really to suppose that that wise man never 
alluded to any subject in which he felt personal concern ? 
that he was silent altogether, or that he only conversed 
on matters of general interest ? Ah, there it is again, that 
odious objection of my friend B-, that the amount of 
shop varies inversely as the amount of information your 
neighbour or neighbours have acquired, that shop is com
parative and subj�ctive. Confound him !' he is always 
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taking away my grievances. Subjective indeed ! that is 
his euphemism for a concoction of my brain ;, he shall not 
do me of this grievance. I will be more special, less philo
sophical. VVell reader, I-that is-Cas The Eagle some
times reminds its readers), I, not personal, but legible, am 
not a boating-man. I go out to tea with an enthusiastic 
freshman. Enter a few second year men, one of whom 
comes up to my host, and says, " Now B-, you really 
must catch the beginning ; you might as well have gone 
to Caius, if you don't attend to our coaches better. And 
there's that other man, who will not go forward, and keeps 
his back as ronnd as a rifleman's ; he'll never make an 
oar ; I wonder what brings such a fellow up here." Then 
follows a discussion of the chances of the college four, a 
matter of wi.der interest, and so on up  and down the river, 
till you go to bed, and do not dream of boating. 

Again " I " am a classical man. I have been reading 
from nine till two, and some one, thinking to interest me 
in hall , talks of the readings of such and suph a passage, 
the beauties of this or that author, or who will do what 
in the tripos. Let such a man know he is mistaken,-his 
charms come to deaf ears : I own I like my own shop in 
its place, but there are times and seasons for all kinds of 
conversation, and hall is not the place for such a kind ; 
particularly when my two friends on the other side of the 
table are obliged to console themselves with the theory 
that, after all, hall is not the place for talking, but eating. 

Of mathematical shop B- has advised me not to speak, 
as it excites me too much. I therefore refrain. 

Rifle corps' shop has hardly obtained at all in the U ni
versity, so I need not discuss that, save only to congratulate 
my readers on its absence, for of all shops it is the least 
generally interesting. 

At this moment my pertinacious friend B- enters the 
room, and deliberately reads all I have written. 

" So this is your first landing-place, is it 1" says he, 
H you are a nice mass of contradictions. It is you and 
such as you who by a perpetual abuse of shop drive 
men to form sets, boating-tables, scholars' -tables, mathe- ' 
matical-corners, classical-corners ; and yet you are always 
saying the College is not shaken up enough. It is merely 
because classics is in a minority, that you are so discontented. 
What would you ever have men talk about 1" 

I certainly was in a fix ; so I contented myself with 
observing that of course in a big college there must be sets. 
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" Never mind about sets ; we pretty well agree in wishing 
to mix them , up ; bu� �ow. are we to do it 1 The College 
is large enough to dIVlde mto sets, but not large enough 
to mix them up again. Once divided, they are so closely 
packed that they cannot move about, and so they get welded 
closer and closer together, till you know nothing about 
your next door neighbour, because he happens to be in 
a different set." 

H Well of course it is a great thing to have a man who 
associates with a great many sets, to throw out a connecting 
link, as our Captain would call it, between our skirmishers 
in the University society and our hard-reading or gate
keeping reserve." 

" Ah, I have it ! th.e University is the great mixing bowl, 
which ought to keep our sets together more than at present, 
by rubbing off their respective angles, and lodging them, 
like smooth pebbles, at the bottom of the stream." 

" That is just what old S- was saying the other day 
when he was up from Oxford ; he could not see any Uni
versity here : there were two or three very jolly Colleges, 
but he did not believe in the existence of an University 
at all." 

H Well, how did you try to prove that it does exist 1" 
H Ob, I took him to the Union, and set him down there ; 

and the first thing he noticed was, that each College had 
a separate gown, and so I showed him the B.A. gown, 
and told him we had different nurses, but the same ' alma 
mater, and all wore her livery in the end. Then he asked 
me if our fellowships were open : I must confess I was 
stumped there : so I requested him not to wander from 
the first point of discussion, but to look on the Union as 
an emblem of University feeling." 

" Did that convince him 1" 
" Unfortunately there was an election for some officer 

going on, so S- sidled up to the voting-table and watched 
the votes. To my disgust he discovered that the Trinity 
men, all but two, voted for the Trinity candidate, and 
the J ohnians for the J ohnian." 

" Here," says he triumphantly, " I  perceive a law." 
If it had not been for a debate on Lord Palmerston, in 
which the J ohnians did not take the liberal side, I believe 
he would have thought that our political feelings were 
equally sectionalized." 
. " There is however a great work going on in places 

hke the Union, where men of different Colleges meet and 
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debate and see one another, and read ' matters' (..� general . ,  I lOterest, as you wou d say." 
" Yes, I do believe in the Union, whatever people think : 

I wish I were a swell speaker, and I would convene the 
freshmen, and lecture them on its importance." 

H I am afraid we shall have to wait till we have got 
a new building, before we attempt to bring about a general 
move Union ward. It really is a foul shame to have such 
a room for such an University." 

" No, no, fill this room first, and then you will shew 
all the importance of the move." . 

" That argument did not answer with our chapel ; we 
had to wait till it  began to empty again, before there was 
a move to build another." 

" Never mind ; the move has been made, so feel grateful 
to those who have made it. Talking of chapel, I shall be 
late to-night, if I am not quick, so farewell." 

" Good bye-all sets will meet there at least." 
Reader of The Eagle, if you reach the end of this 

rambling discourse, do not be angry with me ; it expresses 
my convictions ; they may be different from yours ; what 
if they are ? Give them a thought, or refute them. They 
may be written in a chaffy strain. But more grain escapes 
with chaff than people think of. Again these remarks may 
be trite : but are there not seventy men who have just 
come up to educate themselves within our walls ? 

May these remarks find some response in their minds. 

�� 
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HOPE. 

THE white mist in the valley creeps, 
And on the mountain's shoulder bare 
Awhile the brooding tempest sleeps, 

Then breaks in thunder there. 

But far above, the snowy pikes 
Are ever beautiful with light ; 
Before the dawn the sunlight strikes 

Their ice caves sparkling bright. 

They flash like lightning at day-break, 
Like diamonds in the glowing noon ; 
At sunset burn like fire, and take 

Pale splendours from the moon. 

He watches them from vineyard gates, 
Far off among the ripening grapes j 
With him a band of spirits waits, 

Sweet voices, heavenly shapes, 

And joying, more than mortals glad ; 
Save only one, the fairest far, 
Whose brow is clear and pale and sad, 

As the sweet evening star. 

Long lingered they beside the streams, 
And long thro' winding pathways strayed j 
By twisted branches quaint as dreams 

With sun-gold overlaid. 

But now beyond the land of vines, 
They come-to where the upland heaves, 
With golden corn in waving lines, 

Or bound in nodding sheaves. 

Now onward press the shining band, 
And ever eager lead the way. 
To where the western summits stand, 

The limit of the day. 
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Onward, and past the land of corn, 
And upward thro' the shadowing woods, 
To where the pine trees crest the horn, 

And fringe the mountain flood. 

Still on they lead, but more and more 
The wearied traveller halts below, 
Till their white robes far on before, 

Are lost against the snow. 

But one remains, the fairest far j 
She takes tho traveller by the hand, 
And points where near yon rising star 

His bright companions stand. 

Already have they reached the height. 
They will not turn, but wait him there, 
And Hope inspires him at the sight, 

The upward way to dare. 

The boundary line of ice is crossed, 
The last dwarf pines are left below, 
His wearied limbs are stiff with frost, 

And sinking in the snow. 

The sharp rocks pierce his bleeding feet, 
Her shining robe with blood she soils, 
Yet bends on him a smile so sweet, 

As lightens all his toils. 

On her supporting arm he rests, 
With her the weary way is past; 
Sweep Hope, of all our heavenly guests 

The fairest, and the last ! 
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JOHNIAN WORTHIES. No. 1. 
ROGER ASCHAM. 

[1 purpose, should the plan and its execution meet with the 
approval of the Committee and the Subscribers at large, to con
tribute to the pages of The Eagle biographical sketches of a few of 
the most eminent men who have gone forth from St. John's, and 
whose influence has been felt in the world's history. 1 shall endea
vour to select llames which will be familiar to all, while at the 
same time the record of their lives is either not accessible to the 
general reader, or is in a form too bulky for ordinary perusal. 
The latter qualification will, to a certain extent, be interfered with 
by Mr. Cooper's excellent work, the A thence Cantabrigienses, now 
in course of publication, but the space which I shall have at my 
disposal, will enable me to enter into more detail than is possible 
within the limits of an article in such a work. Should my present 
eft'ort meet with success, I shall possibly in another Number attempt 
a life of William Cecil, Lord Burghh;,y.] 
NEVER in modern times has there been so rapid a de-

velopement of intellectual power, as that which followed 
the revival of letters. If I may be allowed to apply, though 
more minutely, the analogy which Dr. Temple has drawn 
between the developement of the nation and of the individual, 
it was as the freshness which follows upon a long slumber. 
Awakened by the dawning of a new day from the long 
night's sleep of the dark ages, the minds of Europeans, of our 
countrymen in particular, showed an unwonted vigour ; 
the delight of fulfilling the healthy functions of life seems to 
have filled them almost to intoxication, an intoxication which 
fo�nd its vent at times in the extravagances and quaint cO.n
Celts of a Spenser or a Sidney. The pulse of mental hfe 
beat fast and warm, and no era of subsequent progressive 
d
.
evelopement is likely in its catalogue of lasting names to 

l'lval the sudden growth of the age of a Cecil, a Bacon, 
a Shakespeare. 

The Revival of Letters and the Reformation mutually 
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influenced each other. As it was the diffusion of the know
ledge of Greek which helped to clear the truths of the New 
Testament from the thick coat of error with which they were 
overlaid, so it was the crusade waged by some of the Re
formers, with Melancthon at their head, against the attempts 
of Rome to shackle men's minds, that mainly contributed 
to support the cause of letters. Nowhere was this influence 
more prominent than in our own University, where many, 
by reading the New, Testament in the original, were led to 
embrace the so-called new doctrines. Amongst them was 
Roger Ascham, the subject of the present article. 

Roger the son of John and Margaret Ascham, was born 
at Kirkby Wiske, in Richmondshire, in or about the year 
1 5 1 5. His father was steward to Lord Scrope of Bolton ; 
his mother appears to have satisfied Pericles' idea of woman's 
excellence, and to have been one whose name for praise or 
blame was little mentioned among men. After living together 
in the closest affection forty-seven years, they died in the 
same day, almost in the s.ame hour.'" Roger was educated in 
the house of Sir Humphrey Wingfield,. who " ever loved 
and used to have many children brought up in learninge in 
his house" ; his tutor being a Mr. R. Bond, who had charge 
of Sir Humphrey's sons. While here he showed a marked 
taste for English reading, and also laid the foundation of 
that skill in archery, which afterwards produced the " Toxo
philus".t The advantages offered to him by this connexion 
would be seized on the more readily, seeing that, if we may' 
believe his own account, the grammar-schools were at that time 
in a very unsatisfactory state. He remarks in the School
master (p. 3 1 ,  verso) " I  remember when I was yong, in 
the North, they went to the Grammer Schoole little children ; 
they came from thence great lubbers ; alwayes learning, and 
little profiting ; leaming without booke everything, under
standing within the booke little or nothing." 

Through the influence, probably, of Dr. Nicholas 
Medcalfe, then Master of St. John's, who was himself a 
native of Richmondshire, Ascham was entered in this College 
in 1 5 30.  We have but few details of his life as an under- . 
graduate. His tutors were one Hugh Fitzherbert, of whom 
little else is known, and John Cheke, afterwards tutor and 

• Aschami Epist. I. 5. 
t Bennet's Ascham, 154, 5. The name, as given here and in 

the edition of 1571 is Humphrey. Grant, who is followed by sub
sequent biographers, calls him Anthony, (p . 5, Ed. 1703.) 
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Secretary of  State to Edward VI. With the latter, he  read 
during h.is. residence in Ca�bridg.e all Homer, Sophocles 
and Eunpldes, Rerodotus, 'Ihucydldes, Xenophon, lsocrates 
and Plato, and was hoping to read Aristotle and Demos
thenes, when Cheke was called away to take charge of the 
education of Prince Edward. Among his chief friends were 
Day, Redman, Grindal, Smith, Haddon and Pember. The 
last-named commends him for his practice of reading some 
author in Greek to a class of boys ; telling him that he would 
leal'll more Greek by thus reading one of .2Esop's fables, than 
if he were to hear the whole of the Iliad translated . into 
Latin'" by the most accomplished scholar. . 

The life of a scholar here was then no time of luxurious 
ease. Thomas Lever, afterwards Master of this College, 
preaching at St. Paul's Cross in 1 5 50, and pleading the 
cause of the Universities, gives no alluring picture of it. 
He says, " A smalle number of poore godly dylygent studentes 
110we remaynynge only in Colleges (i. e. not in Hostels), be 
not able to tary and continue their studye in ye Universitye 
for lacke of exibicion and healpe. There be divers ther 
which rise dayly betwyxt foure and fyve in the mornynge, 
and from fyve untyll syxe of the clocke, use commen prayer 
wyth an exhortacyon of God's worde in a common chappell, 
and from syxe unto ten of the elocke use ever eyther private 
study or commune lectures. At ten of the clocke they go to 
dynner, where as they be contente with a penye piece of 
biefe amongest iiii., havinge a fewe potage made of the broth 
of the same biefe, wyth salte and otemel, and nothynge elles. 
After this slender dinner they be eyther teachynge or 
learnynge unty l l  v. of the clocke in the evening, when as 
they have a supper not much better than theyr dynner. 
�mmediatelye after the whyche they go eyther to resonynge 
lJl pl'oblemes, or unto summe other studye, untyl it be nine 
or tel1ne oJ the clocke, and there beyng without fyre, are 
faine to walk or runne up and downe haulfe an houre, to 
gette a heate on theyr fete when they got to bed." t 

Dr. Medcalfe appears to have shewn to Ascham consi
derable kindness, as was his wont to those who showed 
" either will to goodness, or wit to learning ;" indeed, it may 
be from his own experience that he is speaking, when he 

". Enarratam Latine, (Grant) which possibly conveys the idea of 
a lecture. 

t Those who are curious about some University Customs of the time l11ny consult Dr. Caius' book. lIist. Aoad. Cantab. p. 91, Ed. 1574. 
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says, " I  am witness myself that monie many times was 
brought into yong mens studies by strangers whom they 
knew not." The Master, though himself a strict Papist, 
showed all favour to those who pursued the " new learning," 
and, as Fuller says, " whetstone-like, though dull in himself, 
by his encouragement set an edge on most excellent wits in 
that foundation." Ascham was admitted B.A. on the 1 8th 
of February, 1 5 34, and soon afterwards sat for a fellowship, 
to which he was elected under singular circumstances. His 
reading of the Greek Testament had made him dissatisfied 
with Romanism, nor had he made any secret of his views. 
At the same time that he " stood to be fellow," Dr. Heynes 
the President of Quep.ns', and Dr. Skip, afterwards Master of 
Gonville Hall, were sent to Cambridge by the Court to preach 
in favour of the king's supremacy. For the rest Ascham shall 
tell his own tale .  " I  chanced amonges my companions to 
speake against the Pope ; my taulke came to D. Medcalfe's 
eare : I was called before hym and the Seniours ; and after 
greevous rebuke, and some punishment, open warning was 
geeven to all the felowes, none to be so hardie to geeve me hys 
voyce at that election. And yet for all these open threates, 
the good father hymselfe privilie procured, that I should 
even then be chosen felow. But, the election being done, 
he made countenance of great discontentatioI). thereat." �  

H e  was admitted fellow o n  the 26th of March, 1 5 34, and 
proceeded to the degree of M.A. with some eclat on the 
Wednesday after St. Peter's day, 1 5 37. For the next eleven 
years he appears to have been chiefly resident in Cambridge, 
reading in private with pupils, and delivering public lectures 
in Greek in the College, and in the University, previously to 
the appointment of a Regius Professor in 1 540. In 1 540-4 1 ,  
w e  find him also Mathematical Lecturer i n  the University. 
Somewhere about this time he must have been absent from 
Cambridge for two years, for we have an account of a visit 
home, during which he was laid aside for that time by an 
attack of quartan fever. In July, 1 542, he applied to Ox
ford for incorporation, but we do not know with what success. 
In 1 544  appeared his first English work, entitled Toxopltilus, 
tlte sehole, or partitions of shooting. This book which was 
dedicated �o Henry VIII. and pr�sented to him in the gallery 
at GreenwICh, had a threefold obJect ; 1 st, to set the example 
of writing in English ; 2ndly, to reply to those who blamed 
him for his devotion to Archery ; 3rdly, to obtain such help 

'" Schoolmaster, p. 54. 
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from the king as should enable him to fulfil his wish for 
foreign travel. Through the recommendation of Sir W. 
paO'et and Sir W. Petre, he obtained his third object in 
a p�nsion of £ 1 0 per annum granted to him by the king. 

The history of this pension is somewhat amusing. It was 
" revived by the goodness of King Edward Vr., and con
firmed by his authority." Ascham adds, that " he did in
crease it by his liberality ;" but as he speaks in the same 
letter of the " old sume of tcnn poundes," and makes n� 
mention of any change in his application to Gardiner for its 
second renewal, I infer that the increase came only from the 
king's private purse. The patent was however renewed by 
Edward only " durante voluntate," and Ascham on his return 
from the continent in 1 5 53,  having " crept without care into 
dcbt, by the hope which he had bothe to be rewarded for 
his service, and also to receive his pension due at Michaelmas 
of that year," was somewhat surprised to find the payment 
of it stopped. At the close of that year, or the beginning of 
the next, he writes to Bishop Gardiner, the Lord Chancellor, 
urging his claims upon the Queen for some support. One is 
rather surprised at the way in which the court payments 
were managed in those days. " I  was sent for," he says, 
" many times to teache the King to wryte, and brought him 
before a xi yeres old to wryte as fayre a hand, though I say 
yt, as any child in England, as a lettre of his owne hand 
dothe declare, which I kept as a treasure for a wytnes of my 
service, and will showe yt your L. whensoever you will. 
But what ill luck have I that can prove what paines I tooke 
with his highnes, and can showe noe profite that I had of his 
goodnes. Yea I came up dyvers times by commaundment to 
teach him, when each jorney for my man and horses would 
stand me in 4 or 5 marks, a great charge for a poore student. 
And yet they that were aboute his Grace were so nigh to 
themselves, and so fan from doing good to others, that not 
only my paines were unrewarded, but my verie coaste and 
charges were unrecompensed, whi,.ch thing then I smallye 
re�arded in his nonage, trusting L .bt he himself should one 
dale reward me for alL"· 

There is another letter to Gat'diner which is so amusing 
that I may be pardoned for quoting more fully. 

" My singuler good lord, in writeing out my patent 
I have left a vacant place for your wisedome to value the 

c. '" Ascham to Gardiner. Communications to the Camb. Antiq. 
"'Oc. I. 1 00. 

VOL. Ill. E 
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su'me, wherein I trust to find further favour ; for I ha,ve 
both good cause to aske itt, and better hope to obtayne itt, 
partly in considerac'on of my unrewarded paines and unclis
chardged costes, in teaching king Edward's person, partly 
for my three yeares service in the Emperor's cort, but 
cheifely of all when king Henry first gave itt me at 
Greenwiche ; your lo'pp in the gallorye there asking me 
what the king had given me, and knoweing the truth, 
your lo'pp said it was too litle and gently offred to speake 
to the kinge for more. • '" * * * * And I beseech your 
lo'pp see what good is offred me in writeing the patent, the 
space w'ch is left by chance doth seem to crave by good 
lucke some wordes of lengthe, as viginti or triginta, yea 
with the help of a litle dashe quadraginta wold serve best 
of all. But sure as for decem it is somewhat with the 
shortest ; neverthelesse I for my parte shalbe noe less con
tented with the one then glad for the other, and for either 
of both more then bound to your lo'pp."* 

His plan was so far successful that the word � viginti' was 
written for ' decem.' In a letter to Queen Elizabeth, dated 
at W indsor, October 1 0, 1 5 6 7, after relating with some glee 
the success of this trick, he prays the Queen's goodness to 
ask of the Queen's highness that as her three predecessors 
had each bettered the other, so she would make these bene
factions, which were not so large as that he could out of 
them make any provision for his children, to be continued 
to his sons, by granting to one the farm of Salisbury Hall, 
near Walthamstow, of which he had a lease from Queen 
Mary, and to the other the living of Wicklyfourd (poss. 
Wichfol'd, in the Isle of Ely) which had been left him by 
his mother-in-law. 

But to return to the regular course of our history. On 
the removal of Cheke from Cambridge, in July, 1 546, by 
his appointment as tutor to Prince Edward, Ascham was 
elected to �ucceed him as Public Orator. He had previously 
been employed to write letters for the University, for which 
he possessed an eminent qualification in his penmanship. 
Mention has been already made of his teaching Edward vr. 
to write : he also instructed Elizabeth and the two Brandons 
in the �ame acco��lishme?� . . . On the fly-leave� of a copy 
of Osonus de Nob�l�tate O�vth lU the College Library is an 

• Ascham to Gardiner. Whitaker's History of RicllmondslLire, 
Vo!. r. ,  p. 274. 
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autograph letter from him to Cardinal Pole, which is cer
tainly a beautiful specimen of caligraphy. 

In November or December, 1 5 48,* a disputation was 
held in the Chapel of St. John's · on the question of the 
identity of the Mass with the Lord's Supper, which was 
" handled with great learning by two learned fellows of the 
House, Thomas Lever and Roger Hutchinson." The sen
sation caused thereby was not confined to the College, and 
many took offence at the discussion, whereupon Ascham 
was prevailed upon by the rest of the Society to " bring 
this question out of the private walls of the College into 
the public Schools ;" but Dr. Madew, the Vice-Chancellor, 
stopped the disputation. 

Ascham's residence in Cambridge appears not to have 
agreed with his health. To sustain it he was obliged to 
give much time to archery. But even with this healthy 
exercise, his constitution, which was naturally weak, and 
had never recovered the effects of the quartan fever, found 
the damp of the fens very trying. We have a letter ad
dressed by him to Archbishop Cranmer, asking for a dis
pensation to enable him to eat no fish, stating his inability 
to change his place of abode, and arguing the point both on 
its own merits and as a relic of Popery. A second letter 
informs us that Cranmer acceded to his request, and sent him 
the dispensation, free of all charge, through Dr. Taylor, 
then Master of the College. t 

Of his means of support during his residence here we 
have but little account. Dr. Lee, the Archbi.shop of York, 
gave him a pension of 408. per annum. One of the works 
on which Ascham was engaged while in Cambridge was a 
translation of CEcumenius' Comment on the Epistle to Titus, 
a copy of whi.ch he presented to Lee, through his brother, 
not being admitted himself to see him owing to his illness. 
The book was sent back " non sine munere," bq,t the Arch
bishop took serious offence at a comment orA the words, 
" the husband of one wife," which characterized as heretics 
those who condemned marriage. This was too much for 
�ee, who was a bigoted Romanist, but it is doubtful whether 
It seriously affected Ascham's interests, as the illness in 

• Epist. Ill. 35, dated January 5,  1548. " Dr. Madew being 
mentioned as Vice -Chancellor in this letter, there must be a mis
take in the date. He was Vice-Chancellor in 1 546 and part of 
1 547, but in no part of 1 548." Note in Mr. Baker's hand. 

t Aschami Epist., n., 51, 53. 
E 2  
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question proved fatal; and Ascham, in a letter to Cheke, 
laments that by the death of His Grace of York he suffered 
a serious diminution of income.* 

Early in his career he had to part with his old friend 
and patron, Dr. Medcalfe, who was compelled by a con
spiracy amongst the junior fellows to resign his Mastership, 
and retire to his benefice of W oodham Fel'l'ers, where he 
survived only a few months. The cause of dissatisfaction 
is not known, " only," says Fuller,t " let not his enemies 
boast, it  being observed that none thrived ever after who 
had a hand in Medcalfe's ejection, but lived meanly and 
died miserably. This makes me more confident, that neither 
master Cheke, nor master Ascham, then Fellows of the 
College, had any ,hand against him ; both of them being 
well known afterwards to have come to good grace in the 
commonwealth." 

From Ascham's words quoted above, I think we may 
infer that while he acted as joint tutor to Edward, he still 
was in residence at Cambridge. But in the year 1 548, upon 
the death of his former pupil, vVilliam Grindal, J he was 
chosen by the Princess Elizabeth to be her tutor. Writing 
to Cheke on the 1 2th of February,::: he states that the 
Princess was minded to bestow upon him all the heritage 
of her affection for Grindall , and in his perplexity, loth to 
leave his quiet life in St. John's, and loth to refuse so 
complimentary an offer, asks Cheke's counsel, as to what 
he shall do. We may assume that it was favourable to the 
proposal, for he accepted the post, and removed to Sir 
Anthony Denys' house at Cheshunt, where the Princess 
ilien lived. She was but sixteen, and yet in the couple of 
years that Ascham was with her, they read through nearly 
the whole of' Cicero, a good part of Livy, some select 
Orations of Isocrates, the Tragedies of Sophocles, and, for 
divinity, the Greek Testament, Cyprian, and Melancthon's 
Common Places.§ The Princess every morning did a double 
translation from Demosthenes or Isocrates, and the afternoon 
from Tully. 1 I  I should infer from the tone of a letter 
addressed to W .  Ireland, a Fellow of St. John's, and dated ' 

� Aschami Bpist., n., 1, 5, 6, 15. 
t History. of C,ambridge, VII ., 1-3, (p, 1 68, ed. Tegg, 1840). 
t Aschaml Bp�st., II., 40. 
§ Tbicl, I., 2. 
JI Schoolrnaste1', p. 35. 
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July 8, 1 549,  that the change was not congenial to him. 
Ff e appears, whether from any fault of his own we do not 
know, to have made enemies in the Princess' household, 
who not only made him uncomfortable themselves, but 
poisoned Elizabeth's ears against him. About the beginning 
of 1 550  he suddenly left his post, and returned to Cam
bridge. His own account is that he was driven to resign 
through no fault of his own, but by the ill-treatment he 
received not from the Lady Elizabeth herself, but from her 
Steward. That there is some secret involved appears from 
the fact that he will not entrust the matter to writing, but 
in two letters, one to Sir John Ch eke, the other to Lady 
J ane Grey, says, " that if he should meet the former or 
Mr. Aylmer, the tutor of the latter, he would pOUl' out 
his grief." On this point however he is clear, that no blame 
could be attributed to the Princess herself. Elizabeth, ever 
prompt to take offence, was piqued at this apparent slight. 
Ascham applied to Martin Bucer, who had l ately come to 
England, and was then at Lambeth, to use his influence to 
reinstate him in the Princess' favour ; but owing to the 
illness of Bucer, these good offices were delayed, and it 
was not till Ascham left England some nine months later 
that a reconciliation was effected. He then called on 
Elizabeth to  bid her farewell, and she at  once she wed her 
forgiveness by asking him why he had left her and made 
no effort to be restored to her favour.'" 

In April of the same year ( 1 55 0) we find him again 
at St. John's, where he resumed his Greek Lecture and 
his work as Public Orator, which latter office must have 
been supplied meanwhile by a deputy. He was also at 
this time keeper of the king's library, but the date of his 
appointment does not appear. In the summer he visited 
his friends in Yorkshire, whence he was summoned, at 
the instance of Sir John Cheke, to take the office of Secretary 
to Sir Richard Morysine, who was proceeding on an embassy 
to the Emperor Charles V. It was on this journey to 
London that he called at Broadgate in Leicestershire, and 
found Lady Jane Grey reading Plato's Plu:edo, while the 
rest of the party were out hunting. He has told the story 

* Aschami Bpist. , n., 43, m., 5, 7. This I think the fairest 
:I?count.  Some persons believe that A scham simply got tired of 
Cuurt l i fe. Miss Stricklanu. states erl'oneously that his  sudden 
removal was owing to SODle disturbances in his own family. 
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in The Schoolmaster (p. 1 2 ,  verso). The number of learned '  
ladies i n  that age i s  quite wonderful. Lady Jane i s  to 
�y mind a standing protest against the notion, .that a 
gIrl cannot be " blue" without losing her true womanhness. 

Of the first part of Ascham's sojourn abroad we have 
a connected account in a series of letters addressed to his 
friends Ed ward Raven and William Ireland, fellows of St. 
John's. They are interesting as showing his powers of 
observation as well as for the facts which they relate, but 
were I to pretend to give their substance, I should trespass 
far beyond the necessary limits of this paper ; I must there
fore content myself with referring the more curious of my 
readers to the letters themselves. They will be found in 
Aschami Epist. H I .  1 -4. Bennet's Ascham, 369,  sqq. 
Tytler's History of England under Edward VI. and Mary, 
Vol. n. pp. 124, sqq. Ascham also embodied the result of 
his observation of continental politics, &c. in a Report and 
Discou1'se of the Affaires of Germany, published in 1 5 52. 

He seems meanwhile to have been in great uncertainty 
as to his future plans in England. In a letter / to Cecil 
(Spires, September 22, 1 5 52) he makes a strong appeal 
for provision in one of three ways ; either to be allowed 
to continue his Greek Lecture at St. John's without being 
bound by any statutes, (which would appeal' to be one of 
the shadows which coming events cast before them, for he 
was married within two years)--or to undertake some post 
at court,-or to remain abroad and serve his country at 
some foreign court. From a subsequent letter we gatner 
that some court appointment was being found for him, 
(possibly the Latin Secretaryship, which he afterwards had) 
but impediments had been put in the way ; so he presses 
still his first application, which does not seem to have suc
ceeded.'" 

On his return to England in September, 1 5 5 3 ,  he found 
the state of affairs changed. Edward VI. was dead, Lady 
J ane Grey beheaded, protestantism already practically under 
ban. But he had a friend at court, who now stood him 
in good stead. On the death of Lee, he had attached himself 

. 

to Gardiner, Bishop of Winchester, who in the latter part 
of Henry's reign, and during that of Queen Mary, was 
Chancellor of this University. The Bishop was true to 

'*' European Magazine, Vo!. XXXII. 89, 157. In one of these 
letters, he asks permission to converse with the Pope's nuncio's 
men, which he had hitherto refrained from doing. 
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him through all the storms of the Marian persecution, and 
upheld his cause against some who were most anxious for 
his downfall. 

During his residence in Germany, Ascham had been 
appointed to be the king's Secretary for the Latin tongue, 
which appointment seems to have been filled for a time 
by a Mr. Vanes, to whom Ascham acted as deputy, dividing 
the fees. His duties required him to leave Cambridge and 
come to live in London, a step which added seriously to 
his expenditure. He writes to Sir W. Petre preferring a 
request for some further provision, which was answered 
by a proposal to induct him to a prebend or some eccle
siastical office, and, on his declining that, by a lease of a farm 
called Salisbury Hall, near Walthamstow. To Gardiner he 
writes to ask for some deed in writing which shall secure 
him the Secretaryship when vacant, and be a guarantee 
for him in the incurring the expenses of court life. " It is 
my greate griefe," says he, " and some shame that I these 
tenn years, was not able to keepe a mann, being a scholler, 
and now am not able to keepe myselfe being a courtier." 
This application resulted in the issuing of the Queen's letters 
patent on the 7th of May, 1 5 5 4 ,  granting him the office 
of Secretary " a Latinis" with all the emoluments &c. thereto 
appertaining, at a stipend of forty marks, or a little over 
£20, a-year, and ratifying his old pension. 

During this interval h� still held the offices of Greek 
Lecturer at St. John's, and Orator in the University, the 
duties of which had been supplied during his absence by 
Raven and Ireland.- He resigned them, however, at Mid
summer, 1 5 5 4, having married on the 1st of June of the 
same year Margaret Howe, a lady considerably younger 
than himself, with whom he lived very happily. In 1 55 5  
he is  at  Greenwich enjoying literary leisure to  the full ; 
reading .lEschines and Demosthenes with the Lady Elizabeth, 
a�d having frequent opportunities of intimate intercourse 
wIth the Queen.t It has been cause of great wonder to 
some, that, while professing protestant opinions, Ascham �oul� ha�e . been left unscathed during the persec?-tions of 

h
�ary s reIgn. He tells us that some persons objected to 
IS appointment as Latin Secretary, and we know that 

one Sir Francis Englefield proposed to cite him before 
the Council, but was stopped from doing so by Gardiner. 

.. Bennet's Asoham, p. 395. 
t Asohami Epist. I. �l .  
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His relig'iol1s feelings may possibly have prevented him 
from accepting Petre's proposed prebend : but in spite of 
them he w.as in great favour not only with the Q�een, 
but also WIth Cardinal Pole, and seems to have enjOyed 
a fair share of worldly prosperity. 

October 9, 1 5 59 .  Queen Elizabeth, unasked, granted 
to her old tutor the prebend of Wetwang in Yark Cathedral, 
to which he was admitted on the 1 1 th of March, 1 5 59-60. 
This involved him in a long course of litigation. Archbishop 
Young, by some further dispensation of his own, and pro
bably objecting to the appointment of a layman, seems to 
have nullified the Queen's presentation. It is scarcely 
possibJe from Ascham's letter to Leicester, to make out 
the rights of the case : the letter was, however, effectual 
to its purpose, and the Queen's letters were addressed to 
the Archbishop, directing him to countermand his dispen
sation, and institute Ascham, at the same time making him 
amends for the expense he had incurred.'" 

Of the latter years of Ascham's life we have scarcely 
any information, save that we find him constantly struggling 
with debt. The lease of Salisbury Farm was pledged to 
one Anthony Hussey to relieve Mrs. Howe, who was left 
at her husband's death in Lent, 1 5 59, in heavy debt,-sub
sequently released by a grant from the Queen,-then the 
lease gets into Sackville's hands, and Ascham still in diffi
culties, has to apply to Cecil for relief. In a letter dated 
the 1 8th of January, 1 5 63, he made application to t� 
Master, Fellows, and Scholars of St. John's for a lease 
of their farm of Bromehall near Windsor, which was granted 
November 7 of the same year, for forty years. t 

This same year, 1 563,  is notable in our author's life 
for a meeting which gave birth to The Schoolmaster, the 
most lasting of his English works. On the l oth of December 
in that year, the plague being in London, the Queen was 
at Windsor, and there at a dinner party in Cecil's apartments 
a discussion arose about flogging in schools, and education 
in general, originating in the tidings that " divers scholars _ 
of Eton be run away from the school for fear of a beating." 
Sir R. Sackville, who was present, but took no part in 
the discussion, afterwards entreated Ascham to put into 
an extended form the views which he had adv<;Jcated, to 

*' Whitaker's Richmondshij'e, 1. 285, sqq. 
t Aschami Epist. ur. 34, and MS. not.e of Ml'. Baker's. 
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the effect that " young children be sooner allured by love 
than driven by beating, to attain good learning." The 
treatise thus begun expanded into a general system of Classical 
Education, and is interesting, not only as one of the earliest 
specimens of decent English prose, but also for its sound 
common sense. It is a book which will fully repay the reader 
for the time spent on it.lI< 

Ascham's constitution, naturally weak, was much broken 
by frequent attacks of ague, and a hectic fever, which visited 
him in the year in which he died. Imprudently sitting 
up late to finish some Latin verses which he was to present 
to the Queen as a N ew-Year's gift, and to write some 
letters to his friends, he fell into a lingering disease, which 
Grant calls " gravem morbum," and Whitaker a violent 
attack of ague, from which he never recovered. He died 
on the 30th of December, 1 5 68, in the fifty-third year of 
his age. His last words were, " I  desire to depart and 
to be with Christ." He was buried on the 4th of January, 
in St. Sepulchre's Church. Dr. N owell, the Dean of St. 
Paul's, visited him during his illness, and preached his 
funeral sermon, in which he spoke of his character in the 
highest terms. 

Camden says, " he died in poverty, which he had brought 
on himself by dicing and cock-fighting." It is to be feared 
that the accusation is true. In The Schoolmaster he says : 
" But of all kinde of pastimes fitte for a jentleman, I will, 
God willing, in fitter place more at large declare fulli e  
in m y  ' book o f  the Cockpitte,' which I d o  write to satisfie 
some," &c. (p. 2 0)t. He displayed a want of firmness in 
the way in which he excused himself to Lee,:j: which does 

*' See Preface to The Schoolmaster. A new edition of this 
work is now going through the press under the supervision of the 
Rev. J. E. B. Mayor. 

t Cp., also p. 51, where is a select.ion from the cock-fighting 
Vocabulary. I doubt whether Mr. Cooper is warranted by this 
passage (p. 21) in putting this book of the cock-pit in his list 
of Ascham's writings, The ScllOolrnastm' itself being posthumous. 

t There is a strange and almost incredible statement in this 
apology, which altogether is so weak. He says, " So much has 
ll1y mind always shrunk from reading any books, be they in 
�nglish or in Latin, in which some new doctrine might be 
lmported, that except the Psalter of David and the New Testa
ment, and that in Greek, I have read no book on the Christian 
religion, small or great. Aschami Epist. n. 6. 
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not heighten our opinion of his character, but it is scarcely 
fair to attribute to a similar cause his freedom from perse
cution in the reign of Mary. It were better to say with 
Dr. J ohnson, " Nothing is more vain than at a distant time 
to examine the motives of discrimination and partiality ; 
for the inquirer having considered interest and policy is 
obliged at last to omit more frequent and more active motives 
of human conduct, caprice, accident. and private affections." 

But with all his failings Ascham was one of the lights 
of his day, and did much to further the revival of learning 
in England : himself deeply attached to study, he seems 
to have had a power of imparting his enthusiasm to others. 
Were it only as tutor to Edward VI. and Elizabeth, every 
Englishman owes him a debt of gratitude, and our College 
in particular may well be proud to have numbered amongst 
its alumni a man like Roger Ascham.'" 

R. W. T. 

'11< I must not omit to acknowledge my obligation to Mr. Cooper's 
Atl!en<J3, especially for the list of authorities at the end of his 
article, of which I have consulted all such as are accessible. 

XLVI. 
TO HIMSELF, AT SPRING'S CO}fING. 

(Catullus. ) 

Now the Spring with a tepid sweetness hovers, 
Now, a truce to the equinoctial fury, 
Now, the lull of the easy pleasant Zephyrs. 
Up, away, from the Phrygian land, Catullus, 
Leave the bountiful meadows, leave Nicrea ; 
Hie away to the famous Asian cities. 
Now the soul in a tremor beats to seek them, 
Now the feet with an eager strength grow restless, 
So, farewell, to the knot of dear companions, 
Ye that each from a distant home come hither, 
Back again with a lonely way to wander. 

A. 

LOST. 

IT almost seems to be a law of nat�re that what looks 
interesting in theory should be disagreeable in practice. 

How delightful are romantic incidents and romantic situations 
on paper ; but how distressing and cold-catching in actual 
fact ! May-day ; moonlight,-sentimental walk in the same. 
Next morning, - rheumatism and bronchitis. Evening 
party ;-pathetic and confidential tete-a-tetes. Following 
day,-haunted by an unpleasant consciousness of having said 
something hopelessly ridiculous. And so the world wags. We 
pick up a novel, read glowing descriptions of wild luxuriant 
savagedom, and long for the life of a gay roving trapper 
on the prairie. " That's just the sort of thing that would 
suit me," think we, " the excitement of danger and the 
freedom of a trackless waste would be simply enchanting." 
Hair-breadth escapes and physical fatigue all assume a rosy 
hue, and we sigh for a taste of such romantic experiences. 
But softly, 0 Romancer ; a well built house, a cheerful 
fireside, and a happy home, are far more enjoyable than 
any hunter's encampment or half-raw buffalo supper. My 
life has been almost as prosaic as Alison's History of Europe. 
Only one romantic incident has as yet crossed it, and this, 
though a small one, was decidedly " moist and unpleasant." 

It was once my fortune (or rather, misfortune) to be lost. 
" I  see," says the sagacious reader, " in London ; on 

Salisbury Plain ; in the New Forest." 
Nothing of the kind. I was lost in Greenwich Park. 

. On a chill November evening, a few years ago, business 
du'ected my steps to the picturesque town of Greenwich. 
I accordingly set out, and, having performed my mission, 
about a quarter before six I began to retrace my steps 
by entering the Park at the gate near the circus. Now 
I am not a coward by nature, for I take a cold bath every 
morning through the winter, and none but a brave mall 
can do that. Still I must confess, w�en I entered that Park 
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in the dark, and, what was worse, in the midst of a thick 
London fog, I did feel a little hesitation, which an enemy 
might have called fear. The darkness I did not mind, for 
I had often crossed the Park in the dark ; but the fog 
was entirely another matter, and I certainly did not like 
it. Let the reader recall the days of his babyhood, when 
he sat by the nursery fire, and watched the tea-kettle spouting 
away a fizzing column of white steam ; let him fancy me 
walking, by some undiscovered method of aerial perambu
lation, in the aforesaid steam, and he will have some notion 
of the nature of my trip across the Park. Not a thing 
was visible. Simple darkness was daylight compared to that 
misty blankness . On the darkest night I could see paths 
and trunks of trees, the lights in the Observatory, and the 
direction of my walking. But, in that fog, all was blank, 
invisible, and confusing. 

" Now," thought I, " the Park is but small, and. I know 
it as well as I know my own garden. I have only to keep 
in the path, and 'twill be all right." So I valiantly pushed 
011 .  

I soon however began to find that I had entered on a very 
awkward business. Scarcely two consecutive steps could 
I take, without finding myself either on the wet grass, 
or affectionately hugging a tree. This latter difficulty was 
certainly no joke, unless indeed a black eye and a contused 
nose be supposed to be of a humourous character. Ships 
running on hidden shoals were quite voluntary agents corn 
pared with me. 'I invariably had the satisfaction of feeling 
a tree before I saw it ; so that, after a piece of a broken 
branch had suddenly bored a little hole in my cheek, I 
could just ej aculate " Ah,  to be sure, another tree," pre
cisely in time to be too late. Sometimes my experiences 
would take another direction. I should all at once discover 
I was walking through a miniature lake, and that a little 
cataract was playing picturesquely down the side of each 
boot, and forming l ittle basins w ithin. The fact that all 
this was going on in a manner perfectly invisible to me 
rendered it all the more curious, for I certainly could not ' 
see anything that took place below the level of my chin. 
Indeed I am not very sure bu� the cir�l� traced out by 
the apex of my nose was my hOl'lzon of VISlOl1 for the time 
being. At another time I would walk innocently up to 
one 'of the rough wooden seats by the side of the path, 
and quietly tumble ove� it. Then, p �cking myself up, I 
found it a mental operatlOn of some mmutes to re-discover 
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m y  bearings. Now from the time that as a small boy I 
was under the autocratic dominion of a nurse-maid, I have 
felt the strongest aversion to that species of gymnastic evo
lution which consists of a sudden arrest of the lower ex
tremities, while the head and other apparatus attached thereto 
travel, in a sort of parabolic curve, to the earth. Of all 
the various styles of tumbling, the face tumble, the back 
tumble, the side tumble, and so forth, there is not one 
to my mind half so irritating as a bona fide hip tumble. 
Such a luxury you can get, in its full perfection, by an 
attempt to walk through a backless seat ; and if after ac
complishing the feat thoroughly, the experimenter feels 
anything approaching to the amiable,-a blessing on his 
bruised pate for a regularly good-natured fellow ! For my 
own part I am an ordinary mortal, and as I picked up 
my head and bleeding nose from under the seat, I most 
assuredly felt as though I could have annihilated every 
creature connected therewith, from the ranger of the Park 
down to the carpenter's apprentice who hammered the seat 
together. 

This feeling of general benevolence was not diminished 
by the discovery that during my embrace of mother earth, 
my hat had quietly rolled away, and was at that moment 
trundling about somewhere, as happy and contented as a 
creature of so few enjoyments could be. 

It was, I own, an imprudent thing for me to do, to start 
under such circumstances in pursuit of my hat. But does 
it not daily happen that a man faces any danger to recapture 
his hat ? Some men will lose a horse, or a bank-note, or 
a case of wine, with tolerable ease and resignation ; but who 
ever saw a man, worthy of the name, calmly relinquish a 
run-a-way hat ? No, he leaves the wife of his bosom and 
the children of his love standing helpless on the pavement, 
while he clashes with concentrated recklessness after his 
best Lincoln and Bennet. Ye laughing crowd, ye jeering 
boys, ye sarcastic cabmen, avaunt ! He cares not for your 
laughter, your ridicule, or your anathemas. Yonder he sees 
th� glossy velvet one gamboling in the mud, and on that 
pnze his every thought i� fixed. And he regains it, and 
returns in triumph. 'Vhy then should I claim freedom 
fr.om a weakness as extensive as my sex ? But this is a tlgression. Thoughtless of fog, of path, of everything, 
r rushed wildly in . pursuit. Whither I went, I know not. rhe next few minut8s a re a blank in my existence. This 
l'Uuch I know, 1 lost the path, but (oh ! joy) found the hat. 
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My congratulations on my own sagacity were scarcely 
ended, when other ' thoughts of a more practical description 
obtruded themselves on my mind. They came not in a 
mixed and thronging crowd, as thoughts are sometimes 
supposed to come ; but packing themselves up in a most 
gentlemanly manner, they appeared in the modest form of 
a little question ;-" where are you ?" This was more than 
I could tell. How many times I had turned round in my 
mad chase, I could not remember ; and as to guessing with 
any reasonable chance of correctness at the bearings of the 
place,-it was out of the question. All I knew was, that 
I stood on the grass somewhere, and that somewhere was 
in Greenwich Park. Suddenly all power of thought seemed 
to leave me, and I became as helpless as a child. The 
white floating steam of the fog was wreathing around me. 
Blankness, unutterable blankness, was on this side and that. 
I had no power of casting about for probabilities, or of 
seizing on any chance of help, supposing such had been 
offered. I felt then for the first time in my life what the 
peasants of the west of England mean by " pixing-Ied." 
I groped about like an idiot, without motive, object, or 
success. Meanwhile I was conscious of this feeling, and 
was amazed at it. I knew I was helpless, and,-paradoxical 
as it may appear,-I thought on how strangely I was de
prived of the power of thinking. I was just in that state, 
that if any one had come to me and said, " Here you are 
this way," I should not have been able to command ti

l
e 

,necessary mental effort to obey. I reflected on this, and 
at last determined by a vigorous wrench of reason to collect 
my thoughts, if possible, and try to do something. After 
a little time I succeeded sufficiently to make up my mind 
to advance steadily in one direction, till I reached a path. 
This however was a work of some trouble, for huge trees 
came constantly in the way, and every little deflection served 
to render my proceedings less systematic. Every now and 
then I stooped down and swept away the withered leaves to 
feel for the gravel path. But the grass seemed interminable, 
and I began to suspect the melancholy fact that I was me: 
andering in a circle despite all my care. Still I persevered, 
now bouncing up against black gigantic trees ; now losing 
them in a moment, and, crawling on hands and feet, in vain 
feeling for the path. I was first getting tired of this style 
of thing, and began seriously to entertain the project of 
climbing a tree, and making my bivouac for the night. 
I was b�sy considering ways and means, when a shout 
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attracted m y  attention. I shouted in reply ; and a few 
seconds brought me right up against a fellow-wanderer. 

" Oh, could you kindly tell me," asked the stranger, " my 
shortest way out of the Park ?" 

" I should only be too glad to do so," I replied, " but 
I have not the remotest idea where I am." 

We immediately agreed to join company, and see what 
we could do together. My companion (none of whose 
features I could in the least see) told me that for nearly 
twenty years he had been in the habit of crossing the Park 
from the Railway Station to his house on Maire Hill, and 
that to him the idea of losing his way was too ridiculous to 
be annoying. So we wandered on together, and after 
tumbling over and upon each other several times, at last 
reached some by-path. 

Well this was hopeful anyhow. It required very little 
logical acumen to conclude, that, being evidently a path, it 
must certainly lead somewhere ; so we diligently prosecuted 
it, and finally emerged into one or other of the main avenues. 
Hereupon rose the question as to where the town lay, where 
the Heath. We stood a few minutes debating the point, 
when slowly and distinctly Greenwich parish church struck 
seven. With what delight we heard the sound ! Face 
about ; march. Straight a-head we went, and five minutes 
walking brought us to the Park wall. Then along the 
wall ; and finally we passed out through the gate by the 
Naval school. Shortly afterwards my companion and myself 
parted. The fog was still too thick for us to have a look at 
each other ; so we shook hands and separated. I kept close 
to the Park wall as long as my route lay that way, and then 
by dint of most careful navigation, gained the main road, 
and then got along without difficulty. 

Such has been my worst experience of a London fog. 
It is not one of a very harrowing description ; but still, 
When I reflect upon it, I invariably feel sorry that Fenimore 
Cooper never had the acuteness to place a. Mohican or 
Delaware in a kindred position, for then I should consider 
myself as having, in at least this one microscopic particular, 
passed through a phase of the life heroic. 

}..aj3vptv8€£ot; Ttt;. 



THE CLOUD. 

BATHED in the glory of the west 
One cloud o'erhangs the couch of day,
Clinging, all wrinkled, grim and grey 

Upon the sunset's golden vest. 

Ghost-like it hangs. Methinks it grieves 
Deserted of day's dying king ; 
Sad, as the song the breezes sing 

To whirling dance of autumn leaves. 

Pale spectre of a pleasure gone, 
Pale emblem of our mortal state 
Thou showest the sorrows that await 

Man's age. To wander grey and lone 

Through darkening halls, that once were rife 
With clear-toned laugh and lofty song 
And Heaven's bright chariot rolled along 

From phase to phase of glowing life. 

To tremble in a doubtful light 
'Twixt day and darkness, on the brink, 
To mark the last long beam, and sink 

Into the bosom of the night. 

�, 
aQQo.Q 
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M. B. 

OUR CHRONICLE. 

THE object of the Chronicle of The Eagle is to record as 
simply and briefly as possible any information on past 

cvcnts which is likely to possess peculiar interest for the 
members of our College. Without any apology therefore for 
the disjointed character of his narrative, or for a brevity 
which places side by side class-lists and boat-club officers, 
church preferments and rifle-corps promotions, and in a word 
combines in these pages at once arms the toga and the oar, 
the Chronicler, imitating the style of the ancient annals, will 
simply put down fact after fact, in the hope that out of so 
many facts and all so different, some one at least may strike 
each reader's fancy. 

To begin then by enumerating the successes attained by 
past or present J ohnians ; we h!1ve to congratulate Exeter 
for its gain, and to condole with Cambridge for its loss. 
The particulars of the appointment of the late Hulsean Pro
fessor to the Deanery of Exeter, and the high compliment 
with which it was accompanied, are two well known to 
require repetition here. Mr. Ellicott is succeeded in the 
Professorship by the Rev. J. B. Lightfoot, Fellow and 
Tutor of Trinity College. 

Dr. Atlay, Vicar of Leeds, late Fellow and Tutor of this 
C�llege, has been appointed to a Residentiary Canonry at 
RIpon. 

The Rev. John Rigg, B.D., has been appointed to the 
Second Mastership of Shl'ewsbUJ'Y School, and the Rev. H. 
G. Day to the Head-Mastership of Sedbergh. The late Head 
Master, the Rev. J. H. Evans, late Fellow of this College, 
retires through ill health from the post which he has ably 
occupied for twenty-three years. 

The present vacancies of the Registrary and the Pro
fessorship of Chemistry can scarcely be said to come under 
the head of J ohnian intelligence, but as our College is not 
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The Officers of the Lady Margaret Boat Club are :-
1st Captain, T. E. Ash. Secretary, J. R. W. Bros. 
2nd Captain, C. C. Scholefield. Treasurer, D. S. Ingram. 
3rd Captain, J. H. Branson. 
4th Captain, F. W. J. Rees. 

Those of the Lady Somerset Boat Club are :-
1st Captain, Mr. A. T. R. D. Kennedy. 
2nd Captain, Mr. J. F. Rounthwaite. 
3rd Captain, Mr. W. P. Meres. Secretary, Mr. C. J. E.Smith. 

An account of this term's boat races will be fO,und 
the cover of this number. 

An antiquarian may take pleasure in remembering 
from a time as far back as seven years ago the Lady 
has invariably rowed in the time-race of the four-oars. 

A spirited race was rowed on the thirtieth of N ovemb 
last between two University Trial Boats. Messrs. Gorst 
Alderson of the L.M.B.C., and Messrs. La Mothe 
Stephenson of the L.S.B.C. were in the winning bo&,t 
Mr. Branson of the L.M'.B.C. was in the losing boat. 

On the second of November last, the new rifle-butts 
the University Corps were opened, and a rifle 
cup, presented by the honorary Colonel of the Corps, 
Prince of ,Vales. We regret to say that hitherto the 
number of recruits among the freshmen of this College has 
been but barely sufficient to maintain the credit of 
J ohnian Company, or requite the zeal and energy of its 
captain and officers. 

The Rifle-Corps and the College alike, have to regret the 
absence of Sergeant Potts, who has been succeeded by 
Corporal Liveing. 

The Prince of Wales' Challenge-Cup was shot for on the 
second of this month, and was gained by Private Ross of the 
Sixth Company. The competition was confined to 
members of the Corps selected at a trial match; amongst 
number were Corporal Marsden and Private Guiness, 
of the Second (St. John's) Company. • 

Another fifth of November is past and gone, and has 
left behind it no details worthy the pen of the historian
even the historian of St. John's College. A few good blows 
were given and taken, a few gowns torn and caps lost, a 
few opportunities afforded for proctorial fortitude, a few 
butchers achieved a transitory but brilliant triumph-beyond 
this there took place nothing worthy of record. May the 
recorder's labour be as light next year. 

NOTES, BRIEF, BUT MUL1'IFARIOUS, OF A WINTER IN 

MADEIRA. 

" WINTER in Madeira! all about diseased lungs, cod-liver-
oil, respirators and 'hremoptysis, I suppose: probably 

the writer, with but one lung and a bit, will take a miserably 
low and depraved view of all enjoyments, and give us a 
discourse on the ultimate advantage of early temperance 
and regularity. Who is to read such a melancholy article? 
But possibly it may be about wine, and if so, I withdraw 
my disparaging remarks, and will read it. In either case, 
it smacks strongly of consumption." 

Entirely wrong, my dear reader, you jump to conclusions 
in a manner, unbecoming a 'practical' Cantab, and even 
unpardonable in a member of St. John's, the most attentive 
and successful worshipper at the shrine of the exact Sciences. 
Did you never hear of what you 'might call, if you was 
anyways inclined,' a tutor? and might not one, sound in 
lungs, reasonably spend some months in the balmy South 
in such a capacity? Might not the prospect of a warmer 
climate, and affection for that 

, Delightful task ! to rear the tender thought, 
To teach the young idea how to shoot, 
To pour the fresh instruction o'er the mind, 
To breathe the enlivening spirit, and to fix 
The generous purpose in the glowing breast,' 

not to mention a more substantial inducement, naturally 
combine to cause a B.A. to flit swallow-like and enjoy per
petual summer ?-Then as to the wine, in 1 852 a disease 
appeared which has almost entirely destroyed the cultivation 
of the grape, so that where formerly the yearly produce 
reached 25,000 pipes, now not a single pipe of Madeira, 
Malmsey, Btal, Sercial or 'l'inta, is made fit for drinking. 

But we must be off without further preliminaries, or 
"'e shall never traverse 0\11' 1300 miles of ocean. My 
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pupil (W), his mother, her maid, and my dog Joe Ca neat 
sprinkling of possessive pronouns) were my voyage-com� 
panions ; W also took a dog with him, a very old spaniel, 
but I omit him as he was not a favourite, and, de mortuis nil 
nisi bonum, (if he is not dead it is quite time he was). I was in 
fear and trembling as to the effect of the warm climate on J oe, 
and was strongly recommended to leave him at home ; b 
the event proved the groundlessness of my anxiety, as he 
flonrished amazingly: this I mention for the benefit of others 
in a similar position regarding pets. I hope I shall be 
forgiven for alluding to my dog, my p.xcuse being, that he 
is almost a Johnian, having often taken tea in various rooms 
in the New Court, without ever meeting with the cries that 
always greeted Crab of ' whip him out,' ' out with the dog,' 
, whose cur is that?' or feeling the effects of a porter's wrath. 

On Monday, October 8th, 186 0, at 12 o'clock, we em
barked on board the Sultan for Madeira, via Lisbon. 

On first embarking, my nervous temperament received 
a severe shock, from which it took long to recover. A voice 
of authority was heard to call loudly, ' Give that dog to 
the butcher.' One look round was sufficient to prove the 
correctness of the agonizing thought that it was my dog who 
was to be treated in that barbarous manner. What cruelty ! 
and what swindling ! they had only just made me pay 1 58 
for his passage and now were going to convert him into 
fresh provisions for the voyage. Imagine, if possible, my 
horror ; there was no escape ; the butcher persisted in 
having him, and all I could do was mentally to determine 
not to touch any meat pies till after we reached Lisbon. 
Fortunately however before my senses deserted me, I found 
that it was part of the butcher's duty to take charge of all 
live stock on board, and that I had no just cause for ap
prehension that J oe was about to meet with an untimely 
death. To Lisbon we had a very fast and prosperous voyage 
of three days twenty-one hours ; the weather was fine, though 
rough in the Bay, and the ' Sultan,' a paddle wheel converted 
into a screw, famed for her rolling propensities, fully main
tained her character. On Thursday morning we awoke in 
the lovely Bay of Vigo! havin� steamed in during the night 
for the purpose of landmg malls ; we took the opportunity 
of going on shore for an hour or so, and now talk of the time 
when we were in Spain. The same afternoon we touched at 
Oporto, and on Friday morning steamed up the Tagus. 
Here we paid our parting adieux to the ' Sultan,' and were 
introduced to a Portuguese Custom-House, badly managed 
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and extremely tiresome. On emerging from this place of 
torment, we were instantly surrounded by beggars, clamouring 
for al�s, and in�isting on calling �s . by �he honorable title of 
Capitaos (Captams.) Our commlSSIOnall'e settled these for 
us and guided us to an hotel, and during our stay proved 
1J1�st useful. Lisbon did not impress us favourably, it was 
intensely hot, dirty, and crammed with beggars ; so we 
were glad to escape. I should recommend all visitors to 
folloW our example: visit S . Roque Church and that at 
]3elem, Don Pedro and the Black Horse Squares, the Aque
duct and a few other celebrities, stroll up and down Gold 
and Silver streets, and then away to Cintra .. It is a most dusty 
disagreeable drive of fourteen miles, but the reward is well 
worth the trouble. At Cintra is the summer residence of 
the king, and thither the nobility be take themselves when 
the warm weather sets in ; the scenery is charming ; a short 
range of rocky hills springs suddenly up from the plain 
without any apparent reasou, the highest point being 
crowned with the Perla Convent. The climate is very 
different to that of Lisbon, and the relief of escaping from 
the baking streets to the cool luxuriant country is immense. 
Here we had an amusing excursion up the hills on donkeys, 
to see the Peua and Moorish Convents ; we also visited the 
Palace, where the great joke is to induce visitors to enter 
a particular room, and then water them by touching a secret 
spring: ' at the magic touch of the guide,' small jets of 
water spurt out from numberless holes in the walls, and 
sprinkle the unwary to his intense astonishment. There is 
a capital hotel at Cintra, kept by a Mrs. Lawrence, who 
formerly was washerwoman to the English fleet at Lisbon ; 
she chatters wonderfully, and will spin yarns for hours about 
any naval officer who was ever on the station. Our stay at 
Cintra lasted only from Monday to Wednesday: we had 
spent Sunday at Lisbon on account of the English Service ; 
th? Church is chiefly remarkable for its pretty cemetery 
�hlCkly planted with cypresses, and for the dizzy height of 
Its pUlpit. 

On Thursday, the 18th, we embarked on board the 
Portuguese sailing brig ' Galgo,' (Greyhound) of 248 tons. 
Our orders were to be ready for starting at 1 1 o'clock, A.M., 
and naturally we were not much behind time ; but there was 
not . a breath of wind, and we soon experienced the incon
\'�lllence of a sailing vessel: our only hope was to float down 
WIth the tide j this turned at 6, but as no ship is allowed 
to pass the bar at the mouth of the Tagus after sunset, it ,'Vas 

G2 
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no use leaving our anchorage in the evening, and we were e'en 
obliged to wait until 6 o'clock the next morning for the 
second tide. The Custom-House officials having once seen 
us safely on board would not for a moment entertain 
idea of letting us go on shore again, so we had the pleasure 
passing eighteen hours in the little brig before we s . 

EYen when we reached the open sea, matters did not 
improve ; we had nothing worthy of the name of breeze 
we were very nearly at Madeira : at times we crept along 
four or five knots, at other times we were quite still. Yet 
the weather being most delightful, we spent a very enjoyable 
time ; and the sea being very smooth, we were not much 
troubled with sickness. The idiotic gambols of shoals 
porpoises enlivened us, and the company of pretty little 
Mother Carey's chickens. We used to watch with 
anxiety the catspaws coming across the sea, and hope 
were the forerunners of the breeze, but were 
disappointed. However everything comes to an end, and so 
did our voyage ; on the morning of Friday, the 26th, we 
sailed quietly into the Bay of Funchal ; the weather was 
perfect, and our first view of our winter's home was charm
ing ; the lovely blue of the water, the light green of the 
young sugar-canes, the brilliant white of the houses, and the 
dark and lofty hills combined to produce a most favourable 
impression upon our minds, which a more familiar acquaint
ance did not destroy. We were soon on shore, and located 
at Miles' Boarding-house until we could meet with a private 
residence that would suit us ; this we effected in a few days 
and then settled down comfortably for the winter. 

Having now safely completed our voyage, and found 
ourselves once more on land, let us turn our thoughts to the 
position, history, &c., of our new home. 

Madeira is situated between 30°. 37' and 32°. 47' North 
Latitude, and 1 6°. 39' and 1 7°. 1 6' West Longitude. It is 
about forty miles long, and thirteen broad, i.e., about 
one-third larger than the Isle of Wig ht, and one-sixth 
less tha� the Isle of Man, but . more thickly populateft 
(populatIOn about 1 00,000) than mther. The longer axis of 
the isla?d li�s. almost due East an� West, ll:nd is .a ridge of 
mountams l'lsmg to 6062  feet, the hIghest pomt, PICO Ruivo, 
being nearly in the centre of the island ; up to this central 
chain numerous deep ravines penetrate from both the North 
and South coasts. Funchal, the chief town, where all the 
English reside during the winter, faces the South ; it 
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tains about 30,000 people of whom 600 ,  equally divided 
between visitors and residents, are English. 

For ordinary purposes, this account of the geography of 
Madeira will be sufficient ; the ethnology will give us even 
less trouble. When it was first discovered by Zargo in 14 19, 
the island was uninhabited, and we are thus saved the 
arduouS inquiry as to the ancestral stock of the aborigines, 
whether their descent was from Hottentots, Patagonians, or 
pelasgi (1 place them alphabetically, not wishing to display 
any invidious partiality). There is a trad,ition which at first 
siO'ht seems to contravene this fact of the island being un
inhabited. Robert Machim and Anna d' Arfet eloped in 
1346, preferring to meet the storms of the ocean rather than 
the lady's irate parent ; in attempting to cross from Bristol to 
France they were driven by a violent storm which eventually 
landed them in Madeira, and when Zargo ani ved at Machico 
(called after Machim) 

Beneath four clustering orange-trees, A stone's throw from the surf, 
There rose a Cross of cedar-wood, 

And two fair graves of turf. 
The question naturally arises 'who was the Sexton l' and 

we are inclined rashly to conclude that the island could not 
have been without inhabitants. However it is now generally 
believed that in some way unknown to the present race of 
man, they contrived to give each other decent burial. After drifting 1300 miles in an open boat, probably with a very 
scanty stock of provisions, nothing which they did need 
slll'prise us : possibly too, they came originally from Kil
kenny. 

I shall pass over the geology, natural history, and botany 
of Madeira ; not from want of materials ; for although I am 
not intimately acquainted with old Red Sandstone, the 
Miocene tertiary epoch, or even trap (except as it is con
nected with horses, rats, portmanteaus, and bat and ball,) 
nor do I know any more lengthy names for daddylonglegs or 
daffydowndilly, yet have I not a Hand-book to Madeira, 
wh�ch gives every particular of this and every other kind, 
�vhlCh tells me that there are forty-one species of ferns in the �land, thirty breeding birds, and sixty-eight stragglers, &c., 

c.? But I dread the wrath of the other contributors to, 
and all the readers of the King of Birds, if I do not hasten 
onwards, and so hurry on at once to our employments. 

And now a difficulty meets me ; if I omit all mention of 
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work, some frequenter of the Senior Wranglers' 
or the Trumpington and Grantchester grind, will 
t a lively tutor this, of whose employments work did 
form a part.' Consequently, I mention it sufficiently to 
that such inquirers must imagine the work; the secrets 
the shop will not be disclosed; no one will be adm' 
behind the counter. I shall not say whether we made up 
doses of Euclid and Algebra, or whether we ventured on the 
stronger narcotics of Differential and Integral, or 
whether I instructed my apprentice in the properties 
Osculating Plane, which seem to have taken so strong a 
upon the vivid, not to say voluptuous, imagination of a 
tributor to a late number of Tl/.e Eagle. Our work whic 
was a reality, must now exist only in imagination. 

t Os Cavallos est�o promptos, Senhori.' 'The horses 
ready; come then, let's be off, and exhibit ourselves on 
New Road.' This may perhaps require some slight 
planation: saddle-horses are in great request in Madeira, 
riding is the principal amusement of the Visitors, and 
New Road is the only part of the island where a comfortable 
canter can be obtained. All the other roads are paved with 
cobbles, and most of them are very steep, whereas the 
Caminho Novo, or New Road, has been lately made for 
express purpose of affording a good place for horse exercise 
it is very like an ordinary English Road, only more d 
and is two miles and a-half long; in the afternoons it 
very lively, for it is the Rotten Row of Funchal, and 
foul' to six the fashion takes its airing. Horses are hired 
the month for thirty dollars (about six guineas); this incluu""i 
keep and an especial attendant to each horse: these 
ants are known by the name of burriqueiros (lit: 
drivers): they are a fine, active and clean race, who 
smatter English to a certain extent: they are always 
attendance on their horses, accompanying them w 
they may be taken; they keep up wonderfully, and' 
up-hill hold on by the horses' tails. It is very 
they are left behind, except by 1'liddies, whose first 
ment on reaching land is to get a horse and galop off to 
Curral; the burrique�r�s are then. at times ob�iged to give 
but no one to whom It IS of any Importance In what kind 
condition his horse is on the following day, will ever find 
burriqueiro fa� �way. They a.re most �seful for holding 
horses, for gUIdmg strangers m excurSIOns, and more 
cially for shoeing the horses or . putting in fresh nails, 
requisite; they always carry wIth them up the hills a 
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horse-shoe, some nails, and other necessary implements. There 
are not many four-wheel carriages in Madeira, owing to the 
steepness of the roads; but besides riding, the other means 
of conveyance are bullock-cars, palanquins, and hammocks. 

Almost our daily employment was riding on the New 
Road; this was varied by occasional excursions to Camacha. 
Cama de Lobos, Campanaria, or the CUITal; by three cricket
n1atches, a boat-race, and other amusements, of some of 
which I will give a short account presently. A military band 
used to play once a week in the Pra�a, the public walks in 
the centre of the town, and a subscription was raised for the 
purpose of inducing it to perform on Tuesdays at the be
ginning of the New Road; this proved a great attraction, 
for numbers of people used to collect to heal' the hand, and 
take canters between the tunes. 

Memories of the past crowd so thickly upon me, that I 
hardly know which is to have the precedence: suppose we 
give the signal for the boats. The origin of our boat-race 
was this: the residents challenged the visitors to row a four
oared race on the day of the Regatta; the course to be from 
the landing-stage round the buoy and back. We naturally 
accepted the challenge, though, owing to the fact that the 
majority of the visitors were at Madeira for the benefit 
of their health, and couIa not venture to row a race beneath 
a broiling sun, the difficulty of getting a crew together was 
almost insurmountable; we had numerous changes, from 
laziness, illness, &c., and even when I went down to row in 
the race, I actually did not know who was going to take the 
bow-oar. However the race did come off, and moreover, 
under the eyes of the whole eWe of Funchal; the natural 
result was, that the boat in which I was rowing stroke was 
not triumphant. Our opponents were accustomed to row in 
the sea, and together; we were accustomed to neither; our 
boat was what the Captain of the Lady Margaret would very 
possibly call an Ark, and the oars • . . .  ; then what is a man 
to do, when during the race he puts on a spirt, and No. 3 
requests him not to row so fast, as he can't keep it up? 
N ever mind, at my time of life one has long since got used 
to being beaten; besides, we had the fun of it, and the 
exercise of rowing over the course every morning for a 
fortnight at 7 o'clock, was something most charming. But the 
grand consolation was the way in which we took the change 
Out of the residents at Cricket; here I for one, felt more at 
�orne, and as it was not so great an exertion, it was easier to 
lnduce men to take part in a cricket-match than in a boat-
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race; the result was, visitors one hundred and twenty-two, 
residents, fifty-two and twenty-eight; and the revenge was 
sweet, the only drawback being, that the cricket-match did 
not take place under the eyes of the fair beauties of Madeira. 
Our other matches were (1) against the crews of the' Gorgon 
and Firebrand,' which had lately steamed into the bay; and 
(2) against the crews of the ( Victoria and Albert,' and 
' Osborne,' when they came to escort the Empress of Austria 
to Trieste; we were victors in both, as we expected, and as 
is usually the case where the enemy wear blue-jackets. The 
ground is good for the part of the world, and beautifully 
situated, about eight miles from Funchal, and three thousand 
feet above the sea; it is at Camacha where the English 
residents spend their summer, and although so far away, we 
used to get a fair sprinkling of spectators, the rides there and 
back being very attractive and amusing. 

The second highest accessible peak in Madeira is Pico 
Ariero; I chose a fine day and ascended it without a guide, 
my only companions being J oe and W's dog; it is generally 
thought impossible to take long walks in the island, owing 
to the peculiar climate, and for my rashness I earned the 
reputation of being a lunatic; luckily I have no fortune, or 
this might be made a strong case before Mr. Commissioner 
Wan·en. I was well repaid for my trouble, and succeeded 
to the astonishment of all in reaching the right peak. I was 
closely cross-questioned on my descent as to the peculiar 
features of the mountain and the general style of the scenery, 
and convinceu the most unbelieving that I had really accom
plished the ascent. 

Another variety in the monotony of our life, was a picnic 
to the Achada at Campanaria; all went on horseback, with 
the exception of two less youthful ladies who preferred 
hammocks. The ride occupied about four hours, as we made 
a slight detour to visit Cabo Girao, a cliff of nineteen hundred 
feet rising perpendicularly from the sea. We were saved 
the usual trouble of picnics, that of providing the refresh
ments and necessary etceteras; Mr. Payne, the factotum of 
the English, provision-dealer and everything-seller, took all 
this responsibility, and when we reached the Achada, we 
found that every requisite had been brought up on mules. 
I have not space to give any description of our ride through 
the chesnut woods, but possibly you may find something to 
suit in G. P. R. J ames, about prancing steeds, young cava
liers, and gaily-habited ladies. Omitting this and other parti
culars of our picnic, I must hasten on to give but a rapid 
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outline of two trips I made to the north of the island, each 
lasting three days; of the numbers of English who spend 
the winter in Madeira, few ever visit the north; it is too 
cold for invalids, the weather is too variable and the journey 
too fatiguing, so that not more than three or four parties are 
generally made up each season; my first trip was made with 
one lady and foul' gentlemen, and the weather was perfect; 
in the second I had only one companion. and we got twice 
wet through in three days. I shall do little more than just 
mention the names of the places we visited, for the benefit 
of those who have already been to Madeira, and those who 
intcnd to visit it. First day,-to Mount Church, the Poizo, 
Pico di Suma, Lamo�eiros, and Porta di Cruz; the view 
of the Penha d' Aguia as we descended the Lamo�eiros is 
never to be forgotten; this immense rock, called the Eagle's 
vYing, rises perpendicularly from the sea to a height of 
nearly two thousand feet, and extending inland for about a 
quarter of a mile, with its outline nearly horizontal, suddenly 
drops again almost as perpendicularly as it rose out of the 
sea. The effect of this huge wall facing you as you descend 
to Porta di Cruz is most grand and unique. Second uay,-. 
to Fayal, the Cortade, and St. Anna; as soon as wc had 
passed the Cortade, we struck inland and walked into the 
very centre of the island, our object being to visit the entire 
length of the Fayal Levada. The Levadas are water-courses 
which bring supplies of water from the very heart of the 
mountains, and by them the whole system of irrigation is 
managed; water is very valuable, and each owner of land 
has his particular days or portions of days in the year, during 
which the Levada is turned 011 to his property, while it is 
stopped back from that of others. The right to a supply of 
water is strictly looked after, and each Levada is under the 
�anagement of a committee; the Fayal Levada is the largest 
lD the island, it commences under Pi co Ruivo (the highest 
�ountain), and is built along the face of the cliff for a 
dIstance of two or three miles, where it reaches the open 
country. The walk along it is magnificent, through the 
finest scenery of the island; the only footpath is the outer 
�edge of the Levada, sixteen inches wide, and at times there 
IS a sheer precipice beneath of four hundred or five hundred �e�t; this is rather alarming at first, but the top of the wall 

elllg very smooth and level, the walking is easy, and one Soon gets accustomed to the position. We slept at St. Anna, 
a,nd here in the Visitors' Book we found these lines, with the SIgnature of an eminent scholar: 
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Venimus hue, vernos cum spil'ans blanda per agros 
Panderet aura tuas, Insula dives, opes : 

Venimus, et seopulos requievimus inter et umbras, 
Egimus et lretos non sine sole dies. o fortuuatos, queis SOl'S Lie degere vitam, 
Inque tuo, felix terra, jaeere sinu ! 

, Hie prresens Deus est' loquitur Natura: jugorum 
Culmina respondent, 'Hie manifest us adest: 

A few pages farther on, in the same book, there w�re some 
lines in answer by a late Fellow and Tutor of St. John's, but 
they were much longer, and I was too tired to take the 
trouble to copy or even translate them. I say the trouble, 
not from any disparagement to the learned languages, but 
simply on account of my own ignorance. I never took 
kindly to foreign tongues, and I don't remember ever bein 
an ancient Roman ; probably Sir Cresar would know, and 
I should happen to meet him, I would make the inquiry ; 
unfortunately, however, it may be difficult to discover him, 
for he may be anybody now ; perhaps he may inhab.it the 
frail humanity of the Prime Minister of Honolulu. Instead 
of reading Latin, we settled down to a sleepy game of Whist, 
in which we were joined by our host Accaioli, a very plea
sant and lively little man, who chattered French most glibly, 
which was more than some, at least one, of our party did. 
Third day ,-we started at 5 o'clock for the summit of the island, 
Pico Ruivo, where we left a bottle (having indulged in 
Bass), with the names of the pedestrians, including J oe, 
secreted in a cavity, (1 ought to have mentioned that the 
lady and one of the gentlemen would not venture upon this 
long day's work, and went home in hammocks by the direct 
road) ; then on by a desperate path, which is impassable for 
horses 01' hammocks, and very seldom traversed by English, 
to the Torrinhas, then down into the Cunal and so to Fun
chal, this took us fourteen hours. The Cunal, which is one 
of the principal lions of Madeira, is a narrow valley inclosed 
by walls of nearly two thousand feet, situated in the centre 
of the island. From the summit of Pico Ruivo we 
discern the sea the whole way round, with the exception 
two very small parts where the Tones and Pi co Ariero 
hid it. 

Our second trip was by boat to Calheta ; second day to 
the falls of Raba<;al, over the desolate Paul da Serra, to St. 
Vicente ; third day along the north coast to Ponta Delgada, 
then inland over the pass of Boa Ventura, generally considered 
the grandest in the island, into the Curral, and so home. 
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I have long exceeded the space which I at first allotteu 
n1yself, and must therefore leave out all mention of Ribeiro 
Frio, the Metade Valley, and other celebrities. I must 
omit to describe the manufactures of the island, such as inlaid 
wood, baskets and needlework ; 1 must forbear to do more 
than hint at the extraordinary head-dress of the natives, like 
an inverted wine-strainer with a very long tube, which will 
never remain on an Englishman's head, and is probably only 
kept in its place by capillary attraction ; 1 must leave to 
your imagination our very pleasant voyage home in the 
'Derwent,' from the 1 6th to the 25 th of May ; our games at 
whist, chess, draughts, &c. ; the jokes that were made, the 
riddles that were asked, and the happy good temper that 
seems to cling to everything and everybody connected with 
the sea ; but yet before my dog and I bow our adieux, 1 
must not omit strongly to advise any one in want of a plea
sant tour to go to Madeira. 1 imagine you to be an incept
ing B. A., with enough spare cash for a six weeks' trip, and a 
need of some refreshing voyage after the Great Go ; the 
mountains of Switzerland, the Fiords of Norway are closed 
to you by the time of year ; then go to Madeira, take the 
packet of the 24th from Liverpool, this will reach the island 
by the 1 st ; a whole month will be well spent in seeing all 
that is to be seen, and the return packet from Africa will 
touch to take you home about the 1 st or 2nd of the following 
month, landing you safely in England about six weeks after 
your departure. Perhaps you dread the sea-voyage, you 
would 'sicken o'er the heaving wave ;' nothing more proba
ble, although 1 don't mean in the least to imply that you are 
a 'luxurious slave ;' but don't be alarmed, you will soon get 
over that, and then really enjoy the sea ; a sound and healthy 
sleep, a fierce appetite will testify to the good the voyage is 
doing you after the trials of a hard Examination. 

To those who have waded through these notes, 1 return 
my thanks for their patience, and hope they are not much 
fatigued ; and feelingly drink to 'absent friends and 1 wish 
they were nearer,' the oft repeated but most hearty toast of 

THE VERY OLD MAN OF MADEIRA. 



OUR OOLLEGE FRIENDS. 

(Second Group.) 

" -- But you have climbed the mountain's top, there sit 
On the calm flourishing head of it; 
And whilst, with wearied steps, we upward go, 
See us and clouds below."-(Cowley). 

I. CHAUCER. 
QUIET in watch when all the board's astir 

With song and jest, when the wine freely flits 
From hand to hand, as combating in wits 

Each boon confrere unveils his character; 
Cheered by bright eyes that still demurely spur 

The flagging gallantries; he, as befits 
Some youthful vestal, there serenely sits, 

A guileless-hearted, silent listener : 
And, as the Pilgrimage of life wends on, 

Nor fails to read the soul, and prize the flower, 
Nor truckles to the proud, nor tramples down 

The bruised reed; but aye in court or bowel', 
In field, or student's cell, or crowded town, 

Is unperturbed and true,-equal to every hour. 

Il. SPENSER. 
What on thy vision breaks, as thou dost peer 

Through the dark forest, where the gnarled trees 
Are intertwined with changeful phantasies, 

And sun-glints deck the turf and tangled brere? 
The saintly Una with her lion near 

Seest thou, 0 SPENSER I-with heart ill at ease, 
And golden tresses waving in the breeze, 

She moves, yet lingers-the lost voice to hear? 
There knightly forms crusading against wrong, 

And wanton fauns and donjon-walls arise, 
And dames of peerless charms thy visions throng; 

Dread spells of magic, bowers of Paradise, 
From faet·y realms the gorgeous masque prolong: 

Nor scorns Religion's self to don the sweet disguise. 

Our College Friends. 

Ill. SHAKSPERE. 
Early I saw thee,-in my boyish dream,

Circled with friends, king of that glorious throng, 
Sportive with laughter, crowned by jest and song 

In Mermaid Tavern; saw thee 'neath the gleam 
Of moonlight, seeking Avon's hallowed stream, 

Where fairies dance and revelry prolong :-
Again, in riper age, I view thee; strong 

And calm in wisdom thou dost ever seem; 
With thoughts that pierce the heavens, with deathless love 

And sympathy for all ; the mild sad gaze 
That would with mercy even vice reprove; 
Prizing all threads of good with life en wove : 

Serene, unhurt by plaudits 01' dispraise, 
With healing touch the world's heart thou dost move. 

IV. MILTON. 
A lonely student, rapt in antique dreams 

Of, heathen sages, loving cloistered aisles, 
O'er-lacing thickets, ivy-mantled piles 

And mystic haunts of fays by woodland streams; 
Pensive, pure-hearted, lovely, ere the schemes 

Of a harsh world banished his youthful smiles, 
Such MILTON was,-ere from unseen Greek isles 

And Poets' bliss recalled by Faction's screams. 
Yet lonelier, still unstained, when years of toil 

Have quenched those eyes; else neither adverse time 
NO!, household grief could 'bate the midnight oil: 

The Patriot yields, but to a heavenly clime 
The Poet soars, viewing God's angels foil 

Satanic hosts-and Paradise becomes hi� theme sublime. 

V. BURNS. 
True manhood speaking in that fearless eye

That foot pressed on his native sod, whose flower 
His verse embalms, with gentleness and power, 

He stood before us in his majesty, 
Simple and brave and loving; the free sky 

Of Scotland smiling through the summer shower 
Had sprinkled sun-lit tears on Doon-side bower, 

And wakened on his lip fresh melody. 
Nature's pure joys, that haunt the fields and hills 

Where lowly men have laboured, 'void of blame, 
He sang-and blithely, as a wild bird trills: 

While servill;) Greed, Hypocrisy, and Shame, 
Shrank from his scorn, and yet his voice instils 

Affection and Content, wherever rings his name. 
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VI. BYRON. 
Than few less noble, and than few less proud, 

A sad, lone spirit on the shores of Time. 
Gazing with dauntless eye on themes sublime, 

Yet quailing at the murmurs of a orowd ; 
Gifted with all to mortal race allowed, 

Yet dragged to earth, fitter to soar than climb,-
To dwell with gods, than act the praise-bought mime, 

Loathing the self-wrought chain 'neath which he bowed : 
On the sea-sh<;>re he stands, the winds' caress 

Lifting the curls from oft' his brow, the foam 
Kissing his feet as the waves onward press ; 

But far across the blue Greek isles doth roam 
That wistful gaze of deep unhappiness : 

One who had life-long sought, but ne'er had found, a Home. 

VII. SHELLEY. 
With dreams and whispering of oracles, 

Faces reflected round thine own within 
The glassing lake. the Muses sought to win 

Thy heart, 0 star-eyed SHELLEY, in their spells : 
Like Hylas to the rivel'-nymphs, up-wells 

Thy loye to ministrants so fair, no sin 
Suspected in the beauties that begin 

To lure thee from where manly duty dwells. 
Yet, soon the wild-wood echoes cease to hymn 

Contentment to thy soul, and though ye cling 
To Virtue, grief and wrong thy visions dim ; 

Nature is mute when thou wouldst worship bring, 
Mistaking her for God : while Seraphim 

And saints would train thy voice HIS praise to sing. 

VIII. WALTER SCOTT. 
Haunting the mouldering towers of feudal time, 

Tracing their records, long obscured or lost ; 
Decyphering quaintest legends, gravestones mossed 

In lonely glen, old ballads where the rhyme 
Of wandering minstrel told of love and crime, 

Sere parchments that revealed how at the cost 
Of peace and honour, by mischances crossed, 

Ambitious men to power had dared to climb: 
We see him I-mirth and shrewdness in his eye, 

Warm human love and fellowship with all, 
From courtliest knight to lowliest peasantry : 

One whom misfortune's shoc1<s could not appal, 
Though they might shatter,-who in honesty 

Toiled onward, brave and honoured in his fall. 
"J. W. E." 

HOW TO DEAL WITH THE BUCOLTO MIND. 

No. n. Village Clubs. 

IN my last paper I spoke of Village Schools as the first 
means of influencing and improving the Bucolic Mind. 

Village Clubs of many different kinds, will, if judiciously 
managed, prove most useful agencies in following up that 
improvement, and I shall in the course of this paper mention 
one or two clubs that may attract those younger members 
of a country Parish, who have only just become too old to be 
under the humanizing influence of the National School. 
I of course allude to lads between the ages of thirteen and 
twenty. 

The word " Club," to begin in the approved style with 
an attempt at definition, has a different meaning in almost 
every class of English Society. The " man about town" 
talks of " his Club" meaning thereby " the United Service," 
the "Carlton," or the " Oxford and Cambridge."-The 
country clergyman talks of his Clerical Society and Book 
Club.-The St. John's man prides himself on belonging to 
the Lady Mal'garet Boat Club, and if he meets a fellow
undergraduate in the country, enquires if he is " in the Club." 'rhe village labourer speaks of being " on his Club" when 
he is ill, and " off his Club" when restored to health. In fact there is something in the very idea of a Club that suits 
the English mind, and harmonizes with its notions. There is something very attractive to our countrymen in that uniting 
�ogether for a common cause, that combination of free and Ind:pendent persons to promote their own profit or pleasure, wh1ch makes sturdy plain-spoken merry England a country of clubs. Whether it be for pleasure, or profit,-and of co,urse it will be " profit" in its best sense that this paper w1ll chiefly deal with,-I think that the country clergyman c\ squire will do well to promote the formation of Village ubs. And I think it will be universally admitted that if 
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any society of persons constantly remember the 
of life , and the changeableness of men's 
dispositions, common sense will suggest habits of 
Common sense will teach the inhabitants of an 
village that they ought not to habituate themselves 
upon anyone person, whether it be the Squire or the 
but that they ought to encourage that feeling which 
men, after asking God's blessing on their own individ 
exertions, to strengthen their position still further, not 
seeking the protection of any one person, but by com 
wit.h those of their own rank, for mutual assistance 
support. In entering into such combinations there is 
sacrifice of independence. There is indeed an app 
sacrifice of freedom of action, for of course so long as a m 
is a member of a club he must obey its laws, but then 
must be remembered that he has a voice in framing those 
and moreover he can free himself at any time by leaving 
society. 

The first kind of club on which I will remark shall be 
Benefit Club, the village society for mutual assistance: 
clubs have many fantastic names, but whether they be " 
Fellows ;" H Ancient Druids ;" " Foresters ;" " Rechabi 
" Crimson Oaks," 01' the like, their professed object is, 
relief of members or their relatives in times of sickness 
old age, the payment of funeral expences for a member 
his wife, the assistance of members when travelling in 
of work, and various similar objects. . 

The " Manchester Unity of Odd Fellows" is the 
extensive Friendly Society in the world, and I think 
Clubs or Lodges connected with it, are the most sound 
solvent of any Village Benefit Clubs, though there is 
reason why other clubs should not be equally secure if 
are properly enrolled and certified. These two terms " 
and " certified" are often supposed to be identical, but 
is an important difference between them. An enrolled 
certified society is one registered so as to be under 
protection of the law, and governed by rules which 
Actuary has declared to be sound, i.e. that the payments . 

the club bear a proper proportion to the probable 
out. 

A Society " enrolled" but not " certified" is under 
protection of t.he law, but its rules may be so faulty 
ensure a certain break-up before long. A Society nE 
enrolled nor certified, places its funds at the mercy of 
designing knave who may have the key of the strong box, 
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'ftheir funds are in the hands of any honest though unfortunate �lan who becomes bankrupt, they can only clai.m a share of 
his estate with the other creditors, instead of being entitled 
to have the whole of their money returned first. Mr. 
IIardwicke in his valuable work on Friendly Societies gives 
the five following conditions of security, which he considers 
to be essential: 

1. The rates of contribution for the assurance of any 
specified benefit must be determined from a knowledge of 
average liability, and not by benevolent impulse, or capricious 
and fortuitous legislation. 

!e. If these institutions are to be founded upon equitable 
as well as upon secure principles, the rates of monthly or 
other payment for each benefit promised must be graduated 
in accordance with the ages of members at the time of 
entrance, or an equivalent initiation fee must be paid to 
compensate for equality of periodical contribution. 

S. The number of members over which the joint liability 
extends must, not in name only, but de facto, be sufficiently 
large to ensure a reasonable approximation to a working 
average of liability. 

4. Legislative protection to the funds, and their regular 
and judicious investment. 

5. A quinquennial or other periodical revision or in
vestigation: of the state of the assets and liabilities, with a 
view to the adjustment of any irregularity which the pre
ceding conditions may have failed to provide for. 

Of course it is impossible within my present limits to 
prove by actual argument the necessity of these five points. 
I simply give my authority for them, and [ hope this paper 
may have the practical effect of inducing those among my 
readers, who have the means and opportunity, to do what they 
can to support any well-ordered benefit-club not only with 
their money but with their advice. 

One great evil to be spoken against is the prevalent habit of 
!lleeting every month at the public-house, especially where, 
lnstead of renting a room, the club pay the landlord by con
Suming a fixed amount of beer. For instance, in a village 
I am well acquainted with, it is the custom of an " Odd 
Women's" club to have a certain quantity of beer up every kOdge-night: those present to divide it among themselves. 

OIDe of them indeed take jugs, and carry home their share 
to their husbands, but I am told that many, who have no 
hUSbands, drink it all themselves, and in consequence behave 
Very oddly, to say the least of it. I think there is no doubt 
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that though the village publican may very properly' 
employed to provide the dinner at the Anniversary, 
monthly meetings for payments, &c., ought to be 
either in the school-room or in some public room 
building. I should like to see in all large villages 
small towns a neat "Odd Fellows' Hall" for this 
and it might be most useful for many other purposes, e. 
a reading-room, adult school, or mechanics' institute. 
room of this sort would be very useful for a club, 
as we established last year in my late Parish, and 
for want of a better name, we called a " Young 
Evening Club." Its object was, to provide " three evemnO'Il 
a-week the use of a well-warmed and well-lighted ro 
newspapers and periodicals of various kinds ; 
games of skill, such as chess, draughts, &c., together 
improvement in general knowledge, by means of classes 
occasional Lectures." Chess soon took a decided lead am 
the games, and I think our three boards were always in 
We concluded our season early in March, with a sale amOll�"U! 
the members of the periodicals that had accumulated; and 
other fragile property of the club. The competition was 
spirited and amusing ; and one of the chess-boards sold 
a penny more than it cost when new. The proceeds of 
sale, and some donations from honorary members, amoun 
to about two pounds, enablJd us to wind up in a sol' 
state, though our ordinary members had only paid sixpence 
entrance and one penny a-week. 

In the summer-time most of our members joined 
village Cricket Club. This is an institution which 
clergyman of a country parish may support, I am 
with great advantage, and he may do much good by join. 
ing in the game and in a friendly match with a nei . . . 
village, provided he can play sufficiently well to 
a fool of himself. Take the hint, my undergraduate 
and make good use of the advantages offered you by 
St. John's Cricket Club ! 

The principles on which we managed the . cricket 
were the same that we observed in keeping up our 
H village clubs." We required a small subscription from 
each member ; a Committee of management was elected 
annually ; and no respectable person was excluded on 
sectarian grounds. Our motto was " self-support, 
management, and freedom from party." On these 
ciples we kept up our " Rural Libra?'y." A Committee� 
of management-amongst whom were small farmers, shop-
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keepers, and lab�uring men-were chosen annually at the 
.A.nniversarr FestIval ; and th� new bo?ks were from time 
to time declded on, at a commIttee meetmg, out of a quan
tity obtained on approval by the Secretary. Our aim was 
to introduce standard works of every variety, religious and 
secular, avoiding only books of religious controversy, and 
any whose price exceeded five or six shillings. As a sample 
of our books, I may mention " Blunt's Reformation," 
" English Hearts and Hands," "Settlers in Canada," 
" The Power of Prayer," "Historical Sketches," "Pick
wick Papers," and " Ten Thousand a Year." 

At our Anniversary meeting in January, after the in
dispensable " Public Tea" (tickets 7 d. each), we had a 
musical performance, vocal and instrumental, by village 
amateurs, and various addresses from friends of the in
stitution. 

The last kind of club I will mention is the village 
" Clothing Club," the object of which is to collect a small 
weekly payment from each member, and at the end of the 
year to provide clothing according to the amount received. 
The treasurer will, of course, add a small bonus to each 
deposit, if he is able, either from his own purse or by the 
assistance of charitable parishioners. 

o 
'00. 0 

o eO. 00 o rlJo "'0° 

"J. F. B." 
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A FEW WORDS ABOUT SOME OF THE EARLIEST 

INHABITANTS OF EUROPE. 

THERE appeal' to be four stages through which a nation 
would naturally pass, in its progress from a state 

barbarism to one of civilization. In the first, its 
tools and weapons would be formed from the stones 
about, without the aid of any metal. In the next, 
metal would be used, probably copper, which occurs n 
rarely in its native state and the ores of which a�e 
spicuous and readily smelted. After this the copper 
be hardened by some amalgam, such as tin, and then bronze
would come into general use ; and finally the dull, un
promising ores of iron would be made to yield up their 
treasures, and supplant all the other materials. Through such 
a progression most of the European nations have 
In many parts of Europe relics of two of the first three ages 
are abundant, and tell us somewhat of those ages of stonet 
and bronze on which history is silent. My object in the 
following paper is to give a brief account of the chief 
that have up to this time been discovered about these periods. 
I make, of conrse, no claim to originality ; I have but 
together the facts which have been collected by other,,-\ 
still I trust that the reader may feel some interest in 
story of an age, unknown to history, and not be sorry 
gratify it without the trouble of hunting through 
volumes of Transactions of various Societies from 
my information is mainly derived. 

• In the bronze found in Europe there are generally about 
parts of copper to one of tin. There is, however, 
variation in the proportions of the metals. 

t No distinct trace of an age of copper is found in Europe 
the race that brought the bronze appear to have discovered it 
their emigration (probably fl'om the east). Instruments of 
have been found in Hindustan. 
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Three districts in Europe have especially supplied us 

with information upon the stone age-the north-west of 
France, Denmark, and Switzerland. I shall consider them 
separately, because there does not appear to have been 
any immediate connexion between the inhabitants of these 
�hree localities. 

The history of the discovery of what are probably the 
earliest relics of man in Europe, affords a useful lesson to 
enquirers. From time to time, during the last twenty 
years, rude stone instruments have been found in caverns 
and other places, associated with the bones of animals, 
supposed to have become extinct long before the appearance 
of the human race. For some time these facts were very 
generally neglected or scouted, as being so little in ac
cOl'dance with the theories commonly received. At last, 
however, Mons. Boucher de Perthes announced that he 
had discovered instruments, wrought from flints, lying in 
strata apparently undisturbed, and associated with the bones 
of extinct animals. The most searching examination, con
ducted by the most competent persons, has fully confirmed 
the accuracy of his statement, and the following are some 
of the results that have been arrived at. The wrought 
flints have been discovered in several places along the 
valley of the Somme, in some cases twenty feet , below the 
present surface of the ground, and covered by two distinct 
deposits.· There is not the slightest evidence that the 
surrounding earth has been in any way disturbed since 
they were buried ; the localities are in some cases ninety 
feet above the Somme, and one hundred and sixty feet 
above the sea ; with the instruments are found the bones 
of Elephas 'primigenius, Rhinocerus tichorhinus, Bos primi
genius and other extinct mammals. Several species of 
fresh-water shells are also found and a few marine. The in-

Averag. tllickne8l. 
* Section (1) Brown brick. earth (many 

.
old tO�bs } 10 to I Mt. and some COlDS) no orgamc remalllS 

(2) Marl and sand with land and fresh- � 
water shells, mammal bones and 2 to 8 ft. 
teeth occasionally 

(3) Coarse subangular flint gravel, re- ] 
mains of shells as above. Teeth 6 t 12 ft and bon�s of elephants, &c. Flint 0 • 

instruments ' 
(4) Uneven surface of chalk strata.. 
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struments* vary considerably in size, perhaps the \;UllUllUueRr.· 
are about three or foul' inches long, two wide, 
thick ;-there appears to be about three distinct 
They are very rudely fashioned, but in some cases 
siderable pains have been taken in their manufacture. 
surface is left chipped and rough, without any attempt 
producing a level edge or surface, but even to do 
has been done must have been no easy task when 
were unknown. There cannot be the slightest doubt 
they are the work of man. 

Besides the above named place they have also 
found in various spots in the vallies of the Seine and 
France, however, is not the only country where they ha 
occurred ; they were discovered at Hoxne, in Suffolk, 
long ago as ] 797, associated with large bones (probably 
E. primigenius), but the discovery did not meet with 
general attention it deserved. The place, however, has b 
l"ecently visited and some more have been obtained 
Specimens were also found in ] 858  in a cave at Bri:8 
Devonshire, mingled with the bones of extinct animals. 
France also a human jaw and a separate tooth were met 
in a similar position in a cave at Arcy ;+ and in a ca 
at Massah,[ [ three feet below the surface, on which lay 
bed of cinders containing fragments of pottery, an . 

dagger, and two Roman coins, was another bed of cinders 
charcoal containing an arrowhead of bone and two 
teeth, together with bones of the Tiger or Lion, 
(H. spelrea), Bear (Ursus spelreus), &c. Marks 
noticed in bones of extinct animals collected in 
parts of France, which appear to have been made 
sawing them with a sharp stone.§ 

* There are now a good number of specimens in 
Three (presented by the late Professor Henslow) in the possession 
of the Cambridge Antiquarian Society. Some very fine specimens, 
are in Jermyn Street Museum, London ; and there was a magnifi-; 
cent series exhibited at the Crystal Palace last summer. 

t Since the above was written I have read an account of 
discovery of some of these flint weapons in BeUfordshire, and 
one found near Bm'well in Cambridgeshire. 

t Between Chalons-sur-Maine and Troyes, Department 
I'Aube. 

11 In the department of Adege, Pyrenees. 
§ Since writing the above my attention has been called to 

paper in the Natu1'al Histm'Y Review, No. V., giving an account of 
cave at Aurignac, Haute Garonne, in which human skeletons 
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These are the principal facts at present known about 

this early race of men. We have not as yet sufficient data 
to enable us to speculate on their history and antiquity. 
For the present we must be content to wait till more facts 
are accumulated. We are, however, I think justified in 
asserting that, either changes, far greater than have hitherto 
been imagined, have taken place in the configuration and 
fauna of Europe during the last six thousand years ; or that 
the period during which man is popularly believed to have 
existed on the globe is much too short. 

The race which I take next in order seems, so far as 
we can judge from its remains, to occupy an intermediate 
position in civilization (and possibly in antiquity) between 
the one I have just described and that which I shall mention 
last. Its chief haunt, so far as we at present know, was 
the coasts of Denmark ; and our two great sources of in
formation are the tumuli and kjokkenmoddinger. Their 
skeletons lie buried beneath the former in chambers formed 
of huge slabs. They are in a sitting posture with their 
hands crossed on their breasts ; buried with them are found 
axes and other weapons of stone, but no trace of bronze 
or iron. The kjokkenmoddinger (anglice, kitchen middens) 
are heaps of shells, the refuse cast out from their huts, 
mixed with bones of fish, birds, and quadrupeds, among 
which are found stone axes and other weapons. There ' 
is some difference between the weapons that have as yet 
been found in these heaps and those from the tumuli. 
The former are rude and unpolished, the latter have been 
carefully finished off by polishing them on a whetstone. 
This difference, though remarkable, is susceptible of ex
planation, and indeed future exploration may shew that 
the law does not hold universally. 

The Savants, who have examined these relics of a bye
gone age, have come to the conclusion that there once 
dwelt on the shores of the Danish Archipelago a race of 
lllen of short stature, round heads, and overhanging brows, 
resembling in appearance the Laps of the present day ; that 
they lived on shell-fish, fish and such birds and quadrupeds 
as they could obtain by hunting ; that they did not possess 
any of the metals, were ignorant of the cultivation of 
cereals, and had no domes, tic animal except the dog. Two 

found with the bones of Ursus spelreus, Felis speIrea Hyrena spelrea, 
Elephas pl'imigenius Rhinocerus tichorinus, Megaccros hibcrnicus, 
and other animals no longer existing in Eurtpe. 
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of the birds whose bones have been found are 
special notice ; one is the great Auk (alca impennis) 
is now extinct in Denmark, and so nearly so in the 
that a specimen commands a very lal'ge price.'*' The 
is the capercailzie (Tetrao urogallus) still common in N 
The occurrence of this bird is very interesting because 
gives some slight clue to the antiquity of the remains ; 
feeds on the buds of the pine, consequently, during 
stone age, Denmark must have been covered with 
forests. Now in the peat bogs are found hollows 
have been filled up by the trunks of trees which 
grew round them, and when dead fell into them. 
trunks belong to three kinds of trees ; the lowest 
pines of great size, and tall in proportion to their 
shewing that the country was den sly covered by 
above them lie oaks ; and above them are beeches 
flourish in Denmark in the present day. Stone 
are found among the pines, bronze among the oaks, 
iron among the beeches. Since the stone age the 
have been replaced by oaks and these again by l:i 
which last were flourishing there at least eighteen 
years ago ; we, therefore, may fairly suppose that 
age cannot have concluded much less than three 
years ago, and possibly belongs to a still 
period. 

Lastly, we come to the stone age of Switzerland. 
I consider last in order, not so much because I think 
of necessity more modern than that last named, but 
cause the links uniting it to the histori.c period are 
broken here than elsewhere. The relics found in the 
lakes tell us of three distinct periods during which ston 
bronze, and iron were respectively used by the 
of the country. Before examining into the 
these remains I will briefly describe the manner of 
discovery. In the winter of 1 853-4 the waters of the 
of Zurich were much below their ordinary level ; a num 
of black waterworn stumps were observed projecting 
of the mud thus left exposed, among which lay 
calcined by fires long ago extinguished, 
charcoal, broken bones, weapons and other 

w< The last specimens were killed at Eldey, a small 
near the S.W. corner of Iceland, in 1844. Since then 
has not been any well authenticated instance of its OC1f!l1rrp.nos. 
See an interesting paper in the Ibis, Vol. m., p. 374. 
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The hint thus given Was not neglected ;  search was made 
in other places ; similar discoveries were made in the lakes 
of N eufchatel, Bienne, Geneva, and Constance ; and a vast 
number of objects were amassed by dint of careful search, 
aided by the dredge. It was evident that the first in
.habitants of the country had not occupied houses upon the 
shore, but had constructed their villages on piles driven 
into the mud, grouping them together on esplanades, and 
linking them to one another and to the land by light bridges, 
which in many cases, no doubt, were so constructed as to 
be easily removed.'" In this manner some of the tribes in 
Papua and New Guinea still pass their lives, and so in old 
times did some of the nations in Mexico and the Preonianst on 
Lake Prasias. These villages were constructed in the follow
ing way : at some distance from the land, the exact distance 
depending on the average depth of the water and the nature 
of the bottom, strong piles were driven into the soft mud ; on 
these an esplanade was formed of transverse beams fastened 
to the piles and to each other with withes, pegs, and inter
lacing boughs, constructed, of course, so as to be always 
about the level of the water. In some' cases it consisted 
of two or three floors of wood separated by layers of clay, 
so as to be of considerable strength and thickness ;  on it 
were placed the cabins built of poles, interlaced with small 
branches, and plastered internally with clay ; these were 
probably circular in form, since several masses of their inner 
coating have been found, hardened by the fire that destroyed 
the houses, which are arcs of circles from ten to fifteen 
feet in diameter'. These villages must often have been of 
considerable size : their inhabitants supporting themselves by 
hunting, fishing, and agriculture. To procure wood or 
food, or as weapons of offence or defence, they had smooth 
wedge-shaped axes fixed in handles of stagshorn or wood, 
chisels, arrowheads, and knives of flint, and saws formed 
by teeth of flint fixed in a handle of bone. They sewed 
their garments, made of a rude tissue 'woven from some 

'11< These ' lake houses are not confined to Switzerland, though 
at present most that have been discovered are there. He
cently similar remains have been found in Italy on the Lago 
Maggiore and in other places. Remains of piles have been found also in Holland, Denmark, and England. In Ireland the 
lake house seems to have been represented by the " orannoge," or small fort, built with timber and stones upon an islet or shoal. 

t Herodotus, v. 16. 
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vegetable fibre, with needles of stags-horn, some of 
closely resemble our packing needles ; they 
a coarse kind of pottery, and wove osier baskets. 
and barley were their grain ; apples, pears, cherries, 
(perhaps only the wild varieties) their fruits, besides 
the beech, the blackberry, and others, which grow in 
woods. A long list of animals, wild and domesticated, 
been made out from the remains discovered. Space 
not allow me to transcribe this catalogue, but we learn 
it that the natives had domesticated the dog, the horse, 
ox, the pig, the sheep, and the goat. In their age too 
urus was not, as now, extinct ; the bison not confined 
the forests of Lithuania, nor the bouquetin to the 
fastnesses of the Graian Alps. 

From the occurrence of amber among the remains 
may perhaps infer some kind of intercourse with 
on the shores of the Baltic, from that of coral, with 
Mediterranean, from that of nephrite with the East, from 
that of flint with France. 

Nothing certain can be ascertained about their religious 
belief. Like the inhabitants of Denmark they buried, their 
dead in a sitting posture, the knees bent up to the chin 
and the arms crossed on the breast, in tombs about three feet 
long, and rather less in breadth and height, built of rude 
slabs. 

From what has been said it will be evident that the 
civilization of the race inhabiting Switzerland was of 
much higher order than that of the old inhabitants 
Denmark. The identity in their mode of burying the dead 
certainly points to a common origin, in all probability in 
the East, possibly from the great Phrygian family, of which 
the Preonians are considered a branch.� In that case the 
northern family may, as did the Celts afterwards, ha 
travelled in a nOl:th-west direction till they reached the 
shores of the North Sea, and there, meeting with a cold 
inhospitable climate, have degenerated and lost the arts 
of agriculture, which they had once practised, while 
southern family, going westward and settling down on 
sunny shores of the Swiss and Italian lakes, retained 
perhaps pushed to a higher degree the arts of pastoral 
and agricultural life ; or, which is perhaps more probabl 
the northern family migrated from the east at an earlier 

* Tombs llave been discovered under the most ancient buildings 
of Babylon, in which the corpses are buried in the same position. 
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period than the southern, when civilization was less fully 
deveJoped.� 

It remains only to say a few words on the probable 
antiquity of the remains of the lake-people. Although of 
�oL1rse we can do little more than conjecture, yet we have 
a few data to guide us. For instance, the neighbourhood 
of Yverdun, on the lake of N eufchatel, supplies us with 
some useful facts. About two thousand five hundred feet 
from the present margin of the lake, on a little ridge of 
raised ground stand some Roman remains. Between this 
ridO'e and the shore is a tract of ground evidently deposited 
by °the waters of the lake, and in this no Roman remains 
have been found. It has, therefore, in all probability, been 
formed since the commencement of the Christian era. Now, 
if the waters washed the foot of the ridge above mentioned 
ill the fourth century, it has taken about one thousand five 
hundred years to form this tract, two thousand five hundred 
feet across ; but beyond the ridge is another tract of flat 
alluvial land, and in this, some three thousand feet beyond 
the ridge, are piles and other remairis of the stone period. 
If then we suppose, as we should naturally do, the rate 
of increase of the ground to be approximately uniform ; 
we cannot refer these remains to a date later than 1 500 H.C., 
and they may of course belong to a much earlier period 
than this. 

Towards the conclusion of the stone age another race 
begin to make their appearance, bringing with them a new 
metal. In the later habitations of the stone age a few bronze 
weapons are found. which must have been brought in by 
another nation, for, had the art been home-born, the use 
of copper would have preceded bronze. The invaders, 
commonly called Celts, appear to have come from the east, 
and to have divided into two streams, one pressing towards 
the northern sea, the other passing by the Black and 
Mediterranean Seas, to the countries of central Europe. 
These races burned the bodies of their dead, and inurning 
the remains, buried them beneath a tumulus ; they were 
armed with weapons of bronze, and the remains we find 
denote a state of civilization far above that of the old in
habitants, who were conquered by them, and their lake 

* A tribe when migrating would naturally go back in civilization. Tlll�S the art of working in metals might be lost, if the tribe rested 
dunng two or three generations in a country in which the necessary 
ores were not to be found. 
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villages stormed and burnt. The invaders, howeyer, 
not appear to have retained possession of the whole 
Switzerland, for, while on the shores of the eastern 
the ruined towns were never restored, but were 
the slow destructive action of the winds and waters, 
on the western lakes were again rebuilt, but at a 
distance from the land than before, as though 
had taught the builders the need of greater 
guard against the more formidable weapons 
race. 

Among the remains in these towns we find 
weapons and ornaments mixed in large quantities 
of stone, she wing that the conquered race, 
some degree of the civilization of their conquerors. 
another age, that of iron, succeeded, and a new 
and a new metal came in together, the towns that 
were again destroyed to be no more rebuilt, and 
stone weapons of the first inhabitants and the 
arms of the Celts were equally powerless against the 
swords of the Helvetii. With the invasion of thi's 
the construction of lake dwellings entirely ceases, and 
approach the period of written hist<>ry. 

Note. My principal authorities in compiling the above paper 
been, for the first part, a paper by Mr. Prestwich, in the 
of the Royal Society, Vol. 150, Pt. 2 ;  several papers 
in the Journal of the Geological Society, and the 
for the second, a paper by Mr. Lubbock, in the Natural 
Review, No. 4 :  for the third, Mons. Troyon's admirable 
interesting work, Habitations Lacustres des temps Anciens 
Modernes. I should also state that the last part of my 
was written before I saw the article on the same subject in 
Saturday Review of March 1st. The author of that paper 
obtained all his information from the same source as my 
but has unfortunately forgotten to acknowledge the obligations 
is under to Mons. Troyon. 

� 
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ROM E IN 1862.  

RO)IB, January 28th, 1862. 
DEAR MR. EDITOR, 

It has been hinted to me that a letter from 
Rome would be of some interest to your readers ; that the 
Johnian Eagle would rejoice to hear how fares the ancient 
bird out here. 

In writing from a place like Rome, with such a crowd 
of interesting subjects around one, it is difficult to know 
what to select particularly, as a six weeks' residence can 
give but scanty information on any one. I shall not go 
into questions of art or archreology, as it might be but a • 
poor repetition of Smith or Murray, or some other such 
book, which is to be seen in the hands of every excited 
, Inglese ' rushing madly about the ruins of this Eternal 
City, and their contents are I dare say well known to most 
of your readers. 

There has been so much of interest written on the 
existing ruins of Rome, and their history through different 
ages so well traced and so well connected, that it would be 
presumptuous on my part to attempt, in so short a space, what 
has taken others much careful study to make at all explicit. 
In the course of a few months there will be a real fresh 
�u�ject for all who delight in antiquities, but at present 
It IS useless to say anything about it, as the work has as 
yet made so little progress. I allude to the excavations of the Palatine, which were commenced about six weeks 
ago under the directions of the French Emperor-the whole 
undertaking is put in the hands of St. Rosa, who has 
already distinguished himself by several interesting disloveries. I have visited the works with him by special eaVe (for the public are strictly prohibited from entering) ; 
What little they have found promises well, for instance, a road leading from the Arch of Titus to the summit of 
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the Palatine, a large hall belonging to some Baths, &c. 
If the Emperor only carries out what his great name�i:lK1 
contemplated, he will lodge no little claim agail 
of our sightseeing fellow-countrymen. Since the 
always was, from the earliest days of Rome, adorned 
the finest buildings, and art and money were exp 

- there in the most unheard of and lavish manner, the 
pectations of an excavator you can imagine are 
great, and I have no doubt they will be well 
Interesting as this work is, it is too much 
speculation to say any thing decided 
and the purport of my letter will be more to 
you with any little particulars going on at Rome. 
cussion about any debated ruin, or an attempt at 
any of the trite and hackneyed difficulties, would, on 
part, be impertinent. I shall not attempt anything 
the sort. 

As far as political news is concerned it is no easy 
to get at the real truth ; however, from conversation 
the people here, and resident English, one can get a 
idea, certainly more to be depended on than the ever 
rumours of the papers. 

There is, undoubtedly, much that pleasingly 
one here, and many who have not visited the place 
I fancy false ideas as to the general management and 
order of Rome. The streets of a night instead of 
the rendezvous of assassins and cut-throats, as one 
heard, are far quieter than those of moderate sized 
in England, the cafes all close at a very early hour, 
the standard of order and morality is certainly high. 
an outward observer Rome presents the most 
appearance possible, and what contributes still more to 
is the general backwardness of the people to speak on 
subject of politics ; unless you draw them out, they 
volunteer their opinions. There always was, and ever 
be, a great love of the " dolce far niente " which forms 
main ingredient in the essential character of an Italian 
and it is this, coupled with the fear which an absol 
government enforces, that makes them so silent even in 
critical moment like the present. The battle really . 

on in their mind is between freedom with its req 
costs, and an ease undisturbed save by the fretting 
strictions that m�t attend upon an absolute 
and these are no paltry ones. Of these two 
powers, there is no doubt which would get the mastery 
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moment of excitement, 0 1'  some unusual cnSlS ; and they �ould then hail a free government and Rome as their 
Capital with great glee-but there is a fear that this might 
be only the working of a sudden impulse. In the excite
ment of the moment and in the heat of revolution no one 
would fight with more spirit and patriotism than an Italian
but has this patriotism got any last in it ? When the storm 
is over and the passion lulled, and a ministry settling upon 
a sober form of government, then there is a fear that the 
old feelings of Rienzi's time might spring up again to light, 
and they would shrug their shoulders with meaning dis
approbation when asked to support with their money what 
they had but lately clamoured for so eagerly. Taxes are 
mysteries to an Italian ; so short-sighted are they that unless 
they can see an immediate result, they will not open their 
purse in a hurry ; let them have their quiet enjoyment, their 
hands in their pockets and cigar in theil' mouth, their 
Lung ' Arno or Corso to stroll along in the afternoon, their 
opera and theatre in the evening, and it makes little odds 
to a great many whether ' Papa ' is at the Vatican 01' Victor 
Emmanuel in the Capitol. 

There is no doubt that in the last two years a very 
great advance has been made : the representatives of the 
Neapolitan states show up with far better grace in their 
Parliament, 01' rather, I would say, are not the disgrace 
to it that they were-but still, improved as they may be, 
has the time for their entire freedom yet arrived ? The 
' pro's ' and ' con's ' are very evenly balanced, even supposing 
the change of government could be upheld. Rome would 
bp-come a finer, cleaner, and more open city, and we should 
not twist our ankles on such miserable pavement and through 
such wretched streets as we do now ; we should not be 
le�t to the mercy of ' vetturini ' and other like impostors 
WIthout any tariff or possibility of redress, and that most 
ancient evil and nuisance, the beggars, who infest the streets 
and even the churches, might in some measure be done 
aw.ay with : but there would creep in other :glUltitudinous 
e
,Vlls, to counterbalance these improvements. And if the bme is not come for Rome to be the Capitol, no more is the time come for Italy to be united-for Rome must be 

the Capitol, Turin is not central enough and Naples out of the question-it can be nowhere else than at Rome, and 
When the time comes here it will be. 

Beneath the quiet surface there is a strong undercurrent, and this in time will make its way in spite of all obstacles, 
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but at present it flows too deep to carry the floating 
quickly with it. The secrecy and dissimulation of the p 
in some instances are very amusing-you go into 
shop, and after a while they stealthily pull out of 
drawer behind the counter a splendid . mosaic 
Garibaldi, or a fine cameo of ' 11 n08tro Re.' The 
drives by, and in the same breath they give him a 
and tell you how they long to see the others fill the 
of his Holiness. However they are rarely as open as 
there are too many spies at work to allow their confiU1UJ 
to you their real sentiments. This is the sort of spirit 
works unseen, particularly among all who are engaged 
trade, as they know well the benefits that would accrue 
them, if the change were effected, for commerce now 
perfectly at a stand still ; however, there is no head of 
importance to guide or concentrate this opposing po 
there exists ' a  committee,' but all is kept so quiet 
I fear it is but of little infiuence. The change is 
but a very gradual one, and, working in such an 
manner it will take a long time before it has any 
effect. 

Whatever the French Emperor's motives may be 
keeping his troops here, there is no doubt that the 
is of essential service to Italy, if ever it is to be 
provided that delay is not extended too far ; had 
fallen to Victor Emmanuel when Naples did, and a 
kingdom been attempted then, a disastrous failure 
have accrued ; from trying a free government in other ci 
they have learnt the disposition of the people they h 
to deal with, the troubles, as well as the advantages-tll1 
experience has been of the utmost service. Thus 
hitherto, instead of being an obstacle, has in reality 
the cause of making the work more perfect, and has 
people into the secret that there is a mighty difference 
tween the patriotism of an Italian in the heat of revol 
and that of one sobered down under a steady government. 

Their patience now has been sorely tried, and I 
for a positive fact, that the chief families in Rome 
existing state of things most keenly ; some young 
are even leaving Rome at the expense of banishment ; 
will there not be good arise out of this, provided it is 
prolonged too far-what they will earn by suffering 
will appreciate tl)e . more, and when they ltave earned 
they will be more cl1'cumspect than they would have 
had their wishes been gratified all in a moment. Again, 
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f the more infiuential and educated have been drawn over f. m this delay to see the necessity of a change, and their l �i<Yht thrown into the scale will be sure to give matters a ;etter face. There are but two or three of the great Roman 

f milies who support the temporal power, such as the Borghese, Doria, and Colonna ; and these chiefly from 
thc reason that they have relations in close connexion with the pope. 

Arrain, if Rome is to be the centre of government, there 
is an�ther enemy that she has to c'ontend with, most unseen, 
and most mysterious-the malaria, no ideal or imaginary 
�vil : but is this to baffie all human skill and energy ? Surely the great remedies remain yet to be tried-if better 
inhabited and better cultivated, there might be a great 
difference. The population certainly is on the increase, 
bnt it is a very gradual increase. Rome in its original 
grandeur extended really from the Capitol to Ostia, but 
where are the millions to come from that peopled it then ? 

The rail way is now open to the Neapolitan frontier, and will soon be complete to Naples ; this is a great epoch in the 
history of modern Rome ; but they are painfully and miserably slow about it ; the Pope is to open it, but then if he is 
to turn out for such a job, we must wait until the warm, spring 
weather comes, and when the warm weather comes we must 
wait for a particularly fine day, and when that very fine day arrives there will probably be some particular mass which 
will detain him ; so whichever side we look to, the advance
ment in either direction is slow ; the one is contributing 
however imperceptibly to the furtherance of the other, and the fear and caution of the one act as a corrective to any 
premature attempts on the part of the other. 

Our fellow countrymen abound here-in fact where uo they not ? Go where you will, the hotels and lodgings 
a�e always full of English-mammas with families of all 
dImensions, delicate daughters and desperate daughters and 
daughters of every degree, strong minded maiden ladies, elderly batchelors, worn out officers, etc . . .  The majority of �hese people, especially the feminine portion, seem to come 

ere for the t season,' and the real interests of Rome take 
?ut a subordinate place in their minds-the showy ceremonies In St. Peter's and other churches have far greater charms, and they rush to them with frantic excitement, sit there for tio or three hours before the time so as to secure a good � ace, and then when the Misses Smith go to the Misses ones's ' at home' in the evening, these ceremonies afford 

VOT,. Ill.  I 
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topics for delightful conversation. These ' at homes' 
the chief society in Rome, and the only way that the E 
meet together ; about half-past eight of an evening 
select thirty or forty blunder up a Roman lodging 
to a ' terzo piano'-tea, coffee, and small talk fo 
amusement-dancing in most houses being strictly prohl 
for being built so shockingly bad, there is reasonable 
that the vibration of some :fifteen couple in motion 
cause the ' terzo' to subside into the ' secondo piano' 
so on. I know a lady who attempted it, but a 
gensdarmes appeared in the room after a very short 
with drawn swords-accordingly we have recourse to 
talk which is of a decidedly trifling 
patronising mamma or simpering girl with an aim at a 
cal air will ask some vague question about Phocas or 
as they remember the ' prave Courier' having pointed 
:fine Column erected to the one and an Arch to the 
as they were driving along in their carriage : and as 
all that is known of these men is that cc they were 
for their profligacy, and debauchery, and their vices 
no bounds," it requires a stretch of the imagination to 
them in glowing colours-and so with a sonnet and then 
ice, an ice and then a sonnet beautifully intermingled, 
small talk goes on with redoubled vigour, a spell comes 
our dear wanderers, Rome and its ruins fade away, and 
really feel themselves once more, to their delight or--:sm 
I say it-to their shame, transported to their own long 
gretted metropolis. Such then is the diversion for 
evening, and for the day, something perhaps not so 
dissimilar, and so they manage to eke out a couple of m 
the Carnival always affording a bright prospect in the disL"""! 
when this is over, they hail the return of Lent 
glee, because they then retire to Naples, and spend 
of penitence in seclusion ! returning to Rome for the 
festivities. 

However, to those who have any appreciation for 
interests, however long their stay may be, time never 
heavy ; after making an acquaintance with all that is 
the important ruins, there remains the still more in 
work of :finding out something fresh, or at all events of 
the imagination the bene:fit of a good free range, and 
quite lawful where so much is veiled in uncertainty 
doubtfulness. Those who take less delight in ruin h 
plenty of amusement in riding-the Campagna is a 
place for such recreation-the gates are invariably 
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but the fences are easy. The fashion is to ride out in parties, 
olUe twelve or :fifteen together. These parties form the 
�emnant of the old hunt which was kept up in great force 
here, until two years ago two ' faithful children' of the Pope 
l11et with accidents from their shamefully bad riding, and an 
order was issued by his Holiness forbidding this innocent 
amusement ; the meets were very numerously attended, and 
hundreds of carriages belonging to the Roman aristocracy 
joined and formed a most interesting scene. Foxes abound 
round the city, and in the neighbouring woods the ' Laurens 
apeI" must be as common as ever it was, for we get well 
supplied with it at table. Game generally is tolerably 
abundant ; and the game market presents the most peculiar 
appearance ; if any ornithologist wishes to increase his 
collection, I should recommend him to pay it a visit. Every 
miserable little bird of every description is caught and set 
out for sale, even robins tied up in bunches, plucked and 
ready for the spit ; down by the sea coast snipe and wood
cock shooting must be good, judging by the prices here, 
woodcocks being only l Od. a couple. There is considerable 
difficulty I believe attending shooting, a decent gun and a 
licence being no easy matters to obtain. I cannot speak from 
experience ; my stay here is limited, and there is so much 
of interest within the walls and the immediate environs 
that at present I have not found time for anything else. 

This letter will I fear be of but little interest. Naples and 
its neighbourhood may suggest something more manageable. 
Suffice it to add that the Old Bird is flapping his wings again 
and has good hopes for the future. 

1 2  



STURBRIDGE FAIR. 

" Expositas late Cami prope flumina merees, 
Divitiasque loci, vicosque, hOmlnumque labores, 
Sparsaque per virides passim magalia campos 
Atlantis dic magne nepos."-NlIlIdill{IJ 6"tIlt'bt'igienscs. 

EVERY one who has taken the trouble to wade 
Barnwell, must have noticed, on crossing the 

bridge, an old building on his left, which, at some 
or other, has evidently been used for religious purp 
It is a good specimen of Anglo-N orman architecture, 
deserves, even from the most incurious, something 
than a mere passing glance ; and I have no doubt it 
receive more notice, were it not for the innumerable 
of every description of stone, slate, rubble, brick and 
which adorn its roof and walls, and give it a decided srn 
of the adjoining village. It is long since the building h 
been used for other than the most secular objects, but 
once was the chapel of a hospital of lepers, and was dedicate< 
to St. Mary Magdalene. It is not known when the 
was founded, but as the chapel I believe belongs to 
period of Henry 1., we must at least date it back to 
beginning of the twelfth century. The first mention I 
find of the hospital is in the year 1 1 99 A.D.· Shortly 
this, about the year 1 2 1 1  A.D., king John granted to 
lepers a fair in the close of the hospital, on the vigil 
feast of the Holy Crosst (September 1 4th). This is 
doubtedly the origin of Sturbridge Fair, of which I 
in this article, to give a short history and des 

Sturbridge, or Steresbrigg, which has also been corrup 

lit Palgrave. Vide Cooper's Annals of Cambridge, Vol. I. I am indebted to Mr. Cooper for most of my references, 
sometimes, as in this case, where I have been unable to 
the reference, I have quoted directly from the Annals. 

t Cooper's Annals, I. 34 ; Rot. Hun., n. 360. 
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'nto Sturhitch, takes its name from the brook, which crosses 
�he road near the chapel, and flows into the Cam near 
the railway-bridge. Blomefield, however, in his Collectanea 

Cantabrigiensia, says, that " Sturbrige Fair takes its name 
from the toll or custO!ll that was paid at it for all steres 
and young cattle that passed here." Fuller gives the follow
ing legend as to the origin of the fair : " A  clothier of 
I{endal casually wetting his cloth in that water in his passage 
to London, exposed it there to sale, on cheap terms, as 
the worse for wetting ; and yet, it seems, saved by the 
bargain. Next year he returned again, with some other 
of his townsmen, proffering drier and dearer cloth to be sold ; 
so that within few years hither came a confluence of buyers, 
sellers, and lookers-on, which are the three principles of 
a fair."· He adds that Kendal-men, in memorial whereof, 
challenge some privilege in the fail'. 

As the hospital was at the disposal of the burgesses of 
Cambridge till about 1 245, when the Bishop of Ely unjustly 
obtained the patronage, we may fairly assume that the fair 
from the very first was to a great extent in the hands of 
the Corporation. The ·University, however, about the reign 
of Richard n. was entrusted with the management of the 
weights and measures used in Steresbrigge Fair, a right 
that has been exercised from that time down to the present 
century.t 

The earliest records of the fair have reference principally 
to dishonesties practised in it, and to disputes concerning 
the occupation and transfer of booths. We may, however, 
find proofs of the rising importance of this fair during 
the fourteenth century. For instance, in 1 376, " The Bishop 
of Ely granted licence to the vicar and parishioners of 
the parish of the Holy Trinity to change the feast of the 
dedication of the Church to the 9th of October, on the 
g)'�und that the then feast fell in the time of Sterbrige 
Fal

�, when the parishioners were much occupied with the 
�Uslness thereby occasioned."::: Again a petition presented 1n the Parliament of Henry Vr., 1 423, stating that " diverse 
Wel'kes of brauderie of insuffisaunt stuff, and undewly 

-----------------------------------------------------------------

"" History of Cambridge University. 
t Dyer Priv. Univ. Camb. A.. t Vide Hist. and Antiq. of Barnwell Abbe!! and Stul'bridge Fair, 

..,pp. IV. in Bibliotheca Topogmphica Britannica, and Cooper's .qnnals, 1. 113. 
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wrought" were offered for sale at Steresb?'ugg, and . 
that such spurious works might be forfeited to the 
shews that this fair was then a celebrated mart for 
of embroidery. In the same reign the monks of the 
of Maxtoke in Warwickshire, and of Bicester in Oxforushlre 
laid in their stores of common necessaries, which consistel 
of nearly everything, from a horse-collar to a 
at this mart, which was at least one hundred miles 
and notwithstanding that Oxford and Coventry were 
their immediate neighbourhood. 

I have already alluded to the connection between 
fair and the town of Cambridge. In 1 4 1 1  it was 
by the court of exchequer that the Custos of the 
had the right to the stallage in the chapel-yard, an 
appears that the bailiffs of the town received the rents 
booths on the other lands.'" In 1 497  Master John 
Perpetual Chaplain and Incumbent of the Free 
blessed Mal'y Magdalene of Barnwell, commonly 
Sterbrigge Chapel, demised all lands, liberties, profits, 
services, &c. to the said free chapel belonging, except 
chapel itself, the oblations and fourteen feet of ground 
it, to the mayor, bailiffs, and burgesses, for 
years, they rendering £ 1 2  yearly for the same.t 
on the 27th of September, 1 544, the Bishop and the 
and Chapter of Ely, and Christopher Fulnely, 
of Styrrebrige Chapel, demised to the Corporation 
bridge the aforesaid chapel with all lands, tenements, 
&c. for sixty years, for £9 per annum.� It appears 
in February, 1 596-7, Elizabeth, in consideration of 
surrender of the previous lease, granted Styrbrf:dflp. 
with all glebe lands, booths, rents, &c. to the 
for the same annual payment. I ! But in 1 605, the 
years lease having expired, the profits of the hospital 
granted by J ames I. to John Shelbury and Philip 
gentlemen.§ What became of the land and chapel 
this I know not, but suppose it must have reverted to 
Corporation. 

The original grant to the Corporation to hold the 
does not appear, but in a controversy between the 
and convent of Barnwell and that body, concerning 

.. Cooper's Annals, I. 153. 
:j: Ibid, I. 416. 
� Blomefield, Coll. Cantab., 

Barnwelt and Stwrb'l'idge, p. 76. 

t Ibid, I. 248. 
11 Ibid, Ill. 148. 

171, 172 ; Hist. and Antiq. 
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� 'r it was ordered on the 20th of August, 8 Henry 
VITr.-" That the Mayor, Bailiffs, and Burgesses, for e'ver

ore shall hold, enjoy, and maintain the fair from the 
feast of St. Bartholomew unto the feast of St. Michael." 

' I n Hilary term, 1 538 ,  the attorney-general filed an '
nformation in the court of King's Bench against the Mayor, 
Bailiff's, and Burgesses, charging that they had misused their 
privileges and liberties �n �turbrigu. Fair. rr:he Mayor was 
required to answer thIS InfOrmatIOn, and In default. the 
liberties, &c. were seized into the king's hands. The Cor
poration then agreed to pay the king a fine of 1 000 marks for 
the grant of the fair.'" During the last year of the reign 
of Edward VI. the Corporation tried to raise this sum, 
agrceing that the town and the possessors of the booths 
s iwulU each pay half, and they sue for a new charter. The 
charter, however, was not obtained, although 200 marks 
w erc paid that year. The Corporation seem to have been 
unable to raise the remaining 800 marks, and in the mean
while the University are struggling to get the fair into 
t i ll ' i r  hands, and thus we are led into half a century of 
< ]uarrelling ; the legal part of the business being enlivened 
evcry now and then, especially during the fair time, by 
the most delightful town and gown rows, the authorities 
on both sides conniving at them. The sparring between 
t he University and Town must have commenced at least 
a� early as 1 525, but we do not notice anything very decided 
till 1 5 34, when the lords in council decreed that the Vice
Chancellor or his commissary might keep courte cyvyll in 
the fair for pleas where a scholar was the one party. At 
the same time it is mentioned that the University had " the 
oversight, correction, and punishment of all weights and 
ml'Hsures, of all manner of vytayll, of all regraterst and fore
stallers." The consequence of this was, that the Mayor 
Would not allow the Vice-Chancellor to use the Tolbooth, 
(�he prison which had previously been used by both) : and we 
find in a letter from Sir Thomas Audley, Lord Chancellor, 
and Thomas Cromwell, Secretary of State, to the town, 
Writt.en in the following year, that a breach of the peace 
Wati expected at the fair ; and they beseech the Mayor and Burgesses to settle their disputes with the University. 

':.. Cooper, I. 393 ; J-Iist. of Barnwell Abbey, Stu�·bridge Fai�·, p. 76, and App. No. V. 
t A regrater is one who buys up any commodity for the purpose of charging an exorbitant price for it. 
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This letter kept things quiet for a while, but, in 1 5  
w e  find* " the heads making application to their patron 
Archbishop to befriend them at court against their 
enemies the townsmen, who were wresting from them 
ancient privileges." During Sturbridge Fair the 
going their rounds one night had taken " certain e 
persons in houses of sin," and had brought them to 
Tolbooth in order to commit them. Having sent to 
Mayor for the keys, he refused to part with 
they were compelled to take the prisoners to the 
Fortune, however, befriended the evil persons " as 
Mayor's son-in-law, who was then under-sheriff, let 
out. The University requested that this insolence 
be punished, and as we might expect the Lords of 
Council enjoined the retractation of the Mayor and his 
and " that the Mayor in the common hall shall 0 
among his brethren acknowledge his wilful proceeding. 

It is evident that about this time disturbances at 
fair were very common, as in 1 5 50  it was Ol'de�ed 
the Colleges were to send twenty watchmen nightly to 
Proctors, and besides to have twenty-four others in 
ness ;t and, in 1 555,  Sir Edward North and Sir 
Dyer addressed a letter to the Vice-Chancellor and 
requesting their joint exertions for the preservation of 
peace in " Sturbl'idg fayre wherto the resort and 
:fl.uence y8 from all parts of this realme." Allusion also 
made in the letter to the differences between the U n;"L>"C; 
and Town with respect to the fair.11 These 
however, continued to exist, and again came to a head 
1 559,  when, one night during the fair time, the V' 
Chancellor would not permit the University ni � 
to join that of the Town, and when the Mayor sent for 
the Vice-Chancellor informed him that he was not 
with a watch that night. Consequently the Town-wa 
set out to the fair alone. And, when the watchmen w 
returning from the fair, between 1 1  and 1 2  o'clock, 
were met by the Proctors with a body of sixty men, 
deliberately attacked by them. An engagement of 
ensued, but the Town-watch being much the weaker 

'if< Strype, Memorials of Archbishop Granmm', Bk. n., 
t Dr. Lamb's Original Documents, p. 78 ; vide Dyer's P.,;"""f1� 

of the University of Gamb1'idge, I. , p. 112. 
t Dr. Larnb's Documm�ts, p. 151. 
1 1  Cooper, Annals, n., p. 98. 
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the Proctors obtained an easy victory. After this we are 
ot surprised to find the Vice-Chancellor and Proctors 

�inking at, if not encouraging, some very serious town 
:nd crown rows ; rows, which in these degenerate days of 

olic�men and active Proctors we can have but a faint 
�otion of. It is satisfactory to find that on the whole the 
gow n  was victorious, as we read that the soollers nearly 
killed a man called John Dymmocke, a name, by the way, 
which is as well known to the soollm's of the present day 
as it must have been three centuries ago. These little 
events not only elicited a letter from the Lord Chief Justice and Lord North, but brought those gentlemen to the spot.
It is to be presumed they pacified the combatants for a 
time, as we find no mention of the disputes for fifteen or 
sixteen years, but they appear to have come to no decision 
with respect to the fair. 

In 1 5 74 the Vice-Chancellor in a letter to Lord Burghley, 
then Chancellor of the University, suggested that Sturbridge 
Fair should be granted to the University, they letting the 
booths to the townsmen at a reasonable rate. Lord Burghley 
appears to have done his utmost for the University, and 
Lord North on the other hand took the part of the town. 
The former at this time was more successful, as, according 
to Strype,t he procured, in 1 5 76, the settlement of the 
benefit of the fair upon the University, and, moreover, 
obtained from the Queen a declaration that no petition 
from the Townsmen rp.specting the fair should be received 
to the prejuq.ice of the University : so that in the following 
year when the Townsmen again petitioned for a grant of 
the fair, the Queen gave answer, " that she would not 
take away any privileges that she had granted the Uni
versity, but would rather add to them." For this reply 
the University wrote her a letter of thanks. 

After this the disputants negociated between themselves 
respecting the charter for the fair, and, in 1 5 84, they were 
agreed on all points but three. Two years later, however, 
th� old jealousies again blazed forth, but fortunately only for 

T bme, as, in 1 5 89, the rights of both parties were settled. 
he tolls and government of the fair were given to the 

C�rl?oration, while the University retained all their old 
Pl'lvlleges. The Vice-Chancellor and Proctors were to hold 
------------------------------------------------------------

'if; Cooper, Annals, 11., p. 154. 
C t Annals of tile Reformation, Vol. 11., Bk. ii., Ch. V. ; vide OOper, Annals, n., pp. 349, 368. 
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a court in the faIr, with the same power as the Mayor. 
his Court, the former having cognizance in suits 
strangers and where a scholar is one party, the 
the judgement connected with the townsmen. The 
were to have the inspection, searching, and trying of 
victuals and gauging of all vessels, and the forfeitures, 
and profits coming therefrom. Also a special grant of the 
shi p of the. market ; the assize of bread, wine, an d 
the punishment of all forestallers, regraters ;  and s 
other similar privileges and rights were given to the 
versity.* It was also settled that the Chancellor, M 
and Scholars, and the Mayor, Bailiffs, and Burgesses 
proclaim the fair in alternate years, the former commt::lllaUIiII 
in the year 1 5 89.  The reason of this no doubt was 
both parties had been in the habit of proolaiming it, 
disturbances ensued from such a custom. The imp 
in the eyes of the University of the proclamation, 
indeed the fair itself, appears from the following :-On 
1 7th of January, 1 5 77-78,  a grace was passed for th� 
observance of scarlet days, and a fine of 1 0s. was imp 
on all Doctors who should not appear in red at Midsumwc.l) 
and Sturbridge Fairs.t And again on the 7th of Septem 
1 586, the Heads made an order that yearly the 
Chancellor, with such Doctors as accompany him, 
upon their foot-cloaths ride to the fair and there 
their solemn proclamation on horseback,::: It is just 
well that the University has relinquished these rights, 
imagination fails to conceive a Vice-Chancellor of the 
sent day riding through Barnwell in scarlet., The day 
proclamation was changed from Holyrood day to the 
of September,[[ the birthday of Queen Elizabeth. The 
form used by the University at the opening of the fair 
very curious, but it is too long for insertion here.§ It ' 
injunctions to buyers, sellers, and visitors, and 
the price of bread, &c. To brewers, for instanoe, we 
the following : " that they sell no longe Ale, no red 
no ropye Ale, but good and holsome for man's body 

'if< The Egerton Papers, p. 127-130 ;  Dr. Lamb's 
Documents, p. 311; Hist. and Antiq. of Sturbridge Fair, App. 

t Stat. A cad. Cantab., p. 353. :j: Ibid, p. 467. 
1 1  At present it is the 18th on account of the alteration 

�tyle. 
§ Vide Cooper, Annals, n., p. 18 ; and for a more 

and corrupted form of it, Hist. and Antiq. oJ Stu1'bridge Fair, p. 
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c payne of forfeiture." A gallon of good ale was not fo cost more than 4d., nor a gallon of Hostill Ale more 
than zd. 

.A fortnight before the proclamation, the fair is set out by 
the Mayor, Aldermen, and the rest of the Corporation, who 
formcrly went to the fair on both oocasions in prooession, 
preccded by music, and followed by the boys of the Town 
on horseback, " who, as soon as the ceremony is read over, 
ride races about the place ; when returning to Cambridge, 
cach boy has a cake and some ale at the town-hall."'" The 
procession of the Corporation was abolished in 1 790, and 
thc fair has since been set out and proclaimed by the 
Mayor, Bailiffs, and Town Clerk, alone. 

Gunning, in his Reminiscences,t gives the following 
amusing account of the ceremony of proclaiming the fair 
in 1 7 89 : " At 1 1  A.H., the Vice-Chancellor, with the 
Bcdells, and Registrary, the Commissary. the Proctors, and 
the Taxors, attended in the Senate-House, where a plentiful 
supply of mulled wine and sherry, in black bottles, with 
a great variety of cakes awaited their arrival. Strange as 
it may seem the company partook of these things as heartily 
ns if they had come without their breakfasts, or were ap
prehensive of going without their dinners. This important 
bu�iness ended, the parties proceeded to the Fair, in 
carriages provided for the occasion. The proclamation was 
read by the Registrary in the carriage with the Vice
C llUl1cellor, and repeated by the Yeoman Bedell on horse
back, in three differen.t places. At the conclusion of this 
ceremony, the carriages drew up to the Tiled Booth, where 
the company alighted for the dispatch of business-and 
of oysters." They afterwards dined, and he informs us 
that the dishes and their order never varied. " Before the 
Vice-Chancellor was placed a large dish of herrings ; then 
followed in order a neck of pork roasted, an enormous 
plum-pudding, a leg of pork boiled, a pease-pudding, a 
goose, a huge apple-pie, and a round of beef in the centre," 
the same dishes recurring in inverse order, the whole being 
tcrminated by the Senior Proctor. The oysters and dinner 
Were repeated on the day that the Court was held. In 1 803, 
however, the Proctor transferred the first dinner to the 
Rose Tavern in Cambridge, and after a time both dinners 

* Carter's History of Cambridgeshire, p. 23. 
t Vo!. I., p. 1 62. 
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were discontinued. On the 2nd of July, 1 842, a 
passed dispensing with the entertainments theretofore 
by the Proctors at Midsummer and Stourbridge Fairs. 

I have as yet attempted no description of this Fair, wh 
Camden calls " the most famous in the whole kingdom," 
which Defoe says is the greatest in the world, and that 
fairs at Leipsic, Frankfort, Nuremberg and Augsburg are 
to be compared with it. Fuller also remarks,-" that it is 
this day the most plentiful of wares in England ; (most 
in other places being but markets in comparison 
being an amphibion as well going on ground as swimming 
water, by the benefit of a navigable river." 

If any one has taken the trouble to read 60 far, he 
perhaps be willing to follow me while I try to recall 
Stirebridge Fair was like in its palmy days, (say the beginullll(, 
of last century).'" 

In wending our way towards it, our ears would no 
be affected some time before our eyes, and I think to 
due effect to the remainder of this article, it ought to 'be 
with a gong or kettle-drum accompaniment. On 
Barnwell, attention would be first drawn to the shows 
left of the road, where no doubt, tame tigers and wild In 
would be found in perfection, where the lion would lie 
with the lamb with two heads, and where infant 
would be on the closest terms with prodigious pigs. 
these we very probably should find a good corn 
dians, although divers acts have been passed .. 
The authorities however winked at them, and in 
time, the Vice-Chancellor and heads after the proclamation 
dinner, adjourned to the theatre. On the other side of the 
is the cheese fair, where we should not only find dealers 
Cottenhamt and the other villages in the county, 
traders from Leicestershire, Derbyshire, Cheshire and 
cestershire. The farmers also from the adjoining 
used to bring butter and cheese here for sale, and in 
buy their clothes and other household necessaries. 

'*' There is a description of the Fair in De Foe's Tour 
the whole Island of Great Britain, which seems to have been 
and in some parts, word for word, by most of the writers on 
subject, for instance Carter's Histm'Y of Cambridgeshire, and 

� Bibliotheca Topogt'aphica BI·itannica. There is however an 
pendent description given in Hone's Year Book, p. 1539-48, 
a slight one in Gunning's Reminiscences. 

t Cottenham cheeses are, or were celebrated. 

StU1'bridge Fair. 

" At Bartilmewtide, or at Sturbruge faire 
buie that as is needful, thy house to repaire ; 

Then sel to thy profit, both butter and cheese 
who buieth it sooner the more he shall leese.". 

1 1 3 

" Cheese row" terminates opposite to where the road branches 
off that leads to Chesterton ferry. This road in fair-time 
is called Garlick row, and the Newmarket road is called 
Cheapside. Behind Garlick row on both sides, but more 
especially on the east are other rows or streets formed with 
the booths, devoted to different trades, for instance Cook row ; 
Shoemaker's row ; IronmQnger's row ; which was in the neigh
bOUl'hood of the chapel ; and Bookseller's row, concerning 
which I may remark from Strypet " that Styrbrydge-fair time 
(in the reign of Elizabeth) was the chiefest time for selling 
books, at least prayer-books and Bibles." 

These rows are formed by the different booths being 
built so as to make a continuous line. The principal portion 
of each booth is the shop, a room about thirty feet by eighteen, 
with shelves containing the goods for sale: and counters for 
serving the customers ; behind this is a smaller room used as 
a keeping-room and bed-room. In front of the booths is a 
colonnade, extending throughout the whole length of the 
row, and covered in with hair-cloth to secure passengers from 
sunshine and rain. The booths themselves are roofed with 
planks, and over that roofing is stretched a tarpaulin. 

The west side of Garlick row is the Regent street of the 
Fair. Here are the silk-mercers, linen-drapers, furriers , 
stationers, silversmiths, and in fact most of the higher class of 
!radesmen, and moreover many of the booths are occupied by 
Important London dealers, few of whom take less money 
during the fail' than £ 1 000, and several take more. 

On the south of Cheapside is an important portion of the 
fail' called the Duddery.:j: This is a large square, eighty or 

• Tusser's Husbandrie. Vide Drake's Shakspeare and his Times, voJ . I. 215. 
t Annals, vo!. IV. No. LI. 
t Dudde an old word signifying cloth. " Duds" in the north of England is the ordinary word for clothes. Some writers place 

the DUddery of the north of the road, and some describe Cheapside 
as being parallel to the main road and not coinciding with it. No dOUbt in early times the road was not so decidedly marked as now, ;�d the rows might have been set out differently at different periods. 
, he Duddery was however at the south east corner of the fair. Gunn
Illg remarks that in his time that portion of the fair was on the decline. 
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one hundred yards long, containing the largest booths in 
fair, and set apart for the wholesale dealers in woollen 
Many of the booths here are divided into several 
ments, and Defoe says he saw one with six apartments 

. all belonging to a dealer in Norwich stuffs, who had 
above twenty thousand pounds value in those goods 
He also states that one hundred thousand pounds worth 
woollen manufactures have been sold here in less than a 
exclusive of all orders for goods ; and that more trade 
transacted by orders than could be supplied by all the 
actually brought to the fair. 

To the north of the Duddery and near the chapel are 
hop and wool fairs, which at one time were perhaps the 
important part of the whole fair. The price of hops 
England was regulated by what they fetched at Stirbitch, 
the northern and western counties were supplied with 
from that mart. The importance of the sale of hops may 
learnt from the fact that the University and Town were 
a long period quarrelling as to which had the right of 
hops. In 1 7 33 the Commissary of the University 
corder of the Town decided in the favour of the former, 
in 1 759 the Corporation ordered the collector of the 
to provide weights and scales for weighing hops and 
goods at Sturbridge Fair, and agreed to indemnify 
against any suit in relation to the weighing of such 
What was the result of this I know not. With re 
the wool-fair, I may notice that fifty or sixty thousand 
worth has been sold during one fair. 

Besides these manufacturers of every description 
here represented, from Birmingham, from Manchester, 
Sheffield, from Nottingham, and retail dealers of every 
that is known in London. The day of greatest 
confusion is the 1 4th (new style 25th), the day of the 
fair, which is held on the common, and at present is 
known by the name of " Char on's Common." 

Space will not permit me to dilate on the eating and 
freshment booths, in which the supplies consisted . . 

of hot and cold roast goose, pork and herrings, nor 
officers who preserved order in the fair, the red coats as 
were called, nor yet on the " Lord of the Tap," 
official who looked after the beer. I must content myself 
remarking that nearly all these things have passed 
the fair had declined in importance in the middle of 
century, and by the end of the century one street held all 
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booths. Last year we were told· that the proclamation of 

the Mayor was a mere farce, that the amusements were limited 

to a " few dancing booths, a swinging-boat, a shooting-gallery, 
and some cheap photographic establishments." The Horse 
Fair day is still an important one, and many good animals 
are shewn and sold, but it is about the only day on which 
)11uch business is transacted. Two or three firms still sell 
hops ;  and there seems still a demand for onions and besoms ; 
but the glory of the plaoe has departed, and it is no doubt 
well that it is so. No one could possibly think of uttering 
a regret that Mac Adam and Stephenson have brought to our 
very doors the necessaries and luxuries which our forefathers 
coulcl only purchase at such places as Sturbridget Fair. 

P.S.-A friend has drawn my attention to the fact, that Newton 
purchased the lenses with which he performed his experiments on 
light at Sturbridge Fair.-Vide Brewster's Life of Newton. 

* Cambridge Chronicle, September 7th, 21st and 28th. 
t Every one must have noticed the number of different ways I 

have spelt this word. I have g�nerally spelt it in the same manner 
as the authority I am then quoting. Besides the seventeen various 
spellings given above, the following may be noticed, viz. Stwrberige, 

Sti1'beroh, Styrebridge. 
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LETTERS FROM THE EAST. 

L-Alexandria.-Cairo.-Aden. 

WE came in view of the lights at Alexandria soon 
sunset on the fourth. As there is some danger in 

ing the bar, we were compelled to stay out till d 
when we took in our Arab pilot and entered the 
We were received by the Company's agent, from whom 
learnt to our dismay that the Transit Railway having 
destroyed a day or two previously by the inundation of 
Nile, we should in consequence have to prosecute 
journey to Cairo by steam-boat up the river. Pleasant 
certainly ! as we seemed to foresee all the delay and 
comfort-the heat and the filth of the proposed trip. 
however, our dangers surmounted, our discomforts at an 
I am inclined to think we were singularly fortunate 
arriving at that critical moment. For besides the fact of 
thus seeing more of that noble river than we otherwise 
have seen, and at a time too when it had overflowed 
banks and inundated a larger tract of country than usual 
besides all this, we were enabled to make some stay 
Alexandria and Cairo, instead of being hurried 
Egypt in less than thirty-six hours according to 
There is the satisfaction too, such as it is, of having 
something worth writing home about, and of being able 
send one's friends a true and veritable history of this 
able catastrophe from the pen of an eye-witness. 

What a stirring drive that is from the Port to the 
the European's first glimpse of Oriental life ! I 
doubt if any one could give an exact description of 
first impressions. The wonder and amazement excited 
the grotesque pictures which assail his eye, national 
with a sublime contempt for the half-civilized beings 
surround him, the idea that he is treading ground so 
in history, sacred as well as profane. Yes ! his ff,'lelings 
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ertainly of a very mixed character. The streets are narrow, 
�he widest not exceeding twelve feet, yet they are crowded 
to an extent which always astonishes the stranger. Every 
shop-keeper assumes a right to sit outside his shop, some 
even extend this right to their journeymen tailors or 
cobblers. Thus on either side stretches a long line of pic
turesque figures, arranged in every colour and smoking every 
variety of pipe or cigarette. Look ! here is a string of 
camels, laden with firewood or merchandize ; here again a 
native waggon drawn by a pair of stout oxen, and there goes 
some grandee or other, mounted on a magnificent Arab. 
Now we are stopped by a drove of donkeys, their owner 
quite unconscious of the fact, till aroused to a painful sense 
of his position by sundry hard words and harder blows from 
our excitable J ehu, when he proceeds to hoist his quadrupeds 
successively by their hinder quarters out of our path. But 
what are those odd figures so completely shrouded in drapery ? 
Those are the Egyptian ladies. Stare as much as you like, 
you can see nothing but a pair of flashing eyes. A mantle 
of rich silk, black or white,-black is the prevailing fashion 
at present,-is thrown over the head and extended by the 
arms like wings, and thus Madame waddles along in her 
red or yellow slippers, a hideous spectacle. The lower 
classes are still more disgusting objects. Their only garment is 
of blue cloth, and as they cannot spare their hands to hold it, 
it is fastened by a piece of brass or a string of beads over the 
nose, so as to leave a gap for their killing eyes to pierce 
through. Now and then we meet one mounted a la Turque 
on a donkey, attended by her husband's servants. 

At length we reach the Hotel d' Europe, where the 
crowd is even greater and the jabbering more confused 
than elsewhere. At the entrance are congregated innumer
able carriages drawn by horses that would not disgrace 
Rotten Row, donkeys and donkey-boys, a crowd of filthy 
beggars, the lame, the blind, and the halt, supplicating for 
" Baksheesh," and wily dragomen looking out like vultures �r their prey. A pretty set of fellows those dragomen are ! 

eader, if ever you go to Egypt, keep a tight rein on them ; you can't possibly do without them, but beware, they will tell �ou lies as fast as they can. I was amused at the first �peclmen I had of this. Mustapha was a fine handsome ellow, and evidently thought no small-beer of himself. He �oolly took himself off for some hours in the middle of the 
ay, and when I rebuked him on hiS' return for his desertion, the lying scoundrel stroked his b,eard with pious horror, laid his 
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hand on his heart and called Allah to witness he had 
seut for to interfere in a domestic quarrel between 
daughter and her husband. His brother had told me he 
gone to dinner ! At Cairo the ladies wished to see a 
Turkish bath ; our dragoman told the proprietress they 
coming to bathe next day and wanted to inspect the 
first. " Why did you tell a lie, sir 1" " Because I 
do anything better," was his impudent reply, and I 
believe he could. 

We drove past the Mussulman cemetery, a bare 
without enclosure of any kind, to inspect Pompey's 
We were rather disappointed ; the column is about 
hundred feet high, and consists of four blocks of 
brought from above the first Cataract, some seven 
or eight hundred miles away. For further particulars, 
Murray. Hard by are some catacombs lately rl i ."""",.". 
apparently as far as I could make out from the 
late Greek. We drove on by the side of Mehemet 
famous canal to the Pasha's gardens ; gardens never 
one's expectations in Egypt ; these are no exceptions 
rule, but the drive is pleasant as affording almost the 
shade in Alexandria. It is indeed a lamentably bare 
dazzling with its inches of white dust, with only here 
there a group of palm trees or an avenue of sycamores. 
saw Cleopatra's needles of course. Only one obelisk is 
ing at present, on the edge of the sea, a fine object from 
harbour ; the other is prostrate, covered with some feet 
earth, a small aperture being dug to assure European vi si 
of its existence. The Pasha's Palace was the next object 
our CUrIOSity ; it is situated at the west corner of the 
of which it commands an exquisite view ; with the exceptll� 
however of the inlaid floors, which to some extent repay 
trouble of a visit, the internal arrangements are tawdry 
insignificant in the extreme. French paper and French 
that is all ! Another peculiarity with all the Oriental " 
is this-once erected, they are forgotten and utterly 
their pristine glory soon falls into decay. The grand 
at Cairo is the only exception to this rule, to be 
for perhaps by the amount of English perquisites. 

At nine P.lIL we were at the railway station, a ride of 
or fifteen miles brought us within a few hundred yards 
the canal. So away we had to scramble, nearly two 
of us, for the ladies came in half-an-hour after us ; away 
scrambled, lighted by some scores of torches, held aloft 
figures who seemed to have made a nocturnal trip from 
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'nfernal regions for the purpose ; away we scrambled with �hese imps of darkness yelling and jabbering, as if to impress 
us more fully with their origin. And what a scene on board 
the Nile boat ! no larger . than a Thames steamer, it was 
intended to accommodate us for two nights and a day : cer
tainly they were l'ather taken by storm, but if the passengers 
by the next mail are not better treate.d, shame on the Transit 
Administration Company altogether ! That night I slept or 
tried to sleep on deck, for vermin and cold are strong anti
dotes to repose ; there was a saloon which might have held 
half the ladies, and a fore-cabin which might contain a fourth 
of the gentlemen, lie as thick as they could. The majority 
like myself had to brave it out on deck, though unlike my
self they had mostly a good supply of rugs. 

We reached Atfih at dawn, the point where the canal 
joins the Nile. This was our first view of the sacred river ! 
Ah ! honoured stream ! worshipped as the fertilizing principle 
by thine ancient devotees, appearing to us rather as a mighty 
engine of destruction ! Stretching away far as the eye could 
reach, thou had'st washed out nearly every trace of humanity ! 
And what waters ! surely the Naiads of thy stream must bear 
a striking resemblance to the swarthy people that crowd thy 
banks ! Water in its natural state like pea-soup, when 
filtered a trifle better than ditch-water. But what of that ? 
thy fertilizing properties consist in thy dregs. The current 
was so strong as to carry us half a mile out of our course on 
emerging from the locks, and we were able to make but little 
progress against it, our speed never exceeding from foul' to 
five miles an hour. As we proceeded, the scenes of the late 
devastations successively burst upon our view ; fields of 
cotton and Indian corn hopelessly immersed, villages swept away, while the unfortunate population were collected on the 
embankments with their flocks of camels and buffaloes, a 
long line of misery on either side of Egypt's mighty river. 
T� be sure the towns and villages spared by this Egyptian 
V\shuu, did not give us much cause to regret those which had fallen victims to his divine wrath. Half-a-dozen palm trees, 
a minaret, and spme scores of square mud-houses, like so 
many unburnt brick-kilns, and you have the facsimile, they 
are all alike. But notwithstanding the scene of devastation 
Which everywhere met our eyes, there was something inex
pressibly grand in stemming the current that had wrought 
the woe, and casting a glance upon the vast expanse of Water, darkened here and there with the sail of a native boat, or the carcase of a drowned buffalo. And this was 
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Sunday too ! may I never spend such another ! 
know how the day passed, much of it I know was 
in eating or in scrambling for something to eat, 
arrangements in the commissariat department were 
ably deficient. At one o'clock we reached Kafr 
where the railway crosses this branch of the Nile. 
stopped here to coal and take in water, while the shore 
crowded with the wondering natives offering fruits for 
the limes and pomegranates are good, but the melons 
ferior to our own. There lay the railway several feet 
water, and there actually a train stopped in its p 
the waters. What a sketch for the Illustrated ! The 
was considerably damaged, only one point was 
navigable, so we were detained till ' the Pasha's bo 
passed safely through. We left Kafr Zayat at five 0' 

another wretched night, with the same discomfort, but 
more sleep, for I managed by entering at half-past 
secure the last place on the floor of the cabin. Soon 
dawn,-by the way, sunrise and sunset on the Nile as we 
it are very grand and impressive sights,-soon after dawn 
were at Cairo. There lay the city on our left, with its 

. 

rising far behind, while the dome and minarets of the 
towered to the skies ; far away to the right stretch the 
of the Desert, bearing the mighty Pyramids. Now we 
we are in Egypt, in the land of History and Antiquities ! 

After a bath and a good breakfast at Shepheard's 
both of which the reader will imagine we 
enjoyed, we drove to the Shoobra Gardens. The road 
down a long avenue of sycamores, shady as well as 
resque ; the gardens are not much, but within them is a 
quadrangular colonnade of marble, containing a huge 
of Nile water with a superb fountain in the centre. At 
corner of the building is a small ' boudoir magnificently 
up for the ladies of the Pasha's harem. We met a 
full of them on our way, with the requisite number of 
dant eunuchs, riding magnificent horses. 

After tiffin we paid a visit to the different 
Frank, Turkish, and Egyptian. Here we were 
the first time with the 1'eality of the " Arabian N '  
What interesting scenes ! Just the same barbers, . 

same tailors, just the same dervishes as lived a 
years ago ! The long labyrinth of alleys, the houses 
meeting overhead, the little square pigeon-holes, set 
with scarfs and tarbooshes of the brightest colours ; 
rich merchant smoking his fragrant hookah in placid 
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'ousness of what is passing around him ; the various groups SCl 
they throng the streets, all remind us forcibly of the good aid times of Caliph Haroun al Rashid. 

o But if we linger too long we shall not see the sunset 
from the citadel. Allons ! The ascent from the town is 
decidedly steep, but our horses pull us up famously, and 
here we are on the summit. What a view ! Below us lies 
the fairest city of Egypt with its countless minarets, beyond 
flowS the mighty stream of this great river, still further 
stretch the vast plains of the desert, and stay ! we can 
count seven pyramids. On the other side lie the fertile 
fields of Goshen, recalling sacred memories-I do not think 
I ever gazed on a more extensive or a more magnificent 
landscape, revealing as it does the milk and honey as well 
as the nakedness of the land. 

The Citadel contains the Pasha's Palace and the grand 
Mosque. As a fortress I believe it is considered of little 
practical use, except to command the town. The Palace 
we did not explore, the Mosque certainly did entice us ; 
so, clothing our infidel feet in the consecrated shoes, we 
entered a spacious quadrangle containing a handsome 
fountain and surrounded by a marble colonnade. One 
side of the quadrangle is formed by the Mosque, and 
here we entered. The building consists of a large centre 
dome resting on foul' marble pillars, from which eight semi
domes branch out. The interior is not only well ornamented, 
but kept in good repair. Hard by, the scene of the 
" Mameluke's Leap" is pointed out. Every one knows 
the bloody tale-why should I :J;epeat it ? 

We left Cairo on Wednesday morning ; the rail took 
us across the desert to Suez in three hours and a-half
we dined at the Hotel there, and were on board the ' Bengal' 
at 6 P.M. Suez is a miserable little place-the Hotel being 
by far the finest building-there is nothing in the world 
there to see ; there was, as I suppose there always is, 
considerable discussion as to the exact point where the 
Israelites crossed, but I believe according to the best 
authorities it is much higher up-the gulf formerly ex
tending much farther than it does at present. The rocks at Suez are rather fine, of a dull reddish colour. 

We weighed anchor at midnight, and the routine of the 
next few days contained little worth mentioning ; the heat of course was intense, as long as we were in the Red Sea, 
the thermometer generally standing at 94°_9 7° in the afternooll. The ' Bengal ' is a screw steamer of nearly 
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two thousand two hundred tons with four hundred 
sixty-five horse power ; we are quite full, one hun 
and twelve first class passengers feeding every day tog 
in the saloon. The crew is composed of upwards 
hundred Lascars, superintended by a few J acktars. 
are as weak as kittens, so we require a good many, 
they are of little use, I believe, in a storm. 

On Sunday we had Divine Service morning and eve 
on deck ; some little diversion was caused by our 
the ' Colombo' with the Calcutta mails. Next day we pas 
PeriID and that other island so fatal to the ' Alma.' At 9 A. 
on Tnesday morning we anchored in Aden harbour. 

Aden is the key of the Red Sea, and consequently 
most important position for our trade with the East. 
consists of a very mountainous peninsula, connected 
the mainland by a narrow flat neck of land, and enc�u:;rull 
a magnificent harbour. The rocks are volcanic and 
a large amount of lava-the town itself is built in 
crater of a volcano. The outline of the hills is very jagged 
a flagstaff is erected on the highest peak, and a 
has been dragged up with immense exertion. The 
cations are chiefly on the land side and facing the straits 
the cantonments being placed in two small bays con 
with each other and with the town by tunnels 
the rock. A long line of wall and scraped rock 
the fortifications impregnable from the land side. 
town and cantonments are two miles at least from 
Point, the entrance to the harbour, where we landed. 
entrance seemed to me hardly sufficiently protected, th 
being only one small battery commanding it ; but 
authorities have judged the place impregnable. 
the town some large tanks are being constructed for 
maintenance of a supply of water during the dry s 
for the heat is intolerable, and all the water at 
has to be brought in skins on the backs of camels. 
hardly saw a green plant there, the wants of the 
being supplied either from Africa or the interior 
I understand there is a very fertile tract, about thirty 
broad, lying just underneath the range of mountains 
see in the distance ; for I should say, though Aden . 

is so rocky, the mainland is a flat arid desert. 
Ma�y persons do not think Aden worth the trouble 

exploring, the heat certainly is excessive, but I was 
satisfied. The place may play an important part in 
world's history one of these days. 
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We left Aden at six in the evening ; on Thursday the 

1 7th passed Cape Guarda Fui about 1 0  A.M., and are now 
fairly in the Indian Ocean. Reading and writing with an 
occasional rubber are our only amusements. But writing 
on shipboard has to be carried on under difficulties not 
experienced in the Old College. My readers then will 
charitably excuse my many deficiencies, if I have at all 
succeeded in interesting them ; I write as much to amuse 
111yself as them-unwilling to lose sight of old associations 
and The Eagle. 

" H. B." 



BRIDAL SONG. 

( Catullus. ) 

YOUTHS. 
VESPER is rising, fair youths, my good youths : look, afar, 

Olympus, 
Waited so long for, he comes, very pale, with a tremulous gHlumer4 
This is the time, the sweet time : leave the feasting :  the maiden 

near us. 
Sing we the song, as is meet, for the beautiful bride at her 
Hymen, good Hymen, 0 listen ! be near us, good Hymen, 

Hymen ! 

VIRGINS. 
See ye the youths, true girls, still unwedded ? Up ! hasten 

meet them ! 
That is the star of the night in the gold by the summit of (Eta. 
Yonder, indeed. is the star ! See the youths ! how they leap 

the contest ! 
Not to no end are they eager ; they seek to win praise with 

singing. 
Hymen, good Hymen, 0 listen ! be near us, good Hymen, 

Hymen ! 

YOUTHS. 
Easily think ye, fair youths, ye shall carry the prize of this 
Look, how the virgins advance ! how they whisper, they 

together ! 
Not to no end do they muse,-we shall find by the charm of 

music. 
Well it may charm, when they give the best of their powers to 

making. 
We have divided our ears to the song, and our minds to the answer 
E'en may they bear off the palm ; for victory favours the striving. 
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youths, have a care, and be ready I-why, shall the fair maidens 
surpass us ? 

Bark, they begin, as is meet ; when they cease, we shall answer 
the challenge. 

Hymen, good Hymen, 0 listen ! be near us, good Hymen, sweet 
Hymen ! 

VIRGINS. 
JIesperus, dull is thy star ! what star, looks can gaze on, is sadder ? 
You, that so ruthlessly snatch a fair maid from the arms of her 

mother ! 
Ruthlessly snatch her, reluctant, and loth, from a parent's em-

braces ! 
Yielding her, virgin, untainted, at once to the arms of a husband ! 
What could a victor do worse, in his rage, when he plunders a city ? 
Hymen, good Hymen, 0 listen I be near, near us, good Hymen. 

sweet Hymen ! 

YOUTHS. 

Hesperus, bright is thy star ! what star, looks can gaze on, is 
gladder ? . 

Binding at last, with thy beams, the beautiful bond of the wedded ! 
Promises, vows, those sweet pledges of lovers and parents aforetime, 
Doubtfully waiting, not bound, are made strong in the dawn of thy 

sweetne�s. 
Is there an hour we would have, which the gods can allot us, more 

happy ? 
Hymen, good Hymen, 0 listen ! be near us, good Hymen, sweet 

Hymen ! 

VIRGINS. 
Hesperus, maids, of the maidens another true maiden has taken. 
Star, they set watch at your advent. Mad lovers, like robbers, lie 

lurking ! 
They,_in such watch never tired ! Till you mix with the morn

ing they linger. 
Hymen, good Hymen, 0 listen ! be near us, good Hymen, sweet 

Hymen ! 

YOUTHS. 
lIark, how the maids, those unwedded ones, love to be loud in 

their chiding I What ! do they chide you, pale star ? yet and how would they 
grieve if you came not ! 

IIYmen, good Hymen, 0 listen ! be near us, good Hymen, sweet 
Hymen ! 
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VIRGINS. 
When your new flower, from its birth, in a well-guarded 

grows hidden, 
Safe fl'om the browsing of cattle, nor bent by the bruise of 

harrow, 
Fed with the rain, and the sun, and the delicate air of the Zeph 
Gladly the youths gather round it, the maidens are proud 

beauty ; 
But if you pluck it,-but pluck it,-just sever· the stem of 

blossom, 
Little the youths will desire it, and little the maidens care for it. 
So will a virgin be loved, if she live still a virgin, unmarried. 
But if she give her sweet self to the resolute arms of a husband, 
None of the youths will take trouble to praise, nor the 

to love her. 
Hymen, good Hymen, 0 listen ! be near us, good Hymen, 

Hymen ! 
YOUTHS. 

As a wild vine that is set, by some chance, in the soil of the 
Never can lift up itself, nor be clad in the pride of its clusters ; 
Stooping its delicate length to the ground with the weight of 

burden, 
Stooping its head to its root, and trailing the pride of its beauty, 
Cannot be dear to the hind, nor be dear to tIle hearts of 

herdsmen ; 
But if it cling, by good hap, to the cherishing elm with its 
Then it is dear to the hind, and the hearts of the herdsmen 

in it ; 
So will a virgin grow old, and be little desired, if unmarried : 
Who, if she wed in her youth, in the bud of her prime, as is 
Then is more dear to her lord, and less to her parents a trouble. 
Prithee, sweet maiden, no more ! why so timid ? so willing to dally 
Dally no more,-such a lord as your lord ! and your 

approving ! 
Father and mother alike ! it is fit that a maiden obey them. 
Maidenhood is not your own : you may claim but a share in it 
Still to the mother a third is allotted, a third to the father : 
So to the maiden a third,-but a third. You, be willing ! 0 

then ! 
Have they not yielded their right to your lord, 

beside it ? 
Hymen, good HY!Den, 0 listen ! be near us, good 

Hymen ! 
" T. ASH E." 

OUR OHRONICLE. 

LENT TERM, 1862. 

WE are glad to present to our readers this term an 
abundant answer to our appeal of last Lent Term. 

They will find in our pages communications from our friends 
in different parts of the globe,-letters from Rome, from 
Madeira, from the Pacific,-which we hope will not fail to 
keep up a feeling of mutual kindness between those of us 
who remain here, and those who are scattered over the face 
of the earth. 

The year has opened upon us but mournfully. The loss 
which the nation has had to deplore in the death of the 
Prince Consort, has doubly affected us, who lose thereby our 
former Chancellor. It is not for us to add anything to the 
tribute of praise which has been paid on all sides to his 
memory : but as regards his work as Chancellor, we believe 
that his merits have been underrated, and that the interest 
which he took in University affairs was deeper and more 
frequently manifested than many imagined. The election of 
the Duke "of Devonshire as his successor we need scarcely 
put on record here. 

In some respects the chronicle of this term is cheering to> 
u.s. Though our neighbour has again carried off the " blue 
nband" both in Mathematics and Classics, St. John's is in: 
both cases successful in claiming " proximos honores." The 
Mathematical list shows the now almost usual six in the first ten, while of the thirty-two wranglers, St. John's. has. thirteen ; of the remaining six candidates, four are senior 
ophll1es and two junior optimes. In the Classical Tripos· also we have four in the First Class. 

C 
Other successes which we have to record are (1) the 

raven University Scholarship awarded to Mr. H. w. Moss, (2) the Second Smith's prize awarded to Ds Laing, 
and (3) the Chancellor's Medal for Legal Studies adjudged to Ds Freeman. 
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Second Division. 
20 Pembroke t 
21 1st Trinity 4 
22 Jesus 1 
23 3rd Trinity 2 
24 2nd Trinity 2 
25 Catharine } 
26 Lady Margaret 3 
27 King's } 
28 Emmanuel 2 
29 Corpus 2 } 
30 Queens' 1 

February 28tlt. 
40 Emmanuel 3 } 
41 Sidney 2 
42 1st Trinity 6 
43 Christ's 3 } 
44 Lady Margaret 5 
45 2nd Trinity 4} 
46 Peterhouse 2 

31 Christ's 2 } 
32 Clare 2 
33 2nd Trinity 2 } 
34 Lady Somerset 2 } 
35 Trinity Hall 3 
36 Lady Margaret 4 
37 Emmanuel 3 } 
38 Corpus 3 
39 1st Trinity 5 

} 
40 Caius 3 

Third Division. 
47 Queens' 2 } 
48 Jesus 2 

149 Lady Margaret 6 
50 Caius 4 
51 Trinity Hall 4 
52 1st Trinity 7 

Second Division. 
20 1st Trinity 4 
21 Pembroke } 30 Corpus 2} 

31 Clare 2 
22 3rd Trinity 2 
2::5 Jesus 1 } 32 Christ's 2 } 

33 Lady Margaret 4 
24 2nd Trinity 2 34 Trinity Hall 3 
25 Lady Margaret 3 35 Lady Somerset 2 } 

36 '2nd Trinity 3 26 Catharine } 
27 Emmanuel 2 
28 King's 

37 Caius 3 } 
29 Queens' 1 

38 1st Trinity 5 
39 Corpus 3} 
40 Sidney 2 

ERRATA IN No. XII. 
Page 2, line 27, for H east" rea.a H west." 

u 65, " IB, H U two" u too." 
H 66, cc 7, Cl "Elsie" " uElsee." 11 66, 8, " "W.F." H "E.H." 
u 66, 10, " "W.T." " "W.J." 
u 67, 12, " cc Burn" " cc Baron. U 
., 67, " 11-, "Berry" U " Terry!' 
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A FORTNIGHT IN SICILY. 

DEAR MR. EDITOR, 
As you have done me the compliment to insert a pre

vious letter in your valuable periodical, I venture to hope that 
a subject less hackneyed and probably more interesting, may 
also find a place in the lighter portion of your pages. 

On the 24th of March, our party, consisting of five 
gentlemen and one lady, left Naples on board the ' Vatican' 
for Sicily. 

To get out of the noisy, dusty, hot town of Naples, must 
be a matter of rejoicing I think to any traveller, particularly 
when on leaving he can sit in peace and quietness, and 
enjoy the lovely view which that bay and town afford. It 
was a beautiful bright clear day, the boy and girl in the little 
boat moored close by us had finished their Tarantella dance, 
and wished us a 'buon viaggio' when we bid adieu to the 
noisy quay of Santa Lucia and the picturesque Neapolitan 
fishermen. A forest of shipping passed, we were soon 
�teaming quietly along, looking back at Naples and its 
environs edging that blue bay with their white line of houses, 
Castel St. Elmo above, and still towering higher the hill and 
monastery of the Camaldoli. The islands had quite a fairy 
appearance through the blue mist which always veils those 
enchanted waters. As we were botmd for Messina, our 
course lay between the Isle of Capri and the promontory of 
Souento; off the Sorrentine foreland lie the Three Sirens, 
no longer ' multorum ossibus albos,' but none the less inte
resting for that. ' Difficiles quondam.' Capri is a lovely spot, th,e rocks and rocky mountains are tossed about in unusually tltd and picturesque shapes ; a favourite retreat for the Eng,Ish artist, there to paint and fall in romantic love with the 
l
,
stand's pretty daughters; and so this fairy scene gradually �ldccl off, the sun set in gorgeous colours, nature's curtain was (l'awn, and nothing remained but an unpleasant night in a 

SUlal\ steamer. 
VOL. Ill. L 
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In the early morning we passed Stromboli, and 
fortunate enough to see the volcano in a very active 
the :flames finding a vent some little way down 
north-east side of the mountain. Soon afterwards we 
ourselves between Scylla and Charybdis, the former a 
rock on the Calabrian coast, the latter now marked 
the meeting of the currents round the north-east he 
of Sicily; of these, as of the Sirens before, ' difficiles 
dam.' About nine o'clock we entered the 'Z 
Messina; the town extends along the beach, a widish row 
white houses with a low line of volcanic cliff and hill 
Etna's snowy mass rising high to the left. We were soon 
shore. 'Douane' troubles in these parts are now no 
It was Lady-day, and the town in a state of 'festa' and 
ado, The ' brave' national guard marching in strong 
with a deciued 'tiro' step; ladies in silks and 
hurrying to the churches, and lazzaroni feeling a 
l'ight in demanding one's 'grani' on the Santa 
morning. I went to the church of the Annunziata, 
the chief sel'Vice was being performed, the music and 
were most peculiarly operatic. There is very little to 
terest in Messina; we accordingly took a carriage the same 
and started off along the eastern coast, ringing and 
away merrily. Across the blue straits, on our left, lay 
gium and the Calabrian Coast; on our right, most pictu 
lines and ridges of low mountain scenery, with fr 
peeps of Etna; the villages we drove through 
most miserable appearances, houses one-storied, 
and filthy; the road was unmistakeably Sicilian, 
across a succession of dry torrent beds, and our tra 
not of the easiest description; however the scenery 
ample compensation for these little troubles, and as 
approached Jiardini, a village lying unuer Taormina, 
soft evening views were very beautiful. At Jiardini 
arrived just as it was dark, and were deposited at a pI 
which om vetturino calleu an hotel. No one who has 
travelled in Sicily can form a just and fair idea of a 
hotel in an out-of-the-way part of the country. The 
"'ave no signs whatever of life or lodging within, not a 
�as moving; aftel' w,e had threaded our way, one at a 
up a very narrow dIrty al1ey, and then up a still 
and still dirtier row of steps, we came to a low roofed 
and knocked at the door; a being with a lantern 
the door, and was thunderstruck at seeing six 'forestierl 
'Ve asked the way to the hotel, and found to our surprise 

tKt 
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cre already at it. There was no other place of refuge, so 
�c were obliged to take it for better or for worse; on ask�"O' for bed-rooms, he informed us he had one where he ]I " , d' I ' b d h . 
l'onlcl lmme late y arrange SIX e s; t ere was one other In 
�he honse, but that was occupied by four of his own country
men. When the being, whom I suppose I must call the land
lord, found disgust getting the better of our amusement, and 
that there was a lady in the party, he suddenly bethought 
himself of a clever plan, and disappeared lantern and all in 
ordcr to carry his idea into effect, leaving us in darkness, 
solitude, and amazement; in the course of a few minutes a 
crrating door was heard gradually to open, and four ghost
Dke beings in night-shirts slunk across the passage in the 
dircction of the kitchen, followed by the lantern'd Mercury, 
"ho acquainted us with the now not surprising intelligence, 
that another room was vacant; the four 'contadini' having 
heen turned out in the most merciless way to seek a pillow 
where they could find one; four of us occupied those four 
deserted beds,-proh nefas I-and the other gentleman and his 
wifc the other room. It was in vain I took our landlord and 
showed him the small animals hopping about in empty search 
after their departed sleepers; he brushed them off on to the 
£001', unkilled, with a 'niente, niente, caro mio!' and off he 
ran to prepare dinner. A table was found, and a rough 
towel thrown over it in the passage; maccaroni prepared, 
enough to last a poor English family for a week, and afar off 
we saw a weird shaggy old hag fanning some blazing sticks, 
and over the sticks hanging in the smoke the last poor old 
hen, that ten minutes ago had gone off snugly to roost; this 
with black bread formed our repast, and I will only add that 
:yc laughed heartily over it. The night- ' vate caret. non 
lllacrymabilis.' The next day was bright and lovely, and 
Wc set off to walk up the mountain to Taormina, the ancient 
l�auromenium; a stiff hour's ascent brought us to the old 
PICturesque town; the people stared as though not much 
aCcllstomeu to tourists; the pigs that lay at the cottage door
steps even got up and grunted: one of the barbarians escorted 
ll:s to the ancient theatre, which ranks as the next interesting 
SIght in Sicily after the ruins of Girgenti, n9t only on 
account of the comparatively perfect state of its seats and orchestra, its pilasters and proscenium, but the grand and e;Xtensive view commanding the old town picturesquely Sltuated on the mountain slope, Etna perfect and uninter
rUpted, below the blue bay, and far, far away the coast-land 111elting away in blue haze; besides this, the old tombs and 

L2 
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the church of S. Pancratius are of interest. We descended 
our ever-memorable hotel and started off to Nicolosi, 
village at the foot of Etna, a drive of some thirty-five 
Theviews of Etna were grand, but the immediate country 
paratively wanting in picturesque scenery; the route 
streams of lava of various ages, through villages 
entirely, houses, walls, churches, and everything else of 
and by roads strikingly barbarian. N icolosi is a miSE 
looking village, with a refuge but little better than that 
Jiardini. I went off at once to Dr. Gemellaro, who is a 
of honorary guide, undertaking the arrangement of 
who ascend Etna, a well-informed kind fellow, whose 
and experience I would advise any one to take advantage 
he was glad to see 'Inglesi' once again, greedily snatched 
any news we could tell him, and told us all would be 
at four o'clock the next morning. 

Accordingly, early the next morning we started. 
tell you the usual time for ascending is in mid-summer 
midnight, so as to see the sunrise from the summit; at 
time of the year you can ride to the 'Casa lnglese,' 
a small refuge, only one hour's distance from the top, 
there, and so make easy work of the excursion; but in 
spring it is a far different matter, the Casa Inglese 
entirely buried in snow, and the cold at night on the 
tain intense. We accordingly started early, our compar-;,; 
consisting of eight on mules and one on foot, with 
escort of enquiring peasants until we were some way out 
the village. The sunrise was splendid; we rode for 
hours up a part of the mountain called the' Bosco,' 
with scrubby oaks and a few pines, when the depth 
the snow obliged us to dismount; here we fortified 
with cold fowls and eggs, and Itlft our mules to await 
return. 

For three hours ancl a half we toiled up ridge after . 
of snow, passing over the left shoulder of Monte 
views getting gradually more extensive, not perfe�ctly 
but extremely grand; this brought us to the bottom of 
cone, and now the worst was to come, the ascent being v 
steep ancl slippery over mixed snow and ashes, with a fur:' 
wind blowing. In fifty minutes we were at the lip of 
crater, and heartily did we congratulate our heroic fair 
on the feat she had accomplished; we were the first to 
those snows this year, and I doubt if any lady at all has 
made the ascent so early as the month of March, sa' . 
Two Unprotected Females who have published their 
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We could not stay long at the summit, as the wind and storm 
f ashes were intolerable, but soon made a rapid descent. 

1'he crater of Etna is somewhat larger than that of Vesuvius, 
with a great deal of snow-drift insjde, and a small current of 
sulphurous steam much less fitful than that of Vesuvius. 
'rile last eruption of any importance was that of 1852. The 
lava streams are on a far larger scale than those of V esu vius, 
very broad and extending into the country in some cases a 
marvellous distance; all round the base of the mountain are 
]1U111erous conical hillocks, each with its extinct crater in the 
centre, and from its shape very unmistakeable. I would 
strongly advise every one, from the painful experience we 
have had, to protect his face against the Etna winds; in 
fact, the excursion is much better made from Catania than 
from Nicolosi, as at the former place better guides are found 
and every necessary attentively supplied; the landlord of 
the Corona hotel knowing the mountain well. 

From Nicolosi we went down to Catania with faces 
blistered and swollen; the peasants knew well enough what 
we had done, and I heard some remark as we passed" Eccoli 
dal fuoco." Catania is a large town, with a population of sixty
five thousand, so that here we found more civilized accom
modation. The place has suffered much in various ways, and 
has a wretched look about it; they say it never escapes 
thirty years without being visited either by a lava stream, an 
earthquake, or a plague ; and certainly the houses with their 
cracked walls and columns declining from the vertical, speak 
vcry plainly of their contiguous enemy. The town was in a 
great measure destroyed by the eruption of 1669, when the 
present more was formed by the lava stream pouring down 
into the sea. 

The cathedral and churches are too much spoilt by white
wash to be interesting. The old Greek theatre is tolerably 
perfect, its seats made of lava telling of Etna's performances in 
olden times. The shape of the Odeum is quite traceable, and 
some small part remains. The amphitheatre they say was on an enormous scale, larger than the Coliseum at Rome, 
but it is so. built over, that now it is difficult to form an 
?pinion. The Monastero de' Benedettini is worth a visit; 
H8 �scape from the lava was almost miraculous, the stream 
ha�lt1g changed its course just as it reached the walls of the 
OlUlding. The organ and carved wood in the church are very 
fine. 

From Catania we drove to Syracuse, a distance of forty
five miles. The scenery down the southern half of the 
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eastern coast is not so fine as the northern; here and 
isolated spots are very picturesque, but there is a great 
of plain and marsh land; we crossed the Simrethus, and 
Theocritus' oleanders and prickly pears flourishing in all 
primreval beauty; our road lay through Lentini, the an 
Leontini, but here we did not stop, as there is nothing 
interest saving one old ruin of which little or nothing 
known; crossing the ridge of hills at the back of Lentini, 
leaving Augusta to our left, we soon came in sight of S 
The high road runs straight across the site of the 
town to the Island of Ortygia, on which stands the 
city, a mass of white houses, and narrow streets 
thickly crowded population, surrounded by fortifications 
a network of wall, and drawbridges between the island 
the mainland. Of the other four great divisions of 
Syracuse, Acradina, Epipolre, Tycha and N eapolis, 
scarcely remains but one vast barren plain of a very 
nature, partly cultivated, partly like an English 
The relative situation of these I remember is given 
Leake's maps, that are annexed to Arnold's 
The distance from Ortygia to the 'Eupu'T}A,or; at 
about three miles: taking 'Eupu'T}A,or; as a centre 
of distance, (viz. from Ortygia to 'Eupu'T}A,or;) as a radius 
circle, of which another radius would be the line of 
running from 'Eupu'T}A,or; to the' Porto Trogilo' with the 
line as the circumference cut off! you would have a ' 
shaped piece of land containing the four old cities; 
occupying the part at the angle, Acradina the largest 
four, extending widely along the circumference, apd N 
and Tycha filling up the remainder, separated from one 
by a slight valley; only let it be remembered that 
did not exist at the time of the Peloponnesian war. To 
south of this piece of land lies the great harbour about 
miles in circumference, the entrance to it one thousand 
hundred yards wide, being between Ol'tygia and the piece 
coast land called Plemmyrium. There is a 'custode' 
still points out the ruins of 'Eupv'T}A.o'), some scattered: 
ments of wall for Labdalus, and tbe quarries where 
Athenian prisoners were put to death; on the right bank 
the Anapus, just where the two branch streams meet, 
two gigantic Doric columns of the temple of Olympian 
and on Plemmyrium, opposite Ortygia, the so called 
of the "Campo e Castello degli Ateniesi." Besi 
there are many ruins of minor importance; an 
hewn out of the solid rock; the theatre which 
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I maximum' th, at held forty thousand people; this stands ill 
Neapolis, wlllc� was the, fine�t of t�e five divisions; an 
aqued�ct runnmg from EUpV'T}AOr; 111 the direction of 
j\cradma-a street of. tom�s- a so-cal�ed tomb of Archi
rnec1cs-the Ear of DlOnyslUs, a pecuhar shaped hollow in 
the rock, so cut that the least whisper down below can be 
heard distinctly above, where they say 'fort ridiculement' 
that the tyrant listened to the murmurs of his captives
several stone quarries and catacombs. In the Island of 
Ortygia, now modern Syracuse, is the fountain of Arethusa; 
but what would Alpheus' feelings be, could he see the 
object of his affection reduced to a tank for washerwomen? 
The present cathedral contains some fine remains of a temple 
of the Doric order originally consecrated to Minerva. 

However, the general appearance of ancient Syracuse, as 
I said before, is one vast rocky waste; one walks over miles of 
burren country, and nothing strikes the eye, save here and 
there a piece of tomb, or street with its old ruts half hidden 
under wild flowers; the goats run up and down the few grass
covered steps that led to the aula of some Dionysian lord, 
and the swallow fiits acrosS the curved pool of water that 
once was the orchestra of an Odeum. Such is the perfect 
stato of silent desolaLion, it is indeed a marked spot and tells 
its own tale, " all has passed away." 

We embarked on board the" Archimede," a small steamer 
fr0111 Alexandria, for Messilla en route to Palm·mo. 

On leaving Messina, the weather was extremely rough 
und stormy, and Charybdis threatened to assume her 
wonted form. However as it is often very rough in the 
straits, and tolerably calm in the open sea beyond, the captain 
thought good to start; in the straits we rocked about terribly, 
and not much less so when we had turned the north east 
1:1:01110ntory and got into the open. For an hour we went 
fanly enough; when a heavy storm came on and lashed us 
about in a furious manner; first on one paddle-box, then on the other, �ith the waves dashing clean over us; every 
11l011lent we felt our danger increasing: the like had not 
beon known there for twenty years, and had we not happily 
go� under the lee of one of the Lipari Islands and there 
\�alted until the storm had vented its fury, our miserable 
ltttle boat might have perished: we found out afterwards 
that the" Archimede" had been condemned as unseaworthy, 
so. that OUr escape was indeed a fortunate one. On account of 
thiS delay we reached Palermo in the evening instead of early morning. However " the barbarous people she wed 
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US no little kindness," and I fear we fared at the 
hotel in a very different way to what the poor apostle did 
Melita. 

Palermo is situated on the bay of that name, 
for some distance in a curved shape along the beach; 
lies a wide plain thickly planted with orange and 
groves, bounded by an amphitheatre of hills of a 
and rocky nature, on which the olive and prickly 
contrast well with the darker tints of green below. It 
is an extremely picturesque place and presents a most 
foreign and Asiatic appearance. The influence of G 
Rome, and Carthage once were great there, but these ha 
out, and the traces of later conquerors, such as the Arab, 
man and Spaniard, take their place in a most striking m 
The two main streets intersect at right angles, and are 
with tall houses and projecting balconies of iron, wood 
stone. The shops are endless and occupy all the 
floors, even of private houses; and the street is alive 
human heads. The first day I was there was the anni 
of the late revolution, and the old town was of course de 
out in an extra bright holiday dress. The upper windo 
all along the streets have a peculiar appearance, they 
inhabited throughout by nuns, and accordingly cased 
with a projecting bow-shaped grating; looking down 
streets one catches a fiue view of mouu tain scenery, which 
the strip of deep blue sky over one's head is very effecti 
The churches are very interesting, especially in point 
architecture; and the exterior of the cathedral is deligh 
to an eye that has been surfeited with the heathenish I 
style: this building, erected towards the end of the twe 
century, after the Saracen power had been destroyed by 
N ormans, is apparently Gothic in architecture, but when 
look into it there is a great medley of the Sicilian, Arab 
Norman: possibly from the Arabic inscription 
there it once was a mosque: the exterior is splendid, 
the interior is entirely spoilt by whitewash. The ' Marto 
is a very costly beautiful church, light and elegant, a 
style of Arab and Norman, rich in marbles and precio 
stones. There are many others of minor importance, w 
chief interest lies in their costly Ol'baments of lapis-Iaz 
verde antique, etc., and I will leave it to guide-books 
describe them; but of all the sacred edifices, the little 
Palatina or Royal Chapel is the most unique and SLnlHU15_ 
its walls and arches covered with richly coloured 
work have the most sombre appearance, and their 
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lit up gorgeousness a most imposing effect. The many 
public gardens of Palermo are a pleasant addition to the town
iln enjoyable retreat from the bustle an� noise of.the Toledo
flowers and eastern shrubs grow there 111 perfectlOll,-even in 
the beginning of April they were beautiful. We of course 
went up Monte Pellegrino and paid a visit to Santa Rosalia, 
the Patroness Saint of Palermo; on the top of the mountain 
is a grotto where she lived and died at the early age of 
sixteen: mass is celebrated there daily, and commanding 
a perfect view of the bay and town stands a colossal statue of 
the Saint, covered with a robe of solid gold, her right hand 
extended as though blessing the fair scene that lies below: 
her great day is kept in July, when there is a grand 
procession of all the dignitaries of the church, state officers, 
and military through the streets of Palermo; a silver statue 
of the saint is carried in a great triumphal car, seventy feet 
long and thirty broad, adorned with orange trees and filled 
with bands of music. An account of different excursions would 
be uninteresting; but every one should drive up to Monreale 
and see the splendid Byzantine mosaic work in the cathedral, 
also pay a visit to the palace of the Zisa, a real Saracenic 
edifice with its Moorish hall. 

The people at Palermo are much more civilized than in 
the parts we had been in previously, and a railway is actually 
in construction fro111 Palermo to Catania. The lighting the 
gas lamps invariably caused a great excitement, a crowd 
collecting at each one, and gesticulating fiercely when the 
magic flame appeared. 

There are various accounts as to the state of discontent 
and brigandage in those parts; we saw nothing of the sort, 
and I am inclined to think that the English papers draw 
an exaggerated picture; there are many too glad to seize 
hold of a report and pass it on for fact. Let those who con
demn what is going on reflect whether they are not condemning a noble attempt that is being made to promote civilization, education, peace and religion. If good is at work, there 
lUust be a conflict with evil; and it is only prejudice and short-sightedness that makes a certain class of people so severe in their censure. Poor fated country! Rhe has known �any conquerors and many changes; all who have travelled III her bright sunny land will ever take deep interest in her ot :-may her new government be lasting and prosperous, bnd a more civilized and enlightened generation steer safely 
1 e�ween the Scylla of tyranny and the Charybdis of revoullon. 
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'Trs strange :-sad stories linger in the heart 
Until their very sadness becomes sweet; 
E'en as the lineaments of those he loved, 
Treasured in sacred memories, :;till heal, 
With their own sorrowful spell, the aching wound 
Of one who, in great loneliness of soul, 
Waits ever for a voice he may not heal', 
And listens for a step that cannot come .. 

Ah sad sweet picture! I have gazed on thee, 
And pored upon thy tracery, and mused 
Upon thy story till the mournful lines 
Grew bright with heavenly radiance, and a sense 
Of pain not pain, of joy not wholly joy, 
Tempered itself within me, and I grew, 
Hapt on the past, to love thee revel·ently. 

And surely 'twas an instinct half divine 
Guided the hand that wrought material things 
To such a wondrous beauty! for the eye, 
Clear with a sudden inspiration, bears 
Into our inmost hearts the whole sad scene, 
With an all-vivid power that fools the ear, 
And mocks the art of poets.-

For what words 
Can paint the terrible agony, that dwells 
In the closed hands and mutely eloquent eyes 
Of that grief. stricken Lady and pure wife, 
Kneeling beside her lord, 'twixt those stern walls, 
To taste the cup of blessing ere he die, 
And the sweet bonds be snapt ?-Methinks the rite 
Hath lifted for a while her sinking heart, 
And, blotting out the page of time, borne up 
Her winged soul unto that purer world 
Where separation is not, and the voice 
Of cruelty vexes not the quiet air, 
And love abides, and peace; till, suddenly, 
Earth claims her own again, and in the glance, 
Sidelong, that fears to move his calm rapt soul, 

Tlte Picture. 
Dwells all the dear heart-hunger of long years, 
Known in one bitter moment,-dwells the woe 
And desolation of a breaking heart, 
rfhat, breaking, still beats on, each pulse a pang, 
That, killing, will not kill.-

But he the while, 
With reverent knee and fail' untroubled front, 
Bends o'er the emblems of His dying love 
Who died that death might be the gate of life; 
A sweet majestic meekness crowning him 
With a divine humility, more grand 
'fhan haughtiest glance shot from the eye of pride. 
And if there be some human woe for her 
Whose love hath crowned his manhood, 10, his eye 
Half pierced, methinks, the dark mysterious veil, 
And half the pang sinks in the bright to come, 
And the fixed hope of a believing soul 
That conquers, amI. not scorns, the sting of death. 

Go, ponder, ye who tell us Love shall die;� 
Go, see love stronger at the gates of death, 
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Strong when man's ruthless voice would bid it cease,
Strong in the dreadful parting hour to raise 
rfhe spirit to those sacred heights, where love 
Shall breathe at length its proper air, and drink 
Large draughts from the pure fountain whence it flowed 
To bless and cheer the parched wastes below. 

+ 
+ + 

+ 

" C. S." 



TRANSIJATIONS, NEW AND OLD. 

FEW will be found to deny, and fewer still perhaps 
explain, the marked inferiority of modern English 

translations from the classical authors of antiquity, to 
rich racy works of N ol'th and Hobbes, and other authors 
the Elizabethan and subsequent age, full of point, force, 
vigour, for the most part truthful even to accuracy, at 
time false to their author's spirit, or tame or chargeable 
weakness, which differ from our present bald and 
copies about as much as a tragedian's verses excel 
scholiast's explanations. No doubt such works 
Kennedy's Demosthenes and Da vies and Vaughan's 
of Plato's Republic form striking exceptions to this 
translations like these are very rare, and even of these 
the latter, graceful and accurate and powerful as it 
is, can certainly not be acquitted of betraying 
its classical original. The Greek limbs move 
cramped and confined under their English dress. 
even the tenth book, where there is little of that 
which gives so wide a scope to untranslatable Greek 
and read the adventures of Er-you could be under 
danger whatsoever of supposing that the narrative 
originally from an English brain. 

What may be the causes of this backward m 
whether it be that the classical authors have now fallen 
so great contempt and desuetude that at this time they 
not, either in the original languages or in translations, 
by any but profesBed scholars, having come to be 
merely as convenient machines for educating the yo 
giving them a somewhat useless but not ungen 
occupation, let others determine. It would undoubte 
that in the times when Lady Jane Grey read Plato, 
Parr is recorded to have written in Latin, and Mrs. 
son to have translated Lucretius, the English people 
have fed upon more substantial food than is afforded by 
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Eaihvay-libraries, th� Cornhills, the Macmillans, and the 
'l'cJl1ple-bars of the nmeteenth century. 

Be it so-" tempora mutantur." The first course, nay 

thC second, third, fourth courses are over ; the nineteenth 
cntury is the age not of dinner but of dessert ; therefore 
fct us say grace for the first blessing and apply ourselves 
thankfully to the second. 

Indeed, the decision of this question is not our present 
business. To decide whether it be the changed tastes of the 
nation or an over fastidious desire for ,literal accuracy, 01' the 
decay in vigour of the English language, that has thus 
ellshtved our translators, would require more space and time 
than are at the writer's command. But what are the causes 
,rhieh among our candidates for the classical trip os are 
wont to make their translations so miserably unenglish, what 
may be the reasons which in our attempts to express the 
seIlse of the classical poets deprive 1Eschylus of all his 
grandeur, Virgil of all his beauty, Sophocles of all his per
fectness, and even Aristophanes of half his wit, or again, in 
our endeavours to render historical authors, what it is that 
makes speeches spiritless, campaigns unintelligible, and the 
deaths of heroes ludicrous; this is a subject on which a con
jecture may be expressed and it may be a hint given. 

Several causes might be assigned for these failures, as 
first, the want of taste on the part of the translator and a 
defect in his appreciation of the classical originals, which, 
as it is a thing in many men incapable of being remedied, 
and in others only by a patient and careful study of the 
best models both in their own and in the ancient languages, 
we pass over with this remark in order to proceed to other 
causes. Some might be inclined in part to lay our charge 
to the door of Mr. Theodore Alois Buckley and other like 
translators, whose works are at once easily procurable and 
esteemed by some convenient for the purposes of self
cuucation. They would be wrong. We are much indebted to the circle of classical scholars whom Mr. Bohn has collected around him: we owe a debt of gratitude to Mr. puc:kley the tran�lator of �ophocles, to Mr. Davison for h�s 

I
ltl'ral prose verSlOn of Vugll, and to 1\11'. Watson for hls 
�bours on the works of Lucretius ; they have been oul: 

])loneers to a better path, they have hastened a Dew era of 
English translation, they have been the first to indicate and 
example the baldness, the ungracefulness and servility to which 
bUt' language may be degraded, they stand sel�-appointed 

cacons to warn us against these dangers, and III a great 
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spirit of self-sacrifice to light others upon a fairer' 
more attractive road than it has been allotted to them 
follow. 

A third and more potent reason is, the strong fear felt 
men who are perpetually called on to shew what they can 
in examinations, lest the examiners should think a 
translation a token or gloss of ignorance. To meet 
difficulty seems the express purpose of the allowance 
annotation in our examinations ; and further, these 
points which make the difference between English 
English-Greek or English-Latin, are those, which if 
pressed, would least hinder a translator from manifestina: 
knowledge of his subject. But the fourth and most 
of all causes seems to be, that Englishmen in general are 
aware of the fnll power and scope of their own lan 
having never studied its varieties and diversities of 
6ion, and the points of inferiority and superiority in 
of the ancient languages ; and in this ignorance seems to 
the real ground for our complaint. 

Now it would be impossible within these narrow 
to do anything more than allege some evidence for the 
of this statement. To account for it thoroughly and 
torily would be a work of no little labour. There is 
at hand to prove, that English translations may be 
as to read like English, evidence that will come 
every one who is a member of the Church of England. 
in our daily service, what critical ear discerns between 
collects that have Latin and English originals? Who 
the Gelasian twaog perceptible through the English of 
sixteenth century? It is a matter of undoubted truth, 
upon ordinary ears the translated Latin of the G 
Sacramentary works no other nor more jarring effect than 
words of our own English Cranmer. Then wherein lies 
secret of our Reformers' Alchemy? Whence their 
forming elixir? I answer, their art consisted, next to 
living sympathy with the spirit no less than the words 
Latin prayers, in their knowledge of the rich variety of 
language and in the application of this variety to the 
simplicity of the Latin original. And here, at the 

. 

being tedious, or even quoting Latin in a Magazine 
for the sole perusal of Members of St. John's College, 
must bring forward some testimony to the truth of what 
here stated. 

Who then would prefer a literal version, such as " 
author and lover of peace in knowing whom men live, in 

'- KJ---�----------
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I om men reign," to our well-known commencement of the C \lect for Peace ; "the author of peace and lover of concord, 
. 0 l'nowledge of whom standeth our eternal .life, whose :�J';ice is perfect freedom," in which it is as certain that the 

ords "of concord" are necessary for the English rhythm 
��Hl harmony, as it is,. that they are. absent from. the Latin of 
Gclasius.7 Mark agalll th� two (h�erent EnglIsh con�truc
tions whIch represent one 1U the LatIn, "quem nosse Vlvere, 
cui scrvire regnare est ;"  necessary, because the English 
lanO'u age cannot render, nor the English ear endure, the 
llal?ed simpleness of the plain antithesis. The e:ame variety, 
thc same longing to express the meaning in a number of 
words where one is insufficient, may be found in the Fonrth 
Collcct after Advent. Instead of " that by the help of thy 
favour that which is clogged by our sins may be hastened by 
the kindness of thy mercy," we have " that whereas, through 
our sins and wicl.ednesses, we are sore let and hindered in 
nmning the race that is set before us, thy bountiful grace 
and mm'cy may speedily help and deliver us."'i'- Here have 
wc three couplets, if I may so say, of English words, to ex
press three single Latin words. Further, on account of the 
great excess of metaphor in English above Latin prose, the 
very suspicion and mere hint of such a thing in the original 
is developed into a finished picture in the English Collect: 
rightly, if it is the business of the English translator to 
say what his Latin author says, just as an Englishman would 
most naturally express it. And of these two translations, as 
there is 110 doubt the first is the more literal, so none can 
deny the latter to be the more intelligible and, as regards 
!hc spirit of the prayer, the more truthful also. A third 
l!1stance of the application of English variety to Latin simpli
city may perhaps be sufficient. In the Collect for the 
Second Sunday in Lent, we read "that we may be defended 
from all adversities which may happen to the body, and 
from all evil thoughts which may assault and hurt the soul ;" 
as a translation of "ut ab omnibus adversitatibus muniamur 
in corpore et a pravis cogitationi.bus mundemur in mente," an example of curtailment as well as development, and, as in 
the other instances, of  the use of copiousness and diversity, and the avoidance of simple antithesis. 
. But because it might be said that we are unable impar· 

tlally to j udge of words which from our childhood upwards 
------------------------------------------------------------------
• ''l' Ut, per auxilium gratioo ture, quod nostrn peccata prrepediunt, 
lt1clulgentia ture propitiationis acceleret." 
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we have so often heard, that even were they most harsh 
most unnatural, custom would give them a second 
to our ears, it may be useful to bring forward one or 
passages translated from works less known, and to 
the ancient versions with such a rendering as in our times 
ordinary Englishman would give, Whether then will 
l'eadp.r prefer as a rendering of the words of 
" For one who is above measure beautiful or powerful, 
well-born, or wealthy, or on the contrary, above 
poor or weak, and held in great contempt, it is not easy 
follow reason," '" or, " Men over high exalted either 
honour or in power or in nobility or in wealth, they 
that are as much on the contrary hand sunk either 
beggary or through dejection , or by baseness, do not 
give ear unto reason" ? Which, as a rendering of 
" He mingled the delight that comes from melody wi 
teachings of the church, that by the smoothness and 
of the hearing, we might unwittingly take in the 
came from the words;" or, as Hooker has it,t " 
him to borrow from meloJy that pleasure which 
with heavenly mysteries causeth the smoothness and 
of that which toucheth the ear, to convey, as it 
stealth, the measure of good things into men's 
Lastly, whether of two interpreters would Seneca 
the one who should translate his words into such Engnsu 
this ; "A great number of sins are removed if a 
standing by those who are on the point of sinning. 
the mind have some one to fear, by whose authority it 
make even its secret thoughts more holy ; choose Cato 
or if he appear to you too severe, choose some man 
softer mettle, choose him whose life and words have 
you, and carrying before you that man's mind and 
ever be shewing him to yourself either as a guardian or as 
example;" or would the following version gain greater 
proval.:j: " Witnesses at hand are as a bridle to many offe 

* Hooker's Ecclesiastical Polity, v. 76, 5. Arist. Polit. iv. 
" Y7rE.pKaAOV, 7) V7rEp[UXVpov, 7) V7rEPWYEvij, j'j V7rEP7rAOVUWV' ;; 
avna TOVTOI!:, V7rE.P7rTWX011, j] V7rEpaueEvij, Kat ucpoopa unfLOlI 
TCJ AOYlu d';OAOVeEiv." . t H�oker, v. 38. 3. Bas. in Psal. [1, p. 125.l " To EK 
IUA'f0[ac;; Up7r lIOV Toic;; ooypau/v €YKaTEfL/�EV. ',va Tlf 7rPOU'WE1 
Adlf T'1 C;; d'O�G TO h TWV AOYWV wrpE.A1fLOV Auv(JaVOVTW!: V7rolldwLlEtllIi 

:I: Hooker, v. 65. 6. Sen. Epist. lib. 1, Ep. 1 1. " 
peccatorum tollitur, si peccaturis testis adsistat. Aliquem 

-- . '-------------... 
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let the mind have t always some whom �t feareth" Ca slight 
. accuracy here), t some whose authorIty may keep even 
l�cret thoughts under awe. Take Cato, or, if he be too harsh s nd rigid, choose some other of a softer mettle, whose gra
�itY of speech and life thou lovest; his mind and countenance 
carry with thee, set him always before thine eyes, either as a 
watch 01' pattern." 

The inferiority of our modern versions may be perhaps in 
part explained by the present disuse of many excellent and 
useful expressions current in older times. These convenient 
words " whereof," H whereto," or the like, have gone seem
iuO"ly never to return, and in consequence of their absence 
w� are so often thrown upon " whom" and " which," that 
there has arisen an aversion to the use of the relative wherever 
it can be avoided ; and writers, rather than employ it, prefer 
to make two sentences instead of one. The nominative ab
solnte is almost lost. We should say now " where," or tt if 
necessity urges," not " necessity urging, it is no fault," and 
so also in the passive voice we rarely find, as a translation of 
the Latin ablative absolute, such a phrase as " his work 
done, he rested," but " after he had done his work," or 
some equally verbose equivalent. We can scarcely now 
venture to say with Milton, " when a temple is building," 
for fear of being thought to write vulgarly, but must content 
ourselves with " during the building of a temple." We 
have lost, too, that convenient adjunct of verbs " does." 
How constrained it sounds to say tt upon whom the light of 
the gospel shines not yet," how natural and rhythmical the 
alteration to " doth not yet shine !" We must also regret the 
loss of the old sense of the preposition " of "  in the phrase 
" of thy mercy grant," which has no exact modern equiva
lent. Such a sentence as the Latin " qui scis nos in tantis 
periculis constitutos non posse subsistere," we should invari
��ly render " who knowest that we, placed as we are," or 
. In that we are placed in so great dangers cannot stand," 
Instead of " in that" or " for that we are placed," 01', as in �he Collect " who knowest that we are placed in so great 

angers that, &c."· These terrible particles I1-�Y and oE 
anirnus, quem vereatur, cujus auctoritate etiam secretum suum 
8�n.ctius faciat. Elige itaque catonem ; si hic videtur tibi nimis 
r�gldus, elige remissioris animi virum : elige eum cujus tibi placuit 
Yita et oratio, et ipsius ani mum ante te. ferens et vultus, illum semper tibi ostende, vel custodem vel exemplum." 

" Why do we not make more use of our privileges in accnmu-
vo� In. M 
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cannot always be rendered by " firstly," " secondly," 
less by " indeed" and " but," and though we may 
times express them by saying. that " while A is doing 
B is doing y," yet the monotony would be less if we 
retained the old antithetical " as" and " so." Further, 
useful words have deserted without leaving us their 
tutes. Where is the modern equivalent of " 
We seldom use the adjective " backward," except in conv" .. ..l 

tion, and yet a periphrasis is necessary to express 
meaning both of this word and the deceased "fl 
H Colourable" is a better word than " plausible," and not 
actly synonymous with the latter: H ought" has expelled, 
befits," " it beseems," " it behoves ;" we miss also the ' 
sonals " it contents," " it moves us-that," and many 
various expressions which have by their departure made 
language at once more regular and less vigorous. But 
sides the loss of these turns and phrases which are 
sated at least in some degree by modern additions, on 
we must repeat, that it is the want of variety and 
which is the fatal cause of the badness of our modern 
tio11s. Let the reader turn over the master-piece of 
prose, Milton's Areopagitica, and he will find that upon 
apt use of what we called above H couplets," hangs 
marvellous fascination of his style. What else is the 
of the following sentence, " that out of many modera. 
varieties and brotherly dissimilitudes that are not vastly 
proportional arises the goodly and the graceful 
that commends the whole pile and structure ;" 
" what could a man require more from a Nation so 
and so prone to seek after knowledge ? What 
to such a towardly and pregnant soil, but wise 
labourers, &c.," and lastly, H revolving new notwns 
ideas to present us with their homage and fealty the 
proaching Reformation" ? 

The compilers of our Prayer-Book thoroughly 
or, however, felt the genius and demands of their 
with them " nullum" and " ullum" are in two 
lines, " no" and " any kind of;" " qui" is at one 
" which," at another " that," at a third " such as," 
0[1 ; such a phrase as H a  quolibet cuilibet datum," is H 
unto any man by every man that listeth." These are 

lating adjectives ? " Diu acriter pugnatum est ; neque Indi, 
should be translated " Throughout the whole of this sharp 
the Indians, &0." 
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1 'ngs but so are Greek particles, and Greek particles rightly t �l ced are not more effective in making Greek out of English
f/eek than these little millutire of variety and diversity have 

1 wer' to transform Greek 01' Latin-English into our own true 
P�l1uine and idiomatic language. That such men as will 
�ake good English t.ranslati?ns must, w.hether willingly or 

nwillingly, follow thIS rule IS most certam. The causes are 
�ot the subject of this paper, but one of them is not far 
to seek. 

In every derived language there is a certain indefinite-
ness about the meaning of words. The Roman had a clear 
notion of the manly rigorous " virtus" as soon as the word 
was pronounced, while the Englishman must gradually 
acquire his idea of " virtue." Hence it follows that an 
English writer, whether author or translator, not quite 
ceJltain that by any one word he is expressing the idea he 
wishes to express, must sometimes resort to two or even 
more words to indicate his meaning. The German would 
have no such difficulty. It is for this reason that, in trans
lating Homer, we should have no occasion for these couplets 
which we find so useful in ve'rsions of prose-writers; for inas
much as no word of Homer can fail of finding its Saxon 
mate in our language, his poetry can be rendered word for 
word into homely English, nor need either truthfulness or 
spirit be sacrificed in the process. 

Finally, the classical languages, with their ready power 
of manufacturing new words to suit new purposes, their 
delicacies of order, their apt inflexions and artful links of 
connecting particles possess a serenity and dignity that we 
cannot hope to equal. Alter two words in one of Plato's 
sentences, and what would become of the rhythm ? Our sentences would fare better under such an ordeal, for 
it is not the outward mould that makes their excellence. Theirs is the beauty of form, ours the beauty of colour: they have grace, we picturesqueness : theirs is repose, ours vigorous life; theirs the marked or�er of ruling law, ours the quaint blending of feudality ; 
UnIty stands eminent in the Greek, the meaning enshrined 
as in some Parthenon, where basement and pillar, capital 
and architrave and frieze follow on and on in regular succession, the cold lines distinct and clear and uniform, whereon the eye rests with calm delight as on a whole perfect and self-complete, while within, in her single cell, the Ivory A..thene holds supreme sway, with nought around to decoy 
the �ttention from the spectacle of her chaste majesty, nothing to dIstract the brain and intellect from their enforced ado ra-

M 2  
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tion ; ours are the never-ending upward infinite lines, 
in a Grecian mind, to whom the infinite does of itself 
of somewhat evil, excite aversion and disgust, in us a 
and mysterious longing, better faJ; than any satisfied 
dashed with deep shadows, broken with bright sharp 
enlivened with many a quaint carved corbel, 
forth placid angels and peeping fiends, and bare-head 
while within some twenty chapels hold their twenty 
saints, claiming each his lesser worship, and the dim 
lines of coloured light, and the rich full varied orga,...-,...n�:..I 
and the awful and the grotesque, and the infinite 
finite working in sharp opposition on the kindred 
of the heart, half shape forth and half stifle in the 
indefinite. indefinable something which we call 
feeling. 

THE SCENTLESS ROSE. 

IN wintry climes, 'tis said, the rose 
Forgets her sweets to pour, 

And scentless lives and scentless dies, 
To bloom again no more : 

She dies, and who her fate can rue, 
Though soft her leaf, though bright her hue ? 

Ah proud and obdurate ! ah cruel and cold ! 
What availeth thee all this fail' show, 

If thine eyes only gleam the hard glitter of gold, 
And the livery thou wear'st is of snow ? 

Soon, soon in a breast that no summer can move, 
Will wither and fade the sweet blossom of love. 

But if to soil more genial 
That rose transplanted be, 

The perfume-laden air will faint 
In conscious ecstasy : 

For sun and rain break winter's chain 
And call the flower to life again. 

I'll seek me another less sullen than thou, 
Whose smile, like the tropical sun, 

Will quicken once more the frost-bitten flower, 
Undoing the work thou hast done ; 

And the rain of whose tears, pity-fraught from above, 
Will cherish and foster poor perishing love. 

M. N. 



REVIEWS AND THEIR VICTIMS. 

[T requires a little nerve, and some of the readers of . 
Eagle may possibly think no little assurance, to set 

writing a critique of criticism. And yet I suppose 
of us do, more or less, criticise the opinions of 
literature which form one of the staple commodities in 
periodicals of our time. Our philosophical neighbour 
Trinity says somewhere that people, from the very fact 
their human nature, must have a tendency in them to 
physical thought, and that the assertion that they are 
metaphysicians, or do not believe in metaphysics, is 
the preface to some very bad specimen thereof. It 
in some measure the same with the subject now nrrlTlm".i 
for consideration. If men read, and think about 
read, a necessity of their nature compels them to pass 
verdict upon the j udgments of others, which have set t 
thinking for themselves. All that the writer asks is 
reader's patience, while they attempt together the sol 
of some such questions as the following : What is 
general tone of modern critiques ? What is the infl 
of this department of j ournali5m upon modern 
Can any remedy be found for existing imperfection 
to assume that modern criticism is not without its 
is only to assert its human origin. Perhaps the writer 
be permitted to add, that he has not yet taken the 
advice of « R.," which appeared a few terms back in 
pages, and that, consequently, he has not had the ad 
of attending a recent memorable debate in the Union 
a kindred subject to this now proposed. 

To trace the reciprocal influence between the worlds 
sense and thought, to note how far man is the moulder 
what a Carlylite would probably call his ' 
and how far himself only the plastic recipient of ex 
powers-these are problems which though they have 
often proposed, and have often served to excite the 
and concentrate the energies of the deepest thinkers, 
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twithstanding-, never been accurately solved. Of equal 
��erest and difficulty is the attempt to search out the 
III • b . d d ' d d . 

Ollnectlon etween mm an mm , an to enqUll'e how 

far the manifold apparatus of nineteenth century education 

leaves the subj ect of its processes an independent identity, 
or only a fainter impress of alien intelligence ; in other 
words, how far it helps to think, and how far it only fills 
with things ready thought. 

Here then we come in contact with journalism : to 
which of these ends is its influence directed ? Mankind 
may, with more or less accuracy, be divided into two 
exhaustive classes-the leaders and the led. The middle 
classes-neither despots nor serfs in the empire of thought
have scarcely thriven so well there as in the lower spheres 
of commerce and politics. Men, who are at once free from 
the ambition which longs to found a school and the coward 
docility which is content wholly to yield its mind to a master, 
are not nearly so abundant as is to be desired. There can 
be no doubt that in a vast maj ority of cases the passive 
tendency remains through life predominant ; and it is, 
therefore, fortunate for the world tp-at now and then " a  
towering mind" should step forth from the ranks and direct 
the otherwise useless energies of more ordinary mortals. 

Life is a contest with opposing elements, in which, as 
we must all learn sooner or later, every man is compelled 
by the law of his being to engage. Some start in the 
struggle with a noble independence of spirit, ready to echo 
Fichte's manly declaration-er To truth I solemnly devote 
myself at my first entrance into public life. Without 
respect of party or reputation, I shall always acknowledge 
that to be truth, which I recognise as such, come whence it 
may ; and never acknowledge that which I do not believe." 
How many have ever honestly made such a resolution as 
this ? How many have kept it ? It argues no lack of 
charity to suppose that with an o'Verwhelming majority of 
mankind the case is far otherwise. They need the gay 
colourings and attractive flutterings of a banner to inspirit 
them for their share in the fight. If their latent .energies 
are but called out by the insinuation of an ite or an ism, 
th�y are forthwith prepared to do battle to the last. If the 
phIlosopher had been defining truth instead of virtue when 
he spoke of a mean between two extremes, his phrase 
Would perhaps more nearly have expressed the fact. For 
her abode lies ever between the pol!')s of party warfare, 
and therefore-being unseen by zealous partisans-she be-
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comes to them a vague and indefinite abstraction, and ' 
champion runs great risk of being denounced as a 
proposer of half-measures. 

Of all the various shapes which this zealous 
assumes, one of the most common is a steadfast and 
flinching coherence to some party organ. And yet, 
slight consideration, it seems no less unreasonable to 
the vane of a weathercock to a compass for the 
a homeward voyage, than it is to trust to the 
a newspaper in our search for the fair haven of truth. 
virtual despotism of the press is, I think, one of 
greatest faults in its present working. Instead of belon"" .. 
to a clan, as of old, men belong now-a-day to a p 
and j ust as the spirit of feudalism was embodied in 
feudal lord, so is that of party in the party organ. If 
look at the question from a politico-economical point of 
the absurdity of this oJ'ganolatry will be yet more e 
The French proverb-quoted by Professor Kingsley in 
inaugural lecture-introduces to us a sadly unromantic 
of things, " La bouclte va tozljours." The establishultm 
a periodical is a speculation which, like other 
must if possible be made to pay. If one course does 
bring to the desired El Dorado, another tack must be 
There need be no modesty about the change. The 
of anonymous writing-though attended with many cou 
balancing advantages-helps very considerably to do a 
with the feeling of personal responsibility. A man 
feel disposed to blush with consciousness of 
unhappily for journalistic consistency, paper and type 
not much given to blushes. 

The purveyors to the literary tastes of the people m 
bend to the same unyielding law of supply and 
which regulates production in other departments of 
commercial world. Although he may flatter himself 
he is one of the moulders of public opinion, a critic is 
quite as much moulded by that potent agency. The 
action and reaction between the tone of thought 
prevalent among a people and the literature which 1 

with favour, must affect the self-appointed Public 
as well as other authors. In one respect he is even m 
dependent upon the judgment of his contemporaries, 
unlike the writers of more solid works, he is unable 
appeal from the opinion of one age to that of 
If a review be not read now, the most probable 
is that it will be neVe1·. 
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If we judge the taste o f  review-readers b y  the character 

of the food provided for their grat�fication, they must 
ertainly be allowed to have a very unmIstakeable preference 
for the highly seasoned. It appears as though a reviewer 
could scarcely hope to please his patrons better than by 
the thorough castigation, and-if his breath be of precarious 
tenure-annihilation, of any luckless wight who has the 
l11isfortune to cross the editorial path without the tolerably 
secure protection afforded by previous fame. Have you 
ever read De Quincey on " Murder as one of the Fine 
Arts" ? If so, apply his conclusions to " Reviewing as one of the Fine Arts," and you will have a tolerabl� clear 
idea of the predilections which I am attempting to de'scribe. 
The truth is that good people, who would be at once 
astonished and horrified at an invitation to proceed to the 
nearest exhibition of muscular barbarity, contrive never
theless to reconcile literary sparring to their convenient 
consciences. So that the arena be cleared and the spectators 
on the alert, the subject of discussion--the bone of contention 
-is a matter of minor import. Biblical interpretation, 
metaphysical subtleties, ethical theories, disputed points in 
ethnology, philology, geology, &c., &c., may each assert 
their importance as the occasioning causes of many a fierce 
battle. To watch the learned athletes is an amusement ' 

which enjoys the reputation of being at once genteel 
and exciting, and has, moreover, the additional recom
mendation of savouring somewhat of the scholastic. Search 
after truth-historic, scientific, or moral-is of course for 
the time out of the question. That must wait till the heat 
of party strife be past. A similar account might be -given 
of present tendencies to the jocose treatment of serious 
subjects. Of course we have all heard the old tale of 
" N  0 case : abuse the plaintiff's attorney." If the " legal 
adviser" had recommended ridicule instead of abuse, it 
admits of question whether, under the circumstances, he 
would not have shewn a deeper discernment. Wantonness 
and triviality are alien alike to the motives and method of the genuine truth-seeker, however useful as light 
arms in a skirmish. There is a world of meaning in 
the opening sentence of Lord Bacon's essay " Of Truth." 
cc C What is truth l' said jesting Pilate ; and would not stay for an answer. Certainly there be that delight in giddiness," 
-a statement which we cordially recommend to the careful 
consideration of various metropolitan friends. 

But having noticed the despotic tone-the party spirit-
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the flippant style-too often exemplified in recent critiq 
we have by no means come to the end of our catalogue 
grievances. One of their most noticeable peculiarities 
the prevalence of what may be termed particular 
They too often display an inability, or at all events an 
position, to grasp the entire scope of the works of which 
treat. This failing is probably owing to the desired 
of the critic's task. It requires a much smaller 
effort to pounce upon a particular stanza of a poem 
page in a history, and at once come to a verdict of 
fine, eloquent, or sentimental, than to read a booJt as 
whole, think about it as a whole, and comment upon it 
a whole. We may perhaps be reminded-in the 
language of one of " Our College Friends" -that a 
is invariably made up of its several parts, and that we 
therefore, adopt a better means of ascertaining the 
of the whole than by an examination and analysis 
several parts. Granting the axiom, the proposed conClUS1Q! 
cannot be admitted to possess an equal universality. 
beautiful mosaic, for example, is often composed of . 

which taken alone would appear uninteresting and 
ing. So is it to some extent with books. It is unfair 
j udge by isolated passages, as they are compelled 
who depend solely upon their weekly or monthly messene'eI 
If talk rather than thought-the acquirement of a srn 
for conversation , and not the liberation of mind from 
thraldom of error-be the obj ect of study, then indeed 
all means read reviews and not books. If your taste 
theological, the briefs and speeches of ecclesiastical 
in CiJ,ses of suspected heterodoxy, will serve your p 
almost as well ; as they would also have served mine, 
they furnish some of the most glaring instances of 
particular species of inj ustice, to which reference has 
been made. 

An examination of the very slender foundations, 
which serious charges of plagiarism have rested, 
itself afford abundant materials for several articles. C 
sometimes appear anxious to vie with the ingenious 
who, for the sake of a slashing review of Milton, 
sundry Latin poems, from which he represented the 
bard to have derived his inspiration. 

The treatment which the much-abused Coleridge 
at the hands of his earlier critics would open a v' 
field of interesting research. One can easily imagine 
to quote the words of a contemporary biographer-a 
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rke his would be affected b y  e r  that confusion between things 
J ating in the memory and things self-derived, which 
� pens at times to most of us that deal muth with books h /the one hand, and composition on the othe);." It should 

�oo be remembered that in the abstruse speculations, in 
�hich he took a deep interest and prominent part, discovery 
of external phenomena has no place. Having to deal with 
the universal forms of all knowledge, rather than with the 
subject-matter of special physical sciences, the truths which 
the metaphysician elucidates carry with them their own 
proof; and the more powerful the elucidation, the clearer is 
their self-evidence. So, too, the highest task of the moralist 
is not to discover virtue, but to convince mankind of its 
intrinsic beauty, and to clear away the mists of passion and 
prejudice which are ever powerful to hide that excellence 
from mortal ga.ze. On such subjects as these, we should 
therefore be careful of admitting a charge of plagiarism. The 
true study of the noblest philosophy is the universal con
sciousness of man-a book which lies open for the persual 
of all, and from which he who copies, copies from the 
works of God. 

Once more, modern criticism evinces a decided preference 
for all forms of the concrete, accompanied by a corresponding 
impatience of the abstract. And since it is the power of 
abstraction that enables us to glean those lessons of social 
and political wisdom, which the annals of our race-the 
history of facts-are calculated to afford, this inordinate love 
of the concrete becomes in effect an attempt to smother the 
d
,
idactic element in history, and so to deprive her of her high 

tItle of " Philosophy teaching by examples." But it may be 
asked, are not facts and truth synonymous ? In gathering 
�acts, are we not treasuring truth ? Not necessarily ; truth 
IS

, one, facts are diverse. It requires a higher exertion of 
nnnd to grasp the great unity of the one, than to collect �ra�mentary specimens of the other. Facts are the medium. It IS true, but only the medium, through which to attain 
tr�th : they are the necessary-not seldom tedious and 
UUInteresting-route, which our limited faculties must tra
'Verse, if we would ever reach the promised land beyond. To 
aCcumulate facts is a great thing, to make j ust deductions fl'0111 them is a greater, but the noblest task of the three is to trace general principles in gradual developement. ' No philo
shPhy of history need be looked for, " except we can discern 
t e region where the eternal and the immutable beams 
through the outward veil of the actual and visible : where 
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experience gives reality to ideas, and ideas give uni 
to the truths we gather from experience." 

This statement may, perhaps, be illustrated from. 
history of the fine arts . In studying, for example, 
sculptures of a past age or nation, it were surely a 
philosophy which would confine us to mere dimensions, 
forbid an attempt to trace the mental concept moulded 
" things of beauty" by the magic power of the 
hand, If viewed aright, they become to our 
treatises on the historic Sublime and Beautiful-impel's'" 
tions of what was once considered the standard of 
ideal perfect. Thus are they monuments, not merely of 
but of mind, which, by the instrumentality of its 
organs, leaves its signature upon the objects of sense 
The aim of the student is to read aright the mystic ' 
Just so is it in history, except that here the idea is 
in the mind of no human artist. Moral results, we are 
believe, will remain ; when special phenomena, inau:au 
their present existence and influence, have been ""' '''"t1'o.:li 
the abyss of the forgotten past. The former are 
and general ; the latter, temporary and particular. 
of ancient nations, whether in marble or in chronicle, 
records of modern ones, are important as indices of mental 
moral progress ; if unfortunately, they are viewed as 
ultimate objects of study, many of the uses of such 
munion will be entirely lost. 

Let not criticism effect this abandonment of the 
after something deeper than the surface, and in due 
that era shall arise upon the world, which to all 
truthseekers shall be the dawn of an eternal brig'htn..l 
while-to every form of criticism with lower aim than 
it shall be but the oblivion of an endless night, 
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OUR COLLEGE FRIENDS, 

(Final Group,) 

" They often came about me while I slept, 
And brought me dreams, none idle, none profane," 

W, S. Landor's Hellenics, 

I. VIRGIL. 
A SUNSET glow rests on him, each dark curl 

Crowned by the wreath of laurel, whose robes hung 
Graceful in servitude, as though they clung 

With willing touch, nor clasped by gold nor pearl : 
A mild, sad smile, lovely as when a girl 

Her latest maiden hymn at evening sang ; 
A brow serene, where still some olden pang 

Had graved a furrow from Youth's maddening whirl. 
A voice not loud, but clear ; fitted to theme 

Of earlier days, when gods and men combined 
For deeds which linger long in Poets' dream : 

Yet joys of Peace, more loved, attuned his mind 
To rustic labours, where his Mincian stream 

Like his own verse from charm to charm doth wind. 

n. DANTE. 
With mystic fascination in his eye 

Rose the stern-fated Florentine, on whom 
Prophetic task was laid to pierce the tomb 

And scan the secrets of Eternity ; 
Worn by long years of exile, gloomily 

Passing from land to land, without a home, 
Seeking that Peace which ne'er in life might come ; 

With wounded pride that rankled inwardly, 
E'en at the outward scars and miseries ; 

Till with avenging scorn his foes he hurled 
To Malebolge's horror-fraught abyss,
Branded throughout the torture-realm of Dis : 

Thence soaring to a purer, brighter world, 
Beheld his boyhood's love, th' angelic Beatl'ice. 
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Ill. �ASSO. 

Lo ! worn and shadowy from Onofrio's cell 
A pale and silent man glides forth at eve, 
To gaze upon the golden clouds that weave 

A lustre o'er the Rome that prized him well : 
Past all delusive fame, content to dwell 

And, haply, Christia.n peace ere death retrieve ; 
M ade holier by his woes, no more to grieve 

Though saddened memories around may swell. 
And this is he, once foremost in the throng 

Of favoured knights, whom Leonora's eyes 
Had smiled on, whilst he poured his glorious song ! 

Oft came back dreams of her, when maniac cries 
And dungeon gloom nigh phrensied him with wrong, 

Till the foul vault became a Poet's Paradise. 

IV. CERVANTES. 

We love thee well, and prize thy cheerful faith 
In knightly honour and chivalric aim, 
That dared with what it reverenced mingle blame 

And playful ridicule, unfearing scathe ; 
For still, with fancies quaint, thy Legend saith 

How gentleness and simple truth must claim 
Affection and respect, despite all shame 

That threatens dupes of each Quixotic wraith. 
Thyself, CERVANTES, have we learnt to trace 

In thy creation, though travestied there : 
The proud romance that lights thy pale sad face, 

The dreamy languor, the half-'wildered air, 
The love and mirth that paled not in disgrace ; 

Maimed, wrecked, and scorned-triumphant o'er despair. 

V. CAMOENS. 
Not here the consummation, the award 

Of final bliss or bane : in poverty, 
Neglected by the land his poesy 

Adorns for aye, expires the Lusian bard ; 
One friend, his faithful slave, with fixt regard 

Seeming to question Fate,-" Thus must it be ? 
So gifted, pure, yet 'whehned in misery I. . . . . .  0 ,  were tl).is life the whole, is such reward ? "  
But constant a s  o f  old, CAMOENS braves 

The awful phantom that forbids his bark 
To reach an earthly goal : beyond the waves 

New realms of bliss await him, where each spark 
Lustrous shall shine from out heroic graves, 
Redeemed by Love that hallows whilst it saves. 

t 
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VI. GOETflE. 

Calm, as befitteth Art's crowned oracle, 

In days when Earth had ravened with brute haste 
To clutch what food was nigh est, and to taste 

The stagnant pond as pleased as limpid well ; 
Calm as the magian, trustful of his spell 

Which bars without the howlers of the waste, 
O'er-mastered yet rebelling ; calm and chaste 

In the high reams of thought doth GOE'fHE dwell. 
He, with an easy grasp, the laurel crown 

Sustaineth, nor with arrogance nor shame 
But with the placid smile that tramples down 

All idle taunts which dared assail his name : 
Too coldly proud or merciful to frown 

A god-like vengeance-for the end was fame. 

VII. SCHILLER. 
On the up-gazing face and earnest eye 

Of the enraptured SCllILLER falls the sheen 
Of a wan moon, the tremulous boughs between, 

In benediction from the midnight sky ; 
And forms of virgin beauty hover nigh, 

With mailed warriors, kingly and serene, 
And mountain hero who itoth musing lean 

On the cross-bow whose shaft brought Liberty. 
A face which looks on death. He reads the doom 

Of his life's harvest-field condemned to dearth : 
The inaction awes him, not the chilly tomb. 

True to the poet-longings, which from birth 
Delighted in the grandeur and the gloom, 

He lives and dies in an ideal earth. 

VIII. 

Thus, in the silent hours of retrospect 
By evening lent to close laborious days, 
Suns that set long-ago entwine their rays, 

And faces which such olden light had decked 
Smile back on me affection's glance unchecked ; 

Eyes, that are dimmed on earth, their calm sheen wear ; 
Forms that are hallowed now as Vestal's prayer ; 

Barks, early fraught with hope, untimely wrecked : 
A calm, sweet beauty dwelling on their sere 

And world-worn brows, now gleaming lustrously, 
The great high-priests of Song like stars appear 

In heaven's blue vault, and smiling tenderly 
Breathe comfort i n  our loneliness and fear :-

" We also toiled and bled, yet live in memory !" 

1 6 3  
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IX. 

They are not mute to us, those buried Dead, 
But open-hearted, trustful, with a smile 
Of welcome, when thus summoned to beguile 

Fancy from circling round the daily tread ; 
They blame not our long tarrying, but outspread 

Their treasure thoughts ungrudgingly, as though 
For us they garnered Wisdom ; whence they sow 

And reap exhaustless harvests, where they bled : 
No beauteous deed so hidden but illumed 

A train of radiance, never kindly mirth 
But flushed an answering joy when care consumed : 

No martyred hero falls but giveth birth 
To htmdred others, ere his dust's entombed : 

Then call them not " The Dead" whose footsteps ring on 
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FROM ZERMATT TO ZINAL AND BACK. 

FORTUNE, after many disappointments, was kind enough 
to give H. and myself one tolerably fine week during the 

wet summer of 1 86 O. vVe did our best to improve the 
shining hours, and spent every day except one (which was 
Sllnday) on the glaciers, making several first-rate excursions, 
two of which form the subject of this paper. 

No place in the Al ps is so well fitted for the head quarters 
of an alpine tourist as Zermatt, lying as it does at the head of a 
valley that runs up to the very heart of the Pennine chain, 
and surrounded by its highest summits. Three large glaciers 
descend into its meadows, and it would be a long task to 
euumerate the number of peaks and passes, which lie within 
easy reach of the comfortable hotels in the village, or the 
little mountain inn on the Riffelberg. After sleeping three 
nights at the latter place, we, accompanied by our guide 
Michel Croz of Chamounix, descended into the village on the 
evening of Wednesday, August 29. The day had been 
�nsettled, and we had passed the earlier part of it shivering 
1D a snow storm on the upper part of the Lys glacier, but the 
sky looked as if the weather " was arranging itself," so we 
determined to have another excursion on the morrow. A glance at a good map of Switzerland will shew that the 
Rhone valley and the highest part of the Pennine chain from 
the St. Bernard to the Matterhorn are almost parallel, and that several valleys run from the former nearly at right 
angles to it, becoming shorter as they approach the east. Around the granitic mass that has upheaved Monte Rosa, the mountains extend in different directions thrusting for�va�'d three large chains towards the Rhone valley, between 
vhlch the two branches of the Visp ThaI are squeezed .  

Zermatt i s  in the western o f  these, and consequently the heads of some of the smaller vallies mentioned above can be 
reached from it. The nearest is called the Val d' Anniviers, 
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and this we determined to visit. Just beyond Zermatt', 
valley, on arriving at the foot of the Matterhorn, breaks · 
two ravines running right and left ; in the former is 
Zmutt glacier, in the latter the Garner. Consequently 
chain of mountains on the right-hand side of the valley t, 
abruptly round, and runs towards the Dent Blanche 
right angles to its former course ; enclosed by this 
is the glacier de Zinal and the head of the Val d' 
Consequently there are two routes from Zermatt to 
one on either side of the Gabelhorn, a mountain forming 
apex of the angle ; we determined to go by one and 
next day by the other. 

Enough for topography-now for our journey. 
anxious not to lose time on the way, (for we had some 
of doing both the passes in the same day), we 
local guide J ohann Kronig, an old friend of mine, 
termined to start as soon after four as possible. Good 
tions, however, in the matter of early rising, as' som e  of 
readers no doubt know, are hard to carry into effect, 
cially when you have been up between two and 
the previous morning, so from one cause or another we 
not get off till 5 .30 A.M. The sun had long lit up the 
of the Matterhorn and had even begun to creep down by 
dark crags of the Hornli into the valley before we 
so when once off we lost no time, and hastening through 
meadows, fresh with dew and gay with the lilac flowe"" 
the autumn crocus, crossed the torrent and entered the 
forest on the left side of the Zmutt valley. Let no . .  

Zermatt forget this walk. Here he may saunter along 
ease, shaded by the dark arollas, and peer over here and 
into the ravine at his feet, glancing down the crags 
with feathery ferns and rhododendron bushes, red 
flowers, till he sees the torrent tumbling among the 
blocks of serpentine two hundred feet below. Or if he 
it better, he can lie on the mossy turf, and watch the 
crackers at work on the pine cones, or admire the 
the Matterhorn towering above him, and the 
pinnacles around the Dent Blanche. We, however, 
time for this now, " vorwarts" is the word, and 
caution of " langsam, langsam," as he perspires after 
little heeded. We emerge from the wood, and are in 
pastures just above the Zmutt glacier. Our work is 
us ; j ust across the valley, from a point of the range b 
the Dent Blanche and the Gabelhorn comes a steep cre,,,· .. 1III 
glacier, called the Hachwang, above which lies our 

I 
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,V-e run down t o  the Zmutt glacier and are soon upon it. 

I cannot quite sympat�ise with
. 
Ruskin's ra�turous de-

cription.* Fancy a nver a mIle or so WIde, frozen 
fJard, plot�ghed up here and there wit� crevasses, and then 
covered WIth stones of every size from a CrIcket ball to a cottage. 
:Macadamization on a small scale on a road is all very well, 
but I disapprove of it when carried to an excess on a glacier. 
You go slowly,-it becomes intolerably tedious and the 
opposite !:>ank will not get any nearer-you try to g? fa�ter 
by jumpmg from stone to stone, you leap on one, It slIps, 
on another, it totters, on a third, it rolls over, you twist 
your feet and ankles, till at last you lose your footing and 
your temper together, and come down ignominiously on all 
fours, " barking" your shins in the process and wishing the 
mountains would mend their ways. " Red glacier," indeed, 
the " Smut" would be a much more appropriate name, for 
it is� the dirtiest I ever saw. However, we get across in 
about half-an-hour and toil up the steep bank on the other 
side. A long pull now begins up turf slopes varied by 
patches of rock ; uncommonly hot work, but we comfort 
ourselves with the thought that we are rapidly rising in 
the world. In about three-quarters-of-an-hour we begin to 
be conscious that we breakfasted more than four hours since, 
so we sit down and make what would be a dej euner a la 
fourchette, if only we had any forks. We lose no time 
about this but press on ; now the lower part of the 
Hochwang glacier is well beneath us, but it is too much 
crevassed to tempt us on it. We climb rocks steeper 
than before, or scramble clattering up banks of loose 
stones, till we reach a few patches of snow, and see that 
We are above the ice fall and j ust under the edge of the 
snow-field which feeds it. Here we rest a few minutes 
and feast our eyes on the glorious view before us ; far 
?elow us lies the Zmutt glacier, the dazzling whiteness of 
its upper fields in strong contrast with the foulness of its 
lower end. Like many a life, is the thought that passes 
through the mind. To the extreme right are the Col 
d' Erin, the T�te Blanche, and the Col de la Valpelline. Opposite, across the Zmutt glacier, rises the tremendous 
tower of the Matterhorn, a steep white slope of snow leading 
from the right-hand side to a small glacier, that girdles the 
lnountain with an outwork of icy crags, from which now 
------------------------------------------------------

• Modern Painters, Vol. IV., p. 242. 
N 2  
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and then an avalanche is fired like a warning gun. 
Matterhorn seen from this point loses its spire-like 
and appears like a corner-tower terminating- a 
ruined wall. It is at once evident that Ruskin's 
argument'" about the true summit of the mountain is 
wrong, and that the actual peak, or rather the hig 
of the ridge forming the summit, is nearly the same 
seen from Zermatt. Beyond this is the wide field of 
stretching to the Tbeodule pass, above which rises 
of the Petit Cervin and the snow cap of the 
next are the Twins, vested in robes of purest snow ; 
the ridge of the Lyskamm ;  then the broken 
the Lys glacier, among which we had been 
the day before ; and rising above it the rock-tipped 
of Monte Rosa. This is the place for seeing the . 
of the Alps in her true beauty ; the subordinate ri 
the Garner and Hachthaligrat are reduced to their 
position as mere buttresses of the chain, and her 
of peaks is better seen from here than fl'om the 
points of view ; next comes the hump of the Cima di 
the cone of the Strahlhorn, the jagged wedge of 
Rymp£schhorn, the little peak of the Allelinhorn, 
the flat top of the Alphubel closes the view on the 
treme left. 

This is I fear little better than a catalogue of 
names to most of my readers, not so to one who has 
the mountains they denote. We stood for some time 
to tear ourselves away from the scene, tracing out 
paths of many pleasant excursions and planning new 
peditions. Time, however, was passing, so we turn to 
snow, a few minutes scrambling and we look on a 
basin of neve. The Dent Blanche rears its 
triangular head to the left and the cliffs of the 
are on the right, in the ridge connecting the two are 
distinct depressions, apparently a few hundred yards 
We desire to try the one to the left, being evidently 
lower ; Kronig asserts that the one to the right is that 
passed, so we follow him. We plunge through the 
snow, toil up the slopes, and at 1 1 .50 are on the Col ; 
we rest on a little patch of rock (chloritic slate), 
protrudes through the snow, and luxuriate for a 
making what, in these enlightened days, must be 

• Modern Painters, Vol. IV., p. 1 85. 
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a dejei1ner dina�oire. The view behind us is much less 
tensive than It was from below, but we look down eX 1'1 on to the basin of the Zinal glacier and along the 

Wal d' Anniviers, till in the purple distance our view is 
losed by a snow mountain'" on the other side of the Rhone 
�alley. Kronig asserts that when he crossed the Col two 
months before, the H Herr" with him deposited a minimum 
thermometer among the rocks, for which we hunt in vain. 
Rested, we commence our descent,-at first we run merrily 
down a snow slope, this however gets rapidly steeper, and 
we go more cautiously ; suddenly there is a cry of " halt," 
and we find it a case of " no road this way." A few steps 
below us the slope terminates abruptly, and a cliff of ice, 
at least sixty feet high, cuts us off from the glacier below. 
We glance to the right, the precipice rises higher there, so 
we turn to the left ; we walk cautiously for a hundred yards 
or so along the edge, looking out for a means of escape. 
We at last see a promising place, where the cliff is not quite 
vertical and a steep bank of snow like a buttress j oins 
it to the glacier below. Croz sets to work and hews steps 
out of the ice. We follow. The position is unpleasant, for 
the slope is so nearly perpendicular that we grasp at its 
icy wall with our hands, in order to secure our footing, 
the snow slope below looks steep and hard, and below it 
a lot of crevasses grin open-mouthed at us : step by step 
we advance very cautiously, and now only about half-a-dozen 
notches remain to be cut, when crack, whirr, and off flies 
the head of Croz' " piolet," and scuds down the snow slope 
towards the crevasses. We all look rather blank as he holds 
up the broken handle, but fortunately are not defenceless. 
We are both armed with good stout alpenstocks, not the 
flimsy things that the unwary tourist is deluded into buying 
at the Righi or Chamounix, but stout six-feet poles, of 
English ash, with a four-inch spike of tempered steel at 
the end, the heaviest of which is handed to our guide,-he 
pecks out a few steps, yet more diminutive than before, 
and after a minute or two we are safe on the glacier. 
Fortunately the broken head of the pial et had escaped the 
crevasses, and was soon recovered. We hasten on, making 
f?r a snow-capped patch of rock in the middle of the glacier, 
SInking deep in the soft snow, and sometimes grumbling at it more than a little) for floundering above the knees 
---------------------------------------------------------------------

• Probably the Wildstrubel. 
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in loose snow under a hot sun does try the temper. 
degrees we clear it, hurry down the glacier, get on to 
pastures, and after an hour's walk reach Zinal about 5 
While coming down the glacier we saw that we 
have descended more easily had we taken the lower 
and I have little doubt that the thermometer was 
for I do not think that the rocks we rested upon wo 
u,ncovered early in July. We had expected to find 
chalet at Zinal, but were ushered into a newly-built 
inn, with a comfortable salle-a.-manger and two small 
rooms. Everything was scrupulously clean, and an 
dinner was served up to us, with capital muscat wine 
near Stalden in the Visp ThaI. 

We started at 3. 45. A.M. next morning, 
pleased with the neatness and comfort of our resting 
and retraced our steps till we got some distance on the 
when we turned sharp to the left, and took to the 
to avoid an ice fall, and then struck across the 
glacier that descends from between the Rothhorn and 
horn. Before us is a steep jagged wall of 
thousand feet high, in which is a deep cleft, lUU1UU/5 
some Paladin of old had hewn it out with two blows 
magic axe. This is the Col of the Trift.-The sky 
lowering, so we press on as fast as we can, and reach 
steep snow and slopes that form the glacis of the wall, 
these we go as fast as we can. " Il faut depecher" says 
and there is no need to impress the warning on us, for 
slopes and the glacier below are spotted with stones of 
size-we are within the range of the cliffs of the Roth 
and if he fires a volley while we are on the slope, skill 
courage may avail but little-we reach the foot of the 
and as we grasp the rough crags breathe more freely, for 
are out of range now. The next hour-and-a-half is sp 
in contemplating the boots of the man in front, and 
into how many contortions it is possible to twist the 
frame. Here we make spread eagles of ourselves, 
wriggle up a chimney ; here crawl under a projecting 
there climb on all fours up a smooth sloping bit of 
now we require a friendly shove in the rear, now a 
from a friend's alpenstock in front. At last after nearly 
hour and a-half of this kind of work we come to the top 
steep couloir of snow, terminating in free space two or 
hundred feet below ; this however causes no difficulty, as 
thoughtful guide has fast.ened a chain to the rocks on 
side, and so saved his successors from the trouble of using 
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Pe. A few more scrambling steps-we turn a corner, and rO 1.' h C l'" l '  11 bUl'rah 10r t e 0 IS our exc amatlOn, as we look down 
t wards Zermatt. The view is not so extensive as from our 
°ass of yesterday, but is very fine, and includes the Mischabel 
i:ange ;  the clouds however are gathering, and though the most 
difficult part of our work is done, we see that we must not 
waste time if we wish to return unwetted to Zermatt. The 
Col is a mere notch in the rocks-you can almost sit across it 
_and the descent to the Zinal glacier looks awful from where 
we stand. The rock is a very pretty green-grey gneiss 
with pale pink lumps of felspar. There is a small wooden 
croSS on the Col, to the arm of which I attach a minimum 
thermometer. 

A steep slope of sn{)w connects us with the Trift glacier, 
down this we descend cautiously for a time, till at last we see 
that we may venture a· glissade. Some rocks j utting out of 
the snow threaten to break the continuity of our slide, so we 
make a flank movement to get beyond them-the snow is hard, 
and I expect every moment to commence my voyage " pro
miscuously." I object strongly to this ; sliding along, sprawl
ing on the back or face, is to say the least undignified, 
and may be detrimental ; so I place my feet together, put the 
rudder on hard with my alpenstock against the snow, and 
sweep round the corner in first rate style. This done we 
unite our forces again, and trudge over the glacier till we come 
to a very decided crevasse with one side rather higher than the 
other-Croz leaps at it, forgetful of the old proverb " look 
before you leap," he alights upon the snow-it breaks under 
him-he is up to his middle-in an instant he throws himself 
�ol'wards, and supports himself on the edge of the crevasse ; 
In another moment he raises himself, and is in safety. It 
Was a most fortunate thing that he did not leap a few inches shorter, for he had the rope coiled round him, so that had he 
gone down, we could not have helped him. He knocks the 
treacherous snow away with his pole to shew how far we 
must jump, and a good spring puts us by his side. Some nl?re tramping through the enow, succeeded by another 
glIssade or two, brought us to the lower part of the glacier, �nd after a short walk over it we quitted it for the pastures. 

�st as we did so three chamois appeared on the moraine 
WIthin easy shot, and scampered off in great alarm as soon as they saw us ; a few minutes after a fine eagle flew across the 
glacier. The storm clouds had now settled down upon the 
Chain of Monte Rosa but we hurried over the pastures, down 
a Winding rocky path on the face of the cliffs, Zermatt all the 
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while lying, spread out like a map below us ; we 
enclosures, raced along the mule track, arrived at the 
and entered the Hotel du Mont Rose at one o'clock; 
j ust in time, in a few minutes the rain began, and Cummm 
without cessation for more than six and thirty hours. . 
it thundered and lightened we congratulated ourselves 
we had made such good haste, and got back to our 
fortable quarters. 

{l. 

The height of the Col de la Dent Blanche is 11,398 feet, of 
Trift Joch, {sometimes called the Col de Zinal,) 11,614 feet. 

+ 
+ + 

+ 

I 

THE MORAL SENSE. 

AS I was walking with a friend the other day, we happened 
to get into a discussion upon the well-worn subject which 

heads this paper : he maintaining that it was a superstition 
which every educated man should get rid of with all speed, 
and encouraging me to the attempt by his own example. 
For the last year, he told me, he had been constantly on the 
watch for this much vaunted sense, but if any feeling ap
peared to resemble it at first sight, he had always found it 
vanish away on closer inspection and give place to something 
of a more tangible and common-place nature ; and he hinted 
that if my experience were different, the cause could only be 
that I had not practised this closer inspection. I fought for 
my side as though religion and morality and everything were 
bound up in my success, yet when I came home I felt secretly 
dissatisfied with the defence I had made, and determined to 
see whether my arguments might not look a little stronger 
when written. It may be that some readers of The Eagle 
may be interested in the subject ; perhaps some one who 
looks at this paper may be stirred to take up the cudgels 
on the contrary side ; at the worst, by sending it in, I shall 
have merited the gratitude of editors for supplying them with 
a larger choice of articles in the present busy and unprolific 
term. 

To begin then, supposing that we take three men of 
equally good repute, we shall find that they will be generally 
agreed as to the course of conduct to be pursued, but it may 
happen that each will defend it on different grounds. A. 
l11ay be a man of a calm j udicial term of mind, and of rather 
S�uggish feelings, who acts in obedience to the fixed law of lIg ht and wrong which his intellect accepts j ust as it does the 

aw that two straight lines cannot in close a space ; to neglect the one law is to him as great a blunder as to neglect the 
other. B, of finer emotional nature and smaller intellect, 
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feels impelled by a sort of instinct to act in one way 
than another, and, if disobedient to the impulse, is 
shame and remorse. C is one who has neither 
nor feeling with regard to any action, a priori, but 
his rules of action, a posteriori, from the consequences of 
acts. The advice of Themistocles would be condemned 
all three ; by A, because it is contrary to his moral 
by B, because the whole instinct of his nature 
against it ; by C, because the infamy or odium acquired 
would be more detrimental to Athens in the long run, 
any immediate gain which it might bring about. The 
persons supposed will represent roughly the three 
theories of Ethics : that which derives our knowledge of 
from Reason, that which derives it from Feeling, and 
which derives it from U nderstanding.* It seems to me, 
there was no ground for opposing these to one another ; 
every man the idea of dutY' is supplemented from each 
though it may take its chief colouring from any one 
according to the nature of the particular mind. There 
three other subordinate theories which must be noticed 
the way, viz. those which would derive the idea of duty 
religion, honour, or social affection. But religion will 
merged into one or others of those already 
Honour is secondary, a code framed upon the moral 
ments of others, however they may have arisen. 
affection as such cannot afford a rule of action ; for 
rience proves, that we constantly condemn conduct 
proceeds from it, as being unj ust and 
moral. Joined with the understanding it becomes 
volence, and is the foundation of the Utilitarian theory. 

Now the moral sense, as I understand it, is B's instinct, 
sentiment of approbation or disapprobation naturally 
ing on moral actions. Of this feeling, instinct or sen 
I assert that it is peculiar and that it is original . It is 
the same as conscience, because conscience includes 
j udgement, but it is the emotional, as that is the intellecu .. � 
element in conscience. In order to show that it is peculiar 
I must distinguish it from other classes of feelings. 
confine myself first to its primary operation in reference 
man's self, and then examine how its operation is 
from the self to other moral beings. Its primary 
are four, either persuading or dissuading, praising or UlaImU" 

,. For convenience sake I employ Coleridge's terminolegy. 
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,Vith regard to the two former, any of the particular affections, 
Butler calls them, may draw us to or from certain acts ; at ey may move us to the gratification of bodily appetites, or t 1 
do good or harm to' certain persons on the ground of to mething pleasing or displeasing in manners or appearance ;  

��t no such movement is .with authority, we yield to it with 

the consciousness that it is unauthorised until sanctioned by 
the Moral Sense. Perhaps the feelings with which it is most 
likely to be confounded, are natural feelings of pity, gratitude, 
generosity, &c. ; thus, on hearing an enemy unjustly blamed 
in company, unfriendly both to him and to me, I may be in
clined to be silent, first, from gratification of malice, secondly, 
from timidity ; but my reason having once set before 
me that it is wrong to yield to this feeling, my moral sense 
keeps pressing and urging till I speak in his defence, coldly 
perhaps and timidly, whereas the man of generous impulse 
will overstate the case in his behalf. The term generosity, 
however, as well as gratitude, seems to imply a rather com
plex quality into which the idea of a moral sense already 
enters, so that when we compare these with the moral sense, it 
is a comparison between the moral sense plus a certain affection 
and the moral sense minus that affection. To illustrate the 
operation of moral sense after action, we may compare it with 
other kinds of satisfaction or dissatisfaction. Thus a child 
forbidden to eat sour fruit, disobeys and makes itself ill ; it 
has the bodily feeling of pain, the conviction of folly, and the 
feeling of remorse for positive wrong ; the two latter are the 
effect of the moral sense, which confirms by its sanction the 
superiority of the intellect to the appetite, as well as the 
parent's right to be obeyed. A self-conscious, sensitive 
person returning from a party, forgets the enjoyment which 
he or she may have had in the shame at some imagined 
?r�ach of etiquette ; is this the action of moral sense, or how 
1s 1t to be distinguished from it ? It cannot be the same, be
cause it may be met and overcome by means of the moral 
s�nse ;  and a little consideration shows that it is in part a 
d1Sappointment of the desire to please or to shine, and in part a morbid growth of moral sens� which has raised a rule of society into a principle of morality. This however is con
llected with the secondary operation of the sentiment. 

After being accustomed to feel pleasure and pain at the 
COlltemplation of our own actions, we begin to do the same with �e actions of others by means of imagination and sympathy. 

e condemn their actions when we attribute them to motives 
Which we should have condemned in ourselves, and we ad-
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mire them when they are such as we should have 
in ourselves. It may even happen, that our 
displays itself more strongly at the sight of another's 
than at our own, as in the case of David and N athan ; 
for this reason, A. Smith preposterously derived our 
of duty from a sympathy with the feeling which we im 
that our actions would produce in the minds of others. 
the explanation is perfectly simple. David's moral sense 
express itself freely in the case proposed by N athan, 
in his own case it was overpowered and silenced by 
nist feeling. Other cases of the kind would be where we 
become habituated to a certain fault as committed by 
selves, and saw it in a new and truer light- as committed 
another ; or perceiving some good quality, our sentiment 
admiration might be roused and urge us to imitation. 
ever, though A. Smith seems to me wrong in deriving 
notion of duty in general from the reflected sentiments, 
no doubt this has given rise to certain virtues which 
scarcely have been developed from its direct action ; 

justice is a compound of moral sense and resentment). 
There are foul' different ways in which the moral 

operates upon us in relation to others, in appro 
disapprobation of others by us, or of ourselves by 
The main element in the feeling of honour and of 
the moral sense thus reflected. The feeling which is per 
most likely to be confounded with this secondary use of 
moral sense is admiration of the beautiful, which in 
highest exercise does really involve that sense, as was 
seen in the case of gratitude and generosity. Thus m 
proof of the peculiarity of this sense. I have now to s 
that it is original. 

Locke fancied he had disproved this by pointing 
the different views held at different times 01' places 
regard to the morality of the same act ; he . 
well have denied that the pleasure of taste is 
because one man likes claret and olives, and another 
train oil. I fully allow the variety of developement 
this feeling is capable, perhaps there is scarcely any 
round which it may not be taught to grow by the infl 
of skilful associations ; but I believe it to be among 
earliest determinations of feeling in the infant as it rises 
of the mere animal consciousness of comfort and disco 
What ground have I for believing this ? In the first 
I find the distinctive feeling existing in the mature 
I· see no reason for supposing it to be secondary until it 
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bawn to be so, and I have never seen any satisfactory ex
s ]anation of its genesis. In the second place, its distinctive Ph'aracter is shown in the most marked way in very young 
�hildren, which is by no means the case in confessedly deri
vative feelin&s, 

.
e.g. ava.rice. How are we to e::cplain the f�ct �f 

a child submIttmg patlently to deserved pumshment, whIle It 
instantly resents any injury, (as I have heard of a child under 
a year old which could not endure being laughed at) except 
all the supposition of a moral sense ? In some the conscience 
is m arvellously tender, as is shown by the tearful confessions 
they make of faults, which nobody else would have perceived ; 
in others it remains in a half-dormant sluggish state, and 
shews by example what would have been the case of all in a hicyher degree, supposing the moral sense to be a late product 
al' some more elementary feelings. The only difficulty which suggests itself here is the parallel case of animals ; 
a dog is tamed by mixed kindness and severity, it seems to 
have acquired a notion of duty, and shows signs of satisfac
tion when it has fulfilled, of shame when it has neglected its 
duty. Here we must either allow that the dog has a moral 
sense wliich was developed, as reason in man, by discipline 
and education, or its conduct will be the result of affection
ateness, fear, hope, and imitation ; the dog wishes to please 
its master, fears his lash, hopes for food and caresses, and 
thus it shows satisfaction when it has succeeded in pleasing 
its master, and sorrow and fear when it has failed. In some 
peculiar cases, such as the poacher's dog, I think imitation 
helps to give the appearance of shame. On the whole, how
ever, I incline to the dog's moral sense, because it will take a 
beating from its master, when it knows itself to have offended, 
but not otherwise. 

The last point I have to consider is the possibility of 
the moral sense disappearing. No doubt repeated acts of 
the will in opposition to the moral sense, will either deaden 
the sense or make us unconscious of its operation, j ust as 
�epeated disregard of the alarum makes us unconscious of lt� sound, or as repeated cutting off of legs makes us in
?Itr:erent to the sight of writhing and mangled limbs. But 
IS It possible for it to disappear when not systematically 
resisted ?  Butler says the passive impression weakens as 
the active habit strengthens ; so it might be supposed that 
the moral sense might gradually retire into the background 
as �t accomplished its end in the formation of a moral 
habIt of the will ; still this is not a disappearance of the 
selltiment ; it remains there in the background' and is ready 
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to show itself at any moment should the man of conl!'- .; 
virtue relapse into vice. Another supposition rests 
t4e hypothesis of the unreality of the moral sense. 
said, a man who has been long deluded by this 
may on close inspection find it resolve itself into b 
and sympathy ; these being equivalent I suppose 
commonly received rule of right and moral sense, 
being the natural tendency to reproduce another 
ourselves, so that their pleasure at our kindness, 
indignation at our cruelty is reflected in us as 
and self-blame. I can understand a person tracin 
our moral sense to sympathy as its original germ, 
think the answers which have been made to such a 
are conclusive, but I find it more difficult to account 
the adoption of the principle of sympathy in its 
muted shape as the immediate cause of feelings of 
satisfaction and self-dissatisfaction. Surely we do often 
remorse now without the slightest conscious reference 
the feelings of others, so much the contrary that we 
be sure that the majority would not sympathize with 
remorse, and self-approbation is equally independent 
sympathy in the case of a solitary martyr. As A. Smith 
the sympathy which is really the cause of these 
in the grown .man is that with an imagined perfectly 
being, which fiction seems to me simply a method of 
moral sense to the sympathies in an underhand 
but at any rate the sympathy when thus doctored is 
nearly allied to what is known as moral sense than 
sympathy " au nature!." 

There are several questions which must be left 
further investigation, e. g., whether the moral sense is 
found entirely alone in a simple state, or is only to 
detected by analysis of various compounds into which 
enters as an element ; whether there is any limit at all 
the combinations which it forms, &c. ;  as to which 
may observe that most actions are capable of being 
under different lights and thus exciting different 
e. g., to put out of the world an aged parent, 
an act of atrocious ingratitude according to our 
view, or it may be looked upon as a painful act of filial 
(which seems to have been the view taken by the 
Thracians) ; but though the same external act may 
give rise to opposing moral sentiments, yet I imagine 
until the capacity of experiencing those sentiments is 
gone, they will be found in uniform connex.ion with 
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oti�es and. c�rtain feelings. If a man m�rders his father 
Jll

1e1y and dlstmctly for the purpose of gettmg his property 
50 d spending it for his own pleasure, it is inconceivable to me 
Ilrat the moral sense should operate in any other way than 
���t of self-condemnation ; again, if he does it solely and 
distinctly on the ground that his father ha� finished his 
work in; the world, and that the gods call hIm elsewhere, 

and will
. 

make hi� happy there, but have o��ained misery 

for him If he remams here ; on such a SupposItIon I presume 

the parricide would be free from self-condemnation, though 

the blind instinct of natural affection might intervene and 
prevent the sense from running up to the opposite point 
of self-approbation. 

" Y. Z." 

Q 
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36 Caius 3 
3 7  Corpus 3 } 
3 8  Lady Margaret 5 
39 1st Trinity 6 
40 Queens' 2 

Third Division. 

46 Peterhouse 2 
47 Trinity Hall 4 
48 Lady Margaret 6 } 
49 3rd Trinity 3 
50 Caius 4 

Second Division. 

20 Pembroke 1 
21 Caius 2 } 22 Lady Margaret 3 
2 3  1st Trinity 4 � 
24 Catharine � 
25 Emmanuel 2 
26 2nd Trinity 2 } 
27 Queens' 1 
28 King's } 
29 Lady Margaret 4 

3 0  Clare 2 } 
31 2nd Trinity 3 
32 Christ's 2 
33 1st Trinity 5} 
34 Corpus 2 
35 Trinity Hall 3 
36 Caius 3 } 37 Lady Margaret 5 
3 8  Corpus 3 
39 1st Trinity 6 

·40 Queens' 2 

.-�� •• � ...;.---

CHRISTMAS AND THE NEW YEAR. 

(Two Oarols, for "Ou�' Oollege Friends.") 

" When icicles hang by the wall, 
And Dick the shepherd blows his nail, 

And Tom bears logs into the hall, 
And milk comes frozen home in pail, 

When blood is nipped, and ways be foul, 
Then nightly sings the staring owl, 

To-who: 
Tu-whit, tu-who, a merry note, 
While greasy loan doth keel the pot." 

LOVE'S LAlIOUR LOST. 

IT is the Christmas time; and here at College we maintain 
all the good old customs that were wont to bring together 

men whom feuds and selfish occupations had dissevered 
throughout the year. 

It is well for us that Christmas comes in winter, when 
Our fellow-labourers have most need of help and cheerful 
greetings. There are days in summer when we feel so happy 
in the general joy and beauty of the earth, that we retain no 
evil feeling against rivals and persecutors; but at best it is 
only passive toleration, for even any merry kindness towards 
them has a spice of mischief in it, because we see their ridicu
lous impotence to wound us further while the sun is shining, 
the birds are singing, the streams are cajoling us to come 
and dive into cool baths among the willow roots, and the 
Swallows are flitting with all sorts of vagabond suggestions. 
No, in summer we are not charitably disposed on the whole; be possess merely a speculative benevolence; we wish every-

ody to be well off, in health, wealth, and contentment, as in 
�hat case we need not be teased by them, and therefore can 
lndulge ourselves unrestrainedly. Nor do I think that we 
are distinguished as philanthropists in autumn; for at that 
Season memory is busy preaching sermons from the withered 

��l� p 
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leaves, stubble-fields, widowed partridges, and other 
texts. We are then meditating too busily about 
and what we have lost, or ought to have done, 
changed and mournful life is now-with the dearest 
removed for ever from our sight; the voices, that 
loveliest music once, no more to sound in our ears; and 
go on, becoming older and older, sick and sorry, lonely 
disquieted. I do not imagine that we are either good n� 
bours or good company at such a time; and though it 
be said that our thoughts then turn affectionately 
others, yet these others are always prolongations of our 
shadow-they are persons intimately connected with 
own happiness. 

If you ask for a season when we really feel unselS 
disposed to make others happy, you must choose wi 
Christmas time and the N ew Year especially. What e 
we shall have in spring to work out the liberal plans that 
now propose! Many of us have been pro sing or m 
it may be, over some musty German metaphysics, or 
our brains with Fourierism and the crotchets of 
Government. Querulously we doubted whether there 
any use in attempting to cure the wholesale iniquity of 
times; everything being so mismanaged, everybody so 
and malicious, and treacherous (as the police reports and 
newspaper leaders declared). Why, we would wash 
hands of the whole concern! But, mark the 
Christmas is coming on, and the cold weather has re 
innumerable cases of destitution in Lancashire and 
where. We hear little voices pleading for parents 
work; we see poor widows and crippled men, still weak 
fever and insufficiency of food; we no longer harden 
hearts and waste our time with sickly fancies, but we 
out into the bleak air of the world, and work our 
citizens and Christian brethren. Thence, we shall find 
the holly has a sparkle which is not only of green leaves 
red berries, and that the New Year's bells are ringing 
not only a Triple Bob Major, but something like an ad 
of "peace and good-will towards men." Let us sing 
own Carol for the 

CHRISTMAS EVE. 

Clear and breezy is the day which Father Christmas has 
He well knowing that a somewhat wintry aspect was expected, 
F or Yule logs blaze, no charm displays, save in a frosty time; 
The Carol floats with choicest notes, when all around is rime. 
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Iloar trellised are our windows, tllel'e is snow on field and hill, 

Vllstaincd in virgin whiteness, though the stream is dark and chill, 

S'lvcr frosted are the branches against the pale gray sky; 
�ntl the smoke from hidden cottages is rising cheerily. 
The Robin with his bold black eye and glowing waistcoat comes, 

A welcomed Christmas diner-out, our pensioner for crumbs; 

And the merry flutter of the flame, the distant evening chime, 
And the Carol at our gate, all sing a song of Christmas-time. 

Our College Hall is decked with boughs of holly and of bay, 
With berries red and polished leaves, in honour of the day, 
We take our place, and when the grace has blessed the wholesome 

cheer, 
We drink a Christmas health to all-a welcome to the year. 

How comes the Eve in London? Each street a view discloses 
Of fingers blown, and 'comforters' round throats, and goose

skinned noses; 
The 'Bus-men cough amid their shouts (much mocked by small 

boys witty), 
" Going up, Sir? Right! Come on, now! Cha'ing Cross? Three-

pence, Marm! Cityee?" 
Now's the time when grocers' windows show Olympian heights of 

raisin, 
Hungry boys the sight beholding, wish themselves such shops had 

place in; 
For the "oranges and lemons" (sung by Clement's bells, so 

comical), 
A waken in their infant minds, keen wishes gastronomical. 

'fhrough all the crowded thoroughfares there's nought but noise 
and prattle, 

Where butchers offer up their hecatombs of prize fat cattle. 
Geese arrive from Country Cousins, in exchange for barrelled 

oysters, 
I 

Luscious, large, and worthy dish for plumpest monks in sleepy 
cloisters; 

Costermongers pass, and donkeys, laden with the sparkling holly, 
And the kissing mistletoe,-to mention which, of course, is folly; 
BeadlE:s, extra-grand and gracious; free-school urchins, sly as foxes; 
�lso Dustmen, quite unconscious of approaching Christmas-Boxes! 

uLldings are stirred up by cooks, and plums by infant "paws" 
, abstracted, 'rIll one's caught, and t'other tells how Jim, or Jane, or Bob has 

" whack'd it." ¥ npaid bills oome in by shoals, and timid debtors, pale with fear, 
llInk it quite as well that Christmas only comes round "once 

a-year!" ' 
p 2  
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To their mind appears a vision of placards: "This shop to let' 

" A wful Sacrifice!" "Great Bargains!" and a name in the 

Better cheer in Christmas letters, howsoever late the mail 
Be in coming, as the snow-drift has completely block'd the 
Snow ! who care�.?-a million school .. boys, free from 

exultation 
Catch the train, that takes them homeward to some rural 
Ponds for skating are awaiting; hands and hearths:-We 

the question, 
Whether rrwelfth-Night brings remorses, in the shape of indiges� 
Ne'el' a holiday so long can weary thin-clad labourers 
Who in town from birth to death must on through miry path 
Needle-workers, clerks and shopmen, in their year for one 
Break from the routine of toil, to feel themselves less sad and 
Gathered up are ravelled threads of families too 
Round the fire again together, in the Christmas glow 

Up to town, through frost and snow-drift, from the Grange 
the limes, 

Comes the Squire and Kate, impatient, to see all the Pllnt.nmima. 
Bringing with them Tom and 'Etty, who believe in all 
Marvelling much why no Policeman takes up Clown for 
Whether folks will let him off, because he only "stole in fun 
Starving Want meets less forbearance, if caught stealing loaf or 

Now's the time for politicians and old foes to patch up 
While the Waits are counting ha'pence, and the gardeners 

ting Carols. 
Yet the darkened home looks sadder, which the coffin left to 
Arid the mourners weep and shudder, though they bend their 

to pray. 

Seems the snow to them a white shroud, and the cold 
skies a pall, 

B ut the stars like angels watching, silently, and pitying all: 
Well they know, these stricken orphans, that the dreary 

hours 
From our world must pass away, and Summer bring return 

flowers : 
From the grave uprising, surely, from the snow and earthly 
Shall the soul be free for ever, where eternal summer reigns; 
Free from darkness, sin and sorrow-thus the' still small 

doth say
" He is risen, He is risen! Hail with joy the sacred day ! " 
They can hear a deeper anthem than the songs of giddy 
Richer-toned in Christmas Carols, promise of man's second 
Speaking-Glory to the Highest: Peace and Brotherhood on 
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:May we never fail to prize Christmas-day and the New 
year. To our mind, Christmas has the higher and more 
sacred beauty! as be�ng .a l:eligio�s solemnity, and even in the 
nerriment WIth whICh It IS received by young people, there 
�s evidence of the hearty brotherhood appropriate to the 
�iUle. While commemorating the sublime mystery of the 
Saviour's birth, which speaks to the soul by the record of 
humility and divinest love, it also strengthens by. festival 

and greeting the bonds of union among men, encouraging 
mutual forbearance and active beneficence. It is the season 
of affectionate sympathy, drawing together young and old, 
rich and poor, the happy and the suffering. 

The N ew Year speaks in a different tone, loudly, 
joyously, with revelling and friendly wishes. But there is 
more alloy of worldliness, more of an attempt to disguise 
the whispers of sad remembrance, of uneasy hearts or vacant 
minds, more of the phrensied desperation of the Dionysia, 
instead of the quiet happiness of Christmas. Surely there 
is something wrong in a system which, especially in the 
North, inaugurates the time with drunkenness and gluttony. 
"It is good to be merry and wise," we are told, but also, 
"it is good to be honest and true," and we need not be 
fools at the Old Year's close, to shew love for the Year 
that is new. However, to prove that we are not haters 
of innocent mirth, before parting, let our Lady Margaret 
friends accept this chant of requiem in honour of 

OLD SIXTY-TWO. 

" Bring my cab to the hall door, precisely at twelve, 
I can't wait," said the tired Old Year, 
" Though they ask me to meet the young Squire whom they praise, 
As they praised me, and all who come here. 
lIe's a promising fellow, steps up with a grin, 
Glass in hand, plump and rosy, whilst I'm pale and thin, 
Old and gouty, bald-pated and queer. 

But you'll take cal'e to fill up the bowl, 
And heap up the Yule-logs and coal, 

And with shout and song, you 
Will see out Sixty-two-

For you found him a worthy Old Soul ! "  

All the 'months in their order assembled to tea; 
. Aquarius, as wont, brought the water in urn, 

. 

Anll Pisces helped round potted Sardines, whilst Lamb 
And Neat's-tongue served the next two in turn. 
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But the Twins were so noisy and skittish, good lack! 
That Crabbed old bachelor Cancer turned back, 
And seemed ready the whole fun to spurn : 

Till they coaxed him to :fill up the bowl, 
And heap higher the Yule-logs and coal, 

That with wassail and shout 
Might the Old Year go out,-

Singing, " Here's to thee, worthy Old Soul! " 

In July most truly a Lion they hailed; 
While Miss Virgo (with milliners' bills unperplexed,) 
Heard a well-Balanced lawyer, and Scorpio, his clerk, 
Talk some scandal, that made her feel vexed. 
A Capricious Young Fop, with a beard like a Goat, 
Said some things about Crinoline,-which I'll not quote, 
Or there's no knowing what might come next. 

Yet they one and all filled up the bowl, 
And played tricks with Yule-log and coal, 

Then with wassailing shout 
Said they'd" see the Year out, 

With a health to the worthy Old Soul!" 

Then Cassiopea was called to the Chair; 
Whilst the Equinox acted as Vice, very ill, 
And trod on the Dog-star, who growled like a cur; 
And the Pleiades flitted (as seven young girls will) : 
Berenice had worked, of her own lovely hair, 
A Christmas-box Belt for Orion to wear 
For her sake, as the winter was chill : 

So he helped her to empty the bowl, 
And cracked chestnuts on Yule-log and coal, 

That with wassailing shout 
They might see the Year out, 

Chanting, "Here's to you, worthy Old Soul." 

They played " Yes and No," and" American Post," 
Though the Moon cried for quarter, ere long; 
And at "Traveller's Inn" mauy forfeits were lost, 
And Miss-Fortune was doomed for a song: 
So the winds lurked in corners, securing a kiss 
From the Earth, who affected to take it amiss, 
And Atlas upheld her-" 'Twas wrong!" 

But they soon joined their lips to the bowl, 
And heaped up the Yule-logs and coal, 

Saying, "Whoe'er may flout, 
We will see the Year out ; 

Here's a health to the jolly Old Soul ! "  

Christmas and the New Year. 

They at last drank the health of their Grandfather Time ; 
Who replied at such length that, with mocks, 

Life begged to remind him the hour was late ; 
fJ'om his face all looked up at the clock's. 
''l'was one minute to Twelve; and they heard the sharp trot 
Of a nag in the distance, so off like a shot 
Sixty-two rushed away with friend Nox. 

'Twas the New Year himself drained the bowl, 
While the Old Year's oab-wheels quick did roll ; 

They helped Sixty-Three in 
With a shout and a grin, 

Saying" Blythe be his reign, worthy soul ! " 

J. W.E. 

j 
��., 
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A NOTE ON THE BOWER IN I CENONE.' 

"Manie accords more sweete than Mermaid's Song."
Spenser: Visions of 

THE description of the bower in Tennyson's CEnone is 
most beautiful passage in the whole poem. As this 

tion is not original, it will be interesting to pass in 
the various preceding passages on which it is 
These imaginary Elysian nooks are great favourites 
poets ; they love to wander in fancy, with their eyes 
shut, hand in hand with the Muses and Graces ; and 
dream that they come upon such delightful localities. 

Our first passage is in the Iliad. Homer represents 
as practising a stratagem upon Zeus, in order to aid 
Greeks. She procures the oestus of Venus, and makes 
as attractive as possible ; and, appearing to Zeus on 
Gargarus, where he was watching the armies, with the 
of Sleep, whom she has previously bribed, and who 
brooding over the god in the form of a bird, she 
in overpowering his wakeful sense. In the mean 
Neptune leads on the forces. The passage in which 
couch of Zeus is described is extremely beautiful, but 
I scarcely venture to translate it:-

How sweet the couch I 
The yielding grasses raised it from the ground! 
Crocus, and dewy lotus, and the hosts 
Of hyacinth, smooth-leaved, innumerable! 
And,-o'er the happy lingerers hung,- a cloud, 
Beautiful, golden, dripping lucid dews! 

Virgil imitates this passage of Homer in the first 
·of his LEneid. When the Cyprian goddess, in 

'11< Il. XIV. 346-357. 
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d ceive Dido, sends Amor in the disguise of IuIus, she 
be al"S away the offspring of JEneas to one of her secret 
h:unts, and casts over him a pleasant sleep. His resting 

place is thus described :-

At Venus Ascanio placidam per membra quietem 
Inrigat, et fotum gremio dea tollit in altos 
Idalire lucos, ubi mollis amaracus ilium 
Floribus et dulci adspirans complectitur umbra.

.2En. i. 691-4. 

This may be freely rendered :-

As rillets in the heat 
Refresh the land, she poured a placid ease 
Of peaceful sleep upon him ; and she took 
Daintily in her arms the youth, and bore 
Him to Idalian groves, her secret haunts : 
There soft-leaved odorous-sweet amaracus 
Hid him amid its flowers and pleasant shade. 

Our next passage is taken from Shakspere. We do 
not place it next, because we suppose Shakspere to have 
imitated Virgil or Homer ; but rather because those who 
come after imitated him. Oberon, in a wood near Athens, 
is designing to anoint the eyes of Titania, and he thllS 
describes a spot where it is likely for the Fairy Queen to 
be found. The reader will scarcely need referring to 
�lYIidsummer Night's Dream: 

I know a bank where the wild thyme blows, 
Where ox-lips and the nodding violet grows ; 
Quite over-canopied with luscious woodbine, 
With sweet musk-roses, and with eglantine : 
There sleeps Titania some time of the night, 
Lull'd in these' flowers with dances and delight ; 
And there the snake throws her enamell'd skin, 
Weed wide enough to wrap a fairy in.-

Mids. Night's Dream, Act n. Sc. l. 

And now we pass 011 to Milton. It is well known that 
o�r great epic poet never forgets to remember, or to avail ��l11self of, the beauties of his predecessors : and so we find 

1111 imitating the three passages already given in two re
Illarkable instances. The first is in Book IV. of Paradise 
?ost, where he describes the secret' bowel' to which Eve 18 led by Adam : 
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Thus talking, hand in hand alone they passed 
On to their blissful bower : it was a place 
Chosen by the SOVl'an Planter, ",hen he framed 
All things to Man's delightful use; the roof 
Of thickest covert was inwoven shade 
Laurel and myrtle, and what higher grew 
Of firm and fragrant leaf; on either side 
Acanthus, and each odorous bushy shrub, 
Fenced up the verdant wall; each beauteous flower, 
Iris all hues, roses, and jessamin, 
Rear'cl high their flourish'cl heads between, and wrought 
Mosaic; underfoot the violet, 
Crocus, and hyacinth, with rich inlay 
Broidered the ground, more coloured than with stone 
Of costliest emblem: other creature here, 
Bird, beast, insect, or worm, durst enter none, 
Such was their awe of Man.-

Par. Lost, IV. 688-704. 
The second instance, in which Milton seems 

have had an eye to Shakspere, is in Book IX. : 

To a shady bank, 
Thick overhead with verdant root imbower'd, 
He led her nothing loth; flowers were the couch, 
Pansies, and violets, and asphodel, 
And hyacinth ; Earth's freshest, softest lap.-

Pm'. Lost, IX. 1037 

I have thus enumerated the principal passages to 
I conceive Tennyson to have been indebted, in his be 
description of the bower in CEnone. I now proceed to 
that description. It is the deep mid-noon : "the lizard, 
his shadow on the stone, rests like a shadow :" the 
sleeps : when PaUas, Here, and Aphrodite come to 
bower on mount Ida. Paris is to decide which 
beautiful, and to give her the golden apple : 

Then to the bower they came, 
Naked they came to that smooth-swarded bower, 
And at their feet the orocus brake like fire, 
Violet, amaracus, and asphodel, 
Lotus and lilies : and a wind aroso, 
And overhead the wandering ivy and vine, 
This way and that, in many a wild festoon 
Ran riot, garlanding the gnarled boughs 
With bunch and berry and flower thro' and thro'. 

TENN., 
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Such is Tennyson's exquisite description. There is one 
nrious feature which I must not omit. In Oberon's account 
�f Titania's sleeping-place there is a pause in the first line :-

I know a bank . .... .  where the wild thyme blows : 

","c can half imagine Oberon musing upon, and collecting in 
his mind, during this pause, his pleasant memories of the 
spot: and again, in another line,-

Quite over canopied with .. . . . .  lusoious woodbine,-

we seem to catch, in the redundant syllable, the echo of 

Oberon's delight. I know that this will be called fanciful ; 
and perhaps the elision, and then the insertion, of a syllable 
were not intentional : yet I am sure the laureate observed 
the peculiarity; and in his line,-

And overhead the wandering ivy and vine, 

he would have us observe the effect of the wind that arose ; 
and again, in another line,-

With branch and berry and flower thro' and thro',

thc wild luxuriance of the interlacing boughs. 

O. B. 



A GHOST STORY. 

IN this age of scepticism, how refreshing it is to think 
there are still many believers in Ghost Stories 

amongst us ! And yet even Ghost Stories are 
many of us in a sceptical spirit, and woe betide the 
tun ate author of a Ghost Story, which is not well 
ticated by parish registers, by dying depositions, and 
a mass of circumstantial evidence as can only be 
by the brain of an Attorney-General, or the 
a Wilkie Collins ! 

Woe also betide the author of a Ghost Story 
neither melancholy, mysterious, nor awful! 

And yet, though my Ghost is neither a well aULnenncau 
one, nor one that will cause my readers' "hair to stand 
end like quills upon a fretful porcupine;" though I have 
parish registers to produce, nor blood, bones, and 
at my command, still I will tell my story in the 
varnished language of truth, hoping that the events 
am about to narrate, and which made a lively and 
impression on my youthful imagination, will also 
degree interest the readers of " The Eagle." In 
commence my story, I am afraid that I must enter 
into my own personal history. 

My father and mother both died in the year 18-, and 
the early age of fourteen I was left an orphan. 
however, raised up a friend for me in an aunt who 
seen me for many years. She had married abroad, and 
settled in Rotterdam, in which place she still continued 
live, though her husband had for many years been 
Having no children of her own, she wrote at once on 
of my friendless condition, and told me I was henceforth 
consider myself her child, and her home as mine. 

But a short time elapsed after the receipt of this 
ere I found myself on my way to Rotterdam, under 
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otection of a faithful old servant of our family who was h�rself a native of Rotterdam, and who hailed with pleasure 
his opportunity of revisiting her native land. t We arrived late at night, and found my aunt sitting up 

to receive us, in an old-fashioned but comfortable library; a 
blazing fire darted a red quivering light �n the oak panels of 
thc room, and I well remember the WIld unearthly glare 
that at times fell upon the portraits of several ancient citizens 
and rough sea-captains of Rotterdam, the ancestors of my 
late uncle. 

The lights were however brought in, a substantial supper 
served, and the old library soon lost its mysterious appear
ance; my aunt's manner was so kind that I already felt at 
home, and for the first time since my father's death, for a 
moment I forgot the bitterness of my orphan lot. 

Several months passed, and every day saW me more 
attached to my new home, no one could have lived in the 
same house with my aunt without loving her; her's was 
a face on which sorrow had set its mark, and had imparted a 
sad and sweet expression to features which might otherwise 
have betokened a character of more firmness and decision 
than it is pleasant to meet with in a woman. What her 
Borrow had been I knew not at the time; but that at some 
period of her life an overwhelming grief sufficient to crush a 
mind of weaker fibres, had fallen upon her, was soon 
apparent to me. When I afterwards in some degree dis
covered what that affliction had been, and that the very 
house in which we were living had witnessed horrors that 
would have curdled the blood and maddened the brain of 
even an uninterested spectator, I looked upon my aunt 
with feelings of almost religious awe and admiration. But 
I must not anticipate the account of the terrible tragedy 
which dawned upon me by degrees. 

There was one room in the house, the door of which 
Was always locked, and inside which I had never entered. 
It is needless to add, that my childish curiosity was stirred 
up within me, and that I longed to enter that room with all th� earnestness with which forbidden things always in
spIre us. 

As far as I could see there was nothing peculiar about the room, except that it was isolated from the rest of the 
house, being the only room in a long passage which led to the garden by a glass-door and a flight of steps. The 
ihutters of the glass-door were always fastened, and the steps 
eading down to the garden seemed not to have been used 
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for many years, qud were covered with moss, 
places were broken or had crumbled away. I often 
curiously at the windows of the room from the 
as the shutters were always up, my curiosity met with 
to gratify it. I had several times asked my aunt 
about the room, but had never received a 
to my questions, and the only information on the 
could get from my oid nurse was, that there were 
events connected with the room which she was not at 
to divulge, and that the fewer questions I asked about it 
better it would be. 

A year had now passed, when one morning my 
informed me that she expected a house full of visitors 
few days; in fact, more visitors than she knew 
receive, and that in order to make room for them, 
tended to throw open the room in the long passage. 
part of the house, she said, was connected with a most 
part of her life, and it was for this reason that she 
remain so long untenanted. As to the queer stories 
being haunted, "you and I, my dear," she said, " 
course sensible enough to be able to laugh at these 
dities; at the same time the room awakens such 
recollections in my mind that I �annot persuade 
occupy it, but if you have no dread of the Ghost, the 
shall for the future be yours." 

I was delighted with the offer, for I had always set 
heart upon the room, and as I was not the least im 
or nervous, the idea of the Ghost caused me not the 
alarm. 

The servants were all in amazement when my aunt 
the order for the room to be prepared for me, and 
astonished at the alacrity with which I began to take 
sion of my new domain. I especially remember the 
and horrified expression which appeared on Mrs. 
face when she heard of'the arrangement. 

Agatha Snow, my aunt's lady's-maid, deserves 
described briefly, not only because she acts a _ 

part in the story which I am about to relate, but also 
being in herself a somewhat remarkable person. 

She was a Swiss by birth, but had married an 
man, who had formerly been butler to my a 
husband died within two years after the marriage, 
her in great poverty and with one child to support 
the death of the child which happened soon after the 
death, Mrs. Snow applied for and obtained the place 
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lady's-maid in my aunt's house. �he h�d now lived with my 
unt for ten years, and was about thIrty-sIx years of age, though 
:till in the full bloom of her beauty. Her cheeks had lost 
none of the roseate hues of youth; her eye was as clear and 
briO"ht, her hair as black, and her step as light as when she 
led' her native mountains some twelve years before. The 
m'eatest charm she possessed was a row of pearly teeth, 
�vhich made her foImile perfectly irresistible. Still I never 
could bring myself to like Agatha Snow, though her smile 
",as so exquisite, she was too fond of smiling; and her eye, 
thoug h clear and full of expression, glittered at times like 
that of a serpent, and if fascinating was also stony and 
petrifying. Still she never lost her temper, never spoke 
",hen she was wanted to hold her tongue, and was so ex
cellent a servant, that no one could find it possible to say a 
word against her, except that he or she did not like her, 
thoug h" the reason why we could not tell." 

"And are you really going to sleep with the goblins, 
Miss Hester?" she said, shewing the pearly teeth. " Well, 
you English ladies have much of courage. I would not 
sleep in that room for the world; but I am only a poor weak 
silly thing." My room was ready and I took actual posses
sion of it two or three days before any visitors arrived. 
As night came on, I own that a slight uneasiness came over 
me at times as I thought of the lonely room in the long 
passage; but this momentary alarm only made me all the 
more determined to do nothing un worthy of the "strong 
mind" of which I felt myself to be possessed. 

My aunt walked with me as far as my bed-room door, 
where she wished me good night. I entered the room and shut the door. What is that moving behind the curtains? 
"It is only Agatha Snow, miss. I thought I would come to 
see that everything was well-air'd and comfortable. If you 
take my advice, miss, you will not sleep in this horrible loom to night. I would not sleep here for worlds, but then 

am a poor weak timid thing, and not a fine brave lady like 
Fadal110iselle." "And yet you are not afraid of coming 
lere by yourself in the dark, Agatha," I replied. "How is 

that ?" The bright eye seemed to dart forth a green and 
angry light for an instant, but the pearly teeth came to the 
i·.c scue , and wi�h her sweetest s�ile and a little silvery 
<l ug-h, she replIed, "why madamolselle knows that ghosts 

cannot appear before midnight, so I am quite safe at present," 
and she wished me "good night," and curtseyed herself out 
of the room with infinite elegance. 
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I listened to her departing footsteps, and did not 
whether I felt relieved or not when their last faint 
died away. There was something in the woman, fascinal::i 
as she was, that I could not like, and I could not 
some way or other connecting her with an uneasy 
which in spite of my strong mind kept gradually 
over me. However my room looked as snug as 
the fire blazed merrily, and when I drew aside the 
saw that the moon was up and the night fine. I sat 
at the fire in a reverie for some ten minutes, undressed, 
into bed, and in a few minutes was fast asleep. 

How long I had been asleep I cannot tell, when I 
with a sudden start; there was a bright light in the 
the curtains which I had drawn back letting the full 
the moon into my room. The fire was all but out, 
falling embers were making a dreary rustling sound 
a cold sweat upon my brow, a trembling in every 
a difficulty in breathing which almost amounted to 
tion. Suddenly there stood between me and the 
light a tall dark figure. 

(To be continued.) 
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VIRGIL. GEORGIC. Ilo 4�8···499. 

o HAPPY swains if but your bliss ye knew! 
To wbom the teeming Earth in season due, 
Far from the din of arms and bloody strife, 
Supplies unbidden all the wants of life! 
Thougb in your homes no entrance gaping wide 
Pour forth at morn the flatterers' early tide; 
Thougb witb no gems inlaid your portals blaze, 
Nor gold-embroider'd robes allure your gaze: 
Though no Corinthian art your halls adorn, 
And your white fleeces Tyrian purple scorn; 
Though casia ne'er your olive-oil defile: 
Yours is a life of quiet free from guile; 
Yours is a life of plenty and repose; . 
For you the cattle low, the fountain flows, 
For you cool glades afford a still retreat, 
O'ershadowing trees, and mid-day slumbers sweet: 
Yours is the wild-beast's lair, the forest's shade, 
A youth by toil and perils undismayed; 
You still due reverence to the aged pay, 
Still to the gods with due devotion pray; 
And when indignant from the earth she flew, 
Justice bel' latest blessings left with you. 

Ye Muses, to the poet ever dear, 
Whose l)1'iest I am, my supplication hear. 
Teach me the rolling stars, the heavenly ways, 
Why wanes the sun, what dims the moon's faint rays: 
What makes the earth to heave, the swelling tide 
To burst its barriers and again subside: 
Why 'neath the waves the sun in winter speeds: 
What cause the ling'ring nights' slow path impedes. 
But if the blood around my heart grow cold, 
And nature's wonders I may ne'er behold, 
Still let me roam, inglorious though I be, 
Thro' valleys green, by woodland stream and tree: 
o for Sperchius' plain! for those wild heights 
Where Spartan maidens hold their Bacchic rites: 

VOL. Ill. Q 
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Bear me some god to Hremus' thickest glade, 
And hide me 'neath the mighty fore�t's shade! 
Happy the man who Nature's law could learn, 
Each human fear, each human passion spurn, 
Inexorable Fate itself despise, 
And greedy Acheron view with fearless eyes. 
Blest too is he who knows the Dryad train, 
Sylvanus, Pan, who guard the fruitful plain. 
Free from ambition he has never bowed 
To regal purple, or to "fasces" proud. 
Nor discord revelling in brothers' blood ; 
Nor banded Dacians from I&ter's flood ; 
Nor Roman power, nor kingdoms doom'd to fall 
His path can trouble, or his soul appal. 
So blest his lot he lives alike secure 
From Envy of the Rich and Pity for the Poor. 

ARCALUS. 

A DAY WITH THE FITZFUNGUS FOX-HOUNDS. 

A D AY with the Fitzfungus fox-hounds! " You may 
twist, you may alter the words as you will, but the scent 

of the stable will cling to them still." I am quite aware 
of the fact, gentle reader, and know full well that there is 
much in a name; I would, therefore, beg of you not to take 
fright at the title which I have given to this sketch; I will 
do my best to render these pages as unlike a contribution to 
" Bell's Life" as possible; and in return, merely ask you to 
excuse me if I should seem incapable of handling a theme, 
which Kingsley, Whyte Melville, and others scarcely in
ferior to them, as novelists, have not thought beneath their 
attention. To begin then, be so good as to imagine yourself, 
dressed, breakfasted, and jogging slowly along (as becomes 
men who anticipate a long day), through a land of rolling 
heather-topped hill and marshy moorland, beneath you a 
road, which it is painfully evident knew not McAdam, and 
before you, as far as the eye can reach, a somewhat mono
tonous succession of barren-looking bl uffs, whose tops are 
crowned with clusters of rusty gorse, and round whose 
bases the prattling trout-stream twines its silver threads, 
while a rather unpromising sky of dull lead-colour serves as 
back-ground to the occasional roofless cabin or deserted 
water-mill, which breaks at long intervals the monotony of 
the landscape. A wild and bleak region it undoubtedly is, 
and I think its wildness and bleakness is rather increased by 
the prevalence of those same forsaken water-mills which 
one comes suddenly upon at some turn of the road, rotting 
to pieces ill the long dank grass, and seeming in a peculiarly 
weird and ghostly manner "to pore upon the brook that 
babbles by." However, I am not about to enter upon a 
case of " Agricultural distress," nor an endeavour to prove 
that the dullness of the sky and prevalence of rushes and 
W�tel'-mills is the result of "Saxon misrule." No, my 
fl'lends, my private belief is, that that land (1 ought perhaps to 

Q2 
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have premised that the scene of my sketch is laid In 
South 'of I reland ) was intended to produce jack-snipE.' 
furze, and that .iack-�nipe and furze it will produce to 
end of time, and as a necessary consequence of furze-fo"', 
which b rings me, after a considerable detour, back to 
legitimate subject of my tal e. 

Let us suppose that we have arrived at the Meet, 
being like mo,t other Meet s, that is to say, a combin 
scarlet coats, gl ossy horses, white neckcloths, slang, an 
smoke, may be q uickly passed over ; and now, wh 
friends are tigbtening their girths, and the cigar of 
lence and expectation rests half-consumed between my 
permit m e  to give you a notion of two or three of 
characters (includ i ng of course the noble M. F. H.) 
whom you are this day to risk your neck. First then 
his lordship ; he has j ust driven up, and is in the 
mounting that huge grey with the wicked eye and 
rocking-horse-like dapples on his quarters ; look at him 
he is the representative of an ancient family and a 
constituency ; amongst those Norman Barons who ac 
Strongbow on his expedition to Ireland none bore 
name than Sir Philip Fitz-Fungus, surnamed " 
Roi," on account of his kingly generosity and valour. 
descendants (and their name is Legion), have since s 
themselves all over the South of Ireland, and no 
" knock," no coursing-match or punch-carouse is co 
unless some member of the house of Corderoy takes a 
spicuous part in it. 

The title of Fitz-Fungus, for some time in abeyance, 
been revived in the person of the present peer, whose 
stone of solid flesh-the only solid thing about him-has 
busy cleaning the boots of her Majesty's ministry and 
Majesty's opposition any time these twenty years. In 
our noble friend presents little to describe, if you can ' 
one of his own short-horn bulls, tightly buttoned 
" pink frock," you will have as good an idea of " the 
Hon. Sheridan COl'deroy," as is at all necessary. 
huntsman naturally follows close upon the master. " J  
as he is universally called (nobody, I once heard a 
sportsman assert, being either old enough or 
remember his surname), is a crooked, dwarfish 
ing unpleasantly like that proverbial " beggar on 
who is popularly supposed to be intent upon visiting 
enemy of mankind, and with a face, if it may be dignified 
the name, which has all the effect of a singularly plain set 
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� 'atures thrown at random against a brick wall. If I were 
c:Ued upon for a more mi�ute description, I should say that 
his visage was a comproul1se between the door-knocker and 
battered-orange types, with a slight " pull" in favour of the 
door-knocker. He is however a good horseman despite his 
jooks, and what is more rare, a good huntsman, and many a 
stout fox has he " been the death of" over these marshes. 
Let him shamble off upon his varmint-looking 'garron, while 
we turn our attention to a very different subject,-Fred. 
Rowel, the hard-riding man or " bruiser" of the hunt. Now 
it may be said of' most " bruisers," that they are a small lean 
race, shrivelled as to the limbs, wiry as to the whiskers, 
scant as to the garments, and altogether lookin� (like the 
Tweeds which they delight to wear) as if they had been 
well " shrunk" at an early period of their existence. That 
they talk " horse," look " horse," and would if not re
strained by the usages of society, eat " horse." Such is not the 
case with our friend Fred, he i� not merely a bruiser, hi6 
voice is as often heard in company with the notes of the 
piano as with the cry of the hounds ; his stalwart form is 
as much at home when whirling Dervish-like in the mazes 
of the waltz, as when sitting grimly down upon that " long 
low bay ;" and to conclude, his conversation does not consist 
solely of Hark forward !  Tally Ho ! and such phrases after 
the manner of stage sportsmen, but possesses a vocabulary of 
somewhat more soothing sounds, if we may j udge by the close 
proximity of his curly head and certain , . sweet things in 
wreaths" during one of those " supper" dances of which 
We read in the pages of history. In person, he is tall 
beyond the average , long-limbed and broad-chested, with 
high aq l1iline features, and hair of a colour which (in con
sideration of my having known his fami ly for years) .I shall 
?all  auburn, add to this a remarkably " jolly" expression, and 
Incipient whiskers of a pale flame colour, and you have a 
complete picture of him whom three parishes unite in pro
nouncing a " divilish cliver" man. 

But while I have been talking, the hounds have been 
thrown into the gorse which covers the opposite hill-side, 
and the pal'apetless bridge spanning the g len is thick wi th  
red-coats, whose eyes are fixed intently on the huntsmen and 
'�hips as they manreUVl'e through the furze, which by this rune is alive with vigorous tails anu long greyhound-like 
leads . Hark ! there's a whimper ! a dead silence succeeds, broken only by the rustle of the dogs through the withered 
furze and bramble. But now a long fierce " yowl," which 
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is eagerly taken up by the whole pack, announces 
game's afoot indeed, and all round me I can see men's 
brighten and set in a determined manner. The same 
only in a lesser degree, which I can fancy on the face 
" front-rank Heavy" when the word " charge" rings 
" above the storm of galloping hoofs." My neighbour on 
right stands up in his stirrups, and as I catch his eye, _ 

with the " gaudia certaminis," the words of the " 
Duke" come freshly back upon my mind, " The ca 
officers of England are formed in the hunting field." 

Full cry now with a vengeance ! The wild 
music comes rolling back from the brow of the hill in " 
mouthed thunder," two or three of the keenest-sighted 
vent to a yell, as they view the fox stealing away in 
far distance, the horses break into a gallop, and we tear up 
rocky road with all the energy of a start and no fe 
moment's check, see, the hounds-the true old Irish 
lean grey and muscular-cross the road in a body, 
breast-high, strike the fence and seem to vanish over it 
spray over a rock, and stream across the adjoining 
with the speed of the wind ; a pause, as the foremost 
man backs his hunter across the road, and sends him at 
" double." Over he goes ! poising himself for an instant 
the top, and then shooting over the wide dyke like a 
another, and another, and another, we are on the 
turf of the pasture ; the hounds, some ten lengths 
us, racing like mad,-a gleam of water, a crash of 
gorse-roots, a slight shock as the horse lands, and 
the next field, all manner of red specks and streaks 
and flashing around, beside and in front of us , a.nd a 
gleam of sunlight showing the pack, now in full field 
flying in a white serried mass over the dark green soil 
treacherous-looking marsh ; a clattering in front announces 
stone wall, two or three hats and caps, and a like number 
horses' tails appear suddenly in the air, and as 
disappear as the front rank faces the obstacle ; a 
clank, a dull heavy " thud," and the first whip and 
horse are rolling together amongst thp. broken stones : 
staggers to his feet, pu�s his ha�d to his head for a 
and then re-mounts wlth an effort, and, as the chime of 
staunch pack falls mellowed by distance upon our ears, 
too take our turn at the " rasper," and, as a matter of co 
" land cleverly on the other side." 

Away over moor and moss, rough and smooth, 
and pasture, through desolate wastes of heather 
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aratively cheerful farms, on over the long bleak line of 
hills to the north, rolls the hunt, until the ragged peasant 
who leaps upon the top of a fence, grinning with delight, to 
catch a last view, sees red coats and black coats dip down 
behind an opposing bluff, and hears the last strain of hound
l1lusic die away, leaving a tingle in his ears as he turns to his 
potatoe furrow in silence.-With the hunt my friend, and in 
!l aood place too, we will trust are you and I, but however 
pl�asant and exciting the thing may be in 1'eal life, I know 
few things more tedious than an accurate hunt upon paper, 
where every fence is inflicted upon you, and you are com
pelled to follow every turn of the hounds until the end 
arrives. 

• • • • • • • • 
Let us then pass over in imagination some five and thirty 

minutes-a short space upon paper, but capable of contain
ing a vast variety of incident and accident in the crowded 
life of the hunting·neld. Let us suppose that we have 
crossed some six miles of country, been once down, seen the 
friend of our bosom deposited in the inky waters of an 
apparently bottomless dyke, and are now within a field of 
the still flying pack, and about two miles from his lordship's 
favourite cover of Mullagahaun. My " gallant grey" (the 
horse happens to be brown, but I use the words merely as a 
conventional compliment, just as we call a boorish duke, 
" your grace"), my gallant grey, I say, is beginning to lose 
somewhat of his elasticity, and an ominous twitching in the 
flank of that worthy animal, tells tales of the rattling gallop 
through which he has not past totally unwearied. Oh 
Diana, " goddess excellently bright," in pity vouchsafe a 
check, give us " room to breathe how short soever." A 
check it is indeed ! the leading hounds throw up their heads 
with a low whine, and the whole pack " feather" listlessly 
over yonder dark poverty-stricken plough. The men in front 
turn their horses' heads to the wind, and " J  erry ," with a 
Wave of his cap, casts his hounds forward. " Hark to W ar
rior !" cries Fred. Rowel, as the old dog gives out a long deep 
" yowl." 

" Porrard, Forrard. Away !" screams an excited red-coat 
on the left, as he crams his " pumped" horse at the fence, and 
presently lands on his head in the same neld with the now 
chiming pack. " Forrard indeed," we mutter, as we prepare 
to follow him, and somehow, we scarcely know ho\v, find 
ourselves on the other side unhurt, while the dogs pack 
closer, and fly on at a pace that looks uncommonly like 
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• , killing." J eny's excited feelings find vent in a 
halloa, see I there goes " poor pug," with a 
brush, creeping doggedly along, the hounds running 
break from scent to view, and in ten minutes more 
huntsman, throwing himself off his panting horse, holds 
fox over his head with a clear woo-whoop ! that makes 
stony hills ring again, and sends the snipe shrieking up 
the tufts of rushes around him. Woo-whoop he 
woo-whoop my darlings, well-hunted I and so say we as 
turn our foam-streaked horses homewards, and, lighting 
weeds, fall leisurely to discussing the adventures of the 
each man having some wonderful story to tell about 
" on-and-off you know, old fellow, j ust as we got out of 
lane," &c., and so Good Night. 

� 
+ � 

+ 

M. B. 

A (BACHELOR'S) FAREWELL. 

FLOW down, dark River, to the Ouse, 
Thy tribute, Cam, deliver : 

No more on thee my boat shall be, 
For ever and for ever. 

Flow, softly flow, by Bridge and Reach, 
And Plough and Locks ; ah, never 

Again shall I thy course row o'er, 
For ever and for ever ! 

To see the Fours i' th' October term, 
By thee shall Freshmen shiver : 

And still shall Cox'ns slang bal'gees, 
For ever and for ever. 

A thousand Crews shall train on thee, 
With wild excitement quiver : 

But not on thee my form shall be, 
F or ever and for ever. 

. 

D . 



SALUTATIONS. 

THE institution of Salutations can boast an almost umi 
antiquity. It must certainly have seen the inside of 

garden of Eden ; and if, as seems too natural to doubt, 
first expressed by a kiss on the fair cheek of Eve, it 
have branched forth into innumerable forms when 
began to multiply upon the earth ; when Adam, the 
of many centuries, must have been regarded with an 
reverence ; and the endless and bewildering 
ancestry and cousinship had produced their correspon<1Q1 
degrees of familiarity and diffidence. 

To realize such a state of things let us imagine 
stern N ormans who fought at Hastings, and from 
many of us as eagerly claim descent as the Athenians of 
from the misty regions of the demi-gods, to live, not 
on the Roll of Battle-Abbey, but in actual flesh and 
What an effect their existence would have upon our 
What an atmosphere of solemnity would pervade society 
their presence ! the story of England's liberty, wealth, 
power embraced by the term of one man's life ! History 
historians superseded by these " living epistles known 
read of all men !" Breathes there the youth whose 
tongue would venture the appellation of " governor ;"  
would not exchange the lifted hat for the bended knee 
such majestic relics of antiquity ? Such thoughts as 
may suggest the cause, or at least one principal cause, 
those profound prostrations and obeisances which char 
Eastern countries. It was in the East that the history of 
commenced ; in the East that those lives of eight or 
centuries were passed ; when young men must have 
regarded and treated as mere children, without exneri 
and separated by twenty generations from the 
head of their family. 

N or is the fact that these countries no longer afford 
greater longevity than the colder West, sufficient to di 
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ur assertion. The Eastern mind i s  pre-eminently indisposed �o change. The traveller of .the ninete.enth een�ury cannot 
pass through those. sac�'o-classlC lands WIthout bemg forcibly 
.cminded of the hfe-hke sketches of the book of Genesis. 
The earliest form of government-absolute despotism, has 
survived and flourished here, while the growing mind of the 
IV est has tried alternately every form which promised the 
liberty it demanded as its right ; and a few years ago a wild 
son of the desert boasted that he was one of 1 0,000 descen
dants of J onadab the son of Rechab, who, with as rigid an 
obedience as their ancestors two thousand years ago, ' neither 
drink wine, nor build house, nor sow seed, nor plant vine
yard, nor have any, but abide in tents all their days.' 
From these considerations we should expect a general simi
larity to prevade the salutations of the East ; especially those 
which lie within the circle of Bible lands. 

Abram and Lot, on seeing the approach of strangers, run 
and bow themselves with their faces toward the ground ; the 
aged J acob receives the same homage from his son J oseph, 
albeit the land of Egypt acknowledges that son as its gover
nor, and a grateful people bow the knee before him. Esau, 
reconciled to his brother, ' falls on his neck and kisses him ;' 
and J oseph exchanges the same salute with his beloved 
Benjamin. Speaking of Ancient Persia, the Father of History 
tells us that " when people meet in the street you may know 
if they are of equal rank by the following token. If they are, 
instead of speaking, they kiss one another on the lips ; where 
one is a little inferior to the other the kiss is given on the 
cheek ; where the difference of rank is great, the inferior 
prostrates himself on the ground." Glad indeed would the 
Eastern traveller be if such were the only ceremonies re
�uirecl of him. The enervating climate, and consequent 
19norance of the value of time, have given birth to a custom 
Which the European must always regard as wearisome and 
sometimes almost impertinent. The sweet and solemn " peace 
be unto you" is followed by as many as four or five kisses on 
each cheek, administered with patriarchal gravity ; your 
hand is held all the time with a most pertinacious affection, 
While questions are rapidly poured forth about your own 
health, the health of your wife, if you are so fortunate as to 
have one, your appet.ite and digestion, the state of your 
?attle, and a thousand other matters which you cannot 
111�agine to be of the slightest interest to your loquacious 
fnend ; and even when you have parted company you may 
sUppress your pious ejaculation of thankfulness till you are 
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sure that he does not turn round and run beside your 
for a quarter of a mile under the impression that he has 
yet been sufficiently civil. A recent traveller in 
under such circumstances as these, being naturally anA'Ulll� 
equal the Persian in politeness, began to make 
quiries concerning his state, when the Eastern 
solemnly stroking his beard, replied, " only let your 
dition be prosperous, and I am of course very well." H 
there are two exceptions to this tedious rule, viz. ,  
on urgent business, and mourners. Of the former 
an example in Elisha's command to his servant to ' 
man by the way,'-a command repeated after an imervlIlj 
nine hundred years by our Lord to his disciples. The 
of Job gives us a touching picture of the latter. His 
" sat down upon the ground beside him for seven days 
seven nights, and none spake a word unto him ; for they 
that his grief was very great." 

But the cause which operates most powerfully upon 
forms of European salutations is wanting in the 
before us. With us the most elaborate salute is paid 
woman ; in the East woman has no position whatever. 
Semiramus or Zenobia may occasionally burst from the 
dom of seclusion, and receive the homage which is denied 
sex ; but such instances are rare indeed, and only the 
of extraordinary circumstances combined with vast force 
character. The j uvenile exquisite of London or Paris, 
has just passed his grandsire with the most familiar of 
exerts himself to make his best bow and lifts his hat 
pletely off his head to the pretty young lady whom he 
immediately after ; but alas for the victims of an 
jealousy ! However young, however pretty, and by n 
consequence, however willing to be seen, the ladies 
East may be, custom immures them in close curtained 
or winds their faces round with ample folds of 
leaving the eyes alone at liberty, too little to warrant 
nition, though frequently sufficient to excite 
curiosity. This semi-barbarous custom is the cause of 
inconvenience and injury to Europeans in the less freq 
parts of Asia, as an unwary appearance of a woman 
public streets is often resented by a shower of stones. 
an accident is especially likely to befall the traveller in 
smaller towns of Persia, or in that most uninteresti 
nant, and cowardly nation of China-a nation almost 
of social relationships, and possessing neither clubs, 
tile associations, or anything deserving of the name 
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)l'ofession. Yet there is perhaps n o  people so barbarous as 
hot to be, in son:e .one po�nt or other, an example to the most 
enlicrhtened ChrIstIan natIOns ; and England or France might 
envy the unparalleled endurance of the American savage, 
or imitate wIth advantage the deep respect for age which 
makes the youth of China and Japan, as it did of old, those of 
£P'ypt and Sparta, " rise up before the hoary head ; and 
h�lOUj' the face of the old man." Before leaving Asia let us  
glance for a moment at  ancient Sardis, the capital of  Lydia, to 
observe one of the most curious customs which comes within 
the limits of our subject. In that city, Cyrus the younger 
puts to .death t

.
wo noble Per�ians, nephe�vs of king Darius, 

for the smgle cnme of neglectmg to pay hIm the royal salute, 
which consisted in wrapping up the hands within the folds 
of the sleeves. We are unable to discover the origin of a 
fashion so deservedly unique ; and, were it not attested by 
the solemn seal of history, should be apt to regard such 
a salute rather an insult than otherwise, and to discover 
in it a strong resemblance to the conduct of an acquaintance, 
who, on meeting us, should thrust his hands emphatically 
into the pockets of his ' unmentionables . '  We pass now to 
Europe ; and the £rst country which attracts our attention is 
Turkey. Yet Turkey is European in position alone ; in 
everything else a genuine portion of the old cont.inent. The 
only remaining out-post of Asia, she has maintained, for four 
hundred years, her Eastern manners with Eastern obstinacy ; 
and now that these are gradually yielding to the irresistible 
influence of civilization, under an enlightened sovereign, the 
clouds again gather on her political horizon which were dis
pelled at Alma and Inkerman a few years ago, and it is just 
possible that Turkey's end may anticipate her apostasy, and 
the zealous Moslem of the old school may see her die as she 
has lived-an Asiatic. But to return. Leaving Turkey, the 
hallowed associations of the East, give place to the bright 
stirring scenes of our native West. We immediately feel 
ourselves to be among a new people. A distinct genius pos
sesses them and gives the tone to their customs. There is such 
a thing as continental idiosyncracy. Not all the barbarous 
hordes which have deluged Europe from Attila down to 
l'amerlane, nor all the counter-tides of Western warriors and 
IV estern rabble, which have fattened the soil of Syria, have 
produced anything like a fusion of character. The East has 
held fast by the grandeur of antiquity, the West has struck 
bold ly out towards the climax of improvement. The one is 
llow what it was some thousand years ago, and can glory in 
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its unsullied sameness ; the other has waded through 
after stage of ignorance and toil and blood, and has e] 
from it all in the van of civilization, and mistress of the 
Franco-Germanic England has naturally exerted the 
important influence on the forms of European Salutations. 
the words of a late French author of celebrity " she 
simplicity, the calm, the good sense, the slowness of 
with the eclAt, the rage, the nonsense, the vivacity and 
of France." Accordingly we find that a custom 
into disuse in England, but once so thoroughly estauu"utll 
to be styled ' the English method' was introduced 
by a Saxon princess, and still maintains itself among 
friends across the Channel, and generally throughout 
continent. Need we say that we refer to the queen 
Salutations-the time-honoured institution of the ' kiss.' 
was the happy discoverer of it-under what 
it was first enacted-how the first shock was 
unable to say. Possibly some ' quaint and curious 
forgotten lore' which perished in the library at .l1H::..1f..<lUI 
might have revealed the secret ; but regrets are useless. 
have already intimated our opinion that the custom is as 
as Adam ; a theory which we would commend to the 
protection of those who consider our first father to 
possessed of all mundane knowledge, and to' have 
it to a retrogressing posterity, through whose fingers it ran 
a handful of sand, to be painfully picked up in after years 
all the conceit of a first discovery. At all events the kiss 
pears to have been quite unknown in England till 
daughter of Hengist of Friezland, at a banquet, " 
the beaker to her lipkins, and saluted the amorous V 
with a husjen." Could the fair princess have foreseen 
sequences of her rash act ; could she have looked 
into England's history and beheld her salute become a 
dent, giving birth to a universal custom, we fear she 
have paused, and the " amorous Vortigern " might h 
with a disappointment. " But wiser Fate says no," V 
gets his kiss ; the custom recommends itself by its 
and its magic influence, and by the time of Chaucer 
to have been universally established. The Friar in the 
pnoure's tale, on the mistress of the house entering the 
where her husband and he are sitting, 

" Ariseth up fuI curtisly, 
And hire embraceth in his armes narwe, 
And kisseth hire swete and chirketh as a sparwe 
With his lippes." 
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But how important our subject becomes when we find it 
attracting the attention of the learned Erasmus and the 
�eJ'ious Bunyan. Lest any of our readers, knowing the 
fanner, but as the weighty though vaccillating prop of the 
:Reformation, should imagine his heart dead to everything but 
pure Latinity, we shall quote his own words from an epistle 
in which he urges a friend to visit Britain-" Just to touch 
on one thing out of many here there are lasses with heavenly 
faces, kind, obliging, and you would far prefer them to all 

your muses. There is besides a practice never to be suffici
ently commended. If you go to any place you are re
ceived with a kiss by all ; if you depart on a journey you are 
dismissed with a kiss ; you return-kisses are exchanged. 
They come to visit you-a kiss the first thing : they leave 
you-you kiss them all round. Do they meet you anywhere
kisses in abundance. Lastly, wherever you move there is 
nothing but kisses. And if you Faustus had but once tasted 
them, how soft they are ! how fragrant !  on my honour you 
would wish to reside here not ten years only but for life." 
Very different is the judgment of the stern Bunyan. He 
unequivocally condemns the practice as unchristian ; and in 
this severe decision he is preceded and surpassed by Whyt
ford who, in his " Type of Perfection," denounces not only 
the somewhat questionable kiss but even the innocent shaking 
of hands, " or such other touchings that good religious persones 
shulde utterly avoyde." We thank heaven this holy man 
had not the modelling of our social institutions. Our old 
customs withstood the shock of his eloquence ; and we cannot 
but think his success would have been greater and his fate 
happier, had they been cast among those American ladies 
of the nineteenth century, whom the Satire of Trollope inter
rupted while covering the legs of their chairs and tables. 
The kiss maintained its ground in England until the time 
of the Restoration, when, having already declined in France 
So far as the ladies were concerned, the ancient national 
s.alute was gradually superseded by the foreign code of po
lIteness which accompanied Charles II. to his own dominions. 
And now that we have traced the history of the kiss from 
first to last, and have seen it occupying the attention of 
princes, poets and divines, let us analyse our feelings with 
regard to its exit, to discover whether we have lost a danger
ous acquaintance or a useful friend ; whether we have really 
after all something for which to be grateful to the most di�so
l�te of England's kings, or an additional reason for execratl11g 
hIS memory. We think the most obstinate advocate of the 
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old regime will scarcely venture to 
shoulders of St. Paul, when he considers how very 
the ' holy kiss' of the early Christians must have been 
the casual and indiscriminating salute of the middle 
Amongst the former, so long as it expressed the me 
the pure-minded apostle, it was but the affectionate 
of the members of one persecuted family, bound toget 
strongest of ties, and separated by one absorbing 
the littlenesses of every-day life. But when this state 
had ceased to exist ; when the title of Christian became 
patible with that of villain, it is obvious that prudence 
call for restrictions which would once have been an 
to the purity of the times. These restrictions our own 
enjoys ; our ancestors we think needed them too ; but 
public mind moves slowly, and requires many years of 
periment and experience to arrive at truth. A brilliant 
occasionally appears two centuries before his time to 
mankind their folly ; but these are not the men from 
society takes its tone. It is shocked at their impiety ; it 
their forwardness ; it fears their sarcasm. A prison is 
quently their reward ; and the world, relieved of 
presence, jogs leisurely onwards, till when theh: bones 
long mouldered into dust, it opens its dull eyes on their 
discoveries. We must not, however, forget that the 
quences of a long, established custom are very different 
the consequences �f the same custom suddenly revived 
it has lain for ages obsolete, We do not believe that 
is one right-minded man or woman in England who 
wish the old salute to be immediately revived upon the 
of their wives and daughters ; simply because the kiss of 
nineteenth century has acquired a deeper meaning than 
kiss of the sixteenth. We cannot indeed deny, in the 
Erasmus's enthusiastic testimony, that there is some 
intrinsically superior in the kiss to all other forms of 
tion, even when it is most common. Yet " 'tis distance 
enchantment to the view." In the middle ages it · w 
every day circumstance, common alike to the accepted 
and his rejected rival ; to the chance acquaintance and 
intimate friend. With us it is an almost sacred rite, 
brated with especial pleasure, under especial circums 
by especial friends ; and we are inclined to think 
Bishop Butler would say, " more happiness on the 
is produced" by its present than its ancient use. It 
be evident to our readers that we have been speaking of 
kiss between persons of different sexes. That exchanged 
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ladies in e�ery degree of acquai
.
ntance w e  d.ecline to discuss. 

'Whether It be a real expreSSIOn of affectIOn, or as we fear 
more frequently, only an unmeaning habit, it offers no in
ducement to pause. As the former, it is above criticism ; as 
thc latter, to say nothing harsher, it is devoid of interest. 
]3ut when the kiss died out in England it did not necessarily 
experience the same treatment elsewhere. Every nation 
takes the liberty to think, or at least to act, for itself in such 
matters ; and the sweet salute, discarded by John Bull, ap
peal's to have become a greater favourite on the continent 
than ever. An Englishman of the present {lay, forgetful of 
England's social history, may feel surprised and scandalized 
on observing the hold which this custom has still upon nearly 
all the nations of Europe ; how the passengers of a Russial1 
steamer on entering port are stormed with kisses by their 
friends of every grade ; or still worse how the entire congre
gation of a parish church in Iceland or in Germany salute 
thcir pastor, after the service, in the same familiar way. Were 
this last custom con£ned to such countries as Hungary, where 
the ignorant priests, belonging to the peasant class, only 
undertake the sacred office to eke out a scanty living, it 
would · be productive of little mischief; and our principal 
sentiment would be one of pity for the wretched man who 
has weekly to run the gauntlet of all the dirty children 
(especially plentiful in Iceland) and old people of his parish. 
But great reason has society to be thanJi.ful that it does not 
generally obtain where the clergy are taken from at least the 
middle classes of the people ; and above all, that it has no 
place in that country where ' the cloth,' like the mantle of 
charity, has such a tendency to ' cover a multitude of sins,' 
and to transform the ordinary mortal into an angel of light. 

In casting off the kiss we did not cast off politeness. As 
one salute declined others grew in importance. The bow: 
and the shaking of hands admitted of more diversity of form 
a�d greater variety of expression. From the former we may 
dIscover the education or natural politeness of the individual ; 
from the latter his temperament and sentiments. We have 
sometimes met with men and women in the humblest walks 
of life, without any advantages of education or society, who 
have exhibited a peculiar £neness of feeling and grace 
of speech and manner. They are the favourite children of 
Nature in whom she loves occasionally to I?hew her power 
apart from all arti£cial assistance, and it is to such that We 
refer when we speak of purely natural politeness. Were we 
to describe the power of hand-shaking as a test of individual 
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character, and to enumerate the varieties of manner 
correspond to the idiosyncracies of different persons 
should only be discussing an exhausted subject. In' 
this correspondence is so obvious that while various 
have given the public the benefit of their ideas thereon 
more than probable that every man, without such assi�t.I": 
would soouer or later have appreciated it himself, 
attention of the most obtuse have been compelled by the 
who shook both his hands so violently that they s 
five minutes afterwards, or the other who touched 
extremities of his digits, and dropped them again ' 
as if contaminated by the contact. 

Our own times are happily exempt from various 
ties connected with Salutations in which our gran 
rejoiced. Truly they were a politer generation than we ; 
would the shade of Fabricius surpass them in indi 
could they behold their degenerate offspring 
Kensington gardens without white cravats, or en 
lady's drawing-room in boots. Still we would purchase 
at the expense of such degeneracy that common sense 
abolished the innumerable arts and ceremonies of 
in our places of worship. In this respect the 
of the Church of England contrasted very 
Dissenters, Roman Catholics, and M ahometans ; and to 
an extent was the custom carried that it proved a most 
midable obstacle to those who would otherwise have 
to the national communion. Mr. Steele tells us in 
Spectator, that " a  Dissenter of rank and distinction 
once prevailed upon by a friend of his to come to one of 
greatest congregations of the Church of England about 
After the service was over he declared he was very 
satisfied with the little ceremony which was used to", 
God Almighty, but at the same time he feared he should 
be able to go through that required towards one 
As to this point he was in despair, and feared he was 
well-bred enough to be a convert." Another of these 
absurdities, which in England may be reckoned among 
relics of the past, was the habit of saluting any person 
had sneezed in your company. Russia, Germany, 
Italy and Spain still maintain the ancient custom. 
it are to be found near home, in Scotland and in 
and far away in India and in Madagascar. Strada says 
Ethiopa when the Emperor sneezed, the gentlemen of his 
council saluted him so loudly that the noise was heard 
out, and immediately the whole city was in commotion. 
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child's primer, published in Italy in 1 5 5 3 ,  and professing to be 
[\ book " enriched with new and moral maxims adapted to 
forIU the hear�s . of children," te�ches .amongst other duties 
(such as abstammg from scratchmg hIs head, putting his 
finaers in his mouth and crossing his legs,) the necessity of 
" being prompt in saluting any one who may sneeze on 
returning thanks to any one, who on such an occasion may 
wish him well." A custom so universal can have sprung 
from no modern origin ; and notwithstanding the popular 
opinion that it arose on the occasion of a violent epidemic 
during the pontificate of Gregory the Great, the fact that it 
is referred · to by Athenreus, Aristotle, and even Homer, is 
sufficient to prove that it is hidden in the clouds that obscure 
the origin of Hellas. Most of the ' wonies' of life arise from 
the neglect of its " small, sweet courtesies" ; and this neglect 
itself from ignorance, absence of mind or ,intentional l'udeness. 
The cases which really belong to the last head are propor
tionately few ;  yet the most enlarged charity cannot shut its 
eyes to the faot that they are occasionally to be met with. 
While there are some people .so anxious to shew the per
petual summer of their smiles and the accessibility of their 
friendship that they will bow right and left without caring 
to see whether their favours are returned, will acknowledge 
you from the inside of a coach going at full speed, or from 
the opposite side of a crowded thoroughfare, there are others 
who hold the privilege of their acquaintance so high that they 
would rather affront a dozen individuals than bestow a salu
tation upon one whom they deemed unworthy of the honour. 
Although this is the natural and usual characteristic of the 
subjects of flattery, who can practise such arts without any 
immediate danger of the fate of the ' saucy crane,' yet it 
is not unfrequently to be met with in all classes of society. 
In fact, since the days of duelling were ended, it lies within 
the power of all, and little minds can gratify themselves by 
petty insults without risking life or limb. But apart from 
such obnoxious examples there are many difficult cases, 
arising from the complications of society, to be decided by 
the common sense of two individuals. For instance-Mr. 
A. has met Mr. B. at the house of a mutual friend. On 
entering into conversation he has found him to be an agree
able, well informed man, and altogether one after his own 
heart. Mr. B. has formed the same judgmen.t 

of �r. A. 
They meet a fortnight afterwards ; and each IS �eslrous of 
recognition . Mr. A. however fearing a rebuff IS resolved 
that Mr. B shall make the first offer of salutation. U nfortu-

n 2  
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nately that gentleman has just made the same 
and the consequence is that a desirable acquaintance is 
and each passes on with a strong inclination to anol<tl"n_'-: 
the arrogance of the other. 

The modern bow is we believe with some 
favourite subject of ridicule. They describe it as 
' and complicated, their strictures being chiefly 
against the semi-circular form which they describe the 
as assuming during the movement. We consider such 
plaints to be entirely groundless. We look upon the 
form of salutation as containing the elements of d' 
homage more justly balanced than any other with 
are acquainted. 

Eastern prostration is antiquated-unsuitable-humiliatiJ 
the kiss we have dismissed as too familiar. We are 
armed people, or we might adopt the elegant though 
what dangerous Montenegrin salutation ; nor could we 
a hint from New Zealand as to the rubbing of noses. 
wanted a salute which should express at once our s 
and our deference to the fair sex, and such an one we 
that we possess. 

AN APRIL SQUALL. 

BREATHLESS is the deep blue sky ; 
Voiceless doth the blue sea lie ; 
And scarcely can my heart believe 
'Neath such a sky, on such a wave, 
That Heaven can frown and billows rave, 
Or Beauty so divine deceive. 

Softly sail we with the tide ; 
Silently our bark doth glide ; 
Above our heads no clouds appear : 
Only in the West afar 
A dark spot, like a baneful star, 
Doth herald tempests dark and drear. 

Aud now the wind is heard to sigh ; 
The waters heave unquietly ; 
The Heaven above is darkly scowling : 
Down with the sail ! They come, they come ! 
Loos'd from the depths of their wintry home 
The wild fiends of the storm are howling. 

Hold tight, and tug at the straining oar, 
For the wind is rising more and more : 
Row like a man through the dashing brine ! 
Row on I-already the squall is past : 
No more the sky is overcast ; 
Again the sun doth brightly shine. 

Oh ! higher far is the well-earn'd bliss 
Of quiet after a storm like this 
Than all the joys of selfish ease : 
'Tis thus I would row o'er the sea of Life, 
Thus force my way through the roar and strife, 
And win I'epose by toils like these. 

ARCULUS. 
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I T is a matter of regret that Physiognomy as a means 
lmowledge is so little developed, and has become n 

science nor an art of universal and certain application ; 
by it, in an advanced state, we should be able to 
the minds of others as readily as we now do their 
present it is with most people little more than an ins 
which they are in the practice, consciously or 
of judging at first sight of their companions by their 
appearance. Still I think it will be admitted that, 
extent at least, something is really known of the 
Physiognomy ; namely, that it is within the powers of a 
gradually to gain knowledge, in a general way, of 
temper and intelligence, by means of careful observati 
comparison of outward form and expression. And t 
the majority of people cannot go beyond their limited 
stincts in this direction, while a minority, however 
can ; still it is reasonable that the capacity of the few 
can so discriminate is of more weight in favour of the . 
than the incapacity of the many is against it. 

As a fundamental principle, comparative anatomy 
lishes the real characteristic of human form. Thus in 
face the nearly vertical profile of man, effected by the 
tension of the forehead above and the addition of the 
below, is attained by no member of the brute creation ; 
therefore however beautiful, according to other ideas 
beauty, the rest of the features be, if there be not a 
ciency of frontal elevation and advancement of chin, 
must maintain that in this case beauty has declined to 
fairly present. 

The science of anatomy, in explaining the uses and 
nexions of the several parts of the body, is best fitted 
explain the reasons for the laws of Physiognomy ; but 
many instances we must be content to proceed without 
assistance, if only the laws themselves are otherwise 
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lished as generally true. A main object then is  to collect 
and classify all the various forms of features in great numbers 
�f instances, coupled with the known chanlcters and condi
tions of the persons to whom they belonged, and from the 
comparison of the whole to derive general laws, stating how 
different conformations are usually symbolic of their appro
priate qualities. 

Of all parts of the body, the forehead has been considered 
the most important as manifesting mental power. It is 
essential that it should be sufficiently large, but not neces
sarily very high ; indeed the ancients always preferred a low 
forehead with the hair growing down very low, and some
times they even reduced by art the visible part of it, when 
nature in their opinion shewed too much face above the eyes. 
The wide forehead, well projecting in front over the eyes, 
and increasing at the temples, belongs to the best pattern of 
general shape, and exhibits capacity for conceiving a large 
stock of ideas and great analytical power. Very much de
pends on the elevations and prominences on the surface of 
the forehead, and especially on the enlarged bumps which 
lie just over the eyebrows, and which ought to be gently or 
plainly marked. The reason usually assigned for this is, 
that the brain ought to be as large as possible, and that the 
shape of the brain be, speaking roughly, a hemisphere rest
ing on a horizontal base, this being the form of the solid 
which contains the greatest bulk for its extent of surface ; 
for it has been supposed that mental activity is proportional 
to the magnitude and compactness of the brain. Probably 
all this is true, but of course it will be remembered, that 
these frontal eminences do not mark the boundary of the 
brain in front, for between the outer table of the frontal bone 
and its inner table which is the wall of the brain, there lie 
cavities which are larger or smaller according as these 
eminences of the outer table are larger 01' smaller ; so that 
the cavities, which are called the frontal sinuses, do not 
determine the size of the brain. They contribute to effect 
the resonance of the voice, and to give attachment on their 
outer surfaces to some muscles, which aid in distinguishing 
lUan by those expressions of thought and sentiment which 
are peculiar to him. These sinuses are large in the elephant, 
and extend enormously in that animal over the top of his 
s�ull, giving him a fine and intellige�t look, .

but a� the same 
tIme detracting very much from the SIze of hIS bram . . So�e 
foreheads have their undulated surfaces elevated chlefly In 
the middle line, and therefore their contours are most easily 
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discernible in the profile ; they are signs of a clear 
sound understanding. Those foreheads which are q smooth and present one uniform arch from the eyes to 
hail', without any knotty protuberances or disturbed . 
belong to vacant child-like and empty-headed 
who cannot become better than stupid and inoffemH 
bel's of society. On the other hand, the more the 
skull possesses the features of the brute in angular 
ness of surface, the more does it symbolize degrad 
mind. The same may be said of thick and bony skulls, 
they fall far below the economical principle, which 
so markedly in man, of fineness and lightness in all 
where strength and solidity are dispensable. Most 
foreheads are favourable symbols, for with them are 
associated large minds capable of comprehending a 
compass of ideas and retaining them firmly in the m 
but next to insignificant and retreating foreheads, 
worse than those large and shapeless inane foreheads, 
are plain proofs of stupidit.y. 

Wrinkles on the forehead should be regular and not 
deep ; those which are oblique and parallel or 
arched, do not augur well ; often they are merely the 
maces of idleness, want of thought, and waste of time. 

As well as the forehead, the mid-head or parietal 
of the head, and the hind-head or occipital portion 
their peculiar indications ; it is enough briefly to 
that in the middle of the head the feelings are supposed 
reside, and the will in the back of the head. 

The chin also is a principal characteristic of man, and 
its development is essential to beauty ; it generally 
together with a large and prominent forehead, and ba 
it in the face. The bone which corresponds to the chin 
the lower animals, is commonly much longer from back 
front in proportion to its lateral breadth than in man, while 
the same time it retreats backwards under the mouth. 

The eye is said to be the feature which is least 
mentary to man, for the human eye does not surpass in 
ness, delicacy, and brilliancy that of many brutes ; the 
the strong point in the face of the lower animals, in 
'chief privilege which man has reserved to himself is 
squint. The eye is not on this account less suitable to 
tinguish and mark the beauty of one man as compared 
that of another ; we know the remarkable distinction of 
fine and expressive eye, and in estimating the te 

. feelings and temper, we regard it more than any other 
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f the face ; it is not only the light of the countenance, it is °
lso the interpretable index of the whole man's self as for the a resent time constituted, and reveals his inmost feelings ; it 
�ee1l1s to inform us of his animal nature and condition, as 
well as in a less degree of his intellectual quaJities ; in short. 
the eye is the expressed summit of animal beauty. One 
condition for the human excellence of the eyes is, that the' 
distance between them must be neither much more nor much' 
less than an inch ; deviation from this limit on either side par� 
takes of the brutal type ; for instance, in the one case it looks 
like the monkey, in the other like the dog. A similar reo' 
mark applies to the comparative size of the ball of the eye, 
which in man holds a middle place between those of brutes. 
Grey, greenish, hazel, black 01' very dark blue eyes, indicate 
severally hardiness and activity of mind, ardour and subtilty; 
a vigorous and profouncl mind, vivacity and strength of ex
pression ; while on the contrary, light blue eyes are feminine, 
and in a man suggest feebleness and inactivity of mind ; 
however I have met with such eyes in clever and powerful 
men, but then always associated with other and better features 
and a well-formed head ; still lightness of colour in the eye' 
is of itself an unfavourable sign. Brilliancy of eye is generally: 
preferred to dullness, because it indicates a lively mind and 
temper ; brightness combined with quickness of motion and 
restlessness is a conclusive mark of nervousness. Dull and' 
calm eyes are sometimes found in able and far-seeing persons ;' 
the present Emperor Napoleon is an instance of this. ; 

The eyelids ought to cover about half of the pupil when) 
open, and to be pretty thick and furnished with well-marked 
lashes ; they should be also either horizontal in their conti
.guous edges, or slightly inclined downwards in the direction 
of the nose, and the opening should be long and narrow. 

The eyebrows, corresponding to the lids, should be wcll 
d�fined and closely cover the eyes, not wandering upwards 
lugh on the forehead, but lying low on the projecting eye
bones ; faintly marked brows mean the same as light-coloured 
eyes, and unless accompanied by a good frontal development' 
are very unsatisfactory. 

_ 

The nose is an important index to character ; it shews� 
the capacity of mind, the degree of mental refinement, and .. 
the measure of sensibility and education : accordingly it is a 
feature which takes a long time in finishing its growth, 
and leaves us during this time in doubt about its final shape ;) 
So that it seems to chapge its mind very much, and very' 
often sU'rpl'ises us with its varied l'esolves and ultimate form.; 
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A beautiful nose is a very rare gift, and, in those 
which it adorns, it is sufficient to make its owner a 
candidate for graduation in good looks. The 
nose ought to be strong, to stand out well, and to be 
siderable in breadth, for on it the forehead seems to 
the fleshy part of the nose too should be a fitting 
tion of such a bridge, and maintain a straight outline, 
continue the convex bend of the nasal bones, so as to 
up the whole length of the nose equal to one-third of 
the face. N apoleol1 the Great is said to have selectert 
generals by the length and size of their noses. The 
must likewise be broad if it denotes a powerful and 
lytical mind : this opposes the common opinion on 
subject, namely, that the ridge of the nose is best 
sharp and thin. Sharpness is quite consistent with a 
and delicate mind, with purity of taste, and with 
excellence ; but, judging from experience of mental 
we must prefer, for manly beauty, breadth and strength 
the ridge of the nose. 

The Grecian or straight nose indicates refinement 
character, love of literature and the fine arts, and 
and, being essentially the feminine nose, it may denote 
ference for indirect rather than direct action. It is regarrl .. 
by artists as portraying the finest beauty and elegance, 
not the highest intellect nor the deepest thoug,htfulness. 
beauty, as it has been defined, is the medium or centre 
the various forms of the individual ; and if every 
of animal has a fixed and determinate form, towards 
nature is continually inclining, like various lines tArminal 
ing in a centre, or like pendulums vibrating in 
directions over one central point ; then it will follow 
the straight line for the ridge of the nose is more be 
than that which is concave or convex, because that is 
central form. 

The Roman nose is bent downwards and rather 
undulating in its outline. It indicates energy and 
ance, and is consistent with absence of refinement. 

Those noses which are wide nostrilled, broad, and gr 
ally enlarged from the bridge to the tip are called ' cog' 
noses, for they symbolize a cogitative mind, having 
powers of thought and indulging in deep reflection. 
noses are defined by their form as seen in front, and 
at all by their contour in profile ; they may conse 
occur combined with the Grecian or Roman types, or  
other. The depth of thought is  represented by the hl·p�nUl. 
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Lastly, the nose i s  called ' celestial ' when i t  i s  turned 
up in a bend fr�m the bridge to t�e end : this .nose is 
certainly not beautIful and often looks Insolent and dIsagree
able ;  when small the nose becomes the ' snub,' which then 
betrays feebleness and sometimes meanness of character. 

In general a large nose is decidedly preferable to a small 
one; but when it is the exclusively conspicuous part of the face 
and seems to have deprived the forehead of its fair share 
of growth, the harmony of the features is broken and the 
result is ugly. 

The mouth differs in man from that of the lower animals 
in its construction, forasmuch as its masticatory arrangements 
are not so strong, and because it is not much used as a 
prehensile member : thus the teeth are smaller and not so 
prominent ; the canine teeth are especially much less, and 
as the length of the mouth's opening depends on the size 
of these teeth, a moderately small mouth and short lips are 
with reason marks of human intelligence. The lips ought 
to lie together closely and easily so as not to shew the 
teeth : they should not be very thin nor tightly drawn 
together, but harmonize with the broad-ridged nose, the 
goodly eyelids, and the well-de£ned eyebrows. 

After taking the features separately, they should be taken 
together, and in the comparison, harmony and agreement 
are more conducive to beauty than the distinct excellence 
of the several parts. 

Among the symbols of character and temper, we must 
not omit the hair, which by its varied qualities of colour, 
length, thickness, and texture, corresponds to many combi
nations of vigour, faculties, and temperament. 

Prejudice and taste very much interfere with the attain
lUent of general and scientific rules of physiognomy re
specting the interpretation of the various symbols manifested 
by the hair : that these prejudices and prevailing tastes are 
not founded on sound principles, appears at once from the 
fact that they continue to alter without any particular reason, 
and remain constant only for a short time till the absurdity 
of the fashion is unavoidably exhibited. Indeed taste re
garding the colour and quality of the hair is as arbitrary 
as that regarding its arrangement and dress. For instance, 
red hair, after its term of favour in ancient times, is now 
?onsidered, in this country at least, as not to be mentioned 
In any one who lays claim to good looks. Men of powerful 
al1� penetrating minds usually have brown and rather coarse 
hall', and very light a,nd fine hair commonly attends persons 
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of a less vigorous nature and of a feeble constitution. 
common rule of moderation appears to hold both in 
thickness and colour of the hail' as well as in most things. 

Careful observers state that the hair of men is on 
average rather finer than that of women, in opposition 
the prevalent idea on this subject : when, however, 
consider the great length to which ladies' hair 
grows, it is not surprising that its thickness should 
partly proportionate. Black hair is the coarsest, red is 
so coarse, yellow is finer, and light hair is the finest : 
separate hairs of all kinds vary from one two hundred 
fiftieth to one seven hundredth of an inch in diamece 
Ladies have a great advantage over men in their power 
making their heads tell, in a phrenological sense, 
well what they please, by the arrangement and , . 
of their plentiful supply of hair. 

But the countenance is not so much dependent on 
shape and comparative size of the bones, and on the 
of the hair and complexion, as on the position and 
of the muscles of the face ; for the latter mainly 
expression. Now the principal muscles of the face 
are peculiar to man are the three following :-first, 
placed on the forehead just over the eyes, whose office 
knit the brows, this is the muscle of frowning and of 
thought : secondly, that descending over the forehead 
terminating partly in the skin of the brow and partly 
the orbicular muscle of the eyelid which closes the 
it opposes the action of the orbicular muscle, elevates 
brows, and occasions those transverse wrinkles which 
in the expression of surprise : thirdly, that arising from 
oblique line of the lower jaw, having its insertion in 
angle of the mouth, and intermingling with the 
muscles in this neighbourhood ; it is an important 
expressing the sorrowful emotions, and, in conjunction 
other muscles, it produces the sentiments of 
hatred, and jealousy. 

A beautiful face then possesses in their perfection 
these muscles, and ill proportion as they are less 
of being well exhibited we consider the face to approximll1 
to the brutal type. The smile is also peculiar to man, 
we at once notice its pleasing action and humanity ; it 
effected by raising the cheek, drawing down the eye 
and arching their outer halves, opening the mouth, 
dilating the nostrils. 
. Much more might be said, but I conclude these 
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remarks, and only add the following passage on this subject 
f!,om Sir Chal.'les Bell :-

" Attending merely to the evidence furnished by ana
tomical investigation, all that I shall venture to affirm is 
this, that a remarkable difference is to be found between 
the anatomy and range of expression in man and in animals. 
That in the former, there seems to be a systematic provision 
for that mode of communication and that natural language, 
which is to be read in the changes of the countenance ; 
that there are even muscles in the human face, to which 
no other use can be assigned, than to serve as the organs 
of this language : that on the other hand there is in the 
lower animals no range of expression which is not fairly 
referable as a mere accessory to the voluntary or needful 
actions of the animal ; and that this accessory expression 
does not appear to be in any degree commensurate to the 
variety and extent of the animal's passions." 

+ 
+ 

+ 

W. P. 

+ 



H PHYLLlDA AMO ANTE ALIAS." 

IT is not that she's fair in face, 
As many maidens be ; 

But oh ! she hath a hidden grace, 
That makes her dear to me ! 

It is not that her eye is blue, 
More blue than is the sky : 

That with her cheek's transparent hue 
No budding rose can vie. 

Ah no ! 'tis something more than this 
That makes my PhyIJis dear ; 

That m akes me feel o'erwhelmcd with bliss, 
Whene'er she draweth near. 

My PhyIJis, woulcl'st thou know the spell 
That charms thy lover true ? 

It is-that thou canst cook full well 
A real Irish stew ! 

MENALCAS. 

... 

SLAVES VERSUS HANDS. 

THE object of this essay is to draw a comparison between 
slavery and hired labour in the essential features of each. 

The reader will easily see for himself how the train of 
thought here pursued, was suggested by present circum
stances in England and America ; there is no need therefore 
for any prefatory observations on this score, but a few intro
ductory remarks may be necessary to explain what is intended 
by the essential features of the case . Every Englishman will 
look upon Slavery as a bad thing, but should at the same 
time admit that there are in it various degrees of badness. 
With these various degrees I have in the first instance 
nothing to do. The essential evil of slavery is that, and that 
only, which adheres to it in all possible circumstances, and 
under all possible modifications ; but in estimating this evil, 
all the possible ills of slavery must be considered, in so far as 
slavery has a tendency to produce them. Further, in estima
ting this tendency, we must consider not only the nature of 
slavery, but also human nature. For example, there is 
nothing in the nature of slavery to induce the ill treatment 
of slaves. On the contrary it might be said that, as a man is 
generally more careful of his own property than of other 
people's, slavery would afford a direct inducement to treat 
slaves well. But then we are to take into consideration the 
weakness of human nature, in which we find a natural ten
dency to the abuse of power. On this account, the ill-treat
lllent of slaves is often very justly urged as an argument 
against slavery, not because there is any particular reason in 
!he relation itself of master to slave why the slave should be 
lIl-treated, but because any kind of absolute power is liable 
to abuse, and therefore to be avoided unless there is some 
particular reason in its favour. But if we thus judge of 
slavery, our opinion of the hiring system ought to be metea 
with the same measure. It is not fair to discredit slavery 
""ith all the evils that flow from it, if we excuse our own 
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plan of hiring labour by saying that the evils observed 
its working do not belong to the system. It has been 
for instance, that masters display a culpable indifference' 
the interest of their hired labourers ; that they come at 
to look upon them only as hands, not as fellow men ; in 
emphatic language of CarIyle, that they get to look 
cash payment as the only nexus between man and man 
this be true, it is just as much an objection to hired 
as stories of cruelty are to slavery. Merely to say 
evil complained of does not belong to the system 
avail in either case ; what is required to justify the 
to show that these evils do not belong to it, by 
them from it. 

After these explanations, I hope that the reader will be 
ent, if the following comparison should prove more fa 
to slavery than he expected. It is not that I have not as 
a sense as he can have of the evils of slavery, but that I 
I see also not a few evils in the hiring system. A few 
words of explanation m.ay be necessary on this point. 
hired labourers contrasted with slaves, some might 
that by hired labourers was intended, those who receive 
remuneration for their work, in contradistinction to 
who are obliged to work without payment. Such, 
is not my meaning. In thE' first place, I could 
that slaves do not receive some remuneration for their 
and secondly, were this admitted, the characteristic 
hired labourer is not in his being paid for his labour, 
the particular way in which the payment is in his case 
lated. No one for example would call doctors or 
hired labourers, though both receive payment for their 
The peculiar characteristics of a hired labourer will be 
developed in the course of the proposed corn . 

which I at once proceed. 
The fundamental distinction between a slave and a 

labourer, is commonly expressed by saying, that the 
the property of his master, while the hired labourer is 
If we were to enquire further what is meant by pro 
answer that we should be most likely to receive 
man's property is that which is his own, to do what 
with. It might be interesting at some other time to 
fully into the question, whether anything is property in 
most extensive sense of the term. A few hints on the 
ject will suffice for the present purpose. Probably all 
perty has some moral obligation attached to it, so 
,one has a complete right to do what he will with his 
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Further, some obligations are attached to  property by law, 
o that in some cases a man has not in any sense a right to do 
�hatever he pleases with his own, seeing that there are some 
things which he is expressly forbidden to do with it. Lastly, 
intermediate between these two is the restraint of popular 
opinion, which, so far as it is efficacious, may practically 
be said to deprive a man of the right of doing what it forbids. 
But while a man's right over his own property may thus in 
"arious ways be curtailed, it is evident that he may also possess 
}'iO"hts over what is not his property. The most obvious case 
is 

"that of letting and hiring. If I have hired a house, I have 
certain rights over it, just as if it were my own private pro
pelty. The landlord, it is true, may and probably will, in
troduce some conditions into his lease, which will limit 
my rights over the house, and make them less than if it 
were my own. But he is not obliged to do so. He may 
give me a lease without any stipulations in it, and then, 
as long as the lease lasts, I shall have just as much power 
over the house as if it were my own. On the other hand 
it is quite possible that all the stipulations of an ordinary 
lease might be converted into laws binding on owners of 
houses. A man for instance might be bound by law to 
keep his house in repair, and to ask leave of some one if 
he wished to make any alteration in it, and so on. Indeed 
this last was very nearly the case in London a few years 
ago, under some local building act. In this case a man 
would have no more right over his own house than over 
a hired house. Thus we see that the real difference between 
owning a thing and having hired it, is that the rights 
possessed over the thing last in the first case for an un
limited, in the second for a limited peI'iod : and, further; 
that the rights possessed over a hired thing have a natural 
tendency to be less or fewer than those possessed by the 
owner of property. 

Let us see how these considerations can be applied to 
the case of slavery and hired l abour. First, whatever may 
be thought of the more general question, it is certain that 
the rights of a master over a slave are not unlimited. He 
has 11 0  right at  any rate to kill his slave. In fact, his right 
Inay be limited to a considerable extent without the COll
ll.ection ceasing to be slavery. When the master loses the 
rIght to sell his labourers away from the land, we cease to 
speak of slavery and call it by the milder name of serfdom ; 
but there is no radical distinction between the cases. The 
Power of the master may diminish gradually, from an almost 
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absolute power, down to nothing : we arbitrarily take one 
in the scale to mark the division between slavery and 
which are thus seen to differ in name and degree only 
in essence. Further, as the rights of a master ove; 
slaves are limited, so he is bound also, by law or 
public opinion, to give his slave some re 
his labours. He must at least give him food and 
fire and shelter: He might be compelled, by law or 
opinion, to give much more than this. 

In the second place, let us consider the case of 
hired labourer. The master, whether he hire for a 
a month or a year or longer, obtains for that time 
l'ights over the labourer, and binds himself in 
give a certain remuneration. The rights which the 
thus obtains are usually much less than those which 
slave owner has over his slave, but they are not neceSS31 
so. It is easy to imagine a mild form of slavery 
would reserve more right to the slave, than a freeman 
be abJe to retain in hiring himself out to service. 

Thus far we have traced three essential 
between slavery and the hired labour system. The 
owner possesses certain rights and incurs corresponding 
gations in perpetuity ; the rights are probably greater 
obligations less than in the case of free labour ; 
the labourer has no share in settling what these 

, obligations shall be. On the other hand, the 
labour possesses certain rights and incurs corr���n> .. .ll 
obligations for a limited time only ; the rights are _ 

less · and the obligations greater than in the case of 
labour ; and, lastly, the labourer has some share in 
what those rights and the corresponding obligations shall 

In applying these distinctions to form an estimate of 
comparative advantages of slavery and hired labour, 
further points must be taken into consideration ; 
first, what is likely to happen on the expiration of a 
of hiring ; and, secondly, how much share practically 
tbe labourer in settling tbe rate of his own wages and 
extent of his own obligations. 

Now the rate of wages is adjusted by 
is ultimately regulated by the extent of the po 
I have no time here to enter into any demonstration 
points, they are received doctrines of Political li',,,onODPi 
and I assume them as such, and immediately _ 

the <tpplication. On the expiration of a contract of 
if things remain in the state in which they were 
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commencement, the contract may be renewed in its original 
terms. But if this is not so, the master may be more or 
he may be less willing to hire than he was before. If he 
is quite unwilling, the labourer will remain unemployed ; 
otherwise the effect will be, an alteration in his wages. 
:N OW the rate of wages depends ultimately on population, 
SO that if the labourer wishes to influence it in his own 
favour, his only possible means of doing so is by acting on 
the population. That is to say, if the labouring population 
would marry late and have small families, they would 
ultimately increase the rate of wages, but this is the only 
possible way in which they could do so. 

Thus it appears, of the three advantages that the hired 
labourer apparently possesses over the slave, the first, that 
his servitude is only temporary, is clogged with the heavy 
disadvantage that he is liable without any fault of bis own 
to be left without work and therefore without wages : while 
the third, that he can partly regulate the amount of his 
own wages, is in any but the most advanced state of 
society rendered completely inoperative by the ignorance 
and want of self-restraint of the working classes. The 
second advantage of the free labourer, that derived from 
the comparative tendency of slavery and hiring, I do not 
intend to touch upon at present, further than to remark 
that this is just the point in which both slavery aqd the 
hiring system aTe capable of regulation from without. 

The. conclusion I would now draw is that a system of 
slavery might possibly be devised that would not be in
tolerable in comparison with the hiring system. This 
conclusion obviously points the way to further enquiries, 
which it may perhaps be my task to pursue at some 
future time. 

A. K. C. 
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244 Our Chronicle. 
J. B. Davies having resigned his commission 
Cambridge. 

On Monday November 17th, a Match took place 
No. 1 (University) Company and No. 2; seven men on side ; in which our Company proved victorious by 11 
(hits and points): the scores being respectively 228 

The Officers have this Term subscribed for a CUctUfln. Cup to be shot for weekly by members of the 
won three times to become the property of the winner. 
for the £rst time by Captain BusheIl. 

The J ohniall Challenge Cup was shot for on 
November 27. The victor was Captain BusheII, who 
27 points. Ensign Marsden and Sergeant Clare 26 and 25 points respectively. 

We regret to say that the work of recruiting has 
hitherto proceeded so briskly among the freshmen of 
College as might have been hoped; indeed we fear withou� a speedy accession of strength the J ohnian Corn will scarcely be able to maintain its well-earned 

The £nal contest for the Prince of Wales' 
place on Thursday December 4. It was again 
by Lieut. E. C. R. Ross of the 6th Company. 

The match for Chaplain Emery's Cup was con 
yesterday (Dec. 9.) Ensign J. Grant-Peterkin of the 
Company was the winner with 52 marks (hits and 
Lieut.-Colonel Baker and Captain BusheIl scoring 50 each. 

The N ewbery Challenge Racquet Cup was won 
Thursday December 4th , by Mr. E. W. Bowling, who the concluding match with Mr. A. Smallpeice. 

A subscription has been opened in the College to aid the relief of the distress at present prevailing in the Districts. The amount already received, not reckoniqJ several subscriptions promised, exceeds £300, of which than £6 has been contributed by the College Servants. 

LETTERS FROM THE EAST. 
n. MONGHYR. 

Lower Bengal, Oct. 3rd, 1862. 
WE are now celebrating the Doorga Poojah festival, a season 

when the British Government proclaims a gl3neral ten-days' 
respite from the fatigues of office, that its pagan subjects may 
be at leisure to worship, burn, and drown their idols. A 
very satisfactory arrangement, so far as the holiday is con
cerned ; though I can't quite see why a Christian Govern. 
ment should consider itself bound to conform to heathen 
fancies, and grant holidays at the unhealthiest season of the 
year. A month or two later we should be able to enjoy the 
livelong day with our guns in the j ungle-now we are 
compelled to pass melting moments under the punkah, with 
the thermometer at 92° in the shade, listening to the inhar· 
monious beat of the tom-tom, as it is wClfted Pu the breeze 
from the thronged Ghaut, where our truant servants are 
holding their H tamasha." However a.s there's no Cutcherry 
to-day, we have an opportunity of looking back on the 
friends and a.ssociations of former days-and not least among 
them the venerable Courts of Ollr beloved College. Often 
and often do we yearn towards her, as we revisit the scenes, 
where her great Apostle Martyn lived and laboured. Would 
she Eent forth a noble army to follow in his footsteps, huah 
these tom-toms, and abolish the qegra.ding worship of Doorga. 
But my intention is not to write a sermon, any more than 
another long-winded dissertation on the capabilities of India 
for supplying cotton. That subj ect has been handled enough, 
and it is but of little importance to Cambridge. Just at 
this moment however, when the people of England for 
several reasons are taking more interest than usual in their 
one hundred and eighty millions of fel�ow subjects out here� 
it may not be altogether amiss to say a few words about ope 
of the favourite stations of Bengal. 

Monghyr is a place of great antiquity, though compara
tively little is known of itf! history. Buchan!!.u states that 
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the ancient name was Magdalpoor, and that the fort erected by Husain, the greatest of the kings of Bengal. know that it was strengthened and fortified about A.D. 16 by Shuj a, second son of Shahjehan, in the struggle for 
with his younger brother Aurungzebe. Shahjehan is 
days chiefly memorable as connected with the peacock-th,.,,< 
and the Taj Mahal at Agra, of which you have a 
ficent model in the Fitzwilliam Museum. Shuja 
entrusted with the government of Bengal, and 
have resided at Monghyr, where, besides several m 
he built a splendid palace on the site of the present gaol. 

In later times Monghyr was made the arsenal of 
Cossim Ali, when preparing to free himself from his 
tion with the English. It was probably from this 
stance that the town became noted for the fa 
hardware and fire-arms. 

But these scenes of war and bloodshed have long 
passed away. The fort lies dismantled and in ruins. 
only sentries are the Police which guard the Treasury 
Gaol. The very hardware made now-a-days is of an 
ble quality. It has always been a favourite civil 
The picturesque beauty of the Fort, with its 
battlements ; the loveliness and fertility of the surroun 
scenery ; the neighbourhood of the J umalpore hills, and 
salubrity of the climate, have always had special charms 
the European. Yet even in this respect its palmy 
over : the extension of our Empire and the increased 
of transit have brought new scenes to view w 
'eclipsed the fail' fame of Monghyr. Dismantled as a 
station, the scarlet coats of our brave no longer dazzle 
eyes of our fellow-countrymen, the strains of martial 
no longer enchant their ears. Abandoned as an 
depot, society droops and, covering her face with her 
mourns the loss of the fair daughters of her ancient 
Add to this, that Government is seriously meditating 
removal of the Civil Station to the opposite side of the . 
and then say-doth not its history deserve to be rp�orutll 
ere its ruin is complete ? Monghyr is situate on the 
side of a promontory of land, from six to eight miles 
length and three or four in width, intercepting the 
of the Ganges. On three sides therefore it is surrounded 
a vast expanse of water at greater or less distance, and 
may account in some measure for its salubrity. The ri 
as may be supposed from its erratic propensity above 
scribed, abounds in " churs" in this neighbourhood. 
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English :ea.der will have �ifficu.lty in com'prehend�ng my 

}1leaning III Its full extent, hIS ordlllary expenence bemg con
fined to rivers, which present pretty much the same aspect 

all the year round-and in comparatively few instances ever 

�ising more than two or three feet. The law of alluvion, I 

should imagine, very rarely enters into the practice of an 
Eocrlish lawyer-in this country it is a subject of every-day 
cog�izance. The reader consequently will hardly under
stand what " chur" lands are ; there are several descriptions ; 
as land separated from the main land by the river ; or allu
vial deposit added thereto ; islands thrown up in the middle 
of the channel ; or swamps dry at certain times. This class 
of land, though generally inundated during the rainy season, 
is culturable in the cold weather, and frequently produces 
very rich crops, An Englishman too, unaccustomed to see 
such large rivers as are met with here, is no little astonished 
at first at the changes a river will suddenly make in its 
course. This is always the case in a country where the 
rivers present a different appearance at different seasons of 
the year. A large body of water rushing suddenly down 
into the plains is not necessarily confined to the old channel, 
and as the body of water varies each year, so may we expect 
to find the course of the stream vary more or less accord
ingly. For example, the Ganges used to flow towards 
Monghyr from the south ; this is evident, not only from the 
construction of the moat, but from the fact that a higher 
water-mark is found on that side than the present one. Of 
late years it has been cutting a new course in a more easterly 
direction, encroaching annually on the farther bank. The 
other day I had the case of an estate there, which had been 
diminished by diluvion from one thousand biggahs to about 
three hundred and fifty, and again in the last twenty years to 
half that area. The former channel however is still unford
able, and it is generally believed now that the Naiad of this 
sacred stream is about to return to it, and in a few years 
will kiss and encircle her old love as she did in the days of 
yore. 

But the suits thus arising from the sudden changes in a 
river are not confined to the Civil 01' Revenue Courts ; and 
I may mention this as exhibiting a trait in the character of this 
people very much akin to the Irish spirit of combativeness 
We see displayed at times nearer home. Suppose a parcel 
of land to become a subject of dispute, eithel' being newly 
formed by the dereliction of the river, or cut off from the ori
ginal estate by a sudden inroad of the main course of the 
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stream. ' Two or three parties advance claims, and, 
the principle that " possession is nine-tenths of the 
each party makes an effort to obtain possession, before reference to the Civil Court is ever thought of. One 
will go in large force, armed with sticks and staves, to 
the land-perhaps he may be encountered in the same 
whereupon an affray ensues ; heads are broken and 
life is at stake-perhaps the opposing party may 
work by guile, and restraining his impatience until 
are ready, will suddenly pounce upon them, cut, loot, 
carry them off. Both parties complain to the 
his endeavour should be to punish the offenders 
of the peace, in such a manner and to such an 
drive the parties to the Civil Court to adjust their diftP'l'pn'" 
and establish their rights. 

The Fort has been a work of immense labour, and 
most probably was dismantled on account of its extr"v' ....... 
size. A garrison of twenty thousand men would 
suffice. In length it  is about four thousand feet, in 
three thousand five hundred feet, being nearly square 
shape. The western side is washed by the Ganges and 
fended by a wall with strong towers at intervals ; the 
other sides are protected by a high rampart and a moat 
insignificance--probably in the pristine glory of 
always full of water, but  now-a-days, except just at the 
of the rains, dry all the year round. A gateway is 
middle of each side, but the north gate alone is 
on the west, it takes the form of a strongly fortified 
approached by the present entrance to the Gaol, 
the intermediate space is now occupied by a cabbage 
Each of the other gateways is provided with a stone 
across the moat, which judging from an interstice of 
six feet in width, now bricked up, was furnished 
with a drawbridge. The palace occupied a 
area, and appears to have been strongly 
magazine is still standing with walls twelve feet in thlcKnelll 
" pukka" or brickwork throughout. 

Close by are the vestiges of an immense wall of 
masonry, thirty feet in diameter, filled up only a few 
aO'o.  There is another nearly as large existing still, near 
l'�mpart outside the gaol, but having a connection with it, 
that the water may be drawn from inside. 

At the present day the Fort contains, besides 
European residences, the Cutcherries and offices 
Civil Station, the Church, the public gardens, and reawlJI!I 
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room. There are three large tanks, evidently excavated at 
the time the fort was built. Thornton speaks also of a black 
marble mosque, but I have not myself been able to find it. 
The Government School and Charitable Hospital are outside 
the walls on the east of the fort. The native town is further 
south-it is of considerable size, the "bazars" being most 
numerous. 

Now come with me down to the " POInt", and I will 
shew you one of the fairest views in India. The " Point" 
is a prominent rock jutting out into the river at the north
west corner of the fort. Its natural strength you see has not 
been overlooked, witness those ruinous towers, · where the 
dusky sentinels have given place to screeching water-fowl. 
N or has the spot been furnished less with sacred memories 
than the munitions of war. The Hindoo deems the ground 
we tread on holy. Tradition tells thrilling legends of the 
temples whose ruins lie scattered about us; that Ghaut be
fore you is still held in the highest veneration, and pilgrims 
drag their weary steps from far to perform ablution in these 
waters of peculiar virtue. Sit down and enjoy the view. 
Before us lies the broad expanse of the noble river, dotted 
with its fleet of boats ; their black hulls cast long shadows on 
the rippling rosy-tinted waters, which mirror the golden 
glory of the setting sun. Over there is a " chur," where 
the waving sheen of the ripe white grass resembles some 
placid lake, rufHed by the action of the transient breeze. 
Beyond is the dark line of the opposite shore, bushy with 
palm and tamal'iuu. To our left the sombre palace-gnol of 
Shuja rises towering over the bulwarks, agreeably relieved 
by the temples and ghauts and the white English bungalows 
beyond; while in the distance the blue hills of J umalpore 
stretch far away to the west, shutting ont as it were our little 
station from the rest of the world. Fit landscape for an 
artist's talents ! Scene best adapted to reconci le the weary 
discontented spirit to the disagreeables of a life in India ! 

There are other waters and another temple in this neigh
bourhood, which contest the palm with those now existing at 
the Point. These are to be found at the hot springs or 
Seetacoond. Both places are frequented by thousands on all 
the great festivals and more especially at the Churruch 
Poojah. The scenery about Seetacoond presents a decidedly 
volcanic aspect, curious rocks and hills thrown about in the 
roost fantastic taste, interspersed with jheels abounding with 
snipe and water-fowl. The temperature of the springs is 
generally 1 37°, and probably it is for this reason held in such 
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high repute, "the very dirty people" as I was told, wuun .... hither to bathe. Odd that warm water should be s 
. 

to have an effect on spiritual as well as bodily . 
The Brahmins pointed out another spring close 
however, and certainly not inviting. " That is very 
water," they said, H Mussulmans wash there." The 
closure here contains, besides these several springs, a te 
and sacred banyan-tree. The temple used to 
famous idol, stuffed w ith rupees, but some godless 
carried it off. Suspicion plainly points to the Brahmins, 
custodians of the temple ; but they grin, as they tell the 
with an air of innocence, and appear to despise the 
not being able to take care of itself. The groves about 
refuge and shelter for the most beautiful birds of the 
the sacred paroquet, the g-audy woodpecker, the In 
the golden mangoe-bird, these and a thousand others 
the eye with their bright varied colours. 

But the chief temple, the waters of rarest virtue, are to 
found at Sultangung, about twenty miles from here. 
temple is perched like an eagle's nest at the very summit 
a pile of gigantic boulder stones, thrown up by 
agency in this extraordinary way to the height of 
hundred or one hundred and fifty feet. This pile of 
stands in the river, at a little distance from the shore, . 
probably at one time on the mainland ; for far below 
water-mark one can descry the figures, which are 
where carved on the stones. There are however no . 
tions, and the history of the far-famed J ungeerah 
remains to be learnt. Something however has been 
towards it during the last year. In excavating for the 
way, they came upon the traces of a large Buddhist 
and following up the clue, they were enabled to discover 
complete site of the building. Buried among the 
though in a wonderful state of preservation, was 
copper image of Buddha, the only copper idol ever 
discovered. Its history probably dates from before the 
mencement of our era ; for this reason: several smaller ir 
of this same idol sculptured in stone, basalt, &c. and 
doubtedly copies of this, were dug out of the same 
Only one of these has an inscription, but the charactel's 
in it have not, I believe, been found in any inscription 
than the third century. The original image measur�s 
wards of seven feet in height. 

It is the figure of Buddha in the act of preaching to 
people. With his right hand raised he exhibits the 
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with a seal in the centre, the left holding the H chudder" 
or mantle with which he is girded. The image is entire, 
with the exception of portions of the" chudder," and half of 
one foot. It has been constructed in a curious and original 
manner. A framework of iron bars constitutes the skeleton 
of this ponderous god, it is filled up with a cement, said to be 
composed of human ashes, charcoal, and rice, the husks of 
which are visible. Over such a mould the copper has been 
laid in small patches, not continuously, and one may easily 
discern two coatings, each perhaps a quarter of an inch in 
thickness. 

What connection may have existed between this Buddhist 
temple and the Brahmins of J ungeerah some half mile dis
tant, is not at present very clear, though possibly future 
discoveries may throw more light on the subject. Certain it 
is, the Brahmins came down from their nest in the crag, and 
offered a thousand rupees for the image ; while the common 
people flocked in by hundreds to do obeisance to the god, so 
miraculously restored to the light. We are promised how
ever a fuller account of this curious idol, from the able pen of 
Baboo Rajendra Lal Mitra, a name well known to those of 
my readers who may take any interest in the proceedings of 
the Asiatic Society, For this reason I shall offer no sugges
tions of my own, however incontrovertible they may appear 
to myself. But my paper is growing to an unaccountable 
length, without I fear creating a corresponding interest in my 
subject. I have said nothing whatever of the people them
selves, their habits or the state of their religion ; nothing of 
that mighty engine of ci vilization and enlightenment, the 
East Indian Railway. I must reserve my remarks on these 
points, till by more mature experience and more thorough 
knowledge of the nations I can speak with greater certainty 
and authority. At present I am but a griff, and it requires 
almost a lifetime spent amongst them thoroughly to under
stand the Hindoos and their several springs of action. 

+ 
+ + 

+ 

H. B. 



I10TNIA N'Y'E. 

1. 
'TIS night: in silence sleeps the silvery river: 

The Stars, bright jewels on the robe of Night, 
With each breath of the sable goddess quiver, 

As she comes forth in radiance bedight. 
How mellow from yon fleecy cloud the light 

Is shed o'er mountain, meadow, stream and tree, 
While in the west still lingers to the sight 

The last faint streak of day: and now the sea 
Is lulled to rest-all nature slumbers peacefully. 

tI. 
How clear is heard the distant sea-hird's cry, 

Like that of some lone spirit, which in vain 
Hovers for ever 'twixt the earth and sky, 

Seeking for rest o'er ocean, hill and plain, 
And finding Done! ah me that thought of pain 

Should mar the enjoyment of a night like this! 
Yet, such in sooth is sin and sorrow's bane, 

There lurk within us bitter thoughts, I wis, 
Tho' all around suggest peace, beauty, joy and bliss. 

Ill. 
Yon peaceful sea is full of hidden storms: 

Yon silv'ry river flows, and soon 'tis gone: 
Earth's fairest scenes, her most celestial forms, 

Ere long appear lone, desolate, and wan. 
How soon man's little course of joy is run ! 

How soon his mocking dreams of bliss are o'er! 
We wake, when scarce our triumph is begun, 

We wake to toil and tears and sorrow sore, 
We wake sweet dreams, vain hopes, fond fancies to deplore. 

I10Tvta N u�. 

VI. 

'Tis this that makes me banish thoughts of rest, 
Tho' nature seems so lovely, so serene: 

High aspirations rise within my breast, 
High thoughts of all who on this earth have been 
Good, great and glorious: and the glittering sheen 

Of Heaven attracts my soul to realms on high: 
For gazing on so soft and fair a scene, 
My soul doth long for angels' wings to fly, 

And mingle with the radiance of the glowing sky. 

V. 

I know that labour is our lot below; 
And rather would I be yon ocean-wave, 

Which restless night and day must onward flow, 
Now lashed by all the winds which fiercely rave, 
Now moaning in some rocky ocean cave: 

Than you fair stream, which slowly gliding down 
Unheard it's flowery banks doth idly lave, 

Till the vast sea it's little waves doth drown, 
Which straightway lose all name, existence, and renown. 

VI. 

But now the night is calm, the moon's mild light 
Softens the outline of each rugged hill: 

No sound!! are heard save such as give delight; 
The whisp'ring woods, the sea, the falling rill
What need at such an hour to think of ill, 

When all seems happy, beautiful, and calm? 
Come then soft Night, thro' all my being thrill ! 

My soul shall feel nor sorrow or alarm, 
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Tho' storms may mar ere morn the night's sweet soothing charm. 

VII. 

On such a night as tllls Endymion woke, 
To hear the pale moon tell her tale of love: 

On such a night as this Anchises spoke. 
N or could the Queen of Love his suit reprove : 
For such a night towards Earth kind Heaven doth move, 

Which weeps for us with all it's" starry eyes," 
And lends it's light in pity from above. 

To brighten this dark earth, this earth of sighs, 
Where sin and sorrow reign, whence misery never flies. 
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VIII. 
o lovely night! soother of mOl'tal woe, 

What tho' thou art the time of empty dreams, 
Of hopes and joys which soon we must forego, 

Yet thro' thy misty veil upon us gleams 
Heaven's light, or all that to us heavenly seems. 

Let me dream on while I-leaven doth seem so nigh; 
Far from the wild world's fears, cares, hopes and �lJllemM{ I'll picture mansions in yon glowing sky, 

Wherein Pain cannot live, and Joy can never die. 

IX. 

Familial' faces hover in the air: 
Familiar voices whisper in my ear, 

Now rising dusky from the mountain bare, 
Now shining ori me from the moonbeams clear, 
They whisper words man's lonely lot to cheer: 

That life hath something else than woe and pain: 
That all below is not dull dark and drear, 

But that the light of Heaven doth ofttimes deign 
On the dark spots of earth its radiant floods to rain. 

j 
� �i� 
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MY FA.VOURITE SCOTCH VILLA.GE. 

" Labour, Art, Worship, Loye, these make man's life: 
How sweet to spend it here! Beautiful dale, 
What time the virgin favour of the Spring 
Bursts in young lilies, they are first in thee; 
Thine lavish Summer lush of luminous green, 
And Autumn glad upon thy golden crofts. 
Let Winter come: on January mom, 
Down your long reach, how soul-inspi.J:iting, 
Fur in the frosty yellow of the East, 
To see the fiaming horses of the Sun 
Come galloping up on the uptrodden year! 
If storm-fia ws more preYail, hail, crusted snows, 
And blue-white thaws upon the spotty hills, 
\Vith dun swollen fioods, they pass and hurt thee not; 
They but enlarge, with sympathetic change, 
The thoughtful issues of thy dwellers' hearts. 
Here. happy thus, far from the scarlet sins, 
From bribes, from violent ways, the anxious mart 
Of money-ch angers, and the strife of tongues, 
Fearing no harm of plague, no evil star 
Bearded with wrath, his spirit finely touched 
To life's true harmonies, old Sylvan dwells, 
Deep in the bosom of his native vale." 

The PoeticaZ Works of Thomas Ait'd. 4th Edition. 

1. Why we Write abrJUt it. 

yEAR by year, ever since the early time when I was carried 
thither in long clothes, without my consent being asked 

or cared for, I have found myself returning to Scotland. 
On these occasions my head quarters have generally been 
the "gray metropolis of the North," but Perthshire and 
Dumfries have often yielded a temporary home. All honour 
to the deal' old country. In her wild hills and simple 
worship, her gravity of manners and sturdy nationality, 
her sons feel little need of the seductive graces of more 
Sunny lands; and we may find as reverent devotion in 
many a moorland' kirk' as ill our own beautiful minsters 
or the gorgeous Cathedrals of Italy, with frescoed walls, 
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marble pillars, and stained glass windows. SUllm cuique for my own part I love th�m all. 
The memory of innumerable boyish rambles comes 

to me, and I watch the rapid changes in familiar 
with unabated interest. The last fifteen years have 
railway communications into many a quiet little noolt, 
hurried more than a few villages, now bustling and 
into a state bordering on township. Other places, 
have been left behind in the race, and seem lazily 
into oblivion, as the new lines of traffic refuse to 
anything to do with them. Getting a branch-line of 
own is the sole remaining card for them to win a trick 
evidently. Often have I walked from Stirling to B 
as a boy, by the drove road, over the Sherriemuir, 
was fought the great battle, of which Argyle said 

" If it wasna w eel bobbit, % weel bobbit, weel bob bit, 
If it wasna weel bobbit, we'll bob it again." 

But that old drove-road from Stirling is, like other 
ways, fallen into disuse. Deserted is the H wee 
where we used to refresh on ginger-beer and 
mixed-a pleasant substitute for nectar, which the 
pians would have preferred, if Hebe had known 
business and been a Scotch lassie. At times would 
encountered long droves of Highland cattle, where 
and Tonalt were exchanging " cracks " about their 
or a pinch of elegant extracts from each other's SnUH-!llU� 
and splenchans. Then what glee was on the lower 
the old coach road to Greeuloaning, alongside of the 
Peter, who knew the history of every mansion, farm, 
pike, and pedestrian that we passed, and would delight 
it his fortunate co�panion on the box-seat-if the 
and temper were propitious ! But now we go by 
attended by civil guards who never lose their 
communicate information about anything except 
tables. Instead of the inn-door, with a smart hostess 
a pretty chambermaid smiling at the bar-windows, a 
faced landlord with capacious waistcoat, some 
children, and jaunty chanticleer insanely mock.ing 
coach-horn from sheer spite, whilst the hostler re 
the steaming cattle,-we now have cleanly 
square-built station-houses, and flat palings 

• 'Bobbit,' Anglice, 'fought.' 
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notices of local dues, which never fall at eve, and of 
"passengers going to Whatsitsname keep on this side ;" 
where the onl.y incider;ts are a ri.nging of bells, slamming of 
doors, collectmg of tIckets, losmg of luggage, and taking 
in of water : whereof a little goes a great way, with some 
of us. Oftentimes we have a collision, but sometimes we 
have not : just as it happens. Very quickly, tolerably 
safely, and comfortably, we journey, it is true, wrapped in 
railway-rugs and reading this morning's Times ; but we 
have lost much of the old romance of travel which ac
companied us to some favourite Scotch Village. 

We must not grumble at these changes, but pay the 
price when receiving certain advantages. Whilst these 
fifteen years have ripened the boy into the man, and 
turned the stalwart grandsires into frail " auld bodies," 
leading in new .occupants of pulpits and cradles, many 
have been the inroads of culture on sterility. Of the 
extensive moorlands, much has been wire-fenced, ploughed, 
and sown, and scores of well-managed farms that we could 
name, attest what can be done by intelligence and persever
ance. The drain-tile, the schoolmaster, and the clergyman 
have severally done their duty ; and nowhere better than in 
Scotland, (to give the country its due,) is  seen the triumph of 
manly natures over obstacles. It has rapidly arisen from what 
may truly be called barbarism, into a position of intellectual 
and political equality with other nations, seemingly more 
favoured by external circumstances, and deserves respectful 
admiration. The land of Sir Walter Scott and Robert Burns 
has become endeared to us. And this not only because they 
wrote cheerfully, doing their best to extend more brotherly 
feelings, but because it is a land especially distinguished by 
the qualities of honesty, manly vigour, c)etermined perseve
rance and patriotic affection : qualities that made these 
Scottish writers recognised in their usefulness throughout 
the world. 

§ n. How we heard about it. 

There is yet another Scottish writer whose works are 
gradually hecoming known on both sides of the Tweed, and 
who is still living in the Green Vale of Dumfries. We 
refer to Thomas AiI'd , author of H Religious Character
istics," a " Memoir of Delta," a large volume of truly noble 
"Poems," now in a fourth edition (Blackwood, 1863), and 
the delightful " Old Bachelor of the Old Scottish Village," 
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a book which for quiet humour, tenderness, 
fulness, can scarcely be surpassed. The volume 
altogether of late birth. It has grown larger in s 
editions: but, in its germ, it first saw the light 
years ago. 

te The Old Bachelor " made his way slowly, but 
How many publications have attained a blaze of 
sputtering and flashing like rockets and penny 
whilst this genial ' little book has risen gradually 
the horizon. Not many telescopes discerned it glirrlmeru 
in its first edition of 1845. People were busy 
their own money or losing other persons' in the 
mania ; " stags," te bulls," and " bears " were noisily 
lowing and growling around Capel Court, so that the 
melodies of a Scottish Village remained unheeded. 
came the panic-a British epidemic whose return is 
cal ; and two years later, that interrupted dinner
Paris, which caused Guizot to look out for lodgings 
retired neighbourhood, and Louis Philippe to part with 
whiskers and his crown, (he had lost his head 
not en r�gle) making his second appearance in 
the character of a private gentleman ; whilst the 
Princes disappeared too hurriedly to think about their 
wives,-the girls they left behind them. At such an 
ing time,-when continental monarchs speculated " 
shall we dine? " and the question " Who's your 
was being asked by the enlightened patriots who 
cutting each other's throats,-it was not to be 
that the general public could have much 
enjoying the quaint delineations of character 
rural descriptions in the Old Bachelor's " Scottish 
Was it not a day of Chartist agitation, moreover, 
Louis Napoleon bore the truncheon of a special COIHj�lloU� 
and Kennington Common was looked on 
not quite-an interrupted Waterloo, that had been 
of its proper triumph? Yet, whilst the Austrians 
meeting Charles AlbeIt at N oval' a, and Garibaldi, 
his heroic wife, proved that the spirit of ancient days 
not decayed in the Transtaverini of Rome, " The 
Bachelor" continued his own innocent campaign, and 
bloodless victories at many a hearth in the North Coun· ....... 'PaI 
How things imperceptibly fell into order everywhere, 
most of us know: how in some lands a comproIl 
in most an intrigue, in a few the combination of despot1f:�!D' 
forces, and in all the reaction from excessive 
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brought a lull in Europe. Soon came the Exhibition of 
1851, somewhat ostentatiously hailed as an assurance of 
perpetual and Universal Peace I-two years after a general 
approach to anarchy, and other two years preceding the 
Russian Campaign which threatened to set the Continent 
in a blaze. Amid that Exhibition of the Industry of all 
Nations, however, the little Old Scottish Village was not 
unrepresented, and an increasing number of admirers re
turned to it after their excursion to the metropolis. The 
Coup d'etat did not disturb its serenity ; the fall of Sebastopol 
did not affect its stocks ; and - mirabile dictu-even the 
patched-up Treaty of Peace could not disgust it utterly. It 
was a genial, loveable, little village at the beginning, and 
such it has remained, although (Anno Dom. 1858) a few new 
houses have since been built by the amiable laird, and the 
minister's walks are greatly extended ; the Library also is 
enlarged to almost double the early dimensions. All who 
visited the place, and made acquaintance with its " N eigh
bours," its" Innocents," and its " Children" in their «Summer 
Saunterings," were glad to return there. Delightful friends 
were always to be met in the Village. What happy nooks 
in which to nestle ! what holy thoughts to be awakened ! 
what a loving knowledge of nature to be shewn to us by that 
mild " Old Bachelor !" He has studied every flower of the 
field and laid it to his heart �ven more fondly than W ords
worth of Our College. He loves to daunder by the stream, 
and listen to the milkmaiden's song, as Isaac Walton used to 
do before him. Bewick, or Alexander Wilson, the Orni
thologist, had not a keener eye for 'plnmage, and nests of our 
British Birds,-White of Selborne no more patient ob
servance of their domestic history or truant wanderings, 
than Thomas AiI'd. We can scarcely manage at times to 
separate him from his imaginary Old Bachelor-the creature 
of his fancy. Brave old Frank Sylvan ! long may you 
lUove from door to door, welcomed in every home where your 
bright eye and cheering voice are known ; or rest easily in 
Your arm-chair, whilst birds are building in security at your 
window, or the kettle sings an evening song, taking oc
casionally a three bars' rest, above the red heart of the fire. 
�ay no screaming Chanticleer, noisy and . unclean fowl, 
dIsturb your morning slumbers before the WIshed-for hour ! 
May no incendiarising innovations come to disturb the sacred 
quiet of your Scottish Village. 
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§ IIr. Where it has oeen sought and, not found. 

Where is that happy Village ? Alas ! its latitude and 
gitude are not given. Arrowsmith's maps have not set it 
the Ordnance Surveyors declare " We have never seen 
we would have thrown up our erratic situations, and have 
one of those apartments for single gentlemen which ha 
the unrealised TO "a�oY of our life-long dreams." 
Warden of our Lodge (No. 36, on roll of G.L. 
we forbade intrigue with Post Office Officials, 
them during adjournments, to tell whether any letters 
money-orders passed through their hands, directed to 
Old Scottish Village. But even the M.W.G.M. 
ascertain nothing. What is to be done ? We 
learn a few things worth knowing among the 
ants, in the West Riding, dreadfully in earnest, but 
a rap can be got from any spirit to tell where is the 
Scottish Village. Yet we know for certain that the 
tion is genuine, its truthfulness is convincing. 
may not always be the vraisemOlable, but vrazsemoeaa 
often directs to the vrai. Our friends here 
discover all we know, which is painfully little. Did 
or Prince Legion find the Village in their Travels? did 
mark it out in his New Atlantis? vVas Sir Thomas 
cognizant of its existence when he described Utopia, or 
it connected with hving's Island of St. Brandon and 
Adelantado of the Seven Cities? Is it in Ayrshire, or 
Isle of Sky, or any of the Scilly Islands? and, if so, are 
the " happy isles" where Tennyson's Ulysses expected 
"meet the great Achilles whom we know," and do not 
sideI' an eligible person for the next vacancy in the E 
ship of The Eagle? Is Tom Tiddler's ground at all like 
where gold and silver are to be had for the picking 
E verybody who has read or heard about it, wishes to 
the old Scottish Village. 

Well, I think I must have been there myself in one of 
many wanderings of my early days, when the whole of 
Border land was familiar to me. I seemed to recognise, 
read, many of the inhabitants of Mr. Aird's " Old S 
Village." Of all the quiet little country nooks to 
fancy could guide us in the realm of literature, where 
pay no rent or taxes, and are not compelled to register 
names in the columns of a Census, few, if any, offer a 
tempting refuge from the worry of this over-hasty time. 
always remains the same, while other places lose 
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individuality with fl'ightful rapidity. Who can much longer 
expect to see the old Innkeeper, or the old Coachmen and 
Guards, or the old Waiter, and the old "Bagmen," such as 
we used to know at the Cross Keys of Kelso, and at the 
Jedburgh of our boyhood? The railways have demolished 
them: they have broken them down altogether. A new 
tribe of " Commercial Gents" have arisen, like fiery exha
lations of the Train, and they bear no token of their pro
genitors. Yet before the Iron ways were established, how 
maO'nificent appeared the Bagmen ! For them the hostler 
gri�ned, for them the barmaid bloomed, the chambermaid 
was bland, and landlords all were kind. How full of anec
dote ! how jovial and how sly! sometimes they sung their 
chorused song, and quaintly winked their eye. And when 
they met together, in Winter and rough weather, how well 
they knew the best of means to make the time pass by. 
·What tricks of trade they told, how men and goods were 
sold ; and how they saved their gold by clubbing for H a 
fly." They were the kings confessed, each came as favoured 
guest, and of all rooms the best they shared in company. 
They knew all roads and towns, had seen all Ups and 
Downs, and very keen for H browns" were they, none could 
deny. But brave and tough and gay, as man could ask, 
were they ; and when they passed away, many had cause 
to sigh. The Country Inns all sank, the landlord 
moped and drank, and in the Poor-house tank the ostler's 
corpse did lie. No caY for horse or mare, no chamber
maiden fair, no H Bar" beyond compare, we as of old can 
spy. For the Bagmen have decayed, since the railways 
have been made, and have almost ruined trade on the roads 
that are called H high." Soon the last Inns they close I no 
more we chant their woes, but again subside to prose, from 
the Bagmen's Threnody. 

§ IV. In which we think we have arrived there. 

The Village will be looking lovely in the Long Vacation, 
:63, and in the glow of the Indian Summer. But even earlier it 
1 9  charming, as soon as the long Winter months are ended ; 
When lambs are frisking on the hill side, and the ewes are 
plaintively bleating to them if they stray far. Pleasant 
meadow land and wood-walks are near, a noisy stream ex
pands occasionally into breadth and peacefulness, delightful 
to saunter beside, especially if we be followers of Isaac Walton's so-called H gentle art," and are skilful in all 
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varieties of flies, preferring the elaborate deception 
feathered wire to the insinuating a hook through the <U\e . nals of a worm-et tenderly as if you loved him." Of r"" 

we do not need to display an excess of sensibility concerniru 
the sufferings of the trout, beautiful though he be when 
spotted sides are glittering in the limpid water. We 
member that he is also beautiful when done up with 
crumbs, and lying peacefully in a breakfast-dish, 
with newly-baked scones and innocent fresh butter. " 
thing in his life became him like the leaving it." In 
youthful priae he had gone on his way, mercilessly 
at the midges, day-flies, and such small deer ; and 
last has caught a tartar, and the iron has entered into 
very soul-or what some people call his in'ards-he 
no pity. Like an unskilful reviewer, he attempted m 
and it turned out to be suicide. How well he loved 
sequestered nooks of deep brown water, underneath 
that never had been lifted by the village boys, who " 
dIed" most successfully. To how many persons ha� he 
the chief inducement for a visit to the locality ! Those 
came to fish remained to dine (as Widow Jenny, who 
the Crown Inn, at the Bridge-end, well knows) ; 
scenery and pleasant companionship tempting them to 
to return. More than a few ballads have made the 
celebrated, and there might have been annoyance 
greater visitation of idle tourists, had they not been I 
away to the Medicinal Well, thirty miles distant, and 
left the village to repose. 

Not that repose here is stagnation. Certainly not. 
sons of old Peter Stirling, the weaver, will tell you 
prosperous is trade ; the three battles of Bull's Run 
having done much to disturb the peace of this 
Jenny herself can say how many marriages have taken 
in her time, and point to a score of farmers with wi 
bairns, whose steadings were not built or thought of 
she was a bit lassie hersel'. Beggars are few, and only 
cient to keep alive a community of feeling between rich 
poor. Gipsies well know these fields and hen-roosts, 
that the rural police is lenient. But at wakes and fairs, or 
odd moments when kettles require to be tinkered, the . 

of these ruddy vagrants is cheering ; and they have 
many clever arts of basket-weaving and wire-working 
youth of the old Scottish village, whose knowledge of 
ing hooks has owed much to the visitors from Yetholm. · 

No lack of industry is in the village, however. Go to 
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saw-pit and see the movements of the carpenters, with their 
strong bare-arms and monotonous swayings at work. Their 
" weans" having tilted a plank across one of the tree-stumps, 
are enjoying a noisy see-saw ; now quivering high in air and 
oTipping the wood with their hands and knees, anon being 
dunted down on the ground at the risk of a capsize, but 
always in an ecstacy of merriment. Our Blacksmith, honest 
" Burn-the-win'," is a model for Phidias, when he wheels 
his ponderous hammer above his head, and makes the sparks 
of heated iron fly around him, till he appears to be a gigantic 
Catharine Wheel of a new and improved pattern. As for 
exertion, if you watched the bell-ringer on Sabbath, hauling 
the rope of the cracked piece of metal which summons all 
good folks to Church, you would own that the man earned 
his stipend. How lustily he pulls, the perspiration running 
down his thin grey locks, ana being mopped up from his 
temples ' by a coloured handkerchief, large enough for a 
hearth-rug. N either are the ploughmen and herd-laddies 
the sort of boys to eat the bread of idleness. When holiday 
is made on Auld Handsel Monday, you will find them doing 
hard work at the Houlaken, with grave face and moist brow, 
covering the buckle with their hobnailed shoon, and giving 
a short quick skreigh of intense delight, as they link arms 
and whirl their neighbour round, while the lasses look on 
and await their turn demurely. Blithely will the fiddle 
sound, pla�d by some Orpheus of the soil, who has charmed 
listeners many a long Winter evening, when the snow-drift 
en mantled every dale, and prevented all save in-door labour. 

As the evening twilight fades into starry night, you may 
be fortunate enough to encounter Frank Sylvan himself,
" brave old buck !"-with his rod in his hand, returning 
homeward from such a day of line-casting as will be long re
membered in the annals of Troutland. Perhaps you find 
him lingering near the Post-Office, where he has called for 
his newspaper and letters, talking with the English school
l'naster, who also has been busy with the rod in his own way, 
but who has lately adapted himself to the palmy days of the 
north country in which he finds employment, learning to do 
at Rome as the Romans do ; some believe that there is 
nothing like leather. He knew well that as the twig is bent 
So is the tree inclined, and in his own land he used to bend 
the birch twig to good purpose. If you are so lucky as to 
secure the company of the Old Bachelor himself, Frank 
Sylvan, you will do well to set him talking about the days 
that have gone by,-the men whom he has known, both the 

u 2  
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H serene creators of immortal things" whose names are 
trous on the scrolls of literature, and the simple, honest 
laborious dwellers in such an old Scottish Village as

' 
wherein he was born. Best of all it is to stand with 
his own garden door, and watch the sunset glory of the 
with the clear outline of the purple hills, and to listen to 
musical tinkling and gurgling of the spring of water, 
but garrulous, that fills up every pause of conversation. 
is not of despondent mood, yet you may find him not 
quently in the church-yard, where H the rude forefather!!' 
the hamlet sleep," and where every humble mound 
ciated with a remembered life of patient labour, suffp"':
or simple happiness. At such times the seriousness 
especially distinguishes the Scottish character, reveals 
by a tone of elevated piety, totally removed from gloom, 
we know that the good old man is thinking of the home 
is awaiting those who toiled and mourned, who 
tears but who will reap in j oy, when the fashion of 
world has passed away, and the Rest that is promised to 
people of God shall be theirs eternally. 

11 0 soft place of the earth ! down-pillowed couch, 
Made ready for the weary. Everywhere, 
o Earth, thou hast one gift for thy poor children, 
Room to lie down, leave to cease standing up, 
And to return to thee ; and in thy bosom 
To lie in perfect luxury of peace, 
Fearless of morn and day." 

J. W. E .  

THE STROKE'S DREAM. 

I. 

THE last night's racing had come and gone, 
The shades of night had descended, 

(I mean by that figure t'was half-past one) 
When a " stroke" to his rooms ascended. 

He seemed in that happy frame of mind 
Which by some 's styled " elevated," 

But as I don't wish to say aught unkind, 
I shall merely call him "elated." 

Il. 
• 

He sought his couch, and announced by snorcs 
(It could snore could that stroke's probo3cis) 

That he slept the sleep peculiar to oal'S, 
And overworked omnibus " osses." 

As into slumber he, toplike sank, 
The spirit of Dreams drew nigh him, 

And he dreamt that he stood upon Grassy's bank, 
And the eights went sweeping by him. 

Ill .  
But strange, strange faces did seem to float 

O'er that river o. Dreams careering, 
Fol' Gladstone rowed stl'oke to the foremost boat, 

And Palmerston was steering. 
He heard a chattering, rattling row, 

A species of wordy tussle ; 
He looked at the man who was rowing bow, 

And found it was Johnny Russell. 
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IV. 

And struck by a faded 'Varsity Blue 
He asked " who number two is ?" 

A shadow in flannels replied, " what, two ? 
Lord bless you it's Cornewall Lewis." 

He looked them over from stern to stem, 
Examined their time and feather ; 

Quoth he " there's plenty of putt in them 
If only they swing together." 

V. 

While pondering over their future fate 
He caught the oars double knocks on 

The rowlock, and by him there passed an eight, 
To which Lord Darby )'Vas coxswain, 

While Dizzy ever on the alert 
Was playing the leading fiddle, 

And Whiteside game for the quickest spurt 
Was swinging fierce in the middle. 

VI. 

At length tl!ey too disappeared from view 
And life from the scene departed, 

And our stroke began to look rather blue 
And feel somewhat anxious hearted, 

When a gun's report o'er the meadows flew 
And he heard a roar of " well started " ! 

They come round the corner and up the gut 
With every muscle straining, 

All doing their darn'dest in pace and putt, 
But the boat behind seems gaining. 

VII. 

And GIadstone still kept putting it on, 
But yet coulcl'nt keep her going, 

And h:ml upon Grassy " the late Lord John," 
Seemed more for " ro w  "ing than rowing ; 

And Dizzy was creeping up fast behind, 
With Whiteside the strong and strapping, 

Resolved that the coxswain in front should find 
That he was not giv'n to napping : 

A lift-a shoot as swift as the wind
See Benjamin's overlapping ! 

The Stroke's Dream. 

VIII. 

But somehow (perhaps the claret
'
-cup 

Did his natural powers diminish) 
The Dreamer forgets if Pam's hand went up, 

Or what was the struggle's finish ; 
He only remembers waking dry 

And looking uncommonly yellow, 
And how his friends said, as they passed him by, 

" You must have been cut old fellow." 

• 

ATTICUS MOUNTGARRET. 
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A GHOST STORY. 

(Continued from page 204.) 

I FEEL that some apology is due to my readers for the 
somewhat abrupt termin ation of the first part of my story, 

in the last Number of The Eagle. The only excuse I can 
make for myself, is that the recollection of the horrors 
which I was describing so upset my nerves that I was 
unable at the time to go on with my n arrative. After 
this brief explanation let me now resume my story. 

Suddenly there stood between me and the moon's light 
a tall dark figure.  Its face was turned from me, and 
toward the window ; and at times the right arm was raised 
in an excited and threatening manner, and its fist was 
shaken angrily at some invisible obj ect : again the same 
arm was tossed wildly on high ; the feet stamped on the 
floor so as to shake the room, and as I lay cowering and 
trembling in my bed, I thought I could hear the creature 
gnashing its teeth, and muttered imprecations coming from 
its lips. All this must have gone on for several minutes, 
though each minute seemed to be as long as an hour, when 
at length summoning all my resolution I half raised myself 
i n  bed, intending to slip quietly out by the door before 
my nocturnal visitor should detect my presence. In an 
instant the wild, agitated movements of the apparit�on 
seemed to cease. Slowly it turned round till it stood facI�g 
me at the foot of the bed, its face staring into mine With 
only a few feet between us. No words that I can find 
will ever describe the effect produced upon me by th.e 
sight which my eyes encountered. The process of petl'l;: 
faction is, I believe, a process to which few or none 0 

my readers have ever been subj ected, still they m�y be 
able to understand my state at the time, when I rn�ord 
them that the sight which met my eyes actually pe�rIfi.e 
me, and had I continued to look at it for a few minutes 
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more I should have become as fine a fossil as ever gladdened 
the heart and the hammer of a Professor of Geoloo-y. 
Fortunately, ere fear had entirely fossilized me, I faint�d, 
and remained unconscious of everything till I awoke and 
found the sun shining brightly into my room at five o'clock 
in the morning. The birds were singing blithely, and 
nowhere was the slightest trace of the unearthly disturber 
of my night's rest visible. But on trying to rise I found 
my limbs refused to support me, and sinking back in an 
exhausted state I soon fell into a deep sleep. I must have 
been asleep some time, when I became aware of the presence 
of some one in the room. I lay in a dreamy half-conscious 
state, but still I felt almost certain some one was leaning 
over me, and all doubt on the subject was remov:d, when 
I heard some one say in a tremulous whisper, " Good 
heavens ! she is dead, and I have killed her." I opened 
my eyes, and my visitor quickly retreated, not however, 
before I recognized, or thought I recognized, the n eat 
quakerish dress and the elegant figure of Agatha Snow. 
My surprise was therefore great, when within a few minutes, 
that young lady re-appeared, having previously knocked 
at the door, and wished me " good morning " in the most 
natural manner possible. N ever did the pearly teeth smile 
more beautifully than they did then, as she hurried about 
the room, telling me what a shame it was for me to have 
over-slept myself on so lovely a morning, and that I must 
dress myself quickly as they had begun breakfast without 
me. A horrid suspicion that she was directly or indirectly 
the cause of the fearful night which I had passed, was 
rising in my mind, and I found it impossible to make any 
answer to all her civil speeches. Suddenly she gave a 
half-scream, and looking me in the face cried, " Mademoiselle 
you are ill ! I must fetch madame, I must fetch the doctor !" 
and she rushed out of the room much to my relief, for 
I must confess that her presence had anything but a soothing 
effect upon my nerves, weakened as they were by the 
events of the past night. But I must not delay too long 
the conclusion of my story. Know then, 0 reader, that 
though I suffered from trembling nerves for a day or two, 
yet thanks to a good constitution, neither did my hair turn 
White, nor diu I lose the use of my limbs, nor feel any . other 
of the sufferings which all orthodox ghost-seers expenence. 
I had been afraid that my aunt's opinion of 111y courage 
and firmness would have fallen very low. after the sorry 
figure which I had made. To 111y surprIse however the 
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account of the night I had passed seemed to make a 
impression on her ; the only part of my story to which 
gave no attention, was the part which related to 
Snow, which she dismissed at once as absurd. 
she almost laughed me out of my suspicions, and rnadiEJI 
me believe that the apparition of Agatha by my bed-R;�' 
was the result of the excited state of my nerves, 
only existed in my imagination. The conduct of 
herself towards me almost made me ashamed of 
suspected her, she insisted on sitting up with rne 
several nights, and proved so kind and gentle a nurse, 
in spite of myself, I began almost to love her, and to 
for her sake, that all the mystery might be cleared 

Before the arrival of our guests I had several conferen"� 
with my aunt, in which we deliberated how we were 
proceed in order to find out who the ghost was. My 
had ordered me not to communicate what I had 
any one but herself. During one of our conferences, 
I had described to her as well as I was able the 
appearance of the object of our consultation, she 
rose, went to a picture which was on the wall, and '·0 .... ..... ; .. 
a curtain which covered it, asked me to look at it 
At  first it seemed to me that I saw nothing but 
of a dark, handsome, though somewhat melancno!'v 
man, whose face I had never seen before. But 
a light close to the picture I could scarcely 
scream. In the peculiar fashion of the dress, in 
and moustache, the empty sleeve of the coat 
the young man had lost an arm, in all these 
recognized the figure which had stood by my bed-side 
two nights before. 

H Hester," said my aunt, H this is the portrait of 
late husband. I cannot now relate to you the dreadful 
which ere long I will communicate to you. It 
enough · for me to say that I believe some one has 
acting the part of his ghost, and that some one must have 
an object, of which we are ignorant, in making us all belief� 
the room to be haunted." 

We agreed to keep a sharp look-out, and to observ� 
every one in the house, I for my part determining that 
Agatha Snow should be kept under strict H surveillance." 
My aunt also told me that she intended to put one of o�r 
guests into the haunted room, hoping that we might in thlS 
wa., arrive at a solution .of t�e mystery. The i�portant da1. 
arrIved and brought WIth It all our guests WIth one eX 
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ception. A brother of my aunt's, General Mackenzie, 
",rote to tell us he was obliged to postpone his visit till the 
next day. This was unfortunate, as we had fixed upon him 
as the hero who was to deliver us from our ghostly foe. The 
General had served in India for many years ; and if the 
newspapers and despatches spoke the truth, his nerve, courage, 
and coolness in battle were only equalled by his abilities as 
a commander, and his bodily strength which was reported 
to be almost superhuman. On one occasion, when leading 
a storming party, he had been the first man to mount the 
",all of a fortress, when owing to an accident to the ladder, 
he found himself alone facing a desperate enemy. For 
several minutes he held his own, till the scaling-ladder was 
replaced, and his men came to his relief. He had on this 
occasion received a severe wound, the only wound which he 
was ever known to have received, and his wonderful escape 
from death, added to his previous achievements, caused his 
soldiers to regard their chief as a man of more than mortal 
mould. Here then was j ust the man we wanted to annihi
late our Ghost ! Unfortunately, as I have stated, he was 
unable to come till the next day, and as we were too im
patient to wait, we resolved that another gentleman should 
be honoured with the post of danger. 

This gentleman was a staid, sober, snuff-coated and but
tonless Quaker. A man about whom you felt certain at 
once that he wore a night-cap at night, and had a fine 
bass snore of his own : in fact he looked the last man 
in the world with whom a ghost would meddle. The night 
passed quietly enough, but at breakfast no Mr. Broadbrim 
appeared. The servant who had gone to call him, said 
that upon entering his room he found the window wide 
open, the bed empty, and no Mr. Broadbrim visible. The 
same day came a letter from that most estimable of old 
gentlemen, apologizing for his abrupt departure from the 
house, but declaring that after the night he had passed, 
no inducement could prevail upon him to sleep another 
night beneath our roof. Mr. Broadbrim went on to say that 
no words of his could describe the horrors which he had 
Witnessed, and which had so affected him that at break of day 
he had unceremoniously found his way into the garden from 
the window, and made his escape from the premises as 
quickly as he was able. 

This letter as might be expected created no slight sensation 
among us all, and General Mackenzie, who arrived about the 
sarne time as the letter, was at once taken into our confidence. 
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He at once proposed that the terrible room should be i;l�Slgne�� to him, declaring that he had smelt gunpowder too 
be alarmed by a ghost who had allowed a poor 
chiel to escape from him unhurt ; adding at the same 
that he had a very fine brace of pistols which he should 
the liberty of loading, and with which he hoped to give 
nocturnal intruder a warm reception. My uncle had a 
fine Newfoundland dog, which rejoiced in the name 
" Tartar " :  this dog always slept in the same room with 
master, and was at the present moment asleep at his 
feet. It occurred to me that the ghost who dared to 
either the dog or the master would find his match in 
of them, and I felt confident that the coming night 
solve the mystery, which was causing us so much excitemebtlf. 
My uncle rose, saying that he would go at once and load 
pistols, and at the same time Agatha Snow opened the door 
tell us that it was time to dress for dinner. 

I thought dinner would never come to an end : my 
citement increased every moment as the evening 
on, and when I was called upon to play an accompanimetJI I: 
to the singing of one of our guests, my thoughts were 
devoted to the ghostly terrors of our haunted room, that 
performance was execrable. Poor Signor Carlotti, who 
intended to electrify us all by his superb Tenor and 
exquisite rendering of " Il mio tesoro," all but broke 
and at the conclusion of his song honoured me with a 
low bow and a most sarcastic " merci, mademoiselle." 
poor man had fallen in love with me with that ardour, 
none but an Italian who after ten minutes acquaintance 
a lady comes to the conclusion that she is an angel can 
hope to experience. However my performance on the 
qualified his belief in my angelic qualities considerab 
who ever heard of an angel murdering Mozart, and a 
voice which Rome, Florence and Milan had declared to 
superb, magnificent, and all but divine ? 

But to return to our muttons, the longest day has an 
and at length we all went off to bed. My uncle went off 
his room, having wished myself and my·aunt " good-night 
with his usual calm smile, and assured us that he and Tartar 
were a match for any ghost our establishment could produce� 

It was a long time before my excitement allowed me to go 
to sleep, and scarcely had I fallen into a doze when I was 
roused from sleep by two loud reports. I sprung out of bed, 
and hastily dressed myself, and the minute after my aUllt 
came into my room as pale as a ghost, and told me to foUolV' 
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her a t  once. W e  found the whole establishment up in 
alarm. They had all heard the noise, but did not know 
from whence it came. 

My aunt at once led the way to my uncle's I"Oom ; we 
entered the room, and a scene was before us which I shall 
remember to the last day of my life. 

( To be continued.) 
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THE RETURN OF THE TWILIGHT. 

Ueber allen Gipfeln 
1st Ruh, 

In allen Wipfeln 
Spiirest du 

Kaum einen Hauch ; 
Die VogeIein schweigen in WaIde. 
Warte nur, baIde 

Ruhest du auch. 
e Goelhe' s Liede,·. ) 

THOU hast returned, seasou of holy rest, 
And fairest visions : crowned by Day with smiles, 

By Night with stars and sadness, ere the West 
Receives thee, calmly fading on her breast. 

Pale is the bloom slow stealing o'er the sky ; 
Iu deepest purple haze the fields below 

Are wrapt and silent,-save when Evening's sigh 
Like an £olian harp soothes murmuringly : 

A hymn of wordless music, timed by sails 
Of distant wind-mills on the sea-cliff's verge, 

Now quivering, touched by lightest fanning gales : 
To thee its yearning love the heart unveils. 

Severed no more by time or space, the soul 
Thrills with its kindred soul : thy languid glow, 

Freeing us from the aching world's controul, 
All grief, all joy doth blend in one mysterious whole. 

Dreams and pure hopes, by thee of old inspired, 
Thy melancholy glory wakes again, 

When, like a Childhood's fairy, thou'dst attired 
The winds with words that told all we desired. 

The :Jleturn of the Twilight. 

Solemnly glidest thou across the sea, 
So silent, mournful, tender, that the tears 

Which olden grief could never wring from me, 
Obey thy spell, in lonely reverie. • 

The shell-strewn beach throbs to th' encroaching tide, 
And murmurs, now it cannot see thee more : 

While the swart fisher who doth o'er it glide 
Hushes the song to which these cliffs replied. 

The cool gray shades dt·oop low and hide the vale, 
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Where YOI\ Church spire peers heavenward from the trees ; 
The moon, half-veiled in light, her path doth scale, 
Gazing from her lone height-a vestal pale. 

And as we watch thy gold empurpled dyes 
The star-lit Night enfolds thee in her smile ; 

The last reflected sunbeam wanes and flies, 
Like one stray �ress of sinking Paradise. 

Sink we as calm 1 From earth there fades no bloom, 
But heaven receives with holier loveliness ; 

And starry angel-lamps the soul illume 
When fadeth all Life's sunshine in the tomb. 

+ +  
+ + + +  

+ +  

J. W. E. 



NAPLES AND LAKE AVERNUS. 

(By the Author of " Our College Friends.") 

. • . . • • • " Unto a land 
In which it seemed always afternoon." - Tennyson. 

L-Naples. 

N APLES is not the pleasantest place in the world in 
weather. Down its steep thoroughfares the rain 

in rivers that sweep small boys off their feet, and 
them half-a-mile lower, amongst the fishing-boats. 
are gutters, at rare intervals, but as they are more 
ornament than for use, and few things work in Naples, 
inhabitants prefer availing themselves of any other 
which may remove the pestilential litter without 
human labour. Woe betide the stranger who a 
walk down to the Market-place-say from Toledo 
in a heavy rain ! One almost requires a life-buoy. 

The after-experience is as bad, since the N eanOUtazrar., 
have an ingenious method of drying boots after 
dation ; they half-fill them with burning 
soon dispels the moisture-and usually burns a 
two • . This, however, encourages trade, both of shoemaKeQf":;� 
and cab-drivers: and " poor folks must live, Signori 1" • 

Naples rises in estimation, after rambling through Its 
streets in fine weather, study in the museum, and an evening 
at Lenni's Cafe and the Opera of San Carlo. 

Let us take a sketch of the scenery as we come dolVll 
the steep path from Castel di San Ermo, which cro�8 
the city ; a pathway paved, as all the streets are here, Wit: 
hard blocks of dark gray lava from Vesuvius. We loo 
forth on the broad sweep of the bay, now calmed fr�T11 
the. storms of yesterday, lying there so pale and blue, With 
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the gay city crescent-like encircling it. From Our height 
we peer down on the flat roofs of the houses-terraced and 
promenaded,-into the gardens, whose presence we had 
scarcely perceived or suspected hitherto, and losing all the 
noisome adjuncts which a nearer inspection had revealed, we 
begin to understand the witchery of Naples. The hills of the 
coast-line stretch onward to our left, with bold graceful 
outline ; Castel-a-mare glittering in distance, and nearer 
villages continuously dotting the declivities of Vesuvius. 
To the other side, now hidden from us, but lately seen, lie 
the little towns of Baire and Posilipo. We descend to 
the majestic palace of King Bomballino,'" its lunette piazza 
fronting it, and the San Carlo theatre closely adjacent ;  
we see the officers in sumptuous rooms knocking the billiard
balls about ; and then, the moon illuminating the bay, we 
stroll down from the Mole, watching the rack of clouds, 
or the chafing surge that breaks, retreats, and breaks again, 
with its monotony of change. 

II.- The Neapolitans at Mid-day . .  

Truly in the sunny weather the whole extent of shore 
is beautiful. Many are the b ays and headlands, houses 
aud small towns. Light fishing boats are on the water ; gay 
Neapolitans in their spring-cars are whirling along the road. 
We traverse Naples swiftly, as we desire to walk to Cumre 
and Baire. Yonder massive towers are near the Castel-a
mare Railway station, guarded by sentinels. By the Capuan 
gate we enter one of the Market-places ; very ' dirty it is, 
swarming with red-capped men and frowsy women, selling 
and eating tripe, pig's-feet, and other dainties, not savoury 
to smell. We turn quickly under that archway to the left, 
and behold the sea once lUore lying so glassily, with the 
blue isles and mountains in the distance, and the projecting 
piers or moles before us. To these moles we proceed, 
passing on our way countless groups of seamen from evex:y 
land, of all classes, cleanly and dirty, men-of-war sailors 
and officers ; red-garbed felons linked in gangs, with 
chains round their legs ; stall-keepers, vending eels and 
those pretty pink fish so common here, others with melons 
and luscious fical'ines from Palermo ; others, again, with 

• Like Otho's of GI'eece, since then his Oak is sported, and 
he has left no word with his bed maker 8S to when he may return. 
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pine-tops steaming over charcoal braziers, the heat openi ' 
the cones and making them yield their seeds, which th ag 
prepared, are in continual demand and taste like Brazil�nu;: Passing by these groups, with more jokes than purc' 

. 
we reach the Custom-house. Next the Arsenal, on one 
on the other the Post-Office, dear to expatriated 
We are at the Mole, a broad, well-paved 
ding from the light-houses to the end of 
fare-Strada Toledo, where it enjoys the title of 
Castello. The place is almost impassable with 
shoe-blacks, cafes, lottery-offices and minor 
Outside these booths, are paintings, changed 
exhibitions of monkeys anel of Punchinello. 
be it remembered is an important character in 
possessing much political influence in his popularity. 
government may do almost whatever it likes with the 
prisoneel patriots, so long as Polichinello is left free : 
Lazzaroni care not for the rest. Vesuvius may ha' 
volcano every week, and frizzle all the sea coast, and 
the vineyards ; but, whilst Polichinello escapes the 
people will rather enjoy the excitement. King 
dies when his time comes, anel his successor, like his 
tors, may go to the bow-wows ; but AzraiH has no 
over Polichinello. No matter what joys or sorrows 
the days, he is ever the same ; always hungry and 
cowardly and in dangerous blunders, tossed 
mischance . into other mis-adventures ; a false friend 
selfish lover, certain to be preserved when better creatuilj£ 
perish, but. never winning peace, happiness or respect 
He is the Neapolitan beau ideal, and the popular idol 
any land is generally the index to national character.'* 

III.-The Tomb of Virgil. 

Let us escape from the confusion of these sheds, 
pass the immense Opera-house, the " San Carlo," with 
Valace, its colonnade, and the castle of St. Elmo on its coDt-i 
manding rock. Two good bronze statues of Sicilian kiD� 

• Polichinello-a Pierrot, or clown in loose white garments t:D!
a black half-m ask-is always full of trickery, blunders, and � 
cally stupid sayings. �-Ie comments freely upon all social questit?'" 
(so far as may be permItted by the Police), and in this is not unlike 

our Punch, whilst we have resemblances of him in the circus·clo1f1l 

and the Scal'aroouch of Don Juan, though the half-mask is only 
retained .by our Harlequin. 
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equestrian, are in the Piazza. We pass no� to what is 
termed Chiaja, where are the finest hotels, facing the sea ; 
a noble drive, with public gardens on the shore, decked with 
statues, for a mile or two. Where the land juts to the sea 
we turn inland to an immense portal in the rock, the cele
brated " Grotto of Posilipo," before entering which we 
salute the tomb of VlRGIL. 

This tomb, with its lengthy modern inscription, has a 
heavy, but impressive appearance. We are compelled to linger 
here, remembering the poet and his anxiety for the glory of 
his country. That little handful of ashes, those laurel-leaves 
whose parent tree has withered ages ago, surely it is a not 
unfitting temple for such mouldered relics ; neither in total 
solitude and desertness, nor yet amid all the noisy revelry 
and traffic of the sinful city. Here branches wave above his 
tomb, the long festoons of grass drop dews upon the stone, 
the starlight and the sunshine come alternately to brighten 
where he sleeps, and in the quiet midnight the roll and clash 
of the sea-waves sound lullingly from below, and all around 
is peace. 

" Call it not vain ; they do not err 
Who say, that when the Poet dies 

Mute Nl),ture mourns her worshipper, 
And celebrates his obsequies ; 

Who say tall cliff and cavern lone 
For the departed bard make moan ,; 

Th.at mountains weep in crystal rill ; 
That flowers in tears of balm distil ; 

Through his loved groves that breezes sigh, 
And oaks, in deeper groans, reply ; 

And rivers teach their rushing wave 
To murmur dirges round his grave." 

Nearly It mile in length is Posilipo Grotto, which corn:" 
mences with a height of more than a hundred feet, but is less 
lofty at the other end. It is a tunnel through the solid rock, 
which could only thus be passed, unless surmounted ; leading 
Us (,lut to a flat meadow-land. Soon the sea-shore is regained. 
The numerous islands and jutting points are ,finely relieved 
against the blue llDrufHed waters of the bay. Yonder bold 
mo,und, a prO)1l011tory crowned with buildings, is Pozzuoli ; 
behind it is am. irregular l�ne of ooast, with one sudden group 
of ;towers and dwellings ; that is Baire. Stretching out 
therefrom is Cape J\lIisenum, and behind appear the needle 
peaks of Ischia. We wind rou,nd the crags where men are 
qua/.'rying, amid the groups of fishermen and oar-ddvers, and 

x 2 
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enter Pozzuoli : see its fragments of ancient temples_as that of Serapis, which only retains three columns, precious to geologists ; its Cresarean bridge at the harbour ; and, 
awhile, depart, still by the shore, for Baire. Soon We 
aside into the Cuma road, over the hills, conducting 
upper crest of a volcanic lake :-and that lake is 
AVERNUS. 

IV.-Lake Avernus. 

Yes, actually Lake Avernus. We are 
fines of the Virgilian Hades. Yonder brook 
that ruin at the edge of the lake is still 
villagers, The Grotto of the Cumrean 
antiquaries place it farther off, and assert this ruin to 
Temple of Apollo : but such archreological gentry are al 
quarrelling in Italy-and, perhaps, elsewhere. Yet 
agree on one point, that this is certainly the country of 
Cimmerians, where they dwelt in their caves and 
thickets. The rocks are soft, and incline naturally 
cellular formation, which favours the assertion ; but the 
forests are only scantily represented by a few twiggy 
probably, in the words of some rusticated Collegian (" 
speak it profanely !" ) the former population had " cut 
sticks." 

With such sorry j ests and quibbles, with buffoonery 
lassitude, the modern tourists chatter and sketch upon 
ground where heroes of old were accustomed to " believe 
tremble.'" Like Epicharmus with the Greek 
like G. A. a'Becket and the other witlings of the 
school, travestying the History of Rome and of 
are we desirous of spurting low ridicule on whatsoever 
won veneration ? We hope not ! there has been too 
of that degradation. It is not a conclusive proof of our 
enlightened Christians, that we sneer and misinterpret 
creeds, as though in the old Greek and Roman 
shewn nothing worthier than Fetish idols, 
Australasian Ram-Jams and .lEthiopian lV.lUmOO-J umoODt4'. 
Have we no better moral to extract from all we 
shrugging shoulders at the darkened heathens and reioiciDI: 
fI that we are not even as this publican" 1 As we now 
over the meadows called Elysian Fields, and yonder 
Acheron, gloomy under the gathering shadows of evening. 
we feel that some of the ancient attributes remain. Here, on 
the shores of the blue Mediterranean, where this volcanio 
range of hillocks still support a few ruined shrines, were 
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fabled to have moved the restless spirits of tbe dead. Can 
we not, like .lEneas and Ulysses, summon them to view, or 
has our own more lovely Christian faith destroyed the charm 
of the old creed, and revealed nobler destinies to the freed 
soul of man ? 

Creatures of an age of poetry, they linger still, though 
dimly visible, and we see them for a moment, as the pious 
Fenelon had seen them-with the stains of earth remainin�, 
even in the Elysian Fields ; Achilles limping with hIS 
wounded heel, Theseus and Agamemnon with melancholy 
on their kingly brows ; Ajax ever stern and revengeful for 
his wrong, and Deiphobus bearing ghastly tokens of the 
wrath of Menelaus. Can we conduct the shades of our great 
men to such assemblage ? Is Milton sitting blind amid his 
daughters ; Spenser wailing for his slaughtered son who 
died in fires of Kilcolman ? Is Bacon meditating with frost
bitten hands ; W olfe with the sword-hilt in his wounded 
breast, and Nelson mutilated as when he lay on his own 
Victory ? At once we feel the inherent difference of creed : 
we, who hold that all the weaknesses and individual blemishes 
must fade before that wonderful awakening ; we, who re
membering the pale and care-worn Tasso on his death-pallet 
in the Roman monastery-the shouts which hail his laurel
crown now insufficient to efface remembrance of Ferrara's 
mad-house cell,-contrast him with the unseen spirit of Tasso, 
thereafter gazing on the earth where he had erred and 
suffered,-with the intelligence, which in its fitful partial 
revelations had been alternately regarded as genius and 
insanity, now fuller-blossomed, nearer to its consummated 
bliss and power. It was not strange that Socrates and others 
of noble mind cherished the hope of immortality : though 
only dimly seen and all-unproved, the possibility of future 
life allured them. 

A l'iper faith is ours : not the cold immortality of heathen 
poets, to whom the life beyond the grave was but a saddening 
dream : at best a weary flitting across sunny meadows, 
or a resting upon beds of Asphodel, listening to the 
sounds of Orpheus' harmony, and m using on the world 
which they had parted from for evermore ;-unless, indeed, 
the gift were given that they might drink of Lethe, and 
return as other beings to the earth. With their olden 
passions and desires remaining, ever unfulfilled and yet 
renewed, they lingered in the Land of Shadows, unconsoled 
and anxious for their kindred, knowing merely the far 
future, but not the movements of the passing hour in their 
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distant homes ; only at rarest intervals would some hlOitaJ. 
come, like Odysseus or ..Mneas, and question them 
hearken to their prophecies, or speak of those they 

, 

There, across the trench filled with the black blood of 
fice, which they best liked to quaff, the bold enquirer __ ..... x 
stand with guardian sword, compelling truthful 
those whom he had bribed to speech by means of that gh_M 
nectar. Around him, from their several haunts of wretch.:l.!I 
ness or sad-hued joy, the shades would gather, eager, 
able, and isolated though in crowds. Not the 
groves, the flowery meadows where in sport they 
drove their visionary chariots, could content them 
not the balmy air and rivulets ever freshly flowing, 
the hymns to Apollo sounded. Even Achilles mourn� 
even he, so honoured whilst alive, and ruling still 
power among the Shades,-and longed that he might 
rustic, serving for hire under some other needy man, 
than thus rule as chief over all the unquiet Shades ill 
Elysian Fields.'" 

But joy for us, who know we have a more assured 
awaiting ; we rest on no vague hope but on a 
mise. We look across the years of sorrow with 
though with an humble eye. We pray with certainty 
we are heard. And it is not the grim boatman Charon, 
an Angel with ever-lustrous brow, who waits to guide 
' Into the Silent Land.' 

v'-.A.fter Nightjal'. 

When returning to Naples from Baire, as night 
proaches, I accept the invitation of a charioteer who is 
-my way, and, for the fun of the thing, stand upon the 
springs of his clattering car, which already is . 
peasants-but there is here no Society for the _ 
cruelty to animals. It gives a fair notion of the jolts 
recklessness in an ancient Biga, du-ring a chariot race. , ' 
what a pace we go ! and what a noisy crew ! There 8-, . 
wheel off: no it isn't ! Now we're spilt against that caipI. 
and come to grief ? Missed it by Romulus ! Crash we � 
against another car ; half·a-dozen bones broken, of couti�� 
Gorpo di Bacco� not a fibula ! Off again we go-a pack � 
mad scoundrels, with shouts, yells, screams, oaths (no ProCo'" 
tors near to take their names or colleges !) clatter, jing1" 
�----------------------------------------� 

'" Od. xi. 458. 
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dash and discord through the darkness, till we H stop to 
liquor," as Jonathan would say, before the Posilippo Grotto, 
where I hand my buono-mano to the driver, and depart on 
foot ;  not ill pleased to avoid the Satnrnaria, and yet have 
had the experience, without bodily maiming-of Neapolitan 
car-driving by the Bay of Naples. 

VI.-Eetween Midnight and Mo?'n. 

Well, we have got home and may go to bed, whilst the 
moon is shining. It is time. The streets of Naples, like the 
streets of London, shew you enough of uproarious mirth, of 
reckless folly and wretchedness side by side. But where, 
indeed, do we ever find the one without the other close at 
hand ? When we are told, on beholding our public amuse
ments and festivities, that this is the way in which people 
enjoy themselves, the remark would not be unnatural, that if 
in their pleasure they act such miserable parts, how inconceiv� 
ably terrible must be their tragedy ! 

Not that from festive meetings, any more than from 
familiar intercourse, should mirth or cheerfulness be ban
ished. Some folly may be tolerated, whether in Naples or 
even in a University. There is so much of sadness in life 
that we have need of laughter to smooth out the wrinkles 
from our brows, and whilst it is kindly humour who shall 
dare deny his neighbour's pleasantries ? We are all the 
better for a smile at times, so long as it does not degenerate 
into a sneer. Little use is there in dwelling on painful 
topics, recapitulating how many ounces, pounds, or cwts. we 
are trying to upheave : chronicling the advent or departure 
of an aching tooth, or laying bare a sorrow that may be 
darkening all Nature. If we cannot lay the phantom 
in the Red Sea of self-forgetfulness, let us be content 
that it stay in its own corner, making mout.hs at us, with 
its grisly finger pointing as in mockery or warning ; it 
is scarcely fair to bid our friends come hither and share the 
unquiet company. Certainly not ! says the World. H If no 
other way is easy, plait your garlands in its face, newly 
string with bells your cap of Folly, and if you cannot wear it 
with a jaunty air, at least your very trembling may thus yield 
some music. If you cannot be Philosopher, the part of' 
mountebank is always open to you." Sometimes the �ages 
tempt adventurers, but generally the labours are gratUltouB. 
And the more of folly that we have to-day, so much the 
heavier is the reckoning claimed by melancholy to-morrow. 
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Most of us have felt in hours of bitter retrospection, that or all the melancholy things in this world, which takes its cololl! 
from our own glasses, the most intensely melancholy is th.t which we mistakenly regard as Fun. 

It was well enough for the young Dane to draw compa." 
rison between the grinning skull of Y orick and the old_ 
jokes which " set the table in a roar." Some of ourselves, .: 
the "A. D. C." and elsewhere, have seen the muscles twi�, 
beneath the whitening on the face of Scaramouch, with Oth, 
spasms than the audience noticed. Billy Barlow may pr 
tend to stagger in drunken hilarity, while little J oe, 
first-born, lies coffined on the bed at home ; and Lord Loy, 
in the wildest antics of his mock-heroics, describing 
funeral of Ladye N ancie Bell, may have a dismal recolle! 
tion foreign to the foot-lights and the howls within 
tattered handkerchief. Very grim in his buffoonery 
Thackeray ; and Swift, inditing Tales of Tubs, Yahol 
and Houyhnhnms, or the keen-edged Voltaire with Candi, 
and with Cunegunde, is but a sorry sight. Punch, in 0 
British streets, perhaps is relished chiefly for the eccen' ., 
lawlessness of his mirth, travestying that freedom from co: 
trol which the spectators long for,  but possess not ; ani 
the jaded tumblers, and the girls on stilts, the " Ethiopi, 
Serenaders," and even the musicians who are hired to attenl 
our out-college supper-parties, give us no sunny laughter wb 
reflective. For my own part, I feel inclined to put in so 
earnest that enquiry which Dickens mentions scornfully 0: 
Nickleby's Mr. Curdle, as to whether the husband of Julie' 
Nurse were really or not " a merry man." Not very me, 
to our thinking. In his few recorded words, told by his widow.. 
there is a vein of melancholy knowledge of the hypocl'isi, 
and failings that he had found in human nature, and dictatin, 
his fore-shadowings of futurity. The Fool in King Lerd; 
moreover, is wild and mournful in his snatches,-the Melan 
choly of Fun everywhere to be seen. �nobarbus, the jester; 
dies of a broken heart for his own ingratitude to Anto�y 
and Falstaff, the butt, who is ever so ready to ridicule hUlli 
self and assume the guise of braggart for amusement 0 

others-(for, observe ! he does not boast in solitude, but 
shews a painful observance of his companions' weaknesses, �d 
a consciousness of his own)-he even pines away and dIeS 
remorsefully, with his sincere though whimsical affection for 
Prince Hal rebuked and made the scourge for his own 
punishment. Whether is the fantastic brave Mercutio or tbci 
boastful H Fiery Tybalt," the man of deepest feelings ? An 
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may we not read in their author's Sonnets some confessions 
of one who " made himself a motley to the view" ? And is 
it not true that in life, as in our College groves, when the 
trees weal' party-coloured foliage, like .Touchstone's vest
:ments, they are nighest the cold sterility of winter ? Was it 
altogether Fun, and of a lively character that dictated the 
epitaphs of Gay and of Churchill ; or made Mephistopheles 
more worldly wise and dangerous than Milton's Lucifer ? 
And is not the sight of what is termed " Fast life" merri
ment a little fraught with sadness ? The Chinese mourn in 
white, and some of us in Harlequin-like patchery, as though 
believing motley to be the only wear. What would you 
have ? It is the tribute which hypocrisy mu�t pay to Ges-
1er's cap, conventionality being thereby satisfied. Let us go 
to our sleep then, not with the loud shout of ribald laughter 
in our ears, but with tender memories and humble trustful 
thoughts in our hearts. Is it .Naples 01' St. John's that shall 
be seen at awakening ? Or does it matter much what the 
outside is, so long as inside there is peacefulness and faith ? 
So Farewell ! 
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THE ALPINE CLUB MAN. 

" Up the high Alps, perspiring madman, steam, 
To please the school-boys, and become a theme." 

Cf. Juv. Sat. x. v. 166. 

YE who know not the charms of a glass before Zero, 
Come list to the lay of an Alpine Club Hero ; 
For no mortal below, contradict it who can, 
Lives a life half so blest as the Alpine Club man. 

When men of low tastes snore serenely in bed, 
He is up and abroad with a nose blue and red ; 
While the lark, who would peacefully sleep in her nest, 
Wakes and blesses the stranger who murders her rest. 

Now blowing their fingers, with frost-bitten toes, 
The joyous procession exultingly goe s ;  
Above them the glaciers spectral are shining, 
But onward they march undismay'd, unrepining. 

Now the glacier blue they approach with blue noses, 
When a deep yawning ' Schrund ' further progress opposes ;  
Already their troubles begin : here's the rub ! 
So they halt, and nemo con. call aloud for their grub. 

From the fountain of pleasure will bitterness spring, 
Yet why should the Muse aught but happiness sing ? 
No ! let me the terrible anguish conceal 
Of the Hero whose guide had forgotten the veal !-

,. Cf. Peaks, Passes, and Glaoiers, 1st. Series. p. 296. 

T�e .Alpine Club Man. 

Now <t all full inside " on the ice they embark � 
The moon has gone down, and the morning is dark, 
Dreary drizzles the rain, 0, deny it who· can, 
There's no one so blest as the Alpine Club man ! 

But why should I dwell on their labours at length ? 
Why sing of their eyelids' astonishing strength ? 
How they ride up " ar�tes " with slow, steady advance, 
One leg over Italy, one over France. 

Now the summit is gained, the reward of their toil : 
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So they sit down contentedly water t o  boil : 
Eat and drink, stamp their feet, and keep warm if they can, 
o who is so blest as the Alpine Club man ? 

Now their lips and their hands are of wonderful hue, 
And skinless their noses, that 'erst were so blue : 
And they find to their cost that high regions agre� 
With that patient explorer and climber-the flea. 

Then they slide down again in a manner not cozy, 
(Descensus haud facilis est Montis Rosre) 
Now spread on all fours, on their backs now descending, 
Till broad-cloth and bellows call loudly for mending. 

Now harnessed together like so many-horses, 
By bridges of snow they cross awful crevasses ; 
So frail are these bridges that they who go o'er 'em 
Indulge in a perilous ,. Pons Asinorum." 

Lastly weary and jaded, with hunger opprest, 
In a hut they chew goat's flesh, and court gentle rest : 
But Entomological hosts have conspired 
To drive sleep from their eyelids, with clambering tired. 

o thou who with banner of strangest device 
Hast never yet stood on a summit of ice, 
Where " lifeless but beautiful " nature doth show 

An unvaried . expanse of rock, rain, ice, and snow. 
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Perchance thou may'st ask what avails all their toil ? 
What avails it on mountain-tops water to boil ? 
What avails it to leave their snug beds in the dark ? 
Do they go for a view? do they go for a lark ? 

Know, presumptuous wretch, 'tis not science they prize. 
The lark, and the view ('tis all mist) they despise ; 
Like the wise king of France with his ten thousand mell, 
They go up their mountain, and come down again. 

TURGIDUS ALPINUS. 

e°(') 0°°:°:° 
0(') e Q 

A LONG VACATION TRIP. 

LT may seem presumptuous, after the thrilling accounts of . hair-breadth escapes and accidents by ice-flood and snow
field which Aquila has recently given to the world, for 
an ordinary mortal pedestrian to intrude his insignificant 
experiences on its pages. He can tell of no dangers sur
mounted, no difficulties overcome ; he never in his life stood 
where to his certain knowledge no one had been before him, 
-he has discovered no new Col, climbed no as yet virgin 
peak,-why should he think anyone will be interested in his 
story ? I console myself, however, with the thought that of 
those who travel, a vast majority will take the same course 
with myself, especially on their first visit to an unknown land, 
and that the Alpine Club, like the Epoptre of the Egyptian 
mysteries, is likely ever to be an esoteric and privileged 
class. My story, such as it is, may be of use to some fellow 
Collegian, who wishes to refresh himself after the fatigues 
of a summer's work, and to widen his knowledge of men 
and things. 

It was on a London day of September, the 4th, that B. 
and myself met on the deck of the Antwerp Steamer. 
The sun 

" was struggling with the gloom 
Which filled the Eastern sky," 

but he did not triumph, and the clouds continuing to 
have it all their own way, we were disappointed of the 
pleasure which we had anticipated of a moonlit night at sea. 
We found ourselves amongst a motley company, mainly 
of Germans and Dutchmen returning from the Exhibition. 
Some of them might certainly have gone there " spec
tarentur ut ipsi ;" one man in particular, who was the 
beau ideal of a Dutch burgomaster. With the usu�l con
sideration of English companies for the comfort of foreIgners, 
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though this route is one of the most direct for Germany, nOll� of the steward's men knew a word of German. It was quite pitiable �nd at �he same time ludicrous to witness the sorro".. 
. of a stolId lookmg Deutschmann who sat next me at dinner and in vain tried to get his wants supplied. Being utterly 
innocent of the language of Vaterland I could not hel ' 
him, and other people seemed too busy in supplying their P 
wants to attend to his. 

When I turned out of my berth in the morni 
we were steaming somewhat slowly up the " lazy ocneUl.u 
The country through which it flows is of course very 
but possesses , I should think, a quiet beauty of its 
There was an appearance of homely comfort about 
villages which axe dotted here and there along the 
each with its ,quaint looking church peeping out from 
the trees, or bfting its red-tiled towel' above their tops, 
m.ade me think ! oou�d sympathise with the stuudy patl'inti..a::: 
with which the Bata'Vian race have so often defended 
and home. The scene on deck was far from homely 
more general pi,cture of misery I never saw. The 
had been too smooth for serious effects, but traces 
lH;I.easiness w.ere visible on more faces tha,n one, and the 
damp morning with :a quiet dTi'zzling rain was not exactly 
thing to improVie the general appearance. 

Our fir,st obj ect of interest was of course the 
spir,e, which is visible from a great distan.ce, and 
a� a ;whole appears to better adva,rutage at a distance than 
� nearer position, the Church being closed in. by buildings 
,U sicles but one. We were soon. alongside the pier, 
having satisfied. the douaniers, stepped lightly out into 
streets of Antwerp. And, notwithstanding the M,.,..,,,,,,,,atSil 
dreariness of the voyage, I would strongly 
�ame str,eet8 of Antwerp as a first introit to the 
I have not visited many towns, but of all that I have seen 
is the most quaint and peculiar, in fact, as B. remarked 
great originality, " thoroughly continental." The somewhat 
picturesque dress of the women, with their full-lappeted c� 
so,mewhat short petticoats and sabots, (a bonnet is a sure � 
of position) ; the houses irregular in height covered with tilf.t 
of different colours, and with strange enseignes before the" 
tile p�iel'ts .and novices in shovel hats and cassocks, a raCC � 
which Antwerp seems to be prolific ; the hearing now FrenQb. 
now low Dutch, lmd occasionally a word of English ;-� 
consp�re to make the place most striking to ;an Englishm.an. 

The Museum at Antwerp is a valuable school for the 
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study o f  the Dutch and �lemi�h schools of painting, and the 
admirable catalogue whlCh gIves a sketch of -the life of each 
paint�r with a description and history of each separate paint
ing, IS a ready help to the study. The cbef-d'reuvres of 
Quentin Matsys, Rubens, and Vandyck are preserved here.· 
The curiosity of the place, however, is an artist, and teacher of 
painting who generally works there, and who has lost both his 
arms ; not only does he paint with his foot, but he will take 
up a piece of thin paper with it, write his address upon it, 
and foot it to you with a most polite and gracious air. 

Having spent a pleasant day in Antwerp, we went on in the 
afternoon to Brussels. And here I must give vent to a 
grievance in the matter of foreign railways. In England w e  
always consider that while we wait for a train, w e  may 
relieve the tedium by a walk about the station. Ima
gine then the disgust of a liberty-loving Englishman at 
being politely shewn into a salle d' attente, marked off ac
cording to his class, and told that he must wait there till " le 
bureau est ouvert"-then, when the bureau is open and he 
has taken his ticket being ushered back into his pen, to be 
released thence by another officer ere long, the train proba
bly waiting all the time ready before his very eyes. And 
all this is done ,to prevent scrambling and disorder ! I must 
do them the j ustice of saying, that their carriages when you 
do get into them are good, but the pace is not killing. 

Of Brussels I will not betray my ignorance, 'having only 
taken a two hours' walk therein by gas-light. We quitted 
it by the night express for Cologne, which place we reached 
at 6 . 3 0  in the morning, fairly tired and sleepy. A good wash 
howeV'er at the oomfortable lavatory, with additional help from 
the refreshment-room, set  us up again, and we sallied forth 
to see the Oathedral and the large suspension bridge, which 
is a splendid erection. The Cathedral we found behind an 
advanced trench of squared stones and other signs of masons' 
work. Unfortunately we could only walk ,once round it, for 
the early service was going on, and we 'were warned that 
visitors were not a!llowed to walk about till a later hour. I 
confess to having felt some qualms of oonscience on more oc
casions than one at walking about in Churches, and evidently 

'" I was most struck with a Pietll. of Vandyck, No. 346 in 
the Catalogue ; the expression of anguish in the Virgin's face as she 

holds the dead body of the Saviour in her lap is poignant in the 
extreme. The Ru:bensei here are not so good as those in the 

Churches. 
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disturbing persons who were at their devotion ; but the ", ' 
in which the worshippers generally took a long stare at thY 
strangers, at the same time continuing mechanically to COUIl� their beads or mutter their paternosters, convinced me that they came there to pray, not because the sanctity of the place increas.ed thei� devotional feeli�g, but becau�e they attache(\ 
a specIal merIt to the place Itself. We dId not find an 
attract�on either in the bo�es of St. Ursula an� her ten .th�J,

. 
sand nme hundred and mnety-seven compamons,- or In ' ,', 
f boutiques' of the six original Johann Marie Farinas, but , �, 
can endorse the general testimony of travellers as to the need. ' 
Cologne has of its own waters. 

From Cologne to Bonn is a journey by rail of 
seventy minutes. It is best to go by rail, for 
nothing of interest by river. The Museum at Bonn conta;...:.I 
some good collections, I should imagine, though I am 
-ologist. There is however besides these a capital model 
the Rhine valley, and the valleys that branch out from 
which is invaluable to any one who wishes to 
pleasant fortnight in exploring their recesses. 

Albert Smith has made the Rhine steamers known 
every one. As we were late in the season, however, we 
not find them over-crowded. The day was not fine 
for us to land at Konigswinter, and climb the " castled 
Drachenfels," so we contented ourselves with the ch 
view from below the island of N onnenswerth. This 
think, after all, the most beautiful view on the Rhine. 
island with its old cloister forms a fine fore-ground, leading 
to the peaks of the Seven Hills, which are very pi"h".oMl1 .. t 
grouped together. It is superior I think to the 
hood of St. Goar and the Lurlei. But each to his own 
The whole of the valley is very pretty, but when the 
charm of novelty is over, one is rather struck by a feel 
sameness and uniformity about it. This is owing to the 
that the natural outline of the hills that skirt the river 
trimmed down to an uniform slope or series of terraces, 10;; 
the cultivation of the vines, with whose produce Mr. GI� 
stone has made us better acquainted. This did not seem W 
be the case nearly so much in the side valleys. That eveD' 
ing we reached Coblenz, and, after two nights of unrest. 
heartily enjoyed our slumbers and our Sunday's rest. Ehren-

'If As the Lady Ursula was returning from Rome, three of ber 
11,000 companions remained at Basel, one of whom, Crischona, 
founded a chapel on a hill near Basel, that berm her name. 
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breitstein gave us  occupation for th� afternoon. The even
ing I shall not soon forget. The moon was at full, and was 
shining now in perfectly un clouded brilliance, and gleaming 
with reflected light on the rushing waters of the Rhine, as we 
paced up and down the bridge of boats, talking of what we 
had seen and indulging in pleasurable anticipation of what 
was yet to come. 

It is at Coblenz that the wood which has floated down in 
small rafts from the forests of the upper Rhine is made into 
the large floating islands, which are so familiar to the visitor 
of Cologne and the lower Rhine ; one which we saw had some 
80 or 1 00 men upon it. From Coblenz we went by early 
steamer to Bingen and thence to Mainz by rail, so saving 
time and avoiding a somewhat uninteresting part of the river. 
The main object of interest at Mainz is the Cathedral, which 
was undergoing a thorough restoration internally, and pre
sented to us a very forest of scaffolding. The apse of the 
Church, however, and one or two side chapels were com
pleted, and form the best specimen of decorative colouring 
that I have seen. There are also some very pleasant public 
grounds outside the town which on a clear day command a very 
good view of the Rhine valley and are worth visiting. The 
young gamins of Mainz had an addition to their enjoyment on 
the 8th of September, 1 86 2, to which they can scarcely have 
looked forward previously, and it must be confessed that 
a light cap with a soft brim, when it has been folded in your 
pocket into all possible shapes, does give to a man a SOIlle
what comical appearance. 

Being desirous of seeing something of a German gaming 
spa, we decided to turn out of our way to spend an hour 
01' two at Wiesbaden, and see the inside of the Kursaal. The 
grounds attached to it are beautifully laid out more in the 
style of an English gentleman's park than the dull formality 
of the grounds at Buxton. Add the charm of excellent music 
twice a day, and the possibility of getting refreshments at 
any moment, (for body and soul must be fed together,) and 
I think you would find the place a very pleasant one for a 
convalescent. The play-tables (roulette and rouge et noir) 
did not put on for us any of the tragic interest with which 
they have been so often invested. Certainly we had not 
time for much study of physiognomy-and the only sight that 
awakened in us any strong feeling of pity was that of a pretty 
girl of some twenty summers who had evidently caqght the 
gambling fever, and was being tutored in her play by a hard
faced prompter at her elbow. Frankfart was our resting' 
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place for the night. We regretted that we could not see more of this charming town. The Zeil may vie with Regent street, and the grounds for promenades which form a setni_ 
circle round half the town are an " institution " which de-' serves imitation. 

I must not dwell on our passing peep of Heidelberg whic)l was in a very gay state of Hags &c., in honour of tb, 
Grand Duke's birthday-nor on the tempting glimpses of � 
Black Forest which our course along the Duke of Badenl 
railway gave us, but ask my readers to suppose us safj 
housed at the Hotel Bellevue au Lac at Zurich. 

The morning of the 1 0th was hazy and dim, so that . 
saw little of the lake. Taking the early steamer we cross, 
to Horgen. Our attention was at once attracted by 
officious American who had got hold of two unfortun 
unprotected females and was laying down the law to them ' 
a marked Yankee drawl as to what they ought to see. 
Horgen we shouldered our knapsacks and made our 
over the spur of the Albis which separates the basin of Zu • 
from that of Zug. The mist gradually lifted, or rather mel 
so that we got a delicious peep of the lake at our feet, 
we soon lost sight of it, and passing through a most lOT' 
amphitheatre of rock, wood, and water at Sihlbriicke, 
reached Zug about 1 1!. After a comfortable dinner we t, 
steamer for Arth, a village from which the ascent of the 
is commenced. The early haze had cleared away, the 
was of the deepest blue, with not a cloud to cast its silv, 
reHexion in the blue-green waters of the lake. Before 
were the slopes of the Rigi and the crest of Pilatus bathe, 
in all the warmth of a mid-day sun, the many folds 
furrows in their sides creating most beautiful effects of li 
and shade. Gradually as we neared our destination the SDO' 
clad tops of the mountains of the Rheinthal and the aiguiU . .  
shapes of the My then came into view, the latter reHectiilf· 
back the sun's rays from their steep and rocky sides. A:tit: 
a visit to Goldau and the fallen Rossberg we climbed tht 
Rigi. What need to repeat the story so often told. 'lh� 
ascent and descent for us were most interesting, for we were 
new to snow scenery, and the gradual unfolding of sunuJl�t 
after summit had for us all the charms of novelty, but the 
sunrise and sunset were the usual failure. If a man want. 
to feel alone in a multitude let him go to the Rigi KullXl. 
Much is said of the unsociability of Englishmen at home �d 
abroad, but l have never been at a table-d'hote when EnglIsh
men were present, at which I could not at once get into conver� 
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sation, but here I c�u1d not .get a word out of anybody. A 
Frenchman on my nght resIsted all overtures and as my 
left-hand neighbour was a Gw:man I could not'make any to 
him. 

Descending oll'" the morrow to W eggis we took a 
row-boat to Alpnach. As we came down to the lake of 
Lucerne, the light haze rose in Hocks around us and gradually 
unveiled its beauties. The Bungenstock on one side goes 
sheer down into the water, which has all the beautiful 
transparency of a depth of some 800 feet. The road from 
Alpnach to Sarnen skirts the spurs of Pilatus on the one 
side-while on the other is the singnlarly-formed rocky bed 
of the Aa, backed by loftier hills. The whole of the district 
is richly cultivated. Fruit is so plentiful that quantities are 
left to rot by the wayside. From Sarnen our road led over 
the Brunnig pass to Meyringen. The road over this pass is 
a masterpiece of Swiss engineering ; by frequent zigzags it is 
carried along the face of a steep rocky slope, and crests the 
hill at a height of 3 6 68 feet above the level of the sea. 
Much to our chagrin, when we reached the summit, the 
clouds which had been gathering since noon began to 
discharge their freight, and we could see nothing, but reached 
Meyringen thoroughly drenched. 

The following day, (September 1 2th), was given up 
to the gods of the waters, so as the only thing to be 
done on such a day, we visited the upper fall of Reich
enbach, which delighted us much. The stream imme
diately before taking its final leap comes round a sharpish. 
corner, and so falls in most gracefully varied curves, while 
the water disintegrated, if I may so speak, looks like a 
shower of crystal stalactites, lengthening by some magic 
power of elasticity as they fall. In sunshine the effect must be 
wondrous. On Saturday we crossed the greater Scheideck to 
Grindelwald. The gloom and later still the rain of the 
preceding day still prevailed, so my notes of the way are 
very scanty. My recollections are of stony roads, pine 
forests and wood-cutter's chalets. At one of these latter we 
had . a good instance of the evil of lowering oneself to the 
standard of inferiors instead of raising them to yours. I was 
a little in advance, and passing a chalet where a man was at 
work, addressed to him an Englishman's usual salutation, 
in what I believe to be correct German, " schlechtes Wetter 
ist" and received a most courteous reply ; but B. who was in 
m.y rear, wishing to condescend to what he had obser�e� to 
be a popular weakness of dialect, made the same ongmal 
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remark in the form." schl.ac)1tes Watter ist," and received b� 
way of response an IgnOmInIOUS stare. 

The wonders of this route are the glacier and remarkable rocky chasm of Rosenlaui, and the echoes of the Wetterhorn 
The latter are the most heavenly music human ear can listen to

' 
Each reflexion of sound comes to you purged of some of 

' 
dross, till the last strikes upon the ear perfectly 
and freed from all that could mar a perfect music. The 
ofGrindelwald is most charmingly situated, with theprecipitoUl'A 
Wetterhorn, the bastion of the Bernese Oberland, at 
extremity, and the Eigher, looking like a huge primeval 
the stone period reversed, at the other. We spent the 
day here very pleasantly in the company of a very agreeabJ8J� 
party who had followed us from Meyringen. 

On Monday we crossed the little Scheideck and 
the Wengern Alp. to Lauterbrunnen. I should be 
too " odorous comparisons " were I to attempt to 
the beauties of the maid of mountains, the Nun, if I may 
with her attendant Monk. Have they not been """" .. .:1.1. 
in every book of Swiss travel yet published ? 
gladdened at the little inn by the sight of several Cam 
faces, from which we parted with regret. 

There are two spots in Canton Berne which com 
should think, as much variety of scenery as any place can 
the valley of Lauterbrunnen and the breast of the lake 
Thun. In the former you have for foreground a gorge 
steep sides of curiously marked and stratified rock, 
and widening, with the Staubbach fall on your right, 
ing like a silver thread from the sky, and a wall of 
rock on your left, further on gradually receding to 
glacier and nevee surmounted by the giants of the 
From the latter you see these same giants in regular 
ram a, distance increasing your perception of their _ 
while the foreground consists of tree-clad slopes and 
clear waters of the lake. 

Thun is, I think, the beau ideal of a Swiss 
We reached it on Tuesday the 1 6th, having spent 
preceding night at Interlaken. The next evening founa 
us at Kandersteg, en route for the Gemmi pass intO 
the valley of the Rhone. No one should visit this place 
without devoting three hours or so to the little (EschineB 
lake. Under a clear sky it must be of surpassing beauty, 
In situation like one of our mountain tarns, it shares with an 
the glacier-fed streams and lakes a bright bluish green hue. 
To the South lie the snows of the Blumlis Alp, on the west 
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the land opens towards thEllt Kander ThaI, while on the east 
and north a vertical wall of cliff rises from the water to 
a considerable height. What there was above was hidden 
by a curtain of cloud which hung uniformly over the whole, 
and yet could not sully the bright cleal'l1ess of the waters. 
Warned by the gathering clouds, I beat an unwilling re
treat, and soon found myself performing a scanty ablution in 
one of the pie-dishes of the Hotel Victoria. In the salle a 
manger we found some old acquaintances, and were shortly 
after surprised by the appearance of our old companions of 
Grindelwald, who were my companions for the rest of my tour .. 

The morning of the 1 8th was more auspicious, and we 
were under way in good time. The head of the Kander 
ThaI is very grand and maj estic, rocky cliffs rising on every 
hand, and forming to all appearance a regular cuI de sac. 
The track of the Gemmi winds up the hill and then passes 
along a level 'terrace for some distance, commanding a fine 
view of the sublime solitude of the Gasteren ThaI, some 
thousand or two of feet below you, with the Doldenhorn on 
the one side, and the buttresses of  the Altels on the other. 
It then passes over a bleak plain and by the side of a dismal 
suicidal lake between the Altels and the Wildstriibel till you 
suddenly reach apparently the edge of a precipice with the 
mountains of the Monte Rosa district spread out as a pano
rama before you, and the village Leukerbad three thousand 
feet beneath you, seeming as it were within a stone's throw 
of you. Down the face of these precipices, inaccessible as 
they seem, a path has been cut by human ingenuity, winding 
in and out, and at last landing us at the Hotel des Alpes in 
Leukerbad. The bathing season was over, so we had not 
the pleasure of seeing the different pleasures of life in a tub, 
but an inspection of the place satisfied me that Diogenes' 
could not have been much dirtier. 

The valley of the Rhone to which we were now approach
ing, forms a great contrast in everything to the Canton 
Berne which we had left. Subject to malaria from the stag
nant waters of the valley, subject to yearly inundations 
which sweep away the results of their labour, its inhabitants 
seem quietly to have acquiesced in a destiny of misery, and 
not to make any effort to struggle against it. The people 
frightfully ugly and filthy, the houses without one trace of 
neatness or housewifely pride or even self-esteem, one general 
scene of misery and decay, all seem to tell the same story. 
Mr. Ruskin has drawn the picture of Sion, lower in the 
valley,. and it is true from Leuk to Visp. 

• Modern Painters, IV. 346, Sqq. 

.. 
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I pass over the journey up the Visp ThaI and the valle 
. 

of St. Niklaus, and hasten to Zermatt the home of the Alpin' Club, and the basis of operations in the Monte Rosa distric: We reached this on the Saturday, j ust in time to avoid � 
'decent wetting. Our first view of the Matterhorn, the iu.;. accessible, whose sides had during the season tried the lirnba of Mr. Whymper and Mr. Tyndall, was not a very succesi_ 
ful one. The best time to see him from Zermatt is at sunri8� 
when his face is gradually lit up by the morning rays. 
think I may safely say, that I never saw so many sunrises i 
a given number of days, as during my sojourn there. T� 
chief excursions round Zermatt are now so well known, t� 
I may refer my readers to Professor Tyndall's Glaciers �t 
the Alps, or Mr. Hinchliffe's Summer Months among the AI 
for an account of them. In the few excursions that 
made, we were accompanied by a very droll little gui. 
named Ignace Biner, whose brothel' was an old acquaint 
of Mr. H. He was only conversant with German aJ;l1 
French, so imagine my surprise ,  as I was quietly walking ' 
a hill behind him, to hear a friendly but not familiar vo� 
call out " How's your poor feet, my dear 1" and then s 
after to see him showing bacon, and adding " Don't . 
wish you may get it 1" I am afraid that the stock of sI 
expressions which he had probably picked up from so� 
University men like ourselves, was rather increased 
otherwise before we had done with him. 

After three days spent in the neighbourhood of Z, 
matt, we started for Italy by the S. Theodule Pass. 
returned to Stalden, and crossed by the Monte Moro 
as to get to the Italian Lakes, while I accepted 
kind invitation of the H.'s to join their party for 
St. Bernard and Geneva, vid Chamounix. What wi' 
guides and muleteers, and the men attached to the sled . . 
which was to carry the ladies over, we made a formidabl, 
party. The day was a very fine one, such as to give beau
tiful cloud effects, without having a curtain of -clouds IolY' 
enough to impede the view. And the sensation of a �t 
day upon the ice, slight as the work done might be, is one 
not easily forgotten, especially when the place is so rema�k
able as is the Theodule glacier. Our way lay across a wlde 
plateau of snow, really snow-covered ice, extending in roost 
directions far as the eye could reach, from the pinnacles 
of the Mischabel, by the broad backs of Monte Rosa and the 
Lyskamm, the Twins snowy white as their mother in the 
fable, by the hump of the Breithorn and the rocky ridge of the 
Theodulhorn round to the stately " obelisk" of the Matter-
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horn, and the peaks of the Dent Blanche and the Weisshorn. 
Behind us lay the valley of St. Nildaus, and beyond its ex
tremity, in ever-varying hues, now of deep purple, now of _ 
pale olive green, the long ridge of the Blumlis Alp, the 
J ungfrau and others of the Oberland chain. Each time we 
turned, some fresh beauty dawned upon us, till a turn in our 
road cut out the view, and brought us to the hut on the top of 
the pass some eleven thousand feet above the sea-level. Our 
ascent had been very easy. The track being well-defined 
by some predecessors in the way, we were able to get on in 
advance of the rest of the party, who had, as  we afterwards 
found, much difficulty with the sledge owing to the softness 
of the snow. The descent was tiring, the snow being by this 
time thoroughly softened, so that we went up to our knees 
in it. But soon we had got over it, and Biner was busily 
engaged in treating madame's feet, which were fairly wet and 
stiff, to the luxuries of a warm footbath, which I believe he 
administered with the greatest deftness. 

The Val Tournanche, at the head of which lies the moun
tain inn of Breuil close at the foot of the Matterhorn, has 
just the amount of variety that is necessary to make a walk 
along a valley tolerable. Beginning with the wild scenery 
of the mountains, you come to a fine rugged defile, from 
which you emerge into a wider plain, with tokens of the 
generosity of nature in its fertile fields, while by regular 
gradations the eye passes from green corn fields to the ever
lasting snows ; the vallf'y then again contracts, and is hemmed 
in by leafy slopes such as I have seen on the Rhine, or even 
in some parts of Derbyshire ; till on nearing Chatillon the 
character again changes, and the heavily laden chesnut and 
walnut trees tell you that you are in one of the richest parts 
of Italy. The looks of the people, as well as the aspects of 
nature remind you that you are in another land. Bright 
speaking eyes and intelligent faces, take the place of the 
haggard misery of the Swiss side ; the children are happy 
laughing children, and not prematurely aged men. Another 
thing too appeals to one's old classical memories. A little 
before reaching Chatillon, some remains of a Roman aque
duct are to be seen on the face of the cliff on the west of the 
valley, in a place apparently accessible only to the Roman 
eagles. Many Roman remains are to be found at Aosta 
which we reached the same night, for which see Murray and 
the dissertations of the learned. 

On the night of the 26th (Friday as we found to Our cost, 
by the " maigre" diet) we were the guests of the hospitable 
Fathers of St. Bernard. Every one- who saw Albel't Smith's 
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Diorama, knows the long plain building by the side of that dreary lake. I will only stop therefore, to recommend any one who may follow in my steps to rise early, take a guide who may generally be got over-night, -and go to the top of the hill that fronts the Hospice (called Point de Drouas in Leuthold, Chenellettaz in Murray) to see the sun rise on Mont Blanc. He will be amply repaid for his trouble for this is one of the finest views of the monarch of mount�ill8 
The rest of the view too is very fine. A cloud of morning 
mist was hanging over the Val d' Aosta, and the valleys of 
the Graian Alps, but their summits were marshalled above 
the mist in grand array. A few hours later we were on our 
way to Martigny, where we spent most of the Sunday. It 
you have a day at Martigny, it is worth while to walk to 
St. Maurice, seeing the gorge of the Trient and the Piss� 
vache on your way-cross the bridge into the Canton Vaud 
and go a few yards in the direction of Martigny : the vie"" 
of the Dent du Midi is worth the walk, especially if you see 
it as I did, with all the richness of autumn's colouring. 

On Monday we crossed the FOl'claz to the T�te Noire, where 
Mr. H .  and myself left the rest of the party in the charge b: 
the faithful Biner, and taking a guide from the hotel starte(tl 
across the hills for the Col de Balme, hoping thus to combi� 
the beauties of the two approaches to Chamounix. OUi 
guide talked most glibly of the difficulties of the way, and t 
danger of traversing it without some one who knew t' 
country, in case of mist : but when shortly a regular Scoto, 
mist came on he was utterly at fault, and lost his way and hi 
head at the same time. After some time however we go� 
into the right track, and reached Chamounix at nightfl 
Here again I am on old ground, so I will not enter into 
splendours of our day at Chamounix, but simply add th 
Wednesday saw us at Geneva. I left Geneva at four o'clo 
on Thursday, and at twelve on Friday walked into my room: 
only to hear the music of a learned savant's nose maki� 
melody to the god Somnus in my sanctum sanctorum, and to 
console myself with the thought that a sofa at home in good 
old England, was a little better than a sleepless night in It 
French railway carriage, and had its charms after thirty 
hours of almost uninterrupted travelling. 

I fear my story may be more interesting to myself than to 
my readers. I can only advise them to follow my example, 
and so create for themselves an interest in the scenes I haV'e 
attempted somewhat hastily at the shortest notice to describe, 
and wish them as happy a time as I enjoyed in my Long 
Vacation Tour. 

" 

OUR CHRONICLE. 

WE regret that the appearance of The Eagle has been un· 
avoidably postponed this Term, owing in a great measure 

to the small number of contributions received from members 
of the College who are not on the Editorial Committee. 
We must remind our readers that The Eagle was established 
as a Oollege Magazine, with the avowed intention of dis
cussing subjects of general interest, and of ascertaining the 
general public opinion of the College ; and we most earnestly 
call upon them not to allow it to become a periodical con· 
ducted by a few writers to amuse the leisure moments of 
the subscribers. At present, though our list of subscribers 
is larger than it has been at any previous time, the number 
of contributors has we believe never been so small. 

This is not a healthy symptom ; we feel sure that we 
need only appeal to the spirit of the College for a speedy 
remedy. 

With this number of The Eagle we give an engraving of 
the new Chapel to be erected from the designs of G. G. Scott, 
Esq. R.A. The following extract from a letter lately issued 
by the Master, will put our readers in possession of the 
present prospects of the proposed additions to the College :-

" It has for many years past been the anxious wish of the 
Members of St. John's College to see a Chapel of more 
suitable character and dimensions than the present one 
erected for the use of the College. With this view the 
College has gradually, by successive purchases, acquired 
possession of the greater portion of the ground lying between 
the three older courts and Bridge Street ; and an agree
ment has been recently entered into with the Town Council 
of the . Borough of Cambridge, whereby the College is to 
obtain the right of closing St. John's Lane and appropriating 
the ground which it occupies, on giving up to the public 
sufficient ground to widen St. John's Street. The necessary 
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SECOND 

Lady Margaret 8 
Pembroke 1 
Caius 2 } 
First Trinity 4 
S. Catharine's t 
Emmanue1 2 5 
Queens'l } 
Lady Margaret 4 
SecondTrinity 2} 
King's 
Clare 2 

DIVISION. 
31 Second Trinity s} 
32 Christ's 2 
33 Corpus 2 
34 First Trinity 5 
35 Trinity Hall 3 
36 Lady Margaret 5} 
37 First Trinity 6 
38 Caius 3 } 
39 Emmanue13 
40 Corpus 3 

Wednesday, March 4th. 
THIRD DIVISION. 

Corpus 3} 
Jesus 2 
Queens' 2 } 
Peterhouse 2 
Christ's 3 } 
Third Trinity 3 
Pembroke 2 } 
Trinity Hall 4 

SECOND 

Lady Margaret 3 
Pembroke 1 } 
First Trinity 4 
Caius 2 } 
Emmanue1 2 
S. Catharine's } 
Lady Marrret 4 
Queens' 1 
King's 
Second Trinity 2 
Clare } 
Christ's 2 

48 Magdalen 2 
40 Lady Margaret 6 
50 Caius 4 
51 Jesus 3 
52 Second Tl'inity 4 

DIVISION. 
82 Second Trinity 3} 
33 Corpus 2 
34 First Trinity 5 
35 Trinity Hall 3 
36 First Trinity 6 
37 Lady Margaret 5} 
38 Emmanuel 3 
39 Caius 3 } 
40 Jesus 2 

IN THE MAY TERM. 

"Ueber alIen Gipfeln 
1st Ruh, 

In alIen Wipfeln 
Spill'est du 

Kaum einen Hauch; 
Die Viigelein schweigen in Walde: 

Warte nur, balde 
Ruhest du auch."-GoetTle.'" 

I. Bvening. 
IN the happiest of his early days, Goethe wrote the poem 

" Ueber allen Gipfeln ist Ruh," on the wall of a hunting 
lodge, or forest-hut, at IImenau. Shortly before he died he 
revisited the scene, and read the memorial lines. Regrets 
came to him, and tender remembrance of the time when that 
simple little verse was written, an imprompt�t of the moment : 
he thought of changes that years had brought since then-

,. Mrs. Austin says these beautiful lines by Goethe have all 
"the calm and harmony of a summer night;" and adds, "their 
sweetness is perhaps unattainable" by translation. Her version has 
little either of the music 01' of the solemn impressiveness of the 
original. Almost all who have attempted to transfer into our 
language "Ueber alIen Gipfeln" hav? been defeated by the airy 
witchery of the Poem. Longfellow's translation in "Hyperion," 
is sweet, but not faithful to the enchanting irregularity of rhythm. 
It is pretty and soothing, however:-

"Under the tree-tops is quiet now! 
In all the woodlands hearest thou 

Not a sound! 

VOL. Ill. 

The little birds are asleep in the trees; 
Wait! wait! and soon, like these, 

Sleepcst thou!" 
z 
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how Wieland and Herder, Schiller and Karl August his dearest friends, had died and left him, a lonely-hearted old man, the patriarch of German literature, to drop into hie grave and sleep at peace. His eyes filled with tears, We are told, as he repeated the lines, "Yes," he murmured Softly to himself, " Warte nur, balde ruhest du auoh !-Thou, too soon shalt rest I" , 
The words of that " old man eloquent" return often to memory, as we pace the quiet groves of St. J ohn'8, or sit at twilight musing happily, though somewhat sadly, at our 

life, study window. Happily, for we dearly love this College its holiness and seclusion, precious to those who desire the 
calm and peaceful regularity of labour ; its healthy activity 
sociality, and buoyancy of heart, such as the "Lady Margaret': 
men enjoy : Sadly, moreover, for though not much of the 
world's miseryshews itself here, where poverty, sickness, wrath, 
and injustice are not frequent visitors, and where the " Shadow 
feared of man" rarely crosses the threshold, there are many 
painful revelations even here : hours of weakness and of 
folly, in ourselves and others, as well as glimpses and echoes 
of the sterner warfare that is held outside, with deeper 
anguish and more hopeless entanglement of wrong-doing. 
Thence comes it that we may not be lulled into false security� 
or forget that the hour is drawing nigh when we must qui� 
these honoured walls, and take whatever place awaits u� 
among the crowd of workers, in town or country, strivinft 
to accomplish our little task with patience and fearlesfl 
energy, before the head is laid beneath the sod. " Warte. 
nur, balde ruhest du auch." Even the May-term, in its' 
sacred hour of Twilight, forbids not such meditations as 
these. 

Theodore Martin gave a charming paraphrase, under the titl' 
of " Evening" :-(Vide Aytoun al1d Mal'tin's "Poems and BaUadi 
by Goethe.") 

Whilst acknowledging tHat all must needs fail, we can onl1 
offer 

our own attempt, to share the blame of imperfection. 

The 

Calm on all the hills now 
Rests around: 

Through each topmost bough 
Scarce a sound 
Thel'e doth creep: 

Woodland birds have hushed their soft tune: 
Pause thou, then! soon 
Thou, too, shalt sle'ep. 
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The thoughts of the evening-time do not greatly differ, 
whatever be the season, and whilst we grow older, roving on 
from land to land, wave by wave advancing, they repeat 
themselves, uttering the same warnings, she wing the same 
VlSlonary faces, leading us upward and onward with the 
same spiritual blessing that they offered to us in our child
hood, so long as we yield ourselves trustfully to their 
whisperings and are softened by the holy influence of that 
same hour, wherein, we read, the Lord Himself was wont 
to hold con verse with our first parents, " Walking in the 
garden in the cool of the day." 

Can we ever exhaust the beauty of the evening time, 
which unites the loveliness of day and night ? Where the 
sun sank from view, the long bars of cloud now stretch 
onward, line above line, yielding fanciful resemblance to the 
rocky ledges of a shore to the eternal sea of clear and 
glowing sky : the calm sweet heavens, that underlie all 
the disguises of the storm, the terrors of the thunder, and 
the slanting sun-gleams through the rain ; all the dazzling 
glare of summer days, and the myriad sparkles of the 
winter stars at night : remaining inexhaustible in depth 
and mystery, richest where least adorned, most awful in the 
bare and beckoning beauty, to which our spirit yearns, yet 
cannot go, but which sometimes comes down to us and 
fills us!with its wondrous fascination of repose. 

Is it life Ol' death that breathes there, in the depths of 
heaven ? can the soul doubt its immortality, even for an 
instant, with such a vision before it of the Silent Land, where 
nobler forms of life appear to wait for us ? Assuredly the 
thought of Gliick cannot be otherwise than true :-

" There's peace and welcome in yon sea 
Of endless blue tranquillity: 

These clouds are living things; 
I trace their veins of liquid gold-
I see them solemnly unfold 

Their soft and fleecy wings. 

These be the angels that convey 
Us weary children of a day, 

Life's tedious nothing o'er, 
Where neither passions come, nor woes, 
To vex the genius of repose 

On Death's majestic shore." 

Twilight ever has been, ever will remain, our favourite 
hour, and at such time it little matters where we be, 011 

z2 

� 
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mountain-side or sea-shore, on the wild moorland or et in 
populous city pent," so that the evening sky be visible to Us. in solitude,-if, indeed, that can be called a solitude which is full of all companionship in holy thoughts and feelings. It is because we believe the influence of the evening hour left some impress on the verse, that we now venture to offer to our fellow-students, before we part at the close of this 
" May-term," a few lines which shaped themselves even as 
they are read below. Some years ago, we were resting fOl 
the night in an old Chateau, zur Philipsburg, one of the most 
spacious dwellings on the Rhine. Almost opposite lay a 
little village, unknown to fame, quietly rejoicing in the' 
name of Niederspay. Our thoughts concerning it, went to this tune :-

NLEDERSPAY. 

(In the Rhine-Land.) 

In a chateau, quaint and spacious, that looks forth upon the Rhine, 
I am sitting at my window, crowned with tendrils of the vine. 
And the stream flows swift and softly, and the evening shadows lie On its foliaged banks and roadway, and the hamlet Niederspay. 
Niederspay, that with half-timbered gables fronts the Marxburg 

rock, 
Thin blue smoke and rustic chapel feudal grandeur seem to mock; 
Dwelling there serene and hazy, while the swarm of tourists climb 
To inspect yon dark memorial of the horrors of old time. 
Folter-]{arnrner, den of torture, Hundlooh grim and Donjon high, 
Bristling bayonet and cannon,-none of these suit Niederspay. 
Timber-rafts float past; it sees them :-hears the measured sweep 

of oars, 
Feels, but heedeth not, the swell of water lashing on its shores: Cares not for the flaunting steam-ship more than for the sluggish 

boat, 
Droning like a lazy school· boy who has got his task by rote. Time brings change to other regions, politics may heat men's blood, 
Niederspay has no such fever: "after us, let come the Flood! " Should another Huss, Napoleon, Shakspere, rise, 'twere all the 

same; 
If their cry were Reformation, Conquest, Freedom, Truth, or 

Fame: 
Zeitungs might propound grave terrors, timid matrons wail and 

sigh, 
Warriors burnish up old weapons; 'twould not waken Niederspay. 
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Creeping slowly go its oxen with a rough-hewn cart behind, 
And a herdsman stretched upon it with closed eyes like "Hood-

man Blind;" 
' 

Still its children-for it has some-Heaven alone knows how or why 
Children ever could be born in such a place as Niederspay :-
Still its children rest in shallops from the glare of noontide sun, 
Or drop tiny sounding pebbles in the stream with sleepy fun; 
Far too listless to take notice of the bubbles as they rise, 
Or at most regarding such with easy open-mouthed surprise. 
Winter brings no slides to them, they snooze like marmots in 

a hole, 
Scarcely conscious on awak'ning, how the seasons round them roll: 
Dozing feebly, harming no one, dozing from their hour of birth; 
Little change can death bring to them, pillowing on their mother 

earth, 
Who retains less trace of them than water does of clouds that fly : 
What would our old world be doing if'twere all like Niederspay? 

Deeper fall tlle evening shadows, cold and solemnly they fall, 
As on one I loved descended cold and solemnly the pall. 
Only by its darker outline 'gainst the sky appears the shore, 
And the vineyards green and cornfields are reflect in Rhine 

no more; 
Yet like beat of pulse the oar sounds, with the plash that checks 

the stroke, 
And the voices on the water echo from the bectling rock; 
And a distant bell, that slowly chimes the hour from Stolzenfels, 
With the light wind on the river dies away or grandly swells; 
And the one bright streak that moonlight sends as herald of 

her reign, 
Pierces through the growth of Darkness, as a gleam of health 

'mid pain. 
Something moveth o'er the water, sweetly, mournfully,  and dim, 
And I hear a voice of greeting that belongs to none but lIirn ; 
And the things that never may be now, but once hac1 seemed 

so near, 
Come upon my heart once more, and chill its gladness even here. 
Here, where Nature's loveliest scenes are decked with all the 

charms of Art, 
Where associated grandeur proudest feelings can impart; 
For they raise the soul above the petty troubles of the day, 
Give it freedom, give it rapture, far beyond its prisoning clay: 
But they cannot give oblivion, nor the balm for wasted youth, 
Sick lied hopes and narrowed wishes, wanderings from the path 

of 'rruth; 
Cannot give the clasp of hands, that now are c?ld and far removed, 
Fl'Om the idols of our boy hood, from the fl"lends whom we had 

loved. 
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We may smile, and jest, and ramble, pass the else-fatiguing time 
With a song of noisy laughter, with a picture or a rhyme; 
But we cannot dull the stinging thoughts which to our bosolll 

creep, 
'Tis enough if with all efforts we conceal the tears we weep. 
-So I close my window sadly, close it gently, with a sigh, 
For my heart awakes to memory and forgcttcth Niederspay. 

IL cc Hesperus." 

When, in our own love for evening, we recal to memor,.,,", 
the many beautiful works which have been produced 
J. Noel Paton, chief among living Scottish artists, and 
that in almost all of them he has chosen the sweet hour 
Twilight, we are guided to the secret of his power, as well u 
to an instinct of his nature. Scarcely any other painter hu 
so thoroughly given the dreamy loneliness of what in the 
expressive northern speech is called the gloaming: when the 
air seems filled with a stillness more musical than song, ana; 
the gathering darkness enfolds a mysterious glow that reveal. 
holier beauties than the daylight could display; when the 
earth appears almost a living thing, breathing a hymn ot 
adoration, and the heavens above seem wooing us to their 
serene depths, far, far away from all those cares and struggle. 
that had bound us captive : The hour when we pause and" 
listen to the whispers of our own soul, and yearn for purer 
joy and freedom, with eyes fixed on the one star that waits 
for us, shedding its mild and melancholy beams as if in pity 
for the agonies and sin that have defaced the world. All ii 
hushed and solemn ; not like the dull torpor of midnight, 
but tremulous with imagined messages and visions, so 
mystically interwoven that the separate functions of sight. 
and hearing almost lose distinction, and become blended 
into one. We are no longer imprisoned in this fragile body, 
for our own spirit is drawn upward to the skies, away }Jast 
all those mmy streaks of cloud, into the clear expanse ; 
away across the distant streams that lie thus motionless and 
lit by lurid light, as if from some internal source of brilliancy; 
over the pUl'pled hills, the darkening fields or moorlands 
pulsing with strange vapoury exhalations that lend fantastic 
unreality to familiar objects ; away into a Dreamland tenanted 
alone by the perfect holiness and beauty that feel no stain 
of guilt, no doubt or selfish craving, but where we cease to 
shudder under life's impurities and pass into an ecstacy of 
silent worship. 
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No one who has loved that hour of sacred quietude 
can fail to recognize how deeply and how constantly it has 
impressed itself on Noel Paton. Year after year he has 
resumed attempts to embody in his pictures that spirit of 
gentleness and dreamy sadness which fills the evening 
twilight. It allures him ever again to fresh achievements, 
nearer and nearer to success ; but he has felt that it is in
exhaustible and etherial,-that even he can only partially 
convey its marvellous loveliness. He has shewn us the 
wild revels of the fairies,-their forms symboli�ing capri
cious fancies, with airy grace and tenderness, with wanton 
trickery and quaintest goblin antics-all united to coherence 
in the quarrel of " Oberon and Titania." In his " Dante 
meditating on Francesca da Rimini," he more thoroughly 
penetrated to the mournfulness of the twilight; and also 
in his " Silver Cord Loosed," where, more than in all the 
others, he has shewn the soul-subduing gloom, the hopeless 
agony of grief. For in this picture, evening itself has passed 
away, with the Dead Lady, and night is drawing over all a 
solemn darkness, as though it were to hide for ever the 
heart-broken and the dead. Sorrow more intensely over
whelming could not be revealed by the artist's brush : it is of 
all his works the most awful and impressive. But even in 
his " Home from the War," the symbolical beauty of the 
evening hour lends a charm, telling of the Sabbath rest, the 
night of slumber and of consolation, that await the mutilated 
veteran and those who are dear to him. The days of their 
toil and anguish are newly ended, the dusty wayside and the 
anguish of suspense are quitted now, and these long-parted 
ones can enfold each other once again, while the stillness of 
evening is over all, scarcely broken by the sobs and murmur
ings of thankfulness, or the soft breathings of the slumbering 
child. In each of these pictures, except the " Oberon and 
Titania," the time chosen was verging on the close of twi
light, when night had almost come, and sorrow attained 
supremacy. Not so in the " Hesperus," which shews the 
earliest aspect of the evening, the first few minutes after 
sunset, whilst brightness lingers, though the gaudy colours 
that dazzle the eye by day have acquired sufficient mellow
ness of tone to become massed together. 

What is this picture, "Hesperus," and what does it tell 
us of the twilight hour in the May-term? 

A young girl is seated in a romantic glen; her lover, 
on his knees beside her, holds her delicate hands and raises 
his face towards her own in mute affection. His mandolin 
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or gitern, forgotten already, has fallen at her feet, with the scroll of music of a song that in some trembling of the 
notes revealed how dearly she was loved. The sounds have 
not left her heart, though they are heard no longer. A 
richly-bound and jewelled volume lies on the moss, and has 
a bunch of blue-bells between the closed leaves, marking the 
place where the youth and maiden cease_d to fasten on the 
Poet's words, and only listened to the whispers of their own 
affection. er That day we read no more." Melody and 
motion have long ceased : all is so stilly that the field-mouse 
has approached them unscared, and its watchful eyes are 
sparkling from under the curled and reddening fronds of fern .. 
Already the bat is abroad, circling above in the cloudless 
sky, where a thin crescent moon is shining, and the stat 
Hesperus glitters brightly, as if it were a tender sentinel over 
the young lovers. A dewy freshness is on everything: 
insects are happy on the grass, the pink eyebright and wild 
strawberry twinkle amid the brake and herbage j honeysuckl� 
and ivy en clasp the tortuous stems of trees, which like tho 
rocks are velvet-mantled with moss and lichens, and thfJ 
polished leaves around them form a bower. The distant hills 
are becoming sharply defined against the horizon, and even .. 
ing is slowly melting into night. But the delicious dream of 
love, love given and interchanged, has so absorbed the every 
thought of minstrel and of lady, that they heed not the ap" 
proaching darkness. Scarcely conscious of themselves, 
they see only one another : a little more of approach, a 
touch of the lips, or a simple word, and the spell will be 
broken,-their secret made known, once and for ever. With 
downcast eyes, with heaving breast, half shrinking from, yet 
half advancing to his implied caress, the maiden leans 
towards him, as, with his face turned close to her, he seems 
to yearn for her consent and plight of troth. The world of 
vague desire for sympathy, with its delirious minglings of 
joy and fear, its half regrets and hopes and questionings, 
trembles on the breath, which may either yield to him one 
sigh of acceptance, or even yet utter the word of denial and 
banishment. '1'00 near for friendship-too far off for love
they may not part unplighted now to meet again to-morroW" 
as to-day. If not already gained, that heart of hers has 
become aware of too much danger, and unrest, willingly to 
risk another interview so sweet and perilous beneath t�e 
rays of Hesperus. Her love is either wholly won, or In 
the failure of the hour she is lost to him for ever. 

Happy mortals, who have the sunshine of life and of 
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life's primeval joy upon your path : Students, whose fair 
cousins and sisters' friends are flitting with you through the 
le�fy walks of the May-Term, and lending something of a 

fany-Iand enchantment to the banks of Cam, even whilst 
Collegiate honours are undecided in the balance : ye, who, 
unable to stand before Noel P",ton's picture, as we have 
loved to do, can yet gain a suggestion of its beauty from the 
engraving by W. Simmons (newly published by lVIr. Hill of 
Edinburgh, and exhibited on King's Parade). Are your 
dreams of " Hesperus" more full of the assurance of a 

blissful ending, than are those which, according to our 
sadder thought, seem not unwarranted? In the dark, melan
choly face of the young minstrel, and in the rich antique 
costumes, we read indications of the scene being that land 
of love and song beyond the Alps, the Italy where Dante 
garnered such devotion for his Beatrice. Indeed, though 
this may have been undesigned, there is resemblance in this 
face to that of the world-worn Florentine, who raised the 
veil from early sorrow in his " Vita N uova." It may be 
simply such an association, with the land of passionate 
devotion, and the haunting pensiveness of twilight, but we 
cannot banish a presentiment of sorrow. As they sit there. 
so youthful and as yet so innocent, we wonder whether it is 
by accident 'or as an allegory that the artist has placed the 
lovers on the edge of a precipice! Amid the trim devices 
and luxurious elegancies of their courtly lives, the affections 
of simple nature survive unchanged : also symbolised, perhaps, 
by those sweet flowers in the gay volume. And will these 
affections aid to preserve them, or be blighted in the contact 
with a luxurious world? Surely not without special meaning is 
the stately lily blooming in the dell, but with a bee hov(lring 
above as though to rifle its sweets, whilst two roses, the 
customary tokens of passionate love, lie already neglected 
and withering at the feet of the beauti£ul girl and her 
worshipper. Over all the scene there is such calm and 
tenderness, there is such innocence and confiding truth in 

the young lovers, that ours may be excess of fear and mis

giving : but life is full of saddening changes, and it seems 

natural to believe with him who gave us the " Dream ?f 
Fair Women " that " Beauty and Sorrow go ever hand 111 

hand" : a remembrance which made Byron ask. 

" 0 Love, what is it in this world of ours 
That makes it fatal to be loved? 0 why 
With cypress branches hast thou �reat�,ed thy bowers, 
And made thy best interpreter a. s�gh ? 
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III. Spring- Time. 

The brief Easter Vacation gives us a glimpse of other scenery than the parallelograms and very mild inclined-planes which are characteristically offered at Cambridge, as suitable for every walk in life, to University Students. A fortnight's absence, with the aid of railways, may be amply sufficient to revive our spirits with the sight of mountains loftier than. the Gogmagogs, promenades more lively than Trumpington. Road on Sundays, street-architecture of imposing grandeur surpassing Petty Cury, and even streams more majestic and pellucid than the classic Cam ; though no College-gronnds lovelier than those of Trinity and St. John's, or recreation more invigorating than a steady pull in the eights, fours, or pair-oars for the coveted pewters. We all come back fo� the May Term with a sense of returning ' Home ' :  inasmuch as few places so thoroughly seem our own private dwellings, 
with the commingling of rest and labour, as our College 
rooms. The bright Spring weather nowhere shews to
greater advantage than here, although we confess it some
times relapses into a sullen, penitential, cold, misty, raw, 
disagreeable state of wintry humidity, suggestive of ag� 
gravated Diptheria and Exams., rather than of perfect 
happiness. The gardeners sigh when they think of 
the wall-fruit. The farmers, whose faces had been daily 
attaining a resemblance of the definition that is given in 
a book tolerably familiar to us here, " length witho� 
breadth," at the prospect of continued drought, now begin 
to jingle the half-pence in their pockets, with an air of 
co�tentment. A few weeks of nice mud-making showers 
cause their hearts to sing with joy, and they count the 
' turmuts' and measure the blades of wheat with an ap
proach to satisfaction rare in the bucolic mind ; which has 
had much to trouble it ever since the epoch of the gentleman 
who is known to fame as reclining sub tegmine fagi. At 
such times it will be to the advantage of " The Eagle" not 
to call upon us for a poem in  celebration of the season, as 
it might obtain nothing better than the following :  

Cold and raw is this Spring-time weather, Nipping the 
winds and dreary the sky, Making one's skin like goose
flesh or leather, Or flaying the tender folks altogether, 
Blueing the nose and reddening the eye. Poets have sung 
of this charming season : Do not believe what those rhyme
sters say! Think you such fellows will listen to reason r 
Would Mr. Spenser with ecstacy freeze on Clare Bridge, 
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and chaunt lyrics in praise of May ? Bitter and blowy, or 
drizzly and snowy, Bringing bronchitis and couD"hs each day, 
Rheumatic cramps and catarrh, though showy 

°
Buds on the 

trees may appear, well know ye This is no beau ideal of 
May. Coaches of Cubs now may take their measure, 
Papers and Cram filling up each day; Drill tempting few, 
and the boats no pleasure, Causing the Captain and Cox 
distress sure, As they think of the prospects of bumps for 
May. U seleEs are "gates," for no man cares to go out ; 
Bull-dogs at Leap-frog may freely play; And the Proctor's 
walk must be rather a slow bout ; And lectures in hall are all 
idle forms, no doubt, When nine-tenths lEgrotants possess in 
May. Sport me the Oak, Mon cher Aigle; I'm smitten With 
(l. cold in my head, and the pen will stray Into shivering 
rhymes, for my thumb's frostbitten Through staying outside 
of its worsted mitten, And my ink has congealed, and the 
words I've written Form a sort-of-a-rhythmic Ode to May. 

But, you know, this would never do; although justifiable 
under the circumstances, inasmuch as our doctor's bills 
always increase in an inverse ratio whilst the Constitutionals 
diminish, and poetry goes down to zero with the Fahrenheit. 
In the May term we must generally be prepared for changes 
in weather and literary articles,-some being shivery, windy, 
and cold, but with occasional bursts of sunshine (let us 
hope) and joyousne�s : alas! the Editorial Committee may 
discover that there are contributors as capricious as any 
April, and at odd hours as disagreeable as November itself, 
that b€!te noir of the months. Why do we Britons concern 
ourselves about the weather ? Why is it our first and 
unfailing topic of conversation. when friends meet or when 
they write ? Is it not because, in addition to the national 
prosperity as regards crops, and the consequent increase or 
alleviation of misery for our countrymen, we feel how de
pendent aU are on the state of the atmosphere ? Mists and 
melancholy, sunshine and serenity, wind and whimsies, 
drizzle and despondency, pair off together : our spirits are 
barometers, and the rise or fall in our happiness is indexed 
by the mei·cury. Consequently, in estimating the strength 
of acerbity in a critic-whether Gifford, Dr. J ohnson, 
Ruskin, or anybody in general-we must make allowances 
for his indigestion and the state of the weather when he 

wrote. Local phiiosophies and superstitions e�plain loc.al 

meteorology : ·and vice versa. Optim�sm and ulllversal phIl

anthropy are improbable results lU Nova Zembla or 

Spitzbergen. 
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As the former attempt on behalf of May was perhapt uns�tisfactory, here is another, made since the sun shone agam: 

SPRING TIME. 
Spring comes, with sunshine and with showers, 

And snow-white lambs that blissful play, 
And nestling birds and balmy flowers, 

Dear month to hopeful lovers-May ! 
Fast flit the shadows o'er the hills, 

Soft verdure conquering wintry knolls, 
And on the ever-dancing rills 

The Season's gladness downward rolls. 

Blest time, that never failed to shed 
Some hope within each weary breast, 

Rousing us to a firmer tread 
If wavering or seeking rest. 

"Up , yet again!" it calls, "nor lose 
The golden hours of manly toil: 

Who now desponding fear pursues 
Reaps barren harvest from the soil." 

Season of Hope, we welcome thee, 
Clear healthful skies thou bring'st again; 

Morn of the Year, thy child-like glee 
Lightens our heart from wintry pain. 

All things are new once more, thy flowers 
Are pure and fragrant, blossoming 

Through bleak March winds and April showers: 
A May-day wreath for thee, dear Spring. 

We hear thee whisper of bright days 
That on thy sister, Summer, tend; 

And buoyant Fancy forward strays, 
To bask in dreams thy sunbeams lend. 

All wayward as thou art, and wild 
In playful beauty, thou dost fling 

Alternate blights and blooms, thou Child Of storm and lov�liness, dear Spring. 

We waited thee by brook and field, 
We sought thy steps on heath and hill, 

By lakes where snowy drifts congealed, And Winter haunted sadly still. 
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We sought thee long: the flowerets slept 
Beneath the mould, no birds would sing: 

The shrill winds moaned, the gray clouds wept, 
Where wert thou lingering, dear Spring? 

Thou heedest not that we may chide, 
But laughing in thy girlish mirth 

With faery minstrelsy canst glide, 
Making atl Eden of our earth. 

The seas are calmed, the woods and dells 
To foliage burst, on wandering wing 

Each bird of passage comes: thy spells 
Wake nature into beauty, Spring! 

Consoler, in whose elvish mirth 
Resides a touch with strength imbued, 

From slumbering force and wasteful dearth, 
To raise a harvest bloom of Good; 

Thy buried grain, thy buds unroll, 
To us a mystic embleming 

or Resurrection for the soul, 
To blossom in eternal Spring. 

IV. Sweet Summer- Time. 

821 

Having thus, we trust, made our peace with the Spring
time, which deserves all loving-tel1derness of speech from us, 
we would gladly speak our praise of Summer. Has the 
reader been already detained too long? Is his button
hole very weary? in fear of such being the case we postpone 
the river-sketches with which we might otherwise have 
afflicted him, and shall lie in wait for another opportunity, 
when the king of feathered fowls becomes clamorous for 
Commons. As the warm days advance, the labour of perusal 
would grow more oppressive, and " reading for his May" 
will be found sufficiently hard, without having to read about 
the May, in addition. Yet before we say farewell to the 
term, let some one hand us over a harp, a lyre, or a banjo 
(we not being difficult to please with any instrument, except 
the hurdy-gUlody or the bagpipes), so that we may do our 
best in chaunting a lay of welcome to that Circean damsel, 
the 

SWEET SUMMER-TIME. 
'Tis Summer, love, and Summer time is brief, 
And fair things die with Autumn's earliest leaf; 

'fhen take thy joy ere Winter bringeth gri�f, 
For Youth still guides our bark in fond belIef 

Though terror-stricken Aae drifts on the reef . 
., Sweet Summer-time! 
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o Summer-time, 0 lovely Summer-time! 
Frail insects we: is happiness a crime? 
Somewhile we frolic in a fragrant clime, 
Though Wisdom frowns, and with a lofty rhyme 
Ambition bids us tread a path sublime. 

Sweet Summer-time! 

o Summer skies, 0 skies so blue and clear! 
Is it not well that 'mid this grief and fear 
Our hearts respond to what we see and hear 
Of festive beauty and of mirthful cheer, 
And yield us still a Poet's Golden-Year? 

Sweet Summer-time. 

o Summer woods and shady bowers of gr'een, 
Whereto we glide like stream lets from the sheen, 
Now lost in ,moss, now tortuous roots between, 
In sun or shade, in gladness through each scene, 
Then issuing forth to deeper vales serene. 

Sweet Summer-time. 

Sweet Summer, Summer-time, ere yet you go, 
I taste the joys that with free hand you throw: 
Whate'er ensues, whatever bliss or woe, 
Life's festal goblet in its over flow, 
Yields me one long deep draught: 'Tis all I know. 

Sweet Summer-time. 

Karl of Nirgends declares that nothing ought to be done 
in the Sweet Summer-time, except to lie on the grass, under 
green leaves, blinking at the white clouds (if there are any to 
be had) 01' at the waters that keep slipping up to one's feet, 
with a gentle rustle, and perhaps with " tender curving line 
of creamy spray," whereof Tennyson discourses. He, that is, 
Karl-but it is also true of the Laureate-likes to dive into 
a forest nook where he may hear the little rivulets gush and 
gurgle, half-hidden by the fern, and, with the slumbrous buz 
of insects around him, yield himself up to such a delightful 
book as Allan Park Paton's " Web of Life," GeOl'ge Mac
donald's " Phantastes," Longfellow's "Hyperion," George 
Mel'edith's inimitable " Shaving of Shag pat", or Professor 
Charles Kingsley's "Water-Babies:" wherein we again 
meet Noel Paton ; and if there be any other volume as 
deliciously entrancing, and over-brimming with kindly 
humour or poetic feeling, we shall be glad to know it. 
Quite as great a pleasure will it be to Kar!' He says it is 
an insult to the bright skies and the fragrance of the flowers 
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for a.ny one to annoy himself with politics or musty meta
phYSiCS, and either sort of Mathematics, in the Sweet Summer
time : which declaration is very annoying to Questionists 
�ear . the close of the May-Term, as well as to people who 
Imagme that they have any chance of becoming Senior
-W:rangler, if the Fates are propitious. You would scarcely 
tllln� that Karl was the same person who in winter was up 
to hIS eyebrows in Scandinavian lore , Malthus ou Population, 
Adam Smith on the Wealth of Nations, and the disputes of 
Cyprian, Origen, or the other Fathers. Despite his affec
tation of idleness, Karl is no less busy at present, watching 
the wondrous transformations of insect life, dissecting flowers, 
and studying the marvels of atmospheric changes. He is 
thinking more of the labours of Professors Babington, 
Liveing, Sedgwick, Balfour, and other Natural Science 
celebrities, than of those very interesting books in green 
covers, published by Macmillan, devoted to the consider
ation of sines, cots, tans, the four normals, constants, and 
other nursery-literature of the Abstract Students, up to the 
cobweb intricacies of diagrams which form the art-treasures 
of our revered top-three in the Tripos. Karl says that" En
joyment"  is the one word spoken by the Sweet Summer-time ; 
even as " Hope" is whispered in every breeze of " Spring," 
and " :1\1emory" is written on withered leaves of Autumn ; 
whilst Winter, with its stormy weather, exhorts to " Forti
tude." He is a strange creature, this Karl, it must be 
confessed, and it is not always easy to discover whether he 
is in jest or earnest; especially if he be in high spirits, with 
the sunshine and bird-warblings of Sweet Summer-time. 
He becomes intoxicated with thunder and lightning, as the 
infant Schiller is reported to have been; and the wilder the 
wind is on dark nights, filling his Academic gown like a 
ship's sail, and carrying him off his feet under a press of 
canvass sufficient to capsize a sugar-puncheon, why-all the 
more delight is it to Karl. He has no idea of what 
some folks call maintaining his dignity, and likes to startle 
conventional proprieties out of their daily routine, en
joying the fun of their perplexity as with raised eye
brows they wonder what will next ensue. He . plays 
tricks as absurdly as a schoolboy, thinks nothmg of 
exploding puns in a white cravat, or a University Ex
amination (e.g., he said something in very c.rabbe� Greek 
about CEdipus's poor feet, which caused a senous dIfference 

of opinion between himself and the E:caminers,) and wo,:,-ld 
have been willing to make an Apnl-fool of a RUSSIan 
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Domitian, like JElius Lamia with the " Heu taceam I ;, 
although the knout and Siberia might be iu immediate 
reversion. We have heard him gravely proclaim the neces_ 
sity of laws in England to fetter the press, enforce shaving 
and encourage the presence of double yolks in Madingley 
eggs. All this is " very tolerable and not to be endured." 
Thus he occasionally mystifies a quid nunc, though he seldom 
plays these vagaries with his friends, and gets him keyed up 
to a tone of seriousness. If you met our Karl afterwards, 
his quiet manner and sad countenance might reveal more 
earnestness than you at first had given him credit for possess_ 
ing. Is it that he is afraid of the deeper sorrows and 
aspirations being seen by those who are sceptical of any 
worthiness existing without the pale of their own sect or 
clique ? Does he decline to " wear his heart upon his 
sleeve," because, in such case, " daws will peck at it? " 
In the apparent want of balance in his nature, so different 
from the grave equality and proud gentleness of Guzman
is he unjust to himself or to others ? The answer is difficult 
to be given. Persons boast themselves deep and un
fathomable in their reserve; but we have seen Karl solve 
their shallow mysteries ill a brace of interviews. He himself 
seems to remain a riddle, to-day's verdict contradicting that 
of yesterday. Those who have for years most closely 
watched him, on his frequent re-emergences from absence 
and obscurity, always find fresh elements to puzzle them, 
and they gradually acquiesce in the belief that he is more 
thoroughly in earnest with the game of life than he cares to 
admit to anybody. His orbit is so eccentric that you can 
never be certain whither he is going, or whence he came. 
His individual acts and words are incongruous. Is he 
wasting strength on trifles, 01' obeying the law of his 
temperament? Is he ever going to do anything great, or 
is he to be allowed to sport noisily, like a perverse gun
powder cracker, in all Life's Sweet Summer-Time? He 
asks for no permission, no advice, no assistance, no praise, 
and no extenuation. He is aggravating or conciliatory, 
destructive or constructive, entirely according to his own 
disposition. He flashes in and out of all the social mansions, 
scarcely resting in them, even as tents of a night. His 
wants are so few that he is seldom at the mercy of Fortune; 
his enjoyments are so many that he finds happy moments 
everywhere. It may be this reckless yielding to all whims 
not actually sinful, combined with a chivaJric courtesy towards 
the weak, and pure reverence of "'\V omanhood, that has made 
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him a favourite with such diverse persons. He has found 
more affection in the world than has that solemn hidalgo, 
Guzman, whom all respect, but nobody except intimate 
friends may presume to love. A dislike to the trammels of ' a 
position ' is possibly the cause of Karl hitherto encouraging 
others in a feeling of distrust towards him. He too well 
loves the freedom of his present movements to allow himself 
to be enslaved by any sect or party in social politics. 
Therefore, glorying in this versatility, he is now careless, 
now exacting, about things which seem to others of dispro
portionate value. We might plead for one, who refuses 
to plead for himself, in some such words as these :-

KARL'S CAP AND BELLS. 
Sometimes he'll vent a shocking pun, 

Sometimes a sentimental rhyme, 
Alternating 'twixt gloom and fun, 

As, more or less, through life he's done; 
And may continue through all time. 

An idle dog !-:-yet he may think, 
In sttch a chequered world, 'twere well 

When he has found his spirits sink, 
To jest (whilst others growl, or drink) 

And jingle Folly's cap-and-bell. 

You'll say, the bauble on his staff 
Is not a proper Pilgrim's crook ! 

But those who weep and those who laugh 

Alike from Truth's pure well may quaff, 
However diverse they may look. 

To us it cannot matter wholly . 
In what quaint mood his thoughts are clad t 

Whether in austere melancholy 
01' in the path work skirts of Folly. 

Belike the heart in each is sad. 

If warm tllat heart, and firm in faith, 
Why need his censors frown or snarl; 

Though he may chase each fancy's wraith ? 
" 'Tis not the best of ways ! " one saith : 

" Friend, are thy ways the best ? "  says Karl. 

Well, we leave the question undecided, except by making 

this final remark, that the hour is surely come when there is 

call for every honest worker to rouse and do his stint of 

labour with full devotedness, " laying aside the sin that doth 
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most easily beset us," even thqugh it be the luxurious 
revelling m all sweet sights and sounds and Midsummer 
fancies, such as appeal to natures that are less tempted by 
baser lures. Whatever leads us aside from the pathwar. 
that we are imperatively called to tread, must needs be evil 
ana. to be resisted ; whether by flowers or quagmires, the 
danger of delay is almost equal. Not here, and not nov; 
should we fail to urge the importance of the command that 
is laid upon us :-" Whosoever will come after me, let him 
deny himself, and take up his cross and follow me !" Truly th\ 
self-denial may be as fully needed in a May-term as at ant' 
other moment. For some of us the hour of departure approach!:!!! : 
the sweet harbour of College study must be quitted, and the 
cordage will soon be strained in tempest, or the loyalty of 
the crew be proved when becalmed in mid-ocean. Let the 
last words be those of hopeful cheer and friendly warning, as 
our students pass from the sight of fellow-gowhsmen, when 
entering on the world's struggle in 

THE NEW VOYAGE. 
The bark is manned, the sails are filled, 

The sea·track lureth golden bright, 
The waters of the West are stilled 

Whereon the setting sun doth 'light ; 
And from the shore a chorus flows 

Voices of friends that hail the bark 
With cheers-" God speed thee 'gainst the woes 

And perils of the coming dark ! " 

Creeps from the hold a coward fear, 
And whispers " Pause ! thy bark 'is frail ; 

No sunny harbour will be near 
If wrecked by fell Ambition's gale. 

The world has abler men, shouldst thou 
Abjure these tasks and seek thine ease : 

Too long thou 'st lingered-wherefore now 
With unfit powers assay the breeze ? "  

I answer : " Standing at their helms, 
In barks like mine, I view around 

Those whom I love, for diverse realms 
. With diverse hopes and cargo bound. 

We quit the harbour's calm, not loth 
We seek instead the gloom and gale ; 

Before us Work, behind us Sloth, 
And God our pilot :-Can we fail ? "  

J. W. E .  

.. 

THE LAST SIGH OF THE BACHELOR. 

I f  __ for three years term to live with me, 
My fellow-scholars, and to keep those statutes 
That are recorded in this schedule here."-

" Love's Labojjr Lost." 

l'VE put on my hood ; I am going, 
My lov'd Alma Mater, from you ; 

Scenes hallowed by reading and rowing; 
Red brick and rough plaster adieu ! 

I've ta'en my last sniff of your breezes, 
My last hurried glance at your Dons, 

From the ivy-wreathed windows of Jesus 
To the half-coloured turrets of John's. 

Fades off from my soul's recollection 
The Degree-week and all its sad hours, 

And I think with unfailing affection 
Of tho joys that I knew 'neath thy towers. 

Our Feeds-e;en the great Martin Tupper's 
Whole talent and time t'would take up, 

To sing of our wines and our suppers 
And the divers descriptions of " Cup." 

How we'� tu�efully treat the aspers�on 
Of a t;rlend s genial powers as a he� 

How we d make that immortal assertion 
" Which nobody oan deny." 

A A 2 
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The woes of the dread " Paley Monday," 
The struggles to read in the " Long," 

The Trumpington lounges on Sunday, 
The Euclid which would come out wrong. 

Scratch-fours where we did'nt win Pewters, 
" Exams " which we passed by mere cheek, 

Religious disputes with our Tutors 
On the subject of " chapels a week." 

The glories of " Friday on Fenner's," 
The hope of a " 'Varsity Blue," 

The chances of landing our Tenners 
By spotting the man for the cue. 

The rows on the Fifth of November, 
The crush of the Trinity Ball, 

The classics we could'nt remember, 
And the boat we so lov'd after all. 

Smith's bay'net which caused us to shiver, 
Our own which stuck fast in its sheath ; 

The, thousand delights of the river, 
The " Two Thousand " joys of the Heath. 

The Match at Lords, won in a canter, 
(I'd say so of Putney but can't) 

The Double-first Honours which Granta 
Objected so strongly to grant. 

All these we must needs leave behind us, 
Be they cared for or not as they may ; 

On that long-looked-for day which shall find us 
Possessed of the letters " B.A." 

'Mid crowds on the towing-path cheering 
I ne' er shall perspire as before, 

No more shall I swear at the steering, 
Or furiously call upon " four." 

The shout of " Hard in from the willows ! " 
Shall ne'er again fall on mine ear, 

As eight pump'd aquatic gorillas 
Are struggling to row their boat clear. 

The Last Sigh of the Bachelor. 

No more 'mid the dangers of cricket 
Shall I be seen crossing the Piece, 

Struck down as I hear from the wicket 
An outcry of " Ball if you please ! " 

No more !- one might go on " no nlore"-ing 
Till doomsday for aught that I know ; 

But what were the object of flooring 
One's subject and them at one blow ? 

Rash outlay of talent or money 
I consider the work of an ass, 

So, seeing the weather is sunny, 
Here, Porter, to Shoreditch- Third Clasl. 

i 
.,-
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HOW 1'0 DEAL WITH THE BUCOLIC MIND. 

No. 3. Village Festivals. 

I FEEL that some apology is due to the Editors of Tlte Eagle 
for the long break in my communications on the subject 

I chose for some papers about two years ago. The stern 
business of life will, I hope, be admitted as an excuse, and 
the fact that, since writing my last paper on " the Bucolic 
Mind, " I have been brought face to face, and mind to mind 
with Bucolics of a new county, and have entered upon an 
incumbency, with all its responsibilities, among a new people, 
instead of a curacy among people who knew me from my 
boyhood. In such cases much patient study and inves
tigation is required to find out differences of character and 
habits of thought, as well as no small amount of caution, in 
first beginning to deal with a people who will be led but not 
driven. 

However, after the appeal in the last number of The 
Eagle, I am determined to make an effort, and send off a 
Paper on " Village Festivals," having already treated of 
Village Schools and Village Clubs. As in my opening 
paper, I wish first to point out for whom I write.-My object 
is practical, in accordance with the invitation of the Editors, 
that Members of the College should write on subjects they 
were personally acquainted with, and should keep in vieW' 
the benefit 01' amusement of at least some of the subscribers 
to The Eagle. My humble contributions then do not aspire 
to attract the attention of the embryo Barristers and 
Physicians and Statesmen among the Undergraduates of 
St. John's, but merely to offer a few hints to those who are 
expecting to be some day Country Squires, or Country 
Parsons in our scattered English Villages. . And now, a few remarks on Village Festivals : It IS 
happily unnecessary to dwell on the advantage of both 
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Squire and Parson taking an interest in the amusements of 
the people. The time is gone by in which the amusements 
and festivities of different classes were as different as their 
houses 01' their food ; when it was an understood thing that 
the labo.urers on an estate, or the small cottagers in a Parish 
had .theIr am�lsements on the sly, when bull baiting, cock 
�ghtmg and VIOlent faction fights at football were the recrea
tions of the lower orders, in which of course no respectable 
person could join. The danger now is rather the other way, 
and in many country villages the recreations of the labouring 
class suffer from a little too much fostering, and nursing, on the 
part of their superiors. 

Just as, in the establishment of Benefit Clubs, the most 
solid and enduring will not always be those framed for the 
members, on the soundest principles, by men of rank and 
talent, so in promoting the amusements of the labouring class 
it will always be well to develope and improve upon their 
own ideas, and to encourage the proper observance of days 
�md festivals that harmonize with their old associations. 
Of these days the principal is that called in most villages 
pre-eminently " the Feast," in others " the Wakes." The ori
gin of these festivals is involved in some obscurity, but they 
probably date from the first establishment of Christianity in 
Britain, when Christian festivals were instituted in the room 
of the idolatrous entertainments of the heathen, and the day 
of the Saint to which the Pa�'ish Church was dedicated be
came the established feast of the parish. The Festival 
included the day itself and the eve or vigil before it, and 
the services both religious and festal were naturally denomi
nated fro111 their late hoUl'S waJcan or wakes. The immense 
value of this connection between the Parish Feast and tha 
Parish Church is obvious, and where it is possible, the Church 
should , endeavour to regain her own, and have the wakes 
celebrated in a seemly and Christian manner, on the Saint's 
day to which they belong. Let there be a short Choral 
Service in the morning, a good dinner and rustic games in the 
afternoon, with a few popular addresses, a little singing, and 
'God Save the Queen' to wind up with. 

Occasionally perhaps there will be some doubts about the 
day, if the Church is dedicated to sOO1,e of those canonized old 
wort,hies Saint Werburgh, Saint Vec1ast 01' Saint Ethelburgha ; 
but in these clays of Church restoration there are few Parishes 
where the Re-opening of their restored old Church will not 
afford the inhabitants a creditable and interesting subject for 
an annual commemoration. I think it is important that the 
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day or days, of the reformed Parish Feast should be fixed
' 

by some rule well understood by the people, as it is very 
desirable that arrangements for home-visits from young 
people in service should be made dependent on the period 
of its celebration. In one of my former Parishes I remember 
there used to be an annual dispute about the right week for 
the wakes. Generally, it was said, the Butchers " ruled it" 
as providers of the indispensable roast beef and boiled 
mutton, but one year the rival parties succeeded in having 
two successive wakes ; and that fortnight, as the Yankees say, 
er was a caution " to the quieter inhabitants. The Festivals 
however, which will be most readily fixed by a period of the 
year, are of course those which are now becoming common 
In most country parishes, viz. " Harvest Homes." Instead of 
the old practice of each farmer giving a heavy supper with 
an inordinate quantity of ale and spirits to his men, and 
sending them staggering out of his house to conclude the 
night at the village " public," it is hoped that the chief 
inhabitants and farmers of every parish may be induced to 
club together, in friendly concert with their clergyman, to 
provide a good reasonable holiday and day of recreation, both 
mental and bodily, for their poorer neighbours who have been 
engaged in the work of gathering in the crops. Of course such 
a day is easily planned and arranged where the whole Parish 
belongs to one Squire, who is moreover on good terms with 
the Clergyman. The Church will be especially decorated for 
the occasion, wreaths for the piers being made of a band 
of plaited straw about half an inch wide with ears of wheat, 
barley, and oats introduced at regular intervals, and the 
capitals being adorned with garlands of vine or oak. Pretty 
devices for the east end of the Chancel over the Communion 
Table may be formed by placing miniature wheat-sheafs within 
wreaths of vines, and no one will be at a loss to think of 
�uitable texts to place in green letters on the walls. In the 
proce�sion to Church, from the village schoolroom or dining 
tent, as the case may be, a wheat sheaf will of course be borne 
aloft, composed of the finest ears contributed by the different 
farmers of the Parish, the time-honoured flags and banners 
of the Independent Order of Rechabites will do duty for a 

second time within the twelve months, and the boys' Drum
and-Fife Band will " play " the procession through the 
admiring village. The Service and sermon, a short and 
pointed one let us hOl?e, being e?ded, the procession will 
wend its way back, WIth no haltmg step, to the roast beef 
and plum pudding, at which each person, on shewing the 
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ca.rd of ad�ission, given to him and paid for by his employer, 
WIll speedIly be seated by the stewards of the day. Dinner 
ove.r, a.nd a short time having been allowed for conversation, 
whICh IS always, I have observed, very stiff and constrained as 
long as the serious business of the knife and fork is being 
atte�ded to, a few loyal toasts and local sentiments will be 
co!dIally received, until the adjournment of the juniors to 
cncket, quoits, skittles, &c. at which the seniors will look on, 
and smoke the pipe of benignant contemplation. But all this 
time the women must not be forgotten, or the new system of 
Harvest Homes will hardly gain much of their praise. They 
must at all events join their husbands at the tea, if not, as is 
to be desired, at the dinner of the day, and then after some 
concluding songs and music we may look for the pleasant 
though hitherto rare sight of an English labourer quietly 
walking home with his wife after a day's enjoyment, instead 
of being angrily fetched by her, with mutual recrimination 
and abuse, from the village alehouse. 

Of course all the details of the Harvest Festival will be 
managed in a parish such as I have supposed, more easily 
than in one which is owned by a number of small freeholders, 
but even then I think that the Clergyman, if he will be 
content with merely taking the lead in the preliminary 
deliberations of a committee of farmers, may gradually effect 
much in promoting a reformed " Harvest Home." 

But there is one kind ' of Village Festival that will 
naturally fall almost entirely under the Clergyman's sole 
direction and guidance. It is the privilege of the Church 
of England to have the education of the young in our 
country villages almost entirely under the control of her 
Ministers, and I think that all who take an active part in  
the daily routine work of the National School, will look 
forward with pleasure to the annual School treat. 

The best time of year for this Festival will generally be  

about the end of  July, when the Harvest holidays are 
approaching, and the school is beginning to get thin, as the 

prospect of the treat, limited of course to those in regular 

attendance, will be very effective in keeping up the numbers 

until the proper day of breaking up. At the same time, 

although great strictness should be shewn in refusing all on 

the School Register who have not been regular in attendance, 

I think it is very desirable to extend the invitation to former 

pupils who. have left the s�hool with credit, �nd are working 

in the pansh, or at serVICe. By connectmg old scholars 

with this day, and other special days of their old school's 
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year, I think the greatest benefit may be produced both to · 
themselves and the cause of education in their native place. 
It is needless to go into the details of the usual school-treat, 
the tea, the cake, the games, &c., but I would just suggest 
an occasional variation which I have myself found very 
successful, and that is, the Scltool Excursion. To be fully 
appreciated by the children, a large town should be the 
point of a Village-School excursion. The following descrip. 
tion of one appeared in the Leicester Guardian of the period 
some years ago : 

" WYMESWOLD NATIONAL SCHOOL EXCURSION. 
" School Treats in these days have a strong tendency to 

degenerate into mere eating matches, where that boy or 
girl will appear the most highly rewarded, and consequently 
the most meritorious who can ' take in ' the largest quantity 
of plum-cake or bread and butter. We think therefore, that 
&ny effort to raise the character of these entertainments, and 
impart to them something of a 1110re intellectual cast, is very 
commendable, and deserves encouragement. A scheme of 
this sort was projected by the Curate of W ymeswold, for 
those children of the National School who had attended 
regularly since Whitsuntide, and on Friday the 1 1  th inst., 
the happy party, fifty-one in number, started about nine 
o'clock, in three vans, for Nottingham, reached the Victoria 
Hotel at half-past eleven, and thence walked up to the 
Arboretum. The passing view of the Castle, the noble 
Market-place, the Blind Asylum, and the new Cemetery, 
drew forth many genuine exclamations of wonder and 
delight, but the thing decidedly, was the Arboretum, its 
beautifully planned walks and flower-beds, and gracefully 
undulating grounds. After spending a couple of hours very 
pleasantly, including a brief aqjournment to the refreshment 
pavilion for sandwiches, cake, &c., the older boys and girls, 
under the guidance of their Master and the Clergyman, 
proceeded to the Mechanic's Institute, and inspected the 
valuable collection of stuffed birds, animals, fossils, &c., at the 
Museum. On returning to the Arboretum, various games 
were carried on with great spirit till about five o'clock, when 
a general muster took place, the final slice of cake was 
served out, and with many a longing, lingering look behind, 
the party commenced their homeward journey." 

Where the Parish School is a large one, an excursion of 
this kind is rather a serious undertaking, but the idea may 
be worked out with advantage in connexion with the Parish 
Choir, who must certainly be indulged with an occasional 
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Festival. In most Dioceses an excellent opportunity for a 
treat to the Choir is afforded by an annual gathering of 
Parish Choirs in the Cathedral Church, and I can testify to 
the success of several held at Southwell, Peterborough, and 
Norwich. 

Excursions on a large scale, open to the whole Parish, 
have sometimes proved very successful, as for instance, some 
of those recorded in the lately published and very interesting 
biography of Professor Henslow, to Ipswich, Norwich, 
Cambridge, and even to the Great Exhibition in London. 

There are however, of course, very few country Clergy· 

men who have Professor Henslow's ability to organize 

recreations for their parishioners on so large a scale, but 

I think that most of my clerical brethren can avail themselves 

of what is really becoming quite an important agency for 

influencing the country parish, an agency borrowed I admit 

from Dissenters, but not on that account to be despised. 

Fas est et ab hoste doceri. The Tea Meeting is one of the 

simplest, che�pest, and best means I know for ensuring to 

any useful Institution a favourable start or a prosperous 

anniversary in the Village. Mr. Whitehead's " Village 

Sketches " will give the necessary details to those of my 

l'eaders who care to have them, and I will simply say that 

in connection with a Rural Library, a Penny Bank, or a 
Village Horticultural Society, there is nothing like aJudicious 

use of the Tea-pot. 
The last Village Festival I have time and space to treat 

of shall be the Cricket Match. My readers who play three 

Matches a-week on Parker's Piece, and think nothing of it, 

can hardly realise the interest which the one Match of the 

season creates in the country village. It generally comes off 

about the end of August, when the Little Barton Club con· 

sider themselves sufficiently adepts to " send a channels " to 

their ancient rivals at Norton-on-the-Hill. Great is the 

excitement in Little Barton when the eventful morning for 

" the Match " arrives, and the open van conveying " the 

opposite party " is descried in the distance. The wickets 

having been duly pitched by the Umpires, at the hazard of 

their lives, among the sturdy young fellows who are slogging 

at practise bowlers all round them, everything .is ready for 

a start, except the champion and mainstay of Llttle Barton, 

who has not yet vouchsafed an appearance. At length, 

after an immense deal of shouting for him, that worthy 

emerges from his carpenter's shop on the border of the 

ground, and surrounded by an admiring throng of small 
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boys, rolls down to the scene of action, with a couple of bats 
of his own manufacture, carried Robinson Crusoe fashion 
on each shoulder. The game commences amid the breathles� 
excitement of the Little Barton side� who have been 
sedulously drilled for the last few weeks into the positions 
and duties to be occupied by them in the field, Longstop 
especially, having been cautioned about the " byes." 
Presently the N or ton batsman lets drive at a delicious " off 
ball," but merely touches it with the edge of his bat, and 
sends it just over short slip's head, within a few yards of 
Longstop, past whom it rolls for three runs without any 
attempt on his part to stop it. "Muve Jem I why don't 
you muve? "  is shouted at unlucky Longstop, from all parts of 
the field ; but only brings forth the indignant protest, " Talk 
of me moving ; why it were a hit ! " Enlivened with sundry 
similar little episodes, the game proceeds with all the glorious 
uncertainty of Cricket, and terminates at a late hour of the 
evening. Of course the losing side are disappointed, but 
still it has been a thoroughly good English day's pleasure, and 
both winners and losers part good friends. " A.  very har
monious game," said a country Umpire to a friend of mine, 
after one of these rustic encounters. " Yes " replied my 
friend, " very much so." " Harmonious, pleasant, good 
feeling on both sides," urged the Umpire. " Certainly," 
acquiesced my friend, " and I hope we shall soon meet 
again." " Well," said the Umpire, cc that's just it, I did'nt 
wish to disturb the harmony of the game, but you've been 
bowling a foot over the crease all day. I'm glad I didn't 
, no-ball ' you. It's been such a very harmonious game " ! 

G 
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J. F. B. 

CHIDHER. 
(From the German.) 

THUS spake the ever young Chidher :� 

I passed a town as I rode along, . 

A man plucked fruit in a garden fair, 

And I asked, " how old is the town so strong ?" 

" The town " said he, and he plucked again, 

" The town stands here, 'tis very plain, 

As ever it did, and will remain." 
When half a thousand years had died, 

The self-same way I chanced to ride-

No town found I, but a lonely mead ! 

And flocks were scattered far and near, 

A single shepherd tuned his reed, 

And I asked, " how long have they pastured here ? "  

He said, and turned again to play, 

" The young leaves grow where the old decay i 
This is my pasture-land for aye." 

When half a thousand years had died, 

The self-same way I chanced to ride-

I found the seething ocean strand ; 

A boatman cast his meshes near, 

And as he drew them full to land 

I asked, " when came the waters here ? "  

He said, and laughed the thought away, 

" Since first the Ocean dashed his spray, 

Our boats have anchored in this bay." 

When half a thousand years had died, 

The self-same way I chanced to ride-
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I found a forest greenly dressed ; 
A woodman felled a lordly tree, 

And, as the echoes sank to rest, I asked " how old that wood might be ? '  
He said " for ever hath it stood, 
A holy refuge, firm and good, 
My chosen home of solitude." 

When half a thousand years had died, 
The self-same way I chanced to ride-

I found a market town ; and loud 
Arose the hum of industry. I asked them " whence that busy crowd ? 
And where the forest and the sea ? " 

An answer came above the roar : 
" So had it ever been before, 
And so would be for evermore." 

And as the time again is gliding, 
Perchance that way I'll go a-riding. 

� 
� � 

� 
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A GHOST STORY. 

(Continued from page 273.) 

SNORING soundly in bed, with his night cap well pulled 
over his ears, my uncle ought to have been found at one 

o'clock in the morning. But we found him in a very differ
ent state from this. He was lying on the floor apparently 
lifeless, and when we brought a light nearer to him, we saw 
that blood was flowing from a wound in his head. Tartar 
was lying stretched over his master's body, alive, but alas ! 

" Quantum mutatus ab illo 
Tartare " 

'whom we had seen a few hours before so full of animal life 
and courage. He was shivering and shaking all over, and at 
intervals he howled and whined in a most melancholy 
fashion. Nevertheless the faithful creature was keeping 
,guard over his master's body, and at times licked the lifeless 
hand that could no longer answer the dumb creature's 
affection. As I said before, I shall never forget the scene as 
long as I live. The servants gently lifted the General on to 
his bed, and even then I could not help admiring the calm 
and resolute expression of his face, and had I not seen the 
dark stream of blood trickling slowly down from his iron 
grey locks, I could have fancied he was only enjoying 
the deep and placid sleep denied to the sons of luxury ; and 
which none but soldiers and the sons of toil ever know ; or, 
if I may quote the eloquent words of an Aquiline Bard, 
that sleep 

" Peculiar to oars, and overworked Omnibus 'asses." 

It seemed hard that a man who had escaped the dangers of 
war, famine, and disease in foreign lands should be thus 
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struck down by a cowardly assassin in an hour of seeming 
peace and security. .But I rejoice to say that my uncle 
though severely wounded, was not dead : in fact the surgeo� 
(who had arrived within a quarter of an hour after the alarm) 
declared after a few days that the General, thanks to his iron 
constitution, would probably be as well as ever he had been 
in the course of a week. And here I must not omit to 
mention an instance of Agatha Snow's coolness of judgment 
and presence of mind. While the rest of the family were 
giving way to expressions of horror and grief, my uncle 
might have bled to death. My aunt was the first who re
covered her senses, and she told one of the servants at 
once to fetch a doctor. But before the servant had gone, to 
our great relief, our own medical man made his appearance. 
We afterwards discovered that on the first alarm Agatha 
had of her own accord rushed off for him, and insisted on his 
coming with her immediately. But in accordance with her 
retiring and reserved character she never made mention of 
this fact to any of us, and it was not till after some days 
had passed that we knew to whom we were indebted for the 
doctor's opportune arrival, and even then Agatha seemed 
distressed by our expressions of gratitude, and positively re
fused to accept the handsome present which General Mac
kenzie wished to give her. Nevertheless she was unremitting 
in her attentions to him, and volunteered to sit up with him 
at night as nurse, a duty which none of the other servants 
and no professional nurse could be found to undertake. For, 
of course, the whole affair had been noised abroad, and a 
legal inquiry had taken place, which had however thrown no 
light on the mysterious event. As my uncle still lay in the 
ghost-room, it was not probable that we should find many 
nurses willing to sit up with him through the night, and as 
my aunt insisted on sitting up with her brother all night till 
he could be removed into another room, Agatha and I 
contented ourselves with being as useful as we could during 
the day. 

In a few days my uncle was removed to another room, 
and recovered sufficiently to be able to give us the following 
account of what had befallen him : 

" On the night of the 25th, when I wished you all tgood 
night,' I little thought what a night of it I should have. 
I did not trouble myself about your ghostly friend, and 
though I put my pistols within easy reach, I laughed at 
myself for doing so, and thought I had been a great fool when 
I took the trouble of loading them before dinner. I now 
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regret that I did not examine them to
' 

see whether they 
were properly loaded as I had left them a few hours before. -
Tar.tar, who as you know has been carefully trained never 
to Jump on my bed, soon made himself at home on the 
floor before the fire, and I, following his example, fell 
asleep as fast as I was able. I could not have been asleep for 
more than an hour when Tartar awoke me by jumping on 
to the bed. This being a decided breach of discipline, I 
reprimanded him, and ordered him to jump down : but the 
animal did not seem at all inclined to obey : he kept 
whining and shivering most piteously. However, I neither 
saw nor heard anything that could have alarmed him, so 
I forcibly ejected him, and again fell asleep. Again Tartar 
awoke me by jumping ob. to me : he was trembling violently, 
and this time positively refused to be moved from the bed. 
petermined to see what was the cause of his fear, I sat up 
m bed : I then saw a figure standing by the fire, I im
mediately seized my pistols, and as the figure did not move, 
I politely asked to whom I was indebted for the honour of 
a nocturnal visit. The figure at once turned round toward 
me, and I saw a tall dark man wno seemed to have lost his 
right arm. But what struck me most was a frightful gash 
ex.tending across his throat, nearly from one ear to the 
other : in fact, in all respects he corresponded to the descrip
tion given me by Hester of the apparition which had 
frightened her, and which, you remember, I laughed at as 
the result of a romantic imagination, or an indulgence in hot 
suppers. However I had smelt gunpowder too often to be 
afraid of a ghost, and I repeated my question politely but 
firmly : upon which my friend became very fierce; and, as 
far as I can remember, told me he was the ghost of my 
late brother-in-law, and uttered fearful imprecations upon me 
for having intruded upon his privacy, and at the same time 
advanced towards me in a threatening manner. I must 
admit that though I have seen the human countenance 
distorted by every sort of evil passion, I never yet saw so 
diabolical an expression as that of his ghost-ship. In f�ct 
he looked so bent upon doing me a mischief, that I c�vered hlm 

with my pistol as he advanced, and warned him, that If he came 

a step further I should fire. His only answer was a hollow laugh, 

and an assurance that no earthly weapon could have any e�ect 

upon him. I then fired, and feel confident that, had my pl�tol 

been loaded properly, the ball must have killed or woundedhlm. 

You may judge how great was my horror when the figure 

merely laughed scornfully, and addressed me thus : . 

VOL. Ill. B B  
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" ' This time I leave you : but venture to sleep another 
night in this room, and you will pay the penalty for it with 
your life.' 

" Scarcely knowing what I was doing, I fired my second 
pi.stol, but it evidently had as little effect as my first, for the 
creature merely scowled at me fiercely and saying, ' Remem
ber my words,' turned as if to leave the room. But I was 
not to be settled so easily as this by a fellow who had only 
one arm : so I sprang out of bed, and rushed upon him. 
The fellow faced me at once, and as I was closing with him. 
struck me a terrific blow with some concealed weapon, 
shewing me at the same time that though his right sleeve 
was empty, he had a right arm to use, and an uncommonly 
strong one, for after I received the blow I can remember 
nothing till I found myself in bed with all of you around me. 
However, though I certainly got the worst of it, I think I 
hav.e cleared up on,e 101' two points. This villain is no more 
a ghost than I am. He appears with only one arm in order 
to pers�mate my brother�in-law ; and he got into my room 
between dinner-time and bed-time, and drew the balls from 
my pistols. But as soon as I am well, I will try my luck 
with him again, and take good care this time that my pistols 
have something better than powder in them." 

As I have already stated, a legal enquiry had been set on 
foot, and notwithstanding the apparent simplicity of the case, 
every effort to solve the mystery had been baffled ; and 
many people believed that my uncle had been visited by 
a bonajide ghost of his brother-in-law. To this belief all the 
servants inclined, while my aunt and uncle believed that the 
whole affair could be explained by natural causes, and 
suspected that some of the servants were possibly concerned 
in the matter. I for my part had never quite got rid of my 
old suspicions about Agatha Snow, and I was in consequence 
not a little disturbed when I found that my aunt had de
termined to dismiss every servant in the house, except 
Agatha, in whose fidelity she seemed to have a belief that 
amounted to infatuation. It was fated however that we 
should get rid of Agatha sooner than we had expected. 
I was seated one morning with Agatha by my uncle's bed
s,ide, she readillg the Newspaper to herself while I was 
working, when suddenly I heard a piercing shriek, and saW 
Agatha fall back senseless ; I rushed to her and when she 
came to herself, we carried her off to her bed-room, though 
she insisted there was nothing the matter with her. The 
newspaper had fallen on to the floor, and I now picked it up, 
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determined to find out what had �o violently affected her. 
The Paper did not seem to contain much news, or at least 
news . t�at could have interested Agatha much : there was a 
descnptlOn of Napoleon's Italian Campaign ; the arrest in 
Ro�terdam of a gang of English Coiners ; and lastly an 
artIcle on the mysterious adventure of General Mackenzie, 
the writer of which article found fault with the magistrates 
for not having subjected all our servants to a more searching 
examination. . 

Next morning to our great surprise Agatha Snow had 
disappeared, having left most of her property in the house. 
After a few days a distant relative of hers, living in Rotter
dam, called and presented a note from Agatha Snow, in which 
she said that private affairs had rendered it necessary for her 
to leave us without any notice, that her property and all 
wages due to her were to be entrusted to her relative, and 
that we need not trouble olirselves to make enquiries for her 
as she was quite well and happy. Thus we lost our charming 
Lady's Maid. I cannot say that I regretted her much, though 
my aunt seemed to feel her loss deeply. Meanwhile General 
Mackenzie was quite well and strong again, and the first 
thing he did on his recovery was to return to the ghost-room. 
But no ghost disturbed his night's rest, nor ever afterwards 
was anything uncanny known to intrude in the room.. 
After the General's departure my aunt made the room her 
own, and continued to sleep in it as long as I lived ,with her, 
without the slightest interruption from the one-arm'd spectre 
of her late husband. 

Ten years had passed and nothing more had been heard 
of the ghost ; new scenes and new ties had almost banished 
the remembrance of the whole mystery from my mind ; still 
I could not help thinking about it sometimes, and hoping that 
the truth might yet be brought to the light ; and as I started 
with my husband for a Continental Tour, in which we hoped 
to stay some weeks with my aunt at Rotterdam, I could not 
help expressing to him that I felt a presentiment that before 
our return some clue to the mystery would be found. But 

alas ! after staying a month in Rotterdam, and investigating 

the case, as far as we could, we were as far off fro� the 

truth as ever, though I must admit that I became acqualllted 

with several facts in the former life of my uncle and aunt, 

which before had been kept secret from me, or only mys

teriously hinted at. These facts it is not noW necessary for me 
to relate for thouah they accounted for much that I had 
previousiy thought 

°
peculiar in my aunt's conduct, they did 
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not seem to have much connection with the solution of the 
ghost story, on the supposition that the assailant of General 
Mackenzie was no ghost, but an utter impostor. I left 
Rotterdam much vexed by my failure ; but, as it turned out, 
chance led me to the information which all my efforts had 
been unable to obtain. After spending the winter in Italy we 
returned home through Switzerland. We intended to stay for 
a month at Lucerne after the fatigues of the St. Gothard Pass. 
A crowd was waiting the arrival of our steamer at Lucerne, 
and as I landed I thought I recognized a face amid the 
people who thronged around us. I saw a pale face, which 
still retained evident traces of beauty, looking at me with 
a fixed gaze. But directly our eyes met, the face disap
peared and I could nowhere see it again, though owing to 
a certain indefinable i�pression made upon me by the look 
which I encountered, I was extremely anxious to keep the 
face in sight. I fancied however as we walked slowly to 
our hotel that I caught occasional glimpses of a woman 
following us, and I was confirmed in this suspicion when 
I observed that as we walked up the �teps of our hotel the 
woman suddenly stopped, and retraced her steps as fast as 
she could. That evening a note W?S brought me by the 
waiter, who said it had been left by a boy for Miss Hester-. 
Tearing . open the envelope, I found a few words written in 
evident haste on a scrap of paper. The writer, as I have 
stated, had addressed me by my maiden name, thus showing 
that he or she knew something of my early life. The note 
itself implored me to meet the writer that night at 1 2  o'clock 
on the second covered bridge (which, if I remember right 
bears the name of " Miihlenbriicke"), and assured me that, if 
I would do this, I should hear the whole history of some 
mysterious events which had happened during my early life 
at Rotterdam. The writer added that, unless I came alone 
I should receive no information. My mind was soon made 
up. I she wed the letter to my husband, telling him that we 
had at last arrived at the object of our desires : that I felt 
sure the woman who had followed me from the steamer was 
the writer of the letter, and that I suspected her to be no 
one else than the once beautiful Agatha Snow. At first my 
husband would not hear of my meeting this unknown 
writer-but what good and true wife ever failed to persuade 
her husband that her judgement was vastly superior to his ? 
He of course yielded after a little opposition, but stipulated 
that he should walk with me to the bridge and wait near to 
it, so as to be able to assist me at once in case of danger. 
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As . the hour of midnight came on, I confess I began to feel 
a httle nervous as to the result of my expedition, for the 
night was threatening, and the moon was at times hidden, and 
at times drifted angrily through a cloudy sky. The old Cathe
dral clock struck twelve as I stepped on to the bridge, and 
at the same time the moon was hidden by a long black cloud. 
It is not a cheerful bridge in broad daylight, with its dark 
corners, and its ghastly roof-paintings of the " Dance of 
Death," but then it seemed more than usually dismal : for, 
below, the dark Reuss was almost invisible, as it went 
gliding swiftly and silently along, except where it fumed and 
fretted against the timbers of the old bridge ; while the 
wind was howling in a dismal and discontented manner, as 
if it had conspired with the water to destroy the ' Miihlen
briicke,' and was made sulky by its failure. As the last 
vibration of the clock died away I stood in the middle of the 
bridge, and became conscious that there was a figure by my 
side, though whether it was a man or woman I could not 
determine because of the darkness. But I was not long in 
doubt. 

" Do I speak to Miss Hester - ?" I heard some one say · 
in a voice which, though scarcely fa�iliar to me, I thought 
I had heard before. 

" I  once was Miss Hester "-" I replied, " but my name 
is now changed. What information have you to give me 1" . 

" Come here, out of the wind," the voice replied, " where 
we can hear one another more easily." 

I felt my arm touched gently, and at the same moment 
the clouds broke and the moon burst forth in all her glory, 
and I saw before me the figure of a tall dark man : and fear, 
like unto the fear which I had felt long years ago in the 
haunted room, fell upon me. 

( To be continued.) 
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EIGHT B.A.'s stout from town came out M.A. degrees to take, 
And made a vow from stroke to bow a bump or two to make. 
Weary were they and jaded with the din of London town, 
And they felt a tender longing for their long-lost Cap and Gown. 
So they sought the old Loganus : well pleased I trow was he, 
The manly forms he knew so well once more again to see : 
And they cried-" 0 old Loganus, can'st thou find us e'er 

a boat, 
In which our heavy carcases may o'er the waters float ? "  
Then laughed aloud Loganus-a bitter jest lov'd he-
And he cried " Such heavy mariners I ne'er before did see ; 
I have � fast commodious barge, drawn by a well-fed steed, 
'Twill scarcely bear your weight I fear : for never have I see'd 
Eight men so stout wish to go out a rowing in a ' height.' 
Why, Gentlemen, a man of war would sink beneath your weight." 
Thus spake the old Loganus, and he laughed long and loud, 
And when the eight men heard his words, they stood abashed 

and cowed ; 
For they knew not that he lpved them, and that, sharply tho' 

he spoke, 
The old man loved them kindly, tho' he also loved his joke : 
For Loganus is a Trojan, and tho' hoary be his head, 
He loveth Margareta, and the ancient Johnian red. 
So he brought them out an eight-oar'd tub, and oars both light 

and strong, 
And bade them be courageous, and row their ship along. 
Then in jumped Casa Minor, the Captain of our crew, 
And the gallant son of Fergus in a ' blazer ' bright and new : 
And eWJlijr; <> KVAiyowy full proudly grasped his oar, 
And 'Iuuwv d XaAKovp'Yor;, who weighs enough for " four ; " 
For if Jason and Medea had sailed with him for cargo, 
To the bottom of the Euxine would have sunk the good ship Al'go. 
Then Pallidulus Bargoms, the mightiest of our crew, 
Than whom no better oarsman e'er wore the Cambridge blue. 
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And at number six sat Peter, whom Putney's waters know ; 
Number seven was young Josephus, the ever-sleepless Joe : 
Number eight was John Piscator, at his oar a wondrous dab, 
Who, tho' all his life a fisher, yet has never caught a crab : 
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Last of all the martial Modius, having laid his good sword by, 

Seized the rudder--strings, and uttered an invigorating cry : 
" Are you ready all ? Row Two, a stroke ! Eyes front, and 

sit at ease ! 
Quick March ! I meant to say, Row on ! and mind the time 

all, please." 
Then sped the gallant vessel, like an arrow from a bow ; 

And the men stood wond'ring on the banks, to see the " Old

'uns " row ; 
And Father Camus raised his head, and smiled upon the crew, 

For their swing, and time, and feather, and their forms, full 

well he knew. 
They rowed past Barnwell's silvery pool, past Charon's gloomy 

bark, 
And nearly came to grief beneath the R!Lilway rafters dark : 

But down the willow-fringed Long Reach so fearful was their pace, 

That joyous was each Johnian, and pale each foeman's face. 

They rowed round Ditton corner, and past the pleasant Plough, -

N or listened to the wild appeal for beer that came from bow : 

They rounded Grassy Corner, and its fairy forms divine, 

But from the boat there wandered not an eye of all the nine : 

They rowed round First-Post Corner, the Little Bridge they 

passed ; 
And calmly took their station two places from the last. 

Off went the gun ! with one accord the sluggish Cam they smote, 

And were bumped in fifty seconds by the Second Jesus Boat. 

TURGIDUS DEMEX. 
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TWO PICTURES. 
(H Home," and H The Silver Cord Loosed."l 

THAT the same hand should have given us " The Pursuit of Pleasure," " Hesperus," H Home," and " In Memoriam," will not appear strange to those who love to watch the ripening of an artist's mind, and see the subjects of his paintings, or his poems, ever deepening in human interest, howsoever graceful and fantastic were his earlier dreams. J. Noel Paton, whose " Oberon and Titania" secured popular favour at the Crystal Palace Exhibition, 1 8 5 1, and whose " Pursuit of Pleasure " was in later years an object of attraction to many thousand spectators, touched the heart of the nation when he painted " Home,-the Soldier's return." The yearning tenderness and grace of " Hesperus" leads us into a different world of thought, and appeals to a smaller circle of sympathy than the broad human interest of the .. Soldier's Return from the War." Too many were wrung with agony for the sufferings of beloved relatives, wounded and slain in the Russian campaign, to allow this noble picture to be received with indifference. Even in times of continued peace it would have spoken to all by its simple earnestness, but it was doubly impressive when it harmonised with recent recollections. The " In Memoriam "-an episode in the Sepoy insurrection, although impressive and admirable as a work of art, was less suited to be a favourite, from the painful 
nature of the subject. 

" Home," also, tells the story of bygone danger and 
present joy. In its quiet tenderness and pathos it is austerely 
true to nature. It is a cottage interior, glowing in the fire
light, and again evening. Newly returned, a wounded 
soldier is seated once more at his own hearth, wearied and 
faint with past suffering, and encircled by the arms of his 
young wife, who kneels before him, pressing her cheek 

.. A note on page 315. 
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��ainst his breast. Pale, and with closed eyes she leans there 
SIlently, the teal' stealing down her face, her lips parted, 
�lmost swooning from excess of joy and grief,-joy that he 
IS sa�ed, mingling with the agony of knowing him to be t�us 
�u�llated and feeble. His aged mother bends over hIm, 
hldmg her face on his shoulder. The baby in its cradle 
sleeps unconscious of what passes ; a solemn calm reigns 
throughout. In mournful tenderness the soldier enfolds his 
wife with his only arm. Thin and pallid, although bronzed 
by a foreign sun, his face tells of sufferings ; languor and 
gentleness are visible, yet the brow records courage and 
indomitable energy into the past. How often and how 
longingly, by the watchfil'e in the trenches, on his pallet in 
the hospital, and on the voyage home, has he yearned for 
this moment. His garments are tattered and dusty : his 
shoes shattered with long marches ; the armless sleeve of his 
coat, fastened to the breast that is decorated with medals ; 
the Russian helmet, brought as a trophy to please her who 
welcomes him ; all these assist to tell the story of his 
journey home, and of hastening before recovery of strength 
to seek the mother and the wife who long have prayed for 
him, and to gaze on the infant that has seen the light since he 
had left them for the war. 

By innumerable touches, graceful and unobtrusive, we 
are admitted to knowledge of what quiet life was led by 
that soldier's family while he was far away. We see this in 
the simple neatness of their attire, in the cleanliness and 
Qrder of the cottage furniture, the snow-white hangings of 
the bed, the clock ticking monotonously, the open Bible with 
the aged woman's spectacles, as she had hastily laid them 
down, when his long-absent tread was heard at the door ; 
the fishing-rod and violin near the old cabinet, revealing days 
of early comfort ; the little needle-box filled with all his letters 
from abroad, treasured and often re-perused, till every word 
has been learnt by heart ; the sewing-work hurriedly flung 
aside, the infant in its sweet healthy sleep, unmindful of pas.t 
anxiety and present rapture. The cheerful blaze of firelight 
is on the wearied man, as if in welcome ; and the distant 
church among the trees-seen through the window, where 
blooms the solitary flower which he planted long, long ago" 
-is noW silvered by the evening twilight, that falls lilte � 
benediction on the Soldier's Home. 

Such a picture, fitted to adorn all dwellings, aids to sanc� 
tify our daily work. What is before our eyes in the hours 
of leisure and meditation, of social kindness and of family 
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affection, should be worthy of our best regard. This pain
ting of " Home," and the masterly engraving from it also, is 
nearly as perfect in execution as it is lovely in conception. 
There is a holiness in its tender beauty. With the exception 
of one early picture, of the Saviour bearing the Cross, 
J. Noel Paton has abstained from that most difficult walk 
of art, in which so few modern Painters escape failure
the illustration of Scripture. Irreverence too often prompts 
to these rash attempts. 

But whatever he selects for subj ect, the work bears indica
tion of a pure and aspiring nature ; whether the gambols of 
the fairies who haunt the moonlit glade, the meeting of lovers, 
the mingling of chivalric daring and impassioned affection, 01' 
the anguish and religious faith of our own day. In daintiest 
imagery of works that held a tendency to allegory, with 
most minute attention to details, on which he conscientiously 
bestowed his patient labour, he never failed to shew true 
poetic nature. Ideal art has found in him an un flagging 
son of toil. His industry has been remarkable, and few men 
have united so many rich qualities of genius. A cold and 
repelling style of colouring was one of his few defects, but 
he has almost conquered this crudeness by incessant study 
and practice. Even now, however, there is too little resem
blance to flesh in some of his figures, which have, at times, 
the pallor of wax and the hardness of ivory. He has attained 
peculiar impressiveness with the deathly aspect of the dying or 
the dead, or of those labouring under intense emotion. His 
tendency towards the lurid and evanescent hues of twilight, 
seems to have assisted in fastening on his works an occasional 
ghastliness. In his drawing he is almost faultless, to the 
minutest detail of anatomy, costume and ornament, whilst 
the natural beauty of the forest, and the brake 01' field, he 
has pourtrayed with graceful fidelity. Already he has shewn 
a worthy commencement of an artist's career, a poet's life 
so far as aim and work can make it, and we cherish the 
thought that all his successes in the past, are little compared 
to what he may yet achieve in his new field of usefulness. 

" Love has he found in huts where poor men lie, 
His daily teachers have been woods and l'ills ; 
The silence that is in the starry sky, 
The sleep that is among the lonely hills." 

Yet the cheerfulness of spirit that pervaded his earlier 
pictures, has been of late years toned into something more 
sad and mournful. To his eyes which see beauty every-
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wh�re, is revealed much of the anguish and desponding gloom 

whIch underlie all the sunshine and many-featured time: 

Surely ther� have been many hours of melancholy musing in 

that busy lIfe of his, whilst labouring to record the beauty, 

and he could not help recording, half unconsciously, the 

sadness also. He has learnt to understand that mournful 

declaration of the material world being made subj ect to 

vanity, and in the reiterated failures of fulfilment, the 

promises made by leaf and blossom, that meet blight and 

rottenness before maturity," has been compelled to read the 

same law which is forced on our attention in crowded city 

or in dusty ohronicles of bygone time. No wonder is it that 

the messages he hears are not unfrequently of late the mourn

ful echoes of the preacher that " all is vanity," and that like 

the strange and richly-gifted daughter of the Yorkshire 

moors, Emily Bronte, he has thought with calmness on 

" The long war closing in defeat, 
Defeat serenely borne : 

Thy midnight rest may still be sweet, 
And break in glorious morn." 

Let us remember the sublime beauty of what Dean Mil

man says :-" The less of this cold earth, the more of 

heaven." In the hour of sorrow and of humiliation, it may 

also be that the soul perceives life is mel'ely a probation and 

a burden which it must soon lay down. It recognises death 

to be the last of earthly blessings, the last of friendly 

messengers that are bestowed on man. Not with the 

hysterical outcry of impatience, but with holy calm, are we 

intended to regard our removal. 

*' This subject is discussed with noble impressiveness by Bishop 

Ellicott, in one of his least known, but most spirit-stirring works : 

" The Destiny of the Creature." He observes regarding " the 

peculiar amplitude of the term ' vanity.' It is  not said that the 

creation was subject to death or corruption, though both lie in

volved in the expression, but to something more frightfully generic, 

to something almost worse than non-existence,-to purposelessness, 

to an inability to realise its natural tendencies and the ends for 

which it was called into being, to a baflied endeavour and mocked 

expectation, to a blossoming and not bearing fruit, a pursuing and, 

Dot attaining, yea, and as the analogies of the language of the 

original (Romans viii. 21,  22,) significantly imply,-to a searching 

and never finding." 
See also Dean Trench's recent University Sermons : " Th� 

Creature Subject to Vanity." 
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These thoughts press on us in quiet hours and do much 
to mould our lives, so that we walk more humbly yet more 
unfalteringly, than of old. Seldom absent from our mind is 
a remembrance of some one whom the earth holds no longer, 
and the solemn tones of that sublime requiem, the Dead 
March in Saul, linger on our ear. And of all the pictures 
that we have seen and loved, scarcely any has a firmer hold 
upon us than that one, by Joseph Noel Paton, which we 
first saw in the possession of a dearly valued friend (the late 
Edward Plint of Leeds), a picture without name, except that 
of " the Dead Lady." It bore, instead of title, a quotation 
from Isaiah, Ix. 1 9 ,-" The sun shall be no more thy light 
by day, neither for brightness shall the moon give light 
unto thee : but the Lord shall be unto thee an everlasting 
light, and thy God thy glory." 

The same picture, now being engraved, bears a title from 
Ecclesiastes, " The Silver Cord Loosed." This solemnly im
pressive work is, to our mind, one of Noel Paton's best. 
In intensity of tragic grandeur he has never risen so high 
elsewhere. He had been overmastered, lifted out of the 
mere conventionalities of art, by awe and anguish of personal 
sorrow, when he painted this. To some it may appear 
almost too real in its exhibition of death, although nothing 
repulsive or horrible is shewn. Doubtless, it was the 
depth and force of anguish, which was in the painter's 
own heart at the time, soon after the death of his mother, 
gave this strange fascination of sincerity to his work. Yet 
how truly has the etherealising influence of true art been 
manifested, by transfiguring the actual into what we see, 
instead of insulting the dead by literality of representment. 
He has felt the force of that warning which is spoken to 
every genuine poet, lest he bare too much of private grief to 
the public gaze :� -

" Be wise ! not easily forgiven 
Are those who setting wide the doors that bar 
The secret bridal chambers of the heart, 

Let in the day." 
(Tennyson. ) 

The picture shews two figures, a young man encircling 
with his arms a Dead Lady. In his desolate grief he lingers, 
whilst the darknes� gathers round them. In silent agony he 
clasps her who has been to him dearer than all the world. 
Nay, not her he clasps, but that which is left behind by her ; 

for all the life and light, the smiles and loving tenderness 
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and patience, which had made her known t o  him, have noW 

passed away, except from memory. The dead lady is 

sketched on her bier-like couch, her beautiful face seen as a 
darkened profile against the evening sky ; her eyes are half 

closed, her lips parted, the whole figure lying composed in 

the sleep of death. The mountains in the distance are coldly 

purple ; long bars of cloud are across the heavens ; the sun 

has set, and one pale star shines sadly,-seen through the 

Moorish arch which over-canopies the whole. In front of all 

sits the mourner ; his face, hidden from us, pillowed on the 

bosom which is cold to him for evermore. His cloak partially 

conceals his figure, and its heavy drooping folds increase the 

effect of that breathless awe which pervades the picture. 

For nothing stirs, nothing has stirred or changed except the 

deepening of shadows around and within, and only slowly, 

silently, will the light return ; the dawn of morning to the 

sky, the dawn of hope to the heart, as that glorious sym

bolising of the soul's resurrection is beheld, and the sun 

which shines upon the just and on the unjust leads the 

stricken heart to put its trust in Him who is the Sun 

of Righteousness. 
Sitting here, at this study-window, I see the picture 

vividly before me. And perhaps to each of us who have 

seen and loved that work of our Scottish artist, the remem

brance of some one Dead Lady, already laid to rest and 

seemingly forgotten by many who had loved her of old, may 

be often present, and yielding a strange enhancement to the 

charm that we acknowledge to have found in " The Silver 

Cord Loosed." 

Q�0 
DQQ,l} 
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THE EAGLE. 

A GHOST STORY. 

(Concluded from Vol. Ill., page 345.) 
AGAIN must I apologize to the reader for the fact that my 

excited feelings brought the last part of my story to an abrupt 
termination; the best apology that I can make will be to 
conclude as speedily as it is possible a story which I feel 
has already occupied far too much space in the columns of 
a Magazine so well known and so deservedly distinguished 
as Tlte Eagle. Let me then return at once " in medias res." 

Fear like unto, the fear which I had felt long years ago 
in the haunted room fell upon me. I stood in silence 
gazing on the handsome, though sombre features of my com
panion, and some minutes passed before I could ask him 
what object he had in this mysterious midnight interview. 

" Tell me," he replied, " before I answer you, tell me 
if you believe that long years of repentance can blot out 
long years of wickedness. If days spent in alms-giving, 
nights in sorrow and sleeplessness, seem to you to be any 
atonement for the sins of one's past life, then you will not 
refuse the hand of forgiveness to him who now stands before 
you, and to another as sinful, as unhappy, and as repentant 
as he is." 

" If," I replied, "you speak of Agatha Snow-for I cannot 
help believing that you are in some way connected with 

VOL. IV. B 
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certain events of my early life-1 have long forgiven her as 
heartily as I hope to be forgiven myself." , . 

"And what of him who now addresses you ?' he asked m 
an agitated voice, " can you extend to him who is far more 
g'uilty the same forgiveness?" " Convince .me of .your re
pentance," I replied, " and your offence wIll be mdeed a 
heavy one, if I, who stand so much in  need of forgiveness, 
cannot forgive it." 

" Thank God!" I heard him murmur to himself ; then 
handing me a sealed packet, " Read this," he said " at home, 
and remember that you have promised to forgive ; remember 
that the sins related in this narrative have been bitterly 
repented of ; and if, after you have read all, you can still 
forgive Agatha Snow and her wretched brother and accom
plice who now stands before you, come to the address which 
you will find written for you, and by your forgiveness throw 
one ray of hope over the last days of two repentant sinners." 

Nothing of any importance passed between us after these 
words ; my companion crossed to the opposite side of the river 
to that 'from which I had come, and I rejoined my husband 
who was beginning to be alarmed at my absence. On reach
ing our hotel, the first thing we did was to sit down to read 
the MS. which I had received, and the contents of which 
I shall lay .before the reader. The writing I saw was that 
of a woman, and I seemed to recognize it as that of Agatha 
Snow ; the only title of the n!lrrative, which I am going to 
translate, as well as I can, for the reader's benefit, was-

A CONFESSION. 
I write this account of my life, in which I intend to hide 

nothing, in the hope that it may at some time reach the 
hands of Miss Hester --, and that she and anyone else 
whom I may have injured may forgive me. I shall address 
this confession to Miss Hester --, partly because she is 
intimately connected with many of the events which I am 
about to relate, and purtly out of a feeling of love towards her, and a desire to obtain her forgiveness for an injury done to her. Should she think that sufficient atonement has been done by my confession, I ask of her to destroy this confession, and to banish it and the events which it relates from her memory for ever. It would be painful for me, and useless for the reader of'this confession, were I to enter into a description of my life previous to my marriage with Arthur Snow, my late mistress's butler ; it is enough for me to say, that till the day of my marriage my life had been one of 
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peace, innocence and happiness ; and, but for my marriage, 
I might even now have a conscience clear before God and 
man. I do not intend to defend my own guilt by laying my 
crimes at another's door ; whatever may have been Arthur 
Snow's guilt he has atoned for it by his death, at least in the 
eyes of man. I had not been married long before by acci
dent I disco�ered vhat I was married to a most profligate 
and lawless character ; in fact, that the man who was to 
be my partner for life lived by coining. 

It is needless now to describe how I strove to turn him 
to an honest life, how unavailing were all my tears, my 
reproaches, and my prayers ; how my horror was increased, 
when I disc01ered that my brother Edward, my youngest 
and best-beloved brother, was one of the gang ; .and how by 
degrees I myself left the paths of honesty, and became the 
most eager, the most crafty, and the most accomplished 
coiner of the gang. My husband died within two years after 
our marriage, but before his death he had entrusted to me 
a most important secret. Previously to his having turned 
coiner, he had, as he told me,  been guilty of several forgeries, 
in which your late uncle, Miss Hester, had been more or 
less implicated. Your uncle, though a wealthy, had always 
been an extravagant man, and I fear that he was induced by 
Arthur Snow, who, though only a butler, was much in his 
master's confidence, if not to participate in his crimes, occa
sionally to avail himself of money which he knew had been 
dishonestly got. A feeling of remorse at length drove him 
to take away his own life in the room which you know 
afterwards was called " the haunted room." My husband 
while a servant in the house had discovered that there was 
an underground chamber underneath this room, and con
nected with it by a secret passage ; this chamber was also 
connected with one of the canals of the town by an under
ground passage, and haq been formerly used by smugglers as 
a storehouse for their goods. 

Arthur Snow on his master's death determined to employ 
this secret chamber as a safe place in which he might coin 
counterfeit money, the only room in the house which was 
connected with it being uninhabited, in consequence of the 
awful death which had taken place in it. 

It was this chamber that was the scene of our illegul 
trade. One of our gang had a place as servant in your 
aunt's house, and, by judiciously inspiring a dread of the �aunted room into the other servants, secured us from any 

.,mterruption after night-fall. I must now return to my own 
.fI :J 
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history. After my husband's death, you might imagine that 
I must have at once given up my dishonest life. 

But alas! The excitement and the danger of our occu
pation, and a desire to share the fortunes of my brother 
Ed ward, determined me to follow the path of wickedness upon 
which I had entered. It was, however, the opinion of my 
accomplices that I could be of more use to the gang by 
obtaining the place of lady's maid to your aunt than by 
remaining with them. The servant in your aunt's house 
who had been in leaO'ue with us had incurred the displeasure 
of your aunt, and had been in consequence dismissed. . As 
you know very well I applied for and obtained the place 
of lady's maid to your aunt. Things went on very well, 
till one day to my horror we heard that the Haunted Room 
was again to be inhabited. Many were the anxious con
sultations which the gang held on the subject; and at length, 
contrary to my advice, it was determined that a Ghost should 
be got up for the occasion to terrify the first person who 
should invade our place of resort. My brother was the 
person who undertook to act the part of the Ghost. He was 
well acquainted with your aunt's private history, and being 
remarkably like your unfortunate uncle he resolved to 
represent him, and accordingly appeared for the occasion 
with one arm (your uncle had lost an arm some years before 
his death), and a ghastly cut across the ,throat. He thought 
that as your aunt's superstitious feeling about the room had 
made her refuse to let it be occupied for so many years, 
directly she heard of her husband's spirit having actually 
appeared in it, she would order the room once more to be 
shut up, and to remain uninhabited. 

How little he knew the strong mind and dauntless spirit 
of your aunt, the sequel proved too well. I who knew her 
better than he, and who longed to save you from the danger 
which threatened you, tried in vain to dissuade him from 
what he was about to do. At the same time, wicked though 
I was, I still had a heart left, and loved you with all of it 
that was left. But selfishness was stronger than love within 
me: I thought that the occupation of the haunted room 
would certainly lead to the detection of our hiding-place, and I argued with myself that the love of self-preservation was an �mpl� excuse for my conduct, and that it would be a squeamIsh pIece of folly if I were to expose myself, my brother, and my friends to certain ruin in order to save a youn� lady like you from one niO'ht of alarm. I will not descrIbe the horrors of that night,

O 
nor my own feelings of 
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remorse, when on the next morning I thought I was standing 
over your lifeless body; I found that my brother also was 
troubled in his conscience at the part he had acted, and 
positively refused to appear as the Ghost again, if the 
haunted room were occupied by a woman. Fortunately 
good Mr. Broadbrim was our next guest. Strange as it may 
seem, I can hardly help laughing even now, when I think 
of the account which my brolher gave me of his nocturnal 
interview with that sober gentleman, who then for the first 
time in his life forgot to address a stranger as "friend," and 
even to "thee" and" thou." The amusement produced 
by the absurd terror of this gentleman made my brother 
more reconciled to his character, and when I told him that 
his next victim was to be a general in the Indian army, he was 
perfectly delighted. But this time we knew our task was 
not so easy as before; and as my position in the house 
enabled me to go into all the bed-rooms, I was only too 
glad to be able to get at the General's pistols, while he was 
at dinner. He had imprudently talked in my presence of 
loading them, so as soon as he was at dinner I found my way 
to his room, and extracted the bullets. You know the rest, 
and how at one time our plot seemed likely to terminate in 
the crime of murder; I must go on to explain to you matters 
of which you are probably still ignorant. 

You remember the sudden manner in which I left your 
aunt's house, and you must have connected it in some way 
with the emotion displayed by me while reading the news
paper a few days before. In that paper I saw for the first 
time that several of our gang, my brothel' amongst them, had 
been arrested. My mind was soon made up j I resolved to 
leave your aunt's house, and to devote myself to effecting my 
brother's escape. I sp-all not attempt to give an account of 
my futile efforts at plotting his escape. They all failed; 
and as I knew the police were observing your aunt's house 
at �he time, and were also on the look out for the place in 
wInch we had coined all our money, I was in a state of 
terrible suspense; for had they discovered our underground 
chamber, they would have obtained positive proof of my 
b�'o�her's guilt. But I am thankful to say that with all their 
VIgIlance they were doomed to disappointment, and as they 
only had their suspicions and no evidence against my brother, 
he was acquitted on the day of his trial. But the gang was 
broken up from that time; the eye of the police was upon us; 
and ere long we migrated to England, that land whose 

� shores ever welcome the destitute and the oppressed. But 
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my brother and myself felt tired of and disgusted with our occupation, so, respecting the hospitality of England, we separated from our companions, and strove by leading honest lives to atone for our past offences. 
My brother managed to obtain a situation in a mercantile 

house, where by slow degrees he at length made a sufficient 
fortune to enable us to return to our native mountains. For 
the last few years we have been living at Lucerne, where, by spending our time and money amongst the poor, we have 
endeavoured to aton'e, as far as we can, for the misdeeds of the past. 

Thus ended this remarkable confession, which it is needless to add, I read with great attention and no little excitement and surprise. We soon found our way to Agatha Snow's house; she was still in many respects the Agatha of former days, a strange mixture of good and evil, though now the good prevailed, as formerly the bad had prevailed. As in her confession, so in her conversation, she could hardly at times abstain from laughing at the ludicrous points of the Ghost story. Still I believe, judging from her general demeanour as well as from the charity with which she gave to the poor, that she was truly repentant; and, when at length she died, respected by the rich and lamented by the poor, I felt confident that her end was peace. 

AMYNTAS. 
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MATHEMATICS, A SATLBE. 

[The following effusion is supposed to be due to a man who suffered 
much and long from want of appreciation on the part of Examiners. The 
Tripos-list (in which, instead of being a wrangler, he was but a few 
places from the bottom) drove him to desperation, and these lines, which 
were left behind in his rooms, are the consequence. The Editor has struck 
out several allusions to private tutors, which seemed to partake of a 
personal nature.] 

� 

WHEN the Chaldrean shepherds watched by night, 
And pondered on the distant worlds of light, 
In all the freshness of its youth arrayed 
A mighty science was to men displayed. 
As silen tly of old its votaries sat, 
And gathered i n  its laws-great truths, whercat 
The eye flashed bright-then Poetry's rare fil'e 
Was ever near to quicken and inspire ; 
Imagination owned the kindred twain ; 
Ah me! of old 'twas thus, a glorious reign, 
Ere Mathematics, harnessed to a tram, 
Was brough(to basest use of carting cram. 

But now-great Science hear my truthful lay !-
But now we never think-it doesn't pay: 
The age is paslled ; far wiser is our hope, 
Our high ambition hitS a larger scope; 
No more we strive to leave a mark for fame, 
To gain a mark is now our noble aim; 
To floor a paper, taking honest care 
Only to fudge a little here and there: 
This is our grand resolve, the worthy end 
'1'0 which our modern aspirations tend. 

Of old, how eager was the thirsty mind 
New laws and undiscovered truths to find ! 
How, as in earnest search the kindling eye 
Devoured each symbol-truth, the heaving sigh 
Would greet the closing page ! but now, forsooth, 
Our modern volumes, for our high behoof, 
Temper the rough wind to the shorn lamb's state
Omit A1·tS. 5-9, Chaps. VI.-VIII. 
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Now by the mystic v( -1) 
No more shall fearful looking volumes stun; 
Hence folio treatises, great tomes away, 
Rose-water mathematics have the day ! 
Now crown octavo volumes deftly bound, 
The royal road to learning's dome have found ; 
Macadamised and fair the way appears, 
And laureate honours droop on lengthened ears. 
Soon shall we have, as taste and art increase, 
Our books embellished with a frontispiece: 
And startled Euler scandalised shall view 
His propositions set in red and blue I 

Yet still with olden fame we can compare, 
Claim for our age its due inventive share, 
Speak of advance in mathematic lore, 
And point to grand results unknown before. 
Granted no wondrous laws repay our zeal, 
And little of the worltl our powers reveal, 
Yet we the old philosophers could show 
How to set a, b, 0 down in a row."" 

The glorious science lives, to flourish still! 
We differentiate with easy skill : 
Let not our learned era be defamed, 
Immense equations now, like dragons tamed, 
Defend in vain within their magic ring 
The doomed solution, such the force we bring. 
The glorious science lives ! and this its power, 
To bully some poor rider by the hour, 
Till worried, knocked about, and beaten well, 
It " comes out" -like a winkle from its shell. 
'Tis true, we grant, when yielded is our prize, 
It is not much in quality or size, 
But if the fox beneath your censure smart, 
At least bear tribute to the hunter's part. 

Uad Galileo's mind remained content, 
And had it on results like ours been bent, 
Those mild results which now our thirst assuage, 
In Mathematics' crown octavo age ; 
No inquisition, meddlesome or mad, 
Would ere have deemed his calculations bad ; 
Save haply when analysis had shown 
That half a man "can dig a ditch alone." 

• There is supposed to be some allusion to determinants here. 
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Here then our comfort ; if we aim not high, 
At least we fear no charge of heresy. 
The rash intruding spirit we disown, 
That dares to guess at suns and worlds unknown ; 
In humbler guise we are content to plod, 
And talk of fleas and spiders on a rod ! 

But hold my muse ; Dor venture on the ground 
That opens now, where conicoids abound, 
Or that profound abyss, infinity, 
Where all the asymptotes in limbo lie. 
Enough ; it yet remains to weep the age 
Of bygone enterprise, that would engage 
Freely with Nature's laws, mayhap to fall, 
Yet, stumbling grasp the treasure after all. 

May the day come, when men of stronger thought 
No more shall toy with science as in sport, 
Blow pretty bubbles, calculate their height, 
And mark them as they vanish out of sight, 
But turn to nature, and with strength of yore, 
Compel her to divulge her hidden lore. 

5, �t, ��J 
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" Knowledge comes, but wisdom lingers, and I linger on the shore, 
And the individual withers, and the world is mOl'e and more," 

TENNYSON. 

IN one of those noble libraries which are the pride and 
ornament of the modern capitals of civilization, there 

stood, amid throngs of frivolous loungers, two more thought
ful occupants. The one a youth, with intellectual forehead, 
bright hopeful eyes, and glowing cheek; the other a gray
haired man, whose pale and furrowed brow told of long 
years of patient study and research. 

" Ah ! " cried the first, as he glanced around at shelf upon 
shelf, chamber upon chamber, richly stored with the trophies 
of learning and genius, "what a field here lies before me ! 
many years of life still await me, how gloriously shall they 
be spent! how I burn to traverse these regions of thought, 
to know and feel what the wisest and wittiest of mankind 
have discovered, invented, or imagined; to study, estimate, 
compare, all the great philosophers, historians, and poets; 
and in such company, associating with such princely in
tellects, to myself become wise and great! " 

The other heard him not, but as he glanced around, his 
mind too was moved to meditation. 

" Ah !" he exclaimed, "how my estimate of this vast 
collection has altered since first I saw it! what a mass of 
l'ubbish I now see around me! what exploded error, garbled 
truth, facts belied, falsehoods invented, absurd pretension, 
intellectual quackery! Palimpsests-where lying monkish 
legends have smothered beyond the chemist's reach the 
utterances of more honest minds! Commentators-wresting 
from their text ideas the author never dreamed of! Editors
degrading some estimable name into a mere pedestal whereon 
to display their own ignorance and conceit! Truths, thinly 
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scattered though they be, repeateel t o  satiety, and so choked 
and overgrown withal by innumerable fallacies, that it were 
a matter of nice calculation whether mankind would not 
rather benefit by the destmction of the whole collection!, 
Verily, if anywhere, most of all in a great library like this, 
do the words of the preacher come home unto me, ' Vanity of 
vanities, all is vanity! ' " 

"The volumes seem to speak to me from the walls," 
continued the other, "inviting me to converse with them. 
Besides those glorious masterpieces of antiquity, of which 
I already know somewhat, how much is there in my own 
tongue awaiting me! The historians-how different and yet 
each with his peculiar charm! here, stately and measured 
narration; there, charming and inimitable diction; yonder, 
patient investigation and philosophic disquisition; beyond, 
eloquent and soul-stirring description; this one, like the 
miner in his dark recesses, lighting up and discovering 
obscure annals and forgotten epochs; the other, adorning 
and illustrating the noblest and greatest passages in the 
world's history. But all with the same aim, to instruct and 
elevate me, to take me beyond the little sphere in which 
I live, and make me wise with all the lessons of the past. 
There, too, are the poets and romancers-with what enthu
siasm shall I read them, finding there sympathy with all my 
emotions, food for the highest susceptibilities of my nature! 
How shall I delight to re-peruse and criticise them, com
paring their excellencies, illustrating their fancies, and 
making, what I most admire, part, as it were, of my own 
intellectual being! See too, where Science invites me, with 
her marvellous discoveries a.nd ever growing lore! How 
eagerly shall I investigate the laws of light and heat, of 
motion and of matter, of the great system in which I am but 
as a speck of dust or a grain of sand, go up to the first 
fountain of my being, the eternal and the everlasting, and 
learn at last, in contemplation of the Infinite, 'to look 
through Nature up to Nature's God! ' Once more, there are 
the divines and theologians, and, among them the keenest 
of intellects and the holiest of men. How will it be at 
once my duty and my delight to examine the credentials of 
my belief, to study its history, and to apprehend the philo
sophy of its ethics and its design! " 

"Looking at each department of knowledge here repre
sented," soliloquised the other, "how at variance are the' 
authorities! until like the quantities of a long equation, they 
neutralise each other, and the equivalent obtained in un-
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deniable truth, may be written down as nothing! See those 
shelves laden with historians, 'Quot libri, tot sententire,' 
this one reading events and their results in one light, that 
one in another, until scarcely the facts seem common. See 
the legends and fables there, the disregard for t�e �ost 
notorious circumstantial evidence here! Old hlstonans 
foolishly credulous, new historians. foolishly sceptical! U nti! 
one begins to doubt whether the professed writers of history 
have not rather obscured and rendered ambiguous what mere 
tradition had better preserved. The poets, too! what mere 
tinsel now appears what formerly I most admired! words 
which once flushed my cheek and made my heart beat 
quicker, how their light has died away! Where once I saw 
nothing but what was just, graceful, and sublime, how much 
of false imagery and meretricious ornament I now discern, 
how little that my judgment and fancy alike approve! Nor 
when I turn to where stand ranged the treatises of science, 
can I pretend to much more real satisfaction at the sight. 
Granted that I see much of unimpeachable, well established 
truth, how trivial is the amount when compared with the 
unexplored and the unknown! The sum of human effort 
seems, here, but to have lit, in a dark illimitable cavern, one 
tiny lamp, whose rays just suffice to show mysteries which 
the human mind shall never penetrate, labyrinths which my 
limited faculties shall never explore. Lastly, there are the 
stores of theology-what portentous volumes have mounted 
those shelves since first I saw them! debating not merely 
an isolated doctrine, but un teaching me half that I learned 
at my mother's knee, or confessed at the altar of my 
church." 

"But jf there be one thought," continued the youth, 
"which more than any other thrills me with enthusiasm, it is 
to think what a glorious prospect here opens on my age. 
With such a foundation, what a superstructure may we look 
to raise! So much error detected, so much truth established, 
with what increased freedom shall the human mind now 
travel on its onward path, sounding depths of natural science 
and rising to heights of philosophic thought undreamed of by 
the past generations! And it will be my grand privilege to 
help in this noble work-perchance to leave behind a name 
which posterity shall cherish and venerate! " 

The bell, that marked the hour for closing the library; 
now sounded; the reverie of each was broken, nor did the 
crowded thoroughfare prove very favourable to the con
tinuance of such meditations. Which of these thinkers was 
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nearer truth? or did the "golden mean" lie somewhere 
half way between the two? 

To be candid, we are bound personally to confess to ,a 
sensation of something like mental nausea, when surveying a 
huO"e library. That the feeling is more justifiable or natural 
th:n would be the loss of appetite at the sight of a magnificent 
banquet, from which we must rise, leaving un tasted many a 
tempting dish, we are not prepared to shew; but the fact 
remains, and we do undoubtedly contemplate with more 
complacency a certain niche in our own study, where we are 
not scandalised by names of authors, before unheard of, each 
stretching away on the backs of some dozen goodly octavo 
volumes. The sight of such vast· collections humiliates us. 
With the utmost industry and energy how small the fraction 
we can hope to make our own! Were it not better to give 
over the toil and trouble we are wont to expend on this 
fraction, and to take our ease in content and ignorance? 

" To sport �ith Amaryllis in the shade, 
Or with the tangles of Nerera's hair jl" 

The words of Sir Thomas Brown, in his Religio Medici, 
come back to us :-" There is yet another conceit that hath 
sometimes made me shut my books, which tells me it is 
vanity to waste our days in the blind pursuit of knowledge; 
it is but waiting a little longer and we shall enjoy that by 
instinct and infusion, which we endeavour at here by 
labour and inquisition. It is better to sit down in a 
modest ignorance and rest contented with the natural bless
ings of our own reasons, than buy the uncertain knowledge 
of this life with sweat and vexation, which death gives to 
every fool gratis, and is an accessory of 'our' glorification." 

We think, too, of that exquisitely beautiful plaint of 
one of our greatest modern writers, that on such occasions 
his feelings were like those which drew tears from Xerxes, 
on viewing his vast army, and reflecting that in one 
hundred years not one soul would remain alive. For to 
l�imself, witl� respect to the books, the same effect would be 
b1'ought about by Ms own deatl�. 

There is yet another view, more healthy as it seems to 
us than this, more rational than the ambition which would. 
grasp at all. It points to the subdivision of labour-a law 
in the intellectual as well as the physical progress of mankind. !,he age of admirable Cri ch tons has gone by. The man who, 
m the present day, should profess to speak with authority in 
all the many present subdivisions of human knowledge, 
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would be laughed at as a mere pretender. The age �s 
getting intolerant even of such sciolism as that of Fredenc 
Schlegel, who aimed at universality in literature simply ; 
but whoever, being possessed of fair abilities, will d�vote 
himself mainly to one section of Literature or SCIence 
and assume to know but that, will always command a 
hearing. 

An amusing article appeared a short time ago, in one of 
our most popular contemporaries, entitled " Why should we 
write more Books?" wherein it was argued with much 
humour, that i t  were well we should discontinue writing and 
take simply to reading. There were already more books in 
our libraries than we could read, supposing we were to 
allot, say half a century, as a breathing space wherein to 
make ourselves better acquainted with what we possess, and 
to accumulate some really new material for theory and 
practice to work upon. The laws of Nature rule, however, 
even in the domain of letters. As well might we expect 
that the years should pass, bringing no spring time, and 
yet-

H -with Autumn's yellow lustre gild the worM," 

as that the human mind should move onward, assimilating 
past thought, but producing nothing new. 

vVe remember once hearing it debated, and arguments 
of some ingenuity were adduced on both sides, whether the 
burning of the Alexandrine Library were not, after all, a 
benefit to the world. Without discussing the question, we 
would venture to suggest broadly, that no true philosopher 
would wish to see any past product of the human mind 
utterly lost to us. Though noticeable only for its folly and 
absurdity, it may yet be useful as a danger signal for the future. 
Many an incipient theory has doubtless been crushed in the 
shell by the discovery, on the part of its originator, that his 
craze, untenable and absurd though it may have been, had 
been anticipated by some centuries. An exploded book will 
sometimes serve, like the Irishman's sign post, to shew the 
way the road does not go. It may save the future traveller 
some fruitless steps. Failures and follies, to the wise, are 
bnt stepping stones to truth. 

A. 

TIlE DON. 

I WAS reading Mathematics 
Till my eyes were heavy grown, 

O'er Sir Waiter then I nodded 
Till to sleep I laid me down ; 

And methollght that Rokeby's Outlaw 
Laid his sword and buckler by, 

And in peaceful garb arrayed him, 
Here to live, to read, and die. 

I. 
Our fellows' grounds are fresh and fair, 

The banks are green, they say ; 
I'd rftther be an idler there, 

Than reading for the May. 
And as I passed through fair St. John's 

Beneath the turrets high, 
A Freshman envying the Dons, 

Was sighing dolefully: 
" Our fellows' grounds are fresh and fail', 

And college rooms are dreary ; 
I'd rather roam an idler there, 

Than study Lunar Theory." 

11. 
" If Freshman, thou of those wouldst be 

Who drink our college wine ; 
Thou first mmt guess what life lead we, 

Who at high tahle dine ; 
And when you've told the riddle o'er, 

As tell full well you may, 
Then tell me if you sti ll deplore 

That this is your first May." 
" Yet, sighed he, college grounds al'e fair, 

Ami college rooms are dreary, 
I'd rather roam an idler there, 

Than study Lunar Theory. 
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Ill. 
I read you by your chin smooth shorn, 

And by your tie so white, 
I read you for a curate, sworn 

To keep the Church's right." 
" Though curates must their schools inspect, 

And lengthy sermons write ; 
Their task is over with the day, 

Mine not till dead of night:' 
" Yet, sighed he, college grounds are fair, 

And college rooms are dreary, 
I'd rather roam an idler there, 

Than study Lunar Theory. 

IV. 
I read you by your limbs so large, 

And by your ponderous weight ; 
I read you for an oarsman good, 

Five in your college eight ; " 
" I list no more the starting gun, 

No more the coxswain hear ; 
No more along the banks I run, 

No more my comrades cheer. 
And oh, though fellows' grounds are fail', 

And college rooms are dreary ; 
Sooner than roam an idler there, 

I'd study Lunar Theory. 

V. 
Freshman, a mateless lot is mine, 

And mateless shall I die ; 
The gyp who serves you when you dine, 

Has happier life than I ; 
And when together we are met, 

And the port is getting low ; 
What might have been we all forget, 

Nor think what we are now." 
" Yet are the gardens fresh and fair, 

And college rooms are dreary ; 
I'd rather be an idler there, 

Than reading Lunar Theory." 

T. R. . 

THE QUEEN'S ENGLISH.-

DEAN Alford and Mr. Moon represent two classes who 
are just now doing much to mar the purity of our 

English. The former is a type of the school, who set up 
custom as their paramount guide in matters of language ; the 
latter of the followers of Blair and Kames, who would cramp 
all energy and nervousness of style by precise rules, such as 
none but a dead language will allow. That the Dean has 
done good by calling attention to common mistakes and 
vulgarisms is evident from the thoughtful letters which have 
furnished much of the material for his later papers, but this 
only makes his advocacy of Cl1stom versus grammar the more 
dangerous. I am not going to uphold grammar in Mr. 
Moon's sense of the word as applied to the writing of 
English : the language is too elastic, its power of assimila
tion too great, for its growth to be thus limited. But there 
are general and. universal laws of grammar, to which the 
language of civilized men is everywhere subject, laws equally 
binding upon the speech of Demosthenes, and the dialogue of 
Shakespeare. These laws are not arbitrary, but are founded 
on the common sense of mankind. Indeed it is this appeal 
to common sense which seems to have misled the Dean of 
Canterbury : though the comm

'
on sense of mankind is surely 

better shown by the principles which men have acknowledged 
for centuries, than by the changing fashio n  of an age of 
beavel' hats and crinolines. 

In defence. of these principles, and by consequence of 
pure English, I propose in this pape-r to examine some of 
the points discussed by Dr. Alford, and to touch upon some 
o�her questioNs which arise out of the subject. I simply 
VIew the matter as one of common sense grammar; I have 

. • A Plea for the Queen's English, by the Dean of Canterbury 
m Good Words for March, June, and Novemucl', 1863. 

VOL. IV. V 
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no knowledge of the sources of the English language which 
would justify me in taking any higher ground. 

In his first paper* the Dean says: "The ' to' of the in
finitive mood is precisely the same preposition as the ' to' of 
motion towards a place. 'JV ere you going to do i t ?' simply 
means ' Were you in your mental intention approaching the 
doing of it?' And the proper conversational answer to such 
a question is, ' I  was going to,' or ' I  was not going to,' as 
the case may be; not ' I was going,' or ' I  was not going,' 
inasmuch as the mere verb ' to go' does not express any 
mental intention. This kind of colloquial abbreviation of 
the infinitive comprehends several more phrases in common 
nse, and often similarly objected to, as e.g. 'ought to,' and 
' ougld not to,' ' neglect to,' &c., some of them not very 
elegant, but all quite unobjectionable on the score of 
grammar." 

I will return to the first-mentioned case by and bye. Let 
me say a few words on the general question. The infinitive 
mood may be called the noun form of the verb; it expresses, 
that is, the idea of the verb abstracted from the ideas of time 
and modality.t This is the true key to its use. A noun 
can stand in a sentence either as subject or object, and under 
these heads most of the uses of the infinitive can be classed. 
Now the English infinitive has two separate forms, but no 
inflexions. The form ' to have' comes, it is true, from an 
inflexional form of the Anglo-Saxon (Latham's Handbook of 
the Englis7t L anguage, p. 397), but examples will show that 
in the written language it is such no longer. Each of the 
forms is used, now as subject, now as object. 

Take the following: 
To err is human, to forgive divine. 
To be or not to be, that is the question: 

(where the position of the negative shows that the' to' is an 
integral part of the noun form.) 

And have is have, however men do catch. 
K. John, Act 1., Sc. 1.  

The use of  this form, however, as  subject is  rare. 
Which, though I will not practise to deceive, 
Yet, to avoid deceit, I mean to learn. 

K. John, ibid. 

• Good W01'ds, March, 1862, p .. 1 94, a. 
t In English, that is, and in fact in most modern languages : in 

the ancient the infinitive has an inflexion of time. 
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Since that thy sight which should 
Make our eyes flow with joy, hearts dance with comforts, 
Constrains them weep and shake with fear and sorrow. 

C'01'iolanus, Act V'I SC. 3. 
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The infinitive also occupies the place of the object in such 
phrases as "I will come," "I dare say," or " I  dare t() 
'say," as 

I durst, my lord, to wager she is honest. 
Othello, Act IV., SC. 2.· 

The uses of the two forms thus run almost pal'allel, ,to 
deceive,' , to learn,' being objects in the first passage, ' flow,' 
' dance,' 'weep,' ' shake,' in the second. The second form 
is only, it will be noticed, used with transitive verbs as a 

secondary object. 
Now it follows from this meaning of the infinitive, that in 

the case of ordinary transitive verbs the proper substitute 
for the infinitive standing as sole object is the same as it 
would be for a noun in the same place, namely, the neuter 
demonstrative ' it.' ' Do you wish to see this collection l' 
'I do wish it.' ' N  eglect to,' ' ought to,' and the like are 
consequently vulgarisms.t 

But besides these uses, there is another class which can 
scarcely be included in either of the former, as representative 
of which we will take the Dean's ' going to do.' The verb 
'to go' is essentially an intransitive verb, and the infinitive 
' to do' cannot therefore stand as its object. The explana�. 
tion of this class is to be sought not in the general laws of the 
infinitive, but in the special origin of the form ' to do.' 
, To' being, as the Dean remarks, the same as the ordinary 
preposition, expresses when combined with the noun form of 
the verb, the direction, object, tendency of an action. It is 
to this that we owe the use of the infinitive to denote purpose: 

" I come to bury Cresar not to p�'aise him," 

or consequence, as is the case after some adjectives and 
phrases like ' sucl� as,' &c. or even absolutely-

'If< Other instances of the so-called gerundial form of the infini
tive in early English following verbs, which generally take the 
objective form, may be seen in Dr. Latham's book. 

t If the Dean is not satisfied with ' I ought,' let him follow 
Shakespeare, COi'iolanus, Act m., Sc. 3. 

SIC. Answer to us. 
COR. Say, then; 'tis true, I ought so. 

c2 
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And you have slander'd nature in my form, 
Which, howsoever rude exteriorly, 
Is yet the cover of a fairer mind 
Than to be butcher of an innocent child. 

K. John, Act IV., SC. 2. 
It is to the former of these uses that the phrase " Are you 

going to do i t ?" belongs. It originally, I believe, denoted. 
actual motion, but subsequently was widened and at the same 
time contracted to its present use. The ' to' is an integral 
part of the infinitive :" if it were not, yet, being simply the 
mark of direction, whether actual or mental, it cannot have a 
place in the answer to the question any more than in the 
answer to the question " Are you goi ng to town ?" t 

There are several other illustrations of the use of the 
Infinitive as a noun form which I should like to bring 
forward, but must defer to another occasion. 

Connected with one of these infinitive forms are the 
auxiliary verbs shall and will, with respect to which I cannot do better than quote the definitions of Dr. Latham : 
" Auxiliary derived from the idea of future destination depen
dent upon circumstances external to the agent-shall. The 
same dependent upon the volition of the agent-will. Shall 
is simply predictive, will is predictive and pro missive as well." 

To denote simple futurity we use the form ' I  shall; ' thou 
wilt,' ' he will.' The reason is obvious. In our own case the 
event is either entirely independent of ourselves, or is made 
virtually so by the completion of the act of volition : in the 
case of others, courtesy supposes that their volition will 
always have free play, and the action be dependent upon it. 
If you want on the other hand to intimate to a man that you 
will use a pressure which shall make him no longer thus a 
free agent, you say ' You shall do this.'t Dr. Alford gives 

.. That it is so is seen by comparing the Frenchje vais faire with the German Ich werde thun. . 

t Morell classes together " I  am going to read," " I  am about 
to work," s�mewhat incorrectly. In repeating the second clause, 
• to work' would evidently be rendered by ' it.' 

:j: Coriolanus, Act m., Sc. 1 .  
A n  officer 

That with his peremptory ' shall'-wants not spirit 
To say he'll turn your. current in a ditch 
And make your channel his. 

I think the Dean's sentence " If you look through history, you 
shall find it so," (p. 439, b.) decidedly pedantic. 
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good ilYustrations of  the two cases o f  the use of  shall i n  the 
first person. ' Next Tuesday I shall b, twenty-one' -is an 

instance of an event plainly independent of my volition : 

while the traveller's angry words • I shall wri te to the Ti mes 
about this,' are to be explained according to the second 

account, viz. that the man's mind is already made up, and his 
writing is put in the class of things no longer dependent on  

his volition. 
Tne two expressions " He told me he should go up to 

town" and " He  told me he would go up to town," do not 
necessarily arise from the possibility of saying either ' I 
shall' or ' I  will,'''' but the one represents exactly the 
speaker's words, the other the courteous expression of them 
by the reporter. :The latter may express simple futurity, as 
well as a promise to go·t 

I am glad to see Dean Alford take up the cudgels for that 
much misused tense, the perfect, or present perfect, as Dr. 
W ordsworth very properly calls it. The tense is not a past tense 
at all, but denotes a present state, which is the result of 
some past action or course of action completed before the 
present time. That this is the case is shown in the dead 
languages by the position of the perfect among the primary 
tenses, and by passages like Virgil's well-known ' Troja fui t', 
which bring out most strongly this meaning ; and the 

'* Good Words for June, 1863, p. 440, a. 
t Since writing the above, I have met with some good remarks 

on the same subject by the late Archdeacon Hare i n  the Philological 
Museum, Vol . n. p. :219. He says: " Our future, or at any rate 
what answers to it, is, I shall, thou wilt, he will. When speaking i n  
the first person, w e  speak submissively ; when speaking to o r  of 
another we speak courteously. In our older writers, for instance i n  
our translation o f  the Bible, shall is applied t o  all three persons ; 
we had not then reached that stage of politeness which shrinks from 
the appearance even of speaking compulsorily of one another. On 
the other hand the Scotch use will in the first person ; that is, as a 
nation they have not acquired that particular shade of good-breed
ing which shrinks from thrusting itself forward." 

In a conversation which I had recently with a foreigner, another 
apparent exception was started. A question having arisen about 
the derivation of a word, he said, " I  shall look in Grimm's 
Worterbuch." Why do we say will, and not shall, in such a sen
tence ? By the same rule of courtesy, which dictates that such an 
act, to oblige another, must be expressed as a distinct exercise of 
Our own will, and no mere passive compliance with circumstances. 
T?at is, the expression is u pro missive as well as predictive." 
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use of the present of the auxiliary verb to have to form 
it is the testimony of modern languages to the same 
fact. Indeed I do not know whether it would not 
be better to abolish altogether the practice of calling 
, I have jOU'lid' a tense of the verb ' to find.' Strictly 
speaking, the English verb has only two tenses, pre
sent and past ; the other so-called tenses are all combinations 
of the present and past of other verbs, with the infinitive or 
one of the participles of the verb in question. In the sen
tence " I  have found a book," the word found is as 
unalterable under any inflexion that the verb have may 
undergo as any adjective could be, and can be regarded only 
in the same light as an adjective. Modern European lan
guages give a good illustration of this. Tb,e German has its 
predicative adjective invariable, and therefore makes no  
change of  gender, to  suit the participle to  the object ; but 
points to the same conclusion by always putting the participle 
last, " Icn habe ein Buch gefunden." But the French and 
the Italian make the participle agree in number and gender 
with the object when that object has preceded the verb, as 
in relative objective sentences : " J'ai tro�tve des livres," "Io 
lw trovato dei libri /' but " Lea livres q�te j' ai trouves ;" " I  
lib ri, ch' io 71,0 trovati." (The fact that the gender is invari
able, when the object follows the verb is explained by the 
usage of all languages, to suppose an object, until it be 
mentioned, to be of some particular gender, &c. In English 
and German it is the neuter ' it £s,' ' es ist ;' in French and 
Italian the masculine as the more worthy.) 

Now let us examine the case it propos of which the 
Doctor's remarks are made. In the second paper- he had 
used the words " Dr. Donne in King James the First's 
time, preaches on them, and quotes them over and over 
again in this sense." To this a correspondent objects that, 
as Dr. Donne has been dead 200 years, he ought to say 
'preached' and not 'preaches.' I think he is right in his 
conclusion, but not in the way by which he reaches it. The 
Dean justly observes, that the present and presen� perfect 
are properly used in speaking of authors who bemg dead 
yet speak to us by their works. " ';V e should say ' Dr. 
DOn?�e ltas explained this text thus and thus ;' not ' Dr. 
Donne explained tlte text thus and thus . '  This latter sen
tence would bear a different meaning." That is, we call 
attention to the permanent record of his explanation, still 

"" Good W01·d" for June, 1863, p. 431, b. 
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current, and its influence upon subsequent comments, not  to 

the mere fact of explanation. But after the addition of the 

mark of time,· " in Jarnes tlte First's reign" this is no longer 

possible ;  we are bound down to the one instant of the 

preterite-we must either say 'preached,' or use the liisto1·i c  
present ' preaches.' The accurate form o f  the sentence would 

be " Dr. Donne in King J ames the First's time preached on 

them, and quotes them, &c." the present ' quotes' shewing 

that the quotation still remains. 
I do not think that the sentence, ' Dr. Donne explained 

this text thus or thus,' bears the meaning put upon it by 

the Dean, namely, that the book containing the explanation 

is lost. The meaning of the preterite as distinguished from 

the perfect is always, that the effect of the particular action 

of the verb is looked upon as transitory, not permanent. 

Apply this distinction to the present case, and you have the 
meaning which would, I think, be naturally put upon the 
sentence ; Dr. Donne explained it so, but his explanation has 
been since then exploded. So with the sentence, " Livy 
told us," the telling has no permanent effect. This may, 
I think, mean either that the books in question are lost, 
or that the researches of modern scholars have proved the 
erroneousness of the statement. 

It has often been matter of dispute whether tlwn is to 
count as a conjunction or a preposition, i. e. whether we are 
to say " less than I" or " less than me." AlfoI'd decides for 
the latter on the strength of Milton, Paradise L ost, ii. 299, 

Which when Beelzebub perceived, than whom, 

Satan except, none higher sat. 

" Titan who," adds the Dean, " would be intolerable ; and 
this seems to settle the question." 

But take another example, " Sit not down in the h ighest 
room lest a more honourable man than thou be bidden of 

him :" would not than thee be equally intolerable ? 

As a matter of pure grammar than whom is wrong. 
T1Lan is the same word with then (Donaldson, New Oratylus, 
§ 200), so that " he is taller than I "  means " he is taller, 

• This point may be illustrated by a quotation from the Cam

bridge Clwonicle, Nov. 7th, 1 863. " On the evenings of Monday, 

Tuesday, and Wednesday of this week, Mr. E. T. Craig has ueli

vered a course of lectures," &c. Substitute �' during this week" 

for the names of the days, and the perfect is right. 
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then (i. e. next in order) 1."* It is best to adhere to this 
grammatical rule (violated, I confess, by many good writers) 
for another reason. The sentence " I  like you better than 
Mm," supposing tl�an to be a preposition, is ambiguous ; i t  
may mean, " I  like you better than he likes you," or " I  li lee 
you better than I like him." Keeping than as a distinct con
j unction, the former sentence is expressed by " I  li/f,e you 
bettm' than he," and the ambiguity avoided. 

-What then should lead us to accept Milton's than 
whom ? Chiefly, I believe, considerations of euphony which 
in the inverted order of poetical sentences sometimes over
throw grammar. Take the sentence " Satan sat higher. 
Higher than who 1" or " Socrates was wiser, Wiser than 
who ?" ; and I do not think ' than who' is intolerable. 
But with the relative it is otherwise. There would be the
same harshness about quam qui or f} [J�, but we unfortunately 
have no genitive ov or ablative quo to resort to. So our 
poet takes the whole idea ' Mgher than,' and gives it the same 
regimen as its equivalent word ' above.' 

'Ve might be tempted to make than a preposition as 
well as a conjunction, on the analogy of except. But the 
analogy is a false one. Except is the imperative of a 
verb, whose object may be ( 1 )  the objective case of a noun,. 
including of course the infinitive of the verb ; (2) an objective 
s-ent.ence which, as expressing a hypothesis, is put in the 
subjunctive mood. 

Somewhat akin to the dispute about than is another
about the word like. Is it an adjective only, or is it also 
used as an adverb of manner 'I That is, can the sentence 
" like lie was" stand ? I think the Dean is quite right in 
putting it altogether under ban. 

Again, what shall we say of the following sentence ?-
They choose their magistrate, 

And such a one as he, who puts his ' shall,' 
His popular ' shall,' against a graver bench 
Than ever fro.wned in Greece. 

Cm'iolanus, Act III., SC. 1.  

oJ(. Shakespeare uses it thus witllout a comparative (for the previous 
' rather' seems not to belong to it) , As you like it, Act m., Sc. 2 :  

As loving yourself than seeming the lover of any other. 
Note also a peculiar use i n fVinter's Tale, Act IV., SC. 3 :  

Not hold thee of our blood, no, not our kin, 
Far than Deucalion off. 
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Undoubtedly " such a one as  him" is better for ordinary 
use, for the simple reason that it avoids an unnecessary 
ellipsis. 

A correspondent of the Dean's asks whether it is
not incorrect to say " He is not as tall as his brother ? "  
I should say certainly not, whether you regard the reason 
or the custom of the th ing. You do not say " Is he so tall 
as his brothm' ? "  but that is no proof of the converse. The 
reason of the preference for the negative form of the ex
pression " He is not so tall as his brother" is pretty plain. 
" As tall as his brother" merely fixes an inferior l imit of 
height : " So tall as his brother" fixes a distinct and definite 
height. -When I ask whether a man is as tall as his brother, 
I want to know whether he is at any rate not under his 
height, not IV bether he is exactly of the same height. Now 
as a general rule of language ' not equally' is taken to 
signify ' less ' : therefore " not so tall" means under the 
fixed limit of height, and is the most accurate way of re
plying in the negative to the above question, At the same 
time the other answer,  by negativing the inferior limit 
together with all superior heights, simply contains the other 
answer plus a superfluous addition. The Dean is not right 
in implying that the affirmative sentence " the one is equally 
goorl with the other" is equivalent to " the one is as good as 
the other." 

-Whilst I am upon this subject let me observe that the 
phrases not so great, bzd, and the like, followed by a verb, 
are not, as many persons think, colloquialisms to be avoided 
in writing-but expressions used by good writers, and de
fensible on grammatical grounds. Take the following instance 
from the Taming of the Shrew (Act 1., Sc. 1 ), " Their love 
is not so great, Hortensio, but we may blow our nails 
together, and fast it fairly out." The second clause de
fines_ the so, and the but may be paraphrased by ' on the 
contrary.' 

The question arises here how far the omission of that, 
be it conjunction or relative, is allowable. Dr. Alford, 
speaking of the position of the prepositions in relative 
clauses, says '" You're tlte man I wanted to have some talk 
with,' would always be said, not ' You're tlte man with whom 
I wanted to have some talle,' which would sound stilted and 
pedantic." Insert that or whom after man in the former 
sentence, and you have a grammatical sentence, which, 
I grant, runs more easily than the second. But without 
the relative the sentence is neither grammatical nor indeed 
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intelligible, except when the growing tendency to be oblivious 
of grammar has made us expert at deciphering such combi
nations. This is just the sort of slipshod writing and tal�ing, 
which I think all men of ed ucation ought to protest agamst, 
and by their example to condemn. 

As a conjunction in such phrases as only that, but tltat, 
(so) as t/tat, 1 believe that is better left out. 

A word about participles. The English language. ?as 
only two, the participle of the incomplete action, wntzng, 
and the participle of the complete action, written. " The 
letter being written" is sensible English, and denotes that the 
writing is finished-but " The letter was being written" is 
nonsense, for it attributes incompleteness to a completed 
action. The Dean very justly gives us the proper expression 
in writing or writing. I cannot help thinking that we 
have to thank those. who prefer custom to rule for the 
loss of the good old equivalent of the former expression, 
awriting, which would have saved us so m uch bad 
grammar. At any rate I hope my fellow Johnians will 
not, with Dr. Alford, think it " vain to protest against this 
combination of past and present participle, or even to 
attempt to disuse it one's self." 

. An interesting paper might be written on the formation 
of the perfect tense of English verbs, by means of the 
auxiliary verbs to have and to be. How shall the boundary 
line be defined ? Come and go certainly require to be ,. so 
do many neuter verbs. We do not say, " the flower has 
faded," but " the flower is faded;" but yet we say, " she 
has fainted" not " she is fainted." The sentence which one 
sometimes hears, " he has died since then," is a barbarism; 
but " he has lived there a long time," is the only admissible 
form. Any one that will work this vein will confer a benefit 
on his native language, and will be the means of preventing 
much inaccurate writing. Perhaps, however, we can hardly 
expect to find any logical system involved in the usage 
when we start with the glaring inconsistency of " I  have 
been." The French go with us in this particular, the 
Italians and Germans are more logical. 

While on this subject, let me add a caution against another 
barbarism. There are a few words originally adj ectives 
derived from Latin participles which have come to be used 
also as verbs, such as ' degenerate,' ' regenerate.' We 
meet now-a-days with such expressions as " it has (is ?) 
degenerated," " a  pealc is serrated." I question the propriety 
of these forms. The Prayer Book settles the matter as 
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regards one of  the words ; " except he be regenerate and 
born anew."· 

The absolute use of the participle is another subject 

which admits of closer research than has been given to it. 
Here is a good exam ple for analysis : 

For that which thou hust sworn to do amiss 

Is not amiss when it is truly done ; 
And being not done, where doing tends to ill, 
The truth is then most done, not doing it. 

K. John, Act Ill., Sc. 1. 

To turn to another subject : 
The rose by any other name would smell as sweet. 

How sweet the moonlight sleeps upon this bank. 

The moon shines bl'ight : in such a night as this, 

When the sweet wind did gently kiss the trees, &c. 
Merohant of Venioe, Act v., Sc. 1. 

Colts, bellowing and neighing loud.-l bid. 

What part of speech is b1'igld, and why should we make 

the difference between " shines bright " and " kiss gently" ? 

These are two questions which Alford has not satisfactorily 
answered. Bright is an adjective, and I think I can show 

that it is used in accordance with the common-sense prin
ciples of grammar. In the phrases " he seems anxious," 

" he loolcs pale," anxious and pale are adjectival predicates, 
just as much as the word happy in the sentence " he is 

happy." Since however the verb itself contains the primary 

predicate, they are called by grammarians secondary pre
dicate. Anxious is therefore of the masculine gender. 
" The moon shines brigltt," " the rose smells sweet" may 

possibly be explained in this way. A reference to the Latin 
suggests another possible solution. As in the corresponding 

adjective suaveolens, sweet may be a neuter adjective, agree
ing with the noun idea of quality implied by the verb, as 

in -the paraphrases " the rose has a sweet scent," " the 

moon gives a bright light." Whichever solution be adopted, 

(and to this I may return on another occasion, when I have 

leisure to test the two by examples from good authors,) 

the words are used strictly as adjectives, and from both 

rules it follows that the use of the adjective will be con

fined to verbs of passive quality, and cannot be extended 

<j(o It might be thought that the verb ' to regenerate' was of 
later origin : but see the service for Private Baptism, " it hath 

pleased thee to regenerate this infant." 

.. 
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to verbs of action, or of active quality. We say " the 
rose smells sweet," but we cannot say " the man smells 
keen." An exception must be made in favour of such active 
verbs as admit of what is called " the accusative of cognate 
signification," as to walle guide, to talk loud, to breathe soft, 
or as in Shakespeare, Comedy of Errors, Act nI., Se. 2 :  

Look sweet, speak fair, become disloyalty.'" 

These then are the two uses of the adjective in the 
predicate. 

The number of verbs which admit only the adjectival 
form is limited : there are many which admit the use of 
either the adjective or adverb ; for instance 

A substitute shines bl'ig7ttly as a king 
Until a king be by. 

Merchant of Venice, Act v., Sc. 1. 
And compare the next line but seven, 

The crow doth sing as sweetly as the lark 
When neither is attended : 

with Tennyson's beautifnl lines 
And as the sweet voice of a bird, 

Heard by some lander in a lonely isle, 
Moves him to think what kind of bird it is 
That sings so delicately clear, and make 
Conjecture of the plumage and the form ; 
So the sweet voice of Enid moved Geraint. 

The verb to read belongs, as I believe, to the latter class, 
and while " to read oddly" is correct, just as H to sound 
oddly" might be, " the sentence would read rather odd" is 
perfectly legitimate. t 

The Dean's theory that it is only monosyllabic adjectives 
that are thus used is scarcely tenable.f " It looles elegant," 
" it ta�tes delicious," are surely not incorrect : " it tastes 
deliciously" would be absurd. There is. a line in Tennyson's 
Vivien, which some such idea has, to my mind, marred : 

How hard you look and how denyingly ! 

.. Look sweet-sweet is here a neuter accusative for look = put 
on a look. The expression ' to look nice' may belong to either 
class, as that cake looks nice, where nice is in agreement with oake : 
she loo/,s nice, where nice is the neuter if the phrase is taken in 
its usual meaning : " the general effect of her appearance, dress, 
&c. is pleasing." 

t Good Words for June, 1863, p.  433 b. 
t Good W01'ds for November, p. 766. 
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To put the two on a parallel, to look hard must be taken 
in the colloquial sense of to stare, which evidently is not 
meant. 

How hard you look and how denying ! 

expresses, I think, far more clearly the poet's meaning, when 
he speaks of a hard look. 

Why should we say good-looking but well-favoured ? 
Because favoured is an adjective, and adjectives are qualified 
not by adjectives but by adverbs. There is one exception 
to this in the use of much with the comparatives and superla
tives (?) of adjectives of extent. That mud� in such phrases 
is a neuter adjective is shown I think by a reference to the 
more definite phrases, " ten feet longer," and the like. 
I remember only one other instance " Thy commandment 
is exceeding'" broad." 

This accusative of extent is admitted only with reference 
to superficial measures, not with reference to measures of 
quantity or capacity, so that Dr. Alford is using a false 
analogy when he argues from " ten feet broad" the correct
ness of " thz's broad" (of whi.ch I have my doubts) and 
thence deduces the equal correctness of " this mucl�," which is 
a decided barbarism. Till you can say " a  gallon mucl�" or 
" a  bushel mucl�" you have no right to say " tMs much."t 
The reason is definitely fixed by grammarians_ Every case 
has its distinct meaning as connected with space and 
motion, as every one who has learnt the prepositions in his 
Greek Grammar knows. The accusative denotes the space 
passed over, and in using the expression ' a wall ten feet 
higl�,' or ' murus decem pedes altus,' I point out the fact 
that to reach the top of the wall from the ground, I must 
pass over ten feet of linear space. But how are we to apply 
this definition to solid content ? It is evidently impossible, 
and therefore we must be content with the more grammatical, 
if lees striking, thus much or so much. 

Another question arises in connexion with these measures 

"" This is probably an instance of the use of the adjective 
strictly for the adverb. Cp. Twelfth Night, Act v., Sc. 1 : 

For his sake did I expose myself, pure for his love. 

t There are two apparent exceptions : this full and a gallon 
full. The latter is on the same footing with ' a  pitcher full :' 
in the former the this is indicated by pointing and is of lineal' 
measure, " up to this point, or height." 
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of space, &c. ; ought we to say H these seven years," or H tMs 
seven years" ? Both are found : 

This woman, whom Satan hath bound, 10 ! these eighteen 
years.-Luke xiii. 16. 
and 

Who for this seven years hath esteemed him. 
Taming of the 81�reto, Induct., Se. ! .  

In the former passage, the use of the plural calls 
attention to the continuousness of the disease, and suffering. 
If I may illustrate from the French, the former would 
be expressed by annees, the other by ans. The case is 
therefore parallel with that of nouns of multitude, which 
take the singular or plural according as the thing signified is 
looked upon as a unit, or as an aggregate of units. In this 
light we may defend the following strange construction ; 

0, then we bring forth weeds 
When our quick minds lie still ; and our ills told us 
Is as our earing. 

Antony and Cleopatra, Act I., Se. 2. 
where our i lls = tlte catalogue of our i lls. (It is perhaps 
more probable that " our ills told us " = "  the telling to 
us of our ills," making a participial subject like Tacitus' 
H quum occisus dictator Cresar aliis pessimnm, aliis pul
cherrimum facinus videretur.") 

Dean Alford (p. 194)  supports the expressions t where 
to,' and ' wllere from,' in questions, as opposed to what 
he calls the pedantic (I) whither', and whence, and he is sup
ported by custom and grammar, for prepositions go�ern 
adverbs, e.g., for ever, till now ,' but why do people say, 
Hfrom hence i t  i s," " he comes (r'om thence" ? The ex
pression is utterly indefensible. 

A friend has suggested to me that there is some difficulty 
in the use of witll and by : are you to say " enclosed with 
a wall " or " enclosed by a wall " ?  Strictly speaking, by 
denotes agency, but it is used in a wider sense ; witll in such 
sentences always denotes the instrument. So that I should 
then, and then only, use wz"th, when I wished to denote the 
wall as an instrument in some one's. hands, that is, when I 
referred to the original act of enclosure, e.f!. " Aurelian 
surrounded Rome witll a wall ; "  but " Rome IS surrounded 
by a wall, built by the Emperor AUl'elian." 

Dr. Alford objects to the sentence H Cambridge has 
educated a Bacon, a Newton, a Milton." Now compare this 
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with the sentence, " Cambridge has educated Bacon, 
Newton, Milton ; "  and every one will feel at once that 
there is a difference in meaning. The latter simply states 
the fact that three men named Bacon, &c. were educated 
here ; the former brings out the preeminent distinction 
of the men. The article corresponds to the Latin i lle. As 
to the use of the plural of propel' names, when a proper 
name is used as the type of a class, it descends to the level 
of a class-name, or common noun, and is capable of the 
same combinations. The usage is a very old one. Plato 
speaks of the giants in argument of his own time as 
'Hp aICA.E €<) ICal 0T}O"E€<),*' and we commonly enough say 
ourselves, that a strong man is a very Rercules. The 
demagogue is called the Cleon of his day ; the patron of 
letters is a Mrecenas. This is not mere colloquialism, but 
has the support of one of the best masters of English, the 
poet Gray : 

Some village Hampden, that with dauntless breast 
The little tyrant of his fields withstood ; 
Some mute inglorious Milton here may rest, 
Some Cromwell, guiltless of his country's blood. 

There is one more question of Syntax in the ' Plea ' which 
1 wish to speak of, namely, the order of words. Of only 
I have nothing to say. Of both I have. Shakespeare, i n  
the passage quoted from the Tempest, Act I., Sc. 2 : 

Having both the key 
Of officer and office, set all hearts ill the state 
To what tune pleased his ear : 

is wrong if he means the key of officer and the key of office, 
and is not to be followed, because he violates a law, not of 
Lindley Murray, but of common sense grammar. I might 
quote the preceding lines : 

Being once perfected how to grant suits, 
How to deny them, who to advance, and who 
To trash for over topping, &c. 

as authority for ' her doesn't belong to we.' Let us examine 
this matter. There are brackets in composition as well as 
in mathematics, and any term which belongs equally to 
every term within the bracket, must be pnt outside the 
bracket. Supposing the Dean's interpretation true, (which 

• Tlte<Etet. p. 169, c. I print it in G)'eek because of my 
ignorance of the correct plural of Heroules and Theseus. 
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I doubt,) the above sentence is as wrong as it would be 
�o write ax + y for a (x + y), for the b�tlt in such a cl�use 
IS the first member of the bracket. 1he Dean certamly 
does violate the rules of good English when he says " they 
broke down both the door of the stable and the cellar ; "  nor 
does it appear to me the plain colloquial form which .he 
thinks i t  to be. Persons accustomed to speak good Enghsh 
would say either " the door both of the stable and the 
cellar," or " both the door of the stable and that of the 
cellar," a form which does not seem to have occurred to the 
good Dean's mind. I m ight by my system of brackets 
write " both the stable and the cellar door ; "  but I should 
fall under his displeasure more seriously, for he objects to 
the combination " Old and New Bookseller." 

I had almost forgotten to notice the special pleading in  
defence of  that most hateful barbarism ' those sm't of things.' 
The Dean seems to think that there is a natural tendency in  
the human mind to  set grammar a t  defiance, and quotes in 
its favour the well known attraction of the Greek relative 
and antecedent. It is to be hoped that his anticipation, that 
the inaccuracy will ultimately be adopted into the language, 
will not be fulfilled. 

Let me add a few words on some questions of orthography. 
The Dean repeats the arguments for favour versus favor, 
but does not mention that the same reason upholds favorable, 
honorable, as opposed to favourable, lwnourable," which are 
contrary to all analogy, and law of derivation. Having 
originally included neigMour in the list, he withdraws it 
in his last paper.t He says, " This has come from the 
German ' nachbar,' and it is therefore urged that an exception 
should be made in its case to the ending in our, and it 
should be written ' neighbm·.' I am afraid the answer must 
be, that English custom has ruled the practice the other way, 
and has decided the matter for us. We do not follow rule 
in spelling the other words, but custom." 

But what rule could possibly be alleged for rendering 
the German bar by bor rather than bour ? Take the word 
harbour, which is connected with the German " her
berge " ;  why should we spell it harbor ? We get no 
further clue thereby to its derivation. His principle is right 
thus far, that the spelling which custom has fixed, is not 
to be interfered with, except some reasonable cause can be 

• Archdeacon Hare in the Philologioal Museum, Vol. I., p. 648. 
t Good Words for November, p. 756. 
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shown for the change. This i s  not a t  all a case ·'Of -custom 
against rule. With regard t.o the other words, senator, 
orator, governor, the former two may have come rilirectly from 
the Latkn , the last is rightly spelt 9(fJvernoUh'. 

Latin derivatives in -tz'on are formed, not from the present 
tense of the verb, but from the past participle, as is seen in 
words in -ation, and iil'l SUlCh WOl'G.S as cON'ection, prohibiti,(Jn : 

it is therefore incorrect .to write connection, rejlection, the 
true form being connexion, rejle:don. No one would think 
of writing flection. 

Enclose is another word which is often wrongly spelt. 
The second syllable shows that it is derived to us through 
the French ; and therefore we write en not ·in. The 
reverse mistake is .made with inquire, which, with its 
oclerivatives inquest, inquisitive, &c., comes directly from 
the Latin. Expense is another Latin word which without 
any reason is sometimes corrupted into expence. 

The Dean has some useful notes on pronunciation , espe
cially of Scripture names. It pains one's ear to hear so often 
in a College .chapel, 'Of aU places, the word T.imothef),s, a 
trisyllable, instead of Timotheus, a quadrisyHaMe. Covetio'U$ 
too 1.S very common. 

As to Zabulon, I believe that Dr. Alford and the Greek 
are wrong. I know nothing of Hebrew, but am told that 
Zalii1lon, is the right pronunciation. 

We hear the word princess very often now, and not 
seldom mis-pronounced. On the analogy of duchess, countess, 
&c., it is prancess, not princess, nor princiss. The unac
.centuated short ' e '  and ' i '  are, I think , a crucial test 
'of English pronunciation, just as the pure ' u '  is of con
tinental lang�ages. If a man says rebil (noun) or evle, you 
may be sure there is a screw loose in his English. 

A lford quotes the use of party for an individual, from 
the Tempest, Act 1 1 1 .,  Sc. 2. 

STEPHANO : How now shall this be compass'a ? Can'st thou 
bring m.e ta the party ? 

CAI,mAN : Yea, yea, my lord ; I'll yield him thee asleep, where 
tbou may'et knock a nail into :his 'helld. 

Here is another instance : As you like it, Act n., Se. '1 .  

JAQUES : Why, who cries out o n  pride, 
That can therein tax any private party ? 

My desi�'e is to s�imu.late the discussion of these points; 
and I think I cannot do it better than by adding some 

VOL. IV.. D 
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passages from Shakespeare, which illustrate questions of grammar, or require some careful analysis. 
The following will interest the classical student : 
Denial followed by a negative : Comedy of Ei'rors, IV., 2. 

First he denied you had in him no right. 
Double negative ; Merchant of Venice, V., 1 .  

The man that hath no music in himself, 
Nor is not moved with concord of sweet sounds, 
Is fit for treasons, stratagems and spoils.'*' 

Dativus Ethicus : Mercl�ant of Venice, 1., 3. 
The skilful shepherd piI'd me certain wands. 

Winter's Tale, !., 2. 
I am appointed him to  murder you. 

Of the following I shall be glad to receive any further illustrations, (the italics are my own) : 
I'll bring mine action on the proud est he 
That stops my way in Padua. 

Taming of Shrew, Act 1Il., Se. 1.  
Apes and monkeys 

'Twixt two such sizes, would chatter this way. 
Cymbeline, I., 6. 

And to poor we 
'l'hine enmity's most capital. 

Coriolanus, v., 3. 
When steel grows soft as the parasite's silk 
Let him be made a coverture for the wars. 

Coriolanus, I"  9. 
He shall conceal it 

Whiles you are willing it shall come to note. 
Twelfth Night, IV., 1 .  

Or play with my some rich jewel. 
lbid. IT., 5. 

I have noted the following instances of simple words, 
now gone out of use, which I shall be glad to extend ;file, Macbeth, 1 11., 1. ; praise = appraise, Twelfth Night, 1 ., 5. ; 

% The Editors, by a false punctuation, insert a comma after • stratagems ' ;  in any strinO' of words like this the comma takes the place of a conjunction, 
°
and has therefore no place where the conjunction itself is inserted. 

• 
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'long, Coriolanus, v., 3. ; stroy, Antony and' Cleopatra, Ill.,  2 .' ; 
haviour, Cymbeline IlL,  4. 

The following passage is interesting, as the original of 
a common saying, used in quite a different sense. Julius 
CaJsar, I ! . , 2 : 

ClEsar, I never stood on ceremonies, 
Yet now they fright me. 

where ceremonies are prodigies, portents. 
I may note, by the way, another proverb often quoted, but 

commonly' misunderstood. A man walking on a straight 
road, will often say, " Well it's a long lane that has no 
turning ; we  must come to a turn soon : "  whereas, the 
proverb simply means that the absence of a turn in the road. 
makes it seem so much more tedious and long. 

I will close this paper after Dean Alford's example, by 
giving you as a bonne bouclte a few specimens of modern 
English. '

'rhe following appeared in the same number of Good 
Words in which the Doctor's first paper was published, fo 
act, I suppose, like the Helots, as a " horrid example." 

" In 1 806, Carlo Brioschi, Astronomer Royal at Naples, 
in endeavouring to ascend higher than Gay-Lussac, the 
balloon burst, but its remnant happily checked the rapidity 
of the descent, and falling in an open space, his life was 
saved ; but he contracted a complaint which brought him to 
the grave." 

" The proc(,!sses of expansion and contraction are constantly 
going on, and varies with every variation in the height of 
the balloon." 

11 When all the ballast, instruments, and every thing 
else are placed in the car, with the grapnel attached out
side, so as to be readily detached, and these amount 
to 4000 pounds, the balloon is brought to a nice and even 
balance, so that the addition of 20 pounds would prevent 
it from rising, but if removed would give it the required 
ascending power." 

The following is taken from the Memoir of Lord Lynd
hurst, in the Times of Tuesday , October 1 3. " He acted 
in perfect harmony with Canning until Canning's death, in 
the following August ; who in fact, caught at Wimbledon 
the feverish cold which killed him , on visiting, as distin
guished from his ' candid,' his cordial friend the Lord 
Chancellor." 

But it is time for me to bring this medley to a close 
D 2  
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• These notes have been very hastily put together, and I have not the time to revise them as carefully as I could wish. It is very possible that I am mistaken in some of the views I have expressed ; I shall be well satisfied if I f',lrther the objects for which the Eagle was started, by mducmg others to take up the subject from their own point of view, and to let us have that interchange of opinion which the Editors have so often looked for in vain. There are many reasons why men here should think more of the principles of sound English ; the moral benefit of striving to attain to a lofty standard ; the danger of going on from slipshod writing and speaking to slipshod thinking : and the fact that the English of the pulpit is the great, nay, in some caE'es the only model of English to the lower classes. Let us have some protest against the hasty writing of the newspaper press, and where are we to look for it, if not in the young men of our Universities ? 

The papers which I have passed in review may have on the whole, a good effect, and are evidently prompted by a desire to maintain the purity of English. I only regret that the standard of pure English is put so , low, and that the Dean of Canterbury, while defending the coin of the realm'" in its sterling purity, has n o  protest to enter against a debased coinage, so long as it has currency. 

R. W. TA YLOR. 

• Good Words for March, p. 197. 
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MEDITATIONS OF A CLASSICAL MAN ON A 

MATHEMATIC AL PAPER DURING A LATE FELLOWSHIP 

EXAMINATION. 

WOE, woe is me ! ah ! whither can I fly ? 
Where hide me from Mathesis' fearful eye ? 
Where'er I turn the Goddess haunts my path, 
Like grim Megrera in revengeful wrath : 
In accents wild, that would awake the dead, 
Bids me perplexing pl'oblems to un thread ; 
Bids me the laws of :11 and y to unfold, 
And with ' dry eyes ' dread mysteries behold. 
Not thus, when blood maternal he had shed, 
The Furies' fangs Orestes wildly fled ; 
Not thus Ixion fears the falling stone, 
Tisiphone's red lash, or dark Cocytus' moan. 
Spare me, Mathesis, though thy foe 1 be, 
Though at thy altar ne'er 1 bend the knee, 
Though o'er thy " Asses' Bridge " I never pass, 
And ne'er in this respect will prove an ass ; 
Still let mild mercy thy fierce anger quell ! oh 
Let, let me live to be a Johnian fellow ! 

.. .. ,. 
She hears me not ! with heart as hard as lead, 
She hurls a Rhombus at my luckless head. 
Lo where her myrmidons, a wrangling crew, 
With howls and yells rise darkling to the view. 
There Algebra, a maiden old and pale, 
Drinks " double :li," enough to drown a whale. 
There Euclid, 'mid a troop of " Riders " passes, 
Riding a Rhomboid o'er the Bridge of Asses : 
And shouts to Newton, who seems rather deaf, 
I've crossed the Bridge in safety Q.E. F. 
There black Mechanics, innocent of soap, 
Lift the long lever, pull the pulley's rope, 

• 

Coil the coy cylinder, explain the fear 
Which makes tb.'J nurse lean slightly to her rear » 
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Else, equilibrium lost, to earth she 'll fail, 
Down will come child, nurse, crinoline and all ! 
P ut why describe the rest ? a motley crew, 
Of every figure, magnitude, and hue : 
Now circles they describe ; now form in square ; 
Now cut ellipses in the ambient air : 
Then in my ear with one accord they bellow, 
" �ly wretoh ! thou ne'er shalt be a Johnian Fellow !" 

Must I then bid a long farewell to " JOhn'S� ) 
Its stately courts, its wisdom-WOoing.L!ons'l! 
Its antique towers,. itsla15yrmthlne maze:= ' 

Its nights of study, and its pleasant days ? 
o learned Synod, whose decree I wait, 
Whose just decision makes, or mars my fate ; 
If in your gardens I llave loved to roam, 
And found within your courts a second home ; 
If I have l.oved the elm trees' quivering shade, 
Since on your banks my freshman limbs I laid ; 
If rustling r�eds make music unto me 
More soft, more sweet than mortal melody ; 
If I have loved " to urge the flying ball " 
Against your Racquet Court's re··echoing wall ; 
If, for the honour of the Johnian red, 
I've gladly spurne� the matutinal bed, 
And though at rowing, woe is me ! no dab, 
I've rowed D:lY best, and seldom caught a crab ; 
If classic Camus flow to me more dear 
Than yellow Tiber, or Ilissus clear ; 
If fairer seem to me that fragrant stream, 
Than Cupid's kiss, or Po�'s pictured dream ; 
If I have loved to linger o'er the page 
Of Roman Bard, and Academian sage : 
If all your grave pursuits, your pastimes gay, 
Have been my care by night, my joy by day ; 
Still let me roam, unworthy tho' I be, 
By Cam's slow stream, beneath the old elm tree ; 
Still let me lie in Alma Mater's arms, 
Far from the wild world's troubles and alarms : 
Hear me, nor in stern wrath my prayer repel ! oh 
Let, let me live to be a Johnian Fellow ! 

CYLINDON. 

OUR LIBRARY STAIRCASE. 

(By the .Author of " Our College p'·iends.") 

. . . .  - "  And yet on earth these men were not happy, not all happy 

in the outward circumstances of their lives. They were in want, and 

in pain, and familiar with prison bars, and the damp weeping walls of 

d ungeons. I have looked with wonder upon those who, in sorrow and 

privation, and in bodily discomfort, and sickness which is the shadow of 

death, have worked right on to the accomplishment of their great purposes ; 

toiling much, pnduring much, fulfilling much ; and then, with shattered 

nerves, and sinews all unstrung, have laid themselves down in the grave, 

and slept the sleep of death :-and the world talks of them while they 

sleep." - LONGFELLOW'S " Hypel·ion." 

§. L 

NOT only in  the May-term is there beauty in the gardens 
of St. John's, which Mat Prior planted in Cathedral 

form. We can be happy therein, even when the last days of 
November are upon us j when the trees of lighter foliage are 
stript to their branches, and the grand avenues of limes and 
horse-chestnuts have ceased to " wear their leafy honours 
thick upon them." But not when the wind is howling 
bitterly, and the sky is overcast with drifts of rain, and chilly 
damps more penetrating than the rain ; for all these combine 
to warn us that the Autumn has bidden farewell, and make 
us draw closer to the fireside at evening, after closing the 

·study window. At such times the Fireside is the pleasantest 

of bowers. When the twilight fades, the curtains are drawn, 

and the moderator lamp is lighted (a luxurious application 

of " the midnight oil," proverbially associated with stu

dents,-who are Slaves of the Lamp, in other sense than 

Aladdin's familial'S), with the hearth swept cosily, our toes in 

slippers, the kettle singing on the bars, although no cat is 
purring on the hearth-rug ; why, it is no bad substitute for 
the sweet Summer-time. 

Resting quietly thus, at close of day, and gazing into that 
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strange world of Phantasms, the red heart of the fire, I love 
to think about certain books that have become my favourites ; 
books to which I always return gladly, and wit.hout an 
effort, certain of winning fresh enjoyment from the re
membered passages, and, in addition ,  of finding new light 
cast hy the spirit of the moment, on what had hitherto com
paratively failed to yiel.d satisfaction. Some of these volumes 
are of venerable age ;  rich old crusted port fru m A polio's 
own wine-cellar, of choicest vintages, when the sun had 
three-fold potency : the cobwebs of the lntermediate centuries 
have not spoiled the flavour of the draught. Others are of 
recent browst, and not bad tipple, if you choose the proper 
time to tap. We sip from both these stores, as we J;e�t 
quietly by the College fireside. 

Sometimes the thought of the world of books that is above 
us-hundreds of volumes which have remained unopened for 
many years together-leaves a sense of pain with one who 
remembers how little profit has come from the labours of so 
many brains. Here, in E staircase, 2nd Court, have accu
mulated dusty folios of venerable  age, tall copies that delight 
the eyes of bibliomaniacs, fat little twelvernos, respectable 
quartos, serviceable oetavos, nondescript-sized gatherings of 
sundries, in which similarity of form alone has been admitted 
as a plea for companionship in binding at some ancient date
so that prous rned�tatrons, heretical comments, obscene verses, 
parliamentary speeches, court sermons, and partizan diatribes, 
find themsehes huddled together in a leathem case, which 
bears some undecipherable Roman numeral and the generic 
title of " Pamphlets.''' Into this uncatalogued and perplex
ing wilderness we occalSionally venture on a voyage f)f 
discovery ; sometimes thinking it an Augean stable, and 
sometimes a Golconda, according to' the amount of profit that 
attends each exploration. 

When at our Fireside thoughts flit f!'OIn t.he writings to 
the authors, there is much suggested for reflection ; and many 
faces come and go, in that changeful dream-land above the 
smouldering- ashes, in the caverns of intensest heat, over 
which airy flame-vapours of violet hue are hovering. There also, in the lives as in the fire-when the smoke and blaze 
were over, and before the disembodied phosphorescent l ight 
for ever quitted the dust and cinders that were cast to earth) 
-bright phantoms played amid the heat. These we love to 
watch. For, in all  cases, the life of the author, if he be worth anything, is of at least equal value to us  with his book, and 
the two are commentaries on each other. Of the early-

.t':\ 
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comers we know little from the annalist ; but we likewise 
misknow as little, and that is a great gain. On the contrary, 
of the men whose names and writings are avowedly popular 
at present, we seem to know too much. Scarcely any good is 
learnt from the hackney Paul Prys, who retail whatever 
rumour either malice or folly sets afloat,-who spice the 
choice morsels for a. column of " Town and Table Talk," or 
" Lounger's News," to suit the market in the Provinces, and 
furni�h distant quidnuncs with the scandal of the London 
Clubs, Sludios, and Green-rooms : surely this is not the 
material whence we choose to  draw knowledge of the literary 
and artistic workers of our day. Such crude and contra
dictory mis-statements would but mislead enquirers, and all 
this trampled mire must be swept aside before solid footing 
can be discerned. Better the scanty records of the past, than 
the lying fullness of report that is in vogue at present. 

Yet even to writers, books, and things of recent date, 
mystery has already attached itself inextricably, despite the 
gossipers. After-generations will be puzzled in attempts to 
discern how far true was many a man whose fragmentary 
work comes down to them ; and may rightly deem that he 
must first have thought the truth before he could have 
written the truth, and perhaps wrought out that truth by a life, 
as well, or better, than he did by words. People, incom
petent to judge, make merry over the presumed insincerity 
of literary workmen ; but we disbelieve the statements of 
such scorners, who cannot value an author's struggles. We 
disbelieve, even when we acquit them of deliberate intention 
to deceive ; but they have become unable to understand the 
truth themselves, and when this is the case, the simplest 
matter of fact is by any such witnesses garbled into a 
falsehood. 

It is natural that loving the early writers, Spenser,. 
Shakspel'e and the other Elizabethans, we should desire 
more ample accounts of how their lives passed, than what we 
possess in the meagre and contradictory notices given by 
those who lived more near to them in time than ourselves. 
It almost seems inconceivable that their own people should 
have been so blind to their merit, and not have known, 
whilst labouring to send down any records to posterity, who 
were the men and which were the details most valuable and 
desirable. But we have long ceased to wonder at this 
ignorance. To know the true man is a rare faculty : is 
indeed one of the rarest of faculties. Therefore, it is not 
strange that the greatest thinkers are not quickly recognised, 
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unless they come as mechanicians, chemists, or other practical 
producers of material wealth ; and even of these, the enthu
siastic and unselfish labourer, who is farthest in advance of 
his age, is less likely to be welcomed with plaudits and 
affection than the meaner tribe of jobbers who but little 
surpass the crowd of consumers. Poets, painters, and 
musicians, especially, must lay account to be treated harshly, 
neglectfully ; they have generally looked for such treatment, 
and been seldom disappointed. They have had high spiritual 
compensation, doubtless, but they paid the price. When 
any one sought to evade the law, the result was so much the 
more humiliating. Always sad is the picture of one who 
vainly tries to harmonise two irreconcilable modes of ex
istence. This is equally true of the man who clothes his 
ideas with words, colours, or pure statuesque form, as a 
writer, painter, or sculptor ; or if, instead, he bids them go 
forth still more immaterialised, as the wordless music of a 
composer : music which comprehends the higher secrets, that 
no words can reach. It is of such a one, of Beethoven for 
example, that William Bell Scott affirms : 

" Wild 
Fancies of heart are his realities, 
And over them, as o'er firm ground, he flies 
Towards absorption in the unknown 'skies 
Of spirit land. 

" Alas ! within the maze 
Of the actual world, hills, cattle, ships and town, 
Knowledge accumulative, mace and gown, 
Wealth, science, law, he like a blind man strays. 
Yet be thou proud, poor child ! be not cast down, 
Men hear thee like the voice of the dead risen, 
And feel they are immortal, souls in prison." 

Not only have we ceased to consider it wonderful, the neglect 
experienced by great men, but, also, we doubt whether it be 
even pitiable. Rightly considered, in many cases, this so
called neglect was the best thing the society of their own day 
could offer them. As a surfeiting of sweets destroys the 
digestive powers, so a surfeiting of praise might have in
jured the poets : a little wholesome bitter tones the systerI:J, 
and improves the appetite for solid food ; only, somehow, a 
few of them received too liberally of the bitters. One need 
not have a quart of vinegar deluging the salad, or swallow a 
hogshead of lime-j uice along with one's salt fish on Life's 
banyan-days. The author of " Festus," in his less-known 
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, satire entitled " the Age," has pleasingly expressed the fact 

of the poet's genius being nurtured by neglect. He says : 

" A s the poor shell-fish of the Indian sea, 
Sick-seven years sick-of its fine melody, 
The pearl (which after shall enrich the breast 
Of some fair  Princess regal in the W est), 
Its gem elaborates 'neath the un restful main, 
Its worth proportional to its parent's pain, 
Until in roseate lustre perfect grown, 
Fate brings it forth, as worthy of a throne ;
So must the Poet, master of his art, 
Feed on neglect, and thrive on many a smart ; 
Death only, may be, gives him equal right, 
And nations glory in his royal light." 

We learn to be more merciful in our judgment of those 

who failed to appreciate the buried poets of old-time, when we 

observe what passes around us. If our fathers stoned the 

prophets, and we build up their monuments, none the less 

are our contemporaries ready and willing to stone or starve a 

fresh generation, and leave .as a legacy to descendants the 

raising of the inevitable cenotaphs. Croly has lately passed 

from us ; but he was little appreciated during his life time, 

except by George Gilfillan, who always fought stoutly in his 

praise. WaIter Savage Landor, a veteran of noble build, is still 

, amongst us, but possessing little of apparent fame propor

tionate to what must come to him half a century hence, or 

-Iater ; when he will be spoken of as one of the most richly

gifted and independent writers of this age. 
How little do people know of the true poetry of Robert 

Browning, Henry Taylor, R. H. Home, GeOl'ge Macdonald, 

WaIter Smith C" Or well"),· Edmund Reade, Stanyan Bigg 

or Thomas AiI'd ; whilst the Gerald Masseys, M. F. Tuppers, 

and Charles Mackays of the day run through their brief 

career of mob popularity. 
Not to multiply references to living men of genuine 

powers, whose immediate influence is restricted, whilst the 

rhetorical flourishes of ephemeral creatures are received with 

acclamations by the multitude ; sufficient proof is afforded of 

the ease with which men who scorn to beg for such senseless 

homage can glide into a region of obscure labour, and in a 

few years have so drawn themselves aside from the clique-

'/I< Vide " The Bishop's Walk and The Bishop's Times." 

Macmillan, 186 1 .  
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notoriety of their day, as to be almost forgotten, long before 
age has overtaken them. Witness for this, one of the most 
impassioned of all modern dramatic poets, Thomas Lovell 
:Beddoes, author of the Bride's Tragedy, Death's Jest-Book, 
&c., who. died so recently as 1 849, and who had been, 
even then fDr a score of years absent from the field of his 
early triumph. Masterly as is the brief memoir of Beduoes, 
by " K." prefixed to the collected works published by 
Pickering in 1 850 ,  it is painfully scanty in details. A few 
familiar letters admirably reveal the poet in his frank com
munications with such friends as Proctor C" Barry Corn
wall") ; and sometimes refer to literary occupation. :But 
only at rare intervals were his movements shewn, or, as it 
appears, sought to be discovered. Here was one of the most 
marvellously gifted poets of our own day (we say this empha
tically, believing its truth, not by a waste of superlatives), 
pDrtions of whose dramatic writings have scarcely been 
equalled since the time of Ford, W ebster, and their com
rades ; he enters into. his work from love of it, and cares so 
little for winning an increase of fame, that he allows his 
manuscripts to be destroyed, or lost, and scarcely takes any 
precautions to preserve the least token of what he had been. 
Even his medical labours, his German political life, as well 
as his purely literary studies, were each and all used merely 
as the day's work ; and whether men would afterwards 
praise or blame, or utterly forget him, seemed to give no. 
moment's anxiety to Thomas Lovell Beddoes. 

Nevertheless, a few have gratefully cherished the scanty 
remains of his writings that have been given to the world : as 
also of another neglected but genuine poet, WinthrDp Mack
wDrth Praed, whDse wDrks have been re-published, exten
sively circulated, and pilfered frDm, in America; nevertheless, 
in his native England no cDllected edition has ever been 
published, though his repntation was great in Cambridge, and 
such men as Macaulay, Sydney Walker, Buller, Moultrie, 
and Charles Knight were his intimate associates. Of Beddoes 
and Praed we may speak hereafter ; they, with vValter 
Savage Landol'* and Robel't Browning, are Dur chief favour
ites when we yield ourselves to the strains of the sweet 
singers by the fireside on holiday evenings at St. John's. , 

,. The I-Iellenics of Walter Savage Landor ; comprising HerDio 
Idyls, &c. New Edition, enlarged. Nichol, 1859. 
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§ IL 

WALTER SAVAGE LANDOR AND M lLTON. 
.. Be patient ! from the higher heavens of poetry, it is long before the 

radiance of the brightest star can reach the world below. We hear that 
one man finds out one beauty, another man finds out another, placing his 
observatory and instruments on the Poet's grave. The worms must have 
eaten us before it is l'ightly known what we are." -W. S. LAND01L'S 
Examination of Shakspere. 

Whenever we take down from the shelves the volume of 
Walter Savage Landor's Hellenics, our freedom departs for the 
rest Df the evening. The most intimate friend and profounu. 
mathematician may clamour unregardedly for admittance : 
we surrender ourselves to Landor, and our Oak is inexorably 
sported against all intruders. 

More than half a century ago 'V alter Savage Landol' had 
already gained a high positiDn in literature. Since 1 802 he 
has continueu to write with the same impulsive vigour and 
independence of opinion, neither seeking nor obtaining what 
is called popularity, although he has influenced many 
thoughtful minds, and given us, in his Imaginary Conversa
tions, an inexhaustible family of friends, and in his Hellenics 
a volume of genuine poetry that cannot fail to be esteemed 
hereafter as of high excellence. No other living poet gives 
us such a magnificent revival of the Grecian spirit. He has 
already the dignity of a classic. We find in many of the 
poems a glowing warmth of colouring, a devotion to beauty, 
a tender playfulness of phrase and imagery. There is purity 
of feeling amid all the sportiveness. In these lovely shrines 
nothing of gross sensuality is permitted to intrude ; but 
everywhere is the elegance of richly developed art, every
where the luxuriance of natural beauty. Some are Idyllic 
in their sweetness, their dainty toying with Arcadian en
joyment and affection. Others have more severity of tone, 
a calm and saddened grandeur, such as few modern authors 
have equalled. Each group of figures, distinct in outline, 
bears the token of a master-hand. Theirs is the repose of 
Grecian Sculpture, as in its best development of the Phidian 
era, with perfect symmetry of strength and gracefulness. 
The studied affectations of voluptuous e legance are not here, 
nor is the seductive sentiment which commends itself most 
readily to. effeminate minds. Instead, we have the higher 
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fascination of such forms as those that were illuminated by 
the sunshine on the Athenian Parthenon ; the never-equalled 
sculpture, fragments of which are preserved to us in the 
British Museum, and known to the world as the Elgin 
Marbles :-The Theseus, the Ilissus, the Fates, Iris, and 
the Horses of Night. Marvellous are these statues in the 
fidelity to nature, and their austere sublimity, solemnised 
by the abiding calm of the marble, yet withheld from stony 
impassiveness by some mysterious glow of life and motion ; 
which conveys to the mind a sense of arrested and slumber� 
ing vitality, rather than of workmanship from the hands of 
mortal man. And, in their own degree, the same attraction 
l'Psides in these Hellenic poems by Walter Savage Landor. 
They appeal to the best feelings of our nature, they have 
their foundations of excellence in the highest and grandest 
of our sympathies. 

We are led by him into an antique world of nature and 
of art, that can never become uninteresting ; for in it we 
behold everything which is dear to our heart and our 
intellect. It is the same humanity which is around us in 
this nineteenth century, but it is transfigured by the distance. 
Overspread by the clear blue sky of the South ; with warmer 
air breathed around the marble temples of Greece, and the 
rude huts of Sicilian Swains, we are brought into fellowship 
with things innocent and fair. The trivial and the common
place are for a while dismissed, as we listen to this poet, 
who, with wisdom and melody, leads us again to a land that 
appears more lovely, and to days that seem more simple than 
our own. He leads us with him when we read the opening 
lines of Invocation :-

" Come bnck, ye wandering Muses, come back home ! 
Ye seem to have forgotten where it lies : 
Come, let us walk upon the silent sands 
Of Simois, where deep footmarks shew long strides ; 
Thence we may mount peJ'haps to higher ground, 
Where Aphrodite from Athene won 
The golden apple, and from I-I ere too, 
And happy Ares shouted far below. 

Or would you rather choose the grassy vale 
Whel'e flows Anapos thro' anemones, 
Hyacynths, and narcissuses, that bend 
To shew their rival beauty in the stream ? 

Bri ng with you each her lyre, and each in turn 
Temper a graver with a lighter song." 

The completeness of the volume, its general uniformity 
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o f  grandeur and beauty, fit i t  t o  b e  esteemed the most 
conclusive evidence of WaIter Savage Landor's powers. In 
everything that he has written have been lines of suggestive 
thought, melodious cadences, and poetic fancies. But 
hitherto he had seldom revealed himself without irrelevant 
matter. He has long been acknowledged in his eminence 
as a student of the past, and for the variety and persistency 
of his investigations. His sympathies are keen and nume
rous, although he is a staunch hater, and occasionally unjust, 
to those whose principles are opposed to his own. His 
antagonism is the natural result of his earnestness. What 
he does is done heartily, whether blessing or banning, 
building or overthrowing. Against tyranny he has spoken 
by words and deeds, a life-long protest, and some of his 
withering sarcasms are not likely to be forgotten. In a few 
of these outpourings of indignation, he has occasionally 
injured his own reputation by the intemperate ferocity of 
attack. He has laid aside his own dignity, and the result 
has been in every way painful. No one who is acquainted 
with the value of his writings, and the genuine worth of the 
man himself, can read, without interest, the passage in the 
Appendix to the Hellenics, containing a Farewell to England, 
and a rebuke of those who insulted and calumniated the aged 
poet, as he departed for what is probably the last time, into 
exile. It commences thus :-

" A heall'tiet· age will come ; tlte wise will know 
If in my writings there be aught of wOj·th,-;:· 
Said ardent Milton, whose internal light 
Dispelled the darkness of despondency, 
Before he with imperishable gold 
Damaskt the hilt of our Protector's blade. 
Wonder not if that seer, the nighest to heaven 
Of all below, could have thus well divined. 

I, on a seat beneath, but on his right, 
Neither expect nor hope my verse may lie 
With summer sweets, with albums gaily dressed, 
Where poodle snifts at flower between the leaves. 
A few will cull my fruit, and like the taste, 
And find not overmuch to pare away. 
The soundest apples are not soonest ripe, 
In some dark room laid up when others rot." 

A calm reliance on the inevitable approval of the after-

• " v  eniet cordatior retas : 
Si quid meremur sana posteritas Bciet." 

M U,TON, Poemata. 
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time speaks in the lines that follow, as in many passages of 
his prose works :-

• . •  " Mean while not querulous nor feverish 
Bath been my courtship of the passing voice, 
Nor panted for its echo. Time has been 
When Cowley shone near Milton, nay, above ! 
An age roU'd on before a keener sight 
Could separate and see them far apart . . . •  

W e  upon earth 
Have not our places and our distances 
Assigned for many years." 

The poem begins and ends with reference to Milton.. A!l 
who have deeply studied Waiter Savage Landor-and III hIs 
best utterances few of our miscellaneous writers better 
deserve attentive perusal-must be aware of the reverence 
paid by him to that lofty intellect. Indeed, the internal 
resemblance which subsists between Milton and Landor, is 
even more remarkable than any external similarity of style. 
Thorough fellowship with Landor need not be expected 
from persons who have distaste for Milton, in the political 
and social relations to his time, according to his peculiarity 
of temperament ; howsoever such modern critics may affect 
to comply with traditional acclamations in homage to him as 
a poet. Many features of likeness exist ·in these two ardent 
worshippers of Liberty. We might trace a parallel, and find 
scarcely anything in the one, as a man, which is not also in 
the other. Their many virtues, their few faults, are almost 
identical. Transport them to one another's era and position, 
and each would have acted as the other has done. In both 
are seen the same over-ruling pride, that to superficial 
Qbservers appears to be conceit ; the same indignant scorn 
and hatred for oppression, fraud, and treachery of all kinds ; 
the same high ideal of labour with untiring devotion, and 
readiness for self-sacrifice in a great cause ; the same in 
tolerance and merciless denunciation of whosoever shrank 
timidly f!"Om opposing falsehood. In their austerity and 
superhuman grandeur they are removed above the petty 
trafficking world, somewhat too high for common sympathies. 
To the crowd they appear cold and hard, exacting, scornful ; 
but there is a pure stream of affection gushing from those 
i.ce-crowned mountains, there is a fire of patriotism ever 
burning within, there are luxuriant vineyards over-crusting 
the hardened flood of lava which had rolled down de
structively of old, so that flowers and fruit are blooming on 
the very margin of the. sea which reflects the calm bright 
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stars of evening. Both men require to be known more fully 
than is found possible b y hasty readers ; both demand our reve
rence for their massiveness of thought and their constancy to 
early principles. We see on their brows the mark of storm ; it 
tells what they have suffered-what they have surmounted. 
They have had to yield many a cherished fancy, have denied 
themselves a thousand private luxuries, before they could 
arrive at even this much of success-little t hough it be 
compared to what they sought. Such men, the few gigantic 
ones, repel ordinary affection. Dante, 1Eschylus, and Milton, 
in their several fields of action, as also Michael Angelo, 
David Scott, and Waiter Savage Landor (less different in 
degree than the world deems), held the same depth of nature 
and the same aspirations. They stand like the Egyptian 
pyramids, above the long dreary levels of human stagnance. 
They point upward to the immensity, they look downward 
on the storm, with serenity but with abiding sadness. To 
them Summer scarcely lends her bloom, but ·Winter has no 
power to destroy. We see their massive solidity, their 
repelling gloom, and perhaps we weakly shudder. If we 
keep aloof', in terror or in scorn, what can we learn from 
them ? There are secret vaults within, to which no common 
eye can penetrate ; there mysteries and mazes whi<::h can 
never be unravelled. If we refuse our homage, let us not 
ignorantly ridicule. Pause, if you will, in the purple 
twilight, and muse with awe on what YOIl see. Better it is 
for us to marvel at them, and seek to rise in comprehension 
of their greatness-although they still preserve so many 
secrets ; better than if we passed on flippantly in our gay 
skiff or in the caravan of worldings, with words of mockery 
and senseless laughter. Not without untold agony and 
heroic effort these sublime ruins soared above the plain. 
Surely there have been sorrows enough, and pain of body, 
long harassing labours and frustrated hopes, before one man, 
before one building, before one work of art approached com
pletion. The more vast and self-reliant it is, the more 
incomprehensible it must ever seem to idle gazers, and the 
more fascinating and instructive it must ever be to those who 
reverently think upon its place in the eternal scheme of 
usefulness and beauty. 

By those who know the grandeur which Landor has 
intermittingly revealed in his pros� works, and which in less 
diluted simplicity he has shewn m these poems on Greek 
subjects, the Hellenics, we will not be charged with ex
aggeration of praise. Lifelong he has been unequal, we 

VOT,. IV. E 
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. confess ; as all great men have been u nequal . He has 
yielded too freely to the temptation of speaking for the 

.moment ; paying away the strength which was due to 
worthier requirement. Consequently, he has allowed all 
allusions to temporary politics to intrude, and overlap almost 
all his writings, whatever was their ostensible subject. He 
has lost patience and lost temper, and has marred the 
symmetry of works that ought to have been artistically con
structed, free from incongruities and personalities. This 
fault scarcely appears in the Hellenics. They are kept 
untainted. The dust and clamour of the flying hour mar 
not their beauty. As we read them, again and again, we 
feel lifted into a sereneI' heaven of contemplation .  Not the 
fashion of the day is stamped on them ; not alone the Past, 
but rather the Future seems to claim them as its own. vVe 
feel certain that many a reader in after years will share a n I'  
enjoyment of their wholesome beauty and their unaffected 
strength ; and that, however busy may become the people 
with the great work of civilization and christianity before 
them, an after-generation of heroic thinkers,-each solitary, 
it may bc, and yearning for a fuller draught of freedom and 
mental light-will gratefully look back on Waiter Savage 
Landor, his life and writings, and thank him for the aid 
which he has given to the great cause . . We know well that 
under all which he has done has been a p urpose not less 
magnificent, and hopes not less disinterested and sacred, 
than those of the maligned and disappointed Milton. 

J. W. E. 
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BRIGHT October was come, cold, misty-morning'd October, 
Cheering the toil-worn earth with its yearly promise of rest-time, 
Changing the verdure of aspen and lime to the red tiuts of 

autumn ; 
Clusters of golden leaflets dl'oop from the shivering birch-boughs, 
Pendulous, heavy with dew, most beautiful now as the coming 
Winter bids them descend, and carpet the earth with their rich 

brown 
A)ld gold. Beautiful bright October (except when it rain'd, the11 
' T was cold, horrid, drizzly, dreary, fraught with consumption) 
Welcoming votaries up to the shrinQ of the goddess Mathesis, 
Some in the verdure of freshness, some junior, senior sophs some, 
Hastening joyfully, all, to the scene of their pleasant but hard work 
Past or as yet but expected. Came up too the lazier fellows, 
Spending great part of their terms in the pleasures of b,oating and 

cricket-
Spending, but not qllite wasting their time ; albeit 1'he immortal 
" Muses hard-grain'd of the cube and the square" a·re seldom ill 

season, 
A.nd the others, the Classic I mean, for them have few charms, still 
Somewhat they gain i n  the genial mirth and chaif of companions, 
Somewhat of good for themselves, for each other of generolis 

feel.ing, 
Somewhat of ener

.
gy, llarJihood, pluck, in their boating -and cricket 

TerlU was begun in �ood earnest. The tortuous hank of the river 
" Ditch," as our Oxford fl'iellds sometimes provokingly call it, 
EchoeJ with pattering steps, and noise of hard-working " Conches" 
Panting and shouting by turns to crews of Fresh men amusing ; 
" Back straight, ' Two.' " " Now ' Three,' do a little more work at . 

beginning." 
" Into your chest well, ' ]:<'ive,' and don't screw out of the boat so," 
Shouting and panting by tUI'l1S, urged on by zeal patriotic, 
And a sprinkling may be of pride, as with dignity new-fledg'd. 

I': 2 
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But wl1en the Jay was d;ne, and the calm still twilight descended, 
Then Lady Margaret call'd together her sons to a meeting, 
Margaret, honor'd of all, silv'ry-headed, the Pearl of Boat-clubs ; 
M al'garet, Pride of St. John's, belov'd of the " Ancient Loganus," 
Held a meeting again in the rooms of the Classic Cylindon. 
Silence gain'd at length, with a smile uprose the First Captain, 
Metaphor only-" uprose"-for indeed he had never been seated , 
SI,ood and proposed with a smile in language Thucydidean, 
( H is own words I would give, but do not remember minutely) 
That our club should send in a FOllr to the on-coming races. 
Cheering succeeded, and chaff' derisive, and laughter informal, 
Cheers and laughter and chaff', " Please don't, Sir," by Clericus 

bellow'd ; 
For well knew every man in the club that the Four were in training, 
Full well knew the places and forms of those muscular Christians ; 
Often, with Dan'l in stern, had seen them start from the boat-house, 
Often had run on the bank to watch them time, swing, and finish, 
Often had waited to sce them I'etul'rl with Dan'] for Coxswai n ; 
Dan'\-addicted at times to trying thc cold water system, 
Not on himself, but on others unwilling i n  river so muddy-
No " lone lorn Dan'\" he, most weighty, most cheery of " Coaches " 

Help me, 0 muse, awhile in the arduous task of description, 
Spare me, o friends, if  perchance, though stl'ong my wish to do justice 
To all, a theme so grand o'er-top the force of my language. 

Beebee was ' bow,' as last year, the Ih'ely cigar-loving Beebee ; Voted " no end of a swell," in cruelly dry mathematics, 
Language (ancient of course) and mythical lore of great Rome, i n  " Musical chaff' o f  Old Athens," in Pindar and Poets excelling, Good classic he, and successful, thc Beau of Bell scholars ; 
Beebee was ' bow,' as last year, the lively cigar-loving Beebee. Hawkins succeeded as ' Two,' for two quite big enou,gh truly, Hawkins, the grave, demure, large-limb'cl and active First Captain, Worthy all praise and all thanks for his energy, zeal untiring ; Limner of witty Cartoons, sent up to friend Punch, and inserted. , Three' was the Priue of our Club, was Marsden the shapely, the straight-back'd, 
Playfully christen'd " The Little" becau,se of his giant proportions ; Marsden, the brave, unboasting, surpass d by none as a worker, Rara avis i n  ten'is of the genus hard-reading. hard-rowing, 
No mean disciple of Selwyn the Great, a good oar, a good classic. Watney was stroke, the lithe, dark-eyed ; of oars the most lucky, Lucky, deservedly too, for " who help themselves, them the Gods ' help ;" 
Winner of pewters unnumber'd. of medals (in anticipation), 
Never 'tis said has been bump' d in a race ! Ah ! would that 1. had not ! 

���------................................................ � 
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This was the crew. They wel'e steer'd by the cool-headed binl 
the Coturnix, 

Steady and skilful in taking a corner-but not as the bird flies. 

Think it no strange thing, that we look'd with hope to their 
winning, 

Proud of their long sweeping stroke, their swing and their strength 
u nequall'd, 

Still at the meeting 'twas hinted by some that " Third" was 
the better 

Boat, and Emmanuel " not to be sneez'd at." -" Wait tho' till 
Monday, 

. 

They have only just tried their out-rigger, but when they get 
steady- ! "  

Bid me not now recount the hopes and fears of the next week ; 
How they went splendiuly one day, diu the course under " Eight 

something ; " 
But on the next, without reason apparent, were nearly " Nine 

twenty." 
How with gladness of heart we saw them spurt in from the willows, 
And cheer'cl and shouted with joy, but next moment with faces 
Lengthen'd, and spirits deprest, we heard Dan'l sigh, as he 

m utter'd 
" Wol'se than yesterday." So, when the prizes of l ife are contested, 
Hope, disappointment, fear, joy, are strangely inter-commingled. 
Happy who shrink not, through dread of defeat, but with patience 

and courage 
Strive and battle and win, in the God-given strength of their 

manhood. 

Rose on the Monday eventful, old Sol, in his splendour of 
Autumn, 

Softly rose-tinting the bareu limbs of the lime and the sturdy 
Old oak conquer'd at last ; rose-tinting the weeping willows, 
Drooping their amber leaves to the bank of the swollen riVel'. 
Need I relate how in spite of a manly and spirited effort, 
Victim fell Trinity Hall to our longer stroke and our harder ; 
Capital race it was round Grassy ancl up to Plough corner, 
Where in a rattling spurt, our Fonl' won the first of its honours. 
Tuesday brought little of Glory ; fJr " Third " having spurted out 

Pembl'oke. 
Nothing was left us to do, but, reserving our strength for the 

morrow, 
Calmly row over the course, with Emmanuel three places forward. 

Throng'd weJ'e the willow-fringed banks on the day of the 
final struggle, 

Long 'ere the thl'ee rival crews fared forth on their arduous errand, 
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Thirsting for honour and fame, for self, for club, and for college. 

Hardly a race was expected by many who thought themselves 
judges, 

" I Third ' was pre-eminent, certain to win, and Emmanuel second : "  
Our four had such mite of a chance, they might as well not start. 
Well ! they did start, and went up the first reach with motion 

unsteady, 
But at the corner improv'd and flew like an alTOW to Grassy. 
Shudder'c1 Oll!' hearts as we watch'd their Cox'n the skilful Coturuix, 
Lest lIe SllOUld steer them too close and our chance be lost in a 

moment : 
Needlessly sbudder'd our hearts, for indeed he steer'd to perfection. 
Now they sweep round Ditton corner, 'mid shouts of " well row'd " 

and " well steer'c1, Sir." 
But as they enter the Heach, our hope so lately renascent 
Suddenly dies away as we see them perceptibly losing. 
Dies to be newly rekindled ; for as they n ear the willows, 
Starting again into life more vigorous, joyous, elastic 
Than ever, quick'nillg their stroke but not lopping its length or 

its power, 
Sinews strain'd to the utmost, and hearts beating high with 

excitement, 
Forward they leap in a last " dying spurt " and-hark ! their 

gun goes : 
Eagerly all eyes turn to the other boats ; are they still rowing ? 
Has a gun m iss'd fire ? Oh ! the feal'ful suspense of that waiting 
Till come the sharp " crack," " crack," with hardly a second between 

them ; 
" Third " is third, 0 mirabile dictu, and we are the Victors
What follow'd who shall describe ? such cheering enthusiastic 
Never before has startled our old Father Cam from his slumber ; 
Never such waving of hats, such rapture almost universal. 

B.rimful of nobly-earned Kiioo�, our four paddle back to the 
boathouse, 

Greeted at every point, as they pass, with I, Well row'd, Lady 
Margaret." 

" Well row'd indeed " let us sing ; and as wc tell of past tl'iumph�, 
Let us with brightening prospect, look forward to others as 

well-won : 
Let us remember our Motto, remember its ?'eal meaning, 
And when the races are over next May, we will, if we can, shout 
.. Ch�el'e for the Lady Margat'et first boat, Head of the river ! " 

D. 

A LETTER.  

MH. EDITOR, 
I am an old Subscriber to The Eagle, and have in 

my time contributed more than one article to its pages. 
In common with all well-wishers to the noble bird, I should 
extremely regret, that from lack of support it should, after 
six years successful flight, now droop its pinions, and I should 
therefore wish, with your permission, to address a few words 
in your pages to your numerous readers, for of them there is 
no lack. I have lately read with great interest the exciting 
tale you have just published " The Ghost Story," and as I 
laid down the last number, after its perusal, I dreamed and 
I thought that I was addressing your readers in such terms 
as these : 

" You have heard of the Ghost which troubled Miss 
Hester --, is there not a ghost which continually haunts 
and troubles you ? Do you not at times see the ghost of a 
noble bird, once the proud and perhaps pampered pet of this 
College, now reduced to a state of literary destitution and 
semi-starvation ? Does not this attenuated spectre, with 
drooping beak and dim eye, at times address you in these. 
words : 

'" I was once the King of Birds, the minister of Jove 
himself. For six years I have dwelt in this College. Senior 
\V ranglers and Senior Classics encouraged me to my first 
flight. They fed me on the choicest morsels of literature ; 
they gave me solid prose for meat, and poesy sweet as nectar 
for drink. 

" , Now I pine melancholy, neglected : and unless speedy 
contribution be made for me I shal l die of inanition. In va i n 
do I look around for the Senior Wranglers and Senior 
Classics who formerly befriended me. People seem to be 
afraid of me : the young and rising generation, to w hOI11 I 
look as my chief supporters, avoid me, and leave me entirely 
dependant on the contributions of a few Editors, without 
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whose kind support I should. long ago have departed this life.' 

" This I can assure you , 0 Reader, is not an overdrawn picture of the sufferings of Tlw Eagle. The bird is too well known for me to enter into a description of its praises ; all I would say in conclusion is this, if you would keep Tlw Eagle alive, if you would bring back Senior Wranglers and Senior Classics to this College, and appease the Ghost which mars your rest ; go to your rooms, take pen and paper, and write an Article for The Eagle." 
And then I awoke, and determined to send these thoughts to you, hoping thereby to procure you many articles even to €lverflowing. 

PHILAETOS. 

" ON THE WELL OF A JAUNTING CAR." 

TWO English ladies once paid a vist to Ireland, and on landing called for a Jaunting Car ; but having never seen, or sat on, a Jaunting Car before, they asked o f  the driver where they were to sit. Says Paddy " Ladies of quality sit , on the well' (the place where the luggage is usua lly put), and pay half-a-crown ; ordinary people sit here (pointing to the proper seat), and only pay a shilling." This anecdote was related to me during a recent tour in Ireland by two Irish ladies, who actually saw the poor unfortunates driving through Kingstown in the above position. I hope therefo re, that the fact of it having been related to me by two eye. witnesses, may serve as some apology for bringing my verses on the subject before our readers. 
Two ladies once wished a short time to beguile, And traversed the Irish sea o'er ! Then came to the land of the Emerald Isle Determined each spot to explore. But sad to relate, both the Mother and Daughter, Though the sea was remarkably still : Yet nevertheless while crossing thc water Were both of them dreadfully ill. 

t: On tILe Well of a Jaunting Car." 

They stayed i n  the cabin the whole of the day ; 
Sighed much as they reel cd to and fro, 

Till the vessel had reached Dublin's beautiful bay : 
When both of them came from below. 

Though sure, let me tell you, they looked very pale, 
And seemed to be trembling all o'er, 

Yet both of them ceased their most heart-rending wail, 
When the vessel was moored to the shore. 

They got all their luggage conveyed to the land ; 
Then out of the vessel they came ; 

And seeing a car and a car-man at hand, 
They immediately calleel to the same. 

These ladies had never before in their life 
Seen or sat on " a  jaunting car," 

But the driver put quickly an end to their strife, 
When he their perplexity saw. 

" Oh, if  you both ladies of quality be ? 
Why then you must sit ' on the well,' 

And pay half-a-crown, though the general fee, 
Is a bob I am sorry to tell." 

-You know. that for ladies of high PeJigree 
" On the well" could not be the right place ; 

So as the car drove through the town, you might see 
Many smiles on each impudent face. 

How very indignant was each lady's look 
At the folks so disgracefully rude ! 

And, as you'd suppose, with fierce angel' they shook, 
And were both in a tlorl'owful mood. 

So at last they bade old Macdoulan turn back, 
Disgusted with all in the town ; 

Then PaclJy in glee to his whip gave a crack, 
And for driving he charged them a crown. 

This my tale is as true as ever you've heard ; 
For some ladies who'd witnessed the scene, 

Once declal'ed unto me that a sight more absurcl 
In their life they never had seen, 

Now ladies, dear ladies, and gentlemen too, 
Your heads pray don't cany too high I 

For you see from this that yOUl' pride YOll will rue, 
And misfortune is sure to be nigh. 

SEMPER N*. 
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THE COLQUHOUN SCULLS. 

Monday, November 16tl�, 1863. 

2 Bolden, Christ's 11 Richardson, Trin. H. 
1 Fanshaw, Corpus} 10 Fawcett, Christ's } 
3 Mills, Lady Margaret 12 Baynes, 2nd St. John's} 
4 Brickwood, Downing } 13 Dyke, Trinity Hall 
5 Chambers, 3rd Trinity 14 Selwyn, 3rd Trinity 
6 Langdon, Lady Margaret 15 Morris, 2nd Trinity 
7 Edgell, Queens' 
8 Gibson, 1st Trinity} 
9 Baker, 3rd Trinity 

1 SeJwyn 
2 Mills } 
3 Chambers . 
4 Bolden 

1 Chambers 
2 Richardson 
3 Selwyn 

1 Dyke } 
2 Chambers 

1 Bolden 
2 Selwyn 

Tuesday, November 17. 
5 Langdon t 
6 Dyke 
7 Edgell 
8 Baker 
9 Richardson 

JVednesday, November 18. 
14 Baker } 

5 Bolden 
6 Dyke 

Tllursday, Novembm' 19. 

I 3 Holden 
4 Selwyn 

Friday, November' 20. 
3 Chambers 

Won by Chambers. Selwyn second. 

(}'o O,:}>'oO 
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AN ASCENT OF THE GRIVOLA. 

AS the traveller rolls sleepily along the dusty road that-
now between white vineyard walls and yellow fields of 

maize, now beside barren cliffs or under shady walnuts
leads from the old Roman city of Aosta to the Baths of Cor
mayeur, a valley, opening from the south, reveals a pyramidal 
peak, with two gleaming sides of snow divided by a keel-like 
curving arMe, and supported by black frowning walls of 
precipitous rock. This is the Grivola, the highest summit 
but one in the Graian Alps; which those who had reached 
the peaks of the Pennine range and looked towards that un
known land of crag and glacier which barred from their view 
the plains of Italy, had invested with a kind of mysterious 
interest and had regarded as another Matterhorn. As at 
present no complete account has been given of the attempts 
to ascend this mountain, I may be excused for a brief 01'0-

graphical and historical digression. 
The Graian Alps are divided by the most competent 

authorities into three districts; the eastern of which, beginning 
at the Col de la Croix de Nivolet, contains the peak of the 
Grivola. It does not however stand on the backbone (so to 
speak) of the range, but terminates a spur which runs north
ward, like an advanced work of a citadel, and divides the Val 
Savaranche from the Val de Cogne. In form it is a four-sided 
pyramid with the edges nearly towards the fOllr points of the 
compass. 'rhe N.E. and N.W. faces are steep'slopes of snow, 
the S.E. and S.W. still steeper walls of rock. The northern 
arilte is that singular curved line of snow mentioned above.* 

The first person to introduce the Grivola to English 
readers was the Rev. S. W. King, who on September 17th, 
1855, ascended to a ridge on the side of the mountain called 
Les Poussets, and published a most tempting account of the 

,y, O n  th e main range to the west of th e Grivola is the highest 

summit of the Graians the Grand Paradis (13,300'), and to th e 
east the ridge of the Rossa V iva (11,956'), the Tour du Grand S t. 
Pierre (12,064'), and the Punta di Lav ina (10,824'.) 
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excursion.* On September 21st, 1858, M. Chamonin, the 
cure of Cogne, attempted the aSGent of the actual peak with
out success.t On July 7th, my friend Mr. F. F. Tuckett 
attacked the southern ar�te from the Val Savaranche, and 
passed the night there at a height of 12,028'. The next 
morning he continued the attempt, but after reaching a 
height of about 12,600', found further progress impossi
ble; so he retraced his steps for some distance and then 
descended to Cogne.+ Warned by his failure, Messrs. 
Bruce and Ormsby, on Aug. 23rd, scaled the cliffs of 
the S.W. face, and arrived on the crest of the Grivola 
within a short distance of the summit." There they halted, 
thinking that there was no true top to the mountain; 
but one of their guides A. Dayne climbed on, and was thus 
the first man to set foot on the highest point of this virgin 
peak. On Aug. 28th, M. Chamonin again attempted the 
Grivola from the side of Cogne without success; but on 
Sept. 5th, 1861, together with M. Jeantet, his companion on 
each of the former excursions, he assailed the S.E. face of 
the mountain and arrived at the summit; whither he was fol
lowed on June 27th, 1862, by Mr. Tuckett. 

On Aug. 12th, 1862, Mr. W. Mathews,§ an old J ohnian, 
accompanied by the writer of this paper, and the brothers 
Michel and Jean Baptiste Croz, two of the best guides of 
Chamouni, descended from Mont Emilius to the sequestered 
village of Cogne. There we found our friend Mr. E. Walton, 
a most accomplished artist, awaiting us, and were hospitably 
received by the veteran mountaineer, M. Chamonin, the cure 
of the village, who offered us thE\ best accommodation his 
house could give, and exerted himself to entertain us. Not many spots in the Alps can vie with Cogne in beauty; situated on green meadows at the junction of a lateral comb with the main valley, it commands a magnificent view of the glaciers descending from the Grand Paradis and the Rossa 
Viva, while far away down the valley the mass of Mont 
Blanc may be seen gleaming in the mid-day Sun or glowing 
with the rosy tints of evening. 

0),' Italian Vallies of the Alps, p. 330. 
t A Lady's Tour round Monte Rosa, p. 399. 
t Peaks, Passes and Glaciers, (Second Series), Vol. II. p. 292. 
11 Ibid, p. 318. 
§ Who already, in company with Mr. Jacomb, Aug. 19, 1861, 

bad nearly reached the summit by the S. W. face, failing only 
tlll'ough his guide being unable to retrace the road he had followed 
with Messrs. Bruce and ·Ol'msby. 

v� 
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The morning of Aug. 13th was spent in strolling about Cogne 
and its vicinity, examining the heaps of iron ore for which its 
mines are famous, and making preparations for our attack on 
the Grivola. At S.O P.M. we quitted the village, accompanied 
by a young fellow whom Mathews had hired as porter to 
carry his theodolite. After retracing the path down the 
valley for a short distance towards the village of Cretaz, we 
turned up a track on the left, and before long entered the 
pleasant shade of the fir woods. These were at length 
quitted for an upland glen, bare indeed of trees, but not 
without interest; for on all sides the sculptured rocks bear 
traces of the action of glaciers, long since melted away. 
Whether it be the effect of the monotonous contours of the 
rounded bosses of rock, crusted indeed with variegated 
lichens, but without a tree, and almost without a herb on 
their smooth slopes, I cannot say, but these scenes, especially 
in the fading light of evening, produce a sense of solemnity, 
almost of awe, like that felt in wandering through some ancient 
ruin 01' druidic circle. 

Passing over these, we came at 5.42 to the chalet of Po us
sets dessus, which we found tenanted by three civil bergers. 

As usual the furniture of their abode was of the simplest 
character, consisting of a large bed at one end, a bench or 
two, a fire in one corner with a huge caldron, and a quantity 
of cheese in various stages. After watching the rose tints of 
sunset, treacherously beautiful, gradually fade away from the 
cliffs of Mont Emilius, we betook ourselves within for the 
night. While we supped the cheese making process was 
carried on, and we gained a certain amount of insight into the 
manufacture of cheese and seracs (a kind of cheese made from 
the whey left in the pot after the best curd is extracted), until 
we began to think of going to rest; and I was casting about 
my eyes to discover the softest spot on the floor for a sleeping 
place, when to my horror the bergers insisted on our occupy
ing their bed. My friend is pachydermatous and submitted 
to his fate with a good grace, but I shuddered at the prospect; 
vainly however did I resist, vainly did I announce that I had 
quite a penchant for sleeping anywhere but in a bed; they 
would not hear of my lying down in any other place, and I 

was obliged to yield and stretch myself by Mathews' side, 
with feelings closely resembling those of a peccant schoolboy, 
when invited to an interview with the head master. Jean 
Croz had already occupied the inner place and was snoring 
away. Where Michel and the others slept, or at what hour 
his pipe went out and the cheese-making ceased, I cannot say j 
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for, in spite of the wonted inmates of these Arcadian �'e
treats, I slept. 

Holes in the roof three or four feet above your face, 
though useful for ventilation in the earlier part of the night, 
become objectionable towards morning, and I was aroused 
from my light slumbers by the cold at an �arly hour . . Presently 
Michel went out and returned growlIng somethmg about 
'brouillard,' and in reply to my question informed me that 
starting was impossible at present. However, in a while some 
change for the better took place, and after a light breakfast we 
started at 3 .45 A.M. with the best wishes of our hosts. We 
began at once to ascend the rough slopes of grass and rock 
behind the chalet, and in about an hour saw the ridge of the 
Poussets above us, from which we were to get our nrst view of 
the summit of the Grivola. Four chamois retreated before us 
as we advanced, and at 4 .50 we stepped on the rocky crest and 
looked across the white snowneld of the glacier du Strajo to 
the grand peak for which we were bound. This is a vast 
mass of dark green chlorite schist thrust up between two 
beds of rusty-red mica slate, one of which runs for some 
distance along the left side of the glacier, the other gradually 
curves round towards us, and after forming the subordinate 
peaks of La Blanche and La Rossa, encloses the head of 
the glacier and terminates in the ridge on which we were 
standing. 

We now see our day's work; the glacier is smooth· and 
easy, but the dark crags beyond, seamed with long couloirs, 
look rather formidable; however for the present we turn away 
from them to the more distant view. To the right of the Gri
vola, Mont Blanc and the Pennine chain raise their familiar 
forms; but behind us a flat sea of clouds veils everything 
below 1 0,000 feet, and from it a few mountain peaks rise 
like rocky islands. A brightening glow in the east tells us 
that we have not arrived too soon; a golden gleam il
luminates the summit of the Grivola, and creeps slowly 
downward ; a flash of light darts across the fleecy ocean be
:rreath us, and the sun rises slowly up, pouring a flood of 
dazzling radiance over the dead expanse of white mist below. 

At 5 . 0  we again proceeded, and followed the ridge in the 
direction of La Rossa over piles of loose rock, until we 
came to a spot which offered an easy descent to the glacier; 
this we reached at 5.37, and after crossing it without difficulty, 
halted at the foot of the mauntain at 6.20 for breakfast. 

After spending 35 '  in an employment, which exercise had 
made both agreeable and profitable, we addressed ourselves to. 
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the real work o f  the day. Some two thousand feet of steep rock· 
had to be climbed before we could stand an the summit of 
the mauntain. A few steps up a rapid snow slope brought us 
to the foot of one of the rock couloirs, and up this we scrambled. 
Far the next two hours there was plenty to do, but little 
to describe: naw we clambered 011 all fours up a steep 
smoath slab, naw climbed with hands and feet up a gully or 
cliff, not disdaining once or twice a haul in front or a shove 
behind; now and then for a change nnding a few yards up 
which we could walk upright as on a rude staircase, until at 
8.35 we reached the E. arNe and glanced down one of the 
smooth slopes of snow visible from the Val d' Aoste. This 
view, however, lasted but for a few minutes, and we again 
turned our faces to the rocks. I saw that we were approach
ing the top, but was beginning to feel somewhat tired of such 
severe and monotonous work; and was consoling myself with 
the thought that about another quarter of an hour would 
bring it to. an end; when suddenly the clatter of the iron
shod poles, carried by Mathews ancl one of the guides, who 
were a few yards ahead of me, ceased. I supposed they had 
halted to rest, or to wait for me, and accordingly hauled 
myself up the great block which hid them from me, when 
to my surprise I looked clown into the Val Savaranche. I 
glanced raund ; right and left of me was a stone man; we were 
on the top. This is an ar�te about 25 0.1' 30 feet long and 
3 or 4 wide; slightly crescent shaped, with the concavity to
wards the Val Savaranche, consisting of large loose blocks, 
and racks split and shattered in every directian. These 
are a greyish green chlorite slate with large veins of quartz. 
At each end was a stone man about eight feet high; in a 
niche in the southern was a mercurial minimum thermo
meter, placed there by Tuckett, and a small plaster Madonna, 
deposited by the worthy cure; to the northern one, was 
attached a small metal crucifix, nailed there by the same 
hand, and a fragment af a broken alpen-stock. 

We soon ntted ourselves into comfortable crannies; and 
as the clouds began to. rise, the theodolite was set upt!' 

�.' Observations taken wi th an aneroid barometer give th e 
difference betw een thi s  station and th e summit of the mountain 
as 1 ,869'. 

t The result of th e observations m ade  by Mr. Mathews on thi s  
occasion, and from Mt. Emil ius, rend er s i t  highly probable that 
th e tru e  heigh t of the Grivola is 13,028'. Th e heigh t given by  
the Sard inian engineers i s  13,005'; th at obtained by Mr. Tuck ett's 
mere. bar. and by  my aneroid is 13,137'. 
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and while Mathews was at work with it, I employed myself 
in sketching the main chain of the Graians, of which, as may 
be supposed, we had a glorious view. The Pointe de 
Tersiva and the Punta di Lavina were soon blotted out by 
clouds, but the Tour S. Pierre, the Rossa Viva, the Grand 
Paradis, and its three subordinate summits, were as nearly as 
possible clear. Dense sheets of vapour concealed much of 
the Tarentaise, but we had over them a glimpse of the Viso, 
and the grand towerlike masses of my old friend� the Pelvoux, 
the E'crins, and the other mountains of Dauphine. Nearer to 
us were the Grande Motte, the Grande Casse, the Sassiere, and 
our late conquest, the Pourri; the whole of the Pennine chain 
was visible, and also one of the lower western summits of the 
Obm'land, above the depression of the Great St. Bernard. I 
perhaps should apologize for this description, to many a mere 
list of names, but as our College now possesses so strong a 
band of Alpine climbers, I record them, in the hope that they 
may be useful to some who may follow my example. 

Though the thermometer stood at about 3 4° (fht.) we did 
not feel cold, but our viands, supplemented by a cold duck 
and dish of huge pears, provided by that best of land
lords, Jean Tairraz, of the HCJtel du Mont Blanc Aosta, 
disappeared with alarming rapidity, and we were none of us 
inclined to hasten away from so magnificent a scene. How
ever, at 11 .50, after affixing to the alpen-stock on the stone 
man "a banner with a strange device" in the shape of an 
empty bottle, we reluctantly began the descent. This was 
perhaps more trying to the nerves than the ascent; for it 
requires some practice to contemplate unmoved a glacier one 
or two thousand feet below, with a few yards of steep rock 
leading down invitingly straight from your feet to the 
edge of an apparent precipice. However, by great care we 
got down without trouble, except that once or twice stones 
from those behind would come rattling down in disagreeable 
proximity to those in front. Most haste is generally worst 
speed in descending rocks. At 1.25 P.M. we arrived at our 
breakfast place at the foot of the peak, where we halted for 
half an hour to finish a bottle of wine which had been left 
behind. Twenty-five minutes' walking took us across the 
glacier, and after halting for a short time to doff our gaiters 
we reached the ar�te of the Poussets at 2.45,  where we found 
our artist friend hard at work upon a sketch of the Grivola. 
We waited till he had finished, and then descended quickly 
to the cMlets in 25'. Here we imbibed copious draughts of 
milk, and paid our hosts, who positively refused to accept 
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more than six francs for the party. There is great diversity in 
the race of chalet folk, some are grasping and hard to satisfy, 
others are very moderate in their expectations and can hardly 
be induced to accept more than they consider to be their due. 
We walked quickly from the chalets until we 'drew near the 
fields, when quitting the path, we ran headlong down the 
steep pastures, the little porter, though burdened with the 
theodolite, keeping well up, and reached Cogne in an hour 
and ten minutes. 

So ended our excursion, one of the most interesting that 
I have ever accomplished; but while I write, the familiar 
form of the mountain, painted by the master hand of my 
friend, hangs on my walls, and brings back all the pleasant 
memories of the days that I have spent in its neighbourhood; 
brings back too thoughts more enduring than the mere 
recollections of healthy exercise and harmless pleasure, for 
the everlasting hills have a voice very meet to be heard in 
hours of toil and anxiety, and most true are the poet's words-

Men in these crags a fastness find 
To fight corruption of the mind. 

!SI 
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A LEGEND OF BARNWELL ABBE¥. 

Ombre mostrommi, el1ominollc a dito, Ch' amor di nostra vita dispm'tillc.-DANTJl". 

, T WAS in th o good old tim es of yore, 
W hen Saxon monarch s held th e sway; 

Ere W il liam step t  on Hastings' shore, 
And with h is Norman rifling corps, 

Stole Haro ld 's c rown an d life away. 

E re Barons, Coun ts, o r  Kn ights were known , 
B ut noble swel ls we re Fl'an klin'd, T hane'd , 

In fact when on th e English thron e  
King Edward the Confessor reigned .  

In  Cambridge dwelt a m ighty Than e 
Who owned estates so vas t and fin e, 

O f  vassals he'd th e long est tra in 
Upon the Eastern Co unties line. 

His steward had a daugh ter fair, 
Words  fail to pain t that blooming maid, Her c lear blue eyes, h er golden hair,

Could you have seen those tresses rare, 
You'd say some sportive sunbeam there 

Had round her fo rehead played . 
My "pretty bairn "  her fath er c ried, 

Wh en first  he held her on his kn ee; 
"A 'pretty bairn'  indeed," repl ied 

Each n eighbour with admiring e'e. 

And ever from that hour her fam e  
For beauty and for goodness grew, 

And "pretty bairnie" was th e name 
By which th e folk o ur maiden knew. 

• • • • .;,. .;,. 

A Legend of Barnwell Abbey. 

Th e Thane upon h is dais sat, 
Hi s napk in tucked b en eath h is chin ; 

A haunch o f  venison full fat 
T wo serving m en b rough t  in, and that 

,He tuck ed b eneath h is skin .  

A boar's h ead, on e himself had slain, 
Of all its flesh was deftlie shorn;  

For beiug a stalwart b rawn y Thane, 
He had a natural taste for brawn. 

" What, ho"! quo th h e, "let win e  b e  brought, 
MetMgl in of th e very best:" 

'T was don e, and at  on e d raught a quart 
Wen t th e same quarter as the rest. 

" Come varl ets, tell what may b e  done, 
My after dinn er hours to wh il e ? "  

" My lord," quoth they, "your j ester's fun"
" Pooh !  stuff ! "  he cried, "such fools I shun ,  
I can' t d igest their jests, not  on e 

Has ever won from m e  a smile." 

" I feel j ust  h ere a sort of void !" 
(A tap upon h is tho rax followed )  

Each to himself repeated, "void! 
And after all he' s been and swallowed! ! " 

He saw th eir meaning . looked annoyed, 
And in a voice  of th under holla'd : 
" Ye saucy knaves, quick an sw er for your l ife, 
What is ' t  I want? ,. "m y lord," said they, "a wife," 

"A wife, that's not a bad idea, 
I 've though t the sam e m yself of late. 

Go b ring m y  favorite palfrey here, 
And b ring m e  too m y  riding gear, 

I 'll start and look about m e  straight. 
Mayhap that in my large estate 
I' ll chance to find a fitting mate." 

His va ssals soon d id h is behest, 
Across the palfrey's back he sb'ode ; 

And with a posy at  his breast, 
O ur dandy Thane a courting rode. 

He too had seen the rustic maid, 
Her charm s h e  in his m em'ry bore, 

And now th e words  his vassals said, 
In flam ed his bosom more and mo re. 
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" My wife," cried he, "this bairn shall be, I care not for her low estate ,-A dame of ancient pedigree 
Would more a p lag ue than comfor t be

So zounds I I'll wed 11er straight." 
Thus holdi ng wi th himself discourse, 

The Thane rode on  with heart elate ; He he ld his course, until his horse 
Stopped at the "pretty bairnie 's" gate. 

% % �:, ,'(, 
The steward sat at his door at ease 

Sipping his ale and humming a lay, 

,'(, 

When what doth he see thro' a vista of trees, But his master the Thane out riding that  way. 
" Quick hie thee, my daughter"! he lustily cried, " Put o n  thy good liest garment of a ll, " For the Thane my master is out for a r ide " And I fancy he 's going to g ive us a ca ll." 
B ut the " pretty bai rnie " just smoothed her hair A way from her forehead with chi ld ish grace, And turned her, to look up the roadway where T ile Thane on  his palfrey was riding apace . 

" Good morrow," quoth he with a courteous mien, " I ask your leaves to make my bow " To yonder lit tle bonnie quean ; " Hey baiIIie I she's passing fair I vow. 
" I've mo unted me on  my favorite steed "E'er my dinner was fairly in my inside, . " A nd hither I've come at the top of my speed, " To ask thee, fair maiden, to be my bride . 
"High o n  the hill my castle stands, " I 'll bui ld a sweet bower wi thin it for thee, " Full are my coffers and broad my lands, " Vassals shall serve thee o n  bended knee, " And as far as the prospect around us expands "All, a ll shall be thine if thou'l' t marry wi th me ." 
S he repl ied, as  warm blushes her cheeks o verspread , " I care not for wealth, sir, I told you so o ne day; Nought could ever induce me yo ur honor to wed ,  For a ltho' you're a Thane, s ir, your nose i s  so redYou're as ugly as sin on a Sunday. 

A Legend of Barnwell Abbey. 

" Even were you good looking and not such a fright 
I could n' t  accep t you, pray do n't take it ill, 

For when we were children my troth I d id plight 
To ha nd some young Egbert who lives at  the mill." 

The T hane he swore a fearful oath, 
A gutLera l Saxon oath he swore , 

To have revenge upo n  them both; 
And chafing sore 
He mounted on his steed once more 
And turned and left the co ttage door. 

�� *" -x. -A.� 

At eventide young Egbert walked, 

'if< 

To the try sting tree to meet his fair, 
Fo ul' ruffian forms behind him stalke d, 

Foul' upraised k nives in the moonbeams glare. 
Little he recked of the danger nigh  

T ill he felt from his bo dy t he life-blood flo w, 
T hen with a wild unearthly cry 

He turned and faced his ruthless foe;  
And e'er he sank on  the ground to d ie 

Fo ur times he dealt a mighty blow, 
Foul' cowardly k naves were laid full low. 

Young Egbert fell o n  the ground, anu then 
One of his murderers raised his head; 

" All right," quoth he, "you may rise my men, 
I don't think the miller will hit us again, 

For I'm summat afeared he' s dead ." 

T he ruffians t ur n  four bloodshot eyes, 
(T heir four others were bunged up as  close as wax) 

To where poor Egbert a ll gory lies, 
T hen hoist up the body upon  their backs 
And make, a s  they say in A merica, tracks. 

To a well by the way side they  carried the corse ,  
And down it the villains determined t o  chuck it . 

T hey d id so without the least tinge of remorse, 
And Egbert the second time k icked the bucket. 

�:- �, *' '*' '* 

This well had been the tr ysting p lace, 
For many a day, of the loving pair; 

.And the !' bairnie" was watching with anxious face 
Expec ting her lover to meet her there . 

W ith a n  anxious look up the road she gazed 
B ut the form of her lover fell not o n  her view, 

" What can have delayed him," she muttered amazed, 
A nd an icy chillness upon  her grew. 
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She ]leard a solemn and heavy tramp, 
A raven uttered a di smal croak ,  

She trembled, h e r  forehead with fear grew damp, 
And she ran to hide her behind an oak. 

She saw it alI,-her lover's form 
O n  the deep well's bri nk she saw them p lace, 

The blood trickled o ver  i t  ruddy and w arm, 
And the moon shone full o n  his pale, pale face. 

A heavy sp lash on her senses fell, 
One wild despairing shriek she g ave; 

A bound, a leap ,  and the dank cold w el l  
Was two fond lo vers' mutual grave. 

.. % % % ,y, 

Those ruffians came to the Thane and told 
How they'd murdered the youth ,  and seen the maid 

Drown herself too, then they asked for the gold 
Which was to h ave been for thei r guerdon paid . 

He bade them tarry and told them all, 
Thei r payment should be both prompt and fai r. 

-In less th an an hour, from the castle wall 
Their corpses sw ung in the midnight ai r. 

Six quarts of methegli n he drank th at nigh t, 
Six servitors carried him up to bed, 

Six ti mes he awoke i n  a terri ble fright, 
Six ph antoms were gri nning around his head .  

.. '* '* '* 

The eastern sk y i s  ti nged with red 
As the morning over  the castle break s, 

And rosy h ues fal l o n  his bed, 
Whereat the Thane remo rseful quakes. 

'* 

For as ruddy streaks th rough tIle ca8ement pour, 
He recalls wi th ho rror the blood he's shed ; 

E ach ray of sunligh t see ms like gore 
That cal ls fo r vengeance on  his head .  

" Oh  fetch a confessor, for Marie's sake 
" Let a holy p riest to my bedside hie , 

« I would that he shrive me, before I take 
" My leave of the world, for I sicken, I die! " 

One hideous groan and the spi ri t  h as flown 
From yon portly l ump of lifeless clay; 

Dead as a herring and cold as a stone 
The Th ane o n  his de athbed l ay. 

'* 

.. 
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An A ustin friar beside h im stand s, 

And smiles as hi s eyes run o ver  a scroll ; 

Bequeathing the whole of the Thane's broad l ands 

To th at wo rthy order, to pray for hi s so ul . 

There' s a clause which di rects th at an abbey be built 

O n  the spot  where the murdered lovers fell, 

A nd i n  memory then of i ts founder' s  gui lt, 

They c alled i t  the Abbey of B ai rnie's Well. 

And' B airnie 's Well ' abbey full soon  became 

B arnwel l, as we of the present d ay spe ll; 

So, but for the" Eagle," you see, the name 

Would have lost i ts tail and i ts tale as well. 

�� 
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THE PRINCIPLES OF PSALMSINGING. 

DR. lsaac Watts complained that in his day the Art of Psalmsinging was beginning to degenerate. 'A hymn of four verses,? he says' sung with the modern drawl now takes the time that one of six verses did before.' This was at the beginning of the eighteenth century. From that time Psalmsinging sank lower and lower till at the end of the last or beginning of this century it reached the profoundest depths of slovenliness. After grovelling at the bottom of this abyss for a quarter of a century or a little more, it at last raised its wings, and now after an interval of twenty-five or thirty years it is soaring aloft at a terribly giddy height. But haply its pinions may be like those which Dcedalus fastened upon his too venturesome son: a little time and the art may be plunged again into the depths, hopelessly crushed and mangled. In such an age as this-enthusiastic'beyond measure-it will scarcely be matter of surprise that when once a start was made, th& art should rise quickly to the very summit of voluptuous luxuriance; its luxuriance is so exuberant that it has become perfectly rank. Blind prejudice has played a much greater part in thus raising the art than any reason could have done; and although there can be no question that immense improvement has lately taken place, few persons appear really to have thought out the subject, to have got at the why and wlwt·e

fore of the matter. It is 
this deficiency that I now humbly endeavour to supply: to put forward the Sense and Reason of the matter, which in the. e�d must invariably prove stronger than any amount of preJudlce or enthusiasm. There is a very common fault in aU singing which cannot be sufficiently reprobated-the too little attention that is paid to rendering the words clearly and distinctly. However fine the voice may be, however great the execution of the singer, without attention to this one point there will always 
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appear to be something wanting. Perhaps no one ever 
charmed an audience more than Clara N ovello: yet her 
power and quality of voice have not seldom been surpassed, 
and others have excelled her in what is called execution; 
but it was her manner of rendering the words of a song, so 
that they sounded clear and distinct over the entire music
hall, which won for her not only popularity but genuine 
admiration. Now inattention to this point becomes a most 
serious fault in Psalm and Hymn singing and indeed in all 
Church music of any kind. The words of the psalm not the 
tune demand the greatest attention, and if these are not 
rendered distinctly, the object in singing the psalm is entirely 
lost: the music is written for the words, not the words for 
the music. In aU'churches a great part of the congregation 
consists of the poorer class who do not possess the convenience 
of a hymn-book, some not that of a prayer-book. If then the 
words are not clearly pronounced, they can take no pleasure 
in the psalm beyond that of listening to the music in a stupid 
vacant way, wondering what it aU means; keeping this con
stantly in our minds, it is not very difficult to decide what 
should be the pace at which the music ought to be sung, and 
what should be the exact character of the music itself. 

Dr. Watts, we have seen, complained of the affected 
drawl which in his time was coming into fashion. This 
mawkish drawling is a very great error. It necessitates the 
dragging out of the words to a most unnatural length, thus 
rendering them unintelligible, or nearly so, to the listener: 
nor is this all. No person living could sing one line in the 
drawling manner without wanting a fresh supply of breath. 
What then must be the general effect to one trying to catch 
the words? He hears them pronounced as he never heard 
them before, and in the middle of a word comes a gasping 
sigh for breath, which at once obliterates any meaning he 
may have attached to the words before. This is without the 
least exaggeration a true statement of the manner in which 
the psalms are sung in many country churches, the perfor
mance tending rather to provoke laughter than to raise de
votional feelings in the minds of the congregation. But the 
drawl which was modern in the days of lsaac Watts is now 
rapidly becoming a thing of the past, a more unaffected style 
of singing having taken its place. Many, however, disgusted 
with the slow droning style have flown off to the other 
extreme, and it is wonderful how in this case the extremes 
meet. The sense is quite as much lost and the listener per
haps more bewildered. When the words come out hurrying 
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over one another and trippinO' up each other's heels, as when 
they are drawled and droned . This very fast singing must 
be deemed more intolerable than the other, for while that �as all the appearance of .earnestness, thi.s sty�e c�rri�s with 
It a careless manner, as If the great object m smglOg the 
psalm were to reach the end as soon as possible. 

It will be seen how both these styles militate against the 
great principle of rendering the words clearly and distinctly, 
and it does not require any great amount of thought to see 
that the only proper manner of singing a psalm is to follow 
the mean between these two styles. Let the psalm be sung 
at the pace at which the words can be pronounced clearly, 
distinctly, and sharply, neither dragging them out to an un
natural length, nor hurrying on to the next word before the 
first is properly pronounced. If this plan were carried out 
in our churches I am convinced that greater satisfaction 
would be given to the whole congregation, and an important 
point which is now left to the individual caprice of the 
organist or incumbent of the parish would be generally and 
universally settled. 

Next, iu considering what should be the exact character 
of the music of psalm-tunes, we must keep as much before 
our eyes the great principle of rendering the words clearly, 
as in determining the pace at which it should be sung. Out 
of the drawling manner proceeded all the flimsy flourishes 
and tawdry finery for which the tunes of the eighteenth 
century are so justly notorious. The voice could not hold 
one note for the length of time which was required by the 
drawl; it resorted to all manner of expedients to assist it
auxiliary notes, passing notes, appoggiaturas and bravuras-
and so completely were many good old tunes enveloped by 
these abominations that almost all trace of their original 
melody was lost. Here is an instance of Tallis' Canon 
dressed up in all this finery. (See plate, No. 1.) 

This version of that splendid old tune was heard by the 
writer in a country church a few years ago, and the effect on 
those who knew the solemn stateliness of the original can be 
better imagined than described. But with the majority these 
tunes are not now popular ; if however the reason for their 
objecting to them were to be asked, few would be found who 
could give a reasonable answer. I have often fancied that 
it is this inability to give a reason, in this and also in other 
matters, which so often produces contempt and dislike be
tween the High and Low Church parties. Most, I might 
say all, of the High Church party prefer syllabic tunes, or 
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tunes nearly syllabic; but when asked by a Low Churchman, 
why they should be better than all others, generally give as 
a reason that they are correct and or thodox, or some such 
cant word. No wonder that this produces contempt and dis
like in the mind of the Low Churchman-he has humbly asked 
the reason why, but gets only a hint of his inferiority. We 
will now see if a good and substantial reason cannot be given 
""'1''h-- __ 11_l..!_ .... ---- _1... ..... _1..1 1... .... _.�,...l"" ....... "rl ....... n11 ..... th-O'I.CO T .. ;('I 

• V<t.UU i:UJU general oDJeCtlOn. vv nen tne semibreve IS dIVIded 
mto two minims and slurred, the tune ceases at once to be 
syllabic, as these two minims are sung to one syllable, and 
the syllable so sung stands a great chance of being drawled. 
This great abomination-dividing the semibreve-proceeded 
from the drawling manner ; triple-time tunes before being 
purely syllabic, that is, their bars consisting of one semibreve 
and one minim. Bedford is a tune which has suffered much 
from the drawlers and almost as much from the opposite side, 
for they have caused it to be generally sung in common time. 
The melody as originally written stands thus, and thus it 
ought to be sung. (See plate, No. 2). 

There are one or two more which have thus suffered, and 
VOL. IV. G 
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over one another and tripping up each other's heels, as when 
they are drawled and droned. This very fast singing must 
be deemed more intolerable than the other, for while that 
has all the appearance of earnestness, this style carries with 
it a careless manner, as if the great object in singing the 
psalm were to reach the end as soon as possible. 

It will be seen how both these styles militate against the 
great principle of rendering the words clearly and distinctly, 
!:lIntl ;t ,.:t""rt ............ _ ........... ,! .. _ ---- . . ... .. - , 

ULC""CU up IU an �uns nnery. l,::,ee plate, l�o. 1.) 
This version of that splendid old tune was heard by the 

writer in a country church a few years ago, and the effect 011 
those who knew the solemn stateliness of the original can be 
better imagined than described. But with the majority these 
tunes are not now popular; if however the reason for their 
objecting to them were to be asked, few would be found who 
could give a reasonable answer. I have often fancied that 
it is this inability to give a reason, in  this and also in other 
matters, which so often produces contempt and dislike be
tween the High and Low Church parties. Most, I might 
say all, of the High Church party prefer syllabic tunes, or 
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tunes nearly syllabic; but when asked by a Low Churchman, 
why they should be better than all others, generally give as 
a reason that they are correct and orthodox, 01' some such 
cant word. No wonder that this produces contempt and dis
like in the mind of the Low Churchman-he has humbly asked 
the reason why, but gets only a hint of his inferiority. We 
will now see if a good and substantial reason cannot be given 
why syllabic tunes should be preferred to all others. It is 
very difficult for the ear to catch the meaning of a word as it 
is passing through the contortions and ramifications of an 
elaborate flourish; it is puzzled by reason of the variety of 
the changes rung on one syllable, and confusion is produced 
in the mind of the listener. In order to promote clear and 
distinct pronunciation it is almost indispensable that to every 
syllable there should be one note, and no more. This may 
at first sight appear rather fanciful, but a few experiments 
will convince any one of its truth. It might be thought too 
that such a sweeping demand would clash very materially 
with the principles of harmony; that there would be few 
tunes which could be syllabic through all their parts; but 
this is unnecessary. The Canto is the part to which people 
trying to catch the words would listen, so that a passing note 
in any of the other parts when required would be quite ad
missible. This appears to be the method on which our old 
tunes were written; the melody purely syllabic and when 
harmony required it, a passing note in the inner parts, b

O ut 
only a very occasional one in the bass. 

There is another point, however, about which I have 
sometimes observed a curious prejudice. Many object 
to a ny tunes written in triple time, because, say they, they 
are jerky and monotonous. This may contain a little truth, 
but against a syllabic tune in triple time there can be no 
valid and general objection. When the semibreve is divided 
mto two minims and slurred, the tune ceases at once to be 
syllabic, as these two minims are sung to one syllable, and 
the syllable so sung stands a great chance of being drawled. 
This great abomination-dividing the semibreve-proceeded 
from the drawling manner ; triple-time tunes before being 
purely syllabic, that is, their bars consisting of one semibreve 
and one minim. Bedford is a tune which has suffered much 
from the drawlers and almost as much from the opposite side, 
for they have caused it to be generally sung in common time. 
The melody as originally written stands thus, and thus it 
ought to be sung. (See plate, No. 2). 

There are one 01' two more which have thus suffered, and 
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among them is St. Mary, which is now usually sung in common 
time, thus utterly destroying the original character of the tune. 

We have come then to this conclusion about Psalm
singing : that all tunes should be sung at that pace at which 
the words can be pronounced clearly and sharply, and that 
syllabic tunes are much to be preferred to all others. We 
have tried to put the matter in a reasonable light, laying 
aside all enthusiasm and prejudice, and we have arrived at 
the same conclusion as our ancestors did more than ten 
generations ago. But the subject ought not to be dismissed 
without a notice of some Tune-books which have lately made 
their appearance. These are three in number : the last in date 
being one edited by Sterndale Bennett and Otto Goldschmit ; 
the next, that which has received the largest share of 
popular favour, having the musical portion edited by Dr. 
W. H. Monk ; and the last by the Rev. W. H. Havergal. 
The first-mentioned of these is never likely to be exten
sively used in our churches, as the tunes have more the 
character of Chorales than Psalm-tunes. " Hymns, Ancient 
and Modern," has had singular success, an unheard of 
number of copies being sold in a very short time; but, in 
our opinion, the setting of most of the tunes is flimsy and 
light, and the harmony has a cloying and palling effect. The 
very convenient form and arrangement of the book has 
obtained for it greater popularity than " Old Church 
Psalmody," by Mr. Havergal; but in point of sterling worth 
" Hymns, Ancient and Modern," does not come near it. 
There is a character klf solidity about the harmony of 
the tunes in " Old Church Psalmody," which is highly 
refreshing after the prettiness and elegance of " Hymns, 
Ancient and Modern." There is all the difference between 
these two volumes that there is between Handel's " Messiah," 
and Spohr's " Last Judgment ;" in point of style and real 
worth they cannot be' compared. A fair trial will, we are 
sure, convince any one of the truth of this criticism, and as 
space cannot be given for more words on this subject we 
strongly recommend one. 

I have been induced to send these remarks to the Editors 
of The Eagle in the hope that they may be serviceable in 
some degree to those readers who are intending soon to 
undertake the care of a parish, and have not the time, 
perhaps not the will, to give these matters close considera
tion. These thoughts occurred to me whilst I had the 
management of a small country church choir, so that they 
may be said to be based upon experience, and not to be the 
mere fancies of a dreamy theorist. T. K. 

LETTERS FROM THE EA.ST. 

Ill. FROM MONGHYR TO DARJEELING. 

TO be gazetted to a Hill Station is the luck of but few 
officials in India, and they are most justly objects of 

envy who are thus distinguished as the favourites of fortune. 
The idea of the free mountain ail', after that burning feverish 
atmosphere of the plains ; the possibility of once more seeing 
and handling frost and snow, and feeling oneself to be in 
a more genial climate; the thought of the glorious scenery 
and still more glorious tropical vegetation, after that endless 
tract of level as far as the eye can reach; the delight of 
healthy active out-door exercise, inducing supple limbs and 
sturdy frame, after that daily morning ride before the sun 
is up, or that evening drive after sunset ; perhaps too the 
anticipation of the pleasures of society, the life and gaiety 
of a fashionable season, after a solitary sojourn in a sub
division, or that dull plodding station, queened by a single 
member of the gentler sex ; these and possibly other con
siderations crowd upon the mind, and cause the fortunate 
individual selected to bless the horoscope of his nativity. 
In such a position I found myself on the 5th of October 
last, when I was appointed to act as Assistant to the Super
intendent of Darjeeling-the sanitarium of Bengal. My 
first thoughts concerned my good luck, and, on the whole, 
I do not think that my self-congratulation was lessened to 
any great extent by the overwhelming solicitude of those 
contemporaries in the service who most considerately volun
teered to relieve me of the post. But my second thoughts 
were as to how I should get there, a question always attended 
with some anxiety in India; and, having now accomplished 
the journey, I imagine a brief account thereof may not be 
uninteresting to some of Aquila's readers, comprising as 
it does the three phases of modern travel-the Rail, the 
Road, and the River. 

o 2 
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We left Monghyr on Friday morning, October 23rd, 
and after a four hours' ride on the East Indian Railway 
reached SahebO"urge, between which place and Caragolah 
Ghaut the go�ernment ferry plies. There is not much 
worthy of remark on this portion of the line. Running 
south for six miles 011 the Monghyr branch, we join the 
main line at J umalpore, the great half-way j unction between 
Calcutta and Benares. The town has been created under 
the auspices of the Company, and as yet is occupied ex
clusively by railway officials. It is now beginning to wear 
an important aspect, a great portion of the foundries and 
engineering shops having been transferred hither from 
Howrah, and if the original intention is fully carried out, 
it may in the course of a few years be one of the most 
thriving commercial and manufacturing towns in India. 
Unfortunately however the site was not well selected ; the 
town is built just at the foot of a range of hills, always a 
pestilential position in India, and consequently it is beginning 
to manifest signs calculated to cause apprehension in a sani
tary point of view. 

Leaving J umalpore we pass through the tunnel, no great 
work of engineering skill, but remarkable as being the first 
bored in India, and for the unspeakable wonder with which 
it is still regarded by the natives, many of them coming 
miles from beyond the river to inspect it, and then being 
haled before the magistrates for trespass. 

The line being still in an unfinished state, it would 
hardly be fair to compare it at present with a first-class 
railway in England. An immense capital has been lavished 
on it, and as the interest is guaranteed by Government, a 
large portion has been wasted through mismanagement. It is 
said that the Company are now in want of additional funds, 
and the remark would seem to be borne out by the little 
progrJ'lss that has been made during the last twelvemonths. 
Thus we enter a waiting-room, which has long been papered 
and painted in a style superior to that of any private resi
dence out here, but we observe that it is still unfurnished, 
without even a mat on the floor, and perhaps given up to 
the guard as a domicile. In some places the stations are 
not yet roofed-the four walls standing as monuments of 
the Company that began to build and was not able to finish. 
But there may be some excuse for deficiencies, which capital 
alone can supply-though there is no doubt the capital was 
originally ample, had it been husbanded with proper care. 
It is impossible however to restrain one's indignation at the 

'" 
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negligent manner in  which the line i s  worked, e.g. vide the 
correspondence column of the " Englishman." Imagine, 
good reader, being asked for your ticket by a dirty ill
looking fellow in a slouched hat, without any badge what
ever to shew he is in the Corn pan y's service. Your first 
impulse is to knock him down 01' hand him up as a sharper 
that wants to bamboozle you out of your ticket, but as you 
have probably heard of similar irregularities on the line, 
you simply summon the guard. He appears, equully destitute 
of uniform or badge, and smiles at your fears. It seems 
there is no one in uniform, so you may as well give your 
ticket to the first man who asks you for it. And now 
suppose you want your portmanteau moved into the other 
train, you are no little astonished to find there is not a 
single porter supplied by the Company. There are certainly 
a number of lazy fellows in yellow turbans on the platform, 
dignified by the name of policemen, but catch them 
touching a box with one of their fingers-Am I a dog that 
I should do this thing ? They would lose caste, I suppose ; 
it is a pity the Company does not employ those who have 
already lost it. You may have been led to suppose that 
the rail is the great leveller, but, however, you'll have to 
carry your own portmanteau. I wonder if any of my 
readers remember policeman Smith at the Leeds vVellingtori 
Station, a jovial, fat, good-tempered fellow, with a strong 
back and a willing hand. I al ways think of him on such 
occasions, and try to picture how he would shake his siues 
if he were set down at an E.  1. R. Station. There is 
another point in which the rail way was to be a great 
leveller, and that was in the introduction and spread of 
the English language. In this idea the tickets were all 
printed in English, and the consequence was that young 
Bengal in the booking-office was enabled to make a fortune 
out of his countrymen, by taking the fare for some hundreds 
of miles and issuing a ticket to the next station. The un
fortunate traveller, unconscious of the fraud practised upon 
him, is not only made to pay the fare a second · time, on 
arriving at his destination, but probably prosecuted and 
fined as well. Latterly, however, the magistrates com
prehending the state of the case, have refused to prostitute 
justice to the whim of the Company, and thus obliged 
them to issue tickets in the vernacular. This may serve 
as an example of ' the mischief which would ensue from 
the introuuction at present of the use of English in the 
law-courts, so strenuously advocated by many. The object 
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of the plan would seem to be, that, by relieving Indian 
judges of the necessity of a thorough knowledge of the 
vernacular, the appointment might be given away to young 
barristers fresh from their dinners in England, and a great 
blow thus struck at the root of the Indian Civil Service. 
But it must be obvious, that so long as the bulk of the 
people remain ignorant of English, if such a plan were 
introduced, an enormous power would be placed in the 
hands of the interpreters or go-betweens,-unscrupulous 
native Omlah, who would never hesitate to pervert the 
evidence to serve their own ends. For my own part, 
I confidently trust and believe that the English language 
may one day be spoken almost universally from the Hima
layas to Cape Comorin-and there is no doubt that both 
railways and courts of law will contribute wonderfully to 
such a result-but let us contemplate the present condition 
of Wales in our most sanguine moments, and hesitate to 
precipitate measures, which will only pervert justice and 
render our rule unpopular. 

But here we are at Sahebgurge. So let us gather our 
traps together and make the best of our way to the steamer. 
There she lies moored to the bank, some four hundred yards 
off. And a precious ugly-looking craft she is, crowded with 
odds and ends, boxes, furniture, men, and horses. However 
we make our way forward and then find breathing room. 
In a few minutes we start and are soon stemming the rapid 
current of the Ganges. Wind and stream both dead against 
us, we make but slow progress, at times indeed with 
difficulty maintaining our ground, or l'ather our position 
I should say, for as regards the ground the difficulty was 
rather the other way, the number of hidden shoals and 
sand· banks surrounding our course requiring considerable 
experience and caution in the men at the helm. Caragolah 
Ghaut is situate about twenty miles above Sahebgurge on 
the opposite bank of the river. These are the only places 
in the neighbourl:iOOd where the steamer can approach the 
bank, though a small boat may cross in an hour or two from 
Colgong or Peerpointer. Thus our course lay directly up 
the river, and we looked forward to a voyage of six or 
seven hours. Naturally this tedious state of affairs soon 
grows wearisome, we look around us and endeavour to 
realize our situation, we begin to examine the boat and 
the appurtenances thereof. She is a small river steamer, 
probably, judging from her build and antiquity, one of the 
first the British imported. The " saloon" passengers are 
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confined t o  a n  area o f  about four yards square, surmounted 
with an awning, but with no further protection against the 
weather. There is no cabin, so Europeans must remain 
on the deck like the natives, and pay as many rupees as the 
latter pay arras for the privilege of sitting apart and en
joying the first of the breeze. Oh ! the uncomfortableness 
of a short steamer trip. We settle down to a novel, but 
it is impossible to concentrate our ideas and we throw it 
aside ; we try to get up an orthodox enthusiasm suitable 
to the occasion, as we float on holy Gunga's sacred bosom, 
but it is all in vain. Gunga is too matter-of-fact, with the 
grunt of the engine in our ears and a column of black 
smoke stretching away behind us. We consult the skipper 
as to the prospect of our being in before night-fall-an 
important little man, with a strong smell of brandy and 
an everlasting cigar-one feels a reluctance to dignify such 
a man with the title of captain. He volunteers to point 
out alligators on the chuss, but unfortunately alligators 
won't come at his bidding. He relates his experience of a 
few nor'-westers, and a real nor'-wester on the Ganges is 
no trifle, but the cigar is out at last, and his tale and our 
patience likewise, and he toddles off for a fresh supply and 
perhaps another glass of grog. 

Our attention is thus left free to wander elsewhere, and 
ere long we find ourselves mechanically listening to the 
sonorous twang of the Lascar besides us, as he takes 
the sounding, determined to impress on the whole crew 
that H Dobam mila reay." I am not aware of the equi
valent nautical phraseology, but the meaning of it is that 
at two fathoms' depth he could not find the bottom. So 
we still feel safe, and as Caragolah Ghaut is now pointed 
out to us, we begin to speculate on our chance of securing 
a room at the Dak Bungalow. 

What a stumbling-block and offence to English ideas is 
that word ' dak'; while they are hauling us in and making 
the boat fast to the bank, let us consider the word and 
trace its various meanings. Most people are a ware that 
travelling in India is generally performed " by clak," that is, 
when not by rail or steamer. Yet many have a confused 
idea what this most comprehensive term implies. They 
know that letters were despatched by dak long before rail
roads were thought of in India. Did passengers also ride 
on the mail· cart ? But next day comes a letter from cousin 
Rate, telling how she was going to Mofussilpore " by dak," 
when the bearers put clown her palkee and bolted, the rascals] 
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and this upsets all their previously arranged ideas. They 
begin to wonder if the letters are really transmitted in 
palkees. And while in this dilemma, lo ! there 's a postal 
advertisement in the " Englishman" Kate has sent to the 
effect that the heavy portion of the mails will be despatched 
" by barghy dak," and thus they irresistibly come to the 
conclusion that passengers must be classed with books and 
newspapers-" booked by barghy dak," we might say. 

In truth the word ' dak ' has now a very wide significa
tion. Originally of course it meant no more than the English 
" post " or " mail." The letters were, and in many places 
still are transmitted by dak-runners-couriers who, with the 
mail-bag slung on a stick over their shoulders, trot along at 
five or six miles an hour. The books and parcels are made 
up into larger packages, and one or more being attached to 
each end of a bamboo are carried by the bearer barghy-wise. 
But how was travelling managed in those days ? roads being 
but few and far between, and the means of conveyance at a 
minimum. There was nothing for it but the indigenous 
palkee, and then you want bearers. And so, since generally 
a postal line was already established on every route of 
travelling and travellers in those days were always servants 
of the Government, the postal authorities were requested to 
provide the requisite bearers at the different stages along 
the road. And so the bearers were called dak-bearers and 
the passenger was said to travel " by dak." And then after
wards, when roads were made and gharries or cars came into 
use, the old phraseology extended its meaning to suit the 
progress of the age, and you had your choice of journeying 
by gharry-dak or palkee-dak. . 

It is almost a wonder that the word has not identified 
itself with travelling by rail, but when used in connection 
therewith, in speaking of the dak-gharry, or mail train, it has 
its original and legitimate signification. Thus, putting the 
locomotive power of steam out of our consideration, those 
only strictly travel Jly.. dak who ride on the mail-cart ; but the 
term having being applied to those means of conveyance 
furnished by the postal authorities, has been since extended 
to others, howsoever supplied. 

But we have not done yet, there is the " Dak Bungalow," 
the post-office of course you will say. Not a bit of it, the 
post-office is the Dak-ghur, and may be miles off the 
Bungalow. But just in the same way as a paternal Govern
ment laid ' daks ' for its servants and the public generally, 
it felt itself bound to provide staying bungalows and proper 
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accommodation along the several lines of route. Now let us 
make our way there and see what sort of a place it is. It is 
built on the bank of the river, and has consequently suffered 
from the annual inundations. Part of it has been washed 
away, only one room and a half remain at the present day. 
A new Dak Bungalow is in course of erection, but not yet 
in a condition to receive visitors. The whole room was 
already occupied when we reached the ruined building, and 
there was some pretension to occupy the half as well (1 call it 
the half because part of the roof was gone.) The Judge of -
was said to be on his way to Calcutta, and expected to arrive 
in time for the steamer's return at dawn. However the Dak 
Bungalow rule is the good old one of "first come, first served," 
and so we felt secure in our possession. Each room generally 
contains bed, table, and chair, and a bath room attached with 
the requisite furniture. There are probably two servants, 
cook or butler or bearer, or whatever they like to call them
selves. Each adult pays a rupee per diem to Government 
for the occupation of the house, and anyone who has been 
twenty-four hours in the same Bungalow is liable to be 
turned out by a fresh comer. The servants provide eatables, 
which however generalfy prove uneatable ; they consist of 
fowls, rice, eggs, milk, chupatties, tea and sugar ; but parties 
setting out on a long journey do well to provide themselves 
with a hamper of prog beforehand, potted meats and soups, 
&c., in tins, which can be warmed up at any stage on the road. 

After a bath and a cup of tea we retire, but not to rest, 
for what with the buzzing of the mosquitoes inside and the 
arrival and departure of daks from without, in vain we court 
the drowsy god. Up at dawn with the first streak of light in 
the horizon, unrefreshed but supported by excitement and 
anticipating better things at Purneah, we issue forth to see if 
our dak is ready. 

A Transit Company, unlimited at the time I speak of, 
conveys passengers and goods on the Ganges and Daljeeling 
road, and Government having now ceased to lay daks on this 
line, everyone is left to its tender mercies. They provide 
either cars or palkees. the former however, only as far as 
Punkobarry, usually called " the foot of the hills." We pre
fen'ed the old, time-honoured palanquin, as safer, steadier 
and more comfortable, and paid down R. 450 for our three 
daks to Darjeeling, for self, wife, servant, and child. 

A dak consists of eight bearers, a mussalchee, and one or 
two barghy-burclars who will travel a stage of ten 01' fifteen 
miles at an average speed of 4t miles an hour, when another 
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set will be in readiness to relieve them. And give them only 
time for their rice and tobacco, these same men will perform 
two or even three of such stages in a day. Indeed I have 
always found the bearers a very good race of fellows, and I 
think they are often unjustly abused. They �ill gener�lly 
get you out of a dilemma, pay them only fall'ly and gIve 
them time, while their power of endurance is perfectly 
amazing. Ladies may travel all over India alone with them 
in perfect safety ; they are always respectful, and if not 
punctual, it is generally owing to some misdirection. Our 
:first anxiety is to see our traps start before us, they have 
been packed for the journey in a formidable array of pettaralts, 
a small square tin box having a pyramidal lid with the apex 
cut off, and a framework of wood to protect the exterior. 
One of these is slung to either end of a bamboo, which the 
barghy bearer suspends over his shoulder like the picture of 
Aquarius. Our things thus sent before, we snatch a hasty 
breakfast of eggs and tea, put away our wrappers and small 
articles in the palkees, settle our account at the Dak Bunga
low and off we start. Four bearers take up our palkee, the 
whole four-and-twenty join in a cheer, " Long live Mother 
Kaler ? Long live the Company Bahadoor," (though whether 
they refer to the deceased John, or the present Transit Com
pany, I have not yet been able to ascertain), the wish would 
hardly benefit the former now he is dead and buried, while 
no one would second it with respect to the latter. Away we 
go, the fresh morning air deliciously cool and balmy ; we 
pull up our rug and feel as jolly as possible. On we trot, 
only stopping every two or three hundred yards for the 
bearers to change. By and bye the sun's rays begin to beat 
powerfully and unpleasantly into the palkee, we are obliged 
to close one side and now our case bids fair to be desperate. 
We are nearly stifled with the heat, and suffocated with the 
dust raised by the extra bearers as they run along by our 
side. The first stage is passed and the old set of' bearers 
dismissed with the usual tip of four arras each palkee and a 
few pice for the barghy-wallahs. vVe are now approaching 
the second stage and....anxiously thrust our heads out of the 
palkee, if perchance we may see any signs of our pettarahs. 
We are set down " patuhe sub tegmine fagi " and learn to 
our dismay that only two sets of bearers, instead of three, are 
in waiting for us and no barghy-burdars at all ! This relay 
is supplied from Purneah, and we cast wistful glances up the 
road, but there is not another soul to be seen. We hold a 
consultation. I endeavour to persuade my oId bearers to take 
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m �  on another stage, promising to see them righted by the 
agent at Purneah, but they expressed doubts as to my power. 
"Am I not a hflkim ? Can the hflkim speak falsely ? " " W e  
can't believe you are a hflkim-for if you were, how would 
you be left here without bearers ? " Standing utterly aghast 
at this unexpected reply, I mentally curse the day when 
Government relinquished the daks to a Company so badly 
managed. Is it not enough to be kept waiting an hour 01' 

two under a burning mid-day sun, but must I be insulted as 
well ? Must I be told that I am nobody, 01' the Company 
would not have dared to keep me waiting ? Surely an action 
will lie for be-izzatee 01' loss of dignity ? Feeling considerably 
smaller and meditating revenge, I cast about how I may 
recover my injured position. It is a police chowkey and I 
pounce upon the constable. I explain to him who I am, and 
that I am now going to the magistrates at Purneah, I take 
his number and make over my traps to him, strictly enjoin
ing him to send them on before nightfall. The bearers, 
apparently satisfied by this act of authority, agree to take me 
on after their meal, when lo ! a shout in the distance, and 
the truants appear at last. 

How delicious that bath at N at's, and the tiffin, and 
bottled Bass, and the quiet evening drive, after all the hurry 
and bustle of the two or three days previous ! N at himself 
was not at home, having gone to the south of the district 
after a tiger, but at that time he was chumming with another 
good fellow, whose kindness and hospitality I shall never 
forget. It was a large airy house, situated in the centre of 
an immense compound or enclosure, with the peculiarity of 
Indian compounds in being unvaried by a single hillock 
or tree. Indeed, the whole of the station at Purneah is 
exceedingly low and flat ; in the rains it lies below the level 
of the swollen river, and is only kept water-tight by being 
encircled with five miles of burd. Last year the burd burst 
and part of the station was completely washed away. Pur� 
neah is generally considered the Eden of Bengal, but those 
who have lived there have always a word to speak in its 
behalf. The water is undoubtedly impure, which Il).ay 
account for the enormous consumption of beer at PUl'ne�p, 
but the place is pleasantly situated and not without its charms . .  

We remained the night there, and next morning, after 
laying in a store of the staff of life sufficient for the next 
three or four days, started on our way towards Kishengurge. 
We fared well this day as far as bearers were concerned, 
double t.he requisite number being ready for us at the second 
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stage ; three sets having come as usual from Kishengurge 
and three ' others having been sent forward in haste from 
Purneah in consequence, as I presume, of a tender bilIet
doux I had favoured the agent with the previous night. 
Towards evening as the shades of darkness gathered round, 
the mussalchees lit their torches, running by the palkee's 
side and pouring oil on them from time to time, the barghy
wallahs drew in to the lights, and our procession must have 
presented somewhat of an infernal aspect. I can only speak 
to the smell myself, which is any thing but savoury, and, ex
postulate as I would, the rogues would invariably sneak 
round to the windward. 

The Dak Bungalow at Kishengurge is certainly the best 
on the road, and thanks to the deputy magistrate, who is in 
charge of this sub-division, we found plenty of the necessaries 
of life awaiting us. Refreshed by a night's rest, we pro
ceeded on our journey ; and now, as the sun lights up the 
rosy dawn, are those clouds to our left, or-yes ! they must 
be the hills, the snowy range of the Himalayas ! the same 
·forlll of fleecy sheen I saw one glorious evening at sun-set 
from Monghyr. 

The road between Caragolah and Titalya is a vast burd, 
with fruitful plains of paddy on either hand. The road itself 
is simply kutcha, that is, composed of loose earth thrown on 
the top somewhat resembling a ploughed field. In places 
there are signs of its having been the intention of the Depart
ment of Public Works at one time to " metal " it, that is, 
make a solid foundation of bricks or kunkur, but they have 
evidently long since abandoned such virtuous resolutions. 

Here and there the road is intersected by deep nullahs, 
the most formidable of which is the river Mahanuddy 
between Purneah and Kishengurge. The palanquin, its 
incumbent and all, is placed on a raft constructed of two 
" jongas," 01' canoes, made of hollowed trees, with a rough 
platform connecting them, and is thus punted across. 

If the road ever should be rendered fit for any other 
vehicle except bullock carts to travel on, (and oh, how we 
cpngratulated oursel-¥€S on being in palkees on human springs 
of flesh and blood !) when the trees on either side shall have 
seen a few more summers, it might become really an extreme
ly pleasant drive. Yet it seems strange in this age of progress 
why Government should expend so much money over the 
road, when a light tramway might be made at less cost and 
pay infinitely better. Possibly, as was the case some years 
ago in England, Sir Chas. 'l'l'evelyan will have cleansed the 
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Augean stable, and brought the Trunk Roads into capital 
order just when the railways are ready to supersede them. 

At the last stage we were not so fortunate as on the 
previous day, only two sets of bearers waiting for us. As 
there positively was not one scrap of shade here, I hastily 
sent the ot.ber two palkees on, and then composed myself for 
an argument with the bearers. Where was the Sirdar ? He 
had gone into the villages to levy more men. What were 
those bearers waiting for over yonder ? Their dak was laid 
the other way and expected every minute. Would the old 
set go on another stage ? Couldn't do it, two sets were en
gaged for daks the other way, and the third must return to 
the last stage to be in relay there. 

There was no help for it then, I put my cause into their 
hands and calmly awaited the Sirdar's return, trying to be as 
patient as possible under the circumstances. I had just 
given up the attempt however as hopeless, when the bearers 
returned, having arranged it amongst themselves somehow. 
I think they had become rather sceptic on the subject of 
those other daks, and preferred a bird in the hand to two in 
the bush. At 8 r.M. I reached Titalya, and straightway bent 
my steps to the agent. Having explained the matter, I 
expressed a hope that my dak would be ready at six next 
morning as arranged, and that I should experience no fur
ther delay on the road. " Oh ! arn't you going on to Punko
baree to-night," replied the amiable Welshman. " To-night ! " 
exclaimed I in astonishment, " attempt the Terai at night ! 
no thank you, I think my dak was laid for to-morrow morn
ing." " Well ! so it is, but if you don't go till then you'll 
spoil all our daks ! "  Now this was cool, considering that 
my dak had been laid for ten days before at least, and after 
all the previous excitement of the day, I could not be 
expected to think otherwise ; so I told him so, and uttering·  
various threats against the Company, which must have 
sounded perfectly awful in his ears, I returned to the Dak 

Bungalow. My threats however were not without effect, 

for he managed to find bearers who took us all the way 

through to Punkobaree next day, and well too. 
The distance from Titalya to Punkobaree is but thirty 

miles, but a Dak Bungalow has been erected half-way at 
Siligoorie, to enable the busy traveller to avoid passing 
through the Terai at night. The Terai is the long narrow 
strip of jungle running along the foot of the Himalayas 
from Bhootan to Cashmere. Receiving the watershed of 
the hills, it is excessively fertile, and abounds with game of 
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all sorts. The malaria however is undoubtedly malignant, 
and few escape jungle-fever who attempt to pass through 
it by night. It was here that Lady Canning is supposed 
to have caught that fatal disease, which deprived this country 
of so favourite and queen-like a countess. We did not make 
a long stay at Siligoorie, but crossing the Mahanuddy again 
pushed on through the jungle of the Terai. 

Before us lie the hills in solemn grandeur, rising almost 
perpendicular from the plains. We are so close under them 
now that the snow is lost to view, and we only see the 
darkening shade of the primroval forest, or the rusty clearance 
of the tea plantation. On either hand is dense foliage
tangled brake, eight or ten feet high-the lairs of tiger, wolf, 
and bear. Soon we reach clear brawling pebbly streams, 
which forcibly recall the " grappling " scenes of yore in the 
north of Yorkshire. We long to jUlllP out of our palanquin 
and try under that stone, but alas ! there are no trout in 
India. And now we are visibly ascending ; the bearers, who 
have brought with them long bamboos for the purpose, sling 
them under the pole before and behind, the palkee thus being 
borne by eight men. And now cooler breezes begin to 
welcome us to heights fairer than the abode of the gods ; and 
the roaring and laughter of the mountain brook makes music 
in our ears-music unheard in Cambridgeshire, while we 
feed our never-tiring eyesight on the exuberant and many
coloured foliage, which cheers and adorns our path upwards. 
And thus winding up the spurs, with many a glorious peep 
behind, and ever some new delight to excite our admiration, 
we reach Punkobaree, 1 600 feet above the sea, and 1 300  feet 
above the plains we have j ust left : the terminus for bullock
carts, and styled " the foot of the Hills." 

Once arrived at the Dak-Bungalow, the romantic is soon 
lost in the material, and admiration gives place . to baser 
feelings. At the first glance one can imagine nothing more 
cheerless or disconsolate. Certainly it is the first boarded 
floor we have seen for some time, but then the planking is  
all rotten and out of repair. There is not a perfect chair in 
the room, either a-n.... arm, or a leg, or a back being wanting. 
And when we summon the butler, and ask what he has for 
dinner, our dismay is complete. Of course the invari
able answer. " Sub cheez hai "-everything and anythinO' "
you like to order-is ready on his tongue. But whe� I 
we descend to details, we find it is more difficult to suite 
our palate. 

" Have you any meat, beef or mutton ? "  we ask. 
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" Nay, Khudawal'd," whines out mine host, clasping his 
hands together in an imploring attitude. 

" Any bread ? " 
" How can bread be found in the midst of the j ungle ? "  
" Well, any milk or butter ? " 

" Your slave had three cows once, but fate went against 
him (great is Allah !) and they are all dead." 

" Any beer ? "  we ask in our despair. 
" There were six dozen, - but it's all been consumed."

Fancy the pettiest inn-keeper at home having once got in six 
dozen of beer ! 

" What have you then ? "  we roar in desperation. 
" Your slave kisses his master's feet, and will serve up a 

fowl and chupatties. Will your highness have it boiled, or 
roast, or cutlets, or fricassee ? "  

Alas ! Fowl and chupatties ! Just what the " sub cheez " 
has been reduced to at every Dak-Bungalow along the road. 
And how to have it cooked ! We have tried every way and 
never yet been able to masticate sufficient to appease the 
pangs of hunger. For consider ! that bird, which is destined 
to play so conspicuous a part in your evening meal an hour 
hence, is still strutting about yonder among his fellows in the 
yard. Out of the water into the frying pan, may be a good 
rule for fish, but flesh is hardly adapted for so rapid a 
method of cuisine. 

Having bathed and dressed, we issue forth to look about 
us pending the arrival of our unfortunate bird. In the square 
in front of the Bungalow are bivouacked some companies of 
Sikhs, going up to form the escort to the Bhootan Mission. 
We find the J emadar in waiting to pay his respects. There 
is the Daroghah of Police too, who has been sent clown to 
look after or cater for these fellows, as may be necessary. He 
has heard of the arrival of his new Hakim and comes forward 
with a profound salaam to signify his desire to do everything 
in his power for our comfort. 

But what is this ? Come, Daroghah, all your diplomatic 
skill is wanted now. Half-a-dozen Sikhs, ignorant of the 
principles of Political Economy, will not quietly consent to 
pay the enhanced price of rice, and are loudly threatening to 
chastise the insolent shop-keeper, who dare attempt to impose 
on them. " Two prices in the same ' raj ' !  we never heard 
of such a thing." Poor fellows ! they thought the Viceroy 
fixed the same rate for the whole of British India ! However 
all praise to the Daroghah, who succeeded in pacifying them 
for the nonce, and I could hear him expounding to them as 
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they walked off, the item of transportation in the cost of 
production. 

At ten the next morning I was well-nigh desperate. I 
had been waiting two hours for my bearers, a�d they were 
still said to be eating their rice. Neither the Translt Company's 
agent nor the Daroghah, were of any avail. Forgetting all 
magisterial dignity, I seized a stick, and going to their hut, 
had to turn the men out by some show of force. Once on 
the road, everything gave way to a feeling of reverence and 
awe, at the grandeur of the scene. The distance from 
Punkobaree to Kursiong is only six miles, but the road 
is almost precipitously steep, corkscrewing up the spurs of 
the hill. At every turn the view is magnificent, the palkee 
now diving into the recess of some glorious gorge with its 
mountain torrent, roaring and rushing over the boulders ; 
now emerging on some crest, wherlce the eye gazes down 
on the far-reaching panorama of the plains, watered by the 
meandering streams of the Balasun and Mahanuddy ; while 
on every side rises the multiform and many-coloured foliage 
of the Himalayan flora : see ! English ferns and flowers, 
missed for many a long month ; aye ! and a thousand others, 
now for the first time presented to the eye. The graceful 
Tree-fern, the brilliant Orchids ; these and other curiosities, 
read of but never before seen in nature's garden, delight 
the eye, and relieve the tedium of the way. Here and 
there, perched on some eminence, or situated in the centre 
of some new clearance, where the primreval forest has 
yielded to the axe of the Anglo-Saxon, rises the neat white
washed bungalow of the resident tea-planter. The strange
ness and picturesque beauty of the scene is only heightened 
by the various groups of men and women we meet along 
the road. Here a batch of coolies, wild, dirty, uncombed, 
semi-savage Bhooteas, with the Mongolian niien, bent nearly 
double with the weight of some ponderous package, fastened 
to the back by means of a bamboo frame. Here a drove 
of haggard bullocks or ponies, coming down for a fresh 
load of rice and flour. And now a group of Biparries, with a 
barghy of hen-coops slung over their shoulders, or a net-full 
of earthen vessels ; all testifying to the wants of Daljeeling, 
and the trade carried on between that station and the plain. "'"-Arrived at Kursiong, the scenery is even grander than I 
below. We are now on the ridge or backbone of a hill, 
running north-east from the plains, and four thousand six 
hundred feet above the level of the sea. On one side 
are extensive views of the plains, on the other the valley 
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of the Balasan, with the spur of  Hope Town rising abruptly 
to the north, and the mountains of Nepal looming in the 
distance beyond. We lose however in the neighbourhood 
the magnificent forests, which is the great feature in the 
scenery below. In every direction the hills are being 
cleared for the cultivation of tea, and the dusky foliage is 
superseded for the time by the dull monotonous red clay. 
The temperature is now very considerably lower ; we un
pack warmer clothing and are glad and rejoice at the sight 
of a fire. We pass the night at the Dak Bungalow, con
gratulating ourselves on the prospect of a variation from 
fowl and chupatties on the morrow. 

The chief requisite of Darjeeling being an easy and rapid 
communication with the foot of the hills, and the former 
road being nothing more than a bridle-path, and so steep in 
places as to render the carriage of large articles impossible, 
the Government is constructing a new cart road with an 
almost imperceptible elevation. The new road is now 
complete from Kursiong to Daljeeling, and according by 
this route we proceeded on our journey. It is a fine, broad 
level road, winding round the side of the hill, and has been 
made at a great expense. No mean work of engineering 
skil l ,  its course here has been blasted through the solid rock, 
while in yon ravine a massive but rural bridge of solid 
masonry protects it from the inroads of the 'Yater-shed. 
Everywhere one passes through lovely wooded scenery, 
dipping into glens variegated with the richest foliage, and 
emerging on eminences, commanding extensive views of the 
surrounding forests. There is only wanting the appearance 
of the " Telegraph" or " Highflyer," spinning along the 
road, to make the traveller believe he is passing through 
the most enchanting scenes of Wales. 

The distance into Darjeeling from Kursiong is about 
twenty miles by this road. About half-way lives one of 
the Engineers on the road, a man of unbounded hospitality, 
and whose larder is certainly the most English I have met 
with in India. About four miles from Darjeeling the 
traveller arrives at " the saddle," a narrow ridge at one end 
of the valley lying between the Senchal and Dal'jeeling hills. 
A steep road turns off to the right up to Senchal Barracks, 
which are two miles higher up, eight thousand six hundred 
feet above the sea. We cross the saddle and ascend the 
hill on the opposite side, now leaving the cart road and 
following up the old bridle-path. Soon we reach J ulla 
Pahar, where stand the Barracks of the Convalescent Depot, 

VOL. IV. H 
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and having now attained the crest of the hill, we see below 
us, in a bend of the hill, facing southwest, the pretty station 
of Darjeeling. And having conducted the reader thus far, 
here we will leave him for the present, confident that he 
cannot be in a better place, or amidst more lovely scenes. 
Were we to pursue our subject, we fear lest we should 
render TAe Eagle as unpopular as an Indian debate. We 
therefore pause and furl our sails, promising that should 
the present voyage have been successful, we will continue 
our description in some future number, and introduce the 
�'eader to the history and topography of British Sikhism, and 
lts chief station and sanitarium of Bengal. 

"0,, 
",,°0° 

" 

H. B. 

THE LADY MARGARET SIXTH BOAT. 

LENT, 1864. 

" Eripite, 0 Socii, pariterque inaurgite remis ! "  
Virgil's ./.En. Ill. 560. 

" Poscia opem nel'vis corpusque fidele senectre : 
Esto, age , sed grandcs patill!l!, tucetaque Cl'assa 
Annuerc his Camum vetuel'e, l'atemque morantur." 

Cf. Peraius, Sat. lI. 41 .  

IT  was the hour of twilight gray when solemn shades  descend, 
And the labour s  of the oarsman and the ' cox'en' have an end : 
When Lady Margaret left her Hall, and to the river side, 
Like one who fears, in silence and in trepidation hied; 
And when she came to Cam' s slo w  stream , the slowly-flo wing stream, 
She paused, and looked around her, a s  if wand'l'ing in a dream : 
But soon she whistled long and loud, a s  one whistleth to a dog, 
And an eight-oared barge came silen tl y and swiftly through the fog. 
o but they wcre ancient mariners of t�c true Corinthian mould, 
With muscles hard as iron, and right vigorous though old ! 
For each had been in former days a Ma ster of S t. John's, 
Each was a no ble specimen of the ancient race of Dons. 
Then Margaret sat wi thin her boat  upon the river weedy, 
'ETOLfLoL lUTE 7raVTE(; ; lpl.uuET' ClvlipE!; i/li1/. 
Swift went the barge past Trinity, past Trinity Hall, al?-d C lare, 
Past K ing's, and Queens',  and Newnham, and th y meadows Gran ta 

fair. 
T hey  pass'd the spo t where studen ts bathc in May and fierce July, 
And bless'd the memory of him who built the shed hard by i 
And as they rowed a spectre form they saw from off the shore 
Take a header, and then disappear ; that  form was Henry Hoal'e ! 
All night they rowed, ti llmorning gray dawned on their dreary course ,  
And they saw in all its beauty Fathel' Cam' s primreval SOUl'ce . 
The Rive l'-god was drinking his matu tina l  dram 
From the ever-flowing fountain s which feed the god-like Cam ; 
And speedily he hastened from his bed, a s  he i s  won t, 
When he saw fair Margareta drawing near the sacred font :  

H2 
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• No w hail thee ! hail thee Margaret !" he cried in glad surprise, 
" By'r Logan but thy presence is a comfort for sore eyes. 
B ut to what  am I indebted for thi s  early morning call ? 
What bri ngs thee to old Camus from thine own beloved Hall ?" 
1'hen sighed fair Margare ta : " A  boon , a boon I ask !" 
And the god in rapture an swered : " Let me kno w what  is the task, 
And I'll do i t  if I'm able; for yo u kno w, my precious pearl, 
Old Camus nough t refuseth to hi s own beloved girl." 
Then the maiden bl ushing answered, " Father Cam a perfect Eigh t 
Many years have I endeavo ured to train up and ed ucate : 
Ye t in vain are all my effor ts : oh ! forgive the tears I shed , 
For the red flag floats no longer proudly at the river's head ! 
Then help me, Father Ca mus, for to thee the Johnian s pray, 
Oh ! teach me how to choose an Eight and to coach them the righ t 

way," 
Thus she spake in tears :  he answered " That I rather think I will ! 
B ut first of meat and liquor i t  behoves to take o ur fill," 
Then when with meat and liq uor the two were satisfied, 
The Cam rose from the table, and to the river hied, 
Him followed Margareta, and they sat upon the bank, 
Fringed with lilies, fringed with willo ws, fringed wi th o siers long 

and dank . 
Then old Camus kindly smiling, th us his speech in few began : 
" I  will tell thee, Margareta, how thine eigh t-oar'd boat to man. 
The yew tree bough, that  graves 0' ershades, i s  a sturdy bow and tr ue, 
We'll have a bow more sturdy, more sepulchral than the yew :  
When your crew next T uesday morning i n  their eight-oar'd boat 

you m uster, 
You'll find, dear Lady Margaret, your bow a regular • buster :'�;' 
Then Modius Le Drymeasure, of courage tried and true, 
Of unlimited capacity, shall preside at  ' num ber T wo,' 
' Num ber Two' he leads to Vic tory upon the ten ted field, 
A t  ' Num ber T wo' shall Modius 11i s  oar in tri umph wield : 
He runneth at the double at the clashing bayonets' brun t ;  
He roweth a t  the double, left his pivot, right i n  fron t :  
His upright back, his straight strong arms, his shoulders firm and free, 
Seem to partake but li ttle of the C. V. R. V .  E .  
Then the boat to steady, should there be a rough and stormy wind 

on, L We'll place for ballast that' sheer h ulk, the nautical Cylindon : 
Next, to cure the crew of ' ro wing' fast, methinks there should be 

seen 
At ' num ber Four' the visage stern of a bonnie J unior Dean : 

*' " B uster" hoc 'est qui remigando rumpi tur, alii legunt 
" B usta," quod nomen proprium esse vollln t, virum gravem ac stre
nuum significans. Judice t lector. 

(J U L-f 
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Then, uni ting all the virtues of the I sis  and the Cam, 
The great Camford shall row faster than the fastest telegram :  
Ye t o ur Five, tho' fast h e  roweth, sl1all equal no t i n  pace 
The ro wing of the sylph-like energetic Mr. Grace : 
Then a man of iron muscles, and of philosophic mind, 
rVJ.lJ/aO'TLK� shall she w us wi th laTptK� combined : 
Last of all a Stroke impor ted from across the Ocean blue 
Shall lead to death or victory his never-failing crew:  
B ut lest such stal war t heroes super-human powers display, 
To modera te their ardour we will choose a man of clay, 

1 0 1  

Who shall steer them, who shall cheer them ; but e xcessive zeal 
repress, 

And give them frequent ' easies' when he sees them in di stress. 
Not by rowing , not by tugging shall tha t  wondrous ship be sped, 
Long beards and long moustaches shall adorn each ancient head ; 
New-invented laws of mo tion shall supply the place of rowing, 
By capillary attraction will we keep the vessel going ." 

Thus he spake, and Margareta having whi stled for her crew, 
Thanked him kindly for his lecture, and bade the God adieu. 
Soon she returned to Granta, and tho' wintry was the weather, 
She followed Cam's suggestions, and got her crew toge ther : 
Wild and wintry was the weather; wildly shrieked the dismal wind ; 
B ut those ancient men rowed swiftly, and left the blast behind : 
Blue and red were nose and fingers, dark as win ter was the flow 
Of ice a rolling rapidly 'neath a canopy of snow. 
Black as  Styx, more foul than Thamesis, colder far than College 

dinners, 
The tur bid river swiftly bore those daun tless would-be-winners. 
o stranger would'st tho u  know their fate, if victors they came back ? 
Go, read i t  in the annals of the Cambridge Almanack ! 
There you'll read their deeds of daring ; how 'mid hail and sleet 

and sno w, 
Those bearded ancient mariners unflinchingly did row : 
Ho w to teach the young idea they consented to be bumped, 
Rowed from ' First house' to the Willows, yet were not the wast 

bit p umped. 
Gre w of rowing so enamoured, that  when forced their boat  to qui t  
They scorned on chail' of horse-hair, or o n  sofa soft to si t : 
How at last they rowed  to Logan 'S ,  crowned with laurels ro und 

their brows, 
Wi th the snow- white flag of Victory flaunting proudly a t  their bows! 

SOCIUS NAVALIS. 
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.. Accipe Fundatrix grati pia nota nepotis, 
1Equa tuis meritis sors inimica negat.. o si ! quas cupio, viJ.-es mihi fata dedissent, 
CllU';or elogiis Fromina nulla foret. 

At tua progenies vivet, nascentul· alum ni, 
Hi tibi plaud entes carmina digna ferent." 

THO. BAKElt. 

THE name at the head of this article is perhaps suggestive 
to many of our readers of the river, rather than of the 

court or cloister, of the fifteenth century, and some may 
expect to find accounts or notices of the glorious achieve
ments at Grassy or Henley, from the time of our great New 
Zealand Bishop, down to the day when the gallant foul' of 
last term finished their successful labours. 

A history of the College boating would, doubtless, be 
joyfully rece�ved by all subscribers to The Eagle, and at thl'l 
same time is a subject worthy of the pen of any aquatic 
contributor. Such however is not our present purpose. We 
wish to give a sketch of the life of her from w ho� the boat 
club derives its name, and the College its e�istence. To 
any student our subject is one of importance, as Lady MflJ'garet 
was almost in every respect the first lady of her time,
the wealthiest and mos.t accomplished, and at the same time 
the most devout and most ascetic,-the mother of kings,
the patroness of our earliest printers, being herself an autho
ress,-the most charitable }{enefactress of sound learning and 
religious education ; but to us, the Master, Fellows, Scholars 
and Students of the college, who are the recipients of her 
last bequest and largest bounty, the life of Lady Mal'garet 
ought to be replete with interest, furnishing us material for 
the most important thoughts,-whether the college at pre
sent is in a state of which she would approve, whether we 
individually and collectively are living in such a manner, 
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that with clear consciences we  can say we  are being " brought 
up in lernyng, vertue, and connyng."* 

Although the mother of Henry the Seventh played no 
unimportant part in the history of the latter half of the fif
teenth century, yet the recorded incidents of her life are few, 
and those generally only incidentally mentioned in the chroni
cles of the period. These materials, however, have been care
fully collected by Miss Halsted, in her Life of Marga1'et 
Beaufort, which obtained the honorary premium awarded by 
the directors of the Gresham commemoration, 1 8 39, and it is 
to this work that the author of the following pages is indebted 
for most of his references. Besides this life of Lady Mar
garet, there is a brief memoir of her in Ballard's Celebrated 
British Ladies, and a still shorter in Hartley Coleridge's 
Life of Bishop Fisher.t Much valuable information has 
also been found in Dr. Hymers' edition of her Funeral 
Sermon, preached by Bishop Fisher. 

It will be as well to commence with an account of this 
noble lady's descent, not only as a matter of curiosity, but 
for the purpose of explaining how all our kings derive their 
blood royal through her. 

John of Gaunt, " time-honoured Lancaster," the fourth 
son of king Edward the Third, was thrice married. His 
first wife was Blanch, heiress of Henry D uke of Lancaster, 
from whom he obtained the duchy. They had three children, 
two daughters, and a son afterwards king Henry the Fourth. 
His second wife was Dona Constantia, daughter and co
heiress of Peter the Cruel, king of Castile and Leon, by 
whom he had one daughter, who afterwards was married to 
the Prince of Asturias, eldest son of the king of Spain. 
Whilst Dona Constantia was still alive, · the Duke had three 
sons and one daughter by a lady who was at the time gover
ness to his daughters. This was Katharine the daughter of 
Sir Payne de Roet, a native of Hainault, and the widow of 
Sir Otes Swynford of Ketelthorpe in Lincolnshire. She 
had been in the service of the Duchess Blanch, and when 
she became a widow she again entered the household of 
J Ohll of Gaunt, and had the sole charge of his daughters. 

After the death of Dona Constantia, the Duke married 
Katherine Swynford, and obtained the legitimation of her 
children, firstly in a bull granted by the pope, and then in 
a charter given by Richard the Second in 1 397, and ratified 

*' Lady Margaret's Will. t Wor thies of Yorkshire. 
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and c�nfirmed by Parliament. This act of legitimation said, 
that they were " to be raised, promoted, elected, assume, 
and be admitted to all honours, dignities, pre-eminencies, 
estates, . degrees and offices, public and private whatsoever, 
as well perpetual as temporal, and fredal and noble, &c."'" 
It was afterwards confirmed by Henry the Fourth, and it 
seems that he added to the enrolment of the grant on the 
patent Rolls, the words " Excepta dignitate regaZi," as these 
words occur on it as an interlineation, and in different ink 
to the rest of the deed. This addition, however, could not 
affect the original grant, as it had become an Act of Parlia
ment, and the three words given above do not occur in the 
Rolls of Parliament.t . 

Thus it appears, that the descendants of John of Gaunt 
and Katherine Swynfol'd possessed all the rights of succes
sion to the English throne, after the failure of issue of Henry 
the Fourth, that that monarch himself had. 

The children thus made legitimate were surnamed Beau
fort,::: from the place of their birth, Beaufort Castle in Anjou. 
The eldest, Sir John de Beaufort, was created Earl of 
Somerset ; the second, Henry, was the celebrated cardinal 
Beaufort, bishop of Winchester, whose death-bed is repre
sented by Shakspeare (the second part of Henry the Sixth, 
Act Ill.  Scene 3j in such an awful manner. He was the 
richest man of his day and had perhaps amassed more wealth 
than' any Englishman before him. It is in allusion to this, 
t'hat Shakspeare makes him say : 

" If thou be'st death, I'll give thee England's treasure, 
Enough to purchase such another island, 
So thou wilt let me live, and feel no pain." 

The third brother was Thomas, made Duke of Exeter. The 
sister, Joan, married Sir Ralph Nevill, Earl of Westmore
land, and thus became grandmother of Edward the Fourth 
and Richard the Third. 

John Beaufort, Earl of Somerset, married Margaret 
Holland, by whom he had six children, foul' sons and two 
daughters. His eldest so� Henry succeeded to the title and 
estates, but dying in his Ifninority, they devolved upon the 

'*' Vide Excerpta Historica, pp. 152-- 155. 
t Excerpta Historica. 
:j: From this circumstance they bore a portcullis of the cogni

zance of the family, which portcullis is an important feature in the 
insignia of our college. 

• • 
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second son John. This John greatly distinguished himself 
in the wars with France, and for his conduct especially at 
the siege of Harfleur, was advanced to the rank of Duk,e of 
Somerset, and various other dignities. He married Margaret, 
the widow of Sir Oliver St. John, only daughter and heiress 
of John, Lord Beauchamp of :J;>owyke. The issue of this 
marriage was one daughter, Margaret, the subject of this 
Memoir, " so that," as Fuller says, " fair-port and fair-field 
met in this lady who was fair-body and fair-soul, being the 
exactest pattern of the best devotion those days afforded, 
taxed for no personal faults but the errors of the age she 
lived in." 

Margaret Beaufort was born in the year 1 4 4 1 ,  at Bletsoe, 
a small village about six miles north -west of Bedford, on the 
road to Higham Ferrers, the principal residence of her 
mother, to whom the manor belonged. The house where 
she was born has been long ago pulled down, and the site 
was at the beginning of this century occupied by a farm 
house.* 

The Duke of Somerset died in 1 44 4 ,  within four years 
of his marriage, and was buried in Wimbourne church, 
leaving to his infant daughter the whole of his vast posses
sions, and making her the greatest heiress in England. 

We know nothing about the education of the little 
Margaret, but her training was at least as good as that of any 
lady of her ag.e. She could read and write,-no mean 
accomplishments in the fifteenth century,-was a proficient in 
French, and though she often lamented that she had not 
made herself mistress of Latin in her youth, et she was not" 
as Coleridge remarks, " so ignorant of that language, but 
that she could use it in the service of charity. When she 
was at Cambridge, superintending the foundation of Christ's 
College, a student detected in some irregularity, was driven 
past her " indow to the academic whipping post, on which 
she cried out Lente, Lente, as a Scotch lady would have 
rendered it Canny, Canny, noo."t She was besides a most 

accomplished needle-woman, and there is still preserved in 

the St. John's family of Bletsoe:j:, a carpet with the anus and 

-)(. Lyson's Magna B,'itannioa, Bedfol'dshire, pp. 58, 59. 

t Bishop Fisher also says in his Sermon, that she well under

stood the Latin Service Books. 
:j: The family is descended from t,he mother of Lady Margaret 

and her fir�t husband. 
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matches of the family, worked by her."" It is related by 
Fuller, that J ames the First, whenever he was in the neigh
bOUl'hood of Bletsoe, asked to see the specimens of embroidery 
by his ancestress which were kept in the family mansion.t 
The art of medicine was an important part of a lady's educa
tion in the fifteenth century, and this was not neglected in 
the case of Lady Margaret. The medicinal skill she thus 
acquired, she made good use of in after life by daily adminis
tering to the wounds and alleviating the sicknesses of the 
poor. 

The custody of the lands of minors, used to be a profitable 
branch of the royal prerogative, their wardships being either 
sold or given by the Crown.:j: The guardianship of the only 
daughter of the Duke of Somerset, or rather the care of her 
property, would be coveted doubtless by numerous cOUltiers, 
and was conferred by Henry the Sixth on his favourite, 
Michael de la Pole, Earl and afterwards Duke of Suffolk.1 1 While Lady Margaret was still a child, she was diligently 
sought in marriage by her guardian for his son and heir, and 
by king Henry for his half brother Edmund Tudor, Earl of 
Richmond. 

The way she selected her husband from these two suitors 
is so remarkable, that the account must be given in full in 
Bishop Fisher's own words :§ " She which as then was not 
fully nine years old, doubtfuIl in her mynde what she were 
best to do, asked counsayle of an old Gentlewoman whom 
she moche loved and trusted, which dyde advyse her to 
commend her self to St. Nicholas the Patron and helper of 
all true maydens, and to beseche him to put in her mynde 
what she were best to do. This counsayle she follow'd, and 
made her Prayer so, full often ; but specyally that nyghte when she sholde the mOlTowe after make answere of her 
mynde determynately. A mervaylous thyng ! that same 
nyght, as I have herde her tell many a tyme, as she lay in 
Prayer, calling upon St. Nycholas, whether slepynge or 

'*' Nicholl's Royal Willsyp, 366. 
t Fuller's Cambridge, p. 94. 
:j: Excerpta Historica, p. 3. 
11 Ibid, where a copy of this grant may be seen. 
§ Hymer's Edition of Bishop Fisher's Sermon, p. Ill.  The story given in the text is alluded by Lord Bacon in his life of 

Henry the Seventh, who also confirms the early age at which her 
betrothal took place. The age seems less improbable, when we 
know that she was a mother at fourteen. 
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wakeynge she could not assure, but about four of  the clock 
in the mornynge, one appered unto her arrayed like a 
Byshop, and naming unto her Edmonde, bad take hyme 
unto her Husbande. Andes by this meane she did enclyne 
her mynde unto Edmonde the Kyng's Broder, and Erle of 
Rychemonde." 

Although her choice rested on Richmond, it is probable 
that Suffolk attempted to exercise his right,* and compel her 
to marry his son, for he was soon after this impeached, and 
this was one of the principal accusations against him, he 
having the intention of putting her forward as a claimant to 
the throne, in case Henry died without issue.t He was 
however released, through the influence of the Queen, after 
a short imprisonment ; but within a few weeks he was, at 
the instigation of the Commons, banished to Calais for five 
years. He however never reached the place of his banish
ment, but was cruelly murdered at sea. 

Richmond was thus left without a rival, and four years 
after ( 1 455) was married to the young heiress. We must 
therefore before proceeding any further in her history, give 
some account of the parentage of her future husband. 

The father of Edmund Tudor was Owen Ap Tudor, a 
Welsh gentleman, of limited means, but unlimited. pedigree, 
King Arthur being somewhere in the middle of it. He, 
going up to Court, managed to secure the affections of the 
widow of Henry the Fifth, thus causing a considerable 
amount of scandal and consternation among the English Aris
tocracy, who, like Mr. Daniel Pryce, thought a good deal-

" Of the Court BaU, at which by a lucky misha,p, 
Owen Tudor feU into Queen Katharine's lap ; 
And how Mr. Tudor successfully woo'd her, 
Till the Dowager put on a new wedding ring, 
A nd so made him Father-in-law to the King." 

It lIe not only had the custody of her lands, but possessed the 

sole right of providing her with a husband. 
t In the impeachment of Suffolk, as given in Feun's Original 

Lette1's, Vol. iii. p. 62-78, it is said that he had actually married 

Margaret to his son. This however is highly improbable, as the 

lady was hardly nine years old, anll no mention of the fact is mage 
by any historian of the ' period ; besides, if this marriage did take 
place, it would make Henry the Seventh illegitimate, as John, 
Duke of Suffolk, (the person in question) did not die till 1491, and 
there is no allusion, or charge of the kind made by any writer in 
that age or in more modern times. 

i . 
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Queen Katherine was married to Owen Tudor in 1 42 8 ,  
and they had four children, Edmund, of Hadham in Hert
fordshire, the place of his birth ; J aspe!', Owen, and 
Katharine. Henry the Sixth had great affection for his 
maternal brothers, and bestowed on Edmund the Castle and 
County of Richmond, at the same time creating him Earl 
of Richmond, with precedence above all other Earls, and 
Jasper was in the same year, 1 4 52,  made Earl of Pembroke. 

Edmund, Earl of Richmond, married Margaret Beaufort, 
in 1 4 5 5, and on the 2 6 th of July in the following year, a son 
was born to them at Pembroke Castle, the seat of their 
brother. 

Everything seemed to go well with the young wife, but 
her happiness was of short duration. Her joy at the birth 
of a son was still fresh, when it was changed to mourning 
for her husband. Edmund of Hadham died i.n the beginning 
of November of the year that made him a father. He was 
buried"" in the church of the Grey Friars, Caermarthen, but 
his remains were afterwards removed to the cathedral of St. 
David's, and there the inscription on his monument may still be seen. 

When it is remembered that we are entering on the most 
troubled period of English History, the wars of the Roses, when so many aspirants to the throne were using their best endeavours, by fair and foul means, by force of arms and by intrigue, to obtain the crown ; it will be admitted that the young widow had no easy work to do, to bring up in safety her son, who, failing the issue of Henry the Sixth, was the head of the Lancastrian party, and consequently an object of suspicion to the house of York. Moreover the White Rose was in the ascendant, and Henry had little power to protect his brother's son ; and besides the natural protector 
of Lady Margaret, her Uncle Edmund, Duke of Somerset, had just been slain in the battle of St. Alban's, while Jasper 
Tudor, uncle to the young Henry, as the child had been 
called, (doubtless after the King) was a bitter enemy of the 
Duke of York, who was then Protector of the Realm. Lady 
Margaret had therefore <;hiefly to trust to her own prudence, 
and she wisely kept aloof from the troubles of her country, 
and settled down in the castle where her child was born, 
where she would be surrounded by the dependants of her 
brother-in-law. 

'* Sandford's Genealogy, p. 283. 
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She remained a widow three or four years, and then 
contracted a matrimonial alliance with her relative Sir 
Henry Stafford, third son of Humphrey, Duke of Bucking
ham. So little is known of this son of the Duke, that Brooke 
in his Catalogue of Kings, Dukes, &c., denies his existence, 
and remarks that " they that are desirous to find this Henrie 
Stafford, and his marriage with Margaret, Countess of Rich
mond, mother to King Henry the Seventh, must go into 
Purgatory for it ; for in heaven nor upon the earth it is not 
to be found." 

The date of the marriage is tolerably well fixed to the 
year 1 45 9 ,  as in the assignment of some lands to Lady 
Margaret in that year, she is called the wife of Henry 
Stafford"" ; and in the will of the Duke of Buckingham, dated 
the following year, he leaves " to my son Henry four hundred 
marks, to him and to my daughter Margaret, Countess of 
Richmond, his wife."t 

The battles of MOltimer's Cross and Towton, in 1 4 6 1 ,  

put an end for a time to the struggles for the throne. 
Edward, Duke of York, was proclaimed King. Henry 
fled to Scotland, and most of his supporters were executed. 
The Earl of Pembroke however, managed to escape to the 
Continent, where he wandered about for several years. The 
young Earl of Richmond was attainted by Edward, and his 
possessions were bestowed upon the Duke of Clarence. The 
Lady Magaret and her husband were however treated more 
leniently, their lands being secured to them by Act of Par
liament ;+ it does not appear why the mother and son were 
treated differently, but it was probably through the interest 
of the Stafford family that the property of the fanner was spared. 

Pembroke was of course attainted and also deprived of 
his Earldom, which was conferred on Sir William Herbert. 
Richmond was placed under the surveillance of the new Earl, 
and lived for several years with the Herbert family, in 

Pembroke Castle. Although he was carefully brought up 

by Lady Herbert with her own children, his position was 

more that of a prisoner than anything else, and he afterwards 

declared that from the time he was five years old, he had 

been always a fugitive or a captive. 1 I  The same restraint 

.x, Vincent's Corl'ections of BI'ooke, p. 87. 

t Sir Harris Nicolas' Testamenta Vet'usta, p. 297. 

:j: Rotuli Parliarnentorum, V. 471 and 523. 
11 Memoirs of PhiUp de Comines, by Denys Godefray, Bk. V. 

Chap. xviii. 
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does not seem to have been exercised on Lady Margaret as on 
her son, but she probably resided with him, and took part in 
his education. 

There is nothing to relate of lives of our Foundress and 
her son, till the year 1 4 7 0, when by the exertions of War� 
wick and Queen Margaret, Henry the Sixth was restored to 
his Kingdom. Jasper Tudor had returned to England with 
the King-maker, and visiting his old Castle, found there his 
nephew, " kept in manner like a captyve ; but well and 
honorably educated, and in all kind of civilitie brought up 
by the Lady Herbert."'" He took him up to London, and 
presented him to the King, who then uttered the prophecy 
of his future greatness, which Shakespeare has made so well 
known. 

er If secret powers 
Suggest but truth to my divining thoughts, 
T his  pretty lad will prove o ur country' s bli ss. 
Hi s looks are full of peaceful majesty, 
His head by nature fram'd to wear a crown, 
His hand to wield a sceptre ; a nd himse lf 
Like ly, i n  time, to bless a regal throne. 
Make much of him, my Lords; for this is he 
Must help you more than yo u are hur t by me."t 

It was not long before Edward again ascended the throne, 
and Jasper Tudor, thinking the country unsafe for him and 
his nephew, after retiring for a short time to Wales, em
barked with the intention of going to France. In this, 
however, he was not successful. Being unfortunate enough 
to encounter a storm in his passage, he was driven out of his 
course, and was obliged to land in Brittany,! and he and 
Richmond were detained by the Duke of Brittany, and were 
kept as captives for several years. 

We are however digressing, and must return to her who 
was now almost hopelessly separated from her only child. 
Naturally of a retiring disposition, her bereavement made her 
more than ever avoid the trouble and bustle of court life, and 
she probably resided in seclusion, in some of her quiet 
country castles. C�yweston, in Northamptonshire, was 
very possibly the place chosen, at least for a time, as she 

* Hall's Chroniole, Edward IV., fo1 . xxiv. 
t King Henry VI., Part In. Act iv .  Scene vi. 
t B uck's Riohard III. Bk. I., p. 16-19, and Hollinshead's 

Chronicles. 
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built a mansion there,'" or completed one begun by Lord 
Cromwell, lord treasurer to Henry the Sixth. 

We must pass on to the year 1 4 8 1 , when Lady Mm'gm'et 
had to endure another affliction, by the death of her husband, 

. Sir Henry Stafford. Although they had been married 
twenty-two years, we know little of the life of either during 
this period, but it is evident that they were much attached to 
each other, from the fact that he made her his sole executrix. 

In his will,t bearing date 2 October, 1 4 8 1 , he bequeathed 
his body to be buried in the college of Plessie, in Essex, and 
after leaving some small legacies, amongst them H a  trappur 
and four new horse harness of blue velvet " to his son-in-law, 
the Earl of Richmond, he concludes,-H and the residue of 
all my goods, catalogues, and debts, whel'esoever they be, 
after my debts that I owe paid, my funeral expenses done, 
and this my testament fulfilled ; I give and bequeath to mine 
entirely beloved wife Margaret, Countess of Richmond, she 
thereof to dispose her own free will for evermore." 

Within a year after the death of her second husband, 
lady Margaret was again married. Her third husband, Sir 
Thomas Stanley, was one of the most distinguished men of 
his time ; he had been a strenuous supporter of the house of 
York, and then held an important office in the King's 
household. Doubtless it was for the sake of her son that 
lady Margaret threw off her weeds so soon after the decease 
of Stafford. He had been in banishment for twelve years, 
and his mother thought that, by contracting an alliance with 
so powerful a supporter of the reigning faction, she would 
best promote his welfare. The result proved her wisdom, as 
it was in no small degree owing to the assistance of the 
Stanleys that Richmond became king. 

Sir Thomas Stanley was a widower at the time of his 
marriage with the Countess of Richmond ; his first wife was 
Eleanor, daughter of Richard N eville, Earl of Salisbury, by 
whom he had a large family. Three of his sons it may be 
worth while to mention ; George, Lord Strange, who played 
no unimportant part in the history of his country, and will 
be alluded to again in this memoir ; Edward, the hero of 
Flodden, who is immortalized in those oft quoted lines of Sir 
WaIter Scott ; and J ames, who was afterwards bishop of Ely·t 

*' Leland's Itinerary, vol. i. p .  23, 24, a nd vo l. vi., p. 28. 
t D ugdale's Baronage, vol. i., p. 1 67, and Miss Halsted's 

1I1a1"garet Bea/ufol'�, App. C. p. 255. 
t CoUins' Peerage, pp. 62, 66. 
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. This marriage must be considered as rather a singular 
allIance, the husband having given his allegiance so uniformly 
and consistently to Edward the Fourth, the wife being con
nected by all the ties of blood and feeling to the Lancastrian 
party. The feeling on the subject is perhaps correctly 
represented by Shakespeare in the following dialogue between 
Stanley and Edward's Queen :-

Stan.-God make your majesty joyful as you have been ! 
Q. Eliz. -The Countess Richmond, good my lord of Stanley, 

To your goou prayer will scarcely say amen. 
Yet, StanIey, notwithstanding she's your wife, 
And loves not me, be you, good lord, assur'd 
I hate not you for her proud arrogance. 

Stan.-I do beseech you, either not believe 
The envious slanders of her false accusers ; 
Or, if she be accus'd on true report, 
Bear with her weakness, which I think, proceeds 
From wayward sickness, and 110 grounded malice.* 

Edward the Fourth died in April, 1 483, and Stanley 
transferred his allegiance to Edward the Fifth, and had little 
sympathy with the pretensions of Gloucester. The latter 
however, when he came to the throne, thought it expedient 
to conciliate Stanley, and created him Lord Steward of his 
household, and commanded the attendance of him and his 
wife at his coronation. The former was appointed to carry 
the staff of Constable before the king, and the latter had the 
honour of bearing the train of the Queen.t 

Richard afterwards made Lord Stanley Constable of 
England for life, and conferred upon him the order of the 
Garter,t but notwithstanding these honours, and lady Mar
garet's re-introduction to the Court, she was wholly unable 
to serve her son. Richard instead of recalling him from 
banishment, sent an ambassador to the Duke of Brittany for 
the purpose of ensuring his safe custody . 1 I 

The misfortunes of Richmond were however nearly at an 
end, and we must shew what share his mother took in the 
transactions which ele�ted him to the crown. 

The Duke of Btt6kingham, who had been the principal 
coadjutor of Richard in his steps to the throne, had become 

-A' Richard III. Act i. Scene 3. 
t Buck's Richard III., Bk. i. p. 26. 
t Miss Halsted's .Margaret Beaufort, p. 117. 
11 Ibid., p. 118. 
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suddenly estranged from that monarch, and not long after the 
coronation, left London for his castle of Brecknock, in Wales, 
where Bishop Morton, of Ely, was confined, having been 
committed to the custody of Buckingham, by Richard, on 
account of his objection to the disinheritance of Edward's 
children. 

Bishop Morton and Buckingham had not been long 
together before they began plotting against Richard. The 
old Chroniclers relate the progress of the scheme, by giving 
long conversations between the two, from which it appears 
that the Duke at first thought that he was the heir of the 
house of Lancaster, and he is made to say to the Bishop'" 
that " I  thereupon concluded to make my first foundacion, 
and erect my new buildyng. But whether God so ordained, 
or by fortune it so chaunced while I was in a mase, either to 
conclude sodainely on this title, and to set it open amongst 
the common people, or to kepe it secret for a while, see the 
chaunce : as I rode between Worcester and Bridgenorth, I 
encountered with the Lady Margaret, Countesse of Rich
monde, now wife to Lorde Stanley, which is the verye 
daughter and sole heyre, to Lorde John, Duke of Sommerset 
my grandfather's eldest brother. Which was as cleane out of 
my minde as though I had never seen her, so that she and 
her sonne the Erle of Richmonde be both bulwarcke and 
portcolice betwene mee, and the gate, to enter into the 
majestie royaH and getting of the Crowne." 

After this meeting the Duke saw it was useless to assert any 
claim to the throne, and consequently the result of the com
pact between him and the bishop was the formation of a con
spiracy in favour of Richmond. The first thing that was done 
was to communicate with the Countess of Richmond, and for 
this purpose the bishop wrote a letter to Reginald Bray,t-a 
trustworthy and faithful servant of hers, who was then with 
his mistress and Lord Stanley in Lancashire, (probably at 
Knowsley),-requesting him to repair to Brecknock. When 
Bray came, the two conspirators made known to him their 
scheme, one of the chief points of which was, that Richmond 
was to marry the Princess Elizabeth, eldest daughter of 
Edward the Fourth. 

Lady Margaret received Bray�s communication with great 
favour, and forthwith dispatched her physician Lewys, a 

-A' Grafton's Chronicle, p. 817. 
t Bray had been Receiver-general to Lady Margaret's seoond 

husband, and after his death was retained in her service. 
I 
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Welshman, to Queen Elizabeth, who was then in the sanctuary 
at Westminster, with a proposal that Richmond should 
espouse her daughter. The Queen Dowager welcomed this 
proposal with eagerness, and Lady Margaret consequently 
sent Christopher Urswicke, a priest in her service, to her son 
in Brittany, apprizing him of the efforts that were being 
made in his favour. She also appointed Bray chief agent in 
the conspiracy, and he managed to obtain promises of 
assistance from several gentlemen of substance. 

Richard was however on the alert, and in the parlia
ment which he assembled, the Earl of Richmond, the 
Earl of Pembroke, the Duke of Buckingham, the Bishop 
,of Ely, and the rest of the conspirators were attainted of high 
treason." Lady Margaret was not included in the list, on 
account of the services of her husband, but she was deprived 
of all her castles, manors, and lands, which were conferred 
on Lord Stanley for life, with the reversion, at his death, to 
the Crown.t 

In the mean time Richmond himself had not been idle, 
but had obtained the support and countenance of several 
European monarchs, and having obtained his liberty from 
the Duke of Brittany,t and also some ships and arms, he set 
sail for England ; but owing to a storm at sea, his enterprise 
failed ;  he narrowly escaped with life, and was cast almost 
alone on the coast of Normandy. The forces which were 
collected to assist him in England, shared a similar fate, and 
their leader, the Duke of Buckingham, was delivered up to 
the King, and soon after beheaded. , 

The fates seemed to be against Richmond, and his success 
now appeared hopeless ; but as several of his supporters had 
fled from England to him, and as the King of France favoured 
him, he determined to prosecute his schemes. His mother 
was still making considerable exertions for him, and contrived 
to collect and send to him a considerable sum of money. 
These communications between mother and son did not 
altogether escape the watchful eye of Richard, who began 
now also to suspect Stanley, and commanded him to remove 
from Lady Margaret

j
l her servants, and to keep a strict 

.:. Parl. Rolls, pp. 244-246. 
t Ibid. pp. 250, 251. 

• :j: For an account of the life of Richmond in Brittany, see 
Histoire de Bretagne, ay Sobineau, Vol. i. Bk. xv. p. 751. ' 
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watch over her, so that she should not be able to send any 
messages to her son.· 

Lord Stanley had taken little or no part in the plot 
against Richard, but he had little feeling in favour of that 

• monarch, whom he probably regarded rather as a regicide 
than a king ; he was biding his time, thinking that prudence 
was the best policy for one in his position. He still openly 
served Richard, and requested leave to collect forces for him, 
but the latter refused, until Lord Strange, his eldest son, 
before mentioned, was given up as a hostage for his 
loyalty·t 

This was the position of Richmond's mother and father
in-law, when he made his final stroke for the throne of 
England. He landed at Milford Haven, in the beginning of 
August, 1 485 , and one of his first acts was to send messages 
to Lady Margaret and Lord Stanley. The latter, who was 
surrounded by a large body of troops, durst not at once 
Jom Richmond, as it would have been the death-warrant 
of his son. When, however, Richard and Henry met at 
Bosworth, Stanley d€clared for the latter ; and thereupon, 
the former ordered that Lord Strange should be executed ; 
but before his command could be obeyed he was slain ; his 
crown was placed on the head of his opponent by Lord 
Strange's father ; and the shout went through the country
" Long live King Henry the Seventh." 

'if< Polydore Vergil, and Seacombe's Memoirs of the house of 
Stanley. 

t Seacombe's House of Stanley. 

(To be COlltinued.) 
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A V A LENl'INE. 

IT is the hour when the moon's soft power beams brightly on 
the sea, 

When day-light turns to evening, and my thoughts return to thee : 
Soft is the hour ; no tempests lower : on Earth's reposing breast, 
Like an infant in it's cradle, each flower lies lulled to rest. 
No sound is heard save Love's own bird in sad sweet notes 

complaining, 
While the stars, that weep, or seem to weep, their liquid light 

are raining. 
On such a night, at such an hour, upon a mountain steep, 
The pale moon shone upon the young Eudymion in his sleep : 
At such an hour did Venus spring from Ocean's snow-white foam, 
At such an hour I love in mood contemplative to roam. 
Then wand' ring sad and sleepless by the ever-flowing tide, 
In the dark breast of the silent night I long my woes to hide. 
Then thine eyes shine brightly on me 'mid a cloud of raven hair ; 
And thy voice steals softly o'er me, soothing sorrows and despair : 
And a soft white hand seems gleaming like a star upon the sea, 
And beckons me from misery to happiness and thee ! 
Till I feel calm resignation springing up within my breast, 
And I long for wings to fly away and be with thee at rest : 
Till I listen with a melting heart to the lonely sea-bird's cry, 
And quite forget that ten o'clock the supper hour's gone by ! 
Then home returning I can smile when I hear my parent scold, 
Because I'm " out so late at night, while the supper's growing 

col<1 : " 
But scold and frown and grumble, I'll always gladly let her : 
I 'll bear i t  all aud thrice as much, for you, dear I-Ienrietta : 
For' what is lob�ter s,da't( or bread amI cheese and beer, 
To a soul that feels the magic of thy presence ever near ? 
What are oysters, what welch-rabbits, to a contemplative mind, 
That meditates by moon-light on a maiden left behind ? 
But enough ! I heal' the moaning of the melancholy sea, 
So I'll listen to its music while I meditate on thee, 

POLYPHLOISBOIO, 

B
� r.-j�f. '''''''' 
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OUR CHRONICLE. 

LENT TERM, 1864. 

THE Rev. Joseph Bickersteth Mayor, M.A., late Fellow 

and Tutor of the college, has been elected to the head 

Mastership of Kensington Grammar School. 
The office of Tutor, which was vacated by Mr. Mayor, 

has been filled up by the appointment of the Rev. Stephen 

Parkinson, B.D. 

The post of University Librarian, having been rendered 

vacant by the resignation of the Rev. J oseph Power, M.A., 

Fellow of Clare College, the Rev. John Eyton Bickersteth 

Mayor, M.A., Fellow and principal Classical Lecturer of 

this College, has been unanimously elected Librarian. 

In the late examination for Mathematical Honours, Mr. 

J. J. 8tuckey was 5th wrangler, Mr. Ew.hank 1 3th, Mr. 

Smallpeice 25th, Mr. Baron 38th. 

We have great pleasure in announcing that Mr. Sandys 

has been elected First Bell's Scholar. 
Mr. J. B. Pearson has been appointed College Lecturer 

in Moral Sciences. Mr. Pearson was head of the Moral 

Science Tripos in November last. 

The following gentlemen obtained a first-class in the 

College December Examination. 
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Third Division. 

3 9  1st Trinity 6 } 48 Queens' 2 } 
4 0  Magdalene 2 49 Downing 
41 Lady Margaret 5 } 5 0  Christ's 3 } 42 Pe,terhouse 

2 

51 1 st Trinity 7 43 Pembroke 2 52 Sidney 2 } 44 Corpus 3 } 53 Jesus 4 
45 Jesus 3 54 Catharine 3 } 4 6  Catharine 2 } 55 Emmanuel4 4 7  Trinity Hall 4 5 6  Lady Margaret 6 } 

57 Caius 4 

+ 

LADY MARGARET. 

(Oontinued from p. 115 .) 

"My purpose is not vaynly to extol or to magnifye her above her 
merites, but to the edifyinge of other by the example of.her:'-Fltneral 
Sermon of Lady lIIargaret. 

UP to the period at which we have arrived, the life of our 
Foundress was one of considerable danger and difficulty. 

It must have required all her skill and prudence to steer 
clear of the shoals and rocks by which she was surrounded, 
and we ought to be very thankful that she not only possessed 
sufficient judgment to preserve her life and rank, but that 
she also was enabled to place herself in the elevated and 
secure position of the king's mother. The remainder of her 
life is devoted almost entirely to the service of her God, and 
the good of her fellow-creatures. Although she took a great 
interest in the affairs of the court, and in everything that 
affected her son who was her" det'est and only desyred joy, 
yn thys world/," she seldom took part in any of the state 
pageants or gaieties. Indeed in the accounts of many royal 
ceremonials, it is distinctly said that the arrangements were 
made by "the full noble Princess Margaret, Countess of 
Richmond, Mother of our Sovereign Lord the King," while 
her name is not to be found in the list of those present, or 
perhaps she is mentioned as having viewed the solemnity 
from some hidden window. Her continual retirement from 
public life must have been very marked, and is sugge�tive 
to us of the present conduct of our own Queen. 

Bishop Fisher, in the funeral sermon to which we have so 
often alluded, gives an account of the ordinary daily life of 
Lady Margaret. She righteously kept all the fasts of the 
church, and during the whole of Lent had only one meal a 
day, and only one fish to that meal. On certain days in 

*' The commencement of a letter from Lady Margaret to her Son. 
VOL. IV. L 
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every week she wore either a shirt or girdle of hair, which 
as she told her confessor, often wore through her skin. We 
give the account of her daily devotions in the Bishop's own 
words :-" First in Prayer every daye at her uprysynge, 
which comynly was not long after five of the clok, she began 
certain Devocyons, and so after them with one of her Gentle
women the Matynes of our Lady, which kept her to then 
she came into her Closet, where then with her Chaplayne she 
said also Matyns of the Daye; and after that, dayly herde 
four or fyve Masses upon her knees, so continuing in her 
Prayers and Devocyons unto the hour of dyner, which of the 
etynge day was ten of the Clocke, and upon the fastynge day, 
Eleven. After dyner full truely she wolde goe her statyons 
to thre Aulters dayly; dayly her Dyryges and Commenda
cyons she wolde saye, and her Even Songs before souper, 
both of the day and of our Lady, besyde many other Prayers 
and Psalters of Davyde thrughout the yeare; and at nyghte 
before she went to bedde she fayled not to resort unto her 
Chappell, and there a large quarter of an home to occupye 
her in Devocyons. No mervayle, though all this long time 
her knelynge was to her paynful, and so paynful that many 
tymes it caused her backe payne and dysease. And yet 
nevertheless dayly, when she was in helthe she fayled not to 
say the Crowne of our Lady, which, after the maner of Rome, 
conteyneth sixty and thre A ves; and at every Ave to make 
a knelynge. As for Meditacyon, she had divers bakes in 
Frenshe, wherewith she wolde occupye her self when she 
was weary of Prayer. Wherefore dyvers she did translate 
out of Frenshe into English." . •  " Poore folkes to the nombre 
of twelve she dayly and nyghtly kepte in her House, gyvynge 
them lodgynge, mete and urynke and clothynge, vysytynge '-'_ 
theme as often as she conveniently myghte; and in their 
sykeness, vysyntynge them and comfortynge them, and myny
strynge unto them with her owne hands: and when it 
pleased God to call ony of them out of this wretched wodde, 
she wolde be present to see them departe, and to leme to 
deye." 

These remarks of the good old Bishop give us very clear 
information concerning the severity of the discipline this 
pious Lady subjected herself to, and we consequently must 
not expect to find many details of her public life in the 
records of her son's reign. The facts that we have. been 
able to collect, we shall as briefly as possible state. 

It will be recollected that Lady Margaret was attainted 
by Richard the Third, deprived of her servants and kept 
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under strict surveillance. One of the first acts of Henry the 
Seventh was to reverse this attainder ,* and to restore his 
Mother to all her honours and possessions, likewise empower
ing her to sue and be sued as a single woman, a privilege 
ordinarily only possessed by the Queen Consort. Lord 
Stanley was elevated to the rank of Earl of Derby, and 
Jasper Tudor was created Duke of Bedford. The others 
whom we have mentioned in this memoir as helpers of 
Henry, were similarly rewarded. Bishop Morton was made 
Lord Chancellor, and afterwards advanced to the see of 
Canterbury; Christopher Urswicke, Lady Margaret's Con
fessor, was made Dean of York, and appointed private chap
lain and almoner to the Kingt; while Reginald Bray was 
created a knight banneret, and a privy councellor.t 

Henry was not long in fulfilling the engagement he had 
made to the Yorkists, that he would marry the Princess 
Elizabeth, eldest daughter of Edward the Fourth. They 
were married on the 18th of January, 148 6,11 and in the 
following September, a son was born to them at Winchester. 
Lady Margaret regulated the preparations for the deliverance 
of the Queen, and for the christening of the child, and for 
this purpose drew up an elaborate scheme which was to 
serve on any similar occasion. 

These ordinances of the Countess of Richmond and 
Derby are extremely interesting, as showing us how im
portant the minutest ceremonials were considered by our 
countrymen of the fifteenth century, and moreover as they 
are only to be found in one book with which we are acquainted, 
and that a rare one, we think we are not over-burdening The 
Eag le if we give them in full.§ 

Her Highnes Pleasure beinge understoode in what Chamber she 
h'ill be delivered in, the same must be hanged with riche Clothe 
of Arras, Sydes, rowife, Windowes and all, excepte One Windowe, 
which must be hanged so as she may have Light when it plcasethe 
her. Then must there be set a Royall Bedde, and the Flore layed . 
all over and over with Carpets, and a Cupboard covered with the 
same Suyte that the Chamber is hanged withall. Also thel'e must 

% ParI. Rolls, VI. 285, a. 
t Excerpta Hist., p. 107. 
t Testamenta Vetusta, p. 446. 
11 1485, according to the old reckoning. 
§ They are printed in Leland's Collectanea (Hearne), Vol. IV., 

p. 179-184, being copied from a manuscript in the Harleian 
Library, No. 6079. 
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be ordayned a faier Pallet, and all Things appertayninge therunto, 
and a riche Sparner hanginge over the same. And that Daye that the 
Queene (in good Tyme) will take her Chamber, the Chappell where 
her Highnes will receave and heare Devine Service, must be well 
and worshipfully arrayed. Also the greate Chamber must be hanged 
with riche Arrass, with a Clothe and Chaire of Estate, and Quishins 
thereto bclonginge, the Place under and aboute the same beinge 
well en carped. Where the Queene (comminge from the Chappell 
with her Lords and Ladyes of Estate) may, either standinge OL' 
sittinge, at her Pleasure, receave Spices and Wyne. And the next 
Chambcr betwixt the greate Chambcr and the Queenes Chamber to 
be wcll and worshipfully hanged ; which done, Two of the grcatest 
Estats shall leade her to her Chamber, where they shall take their 
Leave of her. Then all the Ladyes and Gentil�omen to goe in 
with her, and none to come into the greate Chamber but Women; 
and Women to be made all Manner of Officers, as Butlers, Panters, 
Sewers, &c. and all Manner of Officers shall bJ'inge them all neeclfull 
Thinges unto the grcate Chamber Dore, and the Women Officers 
shall receave it there of them. 

The Furniture appertayninge to the Quenes Bedde. 
First ij Paire of Sheets of Rei nes, every 9f them 4 Yardes 

broade, and 5 Yarcles longe, 2 Head Sheets of like Reines, 3 Y m'des 
broade, and 4 Yardes long<>, 210nge and 2 square Pillows of Fustian, 
stutfed with fine Downe, ever v of them with 2 Beeres of Heines, a 
Pane of Skadet furred with Ermyn, and embroudered with Crimson 
Velute upon Velute, or riche Clothe of Golde; and a Head Sheete 
of like Clothe of Golde furred with Ermyn, a Kevertoure of fine 
Lawne of v Breadthes, and 6 Yardes longe, and an Head Sheete of 
4 Breadthes, and 5 Yardes longe; a Mattl'es stuffed with W olle, 
a Fethel'bed, with a Bolster of Downe"a Sparver of Crimson Sattin 
embroudered with Crownes of Golde, the Kinge and Queenes Arms, 
and other Device. lyoed with double Tarteron, garnished with 
Fl'engs of Silke, blewe Ruffet, and Golde, with a rounde Bowlle of 
Golde, 01' Sylver and gylte, 4 Quishins of Crimson'pamaske Clothe 
of Golde, a rownde Mantell of Crimson Velute plaine furred 
throwgheout with Ermyn, Backe for the Queene to weare aboute 
her in her Pallet. The Pallet at the Beddes Fecte must be arraied, 
accordinge as the Bedde is, with Sheets and Panes, &c. excepte the 
Clothe of Golde of the Panes that longe to the Pallet to be of 
another Coloure then that of the Bedde. It must be forseene, 
that suche Estats as shall please the Kinge to appoint to goe to the 
Christniuge, be placed neere to the Place where the Queene is 
delivered, to the ende, that anon after the Deliverannce they may 
geve their readys Attendaunce upon the Childe to the Churche. 

Iiow the Chu1'che shall be arraied againste the Clwisteninge. 
Note, that the whole Chul'che where the Childe shall be 

christened must be hanged with I'iche Arras or Clothe of Golde in 
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tbe best Manner, and in like SOTte shall t.he Auter be al'ayed also, 
and well carpetted throughout the whole Chauncell under Foote; 
also there must be longe and large Carpets layde under Foote at the 
Churche Dore, and the pOJ'che must be hanged and seeled with 
riche Clothe of Golde of Arras W orke. And on the one Side of 
the Churche neere unto the Fonte there must be hanged a Traves, 
with Carpetts and Quishins to the same, a faire Panne of Coles 
welle burote before they come there for Smellinge, and sweete 
Perfumes to caste therin, Chafl'oDs of Water, with Basons of 
Silver, and gilte, to washe the Childe, if 'Neade be; and to every 
of these Assaye must be made. 

Then must the Fonte of Silver that is at Canterbury be sent for, 
or els a new Fonte made of Purpose, to be kepte in suche Place as 
shall please the Kinge, to serve to like Use herafter. Or els his 
Highnes Pleasure wolde be knowne, whether he will have it done 
in a Fonte of Stone, as it hathe bene sometimes seene: but whereof 
�oever the Fonte be, it must be covered all over the Bottome with 
softe Raynes laied in divers Folds. And the Fonte must be set of 
a greate Heighte, that the People may see the Christeninge 
withoute preasinge to nighe the Fonte; and the same must be 
hanged all aboute with Clothe of Golde. Over the Fonte there 
must be hanged a "greate and large Canape of Damaske, Satten, or 
Reynes, the Bordure beneathe Clothe of Golde, or well em brou
dered; or els a riche See of Golde, with a large and rich Valence, 
and underneatlle the saide Canape there must be reserved a large 
Space for the Comminge to the Fonte of the Childe, and suche 
Ladyes anu Estats as pleaseth the Kinge shall accompany the same 
therto. Also there must be ordained viii Peece of Bankelyns of 
Golde to hange aboute the Fonte. Also there must be provided 
a little Taper for the Childe to carye in his Bande up to the highe 
Auter after his Christenc1ome. Note, that the Gossippes must be 
lodged nighe the Quenes Deliveraunce, that they (accompaignied 
with the ,Lordes abovesaide, bothe Spirituall and 'femporall, and 
thother Estats) may be ready to attende upon the yonge Prince or 
Princesse to the Christeninge. , 

When the Childe goeth to Churche to be christened, a Dutchesse 
must beare the Childe, and a Dutchesse must beare the Crisure 
before it upon her Shoulder, on a Kerchewe of smalle Raines; and 
if it be a Prince, an Erle shall beal'e the 'l'l'ayne of the Mantell, 
which must be of riche Clothe of Golde, with a longe Traine furred 
throughout with Ermyn; but if it be a Princesse, then a Countesse 
shall beal'e the Traine. There must be borne before it to the 
Churche 200 Torches, of which 24 shal be borne aboute the Childe 
with Esquiel's; and when they come to Churche they shall all stande 
aboute the Fonte in Order, and as neare therunto as they may 
cOllveniently. Then shall tbe Sergeante of the Kings or Queenes 
Pantry be readye at the Churche with a faire Towell of Reynes 
about his Necke, and a Salte Seller in his Hande, with Salte 
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therein, and that he be ready to take the Assaye of the Salte before 
it be hallowed, and the Treasorer of Howsholde to goe before him 
and present the Assaye. Also ,the Sergeant of the Ewery shal be 
ready in the Churche, with Basonnes covered and uncovered, suche 
as the Case shall require, for the Byshoppes to washe in, and like 
Basonnes and Ewers for the Gossippes to washe in. Also the 
Sergeant of the Spicery and the Butler shall geve their Entendance 
at the Churche with Spice and W yne, for the Gossippes and other 
Estats to take when the Prince is christened. When the Prince or 
Princesse is brought to the utter Porche of the Churche, the 
Bishoppe shal be there ready to receave it, and to doe such 
Solempnityes as therunto appertaineth. After which Solempnityes 
done and finished, there must be ready at the Churche Dore a 
Canape, to be borne over the Childe by 4 Men of W orshippe, 
eyther Knights, or els Esquiers assigned therunto before. The 
Prince or Princesse being broughte into the Churche, it shal be 
forthwith borne into the Traves, where shal be Fire and Water (as 
aforsaid) ready for the Changinge of the Childe out of the Clothes, 
and makinge it ready unto Christendome. In the meane time the 
G!lssippes (savinge the Lady Godmother) and aJl suche Estats as 
shall please the King-e, shal be. neere therunto, &hall place them
selves within the Canape of the Fonte; so that when the Baptizor 
(which must be an Archbishoppe or a Bishoppe) with the Officers 
of the Churche, doe come therunto, they may be there readye 
placed, and there must be assigned certaine 1V0rshipfull Knights and 
Esquiers to spreade and holde at large the saide Canape in good 
and seemely Order. And in the meane tyme, whilest the Childe is 
makinge ready, the Fonte must be hallowed by the Abbot of 
Westmester, or some one in his Steade; whiche done, the Childe 
shal be brought forthe of the Traves to be christened. As soone as 
the Christeninge is done, all thaforsaide Torches shal be lighted, and 
the Childes Taper abovesaide, which the saide Childe shall beare 
lip to the highe Auter in his Hande, and there offer the same, with 
suche a Somme of Money as shall please the Kinge to appointe; 
and then shal it be confirmed in the same Place. All which 
Solempnityes accomplished, the Childe shal be brought downe from 
the highe Auter into the Traves againe, where it shal abide while 
the Gossippes and other Estats do take Spice and Wyne. Then 
shall the Gossippes geve their Giftes, which must be delivered to 
Erles, Barons, or Banneretts, which shall beare the same before the 
Childe to the Queenes Chamber Dore, ana. there shall delyver them 
to the Ladyes and Gentilwomen every Gifte before other, and 
the Gifte of gren.test Estats hyndermoste. But herin the King's 
Pleasure must be knowne, whether he will have the Gifts caried 
prively or openly; and the hindermost Gifte aforesaid must be 
borne by the greatest ES,tate there present. But yf yt be a Prin
cess�, the Gift.s must in like Manner pe borne of Ladyes, which 
�hal bearc them to the Queene. The Gifts given to the Erles in 
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Manner aforesaid, and all Things accomplished in the Chmche 
with requisite Solempnitye, the Childe shal be borne Home againe 
i,n suche Sorte as it was curried to the Churche, savinge that the 
Torchell UlUS!, be lighted, and a Cloth of Estate borne over it; and 
the saDle Waye that it was brought to the Churche sha.ll it be 
�arried Home againe, Note, that the Parliament Chambe?' must be 
richely hanged, and seeled with a riche and statel.ye Bed therin, with 
Staie?',s up to the saide Bed, whioh Stayet·s must be covered with blewe 
WO?'sted, garrtished with llybands, and gilte Nayles; the Bed covered 
with a goodly Emperiall, the Curteynes and Traves of blewe 1'arteron, 
Ca?-petts laied with the !fiche Araye for the Queene to be purified in. 

The Cupborde and Wyndowes in he?' Chambe?' oove?'ed with blewe 
WOl'sted, Ban,ke?'s of red Worsted, " Tj'aves of blewe Sarcenett, and 
another of blewe To/ttat·on. 

The Childe broughte Home, and the Gifts presented and 
delivere!i to the Queene as aforesaide. the Childe must be borne into 
the Nurcel'Y, where it shal be nourished with a Ladye Governesse 
of the NOlVrce, and the drye Nowrce, and they shall have 
3 Chambers, which sllal be called the Rockesters, and they shall 
have thier Othes geven them by the ChamberIaine. It must .be 
�eene that there be bothe Yeomen and Gromes to wayte llPon the 
Chamber, Sewers, Panters, and all other Officers for the Monthe, 
and that Othes be ministreu to every of them in most straitest 
Maner. Furthermore it must be seene thn.t the NOlVrces Meate and 
Drinke be assayed duringe the Tyme that she geveth Suck to the 
Childe, and that a Physicion do oversee her at every Meale, which 
shall see that she geveth the Childe seasonnable Meate and Drinke. 

As touchinge suche Necessaries as belonge unto the Childe. 
First, he must llave a riche Mantell of' Clothe of Golde with a longe 
Traine, fun.ed throl1ghe out with El1myn, to bear the Prince or 
Princesse ill to the Christeninge, and for other N ecessl\l'yes 
12 Yardes of Skl\,l'lette, 24 Yards of fyne Blankette, and 24 Elles 
of fyne Reynes, a Elle of Baulukin of Gold lyned with Buckeram, 
frenged by the Valence with Silke to hange over the Prynce by his 
Chimney, a Ml\ntell of Skarlett furred with Mynivere, 2 Palletts of 
Canvas, Z' Mattresses, 2 Payr of Blanketts, 4 Payr of Sheets, 
2 Tappets of red Worsted, 2 Quissins covered with Crymson 
Damaske, a Quissin of Lether, made like a carvinge Quissin for the 
Nowrce, a greate Potte of Lether for Water, a greate Chafer, and 
a Bason of Lattyn, 2 greate Basonnes of Pewter for the Lawndery 
in the Nowrcery, 8 laJ;ge Carpetts to cover the Flores of the 
Chambers, &c. also a Traves of red double Tal'taron, with a Celle to 
hange in the Chamber. It must be foreseene, that there be a little 
Cradell of Tree, of a Yarde and a Quarter Ion go, and 22 Inches 
ru.'oade, in a Frame faire set forthe by Painters Crafte; tho Cradell 
shall have 4 Pomelles of Silver, and gilte, 2 like Pomells of the same 
Frame, fyve Buckells of Silver on eyther Side the Cradell without 
Tongs for the Swathinge Bande, whose Furniture of Beddiuge and 
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Lynne is above written; 2 Panes of Skarlet, thone furred with 
Ermyn, and thother with Grey, and bothe bordured with Clothe of 
Golde, the one Crimson, and the other Blewe; 2 Head Sheets of 
like Clothe of' Golde, furred accordinge to the Panes, a Sparner of 
lynnen Clothe for the same Cradell, a Baylle covered with Reynes, 
2 Cradell Bandes of Crimson Velute. Also there must be ordained 
a greate Cradell of Estate, contayninge in Length 5 Foote and 
an Halfe, and in Breadthe 2 Foote and an Ralfe, covered with 
Crimson Clothe of Golde, having a Case of Tree covered with 
Buckeram, a fayer riche Sparner of Crimson Clothe of Golde lyned 
with red double Tartaron, and garnished with Frenges of Silke and 
Golde to hange over the same Cradell, and the CracIell must have 
fyve Stulpes of Silver, and gilte, whereof the Cradell shall have 
3, sclz. one at the Heade, and 2 at the Feete, and the Cradell Case 
shall have other 2 like Pomells at the Head. The middelmost ( 
Stulpe that standeth at the Heade of the Cradell shal be graven 

" 
with the Kings Armes, and all thother Stulpes with other Armes, 
and the Grownde all aboute the Cradell must be well carpetted. 
And the Cradell must have 8 Buckells of Silver without Tongs 
on either Side thereof, a Mattresse, 2 Pillowes, with 4 Beeres of 
Reynes, a Payer of Fustians, a Paine of Skarlette furred with 
Ermyns, bordured with blewe Velute upon Velute, Clothe of 
Golde or Tyssue, an Head Sheete of lyke Clothe of Golde, furred 
with Ermyn, a Bayle covered with Reynes for the same Cradell, 
a Boole of Silver, and gilte for the abovesayde Sparner, 2 Swadel 
Bands, thone blewe velute, and thother blewe Clothe of Golde, 
with all other necessary Furniture therunto appertayning, like as 
the Prince or Princesse herselfe were lyinge therin. 

The Prince for whom these regulations were made came 
safely into the world, and was duly christened by the name 
of Arthur, there being only one slip in the programme, viz. 
that the Earl of Oxford, one of his godfathers, did not make 
his appearance in time, and the Earl of Derby was sub
stituted for him. It is remarkable that the Countess of 
Richmond and Derby is not enumerated among the persons 
present at the ceremony, although she was at Winchester at 
the time in attendance on the Queen. In fact it appears that 
about this period she seldom left the Queen ; for instance, 
when the King and Queen left Winchester, we find that she 
accompanieu them to Greenwich and resided with them 
there.* Again, in the following year, we find her living with 
the Queen at Kenilworth,t and in the same year when the 
King made a triumphal procession through London, after his 

'" Leland's Collectanea, V 01. IV. p. 207. 
t Ib'id, p. 210. 

, 
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victory over Lambert Simnel at Stoke, the Queen and Lady 

Margaret viewed the procession from a house in Bishops

gate.'" When the Queen was crowned at Westminster, 

November 25, 1487, Lady Margaret was a spectator of the 

ceremony, although she took no part in it.t She spent the 

following Christmas with the King and Queen at Green

wich,:): and likewise during the feasts of Easter, Salllt George. 

And Whitsuntide, we find that " the high and myghty Prin· 

cesse, the King's Model''' was with the Queen at Windsor.1I 

. And again the following Christmas we find these two royal 

ladies together at Shene,§ and the Easter after at Hertford.� 

In fact in these old manuscripts collected by Leland, Lady 

Margaret's name is never mentioned except in close connec

tion with that of the Queen, and this is more remarkable 
when it is remembered that the Queen's Mother was still 
alive. 

We have given enough to show the devotion of Lady 

Margaret to her daughter-in-law, but there is another in

teresting event we must mention, that is, the birth and 

christening of a Princess, who was called Margaret after her 

grandmother. It was from this Princess, who as Queen of 

Scotland bore an important part in the annals of this Island, 

that the Stuarts derived their claim to the English throne. 

She was born at Westminster, November the 29th, 1490, 

and the ceremonials of the birth Mld baptism were in accord

ance with the ordinances of our Foundress which we have 

given.*'" The Countess of Richmond and Derby, and the 

Duchess of N Ql·folk were godmothers, and the former gave 

to the princess the handsome present of a "Chest of Silver 

and gilt, full of Gold·"tt 
It is not our duty and we have no intention of giving a 

history of the reign of Henry the Seventh, but there is one 

event connected with the insurrection of Perkin Warbeck, 

which as it affected the domestic tranquillity of the Stanleys 

it will be necessary to mention. Chief among the supporters 

of the supposed representative of the house of York was 

Sir William Stanley, brother to the Earl of Derby.:)::): He 

having been betrayed to  Henry by Sir Robert Clifford, was 

brought to trial, and pleading guilty, was condemned. His 

\. 

'* Ibid, p. 218. t Ibid, pp. 225, 227. 

:): Ibid, p. 234. 11 Ibid, pp. 238, 243. § Ibid, p. 245. 

, Ibid, p. 246. 
'�'\' Ibid, pp. 249 and 253-257. tt Ibid, p. 254. 

it Vide Bacon's Hem'Y VII., p. 130-137. 
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execution was delayed for some time, the King apparently 
shrinking from signing the death warrant of one to whom he 
was so closely connected. No excuse could �owever .be 
offered for his conduct, and he was beheaded on lower HIlI, 
on the 16th of February, 1495 .  In their distress the Earl 
of Derby and his wife retired to their _ seat in Lancashire ; 
and, "the Summer following," to give Lord Bacon's own words 
" the King, to comfort his Mother (whom hee did alwaies 
tenderly love and revere) to make open Demonstration to the 
World, that the proceedings against Sir William Stanlcy 
(which was imposed upon him by necessitie of State) had not 
In any degree diminished the affection he bore to Thomas his 
Brother ; went in Progresse to Latham, to make menie with 
his Mother, and the Earle."lit' Henry and his Queen arrived 
at Knowsley on the 24th of June, 1495, and their reception 
was such as would at once re-cement the friendship between 
the King and his powerful subject and relative. t 

We must now bring on the scene, one to whom we have 
often alluded , in this memoir, as the recorder of the virtues 
of our Foundress. John Fisher was born at Beverley in 
Yorkshire, where he was educated during his boyhood ; he  
was then sent to  Cambridge and entered at  Michael House,f 
of which foundation, after proceeding to the degree of M.A., 
he was chosen Fellow. In the year 14 94, he was Senior 
Proctor of the University, and during his year of office, he 
was sent up to Court, which was then at Greenwich. It was 
on this occasion that he WaS first introduced to Lady Marga
ret, 11 who at once took a great liking to him, and on the 
promotion of Dr. Richard Fitz-J ames three years af�er to the 
see of Rochester, made Fisher her confessor in his place. 

Although as we have seen Lady Margaret was thrice 
married, she had only one son, "as though," in the words of 
an old Chronicler,§ " she had done her part sufficiently for to 
have borne one man-child , and the same to be a king." She 
was "now advancing in years, and her life was being devoted 

lit' Bacon's Hew!"y VII., p. 139. 
1 Seacombe's House of Stanley, p. 43. 
:j: Michael House was dissolved by Henry VIII. and m/lde part 

of Trinity College. 
11 In the Proctor's book the expenses of the journey are given 

in Fisher's Own hand, and he ad.ds the remark " Pransus eram 
apud Dominam Matrem Regis." Vide Lewis's Life of Bishop 
Ji'islte1', Vol. I., p. 5. 

§ Hall. Edwm'd IV., fol. 24. 
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more and more to the service of her God, and to those acts 

of piety, and works of charity which have made her 

name memorable. For the purpose therefore of still fUFther 

carrying out that rigid discipline to which she subjected 

herself, she obtained permission from her husband to live for 

the remainder of her days in a state of celibacy .. and accord

ingly took a solemn vow to that effect before Dr. Fitz-J ames, 

and afterwards renewed it before Fisher. She was likewise 

admitted a member of five if not more religious houses,· 

Westminster, Crowland, Durham, Wynburne, and the 

Charter-house at London ; and Baker supposes that for these 

reasons her portrait is usually taken and depicted with a veil, 
and in the habit of a N un.t 

The following is a copy of Lady Margaret's profession 

of chastity :t 

, In the presence of my lorde god Jhu Christe and his blessed mother 

the gloriouse Virgin Sent Marie, and of all the hole companye of 
heven, and of you also my gostly father. I Margarete Richmonde, 
with full purpos and good deliberacion for the well of my synfull 
sow le, wyth all my hert promys frome hensforthe the chastite of my 

bodye. That is, never to use my bodye, having actuall knowlege of 

man after the comon usage in matrimonye. The which thing I had 

before purpassed in my lorde my husband's' dayes, then being my 

gostly father the bissoppe of Rochester, Mr. Richard Fitzjames, and 

now eftsence I fully conferme itt as far as in me lyeth, beseeching 

my lord God, that he will this my poor wyll accept, to the remedye 

of my wretched lyffe and releve of my synfull sowle. And that 

he will gyve me his grace to performe the same. And also, for my 

more meryte and quyetnesse of my sowle in dowtflll thyngs 

pertenyng to the same, I avowe to you, my Lorde of Rochester, to 

whome I am and hath bene, sence the first tyme I see you, admytted, 

verely determined (as to my cheffe trust ye counselloure) to owe 

myne obedyence in all thyngs concernyng the w�ll and profite of 

my so ""le. 

'if< Baker's Preface to Ftmeral Sermon, Hymer's �dition, p. 16. 

t Her portrait which we present to the subscribers of The Eagle 

in this number, will be recognized as a copy of the picture in our 

hall. It was engraved for Miss Halstead's book, and we are indebted 

to the publishers, Messrs. Smith, Elder, and Co., for the copies of 

the plate. The signature at the bottom is from one of her letters 
to her son. 

� This has been preserved in our College Registers, and is 
printed in Lewb's Life of Bishop Fishe1', Vol. H., p. 258. 
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The Earl of Derby died towards the end of the year 1504, 
and as the Countess speaks of herself as a widow in this vow, 
it must be dated after that year. It was probably about the 
year 1497, that she made her previous profession of chastity 
to Dr. Fitz-James. 

Lady Margaret, as might be expected, took great interest 
in the training of her grandchildren. We have only men
tioned the two eldest, but besides Al'thul' and Mal'garet, 
Henry the Seventh had two more sons, Henry and Edmond, 
and three more daughters. The youngest son was called 
Edmond in memory of his grandfather the Earl of Richmond, 
and his grandmother the Countess of Richmond was god
mother to him, and herself held him at the font.'" This 
Prince however, in whom Lady Margaret would naturally 
take a deep interest, for he not only was christened after her 

"�t husband, but was created Duke of Somerset, her father's 
title, died in his infancy, and she consequently chose Henry 
as her special care. This is known by means of an inscrip
tion in the parish church' of Bletsoe, on a monument to the 
memory of Sir John St. J ohn,t who it is there stated was 
educated by this lady, together with her Grandson Prince 

I Henry.t We can thus account for Henry's having at so 
early an age imbibed a taste for letters ; and if he was towards 
the end of his reign the villain that some historians would 
make him, we ought to have a very high appreciation of her 
who trained him so well, that it was not for years after, that 
his natural disposition was able to overcome the virtue and 
goodness with which in his childhood he had been embued. 

.. Sandford's Genealogical History of the Kings of England, 
Bk. 6, Ch. I., p. 447. 

t Lyson's Magna Brittannia Bedfordshire, pp. 58, 59. 
t This Sir John St. John was eldest son of Sir Oliver St. John, 

half-brotIler to Lady Margaret, and son of her mother by her 
second husband Sir OliveI' St. John. It is from this family that the 
Bolingbrokes are descended, tbe title being given from their connec
tion with the Lady Margaret of Lancaster. Vide Camden's Brit., Vo!. I., p. 337. Miss HaIsted's 1l£arga1'et Beaufo1·t, p. 197. 

(To be continued.) 

A LESSON OF LlFE. 

" And the next dear thing I was fond to love 

Is tenderer far to tell ; 
'Twas a voice, and a hand, and a gentle eye, 

That dazzled me with its spell." 
( Coxe). 

THE violet dark, when morning dews. 
Upon its petals lie, 

Calls to my mind the lovely hues 
Of a dark and gentle eye: 

The Sun hath ris'n, th' unsheltered flower 
Is withered 'neath its ray, 

That eye too in life's changeful hour 
Shall close and pass away. 

The rose in May doth bloom most fair, 
Then is its scent most sweet, 

When frequent showers refresh the air, 
Before the summer's heat. 

So fairest is the maiden's spring, 
When life is in its May: 

Ere older years their sorrows bring, 
And drive young joys away. 

Joys, said I! ah! what joy for me? 
Who, when my piteous prayer, 

" 0 hear me, for I love but thee, 
My life, my only care! " 

Was uttel'ed--heard this sad reply, 
Tho' kindly, firmly given:

"I cannot love thee, ask not why, 
But turn thy thoughts to Heaven. 

" For there, and only there, thou'lt find 
A succour strong and sure: 

To brace thy heart, confirm thy mind: 
Aud teach thee to endure. 
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My spirit sorely grieves to see 
The grief I'd fain allay: 

Bear up, brave heart I think not of me : 
Forward on duty's way! " 

Thus spoke she: and at first I thought 
Her words were stcrn and cold: 

But soon by trial was I taught 
How true was all she told. 

Yes, each man has a life to live: 
Each has a world to brave: 

In life with trouble thou must strive; Joy comes beyond the grave. 

0° o 0°0 
°0° 

LIBERTY, A DIALOGUE. 

Smith. Come, it has struck two by the Trinity clock, 
and is striking two by J ohnian time. Shut up that book and 
let's start. 

Jones. I'm ready, where is it to be to-day ? Shall we 
walk down the bank and see the boats ? 

S. Very well : by the way, before I forget it, drop in at 
my rooms this evening, and take a hand at whist; Brown of 
Jesus, and Jones of King's are coming. As soon as you like 
after chapel. 

J. I can't come, worse luck. Sport the door please. 
I wish I could. I'm gated, eight o'clock gates for cutting 
two lectures : its rather too bad: I call it an infringement on 
the liberty of an undergraduate. 

S. . It's a nuisance certainly. 
J. It's worse than a nuisance ; it's unjust; it's against 

all reason ; it's--
. 

S. Stop a bit ; there must be penalties : who's to decide 
the amount ? 

J. Well, but I suppose you'll grant that even an under-
graduate has a right to liberty. 

S. But who is to decide what that liberty is ? 
J. Do you mean to say liberty is a mere matter of 

convention ? 
S. I don't mean to say any thing. I want to hear what 

you say. I wish you could tell me what liberty is. Never 
mind the gates now, but think of liberty in the abstract, and 
tell me whether you can give me a definition of it, for 
though I have been turning the matter over in my mind for 
some time, I cannot define liberty. 

J. Definitions are always perilous : but to oblige you 
I'll try. Liberty then, is the power of doing what one will : 
no, that won't do for a practical definition. I want to define 
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an existing thing, not one of your Platonic ideas : now no 
man, I Suppose, ever could, or ever can do, exactly what he 
wills. 

S. Unless his will be superhumanly or infra-humanly 
modera te. 

J. And we are talking of human, not of superhuman or 
infra-human liberty. True, well I should say liberty, I 
mean true human liberty, is the power of doing whatever 
does not injure one's neighbour. 

S. Every man then ought to have the power of doing 
everything that does not injure his neighbour. You will 
include surely " saying " as well as ,. doing " ?  

J. Of course, " the power of doing or saying." 
S. What can a man say to injure his neighbours ? 

What expressions of thought would you allow ? what sup
press ? Where would you draw the line ? 

J. Surely that's not hard to determine. Suppress libels, 
insults, such utterances in short, as are by our present laws 
suppressed and punished. 

S. Are you aware that an attack on Christianity is at 
present punishable by law ? 

J. I forgot. Do you remember any recent instance of 
the infliction of such a punishment. 

S. Yes, you will find in the celebrated Essay on Liberty, 
by Mr. Mill, that " an unfortunate man, said to be of un
exceptionable conduct in all relations of life was sentenced 
to twenty-one months' imprisonment for uttering, and writing 
on a gate, some ofiensive words concerning Christianity." 

J. Well, for my part, I think every man has a right to 
his opinion. 

S. And to the expression of that opinion ? 
J. The expression is practically inseparable from the 

right of holding an opinion. 
S. And may a man express his opinion in any way, to 

any degree of publicity ? 
J. I think so. 
S. I fancy you must have heard just now that Italian 

organ-griq.der as we passed by the Round Church ; at least 
I j udged so from the expression of your countenance, and it 
seemed to me you would have been not ill pleased to have 
seen the poor fellow, organ and all, sent off about his 
business by a policeman. Was I right ? 

J. That you were. Those organ-grinders are nuisances. 
S. Do you then actually confess that you would willingly 

curtail that musician's liberty of grinding ? 
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J. I would. 
S. And why ? Because he injures you ? 
J. Yes. He's a nuisance. A man has no right to make 

himself a nuisance to his neighbours. 
S. Anu yet you saw how the little children were dancing 

in the gutter to the sound of his music ; they enjoyed 

, Rosalie the Prairie-Flower,' if you diel not. 
J. May be : but he's thought a nuisance by the majority, 

therefore I say put him down. 
S. But this, his being a nuisance, is a mere question of 

liking and disliking, a matter of opinion. 
J. Granted, but the opinion and likings or dislikings of 

the majority must be consulted. 
S. Are liking and disliking predicated only of that which 

is pleasant or unpleasant to the senses ? 
J. How do you mean ? 
S. Why the organ-grinder offends your ears as we call 

it much in the same way as the sun dazzles one's eyes ; but 

an obscene picture or filthy phrase visible on a public wall, 

though seen by the eyes, cannot be said in the same way to 

offend the eyes, but rather the mind. 
J. Well. 
S. I presume you would dislike such sights. 
J. I hope so, we should at least in England. 
S. And would you put them down ? 
J. Certainly. 
S. And punish the perpetrators of such obscenities ? 
J. That follows of course. 
S. Now don't you think there are some, say rather 

a good many persons, so constituted that their minds would 

be as shocked and offended by an offensive placard about 

Christianity, as by the filthy representations we just now 

mentioned ? You may be able  to regard such placards with 

the eye or mind of a philosopher. You may style them, 

expressions of opinion, results of ethical conviction, and 

whatever else you please, welcoming them as new comers and 

combatants, of a somewhat boisterous and unknightly mien, 

in the wide lists where Truth sits sovereign holding in her 

hand the reward destined for him whom the melee shall 

prove her most faithful champion, while herald-like the cen

turies, each in his turn, trumpet forth the great grand pro
clamation, that " God will show the right," that all the 
defenders of falsehood will perish, all true men and all trne 
things live for ever. But don't you think the majority, the 
men who work for their bread, who buy and sell, and eat 

VOL. I V .  M 
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and drink and sleep, to whom life is not of the nature of a 
discussion, the men who cannot always be " verifying their 
Ready Reckoner," not having either skill or time enough 
for that purpose, but must rub through the problems of life 
with their Reckoner as it is, with all the faults that may arise 
from defects of education, or self-will, or circumstances ; 
don't you think this majority, the majority (if you remember) 
you just now mentioned, will intensely dislike a statement 
that their Ready Reckoner is incorrect publicly presented 
to or rather forced on their notice. Still more, if the state
ment were not confined to Christianity itself, but ventured to 
touch on the character of the Founder of that religion, 
looking at the matter with the most dispassionate coldness, 
and separating yourself as far as possible from the feelings of 
a Christian, do you not suppose that assertions which would 
cause you some indignation if publicly issued concerning any 
friend of yours, would arOLlse indignation and more than 
indignation if obtruded on walls , and gates, and in the public 
streets, upon the eyes of people who regarded the person 
thus violently and publicly stigmatized as their friend, their 
king, and their God ? 

J. It must be so. 
S. Do you not think these assertions would cause dislike, 

dislike I mean to the majority, and if so--
J. If so, they may be suppressed, you would say, I see 

where it ends, but [ was wrong before. 
S. How wrong ? 
J. Men must not be guided by likings and dislikings. 

Look at the history of the world and read there what mischief, 
what absurdities, these false gnides have caused. In one 
country a man cannot eat pork publicly, in another he must 
not eat beef, in a third he dare not whistle on a Sunday ; and 
all this from following likings and dislikings instead of reason. 

S. I hail Reason then-she is to be our future guide. 
And now suppose her installed in her office, whither will she 
lead us in the dubious paths that involve the question of the 
organ-grinder ? Will she allow you to suppress him ? 

J. Certainly, because of the real harm that results from 
his attempts at melody. To an invalid they are torture, and 
to every man with a pair of ears they are unpleasant to a 
degree that causes harm, in creating irritation or distracting 
thought. I would suppress the organ-grinder as I would 
suppress a man who fired off blank cartridge in the street, 
because the sound deafens and bewilders a man, causing to a 
certam extent real harm. 
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S. I don't know exactly what you mean b y  real harm ; 

at present you seem to me to speak merely of physical harm. 

However what physical or real harm is caused by these 

pictures and representations, which we agreed, if publicly 

represented, ought to be suppressed ?  
J. No physical harm but still great and real harm. No 

amount of mere disgust or loathing should warrant us in sup

pressing them or anything else; our true warrant for their 

suppression is the immorality generated by such public 
exhibitions. 

S. Then the state may suppress whatever has a tendency 
to generate immorality ? 

J. Yes. 
S. Or in other words, (for the state must of course act 

upon its own conceptions) may suppress whatever it conceives 

to have an immoral tendency. You say nothing, for perhaps 

the vision of an old man in prison, a bowl of hemlock by his 

side, dying on the charge of corrupting the youth of his 
native country, makes you pause a little. I won't mention 

another instance, or weary you by dragging you through the 

long gallery of honest persecuting faces that history has 

treasured, for you know as well as I do that there was never 

a religious persecution set on foot but had this pretext-the 

suppression of immorality. 
J. It has proved certainly a dangerous and misused 

weapon. 
S. It has. And besides it is supposed by some, even in 

the nineteenth century, that religion and morality are i n  

some way connected together. This supposition i s  possibly 

entertained by our present government, they may believe 

that, as a general rule, there is some connection between 

morality and Christianity, between immorality and the denun

ciation of Christianity, and, if such is their belief, they may, 

on your principle, rightfully suppress and punish an open 

attack on Christianity, whether made by word of mouth , or 

on a public wall, or in a printed book ; will you admit that 

r ight ? 
J. Certainly not. 
S. Then a government has not authority to suppress 

anything merely because it has immoral tendencies. 

J. It has not. Do you think it has ? 
S. Pardon me-let's go on, for I have a way of express

ing myself lengthily and mistily when I give my opinion, and 
can never satisfy myself or any one else; besides I shall take 
up every minute of our walk if you once set me going. 

M 2  
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May I ask you then whether you still think public obsceni
ties should be suppressed ? 

J. Yes, of that I am quite certain. 
s. And suppressed, not because they a1'e immoral ? 
J. I suppose not. 
S. Then for what other reason ? 
J. I suppose we must come back again to our likings 

and. dislikings, and yet what lesson can history be said to 
teach us, if it does not teach us to avoid such false 'will 0' the 
wisps' ? 

S. Can yOU' see away there over Midsummer Common a 
tall fellow in University-blue just leaping on to old Moses' 
ferry ? 

J. Yes, it's Gulielmides. 
S. It is, Gulielmides of St. John's. He's over six 

feet, and weighs I don't know how many stone. This 
afternoon he'll pull five in the University Boat, and they will 
row down past the locks to Baitsbite and further, for any
thing I know. Don't you imagine that by the time he's 
come back and stripped and dressed again,  he'll have a 
keener appetite than you will after your leisurely promenade 
along the bank. 

J. Probably, but what of that ? 
S. And if you were set down to his dinner and obliged 

to consume the three, four, or more beefsteaks, which will 
rapidly disappear before Gulielmides, an imperious phy
sician standing over you all the while, heedless of your 
remonstrances and forcing you to continue swallowing till 
you had swallowed the whole, would you not begin to think 
lightly of your medical adviser ? 

J. That I should. 
S. For you would quote against him fairly enough the 

old proverb " what's food for the ti nker's death to the tailor, " 
or, in other words, " the dinner that's just enough for Guliel
mides is too much for me." 

J. I should. 
S. If he still persisted, you would say you could not get 

it down, you loathed it, and your stomach rejected it. 
J. I should be more l ikely to walk past him out of hall ; 

however, what you say expresses the truth. 
S. And surpose your doctor said to you " You most 

unreasonable of my patients, this comes of liking and dis
liking and listening to the dictates of such foolish fancies. 
r tell you Gulielmides will eat this dinner and thrive on it, 
and be four times as strong and hearty as you ; " would you 
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not answer that these likings and dislikings represented the 
voice of nature bidding you desist from eating ? " Find 
fault if you will," you would reply, " with my constitution, 
but don't find fault with my likings at least in  this instance. 
Give me the strong frame and. constitution of Gulielmides 
and I will row as far and eat as much and thrive on it as 
well, but as long as I am what I am , plain Jones of Trinity, 
and my constitution is what it is, I can't eat as much as he 
does. Alter my constitution, and then, when you have made 
a stronger man of me, you won't find me nice about a beef
steak or two ; but at present these likings which you find so 
objectionable are part and parcel of my very being, and must 
be obeyed, or else I know by experience what will be the 
consequence. I shall be sleepy in the evening, unable to 
read a line, and bilious and out of sorts to-morrow. " Ex
perientia docet." Would you say that ? 

J. A little more briefly perhaps. 
S. I walk rebuked and admit the j ustice of your censure, 

only mind I forewarned you of my fai ling. However, when 
we turn to the Hindoos and laugh at them for not enduring 
to see a cow killed, or at the Mussulmans for loathing the very 
notion of a banquet on pork, might they not retort on us in 
the same way ? " Don't find fault with this notion, this dis
liking of ours, it is the mere result of our religion, alter our 

religion if you can, find fault with our religion if you will, 
but as long as we hold that religion, the practices you mention 

must be as offensive to us as the spectacle of your sacred 

supper, publicly parodied or contemned, would be to you. 

At some future time we may view the slaughter of a cow or 
the eating of pork with impassive faces, but it will be when 
we have ceased to adore Brahma or revere the name of 
Mohammed." 

J. I think that would be a sensible answer enough, but 

then,-then we are left again to the mercy of our un

reasonable likings and dislikings. Will you answer me 

a question ? 
S. With pleasure. 
J. Did you ever feel unwell after a grand dinner or 

supper ? 
S. I wish I could say no. 
J. Were you made unwell by eating what you liked, or 

what you disliked ? 
S. With few exceptions, by the former, by what I liked. 
J. And it was your liking that induced you to eat. 
S. Yes. 
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J. To eat things unwholesome, hurtful to you ? 
S. Yes. 
J. And I dare say often too prefer these hurtful things to 

others on the table less or in no ways hurtful ? 
S. I must admit it. 
J. Therefore your liking, you see, yoqr voice of nature 

often leads you astray it seems ; and your imperious 
physician would have stood you in good stead at these 
entertainments had he contradicted the voice of nature. 

S. I grant it. 
J. By analogy will not this apply to nations ? Must 

they not sometimes be forced by stern physicians, imperious 
Akbars, and imperious Charlemagnes, to contravene their 
likings ? 

8. They must. 
J. I have no more questions to ask, for I wish to hear 

now what you say to this. 
S. It seems agreed between us that our likings and 

dislikings sometimes lead us wrong. Did we not also agree 
that sometimes, as in the case of your dinner, they also lead 
us right ? 

J. We did. 
S. Are we then always to obey, or always to disobey ; 

or sometimes to obey, sometimes disobey our likings ? 
J. Sometimes obey, sometimes disobey,-but, pardon 

my interrupting you, and who's to apply this ' sometimes ' to 
rational questions ? 

S. I don't know yet. Let us confine ourselves to indi
vidual questions. If you, in your own living and diet, 
sometimes obey and at others disobey your likings and 
dislikings, tell me, who will be your guide in your obedience 
or disobedience ? for you resisted just now, if you remember, 
the voice of the imperious physician. 

J. I should eat and drink whatever came before me, 
not troubling myself about it, unless it disagreed with me. 

S. How would you know it disagreed with you ? 
J. By experience. 
S. And from such meats and drinks as on repeated 

experience disagreed with you, you would, I presume , 
refrain, spite of the recommendation of the most able 
physiciau, even if they were the common food of ordinary 
people, so that if after repeated trials you found it disagreed 
with you, Hippocrates himself would not be able to per
suade you to eat roast beef. 

J. No, not even if Galen backed him. 
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S. For you would declare the physician outstepped his 
province in saying roast beef did not disagree with you : 
this question belonged to the sphere of your own experience. 

J. Of course. 
S. On the other hand if Hippocrates were to reply 

mildly, with a look of compassion ; " my good young friend, 
I don't dispute your assertion : beef does not agree with you ; 
1 can well believe it from your personal appearance ; you 
look wretchedly sallow, your shoulders stoop most painfully, 
the very whites of your eyes betray your miserable condition, 
for I should be the last doctor in the world to advise you in 
your present state to eat beef: but take my advice, walk a 
mile before breakfast, play at fives or rackets , or row in 
moderation between twelve and two, instead ofperipateticizing 
on the bank, or along the Trumpington road, take a little 
quinine three times a day for a week, and never read later 
than ten, and I promise you in a month's time, you shall be 
able to eat beef with the best of them,-it would perhaps be 
worth considering whether we should take such advice 
as this. 

J. Yes, it would. 
S. Again before we rejected our physician's injunctions, 

would it not be necessary to have not only experience but 
continuous experience ? 

J. I should have thought a man could soon have told 
what disagreed with him. 

S. Has it never entered into your head to imagine the 
feelings of the first man who ever took one of those powerful 
boluses which homreopathists discard, in plain English 
a blue pill and black draught,-the gradual transition from 
anguish and distrust and despair of life on the first day to 
gloomy acquiescence on the second, followed by calm com
placency and perfect health on the third and fourth,-how, 
if he were absolute monarch of the district, the agonized 
patient would probably impale the wretched druggist on 
awaking in the morning, give him burial in  the evening, and 
let fall a tear over his costly sepulchre on the following day ? 

J. Well certainly the poor physician would have 
received neither mercy nor justicc. 

S. But a continuous experience of four days would have 
rendered the ill-fated man independent of the former, and 
only anxious for the latter. 

J. True. 
S. And there are some medicines that require a far 

longer and more continuous experience. 
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J. There are. 
S. We agree then that on the one hand we shall refuse to 

listen to a physician who says that this or that aoes not 
disagree with our constitution if we find the contrary in 
continued experience : on the other hand, if our physician 
attempts to alter our constitution for the better, we shall 
perhaps listen to him, and, if we adopt his prescription, 
shall follow it out long enough to give him a fair trial. 

J. We agree so far. 
S. Then, if the physicians of a nation, the political 

philosophers, find fault with the likings and dislikings of 
that nation, may not the nation, in some case, retort on the 
philosophers as you and I j ust now retorted on the phy
sician ? 

J. But these national likings and dislikings are, nine 
cases out of ten, against all reason. 

S. Why so are the likings and dislikings of individuals. 
Some people, as Shylock says, cannot endure a " wollen 
bag-pipe," some " a  cheese," some " a  gaping pig." I've 
heard of a man who could not bear to pass through any 
entrance, however broad, because he fancied himself too 
large for the passage. An energetic physician attempted to 
undeceive him by forcing him through a door, and whether 
he was undeceived or not I do not know, but I know he 
died of it. Or, to proceed to less uncommon instances, some 
people can't endure the presence of a cat, some can't eat 
sage and onion, some can't drink port wine. There's no 
reason in all these dislikings, they are unreasonable, and 
besides, exceedingly inconvenient, and a physioian who 
should remove them would confer on his patient a benefit, 
but what would you say to the physician who should compel 
one valetudinarian to eat sage and onion, another to drink 
port daily, and a third to surround himself with a perpetual 
company of cats ; and this by way of remedy ? 

J. You are not quite fail' here. It is not an ohject with 
men that they should be able to eat onions or drink port : it 
is an object with all mankind that truth should be dis
seminated. If I saw a man pining to death because he 
disli.ked bread, and had no other food, I should advise him 
or, if I could, force him to eat bread. If I see a nation 
pining to death in a famine of truth, caused by a national 
dislike for the free expression of thought, shall not I advise, 
or if possible, force that nation to feed on the food of truth ? 

S. True, not however as a remedy of that dislike, but to 
prevent an evil greater thau the offence done to that dislike, 
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to prevent the death, in the one case of the man, in the other 

of the nation. 
J. Quite so. 
S. Do you think you would be successful in forcing a 

man to eat bread ? 
J. Probably not. 
S. Or in advising him to eat ? 
J. That would depend on the intensity of his dislike 

and the clearness with which he foresaw the consequences 

of his present conduct. 
S. At all events you would, I imagine, unless death 

were imminent, employ first all the means of your art, such 

as exercise, medicine, change of scene, or what not, to 

remove the cause of the man's disliking. 
J. I suppose so. But will you give me a straight

forward answer to a straightforward question ? 
S. If I can. 
J. If the likings and dislikings of nations are sometimes 

to be neglected and sometimes to be regarded, and the 

advice of the politician whom you call the nation's physician 

is also, when opposed to these feelings, sometimes to be 

adopted and at others rejected, when are the former to 

prevail and when the latter ? Who or what is to be the 

arbitrator between the two ? ViThat's your principle, your 

theory on the matter ? 
S. Do you ask me ? I have no principle but what the 

argument may teach us. Tell me when you reject your 

physician's advice, on what ground do you reject it ? 
J. I'm tired of that physician. But, supposing I place 

confidence in him I should never reject his advice unless it 

were contrary to my own experience. 
S. Then if your own experience is the arbitrator 

between you and your physician, why may not experience, 

the experience of a nation be the arbitrator between a nation 

and the politician ? 
J. Because a nation cannot make experiments on itself 

as easily as an individual can. 
S. You mean then that a politician has advantages over 

the body politic that a physician has not over his patient ? 

J. I do. 
S. Does not an abJe physician derive his ability from 

experience, experience 6f the constitutions of individuals ? 
J. He does. 
S. And so also an able politician from the experience 

of the constitutions of nations ? 
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J. Yes. 
S. Experience resul ting from experiments whether 

designed or undesigned made by nations ? 
J. Yes. 
S. And if these experiments are hard of execution the 

Source of our politician's knowledge is to some extent dried 
up, and his knowledge will diminish equally with the 
knowledge of the nation itself. 

J. Perhaps it will. 
S. And when you consider that while a physician 

derives much of his knowledge from personal observation 
and comparison of different cases, a politician, in his scarcity 
of experiments, must rely mainly on musty books, containing 
facts that are sometimes not facts, and always dead dry facts ; 
reading many supplementations and colourings before they 
can exhibit a living scene, so that from a single page fol' 
instance of a monkish chronicle two different historians will 
present their several readers with two distinct or opposite 
pictures : you may perhaps hesitate before attributing to the 
politician a superiority over the physician in the mastery of 
their respective sciences. 

J. Well, perhaps so. 
S. Further, if you bear in mind the full force of what 

you said just now, that it is easier to make experiments on 
an individual than on a nation ; that you can alter the times 
and seasons of your family with greater impunity than the 
customs and institutions of a great people, that in the 
management of all large masses of men, law and order are so 
necessary, as almost to warrant us in preferring the certainty 
of bad to the uncertainty of good institutions, that although 
in attempting to remove the aches and pains of a single 
pat.ient, you may often employ a medicine which, if it does 
little good, can at least do no harm ; on the other hand, in 
the constitutions of nations, the change produced by every 
remedy (and every remedy of necessity produces change) 
unless so blended with the vital progress of the country as in 
reality to be no change, but rather the continuation of 
relative identity by means of positive change, is apart from 
all other considerations in itself an evil, so that the medicines 
of politicians are either medicines indeed or else poisons, but 
scarcely ever neutral : bearing all this in mind perhaps you 
will be less severe on the old conservative LOCl-ians, whose 
law-givers could propose no new law but in  a hempen 
neck-tie. 

J. I'm not too sure about all this ; but I'll grant that the 
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politician stands to the nation in no superior position than 

that occupied by the physician with respect to his patient. 

I grant that, if you like ; but I'm not satisfied, we have 

skimmed round the subject somehow and not come to any 

definite conclusion. However, I have only one observation 

to make. According to your system, the suppression of 

thought, you �nd I would in all human probability not be 

Christians at this moment. At all events had you lived at 

the right time you would have persecuted Christianity, you 

would, for anything I know, have looked on approvingly 

at the flames that consumed the grey-haired Polycarp, you 

would have roared " Cyprian to the lions," you would have-

S. Stop a moment-why so ? 
J. Why, what would you have done if an enthusiastic 

neophyte had, like that man in Cornwall we spoke of, rushed 

out of a Corinthian meeting-house fresh from hearing St. 

Paul's letter, and, thinking himself authorised by the Apostle 

in believing that the sacrifices of his heathen friends and 

neighbours were offered not to Gods but to devils, had gone 

and written up on the principal entrance of the temple of 

Zeus-
" Zeus is a Devil."-

what would you have done when the Corinthian mob, headed 

by the priest of the offended God, came dragging the man 

before you, if you had been sitting in Gallio's j udgment seat ? 

S. I should have ordered my lictors to take off his 

clothes and give him a sound scourging. 
J. You would ? 
S. Certainly. 
J. Well I must say I admire you for your consistency, 

but I don't think every one would confess as much. 

S. Surely you are mistaken. 
J. Mistaken ? Do you mean to say that one out of a 

hundred Christians would admit that had he been in Gallio's 

place he would have scourged the great Apostle of the Gen

tiles for writing what he wrote in his letter to the Corinthians ? 

S. I hope not. I would not for my part. 

J. But j ust now you saiJ you would. 

S. Pardon me : let me repeat your words ; you talked of 

an " enthusiastic neophyte writing on a gate ." 

J. Well, on a gate or in a book, it's all the same. 

S. There I differ from you. The two cases seem to me 

very different. In the one case an opinion is pu blished, in  

the other obtruded. 
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J. And would you make a legal distinction between 
writing on a wall or in a book. 

S. Yes certainly, just as prints that would be uncensura
ble and necessary in a treatise on medicine or anatomy, should 
be censurable and punishable if exhibited on a public wall. 
Perhaps I should go further and distinguish, as I have 
heard is the custom in France, between a pamphlet or book 
and a newspaper. E verybody reads and must read the 
newspapers, you need not read more than the title of a book 
or pamphlet. 

J. Well, if I'm candid enough to admit there's something 
in what you say, will you give me your own idea about true 
liberty ? 

S. My dear fellow, I really hardly like to do so. I feel 
half afraid, lest like old Midas, I shall be overheard by those 
horse-chestnuts in the Jesus grounds on our right, and they 
will waft away my definition, and whisper it into the ears of 
some practical man. 

J. Is then your definition so unpractical ? 
S. Nay, it shall not be my definition. We will fix it on 

our old friend the Argument, as the price for not deserting 
him. Answer me then, what is the true food for every man ? 
Is it not that food which both in quantity or quality will 
develope his constitution ? 

J. Yes. And in the same way I suppose you'll say true 
liberty is the power of doing that which developes one's 
moral and mental nature. But why are you silent ? 

S. I am wondering whether you will admit that as our 
article phrases it, there is " a  fault and corruption " in the 
nature of every man. 

J. You don't mean 1 suppose that any part of the whole 
system, what is called for instance one of the animal passions, 
is in itself faulty, but that there is a derangement in the 
system, something unnatural in the nature of man, so that 
man is not corrupt by nature strictly speaking, but by the 
fault in his nature, just as a clock does not go wrong by 
nature but by the fault of its nature: 

S. You exactly express my meaning, and provided you 
set this interpretation on the word 'nature' 1 adopt your defi
nition. Liberty is the power of development according to 
nature, what some people call one's higher nature. 

J. But this is unpractical indeed, and about as incon
venient and ridiculous an incumbrance as Midas' ears. If 
now liberty were " the power of doing what one wills " or 
" the power of doing what the majority wills, or whatever 
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does not offend the majority," or some definite tangible thing 
or other, then every plain man and every nation could tell 
whether they had it : but now if the French complain that 
the yoke galls them a little, or the Prussians would like their 
collar somewhat wider, or the English labouring classes are 
discontented enough to want a present if not a future admis
sion to the franchise, there's one answer for all " you are 
being developed according to your respective natures," and 
what's likely to be the reply but a flat denial, and between 
positive assertion and positive denial what good shall we get ? 

S. My good friend have you ever read of the case of a 
miserable creature named Caspar, (1 have forgotten his other 
name) who was penned up throughout his infancy, childhood, 
and early youth, in one small room scarcely large enough for 
the most trifling motion, taught neither to talk nor read nor 
even to walk, or use the ordinary motions of mankind. It 
is surely conceivable that the poor wretch might limit his 
desires to his world of six feet every way, and might prefer 
shambling on all fours to the artificial pain of walking on the 
extremities of only two of his limbs, and might be so con
tented with his inarticulate mumblings as to desire no more 
subtle vehicles of thought. He would on that supposition 
have " the power of doing what he willed ;" but would he be 
free ? 

J. No. But what an exceptional case you are taking. 
S. Would it be better for Caspar to know that he was 

not truly free or to have his j ailers and feeders, as far as they 
could, encourage him by counter-shambling and counter
mumbling in the belief that his life of shambling and mum
bling was the life of all beings like himself, and there was no 
higher, no freer life than his. 

J. If the poor fellow had a chance of obtaining freedom, 
he should be told he was not free. 

S. 1 agree with you, and for that reason, because I 
believe they have the chance of freedom or at least a higher 
freedom. 1 would rather have men and nations aim at a 

higher liberty than they possess, instead of deluding them
selves into the belief that they already possess full liberty. 
You accuse me of taking an exceptional case, but though the 
case is an exaggerated one in degree, it seems to me in kind 
to represent the condition of all men. We are all to some 
extent undeveloped : you and I less developed than the 
author of the Essay on Liberty, more developed than the 
ploughboy whose whole vocabulary is comprised in some 
three hunched words ; we are all slaves more or less to our 
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ignorance and the narrowness of our tastes and wishes. 
When you lay in bed yesterday morning and neglected your 
eight o'clock lecture, you woke up on the chapel bell's ring
ing and turned on your side and said to yourself, " No, I 
won't get up." You were in bed by eleven the night before, 
so that you had had plenty of sleep, you would have been the 
fresher for getting up and you would have kept your lecture, 
but " you did what you willed," you lay in bed, and were 
punished by a head-ache in the morning and by being gated 
in the evening. Now according to your practical definition 
you here used liberty, and the punishment was an infringe
ment on your liberty ; according to my unpractical definition 
the punishment was perfectly consistent with your true 
liberty. 

J. Oh that's all very well for madmen or drunkards, or 
children or unfortunate people " in statu pupillari," but for 
full-grown men and nations it would not do. 

S. But what if, as there are and always have been in  
the world barbarous nations that must be treated like chil
dren and require a paternal government, so in any paticular 
nation, in England for example, the government or governing 
classes believe that there is and always has been a large 
number of men who must not be entrusted with the full 
liberty and rights of citizens ; and what if, with rough and 
ready justice, they attempt to exclude all such persons by 
some standard of rejection dependent on land or property, or 
some similar qualification, is that fair or unfair ? 

J. Unfair certainly. You make the government or, in 
other words, the higher middle classes absolute arbitrators in  
the decision which excludes the lower class. In fact you 
have hit on the very blot of your definition. Who's to de
cide, I repeat, between the Pl'Llssians and their king, the 
French and their emperor, between--

S. Suppose you let the French and Prussians alone to 
settle their difficulties as they probably will. You know that 
if your physician orders you to eat or drink something which 
on repeated experience proves unwholesome to you, you 
refuse to touch it, and if he persists, you change your physi
cian. As this is the common course with a private man, so 
is it generally in the history of nations, and perhaps the 
process may receive additional instances from the cases you 
mention. For either these two nations will find that what 
they have been considering unwholesome is a medicine, 
unpalatable indeed and bitter at present, but beneficial in its 
future consequences, or they will, however inconvenient and 
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difficult that change may be, eventually change their physi
cians. For I am not one of those who believe, whatever 
may be the fate of mortal men, that nations which have the 
advantage of semi-immortality, can for ever, to the end, be 
persuaded or forced by any means to follow the prescriptions 
or pay the fees of physicians who persist in giving them 
advice that is radically destructive of their constitution. 

J. And in England ? 
S. In England it seems to me that if the brain and 

heart so claim the physician's attention as really to detract 
from the care that should be given to the industrious thongh 
despised stomach, the stomach will, by evident signs of distress 
and irritation, attract the physician's notice, and indeed inflict 
such inconvenience on the whole patient that the universal 
body will be eager that the stomach should recei ve additional 
advantages ; but if, before the cravings of the stomach 
can be satisfied, it has need of toning up of improvement and 
education, then that useful member must wait a little longer. 
But I should hesitate if I were you before I used the words 
fair or unfair about such matters. 

J. Why, don't you think these epithets applicable to 
forms of government ? 

S. To forms of government-no : to motives of govern
ment and methods of carrying into effect forms of govern
ment-yes. If a man or class is so biassed by selfishness as 
knowingly to govern ill for the governed, that government i s  
unfair : but unless you can determine (and sometimes you 
can) the motives of the governing body , I should prefer to 
call a mistaken, or unsuitable form of government an error, 
because I have no absolute principle which will at once 
enable me to say, " this form of government," despotism for 
instance, " is wrong," or " that form," a republic, " is right," 
inasmuch as either may be right, and either wrong, accord
ing as it does or does not suit and develope the nation by 
which it is adopted. And so the exclusi.on of the poorer 
classes of Englishmen may be right now, and necessary now, 
but will, I hope, be both wrong and unnecessary in the 
England of fifty or a hundred years hence. But until I 
think worse of the governing classes of England than I do at 
present, I shall not call this exclusion unfair ,  nor should I 
even if I thought it inexpedient. 

J. Then will you tell me, in the name of all that is 
clear, plain, definite and straightforward, and all else that is 
opposed to the obscurity of the Socratic dialetic, besides your 
most un practical definition of Liberty, what other guide have 
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you to indicate, I won't say what is fair or unfair, but what 
is right or wrong ? 

S. Shortly then-experience ; and as regards liberty the 
experience of un learning. 

J. I won't say another word, for we are scarcely fifty 
yards from the bank and then we shall have to leave off, if 
we are to look at the boats, but I 'll give you till then to 
explain yourself, and I won't interrupt you. 

S. Well then it seems to me that the whole history of 
government and liberty is a history of unlearning. For, to 
begin with the first governor and the first subject : when 
Seth grew up to man's estate, increasing in wisdom and 
stature, and began day by day to rival Adam in strength of 
body and mind, begetting sons and daughters and gathering 
round him a family and connexions and influence of his own, 
do you suppose the first father watched the first son without 
a half regretful feeling that he must unlearn something of his 
old paternal habit of governing ? Would you blame Adam 
or call him unfair if he did not learn his lesson of unlearning 
as fast as nature would have taught it him, or would you be 
severe on Seth if he were inclined to unlearn somewhat too 
quickly ? Would you ridicule the misgivings of the first 
father if, as the loving confidence of infancy gave place to the 
absolute obedience of childhood, and obedience to respect, 
and respect to deference, and deference in its turn, circling 
back again to the feelings of infancy, yielded to loving grati
tude for one who now needed rather than afforded help
the old man looked back at each stage of his government as it 
passed away from him, unable to suppress a sigh for its 
departure, wondering what was to come next, bewildered by 
the repetition of change after change, and in each change 
foreseeing the destruction of all righteous relations and 
intercourse between himself and his son ? I should not 
blame him for his doubts and hesitations, for all must doubt 
who go to experience for schooling, and what think you, was 
it but experience that taught the first father and the first 
son their complete lesson of repeated changes,-experience, 
the voice of God speaking to men through the events of 
their daily and hourly life ? 

Again, take a small state of antiquity in the very earliest 
times, and consider how in a community of some half-a-dozen 
families, surrounded perhaps by wild beasts or human 
enemies, each citizen must practise the use of arms ; how 
each must guard by day, or take his turn of sentinel by 
night, and none can be exempt from the proscription that 
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must recruit their little army ; further, how unseemly, not 
to say inconvenient, pernicious to all religion depending on 
something else than " evidences," it would be that on their 
solemn holidays the infant state assembled within its one 
small temple, should find their worship disturbed by un
known names and rites, by uncouth movements and shapeless 
foreig'n images ; how necessary for that village congregation 
the unity of thought which we call a national religion : lastly, 
where at any time an inadvertent action of a single citizen, 
even though directly it only affected himself, might bring 
down danger or destruction on the whole number, how 
strict must be the laws regulating the indirect influence of 
man upon man, and where the citizens of a state were an 
army, an army at any time liable to active service, how 
necessary must be habits of ready unflinching obedience to 
the appointed ruler. 

And now when the six swelled into sixty thousand 
families, and the little village became a country with a 
capital, and the rough-hewn enclosure that sufficed. for the 
worship of a score or two of worshippers had given 
place to a vast temple fit for a vast nation, can you 
wonder if the King still claimed as his due the absolute 
obedience once willingly and naturally rendered to the 
strong man, the wise counsellor, the valiant warrior, if the 
priest still hugged the memory of the old uniformity or 
rather identity of idolatry, if the elders looked with severe 
eyes on the gradual relaxation of regulations which their 
forefathers had found necessary for the welfare of their 
country, and which they themselves still regarded with a 
respect the more obstinate because now unreasonable ? I 
should not wonder at their hesitation ; for who was it that 
taught the King that he was no longer the one strong wise 
and valiant man, or the priest that he was no longer the 
sole trumpet of the breath of God, or the elders that their 
old order must change, and give place to new ; who but the 
slow-speeched, stammering teacher, Experience ? Remember 
also that it is from the small states, not from the large states 
of ancient times, that we have derived most of our experience 
of ancient goyernment, and ask yourself whether our larger 
states may not unconsciously have adopted fetters that were 
then suitable, but are now unsuitable ; whether we require 
now the same restraint of individual and accumulation of 
public power, the same laws either as regards military science, 
?l' participation in the national religion, or the indirect 
Influence of citizen on citizen. Then remember on the other 
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hand that throughout its whole history the English nation 
has answered this question in the negative, and has steadily 
for centuries persisted in relaxing restraint after resb:aint, 
and unlearning the teachings of antiquity, and ask yourself 
whether we have gone far enough already, at least for the 
present, or must yet go further in unlearning : and if the 
governing classes of England seem to you unreasonably slow, 
let me remind you, once for all, that they too, like the first 
father and the first nation, are scholars in the school of 
experience, a teacher laden with the knowledge and books 
and parchments and monuments of six thousand years, but 
stil l to this day as slow of speech as ever. 

But here we are off the common and on the bank, and 
men begin to look at us as though our conversation were a 
little out of place. 

J. Well, let us leave off now, but mind, I by no meaus 
say I agree with your opinion, and indeed, I'm not certain 
I could exactly say what your opinion is : besides, you have 
done little more than just touch on one point of liberty
liberty of thought.-And, what with likings and dislikings, 
and physicians and politicians, I feel as confused as poor old 
Demea after he had consulted with his three wise lawyers, 
and am quite ready to cry with him, " fecisti probe : ego 
multo incertior sum quam dudum." 

S. At any rate I have had quite enough of it for the 
present if you have not ; when we come back again, if you 
are not tired, we may perhaps have a word or two about 
Liberty of , Action ; for I agree with you that we have but 
touched on what is only a part of a vast subject ; and, if you 
feel like old Demea, I can assure you I sympathize with his 
lawyer, and answer you, « ego censeo amplius deliberandum, 
res magna'st." And now for the boats. 

°0 00G",,0. 
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PSYCHE.'*' 

I. 

BRIGHT Aphrodite, golden Queen of Love, 
Fail' as the drifted foam of that blue Sea 
Which girds the strand of lone Cythera's isle, 
Lay wrapt in sun-lit clouds, which, when with her,
So bright, so fair,-compared, their splendour dusked. 
One hand and arm, up raised, sustained her head, 
Part hid amid the golden sea of hair 
W hich waved its ceaseless flow adown her neck 
And bosom soft, then mingled with the clouds 
That bathed her limbs transparent. Tender Loves, 
Upborne on azure wings, around her plied 
Their amorous flight : but she not heeding lay
Watching with eye unmoved the crisping waves. 

Long time then thus she lay :-at length between 
Her rosy lips disparted half displayed 
A pearly row,-more fair than those bright gems, 
Which, like a thread of silver glory, line 
The sapphire parapets of heavenly homes,-
As though to speak : but yet her voice was stayed. 
N athless ere long the inner fire burst forth ; 
And in the stillness rang her voice divine :-
" Must I then yield to her, a mortal girl, -
A princess though she be,-of royal loves 
The fairest fruit and offspring latest born ?-
I, whose vast sway o'er men and gods and all 
That feel a passion-pulse within thei., breatits, 
Till now nor rival knew nor g reater pow Cl' ! 
Whore are the thronging voi'ries l'ounu the gates 
Of Cinuus' fane ? Why glows not-incense fed
The flame on Cytherean altars now ?-
Envail'd in which I loved to approach unseen 
The kneeling suppliant, and to lend my ear 

* Vid. Apuleius Metamorph. IV., v., v[. 
N 2  
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To catch the whispered vow or soft-breathed prayer ! 
Speeds there no boat for me, (with wings as white 
As are the dove's that nestles on my breast), 
While eager hands and hearts direct its course, 
To Cyprus' isle ; All faithless, all are gone ! 
Before her temple prostrate suppliants lie, 
With hand on mouth ; to her all prayers ascend ; 
All breathe her hateful name ; all hymn her praise ; 
And faithless priests for her desert my shrines, 
Forgetful of the dark mysterious vows, 
Forgetful of their Goddess, wOI'ship, power, 
A nd secret revelations of my will ! 
What boots it that th' Idean shepherd-boy, 
Whose judgment Father Zeus approved well, 
Assigned to me the prize of excellence, 
And placed the golden apple in my hand ; 
When angry Her� knit her queenly brow, 
And the gray eyes of PalIas flashed with wrath ?
Goddess or mortal woman though she be, 
Who claims my rightful honours for her own 
Shall feel my vengeful power, and own me Q,ueen !"_ 
�A rustling of soft wings,-delicious sense 
Of life ethereal, presence all divine,-
And odours as from heavenly mansions drawn
She turned her eyes love-languid. Sportive words 
And silver music of a welcome tongue 
Played on her senses. For a moment fled 
All vengeful anger from her beauteous face. 
For youthful Eros, youngest of the gods, 
Stood by her ; laughter-light upon his lips 
Belied the wrath that darkened his fair brow. 
She took him to her arms ; and on her breast 
Pillowecl, in sofe embrace, his rosy cheek. 
While he :-" Why frowns my lady mother ? What 
Rath stirred the heated current of thy blood, 
And tinged that cheek that ne'er should blush, but when 
Enamoured gods extol its loveliness ? "-
She blushing kissed his dimpled cheek well pleased : _  
But sighed again and frowned ; as she thought_ 
c, What profit brings my beauty, if despised? " 
And answer made, in anger, to her son ; 
Telling the tale of her contempt and shame ; 
How all men honour Psyche fair, (for so 
Her royal parents called their youngest child, 
Their dearest as their fairest child of all). 
"And now by all the pledges of my love, 
By those most gently cruel darts of thine, 
Which gladden while they wound th' enraptured soul ; 

Psyche. 

And honey-sweet consuming flames· of love, 
o hear me ! Work a work of bitter woe, 
That I may find delight in deep revenge. 
Give ear to my behest :-Infl:lme her heart 
With most resistless love and strong desire 
Of one, the vilest of the sons of men, 
Whom fortune hath bereft of honour, wealth, 
And all the gifts that bless the soul of man : 
So abject that his equal be not found, 
Tho' all the earth be searched through and through !" 
Once more she pressed his lips ; then to the shore 
W ith light tho' queenly step she took her way. 
A rosy foot she planted on the wave, 
Which bowed its eager crest beneath her tread. 
Forthwith the fifty daughters of the king, 
Who keeps his court beneath the stormy sea, 
Gathered around her, fairest of the fair :
Nerree, Spio, and Cymodoce, 
And blue-eyed Glauce ; and Cymothoe, 
Swift as the storm-swept wave ; and Halia 
With eyes as soft as are the mountain roe's, 
And Amalthea with her golden hair ; 
Apseudes too, with undefiled lips ; 
And Galatea famed for rarest beauty,-
With their fair sisters,-all that lightly cleave 
With glistening arm and bosom the deep waves 
That flow around the mansions of their sire. 
Then yoked the Tritons bold the snow-white steeds 
Beneath her car ; and o'er the waters sent 
The music of their loud-resounding conchs. 
Some raised above her head a silken shade ; 
Some held the polished surface of a shell, 
That bore the reflex of her heavenly form : 
While others played around the snorting steeds.
She thus attended sought the watery main. 

Within her chamber up the palace tower 
Sat sorrowing Psyche ; gazing fixedly 
From out the window on the setting sun. 

But thqugh she gazed, yet saw she nothing there, 

Though all the sky was bathed in brightest glow, 

For saddest thoughts bereft her eyes of sight. 

She yearned for love ; her nature longed to throw 

Itself upon another unreserved.-
" For how should woman walk alone through life, 

Who lacks the strength to bear the brunt of ills ?-

� ., Mellitas uredines," Apuleius Metamorph. IV. 
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But when she feels the circling arm of one 
Whose glory is  to shield her from all harm, 
And loves to feel her rest her all in him, 
Then life is life indeed when lived with him ! 
And so she dares confiding in his strength 
To face the troubles that before she feared, 
And lightens all his cares with her sweet love.
And tempering thus his coarser moods of mind 
With all-persuasive gentleness, while he 
Imparts his strength into her feebler breast, 
So build they up a bulwark 'gainst life's ills. 
Each all to each, forgetful each of self, 
Save where that self-forgetfulness involves 
The other's harm, nor sure advantage brings. 
No fairer sight is there upon this earth 
Than gentleness with manly virtue wedded ! 
But I-ah me !-must never know that joy ;_ 
Though all men call me beautiful, more fair 
Than golden Aphrodite, queen of Love,-
Yet must I lack a wedded husband stilI.
Down to black Hades and the land of death 
I sojourn friendless, childless, all alone ; 
And they will bear me to my deep-dug bed, 
Who should, with sound of hymeneal hymn, 
With gladsome dance and light of nuptial torch, 
Have led me to the chamber where my spouse 
Would take me proudly to his manly breast.
No babes, the pledges of my dear lord's love, 
Will on my happy bosom babble ' Mother 1'_ 
Oh gods 1 a heavy penalty I pay 
For all my beauty." 

Thus from day to day 
She mourned her fate ; until thro' secret grief 
She drooped and pined ; like some neglected flower 
Untended by the hand of man, by dews 
Unvisited, withering 'neath the midday sun ; 
And health and beauty-bloom forsook her cheek ; 
And moving like a phantom through the house 
She tended still her parents with fond care. 
But when they saw her daily pine and sicken, 
And her pale face grow paler day by day, 
Fearing some envy of the immortal gods 
Who aye exact a heavy penalty 
For some great gift to men, surpassing wont,
(Beauty, great talent, wealth, or luckiest turns 
Of Fortune's wheel),-forthwith to the Delphian shrine 
Sent trustiest servants, there to counsel ask : 
If haply by some heavy ransom paid 

Psyche. 

They might avert the vengeance of the gods, 

Or learn what man should wed their daughter fair. 

So they with speed returning homeward brought 

Such answer as the frenzied maiden gave :-

" Place the fair virgin on the mountain-crest, 

As dark Death's bride in sable garments drest ; 

And hope not for a spouse of mortal blood, 

But fierce and cruel of the dragon's brood. 

Above the heavens his dire flight he wings : 

War and destruction far and wide he flings : 

To all things plague and saddest mischief brings. 

E'en Zeus himself and all the gods most high 

And eke the ocean he doth terrify." 

(To be continued). 
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NO �oet has ever reached the sublimity of �ord Byron in 
hIS address to the Ocean at the end of Chllde Harold : . 

There is a pleasure in the pathless woods ; 
There is a rapture on the lonely shore ; 
There is society, where none intrudes, 
By the deep sea and music in its roar . . . . . .  &c. 

It was the result of his enthusiastic passion for the sea, a passion, the reason of which is easily explained. Debarred by his lameness from gratifying his pride by excelling in the more active sports of the land he threw his whole heart into swimming, and the success he attained and the wonderful feats he performed in it were the pride of his life. But it  is not every one who cares to venture himself so freely on the world of waters. The same exultation and delight may be experienced in the exercise of a more laudable and safe ambition, itself not unattended with arduous toil and feelings of glory. I mean that of excelling in walking a good round number of miles in a day, or taking long tOUl'S on foot through the more interesting parts of a country. Grand old Christopher North'" has celebrated it over and over again in his own enchanting irresistible manner. To read his " Recreations" is to be carried away with the desire to set off at once as he used to do. And nothing can be more glorious than long journeys, summer's day ·after summer's day, past fields and woods or throngh the mountains. No wonder that now-a-days the ambition is so common or the attempt so often made. 
Now it takes a good deal of courage to begin, and most men go the wrong way to work. "Witness Earnest Enthusiast, roused to noble emulation by reading J ones' grand tour. 

'" The well-known pseudonym of Prof. Wilson. 
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See him start, a huge knapsack filled with all sorts of in
convenient conveniences on his back ; an immense straw to 
thatch his cranium : in his hand a staff like a weaver's beam ; 
boots on his feet that would strike tenor into a ploughman, 
and stockings too thick for ordinary comprehension. With 
what bold steps do he and his similarly encumbered friend 
march along ! How steady their tramp ! But-five miles 
are gone : E. E. sweats like a horse, and feels a peculiar 
numblike stiffness in his knees : slowly and heavily does he 
drag the weight of several pounds on each foot : incipient 
blisters begin to tell : and at length our two heroes succumb 
at the next station ere a dozen of the proposed forty miles are 
done : they finish their journey by train sick .. hearted, and 
feeling very small, vowing everlasting antipathy to pedestrian 
tours, and wishing their pedestrian accoutrements any where. 
But, gentle reader, do thou no such thing. First prepare by 
my advice. Do thou to-morrow with some merry friend 
start off down the Trumpington Road, in thin cotton merino 
or lamb's-wool, not in thy best patent leathers, but in thy 
stoutest, easiest, and most comfortable ordinary boots. Give 
free play to the liveliest humour, and outrival each other in  
the sparkling pun or  merry jest, till the eighth mile be reached : 
if tired, turn back ; if not, go on. But suppose thy sixteen 
miles done'" and thyself, after the divinest delights Hall can 
give, lying outstretched on thy sofa, meerschaum in mouth, in  
glorious ease and calm enjoyment of  the most delicious hour 
of life-feet bathed, fresh cased and slippered-thou mayest 
be conscious of a blister or two on each sole. Let them not 
perturb ,the happy tranquillity of thy mind : ere the couch of 
repose be sought, let them, slightly punctured at one end, be 
first gently squeezed dry, anel a slight dose of salt given 
them-presto ! ere morning they are gone. Let the walk be 
repeated in a day or two, and kept up at frequent and 
regular intervals, the distance extended wherever time admits, 
and no loitering allowed. Always " treat" the blisters 
" as before." In a month's time, I safely prophesy, you will 
think as little of 30 or 40, as you did of your first day's 
amount of miles. 

Experto crede. I have seen others as tender of foot as 
any transformed into foot-men (pedites of course) of good 

,x, Exactness in distance and time is absolutely necessary. People 
talk very loosely of miles, which are much longer than they think. 
" I  am sure I did 30 miles to day" generally comes to half that 
when inquired into. 
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mettle who boast of a 40 to be done presently and talk bigly of a 5 0  in the distance. N ay I tremble as glancing up the 
vista of future months. I see dread visions of an eclipse of 
mine own 65 dance before mine eyes ! Here it seems fit, as 
a little wayside bye-talk, to hold a short discourse on the good 
of being able to do 30 01' 40 miles without much fatigue. 
There is first, the usefulness, and second, the pleasure. Of 
the first I say but little : it is self-evident there are many 
occasions when it is imperatively necessary, though they are 
rarer now than formerly. To missionaries, settlers in distant 
countries, and travellers in out-of-the-way parts of the world, 
endurance and power are more required in the leg, than, we 
may say, any other part of the body. To Alpine climbers, tourists, et hoc genus omne, indispensable. A greater independence of railways would give a clearer head, and add more years to a man's life than the present degrading captivity people are held in. Of all exercises, walking, as it is the most natural and general, so also it is the most buoyant, invigorating, and in its effects on the body and its powers by far the most salutary-at least to most people. It works off all bad humours, and banishes dulness, spleen, and the effects of the " crapula" (listen ye nightcappers and j ovial convivialists !) like magic. It is the ordinary recreation of both sexes, of all ages of life, all ranks, all professions. What is a soldier worth who cannot do a good day's march ? And, by consequence, what are the civil soldiers, the volunteers into the various orders and species of military science worth, if they cannot do their good day's march of 30 or 40 miles, and more ? How many could do this AS AN ORDINARY PART OF DRILL, and without incurring any more fatigue than on a show-off march round the town, to the joy of the 

Stores of ladies, whose bright eyes 
Rain influence ? 

I suspect fewer by far than would be imagined, though it be one of the most important and fatiguing parts of real service.· But the best good of all is, that uniting both usefulness and pleasure, a man would be able to gird up his loins, set to, and walk a country over, wandering everywhere at his own sweet will and getting a more deep and lasting impression of its beauties and peculiarities. 

.. Witness the battle of Hastings. Harold's army came flushed with victory, but worn out by long and forced marches from the North. 
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S o  come, tourists would-be or otherwise, remember that 
you may be of the clergy some day. It would be no bad 
thing if you were then able to walk 1 5  or 20 miles away, anu 
conduct the service for one of your brethren, besides having 
the pleasure of thereby adding to the Irish Church Mission 
funds, or Mrs. Hamper's little Dorcas* in the country, by 
saving the Railway fare. You may be missionaries, and find 
your walking pay better than your boating or cricketing 
(though all due honour and glory to both) ! You are or may 
some day be a volunteer ; I have known men die from the 
effects of continued marching and counter-marching. Re
member the feeling of satisfaction and independence of mind, 
the freedom and elasticity of spirits, as you push boldly along 
the road, like Bertram in Guy Mannering, over the Border 
Moors. The process by which you may become a good 
walker is simple and pleasant ; productive of a lasting effect 
on the powers of body and mind : requiring no superhumal!
exertions or desperate training : but giving rare opportunities 
for quiet talk on men, manners, and things in general, and 
inviting the mind to open itself freely, naturally, and unre
servedly on every subject. I do not deny that walking is 
largely practised in Cambridge ; but this I say, that it is not 
used as it ought to be, with some proper aim in view. In 
nine cases out of ten it is simply the means of passing away 
an hour or two in the open air, from pure ennui or sheer 
weariness of the drudgery of reading. A long walk ought to 
be made with a view to endurance and practise ; a shorter 
one with an eye to speed, facility, and style.t The remark, 
that one-fourth the men one meets do not know how to 
walk, is too true.::: 

Ahem ! after this last prolonged soar, I see all the roads 
about Cambridge blocked up with eager pedestrians ! the 
Volunteers off to Huntingdon and back : tutors, deans, 
students, all eager to extend their powers and capacities 
of leg, and the small wayside inns in a fair way of making a' 

fortune. But though this is in prospect, I still suppose my 
original disciple steadfastly at the old curriculum. Suppose 
he hath done all the Stantons and all the Dray tons, N ew-

'If See CM'istopher Tadpole. 
t Of course the Volunteer drill in this, liS in most things, is far 

the best training. Military men are the " most proper" walkers by 
far in gait, style, and general bearing. 

t In a rather loose and IN"ACCURATE article on the inter-Uni
versity Sports, in London Society. 
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market, St. Ives, Linton, Royston, Wimpole Park, nay Ely, 
and Barkway, and even with an ab sit Huntingdon : suppose 
too term over and himself and his merry friend discoursing 
as to where to go. If he will, let him boldly say London. 
Then he may, starting betimes, go along at his 4 miles an 
hour (neither more nor less) through Newton, Foulmire'" 
and Barkway to Ware. Here let him breakfast or dine, as 
the case may be, and relax the tightened muscles of his knees. 
Then let him buckle to and reduce the 2 1 miles between him 
and London to 1 5, 1 0 ,  5, 4 ,  3 ,  2,  and 1 :  at last reaching 
Hoxton Cross, from which the miles are measured, with the 
proud consciousness of having done 5 1  miles ! 0 ye Gods ! 
picture his delight as he luxuriates in the little parlour of the 
Asterisks Hotel ; the tea steaming and fragrant ;  eggs and 
ham done to perfection : rolls and muffins looking bewitching : 
and the table set out by the fair round arms of mine host's 
black-eyed daughter, arch and talkative. It wants the pen of 
the Wizard of Abbotsford to describe such a scene of en
chantment ! But if he put up for the night at the Saracen's 
Head at \Vare, the same delights await him save that a rusty 
elderly waiter ministers to his comforts instead of mine host's 
pretty daughter. Here will Mary show him the famous 
bed twenty-fom-holding, no myth-though slightly fore
shortened to fit the room. It, roof and all, is of curiously 
carved oak, and is dated (by the kindness of the present 
landlord or some former one no doubt !) 1 4 60.t And be it 
at London or Ware, I " guess" he will not, like the 
I rishman in the old joke, lie awake to see if he snores. 
Here will we leave him save with a hint, that, before he sets 
out for Land's End or John 0' Groat's House, Devonshire, 
the Lakes, The Trosachs, Ben Nevis or Snowdon, he may 
walk home to the paternal mansion. By all means if he 
live North-away let him do N ewstead Abbey and Derbyshire, 
Matlock the beautiful with its hills, dales, caves, river, and 

'*' Humanity knoweth not the myriads of hopeless puns made on 
this place, all alas ! wasted on the desert air. 

Pepys in onc of his two journeys on horseback from London to 
Cambridge baited at Puckridge and lay at FoulMER at the Chequer. 
He deplores the state of the roads ft'om Ware thither. Another 
time it took him 16 hours (from 3 A.M. to 7 P.M.) to ride the whole 
distance, 51 miles to Cambridge, which is not extra good walking. t Shakespeare. Twelfth night, Act m. Sc : 2. Ben Jonson's Silent Woman. Fal'quhar's Recruiting Officers. But see Halliwell's note to the passage of Shakespeare. 
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tors, Dovedale, Buxton, Haddon Hall, Chatsworth, Palace 
of the Peak, the High Peak,* and Castleton. Let him go 
in ordinary costume and not like some harlequinading 
Cockney out to the moors for his " little week." Now will 
he be able to glory in his strength and behold the scenes his 
soul longs to throw itself into, and be blended with-scenes 
handed down to all eternity bv the sublime simplicity of the 
lofty imaginings born from c�ntemplation of the mountain, 
the calm skies, the blue lakes or the torrent which W ords
worth has bequeathed us ; or those, more famous, with which 
he has been enchanted in the romances of Sir Waiter. A 
walker is always a deep thinker : there is so much to interest 
a man in the physical face of nature, so much in the variety 
of human nature, that he always finds ceaseless food for 
thought, endless exercise for his wit, wide scope for his fancy, 
and, says Keats-

Ever let the fancy roam, 
Pleasure never is at home. 

Who cares to be a walking machine striding along without 
noticing anything save the milestones ? I cannot fancy 
Ben J onson walking so when' he went on foot to Scotland and 
back from London to visit his friend Drummond of 
Hawthornden and saw Loch Lomond : with which he was so 
charmed that he would fain have made a book a play or a 

masque on it. To write L' Allegro and Il Penseroso Milton 
must have walked far and wide, by night and by day, 
taking deep imprints in his memory of the beauties and reali
ties of the visible world.t These two poems present a faithful 
pourtrayal of the sights seen in daily and nocturnal wander
ings, set forth by such a skilled and beautiful hand as no 
man ever had yet ; they are the results of long and earnest 
communings with the spirit of external nature, and ought 

'*' Of course the Peak is a range of hills running through most 

of Derbyshire divided into the high or the North (round Castleton), 

the low or South (round Matlock), aud consisting of many branches 
called Edges. 

' 

1 Whether Milton used to walk with old IIobson to Cambridge 
from the Bull in Bishopsgate, 01' whether the latter took oharge of 
young scholars on their return to College, I do not know. They may 
have accompanied him on some of the horses of his famous stud or 
on foot. Neither Masson nor Cooper give any information on the 
subject. Certain it is that in those days many of them, especially 
those of the Threadbare cope, journeyed on foot to Cambridge from 
all parts of the country. Milton no doubt used to walk from 
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to guide the mind of the walker to deeper and higher 
imaginings than his own soul can attain unaided unto. Poor 
Goldsmith- . 

Remote, unfriended, melancholy, slow, 
Or by the lazy Scheld or wandering Po, 

was not without his dreams and aspirations ; though the 
thoughts of where he was to rest for the night made him 
rather seek to rehearse on his flute or rub up his rhetoric 
and dialectics for the philosophical disputations which 
were to serve him in good stead. Dolefully did old Richard 
Hooker lament the ride from Oxford to London'" which 
gave him a fever and a shrewish wife. Verily did he 
wish he had travelled on foot as was his wont ! Quaint 
gossiping old Izaak Walton telleth the tale in his own old. 
fashioned way, dear to me. Alfred Tennyson too used to be 
a great rambler over hill and dale, and to this would I fain 
ascribe in part the deep thought and habits of observation he 
shews : nay, in many places he plainly and unwittingly lets 
us see how much he owes to it. 

One thing yet remains which I would by all means advise 
Viator to try. If he have the company of some friend, let 
him have a walking "do" by night. It is a memory for a 
lifetime. Wild thoughts gush up and find utterance in a 
thousand wild ways. The springs of life seem suddenly 
loosened : the mind is filled with an irresistible exhilaration 
unknown to-day, and the whole soul is yielded up to its 
influence. Be the talk of him of whom it was said-

He was not of an age, but for all time, 

as Ben J onson's line, always mis-quoted, really is ;t or of any 
others of the stars of our literature : be it of the period in 
which, as in a constellated system, or like j ewels in a royal 
crown, they were set : of whatever the talk is, a spontaneous 
and exuberant eloquence pours from the lips. To others he 
may seem desperately mad, but his companion is  as  far gone 

Horton to London ; the short distance of seventeen miles would give 
him plenty of time for soaring without much fatigue : and the 
prospect of books, music, and practise with Harry Lawes would urge 
him on. The best walker of the times immediately succeeding 
these was Charles n. both as prince and king. We have royal 
authority and example for walking. 

*' When he came to preach at Paul's Cross for the first time. 
t " Vir non Sreculi sui sed omnis revi optimus :" as V elleius 

Paterculus says of Publius Rutilius Rufus. 
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in the lunacy as himself. Anon, their voices are sent in wild 

chorus down the rising wind, or they recite darling poems, 

choice anecdotes, or remembered jests, with a most rapid and 

emulous flow. Fancy, too, the freshness when morning 

breaks, ushered in by a chorus of hundreds of larks ! 

-civil suited morn-
Not tricked and flounced as she was wont 
With the Attic boy to hunt, 
But 'kerchieft in a comely cloud 
While rocking winds are piping loud. 

A night thus spent 
In unreproved pleasures free 

will seem for weeks and months and years after to wear 

The glory and the freshness of a dream. 

To wind up, I dare say Viator would find 30 or 35 miles 

done regularly every day enough, if he be in for a month's 

walking. If for a week, he may extend it if he likes. But 

that j ust depends on his taste or how he feels. It is not 

always he may manage-what with sights, views, and hills

to climb over �O in a day. But let that not vex him or spoil 

his reckoning. He will know best himself by then how to 

proceed. 

+ 

+ + 

ffi 



" SUAVE MA.RE MAGNUM:' 

'TIS the hour when softly stealing, 
Silence broods o'er land and sea ; 

And my heart with tender feeling, 
Dwells on memories of thee. 

Scarce is heard the rippling ocean, 
Murmuring gently at my feet, 

Soothing every wild emotion 
With its music sad but sweet. 

Such an hour I well remember, 
Five and thirty years ago, 

When I walked in soft September, 
By the restless ocean's flow. 

Walked superbly and serenely, 
By the ever-flowing tide, 

While a maiden fair and queenly 
On my youthful arm relied. 

Bright above the stars are shining, 
Weeping tears of dewy light, 

Weeping and with envy pining, 
When t�ey see that vision bright. 

Well they know their rays are dimmer 
Than that maiden's eyes divine : 

That their light is but a glimmer. 
When her eyes beneath them shine. 

Shines pale Phrebe on her tresses, 
Tresses robed in golden light, 

And unwillingly confesses 
That her own are far less bright. 

Thus I walked superb serenely 
By the ever-flowing tide, 

While that maiden fair and queenly 
On my youthful arm relied. 

It Suave Mare Magnum." 

And I felt the light hanJ trembling 
Near the heart which loved her well, 

And the truth no more dissembling, 
All our love- we there did tell . 

. 

Whisp'ring , Canst thou love me, Cousin ?' 
Sighing 'You must ask Mamma' ; 

Snatching kisses by the dozen 
'Neath the light of Love's pale �tar. 

Thus young love did I awaken 
In a tender heart and true � 

Thus I woo'd and won Miss Bacon, 
When her years were twenty-two ! 

* * * * 

Still that maiden walks beside me 
By the restless ocean's foam, 

And whatever lot betide me, 
Still together will we roam. 

Dear was once the maiden tender, 
Dear the blooming matron still : 

All good angels shield, defend her, 
Banish from her every ill ! 

Still the stars, with envy weeping, 
Pale before that bright blue eye ; 

Still the moon, thro' lattice creeping, 
Dares not with those tresses vie. 

. In my blue-eyed buxom Mary 
Not the slightest change I see, 

Save that as the seasons vary, 
Dearer she becomes to me. 

And her light and airy figure 
Groweth l;ounder to the view, 

And we're each a trifle bigger 
Than we were at twenty-two. 

For the elegant Miss Bacon, 
Now the portly Mrs. Jones, 

Weighs, unless I'm much mistaken, 
Something more than fourteen stones. 

'if, 

JOANNULUS. 

VOI" IV. o 
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THE SIXTH OF MAY, 1864:. 

(The following lines were suggested by .Professor . Selwyn's Ser�on 
dehvered in the College Chapel 011 the occaSIOn of laymg the foundatlOn 
stone of the New Chapel. The intimate connexion of the points to which 
he so eloquently adverted with the past history of our College will perhaps 
be deemed a sufficient excuse for the introduction of thoughts of a somewhat 
graver character than usually find place in these pages.] 

F ATHElt, behold, we build a house of prayer, 
O !  may it rise acceptable to Thee 
Without whom nought is good, or strong, or wise, 
And man's best efforts are but as the waves 
Which fitful rise beneath the passing wind. 
Our task is of the future,-but, as oft 
Our eyes revisit yonder ancient fane,-
After a season brief, no more to be 
Thy sanctuary here- our thoughts will turn 
To those sweet memories which round it cling, 
And hallow yet still more its sacred walls. 
We think of days, dim with the mist of years, 
When pious monks, with measured chant and hymn, 
Did, for a sister house, perform a work 
Kindred to our's this day ;-of times of strife, 
When, sheltered froro the blasts that raged without, 
The lamp of learning burned with tranquil flame 
Within these precincts,-they who fed its fire 
Did yonder oft assemble, and as grew 
Rumours of wars, famine, and pestilence, 
Found calm and hope and consolation there. 
We think of those, who, in the flush of youth, 
Nurtured within yon walls a high resolve, 
Which, by Thy favor, led them to a life 
Of highest self-devotion to Thy cause ; 
Thy llOly servants, entered sainted rest, 
Leaving a bright ensample to their time. 
Lo ! in these haunts, still echoing with their steps, 
Their mantles fall ! O !  may there yet be found 
Those who shall wear them ! may tl1ese rising walls, 
Completed, see, in days when far and wide 
We shall be scattered, many an ardent heal't 
Conceiving holier thought and nobler aims ! 
Here may the throbbing pulse and burning hopes 
Of early manhood learn to turn to Thee, 
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And make the crowning motive of  its life 
To do Thy will ;-here may the fervid brain, 
O'ertasked by emulation, oft be soothed ;
The exultation of successful' toil 
Be chastened by the thought that Thou alone 
Givest the victory ; and in the hour 
Of failure may the earnest heart be cheered ! 
Another thought remains ;-it casts a gloom 
Athwart our path to-day, for there was one 
Right loyal to this College and to Thee, 
And zealous in this work, and we had thought, 
As yesterday he laboured in our midst, 
He had been ltere,-but Thou hast called him hence. 
Stern lesson ! e'en as thus we seek to rear 
This temple to Thy glory, comes the proof 
We and our works how frail, and that alone 
Secure, which rests on Thee, the living Rock ! 
And now, to Thee the honor and the power, 
As, Father, in Thy name, we lay this Stone. 

NHNEMOl: AlA. 

" 'Tis better to  have loved and lost, 
Than never to have loved at all." -TENN'lI:SON. 

ALL other earthly feelings, as Autumn leaves, may fall ; 
All other earthly pleasures ere long I know must pall ; 
But 'mid all life's many sorrows there still shall live a joy, 
Which nought but dark oblivion and death shall e'er destroy : 
If I grieve, it sheds around me a holy cheering light ; 
If bliss be mine it maketh my happiness more bright : 
For a face of heavenly beauty by my side is ever near, 
And a voice of heavenly sweetness ever ringeth in my ear : 
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And I feel a calm contentment springing up within my breast, 
Till peace serenely smiling is once more its welcome guest. 
For the love w11erewith I love thee is, I know, no earth-fed fire, 
But a heaven-born aspiration and a heavenward desire : 
Then blame me not if wandering I hail thy holy ray 
As a star that points to realms above, and leads me on my way : 
That tho' loved not, I yet love thee, and that still this prayer is mine 
To follow and be mingled with thy radiance divine : 
Where the wealthy and the sons of want are alike for ever blest ; 
Where the wicked cease from troubling and the weary are at rest. 

'0/. 
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1 Emmanuel2 
2 King'M 
31st Trinity 4 
4- Caius 2 
5 Christ's 2 
6 Sidney 
7 Catha,'inc 

1 Peterhouse 2 } 
2 Pembroke 2 
3 Caius 3 
4 Downing 
5 2nd Trinity 3 } 
6 Catharine 2 

Our Chroni ole. 

SECOND DIVISION. 
8 L. Margaret 3 
9 Corpus 

10 Queens' 
11 Trinity Hall 3 } 
12 Jesus 2 
13 Clare } 
14 1st Trinity 5 

THIRD DIVISION. 
7 L. Margal'et 5 } 1 
8 Jesus 3 
9 Trinity Hall 4 

10 Queens' 2 
11 Corpus 3 l 
12 Jesus 4 � 

15 Emmanuel 3 
16 L. Margaret 4 
17 2nd Trinity 2 1 
18 3rd Trinity 3 S 
19 Magdalene 2 
20 1st Trinity 6 } 
21 Pembroke 2 

13 Sidney 2 
14 Caius 4 
15 L. Margaret 6l 
16 Christ's 3 � 
17 Emmanuel 4 

Tuesday, May 16tl�. FIRST DIVISION. 
1 Trinity Hall 8 Trinity Hall 2 
2 3rd Trinity 9 Christ's 
3 1st Trinity 10 L. Margaret 2 } 
4 L. Margaret 11 Caius 
5 Emmanuel 12 Magdalene } 
6 1st Trinity 2 13 1st Trinity 3 
7 Corpus 

14 2nd Trinity } 
15 Pembroke 
16 3rd Trinity 2 
17 Clare 
18 Peterhouse � 
19 Jesus f 
20 Emmanuel 2 

Wednesday, May 17th. FmsT DmsION. 
1 Trinity Hall 8 Trinity Hall 2 15 2nd Trinity } 
2 3rd Trinity 9 Christ's 16 Clare 
3 1st Trinity 10 Caius 17 Jesus 
4 L. Margaret 11 L. Margaret 2 } 18 Peterhouse 
5 Emmanuel 12 1st Trinity 3 1 19 Emmanue12 
6 1st Trinity 2 13 Magdalene } 20 King's 
7 Corpus 14 Pembroke 

Thursday, May 18tlt. FmST DIVISION. 
1 Trinity Hall 8 Trinity Hall 2 
2 3rd Trinity 9 Christ's 
3 1st Trinity 10 Caius 
4 L. Margaret 11 1st Trinity 3 
5 Emmanuel 12 L. Mm'gat'et 2 } 
6 1st Trinity 2 13 Pembroke 

I 7 Corpus 

14 Magdalene } 
15 Clare 
16 2nd Trinity } 
17 Jesus 
18 Peterhouse l 
19 Emmanuel 2 j 
20 King's 
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A VOYAGE TO THE AUSTRALIAN STATION. 

I HAVE endeavoured in this account of my first voyage 
to give a short sketch of each place visited, and to 

record anything, no matter how trivial, that happened on 
the voyage, provided that I had not seen it mentioned 
elsewhere. 

",Ve 
left Spithead at 3.30 P.M., June 17th, 1863, and 

passed the Needles in the twilight ; the lights of three 
different light-houses were visible at this time. Next morn
ing the ship was just opposite the Start point ; about 1.30 
we got up the screw and proceeded under sail ; hitherto 
sea sickness had not troubled me, but, as the sails were one 
after another reefed or taken in, I felt that my time was 
come and retired to my cabin in very dismal humdur-the 
absolute disregard for everything and everybody is the one 
single counterbil.lancing advantage of ,sea sickness-though 
usually a severe sufferer I was only kept one day from the 
dinner table, and for five more was obliged to be careful 
in my diet. One thing rather surprised me : all my mess
mates in the wardroom were, with one exception, regular 
old sailors, and yet half of them suffered more or less. 

Down to the lati'tude of Cape Finisterre several ships 
were always in sight ; but they became less frequent as we 
sailed on, and had quite disappeared by the time we reached 
Madeira. 

On the morning of the twelfth day (J une 29th) we were 
in siO'ht of Madeira, and being anxious to see a really 
foreign place I hastened on deck. We :vere ?oasting along 
a wide, shallow bay, surrounded by 11lgh lulls, cultivated 
to their very summits, the crops consisting of Indian corn 
and sugar cane. In the corner of the bay the white houses 
of Funchal glisten ed in the sun ; the town is made up of 
the usual collection of small, two-storied, flat-roofed build� 
iugs, built close down to the beach, and broken by an old 
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church tower or two and one tall chimney-it exactly put 
me in mind of Dawlish-there was really nothing foreign 
about the town. On the left were some much finer 
houses half-hidden in bright green vegetation, so luxuriant 
that at once you knew it could not be matched in 
England. 

"Ve anchored and saluted the Portuguese flag about eight. 
By this time a great many boats had put off, some manned 
by loafers, several belonging to washerwomen (these last, 
with many compliments on my improved personal appearance, 
recognized and claimed me as a regular customer during 
former visits to the island), and others laden with oranges, 
bananas, and small peaches. 

Soon after breakfast the English consul came on board 
to know if he could be of any use ; and in the course of 
the day an officer from an American war ship in the harbour 
came to know if he could render any assistance. The same 
day our Captain, as the new arrival, calls to thank for the 
attention, and this call is returned by the Captain of the 
foreigner in person. 

Should. there be any directions to be given as to anchor
age, the harbour-master comes on board before coming to 
an anchor. 

At breakfast I made my first acquaintance with bananas ; 
the natives are very proud of them and say they were the 
forbidden fruit of Eden. If so English garden fruits have 
been much improved by cultivation, as a good pear is very 
superior. 

My diary tells me that the streets of Madeira are very 
narrow and steep, but well paved ; there are no wheeled 
vehicles to be seen, but the carriages go on large timbers 
like the runners of a sledge. -

. All the houses are plastered, and rings, &c. laid on in 
bright paint ; the windows are very frequently unglazed. 
The outside of all theatres seen by day seem to have a 
family likeness to an unoccupied house, and Funchal 
stronaly reminded me of this. It is the more surprising 
as th� place is kept up by English visitors ; the very black
guards speak a kind of English ; a confectioner paints that 
worel as well as the Portugese equivalent on the outside of 
his shop ; the publican announces in both Portugese and 
English that his is a " grog shop" ; and yet I do not re
member seeing one English word mis-spelt. 

There are three places to see in Funchal : the cathedral 
and Protestant and Roman Catholic burial grounds. 
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The cathedral is built of a coarse black stone, and would 
be venerable had not the authorities seen fit to give the 
tower a thick coat of whitewash, and to top its heavy 
square form with an absurd pagoda kind of steeple covered 
with a chequer work of blue and white tiles. They have 
however left the west door intact, which has some fine 
carving upon it, and there was one wheel window in the 
transept with good tracery. 

Smaller than any English cathedral I have seen, it is more 
lofty. There is a plain oak roof blackened with age ; the 
windows are four in number (one at each cardinal point) 
glazed with unstained glass. Their places on each side of 
the nave are occupied by three niches each filled with a 
tawdry gilt image the size of life. 

As it was a festival the chancel was laid with a turkey 
carpet, and the altar decorated with flowers and tinsel. 
vVe landed at the base of a steep hill ; on .the opposite 
side lies the Roman Catholic cemetery, below lies the town. 
The cemetery is of considerable size : near many of the 
graves we saw fresh bouquets or wreaths of flowers or else 
flowers loosely scattered on the stone. On one grave the 
wreath was made of expensive artificial flowers : injured 
indeed by exposure to the weather, but untouched out of 
respect to the purpose they were applied to. On the better 
class of tombs were placed small glazed cases containing 
artificial flowers, small candlesticks, &c., and in one a photo
graph, apparently of the deceased: but it is the luxuriant 
.growth of flowers, planted round nearly every grave, that 
makes the place worth a visit. The heliotrope is almost 
a weed in its luxuriance and frequency ; but roses, jasmine, 
and myrtle flourish with an abundance that can hardly be 
surpassed. There are but few ugly, heavy tombstones, 
nevertheless the place reminded me painfully of our over
crowded, neglected cemeteries. The very unrestrained 
luxuriance of the flowers added to the effect, contrasting 
with the care and order that ought to reign : but with all 
this luxuriance the earth is bare and parched, as there is 
nothing to take the place of the smooth carpet of English 
turf which will not grow. 

Most people visit the Protestant burial ground in re
membrance of the many English people laid there ; it is 
so crowded with tombs and tablets as to prevent the growth 
of flowers. There is a beautiful entrance through a piece 
of ground, half garden, half shrubbery, with beds crowded 
to excess with flowers and flowering shrubs. 

p2 
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Among the many new flowers I was particularly struck 
by a variety of the myrtle ; the pair of leaves enclosing 
each blossom are of the usual size but more delicate and 
of a pale mauve colour. 

Enjoyino- a splendid climate of most splendid summer 
weather, th� poorer classes struck me as much the laziest 
people I had ever seen ; our English idlers at the street 
corners always profess to be on the look out for a "job," 
and deplore their enforced idleness ; but here not a soul 
makes even this shallow pretence. 

A mob of a dozen followed us about all day ; if we 
entered a shop so did they, mixing in the conversation with 
the proprietor and giving free counsel and advice ; if we paid 
them no attention they lit cigarettes and smoked, if we 
wanted them they put the cigarette in their caps, cleared 
their throats, and were at our service in a moment. 

But they bully and extort where they have a chance and 
are shameless cheats : almost the last incident I remeru bel' 
at Madeira is running down in a great hurry lest I should 
miss the boat, my flight impeded by a ragged native who 
followed hard after and besought me earnestly to purchase 
a spectacle-case, paper-cutter, and card-case for the same 
sum that I had offered for the card-case alone only the day 
before, when my offer had been refused with every appear
ance of disdain. 

vVe made several explorations into the country and found 
the vegetation wonderfully luxuriant ; the peaches hanging 
o ver the road so that we could pluck them as we walked along. 
I invested sixpence in the purchase of a pint of the best 
island wine, but found it undrinkably sour ; it is hardly 
necessary to say that in consequence of the wine disease 
most of the vineyards were tume, d into corn fields. I believe 
however that the cultivation of the vine is being resumed. 

The nuns make the most enchanting wreaths of white 
flowers from feathers, as well as lace and crochet work ; 
from the woods of the island a rough imitation of Tunbridge 
ware is made. 

vVe left Madeira after three days, and crossed the line 
July 26th. I am happy to say the day passed off without 
any of the riot that so often takes place. 

My first sight of a foreign port was my first disap
pointment ; my second was the heat on the line. I had 
anticipated something much more powerful, but experienced 
no difficulty in carrying on my usual duties, nor did I suffer 
from headache, &c. after exposure to the sun. We were, 
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it is true, always bathed in perspiration, and it  was difficult 
for any considerable time to remain awake if you sat 
reading .01' writing. I could find no one to explain why 
perspiration exuded much more copiously when sleeping 
than waking, though this was undoubtedly the case. 

The temperature, which reached 89° on the lower deck, 
altered very slightly as long as we were within the tropics, 
no matter how near we might come to the line. 

We were driven so far to the west that on August 3rd 
the Captain determined to bear up for Rio: we were then 
in 18° South and 37° West ; few fish had been seen, but 
now porpoises and flying nsh appeared in abundance ; the 
same day several sharks were seen and one was caught. 
Shark's flesh is very coarse, nevertheless as it was fresh 
meat the sailors were wonderfully eager after it. As soon 
as the nsh was laid upon the quarter deck, the men closed 
in on all sides and worked away with their long knives 
like mad fellows ; though close to the nsh I could not 
get a glimpse of it for about a minute, and when at the 
end of that time the mob opened, nothing remained of a 
ten foot shark but a heap of entrails ; the whole of the 
body had been hacked to pieces and carried away by the 
different messes. His stomach contained nothing but a 
cuttle fish and sea hedgehog. One of the suckers usually 
attached to a shark was still clinging to him when brought 
on deck. 

August 8th. The light on Cape Frio in sight : it is one 
of the most elevated in the world and can be seen thirty 
miles off. Next morning we were within four miles of the 
coast ; tbe hills were many and irregular-green, but bare 
of trees. We were so fortunate as to see on one side of us a 
thrasher and whale fighting ; every now and again we could 
see the thrasher spring out of the water to the attack, and 
the whale lash the water into foam as he struck at the 
enemy. The whale seemed to be faring badly, but we lost 
sight of the combatants before the battle was finished. 

About half-past eleven we steamed into the harbour 
between the two forts at the entrance (fort Santa Cruz on 
the east, and a fort on the sugar loaf rock on the west), 
and anchored at midday just opposite the town. 

Rio is built on the west side of one or the finest harbours 
in the world (seventeen miles in length, eleven in extreme 
width) aud about two or three miles frol11 the entrance ; 
on the opposite side of the harbour stands the suburb of 
Braganza. As you enter, the sugar loaf hill is on your left, 
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and a very high mountain called the Corcovada or hollow 
back (from the shape of its summit) nearly faces you. 
The harbour is surrounded by hills: the town is .built on 
a level space between two of them with a compara
tively narrow front towards the harbour. The town is 
at present undrained : the principal streets are well lit 
by gas, and a magnificent aqueduct supplies the city with 
water. 

As an English squadron has its head quarters here an 
Englishman can make himself understood in most respect
able shops. There is plenty of life and bustle in the main 
streets, but in them only. The fronts of the inferior houses 
are plastered with a salmon coloured wash, the blank spaces 
between the windows, &c. are relieved by lines of blue, 
green, or any staring colour. The 'paint once put on seems 
never to be renewed : in process of time the colours fade, 
the plaster begins to crack and a few patches fall off; the 
open door reveals an interior, bare, dirty, faded, and slovenly 
to correspond, and the whole has an appearance of age, ruin, 
and decay, that makes it simply a misnomer to call this a 
new world-at any rate it is a new world rapidly sinking 
into the decrepitude of old age. 

Rio possesses good public gardens running down to the 
water's edge, along which a terrace is built ; the flowers 
and trees are on a grander and more luxuriant scale than 
our English favourites, and yet, in spite of their luxuriance 
and wonderfully bright colours, bearing a resemblance to 
some of our modest favourites in England. 

Part of this garden was laid out as a lawn, though the 
grass was rather coarse. The town is indebted to the 
Emperor for these gardens : he hoped that his subjects 
might be induced to mix more freely together. The project 
was such an innovation upon Brazilian prejudices, that when 
the visitors first saw the counter for sale of refreshments, 
and the tables, seats, &c. set out in the open air, they were 
amused at the absurdity of supposing that respectable people 
would ever be persuaded to eat in public. 

The churches fell much below my expectations: they 
are all built on the same model: at the end facing. the 
street are two towers capped with cupolas, the windows are 
close to the roof and filled with unstained glass so that the 
, dim religious light' is entirely absent, the ceiling flat and 
the white walls relieved by gold mouldings. There was 
nothing venerable or ecclesiastical about them. Excellent 
as concert rooms they failed as churches. We were rather 
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shocked by seeing them used as polling booths for an 
election even on Sunday. 

Along the opposite shores of the harbour the modern 
suburb of Braganza is built : here you see the influence 
of new ideas, the streets are broad and macadamized ; 
whilst the houses are no more painted, but rows of glazed 
tiles or some more endurinO' decoration is used to ornament 
the blank spaces of the fr�nts. Here is a botanical garden 

and a sanatorium to which convalescents are sent from the 
Rio hospital. 

There are not many ways of spending money at Rio in 
purchasing curiosities, presents, &c. ;  humming-birds prepared 
for stuffing, feather flowers dyed not pure white as in 
Madeira, and the body of a dark green beetle used for 
studs, pins, &e. make up the list, unless you add cigars 
and guava jelly. The shop windows are full of brooches 
and other jewellery, but they are all imported from France. 

The tropical fruit is rather disappointing ; it has ex
ternally a coarse, uninviting appearance, and internally a 
large stone or cluster of bitter seeds or some such hinder

ance to enjoyment ; the edible matter lies around the stone 
in the form of a pulp, and it must be confessed that this 
atones for many defects. 

We arrived there in the eoldest part of the year ; the 
temperature during midday never changes,. the evenings 
however are sensibly chilly. 

. 

There were representatives of five navies in Rio harbour, 
viz. English, French, Portugese, Brazilian, and Dutch. 

We left Rio August 15th, and made the run to Simon's 
Bay in a little over twenty days-an unusually short time 
for an armed vessel. Sea fowl now began to keep us 
company, the most numerous being a small bird larger 

than a pigeon but with the same plumage, called in con

sequence the Cape pigeon ; there was also a dark brown 
bird the size of a hawk, and generally a pail' of albatrosses. 
The plumage of these birds does not become white until 
they begin to grow old, and I may l'emark in passing that 
the word ·albatross has nothing to do with white, but is 
derived from the Spanish word for a sea fowl. 

It was to me a never ending subject of speculation where 
these birds rested, and for what purpose they existed ; they 
joined us about twenty minutes from land, and yet when 
we had weeks without sighting land nearly the same number 
surrounded p.s. Never making long flights, nor thosel.with 
great rapidity, it seems almost impossible that they could 
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frequently resort to the shore, and yet never did they offer 
to come on board except when the waves were so violent 
and broken that they cannot sleep as they float. 

We passed to the south of the Cape, September 6th, 
it is here a 10nO" rocky promontory coming down to a point : 
at seven we a:chored in Simon's Bay. A lottery had been 
got up, the prize to be given to the man who should draw 
the hour on which we should anchor. A midshipman drew 
the lucky number, but with true naval recklessness he had 
sold his ticket for a :fifth of its value. Simon's Bay is a 
tolerablv sheltered inlet in False Bay, antI affords the safest 
anchorage to be found near the Cape : yet when the wind 
blew from the sea the waves were washed into the windows 
of the cabins. Here is the government dockyard establish� 
ment : there was a church once, but recent economists have 
retrenched the chaplain and converted the church into a store. VI e stayed here six unpleasant days. 

Simon's Town lies at the base of a ridge of rocky hills 
that end in the Cape of Good Hope. I made some ex� 
cursions among them and would have been richly rewarded 
had I been a botanist. The soil is thin� and meagre, yet this unpromising field seems to produce abundantly; geraniums 
were almost the common wild flowers ; arums (colonially 
known as " pig lilies ") grew by the side of the water
courses ; but the sandy soil seemeu to suit heaths exactly, and many pretty varieties flourished luxuriantly. 

Cape Town is about thirty miles distant, it has a fine site and a very exposed anchorage. The dust is a perpetual plague. The town has a fine library building and a good collection of books. The booksellers were full of the Colenso controversy ; jUdging by the display, orthodoxy seemed in great demand. 
We proceeded on our course under steam on the 12th until we reached 36° south. This is not so far south as merchant vessels usually go, but it secures more moderate weather. 
Coal was getting rather low before we reached Sydney, 

so our course was shaped for Melbourne, and we anchored off 
Sandridge (the Queenstown of Melbourne) at twelve on October 15th. At daylight we passed the heads and had since been steaming across Port Philip. We landed as soon as we could : passing on our way a number of splendid clipper ships ranged along the two piers. The railway 
carried us to Melbourne in about ten minutes. 

A glance at Melbourne shows that the town W\lS built 
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by people who had determined to have a regularly built 
city come what may. Having plenty of time to make  
preparations for the coming population they had laid out 
the streets, &c. with great regularity ; the city is built on 
a gentle slope, with streets intersecting at right angles. A 
stream of water running down each side of the street gives 
abundance of water for cleaning pavements, laying dust, &c. 
The two principal streets, George and Burke Street, have 
a macadamized road nearly as broad as Regent Street, but 
the pavement is narrower and sometimes raised several feet 
above the street. The greatest attention has been paid to 
regularity, so that the streets are from end to end as straight 
as possible-not even a bulging shop breaking the line. 
The houses are not quite worthy of the streets, few are 
more than two stories high and several are built of wood. 
Many of the shopkeepers have thrown a light verandah of 
wood over the street in their front : although the houses 
look mean the shops are very good-there is, it is true, 
a rawness as I might say about them ; for instance, you 
may see the bare rafters and slates that cover the back 
part of the shop and sometimes the naked plaster of the 
side walls, but the essential parts are always good ; the 
shop windows are light and large, though plate glass is more 
the exception than the rule ; they never seem inclined to 
hide the light of their goods under a bushel of dust, but 
everything is spic and span in good style and well arranged. 
We were struck by .the numerous butchers' shops all full 
of meat. I have said that the shops are good though the 
houses are mean: this is explained by a visit to the suburbs, 
where, after leaving the town proper, you drive for miles past 
allotments of grounu, some with a frontage of no more than 
thirty or fifty feet, but each containing its little one-storied 
or two-storied house with a balcony round it, almost hid in a 
perfect forest of flowers and creepers : each with a well-to-do 
appearance about it, even when no l arger than an English 
labourer's cottage. The fact is, that land can be acquired 
so easily that the country-house becomes a necessary rather 
than a luxury. All that is considered in a place of business 
is that the shop is a good one. To us fresh from Rio and 
the Cape the town seemed intensely English-the women 
particularly so. The men are bearded as the mle and 
whiskered as the exception. Even the better class of 
people put up with very bad hats �r mambrinos of all shapes 
and sizes. But with first impresslOllI:; corrected by Sydney 
and Auckland, I see Melboul'lle has a strong infusion of 
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Yankeeism, as witness the beards and strange head gear 
and the state of things generally. This is not to be 
wondered at, as Melbourne is largely indebted for its pre
sent prosperity to the go-a-headism of a few enterprizing 
Yankees. Thus, in the hotel we dined at, a room on the 
first floor, well decorated, papered, and lighted, fitted with 
lounges, sofas, &c" and used as a general lounge, was sub
stituted for the stu f f y den advertised in the puffs of English 
hotels as a " commodious and well ventilated smoking-room." 
Again, the American institution of the drinking bar is 
thoroughly rooted in Melbourne ; thus in our hotel was 
(1) the bar proper with clerk, &c. ; ( 2) bar in smoking
room with dashing damsel as bar-maid ; (3) bar in dining
room with ministering waiter. 

We visited the Treasury buildings almost finished, the 
Houses of Parliament unfinished, the Post Office unfinished, 
the Roman Catholic Cathedral unfinished. 

Melbourne is a city of unfinished public buildings. 
When gold was first found Melbourne found itself a Crresus 
among cities ; as a consequence they were all in It hurry 
to make the town worthy .of its destiny. Before they had 
half done this, competition (for the competition is now 
almost as great in Melbourne as in London), or a fit of 
economy had made money less plentiful, and the city was 
obliged to put a stop to the buildings in progress. 

The Roman Catholic cathedral is a fine gothic building ; 
the aisles divided from the nave by two rows of seven 
pillars, apparently Purbeck marble ; each pillar had an in
scription stating by whose contributions it had been erected : 
the Sunday School children and t.he Roman Catholic members 
of the constabulary had each contributed a column. I am 
sorry to say they have for the present rested from their 
labours, and contented themselves with using a shingle lean
to built against the wall of the cathedral as a church. 

My account of Melbourne would be incomplete if closed 
without some mention of the universal kindness shown us by 
clubs, newspaper editors, Tailway directors, and everybody. 

We entered Port Jackson at daylight on the 21st, and 
were anchored by half·past eight. Port J ackson is as 
pleasant as Port Philip is dreary, indented in  every direction 
by bays of every size ; round the shores of one of these 
Sydney was first built ; but it has expanded in every direc
tion, and presents no marked contrast to an English town 
of the same size, if I except the presence of a sprinkling 
of Chinese. 
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The great aim of the colonists is to be English, to read 

English books, wear English goods and English dress, and 

to marry English husbands or wives. 
I was much struck with this in the course of a conversa

tion with some labourers employed on the harbour. One 

confessed that he loved grog too much, &c., but laid all 

the blame upon the loss of the wife he had brought from 

England ; we suggested that the loss could be easily re

placed, but he told us with tremendous bitterness that he 

had no fancy for an Australian wife. 
To keep up their connexion with, but independence of, 

England is their ambition ; the colonial substitute for the 

English " Here's your good health" suggests this-it is 

"Friendship and Freedom." 
I had some conversation with a sensible bookseller, but 

the only account he could give me of the kind of reading 

relished by his customers was that they got all the English 

books ; though he rather perplexed me by excepting Carlyle 

and De Quincey as " heavy." He s.et an example to English 

booksellers in being really ashamed of selling the trash in 

yellow and green covers that usually crowds the stalls at 

English railway stations. 
The tastes of Sydney correspond to those of England 

even in the matter of sermons : the popular preachers of 

Sydney being a quiet, sensible gentleman who preaches at 

Christ's Church, and a dissenter, a vulgar exaggerator of 

Spurgeon's wilder and earlier efforts. 
Sydney is usually the head quarters of the Australian 

Station, so that, with this short description of Sydney, this 

Account of a Voyage to the Australian Station concludes. 
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ON THE PROSPECT OF ADMITTING WOMEN TO THE 

UNIVERSITY. 

NOT far removed from Granta's ancient towers, 
Within the sound of all her chiming hours, 
Old Father Cam upraised him from his bed, 
(The while he held his nose) and thus he said : 

How now, my children, what is this .my eye 
Beholds scarce hidden in futurity ? 
A crowd of women break upon my ease 
With talk of Arts and babble of Degrees, 
And, crying out upbn unequal fate, 
Demand a portion with the celibate. 
What folly this, what worse than idle cry, 
What offspring wild of maiden fantasy! 
Equal with us the sex has ever stood, 
Endued with cap and gown and woman-hood. 
What else is sought ?-though doubtless there might be 
Something appropriate in a Poll degree, 
And, to be candid, precedent might show 
A Grace t' have passed the Senate long ago. 
But, by my faith, such privilege as this 
No more will satisfy our modern Miss, 
Who, spite of grammar, will no more surrender 
The masculine to be the worthier gender, 
Scoffs at se/J! viri as the ancient rule, 
And claims an equal place in Hall and School. 

A well-loved son who, ere while, culled my reeds, 
Before my heart was choked with sluggish weeds, 
Has sung in tuneful strain, sUI'passing rare, 
Of sweet girl-graduates in their golden hair. 
If these should seek the Academic grove, 
What direful change each cloistered Hall would prove! 
Methinks the evil Planets would combine, 
When February's days are twenty-nine, 
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Banns, everywhere, instead of bands, prevail, 
While Fellow-ships went foundering in t11e gale. 
But, different far the race my eyes behold, 
Who brave our ancient courts with presence bold: 
Angelic those, but angular are these, 
Acute, obtuse, in various degrees ; 
Plain, superficial, and skew-surface, all, 
N ot homogeneous and symmetrical. 
See, where they pass with pedant gesture by, 
Spinsters of Arts, by far more blue than I! 
Mighty at Social Science, great at Laws 
That govern Woman's Rights and Woman's Cause. 

The vision stirs my mud, as when I feel 
The grinding of some hated barge's keel ; 
01' as if, haply, there shoulu meet my view 
A screw propeller in the 'Varsity crew. 
The prospect makes my flood to fret its bank, 
My reeds to flag, my sedge grow limp and dank. 
I see the evil spreading wider still, 
Till every maid becomes a Somerville ; 
And female grace, conceal.ed by learned scowl, 
Has fall'n a victim to Minerva's owl. 
And he, vain man, who should presume t' address 
Some spinster clad in rarer comeliness, 
Would find in such equality, at best, 
A " couple" that can never keep at rest. 

See then, my children, that with steady face 
Ye guard our precincts from such evil case. 
Conservative am I, though, as you see, . 

The Conservators claim small praise from me, 
Who, all uncared for, in my place abide. 
And watch with gloomy eyes a thickening tide. 

He said ; and straightway sank beneath the stream ; 
And nought remained save Luna's broken gleam. 
And-but an odour came across the lea, 
And still the elead dogs floated to the sea. 

F. H. D. 
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ITALY. 

I WONDER how far people in England are aware of the advantages of their own happy climate, as compared to that of the favoured land of Italy : if they don't know the difference, let them try, and they will soon appreciate the circumstances of their natural position. In Rome, as late even as the beginning of N ovem ber, the heat of the sun will be found so intense that nothing but stone walls can resist its fury. It rages over St. Peter's, till the whole surface of the Piazza stands out whitened in the blaze. It scorches on the Pincian hill ; it smites down the Corso, and searches every nook of. the mins, till there is not a spot of shelter left, except under the shadow of the immense Colosseum. Add' to this, that the paved streets reflect an universal glare scarcely less blinding than the sun itself, and it will readily be understood that to walk any distance in the middle of the day would be wholly out of the question. If you attempt to do it, soon you feel your knees shake and totter as though you were going to sink down crushed into the ground under the oppression of the heat. A low fever frequently follows, not a severe one, but enough to keep a person at home for several days. . When December begins, there is a sudden jump from summer to winter. The mornings and evenings are now become extremely cold, the change of temperature on the same day being very great. At noon, perhaps, you are able to sit with the windows open, and in a few hours you are obliged to wrap in furs and great coat ; for, by a pleasing fiction, fires, even in winter, are supposed to be unnecessary : and certainly, i n  many chambers the significant absence of a grate seems to speak to the general prevalence of such a theory. The windows, moreover, being large and loose, and the floors being constructed of stone or marble, augment considerably the bitterness of the cold. The consequence 
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is that many of the poorer sort among the natives are found 
to be suffering severely from rheumatic attacks, and occasion
ally even to be lamed for life. In short, if an Englishman 
wishes to gain an idea of the temperature to which those 
patients have been subjected, let .him get himself shut up in a 
cellar or a vault for one winter's evening, and when he falls 
back fainting with cold, and praying to be taken, if only to 
Siberia, for a change, let him kuow that he has reached the 
Italian climax. 

However, spring and warmth return in February, though 
even then the north and east winds, which are often present 
with a hot sun, are likely to be injurious. The rains also, 
as the days lengthen, are frequent and abundant. Wet 
weather, at this period, has been known to continue for one, 
two, and even three months at a time, without the inter
mission of a single fine day. We have cold rain and warm 
rain, drenching rain and drizzling rain, but al ways rain. 

Now the comparative advantages of the English climate 
are manifest at once. vVe suffer an extreme neither of heat 
nor cold, but enjoy a nice breezy weather which admits of 
exercise in the open air at any hour of the day, and all 
the year round. The skies may be changeable, but the rains 
are neither heavy nor are'they cruelly prolonged from week 
to week. It is true that the air of Rome is so sweet and 
pure that a morning walk feels not less exhilarating than 
a plunge in  the sea. Yet, on the whole, I should think that 
as far as climate is concerned, both for the healthy person 
and the invalid, it would be pleasanter to remain in England. 
For every other reason, I should recommend an early visit 
and a prolonged residence in the Eternal City. 

There are three routes from France into Italy, one 
through Savoy, by diligence over Mount Cenis. and thence 
to Turin and Genoa; another along the coast under the 
Maritime Alps, by way of Nice, to Genoa. These roads 
offer great advantages to those who wish to avoid a rough 
sea passage, bUl- are somewhat complicated for the un
practised traveller. There is a third and a simpler route, 
the one which I chose, direct by sea from Marseilles. 
Here I embarked on board the steamer " Vatican," which 
was bound for the Papal States. The decks were thronged 
by people all going to Rome, but who represented in their 
appearance the manners and costume of many and various 
nations. On one side you might recognise the Doctor i n  
Divinity, and the young scholar fresh from Oxford, on the 
other, the theological student or the Priest of the Catholic 
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Church : here a troop of French soldiers, there a knot of 
monks and friars, whose only dress appeared to be the long 
serge gown the belt of rope, and woouen sandals: close 
by, a group 

'
of youner converts going out to be educated in 

a Roman College : �oor young fellows, they did not seem 
to speak a word of "the language," and were probably 
separated for ever from their own homes : I pitied them 
when I saw their fresh English faces under the broad shovel 
hat, and wished them another fate ; but, to the best of their 
belief, they had devoted all their soul and strength to the 
service of their God, and who can promise to do better ? 

My travelling companion, with whom I had made ac
quaintance at the hotel, was a dignitary of the Catholic 
Church, fresh from an interview with Cardinal Wiseman, 
and about to offer himself in a still more august presence. 
Among other things he told me that the Cardinal could 
preach with eloquence in five languages, but that, for depth 
of classical erudition, Dr. N ewman was probably the best 
scholar in the Church of Rome, which I thought no slight 
compliment to an English University. 

We were bound for Civita Vecchia, the chief seaport in  
the Papal territory, and the voyage was expected to occupy 
something less than thirty-six hours. We were soon in the 
Gulf of Lyons, the passage of which is gener.ally rather 
rough, as it certainly proved on the present occasion. The 
waves seemed to be rolling every way at once, and made 
the vessel writhe and wriggle in such a manner that you must have feareu she would break to pieces, if indeed your attention was not already fully occupied by yoUI' own physical suffering. The sickness was general and severe, especially among the party of French soldiers : I watched them sitting on the deck, rocking to and fro in agony. As the out
ward signs of the torment increased, and as the " vin  
d'  ordinaire" came streaming from their martial lips, i t  struck 
me that if any country at any time dreaded their invasion, an insular position woulcl be i n  more ways than one a most 
effectual guarantee for its security. 

However during the latter part of the voyage the waters 
grew calm, and for a whole day there was not a speck of 
a cloud i n  the sky. Though it was now N ovem bel' the 
weather was warm as an English June, and when the night 
closed in, the cabin was so hot that I was glad to be able 
to return on deck. The sky was beautiful and the stars' 
were shining: I found the soldiers fast asleep, their tortures 
at an end, and not a sound or a stir among them. They 
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lay in groups under their great coats, each with a handker
chief tied over his face, and his arm thrown round his 
neighbour'S neck. There was something awful in the sight : 
yon was Corsica, and there was Elba-and here they were, 
poor young fellows, looking as if they were lying dead 
011 the fielcl of battle. And many a time in the dreadful 
Russian campaign and the terrible Crimean winter, their 
compatriots must have rested thus� dead in each other's 
arms like brothers. 

Certainly we were approaching a land of heroes, for 
yonder, if you could only faintly see it, was the coast of 
Italy. I sat down all alone on the fore-castle and looked 
about. Nothing was there but one immense blue sky, one 
rolling, glimmering sea, and for me there was not an earthly 
object in all space besides, except a plank to lie on. The 
scene was my own to make what I pleased of it; so I 
recalled many legends, and felt at last like Europa floating 
away on the shoulders of the metamorphosed Zeus. 

Nocte sublustri nihil astra prreter 
Vidit et undas. 

And there was no sonnd of human life to break the illusion. 
When the day dawped we had reached our destination: 

the classical land actually and indeed was there-no shadowy 
outline, no fleeting dream, but broad and clear, the fields of 
Italy, sloping up against a sky of perfect light. 

qn arriving within the harbour of Civita Vecchia we 
were received by a crowd of small boats which flew out to 
meet us, ill order to convey the passengers ashore, for in  
none of  the Italian ports do the steamers come close along 
side the pier. Then followed the hubbub of many voices
all along the sea, from ship to shore, a scream of French and 
Italian, broken occasionally by shouts of English. We 
were quickly boarded by officers of the army, officers of 
the Custom-house, officers of the mail, officers of health, and 
officers of the police, by whom the names of the passengers, 
translated into Italian, were called over on the poop, and to 
each separately a " permission" was assigned, which, ex
amined by one functionary and approved by another, gave 
its owner a right to leave the steamer. Then the luggage 
was seized and swung over the side, and load by load, 
transported to the beach. Here you are met by a person 
calling himself " the commissioner," who intercepts the 
baggage, and without allowing a question as to the how or 
the why, hurries you about among a variety of offices, 
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where a variety of fees are pai�, and your passport, w�ich . 
has been withdrawn at MarseIlles, by some mysterIous 
agency is now restored. You are conveyed in a fly from 
the wharf to the railway, followed by " the commissioner," 
who will subsequently claim an ample remuneration for his 
service. At the station your luggage is opened, and your select 
library inspected, though such examination appeared very 
superficial in its character ; probably because the volumes 
were few in number. It is said that a large box of books 
has many and grave obstacles to surmount in its passage 
through the Custom House, no other object being viewed 
by the authorities with so jealous an eye. The reason 
probably is that the first step to knowledge is also the first 
step to the destruction of the sacerdotal dominion. And 
that we were within the range of that dominion many signs 
declared. I had already seen the cross fixed high on the 
wayside hillock, and noticed the same token often hanging 
from the peasant's neck. 1 had heard the cry of the beggars 
who appealed for alm.s in the Virgin's name, and now I was 
listening to the solitary murmurs of the monks and friars, 
who, telling their beads and pattering their prayers, sat 
in the waiting-room till the train should be ready. The 
caniages after a long delay received their variolls passengers, 
and at last were started, being dismissed by the sound of a 
trumpet. 

The journey of forty-five miles, which took n early three 
hours to perform, lay through an open desolate country with 
little sign of human habitation : the train stopped once or twice, 
and then not again till we reached a river which at length 
must be the Tiber, roUed over a bridge and caught the first 
glimpse of Imperial Rome. 

There is another tedious delay at the central station, 
as i.t is called, while the officials are organising the 
passengers and dispensing the luggage. But at last we 
did get free and found a long line of vehicles waiting to 
receive us : ' Ecco Signor ! Ecco Signor ! '  was the cry of the 
drivers. Sometimes one more cosmopolitan than his brethrell 
addressed the stranger confidentially as ' Monsieur.' I went 
into an omnibus where a number of people had assembled ; 
we started with a crack of the whip as loud as a pistol shot, 
rattled down the Quirinal, and soon found ourselves ' in the 
heart of the modern town. 

Rome, it is said, possesses a power of fascination which
it would be difficult to describe, and which is the more 
remarkable because at first you view with disappointment 
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those narrow crooked streets, those lines of dingy shops, and 

those heaps of lanes and alleys which make up what is 

called the modern town. You don't like it, you leave it, 

but you quickly return again, drawn by an irresistible 

attraction which grows on the heart and captivates the 

imagination,  till at last the very stones in the street are 

regarded with personal affection.  I knew of a lady, eminent 

as a sculptor, who said that if she were to be made to leave 

her favourite city, heaven itself would be no adequate com

pensation for the loss. What this fascination consists in, a 

longer acquaintance may enable us to discover. 
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PSYOHE, 

PART !I. 
So when the news was spread thronghout the town 
Great lamentation made the citizens : 
As partly for theit, king, (beloved of all,) 
So mostly wept they for the maid herself :
For for her own sweet sake thev loved her' all, 
And her great beauty marvellously wrought 
Upon them ; each and all were prest for her 
To battle to the death ; reward forsooth 
Enough and more they deemed it if she smiled 
Her own sweet smile of thanks and gratitude. 
Yet none durst lift a hand to rescue her, 
Lest haply 'gainst the god himself to war 
They might be found. And none might die for her. 
But while all others sorrowed for the maid. 
She only tearless heard her fate unmoved ; 
And when her sh'e aUlI mother came, she said,
" \\' eep not for me, I weep not for myself; 
For it is better thus to die, than live 
Unwedded, childless, all alone in life. 
For when, sweet parents, you are laid in death, 
Within the chambers of the silent tomb, 
Who is there left to care for me your child ? 
Yet 0 my mother for thee, for thee my father, 
For you I could weep. 

Let me weep farewell Upon thy bosom, mother, there where oft My weary aching head hath found repose, And look up in thy face, and meet the smile Which oftentimes when I in weakness lay 
A little babe upon thy breast, hath soothed My little troubles, and with lullabies 
Thou calledst down upon my infant soul The restful feeling of security ; 
Of all the heavenly forms of god-born love No fairer can be found in mortal mind 
Than that of mother to the child she bare." 

Ml R. 

Psyche. 

So when the fated day was come at last 
They decked her in a robe of blackest samite ; 
And as they wound in solemn pomp around 
The mountain, to the beetling crag above, 
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And chanted nuptial hymns, sore sad at heart, 
She only tearless walked of that vast CJ·owd. 
And when they reached the highest point, from whence 
She might behold, when rosy morning came, 
( I f  so she passed the dreadful night unharmed) 
The first and faintest glory of the sun 
Rising where heaven and furthest ocean met, 
They left her : and her sire and sisters came 
And cast their arms about her, saying to her 
" Farewell, sweet sister," and " sweet child, farewell." 

And darkest night wrapt all things, nought was heard 
Save the dull moaning of the restless sea ; 
And on her weary eyelids sweet sleep fell. 
And lo ! the gentle Zephyr raised her form 
And bare her where no foot of man hath trod. 

As when one from th' unconscious swoon-blank wakes, 
And in amazement, half affrighted, asks 
Where is he ? seeing strangers round his couch : 
Then slowly all the past comes back to him, 
Rememb'ring nothing since t.he sudden sweep 
Of that fell arlll flashed o'er his head, next seen 
With downward sweep ; then all is 'wilderment ; 
And with an undefined and grateful sense 
Of comfort, safety, and a kindly care, 
Turns smiling silent thanks, too weak to speak, 
And loses care in slumber, infant-like :-
So Psyche starting from her slecp awoke, 
And scarce believed herself to be herself� 
The same which stood upon the mountain crag 
On that dread night, now past-O grateful thought !
But thought she saw a vision of the night ; 
And with a little scream of strange delight, 
Not all unmixed with fear, arose ; and first 
She thought that death had taken her that night, 
And, while her body lay upon the rock, 
Her spirit had awoke into that life, 
Which lies mysterious beyond the tomb : 
And then between full waking and deep sleep, 
In sweet enjoyment of she knew not what, 
She lay, not over-careful to disturb .the dream, 
If such it were, yet longed to find It true. 
And 10 ! strange voices with due reverence 
Desired acquaintance of her sovereign will ; 
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And hands, wrist-plunged in ether, bodiless, 
Brought broidered raiment and ambrosial foods. 
Uprose she then, and left her dainty couch 
And passed beyond throughout far-stretching halls, 
LonO' sweep of corridors and galleries, 
Ant rich-wrought cloisters, where huge-shafted pillars 
Stretched over-arching arms towards the roof 
Which dazzled with its subtle interlacingl! 
Of colours, fretted carvings, and bright gems, 
Where bright cerulean, like the fathomless deep 
Of heaven's own blue, glittered with starlight studs. 
And all the curious work of the mystic floor 
Of chrysolith and sapphire interwrought, 
Shone with the ceaseless twinkling of the gems ; 
As when the smooth spread surface of the sea, 
When in mid heaven the glowing sun doth shine, 
Sparkles with shifting glister of the wa.ves ; 
And every upward-climbing pillar seemed 
To shoot deep-rooted stems beneath the pavement, 
And under-arch it with inverted roof. 
And never-ceasiug interchange of sounds 
Melodious, floated through the golden halls 
And echoing refrains eddied round and round, 
And burst against the roof, and ere they died, 
A richer, sweeter melody o'ertook them-
(As wave upon the ocean follows wave)-
And every last pleased more than that before. 
Nor did the ceaseless plash of tumbling fountains 
Discordant break upon th' enchanted ear : 
And all seemed working to delight the maid, 
And every wish her thoughts framed unexpressed 
Of novelty, that novelty succeeding 
Surpassed th' extravagancy of her · wish. 
And then beyond the portals passed she free, 
And wandered wheresoe'er her fancy ,Hsted, 
Thro' verdant lawns where tangled rivulets 
Threading the silver mazes of their course 
With murmuring intel'ception crossed and left, 
And golden fishes flashed beneath the wave. 

� * % 
There i n  those blessed regions night and day 
No interchange and no succession know ; 
But all day long the sun shines unsubdued, 
And in the hours when sleep wraps earthly men 
In grateful slumber, still the celestial day 
Shines on and knows no intermission. 
Yet Psyche (for her nature was unchanged) 
When came the hour, when Phoobus bathes his ateecls 
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Beneath the glowing waters of the ocean, 
Which men call even, and desist from toil, 
Full weary with the never-ceasing change 
And grateful variableness of heavenly wonders 
Re-sought the chamber where she lay before. 
And alien darkness' wrapt its mantle round, 
And while she slumbered in a fitful sleep, 
Suddenly, but with all tenderness, she felt 
The gentle girding of the al'ms of love, 
And knew her spouse was with her j softest words, 
Which far surpassed the melody of the lyre 
And tuneful dulcimer and tabret shrill, 
Harmonious breathed around ; the sweet impress 
Of kisses calmed her fears ; no fear, I ween, 
Knew she whilst in His arms she lay secure. 

• • • 
Alas ! how all unwise are we : how little we 
Do know our fortunes, when to rest content, . 
When to keep down the wilfulness of pride, 
And dare to walk blind fold, by faith, not sight) 
And with unquestioning obedience leave 
In full content, the rest to highest God. 

. . � 
At last, it chanced that in a luckless hour, 
When they two lay within each other's a.rms, 
And he slept (smiling in sweet dreams of love) 
She gently put a.side his circling arm, 
And rising stealthily, in fear to wake him, 
Drew back the cover of the couch, and slipt, 
With held breath, often stopping lest he rouse, 
Quietly from his side ; he' in his sleep 
Turning, threw back the coverlet f['Om him. 
His head lay resting on one arm, round which 
His sunny locks in gay disorder curled, 
And creeping low adown kissed tremblingly 
The soft voluptuous ivory of his neck j 
The dark long lashes of his violet eyes 
Scarce touched the blossom of his dimpled cheek : 
The kiss-crease seemed to ruffle still his li ps, 
The which between his pearly teeth half-gleamed,
(As in a maiden's garland lilies white 
Lie half-hid by the ruby of the rose,)-
The limpid length of his outstretched . limb

.s
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Streaked with the purple courses of hIS vems, 
Which lost themselves in snowy white engulphed. 
Lay gently heaving with each long-drawn breath. 
O'er-covered by his stole of gossamer, 
Which floated lightly round him as he lay. 
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A golden quiver, and the slackened bend 
Of an \lnstringed bow lay by his side. 

She drew 
Stealthily closer still ; one hand upheld 
The flick'ring lamp, the other grasped the sword, 
And half kept off the full flare of the light. 
She in amazement, breathless, all in awe, 
Stood open mouthed, with breath held, voiceless, still, 
·For fifty quickened pulses of her blood. 
For where she thought to find a monstrous beast 
There in its stead lay Eros, god of Love. 
Then bending over him, she stood entranced, 
And gently stooping, drew with dainty touch 
A feathered arrow from the golden quiver. 
As when a warrior's wife, takes up his sword, 
And tugging, scarcely pulls it from the sheath, 
And hardly brandishing it above her head, 
Makes mimic cuts and frowns with martial air ; 
Then laughing at her lack of strength, she smiles 
At him who wields it easily, her spouse, 
Rejoicing in his prowess and his strength : 
So Psyche scarce could draw the bow-string tight 
Half to her elbow ; then with finger-tip 
She tried the sharpness of a pointed dart, 
W hich slightly pricking, broke her tender skin, 
And a rosy bead of her sweet blood leapt forth ; 
When straight way through the courses of her viens, 
She felt a thrill of ecstacy and love, 
As then the genial venom of the dart 
Ebbed round her heart. She stood, with lamp in hand, 
Drinking delightful draughts of wondrous love : 
And all her heart went out in passion deep 
'1'0 him who lay there beautiful and grand. 
Then stooping longing to drink in his love 
In one full passion-kiss from his sweet lips, 
She, heedless of all else but this, let fall 
A heated drop of oil from out the lamp, 
Which touching his bare foot stung sharp with heat. 
Forthwith with one shrill scream of pain he started, 
And spread his tinted wings, in act to fly ; 
But hovering half-way ere he left her straight, 
Said with a voice remorseful, while she stretched 
Her arms in supplication, all in tears, 
" For all my care, my love, dost doubt me still ? 
Go then, ungrateful girl ! 

Yet how shall I 
Say farewell to thee, take last leave of thee, 
Whom more than all I loved, ay, love thee still. 
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How could I else. Perchance and so thou love me 
When I have gone, and learn to trust me more, 
We two may meet again, and own our love, 
Before the face of gods and mortal men. 
Farewell ! think not I can forgetful be 
So thou prove loving. unforgetful, true." 
He spake, and spreading wide his pinions light 
Left her, in gloom and sadness, all alone. 

% � % 
And as she meekly walked with head bowed low, 
Her arms across her gentle bosom folded, 
A blaze of glory burst athwart her path, 
And wrapt her in a dazzling mist of light. 
The Hours, obedient to the will of Zeus, 
Drew back the pearly gates of heaven wide, 
And heaven's actual glory met her view, 
And all th' immortal host came forth to greet her, 
And foremost her dear lord ; ·  she stretching out 
Her arms, sprang forth, and felt him hers again, 
And placed beneath her heart her hand in his : 
And they were one again. 

And last, before I woke, 
Methought I saw them standing locked together, 
Each in the other'i arms, in close embrace, 
Drinking sweet love in one eternal kiss. 

2 1 3  

Here ceased the bard ; and looked around on all ; 
Anu while the warriors pshawed, and said, that's nought,
The girls and matrons blushed and smiled well pleased. 
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" QUlD  FEMINA POSSIT." 

THERE are few perhaps of the readers of Tlte Eagle who 
have not already observed a notice of a memorial to the 

Senate, praying that the Cambridge Middle Class Examina
tions may be thrown open to all without distinction as to 
sex.- This may furnish a fail' occasion for a few remarks, 
not so much upon the present petition, in favour of which 
much may undoubtedly be said, as upon the history and 
character of the movement, of which it presents one phase. 
The supporters of this agitation, though continually varying 
the ..direction of their exertions, frankly confess that their 
ultimate obj ect is to break down completely and for ever 
every legal and social distinction between the sexes. Of 
course there have seldom been wanting isolated instances of 
women like Mary W oolstonecroft, to protest vigorously and 
even passionately against the injustice with which their sex 
was treated, but such have been generally looked upon as 
visionary enthusiasts, and their notions scouted as wild 
vagaries. Ridicule was long deemed the only method of 
dealing with ideas so opposed to the feeling of centuries. 
But the question has recently assumed a very different 
aspect. It is no longer in the hands of wild declaimers. 
Ladies of keen and cultivated intellect, urge the claims of 
their sex in forcible and eloquent, yet moderate language ; 
and one of the acknowledged leaders of the higher thought 
of the age, a thinker whose influence with one important 
school is all but omnipotent, has lent the cause the support 
of his vast and varied powers. However much we may 
disapprove of the measures proposed, we cannot now refuse 
to give them a fair and careful consideration. We may 
deem Mr. John Stuart Mill to be utterly in error, but we 
cannot meet his arguments with a laugh, or his opinions with 

,';' Now so far approved that a Syndicate bas been appointed 
(November �4th) to consider the question. 
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a sneer as new-fangled and Vlslonary. And yet the magni
tude and importance of the questions raised prevent them 
from being fairly discussed in the little space at my disposal .  
I must therefore b e  content i f  I can briefly state the present 
position of the questions, and offer a few suggestions with 
regard to it. 

More than fifteen years ago, schemes for the intellectual 
elevation of women were already afloat ; and our laureate 
with that deep sympathy with the thoughts and feelings of 
the time which has made him as completely the poetical 
representative of our own days, as Byron of th e earlier part 
of the century, Pope of the beginning of the 1 8th, and 
Milton of the noble days of the commonwealth, gave them at 
once a form, and (from his point of view) a refutation in his 
exquisite medley of the Princess. The year after the appear
ance of this poem, the first public demonstration of the 
movement (as far as I have been able to learn) took place. 
A convention of women was held in Ohio, and among the 
foremost of its demands was one for the admission of women 
.. to every university, medical, legal, or theological institu
tion." This would have passed without much notice, as a 
product of that perverse Yankee ingenuity which has origi
nated spirit-rapping, Mormonism, wooden hams and baby 
shows. But shortly afterwards there appeared an article in  
the JVestminster Review,'" strongly approving its object and 
supporting it by a number of forcible and well chosen 
arguments. This article Mr. Mill republished among his 
own in 1 859, prefixing a panegyric on the author, which 
from a less sober-minded writer would have passed for the 
wildest exaggeration. The seed thus sown took root ; able 
and devoted disciples were found in Miss Cobbe, Miss Parkes 
and Miss Shirre:ff� who were continually bringing the ques
tion before the public ; at the Social Science Congress of 1 8 62, 
among the mass of essays good bad and indifferent there 
produced, appeared one from the first of these ladies on the 
subject of University degrees for women, which boldly 
claimed for them admission to those in every faculty, and 
supported the claim in a manner, which though earnest, was 
moderate and temperate. The discussion which followed 
took on the whole a favourable tone, and at the beginning of 
last year the leaders of' the party jndged that the time had 
ani ved to make a trial of their strength ; a petition was sent 
in  to the Senate of the University of London, praying that 

'* July, 1851. 
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the degrees of that body might be thrown open to both sexes 
alike, and at the same time a motion was brought before 
Convocation to the same effect. The latter was rejected by 
a cosiderable majority, but on the former, after a long and 
animated debate, the Senate was equally divided ; the Chan
cellor, Earl Granville, gave his casting vote against the 
proposed admission, but solely on the ground that he would 
not take upon himself the responsibility of introducing a 
change of such magnitude. The importance of this discussion 
will be the better seen when it is remembered that the Senate 
numbers among its members, men like our own Chancellor, 
the Bishop of St. David's, Sir E. Ryan, Lord Stanley, Mr.' 
Grote and Mr. Lowe. At the same time the advocates of 
the admission cannot expect a speedy fulfilment of their 
wishes in any quarter, after this repulse from a University 
whieh has never by its bitterest enemies been suspected of 
too conservative notions, and which for the ordinary degree 
attaches as much importance to Animal Physiology as to 
Latin. On another side however, where their claims are 
yet more opposed to all preconceived ideas, they have met 
with somewhat more success. After several repulses, one 
persevering lady has obtained at least partial admission to 
the medical profession. The claims of the fairer sex to have 
the bar and the church thrown open to them, are suffered, 
for the present at least, to remain in abeyance, though there 
are not wanting enthusiasts who declare that the triumph of 
liberty and justice will not be achieved, till perfect eq uality 
in these respects also has been established. But on this it 
will hardly be n ecessary for me to say anything. I presume 
that there are few who would really wish that in the present 
crowded state of every profession, there should be more 
competitors admitted to jostle and scramble in the race for 
bread ; that tender women should be plunged into that strife 
which strains to its utmost tension every fibre of the muscles 
and the brain, and carries off daily our bravest and best to 
an early grave ; or that they be brought into a keen 
competition and rivalry, which would destroy every spark 
of that chivalrous devotion on which all civilized nations 
pride themselves. Assuredly one who knows the scenes 
through which a medical student must necessarily pass would 
never wish a sister to enter them, or be willing to take to 
himself as a wife, one who had been their witness. But in  
their appeal for admission to  degrees in arts, there i s  a much 
greater show of reason. " We do not ask," they say, 
" anything which would harm others. 'We simply plead 
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" for a recognition of  our acquirements, of  the same nature 
" as that by which those of men are formally attested. To 
" all qualified to obtain i t  such a recognition would be 
" desirable ; to that large proportion engaged in tuition, 
" simply invaluable." It certainly seems hard to refuse so 
moderate a request, and to decide that because of their sex 
they must be deprived of the power of obtaining a certificate 
of their attainments. Yet we must keep in mind the func
tions of a University ; one of its objects is undoubtedly to 
test the knowledge of its students, and to grant diplomas to 
those who satisfy its requirements ; but another hardly less 
important is to fix the standard of education for the schools 
of the country to aim at, and so practically to direct the 
st.udies of the nation. For instance, were Cambridge and 
Oxford to give up requiring any verse composition , 
throughout the country it would be immediately neglected. 
Similarly by admitting ladies to the ordinary degrees in arts 
a university would thereby declare its opinion that Latin 
and Greek, Logic and Mathematics, were the fittest subjects 
for girls to be trained in. Now if we are not prepared to 
admit this, but believe that their general introduction into 
girls' schools would do much harm, we must be content to  
refuse a .p ossible advantage to  the few, on account of  the 
certain mischief it would do to the many. The advocates of  
admission see this, and try to  defend themselves in two 
ways, starting from opposite premises and succeeding in  
arriving ut the same fallacious conclusions. The authoress 
of the article mentioned above holds that the mental consti� 
tution of woman is originally precisely the same as that of 
man, the differences in after life arising entirely from early 
training, and therefore that the highest education given to 
the one is that best fitted for the other also.'" I know not 
where to find wiser or more beautiful words to answer in 
than these : 

Let her make herself her own 
To give or keep, to live and learn and be 
All that not harms distinctive womanhood. 
For woman is not undevelopt man. 
But diverse ; could we malte her as the man 
Sweet love were slain ; his dearest bond is this, 
Not like to like, but like in difference·t 

And so on through that glorious passage which every one 

.. . Mill, Dissertations and Disenssions, V 01. H .  p. 424 and note. 
t Tennyson, Prinoess, p. 1 72. 
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has read, and no one who has read, can ever forget. But 
Miss Cobbe takes the opposite and more plausible ground, 
which at least does not contradict universal experience. " It 
is true ; "  she says : " woman is diverse, and all the training 
" upon earth cannot make her man. Then encourage her to 
" cultivate her powers to the highest, olfer her every induce
" ment to push her studies to the furthermost bound of 
" human knowledge, and do not be afraid that her essential 
,( womanliness will suffer any loss. That is her unchangeable 
" glory and crown." If this be true, it settles the question 
at once in her favour. But is it according to analogy ? Do 
we say ;-" The racer's foal and the cart-horse colt are widely 
" different ; we need not fear that by any training their 
" distinctive characters will be changed ; therefore let us 
" bring them up in the same manner ? "  If we do, the racer 
will have lost his speed, the cart-horse his strength ; neither 
will be fit for his own work, or for any other. As I have 
already said, the question is far too extensive to exhaust in a 
single brief essay ; with one more consideration I must close, 
only trusting that I have succeeded in exciting some interest 
in this subject in those who either have or hope soon to have 
the right of deciding on it, should it be brought before this 
university. The Westminster Reviewer frankly recognizes 
the fact that the proposed changes will have a very strong 
tendency towards preventing marriage. A woman who has 
spent much time and money in fitting herself for the exercise 
of some profession (to which, be it remembered, all this 
agitation confessedly is tending) will be very loth to leave its 
excitement and emoluments for the quiet monotonous duties 
of a mother and a wife. 

In this prospect as a thorough Malthusian she greatly 
rejoices,'" and those who share her views will do so likewise. 
But to those who agree with Mr. Kingsley's noble words upon 
this theory,t and hold that the highest honours and the 
truest joys are those that come with the name of mother, this 
will seem no slight objection. In conclusion let me ask those 
who are considering this subject to remember that though 
there is a comic side to it, (which has been referred to in 
another part of the present number), there is also a very 
serious one, and that it would have an altogether incalculable 
effect for good or ' evil, on the whole of the middle classes of 
our country. 

L. N. 

-I(. Mill, !. c., p. 427. t Miscellanies, n., p. 310. 
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BELL!, HORRID! BELLA.. 

Our far-oft' kinsmen o'er the windy sea 
Know many tales to tell of horrid war : 
Hear one of many, and, it may be, this 
Yieldeth to many : hear, and hearing learn 
The foulness of the flood of civil war. 

A simple story of a simple maid-
Would God it were not true. Thy ways, 0 Lord, 
We know Dot, and it may be this is best. 

A southern youth, and he of gentle blood, 
Was wounded, it was feared to death, and straight, 
If but to die a peaceful death, removed 
To where the sisters tended all the sick. 

Let ye, ye maids who sit at home in peace 
Learn how your sisters toil across the sea. 
Hands whilome guiltless of all sterner toil 
Than tracing broidel'ed hues of fantasy 
Now tend the haggard warrior, nor refuse 
To work each menial worli, the sick man's due. 

To such a ministrant was he consigned ; 
And partly from her close observances, 
And partly thro' his youth and youthful blood, 
And partly that his leech was skilful too, 
And He the great Physicir.n scanning all, 
Slowly, against all hope, he mastered death. 

And she meanwhile, his ministrant, had worked 
Such ministrations with her angel-hands, 
And when the strong man chafed to kecp his bed 
So charmed his idlesse with her angel-words, 
That, tho' erstwhile he deemed it half a sin, 
(So wedded was he to his country's weal) 
Drawn from himself he loved, and told his love
Nor told in vain. His patience in his pains, 
His thankful heart for ten dance to his wounds, 
His chivalry as in the mouths of all, 
His fair without, and fairer soul within 
Had lit Love's torch and ever fanned the flame. 
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And so their bridal morn arose. The church 
A room in her own ,father's house. The priest 
Had preluded the service of our church, 
Nor yet had they the twain become one flesh, 
When lo ! the iron hand of Death-a shell 
Brake th'ro' the roof and fell among t'hem all. 

Sure never yet was bow at venture drawn 
So cruelly. It chose the bride alone. 
Its ragged iron pierced her breast of snow : 
Fast flowed the life-blood stream. Nor think we now 
To search her lover's soul. Torn from his side, 
Her, deemed his bride but now, Death claimed as his. 

Yet is there hope, could she but bear awhile 
Until God's messenger had sealed the words 
" Whom God hath joined let no man put asunder : "  
So would he claim her then when passed beyond. 

With scarce-drawn breath she told her willingness. 
Laid in hel' bridal white, her lover's hand 
Pressed to her side to stay the deathful flow, 
Fairer she seemed than in her fairest day. 

Big with their fearful hopes the race began. 
But He who stilled the lake Gennesareth, 
Who pitied little children, nor forbade 
Their soft approach, pitied these children then, 
And saved their little bark of hope else lost. 
For scarce responsively the sweet " I  will " 
Brake from her lips, and, Lord, thy will was done, 
And thy chief angel bore her soul to thee. 
Imparadised in one long long embrace 
Lingered her husband, and sent up a prayer 
That God would haste their meeting past the grave. 

.n. 
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OF PUNS. 

.. That punning is an idle sport, 
4.nd of all wit the lowest sort, 
I grant ; for by its station, 
'Tis evidently wit's foundation." 

.. Punica se quantis attollet gloria rebus." -Am. 4, 49. 

SIX years have now passed since The Eagle first soared 
into existence. During all that time, the noble bird has 

been " sailing with supreme dominion" through the cloudy 
regions of philosophy, has alighted now and then on the 
frozen heights of criticism, has hovered round its own Alpine 
haunts, has basked in the sunshine of poetry, and then 
launched out into a deep of ail' peopled by memories of 
ruined temples and romantic castles, by dreams of Ques
tionists, by hollow ghosts of Holland, and by the Fairies of 
New Zealand : but in all these wanderings it has not deigned 
to stoop to those " Quips and Cranks" and Witticisms, which 
have given a notoriety, if not a reputation, to St. John's . 
Perhaps it is ashamed of them : I hope not. The origin of 
this part of our fame, I cannot tell : into its j ustice I care 
not to enquire ; but however guiltless we may be of the 
sin (?) of punning, we have certainly provoked it in others ; 
the bridge, which sometimes rejoices in the name of the 
" Bridge of Sighs," has before now been termed the Isthmus 
of Sues j and when Coleridge was passing over it in com
pany with a friend, he observed that were a J ohnian to hang 
himself upon it, the j ury might well bring in a verdict, 
" Sus per col." 

That a passion for punning does exist in some of us,  is  only 
too palpable to be denied : indeed, how could it be otherwise 
when our J ohnian Premier san�tioned it a few months ago, 
by answering a well-timed questlOn as to the remuneration 
of the . Explorers of the Nile, with a statement that he 

VOL. IV. R 
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could neither speak for Captain Speke, nor hold out prospects 
of a grant for Captain Grant. 

Whether puns could exist during the infancy of a 
language may well be doubted. It is a question scarcely 
worth discussing, but is, I think, decided in the negative by 
the following considerations. Without entering into misty 
speculations on the Primary Language, it may be safely 
asserted, that the ordinary method of formation of an inde
pendent language is attended by an agreement that certain 
conventional sounds should correspond, for all purposes of 
conversation, with certain material objects. Subsequently 
sounds would be invented to represent states of being or 
action, and later still, words would be introduced to express 
qualities inherent in material objects, and to qualify the 
meaning of the words used to denote active or passive 
existence. At this early stage of the language, the material 
for witticisms would be limited ; each noun would be ap
propriated to a single object, each verb would have but one 
meaning. In process of time words, in some cases re
sembling those already in use, would have to be borrowed 
from other languages ; and the meaning of native words 
would have to be extended to include a great variety of new 
ideas. It  must further be remembered that while a language 
is in its infancy, men are disposed to regard words as merely 
convenient substitutes for the objects and actions they wish 
to express ; and that it is left for a more advanced age to 
abstract itself from the earnest sense of words and to quibble 
with their empty sounds. 

What ages would have to pass before a language could 
ascribe twenty meanings to a single word. The Saxon 
monosyllable Box stands unrivalled in this department. 
Who could utter the word before a professed punster with
out waking a host of wicked spirits as fatal to peace as the 
opening of the box of Pandora ? Charles Matthews,'" in 
one of his Entertainments, represented the sufferings of a 
Frenchman, Monsieur Ventriloque, in his attempt to com
prehend the idioms of the English language. He orders 
dinner, it is served in a box in the coffee-room. He wishes, 
after having proved to the custom-house officer that he 
carries no smuggles, to pack all his little trifles in a sac, 
and he is recommended to buy a box. Then he goes to the 
theatre, and is asked if he choose to go to de box. He 
always answers " Oh !  yes," that he may not appear to 

'* Memoirs of Clta1'les Mattliews, Vol. IV., p. 172. 
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be ignorant ; after a variety of adventures, he  arrives in 
London on boxing-day ; and determines, in the height of his 
misery, to leave a country, in which the language is so un
intelligible, on the very next morning. 

Few puns can rival in antiquity those two which, twenty
eight centuries ago, were perpetrated by Homer'" in his 
description of the twin gates of dream-land, the portals of 
horn and of ivory. Those who are familiar with the passage 
will not need its quotation ; those who have not seen it will 
probably consider the very reference to it a piece of pedantry. 
They are jewels which certainly owe most of their value to 
the casket that enshrines them : so we may as well pass on 
to a later instance. Not long before the battle of Marathon 
the Athenians appealed to Sparta in consequence of the 
sympathy displayed by Aegina in the interclsts of Persia ; 
Cleomenes accordingly went to that island to seize the 
leaders of the movement. One of these thwarted his attempt. 
Cleomenes asked him his name. He replied, Crius (Mr. 
Ram). " Aha ! Mr. Ram," said the king of Sparta, " it is 
high time that you got your horns tipped with bronze, for 
you will have to match yourself against a great danger." 
Not much of a joke ; was it ? However Herodotus tells 
it  with his usual gush of good-humoured talkativeness : so 
perhaps we have no need to grumble over it. 

The Greek Tragedians made sad work with the ·names 
of their principal caaracters. By dint of judicious conjuring 
in etymology, it was possible to extract some meaning 
from any of these names. Thus i.Eschylus quibbles with the 
names of Polynices and Prometheus : and Apollo himself is 
not spared. But in the hands of Euripides no name was safe : 
Pentheus comes to sad grief more than once. " Beware," 
says the blind seer to Cadmus, " lest Pentheus makes yout" 
mansion a pent-house of grief."t The names of Atreus, 
Aphrodite, Dolon, Capaneus, Ion, Helen, and five or six 
others are all laid under contribution. Helen seems to have 
been remarkably unfortunate. jEschylus had already de
nounced her as a " Hell to ships, a Hell to men, and a Hell 
to cities :"-a breach of gallantry far more unpardonable 
than the lines in G. Peele's Edward 1., 

" Farewell the flower, the gem of beauty's blaze, 
Sweet Ellen, miracle of nature's hand, 
Hell in thy name, but Heaven in thy looks." 

.;r, Od., 17, 595. 
t Donaldson, Theatre of the Greelcs, 7th edition, p. 136. 
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I need not disturb the ghosts of Pindar, Sophocles, or" 
Theocritus, by placing their freaks upon record : their 
offences are few, and may as well be forgiven and for
gotten. 

Aristotle, it is well known, treats very seriously of puns, 
and recommends their use by orators, interspersing his 
remarks with instances which he evidently thinks are worthy 
of imitation. Cicero was an arrant punster. No wonder 
that when he was absent from Rome, all the jokes of the 
city were fathered upon him, a misfortune which led him· to 
write to his friend Volumnius,'" (suroamed the witty), to beg 
him to defend his reputation. " For my part," he writes, 
" I  fancied that the style of my witticisms was so marked 
that they could be recognised of themselves. But now that 
the city contai lts such' an offscouring of creation, that nothing 
is so coarse but some one thinks it refined : make every 
effort, as you love me,-unless the double entendre is sharp, 
the hyperbole elegant, the pun witty, the bathos humorous, 
. . . . . .  make every effort, I say, to maintain and go bail for 
it that they are not mine." His enemies called him " the 
consular buffoon ,"t a name of which he was probably as 
little proud as Sidney Smith was of being scorned as " a 
mere joker of jokes." . '  

Quintilian has some very sensible remarks on puns ; 
indeed he and Longinus appear to have been the only 
ancient writers who shewed any judgment in discriminating, 
between true and false forms of wit. 

The golden age of modern puns must be placed in  the 
reign of J ames 1 .  The" Royal Pedant (and George Buchanan 
declared that was the best he could make of him) was him
self no mean adept in the art ; and it is whispered, nay 
more than whispered, that he made few bishops who had . 
not signalised themselves in that department. The following 
may serve as specimens of the quaint conceits of the period : 

" This dial shows that we must die all ; yet notwithstanding, 
all houses are turned into ale houses, our cares into cates, our 
paradise int.o a pair 0' dice, matrimony into a matter of money, 
aud marriage into a merry age ; our divines have become dry vines : 
it was not so in the days of N oah,-Ah No ! "  . 

" r, King of Kings (i.e. fellow of King's) come to King �ames 
the 1. and yr., nothing wavering." 

oJ(. Ep. ad Diversos, 7, 32. 
t , Macrobius, 11. 1. 13. 
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These triumphs of wit were much applauded in those 
times ; the preacher would stop from time to time to receive 
the grateful recognition of his talents-expressed by loud 
and repeated hums on the part of the congregation. 

Bishop Andrews has often been accused of quibbling, and 
with some justice too : one of his principal works was entitled 
" Tortura Torti,"'" and the following passage, from a sermon 
on the Gowrie Conspiracy, further justifies the charge : 

" Their anointing may dry up or be wiped off; and so kings 
be unchristed, -cease to be Christi Domini." 

A similar vein of wit displayed itself in the choice of 
the text taken by the Dean of St. Stephen's w hen Vienna 
was relieved by John Sobieski (John i.  6) ; and the witty 
Dr. South preached about the same time, before the Com
pany of Merchant Taylors, on Rom. ix. 2 7 .  Other instances 
might be given ; but these will suffice if they lead us to 
prize more highly the eloquence of our heartier age, which 
deems i t  

" Pitiful 
To court a grin when you would woo a soul ; 
To break a jest, when pity would inspire 
Pathetic exhortation." 

Shakspeare's puns are innumerable. Many doubtless 
were passed between hi m and Ben J onson in the sallies 
of wit at the Mermaid Tavern. His plays on names are. 
frequent ; the most memorable (not to cl well on the instances 
of Leonatus, Cymbeline, v. 5, ad £n. ,  l�anquo in Macbeth, 
1 .  4, ad fin. ,  and Brutus in Elamlet, I l l .  2) is no doubt in 
Richard IL, Act 11., Sc. 1 ,  

Old Gaunt indeed, and gaunt in being old. 

Gaunt am r for the grave, gaunt as a grave. 

It is a curious fact, by the way, that many of the re
corded plays on names are attributed to persons in the very 
depth of sorrow. It was immediately after the " exceeding 
bitter cry" that Esau exclaimed " Is not he rightly named 
J acob :" it was in the agony of self-reproach that Ajax 

.. Bellarmin had assumed the name of Matthew Tortus in his 
reply to the " Apology for the Oath of Allegiance," written by 
JaLlles 1. : the duty of defending the royal author devolved on 
Lancelot Andrews . 
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quibbled with his name : and sad indeed was Constance when 
she caught up the last word of King Philip and answered 

A wicked day and not a holy day. 
I{ing John, Act m., Se. l. 

Perhaps this is quite natural : the mind when shaken with 
grief, may fail  to grasp the sense of words ; but the ear 
may still be keen enough, perhaps keener than ever, to 
catch the sound, and the lips more apt, than in  joy, to harp 
upon the memories which that sound awakens. 

Even Milton is not faultless ; witness the following lines : 

At one slight bound high over-leaped all bound. 
Paradise Lost, 4, 181. 

Beseeching or besieging.-Paradise Lost, 5, 869. 
That brought into this world a world of woe. 

Paradise Lost, 9, 1 l .  
Such blemish�s are usually put down to the spirit of the 
age ; indeed this is the standing excuse for all blemishes. 
Aristophanes, Martial, Cromwell, Swift have all cast their 
burdens on the " age" that bore them ; so we shall probably 
be more just if we ascribe these faults of Milton to the 
influence of Italian Literature, and, still more, of his favourite 
Euripides. 

Passing over the laudable efforts of Addison and Steele 
to repress the vice of punning, we come to the times of its 
foremost antagonist Dr. Johnson. If we may j udge of the 
wit of the age by the specimen Boswell gives of his own 
puns,'!' we cannot be sUl'prized at the worthy Doctor's feelings. 
He never relented further than to admit that Burke's 
/tumorous pun on Wilkes being carried on the shoulders 
of the mob, 

Humerisque fertur Lege solutis, 

was admirable. He also condescended to laugh at Burke's 
description of a desirable manor, given in the line : 

Est modus in rebus, sunt certi denique fines, 

Ci. e. a modus as to the tithings and certain fines) ; but it 
would require a large amount of evidence to prove that h e  
ever gave vent t o  the well-known sentence, i n  which he i s  

* Life of Dr. Johnson, Vo!. VIII. 319, ed. 1835. 
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said to have repelled the charge o f  inability t o  pun, by 
answering : " Madam, if I were punished for every pun 
I shed, there would not be a puny shed upon my punnish 
head." . 

However distasteful puns may be  to persons of refined 
taste, they have uses which should not be despised. Many 
a proverb owes its life and popularity to a pun : those of 
native origin will occur to every one ; as instances of those 
of foreign birth may be mentioned the time-honoured 
7T'a8Tj}ka-ra }kae�}kaTa ; Die Hausfrau solI nicht sein ein 
Ausfrau ; Traduttori traditori (Translator's traitors)-so do 
they, says Trench, surrender rather than render the meaning 
of the original, not turning but only overturning it from 
one hmguage to another. 

Many an oracle has owed its correct fulfilment to a verbal 
quibble. The feelings of Cleomenes towards the Pythian 
priestess were doubtless not very amicable, when he found 
that by burning the fane of Argus he had unwittingly 
verified the prediction, which, as he interpreted it, pointed 
to the conquest of Argos. Thus too, Cambyses saved the 
credit of an oracle when he died at an obscure town in Syria, 
which happened to bear the same name as his royal city 
Ecbatana. And thus also Henry IV., in his illness, asks 

Doth any name particular belong 
Unto the lodging where I first did swoon. 

War. 'Tis call'd Jerusalem, my noble lOI·d. 
Hen. Laud be to God ! even there my life must end. 

It hath been prophesied to me many years, 
J should not die but in Jerusalem ; 
Which vainly I supposed the Holy Land : 
But bear me to that chamber ; there I'll lie ; 
In that Jerusalem shall Harry die. 

2nd part of Hem;; I V.,  Act lV., Sc. 2. 
See also 2nd part of Hem;; VI., Act IV., SC. 1. 

Heraldry is indebted to puns for some of the best and 
the worst mottoes emblazoned on its scrolls. Such wit 
seldom excites a smile, never awakens indignation : it is 
necessarily premeditated, and consequently fails to have that 
startlinO' effect which is essential to the success of a pun. 
As spe�imens of one class of heraldic witticisms may be 
mentioned Earl Dalhousie's Ora et labora, Dum spiro spero, 
Patior potior, Sero sed serio Periissem ni per-iisem, Post 
prrelia prremia ; and lastly, the celebrated motto of Lord 
Brougham " Pro rege, lege, grege." The higher order of 
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heraldic wit may be represented by Lord James' j 'ayme a 
jamais ; the Duke of Devonshire's Cavendo tutus ; Lord 
Every's Suum cuiqne ; Lord de Vere'� Vero .ni?il veri us ; 
and Lord Vernon's Vel' non semper Vll'et. Slnlllarly from 
the name of Neville is conj ured up Ne vile velis ; fi'om 
Weldon, Bene factum ; from Belasyse, Bonne et belle assez ; 
from Coleridge, Time deum. cole regem ; and from Cole,'if 
the familiar words Deum cole. But none of these surpass 
the motto of the Dymoke family-Pro rege Dimico, the 
point of WhICh is explained by the fact that the successive 
representatives of the house of Dymoke, by virtue of being 
lords of the manor of Scrivelsby, have been hereditary 
champions of the king, since the days of Richard n. 

Instances might be multiplied ad nauseam ,. I hope I 
shall be forgiven if I add one more : I must premise . that 
during the latter part of the eighteenth century their lived 
in London a wealthy tobacconist-J ames Brandon. At 
last growing old and gouty, he bethought himself of order
ing a carriage ; the maker suggested that a coat of arms 
would give an air of respectability to the concern. A sample 
of tobacco (rampant) sufficed for the crest, but the worthy 
old man was sorely puzzled for a motto ; he accordingly 
applied to one of the wits at Lloyd's, and was furnished 
with " Quid rides," a motto which had the advantage of 
being intelligible in more languages than one. 

The heraldic pun frequently assumes the form of a rebus. 
The arms of Arundel, for instance, have six swallows 
(hirondelles) argent, on a field sable. These devices are 
sometimes called by the expressive name of armes parlantes 
-they are seldom of later date than the reign of J ames 1., 
about which time they began to fall into disrepute under 
the name of canting or punning arms. For other examples 
of a kindred nature we need not go further than our own 
Chapel. On the window at the south-east may be seen the 
key and tun representing the name of Dr. Key ton ;t while 
close beneath the window, quaint carvings of fishes and ears 
of corn, embodying the honoured name of Fisher, Bishop 
of Rochester, are said to have once adorned the woodwork, 
now disfigured by grim visages which have doubtless pro
voked many a frown and many a smile in each succeeding 
generation of freshmen. 

'* The surname of the Earl of Enniskillen. 
t The ironwork in .front of Dr. Ashton's tomb, in the ante

chapel, is surmounted by three specimens of a similar rebus. 
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I had intended, when I commenced, t o  put down a few 
instances of the best species of modern puns. The poems 
of Hood, particularly that on " N elly Gray," sparkle with 
many of the first water. But I must content myself with 
the following, which may be less familiar than others : 

Nota bene. An essay j ust writing,-to show 

That Horace, as clearly as words could express it, 

Was for taxing the fund-holders ages ago, 
When he said "Quodcunque in fundis acescit" (in fnnd is, assess it). 

Tom Moore. Twopenny Post-bag. 

If any are aspiring to win their laurels by a reputation 
for wit, they may be gratified to know, on the authority of 
Dugald Stewart, that a man who has an ambition to become 
a punster seldom or never fails in the attainment of his 
object. Here then is a noble field for exertion : I can only 
wish that those who enter upon it, may not have to submit 
to the doubly painful process of explaining the mysteries of 
their own jokes. Let them remember that 

A jest's prosperity lies in the ear 
Of him that hears it, never in the tongue 
Of him that makes it. 

When their wit has become brilliant enough to be under
stood, then let them aspire to provoke the impatience and 
will the admiration of their hearers ; and they will find a 
few at least ready to coincide with the dictum of Boswell, 
delivered with his usual self-complacency, " For my own 
part, I think no innocent species of wit or p leasantry should 
be suppl"essed, and that a good pun may be admitted among 
the smaller excellencies of lively conversation." 
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11 
UP " IN THE " LONG ;" OR, A SOLILOQUY BY A 

�ENJOR SO PE. 

IT is my lot this Long, in common with some sixty other 
Undergraduates of my College, all of us actuated, 1 am 

sure, by the best intentions Tripos-ward. to be, during the 
months of July and August, again a denizen within the 
precincts of Alma Mater. Dull and deserted though it 
appear to most, 1 rather like Cambridge during this season. 
I like the quiet that reigns in our big College, the cool 
courts and, cloisters, the shaded walks, green banks and 
placid river ; the chapel, no longer over-crowded, where the 
sunset gleams through the crimsoned pane as the evening 
anthem dies away into silence ; and as I stroll through the 
still streets and alleys a number of associations crowd upon 
me from the past, and each quaint gateway and ivied case
ment is eloquent of days gone by. I am naturally somewhat 
a lounger, and during these sultry, dusty afternoons, it 
requires more stoicism than I possess to persevere in  the 
usual four or five miles, out and back, of Term time, for 
exercise. I must also humbly confess that I am (though 
it is no fault of my own) , parcus cultor et infrequens' before 
the shrine of our great goddess Gymnastike, at whose 
fuming altars and numerous votaries Mathesis herself, I take 
it, often casts a not unjealous eye ; and so a stroll through 
the grounds and along the shady side of Trumpington Street 
is often my apology for more severe exertion. 

It occurs to me, more than once or twice, while thus 
sedulously idle, that my time here is fast slipping away, 
and the day is drawing near when College, Hall, and Chapel 
and the impending Tripos will all be things of the past,
that I shall probably rarely revisit these familiar scenes, and 
that it would be well, while the opportunity still exists, to see 
something more of the treasures of Art and Learning which 
this ancient University contains. Perhaps I feel a slight 
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qualm o f  conscience as I contrast the enthusiasm, with which 
I surveyed many an exterior during the first week of my 
freshman's term, with the real extent of my researches since, 
but I recall to mind the complacent declaration of that third
year man, who knew not the precise locality of his College 
Library, and am comforted. Well, here is the Fitzwilliam 
gleaming full upon me and the gate stands invitingly open, 
and though it is a ' dies non' to the general public, the 
Cerberus at the gate will invest me with an imaginary cap 
and gown and let me pass. The shade and coolness are 
pleasant after the glare without, and the censure (im
mortalized by Punch) pronounced by that estimable woman, 
Mrs. Brown, upon the Royal Academy Exhibition, of being 
" that stuffy," cannot justly be alleged here, for the 
rooms are lofty and the visitors, to-day, scarce indeed. 
I confess to being somewhat of an Ishmaelite in my artistic 
predilections, and have often scandalized my companions, 
when rambling through Continental picture galleries, by 
deserting unquestionable Rubens' and Mm'illos for some 
queer little picture in a corner by a third-rate Dutch artist. 
Perhaps, like Mary in the nursery ditty, I am somewhat 
" contrairy" in my nature, and it being an understood thing 
that I am to fall into ecstasies over this or that chef-d.' ceuvre, 
I decline to do so. The only celebrity that ever really 
moved me was the Murillo in the Louvre-that is sublime. 
But still I am conscious of being leagues behind such sus
ceptibility as that of Karl Otfried Miiller, to whom the head 
of an infant Christ by Raphael, which he saw at Dresden, 
appeared to be " teeming with redemption." And so to-day 
I go coldly by this Vandyke and those Claudes, to look for 
some time at a picture which I always visit with renewed 
zest whenever 1 come here. It is a small dark picture, and the 
Catalogue, which, by the bye, is a worthy pendant to the 
hanging of the pictures (1 am incapable of a pun), only tells 
me that it is " Monks Singing," by Hemskerk. So whether 
by that Hemskerk whom old Schoorel of Utrecht turned out 
of doors for being too clever by half, or whether by that 
Hemskerk who painted boosing boors so well, I cannot say, 
but incline to the latter. The critics tell me that the 
Hemskerks were all " eccentric" and their colouring " cold 
and heavy." A fig for the critics ! They shall not mar 
my enjoyment of this racy work of art. You see four 
monks seated or standing round a table in a small and 
dimly-lit room. They are singing. Sanctus or Kyrie, 
Benedictus or Requiem, what it is I know not. But one 
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thing you see at a glance, they are singing with a vengeance, 
and three of them at least with evident relish for the task. 
Poor fellows ! perhaps for them it is the last gleam of social 
intercourse in the day, and, their melody concluded, each 
will betake himself to his own cell to tell his beads and 
meditate till midnight, not without thinking ever and anon 
of that busy changing world which he has left behind. 
However this may be they are at it now, and I have an 
idea that a conscientious metronome would record a swing
ing pace. Note especially this jolly-looking fellow with 
hand upraised to mark the time ; I suspect he is rather 
putting on the steam than otherwise, and that the music 
must really be getting beyond a devotional rate of procedure. 
And just as, in modern sanctuaries, the pious devotee will 
innocently blend his voice in certain melodies or hear them, 
unalarmed, gently moving as voluntaries upon the soft stops 
of the organ, when a more practised ear might detect simply 
a retarded edition of " We're a nodding," 01' even of that 
air which the profane more commonly associate with the 
sorrows of the young lady who d welt on the " other" side 
of the Thames-so, it strikes me, these singing monks are 
indulging in the converse of that device, and are getting 
through their performance at a pace unusual in devotional 
strains, or such as none but a Mormon elder would consider 
appropriate when raising a " busting hymn." It is, I dare
say, their only expedient by which, without grave scandal 
and offence, to bring about a substitute for a genial catch 
01' madrigal, for if they were once to begin to sing about 
" trolling the brown bowl," or " the lass with bonnie e'e," 
the Abbot, of course, would be down upon them in a 
twinkling. One of the party, however, is far from being 
equally enthusiastic and looks even pained at the pace. 
It is this young fellow sitting to the left, whom, from his 
different coloured dress and lacrymose expression, I con
jecture to be some recently initiated novice who has been 
going in for penance, flagellation, and fasting, with an ardour 
only calculated to excite the compassion of his more ex
perienced confreres. His looks tell more of Jours maigres 
than of fat capons and Burgundy or Flemish ale, and 
I would give odds that even now he is conscious of an 
occasional rheumatic twinge. I am puzzled by the figure 
in the back-ground-anot.her monk telling his beads before \ 
a crucifix, and who is looking round upon the vocal group 
with an evidently interested air-for I cannot sufficiently 
determine through the gloom the expression of his face, nor 
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say whether it denotes disturbed devotions ana a sancti
monious condemnation of their sinful indulgence, or whether 
he is himself longing to join in the chorus but deterred by 
Paters and Aves yet unsaid. Let ll S hope the latter, and 
that he will come down before his fellow monks disperse 
and try his lungs in unison with their's ; he will feel all the 
better for the exercise. 

I have little doubt but that I shall be charged, by some 
reader plenteously endowed with good common sense, with 
having seen much more in this picture than it contains or 
was ever meant to contain. In reply to my prosaic friend 
I submit that I have a right to see all I possibly can in the 
pi,cture, and if he cannot see as much, that is his concern 
not mine. John Ruskin is not a critic to be contemptuously 
set aside ; but, if tradition be not an impudent lying minx, 
he sees much more in Turner's pictures than Turner could 
see himself: I am well aware, however, that your trans
cendental critic does, now and then, meet with a rather 
awkward tumble. Some years ago an old picture was 
brought to light in London ; no one knew whence it came, 
but the connoisseurs went crazy over it with wonderful un
animity, and pronounced it to be a masterpiece of some great 
artist, Titian or Paul Veronese-l forget now-but, upon 
whomever the picture was affiliated, it was fairly accepted as 
genuine with scarcely a dissentient growl. There was however 
one feature in it which no Olle at first could satisfactorily 
explain and which puzzled the big wigs cOllsiderably. Right 
athwart the picture, emerging from one corner, ,was a 
mysterious streak of light, and no one could say what this 
meant. At last a solution was suggested by a connoisseur 
of some mark. The scene represented savage life,-they 
were, he said, without dOllbt, early Britons, and this streak 
of light was a beautiful though fimciful mode of typifying 
the light of Christianity about to dawn upon their land. 
'\\' ell, the solution was thought remarkably happy, and for 
three or four days its originator was a rising man, and his 
fellow critics n9dded approvingly at him. But then unfor
tunately there came another man-a �an, I should suppose, 
with " no mind"-and he took out hIS pocket handkerchief 
and rubbed out the mysterious streak of light, which was 
only dust and damp after all. But I defy you, by fair 
means, to rub out the twinkle of this fat monk's eye and 
the unctuous smile round his mouth. 

On the left, as I enter the Museum, are some specimens of 
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the decorative work in the great Alhambra paJace at Granada. 
It is but a few days ago that a friend, recently returned from 
Spain, was detailing to me his visit to this wondrous ruin, 
so I turn aside to examine with some interest what are not, 
at first sight, particularly attractive objects. If time and 
weather had been the sole agents in the work of its de
struction, the Alhambra would surely be the most splendid 
of all the structures that past generations have reared for 
the admiration of posterity. So dry and pure is the climate 
of Granada, that in those parts of the palace which have 
escaped the barbarous hands of the " Christian" occupants, 
all is bright and fresh as if but of yesterday, or you might 
suppose that some few years back, the builder, the carpenter, 
and the decorator had, one , fine morning, struck for wages 
and cleared out, leaving their work unfinished. But the 
vandalism of Goth or Visigoth, under Adolphus or Theodoric, 
which had swept over this beauteous peninsula some thousand 
years before, was nothing in comparison with the merciless 
depredations, the savage and wanton destruction, with which 
the enlightened sons of Christendom disported themselves 
in the former seats of the unbelieving infidel. With that 
2nd of January, 1 492,  when the banner of Castile first 
floated from the towers of the Alhambra, the work of de
vastation began. First the monks swarmed in, and, with 
a view to what they termed " purification," tore down the 
Moslem symbols and whitewashed the walls. Then came 
the eldest son of the Church, Carlo Quinto of blessed 
memory, for whom Theodoric, albeit a thorough-going 
Goth, was no match whatever. A bull in a china shop 
conveys but a faint idea of the ameni.ties that marked the 
occupancy of Sebastiani. The French did what little was 
left for them to do. Those who wish to know how quickly 
Granada declined under Spanish rule, should , read the 
graphic account of Andrea Navagiero, H Il Viaggio Fatto in 
Spagna," printed in 1 5 6 3. Those who would see that 
degradat�on depicted with an eloquence more touching than 
that of words, should visit the deserted halls, the grass 
grown cmu'ts, the ravished " chambers of the Alhambra. 
These relics are interesting then as illustrating the former 
magnificence oOf this world-famed structure. This tile, with 
a shield in colour, is part of the encaustic pavement of the 
courts. There is  an inscription in the centre of the shield, 
which, being " no scholar" in an Oriental acceptation of the 
word, I cannot read, but I bring one day a friend learned 
in Eastern tongues, and he deciphers for me " the writing 
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on the wall." It was the custom, it appears, of the Moors, 
borrowed probably from the Jewish use of phylacteries, to 
inscribe about the interiors of their dwellings short sentences 
from the Koran and other sources. These inscriptions are 
divided by Gayangos into three kinds : Aydt, that is, verses 
from the Koran ; A�ia, or pious sentences not taken from 
the Koran ; and Ash'dr, that is ,  poems in praise of the 
builders or owners of the palace. The latter are generally 
found in Cufic, i. e. the character in vogue in the city 
El Koofeh ; this was superseded by the Arabic of the 
present day about the commencement of the 1 6th century. 
The inscription 0)1 the shield is of the latter order. It 
simply means " there is no conqueror but God." The story 
goes that when the founder, Ibnu-l-ahmar, was returning 
from the conquest of Seville, his subjects going forth to meet 
him saluted him as galib, " the conqueror," to which he 
modestly replied, " There is no conqueror but God." He 
afterwards adopted the sentiment as his motto, and, like our 
own Edward Ill. at Windsor, introduced it everywhere in 
his royal dwelling. It is worth while also to look closely 
at these casts from the ornamental tablets, for {Dany an 
inscription lurks where the casual observer would think he 
saw nothing but rich scroll-work or filigree. This seeming 
berry, for instance, is  an important vowel point ; that vine
tendril an adjective pregnant with meaning. In many 
cases the inscriptions are much longer, and form a kind of 
running commentary on the splendour and decoration of the 
palace. Here. for example, is  a specimen : " These recesses, 
my fellows, may be compared to the signs of the zodiac in 
the heaven of that dome, but I can boast that of which 
they are wanting, the honour of a sun, since my lord, the 
victorious YusUf, has decorated me with robes of glory, and 
excellence without disguise, and has made me the Throne 
of his Empire, &c., &c." The real reason of these frequent 
and somewhat fulsome eulogies may be found in the fact 
that it was forbidden by the Koran to attempt delineations 
from life, and these inscriptions, interwoven with geometrical 
ornaments and flowers, accordingly filled the place that <oil 
paintings and steel engravings would occupy in a modern 
European palace. It �ill n?t be �ltogether useless t.o 
examine these dull-lookmg objects WIth some care, for If 
you should chance, when at the Crystal Palace at Sydenham, 
to stroll into the gorgeous Alhambra court there, you will 
see this tile and these slabs, in every direction, carefully re
produced in all their pristine beauty. 
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I pass on to another room and my eye is caught by a 
cast fmm the celebrated head of Moses, by Michael Angelo. 
It is placed behind the shield of Achilles, by Flaxman. 
The general public, I have noticed, are not usually given 
to paying much attention to casts. They seem, indeed. 
rather to resent being invited to put up with substitutes for 
the " real thing," like diners out who find that the dinner 
came o ff the day before, and that they are but regaling on the 
remnants rechauffee and grilled. This is often a mistake ; 
for, to all but connoisseurs of a high order, a really well 
executed cast will give nine-tenths at least of the impressions 
which the original would produce. Independently, too, of 
this head of Moses being perhaps the finest production of 
modern sculpture, I am attracted to it by a Tennysonian 
reminiscence which it serves admirably to elucidate. 

Many a careful reader has, I should suppose, found some 
difficulty in the last two lines of those stanzas in " In 
Memoriam," wherein the poet represents himself as re
visiting Cambridge, and enumerates the different phases of 
student-life which recall to him the time when he and his 
lost friend, Arthur Henry Hallam, were fellow students at 
Trinity. He beholds again the scenes of their early inter
course and feels 

" the same but not the same." 
He hears 

" once more in college fanes 
The storm their high-built organs make, 
And thunder-music. rolling, shake 

The prophets blazon'd on the panes ;" 

and again, 
" once more the distant shout, 

The measured pulse of racing oars 
Among the willows ;" 

and last of all he passes 

" Up that long walk of limes"

" To see the rooms in which !la dwelt." 

" Another name was on the door, 
I linger'd ; all within was noise 
Of songs, and clapping hands, and boys 

That crash'd the glass and beat the floor." 

.He contrasts his own recollections of the time when he 
and Hallam and " a  band of youthful friends," often met 
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in  those same rooms " to hold debate." He recalls their 
varied discussions, 'ranging over many topics, 

" mind and art, 
And labour, and the changing mart, 

And all the framework of the land ;" 

when, after each had given utterance to his thoughts with 
more or less success, Hallam, " the master-bowman," was 
wont " to cleave the mark," leading, " in rapt oration," 

" To those conclusions whcn we saw 
The God within him light his face, 

And seem to lift the form, and glow 
In azure orbits heavenly-wise ; 
And over those celestial e.1Jes 

The bar of Michael Angelo." 

Great bard ! forgive me that I have thus dared to inter-. 
sperse with my humble chirpings, the notes of thy beauteous· 
lyre ! Our foremost modern English poet, we are all proud 
of him. Not before his time, but of it, and yet much of 
the seer withal, Tennyson is emphatically the poet of the

' 

nineteenth century. No bad interpreter was Pope of the 
complacent, somewhat shallow, but brilliant thinkers of l;tis 
day. Nor Byron, Shelley, and Keats, of the passion, the 
scorn, the hate, the intensity of the thought, which, Titan-like, 
rose up against dogma, authority, and tradition, with the 
commencement of QUI' century. Nor VV ordsworth of that, 
calmer and somewhat re-actionary school which supervened. 
But for the latter half of this most wondrous century, its 
wider tolerance, its growing mistrust of creeds, its sad. 
consciousness of its own mistrust, its fears for the future, 
tempered, however, by strong hope and something of pride, 
as it looks back-..-as an interpreter to these, give me Alfred 
Tennyson. Unlike most of his predecessors, Tennyson declines 
to annotate upon himself. Just as some great singer looks 
down upon her audience, little caring what the critics may 
think of this or that ornament, of the " conception" of this 
passage, or the " rendering" of that, but, knowing perfectly 
well that she has won the heart of the great public, and that 
they will follow her, however wayward and little considerate. 
she may seem ; so our poet explains himself not. If the 
public comprehend him, so much the better. If not-your 
minstrel bows-the fault-is not his. But this reserve, 
especially in an author somewhat prone to recondite allul)ions, 
will often leave even a patient and well-meaning reader in 
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the lurch, and I confess to having conjectured widely at Our 
poet's meaning, until I accidentally lit upon the solution. 
It appears then, that Michael Angelo, himself possessing 
an ample and impending brow, loved to invest the heroes 
whom he immortalized, by pencil or by chisel, with a vast 
frontal developement. In men of considerable mental force 
and energy you �ay often notice that the forehead rises 
into a kind of ridge over the eyebrows, a peculiarity re
sulting from an unusual prominence in what I believe are 
termed, in scientific phraseology, the superciliary muscles, 
and which gives the appearance of a kind of bar across the 
forehead. Such is the trait discernible in many of the 
creations of the great sculptor, and in this head of Moses 
it is especially noticeable ; hence it has come to be called 
the bar of Michael Angelo ; and in poor Hallam, I suppose, 
it was prominently developed. 

Well, tedious though I fear I may have been, I must 
detain you, reader, before the cast, yet a few moments more. 
The cast suggests a solution to Tennyson, but itself bears 
a fresh difficulty upon its face or rather. its head, and, as in 
duty bound, for Horace himself declares, 

" Nil agit exemplum quod litem lite resolvit," 

I must endeavour to find some solution for this difficulty 
too. I find myself literally on the horns of a dilemma, 
for from the head of the prophet rise two mysteripus short 
horns ! Now this struck me at first as startling in the 
extreme ; for horns, to say nothing of hoofs, I had always 
previously associated with far from saintly characters. 
I speculated much on the phenomenon, nor was it 
until after some research that I found the explanation 
that I sought. Assuming then, without the slightest dis
respect, an ignorance on thy part, courteous reader, as 
profound as was my own originally, I will, after the fashion 
of our lively neighbours across the channel, begin with the 
first elements of necessary information, " commeD�ons au 
deluge." It will hardly have escaped the notice of either 
of us, that painters, when depicting sacred characters, 
whether on canvass or on glass, are wont to encircle the 
heads of such personages with celestial beams of light. 
This ornament, I believe, is correctly denominated a nimbus. 
Indifferently informed writers sometimes speak of it as the 
aureola, but between the nimbus and the aureola thE(re is 
a grave and important distinction, for the nimbus encircles 
only the head, the aureola the whole body. It will be a 
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fatal enor, again, to assume that a nimbus is a nimbus all 
the world over. St. Peter would no more think of wearing 
the same nimbus as an ordinary saint, than a doctor of 
divinity would condescend to wear a bachelor's hood. 
Didr,on, in his .lconographie Chdtienne, has carefully warned 
us against such rash conclusions. It appears that saints 
graduated in nimbi much as Cantabs in honours at the 
present day. Tbe golden nimbus was worn only by first
class saints, apostles, martyrs, and confessors to wit ; the 
prophets and patriarchs could only claim a silver nimbus ; 
the saints who strove with temptation a red nimbus ; those 
who had married (this looks like waggery) one of green,· 
while " beatified penitents" had theirs of yellowisl� white. 
And thus, taught that one star difi'er'€th from another in glory, 
these ancient cultivators of art sought to discriminate between 
degrees of human virtue with a precision which, to our better 
enlightened view, seems almost to verge on the profane. 
But I find I am digressing, a besetting sin of mine I confess, 
and indeed I believe my success at examinations has been 
seriously impaired by a want of due consideration on the 
part of examiners for this slight failing, nor am I without 
a certain kindly fellow-feeling for that simple soul who, 
when a candidate for mathematical honours, on being desired 
to describe the common pump, gave, with admirable precision 
and fullness, a proof of the Binomial Theorem. What did 
it matter, pump or theorem, he shewed information all the 
same ? But I will digress no more. I could say something 
about the different shapes of the nimbus, square, oval, and 
elliptic, but I forbear. Let it suffice then to say that the 
weight of authority is in favour of these horns on the head 
of Moses being intended to symbolize the silver nimbus. 
One fact is sufficiently established, that it was the custom of 
antiquity thus to represent the great leader of Israel. On 
the origin of this quaint notion the learned are somewhat 
divided. Spanheim, Spencer, Grotius, J eremy Taylor, and 
Rosenmiiller have each their own idea on the subjEct. Two 
of the solutions appear about equally plausible. The first 
is that the horns are intended to typify the shining light 
which was seen on the face of Moses when he descended 
from Sinai ; the second, that they are simply emblematical 
of power and excellence. That such a feature was a familiar 
mode of ascribing such qualities. both among sacred and 
pagan writers, is well-known. " Thou shalt exalt my horn ," 
says the Psalmist. " Addis cornua panperi," says HOl'ace 
of the ivied god. 
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I could say more, ont it is four o'clock and the attendan't 
politely intimates that the doors are on the point of being 
closed, so my visit to the Fitzwilliam must be over for to-day. 
I have looked certainly at very little, but that little has 
sufficed to shape my thoughts to something definite, and 
I do not think my afternoon has been altogether wasted. 
I am fully sensible how culpably loose and rambling my 
musings will appear to some eminently pl'actical minds. 
Had I commenced with the date of the building, the girth 
of the columns of the portico, and so worked my way up the 
staircase with a series of tangi ble statistics, all might have 
been well, but such hazy speculations over an old picture, 
a Moorish tile, and a cast, will find little favour with this 
school. And here I must distinctly, once for all, remove 
myself by an emphatic disclaimer beyond the pale of the 
jurisdiction of this order of thinkers. I am not professing 
by the aid of rigid laws of analysis and proof to evolve 
anything for the comfortable repose of certain minds, in the 
shape of Cl) to the nth power of 71". I never, to be candid, felt 
" a  call " in this direction. To quote my Horace for the 
fourth, and I pledge myself the last time, in this paper, 

" Non cuivis homini contingit adire Corinthum," 
it is not every man's good luck to get as far as Corinth, 
either because he may not have a sufficient surplusage of 
pocket-money for the excursion, or may founder in sight of 
the city on some treacherous shoal, (whichever difficulty was 
uppermost in Horace's mind does not much matter here) 
and so I own that I a.m little adapted by nature for a votary 
before the shrine of Mathesis. I am well aware that I am 
almost open to a .eharge of sacrilege, in that I am penning 
these very words within the precincts of what has always 
been esteemed one of the most favourite haunts of this 
7I"OTJlLa 8ewv, which she is said, 

" Posthabita colulsse Samo-" 
(that is not HOl'ace) and in truth, to my imagination, she 
generally holds her seat somewhere near our lofty clock 
tower, shrouded in the clouds. I know, indeed, that w ith 
the commencement of the last two y, ears she has been thought to look with averted eyes upon her worshippers here, but I 
am credibly informed that, jealous of the favours with which 
her rival Gymnastike has recently responded to our prayers, . 
s.he intends to vouchsafe us some signal marks of her Iegard 
befol'e the new year is a month old. In the mean time, 
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awful Goddess, I behold thee reverentially at a most re
spectful distance. A pigeon in May and December is now 
tbe only burnt offering I bring to thy altars. I entreat thee, 
if not propitious, harbour, at least, no wrath against one so 
unworthy of thy notice. 

As I come out into the broad sunshine and stl'oll leisurely 
to " hall," now past the ample front of Corpus and the shaded 
gloom of Peterhouse and " Kat's," and then by Pembroke, 
an old fl-iend with a new face, to where the many pinnacles 
of King's taper into the blue sky, and so on to my own 
college, I find myself wondering to what purpose are all 
these collections of Art, these ransackings of antiquity, these 
memorials of past phases of civilization which were long ago 
and which can never return. I do not say " Cui bono ?" 
though I do ask myself the question which a great many 
people intend to ask when they say " Cui bono ?" but among 
other weightier matters which Alma �.Iater has taught me, 
she has taught me not to misapply the much abused dictum 
of that sagacious old tribune  Lucius Cassius Longin us. Nor 
do I find the question echoing unanswered in my mind. 
lVhen I consider what material for thought and fancy I have 
found, and CUITY away with me as the result of this brief 
visit, the storehouse, like the widow's cruise, remaining full 
as before, I begin to conclude that, even upon a strictly 
utilitarian view, we ought to assign to such institutions a 
more than ordinary value. But again the apparition, which 
I have twice laid, of that eminently practical mind rises before 
me and suggests that benefits of this order are of a sadly 
fanciful kind, wanting alike in directness and definite utility. 
To which, after a little reflection, I find myself making reply 
that the greatest agencies are perhaps those which influence 
us indirectly. The laboul:er in the field, the workman at his 
tools, the merchant in his office, are plain and simple work
ings to an end, intelligible to all ; but besides these there is 
a higher order of labourers, workers in a different region, 
and narrow minds, missing the aim of these, undervalue their 
toil. It is a grand first law of man's existence that by the 
sweat of his brow he should earn his bre3.d, but it includes 
not the final aim of action, and if taken as such it dwarfs and 
cripples him. The ordinary employments of the Many tend 
essentially to localize the man. His petty difficulties, suc
cesses or mishaps, in his narrow sphere of active life, assume 
vast and unreal proportions, they shut out the past and limit 
his view of the future ; until, like the peasant child in his 
native valley encircled by the mountains, he has scarce a 
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thought for the world which lies beyond the little circle 
wherein his days are spent. Talk to such an one of 
Marathon or Plato, and he smiles compassionately on you ; 
to �im you are but a yisiona.

ry, feeding on ?n.substantials, 
whIle he builds and stores hIs barns. To thIS mtense loca� 
lization the true poet, painter, and musician, the philosopher, 
historian and man of letters, are ever antagonistic ; antago� 
nistic, n�t to destroy, but to produce a healthy equilibrium. 
They come to man, ever too ready to make the present 
everything, present time, present place, present circumstance, 
his all in all, and teach him to unlocalize himself, to know 
the past, to feel  with it, and, retracing long tracts of time, to 
survey the future from a loftier station. And it is only when 
thus living, as it seems to me, that man can be said to live 
a life of more meaning than the bee or the ant, also given to 
much labour and storing the fruits thereof. Ascending the 
monument in London and looking down upon the crowded 
ways beneath, I am struck by the resemblance of the scene 
to some busy ant-hill, and when I think of the frivolity, the 
selfishness, the littleness, that actuates these pigmies which 
hasten to and fro, I start, and wonder where the difference 
lies i-but, glancing further, I mark the edifice where science 
labours to lengthen life ; the museum, which treasures the 
trophies of the past ; the tower from which some wakeful 
eye will, to-night, 

--- " out-watch the Bear," 

and the dignity of human life comes back to me, and I 
breathe again. 

Methinks indeed that this power of living under other 
iufluences than the merely gross and tangible influences of 
the haul', is the great advantage which the cultivated in
tellect possesses over the untutored mind ; and the effort 
made during the last few years to throw open our picture 
galleries and art treasures to the multitude, has had, I infer, 
mainly for its aim, the assisting, by vivid and immediate 
impressions, the less euucated classes habitually to seek to 
exercise this faculty. Often, on a wet and gloomy afternoon, 

" When the woodland landscape dript, 
And the leaf was stamped in clay," 

I have sought and found in Shakespeare, Milton, or Shelley, 
another and a kindlier clime. There are some passages 
which I never read but I fancy myself in some distant isle 
of the lEgean, I see the blue wave cl'isping, the azure sky 
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above, the grove upon the bright shore,-1 almost hear the 

wind among the trees, and feel the sea-breeze fan my face. 

Young Vaughan, in a graceful passage in his " Hours with 

the Mystics," owns to a like transmigration under the in

fluence of Music. " There is one passage," says he, " in the 
Fra Diavolo, during which I always emerge, througH ocean 
caves, in some silken palace of the East, where the music 
rises and rains in the fountains and etherially palpitates in 
their wavering rainbows." Mathew Arnold, again, has 
prettily expanded the same idea in those stanzas entitled 
" Consolation." And thus, this afternoon, I have felt grate
ful to this great master who, speaking across three centuries, 
beguiles for me, with pleasant thought, another hour in a 
somewhat listless day. And, as I near the gate of my own 
college, I find myself coming to the conclusion that these 
noble collections of Art, happily becoming every year more 
numerous and more accessible to the many, have as high 
a claim to real utility as the workhouse or the gaol ; and that 
it is no visionary hope which teaches us to labour for, and 
look forward to, the time, when the temples of the Muses shall 
rise proudly and frequent in every city, but the structures 
which bear witness to poverty and to crime shall be needed 
and be seen no more. 
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QUIS DESIDERIO. 

. .  Quia desiderio sit pudor aut modus 
Tam cari capitis ? " 

Ro ! Bugler blow a solemn blast, in music soft and low, 
A blast of lamentation, of mourning and of woe : 
Ho ! Ensign drop thy colours, or if coloUl's thou hast none, 
Let tears of mallly sorrow down thy wal'-like visage run : 
Ho ! Riflemen mal'ch sadly forth with slow and solemn tread : 
For Modius, tho' living, to the Volunteers is deatl. 
No more like silver clarion his well-known voice shall sound 
Mid the din of raging battle, and the Rifles' deadly round : 
No more, ar�und him gathering his fai thful followers few, 
Shall he lead to death or glory the Cambridge Number Two. 
It was not i n  the battle ; no bullet laid him low ; 
No ruffian Frenchman sabre'd him ; no Cossack dealt the blow ; 
No front-rank bayonet pierced him on the wiItIs of Parker's Piece ; 
No ram-rod from the rear-rank came to give him his release ; 
B ut mid all his blushing honours, sound in body, sound i n  mind, 
Gulielmas Factus Modius his commission hath resign'd. 

% * % 
o who shall e'er forget the day, when our Captain bade adieu 
To the bronzed and hardy veterans who serve in Number Two ! 
A tear stood in that bright-blue eye, so fearful to his foes, 
As to hide his agitation. he coughed amI blew his nose. 
l'hriee did he ope his lips to speak," and thrice in vain essayed, 
"When he saw the files he knew so well i n  battle and parade. 
And Besantius beside him tried i n  vain his grief to quell, 
Besantius R ixator whom the Johnians love full well ; 
And Dickides the stalwart drew his hand across his eye ; 
And Lignifragus the lengthy heaved a sad and heavy sigh ; 
A n d  Vornius, and Mango, that lion-hearted man, 
And Pftter Corporalis, pride of the Varian clan ; 
And Huddides, and Locus, and Busta the Pretender, 
And BE{3uto!; who upon Parade is alas ! a rare attender ; 
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And Philomath the bearded, and Cylindon the sedate, 
And Manius Philippus, who at drill is never late : 
And Telescopus Acutus-all these and many more 
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Looked mournfully around them and their beards in sorrow tore ; 
For they knew that they were gazing on a leader stout and brave, 
Who" ne'er again should lead them to glory or the grave. 

Who has not wept in pity for the mighty conqueror's woe 
When he pressed the colours to his heart in the court of Fon-

tainbleau ; 
• 

When, embracing all his veterans, he bid a long farewell, 
To men who for their Leadcr had hoped their lives to sell ? 
o Napoleon was a touching sight amid his Grenadiers, 
But a sadder sight was Moliius among his Volunteers. 
He had hoped to be their C hieftain, to lead them on to fame, 
And if  he fell to leave behind a never-dying name. 
H e  had hoped i n  front of Number Two to shout the loud " advance," 
To turn the tide of battle, and to quell the might of France : 
So that when in future ages Volunteers should dare and do, 
Like a Household word should be the name of the Cambridge 

" Number T wo." 
But the dream was o'er ! Dark Nemesis had from his thirsty lip 
Dashed down the Clip of Glory, ere its treasures he might sip. 
No wonder then that one and all we to earth our arms did fling, 
That we dl'ew our pocket-handkerchieves and wept like anything. 
For he was gone, our Captain, ere his race was fully run ; 
The best i n  the Battalion, and the pluckiest-bar none. 
But his spirit still js with us, and the lesson he has taught, 
W ill  live within the Company at the l1ead of which he fought : 
He has taught liS that OUl' duty is the only rule of life ; 
'fa,ught us t.o despise dissel lsions and jealou�ies and strife ; 
Taught us that self-I'eliance and self-disciplme combin'd, 
Al'e as useful for the civil as the military mind. 
That a man may be laborious, and nor toil nor trouble shirk, 
Yet be lively anli good-temper'd i n  the m iddle of' his work. 
This and more has Modius taught us ; and to sum his. praise in few, 
May we al ways have as good a man in command of N umbCI' Two l 
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ON SOME REMAINS OF THE HOSPITAL OF ST. JOHN 

THE EVANGELIST AT CAMBRIDGE. 

THE removal of an ancient building which stood to the 
north of the chapel of St. John's College has directed 

attention to the ancient Hospital of which that College is 
the successor, for i t  has brought to light some very interesting 
architectural remains: and as these and all the other known 
remnants of the old House must be removed, to make way 
for the additions now being made to the College, it is 
desirable to place on record their existence and character. 

The remnants of the Hospital consisted of the shell of the 
present chapel (A) and the building which recently stood on 
its north side (B). "Ve must first discuss the latter, and 
afterwards the chapel will require some notice. (See the ,., 

Ground plan annexed.) 
That building (B) was 78 feet, 4: inches in length, with a 

breadth of 2 2  feet 3 inches internally. Its eastern end formed 
part of the front of the College, but was completely masked 
by a casing of red brick. The northern side was in St John's 
Lane (which has now been closed) and was so much patched 
and altered as to show very little trace of its original 
appearance. I know nothing of tbe western end.. The 
southern side was partly hidden by tbe erection against it 
(c. 15.24) of Bishop Fisher's chapel (K), and partly alter, ed to 
meet the wants of the students' rooms into which the 
building was converted (1587-8) . . With the exception therefore 
of the traces of an ancient door-way and of �wo or three 
lancet-windows, which were faintly visible in St J aIm's Lane, 
there was nothing to lead an observer to ,consider this' part 
as at all older than the rest of the front of the College, which 
is a work of the first decade of the XVIth century. There is 
no reason to suppose that this b uilding was ever different in 
dimensions from those 'which it retained to the last ; for the 
four walls were all original, although grievously patched and 
altered. It once formed a singl� long room, lighted by a 
range of lancet-windows on each SIde and (as we are told, for 
they were only seen by some of the workmen during the 
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EXPLANA'rION OF GROUND PLAN. 
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A. Chapel of College and formerly of E. Part of Master'. Lodge. S;ospital. F. Student.' Rooms. n. Infirmary of llospital. G. First Court. 
C. Hall of College. H. Second Court. D. Combination-Room under the Master's 1. New Chapel. 

Dining_Room. K. Bishop Fisher's Chapel. The diagonal shading sbC!ws the remnants of the Hospital. 

hurried demolition of the building) by a triplet of lancet
windows at the eastern end. Certainly the many stones found 
amongst the rubbish which had formed parts of windows, 
renders thjs statement of the workmen highly probable. 
I had made endeavours to learn the real character of the 
walls after the building was partially gutted, but without 
much success: for those who altered it from one fine room 
into three floors of students' chambers had effectually hidden 
all the architectural features, internally as well as externally: 
internally by filling up everv hollow, levelling all projections, 
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and covering the surface of wall thus produced with a coat of 
excellent and very hard plaster; and externally, as has been 
already stated, by aduing a new face of red brick-work, 
through which the three perpendicular windows were pierced 
which severally lighted the three inserted floors. This 
eastern end and these windows may be seen in any view of 
the front of St John's College; it is the gabled building to the 
north of the chapel. 

Fortunately it is necessary to retain for a time a portion 
of the southern wall to prevent the back of Bishop Fisher's 
chapel from being laid open, and it is there that the removal 
of the plaster has exposed to view some beautiful remnants 
of the old edifice. 

We may probably judge of the range of windows on each 
side of the room by the remains of those to the south. They 
were of the earliest type of the Early English style, and, 
placed high in the wall. It is probable, nay, almost certain, 
that they, together with the test of the building, were erected 
between the years 1180 and 1200,  and it will be shewn 
presently that their erection was before 1208. The use of 
the Norman style of architecture continued unaltered during 
most of the reign of King Henry n., and the transition to 
the Early English style took place chiefly in that of 
Richard 1. The range of windows was not continued at 
equal intervals from one end of the room to the other; 
neither were they all alike in their amount of decoration. 
Commencing from the eastern end, the first window (which 
was 18 inches from the inner side of the eastern wall) is very 
highly decorated with the mouldings of the period and had 
a shaft in each of the jambs. The crown of this and of all the 
other windows is raised 14 ft. 6 in. above the floor ; the 
actual opening is 5 ft. 9 in. in height and 9 in. wide ; the 
window-sill is about 7 ft. from the ground. In this case it is 
impossible to determine the character of the slope (if there 
was one), for a doorway has been pierced through the wall 
exactly u nder the window and the original sill removed to 
make way for the crown of its arch. The other windows 
agree exactly in size with this most eastern window (except 
that the splay is rather less), but are quite plain. The slope 
descends from their sill to within 6 ft. 3 in. of the ground. 

Between the internal edge of' the splay of the first window 
and that of the second there is a space of 7 ft. 6 in., or 
between the actual openings, of � 0 fe�t. The second, third, 
and fourth windows are 4 ft. 6 lll. dIstant from each other� 
their inner jambs being 2 ft. 3 in. apart. Proceeding still 
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towards the west we meet with a broad blank space of 9 feet, 
which was followed by windows similar in all respects to the 
second, third and fou rth. ';Ye do not possess any knowledge 
of more than two of this series, for those that doubtless 
formerly existed to the west of them have long since been 
completely altered or destroyed in adapting the building to 
domestic purposes. The internal jambs of the fifth and sixth 
windows were 4ft. 3 in. apart. As the wall extended 25 ft . .5in. 
beyond the sixth window to the return at the western end 
of the building we may reasonably conclude that there were 
at least three more openings to the west of that window. 

The uniformity of the range of windows is therefore 
broken in two places, ( 1 )  by an interval of 7 feet 6 inches 
between the first and second openings, and also (2) by a blank 
space of 9 feet between the fourth and fifth openings. In 
the latter of these spaces the remains of an ancient pointed 
doorway may be seen, from which the ashlar has been 
removed, and therefore its architectural character destroyed; 
but it seems to have formed an entrance into the chamber 
from the south, as a similarly situated and apparently similar 
doorway did from the north. The former probably com
municating with the private part of the Hospital and the 
latter with the town. This doorway must have been closed 
(circa 1.524) when Bp. Fisher's chapel was built so as to 
render it useless, for a communication between these two 
places could hardly have been required. 

In the space intervening between the first and second 
windows we find the most beautiful of the scanty remains of 
this ancient building. It is a double pisciRa much resembling 
that at Jesus College. These piscinre are of nearly the same 
date, but differ in some respects. In that at Jesus College 
the shafts are carried down below the drains in front of and 
j ust touching a solid mass of stone : the lateral shafts are 
attached to the walls throughout their whole length : and the 
whole is in a compartment having mouldings with dog-tooth 
ornaments. The piscina at St John's College is not so lofty 
as the other, although somewhat wider: the lateral shafts are 
quite free;  neither they nor the central shaft are 
continued below the drains : the spandrels and central space 
between the intersecting arches are open, and there is a 
continuous empty space extending from side to side at the 
back ; but the springing-stones have projections connecting 
them with the wall, laterally in the case of, the lateral, and 
postel'iorly in that of the central springers, which is a 
peculiar, and it is believed, uncommon construction : the 
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whole may have been in closed within a compartment, as at 
JesuS College, although no part of it remains, for the 

projecting portions of the mouldings have been planed down 

in order to form a level surface for the plaster with which 

the wall was covered, and there is a chiselled line exactly in 

the situation where the frame ought to be. The arches not 

only intersect, but their mouldings interpenetrate similarly in 

these piscinre*. The drains are placed in differently-shaped 

if. The figure of the piscina at Jesus C ollege, given in Parker's 

Glossary of Architecture, pI. 72, does not represent this and is 

incorrect in SODle other respects. The plate opposite page 353 of 

the Cambridge PQ1·tjolio is correct and excellent. There is also a 

good figure in Cooper's Memorials of Cambridge, I. 392. 
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basins in our piscina ; the right-hand basin is circular, that 
on the left forms a quatrefoil: they are very rudely formed: 
indeed the whole work, although most b�autifully designed 
and having a very effective appearance, is seen, upon a close 
examination, to be rather roughly executed throughout. The. 
sill, the shafts, and their bases are of Barnack stone, the 
arches of clunch. In the church of Histol1 near Cambridge 
there are two double piscime, one in the north and the other 
in the south transept, which resemble these at Cambridge by 
having similar intersecting arches with interpenetrating 
mouldings. But at Histon the arches spring from three sets 
of double shafts of Purbeck 
marble. (See Cambridge
shire Cltut'cltes, p. 73.) 

The size of the piscina at 
St. John's College is a 
square of about 5 ft. 6 in., 
and the hollow penetrates 
9 inches into the wall. It 
is 3 ft. 6 in . above the floor. 
The wood-cuts show the 
form and proportions of the 
mouldings of the central 
capital, which is 6! inches 
high and 9 inches wide at 
the top; also those of the 
arches. 
. Above the pis

cina there is a 
rectangular open
ing through the 
wall, of 3 feet in 
height and 1 ft. 6 
in. in width. It 
is nearly plain, 
and was closed by 
a shutter. It seems 
to be original, and 
may have com
municated w i th  
some narrow pas
sage  connecting 
this oratory with 
the dormitory of 
the brethren ; not 
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for them to pass through, but to allow of a sight of the priest, . 

when celebrating mass, being obtained without entering the 

oratory itself. 
I have written in the present tense of these remains, but 

before the publication of t)1is paper the piscina will have been 

removed into the new chapel . Other parts also cannot long 

continue in their ancient position. The photoonphs by 

Mr. Nichols from which the plates have been engl
�
aved were 

taken before any part of the ruins had fallen or the piscina 

been touched. 
If we now direct our attention to the existing chapel CA) 

of the College we shall find that its walls are much older than 

the inserted windows, and that it belonged to the Hospital. 

Prof. Willis long since pointed out the presence of string

courses and mouldings of the Early English style on the 

northern side, and also directed attention to the traces of the 

Early English windows which existed above, at the side of, 

and inclosing t.he existing Perpendicular openings. But the 

interior of the wall could not be examined until Mr. G. G. 

Scott was consulted about the new chapel, when he caused 

enough of the face of the wall to be removed to show that 

the original windows were in the Early English style when 

just changing into that called Decorated, i.e. were erected in 

the latter half of the xmth century, whereas the building CB) 

about which we have just been treating, was certainly built, 

60 to 80 years earlier. The great arch, now much hidden 

by the organ, which divides the quii'e ·from the ante-chapel, 

is of the same date, and has similar mouldings to those of the 

original windows which are now embedded in the walls. 

The pointed crown of one of these old windows in the north 

wall may be seen rising above the much more obtuse top of 

the existing Perpendicular window. It has been laid open 

by the direction of Mr. Scott. The plate shows this top of 

the original window to the right of the more ancient remains 

of the Hospital. 
This chapel was originally 120 feet long; for we must 

include the space which is not shaded on my plan, and 

through which is the present approach to the Master's 

Lodge, and over which those who remodelled the buildings 

in the xVlth century did not extend the new roof, but con

verted the upper part into chambers for the use of the 

Master. The quire occupied 74 �e�t of this le�gth. The 

width is 25 feet. There were ongmally five wmdows on 

each side, or there may very probably have been six, for 

there is the proper space for one to the north and another to , 
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the south in the secularized part above-mentioned. There now remain five windows on the south side and four on the north, but traces, of the fifth are manifest over the entrance to Bishop Fisher's chapel. We do not know what was the original state of the east end which is now occupied by a large Perpendicular window. There was a large Early English window at the west end. Portions of the sill and one of the jams of this may now be seen in the wall which separated the Master's parlour from his bed-room. It is quite certain that the walls of' this building are mainly those of the chapel of the Hospital; they seem to have been very much out of repair when the executors of the foundress took possession of the site; for the removal of the plaster has shown that 
although some parts are built with fine squared stones, other 
parts are patched with clunch and brick, and the whole surface 
rendered rough to furnish an attachment to the plaster, which 
was used to hide all the defects. 

These two buildings are the only remains of the Hospital of 8t. John the Evangelist which are known to exist; but it 
is not improbable that parts of the walls of the first court of the College may have formed portions of the domestic buildingi! of the ancient house. That court was erected in its present form by Sho1'ton, the first master of the College, A.D. 
15 1 1-16; except that the south side was refaced and altered in character in the time of Dr. Powell, who was master from A.D. 1765 to 1775. Baker informs us that the buildings required for the College, including the repair and refitting of 
the chapel, cost between four and five thousand pounds. He' says, "the chapel was leaded, the stalls finished, ... iu' the fifth year of the reign of Henry VIII" (A.D. 1513). 

We must now endeavour to determine the use of the earlier of these buildings (B), supposed by Baker, when he Wl"Ote the text of his History, to be the chapel of the old house; but in a note added afterwards, to have been the chapel of St. John the Baptist, (' whereof mention is made both in Bishop Alcock's register and Caius." But is not this an oversight, and that he had in view St. John's Hostel, which stood near St. J olm the Baptist'<i church, on the site of King's College, for I cannot find any notice of it in Caii Historia, nor his De .Antiquitate Cantabrigiensis .Academire? Or may it have arisen from the mistake made in 1312, when the Master of this house was taxed to a tallage as of the Hospital of St. John the Baptist? . 
The Hospital of St. John the Evangelist (often called St. John's House) was founded for the" reception of pOOl', 
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infirm, and sick persons" by Henry Frost, a burgess of 
Cambridge, in the reign of Henry n. i.e. between A.D. 1 1 54 

and 1189, or possibly at a slightly earlier date, for Mr. 
Cooper (.Ann. of Cambr. T. 25) places it in 1135. Almost 
immediately after the foundation, religious brethren, subject 
to the rule of St. Augustine, were introduced. It is clear 
from a judicial enquHy concerning its right to the church of 
St. Peter (now St. Mary the Less), which had been given to 
it by Henry, son of Segar, that the Hospital existed in the 
year 1194. (Selden, Hist. of Tithes, 386). Before 1197 

Hervey, son of Eustace Dunning, gave seven acres of land at 
Chesterton to sustain" two beds and bed-clothes for the use 
of the sick in the stone house of the Hospital." A bout 1208 
the Bishop of Ely made an ordinance to secure the parson of 
All Saints' Church from any injury that might be caused to 
him by the master and brethren admitting the parishioners of 
All Saints to any sacraments or oblations: and thereupon the 
prioress al}d convent of St. Rhadegund granted the master 
and brethren free and pure chantry in the Hospital for ever. 
There must, therefore, at that time have been some sort of 
chapel; but it may have been only the oratory in the Infir
mary. In 1280 Hugh de Balsham introduced a community 
of secular scholars into the House, but they could not agree 
with the regular brethren, and were soon removed to form 
St. Peter's College. 

At a little after the middle of the xvth century, when 
John Dunham the younger was Master, and Thomas Ro
theram was Chancellor of the University, the Hospital was 
admitted to the privileges of the latter body; as is shewn by 
the "letter of privilege" entered upon the old cartulary 
preserved amongst the muniments of the College. (Baker,. 
Hist. of St. John's College, 46). 

Up to the time of the dissolution, the prior or master and 
brethren were required to allot a considerable portion of theil7 
revenue to the support of sick people in the Hospital. We 
must therefore noW consider what was the kind of building 
usually provided by bodies established for the espeGial 
purpose of receiving and supporting sick and infirm people, 
or by the monasteries for the reception of their sick, infirm, 

and aged monks. It was usually a large, long hall, lighted 
by windows on each side, or even divided into three parts by 
arches (resembling the nave and aisles of a church), and then 
often furnished with aisle and clerestory windows. In this 
hall the beds of the sick were arranged along each side 
throughout the greater part of its length; but at the eastern 
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end a small space was shut offby a screen, and provided with an altar and the other requisites for saying mass. Thus the sick could be present at the service without removing frolll their beds. Prof. Willis has proved that what used to be called the Saxon Church at Ely was the infirmary of that great House. The remains of a similar building can be traced at Peterborough, and on the sites of other monastic houses. I have seen such an arrangement in several old hospitals which still exist, only that now the altar has become a communion-table, and the beds for the infirm have been separated by wooden partitions, so as to form little chambe;:s or cells, one for each inmate. My friend Mr. E. A. Freeman tells me that there are a great many hospitals with a chapel at one end opening into the domestic part of the building. The chapel is often a mere oratory, just large enough for an altar. A similar arrangement was frequent in domestic houses where some ordinary room occupied the place of the infirmary. and like it opened into the chapel. He refers tl) St. Mary's Hospital at Chichester as a fine example, in which the oratory was large enough to form a sort of chapel with stalls on each side. and I quote the following short account of it from the Arclueol. Journal (x. 267). "It consists of a lofty hall. At the eastern end there is a chapel, accessible only through the hall, being separated from it by an open screen. The hall has side aisles, in which are constructed small distinct dwellings opening into it for the poor inmates." Such an arrangement is also not un frequent in the Roman Catholic countries of the European continent, at the present day. The old Hospital of St. Thomas at Northampton had a very small space of'this kind at its east end, only affording room enough for the priest who said mass. When these remains were first exposed, the idea occurred to me that they were part of an infirmary, such as has just been described, provided by the Hospital for the use of the sick people brought to it ; and I am very happy to learn that Professor Willis formed the same opinion. The Hospital contained a very small number of brethren (not more than five or six), and it is therefore quite possible that they may not at first have possessed any chapel for their devotions, other than that provided for the benefit of theil' patients. It will be recollected that the date of their foundation was probably considerably before 1195, and that this infirmary must have been built almost immediately after their establishment, perhaps even by their founder. If, as I firmly bf<lieve, this was really the Infirmary, the 
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character and arrangement of the windows is such as we 

should expect. The most eastern is highly decorated as 
being next to the altar ; it and the three following belo�ged 
to the oratory ; those to the west of the space that is there 
found were the lights of the secular part, 01' infirmary propel'. 
'fhe screen which separated these two parts of the chamber 
was apparently placed close to the fourth window, and to the 
east of the doorway of which traces exist between the fourth 
and fifth windows. Or, if the oratory was used by the 
brethren as their chapel, this door may have opened into the 
oratory itself, so as to admit them without their passing 
through the secular infirmary in which lay the sick. 

Some persons have surmised with much show of reason 
that this was not the infirmary, but the first chapel of the 
House : but it must be remembered that the Hospital is not 
supposed (Cooper's Mem. Camb. n. 58) to have at first had 
any ecclesiastical character, although it was very soon found 
req uisite to add the brethren, for the purpose doubtless of 
superintending it. This may or may not be true, for I know 
of no documentary evidence in proof of it. I believe that 
this room never was properly a chapel, but an infirmary, and 
that the only sacred part of it was the oratory at its end. 
There was therefore no desecration in the uses to which the 
major part of it was finally applied, whatever we may think 
of those of the eastern end. If this was the chapel of the 
house, it seems unaccountable that they should have had 
another chapel erected for their use as early as the last 
quarter of the xlllth century: but if the older building was 
the infirmary, nothing is more probable than the desire to 
possess a chapel distinct from it. We cannot avoid some 
wonder when we find that so large a chapel was built for 
so small a society. . 

Let us endeavour now to trace the history of the infirmary 
after the dissolution of the Hospital. It is not known to 
what use, if any, it was applied by the earliest members of 
the college ; but in 1560 Fisher's and Ashton's chapels were 
deprived of their altars; the upper part of the former was 
turned into a chamber for the advantage of the master ; the 
infirmary converted into a stable for the master's horses, and 
its eastern part (the oratory) made into a store-house for the 
college. 'l'his happened when Leonard Pilkington was 
master (Baker, 153). That this was the position of the stables 
in 1574 when Caius wrote his work, De Antiquitate, �c., is 
shewn by Baker (43) from the college books : and Caius (106) 
says that the stables were in the ancient chapel of the hospital. 
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His words are: "Vetus sacellum fratrum Sancti J oannis 
Evangelistre (quod jam Collegii Sancti J oannis stabulum est"). 

In 1587-8 the horses and goods were removed and the 
building divided into three floors of students' rooms, as it 
qontinued to be until 1863. The words quoted by Baker 
(184) from the Liber thesaurarii are, " Hospitium novurn 
intra prrecinctum collegii, ubi olim erat hospitale D. 
J ohannis, &c." 

This concludes all that I have to state concerning these 
interesting and ancient buildings, of which every trace must 
unfortunately soon be removed. In one point" of view we 
may well rejoice that the Infirmary is gone, for as students' 
rooms it was a disgrace to the College. 

29 Feb. 1864. 
CHARLES C. BABINGTON."" 

POSTSClUPT : It may be interesting to record in connection 
with the alterations now in progress that the removal of the 
panneling of the Combination Room and the Master's Dining
room has shown that the former room once had a large central 
window opening towards the west with a door on each side of 
it in the western wall ; one door continued in use until the 
room was dismantled recently, and was the entrance from the 
second court, the other had long since been closed but 
originally opened into the space now occupied by the north 
side of the Second Court. It also appeared that the Dining
room had a corresponding large window opening towards the 
west. These two windows must have been closed at the time 
when the gallery was erected which some persons suppose 
preceded the Second Court, certainly could not have con\. 
tinued after the erection of the north side of that Court. 

., The Editors of Tlte Eagle desire to express their thanks to 
Prof. Babington for permission to reprint this paper, which origi
nally appeared in the "Antiquarian Communications" (Vol. 2. p. 
351) of the Cambridge Antiquarian Society, and also for kindly 
allowing them to make use of the illustrations which are his property. 

GLA.SS PA.1NTfNG. 

pAINTED windows are allowed to be the richest and most 

magnificent application of ' art to the interior decoration 

of monumental buildings. Who has not stood magic-stricken 

in one of our ancient cathedrals before an array of gorgeous 

windows, pourtraying the legends of saints and martyrs, 

dazzling the eye with their brilliant and ever-varied colours ; 

beautiful at all times, when the bright sun pours his rays 

upon them, and 

Fills the church with gold and purple mist; 

or when the peaceful twilight hour invites to contemplation 

as its mysterious shadows fall around us ? 

To the archreologist they possess an additional interest ; 

all the old painted windows have something characteristic of 

the period to which they belong. The modifications which 

successively appear in them offer points of the deepest in

terest for observation and comparison, while they are at the 

same time the seals of their respective reras. These distinc

tive marks exist not merely in the painting, ·but also in 

the general conception of the entire work. It is not difficult 

to assign reasons for the favour which has so generally been 

bestowed upon glass painting ; the brilliancy and liveliness 

of the colours of which this substance is susceptible on  

account of  its transparency will always secure it a high 

degree of esteem from lovers of the fine arts ; indeed, de

triment to glass painting is rather to be feared from the 

opposite extreme-indiscriminate praise, as it is no un

common thing to heal' persons unacquainted with the subject 

speak in very high terms of examples whose debased style is 

only exceeded by the poverty of their colours . 

The art of painting on gla�s by no �eans consists in the 

mere application of the colounng matenals to the surface of 

the glass, by methods similar to those employed in oil 

painting. The colours used are of a peculiar kind, and 

possess the power of vitrifying at a high temperature, and of 
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fixing themselves unchangeably on the glass; consequently the glass, ·after the paint has been applied, mnst be exposed to a certain heat in a furnace adapted to this purpose. Appropriate means must also be employed in the application of vitrifiable colours . 

A painting on glass-as, for example, a church windowalways consists of a great number of pieces of coloured glass, whose various hues illuminate an ornamental pattern or an historical subject. These pieces of glass are either symmetrical or irregular, so as to agree wi�h the sentiment exhibited in the composition itself. After they have been arranged in their proper places, they are encased in lead, and united so as to form one complete piece. These pieces are united by an iron frame-work called the arming. Thus the arts of the painter, chemist. and glazier are severally called into requisition . 
A very general notion prevails that the artists of modern times, having lost many of the receipts of the ancients, are unable to equal the intensity of their colours. On this subject a modern German writer makes the following remarks: "A very natural question presents itself to the mind, with regard to the erroneous belief which universally prevails, that the secrets of the art which were known to the ancients are lost. Are we capable, if not of surpassing, at least of resuming and continuing their labours? When we compare the glass of the old church-windows, of any period whatever, with the glass of our manufactories, we cannot for a moment doubt that our system of manufacturing it produces far more perfect results, certainly as far as regards its transparency, whiteness, and clearness, and generally with respect to all those qualities which are peculiar to glass. Besides, it is allowed that the methods of working have been considerably improved. And if, on the other hand, we compare fragments of old painted glass with that which we manufacture at the present day, it will appear in the most convincing manner, that our painted glass is not in the slightest degree inferior in point of colour to that of the ancients. There was a time when the manufacture of coloured glass was discontinued ; because, in consequence of the decline of the art of painting on glass, this article was of no further use ; but none of the secrets of the colouring were lost. Persons who were little aware of these circumstances, mistaking the effect for the cause, maintained that the reason why the art yielded nothing more was, that the painters on glass no longer understood how to produce the ruby of the 
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ancients. But this assertion was very soon shewn to be 
false ; for as  soon as  the determination to restore painted 
windows manifested itself, the glass-house of Choisy in France, 
among others, proved by the most successful results, that the 
art of manufacturing coloured glass w,as in no way lost, but 
only asleep. In fact, we possess a multitude of receipts of 
the ancients, according to' which coloured glass was produced 
in former times." 

This beautiful art, doubtless, had its origin in the symme-
trical arrangement of pieces of glass of various forms and 
colours, combined with more or less skill, being in fact 
transparent mosaics. It was with windows such as these 
that the ancient basilicre was adorned ; two centuries later 
they are mentioned by Gregory of Tours, and Fortunatus, + 
Bishop of Poiti�]., extols in Eeveralpassages of his poemS the 
lirilliancy of the coloured windows of his time. 

The charm of these beautiful mosaics naturally induced a 
wish to trace upon them £gures and subjects-to invest their 
magic hues with form, and, as it were, breathe life and soul 
into them ; but the question, at what period the art of glass
painting with enamel colours was £rst introduced, has been 
the subject of much controversy. 

Though no examples of the £rst attempts of painting 
objects on glass remain to us, we must not forget that this art 
originated at a time when t::tste had not yet been re£ned by 
long practice ; hence the preference would naturally be given 
to that kind of painting which was most capable of seducing 
the dye by the brilliancy of its hues. Devoid of grace and 
beautiful outline, the sole charm of the glass painting of this 
early age lay in a skilful combination of colours, and thus 
was little ,  if at all, in advance of the mosaics which had 
preceded it. 

Anas!atius Biblioth�.Q�dgs_, who wrote at the end of the 
ninth century, in his life of Leo Ill. relates that this pontiff 
caused the church of S. John Lateran to be decorated with 
coloured glass, !'.E!:.es t ra!...���.fda ex vitro diversis COl01'ib1!s 
conohtsit,. but we cannot I11fer from these words the eXlS
tence of any painting whatever upon the· windows employed. 
vVe must therefore consider it as very nearly established, that 
painting upon glass was unknown in the nin.th centuJ'

'
y ; .for 

had it been known, the popes, so zealous IU eccleSIastIcal 
decoration, would not have failed to welcome with delight 
this new means of embellishment, and Anastasius would 
surely have alluded to so sple�did a s.ty!e ?f ornamentation. 

As times of war and calamlty are IUvanably unfavourable 
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to the development of the arts, we cannot with any proba
bility assign to the tenth century so important a discovery. 
On this account Levieil, Alexander Lenoir, Langlois and 
M. de Caumont have expressed their opinion that painting 
on glass Was unknown till the eleventh century. In support 
of these writers two circumstances concur, which, though not 
in themselves conclusive, certainlY. favour their assumption 
ill a high degree. The eleventh century was a time of revival; 
men,recovered from the agitations of the precedil1g age, began 
to vie with each other in their exertions to restore and 
embellish the ecclesiastical edifices; it was a period when 
art opened for herself new paths, created a new style, and 
strove to exhibit to the world organized productions entirely 
distinct from those which had hitherto appeared. In the 
next place, it is a fact, acknowledged by all archreologists, 
that no painted glass is now known to which can be assigned, 
with certainty, an earlier date than the eleventh century. 

The general design of painted windows in the twelfth 
century consisted of small historical medallions of various 
forms, symmetrically distributed over mosaic grounds, com
prised of coloured glass borrowed from preceding centuries. 
This ground is arranged in square or lozenge-shaped panels, 
filled with quatrefoils, trefoils and other ornaments; the 
whole design is surrounded with borders of varied patterns, 
of scroll-like foliage, interlacings, palms and other leaves of 
different kinds. The subjects of the medallions are from the 
Old or the New Testament, or more often from the legendary 
history of the saints. The principal outlines of the design, 
both of the medallions and of the grounds, are formed by the 
lines of lead used for holding the different pieces of glass 
together, and which thus formed a black boundary to each 
s ubject. The pieces of glass are in general coloured, rarely 
plain. Upon these, which are always of small size, the folds 
of the draperies, the details of the ornaments are pourtrayed 
by a reddish or bistre colour laid on with a brush. The flesh 
tints themselves are not expresseu by any application of 
·colour; but a glass lightly tinted with violet forms the ground, 
and the features are indicated with the same bistre enamel. 
We S0011 after find upon some windows the small medallions 
\With subjects replaced by isolated figures of larger size, with 
a back ground of mosaic. A few beautiful examples of this 
.date still remain. 

The following is a description of a window of the twelfth 
<:entury: 

It is divided into three compartments, of which the 
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top and bottom are square, the middle circular; the ground 
is a rich blue, relieved by ruby introduced among the 
foliage in the border, and sparingly in the �edallions. 
Thc subject in the top COll1p;utment is, the Magi on their 
journey to Bethlehem, guided by thc star. They are on 
horseback, and their steeds caparisonecl in the Norma?� 

fashion.'* In the lowest compartment they are ill the act of 
adoring the Saviour. The virgin sits in Cl shrine consisting 
of a rude entablature supported by columns; this shews that 
the influence of classical architecture had not yet wholly 
ceased. In the middle and circular compartment they are 
represented standing before Ilerod, who is seated on a throne 
with an attendant or courtier behind him. The dresses of' 
the figures are principally green and yellow, and not the 

. slightest attempt at perspective 01' back-ground i� perceptible. 
The windows of the thirteenth are generally lighter than 

those of the preceding century, and more in accordance with 
the elegant Lancet style of architecture which then prevailed. 
There is much similarity, however, between the work of the 
early part of this century and that of the Norman period. 
The mosaic grounds with rich borders continued in use, but 
were afterwards changed for those com posed of a trailing 
pattern of ivy, oak 01' trefoil, pencilled in bistre on a white 
ground, and borders of foliage, or heraldic devices in rich 
colours. Panels in the form of the vesica piscis, quatrefoil, 
etc. en,closing subjects from Holy Writ, and the lives of saints 
become Igeneral at this period. Occasionally we meet with 
windows composed entirely of foliage, geometrical forms, and 
bands of bright colours. 

Description of a window of the thirteenth century: 
In this window the border occupies a very conspicuous 

position, being one-fifth of its entire width. This border is 

enclosed in lines of violet glass, between which is an elegant 
pattetn of scroll work sketched in bistre. In the interior of the 
window a pattern composed of the circle and lozenge united 
is dispbyed, this is formed by the lead work, the decoration 
of the glass being of the same s.imple. character as �hat of the 

border. The center of each CIrcle IS adorned WIth quatre
foils in blue and ruby. In fine contrast to this simple ground-

':;, These early artists seemed quite unconscious of the absurdity 

of anachronism. I heLve seen in a capital of a manusCI'ipt of the 

thirteenth century, a representation of the sacrifice of Isaac, in 

which, Abraham, armed cap-a-pie as a �or1l1an knight, is about to 
slay his son with a crusader's sword! 

VOL l�. U 
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work, brilliant panels in the form of the vesica are placed 
at equal distances from one another ; the subjects are, Christ, 
bearing in his hand an orb ; David playing upon the harp. 
The general effect of the figures is stiff, though a remarkable 
improvement upon the preceding example can be observed 
in the drapery. The chief merit of the painted windows of 
the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, is their perfect harmony 
with the architecture of the building in which they are found. 
When viewed at a certain distance, they present a magni
ficent decoration of the most lively colours, distributed in a 
manner worthy of the most skilful workers in mosaic. 
Upon a closer inspection, we obtain a complete view of the 
forms of the various ornaments which contribute to the general effect : the naivete of which makes us feel less regret at the imperfection of the execution. How greatly does this skilful arrangement and combination of colours, filling the interior of the temple with mysterious light, contribute to the solemn grandeur of the architecture. 

It is observable, that in the styles of these two centuries, the art of drawing played only a subordinate part, while great prominence was given to the mosaic patterns which were of infinite variety and rich in detail. In proportion as the taste for correct drawing was carried to perfection, the simple arrangement of glass lost its importance, and was finally eclipsed by the art of oil-painting. 
The fourteenth century is by some considered, the finest epoch in the history of the art. In this century strivings after effects of a higher kind are observed, and an endeavour to copy nature with more fidelity. Here we first find attempts at chiaroscuro, and the introduction of lights and shadows into the ornaments and draperies. Instead of the small panel compartment, the whole light is now generally occupied by one or two figures of saints, kings or founders standing on pedestals or battlements, under elaborate canopies, which are supported on each side by columns or niches ; these are surrounded by rich borders of ivy and oak, tinted yellow on grounds of ruby, blue and green. The grounds are generally richly draperied in deep brown on ruby, blue and purple ; the pedestals and capitals are shaded in brown, and tinted in parts with yellow. We can perceive, as a conseq uence of this progress in the art of design, the efforts of the glass painter So create an individual work, yet without an absolute neglect of the general effect to be produced. If he feU short of the elaborate detail of the following century, he had, at least, given up the small medallions of the two _ preceding. 
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Regarding painted windows only in the light of  a monu
mental decoration, we may say that the glass pictures of the 

fourteenth century produce a less striking effect than the 

bril l iantly coloured mosaics, relieved by historical medallions 

of the thirteenth. On the other hand, the architectural 
ornaments employed at the later date, to form a frame for the 
figures, are often very favourable to the decoration of the 
edifice, of which they appear to prolong the extent. 

Description of a window of the fourteenth century : 
The subject of this window is S. John Baptist, who, clad in 

a tunic of camel's-hair with a cloak or outer garment of a blue 
colour, is represented standing beneath a "ery beautiful 
canopy. Around his head is the nimbus 'or halo of glory ; 
in his left hand he holds the Word of God and the Lamb and 
Flag-, while his right is raised as if in the act of exhortation. 

The most cursory comparison of this figure with those of 
the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, will shew how greatly 
the art of drawing had advanced since that time, how rigid
ness of outline had yielded to a grace and dignity which leave 
little to be desired. The canopy, as is usual in windows of 
this period, is very elaborate, and represents a building of the 
Decorated style, whose crockets, finials, flying buttresses and 
windows produce a magnificent effect. This is supported on 
either side by buttresses with niches containing statues. The 

ground of the canopy is a rich brown tint, which throws into 

bold relief the foliage of the vine in ruby glass ; the entire 

window is surrounded by a narrow border of white, and the 

ground' Jof the same immediately above the canopy is light 

blue. 
The tendency of the artist on glass to produce individual 

works is more and more observable from the beginning of 

the fifteenth century. The decorations which like frames 

surround the figures and subjects, and which are always 

borrowed from the architectur.e of the time, are increased 

from day to day, and present a great complexity of lines and 

ornaments, which have often a very striking effect. During 

a great part of this century the legends painted on the phy

lacteries explain the subjects, mos
,
t cOI?monly by a ,:erse of 

Scripture. The blue or red hangmgs mtro.duced behmd the 

figures, are of damasked stuffs o� great rIchness. Borders 

are rare and when found, conslst of branches of rather 

meagre foliage, painted upon long strips of glass. The artists 

make frequent use of grisailles, which admit a deal of light 

into the edifices, and produce none of :hose fine effec�s of the 

coloured mosaics of the twelfth and thll'teenth centunes. 
u 2  
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Description of a window of the fifteenth century : 
The window selected as an example of this style is divided 

by a m ullion, but it is not the less , on this account, to b e  treated 
as a single pict ure. By a j udicious di vision the subj ect, 
which represents the interior of a perpendicular chapel ,  and 
by p lacing one figure i n  each compartment, the artist has 
succeeded, to a great extent, in  o vercoming what migiJt seem 
a serious obstacle to his design. The subj ect occupies the 
entire width of the window, and its receding pillars and 
vanlted roof shew how well the art of perspective was then 
understood. I n  the compartment to the left, the Virgin 
M ary is represen ted kneeling before our Saviour, w ho stands 
in the right compartment bearing a small cross ; a littl e 
above him is the legend, salve, sancta paTens, on a small 
scroll. The robe of the Virgin is dark blue, that of our 
Saviour, violet, and a ni mbus appears above the head of each . 
The floor of the apartment is a tesselated pavement in two 
shades of chocolate colour ; at the left is a door opening into 
another cham ber, beyond it,  a reading stand , upon which 
lies an open book. Yellow and white are the prevailing 
colours, and the general effect is poor compared with the 
rich tints of the preceding centuries. 

But in the middle of this century, that r evolution of glass 
painting set in, which gradually and insidiously proved its 
ruin. Several circumstances at that time cOllcul'J'ed in mate
}'ially influencing the art. I ts for midable rival oil-painting 
had been greatly improved at the close of the preceding 
century by John and H ubert Van Eyck ; and, by the bri l l iant 
success of its prod uctions, as well as the singular patronage 
bestowed upon it by those in power, was awakening very 
strong prepossessions in its favour. All these arts, which 
have drawing for their base, as engraving on copper, &c., 
were daily growing into infl uence, and thus sharing the con
sideration that had been formerly given exclusively to glass 
painti ng. These, howe ver, were all external infl uences
the seeds of insidious decay lay concealed in the practice of 
the art itse lf ;  the improvements in chemistry had increased 
the painter's resources in s upplying him with a greater 
variety of enamel colours , and the q nantity of these at his 
disposal enabled him to give u p  glasses coloured in the m ass, 
and to paint upon a single white sheet of that materia! with 
enamelled colours laid upon the s ur face. Thenceforth glass 
was nothing more than a material s ubservient to the painter, 
as canvass or wood in oil painting. Glass painters went so far as to copy on white glass as upon canvass, the master-
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pieces of Raffaelle,  Michael Angelo, and the other great 

painters of Ital i an Renaissance. Claucle,  Bernard Palissy, 

Gui l lanme,  J ean Cousin, Pinaigrier and many others d is

tinguished th emselves in this style of painting, and pro

duced works of great correctness of drawing and remark

able execut ion. But the era of' glass painting was at an end; 

From the moment th at i t  was attempted to transform an 

art of p urel y monumental decoration i nto an art of ex pres

sion , its inten tion was perverted, and this led of necessit y to 

i ts ruin.  The resources of glass painting were more l i mited 

than those of oil ,  with which it  �as unable to compete .  I n  

the sixteenth century the art was i n  i ts decline, an d towards 

the middle of the seventeenth was ent irely given up.*' 

It h as been observed, with truth ,  that the arts in any 
great epoch of history exert in a high degree a mutual influ

ence upon one another. Perhaps this was never truer than 

i n  the case of three of the most important arts of medireval 

ti mes ; glass paintin g ,  architectu re,  and il lumination or missal 

painting. These arts , the offspring of troublous times, when 

war and devastation had smothered the taste for t.he classic 

models of G reece and Rome, gradually developed their seve,ral 

beauties; and were never more flou rishing than in those 

ages which we commonly esteem barbarous ; b ut at the 

l'evival of learning throughout Europe, h aving passed 

the meridian of their splendour , they became debased,  and 

eventually extinct. Nor does this parallelism hold good 

merely of their rise and extinction,  it is also true of t.he inter

mediate, stages of their developement ;  by following the pro

gress of Gothic architecture through the Norman, Early" 

English, Decorated, and Perpen dicular periods, w e  shall find 

that glass p ai nting and illumination alike received their tone 

from the prevaili ng sty le. 
If i t  be painful to trace a beautiful art in i ts decl ine and 

fall, to see weak and tawdry examples u surp the place of 

*' Before leaving tl1is part of the subject, the writer would 

gratefully acknowledge the assistance he has receiveu from M. J ules 

Labarte's work, The Aj·ts of the Midclle Ages and Renaissance. 

He trusts t.hat no material ineonvenignce will be felt from the 

absence of plates in the perusal of this article. 

A general description of the style of each period has been pre

ferred to a particular description of existing specimens, as those 

who desire to pursue the subject further, can select their own 
examples, while the mechanical practice of the art has been vr::ry 

briefly touched u1)on, because unintel'esting to the general reader. 
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pure and noble ones, it must surely be a cause for deep gratitude that we live in an age when purity of style is advancing to its riO'htful position ; when we see around us daily proofs that the �old apathy and neglect, which for centuries have been shewn to ecclesiastical architecture and decoration, are gradually disappearing, and ere long will cease to exist. It is not likely that we shall witness in our time the beautiful windows in a cathedral blocked up to afford space for the erection of mural monuments with their laudatory and fulsome epitaphs, which could so justly provoke the censure of an Addison or the satire of a Pope. The rage for cleanliness, so developed in the last century in white-washing alike oak, sfone, and marble has now quite gODe out of fashion, but yet gives abundant employment to the careful hands which are gradually removing it from roof and pillar, and revealing somewhat of their pristine beauty. 
But to come nearer home, and approach a subject which more immediately concerns ourselves ; in a few years we shall possess one of the most beautiful college chapels in England, and what true-hearted and loyal Johnian does not breathe the aspiration, that it may be the most beautifulnot only in its architecture, out also in the details of its decoration, in its painted windows, stone and wood carving, metal work and encaustic tiling ? How great will be the encouragement and example which this our work will afford to our own age-how eloquently will it speak to future generations, of the love we bore to Him /rom whom we live and move and have our being, when we, scattered far and wide, lie silent and forgotten in the grave. 

o'{J'{J'{J0. 
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THE FAI RY DANCE. 
" Peace, peace Mercutio, peace ; 

Thou talk'st of nothing." 

SEE, they come, the fairy band, 
Tripping lightly, hand in hand : 
From the mountains, from the vales, 
From the streams and heathy dales. 
Free from carking care and woe, 
Happy and secure they go ! 
Innocent of every guile 
Save the weary hours to while : 
With tale and dance and fairy song, 
They the kindly hour prolong. 

Now it shames not sober night 
To bestow her silvery light, 
Nor do envious clouds o'crspread 
The moon's fail' spleudour overhead.
See they to the greensward hie, 
Dancing lightly, merrily [ 
They nor brush the dewy bead 
From the herbage wllen they tread, 
Nor the sleeping rose-bud wl\ke, 
Nor the cradled lily shake.
When men in deepest slumber lie. 

-Thcn they dance right merrily [
Luckless wight [ whoever should 
Dare within their ring intrude ! 
Eftsoons he mourns his withered sight, 
Groping in perpetual night ; 
And he hears their laugh and taunt 
With their angry words, " Avaunt ! 
In the night of blindness look 

Into every shady llook. 

Seek for fairy dance and ring ! 

At your hard fate wondering, 

That no moon her light <loth lend you, 

Nor the stars above befriend you [ 
And this friendly warning take 

For your own and others' sake-

Let no mortal rashly pry 

Into fairy mystery, 

Lest he lose his voice and sight. 

And 110W we wish you, Sir, good night [" 
�. 
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THE m odern city m ay be described as consisting of two divisions ,  one being that portion which lies along the banks of the Tibel', on the flat form erly known as the Campus JYlartius, and which is now dcvoted to pu rposes of trade and ind ustry, while o n  the higher and more wholesome regions to the North and East, we have established what is known as the foreign 01' the English q uarter. The former portion of the town is mainly occupied by the native in babitants, and consists almos� ent i rely o f  indifferent shops, and of booths and stal ls wh ere in the open Piazza a variety of goods may be seen exposed fo r sale. The General Post Office and the theatres, as well as the Pan theon and the M ausoleum of A ugustus, l ie  i !1 that directian .  Between the  comm ercial q u arter and the m ore fashionable n eighbourhood the Corso forms a boundary l ine. This would be a dingy street enough in Paris or London, but i t  is the best they have at Rome.  'I'b e  foreign district consists of some very f:�i r  bui ldings, and two beautiful piazzas ; but the crowning glory of all is the Pincian Hil l ,  from the summit of which you obtain a view reaching far over the m ass of hOllscs and away to the dome of St. Peter's, across the distant Ti ber. On the H i ll itself lies a Reries of beau tiful pleasure grounds w hieh are em bellished everywhere by various works of art. Among a range of busts we may recognise the faces of Virgil and Cicero, Ilnd of 'l'asso, Ariosto and Dante ; for the Romans glory not  less in the ancient than in the modern triumphs of their country. 
You should visit these haunts in the afternoon,  two hours before s unset, if you would wi tness to perfection the putpouring of all the life contained within the city. You will  meet men of e very rank and condition in the Ch urch, jmd of every order and dignity in  every Peerage in Europe. �ut the mi!ss of pedestrian s consists of citizens of the humbler �ort, 'Yho choose these hours for their recreation in the 
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pleasure grounds. As y o u  watch the crowd, the expression 
on every face, anel especially among the women, is beautiful 
in  the extrem e. It is that of light-hearted innocent mirth 
and ex uberant spirits. They seem to enjoy the ail' and the 
sun with an al most childlike appreciation.  The young 
Italians are, m ost of them ,  as fine fellows as any I have ever 
met. Their figures are tall and powerful , their faces dark and 
handsome, their voices rich, deep and melodious. From m y  
o w n  observation I was led to con clude that a s  stout an army 
might be formed out of the resources of Rome as could be 
raised i n  any other country. 

This lounge o n  the Pincian seems to be the chief 
amuse ment of the people ; and on a fi ne day in such a climate 
the joys of sight are almost enough to live u pon. Under the 
splendour of that sun the whole land looks as m uch more 
lovely than other lands, as the skies above i t  are more blue 
th an other s kies. But in addition to t hese pleasures a 
military band may be heard every day. I have sometimes 
thought that the constant enjoyment of such warlike demon
strations must in its tentlency have a n  ennobling effect on 
the character of a nation. And in Rome there is no lack 
of military pageants of the m ost inspiring description. Often, 
as you walk, you heal' a noise l ike thunder in the distance
on come the pioneers w ith shouldered axes,  next, four deep 
and four abreast, the drumm ers, each rattling on his drum ; 
then , under their brazen eagles, troop by troop, the soldiery, 
and each troop, preceded by a band, till there is n othi ng, as 
far as ever- you can heal', but the roar of military m usic. As 
you l isten,  it  is  as i f  th e w hole force of the senses was 
absol'becl into the power of hearing. You ' know nothing, 
think nothing,  fee l  n o�hing, except that if at that m oment 
you were bid to ride up against an army you should be 
proud to do it. Such are the infantry, loud and stirring in 
their warlike sum mons. The m usic o f  the cavalry is of 
another sort.  They roll  softly on their drums, and bl o w out 
from t heir fifes a melody so s weet that the very horses seem 
to fee l  i t ;' for, as they walk, they need no hand upon the 
bridle, but are soothed by the sounds which float over their 
heads. You see them fi l in" away,  up one street and dowl'l 
another while the low sedu�tive strains al l ure you into dream s  
of m i lit�ry gl ory. Watch those orde

.
red lines and faultless 

discipl ine, and you shall discern , flash1l1g out on evcry aspeot 
both of horse and man, the pent-up force and fire, ready at 
any moment, like a great torrent, to bU.rst out and to destroy : 
-N ow you have it- one measured stnde of many horses-
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one lengthened cry from many lips-a roll, rush and roar till 
the great battle is fought and won and Italy is free ; and you 
also would be there, for it seems as if there could be nothing 
more for human ambition to desire than to £ght or fall with 
such company and in such a cause. These are the fancies 
which come swimming across your brain, when suddenly you 
see the soldiers sink their arms, the crowd heaves back and every 
carriage yields the way, for, in a splendid chariot and drawn 
by many horses, the Pope himself approaches. On this side 
and on that all kneel to receive the blessing. The Holy 
Father is still loved and reverenced by the people, much· as 
they detest his Government. 

If you wish to obtain a glimpse of the Academic world, 
you might walk in the afternoon on the Via della Porta Pia, 
which is to Rome what the Trumpington road is to Cambridge. 
When you reach it, you leave the town behind yon and see 
the Sabine hills before. The students go in procession as far 
as the gate, after which they disperse in twos and threes, 
and talk, it seemed, a good deal about examinations. And 
to stimulate their zeal the example is not wanting of wise 
men in prosperity. You may observe the Cardinal's carriage 
driving till within a decent distance from the town, when the 
horses are stopped, and the illustrious occupant descends to 
walk, two footmen also dismounting to follow him. All 
whom he passes lift their hats and hold them down until his 
Eminence has gone by. 

Towards sunset every one hastens home and shuts the 
windows for fear of the Malaria. It is however at this 
hour that funerals take place, as it were to complete the 
dismal character of the twilight. Often at dusk you 
catch sight of a line of torches in the distance, shaking 
along the winding street. As the procession draws more 
near, you recognize, £rst, two by two, in long serge gowns 
and sandalled feet, the bearded friars ; then come the priests 
with their pale shaven faces and robes of white, walking 
before the bier : last of all go the mourners, who are closely 
disguised in red gowns and masks. One low unanimous 
chant comes rattling  and rumbling from every mouth-It is 
the prayer for the soul of the departed. Sometimes it swells 
out into a wailing cry, then sinks again into a hoarse 
sepulchral murmur. ' The voices go up and the mourners walk in 
the gloomy twilight. Nothing is seen but gaunt spectral £gures 
and eyes which stare out grim and ghastly as the torches flash 
across the masked faces. All who meet them lift their hats, 
as they catch sight of the silver cross borne aloft at the head 
of the procession. 
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At sunset also the A ve Maria or l' Angelus is performed ;  
and from this point the hours of the ensuing night and of the 

following day are numbered. Supposing, for example, that 

the sun sets at six o'clock, eight is described as two at night, 

and so on up to twenty-four o'clock on the next day.-On 

tbis system there is a ringing of bells and a striking of clocks 

all day and night, which, no doubt, are so many calls to some 
religious duty. By a curious regulation every clock in the 

town ls stopped on Good Friday afternoon and throughout 
the following Saturday, that is during the hours in which our 
Lord lay dead. When you first notice this strange and 
unexpected silence, the sensation is appalling : it is as if you 
were in an enchanted. city, or as if time itself had stood still. 
This is one instance of the way in which every thing else is 
made strictly subordinate to sacerdotal purposes : and the 
result is that with all its cosmopolitan characteristics, with all 
its various attractions for artists, scholars, antiquarians and 
historians, nevertheless, Rome is pre-eminently an ecclesias
tical city, and of its many fascinations the religious influence 
is the strongest and the most pervading, being one which 
at no time or in no place are you suffered to forget. Dive 
into the depths of the old town and seek out any famous 
locality, you will only recognise it by a Christian Church 
reared over the ruins of tbe ancient edifice, or you will notice 
with sudden surprise a cruci£x, nestling among the stones and 
arches. In every nook of the Colosseum you may observe a 

cross and shl'ine ; the Pantheon is now a Christian temple; the 
Mamertineaungeon has been made the vault of a Church, and 

you can hear the ringing of convent bells all round the Forum, 
and high over the Palace of the Cresars. Visit the Picture 
Galleries, and you will see all the power and passion of gods 

and men revealed before you, all that has ever been done and 

suffered since the world began : but everywhere the most 

lifelike and the best remembered picture always is the soft 

sweet face of Jesus, and, with a beauty surpassing human 

loveliness, that of Mary the Mother of the Lord. 

On an enthusiastic nature the universal presence of one 

great idea must have an immense effect. Imagine that you 

are a stranger in a foreign town, and neither understand the 

language nor know the faces of those arour:d you : you go 

about all day among new people and great slghts, tlll at last 

you are almost crushed by a sense of your own insignificance. 

But nearly in every street there is a Church, where you have 

only to enter and you will feel that> you are in a presence 

where every want of your nature 'is either quieted or supplied 
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and where your own individuality is as fully recognised as if 
you were among those who had known you all your life. To 
take a particuhr i nstance in wh ich this contrast is most 
stron!:{ly felt-go to the G eneral Post Office during the hours 
in which the letters are being d istributed, and you will find 
the windo ws besieged by a v ast and varied crowd, all madly 
pushing and shouting to obtain their due, and who,  in the 
struggle ,  neither give nor expect quarter. It is the strife of 
the world, every one fo r himself ; and as you stand looking 
on, i f  you don't mind what you are about, the diligence will 
knock you down. But you h ave only to walk a few yards 
and you are in the French Church of S. Louis : no sound 
reaches from the noisy world without : if you catch a si ngle 
word, it is  where the people are kneeling on the ground and 
praying, sometimes in an audibl e  whisper. The monuments 
of dead soldiers are about you, and as you walk up the 
darkened aisles you feel as if the strifes and competitions of 
the world were ended for ever. You no longer suppose that 
you are in a foreign town : you are nowhere in particular, 
for you can almost believe that you are in heaven. And the 
institution of the Confessional adds to t his sense of universal 
sympathy, as if one could at n o  time b e  left entirely a lone.  
I n  the Chapel of the Confessional at St.  Peter's, e very one, 
to whatever nation i n  Christendom he belongs, will find a 
place where he may receive i n  his own language the counsel 
and consolation of the Church. On the first Sun day after
noon on which I visited the Cathedral, I n oticed among the 
penitents who occupied the various boxes, one woman i n  
particular, who knelt  with her sobbing lips pressed close 
against the auricle, bending down under the sweet face of a 
suffering Jesus. I looked to see the denomin ation of the box, 
and it was-" Pro A nglica Lingua." On such an occasion 
the temptation to offer on eself for the " sacrament" in q uestion 
is very great, no doubt on the same system that people who 
approach the brink of a precipice feel a dizzy longing to fling themselves over. 

Vespers are beautifully performed on Sunday afternoon. 
I watched the d ark-eyed priests going up to the altar in  their 
stoles of white, and heard the music and the hymns streaming 
from the chorus of boys. Then the organ was silencer!, and 
the prayers and p raises were sung in Latin ,  so sweetly that 
they left n o  music to be desired, and so loud that each single 
voice alone might h ave reached thro' the length and breadth 
of the vast Cathedral. But they were un divided and went 
out in one great roar thundering thro' dome and a isle, till 
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every crevice and corner recognized the present God. " Thou 
fJrt Peter and on this rock will I build m y  Church ." ,Ve 
"'e r e  stan d i n g  upon Peter's grave,-this w as that Ch urch, 
aO'ainst which the gates of hell h ad not prevailed, for to that 
h�u r  it w as believed that what his successors w il led o n  earth, 
the same should be done in heaven. 

The daily services are performed in a chapel apart fro m  
the body of t h e  Cathedral, b ut t h e  famous ceremonies o n  
Easter Sunday, Christmas Day a n d  other great hol idays, take 
place at the High Altar and directly under  the dome. I 
went to see the celebration o n  Christmas Dav. The central 
aisle w as occupied by soldiery, who forme j' i n  two l i n es a 
pathway to receive the procession of the Pope and Cardinals. 
On this occasion official persons are expected to  appear in  full 
uniform. Military men displayed their stars and medals,  
wh ile civil ians were dressed in black evening suits .  The 
ladies sat alone, apart from the crowd, · on both sides of the 
altar, al l  dressed alike i n  black gowns, with bare heads and 
vei ls ; such being the costume w hich they are appointed to 
,,;tear, and without w hich they cannot obtain admittance to the 
seats reserved for their use. Then the m usic and the chants 
began, simple, grand and mournful, n ever loud, but reaching 
everyw here, and so sweet that no believer could listen to 
them without tears. As the sound of the organ swelled u p  
a n d  floated down the aisles, a t  last i t  was answered b y  the 
soldiery with a gentle blowing of silver trumpets, here and 
there and �erywhere, till the whole Cathedral was filled with 
exquisite melody-

Hark, the Herald angels sing 
Glory to the new born King.-

The angels themselves could n ever have sung more s weetly. 
It was a fit commemoration for the first day of that gran d 
simple life, made u p  of sorro w  and s uffcring and pe(�ce at 
last. The service w as not meant to be mournful, but  III its 
effect it was so,  owing partly to its own exq

.
uisite sweetness, 

and partly to the remeru brance that all was III honour of tl�e 
birth of a little child, who w as only allowed t? grow up m 
order to renounce his life for men. And here 111 tnrn was a 
w orld devoted to him-Bishops and Cardinals grown old i n  
every earthly honour, dedicating al l  their gifts of

. 
fame and 

fortune-ladies, m any of them
. 

amongst th e nob lest 111 E urope, 
seen now in the lowly garb of � uns,  �n d  who were s.upposed 
to be offering to the Lord then punty, the best thmg that 
they had : the soldiery too w ere present, to consecrate all 
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their strength and valour to the same gl'eat service, When 
the celebration was over, the Pope was borne down the aisle 
under a silver canopy, and so slowly that he appeared to float 
over the heads of the people, while with closed lips he waved 
a benediction, Soon the whole Piazza outside resounded 
with the rolling of drums and the rattle of wheels, as 
the carriages of the Bishops and Cardinals drove away, 
making a long line of purple and gold, up the street and 
across the Tiber, while the flags flew and the music played 
and the people rejoiced, the great Cathedral all the time 
standing out gigantic against a perfect sky. 

Pilgrims go from all parts of Europe to witness these cele
brations at Rome ; they are rewaraed for their labour, and no 
wonder, for if the service had such an effect on me, how much 
greater must be its force for a true disciple of the " Catholic 
Church" : I �hould gladly see the Papal power overthrown 
to-morrow, and yet I thought the services of Christmas Day 
and Easter Sunday the most sublime acts of devotion which 
I had ever known. 
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A FEW WORDS ABOUT CHURCH PSALMODY. 

FEW things are easier to a musician than to write a P_salm-

tune ; few things are more difficult than to write a good 

one. 4 pparently one of the easiest forms of M usical Com

position, it is in reality one of the hardest. The truth of this 

assertion is perceived at once when we look at the vast number 

of Psalm-tunes issued from the press every year and see the 

loose, vague, unmeaning character of the great part of them. 

The difficulties of Psalm-tune writing are of quite an opposite 

character to those belonging to other forms of Musical Com

p osition : in the one the writer is curbed and checked at 

every turn, in the other he is bewildered by the absence of 

any kind of restraint. Thus each requires abilities of a very 

different order ; the one requires persevering plodding indus

try, the other natural musical genius of no common quality. 

In other forms of Musical Composition the composer chooses 

the words that happen to suit his fancy best, he may 

repeat particular clauses and words just as he pleases, and 

provided he renders t.he spirit of the words, he may take 

many little liberties with them. H is fancy must not be 

curbed nor his imagination restrained in the slightest degree

the one great thing to be considered is the_ musical effect. 

But it is not so with the Psalm-tune writer. A fe w fixed 

forms of words are given to him to which he is to write 

music. He may not repeat clauses or words, he may not in 

any way alter them, if he would perform his task properly he 

must write no more or no less than one note to one syllable,'" 

.. It is gratifying to find that the views on this subject which 

the writer expressed in a former number of The Eagle are confirmed 

and borne out by tIle writers of the Reformation age. Here is a 

passage from Bishop Coverdale : " And at the quire door, beside the 

table of the Lord, stand two good sober singing men which (com

monly a quarter of an hoUt' afore the sermon) begin a psalm, and all 

the peop1e, both young and olel, with ODe voice do sing with them, 

after such a fashion that every note answereth to a syllable and 

every syllable to one notc commonly and no more, so that a man 

may ,weU understand what they sing." 
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and he must render the spirit of the words generally. But a very limited range is allowed to his fancy beyond which it is not on  any account to stray. There must be no  nelV or 
startl ing effect in his music, it must be uniform and sober 
througho ut, never gay or  boisterous, but cheerful and digni
fied. The harmonies which he uses must be of the simplest 
character possible, but they must never degenerate and 
become poor and bal'l'en. In all this, if  there is Scylla on the one hand, Chary bJis is on t he other, and it is no easy 
m atter to steel' between them. Now with a l l  these restraints 
and checks which o ught to be absolutely bind ing and imperative ( for to break them is  to sacrifice a great principJe) it is no easy task to write a good Psalm-tune.  It requires a thoroughly sound and accurate knowledge of the progression, combination and effect of  musical sounds. To acquire such 
knowledge req uires years of patient study devotedly applied to this one object. A slight knowledge of the general rules of  Harmony and thorough bass is not a sufficient qualificat ion for the task of Psalm-tune writing. There is  a distinctive and individual character in Psalm-tunes , and they ought to be studied as such. Psalmody is an art in  i tself. and in order to excel in i t ,  i t  must be thoroughly worked out. " A  l ittle knowledge is a dangerous thing," says the p roverb-and so i t is in this case. It is i m possible to over-estimate the harm which a slender and superficial knowledge of the subject together with a fail' proportion of assu rance, has done to the cause of Psalmody for the People. M any conclusions have been j umped at and many unwarrantabl e  ass umptions made, which a little more thought wOllld have shown to be altogether false. But it is the fault of the age . ' Sensa� tionalism and showiness now pervade almost everything that is said or done, and Psalmody has not escaped the d isease. The style that is in greatest repute now is gaudy and flaring : i ts chief chal'acteristic is showiness under the garb of simpl icity. If this showiness lay on  the surface there would not be so much danger in it ; but it l ies deeper, i t  l ies  close to the root and is gradually eating it away. The showiness of the old par'l- tunes, as they were often called, was merely froth on 

the surface. and as such was soon perceived and easily taken 
away. But in the style of Psalnl0dy now in fashion there is 
absolute rottenness. For this there is no cure or remedy, the onl y thing to be done is to throw it  completely away. We shall see the truth of these remarks by comparing the two styles briefly. No feature was more marked in the Psalmody of the 1 8th century than the showiness and elaboration of the 
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top part. Bad taste corrupted the old tunes by filling up 
their intervals with passing notes, appoggiaturas , turns and 
other forms of embellishment or vulgarity, and all the new 
tunes of that period were written in this ornate and elaborate 
style. But while the top parts were dressed out in this fashion, 
the harmonies of the tunes were utterly poor and barren, the 
bass going from tonic to dominant and from dominant back 
again to tonic in the most monotonous manner imaginable. 
The character of these tunes is perceived at a glance ; they 
are vulg�r and pretentious, they make a sho,v of being rich 
and fine whilst in reality they are poor and scanty. It is an 
easy thing to strip them of the finery which hangs upon them 
and to substitute something plain and simple : we still have 
poverty and barrenness, but it is at least thorough and genuine. 
Not so, however, with the fashionable style of Psalm-tunes. 
These tunes, as often as not, are syllabic in the Cantus and in 
the settings of old tunes their top part is preserved in its 
syllabic integrity. But this is merely a cloak to cover either 
the complication or the feebleness which lies beneath. In 
the former case the parts are far from being simple, in the 
latter they descend to the other extreme of tameness and 
monotony. Here it  is not the superstructure but the foun
dation itself which is faulty. What is to be done then if we 
do not wish to abandon the thing altogether ? Nothing, but 
to remove the present foundations and to substitute firmer 
and stronger ones, which is in every case a most perilous and 
hazardous undertaking. 

One of the great cries in these days is for simple and easy 
psalm-tunes. Musical men, as they are called and :p.ot 
seldom too, unmusical men, have answered to this call in a 
manner ' that is truly wonderful and surprising ; the public 
has been deluged with a flood of tune books which are said 
to contain simple, easy, and congregational tunes. Let us 
now look into some of these books. To attempt to deal with 
any quantity of them would be absurd, so we will choose 
three as representatives : Old Ohurch Psalmody, by the 
Rev. W. H. Havergal, 1847 ; A Chu7'cl� Psalter and Hymn 
Book, by the Rev. W. Mercer and J. Goss, Esq. , 1 852 ; 
Hymns Ancient and Modern, under the Musical Editorship 
of Dr. VV. H. Monk, 1861.  Now in order to know whether a 
Psalm-tune is simple or not, we must have a �e£.nition to 
refer to, which we may apply �s a test . . It IS . tolerably 
evident that a simple Psalm-tune �s one wh�ch ?onststs of as 
many simple (i.e. f�tndamental) �h�rds a� posstble. Here .is 
our definition, our test. When It IS applIed to the tunes 1Il 
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the books under consideration it is found at once that those 
in Old Churcl� Psalmody are simple, and that those in 
Mr. Mercer's Church Psaltm' and I-Iymn Boole, and in 
Hymns Ancient and Modern, are far from being so. The 
editors of these two books have signally failed in supplying 
the public with simple, easy tunes, and the books are not 
calculated to promote true congregational singing. For a 
confirmation of these views we can only refer our readers to 
the books themselves. Take any tune and refer it to the 
definition, and the same result will be obtained in nine cases 
out of ten, viz. : that it is not simple. As a few instances 
taken at random we will mention the tunes to Hymns 1 1 6, 
166, 1 7 1 ,  175,  248 in Mr. Mercer's book, and Nos. 12, 14, 
1 5, 1 7, 60, 77, &c., &c., in Hymns Ancient and Modern. 
Again take any tune in Old Church Psalmody and generally 
by far the greatest part of the chords in it will be found to 
be fundamental, for instance Luther's "Turk and Pope " 
Tune, Saxony, Selnecker. But why, it may well be asked, 
is it that the editors of the Clturch Psalter and Hymn Boole, 
and of Hymns Ancient and Modern have thus failed in  
attaining their object ? It i s  not from want o f  musical 
knowledge or skill, the names of Mr. Goss and Dr. Monk 
testify to that, but it is through want of thought, and of com
prehension of their task. Doubtless they saw the lamentable 
state into which Church Psalmody had fallen and were 
anxious to improve and correct it. Why then did they not 
turn and look at the tunes of the 1 6th and 1 7th centuries, 
which are the models of simplicity ? Why did they not 
take as patterns, tunes which are known and recognised as 
simple tunes, written in an age when Psalmody for the 
people was most extensively practised and best understood ? 
If they had done this they would have gone to their task 
with some knowledge of its real nature, and would have had 
experience to guide them in difficulties. Instead of this they 
have been guided mainly by their own private views, and by 
their likes and dislikes, unassisted by advice from any other 
quarter. The result is that they have produced a mongrel 
unmeaning kind of tune, essentially secular and un-ecclesias
tical, devoid of all method or design in composition, and of 
all principle in harmonization. The editor of Old Ch'?l-rch 
Psalmody, on the contrary, as we gather from the preface to 
his book, made the old tunes his particular study, so that he 
became really acquainted with the art and was competent for 
the post which he undertook. The prefatory remarks to his 
book are well worth reading, they contain a great deal in a 
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condensed form. They will be made the basis o f  a few 

remarks on the differences of style between the old masters 

and the young ones. 
With the old masters the beau-ideal of psalmodic ex-

cellence, to use Mr . .  Havergal's words, was the tuneful 

progression of the parts. To this generally they made 

everything else subservient ; their great aim was to make 

their parts " sing well." They endeavoured to make each 

part in itself a melody, so that their tunes were combinations 

of melodies ; they were melodious all through, and this pro

duced a richness and fullness of harmony which no other 

method of writing can accomplish. This is greatly neglected 

by modern harmonists ; their parts do not seem as if they 

were intended to be sung by voices, they appear to be 
written for the organ or piano-forte. This is a monstrous 

blunder. There is a great and wide difference between 

parts proper for voices and those for an instrument. That 

which sounds well on the latter would have but a poor 

effect on the former ; what is most smooth and flowing on an 

organ or pianoforte makes but a poor sound when sung by 

voices. Inattention to this point has been mainly the cause 

of the frivolous and empty arrangements of tunes which are 

seen now-a-days. In modern settings everytbing seems to be 

sacrificed in order to gain a certain superfieial neatness and 

elegance to the entire loss of all body and breadth of sound. 

This smoothness is gained by the use of half or inverted, 

instead of the full, simple chords. "When chords are taken 

from their original position, from their proper 'and firm 

foundation, they lose their clearness and stability according 

as the distance of the lowest note from the fundamental tone 

is increased. But in the same proportion they have a 

mobility whic}( is foreign to the original chords."· By the 

use of inversions, therefore, smoothness and mobility is  

gained at  the expense of  simplicity and solidity, and as 

simplicity in Psalm-tunes ought never for any reason to be 

sacrificed, the exchange must be regarded as a great and 

fatal error. Another point to which the old masters were 

most attentive was to make the extreme parts move in 
contrary motion ; when this was impossible, in oblique 

motion ' direct motion between the extreme parts, unless 

absolut�ly necessary, they took the. greates� pai?-s to avoid. 

In modern tunes, direct motion, If anythmg, IS the most 

'" Mal'x's Musical Composition, pt. L, page 133 of the American 
Edition. 

x 2  
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common. It is strange that such a fundamental point should 
be so much neglected : one of the first things that any book 
on thorouCTh-bass tells us is that " contrary motion between 
the extre�e parts is much the most effective and admired." 
But it is one of the evils which the frequent use of half 
chords brings with it, it is necessary in order to gain that 
smoothness and mobility which is so fatal to Psalmody. 
With direct motion between bass and treble there can be no 
counterpoint (literally) or antithesis between the parts, and 
consequently no life or energy in the whole. 

Another characteristic of the old tunes is, " Frequent 
intet'change of mqf01' and minor chords." Here again we see 
a great difference between ancient and modern tunes. In 
modern tunes in major modes we seldom meet with a minor 
chord, in old tunes they were very common. The major 
diatonic scale produces three minor as well as three major 
chords ; we have a minor chord on the supertonic, the 
mediant and sub-mediant. By neglecting to use these chords 
modern harmonists but inadequately represent the scale in 
which they write, and this gives to the whole tune a slip
shod, unstable appearance. Besides the constant iteration of 
major tones palls upon us, a minor chord is quite a relief to 
our ears. But another great difference between ancient and 
modern tunes consists in the few discords which are found 
in the one compared with the great quantity with which the 
latter abound. This immoderate use of the discords is 
perhaps the greatest blemish in modern psalmody. It is the 
monster blunder which modern harmonists make ; they hang 
millstones round their own necks. This is not the place to 
expatiate upon this great mistake in modern psalmody, it 
will be sufficient to point out how it acts, and the reader can 
follow it out for himself. In all discords, except the sixth 
on the supertonic, there are at least two sounds which 
have a fixed progression ; do what he will with the sonance, 
the composer is bound to resolve the dissonance and thus 
that which he took to assist him, proves in reality a great 
and heavy burden, and in addition to the necessary re
straints imposed upon him by the fixed form of the words, 
he adds other unnecessary ones to them. In this way 
phrases become stale and hackneyed and a stop is at once 
put to all freedom of expression and simplicity of har
mony. One o£ the great complaints against modern psalm
tunes is that they are all the same over and over again, and 
this immoderate use of the discords is the real secret of it. 
Composers unwittingly bind themselves in chains which they 
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can neither break nor unfasten. But this is not the only evil 

which the constant employment of discords brings with it. 

Concords have three different sounds, discords generally four 

(some five), and generally the concord into which a discord 

resolves loses one of its sounds, and has therefore only two 

different sounds. This gives to the whole tune at once a 

patchy and un-uniform appearance : alternately strong and 

weak there is no certainty or solidity about it. These are 

some of the leading points in which modern tunes differ from 

those of the reformation age, there are many other little 

differences which it would be needless and confusing to 

mention in a paper of this kind .  These differences of  style 

are in reality so many faults and errors, they are transgres

sions, not of arbitrary rules, but of the first principles on 

which Psalmody for the people is  really founded, and which 

are so grievously neglected and overlooked in the present 

day. All these faults and errors are committed in Mr. 

Mercer's Church Psalter and Hymn Book and in Hymns 

Ancient and Modern. There are besides many other little 

laxities and irregularities which,to say the least of them, are 

extremely slovenly and un-scholarlike.'" However simple at 

first sight the tunes in these books may appear to be, when 

we examine them a little closely and test them, we find that 

they are far from being so ; there is no dignity or in

dividuality of character about them. It is not too much to 

say that these two books have done a great deal to corrupt 

and vitiate the taste of the people, and to damage and injure 

the cause which they profess to maintain. 

Eut besides the want of reflection and thought shewn by 

the editors of these two books, there is another charge of a 

different kin� to be brought against them, viz, : Want of 

honesty in making quotations. Mr. Mercer in his book has 

placed Mr. Havergal's name to thirty-nine tunes, of whIch 

fifteen only are correctly quoted in respect of th� harmonf· 

In Hymns Ancient and Modern Mr. Havergal s name IS 

placed to six tunes, two of which are c�rrec�ly quoted. 

Strictly speaking not one is correctly given 1ll eIther hook ; 

'/I< Such as major thirds between the extreme parts, the use of 

pedal notes, great inattention to the preparation, as well as, some

times, to the resolution of discards, frequent use of the un-ecclesias-

6 
tical chord 4 and some others which the reader can easily discover 

3 
for himself. 
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for the initial note of every strain is changed from a semi
breve to a minim. And nothing is said in the preface of 
these alterations. This is a practice which cannot be too 
strongly condemned ; no consideration can be pleaded as an 
excuse for it. 

Modern composers and arrangers of psalm-tunes appear to 
be ignorant of what they are doing, they do not seem to see 
the object at which they are aiming ; at all events they do 
not take a straight aim. They are deceived by the apparent 
easiness of their task whilst it is in reality a very hard one to 
perform satisfactorily. The distinctive characteristics of 
psalm· tunes from other forms of music appear to be unheeded, 
and consequently no principle is followed either in their 
composition or arrangement. This neglect of their real 
character is one of the chief causes of the present unsatis
factory condition of psalmody. The art and science of simple 
harmony, 01' which is the same thing, ecclesiastical music, was 
the only kind of music generally known during the period 
when psalmody was best understood. Modern progress has 
caused that art in a great measure to be forgotten. It can 
only be acquired now-a-days by the greatest diligence. 

Spenser had a very correct notion of what was dch and 
full harmony. 

(f The joyous birds shrouded in cheerful shade, 
Their notes unto thc voice attempred sweet ; 
The angelical soft trembling voices made 
To th' instruments divine respondence meet. 
The silver-sounding instruments did meet 
With the base murmur of the water's fall ; 
The water's fall with difference discreet 
Now soft, now loud, unto the wind did call ; 
The gentle warbling wind low answered to all." 

Here is a combination of melodies, each part in itself is 
melodious, and the harmony therefore is rich and full, not 
poor and meagre. If however Spenser had told us of peacocks 
in the Bower of Bliss, the mention of those beautiful but 
tuneless creatures would have destroyed all notions of 
harmony. Nevertheless, if we take to pieces many modern 
psalm-tunes, we find the peacock's note somewhere, generally 
in the counter. 

That the reader may be able to compare the two styles of 
harmony and have them side by side, subjoined is a tune, 
St. Michael, as it is set in Hymns Ancient and Modern and 
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in Old Church Psalmody. The following setting of Rock

ingham is an attempt to place that popular, but un· ecclesias

tical tune on firmer and surer foundations than those on 

which it usually stands. 

� 
�I. �T� 

�--4 

T. K. 



A VALENTINE . 

o HOW shall I write a love-ditty 
To my Alice on Valentine's day ? 

How win the affection or pity 
Of a being so lively and gay ? 

For I'm an unpicturesque creature, 
Fond of pipes and port wine and a doze ; Without a respectable feature, 
With a squint and a very queer nose. 

But she is a being seraphic, 
Full of fun, full of frolic and mirth ; 

Who can talk in a manner most graphic 
Every possible language on earth. 

When she's roaming in regions Italic, 
You would think her a fair Florentine ; She speaks German like Schiller ; and Gallic Better far than Rousseau or Racine. 

She sings-sweeter far than a cymbal, 
CA sound which I never have heard), She plays-and her fingers most nimble 
Make music more soft than a bird. She speaks-'tis like melody stealing, 
O'er the Mediterranean sea. 

She smiles-I am instantly kneeling 
On each gouty and corpulent knee. 

Tis night ! the pale moon shines in heaven, (Where else it should shine I don't know), And like fire-flies the Pleiades seven 
Are winking at mortals below. 

Let them wink, if they like it, for ever, 
My heart they will ne'er lead astray ; Nor the soft silken memories sever, 
Which bind me to Alice De Grey. 

A Valentine. 

If I roam thro' the dim Coliseum, 
Her fairy form follows me there ; 

If I list to the solemn " Te Deum," 
Her voice seems to join in the prayer. 

" Sweet spirit " I �eem to remember, 
o would she were near me to hum it ; 

As I heard her in sunny September 
On the Rigi's aerial summit ! 

o Alice where art thou ? No answer 
Comes to cheer my disconsolate heart. 

Perhaps she has married a lancer, 
Or a bishop, or baronet smart ; 

Perllaps, as the Belle of the ball-room, 
She is dancing, nor thinking of me ; 

Or riding in front of a small groom, 
Or tossed in a tempest at sea. 

Or listening to sweet Donizetti, 
In Venice, or Rome, or La Scala ; 

Or walking alone on a jetty, 
Or buttering bread in a parlour. 

Perhaps, at our next merry meeting, 
She will find me dull, married, and gray ; 

So I'll send her this juvenile greeting 
On the Eve of St. Valentine's day. 
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LADY MARGARET. 
(Continued from p. 136.) 

IF any of OUr readers have taken any interest in the naked facts which we have brought together concerning our Foundress, we must apologise to them for not having continued her life in the last number of The Eagle. We can only assure them that there was a sufficient reason, and that to some extent the same reason caused the article in the Easter Term to come to such an abrupt conclusion. We had however arrived at an important epoch of her life, when she formally, and we may say publicly, dedicated herself to God. 
The chief events in this period of Lady Margaret's life are her charities, but before recording these, we propose to lay before our readers a few of the letters she wrote, as they exhibit many of the leading points of her character better than anything else, and moreover these letters were written in the last decade of her life. The first letter given below was addressed to the Earl of Ormond, the Queen's Chamberlain, apparently whilst the Earl was abroad on some embassy. He was in France in 1495-96, and we may assume this to be the date of the letter.lif The object of the letter seems to have been to thank the Earl for a pail' of gloves which were however too large for her, and she accounts for it by supposing that the ladies of the country in  which he  then was were as  great physically as  they were high in rank. She then acquaints him that the king and royal family were well ; the queen she says had been ill, but she hoped she would soon be completely restored, at least this seems to be the meaning of the latter part of the passage, which is however very obscure. 

My lord Chambyrlayii y thanke yow hertyly that ye lyste SOO sone remebyr me wt my glovys the whyche wer ryght good save 
% The original is in the tower, and we give a literal reprint taken from the Excerpta Historica, p. 285. 
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they wer to myche for my hand. y thynke the ladyes y that part yes 
lJe gret ladycs all, and acordyng to ther gret astate they have 
gret personage. as for newes her y ame seure ye shall have more 
scurte then y can send yow. blessed be god the kyng the quene 
and all owre suet chyldryn be in good hele. the queii hathe be a 
lytyll erased but now she ys well god be thankyd. her sykenes ys 
soo good as y wuld but y truste hastyly yt shall wt godde grasse 
whom y pray gyve yow good sped y your gret maters and bryng 
yow well and soone home. wrety at Shene the xxv. day of aprell 

M. RYCHEMOND. 
To my lord 

The qnenys 
chambyrlayn. 

The following letterlif from Lady Margaret to the mayor 
of Coventry contains nothing of special interest, as we do 
not possess the remain'der of the correspondence. It is 
written from Colyweston in Northamptonshire, a favourite 
residence of Lady Margaret, as we have previously noticed. 

By the Kinges Moder 
Trusty and wclbeloved, we grete you wel. And wher we of 

late, upon the compleint of oon Owen, Burchis of the Cite ther, 
addressed or other lettres unto you, and willed you by the same 
and in or name, t.o c:\ll afor you the parties comprised in the same 
compleint. And therforo to order the Variaunce dcpending be
twixt them according to good conscience. Albeit as it is said, the 
saiq Owen can or may have no reasonable aunswer of you in that 
behalve to or mervall. Wherfor Wc wol and in the Kinges name 
commaunde you efsoones to call befor you the said parties, and 
roundely texamyn them. And tl1erupon to order and determyne 
the premisses, as may stande wt good reson, and thequytie of the 
Kinges laws. So as no compleint be made unto us hereafter in 
that behalve. Indevoyring you thus to do, as ye tendre the kings 
pleasr and 0"., and the due ministracon of Justice. Yeven under 

or signett at our Malloir of Colyweston, the last day of September. 
'1'0 oure trusty and welbeloued, the Maior of the Citie of 

Covelltr, and bis brethern of the same, and to eny of theim. 

The following correspondence between Henry VII. and 
Lady Margaret exhibits in a marked manner the .strong affec
tion they had for each other. It will also be ?-otlced how the 

love of the mother is blended with the devotIOn and loyalty 
of the subject. There is anoth�r point we would d!'aw 

attention to, which is shewn both 111 these and the prevIOUS 

,. The letter is printed in Hymers's edition of Bishop Fisher's 

Sermon, p. 167, and the original is kept in the archives of the corpo· 

ration of Coventry. 
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letters : Lady Margaret to a great extent managed her own 
property and transacted her own business. The claim upon 
the King of France'" alluded to in these letters, was for 
money advanced by the Duchess of Somerset, (Lady Mar
garet's mother), to the Duke of Orleans, when a prisoner in 
England, which money, it i s  shewn from the following letter,t 
she had given up to her son. He appears not to have been 
able to get it, as it was demanded of Louis by Henry VIII. 

My oune suet and most deere Kynge and all my worldly joy, 
yn as humble maner as y can thynke y recommand me to your 
Grace, and moste hertely beseche our lord to blesse you j and my 
good herte wher that you sa that the Frenshe Kyng hathe at thys 
tyme gevyn me courteyse answer and wretyn • .  lettyre of favour 
to hys corte of Parlyment for the treve expedicyon of my mater 
whyche soo long hathe hangyd, the whyche y well know he dothe 
especially for your sake, for the whyche my . . . . . .  ly beseeche your 
Grace yt . . . . . . . . .  to gyve hym your favourabyll . . . . . thanks and 
to desyr hym to contenew hys • • • yn . e . me. And, yeve yt soo 
myght leke your Grace, to do the same to the Cardynall, whyche 
as I understond ys your feythfull trew and lovyng servant. Y 
wysse my very joy, as y efte have she wed, and y fortune to gete 
thys or eny parte therof, ther shall nedyr be that 01' eny good y 
have but yt shalbe yours, and at your comaundement as seurly and 
with as good a wyll as eny ye have yn your cofyrs, as wuld God 
ye cowd know yt as veryly as y thynke yt. But my del' herte, y 
wull no more encombyr your Grace with ferder wrytyng yn thys 
matter, for y ame seure your chapeleyn and servante Doctour 
Whytston hathe shewed your I-Iyghnes the cyrcomstance of the 
same. And yeve yt soo may plese your Grace, y humbly beseche 
the same to yeve ferdyr credense also to thys berer. And Our 
Lord gyve you as longe good Iyfe, helthe, and joy, as your moste 
nobyll herte can dessyre, with as herty blessyngs as our Lord hathe 
gevyn me power to gyve you. At Colynweston the xiiijth d!ty of 
January, by your feythfull trewe bedwoman,t and humble modyr, 

MAIWARET R. � 

'* Hymers's edition of Bishop Fisher's Sermon, pp. 162, 164. 
Miss Halsted's Margaret Beaufort, p. 205. 

t The original is in the Cottonian MSS. Vespasian F. xiii. fo. 60, 
and it is printed in Ellis's Collection of Original Letters j Miss 
Halsted's Margaret Beaufort, p. 206, and Hymers's edition of 
Bishop Fisher's Sermon, p. 266. 

t A bedewoman is a person employed in praying j generally 
for another. ' 

11 The signature of this letter is the one engraved with the 
portrait of Lady Margaret, given with last Easter Term's number of 
TI1I3 Ea9�e. 
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The following letter'" is on the same subject as the last 

but there is an important clause with regard to altering ; 

license from Westminster Abbey to the University of Cam

bridge. Lady Margaret originally intended to give most of 

her money and property to the religious house at Westmin

ster '  where the magnificent chapel where she and her son 

were to be buried was then being built ; but having commu

n1cated her design to Fisher, the director of her charity, he 

suggested to her that Westminster was already wealthy 

enough, being the richest abbey in England ; that the 

U niversites were meanly endowed, and that colleges were 

yet wanting for the mai.ntenance of Scholars.t Lady Mar

garet was easily prevailed upon to alter her purpose, and this 

letter allows her to do so. 

Madame, My most enterely wilbeloved Lady and Model'. 

I Recommend.e me unto you, in the most humble and lallly wise 

that I can, beseeching you of yom dayly and continuall blessings. 

By your Confessour the Berrer, I have re�eived your good and 

moost loving wryting, and by the same have herde at good leisure, 

such credense as he woulde shewe unto me on your behalf ; and 

thereupon have spedde him in every behalve withowte delai, 

according to your noble Petition and desire which restith in two 

principall poynts. The one for a general pardon for all Mannel' 

causes j the other is for to altre and chaunge parte of a Lycence, 

which I had gyvcn unto you before, for to be put into Mortmain at 

Westmynster, and now to be converted into the University of 

Cambridge for your Soule helthe &c. All which things, according 

to your desire and plesure, I have with all my herte and goode 

wille giffen and graunted unto you. And. my Dame, not only in 

this, but in all other thyngs that I may knowe shoulde be to youre 

honour and plesure, and weale of your salle, I shall be as glad to 

plese you as youre herte can desire hit j and I knowe welle that I 

am as much bOllnden so to doe 0.3 any Creture lyvynge, for tlle 

grete and singular Moderly love and affection that hit hath plesed 

you at all tymes to bel' towards me ; wherefore myne owen M
.
ost 

Lovynge Model' in my most herty manner I thank you, beseechmg 

you of your goode contynuance in the same. 

And Madame, Your said Confessour hath moreover shewne unto 

me, on your behalve, that ye of youre goodnesse. 
and ky?-de dis

position have gyven and graunted uuto me, such tItle a?d mt�res�e 

as ye have or ought to have in such debts and dutIes wlllch IS 

oweing and dew unto you in Fraunce by the Frenche Kynge and 

% FrolJl the archives of St. John's College. 

p. 208. Fisber's Sermon, p. 1 60. 

t Baker's Preface to Fisher's Sermon, pp. 9-1 1 .  

Miss Halsted, 
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others ; wherefore Madame in my most herty and humble wise I thanke you. Howbeit I verrayly [thynkeJ hit w ill be righte harde to recover hit, without bit be dryven by compulsion and force, rather than by any true justice, which is not yet as we thynke any conveniallt tyme to be put in execution. Nevertheless it hath pleased you to give us a good interest and meane, if  they woule not conforme thayme to rayson and good justice, to diffende or offende at a convenyent tyme when the caas shall so require hereafter ; for such a chaunce may fall that this youre Graunte might stande in grete stead for th� recovery of our right, and to make us free, whereas we be nowe bounde. And verrayly Madame and I myht recover hit at thys tyme or any other, ye be sure ye shulde have youre plesure therein, as I and all that Gode has given me is and shall ever be at your will and commaundment, as I have instructed Master Fysher more largely herein, as I doubt not but he wolle declare unto you. And I beseeche you to seud me your mynde and plesure in the same, which I shall be full glad to followe with Goddis grace, which seude and gyve unto you the full accomplyshment of all your noble and vertuous dcsyrs: Written at Grenew iche the 1 7th day of July, with the hande of Your most humble and Lovynge Sonne. H. R. 
After the wryting of this Letter, youre Confessour delyvered unto me such Letters and wrytings obligatory of youre duties in Fraunce, which hit hath pleased you to send unto me, which I have received by an Indenture of every pal'cell of the same. Wherefore eftsoons in my most humble wise I thanke you, and purpose hereafter at bettel' leisure to knowe youre mynde and plesure farther therein. 
Madame, I llave encombred you now with thys my longe wrytings, but me thynke that I can doo no less, considering that yt is so selden that I do write. Wherefore I beseche you to pardon me, for vel'l'ayly Madame my syghte is nothing so perfit as it has ben, and I know well hit will appayre dayly ; wherefore I trust that you will not be d ispleased though I wryte not so often with myne owne hand, for on my fayth I have ben three dayes or I colclc make an ende of this Letter. 

To my Lady. 
The fol lowing letter'" was written from Calais ,  but we haye n o  information why the Countess was there. The date, July 26th, shows that Henry VII. was born on that day, and it is the only authority for the fact. 

My dOl'est and only desyred Joy yn thys World, 
With my moste herty Blessyngs, and humble Commendations 
*' Printed in Dr. Howard's Collection of Letters. vol. L, p. 155, from the original. Also Miss Halsteu, p. 2 1 11 and Fisher's Sermon, p. 1 64. 
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_y pray oure Lord t o  reward and than eke your Grace, for thatt y t  

plesyd your Hyghness soo kyndly and lovyngly t o  b e  content t o  

wryte your Lettyrs o f  Thancks to the Frenshe Kyng, for m y  great 

mater, that soo longe hath been yn Suete, as Mastyr W elby hath 

shcwed me your bounteous Goodness is plesed. I wish my der 

Bert, and my Fortune be to recover yt, y trust ye shall well 

pcrseyve y shall delle towards you as a kynd lovyng Modyr ; and if 

y shuld nevyr have yt, yet your knyd delyng ys to me a thousand 

tymes more than all that Good y can recover, and all the Frenshe 

Kyng's mygt be mine wyth all. My del' Hert, and yt may plese 

your Hyghnes to lyeense Mastyr Whytstongs for thys time to 

present your honorabyll Lettyrs, and begyn the Process of my 

Cause ; for that he so well knoweth the Mater, and also-brought me 

the Wrytyings from the seyd Frenshe Kyng, with hys odyr Lettyrs 

to hys Parlyement at Paryse ; yt shold be gretlye to my helpe, as y 
thynke, but all wy11 y remyte to your plesyr ; and yf y be too bold 

in this, or eny of my Desires, y humbly beseehe your Grace of 

pardon, and that your Highnes,take no displesyr. 
My good Kynge, y have now sent a Servant of myn ynto 

Kendall, it to ressyve syche Anueietys as be yet hangynge opon the 

Accounte of Sir Wyllyam Wall, my Lord'st Chapeleyn, whom y 
have cledy clyscharged ; and if yt will plese your Majesty's oune 

H erte, at your loyser to sende me a Lettyr, and command me, that 

y suffyr none of my Tenants be reteyned with no man, but that they 

be kepte for my Lord of Yorke,t your faire swete Son, for whom 

they be most mete ; it shall be a good excuse for me to my Lord 

and Hosboncl ; and then y may well and wythoute dysplesyr cause 

them all to be sworne, the wyche shall not aftyr be long undon. 

And wher your Grace shewed your plesyr for II-the Bastard of _ 

Kyng Edwards, 8yr, there is neither that, or any other thyng I may 

do to your Commandment, but y shall be glad to fulfill my lyttyll 

power, with God's Grace. And, my swete Kyng, Feldying this 

berer hath preyed me to beseche you to be his good Lord yn a 

matter he seweth for to the Bishop of Ely, now, as we here, electe,§ 

for a lyttyll Offiyse nyghe to Lond: Verily, my Kynge, he ys a 

geud and a wise well rewled Gentylman, and full truely hathe 

served you weil aecompanyed, as well at your fyrst, as all odyr 

... Lady Margaret's Father, the Duke of Somerset, was created 

Earl of Kendal, an. 21 Henry VI. and possessed considerable 

property in the neighbourhood. 
t The Earl of Derby. 
t Henry VIII. . . 
11 Al'thur V iscount Lisle and LIeutenant of CalaIS, by Lady 

Elizabeth L;lCY. (Sandford'� Gcnealog. Hist. p. 421 .) 

§ l�ichard Redman who was translated from Exeter to Ely i n  

1 5 0  I .  (Athenoo Calltabrigiensis, p. 9. )  This gives the date of 

the lettcr. 

• 
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occasions ; and that cawsethe us to be the more bold and gladder 
also to speke for hyme ; how be yt, my Lord Marquis"" hath ben 
very low to hym yn Tymes past, by cause he wuld not be reteyned 
with bim ; and trewly, my good Kynge, he helpythe me ryght well 
yn seche Matters as y have besynes wytbyn thys part yes. And, my 
del' hert, y now beseche you of pardon of my long and tedyous 
Wryting, and pray almighty God gyve you as long, good and 
prosperous Lyfe as ever had Prynce, and as herty Blessyngs as y 
can axe of God. 

At Calais Town, tllyS day of Seint A nnes, that y did bryng yn 
to thys World my good and gracyous PJ'ynce, Kynge, and only 
beloved Son. By 

Your humble Servant, Bede-woman, and Modyer, To the 
Kyngs Grace. MARGARET R_ 

The last lettert we give is interesting, as it shows Fisher was made a Bishop by Henry himself, and through his interest with Lady Margaret. 

Madam, 

that 
not 

And I thought I shoulde not offend you, which I will never do willfully, I am well myndit to promote Master Fisher you re Confessor to a Busshopric ; and I assure you Madam, for non other cause, but for the gl'ete and singular virtue that I know and se in hym, as well in conying and natural wisdome, and specially for his good and vertuose Iyving and conversation. And by the promotyon of suche a man, I knowe well it should cOl'age many others to lyve vertuosely, and to take suche wayes as he dothe, which shulde be a good example to many others Iwreafter. I-Iowebeit without your pleasure knowen I woll not move hym, nor tempt hym therein. And therefor I beseche you that I may knowe your mynde and pleasure in that behalf, which shall be followed as muche as God will give me grace. I have in my days promoted mony a man nnavisedly, and I wolde now make some recompencon to promote some good and vertuose men, which I doubt note shulde best please God, who ever preserve you in good helth and long lyve. 
On the Feast of the Nativity of the Blessed Virgin (Sept. 8) 1 5 0 2, Lady Margaret instituted a perpetual public Lectureship in Divinity in each of the Universities, and appointed her confessor, John Fisher, D.D. her first Reader in Cambridge and one John RopeI', D.D. in Oxford. Each Lectureship was endowed with twenty marks per annum. 

'*' MarqUIS 01 Vorset. 
t Ex. Regist. Col. Jo. Printed in Miss I-Ialsted's Margaret Beaufort, p. 221, and Fisher's Sermon, p. 163. 

Lady Ma?"[Jaret. 3 0 1  

I n  each University, the Lady Margal'et's Professorship 
has been held by some of our most distinguished divines. 
Among the Cambridge Professors we may mention Erasmus ; 
John Redmayn, D.D., one of the compilers of the first edition 
of the Book of Common Prayer ; Archbishop Whitgift ;  
Thomas Cartwl'ight, B.D., the noted Puritan ; Bishop Still ; 
John J ames Blunt, B.D .. ; and the present occupant of the 
chair, William Selwyn, D.D. At Oxford, five years before 
the institution of the Professorship, Edmund Wyleford, B. D., 
a Fellow of Oriel College, delivered lectures in Divinity at 
the charge of Lady Margaret, and she must have determined 
to found the Lectureship at least as early as the year 1 50 0, 
as Dr. RopeI' was that year chosen as Reader by the Aca
demicians. 

In the year 1 5 04, Oct. 30, she founded a perpetual public 
Preacher at Cambridge, wi� a stipend of 1 0  lib. per annum, 
w hose duty was to preach, at least six sermons every year at 
several churches in the diocese of London, Ely, and Lincoln. 
This is now reduced, by Royal Dispensation, to one sermon 
a year, which is preached before the University, at the 
Commemoration of Benefactors on the Sunday before Nov. 3. 
The office of Lady Margaret's Preacher is an annual one, 
and the election is made in the Easter Term. 

In the year 1 5 02 ,  Lady Margaret founded a cbantry in 
St. George's Chapel, Windsor, for four chaplains to pray for 
her soul, the souls of her parents, and all faithful souls.* She 
also erected an almshouse, for poor women, in Westminster, 
which in Stowe's timet had been turned into lodgings for the 
singing men of the College. 

Lady Margaret had determined some time before she 
died to devote the greater portion of her property to religious 
and charitable purposes, but she appears for some time to 
have been undecided as to the channel into which her wealth 
should flow. 

We have remarked above that she at one time intended 

to bestow most of her money on the Abbey of Westminster ; 

and she did vest a considerable amount in that house, as the 

stipends of the University Professors were paid by the Ab?ot 

and Convent until the dissolution of the Abbey ; after whIch 

some difficulty was experienced by the Universities in obtain

ing the money. There was also an attempt made by some of 

#- Miss I-Ialsted, p. 216.  
t Stowe's Survey of London, A .D. 1 033, p. 525. 

VOL. IV. y 
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the Oxford authorities to persuade her to found a College 
there ; and St. Frideswide's Priory was pointed out as a 
suitable nucleus for such a foundation. She had almost 
decided on this plan, when Fisher turned her attention to 
Cambridge, and so St. Frideswide's was left for her grandson 
and Cardinal W olsey. 

Thus it happened that Christ's College and afterwards our 
own was founded. The usual date given for the foundation 
of the former is 1 505, although it was not perfected, nor the 
statutes given till the following year. The College was built 
on the site of an hostel called God's house, of which 
Henry VI. was the reputed founder. Henry had not com
pleted the foundation, and as Lady Margaret considered 
herself to be the representative of the House of Lancaster, and 
heir to all Henry's good intentions, she was the more dis
posed on that account to act upon the proposal of her con
fessor, and erect in the place of a small Hostel a large college. 
The original endowment was made for the support of a 
master, twelve fellows, and forty-seven scholars, six of 
the fellows to be chosen from the north, and six from 
the south of the Trent, with special favour to natives of 
Richmondshire, the county from which she derived her 
title. The present foundation consists of a master, fifteen 
fellows and twenty-nine scholars, the number of scholar
ships having been lately reduced in order to improve their 
value. Few ecclesiastical foundations have remained so 
nearly in their original state as Christ's College, and the 
wisdom of the foundress and her director, necessarily ex
cites our admiration, when we consider that not only this 
College, but also the two Divinity Professorships and even 
our own College, are little changed after the lapse of three
and-a-half centuries from what was intended by Lady 
Margaret. We include our own College, for although it has 
been added to more than any other, yet these additions 
have been tending to bring it to what would have been the 
original state, had our foundress lived. Lady Mm'gart;lt 
personally superintended the building of Christ's, and almost 
before it was completed she had formed the design of build
ing another College on the site of the Hospital of St. John, 
which house had fallen into great discredit, and was ap
proaching its ruin, owing to the dissolute lives of the 
brethren. 

Lady Margaret however did not live to see even the 
necessary legal forms completed, and the History of the 
foundation of our College, is an account of " many suites 
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and greate troubles which the Bishop of Rochester did 
uudergoe. ". 

Another foundation which Lady Margaret took in hand 
but which she did not see completed was a free Grammar 
School at Wimborne Minster in Dorsetshire, where her 
father and mother were buried. She procured letters patent 
to found a!ld endow a perpetual chantry of one chaplain. 
which her executors established by consent of the Dean and 
Chapter, on the south side of the tomb of her parents. 
Richard Rodge Rynnes, B.A., was appointed first chaplain, 
to be continually resident and to teach grammar to all comers 
in the same manner as at Eton and Winchester ; and besides 
to say daily mass for her Father and Mother. At the refor
mation the chantry came into the King's hands and was 
dissolved, but the school was afterwards refounded by Queen 
Elizabeth, t 

Although Lady Margarer'died before she was able to 
complete her benefactions, she out-lived most of those with 
whom she had been most intimately connected during life. 
During the year 1 5 03, both Arthur, Prince of Wales, and 
his Mother, Queen Elizabeth of York, died, the former of 
consumption, the latter in giving birth to a daughter, the 
princess Katherine. Towards the end of the year 1 50'1 
Lady Margaret lost her husband, the Earl of Derby. He 
was buried in the chapel in  the North aisle of  the Church of 
Burseaugh near Latham in Lancashire, where is a tomb with 
the effigies of himself and both his wives.::: 

The Countess of Richmond lost about this period many 
of her warmest friends, and amongst tllem Sir Reginald 
Bray,§ who all through life was the most devoted servant of 
the Countess and her son. The greatest grief however 
was in store for her ; and Lady Margaret had to bear 
the affliction of seeing her SOl1 , " her dearest and ouly 
desired joy in this world" precede her to the grave. Hen�'y 
VII. died at his palace of Richmond, on the 22nu of Apnl, 

'it< See Appendix to Fisher's Funerlll Sermon, p. 1 83. In 
Baker's Preface to the Sermon, a full aceount of the foundation of 
the College is given. In fact, this Preface is nearly the Sllme as the 
first c11apter of his history of thc College, a book. whieh we under
stand is shortly to be printed by the Rev. J. E.  B.  Mayor. 

t See Hutchins's Dorset. A nt .  W imboul'D, p. 81.  

t D ugdale's Baron,age, vol. n. p. 249. Seacombe's Memoirs 
of the I-louse of Stanley. 

§ Testamenta Vetustn, p. 446. 
y 2  
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1 5 09,  in the fifty-second year of his age , and the twenty-fourth 
of his reign, and was buriecl in the magnificent Chapel 
which he had built at Westminster. He appointed his Mother 
executrix of his will ; and her first act after his death 
was to draw up a list of persons to act as councillors to her 
grandson the young King. She however survived her son 
by but three months and died at vVestminster on the 29th of 
June, 1 5 09, in the sixty-ninth year of her age. She was 
buried at the east end of the south aisle of Henry the 
Seventh's Chapel where a monument of black marble and 
touchstone has been erected, on which is an image of copper, 
gilt. Her tomb was the production of tbe Florentine sculptor, 
Piecho Torregiano, and we imagine, by comparing the effigy 
with ex isting portraits of Lady Margaret, that the artist has 
here preserved her features in a very successful manner. A 
visitor to Westminster A bbey may notice a great resemblance 
between the effigies of Henry VII. and his Mother, which is 
a partial proof that the casts are both good likenesses. 

Her epitapb, which we give below was written by E l'asmus 
who received for it a reward of twenty shillings. 

MARGARETAE. RICHEMONDIAE. SEPTIMI. HENRICI. 
MATRI. OCTA VI. A VIAE. QV AE. STIPENDIA. C O N
STITVIT. TRIB.  HOC. COENOBIO. MONACHIS. ET. 
D OCTOR!. G R AMMATICES. APVD. WYMB ORN. PERQ : 
ANGLIAM. TOT AM. DIVINI. V ERBI. PRAECONI. DVOB. 
ITEM. INTER PRAETIB : LIT TERAR : SACRAR : ALTERI. 
OXONIIS. ALTER I. CANTABRIG IAE. VBl.  ET. COL
LEGIA. DVO. CHRISTO. ET. IOANNI. DISCIPVLO. EIVS. 
STl-tVXIT. MORITVR. AN. D OMINI M. D. IX. Ill. KAL. 
IVL l f. 

( To be continued.) 

j l  

C HARADE. 

HE marcbed beside 

The armed band, 
With martial stride 

His sword in hand. 
In tunic gay 
And gaiters tight, 
He seemed to say 
My first was right. 

j.' 
He came and steered 

Our outrigged four : 

Right well we feared 

To ply the oar 
Or move, -until 
We heard him call 
In accents shrill 
My thi1'd on all. 

But (shame ! be cried) 

He did amiss 
When once he tried 

To steal a kiss 
From one so prim 
Demure and staid ; 

N or stayed for him 

My second maid. 

He raised the glass 

To drink her health, 

Too oft, alas ! 
For health 01' wealth. 

He drained the bowl 

Of circling foam, 

N or dreamed my whole 

Would bring him home. 

• 

W. A. W. 
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o BID me not forget thee ! 
Tho' sea and land may sever, And hide thee from my longing sight, My heart is thine for ever. 

The love which with my life has grown Can ne'er forgotten be : 
As long as love and life remain, 

I'll love and live for thee r 

Thy form engraved upon my heart No time can e'er eft'tce ; 
Still, as in former days, I see Thy tenderness and grace. 

As upwards fly the sparks of fire ; As streams flow to the sea ; 
My thoughts to thee alone aspire ; 

My spirit flows to thee ! 
MEMOR. 

OUR CHRONICLE. 

THE Term which is now drawing towards its close has been 
a very ordinary one in everything but its length and 

wintry character ; but it may become a memorable epoch in 
the history of the University, if ever a time arrives when the 
"sweet girl graduate " is a reality; as a Grace of the Senate 
has been passed, for allowing girls to become candidates in 
the non-gremial examin�tions. This is doubtless considered 
by many to be only the thin end 'of the wedge, but if so, we 
imagine that it is so very thin, that if an attempt is made to 
drive it farther at present, it will only break off'. ""Ve do not 
expect to live to see the day when the University Race will 
be rowed in crinolines, or when the names in the trip os lists 
will have Da prefixed. We had, by the way, an nnpre
cedented commencement to the Mathematical Tripos List this 
year, and our only regret in seeing a young nobleman Senior 
Wrangler was that he was not a Johnian. It was however a 

very successful year for the College, as we had fifteen wrang
lers, and amongst them the second, Mr. A. Marshall. We 
had only six candidates for the Classical Tripos, and they 
were divided equally between the three classes. We had 
one double first, Mr. M. H. L. Beebee, who was eighteenth 
wrangler and bracketed fourth in Classics. 

Mr. W. H. Besant, Mathematical Lecturer of the College, 
has been appointed Deputy Esquire Bedell to assist Mr. 
Hopkins. The Electors were those Members of the 
University whose names are on the Electoral Roll. The 
l'esult of the voting was as follows : 

Mr. Besant, St. John's College 90 .  
Mr. Webster, Trinity College 74. 
Mr. C. B. Clarke, Queens' College 13. 

The Burney Prize has be�n ac1judged to J: B. Pearson, 
B.A., the College Lecturer III the .Mora� SClences. The 
subject of the essay was-cc A consIderatlOn of the proofs 
that the Author of Nature is a Being endued with liberty 
and choice." 
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Tuesday, Marcl. 7. 
I I Trin 4 8 Queens' 15 L. Marg. 4 
2 Caius 2 } 9 Trin. Hall 3 16 1 Trinity 6 
3 Sidney 10 Jesus 2 J 17 Pemb.2 
4 Christ's 2 } 11 Clare 2 18 Magd. 2 } 
5 Cathal'ine 12 1 Trin. 5 } 19 2 'l'rinity 2 
6 Corpus 2 } 13 Emmanuel 3 20 Downing 
7 L. Marg, 3 14- 3 Trinity 2 

Wednesday, March 8. 

I 1 Trinity 4 7 Corpus 2 13 I Trinity 5 I 
2 Sidney 8 Queens' J 14 3 Tl'inity 2 f 
3 Caius 2 } 9 Trin. Hall 3 15 L. Marg. 4 
4 Cath. 10 Clare 2 16 1 Trinity 6 
5 Caius 2 I 11 Jesus 2 } l'i Pembroke 2 
6 L. Marg. 3 f 12 Emmanuel 3 18 2 Trinity 2 

19 Downing 

At a general meeting. of the St. John's College Cricket 
Club, held in the Rev. W. Bushell's rooms, the following 
gentlemen were elected as officers of the Club for the 
ensuing year : 

President, Rev. W.  D. Bushell 
T1'easurer, E. Miller 
Secretary, A. C. Skrimshire 
1st Captain, C. C. Cotterill 
2nd Captain, J. Massie 

Room for three additional wickets has been added to the 
practice ground. 

0'00.0.'0 
OG

r/'G 

0'0 

The Committee of Editors wish it to be distinctly understood that 

the insertion of an article by no means implies their acquiescence 

in the opinions contained therein ;-their sole rule of selection is 

to insel·t that al,ticle, which, from the thought it e:rhibits, or some 

other merit, shall appear most desermng of the I'eadel" s attenti01�. 

RICHARD COBDEN. 

Obiit, .April 2nd, 1865. 

.. His life was gentle; and the elements 

So mix'd in him, that Nature might stand IIp; 
And say to all the world, 'This was a Man: • 

FEW events in a nation�s history cause more consternation 

and grief, than the sudden death of one of its eminent 

men. If that eminence has been gained on the battle-field, 

memories of foes defeated, and victories won, serve to 

immortalise the honour and bravery of the departed soldier; 

but if the foes defeated are ignorance, poverty and vice ; if 

the victories won are conquests over prejudice, superstition, 

and error, then great indeed is the consternation, and 

overwhelming the grief, which the decease of the Poet, 

Statesman, or Philanthropist spreads throughout the land. 

The news of the death of Richard Cobden fell upon the 

country with a startling suddenness which prevented us at 

first from fully realising the irreparable loss we had sustained. 

We " knew not how much we revered him until we found 

we had lost him." 
Richard Cob den the son of a Sussex farmer, was born 

at Midhurst on the 3rd of June, 1804. Placed in business 

at an early age, by his integritr and zeal he at �nce gained 

praise and approval. Becomlllg connected wIth a large 

Manchester firm, from being �he emplo�ed, he ev�ntually 

became the employer, and was 111 the receIpt of a consIderable 

VOL. IV. 
Z 
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income. But his active mind was not sati.sfied with success 
in business. He was born a politician, and by reading, 
travels, and observation, he strove to ful:fil his destiny. As 
the successful Manchester manufacturer he became convinced 
of the unsoundness of the policy 'Of the ·country on 
Commercial subjects. Identifying himself with the reformers 
of the time, he joined the " Anti-Corn-Law League," of which 
he soon became a distinguished member. Elected for Stockport 
in 1841 and afterwards representing Huddersfield and Roch
dale, for nearly four and twenty years he dev,oted himself 

to the labours of Parliamentary l ife. His health, never at 
any time good, was greatly impaired by the amount of 
exertion he bestowed in the energetic furtherance of schemes 
for the public weal. AnKiotls to .denounce with his forcible 
eloquence what he believed to be the uncalled fo1' extravagance 
of the Government, he forsook that rest and retirement, so 
necessary for the preserva:tion <of his val uable Efe. The effort 
was too much. Surr-ounded by his ft'iends, Richard Cobden 
succumbed to the attacks of his fatal disease, and " one of the 
manliest and gentl€i3t spirits that ever actuated or tenanted 
the human form" returned to the God who gave it. His la�t 
thollght was for his .country, and he may truly have been 
said to halVe " sacrificed his life on the altar of Patriotism." 

The career of Cobd.en 
admits of a two-fold division-the waging and winnillg of th.e 

two great contests of his life. It is by the energy and dete�'mination witll which he successfully 
opposed the Corn-laws that he will chiefly be remembered 
by posterity. It is unne.cessary here to trace the indomitable 
perseverance and passionate oratory w hereby he arouse cl 
that great agitation which. compelled the abolitic}ll of the 
unjust tax, which had stopped the progr€i3s, and checked the 
commerce of the countq f.or so long a time. "His grateful 
countrymen will remember him as they recruit their exhausted 
strength with abundant and untaxed food, the sweeter because 
no longer leavened by a sense of injustice." 

The latter portion of his life was devoted to the carrying 
.out of those principles of Free Trade which he so long had 
desired to see established. Notwi.thstanding the determined 
.opposition. he met with, he believed that the success of one 
nation depended to a large degree on the prosperity of the 
()thers; and working on this principle he concluded the 
once much abused Commercial Treaty with France, the 
unquestioned success of which he was spared to see. 
Objecting to monopoly and protection of every kind, he 
strove for a future, when nations should freely interchange 
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their commodities for their mutual benefit. " Great as were 

his talents, great as was his inc1 ustry. and eminent as was his 

success, the disinterestedness of his mind more than equalled 

them alL" He had no selfish ideas of pre-eminence, gained 

at the expense of the welfare of others, but lab(}Ured equally 

for all, forgetting himself and his own interests in carefully 

consulting for the prosperity of mankind. A member of the 

Peace society, he opposed aggressive war of all kinds, and 

refused to believe in it as the civilizeI' of the human race. 

Far from being a peace-at-any-price man, he would have 

been the first to support the defence of his country ; but 

he e:trenuously opposed aU wars for the «balance of power'; 

or for territory and empire : and den'

ounced in the 

strongest terms, the wars in India, China, and Russia. 

Though he allowed that the surest means of preserving peace 

is to be prepared for war, yet he warned the country against 

their unwarranted extravagance, and lived to see his maxims 

of retrenchment and economy partially established. True 

friend of the working man he believed that the class which 

helps to pay its cOllntry's taxes, and to wage its country's 

wars, has a right to a voice in its country's government. 

Giving the lower class theit· right to the suffrage, he would 

also have given them the protection of the Ballot ; that with

out endangering their honour, they might fearlessly record 

their opini.ons. Tolerant of all, though a consistent member 

of the Church of England, he respected those who cannot con

form to her tenets, and would have relieved them from the 

compulsory payment of rates, whi.ch support the Church from 

which they dissent. Considering that Capital Punishment 

is opposed alike to the tru.ths of religion and civilization, alike 

to the principles of justice and mercy, he was convinced that 

nothing would be lost to justice, nothing lost in the preserva

tion of human life, if the penalty of death were altogether 

abolished. Trusting as he did in the stability of Democratic 

institutions, he watched the civil strife which lately raged in a 

distant country-akin to us by nearer ties than any other

with calm and sad interest. Whilst grieving in  his heart at the 

fearful sacrifice of life he never for one moment doubted the 

result. His sympathi with the cause of freedo� and justice, 

forbade his toleration of the slave-holders' rebelhon. He was 

not permitted to see the final triumph of the cause he so 

nobly advocated, but had he li,:ed he would have been among 

the first to counsel moderatIOn and mercy towards the 

vanquished, whose determination and bra".ery, thoug� i� an 

unworthy cause, have been the theme of ulllversal admll'atlOn .  
Z2 
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The gentle nature and modest demeanour of Cobden, 
commended itself to all. Thrice was he offered Parliamentary 
honours, which he did thrice refuse, not being willing to 
purchase mere temporary rank, at the expense of honour and 
consistency. He had but little confidence in his own power. 
One incident will serve to show clearly this trait in his 
character : A gentleman travelling to London to be present in  
the House of  Commons, when Cobden was to  bring forward 
his celebrated motion with reference to China, got into the 
same carriage with the great Free-trader him�elf; and wishing 
to have the honour and pleasure of conversing with such a 
distinguished man, informed him of his intention of hearing 
him that evening, and complimented him on the effect which 
his motion was likely to produce. " Oh no," was the reply, 
" I shall say what I have to say-give them my views on the 
question-some government official will be put up to reply ; 
and my motion will be lost in a Division \" W � all know 
how " what he had to say" electrified the House and the 
country ; how " his views" were accepted with such fervour, 
that the efforts of the " Government Official," nay, even of 
the Premier himself, were useless in preventing the successful 
opposition to a policy, which professed to drive civilization 
into the Chinese at the point of the sword, and bombard the 
Gospel into Canton at the cannon's mouth. 

It is a custom in speaking of the two men, Cobc1en and 
Bright, to profess to admire the principles of the one, and 
disapprove of those of the other ; in other words to eulogise 
the opinions of Cobden, at the expense of those of Bright. 
No mistake cou Id be greater. . Their principles were 
identical, their opinions the same. Together they determined 
on the course they would take, together they discussed the 
important questions of the day, and nothing would have given 
more grief to either, than to have heard his views praised in 
contrast to those of his friend. 

By his sincerity and earnestness, Richard Cobden gained 
the admiration and affection of his political adversaries, 
and his loss will be felt by persons of every shade of 
opinion. As a " representative of the People" he at all times 
commanded the attention of the House, and as a debater he 
had few equals. The leaders of both the two great parties 
vied with each other in passing encomiums on his life and 
character. "The House has lost one of its proudest orna
ments, and the country has been deprived of one of her most 
useful servants," said our aged Premier. " He was the 
greatest political character the pure Middle Class has pro-
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duced, an ornament to the House of Commons, and an 

honour to England" re-echoed the chief of that party, which 

had throughout denounced his principles, and opposed his 

innovations. His loss to the Senate is great, but the effect 

of his unadorned eloquence and of his single-hearted earnest

ness will long remain. " He was one of those members who, 

although they may not be present in body, are still members 

of that House, who are independent of dissolutions, of the 

caprice of constituencies, nay. even of the course of Time." 

Those who visited Cobden's funeral will never forget that 

impressive cel·emony. It was one of those scenes in the 

panorama of life, which are brought out in bolder relief by 

the darkened shadows which they contain .  The London 

visitors, some 500 in number, left Waterloo station by a 
special express train. Arrived at Midhurst we found numer

ous villagers awaiting the unusual sight. Never has that 

small country station witnessed such a scene as that which 

now presented itself. The dense crowd, dressed in the 

sombre hue of mourning, hastily alighting, formed itself in 

an irregular line, and made for Cocking causeway , the point 

where it was to meet the funeral procession. As the long 

dark line trailed through the lanes, and over the £elds, on 

that bright spring morning to the appointed rendezvous, 

there was ample opportunity to see who had come to pay a 

last tribute of respect to the memory of the departed states

man. Foremost was Gladstone, his features apparently worn 

with care and fatigue. The Proressors of Political Economy 

at both the Universities were there, our own Professor's 

usually sad but placid countenance appearing still more so on 

this sorrowful occasion. Representatives of the court and of 

the government were there, deputations from the northern 

manufacturing towns, the earliest fully to appreciate his 

worth, members of the House of Commons in large numbers, 

the associates of the apostle of free trade, who hand in hand 

h ad together fought . and won in that honourable strife, friends 

of the cause of enlIghtenment and freedom throughout the 

world, were all gathered in that mournful assembly. 

Having formed ourselves in a procession in rows of th:e�, 

the members of Parliament in front, we are prepared to Jom 

the funeral cortege which now appears in sight. . No vulgar 

trappings mal' the sublimity of that unpretendlllg funeral. 

Plain and unostentatious, as the character of the man whose 

earthly frame it conveys to its. last restinp; place, it i ,
s 

gl'�nd �n 

its simplicity. The processlOn now nearly .halt-a-mde m 

length, slowly wends its way towards West Lavmgtol1 church, 
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through scenery exquisite in its thoroughly English character, and sublime in its modest beauty. The road was through a valley, bounded on the right by hilly woodlands, and on the left by the high ground on the top of which the church was situated. The Corporation of Midhurst, to a man, assisted in this last sad rite. This says much for the love and reverence which Cob den had inspired as a neighbour, and friend ; as there could have been , in that agricultural and conservative borough, but little affection for the opinions of the radical free-trader. On each side of the road groups of workmen and peasants watch the mournful line. Dressed in black, as far as their scanty wardrobe will allow, by their presence and unchecked sorrow, they only too plainly show their appreciation of the loss they have sustained. As the country mourns for its departed patriot, and statesmen lament a lost companion, so do these humble servants grieve for a kind and gentle master, for a true and faithful friend. The church-yard on the slope of the hill is divided into three terraces, in the centre one of which the grave is prepared for the reception of the body. It was Cob den's own wish that he should be buried by the side of his only son, whose premature death he so greatly lamented. The small but pretty church is speedily filled : and the greater portion of the assembly go direct to the grave, and there await the arrival of the body. At last it comes, supported by the servants of the deceased, the pall being borne by twelve of his most notable co-adjutors. The first pair are Gladstone and Bright, the one pale as death itself, the compressed lip showing much inward emotion ; the other aged and bowed uown with grief, the sudden severance of" those twenty years of most intimate and brotherly friendship" having apparently' shattered his natu}'ally robust constitution. 

And now the concluding rites are over, the eager crowd sways to and fro, as all strive to give one last sad glance at that which enshrined the crumbling tenement of that immortal spirit. Some loving hands have woven a chaplet of bright spring flowers, which wreathed with an "immortelle," emblem of the international character of Cobden's disinterested efforts, nearly covers the simple inscription, 
RICHARD COBDEN, ESQR., 

M.P., 
DIED 2nd APRIL, 1865, 

AGED 60 YEARS. 
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Slowly and sadly the moul'nful crowd disperse, and with 
difficulty tear themselves from the impressive seene. At 
length the earthly remains of Richard 00bden are left to' 
repose in quiet on that fair summit, there to remain until the' 
hour when they shall be called to re-unite with the gentle 
spirit, which freed from care and toil,. has been luUed to its-
heavenly peace. 

Anxious to make a pilgrimage to the heme where that 
over-worked mind sought rest and retirement, we turn our 
steps thither. Hundreds of villagers ate eager to direct us 
to 'the' house, there is no need 0:£ fUl;ther designation to-day,. 

and after a short walk through a most picturesque country we 
arrive there. 

The estate at Midhurst, a nati0n"s gift to one a nation 
mourns, is pleasantly situated on a rising slope, commanding 
a fine view of the South Downs. The residence, built 01]) 

the spot where stood the farmhouse in which Cob den was

born, is of modest pretensions, and of homely and: comfortable' 
aspect. Far from the busy hum of daily 1ife, placed in the 

midst of a beautiful garden,. and fronted by a level and well

kept lawn, it is just the spot that we can u:nderstand the 

labouring statesman to have loved. Here it was he could foy 

a time fling off the cares of political toil, and play lovingly 

with his children. Underneath this hospitable :roof he 11e

ceived his numerons friends. Maste}! minds fl'om all coun

tries were the guests of this truly ' international' man. 

Through that pathway in the neighbouring copse he took 

the last walk he ever had with his friend John Bright. 

Down that lane by which we have al'l'ived he often stroUed; 

planniDg how 

" Best to help the slender store-, 
How mend the dwellings of the poor." 

What varied feelings seize us' as we stand on this almost 

holy ground; as we tread those paths he trod and view the 

scenes that must have so often charmed that genial mind, so 

often solaced that wearied frame. We linger awhile on this 

enchanted spot and leave with regret a scene so' bright in it!; 

beauty, and so interesting in its associations. 

No niche in cathedral aisle contains the epitaph of Richard 

Cobden. It is written in the prosperity of a nation ; it is 

engraven on the hearts of a people. His honoured and 

revered name will ever be associated with those grand princi

ples of peace, economy, and progress, in the consistent up-
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hDlding Df which he lived, and in the earnest furtherance of whiGh he died. 

"Now all his. eloquent words must henceforth be Only poor echoes, haunting memory! But, as a friend's voice calls, who out of sight Hath clomb beyo:ld us up the mountain's height, Or as a martial chief, whose sole command Was' FoUow me' to all his eager band, Who, lost to view still leads, because they know That somewhere in the van, he fronts the foe, So shall his words still guide us at our need, Nor e'ea Death's silence bar their power to plead." 

G. C. W. 

•. NUNC TE BA.CCHE CAN AM." 

'TIS done! Henceforth nol' joy nor woe 
Can make or mar my fate; 

I gaze around, above, below, 
And all is desolate. 

Go, bid the shattered pine to blOQm; 
The mQurner to 1:)e merry; 

But bid no ray to cheer the tomb 
In which my hopes I bury! 

1 never thought the world was fair; 
That 'Truth must reign victorious'; 

1 knew that Honesty was rare; 
That Wealth was meritorious. 

1 knew that Women might deceive, 
And sometimes cared for money; 

'I'hat Lovers whO' in Love believe 
Find gall as well as hQney. 

I knew that 'WQndrous Classic lQre' 
Meant something most pedantic; 

That Mathematics were a bore, 
And Morals un-romantic. 

I knew my own belQved 'light-blue' 
M ight much improve their rowing: 

In fact I knew a thing or two, 
Decidedly worth knowing. 

But thou ! -FOD1, fool, I thought that 
At least wer't something glorious; 

I saw thy PQlished iVQry brow, 
And could not feel censorious. 

I thought I saw thee smile-but that 
Was all imagination; 

Upon the garden seat I sat 
And gazed in adoration. 

thQU 
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I plucked a ne��'y-budding rost-, 
Our li}nl then met together; 

We sPQke nQt-but a Io.velr knQws 
HQW lips two. lives can tether. 

We parted! I believed thee true, 
r asked fo.r no. IQv�tQken; 

But now thy forID BO mQre r view, 
My Pipe, my Pipe, thQu'rt hrQken r 

BrQken I-and when the Sun's wanD 
Illumine hill and heath el', 

r think Qf all the pleasant days 
We might have had together. 

When Lucifer's phosphoric' beam 
Shines Q'er the Lake's dim water, 

o then, my Beautiful, r dream 
Of thee, the salt sears daughter. 

o why did Death thy beauty snatch 
And leave me all benighted, 

BefQre the Hymeneal match 
Our yQung lQves had united? 

1 knew thQU wert not made Qf clay, 
r IQved thee with devQtiQn! 

TIHH1 emanllltion of the spra:y I 
Bright, £Qam-ool'll child Qf Ocean I 

One night l' saw an unfmQwn star, 
MethQught it gently nQdded; 

I saw, 0.1' seemed to. see, afar 
'fhy spirit disembQdied. 

rays, 

Cleansed frQm the stain of smoke and Qil 
My tears it bade me wipe, 

And there relieved frQm earthly tQil, 
r saw my Meerschaum pipe! 

Men Qffer me tIre noisome weed; 
But no.ught can calm my sQrro.\"., 

NQr jQy no.r misery I heed: 
I care nQt fQr the mQrrQw. 

Pipeless, and fliendless, tempest-tQst 
I fade, I faint, I languish, 

He Qnly who. has lQved and lQst 
Can measure all my anguish. 

CALAMUS. 

THE NINETEENTH CENTURY. 

Quidq;uicI agunt homines. nostril est la.nago libelli. 

AS years roll on, there may come a �ime, (�ho shall say?,) 

when the study of geolQgy combmed wlth those of ana

tomy and phrenQlogy shall have arrived at so great a pitch o.f 

perfection, that when human remains are found, which once 
belo.nged to men of this gen eration� the anatomo'-geolo.go

phrenologist will be able to. df'scribe from some few bODes 

the entire creature in his physical, m.oral, and intellectual 

capabilities. Eut however advanced the science, D&WeVer 

acute the man of science, I cannQt bat helieve that a previous 

knowledge of tln.e main types of human character belonging 

to this age, will be found usefl'll in determining the inter

mediary characters, and perhaps nowhere more than in a 

university may such abundant matel,ials De procured fo.r 

o.bserving the chief sources (speaking roughly) of human 

character, and the various channels in which the streams 

diverging from those sources flow. This., then , is the object 

which has induced me to cQllect a few instances, (scanty and 

imperfect as I fully feel them to be) of the different charac

ters prevailing among the yo.uth of this generation . Eut all 

my long days and nights of wearying to-il, all my feverish 

anxiety in this noble work were thrown away, were not the 

result of my tedious labQurs put in su ch a form or such a 

place as to. be sure of passing uninjured into the eager hands 

of a grateful posterity. What place then wo-uld be so secure, 

what form so apprQpriate, in which �Q reCo.l'� my researches, 

as an article in The Eagle?  a bU'd destmed to soar ,o.n 

untirinO' pinions thro.uO'h the unclouded sunshine of innumer

able ages . But I mu�t begin my subject, and first I will 
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address myself to the editors of  the illustrious periodical I 
have mentioned, humbly entreating them not to think my 
article too clever or too profound for insertion, and thereby 
deprive posterity of such an invaluable boon. 

When this document comes into the hands of the future 
man of science for whom it is intended, it may read some
w hat the same as the following words would to us of the 
present time: 

It oftentimes may be discerned to what type a man 
belongeth by the manner wherein he is habited. For in
stance, who would mistake yonder man's appearance? He  
i s  habited in  a short jacket which buttoneth the whole way 
up in front. He hath a pair of very closely fitting pantaloons 
on a pair of very meagre shanks, the said shanks being 
withal of the same thickness in all parts. The colours which 
he most affecteth for his clothes be some tinge of grey, or 
mayhap chestnut, though the latter be oftentimes enlivened 
by the admixture of a bay tint. His hat is composed of felt, 
and is either lofty in the crown and like to the dome of St. 
Paul's cathedral in London, (save that a paten teed ventilator 
taketh the place of the cross on the summit of the dome), or 
else it is of a shape like to a beaver hat cut abruptly asunder 
in the midst. His collars likewise must be mentioned, which 
be stimy starched and stand up close round the whole neck, 
meeting beneath the chin. His neckerchief is mostly of a 
blue colour with white spots or orbs, or ebe it is plain white, 
it is of large proportions, and is crossed in the front and held 
firmly by means of a large pin, whose head is fashioned to 
represent a horse's hoof, or a fox's head or some similar de vice. 
In his hand he beareth a short stick, fitted with a silver top, 
or the handle of an hunting whip, with a bone crook at the 
one end and a stout loop of leather at the other ; with this 
instrument he of times striketh his leg as he walketh, which 
latter process he accomplisheth by leaning his entire weight 
upon his heels, and turning his toes (whereof he maketh no 
use) outwards, in such wise as to turn the inward sides of his 
legs to the front, and thus he shambleth along slowly (for 
your friend is never in haste), whistling oftentimes a catch of 
a song and hitting his leg with his whip or stick, as above des
cribed. If he falleth in with a friend whom he desireth to stop, 
he crieth " Wo Ho," to which cry he often addeth "Boy " 
or " Mare," I suppose according as his friend seemeth to 
him for the time being to resemble the one or the other, 
His discourse beareth wholly on horses or dogs, and the 
probabilities that such an horse will win in such a race, these 
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probabilities which he calleth " odds," he cotnputeth accu

rately, and layeth a series of wagers on which he for ever 

harpeth,. Hence in passing him in the street it is mighty 

strange If you hear him not saying " Three to two," or " Fine 

fencer," or" Handicap," or somewhat that relateth to ridzng; 

whence i�deed I would fain say, if I may be allowed to use 

the concelt� t,hat his talk is . wholly ridiculous. So much for 

the horse-ndmg or equestnan man .  
B�t yonder is one of  a far different type, for whereas the 

sportlDq man seemeth to try how uncomfortable he can 

make hImself by means of his stiff collars and tiO'htly fitting 

habiliment, the man next to be commented on
o 
taketh the 

opposite course, and is atti red in a loosely fitting jacket or 

pilot's coat, above which in place of the sharp edged collars 

lately mentioned, appeareth a wrapper or comforter of a 

woollen material. On his head he weareth a hat of plaited 

straw, which is an easy head gear and light withal. His 

pantaloons be of a soft material which is a most essential 

requisite to him for comfort's sake. The lower extremities of 

his pantaloons he rolleth upward, in general, for some distance, 

thereby displaying what the sporting man would scorn to 

own, a goodly calf to his leg. He even carrieth out his 

principle of comfort to his very feet and weareth shoes of a 

soft and pliable leather in the room of boots. Such is the 

aquatic or boat-rowing man. 

The next man to be noted is habited wholly in black 

clothes, though his coat hath oftentimes a tinge of green in  

it, but a s  that is frequently the effect of poverty, it i s  not 

good to remark further upon it : to proceed, his left hand is 

in his bosom, which as his waistcoat buttoneth low on his 

p erson, is to him no hard feat to perform; his right hand 

swayeth to and fro, encased in a cloth glove of a dark hue, 

while he explaineth some knotty question (doubtless concern

ing the sqnare root of the circle, or some such important 

matter), to his friend with whom he walketh. Above the 

said glove may be seen the extreme end of his shirt sleeve, 

which alas! too oft hath not a snow-white appearance. His 

friend with whom he holdeth converse is in the main attired 

in like fashion, and nothing further perhaps remaineth to be 

noted of him except as to the disposal of his hands and arms, 

for, unlike his companion, he canieth in t�e one hand a, stic
k 

the point of which he throweth upwards m front of hlm as 

he strideth furiously along, .as though b-l thus throwin.g up 

his stick, he were attemptmg to descnbe some partlcular 

curve whereof he hath that day read ; the other arm he 
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holdeth rigidly downwards while with his fingers doubled 
back he firmlv graspeth the cuff of his coat. Their trollsers, 
unlike to tho;e of the boat-rowing man, be not upturned, nor 

indeed seem the y to require it. The hair of this species is 
of long growth and unkempt, though some do prefer dividing 
it behind and leaving it unkempt at the sides. Needed!. it 
to be further said that these be men mathemati<:al? 

The' fourth species is remarkable indeed for nought but 
his attire, yet for that alone is well worth.y of a remark , 
though how to descrioo llim it were hard to say, since that 
very point wherein he is most remarkable in the only re
markable feature he possessetl�, is the ingenuity he dis
playeth in the constant dtange of his attire. As wen might 
a man attempt to write a description {)f a chameleon that is 
changing every moment before his eyes; for so doth the 
true dressing man (i.f ought can. be called tnte that changeth 
so often) appear in clothes that exhibit ail the tints and 
colours of tbe rainbow. In light coats, in sombre coats, in 
red neckerchiefs, in green, blue, yellow, and aU other 
coloured neckerchiefs ; in lavender gloves , in gloves of a 
straw colour, in long and tightly fitting coats, ill short and 
loose lounging coats, in pantalooRs that reach unto his boots, 
in pantaloons that reach no further than his knees, and are 
there met by long hosen, which also exhibit every variety of 
colour. He drawleth in his talk, and if he lisp and have an 
imperfect articubtion to boot, it is well in his eyes and in 
the eyes of his fellows. In the subjects too of their talk, this 

species is as multiform as in their dress, for some do affect 
the current topics of interest among the equestrian, or boat
rowing, or cricket-playing men, and some do even trench on 
literary talk; but the one pervading character of thei.r con
versation is to seem to trouble themselves as little as may be, 
by all of them one m.otto is professed as the ruling maxim of 
lif.e, " Dolce far niente." And thus they pass their days in 
what they themselves would di.gnify with the name of ease, 
but which others have preferred to call sloth. These by the 
common consent of an men have gained to themselves the 
appellation of men of dress. 

Such seem to me to be the main orders of undergraduates 
in this University of Cambl'idge, as diverse as are the various 
orders of monks, not only in their habit, out in their habi.ts. 
And these chief types would stand out more distinctly each 
from other, but fOl' the complicated network of intermediary 
characters with which they are interlaced, so that to unravel 
each were a work .of endless time and hopeless toil, and it is 
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as I have said with a view to the assisting the labours 'of 

geologist-s of future ages (in whose hands The Eagle will 

be without -doubt the standard book of reference on all 

matters {)f .antiquarian lore) that I have ventured to pen these 

lines. 

AMOIBAIA. 

AMY. 

"My love, my sweetest fond est own, 

My heart, my life, my all, 

My nearest, dearest, mine alone, 

List to your Amy's eaU." 

GEORGE. 

,. Light of mine eye, my sweetest sweet;. 

What is my Amy's call? 

Behold here prostrate at thy feet 

My life, my purse, my all." 

AMY. 

• 

"'Tis not your purse, 'tis not your life, 

(But ah! this rural fete!) 
I dare not,-yet I am your wife

Yes-Is my bonnet straight? " 

Q. 

-y. 
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STROPHE 1. 
WAFT me, some god, to those bird-haunted caves 

That winged among the winged I might soar 
Where restless Hadria spreads his surging waves, 

Where the far-sounding friths of Pad us roar: 
Seated by the deep-blue waters, 

Speechless gazing o'er the mere, 
ThereJ,the Stin's three sorrowing daughters 

Shed the amber-sparkling teal'. 

ANTfSTROPHE 1. 
Waft me to yondel' orchard-blooming grove, 

Where ocean's King bids every sail be furled, 
Where mighty Atlas bears the starry globe, 

Fast by the solemn boundary of the world: 
There the fields are ever singing 

Welcome to the gods they love; 
There eternal fountains springing 

Ever kiss the halls of J ove. 

STROPHE n. 
O! Ship, that saileust fr'om the Cretan shore! 

Dark were the fates that through the rippled sheen 
Sped from the halls of home my hapless queen, 

Plumed thy white wings and gently waved thee o'er. 
Dim was the star that ruled thy farewell day; 

III omen brought thee to the Attic land, 
And bound thy cable to the luckless strand, 

And lured my queen upon her fated way. 

ANTISTROPHE n. 
She, therefore, tossed upon the whelming wreck 

Of fell desire, shall in that bridal-room 
Bow to the might of Love and sadly doom

Doom to the halter"s grasp her snow-white neck. 
Yet tail' shall be her fame, and Death's cold hand 

Shall quench the impious love that fired her breast
She from all pangs,-she from all care shall I'est, 

Bathed in deep slumber in the Silent Land. 
r, 

LADY MARGARET, 
(Concluded from p. 340,) 

LADY Margaret's will is too long to be given in full here, 

occupying, as it does, about twenty-three pages of moder

a�ely small print, We purpose to quote such portions of it 

as seem to be most interesting, The whole document has 

been printed verbatim in Nichol's Collection of Royal Wills 

and also in Hymers' Edition of Bishop Fisher's Funeral 

Sermon. The Will is dated June 6th, 1508, and commences 

with provisions and orders with regard to the disposal of hel' 

body, and the religious ordinances to be observed before anel 

after her funeral. There are a great number of bequests to 

various churches and chauntries throughout the kingdom, for 

the purpose of providing candles, auu for the payment of 

priests to say masses, dirges, and lauds for the benefit of her 

soul. Although the good lady thus satisfies the utmost 

demands of the Romish Church, in her general charities the 

largest sum mentioned is for the poor, as may be seen from 

the following claLlse. We must bear in mind that to appre

ciate the amount it is necessary to multiply by at least fifteen. 

H'm, we will that in the daye that it shall please Almighty GOD 

�o call us from this p'sent and transitory lif to his infynite mercy 

and grace, and in the daie of 0'1' enterment there to be distribute(L 

in almes amongs po ore people by the discreciou of our executour, 

CXXXIll li. VIS. VIII d . . 01' more, as shall be thought convenyent by 

their discrecions. 

Then follow some directions with regard to her funeral, 

the particulars of which are
, 

set fort� With. ,
considerable 

minuteness. In all these detaIls we notlCe a Spll'lt of extreme 

benevolence anu thoughtfulness, which may be shewn by the 

fullowing extract. 

It'm, we will that our executors, in as goodly haste amI breff 

tyme as they can or maye aftir our uecesse, content and paye all 

VOT,. IV. A A 
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our detts. And we will that our said executors cause all our 
household servants to be kepte togidel', and household kepte in all 
things convenyent for theym at and in suche convenyent place as 
shalbe thought by 0'1' executors most necessarye for the same from 
the tyme of our decesse by the space of oon quarter of a yere at 
the leste. And that OUl' executol'S, by all the same time, shall 
provide and ordcyn, 01' cause to be provided and ol'deyned for all 
oUl' said household servaunts ; that is to saye, for as many of theym 
as will there soo tarrey and abide by all the said tyme, metc, 
drynke, and other thing convenyent for household, as they have 
used and accustomed to have had heretofore in oure householde. 
And also to content and pay to every of our household servaunts, 
bothe man and woman, their wages for oon halfe yere next afteJ' 
our decesse, as well to them that will departe within the quartel' of 
oon yere aftir our decesse, as to theym that will tal'l'y aud abide 
togicler in household dlll'ing all the same quarter. 

After t.h is a list of her executors is given. They were 
Richard Bishop of Winchester, John Bishop of Rochester, 
Lord Herbert the King's Chamberlain, Sir Thomas Lovell 
Treasurer of the King's Household, Sir Henry Marvey 
Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, Sir John St. John 
half-brother to Lady Margaret, son of her mother, and 
Sir Oliver St. John of Bletsoe, Henry Hornby Chancellor of 
the Testatrix, Master of Peterhouse, and Dean of Wimborne 
Minstel', and Sir H ugh Ashton,comptl'ollerof Lady Margaret's 
household, a considerable benefactor to our College. It is 
his tomb that is such a marked feature in our ante-chapel. 
Henry VII.,  who at the date of the will was still alive, was 
appointed supervisor. After the enumeration of the executors 
the will proceeds as below.'if 

And forasmoche as the singular Jawde, praise, and pleasur of 
Allmighty GOD restith most, in this transitory world, in  admynis
tracion of sacrifice and divine services by the ministres of holy 
churche for remyssion of Olll' synnes, and in the encreas of vertue, 
cunnyng, and of all cl'isten faith, and in doyng of goode almes
deeds and werks caritatifs ; therefore we, entending with the grace 
of Almighty God to cause hym to be the more honored and served 
with sacrifice and d ivine services by the mynistres of holy churche, 
as well within the said monastery where we intende, with G odd's 
grace, our body to be enterred, as in the univarsitecs of Oxenford 
and Cambrigge, and other places where the lawes of God be more 
specially lernyd, t.aught, and prechid, and scolers to the same en tent 

-;:- We extract the portions that have reference to the Uni
versity. The parts omi tted chiefly treat of benefactions to West
m inster and Wimborne. 
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to be brought up in vertue and cnnnyng for the increase of Crist's 

faith, 'If< 'If< 'If< '" 'If< have provided, established, and founden, by the 

Kyng's licence II perpetnall reders in holy theologie, oon off theym 

in . the 
.universitie of Cambrigge, and another of theym in the 

ulllvemtie of Oxforde, and oon perpetuall precher of the worde of 

God in  the said universitie of Cambrigge. ,y. .,.' *" *" *" And also 

whereas King Henry the Vlth of blessed memory was in mynde 

and purpose to have provided and ol'deyned, in a place in Cam

hrigge called than Godd's-house, scolers to the nOVl"mbre of LX, 

there to lerne and study in all liberall science, in which place was 

never scholars, felowes of the same place above the nombr' of UU, 

for lakk of exhibicion and fynding ; we have no we of late pUl'chaced 

and obteyned licence of the said King our most deere son, and by 

reason thereof have founded and established in the same place a 

college, called Crist's college, of a maister, XII scolers felowes, and 

XLVII scolers disciples there, to be perpetually founden and brought 

up in lernyng, vertue, and connyng, accoruing to such statuts and 

ordynnaunces as we have made, ami shall make, for the same. 

//< 'iF 'If< //< '" 

And for the exhibicion and perpetual! fynding of the said I I  
perpetuall red el's i n  the said universities o f  Oxenford and Cambrig, 

the saide abbot, prior, and covent, at our desire and request and 

according to the said confidence and trust, have geven and graunt

ed by these several deeds, bering the date the first day of J uly the 

yere of our LORD M1Vc and three, and of my said Soverain Lord 

and Son XVIII, to either of the same 11 reders an arinuytio of XIII l i .  

VI s VIII d. yerely. And also by another dcede, beryng the date 

the sixte day of November the ye re of our LORD GOD Ml Vc. v. 

and of my said Soverai n , Lord and Son XXI, to the said perpetuall 

prechor an annuytie of xli. for his exhibicion and perpetual\ fynd

ing, in suche manor and forme as i n  the same deeds more playnly 

apperith. 
11< '" 11< • '" 

And whereas we the said Princesse, by reason and vertue of 

lettres patents made to us by the said King our Sovrain Lord and 

most deere Son, beryng date the first daye of Maye the xx yere of 

his reigne last paste, have established and founded the said college 

called Crist's College, i n  the said universitie of Cambridge, to the 

llOle nowmbrc of LX persons, w ith servants to theym convenyent 

and necessary ; aud, by reason of the sn,me licence, have ge\'en and 

graunted to the maister an� .s�olers of the sam� college and their 

sucoessours for their exhlblClon and sustentaClou, the manors of 

Malketoll, 
'
Melreth, and l3eachc, with dyvel's londs, tenements, 

rents reversions and services, in Malton, Melr'eth, Beache, Whad

don 
'
Knesworth

' 
H oO'ynoton, OrweJl, and Baryngton, in the countic 

, , ,, ,,  f D' h ' I h' 
of Cambrigge ; the maner 0 :tes,�'ort WIt 1 t appurtenaunces, 

with divcrs londs and tenements 111 Dltesworth ,  Kegworth, Hathern , 

and 'Vatton, with the advousons of the churches of Malketon, Keg-
A A 2  
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worth, and Sutton ue Bonyngton, i n  the cOllntie of Leycester, and 
the manor of Roydon i n  the countie of Essex, to have to theym and 
their SUCCcssours for evermore ; and abo obteyned license to the 
same maister and scolcr's and their' successors, to appr'opre to them 
and their succes�oul's the saide church of Malketoll, and also the 
churches of Fendrayton, Helpeston, and Navenby, as in the same 
lettres patents more playnly apperith ; w hich churches of Malketon, 
Fendrayton, and Helpeston, we have causid actually to be impro
pried, by assent and consent of the oru),naries and of all other' 
havyng therin interest, unto the same maister and scolers and theil' 
successours, anir clue forme and pr'ocesse of the lawe i n  tll�t parte 
requisite : also we have, by the Kyng's l icence, and by auctoritie, 
assent, amI consent, of the ol'dinnr'y and of all othcl' ha\ ing interest, 
united, annexeu, and appr'opril!d for ever the paris.he chur che of 
Manberer in Wales, within the diocese of Seynt David, to the sai d  
maister, scolers, and their successors, Item, w e  have, by t h e  Pope's 
auctoritie and the King's special graunte and l icence, yeven unto 
the same maister, scolers, and their successors, the abbey of Creyke 
in the diocese of Norwich, with the purtenances, which was in the 
King's hands as dissolvyd and exti llcte. All which maners, londs, 
and tenements, and other the premisses, we late purchaseJ and 
provideu to the same entent : and will thel'fore and specially desir 
and requyre the said maister and scoler's and their successours, to 
cause and see our foundacion of our said college to be truely ob
served and kepte, according to the statuts and ordynances by us 
ther'of made, and to . be made, and ac('ording to our will,  mynue, 
and entent, as they w i l l  ther'fore answere hifore Almighty God at 
the drecleful l  daye of fynall jugeament. And also we specially 
desire and requyre our executors and every of them, that they, 
according to the confidence and truste that we have putt in them 
and in ever'y of them, to see and cause, as fen as in theym is 01' 
shalbe, saide III daily masses to be said and doon, and the anni
ver'sary, with the said l ights, distribucion of almes, to be holden 
and kepte, and the said converse to be provided and kepte in the 
said monastery, and the said annuities to he truely content and 
paid to every of the said reuers and prechal's, according to our will,  
mynde, and entent, aforesaid ; ancl also to see and cause the maister 
and scolers of the said college cnlled Crist's College, to be order'id, 
rewlid, and governed according to our saide will,  myncle, and 
cntent, and according to the said statuts and ordinaunces ; and also 
to see and cause all our testament and last will  to be truely ex
ecuted and perforrnyd in every behalf, as they will  answel' before 
Almighty God at the dredfull daie of finall jugement. And also 
we, in moost humble and her tie wise, pr'aye and beseche the said 
King OUl' Soverain Lord ami moost deere Son, for the most tcnclre 
and singular lo\'e that we bear, and wou l d  have bom to hym, to see 
and cause onr said will therein, and in all other things, to be 
truely executed and performed. 

'I(; 'I(; -J:.. 'i(. 'i(. 
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Be it remembred, That it was also the last w ill of the saide 

Princesse to dissolve th'ospitall of Seynt Joh'nis in Cambrigge, and 

to alter and to founde therof a college of seculer persones ; that is 

to say, a maister and fifty scolers, with d ivers servants ; and ne we 

to bielde the said college, and sufficiently to endowe the same with 

londs and tenements, aftir the m aner and forme of other collcges 

in Cambridge ; and to furnysshe the same, as well i n  the chapelf, 

l ibrary, pantre, and kechen, with books and all other t11ings 

n ecessary for the same And to the performans whereof the saide 

Princesse willed, among other things, that hir executors shuld take 

the yffues, revenues. and profitts of hir londs and tenements put in 

feoffamellt in the counties of Devonshire, Somersettshire, and Nor

thamptonshire, &c. Also the saide Princesse willed, that with the 

revenues comyng- of the said l onds putt i n  feoft'tment that the said 

late hospitall shulue be made clere of all olde detts dewly provid. 

and also that the londs and tenements to the same late hospitall 

belonging. shuld be sufficiently repayred and Illaynteyneu. 
* • • 'i(. 

Also the saide Princesse willeu, that the maister and felowes of 

Crist's College of Cambridge should have provided for them anci 

their SUCCeSSOlirs londs and tenelllents to the yerely value of xVI Ii .  

over and besids other londs that the said college hath in possession, 

A lso the said Pr'incesse willed, that the said Crist's College shuld. 

at hit' costs and charge. be perfitly fynished in all reparacions. 

hielding. ancl gnrnyshing of the same. Also tI r e  said Prineesse 

willed, that saide maner of Malton. in the shire of Cambrige, 

whiche belongeth to t.he said Crist's Col legc should he sufficiently 

bielded and repayred, at hir coste and char'ge ; soo that the said 

mnister and scolers may resort thidder, and there to tary in tyme 

of contagiouse seknes at Cambrige, and exerci�e their lerllyng and 

studies. Also the said Princesse wi l led, that a strong coffer should 

be provyded in the said Crist's College, at h ir costs and charge. 

Also that hir said executors shulde putt in the same a C li. of 

money. or more, to the use of the said college, to be spendecl as 

thev shall neue. Also the said Princesse w illed, that all h i r  plate, 

j ueiIs. vestments, aulterclothes, books, hangyngs, and other ne

cessarys belonging to hir chapel! in the tyme of hir decesse, and not 

otherwise bequethed, shuld be dividcd I ,etwene hir said colleges of 

Criste and Scynt John, by the discrecion of hir executors. Also the 

saide Princesse willed. the IlTI daye before hir  decesse, that the 

Reverend Fader in God Richard hishop of Wynchester and maister 

Henry Hornby, hir Chauncellor, shuhl the same d�y have the over

sight of llil' said will and testament ; and. ?y thelre sadnesse and 

goode discreciol1s shulde have full . auct�rltle and. po,:er to alter, 

adue to, and delOynishe, slIche artICles III her said , Will and test�

ment, as they thought most convellyellt, and accordmg to the WII! 

of the said Princesse. 
Probat' dict' testamenti apud Lamhith, XVII die M ensis Octo-

bris, Anno Domini Mill'imo Q:" nl!'entissimo Xuo. 
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To us the most interesting part of these extracts is of 
Course that which refers to our own College ; and when we 
read it, we no 10nO"er wonder that the executors of the will were 
unable to perfor� the ful l  intention of our noble Foundress. 
It is not in our province to record the foundation and 
early History of the College, but we must remind ou r 
readers that although the Countess of Richmond and Derby 
is our foundress, it is more than doubtful whether the college 
would ever have been called into existence, if it had not been 
for the exertions of the Bishop of Rochester and Dr. Hornby, 
two men who ought never to be forgotten by all loyal and 
true J ohnians. 

Bishop Fisher's funeral Sermon on Lady Margaret, or 
as it is called, H a  mornynge Remembraunce" we have often 
alluded to, but it will not be out of place now to give a short 
summary of it. The text was the 2 1  st and following verses 
of the t 1 th Chapter of St. John's Gospel, being the 
dialogue between Martha and our Lord, and the preacher 
applied the dialogue to the deceased Lady, dividing his 
sermon into three heads H First, to shew wherein this noble 
Prynces may well be lykned and compared unto that blessed 
vVoman Martha. Second, how she may complain unto our 
Savyour Jhesu for the paynful dethe of her body, like as 
Martha dyd for the dethe of her Broder Lazaras. Thyrde, 
the comfortable Answere of our Savyour Jhesu unto her 
again. In the first shall stand hyr pray re and commenda
tion ; in the secondde oUt· mournynge for the loss of hyr, 
In the thYI'd, uur comfort again." Under the first head 
Lady Margaret was compared to Martha in four things 
-In nobleness of Person-in the discipline of her body-in 
the ordering of her soul to God-and in keeping hospitality 
and charitable dealing to her neighbours. 

Then we have an account of the Countess's lineage and 
descent which concludes with a remark that she had thirty 
Kings and Queens within four degrees of marriage to her. 
After this, follows a relation of the severity of the discipline 
both of her body and mind, and a recital of the daily routine 
of her life ; the first part of the sermon finishing with an 
account of her hospitality and courteous demeanour to all 
with whom she was brought into contact. 

For the straungers, 0 mervaylous God ! what payn, what labour, 
811e of her veray gentleness wolde take with them, to bere them 
maner and Company, and intrete every Person, and entertayne 
them, according to their degree and havour ; and provyde, by her 
own commandement, that nothynge shoIde lacke that myghte be 
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convenyent for them, wherein she had a wonderful redy remem

braunce and perfyte knowledge. 

In the second division of the Sermon the Bishop states 

the loss suffered by all in her death :-

Lyke a spere it perced the he1'tes of all her true Servaunts that 

was about her, and made them crye alsoe of Jhesu for. helpe and 

socoure, with grete haboundance of tem'es. But specyally whcn 

they saw the dethe so hast upon her, and that she must nedes 

depart from them, and they sholde forgoe so gentyll a M aistris, so 

tender a Lady, then wept they mervaylonsly ; wept her Ladys and 

Kyneswomen to whome she was full kinde ; wept her poore Gentyl

women whome she had loved so tenderly before ; wept her Cham

berers to whome she was full deare ; wept her Chaplayns and 

PJ'eests ; wept her other true anel faythfull Servants. And who 

wolde not have wept, that there had bene pl'esente ? All Englonde 

for her dethe had cause of wepynge. The poore Creatures that 

were wonte to receyve her Almes, to whome she was always 

pyteous and mercyfull ; the Studyentes of both the Unyversytees, 

to whom she was as a Model' ; all the Learned Men of Englonde, 

to whome she was a veray Patroness ; all the vertuous and devoute 

persones, to whome she was as a lovynge Syster ; all the good 

relygyous M en and Women, whome she so often was wonte to, 

vysyte and comforte ; all good Preests and Clercks, to whome she 

was a true defendresse ; all the Noblemen and Women, to whome 

slle was a M yl'roure and ExampleI' of honoure ; all the comyn 

people of this Realme, for whome she was in theyr causes a comyn 

Meclyatryce, and toke right grete displeasure for them ; and 

generally the hole Realm hathe cause to complayne and to morne 

her dethe. 

He concludes by shewing that her death is but a new life 

more glorious and more to be desired than the present. 

Therefore put we asyde all wepynge and teeres, and be not sad, 

ne hevy as Men withouten hope ; but rather be we gladde and 

joyous, and eche of us herein comfort other ; alwaye praysynge and 

magnyfyinge the name of our Lorde, to whome be laude and 

hotloure endllsly. Amen. 

Lady Marcraret l ived in a transitional period of English 

History ; the �ge of chivalry had passed away ; and the .age 

of civil progress had not yet begun, bu� �he P?ssessed ll� a 

remarkable degree .many of the femmme VIrtues whIch 

characterize both penods. . 
Everything we have wntten tends to �ho�v �er respect, 

amounting almost to re�eren�e, for the ln�t1tutlOns of her 

forefathers, and her herOIC clllvalry may be Illustrated by an 
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expression she is said to have uttered, "that if the Christian 
Princes would agree to march with an army for the recovery 
of Palestine, she would be their laundress." On the other 
hand she gave every encouragement to the progress of 
Learning, Science, and Art in the country, and was almost 
the earliest patron of the printing p ress. She appointed 
W ynken de W orde, the partner and successor to Caxton ,  
t o  be  her printer, and Caxton dedicated to her one of  his own 
works which he had translated from the FrenGh at her 
request. The book is "The Hystorye of Kynge Blanchar
dyne and Queen Eglantyne his Wyfe." The dedication 
begins " Unto the right noble puissant and excellent princess 
my re doubted lady, my lady Margaret duchess of Somerset, 
Mother unto our natural and sovereign lord and most 
Christian King Hemy the Seventh by the grace of God 
King of England and of France , lord of Ireland, &c. I 
William Caxton his most Indigne humble subject and little 
servant present this little book I late received in French from 
her good grace and her commandment withal, for to reduce 
and translate it into our own maternal and English tongue, 
which book I had long tofore sold to my said lady . . . . . . 
Beseeching Almighty God to grant to her most noble good 
grace long life, and the accomplishment of her high noble 
and joyous desires in this present l ife ; and after this short 
and transitory life, everlasting life in Heaven, Amen.". 

Lady Margal'et's love of books and of study is shewn by 
the will of the Duchess of Buckingham, the mother of her 
second husband, who bequeathed her the following legacy :t 
"To my Daughter of Richmond a book of English called 
"Legenda Sanctorum," a book of French called "Lucum," 
another book of French of the Epistles and Gospels, and a 
Primer with clasps of silver gilt covered with purple velvet." 

We printed in full in a previous number of The Eagle 
the ordinances of the Countess of Richmond and Derby with 
respect to the deliverance of the Queen and for the Christen
ing of the child, but besides these one or two more of Lady 
Margaret's works are still extant. The most important is 
"The Myrraure of golde for the Sinfu11 Soule" which is a 
translation from a French translation of Speculum Aureum 
Peccatorum, and was printed by vVynken de W orde.:!: There 

'* Ames' History of P1"inting, Herbert's edition, Vol I., p. 98. 
t S ir Harris Nicolas, Testamenta Vestuta p. 357. 
t Ames' Hist. of Printing, Vol. I., p. 165. Funel'al Sermon, 

p. 1 70. 
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is a copy of the work in the University Library (AB, 4 56) 
and also an imperfect one i n  the College Library. The book 
is divided into seven chapters, the table of these chapters is 
as follows : 

" Firste-Of the filthines and miserie of man. 

" Seconde-Of synnes in gcneralle, and of their eifectes. 

" Thyrde- Howe they ought hastily, with all diligence to do 

penance. 
" Fourthe-Howe they ought to flee the worlde. 
" Fyfthe-Of the false riches, and vayne honours of the worlde. 
" Sixth-Howe they ought to dred deth. 
" Seventh-Of the joyes of Paradyse, and of the paynes 

of Hell !" 

Lady Margaret's other translation is the Fourth Book of 
the Imitation of Christ. 

There is a copy of it in the University Library at Cambridge, 

A. B. 4. 56, entitled-' Here beginethe the forthe boke of the 

folowynge Jesu Cryst and of the contempninge of the world. 

Imprynted at the comandement of the most excellent princes 

M argarete, model' unto our sovereine lorde kinge Henry the V I I .  
Countes o f  Richemont and Darby and h y  the same Prynces i t  was 

translated out of frenche into Englishe in fourme and manner 

ensuinge: At the end-' Thus endeth the fourthe boke followinge 

Jesu Cryst and the contempnynge of the world. This boke 

in printed at london in Fletestl'ete at the signe of the George by 

Richal'tl Pynson Prynter unto the kynges noble grace: 

The above is subjoined to-' A full devoute and gostely treaty se 

of the Imytacyon and folowynge of the blessed Iyfe of OUI' 1110ste 

mercyfull Savyour cl'yste : compyled in Latin by the right worshyp

ful Doctor Mayster John Gersoll : and translate into Englbshe the 

yere of our Lorde MD II. By Maister William Atkynson Voctor of 

divinitie at the special! request and comaulldement of the full 

excellent Pryncesse Margarete, model' to oure souerayne lorde 

kynge Henry V II. and Countes,e of Rychemont and Derby.' At 

the end-' Here endeth the thyrde booke of Jhon Gerson, &c. 

Emprynted in London by Richarde Pynson, &c. The yere of our 

101'de god M,CCCCC, and XVII. The vii day of October: 

There-are two or three copies of this i n  the University 

Library. 

Another performance of the Lady Margaret's was,-' The ordi

nance and reformation of apparell for greate Estates, 01' Princesses 

with other Ladyes and Gentlewomen, for the time of' mourninO'e : 

made by the right highe mighty and excelle?t Princesse Marg:ret 
Countesse of Richmont, Da : and sole Hell' to the noble prince 
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John Duke of Somerset, and mother to the prudent and mighty 
Prince Kinge Hem'y the Seventh, in the eight yeir of his Raigne j' 
[Hart MS.] relative to which, Sandford ( Gel1eal. Hist. p. 320) , 
observcs,_' the Countess Margaret (an. 23 H. 7.) by the com
mandment and authority of King Henry VII. her son, made the 
orders, yet extant, for gl'eat Estates of Ladies and noble Women, 
for their precedence, attires, and wearing of Barbes at Funcl'als 
over the chin, upon the chin, and under the same ; which noble and 

good order hath been and is much abused, by every mean and 
common Woman, to the great wrong and dishonour of Persons 
of quality.' 

Besides these works of Lady Margaret, she caused to be 
printed the following works :'" 

' Scala Perfcccionis : Englyshed : the Ladder of Perfection.' 
Impressus anno salutis MOOOOT,XXXXmI. Folio ; of which there 
is a copy in St. John's Collcge Library, bequeathed by Tho. Baker 
, in memoriam Pientissimre Fundatricis.' 

The Grete Shyppe of Fooles of this Worlde Imprynted at Lon
don in fiete strete by wynkyn de worde. ye yere of our lorde 
M.CCCCC. and xvii. The nynthe yere of ye reygne of our soue
rayne lorde kynge Henry ye viii. The xx. daye of June. Quarto. 

This translation is in prose, and the prologue contains the 
following paragraph : _  

' Considering also, that the prose is more familiar unto every 
man than the rhyme, I Henry Watson, indygne and simple of 
understanding, have reduced the present book into our maternal 
tongue of English, out of French, at the request of my worshipful 
master Wynken de Worde, through the enticement and exhortation 
of the excellent Princess Margaret, Countess of Richmond and 
Derby, and Grandame unto our most natural sovereign King 
Henry the viii ; whom Jesu preserve fl'om all incumbrance.' 

The seuen penytcncyall Psalmes of Dauyd the kynge and pro
phete &c. by Johan fyssher doctoure of dyuynyte and bysshop of Ro
chester, &c. Enprinted &c. In the ye re of our lorde MCCCCCix. 

, ' This treatyse concel'llynge the fruytful saynges of Dauyd 
the kynge and prophete in the seuen penytencyall psalmes. Deuy
ded in seuen sermons was made and compyled by the ryght 
reuerente fader in God Johan Fyssher doctoure of dyvynyte and 
bysshop of Rochester at the exortacion and sterynge of the moost 
excellent pl'incesse Margarete countesse of Rychemount and Derby, 
and model' to our soueraylle lorde kynge Henry the VII: 

The Bishop says in the prologue-' for as moehe as I of late, 
before the moost excellent pryncesse Margal'ete Countesse of Ryche-

'* These notices are taken from Dr. Hymer's edition of Fisher's 
Funeral Sermon, pp. 179. sqq. 
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mount and Derby, publysshed the sayenges of the holy kynge and 

prophete Dllvyd of the vii penytencyall psalmes, in the whiche my 

sayd good and synglller lady moche delyted, at whose hygh com

mallndement and gracyous exhortacyon I have put the sayd sermons 

in wrytynge for to be impressed: The Colophon is-

' Here endeth the exposycyon of the vij psalmes. Enpryntcd 

at London in the fietestrete at the sygne of the sonne, by Wynkyn 

de W orde prynter vnto the most excellent pryncesse my lady the 

kynges graundame. In the ye re of our lorde god MCCCCC and 

ix the xij daye of the m oneth of Juyn: 

St. John's College Library possesscs two copies of the above, and 

also the Edition of 1525 by Wynk. de Worde. In the Library of 

King's College, there is the first Edition, printed by Wynkyn de 

Worde in  1 508. Bishop Fisher's Funeral Sermon on Hen. VII.  

was, as we have seen, ' enprynted at the specyall request of the 

ryght excellent pryncesse Margarete, model' unto the sayd noble 

prynce.' 

In bringing to a conclusion this life of Margaret Beaufort, 

we must apologize for very many short-comings. We know 

we have occupied many pages of The Eagle with what must 

have been, to a number of readers, very dry matter, but we 

felt that there ought to be a memoir of the Foundress of the 

College in this the College J oumal, and we are only sorry 

that the duty has not been performed in a more able manner. 

The subject ought to be interesting to us all, and if it has not 

been made so, the blame must not fall on tlIe Editors of 

The Eagle who have admitted these pages, still less on " the 

famous Margaret Countess of Richmond, whose merit exceeds 

the highest commendation,"* but on the unworthy writer of 

t11e memoir. 

'* Camden. 
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M UTAT TEHRJ VI CES. 

'TIS sweet to lie on grassy vale, To any thoughts to yield, 
List to the music of the pail 

As milkmaids hie a-field. 

'Tis sweet to gather primrose pale, Each fairest gift of spring ; List now to Philomel's sweet wail, Now list the throstle sing. 
'Tis sweet, these silver months now passed, Passed now the lingering May, To help fork-armed to load the last Last load of summer hay. 

'Tis hardly sweet, 'tis sad as sweet, Now summer months have fled, To see the rude scythe bend the wheat And bruise the barley's head ; 

To sec the smiling fruit trees rent, Pear tom from sistel' pear, The branch at morn with fruitagc bent At even robbed and bare. 

'Tis sad to see the red leaves fall Cuffed by the careless blast, 
Youug Wi nter' slowly master all, 

And rule himself at last. 

(. 
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I N another part of our Magazine some of tbe peculiarities of 
this enlightened century have been ably handled ; but 

these are b ut single drops in the vast ocean o f  peculiarities, 
but isolated leaves in the boundless fore�t of innovatinO' 
eccentncltles. It is pardouable therefore to  select allothe�' 
subject from such a nu mber. 

One of these, and perhaps one of the most impressive, is 
what is ordinarily called Mesmerism, and it i s  with a view to 
remove some vulgar superstitions which obtain on this sub
ject that the presen t  article is written. 

It may be well at the outset to m ake a clear distinction 
between Mesmerism and E lectro-Biology. The first is the 
genus, the second a species of that genus ; and let it be 
rightly understood that I treat here only on this species. 

Mesmerism, though expressing that which is generally 
understood by the term ,  is also applied to the last stat 
w hich the patient undergoes, when,  soothed by the charmer's 
irresistible and soporific influence, he Lecomes u n consciously 
bis (or her)  unresisting slave, compelled, w ill he nill he, to 
obey all his behests, be they reasonable or unreasonable.  
A nd since in this state all  consciousness deserts him, it  can 
never be our lot to be made aware of  the reason of this 
sti'anae behaviour, enforced, as it appears, solely by the will 
of o;e whose rank in society whether literary or polite is 
in  many cases of an . or�er by no means exalted. H?w �h is 
effect is produced It I� perhaps not exp�dlCut to mqUlre, 
b ut its peculiarity all W Ill  b� ready to admIt. 

That a man of stern and Im perturbable character, possess-
ing that " solid base of  temrer�l11ent " of w �1ich the poet sings, 
strengthened moreo�er by a l Iberal educa�lOn� and sharpe�led 
b y  his intercourse wllh the world, should III any degree Yield 
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his will to the will of such a one as this, is sufficiently extra
ordinary ; but that he should. so utterly yield it as to commit 
what, in his sober senses, he would denounce as only befitting 
the' crouching submission of a docile creature of the brute 
creation, is startling indeed. Yet this is no uncommon case, 
and one that all of us who have completed the first decade of 
life cannot fail to have witnessed, probably more than once. 
Such a patient appears a very Proteus, with this difference 
between himself and the wily god, that the one assumes all 
his various contortions to further his own ends, the other to 
further those of another ; the one to make another the fool 
of his illusive shapes, the other to be made the fool and 
sport of others by a forced assumption of shapes alien to 
himself. Thus much for a subject on which a great deal has 
been written, serving only the more to mystify and confuse. 

Electro-biology is in its nature distinct from this. Here 
the patient, is so far an independent agent, inasmuch as it 
rests with bim to comply with or refuse the primary demands 
of the mesmerist, and thus far it differs not from mesmerism ; 
but in this it differs, that in the one case you are helpless 
and senseless, in the other you retain your full strength of 
both body and mind. 

I will briefly describe my own case, and honestly declare 
my feelings under such a treatment ; and let it be understood 
that mine was an extreme, or what is called a very successful 
case. 

Some dozen of us, members of the University, were seated 
round a room in this college, and the fair mesmerist (for she 
was of the gentler sex) put into the palms of our hands two 
discs of different metals, 'copper and zinc, the combination of 
which acts upon the nerves as a miniature galvanic battery."" 

I To take my own case, after gazing intently into my loaded 
'palm for some ten minutes (for such were the directions 
given) it began to assume an unnaturally livid and ghastly 
hue, I was shaken by a perceptible tremor, and a feeling 
of nervous helplessness came over me. This, let it be re
membered, was the result of no personal influence. The 
lady visited us in turn, and. with a commanding sweep 
removed the plates from their calloLls resting-places, bidding 
us at the same time close our eyes. This, I need hardly add , 
was perfectly voluntary. Then came " the charm of woven 
paces and of waving hands " for a sufficiently long period, 

,',' It has been objected by one leamed in magnetic lore that these 
can have no sllch cffcct ; I confess I cannot account for it othcrwise. 

<;, \ 
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and with a sufficiently close proximity to the face ; then a 
defiance to allow your eyelids to exercise the other of their 
wonted offices, the one of which they had already performed 
at the lady's request. For myself I may say that hitherto 
only the irresistible chain of Morpheus had been able to 
exercise such a tyrannizing usurpation of rights over these 
members of my face, and that the present case proved no 
exception to the rule. U noffendingly I looked my would-be 
tyrant in the face, yet with a commendable adaptation to 
circumstances, almost instantaneous with the defiance, and 
before my muscles, helplessly weak as above declared, could 
acquire strength to fulfil their wonted offices, by means of a 
thrice repeated retonating palm, and the while a tiny puff of 
scented breath, (for alas ! the fair enchantress had been unable 
to resist the enticements of a certain most palatable yet 
odoriferous bulb) I was pronounced released. This then was 
mere trickery, and so far none of the feeling has been excited 
by the mere willing power of another. � 

Some two or three of us only were pronounced successful 
subjects, myself the most so ; of one of those that were pro
nounced unsuccessful, I may perhaps be allowed to introduce 
an anecdote. He was short sighted, but happily assisted by 
Art to overcome the deficiencies of Nature ; in fact he wore 
spectacles., It was objected to him by the lady that even her 
searching eye was all too weak to pierce through such an 
impenetrable barrier of non-conducting material. The 
gentlemAn answered this objection by proving that the 
excellent conducting material of the frame would amply 
counterbalance the non-conducting tendencies of the glass. 
The proof was allowed, and all her ' powers were tried, but 
the result was a failure. Then the barriers were removed, 
and an unprotected front exposed to t.he enemy's cannonade ; 
but alas ! his natural infirmity proved, though in another way t 

an equally formidable obstacle, for he could not behold the 
cannon's mouth, and how then could he be expected to be 
shattered by the cannon's rolling balls ? No, this was an 
incontrovertible argument against it, and therefore he was 
pronounced ' invulnerable ! I in  particular was made the 
scape-goat to bear the defaults of all the unsuccessful subjects, 
and passed through a series of muscular grimaces w hich 
seemed to afford no little amusement to the spectators. 

And here it may be objected t�at, unless I had been fully 
in the power of the lady mesmenst, I should not have con
sented to such a course of action. But I hope to be able 
satisfactorily to remove this obj ection. 
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First, it rested entirely with myself, as already stated, to 
refuse or comply with the first request. Again, all the effects 
produced were through the medium of the muscles, and an 
attempt to produce it without the aid of this medium was a 
complete fail ure. Moreover 1 was predisposed to be mes
merised, and facilitated the effect by my own ready acqui
escence in all directions given. 

1 will instance one of my performances, one that brings 
into play every muscle of the body, painful  alike to head, 
heart, and foot ; known colloquially as the dance of the 
Perfect Cure. It is unnecessary to describe it. 1 complied 
with the first request to dance, and with future reiterated 
calls for an increase of speed. 1 did my best to go mad for 
the time, and 1 think, succeeded tolerably well. I felt the 
blood rush wildly into my head at a single moment, 
(1 was told afterwards that my face was purple) and after 
that, I did not know where 1 was or what I was doing until 
I fell from sheer exhaustion. Now all this time 1 had not 
heard a word of my instructress's directions, and I am 
perfectly convinced that, (always remembering my previous 
condition towards the excitement of which the lady had had 
no share,) had I chosen, I could have produced precisely the 
same effect upon myself, or (allowing myself to follow his 
instructions) any other person could, and weariness alone 
would have concluded my convulsive exertions. The failure 
that I alluded to was the following : I was placed in a chail' 
in the centre of the room, and long and carefully was " the 
charm of woven paces and of waving hands" resorted to, and 
then as before came the defiance, this time to walk to the 
door. Unfortunately my conscience would not allow me to 
practise the deceit, and I was fain to convince my Vivien , 
as in the similar case first mentioned, of her inability to bind 
my will. Twice and thrice were the magic paces repeated, 
and with the same sad result. 

I Lope it is clear from these instances given that in Electro
Biology the p.atient's will remains his own, and is not a slave 
at the beck of any one whose only necessary qualifications for 
becoming a tyrant are a shameless tongue and confident ail' 
of superiority. But when this is not so, we cannot but think 
that in one S<) easily led there is either a very slender supply 
of brains, or a large superfluity of those qualities which 
induce him thoughtlessly to deceive for the sheer love of 
deception, or that his name may be bandied about as of one 
whose will may be conquered and thoughts easily read by any 
vagabond juggler at a village wake. And yet, it may be 
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urged, if tbis is the case, why should not any one produce 

the same effects and practice
' the same deceits ? It is, we  

would reply, partly owinO' to a superstitious awe of  name and 

reputation inherent in us
o
all ,  which facilitates the production 

of the effect, but chiefly to a certain manual dexterity which 

the mesmerist acquires by practice. Any one not very much 

below the average standard of common sense, with a litt le of 

this practice and confidence gained by it, may rise to the 

lofty emiuence of the mesmeric heights, and enshrouded in 

the favouring mist of Olympus' King, thunder his tyrannizing 

tenets upon unresisting mortals. 
If such deceptions as these be lightly allowed, and their 

authors suffered to go unexposed, the time, we think, is not 

far distant when they will inspire no less terror than the far 

less dangerous wizards and witches of old. But we would 

hope far different things. Already have the i mpostures of 

that " par nobile fratrum" been successfully exposed, though 

for a while they bade fair to establish a belief that 

spiritualism alone could accomplish such apparent impossi

bilities. Such persons have a greater demoralizing effect 

upon the country than we can readily appreciate, and 1 would 

beg all persons to investigate these matters for themselves, 

and not give credence to idle tales, urged, for the most part, 

by a Reynard shorn of his brush. 

VOL. IV. 
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THE DOOM OF DIAZ. 

[Bartholomew Diaz, the discoverer of the Cape of Good Hope, or, as he 
called it. the Cape of Storms, was lost at sea during a second voyage : 
the popular superstition attributes his fate to the vengeance of the 
Spirit of the Cape, whose solitude h,:l had disturbed by his approach. J 

THE Storm-Cape looks in silent majesty 
Upon the silent sea ; 

In silver lines of shuddering light 
The moon shines through the night : 

Far from his home, through seas unknown, 
Bold Diaz holds his course alone. 

The Storm-Cape giant held his reign 
Unroused by mortal hand 

Till Diaz broke the slumber of the main :
Again bold Diaz speeds his way 
To realms of Eastern day, 

And India's golden land. 

Lo, as the Lusian bark glides fearless past 
With shout and trumpet-blast, 

The giant wakens from his sleep 
And glares along the deep ; 

Then summons up the tempest cloud, 
And calls the wave to be their shroud. 

The petrel skims the swelling tide, 
And scales its foamy crest, 

Then shrieking courses on with airy stride 
To tell of doom, so seamen say, 
And scared swoops far away 

On Ocean's heaving breast. 

The Doom of Diaz. 
The gallant ship before the wind she hies, 

O'er the dark sea she flies ; 
Each sail is furled, and each..- tall mast 

Bows to the coming blast ; 
The storm is gathering swiftly round, 
Wi.tR deep and hoarse and sullen sound. 

The skies are blackening overhead, 

And faster fiy the clouds ; 
The thunder rolls, the lightning flashes red ; 

The fireball tips the mast on high, 

Then meets tile lurid sky, 

Or flashes down the shrouds.-

The albatross looks on from Heaven's lone height, 
Nor stays his cil'cling flight : 

The gull speeds to his rocky home, 
Far o'er the wild waves' foam ; 

With sullen shrieks and boding cries 
In many a whirl the storm-finch flies. 

And on, and onward still she glides, 
Right onward to her doom : 

O'er each proud wave in turn she proudly rides, 
Nor heeds the glistening streak of light, 
That marks the breakers white, 

But hastens on to doom. 
8. 
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- In tropical thunder-storms, a ball of fire appears 

on the mast-head, and the lightning flashes upwards as 

downwards from it. 
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O:F ALLITERATION. 

Tot pariter pelves, tot tintinnabula dicas 
Pulsari.-luv. 

THOUSANDS of children have doubtless rejoiced in en-
deavouring to tell how Peter Piper picked a peck of 

pickled pepper, and how Ten toads totally tired tried to trot to 
Tilbury. Now if this passion for the delights of alliteration 
had been confined to babes, it might have been considered 
beneath the notice of a magazine patronised by an array of 
learned celibates whose ambition is to bless posterity libris 
non liberis, as George Herbert hath it. But it  so happens that 
the same passion has exhibited itself in children of a larger 
growth, that poets of every age have courted " apt allitera
tion's artful aid," and that the most fastidious critics have 
often been unable to resist the influence of that magic charm 
which links sound to sound and word to word, and weaves a 
chain of harmony whose spell is most powerful so long as 
it is dimly seen, and which then only ceases to entrance the 
mind when the cause of pleasure has become palpable. Then 
only did the harp of Memnon please the ear, when the 
listener deemed that he was catching the notes of a divine 
harmony whose mystery he cared not to unravel, but when 
once he knew of the cunning priest that struck music out of 
the reverberating slab of marble, then was the spell broken 
and all its magic lost : and thus too the harp of Poesy delights 
the listener, while he can see no fingers sweeping the chords, 
but let him once catch a glimpse of the harper's hand, and 
the spell that bound him will be snapped asnnder. 

r need hardly remark that what has just been said is very 
far from applicable to every instance of alliteration. Most of 
these instances may be al'J'anged under one of three very 
distinct classes ;-the first in which the whole effort of the 
so-called poet is bent on producing a constant recurrence of 
a dreary monotone, to the sacrifice of all true poetry ; the 
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second, where this device is  used at stated intervals, and in 
accordance with a systematic and almost invariable plan ' 
the third, where the poet makes only an occasional, un� 
systematic, and often a scarcely perceptible use of the artifice. 

r now propose to give a few examples of that puerile 
species of monotonous repetition, which forms my first class. 
They will be enough, and more than enough , to inspire the 
reader with a becoming abhorrence for the pitiful poetasters 
who spent their time and their talents Cif they had any) on 
one of the most childish objects that can waste the energies 
of man . 

The earliest instance I can adduce of a sustained applica
tion of this foolish ingenuity is a poem belonging to the ninth 
century. The writer was a monk of France, the subject of 
his eulogy was Charles le Chauve. Thinking that ordinary 
Latin would be far too inexpressive to sound the praises of 
his king, the priest composed no less than three hundred 
hexameters, every word of" which began with the letter C ;  
and how could a monarch's name be more fitly celebrated 
than by compelling every word of his praises to submit to the 
inexorable law, that placed his sacred initial in a position of 
perpetual prominence ? The oft-repeated line of Ennius 

o Tite tute Tati, tibi tanta tyranne tulisti 

mnst veil its glories before the splendour of a poem the mere 
fraction of which appears in the noble line 

Carmina clarisonae Calvi cantate Camenae. 

But the length of this effusion was more than trebled by 
the thousand lines written in a similar style by Christianus 
Pierius. His subject was Cltristus crucifixus ; the following 
quotation will doubtless be more than enough for an ordinary 
reader's patience : 

Currite Castalides Christo comitate Camenae, 
Concelebraturae cunctorum carmine certum 
Confugium collapsorum ; concurrite cantus 
Concinnaturae celebres celebresque cothurnos. 

Se tting aside the "Canum cum catis certam�n," the o
.nly 

other instance which I shall .ventur� to quote, IS on a sU?Ject 

that will doubtless be most lDte�·est.mg to all true � ohmans :  

the title of the poem, if suc� It may be called, IS Pu,gna 

P um per publium Porcwm fioetam, A . D .  1 5 30. 1hen 

fofro��r 
so�e hundred lines of which !he following may be 

'd d C ·1' sample ' the young pIgS are there exhorted 
conSl ere a lal , 
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to make peace with their sires, by a stirring appeal to all that 
a pig holds most sacred :-

Propterea properans Proconsul, popIite prono, 
Praecipitem Plebem pro patrum pace poposcit : 
Persta paulisper, pubes pretiosa ! pl'ecamur. 
Pensa profectum parvum pugnae peragendae ; 
Plures plorabunt, postquam praecelsa premetur 
Pl'aelatura patrum ; porcelli percutientur 
Passim, posteaquam pingues porci periere. 
Propterea petimu5 praesentem ponite pugnam, 
Per pia Porcorum petimus penetralia, &c. 

I am not aware of any English production in which so 
much ingenuity has been wa�ted on so unworthy a cause : 
�ut an instance of similar trifling will occur to every one in 
',he celCilbrated liI;les on the Siege of Belgrade : 

An Austrian army awfully arrayed 
Boldly by battery besieged Belgrade, &c .• 

:l 

The labours of these idly industrious minds form a strange 
contrast to the Herculean efforts made by the Leipogram
matists in a cause diametrically opposed to that of alliteration. 
Tryphiodol'Us published an edition of the Odyssey, and Nes
tor one of the Illiad, in which not a single A appeared in 
the first book, not a single B in the second, and so on, through 
the twenty-four books and the twenty-four letters of the 
alphabet. Several equally absurd instances might be added 
from more modern times, but I shall content myself, at the risk 
of telling a thrice-told tale, with the following anecdote, 
related by Ohardint of a Persian Leipogrammatist. On 
one occasion a Persian poet had the honour of reading 
to his sovereign a poem in which no admission had been 
allowed to the letter Aleph. The king, who was tired of 
listening, and whose weariness had probably too good a 
cause, returned the poet thanks, and expressed his very great 
approbation of his omission of the letter A leph ; but added, 
that, in his humble opinion, the poem might have been better 
still, if he had only taken the trouble to omit all the other 
letters of the alphabet. 

But I am digressing from the main subject Qf my paper ; 
I trust however that what I have already said is quite enough 

oJI. The remainder may be seen in Notes and Queries, 3rd S. 
Vol. IY. p. 88. The writer was R. Poulter, Prebendary of Win
chester. 

t Vol n., p. 188, Ed. 1711 .  

'" 
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to  awaken a feeling of  jmt indignation at the barbarous mal
treatment which the poor helpless letters have received at the 
h�nd of man, by being banished from posts which they would 
WIllingly have retained and by being thrust into positions 
which they never wished to fill. 

It is not easy to give a very definite reason for all this 
waste of industry ; perhaps the greatest of the offenders 

would have had little more to say for themselves than the 
opening words of the speech of Master Holofernes ; 

I will something affect the letter, for it argues facility. 

The preyful princess pierced and pricked a pretty pleasing.pricket.� 
Lo'V'e's Labour Lost, IV. 2. 

I now arrive at a more agreeable part of my task in the 

consideration of those modified forms of alliteration ,which" 

have always been held legitimate, have often met with 

commendation, and have not seldom won the highest praises. 

It will be enough to state, in passing, that the Greek 

Tragedians supply us with a few instances of lines that 

may very fair ly be called alliterative.t Plautus is freely 

sprinkled with alliteration ; Ennius, Virgil and Livy contain 
a few very marked instances ; to the use of this ornament by 

Lucretius it is hardly necessary to refer. One quotation out 

of many will serve as a tolerably good spec,imen ; 

Cum tuba depresso graviter sub murmure ml!git 

Et reboat raucum }'egio cita barbara born bum. 

Thus much for the ancients ; as to modern times, there 

was once a day when alliteration played a most import�nt 

part in the poetry of England. A few remarks on our earlier 

alliterative poems may form the second division of my article. 

Rhyming verse, it may be premised, was not in use among 

the Anglo-Saxons. In place of rhyme .however, they 

employed a system of verse so al'1'anged, that In every couplet 

there should be two principal words (or accented gyllables) 

in the first line, commencing with the same letter, which 

'* A very similar instance of alliteration is quoted by Cicero 

Tusc. Disp. H. 17, from Ennius. 
' 

Qui alteri exitium parat, 

Eum scire oportet sibi paratam pestem ut participet parem. 

Cf. abo Tusc. Disp. IV. 36. 

t e. g. Soph. O. T. 371 .  Aj. 493. Eurip. Med. 476. Iph. Tatlr. 

765. 
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letter must also be the initial of the first word on which the stress of the voice falls in the second line. As an instance of Anglo-Saxon alliteration would not be very intelligible, I may illustrate my meaning by the following stanza from a poem of a later period :-

Any science under sonne, 
The sevene artz and alle, 
But thei ben lel'Ded for our Lorde's love, Lost is all the tyme. "" 

Alliteration formed a remarkable feature in Icelandic verse and prose ; indeed, it is a special characteristic of Teutonic poetry, although far from confined to it, being also employed by the Finlanders. 
The Anglo-N ormans of the twelfth century were the first to introduce Rhymes, which they employed in their own poetry. This change was only gradually auopted, and hence arises the phenomenon of the existence of poems in which rhyming couplets are suddening changed into alliterative couplets and vice versa, while every now and then the harmonies of both systems are combined in a single couplet. This mixed species of verse is best represented by the great work of Layam on , whose translation of the Brut d'A ngleterre of Wace, the poet of Jersey, appeared, with aduitional matter of his own, in the earlier years of the thirteenth century. After the middle of that century alliteration was used irregularly in songs that employed rhyme throughout. The following stanza may be taken as a specimen of the period when rhyme began to establish its predominancy. It is from one of the ten poems in which Lawrence Minot celebrates the victories of Edward III :-

The princes that war rich in raw,t 
Gert nakers:j: strike and trumpets blaw And made mil·th at their might, Both alblast§ and many a bow 
Was ready railed ll upon a ro\v 

And full frek, to fight. 

'I/< Piers Ploughman. Pasaus decimus. 6897. Ed. Wl'ight. t Apparently according to Craik " were richly clad in a row." :j: Caused cymbals to stt·ike. 
§ Crossbow. 
11 Placed. 
, Eager. 

It 
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The taste for alliteration survived longest, a s  might be 
expected, in the ballad literature of the lower classes : 
towards the middle of the thirteenth century the last grand 
effort to establish its claims against those of the Norman 
Rhymers, was made by the author of the Vision of Piers 
Ploughman. The poem is a calm allegorical exposition of 
the corruptions of the state, of the church, and of social life, 
presented in the form of a dream. The opening lines tell us 
how, in the soft and sunny summer-tide, the poet wrapped 
himself in shepherd's garb, and went out into the world to 
view its wonders ;-how, on a bright May morning in the Mal
vern hills, a wondrous vision came upon him-a vision sent 
from fairy-land ;  for weary with his wanderings h.e had laid 
him down to rest on the broad bank of a sparkling stream, 
and, as he lay there and looked into the waters, so sweet it 
seemed, that he fell into deep slumber, and dreamed that he 
was in a wilderness ; and far on high, towards the eastern 
sun, he saw a tower on a hill, a deep dale below, and in the 
dale a donjon keep, and in the space between, a fair  meadow, 
full of rich and poor, full of men working and wandering 
to and fro. Here the satire of the poem begins ; the pilgrims, 
priests, and friars , that are scattered over the meadow, are 
forthwith submitted to the lash, which is used very freely on  
them a t  intervals throughout the book. Many portions o f  the 
poem show abundance of descriptive power and manly thought, 
but the form of poetry in which these thoughts and descriptions 
are embalmed, soon lost its fragran ce, and at last died away. 
A similar measure was however adopted in several long 
romances, such as the Romance of Alexander, the Wars of 
the Jews, and other poems that are still extant. But the 
influence of Norman literature soon became too powerful to 
admit of any further resistance or compromise, the old love of 
alliteration, which had long been so dear to the heart of the 
people, was at length banished from the poetry of the land, 
and the claims of Rhyme as a means of poetic harmony 
became finally victorious. 

Thenceforth alliteration became a subordinate ornament, 
an ornament however, whose �ol'th ha.s bee� appreci�ted by 
some of our greatest ,Poets. The �onsl�eratlO? of thIS modi
fied and unsystematlc use of alhtel'atlOn WIll occupy the 
third division of my paper. 

The stanzas of Spenser are often adorned with the 
happiest instances of its beauty ; the follo�g passages will 
sufficiently warrant my statement :-
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One day, nigh weal'ie of the yrl{some way, 
From her unhastie beast she did alight ; 
And on the grasse h er dainty limbs did lay 
In secrete shadow, far from all men's sight. 
From her fair'e Itead Iter fillet she undight, 
And layd her stole aside : Her angels face, 
As the great eye of heaven shyned bright, 
And made a sunshine in a shady place. 

Faerie Queene, 1. iii . 4. 
The Gyaunt selfe dismaied with that sownd 
In hast came rushing forth from inner bowre, 
With staring countenance stern, as one astownd, And staggf'!ring steps, to weet what sudden stowre Had wrought that horror strange, and dared his dreaded pow re. 

Ib. 1. viii. 5.'11-
They ,passe the bittel' waves of A cherqn, 
Where many soules sit wailing woefully,. 
And come to fiery flood of Pltlegeton, 
Whereas the damned ghosts in torments fry, 
And with sltarp s!u'illing sltrieks do bootlesse cry. 

The simple ayre, the gentle warbling winde, 
So calme, so coole, as nowhere else I nnde ; 
The grassie grounde with daintie daisies dight, The bramble bush, where birds of everv kinde 
To the waters faH their tunes attemper

' 
right. 

8ltepheal'd's Calender, June. 

I ought to say that the last quotation is perhaps one or the most exaggerated instances to be found in Spenser ; the words commencing with the same letter are in too close proximity : indeed, the harmony of Spenser's alliterations is seldom so effective as when it is employed in alt61'nate words, e.g. her daintie limbs did lay ; on a sweet bed of lilies 80ftly laid. It would be easy to extend the number of the instances given above, by the quotation of shorter passages, as the following :-

But direful deadly black, both l eaf and bloom, 
Fit to ado1'll the dead and deck the dreary tomb. 

'11- For similar alliteration of tt, Yid. Faerie Queene, 1. ix. 24, H. ix. 13, xii. 21 .  

'\, 
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or the fine description of Honor, 

In woods, in waves, in warres, she wonts to dwell, 

And wil be found with perill and with paine ;  

3":59 

but I prefer to represent the melody of Spenser by the 
longer passages already auduced. I am well aware that it 

would be ea�y for objectors to carp at such expres>ions as 

the " cruell craftie crocodile," but I would ask the most 

cursory reader of the Faerie Queene whether the strength 

and beauty of many a line is not marvellously increased by 

the judicious and sometimes imperceptible use of alliteration . . 

It is only natural that the success of a great poet should 

have led to an affectation of the same ornament by poets of 

smaller calibre. No  wonder then, that Sidney cens9res those 

who " course a letter, as if they were bound to follow the 

method of a dictionarie " and that, in a passage of Astrophel 

and Stella, he treats the art as an evidence of a want of 

poetic inspiration : 

You that do dictionaries method bring 

Into your rimes, running in rattling rows, ' 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

You take wrong waies ; those far-fet h elps be such 

As do betray a want of inward touch. 

I have alluded in a former part of this article to the ridi

cule which Shakspeare pours upon the abuse of alliteration. 

To the passage there quoted I may now add the well-known 

lines from the interlude of Pyramus and Thisbe : 

Whereat with blade, with bloody blameful blade 

He bravely broach'd his boiling �ody breast. 
Mids�Ni9ht's Dream, V. i .  

Nor is this the only passage in which this childish excess 

of orname.nt is parodied. I.n
 the :fi�'st act of tl:e same 

.�
I�y, 

Bottom edifies his friends WIth a display of hiS capabllitles 

in " Ercles' vein " as follows :- • 

The raging rocks, 

With shivering shocl{s, 

ShaH break the locks 
Of prison gates : 

And Phibbus' car 

Shall shine from far, 

'L .  I. ,.;ir..:"l And make and mar 

Our foolish fates. 
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That the poet was, at the same time, well able to make a proper use of that ornament, the abuse of which he despised in others, may be sufficiently proved, if proof be needed, by a single instance : 
Staring full ghastly like a strangled man, His hair upreareu, his nostrils stretched with struggling. _ 2nd Part of Hen�!I VI, ACT III. Sc. n.'" r have seen it statedt that Milton entirely avoids alliteration ; if by that term is meant the succession of four or five words commencing with the same letter, I admit the truth of the remark ; but if we thereby understand the subtle connection of word with word effected by consonantal sounds at the initials of various accented syllables that have a definite relation to each other, I apprehend that it will be easy to show that this artifice in its higher forms is frequently adopted by Milton. He was bold enough to denounce Rhyme as " the jingling sound of like endings," as " the invention of a barbarous age to set off wretched matter and lame metre " but he showed at the same time that none could afford to despise those minor artifices which often add vigour to the most vigorous line, and melody to the most melodious. The descriptiont of the transformation of Satan and his comrades into hissing slimy serpents may be here referred to as a remarkable instance of sibilant alliteration. Everyone will notice the effect of the artifice in such collocations as 'Behemoth, biggest born of earth,' ' His bursting passion into plaints thus poured,' ' The mountains . . .  Their broad bare backs upheave,' ' So high as he heaved the tumid hills, so low Down sunk a hollow bottom broad and deep.' What ear can be so dull as not to appreciate the beauty of the line in L'Allegro, " By whispering winds soon lulled asleep," or the exquisite harmony in the description of the " Swain 
'Who with his soft pipe, and smooth-dittied song Well knows to still the wild winds when they roar, And hush the waving woods." 

Comus, 86. 

'" I may also refer to the song of the fairy in lfIids. Night's D1'eam, A ct H. SC. 1 .  t Marsh's Lectttres on the English Language, p. 392_ ed . Sm ith ; -a book which I have found useful in the compilation of several parts of this article. 
t Paradise Lost, X. 51 7-527, 538-543. 

ex 
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After adducing all these instances of alliteration in the 
. great poems of the sixteenth and seventeenth century, we 

are not a little surprised to find one of the critical bio
graphers of W aller attributing to him the first introduction 
of ' that way of using the same initial letters in a line, which 
throws the verse off more easily, as in the line " Oh, how 
I long my tender limbs to lay ! '" No mistake could have 
been greater ; the reader is, I trust, sufficiently provided 
in the former part of this article with abundant materials 
for the refutation of this arrant blunder. 

The use of alliteration was revived by Dryden ; several ' 
instances may be found in the introduction to the ' Hind 
and Panther,' and in many other passages with which I 
shall not trouble the reader. I must now hasten 1;0 a brief 
consideration of some of the more remarkable instances 
which may be found in the lighter poems of Pope. I have 
seldom seen such a prominence and sharpness gained, such 
an irresistible effect produced, by such a slight artifice as 
in the following lines ;-

Believe me many a German prince is worse, 
Who, proud of pedigree, is poor of purse. 

Imit. of Horace, Ep. I. VI. 83. 
But fill their purse, our poets' work is done, 
Alike to them by pathos or by pun. 

Imit. of Horace, Ep. n. I. 294. 
But thousands die, without 01' this or that, 
Die, and endow a college or a cat . 

Moral Essays. III. 95. 
Or her, whose life the church and scandal share, 
For ever in a passion or a prayer. 

Id. 11. 105. 

Puffs, powders, patches, Bibles, billets-douK. 
Rape 6J' the Lock, I. 138. 

The last example may perhaps be considered the best ; 
r have very little hesitation in  saying that the collocation 
is, to most persons, far more humorous tl;an that of 'Potatoes, 

mouse-traps, and ot�er sw�et.meats. The source of 

pI asure in this partIcular hne may be reduced to the 

sa�e causes , as those which lead to the success o� a �ood 

pun : the alliteration of words that express Oppo�I�e Ideas 

is, in fact, a species of wit, if we acc�pt the defimtlOn t�at 

makes wit consist in the sudden dISC?VerJ ?f congruIty 
. th ' us This remark appbes 111 Its full 'force 111 e 111congruo . . . 
only to the latter part of the hne above quoted ; at the 
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same time it may be noticed, that the effect of the former part of the line arises in part from the discovery of an unexpected resemblance in objects whose points of t>imilarity were supposed. to be alr�ady known to their full extent. 
Indeed, it would not be far from the truth to say that alliteration is to . a part of a sentence what a pun is to the whole ; alliteration is a pun of letters, and puns convets�ly may be said to imply alliterations of entire words. 

The poems of G ray present us with instances of a very marked endeavour to gain strength and delicacy of sound by means of the same artifice. In some of his odes, almost every Strophe begins and concludes with an alliterative line : thus we have, ' Ruin seize thee, ruthless king,' ' weave the warp, and weave the woof,' ' To high-born Hoel's harp and soft Llewellyn's lay,' ' Stamp we our vengeance deep and ratify his doom,' ' Regardless of the sweeping whirlwind's sway, That hushed in. grim repose, expects his evening prey ;' similarly we · have ' Hauberk crash and helmet ring,' ' Thoughts that breathe and words that burn,' and many other lines which · any careful reader must have noticed. Few poets have shown such good taste as Gray in the sparing use of this ornament ; but it becomes little better than paltry tinsel in th� hands of inferior poets, such as the authors of Tannhauser. The elegance of their joint production is, I admit, frequently enhanced by such artifices as that which is apparent in such lines as the following :-
The wandering woodman oft, at nightfall, heard 
A sad, wild strain of solitary song 
Float o'er the f(}Test. 

The great defect however of many of the best parts of the 
poem is that this artifice is carried to an unreasonable length. 
There is a painful want of variety, a want of the subtle and 
inwoven harmonies of Spenser in the lines 

Athwart the incense-smoke 
She stole on sleeping sunbeams, sprinkling sounds 
Of cymbals. through the silver psalms. 

The alliteration in this and many other passages is far too 
monotonous to be effective : I have before me a passage 
of some five and twenty lines, of whi�h four or five only are 
not marked by a very decided alliteration ; toward the end. 
of this passage the artifice has to be carried out of all bounds 
to produce any effect on an ear that has been dulled by 
a constant reCllrrence of monotonous initials : I quote the 

r 

� 
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climax to show what m ay become of a delicate art in the 
hands of rude and unskilful workmen : 

A throbbing light that grows and glows 
.311 From glare to greater �lare until it gldts 

And gulfs him in. 

It is pleasant to turn aside from the i mitation to the 
reality, from the work of Temple and Trevor to the versifi
cation of the Poet Laureate. Now I am not one of those 
who consider it the proper thing to fall into ecstasies over 
every line that he may happen to write, but this I can say, 
that few poets have made so judicious and effective use of 
the art of alliteration. Every one must have been struck by 
the harmony of his rhythm, and the slightest examination 
will show that it is owing to a preponderance of liquid so un us 
and to a moderate use of the ornament of which I am writing. 
Where so many instances may be found, it is scarcely ne� 
cessary to quote more than two of the most remarkable : 

Myriads of rivulets murmuring through the lawn 
The moan of doves in immemorial elms, 
And murmur of innumel'able bees. 

Where the river sloped 
To plunge in cataract, shattering on black blocks 
Its breadth of thunder.*' 

Up to this point I have taken into consideration the al
literation of poetry alone ; but it must be remembered that 
the same artifice has other uses to which I have not referred. 
In the titles of works of fiction, when many names are equally 
appropriate in every other respect, alliterative resemblance i s  
frequently sufficient to decide the author's choice : hence 
such names as ' Peregrine Pickle,' ' Roderick Random,' 
, Pickwick Papers,' &c., &c. The same general principle is 
illustrated by the epithets that have become conventionally 
attached to many of the Scotch clans ; thus we hear of the 
, gallant Grahams,' the ' gay GOl'dons ,' the ' muckle mou'ed 
Murrays,' the ' saucy Scotts,' the ' h�ndso�e Hays!' the 
' light Lindsays,' an d the ' haughty Hamlltons. Lastly, 10 the 

... I cannot refrain from simply alluding here to Swinburne's 

lately published tragedy, Atalanta in Calydon.. It 
,
contains a few 

harsh alliterations (e.g. ' Mutual month of marl'la�es ) and �lany of 

considerable elegance (e.g. ' Lisp of leaves and ripple of ram.' )  I 
had intended to quote the commen�ement of the prologue) I .hope 
my abstaining from doing so may mduce readers to exam me It for 
themselves. 
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traditionary proverbs of all countries, alliteration is contin-
' 

uf!J1y found, and where it falls on the key-words of a proverb 
it adds considerably to its force : thus we have ' Out of debt, 
out of danger,' , No cross, no crown,' ' Frost and fraud both 
end in foul,' , Do in hill as you would do in hall,' and ' Who 
swims in sin must sink in sorrow.' Al literation is, in fact, 
one of the most important of all the artificial means which a 
proverb employs for obtaining currency among men,  and for 
rivetting its words on the memory, so that no force of time 
can shake them from their resting place. 

But the longest day has its evening, the longest article 
must come to its conclusion. I trust however that I have 
said enough to lead some few at least to appreciate more than 
ever the form of words in which the poetry of the past and 
the present has found utterance. For the length of my 
quotations I shall make no apology ; some of them I have set 
down by way of a ' horrible example,' as beacons to tell of 
the shoals where the small and great have suffered ship
w reck : the rest I have adduced in sure confidence that 
among them may be found some of the most expressive and 
graceful lines that have lent beauty and energy to the 
poetry of the world. They will be enough to remind us 
that the same laws of poetic harmony have prevailed from 
the beginning, that time and place cannot fetter the impulse 
of poetic genius, and that the same adornment which gave 
new vigour to the goodly words of Lucretius and other 
master spirits of the olden time, has in these later ages, 
embellished and strengthened the lines of Spenser and 
Shakspeare, Milton and Pope, Gray and Tennyson. 

S. 
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OUR C H RONICLE.  

IN every kind of manufactory there is allotted to each 
workman his peculiar work, and rapidity and excellence 

in each department is the result. As supervisors of the 
food with which Aquila our domesticated bird claims 
to be satisfied, we cannot but think it unreasonable that 
we should be expected also to provide the same. And 
though she has now been regularly supported for seven years, 
and thriven under her terminal change of diet, and shown 
no symptoms whatever of any desire to return to the native 
wilds whence we reclaimed her, yet we cannot but tremble 
for the future unless she obtain more generous support. 
Seriously, we would beg our Subscribers, both present 
and late Members of the College, while congratulating them 
on the completion of the Fourth Volume of our Magazine, 
to come forward more liberally with their l iterary contribu
tions. At present, the greater number of the articles are 
contributed by the Editors themselves. 

The Members' Prizes, open to Middle and Commencing 
Bachelors, have been adjudged as follows : 

1 F. W. H .  Myers, RA., Trinity. 
2 H. Lee Warner, B.A. St. John's. 

The Porson Prize and the Browne Medal for the Greek 
Ode, have been awarded to J. E. Sandys. 

The following additional Donations and Subscriptions 
towards the Chapel Window Fund have been promised :  

DONATION S. 
;S, .. d. ;S. " d. 

R. C. Atkinson 1 1 0 R. G. Mnrsden 3 3 0 

E. Brook Smith 1 1 0  0 A. Salts 1 1 0 

Rev. W. A. Chapman 5 0 0 H. A. Williams 3 0 0 

VOL. IV. C C  
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A SPECIAL interest attaches at the present moment to 
all that bears on the maintenance of onr friendly relations 

with France. The death of a minister, whose main care for 
years has been to foster to the utmost a mutual kindness, has 
set all Europe a-wondering whether his friendly policy will 
still be continued, or whether his successor will evoke again 
the old spirit of jealousy and hate from the deep to which it 
has been nigh consigned. The task which Lord Palmerston un
dertook, w hen in 1 851 he was foremost to recognise in the pre
sent Emperor of the French the man for the time, was no easy 
one, Misunderstanding he had to face on all sides. From the 
Engli�hman, that hasty judgment from foregone conceptions, 
that self-complacent insular habit of looking at everything 
through British spectacles, which John Bull delights in: on 
the other side of the Channel that natioual one-sided egotism 
(opiniatrete,) which equally marks J acques Bonhomme.-Truly 
strong partition walls to be broken down! and it were diffi
cult to 8(1Y w hich is the stronger. Results I think point to 
the latter, and this perhaps agrees with what one would a pr-iol'i 
expect ;  an intelligent Englishman is generally willing to grant 
the possibility of excellence in institutions other than his own, 
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and to take the trouble of inq uiring into their working, how
ever much his strong 'home feelings may kick at the idea of 
borrowing any part of them for his own use, But a Frenchman 
seems generally to start with the feeling of national superiority 
so strongly asserting itself, that all that is foreign (1 speak of 
course of social, 110t of' political institutions) sinks into an 
insignificance which is almost beneath notice, at any rate not 
worthy of study, Consequently he travels but little ; though 
his language is the cosmopolitan language of Europe, there is 
nothing of the cosmopolite in him. If a man of cultivated 
taste, he enjoys in a sentimental way the works of nature and 
art (art rather than nature) which he has, to use his own 
expressive word, qJleure, and carries away perhaps some ideas 
of grace and elegance, enough to fill a page of measured 
rhapsodical prose, which the most scrupulous academician can 
find no fault with. On the other hand, nothing, 1 know, 
can look less like enjoyment than the common sight of a 
Britisher hurrying about Murray in hand and seeing what 
he is told to see. But this systematic sight-seeing, though 
it may be less enjoyable at the time, gives him a more accurate 
view of things in the long-run, and lays up for him a store of 
enjoyment in retrospect. Those who have met Frenchmen 
out of their own country will all, more or less, bear me out 
in these reflections. They may be fairly illustrated by 
comparing a series of "Letters from Italy" from the pen 
of M. Henri Taine, which appeared in the " Revue des deux 
Mondes" at the beginning of the present year, with any 
English book on the same subject, say Mr. Burgon's " Letters 
from Rome." They cannot be better summed up than in 
the speech of a French officer in  the garrison at  Rome, 
reported by Mr. Story :-" 'Ve have been here now five 
years, and these rascally Italians can't talk French yet." 

How are these difficulties to be overcome? Commercial 
treaties may do a great deal. Not merely by creating an 
identity of material interests-this could only smother, not 
extinguish old enmities-but by the action and reaction of 
French taste and English solidity. Abolition of passports, 
and increased ease of communication may do much. When 
from London to Paris is but an 1 1  hours' journey, which may 
be taken at an hour's notice, the two peoples cannot but be 
brought into more intimate relations. But here the advan
tages are chiefly on the other side. As compared with the 
Alps and the Pyrenees, with Vichy and Biarritz, we have 
little to attract those who travel for pleasure. Hence far 
more Englishmen pass through France, than Frenchmen 
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come to England. It might seem as if this were an ad
vantage rather for the Englishman, but I think 110t. The 
ordinary traveller passes too quickly to see much of the 
people, and the specimens that he does see are not always 
sllch as to leave with him the best impressions ; but still he, 
quickly as he passes, leaves some trace which may show 
his neighbours that every Englishman is not necessarily a 
" milord " or a snob-that you have not exhausted his whole 
nature when you define him as a biped with a beef-like com
plexion and a long purse. In  the same way the French visitor 
of London may correct the English prejudice which sets up 
the denizen of Leicester Sq uare as a type of French society. 

But there is a third influence to which I am inclined to 
attribute the greatest power of all. What we want is 
to secure for the one a fair knowledge and appreciation 
of the mind and soul of the other, and to this end surely 
the literatures of the two countries can exert the widest 
influence, an influence indeed whose range will extend 
over the whole of educated society. The books which a 
people recognises as classic, or rewards with the popularity of 
the hour, are sure to reflect the general type and the 
temporary play of the features of the national character. It 
may be doubted whether Shakespeare would have been a 
classic in France, any more than Racine could have been one 
in England. Here the advantage is on our side. We are 
perhaps, as a nation, the greater readers, at any rate of solid 
literature, and the educated Englishman can generally read 
a French work in the original, and so need not wait till some 
publisher thinks it will pay to give to the world a trans
lation. And this is no slight advantage, when our object is 
to get to the kernel of the French character, for it is seldom 
that a translator can break the shell in which it is enclosed 
without leaving the mark of his handy-work. 

Now no one, I imagine, can fail to be struck with the 
alteration which the last few years have produced in this 
respect. The names, aud in many cases, the works of 
contemporary writers are familiar to us, and what is more, 
we are beginning to care for their good opinion. True we 
have not yet begun to appreciate their classic authors, save, 
perhaps, Voltaire's histories, and Moliere's broader comedies, 
but that will come in time. Meanwhile the writings of a 9:uizot, a Lamartine, a Hugo, or a de Tocqueville leave their 
Impress upon British thought. Setting aside the glimpses 
Which lighter literature gives us of the social habits and 
thoughts of the nation, there are two results to be expected 
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from the wider reading : an increaseu respect for the French, 
language, and a higher opinion of the French mind. Our 
habitual tendency is to think of French as a frothy, unsubstan
tial language, good enough for the unmeaning expre&sions of 
French compliment and courtesy, or at best for the q ues
tionable uses of diplomacy, but entirely unfit for the clothing 
of any substantial truths or high ideas. And in the same 
way we are fond of picturing to ourselves the Frenchman 
as one whose mind is sufficiently inventive to produce elegant 
knick-knacks, sufficiently imaginative to give birth to an 
improbable romance of more than questionable morality, but 
not able to grasp any wide principle. or form any long 
induction. Such ideas cannot but vanish from the mind of 
one who reads such historians as Guizot, Michelrt, Thiel'J'Y, 
or lYlerimee, such critics as Sainte-Beuve, Villemain, or 
Prevost-Paradol; such men of science as Arago, Cousin, 
Comte. N or can he fail to see the wide capacities of a 
language which for clearness and c1eanness* of expressIOn 
surpasses all others. And this appreciation of language is a 
matter of no small importance, for language being only the 
reflex of ideas, where the ideas are mean, the speech must be 
mean too, and conversely, clearness of language implies also 
habits of clear thought, And herein, I think, lies the strength 
of the French mind. It may be at times illogical, but ideas 
are grasped, and seen with a sharply-defined distinctness 
which is even matter for envy. 

There is one department of this literature which is of 
peculiar value: that, I mean, which enables us to see what 
impression our neighbours receive from our national c.haracter 
and literature; 01' to compare the impressions produced by 
the same scenes or the same works upon the two nations. 
Such works as M. Taine's H£stoir'e de la Lilterature Angla£se, 
or M, Esquiros' L' Angletel're et la v£e Angla£se, may, if 
impartially read, put us in a point outside our own narrow 
circle, and enable us in some measure to "see ourselves as 
others see us, " But the latter class has a stilI higher value. 
In the field of general criticism we all start fair ; we cannot 
so comfortably resolve all differences hy the reflex ion that 
our critic knows nothing about his suLject, which so often 
serves as an extinguisher to foreign judgments of English 
things. 

*' I am obliged to translate a French word (nettete) to express 
my meaning, 

{\... 
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At the same time, however, that modern French litera
ture is more widely read in England than before, there 
are some branches of it which are vet but little known. 
I may specially mention French criticism and French 
poetry. And yet the former is perhaps the best of the 
present time, and the latter is by no means to be despised. 
How many Englishmen have read-how many even know 
the names of Casimir Delavigne, or Alfred de Musset? 
How many of the admirers of " N otre Dame - de Paris " 
and "Les Misel'ables " know anything of the "Poesies" 
and the " Legende des Siecles " of the same author? 

There is another class of works, whose circulation we 
naturally expect to be confined to their own country, though 
an acquaintance with them will do more than anything else 
to deepen our knowledge of the Ilation from which thE!Y 
issue. I allude to those whose interest is only local and 
temporary-the works of the journalist and pamphleteer. 
Among the foremost of these in France, during the present 
century, stands the writer whose name heads the present 
article. He has been called by some the Cobbett of France; 
but he is a Cobbett without his coarseness; his attacks are 
sharper and 1110re stinging, becanse his weapons are finer, 
his steel more carefully tempered. Some account of his 
life and writings may not be without interest to the readers 
of the Eagle. 

Paul Louis Courier was born at Paris on the 4th of 
January, 1 7 72. His father was a wealthy and cultivated 
member of the middle class, possessing an estate in Touraine, 
to which he was obliged to retire not long after the birth 
of his son. Admitted apparently by his position and educa
tion into the highest circles, he was accused of having 
seduced the wife of one of the leaders of the nobility. 
The Grand Seigneur was deeply in his debt and refused 
to pay what he owed, so that we may receive the story 
with some suspicion. But whether it was true 01' not, he 
was set upon by the followers of the duke of 0 --, and 
nearly assassinated, and ultimately compelled by the noise 
which the affair made to leave Paris. It is not hard to 
see from what source Courier first drew the intense hatred 
for the nobility which is so plainly o utspoken in his works, �rought up in Toul'aine under his father's eye, he further 
Imbibed from him that fondness for ancient authors, 
e.specialIy the Greek, which was the sole passion of his 
hie" At fifteen we find him studying mathematics at 
Pans, but still devoting all his leisure time to Greek. 
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From Paris he went, in 1 7 91, to the artillery school at' 
Chalons, and gained his first experience of military duty 
by mounting guard at the gate of the town during the 
panic produced by the Prussian invasion of 1 79,:2. A�ler 
Dumouriez' successes he was enabled to complete hIS studIes. 
He received his commission as lieutenant in the artillery 
in June, 1 7 93, and joined the garrison at Thionville. I t  
is from this place that the first three of the series o f  letters, 
which are our chief material for his life. are dated. They 
are t.he only ones of this early date, and arc most interesting 
for the traits of character that they disclose. How much 
for instance we read in the fol lowing passage; in which he �s 
speaking of an ill- tempered chum: 

" J e me suis fait une etude et un merite de supporter en 
lui une humeur fort inegale qui, avant ll1oi, a la�oe tous ses 
autres camarades. J'ai fait presque comme Socrate, qui 
avait pris une femme acariStre pour s' exercer a la  patience; 
pratique assurement fort snlutaire, et dont j' avais moins 
besoin que bien des gens ne le croient, moins que je ne l'ai 
cru moi-meme. Quoi qu'il en soit, je puis certifier a tout 
le monde que mOI1 susdit compagnon a, dnns un degre 
eminent toutes les qualites requises pour faire de grands 
progres dans cette vertu it ceux qui vivront avec lui." 

I must quote one other passage which contains 'the key 
to the whole of his military life. His father had been 
expressing an opinion that the time which he gave to the 
dead languages was badly employed, considering the pro
fession for which he was destined. He replies: 

"Quand je n' aurais eu en ccla cl' autre but que ma 
propre satisfaction, c' est une chose que je fais entrer pour 
beaucoup dans mes calculs; et je ne regarde comme perdu, 
dans ma vie, que le temps ou je n' en puis jouir agreable
ment sans jamais me repentir du passe, ni craindre pour 
l' avenir," 

The Greek studies to which he gave so much time were not superficial. He says with regard to them :-" I like above all to read over again the books that I have already been 
through numbers of times, and by that means acquire a 
learning which, if less wide in rano'e, is at any rate more soli.d." FOl: this reason he decline; the study of history, 
wlllch reqUIres too much reading ; a dislike which was only strengthened by his subsequent experiences. 

N ever were better prospects spread before a soldier than 
lay open to a young officer joining the army of the Rhine 
in 1793, provided he showed some talent and zeal for the 
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cause of the revolution. Under a general only twenty-three 

years old, and with colonel� and .b!·igadiers of twenty, the 

hi<Yhest posts were open to hiS ambitIOn. And surely never 

w�s soldier more unfit to join such an army than Courier. 
Captain of artillery at twenty-three, he might have soon 
worked his way up the ladder of promotion, had he not 
preferred to spend every hour that could be spared from 
actual duty, mooning about the ruined abbeys and <?astles 

that skirt the Rhine. We shall see the same spirit anima· 

ting the whole of his military career. Nothing must in
terfere with his artistic tastes. 

In 1 7 95, being in general quarters at Mayence, he heard 

of the death of his father, and at once posted off to visit 
his mother, whose life was despaired of, without waiting to 
ask for leave or even informing any one of his intention. 

Through the intervention of his friends no notice was taken 
of this escapa de , except that he w as withdrawn from active 

service for a time, and while his old comrades were making 

up for the mi�eries of the Rhenish campaign by sharing the 
victories of Bonaparte in Italy, he had the pleasant duty of 
counting cannon-balls and inspecting gun-carriages at Toulouse. 
The first years of the Directory were to France what the 
Restoration was to England. There was a strong reaction 

against the austerit.ies of the Convention. Men and women, 
to llse the words of a French writer, rejoiced to meet again 
as friends, as kinsmen, as members of the same circle, and 
not as citizens and citizenesses. So that on the whole 

Courier had not a bad time of it in Toulouse, though he diel 

miss his promotion. He seems to have been a general 
favourite, and was a man capable of strong likings as well as 
dislikes, One friendship formed at Toulouse, that of a Polish 
antiquary named Chlewaski, has given us some of his most 
interesting letters. 

In 1 7 98 he was sent in command of a company of 
arti l lery to join the army of occupation at Rome. Traversing 

the whole of Northern Italy on his way, he could not but be 
saddened by the misery 'and desolation which everywhere 
�net his eye, It was not the poetic side of war that he saw 
In any part of his career. No wonder that after witnessing 
such sights he should write "J e ne crois plus aux grands 
h.ommes." But saddened as his eyes had been by these 
s�ghts of wretchedness, what a shock must it have beell to 
hiS artistic tastes to witness the spoliation of Rome. His 
description of it is quite plaintive : -

" J e n e  sais pas cl'  expressions assez tristes pour vous 
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peindre l'�tat de delabrement, de misere et d' opprobre ou 
est tombee cette pauvre Rome que vous avez vue si pom peuse, 
et de laguelle a present on detruit jusgu' aux ruines. On 
s ' y  rendait autrefois, comme vous savez, de tous les pays 
d u  monde. Maintenant il n' y reste q ue ceux qui  n' ont pu 
fuir, o u  q ui, le poignal'd a la main, cherchent encore dans les 
haillons d' un peuple mourant de faim, quelque piece 
echappee a tant d' ex torsions et de rapines .. . . .  

" Les monuments de Rome ne sont guere mieux traites que 
le peuple. La colonne Trajane est cependant a peu pres 
telle que vous l' avez vue; et nos c urieux, gu i  n' estiment 
q ue ce q u'on pe ut em porter et vendre, n' y font Ilf'Urellsement 
aucune attention. D' ailleurs les bas-reliefs dont elle est 
Ol'llee sout hors de la portee du sJbre, et pOUHont par con
sequent &tre conserves.'>' 

That in the holy city, the artillery officer was subordinate 
to the antiq ual'ian and sch olar, is a matter of Course. Besides 
the attractions of what remained of the museum and library of 
the Vatican, he was fortunate in making several valuable 
acquaintances, amongst others that of the Abbe Marini, the 
author of some works on ancient inscriptions. His cabi net 
and library seem to have occupied great part of Courier's 
time. These literary tastes, indeed, nearly cost him his  
life. The division to which he was attached was left in 
Rome, when Macdonald began his march upon the Treoia. 
It finally capitulated, and was to evacuate Rome at a fixed 
time. The man of letters, anxious to pay a farewell visit to 
the Vatican l ibrary, forgot the hour at which the captain of 
artillery was to leave Rome. \Vhen he came out of the 
Vatican it was already evening, and he was the only French
man left in the city. He was recognised, and a cry of 
Jacobin! at once raised. A shot was fired at him which missed him and kil led a woman in the crowd; and under 
cover of the confusion, he stole away to the palace of a 
Roman noble who was his friend, and by his help made good 
his escape, The state of France does not seem to have been 
at this time m uch better than that of Italy. On his  way 
from Marseilles to Paris, Courier was stopped and robbed of 
all that he had. 

Of the next three years we have l ittle account. He seems to have been engaged at Paris 011 literary labours which have 
been long forgotten: an Bloge d' .fIetene, 

in imitation of lsocrates, and a Voyage de Menelas a Tmie which was to cut 
out Telemachus. In 1 804 he is again with the army in Italy 
as chef d' e$caclron of arti llery . And here we have the first 
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of a series of letters which is tolerably continuous for the 
next nine years. It marks a distinct advance in the writer's 
style and habits of thought. 'l'he last few years' experience 
has added an element of bitterness to his  humour. Before it 
was ha rmless-n ow it has a sting. And the subject of this  
first letter is  worthy of its fire. He is at Piacenza in the 
division under D' Anthouard. 

The ofIir.prs are assembled one fine morning, and the 
question is put to them by their chief without any int.roduc
tion, without any pleading-" "Which do you fallcy most
an emperor or the republic ?"-comme on dd, R8ti ou bowlli, 
po/age ou soujJc, que voulez-vous er The officers sit  round, star
ing at each other.-" W ell, gentlemen, what is your opinion ?" 
Not a tongue stirs. This lasts fo r a q uarter of an hour, 
and is becoming somewhat embarrassing for D' Anthouard 
and for every one else, when a lieutenant who is present, 
rises and says, "If he wants to be emperor, let h im be; but  
if  I am to give my opinion, I don't think i t  at  all a good 
thing." " Explain yourself," sa:rs the colonel.-"Do you 
l i l,e it, or do you not '!" "I don't," replies the lieutenant. 
A la bonne lteure. Then follows a fresh interval of silence
they begin again to look at one another, as if they had never 
seen each other before in their lives. Courier c uts the knot
" Gentlemen," he says, ,. it seems to me, w ith your leave, that 
this does not concern u s. The nation wishes an emperor, is 
it for us to discuss the matter?" The cogency of this  
reasoning was seen by all, the requisition for the empire 
signed, and the officers dispersed to their billiards. "M aire me. 
disair, ma foi ,  commandant, vons parlez comme Ciceron; mais 
pourguoi voulez-volls donc tant qu'il soit empereur, je vous 
prie? Pour en fini r,  et faire notre partie de billard. Fallait-
i l  rester la tout le jour? . .  En effet que signifie, dis-moi . . . . . . 
un homme comme I ui Bonaparte, soldat, chef d'al mee, le premier 
Capitaine clu monde, vouloir qU'Oll l'appc>lIe majeste? E tre 
�onapar re , et se fai re sire! It aspire Cl, descendre: mais non, 
11 troit montel· en s'egalant aux rois. 11 aime m ieux un titre 
qu'un nom .. . .. .  Ce�ar l'entendai t  bien mieux, et aussi c'etait 
un autre ho m m e. Il ne prit pas de titres uses, mais il fit 
de son nom m�me u n  titre superieur it celui de roi." 
l?e m anelle ,  je crois. ne fera pas d'assemblee. 11 envoie les 
SIgnatures avec l'!:'nthollsiasme le devouement a la person ne, 
&c.: What a comment is this on tile historian's accoLlnt of 
this voting :-" le premier Consul avait reyu de I'armee les 
te

,
l11oignages d' adhesion les plus empresses. L'elan etait 

general, I'eclat aussi public qu'il pouvait I'�tre." (TAie1's, 
I-hstoire du Consztiat et de I'Bmpire, tom. v., p. 84.) 
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We cannot accompany our author through the following 
campaigns in Italy and Calabria, though many interesting 
details of his ad ventures may be gathered from his letters. 
Again the antiquarian is paramount. It is worth while to be 
a conqueror, for only in this character can he penetrate to all 
the nooks and corners of this beautiful land, mid the remains 
of Greek and Roman splendour. If he hears of any such 
near his encampment, he is off at once, reeking nought of 
the dangers of brigands, or of the guerilla troops of the 
enemy. More than once his life is in danger in this most 
villanous of wars, as he calls it. At one time he assists 
at a consultation to settle the point whether he shall be hung, 
burnt, or shot, and is even permitted to express his own 
opinion on the subject-a permission which be uses to such 
effect, as to make good his escape altogether. Over and 
over again he loses not only his own effects, but those 
which his friends have lent him to supply their place, but it 
is only when his Homer is gone that he expresses any real 
regret. As an artillery officer he £nds nothing to do, but, 
having joined the staff of General Regnier, and volunteered 
for Calabria, undertakes some missions connected with the 
commissariat department, in which he is not very succe�sful. 
In consequence he is put under arrest by General Dedon, 
and in reply gives vent to his anger in words which no 
superior officer could forgive. Everything concurred to 
con£rm his strong feeling of the superiority of the ancient to 
the modern. He is ever contrasting the former grandeur 
of the scenes in which he is thrown, \I ith the misery of 
the present. The petty stru?gles of the guerilla war, the 
mean nesses which he sees on all sides, the pn I try am bitions, 
the ceaseless intrigues, all grate upon his mind. No wonder 
that, having seen the history of the time thus enacting uncleI' 
his eyes, he should look upon all history as a tissue of 
falsehoods and exaggerations. Historically these letters are 
highly valuable as showing what this Italian war actually was, 
when stripped of its tinsel covering of glory. A couple of 
extrncts will be interesting :-" Would you like a sketch of 
what goes on here now? Picture to yourself a detachment 
of, say, a hundred of our soldiers marching in no order along 
the slope of one of these hills, whose rocky sides are richly 
covered with oranges and palms, with aloes and myrtles. They 
are marching at ease and in perfect security. What use in 
taking precautions, or being on the qui tive? For more than 
a week past there has been no massacre of troops in this 
district. At the foot of the eminence which they wish to 
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reach, flows a rapid torrent which they must cross to get into 
the path by which they ascend, some are already over, some 
are crossing, others are s'till on this side, when suddenly 
there spring up from different sides a thousand peasants, 
outlaws, escaped galley-slaves, and deserters, well armed,. 
and good shots, with a subdeacon at their head; they fire 
upon our men before they see them, the officers fall £rst and 
tho:;e who are in luck are killed on the spot, the rest for some 
days serve for the spurt of their captors. Then the officer in 
command, who has sent off this detachment without any idea 
of any such mischief, without even inquiring whether the 
passes were clear, comes down upon the neighbouring villages 
and sends off an aide-de-camp with 500 men to punish them. 
Then fullows a scene of pillage, rape, and massacre; and all 
that escape go to swell the subdeacon's band." 

"The affair at Marcellinara is of the same kind. We 
were taken for English, and as such received into the town. 
·When we had reached the market place, the people were 
crowding round us, when one of them, in whose house 
Regnier had lodged, recognised him and tried to escape. At 
a sign from Regnier he was stopped and slain. The troop 
fired all at once, and in two minutes the square was covered 
with dead. We found, in a dungeon, six canonniers of our 
regiment, half dead with hunger. They were being kept for 
an auto-da-fe which was to have taken place the next day." 

" C' est la l' histoire, depouillee de ses ornements. Voila. 
les canevas qu' ont brodes les Herodote et les Thucydide. 
POLlr moi, m' est avis que cet enchainement de sottises et 
d' atrocites qu' on appelle histoire ne merite guere l' attention 
d' un homme sense." 

It m ust not be supposed that Courier was idle all this 
while. Not only was he gradually forming that style which 
was to do such good service afterwards w hen the empire was 
� thing of the past; but he was actually at work on what he 
lntended to be a classic edition and French Translation of 
�e nophon de re Equestri. At N.aples he made the acquaintance 
o � one M arquis Tacconi, who placed his library at his 
d�sposal. There he spent many happy hours, consoling !l1�llse.lf among his favourite Greeks for the neglect and IllJ Llstlce of his superiors. 

In one of his letters, written cl uring this stay at � 31?les, h.e relates an amusing ad venture which befel him 
urlIlg h1s travels in Calabria; it is now a well-known 

story, �ut I cannot resist the temptation of telling it once 
ll10re III his own words, and it will give some idea of 
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his powers of description. He was travelling with a friend 
much younger than himself. They had missed their way in a 
wood by taking a wrong track, and after getting more and 
more astray, they reached, when it was quite dark, what 
seemed to be a charcoal-burner's cahin. They found the 
whole family at table ,  and were hospitably invited to join 
them. Courier had misgivings, the house l ooked like a 
regular arsenal-pis to ls, sabres, knives, cutlasses all over the 
place.  His misgivings were not lessened b v  the incautious 
demeanour of his companion w ho told all about himself, his 
wealth , and the contents of his knapsack in the most o pen
h earted way. "At last, wlwn the supper was o \' er, we were left 
to oursel ves ; our host retired to rest downstairs, w e  were to 
sleep in the upper room where we had supped. A lo (,t some 
seven or  eight feet above the floor was to  be our bed, It 
was reached by a ladder, after climbin g which you h ad to  go 
on hands and knees to avoid the j oists hung with all kinds of 
provisions for the year. My com panion climbed up into this 
nest, and was soon fast asleep with his p recious knapsack for 
a pillow. I resolved to keep awake amI so maue up a good 
fire, and sat down by the side of it. The night had nearly 
passed in perfect quiet, and I was beginning to forget my 
uneasiness, and was thinking that the day must soon break 
when I heard a discussion goin� on below between our host 
and his wife. Listening at the chimney which communicated 
with that of the room below, I m aue out distinctly (the husband 
was speaking) the words T-Vell ! well ! come ! must I kilt them 
botlt '1 The woman said yes ! and I h eard no more. 

" Ho w  shall I tell you my feelings ? I stood scarcely able to 
breathe, every l imb cold. as m arble ; you could hardly have 
told whether I was dead o r  alive. Good heavens! to think of 
it even now.-Our two selves almost without arms, against a 
dozen or fifteen of them so well equipped ! And my com
panion almost dead with sleep and fatigue! I dared not call 
h i m ,  or make any noise ;-escape alone I could not, the 
window was not so very high , but in the yard below were a 
couple of huge mastiffs howling like wol ves.-You may 
imagine the state I was in. At  the end of a quarter of an 
hour, which seemed interminable, I heard some one on the 
stairs , and th rough the cracks in the door saw the father with 
a lamp in one h and, and one of his large knives in the other. 
He was coming u p ,  amI his wife following him. I kept 
behind the door. He opened it, but before h e  came in put 
down the lamp, which his wife took. Then he came in bare
foot, she shading the lamp with her hand, and whispering-
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Gently .' don't make anu noise ! He crossed over to the foot of 
the ladder, and went up it, holding his knife between his teeth. 
·W hen he was on a level with the bed-this unhappy young 
man the while lying there helpless with his bare throat exposed 
_with one h and he took his knife,  and with the other-ah! 
cousin ! -he seized a ham w hich was hanging from the roof, cut 
a slice off it and returned as h e  came. The door was closed 
a<'ain, the light disappeared, and I was left alone to my reflec
ti�ns : we were called at daybreak,  breakfast was put before us, 
and as part  of it  two capons one of which ,  said our hostess, we 
w ere to take with us , and the other we were to  eat then. 
The sight of them expl ained the meaning of those terrible 
words,  Must I kill tit em botlt '1" 

In the sum mer of 1 8 0 7  Courier received instructions to 
join t.he h ead quarters at Verona. But he lingered on at '
N a rIes, working at his Xenophon, and when he did start 
could not resist the tem ptation of spencl ll1g a week or two at 
Rome. 'V hen h e  reported himself at Verona in January, 
1 8 0 8 ,  he found a letter from the Minister of war putting him 
under arrest, and stopping p art of his  pay. His  note i ll reply 
is very characteristic : 

" M onseigneur, par votre lettre du 3 N ovembre vous me 
demandez l '  etat de mes services. Ayant ete en Calabre une 
fois pris et trois fois depouille par 

'
les brigands, j' ai perdu 

to us mes p::tpit:rs. Je ne m e  souviens d' aucune date. Les 
renseignements que vous m e  demanc1ez ne peuvent se trouver 
que dans vas bureaux. J e n' ai d' ailleurs ni b l essures ni 
actions cl' eclat it citer. Mes services ne sont rien, et n e  
meritent aucune attention. Ce qu' il  m ' importe de vous 
rappeler e' e�t que je suis ici aux arri'lts par votre ordre, pour 
avoir clit, a Naples, au general Dedun ce que tout le  m onde 
pense de I ui." 

. After some months spent in Milan and in Leghorn, and 
?hH>fly devoted to literary pursuits, he resigned his commission 
In March, 1 809 .  The st ate of his affairs required his presence 
in Franc!;', and all his efforts to obtain a furlough, or  an 
exchange into Spain, were fruitless. N aturally 110 such 
privileges would be accorded to one whose only claim to them 
Was that he had w ritten down his superior officer a coward 
and circulated the writing in the army. A fter his resignation 
h e went to Paris and there met some friends who held 
cO.l11 missions in the gmnde al'rnee. Whimsical as  ever, he was 
seIzed with a longing to see service under N apoleon. With 
SOI�1e difficulty, for N apoleon had no love for people who 
}'eslgned their commissions, he obtained a promise of employ-
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ment, and joined the army of the Dan ube. B ut here again 
his wonted i l l-l uck follo wed him. He was never to see aught 
but the miseries of w ar. Short of suppl ies , and having 
quarrelled agai n with his general, he w as ob l iged to serve on 
foot .  He took part in the engagement of the isle of Lobau, 
but was so ill w ith fever that he had to be canied off the field. 
Again, considering that he was only p rovisionall y engaged, he 
retired from the army, si mp ly n otifying the fact to t hose in 
comm and, and not waiting for any l eave. His sold ieri n g  
days were over. From this date w e  have only the scholar, 
and the pamphleteer. He must be the subject of another 
paper. 

R. W. TAYWR. 

� 

IO� 'S MOllN1NG H\,MN. 

Eur. Ion. 82-1 1 1 .  

Now the orient car of  day 
Heavenward rolls its gleaming way ; 
Paling stars, as yet more bright 
Flushes up tho rosy light, 
Fly to realms of mystic night. 
See ! Parnassus' gleaming crown 
Morn's first radiance scatters down, 
Caught on peaks of virgin snow, 
Flung to mortals far below. 
Reek of myrrh and incense fly 
To the ceilecl temple high, 
Where at Phrebus' sacl'ed shrine 
Sits the priestess, words divine 
Pouring with prophetic skill, 
Singing at Apollo's will, 
Haste ye! Delphians, haste and bring 
From Castalia's silvery spring 
Fresh libations for our King : 
Cleanse his temple ; silence all 
Keep within his sacred hall : 
By his suppliants let no word 
Of ill-omened sound be heard. 
M ine the care, from childhood's days, 
With branches fresh and wreaths of bays 
Thus to deck Apollo's doors ; 
Then with dewy showers the floors 
Thus I sprinkle ; then the flight 
Of chirping birds, in mom's first l iglJt 
Clustering on his golden fane, 
I scatter with my shafts again. 
N ever father's tender care, 

Never mother's love I knew ; 
PllO:lbus' guardian power I share, 

So I give him service due. 

L. 
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IT is by no means an easy task to write a satisfactory criti-
cism on the works of any great author. To do so fully 

and completely req uires a mind at once broad enough io 
survey its su l lject from every side, and capacious enough to 
comprehend his highest and deepest thoughts. But it is one 
thing to assert your entire comprehension of all that was in 
a poet's mind, and q uite another to attempt to convey to 
others some of the profit and delight gained by yourself 
in the endeavour to appl'ehend somewhat of his truth and 
beauty. Yet I should not have ventured to take upon me 
even this lesser t<1;sk,  had there been any hope remaining 
that the champion of WaIter Savage Landor* would accom
plish his design of pleading the cause of a poet not less 
neglected, but possessing yet stronger claims on our attention. 
But w hile this office has fallen into other and weaker hands, 
there is no audience to which an advocate could look with 
greater confidence of a fair  and kindly hearing than to that 
composed of the younger memhers of an English University. 

I t  is true that those who spend their days in wooing the 
favour of 

The hard-grained muses of the cube and square, 
and would fain have us see some wondrous grace in their 
angular and ungainly features, are ruthlessly forbidden by 
their jealous mistresses to pay their devoirs at any othp.r 
shrine,  if they would win their highest honours. But there 
are many of us  here who own the gentler sway of the fairer 
sisters of Helicon, and are not only permitted but encouraged 
by them to turn aside at times from the perfect grace and 
finished art of their earlier disciples to the pages where we 
find, clothed in language hardly less exquisite, the  nobler 
purer thoughts of Christian England. There are many 
within these ancient walls by w hom the words of Shakspere 
and Milton, SheJley, Keats and 1'ennyson are read with a 
power of critical discemment which may fal l  far short of 

... See Our Library Stai1'oase,- The Eagle, Vo!. IV. pp. 39-50. 
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that which coming '-years may bring, but with an intense 
enthusiastic enjoyment which they may then vainly long to 
recall. To sllch especially I would vent.ure to address a few 
words on a poet who, though far too little known, will be 
found worthy, I am bold to think, of no unhonoured place 
upon their shelves. 

Robert Browning has shared the fate of many of the 
deepest and most influential writers, not only in this but in 
every age. At first he was met only w ith scorn, or what is 
far worse to a young and ambitious poet, neglect ; but ere 
long he won the deep attachment of a small band of devoted 
admirers. Years passed b y ; one work after another was 
sent forth to the world, and the number of his readers seemed 
hardly to increase. Yet the constant un wavering support of 
a body of disciples which, numerically small, yet comprised 
many of the first thinkers of our time, could not but make its 
influence felt. The younger generation heard the name of 
Browning rarely, but when it feU from the lips that they 
most reverenced, it  was coupled with that of Tennyson and 
honoured as the name of a second in  the poetic race hardly 
inferior to the l aurelled victor. Some moved by c uriosity 
took up his works, and after a hasty glance carelessly threw 
them down with a sneer at his grotesque and incompre
hensible mysticism. Others studied them carefully with that 
loving faith w ithout which no truth worth knowing, that is 
not purely physical, may be attained to: and reaped their 
rich reward. And thus his influence spread and at last the 
reaction has come. Fresh editions of his poems have been 
sent forth ; the success of one selection speedily called for the 
issue of a second ; and the Quarterly Reviews, faithful to their 
custom of ackn()wledging a reputation when it has been 
established too firmly to be shaken, and granting their praise 
when it has almost lost all value, followed in the wake of 
l�ss authoritative lite,rary censm's, and deigned to recognise 
Ins poems ; the Edinburgh even yet but grudgingly, the 
Quarterly far more heartily and liberally. Already those 
who remained faithful to him in the days of his utter neglect, 
are beginning to rejoice at his admission to his proper rank, 
and to enter somewhat into the feelings of the young Lakists 
when their veteran leader received his well-earned honours 
at Oxford,t or  of the Rugby men when Arnold's manly voice 

*' On this there are some wise words in Archbp. Trench's Hulsean 
Lectures, (last edition) p. 16, and i n  Kings\ey's Miscellanies, H. 39 . 

t F. W. Robertson's Lecttwes on Poet1,!!, p. 244. 
VOT .. v. r. 
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was first heard from the professor's chair in his own loved 
University.'" 

Robert Browning was born in London in the year 1 8 1 2. 
He received his education principally at University College, 
London, then known as the London U ni  versity jt and the 
efFect of its wide and varied but seldom thorough and pro
found curriculum m ay still be often traced in the style as 
well as the subject-matter of the poet. Indeed, were this the 
fit occasion, I think that some suggestive and valuable con
siderations might be deduced from a comparison of his poems 
with the productions of the thoroughly Oxford mind of Mr. 
Matthew Arnold. In 1 8 35, at the age of 23, he published 
his first poem,  Paracelsus, a work of remarkable power and 
depth of thought for so young a man, of which I shall have 
to speak more at length presently. In 1 8 3 7  appeared his 
first play, Strafford, followed in 1 840 by Sordello, a long 
narrative poem, the scene of which is laid in  Italy at the 
time of the contests between the Guelphs and the Ghibellines. 
After this Mr. Browning turned his attention again to the 
drama, and produced in successive years the plays of Pippa 
Passes, King Victor and King Charles, The Return of the 
Druses, and A Blot in the 'Scutcheon, Colombe's Birthday, 
Lllria and A Soul's Tragedy, a succession only broken at 
intervals between 1 842  and 1 846  by the appearance of a few 
minor poems, quaintly entitled " Bells and Pomegranates." 
The year 1 849  witnessed an event almost if not quite without 
a parallel in the chronicle of the Muses. In the poem of 
" Lady Geraldine's Courtship, " Miss Bal'l'ett had told how 
a young poet read to his mistress pages from some of our 
older poets,-
" 01' at times a modern volume, Wordsworth's solemn-thoughted idyl 
" Howitt's ballad-verse, or Tennyson's enchanted reverie, 
" Or fl'0111 Browning some ' Pomegranate,' which if cut deep down 

the middle 
" Shows a heart within blood-tinctured, of a veined humanity." 

The j ust and graceful compliment was acknowledged by a 
note from Mr. Browning ; and a personal introduction was 
the consequence, followed at no distant date by the marriage 

*' Life by Stanley, n., 249. 
t It was founded under this title in 1 828, though it  possessed 

no power of conferring degrees, and surrendered it i n  1.837 in 
favour of the present Univel'sit� of London which has that power. 
Hence arose the common confUSIOn between these perfectly di�tinct 
institutions. 
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of one of the first of l iving poets w ith the q ueen of all 
poetesses that the world has seen since the days of the " pure, 
sweetly-smiling, v iolet-wreathed " Sappho. But this u nion , 
too soon, alas ! to be severed on earth, quickened rather than 
impaired the poetical activity of both ; in 1 850 appeared 
Christmas Eve and Easter Day, and in 1 85 5  a cluster of 
some of the richest fruits of his genius, entitled " Men and 
W omen." A silence of eight years followed, during which 
his wife was taken from h im, her fragi'le frame fretteu away 
by the fire of the quick spirit within ; and in 1 86 3 " Dramatis 
Personre " was published, showing no failing of his poetic 
powers, and encouraging us to hope fOl' much more yet, 
that the world will not willingly let die. 

In glancing over a list of the titles of Mr. Browning's 
poems, one of the first things that we notice is his striking 
preference for obscure and out-of-the-way subjects. ·With 
the exceptions of " Strafford " and a " A  Blot Oil the 
'Scutcheon," the scenes of all his plays are laid in the less 
known periods of the history of the Middle Ages. The 
same is the case in his Lyrics, Romances, and Men and 
Women ; we find sketches dramatic, lyric or narrative in 
their character of minor Italian poets, princes and painters, 
of an Arab physician or a Greek littlhateur under the early 
Cresars, a Medireval Bishop, a Byzantine Emperor, and 
others n ot more generally familial'. Thoroughly versed 
himself in  all sorts of quaint and curious lore, he takes 
delight in choosing striking scenes and characters from every 
quarter to place upon his canvass. This is no doubt one 
great cause of his unpopularity with the shallow and the 
idle j but to the thoughtful reader, who is willing to follow 
tbe poet without fatigue in his extended flight and watch him 
while he calls up those who lived and thought in times and 
lands far distant, and makes them breathe and speak and 
act before us, it is a source of rich and ever fresh delight. 
If poetry be rightly defined as a representative art, the 
power of conceiving and painting in words that which is 
seen only by the mental eye, we may venture to claim a very 
�xalted rank among poets for Robert Browning. The scenes 
Into which he brings us are painted with a master's hand ; 
not a stroke is superfluous j the careless hasty reader will 
be liable, nay almost certain to pass on with vague and 
confused ideas ; yet not a touch is really lacking to make 
the ·central figure stand out clearly and sharply fr0111 the 
boldly sketched background, if the reader will but take 
the pains to fill  up the outlines under the poet's guidance. 

c 2  
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Take for instance the dramatic romance of " My last 
Duchess" : within the narrow compass of some fifty lines we 
have a Sforza or an Este actually living before us ; we seem 
to know the man to the very bottom ; all his polished dilet
tanteism and utter heartlessness, his perfect selfishness and 
finished hypocrisy, his fierce jealousy flashing at intervals 
through the exquisite courtesy that veils i t ; all in short that 
goes to make up that strange historical figure, a Medireval 
Italian Duke. Or take again that scene from Saul (surely 
one of the grandest of lyrics) where D avid first enters the 
presence of the king, once winning all hearts by the splen
dour of his manhood, now sunk in gloomy madness-

For out of the black mid-tent's silence, a space of three days 
Not a sound hath escaped to thy servants of prayer or of praise, 
To betoken that Saul and the Spirit have ended their strife, 
And that, faint i n  his triumph, the monarch sinks back upon life.-

Such were the words of Abnel'. But David went into the 
pavilion, to the door of the inner tent,-

Then once more I prayed, 
And opened the foldsldrts and entered, and was not afraid, 
But spoke, " Here is Davicl, thy servant ! "  And no voice replied. 
At the first I saw nought but the blackness : but soon I descried 
A something more black than the blackness-the vast the upright 
Main prop which sustains the pavilion : and slow into sight 
Grew a figure against it, gigantic and blackest of all : 
Then a sunbeam, that burst thro' the tent-roof, showed Sau!. 
He stood as erect as that tent-prop ; both arms stretched out wide 
On the great cross-support in the centre, that goes to each side ; 
He relaxed not a muscle, but hung there, as, caught in his pangs 
And waiting his change, the king-serpent all heavily hangs, 
Far away from his kiud in the pine, till deliverance come 
With the spring-time,-so agoniseu Saul, drear and stark, blind 

and dlunb. 

And then the poet tells, in the same glorious rushing 
rhythm ,  how David poured from his harp " first the tune 
all the sheep know as, one after one, so docile they come to 
the pen-door," then the " help-tune of the reapers, their 
wine-song, w hen hand presses hand, and eye quickens eye 
in friendship," then " the last song when the dead man i s  
praised on his journey," then a glad marriage chant, and a 
battle-march, and l ast " the  chorus intoned as the Levi tes go 
up to the altar." Sti l l  the king stands stel 'n and still ; one 
deep shudder alone telling that his gloomy immoveable 
despair is not the silence of death. 

• 
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The bright young bard l ifts u p  his voice and sings of the 
joys that mere life brings, the ecstacy of manly vigour and 'prowess all bestowed in richest measure on Saul. The spell 
is broken ; the fatal slumber is dispelled, and the sleeper 
wakes ; but wakes t.o joyless idle listlessness ; the sparkling 
cup that is offered him he p uts aside-
He saith, " It is good ;" still he urinks not ; he lets me praise life, 
Gives assent, yet would die for his own part. 

The singer essays a loftier strain .  The pleasures o f  life are 
shared by brutes, but man has a glory especially his own. 
Let t he monarch arise to his work ,  to rule his nation well in 
peace and lead them valiantly to battle ; so shall he win 
eternal glory, and unborn generations shall celebrate his 
fame. The royal heart is touched wilh somelV hat of its 
ancient fire-

,-< 'I(. ,,; % he slowly resumed 
His old motions and habitudes ki ngly. The right hand replumed 
His black locks to their wonted composure, adjusted the swathes 
Of his turban, -and see-the huge sweat that his countenance bathes 
He wipes off with the robe : and he girds now his loins as of yore, 
And feels slow for the armlets of price, with the clasp set before. 
He is Saul ye remember in glory,--ere error had bent 
The broad brow from the daily communion : 

'\' % ;;. ;;. I looked up to know 
If the best I could do had brought solace : he spoke not, but slow 
Lifted up the hand slack at his side, till he laid it with care 
Soft and grave, but in mild settled. will, on my brow ; thro' my hair 
The large fingel's were pushed, and he bent back my head, with 

kind power-
All my face back, intent to peruse i t, as men do a flower. 
Thus held he me there with his gJ'eat eyes that scrutinised mine
And oh, all my heart how it loved him !-

Then came the truth flashing in like an inspiration from o n  
high. N o  harp more-no song more ! out rushed fast and 
thick the glowing words :-
Do I find love so fun in my nature, God's ultimate gift, 
'l'hat I doubt His own love can compete with it ? here, the parts 

shift ? 
Here, the creature surpass the Creator, the end, what Began ? 
Would I fain in my impotent yearning do all for this m an, 
And dare doubt He alone shall not help  him, who yet alone can ? . . .  
Could I wrestle t o  raise him from sorrow, grow POOl' t o  enrich, 
Tij fill up his l ife, starve my own out, I would-knowing which, 
I know that my service is perfect. Oh, speak through me now ! 
Would I suffer for him that I love ? So wouldst Thou-so wilt Thou . 
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Then m ust the Infinite Himself condescend to take upon ' 
Him the form of finite suffering Humanity to rescue them-

o Saul, it shall be 
A face like my face that receives thee ; a Man like to me, 
Thou shalt love and be loved by, for ever : a Hand l i ke this hand 
Shall throw open the gates of new life to thee ! See the Christ stand ! 

So Saul was refreshed and was wel l ,  and the evil spirit 
departed from him. And David retul'11ed unto the sheep
felds, 

I have been irresistibly carried on much farther in  m y  
quotations than I had at first intended ; but p u t  aside ,  if  you 
can , the m arvellous conception of the poem, forget its rush 
of music and the noble thoughts sublimely t rue wherewith it 
closes, and tell me if the vivid scenes embodied in  it do not 
bear out the assertion of Mr. Browning's remarkable presen
tative power. 

Closely connected w ith this phase of hi's poetiG genius is 
the strikingly dramatic character of almost all his writings. 
Not only in  his plays, but in  his romances and lyrics this is 
remarkably conspicuous. The terms objective and subjective 
h ave been put to such hard and constant work of late, that 
ene is almost ashamed to press them once more into active 
service, and yet it is hard sometimes to do without them. 
Some poets there are, like Shelley and Dante, Burns and 
Eyron, Moore and Cowper , whose minds seem perpetually 
directed inwards ; their own feelings and passions are always 
the subjects of the verse, or at least they furnish the coloured 
medium through which al ! outward nature is seen. Others 
appear to project themselves entirely out of their own per
sonality into their subjects, and reveal their own nature an d 
character only indirectly :· such are the o0ective poets, among 
whom we may number Homer, Scott and most others of our 
illustrious epic and dramatic writers. Shakspere in his 
Sonnets, and Tennyson in ' In Memoriam' and some of the 
minor poems fal l  under the former head, but on the whole 
they m ay both be ranked with the latter. In our own 
country the influence of Byron and of W ordsworth, thoucrh 
so opposed in most other directions, has combined to make 
the su0'ect£ve tendency st rongly, almost fatally, prevalent in  
the  poetry of  the last half-century. Now Mr. Browning, 
standin g  boldly aloof from popular currents, and owing no 
all�giance t? a.ny mast.er of the poetic art, is essentially and 
entirely o0ectwe. Wah the exception of " Christmas Eve 
IInd Easter Day," and " One ""Vord More to E. B. B.," in  
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which he speaks straight from the heart, if ever man did, 
even his lyrics are dramatic, the utterance not of his own 
feelings, but of those of the men and women he depicts as 
filled with varied passions. Not but that the material for all 
true poetry must be drawn fresh from a m an's own heart ; 
Schiller truly said that he who would write a noble epic 
must make his l ife one ; but when the living stream has 
been drawn from the true Castalian spring, it may be poured 
forth through other channels, and derive its form from the 
shape of the fountain's mouth. And amid the sickly subjec
tivity of much of the rhyme produced by poetasters of our 
OIVn day. the objective character of Mr. Browning's poems 
contributes not a little to · that thoroughly healthy and manly 
tone , which gives them their bracing and tonic effect. 

This part of my subject naturally leads me on to speak of 
what is one of Mr. Browning's most striking characteristics ; 
his fondness for the delineation of complex and intricate 
characters, which he analyses with a power and skill that is 
quite marvellous. This alone would not justify his claim to 
high poetic genius ; that it  is genius, and that of a rare and 
splendid kind, few acquainted with i t  would hesitate to admit ; 
but by itself i t  might be considered metaphysical rather than 
poetical : especially now that poets seem inclined to abdicate 
their high prerogative, and relinquish this mental analysis in 
favour of the higher class of novelists. It is its combination 
with his vigorous and truly poetical presentative power, that 
warrants us in placing him so high among our poets. And 
this adds an element of constant and permanent value to his 
writings, in  respect of which I would feel i nclined to place 
him almost second to Shakspere. You never can feel  that 
you have wholly exhausted the character. Just as one comes 
again and again to every one of Shakspere's plays, and ever 
finds some fresh trait in Hamlet or Iago, Rosalind or Imogen, 
before unseen, yet exquisitely true and natural, so is it with 
the m aster-pieces of Robert Browning. And for the Silme 
reason ; the persons represented are real live men and 
women , not bundles of virtues, or bundles of vices ticketed 
with certain names, and made to display themselves for a 
short time on the stage. It is easy to draw a de mo n in 
human fOfm : not difficult to draw an angel-

" A  faultless monster that the world ne'el' saw," 

but the highest art of the poet or the novelist is  to draw a 
man or womiln, such as those we see around \lS daily, 
puzzling mixtures of good and evil, no strangers to high and 
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noble impulses, or even principles, and yet not seldom ove�'.. 
mastered by base temptatio n 0'l' unbridled passion.  Yet thIS 
faith ful portraiture of n ature is preeisely what is so distasteful 
to the great mass of the English public : they do not like the 

. trollble of studying a character for themsel ves ; nor do they 
fj,ke to h ave their convenient division of all the world into 
the good and the bad disturbed by the appearance of obsti
nate people who will not fit comfortably i nto either class ; 
they want each man aad woman marked off plai nly in black 
and white U This is the heroine," " This i� the vi llai n ;" 
they prefer the graceful  flattery of a crayon-sketch by Rich
mond, te the stem fidelity of a portrait by Holman H unt. 
Partly iadeed this is the result of a w holesome sense of the 
broad and everlasting distinctio n  between right and wrong ; 
and of a healthy reaction against the French fashion n ow-a
days of abolishing all fixed: l ines of demareation between 
trhem, and of m aking the one fade off into the other by 
impeveeptible gradations. But partly it is the result of posi
tive m ental sloth , that cares not to have any p roblem pre
sented that will require any thought for its solution. And 
thus it comes to pass that GeOJ'ge Eliot's master-pieces, the 
Mill  on the Floss and Romol&, are read by hundreds, and 
eoarse daubs like t.he Channi ngs and the Haliburtons by 
tens of thousands, and that Robert Browning is the poet of 
a narrow circle. The very nature of this excellence, requir
ing spaee for its  full m anifestation, prevents m e  from gi vi ng 
any extracts to ill ustrate my meaning. E ven in the poems 
entitled " Men and Women," where I had fancied i t  might 
be more possible than in the dramas to show the m asterly 
way in whieh Mr. Browning brings out a character, I h ave 
fvund it quite impossible to gather q uotations w hich should 
give even a faint idea of the whole. I t  were as easy to 
attempt to represent a painting alive with the glow of the 
h ues of Titian or Corr·eggio by effacing half the tinti;. There 
are two of these which I would recommend above all to the 
careful study of the lover of true poetry ; they are complete 
contrasts in style, but each in its way is perfect. The one is 
called Fra Lippo Lippi i i t  is a sketch o f  a monkish painter, 
0f a most un mon kish tem peram en t.. He shall tell himself 
bow he entered the convent-

I was a baby when my mother died, 
And father died and left me in the street. 
I starved there, God knows how, a year or two 
On fig-skim, melon-parings, rinds and shucks, 
Refuse and rubbish. 
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Then his aunt took him to the convent-

Six worcls, there, 
While I stood munching my first bread that month : 
" So, boy, you're minded," quoth the good fat father 
Wiping his own mouth, 'twas refection-time,-
" To quit this very miserable world ?' 
" Will you renounce" . . . . . .  The mouthful of bread ? thought I ; 
By no means ! Brief, they made a monk of me ; 
I did renounce the world, its pride and greed, 
Palace, farm, villa, shop, and banking-house, 
Trash, such as these poor devils of Medici 
Have given. their hearts to-all at eight years old. 
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S o  he entered the convent, l i ttle fit t o  study monastic l ore, 
but  with a quick wit, and a wonderful talent for sketching. 
M uch of the poem is taken up by the descriptions that he 
gives of his earliest paintings, vigorous scenes of commun 
life, heartily admired by all  his brother-monks, til l  the Prior 
comes in. He had encouraged the young painter, b ut only 
that their convent of Cal'melites might have some one,  as 
well as the rival orders of Camaldolese and Preaching Friars, 
to adorn their walls with portraits of the saints. And now 
he stands aghast at  these sketches full of honest flesh and 
blood-

% �, '* how ? what's here ? 
Quite from the mark of pa·inting, bless us all ! 
Faces, arms, legs and bodit)s like the true 
As much as pea and pea ! its devil's-game ! 
Your business is not to catch. men with show, 
W ith homage to the perishable clay, 
But lift them o,ver it, ignore it all, 
Make them. forget there's such a thing as flesh. 

So the poOl' paiFl.ter, with aU his hearty passionate life, all 
his longing for natural human enjoyment, stifled into m ere 
sensuality in the �hilling air of the con vent, is imm ured in 
the cloister to paint bloodless ecclesiastical abstractions, and 
ever and anoN. break out in such wild fooleries as that i n  
which h e  i s  caught at the beginning. A s  a study o f  the 
Manichreanism of the monastic system and its inevitable 
results, it  ranks by the side of Prof. Kingsley's masterpiece 
Hypatia. 
. The poem that comes next in the series as now published 
IS one of a very different order. I must borrow better words 
than I?Y own wherewith to describe it. " It is a surpassingly 

e��tlful picture of ' Andrea del Sarto' and his wife : a 
tWIlIght scene, ful l  of the sweetest silvery greys. It is 
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twilight too, in more senses than one. Twilight in  the poor 
painter's soul, whose love-longings bring him no rest ; light 
up no evening star large and luminous against the coming 
night. The poem is sweet to sadness ; the pathos of the 
painter's pleadings with the bold bad woman whom he 
loved, and who dragged down his lifted arm, broke his 
loving heart, is very touching. The evening hush, the 
twilight tone, the slow musical speec�, serve solemnly to 
lay bare the weary soul and wasted life, and make clear 
the wreck lying below the surface, that is trying so piteously 
to smile, with a cheery effort to love and labour on."
( Quarterly Review for June, 1 8 65.) I do not envy the 
man who can read this poem through q nietly in the still 
evening hour with eyes undimmed with tears. 

But Mr. Browning does not only employ the brief narra
tive or dramatic poem for this mental analysis. He can 
lay claim to the invention of a very remarkable style of 
composition, examples of which he has given us in " Bishop 
Blougram's Apology " and " Mr. Sludge, the Medium." 
These are poems each extending to more than a thousand 
lines, occupied exclusively with the analysis of a single 
character under the form of a confession : the subject in 
the former case is a sceptical Romish bishop of modern 
days, in the latter an American spiritualist. This kind 
of poetry is hardly if at all emotional, but as a rich and 
rare intellectual treat, it would be hard to find anything 
of the sort to compare to it. 

All this keen subtlety of course has a strong effect in  
rendering Mr. Browning's poetry " caviare to  the general "; 
but it is not only to the reconditeness of his subjects, or 
the profound and masterly analysis of character that he owes 
his comparative unpopularity and temporary neglect . He 
knows that he must always be pre-em1nently the poet of the 
thoughtful and cultured, and cares not to endeavour to be 
otherwise. His poems, like those of Pindar, are cpWVa./Ta UUVf
TOtUtV ' J<; DE T07raV epf-£'Y]vEwV XaTlt;€£. To quote his own words, 
he prefers to write " w hat the few must-instead of what 
the many may-like." Hence comes it that he seluom 
cl wells on the more simple and elemental passions that sway 
the breasts of men. He has poems breathing with love, 
hate, ambition, jealousy 01' devotion, but seldom unmixed 
or unqualified by the circumstances or the character of the 
subject of them. Not that he does not possess the power 
of painting scenes of fresh innocent love or simple pathos. 
The poet who sung of " A  vVoman's Last Word " and 
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1 1  Evelyn Hope," and drew the characters of Mildred and 
Guendolen Tresham and Colombe, need fear comparison 
with very few, at least of modern days. Yet he has usually 
preferred to leave this path for the steeper and more solitary 
o o e , on which he has won his fairest laurels. ",,ye cannot 
blame the choice to which we owe plays like " The Return 
of the Drll ses " and poems like < I  Caliban upon Setebos," 
11 A Death in the Desert " and " The Experiences of 
Kharshish." Yet one is sometimes tempted to wish that, 
even at the risk of spreading a less sumptuous feast for the 
thoughtful and educated, he had given us (as he so well 
might) more that would have cheered and brightened the 
hours of rest of the toiling and the ignorant. vVe cannot 
forget that while " Locksley Hall " and " In Memoriam " are 
learnt by heart within our college walls, and < I  The Miller's 
Daughter " and " The Pictures " delight our homes, " The 
May Queen " and " Elaine " bring tears to the eyes of the 
outcasts of St. Giles's. Nay ! was it not one who bore 
his honoured name that wrote both the " Vision of Poets " 
and " The Cry of the Children "? 

Again, in many parts his writings are full of recondite 
allusions, rarely indeed so infelicitously introduced as those 
which cause some of the very few flaws in the brilliant gems 
given to England by the wife who was more than worthy 
of him ; but yet sufficient to limit greatly the pleasure with 
which many read his works. It is not a little in consequence 
of this characteristic that the poem of " Sordello " is so extremely difficult of comprehension. A severe critic remarked of this, that there were two intelligible lines in it ; the first-

Who will, may hear Sord ello's story told : 

and the last-

Who would has heard Sordello's story told ; 

and that both of these were untrue. This is more witty than correct ; yet I would not advise any one to commence the study of this poem, until he has become thoroughly familiar with Mr. Browning's style, and has been filled with that trustful enthusiasm, which will carry him unwearied over n�uch that will sorely try his powers, for the sake of the l"ich beauties that are scattered here and there. I n  touching upon the charge of obscurity of conception, that is so cornln�nly brought against Mr. Browning. there are two or three thIngs that we ought to notice, which may do good service 
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to the advocate who is retained for the defence. Goethe some
where lays down a canon that " one of the surest tests of a work 
of real high art, is that it strikes you wi th a kind of feeling of 
repugnance at first sight." And this natlll'al ly,  because it  is 
so different to  what you would have imagined it yourself. I 
suppose that few have not been conscious of this, in looking 
for the first time at M r. Holman H unt's " Light of the World." 
It has not been til l  after m inutes of steady thoughtful  gaze, 
that its ful l  beauty has begun to dawn upon the m ind.  Now 
Mr.  Browning's subtle in tel lect rarely looks upon any scene 
or character fro m  the common stand-poi n t : the fi rst thing 
then, is to place yourself in his point of view ; till this i s  
done, al l  appears a confused and hopeless maze, but as  soon 
as this is successful ly accomplished , you are able to look 
down upon it as  from above, and the clue is at once dis
covered . Again, Mr. Browning's style of thought is often 
obscure, but it is the obscurity of Tacitus, which arises fro m  
the fulness a n d  compression o f  the thought, and may b e  
dispelled by frequent and careful reading , n o t  that utterly 
hopeless obscurity which is caused by pom pou s  verbiage 
poured forth profusely i n, the hope of concealing the  absence 
of ideas. It is the obscurity of " In Memoriam," not that 
which occasionally diversifies the commonplaces of the Pro
verbial Philosophy. 

( To be continued;) 
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THE DEV] L 1'0 PAY. 

A Legend of the times of King James the First. 

SIR ROWLAND MACKAY 
W as a citizen gay, 

PAIlT I .  

A mi he lived i l l  t h e  times o f  King James ; in  whose d ay, 
I hardly need say, 
t\ t witchcraft and sorcery folks were ' au fait: 

When, attended by rats 
01' ugly black cats, 
R heullIatic old ladies would be such great flats 
As on broomsticks to ride, at the risk of their necks, 
To a spot which a dingy old party selrcts, 
There to play up old gooseberry, good people to vex. 

Sir Rowland M aekay was a regular beau, 
I I is d ress and deportment were quite ' comme il fau t ;' 
He sang well, he talked well, and then he could dance 
'\Tith the best professeur that e'er came out of France. 
His air so degage, his manners so gay 
So enchanted the fair, 
Olle and all \�olild declare 
That the dearest of men, was Sir Rowlalld Mackay. 

The great Lonl Chamberlain, in his hand 
T he golden stick of office bore, 
Never was nobleman in the land 
Half so honored, or half so grand, �I' half so proud, before. 
1 here's a ball at the palace, a gorgeous affhir, 
All the beauty and rank of the nation was thel'e ; 
W hole suites of' apartments were blazing with light 
And ladies whose lovely eyes sparkled as bright 
As the gems they were wearing, maue u p  such a sight As tile M01'ning Post's '  Own 
Conespondent' alone 
Woul d  a faithful description be able to write : 
�

,
nd Our handsome young knight SII' Rowlancl M ackay, had received an invi t e. 
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The great Lord Chamberlain had but one daughter, 
To the palace, that night for the first time, he brought her : 
Never befOl'e to supper or rout 
Balls with refl'eshments, or parties without, 
Had the young lady been ; 
She was just seventeen, 
In Bclgravian parlance, she'd just then come out.-

Sir Rowland approached the lovely girl, 
H is hand for the next quadrille she took ; 
A s  he led her forth in the mazy whirl, 
M el'l'ily danced each wavy curl 
Upon her faultless neck of pearl, 
Like sunshine on a brook, 
Sweet as the music of the spheres 
Her silvery tones on his senses pour, 
Never had his enchanted ears 
Such melody heard before ; 
And o'er and o'er 
To himself he swore 
So help him Bob ! he'd flirt no more, 

The ball was over, Sir Rowland M ackay, 
With the rest of the company, hurried away : 
And j umping into his cabl'iolet, 
Drove off at the speed of a railway train 
To his splendid mansion in Mincing Lane, 

Sir Rowland Mackay went home to bed, 
His eyes felt heavy as lumps of lead, 
So pulling his nightcap over his head, 
He soundly and quietly slcpt, 
But as soon as ever he sank in a doze, 
A form he saw resting upon the bedclothes, 
Entirely destroying all  hopes of repose, 
And there a l l  night it kept. 

Sir Rowland sighed 
And vainly tried 
To get off to sleep, but the nightmare defied 
All his endeavours, and still would ride 
On his chest, till at last he despairingly cried 
" A vaunt ! thou phantom of the brain I 
" Why the deuce did I drink such a lot of Champagne" ; 
But he looked again, 
And saw very plain, 
By the moonbeams that shone thro' the window pane 
Instead of the figure that caused him such pain, 
The daughter of the Lord Chamberlain. 
A rapturous kiss on h is lips she pressed, 
O'erpow'ring emotions seemed swelling her breast, 
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Then lleaving a deep, deep sigh, she broke 
'The deathlike silence, and thus she spoke : 
" Dearest Rowlalld, I love you"-then Rowland awoke ! 
for the incubus, lady and kisses, were all 
The consequent nightmare succeeding the ball. 

He woke, but still that vision bright 
1 I aunted him throughout the night, 
Which ever way he turned his eyes 
lIer image would before him rise, 
That kiss although he knew full well 
'Twas but a dream, from fancy flowing, 
Charmed him like a powel'ful spell, 
And made his bosom heave and swell, 
As on his lips he felt it glowing. 

In fact, from all that we've stated above, 
To cut my protracted narration much shorter 
' Twas clear that Sir Rowland was deeply in love 
With the haughty Lord Chamberlain's beautiful daughter. 

'Twas morning, Sir Rowland still feeling inflamed 
W ith the charms of fail' Alice (for so was she named), 
Tittivated himself with a great deal of ca're, 
Sent out for a ba'rber to frizzle his hail', 
And scented his kerchief with perfume most rare ; 
His doublet was velvet, his hose were of silk, 
His rufHes were lace and were whiter than m ilk ; 
But as I m uch fear that my readers will bilk 
A dc�cription of costume, at once I will tcll 
That Sir Rowland was got u p  a wonderful swell. 

Thus gaily attired lie set off to the palace 
III which with her father resided his Alice, 
Hc rubbed up the speeches so often he'd tried on 
Occasions like these j he was well up in Dryden, 
\Vith whose poetry he ovcrcame every resistance, 
For as Tom Mool'e and Byron were not in existence, 
He was forced to dispense with, of course, their assistance, 
Though when courting a damsel he often could force her 
'�o yield up her heart, by quotations from Chaucer. 
l�ol' then as at present i n  love declarations 
Nothing hclped on a suit, half so well as quotations. 

�rl'ived at the palace he found to his joy 
I hat the Chamberlain was'nt at home,-but a boy 
Who had answered the summons exclaimed with a grin, 
" If you'd like to see young Mistress Alice, she's in, 
" And. I just heard her say " If ' 

you should call to day,-
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" But mum is  the word, sir-I'll show you the way." 
W hen he finished, Sir Rowland took good care to slip 
In his ready stretched palm an uncommon good " tip." 
Then fol lowed the urchin who opeu ing a door 130 
Admitted him into the Lady'S boudoir. 
Alice rose to receive him, and blushed rosy red, 
As extending her hand in a low voice she said,  
" Oh Sir Rowland-you've startled me so,  I decIare 
" Who could have expected you- lway take a chair." 
Well, they chatted and chatted ti l l  Alice began 
To think she had ne'er seen so nice a young man ; 
E'er the interview closed they had got on so far 
That the Lady herself had referred him to Pa ! 

With heart beating high 1 40 
The young knight said, good bye ; 
El'e he went thongh, he pressed on hel' lips-but oh fie 1 
In such matters, dear reader, we ought not to pry, 
So let's be content 
With stating-he went 
To ask Alice's father to give his consent. 

He saw the Lord Chamberlain ; opened his battery 
In the stereotyped manner with personal flattery, 
Said he'd never before seen his Lordship so gay 
Or so hearty and well as he did on that day, 1.5;0 
The fatigue and the trouble attending (,he ball 
Didn't seem to have told on his Lordshi p  at aH, 
He was looking so charming, 'twas really a treat, 
And he begged that his Lordshi p  would give the receipt 
Which he used, for 'twas clear that, to tell the whole truth, 
He'd been passing the night in renewing his youth
When he fancied he'd dosed him enough, the demand 
He made for his daughter's (fair Alice's) hand. 

His lordsh i p  who'd, late on the night before, stayed up, 
And with whom the champagne had • old goosebel'l'Y' played up, 160 
Thinking the lmight had come there to make game of him, 
Mutt.ered u nder his breath ( i t  was really a shame of him) 
" D--d puppy, I'll have him kickeu out of my grounds "
When Sir Rowland proposed, then his rage knew no bound� 
But snmmoning up all his ·hauteur, he tried 
To calm down his feelings, and huskily cried
" My daughter, Sir Rowland, shall never unite 
" W ith a lord and much less with a beggarly knight ; 
" I've a much higher union for A lico i n  store, 
" Good morning, Sit· Rowland-hem ! -yonder's the door." 170 
Sir Rowlancl went home i n  a s  sweet state of mi nd 
As a Royal Bengal tiger, j ust caught and confined, 
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With a Hindoo outside of his cage. nice and fat 
Whom he wants for his dinner, but cannot get at. 

He walked up and down 
With a terrible frown, 
Upset every fruitstall he found in the town, 
rrook away from the Ludgate a criminal's head 
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Which he threw at a watohman and left him for dead. 
Though each step that he taok, he'd some outrage oommit, he !I.80 
Arrived safely at last 'at his home in the oity. 

'Twas midnight : Sir Rowland, alone in his room, 
Sat buried in thought, in the midst of the gloom, 
For t.he lamp had gane out and the household retired, 
Not thinking their master aught fu�ther required. 
A t  the table he sat with his hands on his forehead, 
Planning schemes for revenge in a manner most horri<l. 
Then he suddenly rose an<l exclaimed in a tone, 
That. by passion was stifled to nearly ,a moan, 
" Oh that brute of a Chamberlain-curse the old churl, 190 
" Could I have my revenge and then marry the girl ; 
" Had I five hundred souls, I would give every one-" 
Here he heard a low voice ,at his elbow say " done !" 
" Who the devil was that ? "  he called out, and i n  spite 
Of his natural hardihood felt in a fl'ight, 
When he saw by the light 
Of the lamp, which had suddenly flared up 'quite bright, 
A little old man dress'd entirely i n  black, 
With a bag, the same colour, slung over his back, 
When Sir Rowland exclaimed " Who the devil was that ?" 200 
His visitor smiling and raising his hat, 
Said " Exactly, Sil' Rowland, you've got it quite pat." 
" What the deuce-!" " yes exactly-now what is the matter ?'" 
Every tooth the knight had was beginning to chatter-
Ancl while in his fright each particular hail' 
StooLI on end-he endeavoured to utter a p rayer ; 
�ut his vi�itor coughed with so savage an air 
1 hat it  died on his l'ips-and he sunk on the chair.
• .  N o w  really, Sir Rowland, do pray draw it  mild-
" A knight of your standing to act like a child ; 21(}  "

Come, come. m y  dear friend, when we're better acquainted, 
., You won't find me nea1'ly so black as I'm painted. 
" My desire is to serve you, I think we can traue, :: Say five hundred and fifty -the bargain is made ." 
" FI

,
ve hundred and fifty, good heavens ! of what ?" " � hy souls, my dear friend, tlley are not hard to be got. 

" 
ut don't use such language, I wish you would not-" 

WI. don't understand you," Sir Rowland si.\id, quaking 
lth fear at the turn which the subject was takini. 
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" Ah ! you don't understand " said the little dark man, 229 
" Well, my very dear friend-we'll explain if we can-" 
Then he opened the bag, set it down on the floor, 
And began pulling documents out by the score. 

Have you ever been at the St. James's Theatre, 
And seen Mr. Frikell (no conj uror's better) 
Pull impossible numbers of things from a hat, 
Which before hadn't anything in it, but that 
Although very well done, would in interest flag 
H ad you once seen the little dark gentleman's bag. 
He kept pulling out papers, and strewed them around, 230 
He cover'd the table, he covered the ground ; 
At last, the right paper he seemed to have found, 
For he passed one across to Sir Rowland Mackay, 
And carefully stowing all the others away, 
" There, my friend," he exclaimed, " be so kind as to read 
" This document over, and if we're agreed 
" As to terms,-why just put down your name at the bottom, 
" What I you want pen and ink-yes, exactly, I've got'em." 

" What's this, ' marry the girl, be revenged on the father, 
" Have unlimited riehes'-that's coming it rather, 240 
" On condition I send you before the year's end 
; ,  Five hundred and fifty-what ! "  " Souls, my deal' friend." 
.. The proposal's your own, though I'll own it sounds funny, 
" But there's nothing that cannot be purchased with money ; 
" And when you've unlimited wealth at controul, 
" You won't find much trouble in buying a soul." 

" Avaunt ! "  cried Sir Rowland_cc all this is a sell, 
" I never could pay such a debt- go to-- l " " Well, 
" Now really that isn't polite, my young swell, 
" You won't sign it-no-please yourself, very well 1 250 
" Poor Alice-she likes you, but yet I dare say 
" I  shall find her a husband-Sir Rowland, good day." 
" H.old, hold," cried Sir Rowland, " you mentioned Miss Alice_" 
" Exactly," his guest replied, " come, I've no malice, 
" Excuse me, your finger's beginning to bleed, 
" There's a drop on your pen-there subscribe to the deed." 
" Oh my eye 1 I have done it," exclaimed the young knight, 
" Exactly, but don't go on so-you're all right, 
" If you want me, j ust give me a call, I'll obey it, 
" And as for the bond, you've a twelvemonth to pay it." 260 
As the little man spoke, through the casement there shone 
The first streak of dawn, and the knight wall alone. 

E:fD OF PAnT I. 

ALPI NE TRAVEL AND A LPINE AOOIDENTS. 

THE summer of 1 865 will long be memorable in the annals 
of Alpine adventure, ' creta et carbone notanda.' Strangely 

chequered in every way with successes and failures, with 
long periods of almost the finest and the worst weather ever 
known, it  has surpassed all others in both the brilliancy of 
its successes and the awfulness of its ·calamities. The season, 
which has seen the Aiguille Verte, the Grandes J orasses, the 
Gabelhorn, and the Matterhorn scaled, besides an ascent of 
Mont Blanc from the Brenva Glacier., has also witnessed a 
series of accidents more numerous and more terrible than 
any that have hitherto occurred. We have then thought 
that it  may interest our readers., among whom are some 
members of and perhaps more aspirants to the fraternity of 
the Alpine Club, if we offer a few remarks and suggestions 
on the subject of A�pine Travel., and on the best mode (in our 
opinion) of enjoying its pleasures and avoiding its dangers. 

The first q uestions to be asked, supposing a reasonable 
allowance of time and money, are when and whither to go. 
The season for pedestrian travel i n  the Alps (for of that 
alone we speak) begins with .J une and ends with September. 
I� the early part of the former month, there may be at times 
difficulty or even dan.ger from the remains of the winter 
snows, in the end of the latter from the shortness of Ithe days 
and the coldness of the nig.hts. August is, from motives of con
,:enience, the month nsually chosen, but it is open to objec
tIons, one of which is the long spell of bad weather so 
frequent in the. middle of it. The seoond question is whither'? 
The Alps may not inconveniently be divided into districts, 
one Or more of which may be chosen aocording to time, 
funds, and inclination. These are, beginning on thB south 
West, the Viso district, in  which are included the V 1I!uflois 
valleys, and those of the Guil and the Ubaye, together with the 
north�rn part of the maritime Alps ; the Alps of Dauphine, 
tneanmg more especially the massif between the Romanche 
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and the Durance ; the Tarentaise and M aurienne, that is, the 
region drained by the Arc and the I sere ; the Graians ; the 
Pennine Chain, which may be subdivided into the Chamonn� 
and Zermatt districts ; the Oberland with the Alps of Un 
and Glarus ; the Grisons and the Engadine ; the West Tyrol 
Alps ; the Dolomites, centering on the Marmolata ; and the 
East Tyrol Alps, the most important peak of which is the 
Gross Glockner. 

A word may be added upon their chief features of attrac
tion. In the Viso district the snow fields are small, and true 
glaciers are, we believe, wanting, but there is great luxuriance 
of vegetation and loveliness of scenery in its sunny valleys 
w ith their crystal streams, exquisite colour and heauty of 
outline in its crags of slate and serpentine, and endless variety 
in the panoramic views of Italian plains and French moun
tains from its summits. For wild and awful grandeur the 
Alps of Dauphine, so far as the writer's experience goes, 
are unequalled ; in no other district has he  seen such an 
assemblage of towering pinnacles, shattered ridges, broken 
glaciers, and impracticable precipices, as are here grouped 
together, and, though the vast wastes of shattered blocks and 
the barren hill  sides sometimes give an air of desolation to the 
scene, there are many rich oases in the deep and sheltered 
valleys. The Maurienne, Tarentaise, and Graians, perhaps 
less luxuriant than the Viso, less wild than Dauphine, and 
inferior in grandeur to the Pennine chain,  unite in some 
respects the merits of all, and have m any beauties of their 
own, which render them well worth visiting. The Pennine 
chain and the Oberland are so well  known, that they require 
little more than a passing mention . Chamouni boasts itself in 
the grandeur of Mont Blanc and in the beauty of some of its 
attendant aiguilles ; and the cliff's above the Allee Blanche 
and the Val Ferrex are most striking ; Zermatt, inferior to 
the former in the height of its mountains and extent of its 
glaciers, far surpasses it in the grouping of its summits and 
the variety of its scenery ; while the Oberland is j ustly cele
brated for the grandeur of it� .wall� of rock and drapery of 
snow, as well as for the exqUlsIte rIchness of its pine woods 
and pastures. The last foul' districts on the list are almost 
unknown to the writer ; but the dolomite!> yield to few in 
grandeur of outline, and perhaps surpass all in richness 
of colouring. 

We come now to the best mode of making a tour.  Imprimis, 
get a companion ; and more than that, a friend. Many and 
many an excursion has had almost all its pleasure marred by 
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an unsuitable companion, s o  d o  not commit yourself to one 
whom you do not thoroughly know. To be alone for days 
with a morose man, to rough it with a constant grumbler, or 
to be among the beauties of nature with one who,  though he 
considers it ' the thing' to ' do the Alps,' h as 110 more 
appreciation of them than a gorilla, i� a sore trial to temper 
and spirits. Solitude is better than such compan ionship ; 
but solitude, especially in unfrequentec1 districts, has obvious 
i ncon ven iences and occasional dangers ; therefore get a trusty 
friend to go with you. Parties of three 01' four have ad van
taO'es in tours through regions where travellers are few ; but, 
as

tl
in these the supply of accommodation is generally propor

tionate to the ordinary demand, they have often to undergo 
considerable inconveniences. Having settled whither to go, 
look carefully to your kit. This should consist of a small 
portmanteau, to be forwarded from town to town, and a 
water-proof knapsack. The portmanteau is by many deemed 
an unnecessary l uxury : it certainly is a slight additional 
expence, say of from half-a-franc to a franc a day, but it is 
well worth this. It is not pleasant to be stinted in l inen or 
clothing, to be unable to carry back occasional souvenirs of 
the places visited, to hurry post-haste through towns, 01' else 
to walk through churches, picture-galleries, and boulevards in 
tattered, weather ·stained garments and hob-nailed boots ; 
which latter are positively dangerous on the slippery floors 
and staircases of foreign hotels. Also carefully consider what 
will be wanted. Here is my idea of a pedestrian's necessary 
outfit : Two flannel-sh irts, two pail' of woollen socks, one 
pail' of cotton socks, a few pocket· handkerchiefs and collars, 
a suit of cloth 01' flannel clothes (the coat having plenty of 
pockets), one pair of thin trowsers for a change, a pail' of 
walking boots, a pail' of slippers, a mackintosh coat or cape, 
a flask, a leather cup, a compass, writing materials and note 
books according to requirements, with a few simple medicines 
(these should never be forgotten), are about enough for the 
pedestrian, and will not make the knapsack too heavy. The 
woollen socks should be very soft ; the boots, of strong 
leather, with tips, should be made with low heels and double 
soles, both of which proj ect all round well beyond the 
upper leather. This is a very im portant point, because the 
foot is thus protected from being bruised by projecting rocks, 
and all unequal wearing down and twisting is prevented. 
They should be well garnished with hob-nails. If you 
p urpose to ascend high mountains or sleep m uch in chaJets 
and caves, a warm woollen comforter, night-cap, and gloves, 
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are necessary. A semicircular mackintosh cape is the!1 
better than a coat, because w hen spread on the ground It 
ensures a dry bed : a small Scotch plaid is also a great comfort. 
For the alpenstock, take a strong ash pole about five feet, long, 
tipped with a ferule-shaped point of tempered steel ; but If Y0ll. 
intend to  wander much on the glaciers without guides, or to 
undertake very difficult excursions, a piolet* is preferable. 

A word may be said on the financial question. If the 
traveller intends to have a guide always with him, or to 
undertake difficult excursions, the cost cannot on an average, 
be less than £ 1 a day, but for those who usually find their 
own way it need· not exceed a napoleon. There are, no doubt, 
various recipes for seeing Switzerland for ten pounds ; that is 
at an average daily expense of six 0)' seven shillings : these 
may not be impossible, but they involve such an amount of 
cheese'paring and flint-skinning, of anxiety and almost 
certain discomfort, as would with most entirely spoil. the 
pleasure of t.he excursion. There is, however, one mode by 
which, if you have plenty of time on your hands, or prefer 
thoroughly examining a limited di&trict to constant change 
and variety of scenery, you can greatly reduce YOU1: ex
penses ; that is, by stopping several days, generally not less. 
than a weeR, in the same place, and by living en pens£on, 
either at an inn, or, what is cheaper, at a regular " Pension,''' 
The cost of this mode of life varies gl'eatly in different 
localities ; it  is, however, seldom less than four and more than 
eight francs a-day. It  has much to recommend it ; you are 
less anxious about to-morrow's weather, have 1I10re time to 
digest and appreciate the manifold beauties of the scenery, 
meet frequently with pleasant companions, and see more of 
the customs of the country, than when YOIl hurry from place 
to place,. rarely sleeping twice in the same bed. The chief 
obj,ect.ion to it is, that the hours in the Pensions are often 
unsuited to English tastes and to long excursions, and that 
you sometimes find yourself in over-close proximity to 
foreigners, w hose manners and customs are simply disgusting 
to an Englishman. Much as it is the fashion on the con
tinent to rail at our insular stiffness and bad manners, r m ust 
say that I have only once or twice in my life seen in a 
fellow-countryman such an entire ignorance of the relative 
duties of kni ves, forks, fingers, and teeth, and of the ordinary 
decencies of the table, as may'commonly be observed among the 
foreign occupants of seats at a table d'118te. 

'IIc A 80rt of cross between an alpenstock and a hatchet. 
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A few hints may also be given as  to  the  advantages of the 
different routes to the Alps. These may be conveniently 
ranO'ed under two heads ; by Paris, and by the Rhine. The 
for�er is the quickest and cheapest for the western and central 
.Alps. The Dover and Calais route is least interesting and most 
expensive ; the fare (from London) being £2. 1 5s. 9d. first 
class, and £2. 2s. I d. second ; it is however the shortest sea
passage. By Folkestone and Boulogne is a shade more 
interesting, and costs £2. 8s. 2d. and £ 1 .  1 6 s.  2d. ;  the sea
passage is about half-an- hour longer than by the other route. 
The traveller passes S. Acheul and Amiens, of geological 
and architectural fame ; the latter of which he ought not, 
if possible, to leave unseen. A far more interesting (and 
still cheaper) course is by Newhaven and Dieppe, or by 
Southampton and Havre ; for Normandy is to Picardy pretty 
much as Warwickshire is to Cambridgeshire, and Rouen is 
one of the most interesting towns in N orthern France. The 
sea-passage by Dieppe is not less than seven hours, and by 
Havre it is rather longer. Those who do not mind several 
hours tossing on the sea, and can spend two or three days 
over the journey, will be pleased with the route by South
ampton through the Channel Islands to S. Malo, and thence 
through Brittany to Paris. Some very pretty country i s  thus 
seen ; and a halt m ust be made at Chartres to examine the 
cathedral , a magnificent building, chiefly in the transition 
style betl-Yeen Romanesque and Early-pointed, with beau
tiful stained glass of the thirteenth , fourteenth and fifteenth 
centuries ; there are also some other fine churches in the 
town of about the same period. When Paris is reached, 
the traveller's course will depend upon his ultimate destination. 
In all cases, however, he will do well to leave Paris by an 
evening express, as the greater part of the country for at least 
!wo hundred miles is uninteresting, and the heat by day 
IS often very great. If bound for the Viso or Dauphine, he 
will go to Lyons,  a very fine town, and thence to Grenoble. 
If for the Maurienne or  Tarelltaise to Culoz, and thence to
wards Chambery : if for Chamouni he will turn aside at Culoz 
for Geneva. The Graians may be conveniently reached by 
one of these last three districts. If he be going to the 
�entral Alps or Engadine, he will go from Paris to Bale, 
either direct 'Cia M ulhouse, or making a slight detour by 
Strasbourg in order to see its glorious cathedral. From 
B,&'le there are various routes, from which the most conve
lllent wil l  be selected, according to the plan of the future 
tour. Zennatt may be visited by either Bale or Geneva. 
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The route by the Rhine is more interesting than that 
which leads through France, but it is more expensive and 
ought not to have less than a week allotted to it. (N.B. 
Al ways, if it be possible, see the Rhine ,qoin.q to Switzerland). 
This route admits of great variations-the Continent may be 
reached either· by Calais (expensive), Ostend, Antwerp (the 
most interesting), or Rotterdam. Formerly, the .next step 
was to make for Cologne, but now a much advertIsed route 
is to go vit1 the Great Luxemhourg railway to 'l'!'eves, and 
thence by the Moselle to Coblentz·. There is mnch to recom
mend this course ; the scenel'y, though vastly overrated i n  
the advertisements, is  very superior t o  that o n  the other line,. 
and Treves is the most interesting town north of the Alps, 
an unmixed delight for the antiquarian ; but there is room 
for improvement in the management of the railway, and' 
steamers can very rarely ascend the Moselle to Treves during 
the summer months ; a fact which is ingeniously, and rather· 
unscrupulously concealed by the G. L. Company. From 
Cologne or CobI<entz the Rhine can either be followed to 
Bale, if the traveller is bound' for central Switzerland or the 
Engadine, or be qu·itted at whatever point on its right bank 
may seem most convenient to one bound for the Tyrol. 1£ 
going to the eastern part he will probably make for Munich, 
if to the western, for the Lake of Constance, either from 
Freiburg by the H ollenthal, 01' from Carlsruhe· by Stuttgart 
and BIm. 

We now come to the second part of our subjeet. What is: 
to be avoided, first and foremost, is over-fatigue. Alpine. 
walking, like all other exercises which call for considerable 
exertion, requires some preparation and training. The plea
sure of a whole excursion may be marred through too long a, 
walk on the first day , either by blisters and abrasions of the skin,. 
or by i'lln�ss,. the result of over-exertion. The writer's own 
custom is to approach the region of the high peaks by some. 
bye-way, and' to take two or three days quiet walking j.n. the 
charmirig sub-AI-pine, or rather mid-Alpine districts, w here, 
among summi't9< ranging from six to eight thou·sand feet in 
height, you have exq,u:isite combinations of cliff, pasture, 
and pine wood, with occasional glimpses of the· distant snows, 
forming pictures of unsurpassed beauty.. Let us venture to 
add a few hints, the re$ult of experience, which, thouah ob
vious enough, are too often forgotten. After a day of �evere 
exertion, take an easy day. An average of seven 01' eight hours 
per diem, for the six days of the week is  as

.
m uch as is good /or 

most men. Do not walk too fast, espeCIally up hill, ' Plus 
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doucement on monte plus vite o n  arrive a u  sommet ' is  a 
very good proverb. Do not eat much meat or drink m uch 
wine after a day of severe exertion-especially on the snow. 
Do not drink much water while on the march ; it is far better 
to wash the lips and mouth often, than to swallow. Do not 
smoke when walking up hill. Red wine and water, or very 
weak brandy-and-water, are the best beverages ; beer with 
luost men only aggravates thirst. Look well after the com
missariat,  you can't have a good fire without good coals. 
Avoid sleeping in chalets as much as Y0l! can ; there, as a 
rule, the fleas and yourself are equally wakeful. Some of 
these m ay seem small matters, but the effects of over-exertion 
01' of insufficient or improper food are often very bad, result
ing either in fever at the time or in obstinate neuralgia or 
derangement of the digestive· organs aftevwards, and, it  may 
even be, in serious iuj.ury to some of the· vital organs. 

The dangers incurred during excursions in the High Alps, 
which have been so painfully forced upon our n otice during 
the past season, have no·w to be considered.. The most pro
minent of them may be thus classified :  ( 1 )  from falling 
stones, ice, or snow, (2) from an insecure footing. 

There has not, to my knowledge, been any accident of late 
years from either fal ling stones or ice, though narrow escapes 
have not been unfrequel'lt ; the former is always possible i n  
the vicinity of any p.recipice, but some mountains are more 
addicted than others to the bad habit of pelting visitors. 
",V hen glaciers terminate above steep rocks, large masses 
frequently break ofi' and tumble down in huge cascades of 
icy fragments. Such are the well-known avalanches of the 
J ungfrau, and indeed most of those witnessed by the tourist ; 
very gran.d spectacles when he is out of the line of fire, far 
worse than a discharge of grape wheJ1l he is in it ; they are 
most to be feared d,uring the hot period of the day, but in 
many cases they can be avoided entil;ely by caution and 
previous study of the motlntain. Snow avalanches, as we have 
�aid, are rare, but they are occasional\.y to be dreaded early 
In the season or after long continued bad weather. By one 
of these, three guides of Dr .. Hamel's paFty i n  the year 1 8 20 
were swept into a crevasse while ascending Mt. Blanc by the 
: Ancien passage ;' and in the present year a porter was buried 
In an avalanche which fel l  from the steep slope leading to 
the Sattel on Monte Rosa. The accident on the Haut de 
Cry in Feb. 1 8 64, was also due to one of these, but that was 
only what might have been expected at that season. 

The dangers from an insecure footing are chiefly confined to 
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the region of snow and ice, though sometimes the foot
. or 

the hand fails in its hold on rocks, especially in descendmg. 
Thus two valuable lives have been lost to our University, 
that of Archdeacon Hardwick on the Sauvegarde, and that 
of Mr. Wilson on the ice-polished cliffs of the Riffelhorn, a 
peak which (we speak from personal experience) should never 
be climbed by a solitary traveller. On ice, notwithstanding 
its nature, if only the steps are wel l  hewn, not too wide apart, 
and the traveller advance cautiously, the danger of slipping 
is very small. An ice slope is often a great difficulty, but 
rarely a danger, except when covered with snow, of which 
more hereafter. When, however, a thin layer of ice glazes the 
face of a sloping crag, where the ice is not deep enough to 
allow good steps to be hewn, and the rock does not project suffi
ciently to afford any stay, there is the utmost peril. It was a 
combination of this kind, which caused the fearful accident 
on the Matterhorn on the 1 4th of July last. The travellers 
had accomplished the ascent from the spot where they had 
bivouaced, at a height of 1 1 ,0 0 0  feet, after about eight hours 
actual walking. They had first mounted by the north-eastern 
face which overhangs the Furgen glacier, they had then 
climbed, for some distance, along the ar�te descending to
wards the H ornli-this was to scale the wall of the house-like 
summit-and finally had ascended by the shelving roof which 
terminates above the fearful precipices overhanging the 
Matterhorn glacier. On descending the steepest part of this 
slope, w hich was, as may often be seen from below, thinly 
covered with ice and snow, one of the party slipped and 
knocked over the leading guide ; the jerk of the rope 
filuccessively overthrew the next two, but the last three, 
Mr. Whymper and the two Zermatt guides, stood firm in 
their steps. The rope snapped uuder the strain, and the 
result is too well known. On this lamentable occurrence we 
shall venture a few remarks, because so much nonsense has 
been talked and written about i t  by those who are wholly 
unqualified to form an opinion on the subj ect.. ' The mis
fortunes of others is the opportunity of fools ' is a pretty 
general l aw, and certainly the English Press did not ' prove ' 
it on this occasion. The newspapers ,were flooded with the 
usual out-pourings of ignorant correspondents, and the Times 
improved the occasion !n a ' l eader ' conspicuous for i ts  folly 
and bad taste. Pre-emment over all was a writer in the Pall 
Mall Gazette, who, signing himself ' Cui Bono,' complained of 
the wickedness of " tempting il l  fed guides " into places 
where their lives were endangered. The impudence of this 
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assertion is  really staggering j everyone, who has ever visited 
the Alps, knows that the leading guides of Savoy and Switzer
land are men of great personal strength, vtlry m uch the 
reverse of ill fed, who enjoy the work as much as their 
employers, to whom their word, ' forwards ' or ' back,' is l aw. 
Such a man was Michel  Croz, of whom: it was often said by 
those who knew him well ,  that he was never thoroughly 
happy except when more than ten thousand feet above the 
sea, and was in highest spirits when overcoming a difficulty. 
Had '  Cui Bono ' felt  the support of his strong arm, as often 
as the writer, seen him thread with unerring sagacity the 
mazes of a broken glacier, or cut steps and jokes together 
down a difficult ice slope, he would not have indulged in 
such preposterous nonsense.· But more lives have been lost 
by treacherous snow than by any other means. The u pper 
fields of the glacier look smooth and inviting, surely no harm 
can lurk under those gently undulating plains of spotless 
purity ! The inexperienced traveller treads heedlessly, he 
st�ggers and is gone, a crash of falling icicles followed by 
a dull thud (tom.es u.p.through the round hole that now marks 
the level s urface, and too often help cannot be given til l  it is 
too late. We know of two, travellers, one an Englishman, the 
other a Russian.,. who h ave so perished, besides several natives 
of the country.. This danger, however, can always be ob
viated by tying the party together with a strong rope as soon 
as the snows are reached. An accident is then, we believe, 
impossible ; and the travellers, whatever the guides may say, 
should always. insist on this precaution ; for, owing to their 
yery skill, the best guides are often more inclined to neglect 
It than those that are infel�ior. The writer has seen three or 
four narrow escapes fl:Om the results of this carelessness. 
\\7 orst of all, however, is fresh snow when it  overlies ice. 
After continued fine weather the surface of the snow slopes, 
through m elting by day and freezing by night, becomes ice, 
and the new deposit does not readily bind with the old. 
Hence the weight of the travellers destmys equilibrium, the 
snow slips fro m  their tread and they slide down, riding, as it  
were, on a small avalanche ; this was probably the immediate 

. *  It may be observed en passant that a picture representing this 
a?c

.
ldent (by Gustave Dore) is as improbable in detail, as it is 

VICIOusly bad in taste. The subject was not one for the painter ; 
w: wonder what he will give us next, perhaps a man caught in a 
SPlll11ing jenny, 01' run over by a railway train ! 
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cause of the lamentable accident on the south side of the Col' clu 
Geant in 1 860 ; and a late and a present fellow of this College, 
together with a distinguished Professor and two Pontresma 
guides had an almost miraculous escape on the eastern face 
of the Piz Mortaratsch, after sliding down for ful l  a thousand 
feet. This i s  undoubtedly the greatest danger in Alpine 
climbing ; no experience can entirely avoid it,  and no skill 
overcome it. 

Such are the main sources of peril in Alpine travel ; it 
remains to say onc word on the use of the rope, a question 
which has been much mooted since the Matterhorn accident. 
On glaciers, especially on the upper snow fields it is always an 
advantage ; on rocks, it  is sometimes rather an impediment, 
but unquestionably a security. In fact i ts great value is 
that it prevents serious consequen ces resulting from a slight 
sli p.  On steep snow slopes, i f  the steps are well hewn , it 
has the same advantage. Al ways keep it as nearly taut as 
possible. There are, however, occasionally p laces where a 
slip on the part of one endangers the whole party ; i n  that 
case every m an should go singly, or better still, the expedition 
should be abandoned. If life is to be deliberately exposed to 
considerable risk , there are many better causes in which i t  
may b e  hazarded. The writer i s  o f  opinion that not more 
than foul' men should be in a string ; three ought to be able to 
hold u p  one, and if they could not, the momentum acquired 
by so many fal ling bodies would in most cases, pull  down the 
others. If some must perish, better few than many. Lastly, 
never undertake a difficult excursion with untried companions. 

Is then Alpine climbing to be discouraged as a dangerous 
amusement ? Certainly not, for we maintain that if proper 
precautions be taken, the real risk is very small. Lives are 
lost every day in various sports, riding, boating, swimming, 
cricket, and the l ike, yet no one thinks of declaiming against 
these. The chief evil is that difficult excursions are often 
umlertaken without propel' training. The perils of the Alps 
were formerly exaggerated, they are now, perhaps, under
rated. There is an art in Alpine climbing as ill all other 
exercises, which can only be learnt by practice, and the raw 
neophant who u ndertakes its most difficult feats w ithout 
previous ed ucation, does as foolish a thing as if he were to 
ride a steeple-chase the first t.ime he mounted a horse, 01' get 
into a crank funny on a deep lake without knowina how to 
ro w or swim. But, it may be asked, granting that the risk is 
smal l, ·What is the good of i t. ? It is an exercise wholesome 
alike for mind and botly. The little hardships .inseparable 
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from it ; simple fare, hard beds, endurance of cold and heat, 
i n a word ' roughing it,' are no bad discipline for those who 
l ive in  an over-luxurious age : while the nature of the work 
brings into exercise coolness and self-command in dangers, 
prompt decision in action, perseverance under difficulties, 
and many other valuable qualities. The Alpine climber often 
aoes with his life, h umanly speaking, in his own hand, and so 
for ms habits of caution, firmness, and courage. The same 
steadiness of nerve which enables a man to glance calmly 
down a steep ice slope, or  to cling to the p rojections of a 

precipitous ar�te, habituates him to distinguish bet.ween real 
and apparent dangers in the affairs of l ife, and prepares him to 
estimate at their true value the " bu?;bears " w hich will from 
time to time beset him in his daily walk. But besides this ,  
the undulating wastes of lifeless snow, the frozen cataracts of 
the glaciers, the dark crags and splintered pinnacles of the 
h ighest mountains, speak to the heart in a language ' under
standed not of ' those who view them afar off from the 
l uxUJ'ious valley. Rest to the fevered brain, peace to the 
weary heart, life to the languid frame, these are their gifts. 
'l'ruly we would not give much for that man, who, placed 
on some mountain summit, was all unconscious of new 
emotions and better thoughts, and did not  for the  future 
enter more ful ly into the spirit of that clause in the Benedicite : 
" 0 ye ice and snow, 0 ye mountains and hills, bless ye the 
Lord : praise Him and magnify Him for ever." 

/3. 
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AN ITALIAN PICTURE. 

A Fragment. 

... '" ... ... 

AND changing then, methought I strayed at will 
Throughout the fair Italian land ; 

I passed by town and village, vale and hill ; 
By breezes soft brow-fanned. 

I tracked the dancing rivulet to its source ; 
Coy nymphs peeped out with merry shriek ; 

A laughing god stole up, and kissed perforce 
A maid on either cheek. 

01' here a simple shepherd told his love, 
The while a damsel combed her hair ; 

Nor dreams to find her one (lay faithless prove, 
And know her false as fair. 

And ever as I passed my spirit burned 
With awe and glow of strange delight ; 

New beauties met me everywhere I turned, 
Dazzling my wondering sight. 

... ... ... ... 

A long dark mountain-wall athwart the blue, 
The glimmering Apennines upraise 

Their summits glowing with a golden hue 
Seen through the quivering haze. 

Rich streaming olive-gardens, vines 
Illimitable sweep adown 

The hill-sides, m ingled with the cypress lines 
That vail the sleeping town. 

An Ital£an Pictut-e. 

Where golden fields of maize-crops, sunny flowers, 
And slopes of verdure on the lea, 

Glow 'neath the fait- white walls and battled towers, 
And ripen smilingly. 

Or Arno flashes through the pines, nnd gloom 
Of sombre forests lone and still, 

And shadowy dells and gorges flushed w ith hloom
Winding from hill to hill ; 

And through the broken hills-the one ravine 
That cleaves perpetual sweep of heights

Flows to the sea j leaving the zones of green 
And purple, and the lights 

And shades, that bar the blooming vales and hills, 
Where midway basks a convent lone ; 

Or happy flocks by silver chiming rills, 
Stray, grazing, one by one. 

M 
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SCRATCHINGS FROM AUSTRALIA. 

pRAY don't be alarmed, reader :! I'm .not going to give 
you a " Physical and Political Ge@g·raphy of the Con

tinent of Australia, including all the latest discoveries," nor 
am I about to " investigate the causes of the scantiness of 
its rain-fall ,  and the distinguishing peculiarities of its flora 
and fauna," or anything of that sort : if it is upon such points 
as these that you seek for information, I must refer you, for 
the elementary parts, to some such amusing and instructive 
publications, as " Cornwall's Geogmplty for Schools," which 
will present you with a series of statements, at once highly 
interesting and totally incorrect ; while, for the more abstruse 
matter , you must be content to w ait till my big book is 
p ublished. No ! I merely wish to have a little pleasant 
chit-chat about the antipodes,-just such as we might have, 
were we seated cosily round a sparkling fire, with the curtains 
drawn, the shutters closed, and the wind w histling and 
howling outside (how deliciously snug that sound does make 
one feel), while Bacchus, and, by far his better half, 'Bacca, 
con duce to our quiet contentment. 

" But," perchance you ask, " how can anything about 
Australia, interest us  in England 7" Ah , Reader ! Possibly 
you, in common with too many Englishmen, consider that 
Australia is " one of the five quarters of the globe," situated 
somewhere near the South Pole,-a biggish sort of place, 
consisting chiefly of and sandy desert, inhabited by 
white people who live in mud huts, are clad in skins, whose 
manners are un softened and who are permitted to be brutal 
by reason of their ignoranoe of the fine arts, and who go out 
potting nativ·es before breakfast in order to acquire an 
appetite, and by black men, whose normal condition is a 
state of nudity, and who rejoice in a fiendish contrivance 
called a boomerang, and in grievous clubs, such as may be 
seen in the British M useum, wherewith it is their wont to 
belabour one another. 
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,V ell, Australia z's part of one of  the five quarters of  the 
globe, and £s rather a biggish sort of place, seeing that it 
a lmost equals Europe in area ; but know, oh ! my friend, 
that the white inhabitants do, on Sundays , wear suits of 
black cloth, and tall h ats ; that silk dresses have been seen 
there ; and that by the last mail, news was brought of a pair 
of lavender-coloured kid gloves having been imported : 
morcover, is it not written in the chronicles of the city of 
Adelaide, that H.M. Royal Mai l  was once delayed, in conse
quence of the government officer in charge of it requiring 
three and a-half hours to complete his toilet ! 

Englishmen in general, seem to have most shadowy ideas 
respecting the geography of the Colonies. Upon informing 
my fr iend Smith, the other day, that I had but lately left 
Adelaide, he observed, " Ah !  then, you p robably are ac
quainted with my cousin Jones, who went either to Tas
mania or to Van Diemen 's Land ; I forget which ;" and he 
presently stated, with evident pride, his acquaintance with 
the well-known fact, that Victoria was the capital of the 
province of Sydney. 

Australia is, without doubt, a remote and out of the way 
place, but, with respect to natural advantages , cannot be 
surpassed. Its immense resources in the shape of metals and 
arable and pasture land ; its vast extent of new country ; 
its peculiar qualifications for sheep and cattle farming ; and 
the enterprising nature of its colonists, combine to render it 
a rich and profitable field for speculation. As a place of 
residence, its glorious climate gives it a superiority over any 
European country. Though the heat there is often intense 
(the thermometer having been known to indicate 1 2 5° in the 
shade, and thin-skinned individuals being occasionally forced 
to enter their houses from the back , owing to the sun having 
shone on the front-door handle), yet the atmosphere is so 
clear and dry, that the Australian summer is far more 
?earable than is that of England, while the delicious even
Ings more than compensate for any discomfort that may 
h ave been felt during the earlier part of the day. I know 
nothing more delightful than sitting out, as I have often 
done, till 2° or 3° A.lIL w ithin sound of a murmuring fountain, 
and fanned by the gentle sea-breeze, under a cloudless sky 
of the deepest blue, bespangled with stars more numerous 
and more brilliant than those of the Northern hemisphere, 
and lit by a moon, the brightness of whose rays, while it 
enables you to discern every blade on the ground beneath 
Your feet, at the same time gives an indescribable softness 
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to the deeply-shadowed landscape, and seems to impart a 
holy peace and quiet to all around, and to forbid aught that 
might tend to disturb the profound slumber in which Nature 
is buried. True it is, that, during the summer months, hot 
winds scorch the face of the country, and turn the grass into 
hay (and grasshoppers) before it is a month old :-true it is 
that whirlwinds daily raise the dust into columns higher than 
the eye can reach ; but the clearness and buoyancy of the 
air, which produce an indescribable sense of exh ilaration ; 
the delicious nights, and the grateful fruits which n o  milder 
sun could bring to perfection, far more than counter-balance 
the annoyances attendant upon the unusual heat. I once 
heard an intimate friend of mine, who had lived in the 
colonies for many years, describe England as " one huge 
stew-pan, where a cloudless sky is  a comparatively rare 
phenomenon, and the atmosphere is semi· opaque ; where 
the moon is upside down and of a bilious complexion ; where 
the fruits are inferior and the trees diminutive ; and where 
the grass and sky seem to have been washed out and hung 
on the Line to dry during their passage from South to North." 
As a contrast to this, imagine a country where quick motion 
will, on a hot day, produce sufficient evaporation to keep you 
moderately cool ; where, in a :flat neighbourhood, a view of 
from thirty to forty miles may always be obtained from a 
very slight elevation ; where grapes to which the English 
bullets so mis-called, are as p umpkins to pine-apples, are 
b rought to your door for one penny per pound, often i n  
b unches o f  nine pounds weight, a n d  the other fruits are 
similarly fin e  and plentiful ; where there are no hedges to 
make the landscape resemble mosaic, or a Chinese puzzle ; 
where a perfect stranger may, except in the i m mediate 
neighbourhood of a town, walk, ride, or drive as far as he 
likes, without the danger of encountering a pitchfork w ielded 
by an infuriated country-bumpkin ; and where sunsets, such 
as have never been " read of in books, or dreamed of i n  
dreams" are of frequent occurrence, where the molten sun 
may be partially seen through a bank of purple-black clouds, 
fringed with gold, and surrounded by floating rose-coloured 
masses, and succeeded by the brilliant beams of the Aurora 
Australis, shooting across the zenith in bands of brightest 
pink, alternating with the deep-blue sky between. 

Two terrible drawbacks, however, I must confess to : 
they are, flies, and poisonous insects and reptiles. When a 
small boy, it was always a source of awful reflection to me, 
where the flies went to after the plague of Egypt : when I 
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reached Australia, the problem was at once solved, -they 
simply emigrated, possibly for the sake of their health. 
o happy reader, who peradventure, art in blissful ignorance 
on the subject of Australian flies, may you never experience 
the assiduous attention of a solitary rmtsca, or fly from the 
ulltiring pertinacity of a band of these Southern Erinnyes ! 
The musquitoes also make themselves very obnoxious to 
" new-chums," and the ants are so numerous that cupboards 
have to be " insulated" by placing their legs in tins of water, 
in order to preserve their contents from the visitations of Dr. 
·Watts' favourite proteges. Centipedes and scorpions are ex
ceedingly common ; the former I have frequently seen ten 
inches in length. An eccentric and short-sighted individual 
once told me, that, on arriving in Adelaide (in the early days of 
the colony), he was kept ill a state of constant perturbation 
by the dreadful accounts poured into his horror-bound ear, of 
the ubiquity of these uncomfortable creatures, insomuch that 
he could scarcely light his pipe without half expecting to see 
an evil beast crawl out of the tobacco : one morning he 
awoke (he was l iving in a tent on the sea-beach at the time), 
and the first sight that met his awe-stricken gaze, was a pair 
of fearful eyes, glaring fiendishly at him from the sand 
which formed the floor of his tent : he lay still for some time, 
fearing lest any motion might arouse the " thing's" dis
pleasure, and incite it to attack him : at last, encouraged 
by the sleep-like stillness of the apparition, he seized a 
,VeIlington boot that was standing at his bedside,-with 
trembling hand and palpitating heart took aim,-flung,-and 
rushing to the spot-sorrowfully proceeded to pick up the re
mains of his shattered gold spectacles. 

Our snakes are simply a caution to themselves. All 
except two species destroy life by their bite, and of these 
two, one is a rare python, and the other highly poisonous. 
They attain a great size-I have seen one 6 ft. 2 in. long
and in many of the comparatively unsettled districts, are 
as common as spiders in England. If a bushman of any 
experience encounters a snake, he i mmediately seizes the 
nearest stick, and gives chase, knowing well that unless he 
be between it and its hole, the reptile will certainly run 
away : when he comes up to it, he strikes it smartly on the 
ba:�{, breaking the spine, and thus destroying that power of 
COIlIng and re-straightening itself ill which consists its chief 
means of attack : the snake may then be coolly poked, pushed, 
Pulled, pummelled, and finally slain with impun�ty, so long 
as no point de resistance is given it above the fracture. The 
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same dislocation of the vertebrre may be more 
performed by seizing the creature by the tail, whirling. 1 
round your head, and cracking i t  as you would a whlp. 
lash. I know many men who will do this with the utmost 
nonchalance. A sheep-farmer of my acquain.tance ,,:ho 
delighted in seizing a snake j ust as it was findll1g fancled 
security in its hole, pulling i t  out, and cracking i t  in the manner 
described, was one day walking through some thick under. 
wood , when he saw a diamond-snake wriggling away, as it 
fondly thought, un perceived : he pursued it,-caught it  j ust 
as it  was disappearing into a bank which, from the number of 
openings, seemed to be a serpentine village, and as usual, 
pulled away as hard as he could, when, to his astonishment 
and horror, the beast's head put in an appearance fro m  
another hole in the same bank, and close t o  his hand ; that 
w as the last snake he ever bearded (or rather, tailed) in its 
den. These reptiles are the foundation of many tricks 
played upon " J  ohnny New-come." Two bullock-drivers 
were once out in the scrub, chopping wood ; one of them a 
late arrival, and the other an old and experienced colonist. 
The former, who had never seen a snake, but " was sure 
there was no danger in them, and wasn't going to be 
frightened of a longish sort of lizard" had left his bullocks, 
and with them a long bullock-whip, while he went a little way 
off into the scrub : during his absence, his companion saw a 
large black snake, and immediately was the death of it : 
he then tied it loosely to the thin end of the whip-handle ; 
the other returning, took up his whip to " kinder encourage" 
his bullocks, and intuitively cracked it, when, to his horror, 
the snake, disengaged by the shock, uncoiled from the handle 
and fell at his feet-" He left."-There is  a certain gardener 
that I wot of, who, according to his own accounts, kills more 
snakes in a summer than any less-favoured mortal ever saw 
in  a life-time ; but some slanderous individuals do thus 
account for his asserted prowess : they affirm that one 
evening, two of the station-hands saw and killed a large 
black snake which they carefully laid across the garden path : 
the gardener rose betimes in the morning, and, as his 
custom was, cautiously opened the gate and peered in (in 
order, of course, not to lose any possible opportunity of 
emulating the never-to-be-sufficiently-venerated St. Patrick) ; 
seeing the monster lying across the walk, he hastily shut the 
gate, ran for his gun, and taking aim through the hedge, 
shot the snake ; whereupon it came to pass that he ,-being 
irvlltly elated w ith hi, feat, and recounting it to every passer· 
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by-nightly dreamed o f  his conflict with, and victory over, 
the beast, and as often, on the succeeding morning, slew a 

fresh snake in narrative, to his own evident satisfaction, and 
to the huge delight of the initiated auditors. 

Though I believe, from my own experience as well as 
from that of others, that if a person is cool and self-possessed, 
he incurs no danger in walking through a neighbourhood 
abounding in snakes, unless he tread upon one ; yet they are 
essentially uncorJ�fortable creatures, and I know no more 
horrible sensation than that caused by seeing a snake, when 
running away from you, stop, turn round his flat spiteful 
head, his eyes glistening like diamonds with concentrated 
hate and cunning, open his mouth, protrude a long black 
forked tongue, and hiss in a manner which " bestills you 
almost to jelly with the act of fear," and curdles the very 
blood in your veins. The snake-locks of themselves, would 
certainly have sufficed to give to Medusa's head its fabled 
power of petrifaction. 

DIC!. 
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IN CA.MUM, 

RIDrcULA nu per cymba, sicut mens est mos, 
Flumineas propter salices et mm'mm'a Cami, 
Multa movens mecum, fumo i nspirante, jacebam, 
Illic forte mihi senis occurrebat imago 
Squalida, torva tuens, longos incompta capillos ; 
Ipse manu cymbam prensans sc lit tore in udo 
Deposuit ; Camique humeros agl10scere latos 
Immal1csque al'tus atque ora hirsuta videbar : 
Mox lacrymas inter tales dedit ore que reI as, 
" Nate," inquit, " tu semper enim pins accola Cami, 
" Nate, patl'is miserel.'e tni, miserel'e tuorum ! 
" Quinque l'eportatis tumet Isidis unda triumphis : 
" Qninque anni videre meos sine laude secundo 
" Cymbam urgere loco cnl1ctantem, et cedere victos, 
" Heu ! quis erit finis ? Quis me manet exitus olim ? 
" Terga boum tergis vi non ceclentia nostri 
" Exercent juvenes ; nuda atque immania crura, 
" Digl1a giganteas inter certare palrestras, 
" Quisque ferunt, latosque humeros et brachia longa, 
" CoUaque Atlanteo non inferiora labore : 
" Sed vis arte carens frustl'a per stagna labOl'at ; 
" Fit brevis inque dies brevior (pl'oh dedecns ingens !) 
" Ictus, et incerto tremulam movet impete eymbam, 
" Usque volaturre similem, tamen usque morantem. 
" Ah ! Stanleius ubi est ? ubi fortis et acer Ionas 
" Et Virtus ingens, majorque vel Hercule Judas ? 
" Ah ! ubi, lreva mei novit quem fluminis ora, 
" Ille ' Ictus,' vi treis longe spectandus ocellis, 
" Dulce decus Cami, quem plebs ignobilis ' Alllam,' 
" Vulpicanemli> Superi grato cognomine dicunt ? 
" Te quoque, magne Pales, et te mea flumina defient " 0 formose puer, quibns alto in gurgite mersis 
" Mille dedit, rapuit m ille oscula candida Naias ? 
" Quid decus amissum repeto, aut jam laude perempt1t 
" Nomina Putnreis annalibus eruta testor ? 

'" See The Eagle, Vo!. I., p. 71. 

FA.TH ER C AM US, 

S�ror\ING lately in my " Funny," as I'm wont, beneath the bank, 
J ,iste1 l ing to Cam's rippling murmurs thro' the weeds and willows !.lank, 
As J chewed the cud of fancy, from the water there appeared 
An old man, fierce-eyed, and filthy, with a long and tangled beard : 
To the oozy shore he paddlcd, clinging to my fnnny's nose, 
Ti l l ,  in all his mud majestic, Cam's gigantic form arose, 
Brawny, broad of shoulders was he, hairy were his face and head, 
Ami amid loud lamentat,ions tears incessantly he shed. 
" Son," he cried, " the sorrows pity of thy melancholy sire ! 
" Pity Cam us ! pity Cambridge ! pity our disasters dire ! 
. <  Five long years hath his triumphed, fivelonp years have seen my eight 
" Rowing second, vainly struggling 'gainst an unrelenting fate. 
" What wi ll  bc the end, I know not ! what will he the doom of Cam us ? 
" Shall I die disowned, dishonoured ? Shall I live, and yet be famous? 
" Backs as strong as oxen have we, legs Herculean and bare, 
" Legs that in the ring with Titan wrestlers might to wrestle dare. 
" Arms we have long, stJ'aight, and sinewy, shoulders broad, necks 

thick and strong, 
" Necks that to the earth-supporting Atlas might full well belong. 
" But Ollr strength un-scientific strives in vain thro' stagnant water, 
" Every day, I blush to own it, Cam bridge strokes are rowing shorter. 
" With a short spasmodic impulsc see the boats a moment leap, 
" Starting with a fiying motion, soon they stop and sink to sleep. 
" Whcre are Stanley, Jones, and Courage ? where is ' Judas' stout 

and tall, 
" Where the stroke named ' 'all' by Bargemen, known to Cambridge 

as ' Jack Hall ' ?  
" 'Twas a spectacle to see him i n  11is gig-lamps row along, 
" And the good ship speeding onward swift as Poet's gushing song. 
" Where is Paley ? where is Fair-bairn ? from whose lips the Naiad's 

dank 
" Snatched and gave their sweetest kisses when our Eight at Chiswiek 

sank, :: What avails it to remember brilliant days now lost in night ? 
What avails it Putney's ahnals, and past glories to recite ? 
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" Granta ruit, periitque decus, periitque vetusta 
" Gloria !'emorun'l primreque per requora navis. 

. " Sed vos, 0 juvenes, sanguis quibus integel' rovi, 
" Spes ventura dom ils, Grantreque novissima proles, 
" Antiquum revocate decus, revocate triumphol> ! 
" Continua Palillurus ubi ' jam pergite' dixit 
" Erectum lib rate eaput ; nec pandere crura 
" Parcite, nec solid is firmi considere transtris ! 
" Ast ubi contactas jam palmula senserit undus, 
" Compress a incipiat jam turn mihi crura phaselus 
" Accipere, et faciles iter accelerare per undus, 
" Incipiente ictu qui vim non prompserit omnem 
" Dique hominesque od�re ; Ilic, pondus inutile cymhre, 
" Tardat iter ; comites necat ; hunc tu, nauta, caveto ! 
" Nec minus, incepto quoties ratis emicat ictu, 
" Cura sit ad finem justos perferre labores. 
" Vidi equidem multos-sileantur nomina-tluctus 
" Prrecipites penetrisse, sed heu ! brevis effiuit ictus. 
" Immemor extremi mediique laboris in unda : 
" Nam tales nisus tolerare humana nequit vis. 
" Et quamvis primos jam jam victura carina 
" Evolet in CUl'SUS, primisque tl'iumphet in undis, 
" Mox ubi finis adest atquc ultima meta labol'um, 
" Labitur exanimis, vi non virtute subacta. 

" Tu quoque qui cymbre tendis Palinurus hahenas 
" Ultra hOl'tare vil'os ; fortes solare benign is 
" Vocibus ; ignavos accende, suosque labores 
" Fac peragant, segnique veta torpel'e veterno, 
" Sed quid ego hrec ? priscre si jam pietatis imago 
" Ulla manet, si quiu vobis mea gloria curre est, 
" Camigenre, misero tandem succurrite patri, 
" El'eptosque diu vincendo l'eddite honores ! 
" Tunc ego arundinca redimitus tempora vitta 
" Antiquo fruar i m perio justisque triumphis : 
" Turn demurn Cloacina meos f'oi!uissima fluctus 
t .  Desiel' it  temerare, et p ll l'O flurnine labens 
" Camus ad Oceanum volvetlll' umabilis amnis." 

Dixit, et in piceas Fluvius sesc abdidit undas. 
Sed me I'idiculam solvencem a littore cyrnbam 
Nectal'is ambl'osii cil'cumvolvuntUl' odores, 
Decedente Deo ; naresque impellit acutas 
Confusi canis amnis et illretabilis aura, 
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" Lost i s  Granta, lost our glory, lost our former pride of place, 
" Gone Ilre all my blushing honours, nought is left me but d isgrace • 
" For regardless of all science, every oarsman now obeys 
" Wild, new fangled laws and notions, never dream'd of in old days. 
" Blit do you, my gentle Freshmen, who have youth in every vein, 
" Labour by your manly valour our lost laurels to regain ! 
" vVhen you heal' the Cox'n's t row on all,' then keep erect your head ; 
" Thcn be your arms and bodies with one motion for'ard sped : 
" Sit firm upon your cushions all, and when the oar is in 
" With one harmonious action let your work at once begin : 
" Press your feet against the stretcher, and your legs wit.h vigour ply, 
" Till the ship, as swift as lightning, thro' the yielding water fly. 
" He who ' misses the beginning' makes his comrades all to suffer, 
" Spoils the swing, and i s  a nuisance ; turn him out, for he's a duffer ! 
" Having made a good beginning you must carry on the work, 
" And until the stroke is finished not an atom must you shirk, 
" I have seen-no names I mention- certain oarsmen with a dash 
" Plunge their oars into the water, and produce a sudden splash ; 
" But the middle and the finish are all wasted in the ail', 
" And no human constitution can such toil incessant bear. 
" For although the ship at starting m ay at once it's distance clear 
" And victory seem certain, when the winning post is near 
" The crew worn out and breathless have nothing in them left, 
" And though pluck may ne'er desert them, of their vigour are bereft. 
" And do yon, my Palinurus, steering straight the gallant bark, 
" By voice and exhortation keep your heroes to the mark, 
" Cheer the plucky, chide the cowards who to do their work are loth, 
c, And forbid them to grow idle by indulging idle sloth, 
" Fool ! I know my words are idle ! yet if any love remain, 
tc  If my honour be your glory, my discredit be your pain ; 
" If a spark of old affection in your hearts be still alive, 
" Rally round old Father Cam us, and his glories past revive ! 
" Then adorned with reedy garland shall I take my former throne, 
'. And, victor of proud !sis, reign triumphant and alone. 
" Then no more shall Cloacina with my streams her off'rings blend, 
" And old Camus clear as crystal to the ocean shall descend !" 

He spoke, and 'neath the surface, black as pitch, he hid his head, 
And punting out my Funny, I my homeward journey sped. 
B lit a strange ambrosial odour, as the God sank 'neath the flood, 
8eem'd to float and hover round me creeping upward from the mud : 
A nd for ever from the water's troubled face there seem"d to rise 
f\. melancholy fragrance of dead dogs unto the skies, 
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THE SENIOR FELLOW. 

WHEN the sllades of eve descending 
Throw o'er cloistered courts their gloom, 

Dimly with the twilight blending, 
Mem'ries long forgotten loom. 

From the bright fire's falling embers 
Faces smile that smiled of yore ; 

Till my heart again remembers 
Hopes and thoughts that live no more. 

Then again does manhood's vigour 
Nerve my arm with iron strength ; 

As of old when trained with vigour 
We beat Oxford by a length. 

Once again the willow wielding 
Do I urge the flying bal l ; 

Till " lost ball " the men who're fielding 
Hot and weary faintly call. 

Then I think of hours of study, 
Study silent as the tomb, 

Till the rays of morning ruddy 
Shone within my lonely room. 

Once again my heart is  burning 
With ambition's restless glow ; 

And long hidden founts of learning 
O'er my thirsty spirit flow. 

Soon fresh scenes my fancy people, 
For 1 see a wooded hill ; 

See above the well-known steeple ; 
Hear below the well-known riII 

Joyous sounds each gale is  bringing, 
Wafted on its fragrant breath ; 

Hark ! I heal' young voiccs singing, 
Voices silent now in death. 
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Brothers, sisters� loved and loving, 
Hold me in their fond embrace ; 

Half forgiving, half reproving, 
I can see my Mother's face. 

M id a night of raven tresses, 
Through the gloom two sad eyes shine, 

And my hand a soft hand presses, 
And a heart beats close to mine. 

In mine ears a voice is ringing, 
Sweeter far than earthly strain, 

Heavenly consolation brillging 
From a land that knows no pain. 

And when slowly from me stealing 
Fades that vision into air, 

Every pulse beats with the feeling 
That a Spirit loved was there. 

" JUV AT MEMINISSE." 

� 



PAUL LOUIS COURIER. 
(Continued from p. 14-). 

I WAS compelled by the length of my former paper to 
close the first division of Courier's career with his retire

ment from the army. We have thus an interlude of six 
years, devoted almost entirely to literary pursuits, before we 
come to the Paul Louis best known in France, the keen 
s<ttirist, and bold defender of liberty of speech and writing 
uncleI' a monarchy and oligarchy, scarcely less tyrannous 
than the empire which they succeeded.* The impressions 
which his experience of a soldier 's life left upon his mind 
were, as I have before hinted, of no very pleasant character. 
And for the work which he had afterwards to do, it was 
perhaps as well that it should be so. Mos,t of this world's 
work of reform is done by extreme men, and there could be 
110 fitter assailant of oppression and wickedness in high 
places than the man who had learnt thus "not to believe in 
great men." He had seen only the dark side of that which !s called history ; had seen that the glory of the general 
Implied the misery of the people-that the soldier's laurels 
could only grow out of a soil fertilised by human blood-and 
so he writes: 

"Oui, monsieur, j ' ai enfin quitte mon vilain metier, un 
peu tarcl, c' est mon regret. J e n'y ai pas pourtant perdu 
tout mon temps. J' ai vu des ehoses dont les livres parlent a 
tm't et a travers. Phttarque a present me fait crevet· de rire." 

These views receive their fullest and clearest expression in the "Conversation chez la Comtesse d' Albany ," the nearest 
approach to a Platonic dialogue which I have seen out of 

# For some account of the character of the" Restoration" govern
�l�n�, see an interesting paper on "Armand Carrel" in Mr. J. S. III s Dissertations and Discussions, V 01. I. 
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66 Paul Louis Couriet'. 
Plato ,- Th e interlocutors are la Comtesse, 
Italian arti st of som e note, and Co urier h im self. It 
with an incid ental r em ark of Co urier's, "que notre 
valait bi en celui de Louis XIV." to which Fabre takes very 
strong exceptio n, Compa ring th e two as regard s  in p articular 
th e encour agem ent gi ven to art and po etry, h e  co ntend s 
th e latter has in every w ay th e ad vantage. Courier suggests 
that, gr anti ng thi s  to be true, th ere  sti ll rem ain th e more 
important d epartm ents of scienc e, politics, and w ar. A s  
concerns th e first , Fabre points  out very fai rly that to 
establish th e superiority of the p resent age, it i s  not enough 
to p ro ve additio ns to th e stores ofk now lec1ge, but th at we m ust 
be able to show th at these additions are greater and mor e  
important th an w ere made by th e p receding age t o  the stock 
with which it  began it s work. And then we com e to th e real 
subject of the d ialogue, viz . - Ts there an art of war ? and 
which is  th e greater glory, th at of the artist or th at of th e 
w arrior? " W e  are l ess warrio rs," Fabre says, " th an th ey 
th e age of Loui s  XIV." But what is it to be more or l ess a 
wa rrior ? S urely it i s  not to be m easur ed by the scale 011 
which the op eration s of w ar are exec uted , by the num bers 
l eft dead on a si ngle field , else this age would u ndoubt edly 
bear the p alm . Of two pl ayers p laying against differen t 
ad versari es o ne shall gain ten pence, the other as m any 
pounds-the one sh al l play three hour s  on end for h is  pence, 
the oth er as m any m inutes. You would not  say at o nc e  that 
th e latter w as the bett er p layer ,  because his adversary may be 
a m ere  ignoram u s. So th e w arrior character i s  not m easured 
by succ ess. Is it th en to be m easured by the proficiency of 
th e age in an art of w ar ?  But is th er e  an art of w ar ?  If 
�h e:e i s, the�, as in other arts, a man m ust attain to pro ficiency 
III It by patient study �nd h ard. work, alway s  ,Progressi ng 
tow ards but n ever r eachmg th e Id eal of perfectIOn. But i s  
this  so ? A you ng p rinc e  o f  eighteen com es post h aste from 
c.our�, fights a battle, wins it, !ln� th ere he i s "  great c aptain" for 
hfe, m fact the greatest cap,tam I ? th e world.t A great geni us, 
you may say,  but no p nnce In  th e world, with whatever 
gen!us h eaven m ay �ave endowe� him, could h ave p ainted straigh t off Raphael s Holy FamIly, or w ritten Pergolesi 's Stabat .J.l1.ate1·. You only w ant an army to m ak e  a good 

'* It would seem that Courier had at one time intended to write 
1\ series of these Conversations, at the request of the Countess. 
This is numbered 5th Conversation. 

t The great CondjJ. 
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O'en eral. Tak e th e, case  of A lex and�r.  ,Th �r e  w er e  number s  
�f arti sts, poets, p amters, sculptors In h iS tIm e, but only one 
Alexander, you say. I r ep ly th at there  w er e  a thousand who 
only wanted an army -why his very secretary who w as not 
even a so ld ier, who never carried anyth ing in the field, but 
his p en and his w ri ti ng stand, turned out  a great gen er al 
as soon as Pro vid ence willed it,  and beat your C assanders and 
other m en of the sword. He thus  proceeds natu rally enough 
to a compari son of the glory to w h ich art and w ar resp ec 
tively lead, vi ndicating the first place for the former ,  But I 
cannot fol low him i nto thi s  part of his  argum ent. Th e 
fallacy i nto which h e  h as fa llen abo ve consi sts, i t  seem s to m e, 
in icrl10ring th e d etai led work of the subordinates i n  an army, 
all �f \Vhi �h must be regulated by some technic r ules. The 
very postulate "g iven a n  army" implies a traini ng accordi ng 
to an art of war. And even if w e  limi t the di�cussion to the 
art of generalship ,  th e exi stence of an art by which an 
ordinary man m ay become a resp ectable general, i s  no more 
dispro ved by such m eteor-like apparitions as an Alexander 
or a Co nrle, th an that of an art at' m u sic i s  impug ned by th e 
fact that a Moz art could write a concerto at six o r  a sympho ny 
at twel ve y ears of age. 

B ut it i s  tim e  that w e  fol lowed Couri er in to Ita ly.  After 
the battl e of Wagram h e  went o ff  i nto Switzerland and 
sp ent th e autumn on the bord ers of the l ak e  of L ucern e, 
at work apparently upon a revision of the text of Plutarch. 
Then h e  went, as wi nter set in, to Milan and Florence. 
In the Laurentian li br ary at th e latter p lac e h e  h ad 
previo usly no ticed a m anuscript of the Pastoral of 
Lo ng us, "Daphnis and Chloe"-and h ad o bserved th at it 
Contai ned a p assage which w as mi ssing in the edition s and in 
the other MSS. He set himself to copy thi s  under the 
supervisio n a nd w ith the assistance of Signor Furia the 
librarian, but u nfortu nately in do ing so inserted as a m ark a 
piece of p ap er which h ad som e  ink underneath it, and so 
blotted out som e  words of the MS. It w as not  lo ng before a 
storm w as rai sed abo ut hi s ears. H e  w as d enounced as a 
base thief, whose o bject had been to d estroy the MS. of a 
passage of which he himself possessed th e only copy. The 
blot it was said covered the whole of th e n ewly-foun d frag 
m ent, and th e ink with which i t  w as m ad e, w as o f  a peculiar descr iption which defied all the art s  of ch emi sts" Courier,. 
---------------------------------------------------

d' � M, Renouard detached the inked paper from the MS. CO!lrier 
15tlOotly insinuates that the spot was made larger after this. 

F2 
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to prove his disinterestedness, broke off a compact which he 
ha�:l made with a Parisian bookseller, named R elloual'd 
p:'lI1�ed the fragment and a translation at his own cost, and 
dlstnbuted it gratis among Greek scholars. He went to 
Rome-but the storm followed him thither: his Greek was 
seized and himself summoned before the prefect to give Some 
account of himself. To mend matters, attention being once 
called to him, it was found that he had left the army without 
leave, and t.he minister of war was set upon his traces. He 
was set down as a mauvais suJet, and even forbidden to 
publish his defe':lCe, but by a little trickery he got it printed 
l� the .shape of a letter to M. Renouard, and put it into 
clrcul, atIOn as best he could. It is prefaced by a history of the CIrcumstances and the consequences of the accident. It 
app'ears that, when he was preparinO' the fraO'ment for 
p�blication, �e re�eived inti�11ation t?at he would be per
mItted t� de.chcate It to the pnncess ElIsa, Bonaparte's sister. 
But dechcatIOns were not in Courier's line-so he took no 
nO.tice of �he hint, and "hinc ill03 lacrymce." In addition to 
thIS, Funa had for some years been at work on the volume 
wh�ch contained the MS. and in fact had published a digest 
of Its contents, but had never discovered this treasure which 
it contained. • 

The letter itself is a piece of the most stinO'ing satire from 
h· h t> ' W IC even M. Renouard does not escape: still less the 

French government in Italy . Indeed the hatred of the 
French,. it is hinted, was the cause of the avidity with which 
the ItalIans welcomed and exaggerated the charge against 
a Frenchman. Were I to gi ve a detailed accoun t of the 
letter" I ml;st reJ?roduce t�e whole . I will content myself 
therefore With a few quotatIOns. I have chosen them chiefly 
as specimens of Courier's I?ost pungent style. 

Here are a couple of hits at the" savants florentins": 
" , Sans ee fragment fatal au repos de rua vie 

Mes jours dans le loisir eoulel'aient sans e�vie .' , 

�e �'aurais eu riel; cl demele,� avec les savants florentins, 
.Jam,�Is on ne se sel'att dout.e qu lIs sussent si peu leur metier; 
et 1 19noran

,
ce de ces meSSlellrS, ne paraissant que dans leurs ouvrages, n eut ete eonnue de personne. 

"J e ne �avais pas qu� ce l�vre f1lt le Palladium de Florence, 
q?e le dest�� de �ette vIlle fut attache aux mots que je venais �l e.ffacer; J aUl'alS da cepen�ant m� douter que ces objets 
etment sacres pour les Florentms, car lIs n' y touchent jamais." 
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The most biting passage in the whole letter is perhaps 
the following: 

"Les expressions de M, Furia pour peindre son salSlsse
ment it la vue de cette tache, qui couvrait, comme je vous ai 
dit une vingtaine de mats, sont au plus haut style et d' un 
pa(hetique rare, meme en I�alie. V?US en avez ete frappe, 
monsieur, et vous les avez clt6es, mals sans oser les tradUJre. 
Peut-tltre avez-vous pense que la faiblesse de notre langue ne 
ponrrait �tteindre ,a cette hauteur: je suis plus hardi, et,.ie 
crois, qUOlqu' en (11se Horace, qu' on peut essay er de tradUll'e 
pin dare et M. Furia: e' est tout un. V oici une version 
litterale. 

"A un si hOr1·ible spectacle (il paJ'le de ce p�te que j e fis 
sur son bouq uin). mon sang se gela dans mes veines __ et, dU1"ant 
pl1tsieurs instants, voulant crier, voulant pader, ma 'voix 

s'ar7'f;t a dalZs mon gosier: un frisson glace s'emparct de tous 

mes membres stupides ...... V oyez-vous Monsieur? ce pfite, 
c'est pour lui la tete de Meause. Le voila stupide,' il l'assure, 
et c' est la seule assertion qui soit prou v6e par son li vre. Mais 
il y a dans cet aveu autant de malice que d' ingenuite: car i1 
veut faire croire que c'est moi qui l'ai rendu tel, au grand 
detriment de la litterature." 

After this reply he was left in peace. All further dis
cussion on the subject was forbidden, though Courier's 
prunphlet made some noise both in Italy and in France, 
the government officials in particular being annoyed at the 
very disrespectful way in which they were mentioned, amI 
the dislike with which the Italians regarded them made 
known. "Bonaparte croyait etre adore partout, sa police le 
lui assurait chaque matin: une voix qui disait le contraire 
1'111 barrassait fort la police, et pou vait attirer I' attention de 
Bonaparte, comme i1 arriva ; car un jour il en pada, et voulut 
�avoir ce que c'etait qu'un officier retire a Rome qui faisait 
ll11priruer du grec. Sur ce qu'on lui en dit, il le laissa en 
l'epos." 

The next two years Courier spent in Italy (at Rome and 
Naples) and in the latter part of 1812 returned to France. 
We hear but little of him till 1814, when he was married to 
the clucst daughter of his friend, M. Clavier. There was 
l1luch hesitation, as usual, about the match-once it was ' 
broken otf', but only to be renewed a few days afterwards. ]� e Was married on the 12th of May, and in August we find 
hllll alone in Normandy. There he gave himself up to the 
adventurous life which he had so 10nO' led, forgetting the 
change in his position. Indeed he w�s even on the point 
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of  emb ark ing o n  a ve ssel that was setting sail for 
B�t t?e lette rs o f  h is yo ung wife wo n hi m back, and 
thIs  h.me he seems to h ave bee n  q uite an exem plary husb and. 

HIs lo ng absence fro m France had cause d co nsi derable 
d isorde r in the m anagement o f  h is property. His ne ighbo urs 
had grad ual ly e ncroached upo n hi s e st ate s, and e ve n  cut 
down h is timber, and the next few years were spe nt i n  v ai n 
endeavo urs to reco ve r in som e  d egree his riClh ts. One o r  
t wo o f  hi s printed work s refer t o  the se privat� m atters, and 
may �e passe d o ve r  as be ing of  little ge neral interest . It is 
by hI S pam phlets t hat he is m ost k nown fro m thi s ti me 
fo rward. The first o f  the se is the Petit£on aux deux Chambres 
which is . dat�d 1816. It m ark s a di stinct pro gress in h i: 
style, whICh I S  m uch more sober and less l abo ured th an in 
his e arlier . w�itings. It is a plain state ment of wh at had 
occun:ed wIthm . a. few month s at Luy nes, a sm all v illage i n  ':fo uraI n.e ,  co �tal l1l l1g abo ut 1000 i nhabitants, and gi ves an 
lnterestJ�g pIcture . of the state of  the co unt ry after the 
Re sto ratIO n. A mIlle r im prisoned for two month s like a 
co mmon th ie f  for re fusing to sto p  or do ff h is hat as a fune ral 
passed; another confined fo r six weeks for spe akinCl ill o f  the 
go vernme nt;  a nigh t�raid o� ge ndarmes  ending i n  fhe.sei zure 
o f  ten persons as Bonapartl sts; such are the facts o n  wh ich 
the peti tion is gro unded, told in the simplest m anner, with 
hardly any co m m �nt. But wh.at gave the pam ph let im � 
portan�e was, th at It was recogmzed as a statement of what 
was gom g  o n  all over Fra�ce, and men rejoiced th at so me 
o ne had the boldness to gIve utterance to wh at was in the 
tho� g? ts of all. "Authori t�, .ge ntlemen, this is the great 
wO ld I n  Franc.e .  E lse where It IS law, here, authorz"ty. O ne man say s pub lIcly that he is keeping his wine til l Bonaparte ' s  
re turn, and no one say s � word to  h im.  Why? He is  a respect able fello w  �bon sUJet).

. 
Poor M aucl air doe s  not say 

nearly  5.0 m u.c h  and IS se nt to pnson. Why ? H e  i s  a scapegrace 
(mauva�s s?fJet:) .he  h as offe nded the peo ple who set the ge n
darmes  a.m archm g. If yo u can keep o n  good term s with such and suc� an one you are a bon suJet, and may live in pe ace. But If y�u go to l aw with such an one ,  or  don't take o ff. your h at to hIm. ' yo u are set do wn at o nce as a mauvais 
sUJ.et-and the l aw I S  brought to bear upo n yo u, so meti mes a httle rudely .  As Ch ateaubri and says o f  yo u at Paris-
, Yo u ha,:"e two we ights, and two me asure s :  for the same fault 
o ne m an I S  co nde m ned, anothe r acquitted. ' " Such were th e 
pet ty tyranni.e s  co m m itted by offici als, who, a fe w years 
before, had seIzed the same persons because their sons refused 
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to serve under Bo naparte. But it is o nly fair to put side by 
ide with th is the im proved state o f  the peasantry, and the 
�ncre ase in ge neral prospe rity whi ch Co urier's letters of  thi s  
t ime attest. He states i t, i n  h i s  �ocking way, in. writing to 
his  wi fe. " I  we nt to M. Pr econtal s  de la Re nard lere, one of  
our debtors. H e  told m e  he h ad no money ; 'it is the pe asants' 
said he 'who h ave it all-if th is goes  011 the nobi lity wi ll 
die of  h unger o r  be obli ged to take to doi ng so meth ing. If 
a meadow is to be sold, it is a peasant who buys  it-these 
folks e at me at, d rink wine , wear shoes; can thi s be e nd ured ? '  
I crave i n  to  h is  hu mour, and m ade him sh udder by telli ng 
hi� wh at I h ad just wi tnessed. ' Wo uld yo u believe it?' said 
I to hi m-' I h ave just come fro m Jean Coudray who o wed 
me so me money. He paid it me at once, and his wi fe 
ins isted o n  my b reakfast ing wi th thel1�. 'Wh at do yo u think 
she t akes fo r breakfast ? Why c ream 111 her coffee! cqje et la 

creme.' It m ade t hei r h air stand o n  e nd-we agreed that 
thi ngs co uld not go on in th is way. I left them ex pressi ng 
very he arty wi shes  for the re turn of  the good old ti mes; for 
t hey will pay me, I expect, whe n  the peasants are dyi ng 
of hunger, and are covered wi th rags. " A di ffere nt pic ture 
thi s from th at o f  th e pe asant of 1788. 

I h ave q uoted fro m  the lette r to M. Renouard specime ns 
of Co urier's punge nt writ ing; the follo wing m ay give so me 
ide a of  h is powers of  simple pathos. Pierre A ubert is  o ne 
of the ten Bo napartists. 

"Pierre A ube rt, veuf, avait un gar�on et  une fille ; 
celle-ci de o nze ans, l '  autre plus je une e ncore, mai s  do nt, 
a cet . acre, la douce ur et  I' i nte lli ge nce int (ire ssaie nt deja tout 

le mo nde.  A cela se j oignait alors la piti e q u' inspi rait le ur 
maIhem; ch acun de so n m ie ux le s seco urut . Rie n  ne le ur 
eut manque, si les so ins paterne ls se pouvaie �t re m placer ; 
mais la pet ite bientot tomb a dans une m elancohe dont o n  ne 
la put d ist raire. Cette nuit, ces ge ndarmes, et so n pere 
ench alne, ne s' e ffa�aie nt poi nt de sa m ernoi re. L' impre ssio n 
de terre ur q u' e lle avait co nservee d'un si affre ux revei l, ne 
lui laissa jamais repre ndre la gaiete ni le s jeux de so n fige ; e lle 
n' a fait que languir de puis, et se consumer pe u a pe u. 
Re fus ant to ute no urrit ure, sans cesse e lle appelait so n pet-e. 
On crut ,  e n  le lui faisant vo ir, adouci r son chagri n, et pent- • 
etre la rappeler a la vie : el le obtint, ma is t rop tard, I'entree 
de la prison. Il I'a vue, il I' a e mbr asfee, il se flatte de 
1: embrasser e ncore ;  il ne sait pas to ut son malhe U l·, que 
frelUi sse nt lIe lui appre ndre les gardiells l1l�me s de ces lieux. 
Au fo nd de ces terribles  deme ures, i1 vit de l' esperal lce 
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d' thre en fin quelque jour l'endu EL la lumiere, et ue r etro uver 
sa fiUe; depui s  quinze  jo urs eUe est morte. " 

Co uld anything be more touching than the sim plicity of 
the last sen tence? 

The Pet£tion was followed by the Lcttre a :Mcssieul's 
de l'Academie des Insc1'iptions et des Belles-Lettres, an d 
the two for m '  on e pict ure of th e stat e of things und er the 
second Restor ation. The petty ty ranny of m inor officials 
which the Petition di sc loses i s  n at urally backed up by 
the m eann ess and servility which pointed the satire of the 
Lettre. The circum stances t hat gave rise to it  were these. 
The death of M .  C lavi er ,  Co urier ' s  father-in- la w, in 1817, 
c aused a vacancy in the ran ks of the Acad emy. Couri er 
offered him self a s  a candidate for the vacant chair ,  and 
o btained ,  as he t hought, favo urable replies from all the 
m em bers whom h e  c an vassed. There were in all three 
vac ancies, and amongst the c andidates he was t he on ly on e 
who had any pr etention to c lassical and antiquarian know
ledge, the special pro vince of th e Academy. Other Greek 
scholars Coray, H aase, Thurot had been once r ejected, and 
d ec lined to offer t hem selves again,  so th at he t hought he 
had som e fair chance of success. B ut when the Q.ay of 
election cam e, not a single vote was gi ven in hi s favo ur. 
Three person s were elected who se chi ef recomm endation 
seem s to have been that of court infl uence. 

Co urier has been strongly cond emned for this letter : I 
think unfai rly so . Th e letter was not written t ill som etime 
after th e election ; it ean scarc ely ther efore be lo oked upon 
as a m ere ebullition of person al spite and wo unded vani ty. 
Person al it i s, and in all his writings Courier i s  not with held 
by any prudish feeling from saying what he thinks of him self 
or of other peo ple: but apart from that, it i s  a strOllO' n ervo us 
protest again st th e ser vi lity which at two successi veo 

electio lls 
had passed o ver Greek scholars of note, and had c hosen court 
favo urites to be t he com panion s or successors of a Viscont i  
and a Mi llin . . The c h.art er ?f the Aca?emy had purposely attached no stIpend to Its chmrs, to prO VId e again st any such nepotism or court patronag e.- B ut now on th e confession of 
the n ewspaper whose hostile r em arks called fo rth Courier's reply , "something els e besides Gr eek is required for admi s
sion into thi s  i llustrious body. It has just r ecei ved into i ts 
r an ks th e Visco unt Prevost d ' Irai ,  gentlem an of the bed-

.. " De peur, disent les memoil'es du temps, que les eourtisans 
n' y voulussent mettl'e leurs valets." 
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chamber ; M .  J omard and the C hevalier D ureau de la Malle; 
O'entlem en who are not Greek scho lars it i s  tr ue, but whose 
�rinciples are well kno wn." To give an an aly sis of this 
�'emarkable letter is scarcely po ssible. I wi ll quote but one 
passage. He is  r eplying to the insin uation that his princi ples 
ar e not kno wn ;  " I  m ay tell you," h e  says, "that my 
iJrinciples are. known to t hose who kno w  myself, and I mig?t 
be sati sfied WIth that ,  but, t hat I m ay hear no more of t hIS , 
1 wi ll ex plain them in a few words : My principles are, that 
a strai ght lin e  i s  the short est distance bet ween two point s ;  
that t he whole i s  greater t han i t s  part ; that t wo quantities, 
each of w hich i s  equal to a third, are equal to each oth er. 
I ho ld also that two and two m ake four ; but I am not certain 
of it.. . .  For my political principles, that i s  a creed whose 
ar ticles ar e liable to m uch contro versy . . . 1 can only tell yo u 
in  one word wh at i s  my one di sting uishing feature, w hich 
separates m e  from all parties, and m akes m e  an exc eptional 
character in the age in which we live; it is th at I have no 
wi sh to be king, and that I carefully a void everything that 
mi ght lead to t hat result . " 

It i s  inter esting to com pare the france of 1819 with the 
France of the pr esent d ay. S ubstitute Bour bonist for Bona
parti st, and the picture which th e Petition presents to us m ay 
perhaps be par alleled , but with th e Academies it i s  di fferent .  
At  the last election to  the Academi e FranCfaise, a com para
tively young author, M .Prcvost Paradol, was elected over the 
head s of several veter an s in literatur e, chiefly beca use h e  
had drawn upon hi m t he animad version s o f  go vernm ent as a 
po werful writer in t he interests of th e oppo sition. 

The Academy letter was published in 1819, and d uring 
that year and 1820, we have a seri es of letters  to t he Censeur 
n ew spaper. The burd en of them all i s  th e same-the 
abuses o f  pow er ,  t he m eann esses of com'tiers, th e value of 
freedo m of disc ussion ,  and fr eedom of t he pr ess. " Pri vate 
enter prise and no go vernm ent help or interference" i s  their 
motto. " Gollvern emen t" is wi th Courier " synonyme d ' em 
pech em ent. " Onc e l et go vernm ent have a finger in the pi e, 
and yo u  have a crowd of " aspirants," each wishing to secure ? il�1 self a place; red-tape-i sm will blight every�hing. Thu� �t IS that he argues in th e second letter ag alLl st a plan for lln provinO' a O'ric ult ur e by go vernment direction and pat ron 
age. Fo� t l�i s  reason h e  will later sti ll o ppose t he purchase 
of the estate of Chambord for th e D uke of Bordeaux. 

Letter V. is an am using comm ent upon a letter fro�1 a proclll'enr elu roi to a comm and ant of gendarmes. .lIIomteur 
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le commandant, veuillez faire arreter et conduire en prison un 
tel ,  de tel en dl'Oit. Of course, he says , we kn ow these pro
cureurs are h onest gen tlemen w h o  w ou ld n ot throw men 
into prison with out g ood re ason ,  bu t at the s ame t ime they 
are n ot s ain ts, the y  may be offen de d. An d th en one w or d  
with a flou ritih an d the gen darmes are there, an d once in 
prison ,  you may dre am at yOUl' ease of the l ibert y of the 
subje ct. So it is just  as well to res pect the king's �e rvan ts . 

In l ette r  VI. he replies t o  th ose whose h is torical an d 
an tiqu arian tastes were sh ocked by the wholesale dismembe r
men t of old feu dal estat e s, p arcelled ou t in small p atches 
amongst the rusti c  p opu lation.  The advan tages of th e small 
p roprie tor system are thus fairl y st ated. " E very p roprietaire 
is in te res te d  in the mainten ance of peace , ju �t ice , an d orde r, 
unless he h old office or h ope to h old it. So  to make a lan de d  
p roprie tor of one wh o be fore w as but  a h ire ling w ithou t 
robbing an y one else, to g ive the l an d  t o  the l abourer, is the 
g reatest  g ood th at can be done in France n ow th at there are 
no l on ger an y se rfs t o  emancipate . And what are th ese old 
m emories that are l ost, these memor ies of feu dal cas tles an d 
Gothic  cloisters ?  me mories of deb auche ry, treason, murder, 
lu xur y, ign orance,  h �lpoc ris y. The s ton es of a cOIJvent are 
su rel y n ot p rofan ed but  rather purified when t.hey serve for 
the w alls of a peas an t's cottage, the h ome of pie ty an d 
ch ast i ty, wh ere l ab our, an d therefore praye r, neve r  ceases. 
Qui l abOl'at, orat . . .  These pe ople do n ot see that there can be 
no renewal w ithou t  decay an d destruc tion . L' esprz"t de la 
revoluti?1Z, they cry,. est

, 
eminemr'l;ent dest?"t,:cte�r. Le jou r .de 

l a  creatIOn quel  urUlt n eussen t- lls p as falt! l Is eussen t cne: 
Mon Dieu, conservon8 le chaos. 

Letter VII. is on the same su bjec t. A n u mber of the 
Censeur h ad been b adly prin ted, an d gives Courier a h an dle for an amusing discussion whether a s en tence th at stan ds thus: l. p.p. e CTO.t .t P .e is to be re ad le peu1.Jte croit et prie, or le peuple cru'it d paye. 

Let te r  IX. goes back to the i mpur it ies of a C ourt atmos phere. "Vous vous fachez c on tre M. Decazes, e t  je c rois que vous avez t or t. 11 n ous meprise , dites -vous . " Such is the text. But, ar�ues C�ur ier, M. Decazes does n ot despise us, cou hl n ot desplse us, If he knew us . He onl y  ju dges of the people gen erall y b� th ose w h om he sees, the people ab ou t court. Them he despIses, an d reasonably-for he s ees their true ch aracter in all its me ann ess. Bu t ou r le ve l is far above theirs , for n ote you, all OUl" mone y  goes to the m  an d n e ve r  a farth ing comes back to us . •  , J e vou a le demande, n otre ar gen t, 
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cho�e pe san t� de s oi, te �dan te en b as! M .  D.ecazes, q;le lque 
adroit e t  sOlgneux qu on le sup pose de tl l'e r a S Ol tou t, 
saurait-il s i  bien faire qu'il ne lu i en  ech appe entre les doigt s 
qu elque peu, q u i, p ar s on s eul  poids, n ous re vien dr ait n atu
re !le men t  si n ous etions au dessous ?  Telle chose jamais 
11' arrive, jamais n '  est  arrivee. Tout s '  ecoule, s '  en va 
t oujou rs de n o  us a lu i :  don c il y a une pente ; don c n ous 
sommes en h aut, M. Decazes en bas, consequence bien c laire, 
e t  l a  c our est un trou , n on u n  s omm et, c omme il p arait aux 
yeu x  du stu pide vul gaire ." 

Letters X. an d XI. are on the su bje ct of the free dom of 
the p ress. The progress of man kind, from the firs t utteran ces 
of s peech to the in ven tion of pr in ting is ver y  h u morous ly 
traced. The re w as a time, when man, free from all the vices 
of the age in which we live, cou ld n ot spe ak, but onl y g ave 
utterance to c ries, murmu rs, growls, acc or ding to his humour .  
There w as pleasure i n  govern ing then. N o  pamph le ts, n o  
newspape rs, n o  pe ti tions for the ch arter, n o  c omplain ts about 
taxes ! H app y age, th at passed aw ay too s oon ! For be fore long 
philosophers ,  raised up by S at an to over throw such a goodly 
order of th in gs, by cert ain movemen ts of t ongue an d lips 
produced articulate sounds, an d pron oun ced dis tin ct syllable s. 
Why were n ot these e xcesses of a spir it of an archy at once 
su ppressed? Wh y  did n ot the y  put  in to solitary c on finemen t 
the man w h o  fi rs t  venture d on ba. be, bi, bo, bu? Then the 
worl d w ou ld h ave been save d an d all might ye t h ave g one 
w ell.. .But then some Phenici all, a l ow fellow I am sure ,  
without title or birth, taught men t o  fix i n  permanen t ch a
racters th is fleeting voi ce-an d, n ote, the fi rs t  w ritten w ords 
were liberty, law, right, Justice, equity. It w as at once 
seen that this ingen ious art n atural ly ten ded to pare down 
pensions an d official s alar ies .. . Bu t it w as w orse still when 
the man of M ayen ce in his t.urn t ook it into h is head to 
press between tw o boards the sheet that an other h ad 
made of rags re duced to a pulp: s o  cle ver  are the powers 
of darkness in turning everything to accoun t for the destruc
�ion of s ouls . . . . In fern al in dustr y, an d pass ion for w ork
In g instead of ke eping Sain ts ' days an d doing pen an ce . • • •  
There is only one w ay in wh ich govern ment can be carr ied on, 
especi ally n ow th at an other e missary of hell h as put  forw ard' t hat other  invention of distl' ibu ting e very morn ing t o  20 01' 
30,000 subscr ibe rs a sheet where the y  may reau all that the '�'or ld is thin king an d s aying. If this abuse were to con tinu e, w h at c ou ld the c ourt un de rtake th at w ou ld not be ex
amine d, criticised, and se t down at its jus t value be for eh an d? 
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In 1821 appeal�ed the Simple Discou1's de Paul-Louis 

Courier's greatest philippic against court interference. U 
the birth of the duke ofBorc1eaux, posthumous son of the d 
of Beni, in September, 1820, the minister for the in 
proposed that the estate of Chambord should be bought 
subscription of the different communes and settled upon 
young pri nce.  The purchase was effected in March, 1821 
In the Simple Discou1's Paul Louis oppose!'; the purchase. 
It is not, he says, for the prince's good, nor yet for ours. 
What a prince wants from his subjects is their affection, 
not their gifts . But the fact is, the cOUl·tiers who propose 
the measure, are not disinterested in the matter : one hopes 
to be governor of the castle; another, concierge, and so on, 
all of them well lod ged, well paid. Besides, what will the 
prince learn at Chambord ? The lessons which the memories 
.of the place suggest are far other than we should wish 
for a French princ e. Here Louis, the pattern-king, lived 
with la femme Montespan, with la fille la Valliere, with 
all the wives and daughters that it was his good pleasure to 
take from their husbands and their parents. That was the 
time of good manners, and religion; and he communicated 
every day-by this door his mistress entered in the evening, 
his confessor in the morning. This is the sto{y which 
Chambord will tell to the young prince. For us again 
nothin g could be worse than to have the court thus in our 
neighbourhood. For do you know what a court is? I know 
nothing of the present court, but I have read the different 
memoirs of that of Louis XIV., and truly a court may be 
a respectable, but it is a very strange place . Then follow 
some not very creditable anecdotes of the court of His 
most Christian Majesty, and remarks on the way in which 
everything at court is obtained by female influence. 'Sachez 
qu' il n' y a pas en France une seule famille noble, mais 
je dis noble de race et d' antique origine, qui ne doive la 
fortune aux femmes; vous m' entendez. Les femmes ont 
fait les grandes maisons ;. ce n' est pas, comme vons croyez hien, en cousant les chemlses de lems epoux ni en allaitant leurs enfants . . . . . . Bref comme il n' est, ne fut, ni ne sera 
jnmais, pour nous autres vilains, qu' un moyen de fortune 
c' est le travail; pour la noblesse non plus il n' y en � qu' un, et c' est . . . . . .  c' est la prostitution, puisqu'11 faut . l' I ,. , mes alms, appe er par son nom . 

It can easily be conceived that lan gua ge like this would 
not be passed unnoticed. It was made the subj ect of a 
criminal charge against Courier. He was condemned to 
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O months' imprisonment and 200 francs fine, as having tW bl' l ' . 
b en guilty of a n  outrage to pu IC mora Ity, an accusatIOn 
�surd on the face of it. Probably, as he himself hints in 

a ore places than one, his real offence was his declared 
n:.eference for the Orleans family. He had hinted at this in 
nle Discours, by. contrasting t�e education that th� duc de 
Bordeaux was lIkely to recelve at Chambord, wlth that 
IV hich the duc ue Chartres was receiving at college, in the 
society of the elite of the youth of Fra nce .  

Before h e  surrendered himself prisone r, Courier drew up 
a report of the trial, to which he appended a reply of his 
own to the charges brought against him. In this tract, the 
Proces de Paul Louis, he h olds up the advocate general 
Maitre Jean de Brae to ridicule, for his bad style and for 
the poverty of his speech; and then gives M .  Berville's 
defence, a plai n sensible speech, in which each of the 
passages incrimin�ted is discusse.d and sUPl?orted by quo
tations from w1'1ters of the tune to whICh they refer, 
Massillon, Mezeray, Montesquieu, a nd Bass ompie rre . Then 
follows his own reply. It is chiefly directed to the 
charge of outraging public morality. "As for the ex
pressions to which exception is taken, it is an old . topic of discussion in the schools, whether men can sm by 
words, whe n  there is nothing bad in the sense of their 
remarks, as for instance, when i n  c onde mning certain vices 
they call them by their prope r names. We rustics h old with 
the Stoics, who were always practical me n. We look at 
deeds as the main thing, and take but little notice of wor�s. 
It is the ge neral mea ni ng, a nd not the lang:uage .of a (1Is
conrse which comes home to us. O thers thmk dIfferently. 
In their view morality is a ll in words. So you may play 
George Dandin in your theatres, or a ny other  pl.ay, the 
whole action of which turns upon adultery, but prOVIded �he 
word be not mentioned they will see no reason for findlng 
fault, no offe nce against public morality. But if I, a simple 
rustic, happen to be there. I blush to see represented, aye 
and admired in public, such disgusting debauchery a nd. 
corruption. I express my dissatisfaction! .and I am the 
offender against good morals .. . . .. In desc1'1bm g the corrup
tions of the court, I only use the language of those who 
have left memoirs of the time. Could I guess 01' foresee 
that sketches, which coming from a Madame de Sevigne, 
a Mademoiselle de Montpensier, are exquisite and divin�, would, when repeated by me, make men shudder; that thelr 
own very words , quoted in my writings, would be so many 
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attacks upon public decency ? What must 
J?eople think when they are told that here in Pa ris their 
standard of m orality is conside re d  " improper" ? But no. 
gentlemen, th is is not  all; if eve rything in th is pamphlet. 
which is prosecuted in the name of decency an d pu blic 
morals, were only in th is key, n o  no tice w ould  have been 
taken of it, pu bl ic m orality would not have been offended. 
Turn ove r the leaf-read, Un prince,- the re you have i t
un Jeune prince, au college . . . . . . That is the real fron t of 
my offending. 

Du ring his imprisonment he complete d  a c orrecte d  edition 
of h is translation of Lon gus, an d gave s ome final touches to 
h is letter to M. Renouard, w h ich was to fo rm a pre face to it. 
H e  received c onstan t v is its from h is friends, and in pa rticular 
from Beran ge r, whose praise he seems to have set g reat 
store on. He w rites to h is w ife, " Tout le m on de es t pou r  
moi; je peux dire que je suis bien avec le public. L'h omme 
qui fa it de j olies chansons disait l'autre jour ' A la place 
de M. Cou rie r, je ne donnerais pas ees deu x  m ois de 
prison pou r cent m ille francs . ' ' '  It was not l ong befo re 
the " w rite r of pre tty songs " was also an inmate o f  Sainte 
Pelagie. 

The day be fo re his imprisonmen t expi re d, C ou rier was 
again brough t to trial for a secon d  pamphlet which he had 
published,  Petition pour les Villageois qu'on empBclte de 
danser. He escape d  th is time w i th a reprimand. This 
Petition attac ks the regime o f  the Restoration on a fresh 
s ide. The return of the .Bou�· bons brought back n ot only 
the old n oblesse of the enllgratIOn , bu t a lso  the clel'goy, whose 
prope rty had been confiscated by the famous c ivil cons titu
tion of 1 790. During the Empi re the l ibe rties of the 
Gall ica? Church had bee�l main ta ined, and these clergy 
on theIr return brough t W Ith them the same sort of views 
o f  clerical pu.s ition wh ich d istinguished the �nglish clergy of 
the RestoratIOn. The re tu rn of the Jesuits too, lai d the 
foun dation of the s tate of th ings w h ich the autho r of Le 
Maudit has so forcibly depicte d. The same principle the res traint of all freedom, guided both c ou rt and cleray i� the provinces, and this principle showe d itself in both ca�e� under 
the shape of petty perse�ution and annoyances. Azai an d Veretz a re two villages close. to each o ther in the valley of the Cher. The cure of Azal was a young man fresh from 
the seminary o f  Tou rs. In the a bundance of h is zeal, he 
h.ad in duce d the prefect of the department to prohibit dancing 
and games on the village green on all Sundays and  Saints' 
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d ys. The people of Veretz who kept up a friendly inter-au rse w i�h theil' neigh bou rs by means of these festal C�the rings were interested in a re tu rn to the old order o f  
rh ings,  and a s  a membe r  o f  their c ommune Courie r  w rites 
this petition. The key. note of the whole is struck in the 
first paae : " N  ous, les neveus de ces Gu illots et de ces 
Perr ette� , quittant les fa�ons de n os pe res, n ons dansons au 
son dLl v iolon , comme la c ou r  de Lou is le G rand. Quan d je 
dis comme, je m '  enten ds ; n ous ne dansons pas gravement, n i  
Jl e m enons, a vec n os femmes, n os maitresses et nos bc1tards. 
C' est la la prem iere remarq ue ; l' aut re, la ,·o ici. Les gen
darmes se sont multipli es en France, bien plus encore que 
les violons. qu oiq ue moins n ecessaires pou r  la clanse. N ous 
noUS en passerions aux fetes du village, et a dire vrai ce 
n'est pas nous qu i les deman dons : mais le gouvernement  est 
partout anjOUI' d  'hui, et cette ubiq uite s' etend jusqu' it. nos 
danses, ou il ne se fa it pas un pas don t  le prefet ne veu ille 
etre inform e, pou r en ren d re compte au min istre." 

He goes on to speak of the character of these fetes an d espe
cial ly of the great annual ga the ring,  w h ich was n ot devoted 
solely to pleasure, but in part a lso to bus iness. " No d isorder 
accompanies i t, quarrels are unkno wn.  For the ir q uietness our 
gathe rings are the admira tion of al l who see them. I n deed 
the people are too in dustrious to th in k of mischief, an d if it 
be true that i dleness is the m other o f  all v ice, we ought to be 
exempt from vices- busy as we are fo r six days in the week 
with out any break, an d for a g ood pa rt of the se venth. This 
is what some people blame us for, and they are right. Far 
better w ould it be. if we followed the example of our 
neighbou rs, the Swiss, and gave up the day to practisin g  our 
drill, an d to thin king of fore ign powers, who think of us 
every day of the wee k. For it is not enough to till the 
grou n d, and look wel l  after our  crops; we ought also to 
assu re ourselves the gathering o f  them . . . . . .  Ou r devotees 
woul d ta ke an othe r  view of the case. They would have 
us do nothing on this day but pray, and read our  breviary. 
But there is the tax-gatherer at the door-we must work 
an d pay for those who don't  wo rk. An d what with children, 
and old people, beggars an d monks, lackeys an d courtiers, 
the splendour of the th rone, an d the H oly Alliance, we have 
mou ths en ough to fee d." 

Then fo llows a very graphic contrast between the present 
state of these villagers, and the scenes w h ich the en d of the last century had witnessed. At the ris k of accumulating too 
many quotations I wil l  give a translation of i t. It is a valu-
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able independent testimony to facts o f  which Arthur Y and others have borne witness. We are apt to think the good done by the Revolution was swept away by return of the Bourbons, or to look upon it as a rising oppression which was confined to the capital and the towns. Any evidence of the improved condition of people generally after its close is valuable as corre this idea. 

" The English," he says, " when they see our fetes show the same surprise, and make the same remarks (on th order which prevails) : but there are some amongst them, whose astonishment is greater than that of others. These are the more elderly among them, who, having visited France in past years, have some recollection of what old Touraine was like, and of the character of the people under the 
f bons seigneurs. ' I can remember what it was. In my youth, before that great era, when, a volunteer in the armies of the revolution, I left a spot so dear to my chilclhood, I saw the peasants starved and in rags, holding out their hands for alms at our doors, and all along the roads, at the entrances to towns, convents, chateaux, where the sight of them (for they could not help seeing them) was the plague of those very persons, who are now so indignant and so distressed at the general prosperity. Mendicancy, I know, is coming to life again, and, if what we are told is true, it is likely to make wonderful progress, but it will not for a long time reach this degree of misery. Any account I might give of it would seem feeble to those who saw it as I did ; to others it would seem a mere fancy sketch : but listen to a witness, whose words cannot be questioned-it is La Bruyere. ff f You may see,' he says, ' certain wild-looking animals, male and female, scattered over the country, dark, livid, unclothed, burnt by the sun, tied to the soil, which they grope and dig at with dogged persistence. They have a kind of articulate voice, and when they stand on their feet, they show you the face of a man-in fact they are men. They retire at night to dens where they live on black bread and water and roots.' 

" These are his own words and he is speaking of those who were better off, of those who had bread and work ; they were then the minority. 
" If La Bruyere could return now, and be present at one of our gatherings, he would see there not only human faces but faces of women and mai�ens more beautiful and certainly more modest than those of hIS much-vaunted court, dressed in 
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. is utably better taste, adorned with . more grace, and 
1I1d Pb omingly ' danci[!O' better, speakmg the same lan-ore ec ' .  o . f I . 1 d 1 p1 b t with a VOIce so prettlly, so so t y artlcu ate , t 1at guacye, 11 .

' h '  1 1: H Id o I e would be satIsfied WIt It, lancy. e wou see even �etire in the evening, not to dens, but to houses of the�n lwn neatly built and furnished. If he looked for the th:lr °ls tilat he has described, he would not find them any-an I llla 
I h f h h re-and, I doubt not, would b ess t e cause 0 so appy w e  . ' h b "  a change, whatever It mlg t e. . . , He  next contrasts with the zeal of the sennnanst of AzaI, 

J bel' but hearty sympathies of the aged cure of Veretz-t le so . h h h" I " 1:n r from blaming amusements , whlc aye not mg In w 10 1(. • • • 1 h I d . them which is not perfectly harmless�t?lll {s e
h 

on Y
b �

�s 
od act in witnessinO' them, and glVmg to t em y lIS a 

J'��ence and the respectwhich all feel for him, a fresh degree p 
f propriety and decorum." " And what," he goes on to o 

" is the consequence of these changes ? Formerly the say, 
h 'U h t young people used to meet on . t e VI ag

d
e gre

d
en : 

" .ones attachments were formed, courtshIps fol1owe ? an mar llages. 
And all this in the sight of the whole vIllage, . the best 
guarantee for decency and morality . . Now clan?estllle meet
ings and their usual consequences WIll take the11' �Iace� .. . . •  
S�ch conduct on the part of the clergy, moreover ,. IS sUlcldal. Care for religion and religious duties is not �he VIrtue of �he 
age, and men will never be brought back to It by means like 
these." 

C ·  . I d Such is the pamphlet which procured oune1' a. tna an. a reprimand. From this time he no longer publIshed Ius 
works openly. In 182 2, he was can�idate for the represen
tation of the department of I��re e� LOIre , �ut was defeated by 
the Marquis d' Effiat the mmlstenal candIdate. In the same 
year appeared the first of his B�pons�� �UX. Lettres Anonymes 
adTessees et Paul Louis Cozener. I hIS IS a letter on the 
subject of freedom of speech and writing, of no very remark-
able merit. . The second letter, which appeared in 1 8 2 3 ,  IS a ver'! striking protest against the celibacy of the cl�rgy and aUrIcular confession, apropos of som.e s�andals whICh had la�ely arisen. It contains a very graphIC pIcture of the temp,' atlOns of a young priest, obliged. const.antly to see a?d . receIve the confession of a young gU'1 WIth whom he IS III love. . I should like to quote it, but 1 have already been too prodIgal of extracts 

At the �nd of this year he was again in the hands of the police. The note il1 his works, which states the fact, does not 
VOL V. G 
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assign any reason. Two works of hi, s app� ared in, that year 
the L£vret de Paul Louis and the Pzece Dtplomattque. 
former which he called his "Wasps," is a se ries of 
n otes �n p assing e ve n ts, all in the pOl?ular interes�, which 
valu able hi storically, bu t do n ot adm� t of analysI s. .I t  
with a p roclamat i on to  the soldiers In the army whl�h w 
g oing to the sup port of the h ouse of Bourbon, In S paIn,  
minding them that they were about to re-establIsh t,he 
,'egime in tha t  coun try, and that for thc,n,t the "!nczen 
mean t black bread apd coups de baton. Ihe Pzece .lJ�'Uw'rn�!
tique i s  an e xpose of the mockeries of the so-called 
ti onal governmen t in France, under the form of a lette r  
Lou is XVIII. t o  Ferc1inand VII. My last e xtract shall 
taken from i t: I must k eep the French : 

" J e n e  puis approu ver de m�me votre repugnance 
ce gen re de gou vel'llemen t quO on a n om�e re pr� sen ta tlf, 
que j'a ppelle, m oi, n§cr eatif, n'y ayan t nen que Je sache 
monde si d i verti ssant pou r un roi ,  san s parler  de I' u 
n on petite que n ou s  en re vient. J' aime I' a bsolu; mai s 
• • . • pou r le produi t, ceci vaut mieux. Je n 'en fais nul 
c om parais on, et le pr efere de beauc ou p. Le rep v,<alLi�UI 
me c onvient a merveille, pourvu que ce soi t m oi qui n omme 
les deputes du peu ple.  • • • Oc troyez, mon c ou sin, octr oyez 
une charte con sti tn tionelle, et tout ce qui s' en suit : sm tou t ne 
man quez pas d'y fou rre r une n ouvelle n oble sse que vou s  
m�lerez avec l' anc ienne, aut re amusement qui vous t ien 
en bonne humeur et en san te l ongtemps. San s cela 
Tuileries no us p eririon s  d' ennui. • • • J e vous c1efie 
prendre du chagrin lo rsque vous venez ces gens-Ia, parmi 
vos Sanches et vos Gusman s, armorier  lems equi pages, 
ecartele r leurs ecusson s :  c' est propremen t la pe tite piece 
d'une re volution, c' e st une com edie dotH on ne se lasse 
p oint, e t  qui pou r vos sujets deviendra comme un carnava l  
perpetuel . " 

The last of C ourier's w ritings i s  the Pampltlet des Pam
phlets, in which he defend s pamphletee ring as the most 
effectual form of p oli tic al w riting. Much a s  this w ork i s  
praised by Frenchmen, I con fess that it does  n ot ap pear t o  
me very striking i n  c omparison with some other of his w ork s. 
It appeared in 1 824. 

Unable to w rite freely on, p ol it ical subjects, C ourie r began a tran slation of H erod otus, but did n ot l ive to  finish it. On 
the l o th of April, 1 8 2 5 ,  he was found dead in his plan tati on of Lar�ay. H i s  body was  pierced by severa l  bul let s, and a 
piece of wadd ing found in one of his wounds showed that the 
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sassin w a s  some mem be r  o f  his own househ old.  S uspicion fi�ed u pon one Frem on t, h is  game-kee pe r, who was accord

, aly brought before the Assizes a t  Tours, but acquitted. 
lk've years afterwards fresh e vidence was found, which in
criminated him and t w o  brothers (D ubois), w ho had been 
'n Courier's empl oy. One of them was dead- the other was 
�haraed with the murder, Frem on t having been once ac 
qui tted c ould n ot be aga in pu t on his  trial, and tu rned 
king's evidence, but his deposi tion s w e re n ot admitted i n  
full, and Dubois was acquitted. The jury were equally 
divided. 

Pe rs on ally, C ourie r seem s to have been a man of keen 
sympath ie s, i� p�tient o� oppre ssi on of e very . k ind, . fe�r less 
in h i s  denuncIatIOn of It, but at the same tIme d lstmctly 
a man of the pen, n ot a man of action .  I cannot c onceive 
of him as  the leader of a party; or as himse lf calTying any 
of those measure s  of reform w hose necessity he saw. He 
had ne ithe r the tact, n or the wide g rasp of in tellect w hich 
are necessary for suc h  a w ork. He was far t oo inde pendent 
to  w ork in harness, w he the r as  leader or su bordinate .  In 
this how d iffe rent from his biographe r, himself too w ielding 
the same weapons, Armand Carrel. 

As a w ri te r, his chie f q u al i ty i s  that w onderful l'e finement 
of art, w hose art i s  com pletely h id-- or is it n ot rathe r  that 
the re finement of classical study has so w orked itself into his 
ve ry being, a s  to  cease to  be an art, and to  bec ome a second 
nature ? It may be thought that too much has been made 
of a mere pamph leteer. But it must be remem bered that he 
prac tically introduced into France a new engine of political 
warfare, which has grown into g reater  im portance there than 
in an y other nati on in Europe. " I f c om ple te emancipation 
from the yoke of con ventional i ties of the age can be regarded 
as the princi pal mark of gen ius, Paul Louis C ou rier was  the 
m ost d i sting uished w rite r  of ou r times, for the re is  n o  s ingle 
page tha t  has come from his pen which can be a ttri buted 
to any othe r than himself. In the midst of pe ople who seemeu to  do the ir be st to resemble each other m ost c losely, 
he came forward a lone, w ith n one to sound his trum pet, 
�vi thout friends, and spoke as  he had learned to speak, and 
I n  the tone which he th ought suited him be st, and was  
1�8tened to  . . . . . .  ",Vho of  u s  has n ot fel t c ruelly in these later tJl11Cti the absence of Paul Louis C ouriel' ?-The place tint he he ld in our ran ks will remain empty to the end of the fig ht, Bu t  before h is  end, he has a t'least engraven on brass 

G 2  
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the sentiments that . he shared with u s, and which wo 
secure the acqui ttal of this  gene ration, if ever it 
accused  of being a dUlll b spectator of all  the shame 
France during the last fifteen years ."* 

• Armand Carrel, anno 1829. 

Ho W. TAYLOR. 

GUL U B ULBUL, 

OR, THE NIGHTINGALE .AND THE ROSE. 

From the Persian of Hussein Va'yz Kashifi. 

Bulbul ki bagul dar nigarad mast &havad, 
Sar rishtae ikhtiyarash az dast shavad. 

WHERE murmuring Rukna rolls his silvery stream 
Beneath the azure of a cloudless sky ; 
Where gilded spire� that in the sunlight gleam 

'Midst tow'ring palm trees charm the lingering eye ; 
Where every zephyr on its balmy wings 
To blushing roses wafts the bulbul's sigh ; 

Where nature's choir in notes harmonious sings, 
Making sweet music to the rustling grove ; 
And not a sight and not a sound but brings 

Its meecl of beauty, melody and love ; 
There bloomed a garden such as they behold 
Who dwell by Silsabil's. blest streams above. 

Not lovelier lram, which, as bards have told, 
In far Arabia's scorching desert lies, 
Where false Sheddad's 'Imarets glare with gold, 

Though mystery shrouds them now from mortal eyes, 
Save when upon some lone lost wanderer's sight, 
Its diamond turrets like a day-dream rise. 

Here in a corner, shrinking from the light, 
A rose bud blossomed, whose enchanting hue 
Rivalled the cheeks of her whose beauty bright. 
-----------------------------------------------------

.,. Name of a fountain in Paradise. 
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O'er earth's great conqueror such enchaptment threw.
Ea�h morn, when issuing from his Ocean bed, 
Bright Phrebus beaming burst upon the view ; 

And o'er the awakening world his radiance shed, 
The garden's guardian left his humble room, 
And paced the parterres by the path that led 

To tllat calm nook which saw the floweret bloom ; 
As some fond lover to an arbor creeps, 
Where lulled to rest by eve's encircling gloom, 

The �aid l�e loves in guileless beauty sleeps, 
And lIngerIng looks till at his soft sighs' sound 
Her startled eye from out its curtain peeps ; 

So gazed the gardener as the days wore round, 
And watched the bud its opening charms disclose, 
And breathed the perfume it diffused around. 

But lo ! one luckless morn, beside the rose 
A m�urnful nigl�tingale with grief o'erpressed, 
In wIstful warbhngs wailed his wearying woes, 

And sought in song to soothe his saddened breast 
A�d in the wantonness of wild despair, 

' 

Still plucked the leaflets from their fragrant nest, 

Till all the tree was desolate and bare ' 
The rose was ruined, but the thorn re:nained 
Stern sentry still though no fair charge was there. 

With bitter sighs the
,
g�rdener complained, 

And cursed the culpl'lt In his maddeninO' ra"'e 
H '  

" 0 '0 ' 
IS passIOn s steed no gentle patience reined, 

A�d nought but vengeance could his wrath assuage : 
WIth treacherous traps the hapless bird he lured 
AJ;ld kept him captive in a cruel cage, 

• 

Mocking the pangs his prisoner endured. 
To whom the nightingale thus made his moan ! 
" Oh wherefore pow within these bars immured 

% Nuri Jehdn (Light of the world) the same with Moorc's Nil'}' X,allall. She wa� the wife of Jehdngir (world-conqueror) who 
raIsed the splend](:l maqsoleum to her memory, called the Tliji 
Kahall at Ag'l'a, 

or, the 
,
Nightingale and the Rose, 

" A m I thus left to mourn and die alone ? 
" Dost thou then fancy that my notes will ring 
" Here in this prison with a sweeter tone 

" Than midst the branches where I sit and sing ? 
" Or is there nothing that can heal the smart 
" Of thy great loss, but my poor breast to wring, 

" From all I love, thus dooll1ing me to part ? 
" If one rose ruined costs so dear to me, 
" What shalt thou suffer for a broken heart ?" 

The plaintive prisoner by this piteous plea, 
So moved his captor, that the self-same hour 
He loosed his fetters, and dismissed him free 

To flutter fearless 'midst each favorite flower. 
Then sung the Bulbul from the tangled wood, 
" The great archangel on the ' night of power'· 

" Revealed that ' good must he repaid with good,'t 
" So for thy kindness will I make return : 
" Beneath the tree whereon at first I stood 

" There lies a treasure in a hidden urn." 
The gardener digging found the precious prize, 
And thus responded, " I  would gladly learn 

" How thou divinedst what thus buried lies, 
" Yet dust spread lightly o'er a clumsy snare 
" Should be sufficient to deceive thine eyes." 

To whom the Bulbul, " thou should'st be aware 
" That when from heaven the high decrees descend, 
" Tis vain to struggle, man his fate must bear, 
" For God shapes all things to sotne useful end." 

HAJJI. 

tl7 

* Lailatal cadr, vide Cor-fm , C. XCVIlI. lnna enzalnahu ji 
lailati 'lead?'. 

" Verily we revealed the Cor-fm in  the night of power." 
t Hal jaza-ulihsani illa 'lihsan ? 



ROBERT BROWNING. 

( Continued from y. 28. ) 
A T the close of my previous paper I pointed out two 

three facts which might induce us to modify consi 
the opinion commonly held about the obscurity of Mr. 
Browning's writings, and expressed my opinion that this 
would be usually found to vanish after careful and sympath 
study. Yet even his most devoted admirers cannot but ad 
that he sometimes taxes their power of intuition a little too severely, and makes them long that he had been somewhat more profuse in the assistance that he gi ves to tbeir thoughtful attempts to reach his meaning. This is especially the case in some of his dramatic lyrics. Indeed this style of poetry, which he has made so p re-eminently his own, though it possesses a power peculiar to itself, is above- all others liable to the danger of becoming obscure. It depends for its comprehension on the reader's acquaintance with a certain series of events, which have excited in the hero the passion, intended to be expressed in the lyric ; and the story of these is told by means of hints and allusions let drop in the body of the poem. Now even where these are supplied in abundance, it needs no little care and attention to gather them up and group them together so as to present a vivid picture to the mind's eye. Bllt the poet himself, baving already conceived the subject of his lyric in a certain position, and having distinctly in h is own imagination the train of events which brought him into it, is too apt to refuse his reader the material necessary before he can go through the same mental process, and the inevitable conseq uence is some confusion and obscurity. Take as an example the collection of dramatic lyrics, which the Laureate published under the title of 1IlJaucl. I have no doubt whatever but that Mr. Tennyson could o-ive 

a very satisfactory history of the " fair and stately" heroine, " that oiled and curled Assyrian bull" her brother, and the extremely morbid young gentleman in love with her. Ye t 
most readers would have to give much careful study to those 
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llisite songs, before they could answer the questions that 
eX�rally arise from them. Was the brother really slain ? 
D'd the hero ever win his Maud 1 How came the Russian 

I r to expel his madness 1 Is he restored to sanity at all 1 
�
a 
ch are only a few of the doubts that spring up to mar our 

feasure ; and hence it is, no doubt, that. this poem �as met with 
;0 much less popularity than most of Its c�mpamons. � ow 
it must be acknowledged that Mr. Brownmg �as sometll��s 
fallen into this fault. I can thoroughly ent�r mto th� SPU?t 
of Coleridge's confession : " I  am exceedmgly cau�lOus m 
criticisino- Shakspere ; for where I once saw blemishes, a 
ripened °judgment and increased experience have shown 
me only beauties," but it seems to. me at present that 
Mr. Browning has more than o�ce glVen �s a problem to 
solve for which he has not furmshed sufficient data. My 
space will not permi� me to q,u,ote �ny exam�les at length, 
and it would be mamfestly unfall' to msert m�tllated extracts, 
but I would refer as illustrations of my meamng to "Porphy
ria's Lover," " In a Gondola," and (must I add 1) that ex
q uisitely pathetic lyric ." T�e � orst of It."'" Others there 
were that I had placed m tIlls hst, but a more careful study 
has made me remove them from it ; and I dare not say that 
even these few will be left there long ; but I think that if 
there were a Browning Club, these would form its Matter
horns and Aiguilles Vertes. It is a far easier, as well as more 
grateful task, to point out many in .whi�h a perfect �astery 
over this difficult style of poetry IS displayed, as m the 
" Laboratory " " the Confessional," " a  Light Woman, " , 

C G' d "  " Before and After," or " oun t Ismon . . . I have not said anything as yet of t�e sty le and dIC.tlOn of Mr. ':Browning. This is thoroughly hiS own, terse, vigorous 
and direct and abounding in fresh hearty Saxon phrases. 
It  is like that of Mr. Carlyle in this, that it ne�ds some 
familiarity with it to make it liked at all , an� very lIttle n?ore to render it thoroughly enjoyabl,e. Indeed It bea,rs no slIght 
resemblance to what we may fancy Mr. Ca�'lyle s would be, 
if he were to be induced to sino- his thought lI1stead of speak
ing it. There is the same grim humour flashing abou� at 
intervals over the surface of thoughts of deep and ternble 
earnestness : the same love for the quaint and the un con-

• There are some good remarks on this subject in a p�per 
published in the Satul'day Review for Aug. 6th, 1864, entitled 
" Ho ! for a Scholiast !" 
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ventional finuinO' vent in the one case in contorted , tl • 
manisms and " aiO'manity" compounds, in the other 10 m 
and rhymes th�tsurely never entered in to the heart of 
before. The ingen i o us gl:otesq llen ess of "I-I udibJ'�s," " 
Juan," and C' Ingolusby," is more than outdone 10 so 
M r. Browning's writings : take for instance th� fo 
from " The Flight o f  the Duchess," a poem whIch del' 
at times into tenderest pathos :-
" Had Jacynth only been by me to clap pen 
To paper and put you down every syllable 
With those clever clerldy fingers, 
All that I have forgotten, as well as what lingers 
In this old brain of mine that's but ill able 
To give you even tllis poor version 

" 

Of the speech I spoil, as it were, with stammering-
More fault of those who had the hammering 
Of prosody into me and syntax, 
And did it, not with hob-nails but tin tacks ! 
But to return from this excursion ;"-

Or the comparison (in the same poem) of friendship with 
old wine :-
" Each supples a dry brain, fills you its ins-and-outs, 
Gives your life's hour-glass a shake when the thin sand doubts 
Whether to run on or stop short, and guarantees 
Age is not all made of stark sloth and arrant ease." 

Or where he speaks of the scholar-
" who emends the Iketides 

While we lounge on at our indebted ease." 

We must notice however that lines like these lose much 
of their grotesque effect when in the midst of hundreds of 
others more or less similar, all inspired by the same rude 
vigour, and rushing along pregnant with meaning and instinct 
with life. Nor are lines of this kind to be found in all his 
poems. A most accomplished musician himself, possessing 
a rare acquaintance with the works of the earlier masters, 
M r. Browning has given us some lyrics of exquisite polish 
and rhythm, that one reads over and over again in pure 
delight at the flowing melody and perfect adaptation of the 
verse. This is the measure of " A 'V oman's Last Word " :-

" Let's contend no more, Love ; strive nor weep
All be as before, Love,-only sleep ! 
What so wild as words are ?-I and thou 
In debate as birds are-hawk on bough. 

Ro"bert Brownt'11g. 

* * * * * * 

Be a god and hold me W!t
l
h a

h
?har�, 

Be a man and fold me WIt 1 t me aI m .  

Teach me, only tench, Love ! as I 
.
ought, 

ou ht ' 1 will speak thy speech, Love,-tl�mk thy th g . 
That shall be to-morrow, not to-mght 

I must bury sorrow out of sight. 

Must a little weep, Love,-foolish me ! 
, " 

And so fall asleep, Love, loved by thee . 

9 1  

' n  note the effect produced b y  the change of metre in 
Or agal �, " f ' " . " Before and A ter .-

" Let them fight it out, friend ! things 11ave g�ne too far. 

God must judge the couple ! leave th�m as t e)tre . . . 
o more-Will the wronger, at thiS last of a , 

nce 
t " I did wrong " rising in his fall ? 

Dare 0 say, ' 
th ' 1 ces ' 

No !-let go, then ! both the fighters to etr p a
s " ; 

While 1 eount three, step you back as many pace . 

" Take the cloak from his face, and at first 

Let the corpse do its worst. 

How he lies in his rights of a man ! 
Death has done all death can ; 

And, absorbed in the new life he leads, 

He recks not, he heeds 
'k 

Nor his wrong nor my vengeance-both stn e 

On his senses alike, 

And are lost in the solemn and strange 

Surprise of the change. 

Ha, what avails d�ath to erase 

His offence, my disgrace ? 
I woulLl we were boys as of old 

In the field by the fold : 

His outrag;, God's patience, man's scorn 
Were so easily borne. 

I stand here now, he lies in his place : 

Cover the face." 
. . er spirited lively rhythm will be 

Specimens of h1s �owE
t ov

" " The Ride from Ghent to found i n  the " Cavah�r 
"

opo
gd Piper of Hamelin ," which I 

Aix," and parts of t e
but �ust forbear. In blank verse 

would gladly quote, 
b h ly the tenderest sweetness ; 

" Andrea del Sarto " reaht es on 
we come across passages 

h O l  d aO'ain in ot er poems w 1 e ever an M - • • d hou ht seems every moment 
where the r ush of Impa�lO�e 

o }  
g
f metre and sweep along 

about to burst through t e anI�ls 
0 re borne away by the 

untrammelled by its fetters ; untl we a 
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curren� t? where the channel broadens, and the stream 
on agam m calm and musical flow. Or sometimes we 
find some lyric where the poet 

" Plays such fantastic tricks before high heaven 
" As make the critics weep " :_ 

th� rhymes entangled in all kinds of subtle fashions and 
mmd of the reader so intent in tracing the iniricaci�s of  
met

.
re, and wondering how the poet i s  to  get on at  all 

a trIp and a stumble, that it has li ttle time to spare for 
sense. Such a poem �s " Through the Metidji l ," of 
one stanza (the first) Will  probably be found sufficient :_ 

" As I ride, as I ride, 
Wi�h a .rull heart for my guide, 
So lts tlde rocks my side, 
As I ride, as I ride, 
That, as I were double-eyed, 
He, in whom our tl'ibes confide, 
Is descried, ways untried 
As I ride, as I ride." 

:And so on through four more stanzas precisely simllar. This 
IS undoubtedly marvellous legerdemain, but assuredly it is 
not poetry. But most of the few poems like this must 
do�btless 

. 
be reg�rded as exercises only, whereby the poet 

tr�med hIS
. 

prentlCe hand to use his tools with facility and 
skIll ; and If some of. the chips and shavings from the work
shop have found. their way to the public light of day,  for 
whICh they are little fitted, yet they may well be pardoned 
wh:n we �ee the beau�y of the perfect work of art, for w hich 
the

.
lr  p revIOus pr�ductlOn was needful. It is doubtless partly 

owmg to p�ems like these, that the critics have fallen foul of 
Mr. Bro�mng for want of music (a charge utterly groundless 
as far as It concerns the greater part of his writl·nrrs) · b t 't . · 1  I I f  h 

tl '  U I  
IS pal t y t le resu t 0 a t eory almost entirely new u )on 
whICh he �as proceeded, and which I think may be fat· I 
d�f�n.ded ;. It must at least be recognized by those who woul� 
cntlclse hIS works. I have already referl'ed to th d . 

I f h ·  
e ramatlC sty e 0 IS thoughts and conceptions. Now riO'htl 

wrongly, he appears to have extended this obj:ctiv�ne� �r 

�he form as well as to the matter o f  his verse. The rh th� 
ID many cases has almost as much to do witll the l

Y . 
f h h . reve atlOn 

o t e c aracter to be depicted as the words he uses. The 
rough guttural abrupt style of the " Soliloquy in th S . I Cl . t " h  I . h 

e pams 1 
01S er, . e ps us to conceIve t e narrow bigoted monk full of 
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l'cious bate ; j ust a s  the mellifluou.s measure of " M y  Last 
D�l�h ess " concluces not a little. to the. clearness, wher��it

.h
 

. imaaine to ourselves the Wily Italian noble. A cntlc IS 
� eund t� consider what it is that the poet has intended and 

o j u d ae of his execution by the standard which he has set 
to for °himself. Of course he is at liberty also to find fault 
U;t h his ideal as being an unworthy one ; but the aim of the 
W

riter and the manner in which he has carried it out are two 

�istinct things and should be criticized apart. It admits of 

doubt, whether this drama.tic expressiven�ss of rhythm and 

diction is suited to the gemus of the English langua&e ;  but 

if this be conceded, no one can deny that Mr. Browmng has 

shown remarkable ability in the use he makes of it. . 
There is only one more charge commonly brought against 

him which it will be necessary for me to notice ; that of 

levi:y and fri volity in touching on serious subjects. This is 
based principally though not entirely on his poem of 'e Christ

mas Eve," certainly a most remarkable and at first sight 

startling production. It i s  written i!l the quaintest and . most 

rollicking of measures, and abounds ID the most extraordmary 
double and triple rhymes ; and allusions to scenes of sacred 
history that seem to borde� cl?sely on t�e .profane. It. op�ns 

with a grotesque and whImSIcal deSCription of a PrImltlVe 
Methodist conventiclc :-

" Ziol1 Chapel Meeting, 
On the Christmas-Eve of 'Forty-nine, 
Which, calling its flock to their special clover, 
Found all assembled and one sheep over, 
Whose lot, as the weather pleased, was mine. 
I very soon had enough of it, 
The hot smell, and the human noises, 
And my neighbour's coat, the greasy cuff of it, 
Were a pebble-stone t.hat a child's hand poises, 
Compared with the pig-of-lead-like pressure, 
Of the preaching-man's immense stupidity, 
As he poured his doctrine forth, full measure, 

To meet his audience's avidity . . . . .  . 
Had but a single face of my neighbours 
Appeared to suspect that the preacher's labours 

Were help which the world could be saved without, 
' Tis odds but I might have borne in quiet 
A qualm or two at my spiritual diet, 
Or (who can tell ?) perchance even mustered 
Somewhat to urge in bellalf of the sermon : 
But the flock sat on, divinely flustered, 
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Sniffing, methought, its dew of Hermon 
With such content in every snuffle, 
As the devil inside us loves to ruffle. 
My oId fat woman purred with pleasure, 
And thumb round thumb went twirl ing faster, 
While she, to his periods keeping measure, 
Maternally devoured the pastor . . . . . •  

' Twas too provoking ! 
My gorge rose at the nonsense and stuff of it, 
So, saying, like Eve when she plucked the apple, 

' I  wanted a taste and now there's enough of it ' 
I flung out of the l ittle chapel." 

Then comes a change. No more sportive satire, no 
proach to careless flippancy. For as he passed out into 
ail', he saw that the rain and wind had ceased, the black 
of cloud was parted, and against the deep dark blue beyond shone out the argent arcs of a glorious lunar rainbow. Then there appears a Vision of the Ineffable ; and strains of rapt devotion are poured forth from a heart swelling almost to bursting with a passionate longing for personal communion with the Human Infinite. From the rest of the poem I dare not quote ; it must be read by a man alone in his most sacred hours. But the question is pressed upon us, how we can endure to have the grotesque brought into such close contact with themes so exalted. Every one knows the fearful scene when Macbeth comes forth from the chamber where he has left the murdered Duncan, his hands dyed with the blood that would 

" The mnltitudinous Seas incarnadine, 
Making the green one red." � ot less familiar �s the scene �hat almost immediately follows It, when the hornd news of hIs father's murder is brought to Malcolm surrounded by the other nobles. But how is it that Shakspere has filled up the interval ? With buffoonery as broad and coarse as any. to be found in his merriest comedies. An� the. rea�on fOI: thIS has been pointed out by Mr. De Qumcy, In one of hIS .most subtle and original papers.'" The �ffect of the tragedy IS dou?led, by the snatches of comedy Intersper.sed. M 1:. Browmng may be well contented to shelter hlmse�f behmd the example of the prince of dramatists �nd

f
the sanctl

h
on of .one rofl 

the first of critics. But again , it IS 0 ten true t "at a Jest 1at lO111S more of the depths of truth than the sombrest earnest. Some men have a natural dis-
'* Collected W01'ks, Vol. XIV., pp. 1 92-197. 
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·tion to  look a t  things the most solemn with a smile that 
pOSI s not from frivolity but from the very intensity of feeling. com(t such appears to be the case with Mr. Browning. Is 
�Ievity merely, think you, that inspired " The Heretic's 
�" a-edy " and " Holy-Cross Day " ;  with its grotesque des-l.a"tl·on of the Jews of Rome all driven to hear the annual cnp . . d ' fl d . non preached to them ; then' bItter sneers , an stl e sel l . . .  . f R bb' B E ' sion endmg In then low muttenng 0 a 1 en zra s 
PSa�1C1' of Death ? Let us hear the words with which he him-

0 "  
. '"'h . E "  self llmshes " (J  nstmas ve ;-

" If any blames me, 
Thinking that merely to touch in brevity 
The topics I dwell on, were unlawful,-
Or worse, that I trench, with undue levity, 
On the bounds of the holy and the awful,-
I praise the heart and pity the head of him, 
And refer myself to Thee instead of him, 
Who head and heart alike discern est, 
Looking below light speech we utter 
When the frothy spume and frequent sputter 
Prove that the soul's depths boil in earnest ! " 

Mr. BrowninO" s faith, like that of all the truest-hearted 
men, is too deep and firm to be troubled by a pas�ing jest, 
more than the depths of ocean are move� fro.m t�eIr eternal 
stillness by the faint breeze tha� plays on ?ts npP.lmg surface. 

There is only one more POInt on whICh I WIsh to sp�ak, 
but that is one of the hiO'hest importance. There can be httle b • 
doubt that Mr. Browning's permanent reputatIOn rests most 
securely on his dramas. Now of the functions of tragedy no 
better definition has been given than that of Aristotle, " that 
its aim is to purify by means of pit:r an� terror." But its 
SUccess in this depends, not on mUSICal hnes and terse and 
vigorous lanO'uaO'e not even on clearly sketched character I:> b '  'd ' and strikinO' scenes but on the one grand 1 ea runmng 
through the'" whole, �nd the skill with which this is wO�'ke� 
out. Hence I ought to show by exampl�s �r. Browmng s 
Power in the manaO'ement of a plot, and hIS VIgorous concep
tion of a drama �s a united whole. But I have already 
trespassed so 10nO' on the kindness of our indulgent editors, 
that I must contel:>nt myself with a single instance, with which 
I shall conclude. I should have liked to have said more 
on Pal'acelsus, that strange combination, the father of modern 
chemistry, the boastful quack .. the �onoured professor at Basel , 
the drunken vagabond, dymg ID a hospItal ; and to hav.e sketched however faintly the five scenes presented to us ; hIS 
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departing from his loved and adoring friends Festus and 
when he sets ont full of the proud resolve to know ,. his 
with the Italian poet Aprile, nig h  worn to death �n his 
long q uest of love ,. his proud position at Basel,  the ldol .of 
students, an d the visit of Festus to him there, awakenmg 
the reminiscences of his bright early youth ; the meeti 
again at Colmar, when Paracelsus, driven from his hon 
post with scorn, once more aspires ; the close in the Salzbu 
Hospital, with Festus watching tentlerly over his ruin 
dying friend , who knows hi m not, till at last he wakes only 
die with " many things growing clear," and filled with 
trustful hope. I would fain h ave spoken of Pippa, the sunn 
innocent maiden, passing along the borders of scenes of sin 
pleasure, treacherous deceit, wild passion and m urd 
crime, and with her fresh young voice of song sendingj 
each words that break like a beam of heavenly light into 
foul atmo phere, and scatter it as with the breath of 
I would have gladly told the tale of Luria, the noblc-h 
Moor, filled with humble reverence for the great 
state of Florence, and serving it with all his varied power, till 
his soul is tortured even to death by the treachery and falsehood 
of his masters. 'l'hen there is the exquisite picture of the fair  
young Duchess Colombe in the midst of a selfish and intriguing 
court, with only one true heart to lean upon in the trouble 
that comes upon her. Or again there is the story of 
patriot fanatic Djabal, with pure u nselfish longings, yet 
careless as to the means he uses, and so failing in the very 
hour of his triumph, and dragging with him in his fal l  
whose happiness was dearer than life t o  him. " We hardly 
know pathos more grand than that of ' Luria,' or pathos more 
passionate than in the ' Return of the Druses.' '' But I must 
pass by all these. I must say nothing of the masterly manner 
i n  which w e  are made to see characters develope before our 
eyes in " King Victor and King Charles," nor of the epic 
grandeur of " Strafford," with its two heroes, once bosom 
friends, now parted by the im passable chasm of duty, across 
which they cast upon each other ever and anon looks of un
u tterable sadness; Pym with.his t;tnswerving loyalty to England; 
Strafford not less loyal to Ins falthIess coward KinO'. I m ust 
pass on to the analysis of what a critic of no mean 

°
order* has 

pronounced to be " on e  of the most finely conceived and 
perfectly executed tragedies in  the language," 'A Blot on the 
'Scutcheon.' The persons of the play are few ; Thorold Earl 

• Shirley in " The Campaigner at Home." 
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I m Mildl'ed his sist�r, and A ustin h i s  brother" who i s  'fI'CS l�d �o his cousin G uendolen, He nry Earl Merto un, and c n cra<T( . 11 '1'1 fi . "'. '-:(1 an old retainer of the Treshams, are a .  le rst Gel ,1 I , . . I d T h ' represents the intenor of a lodge 111 �or res am s 
sce n e . . I 11 d' 1 1). ·I{ fil led with hls retall1ers ; t ley are a crow mg to t le ,\ 1 , 

d l' windows to see the caval ca e ;  101' 
" the young, rich, bountiful, 

Handsome Earl Mertoun, whom alone they match 
With our Lord Tresham through the country-side, 
Is coming here in utmost bravery " 

to ask for the hand of Lady lVlildred . As the train. passes,. al l 
'e f'ull  of enthusiasm and d elight ; Gerard alone Sits by h1l11-al ". , . d If in O'loomy silence from which the rest 111 va1l1 en eavour sE' b , , ' . • b ' h to arouse him.  1 hen we witness the meetll1g etwe�n t .e 

two nobles, the one, scholar, soldier, statesman? With h!s 
perfect courtesy and proud pentl:ness ; the other w�th youth s 
i ngenuous modesty, ful l  ot paSSlO[la�� love for. Mlldred and 
reverence for her noble brother. I he SUit IS urged, and 
granted as far as lies ill 'l'reshal11's power. 

" Have you seen Lady Mildred by the way ? 
Me1't. I. . . 1. . . our two demesnes, remember, touch : 

I have been used to wander carelessly 
After my stricken game ; the heron roused

. Deep in Illy WOOt]s has tJ'ailed its bl'oken Wlllg 
Throucrh thicks am] glades a mile in yours,-or else 
Some �yass ill-reclaimeu has taken flight 
And lured me after her from tree to tree, 
I marked not whithel·. 1 have come upon 
The lad v's wondrous beauty unaware, 
And -a�d then-l have seen her. 

Gue!!. [aside to Austin J Note that mode 
Of faltering out that, when a lady passed, 
He having eyes, did see her ! You had said

" On such a day, I scanned her, head to foot ; 
" Observed a red, where red should not have been, 
" Outside her elbow ; but was pleased enough 
" Upon the whole." Let such irreverent talk 

Be lessoned for the future. 
Tresh. What's to say 

May be said briefly. She has nevel' known 
A mother's care ; I stand for fathel' too. 
Her beauty is not strange to you, it seems
You cannot know the good and tendel' heart, 
Its girl's trust, and its woman's constancy, 
How pure yet passionate, how calm yet kind, 
How grave yet joyous, how reserved .vet freo 

VOL. Y. li 
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As light where friends are-how imbued with lore 
The world most prizes, yet the simplest, yet 
Thc . . . . . .  one m ight know I talked of Mildred-thus 
We brothers talk ! 

And so i t  is a rranged that on the mOlTOW Mertoun is  
come to  woo Mildrt'd herself. -We have some more 
Guendolen's sprightly woman's wit, and then she pro . 
to go to Mildred and talk to her of her new lover. So 
night she goes to her cousin's chamber to relate to her 
interview and describe the Earl . But Mildred listens to 
i mpatiently, and pleading weariness, hastily dismisses 
She rises from her seat :-

" Is she-can she be really gone at last ? 
" My heart ! I shall not reach the window. Nee-ds 
" Mu$t I have sinned much, so to suffer. There ! " 

She places a lamp in the window by a purple pane. Th 
rises from without a soft low song of exquisite melody, the 
ment opens,  and Henry Mertoull enters. This was the Blot 
the 'Scutcheon. The boy and the girl in the guilelessness 
their fresh youthful love had fallen into sin, and now 
were to reap its bitter fruit. Mildred's heart is  ful l  
heaviness. The dreaded interview is over ; her 
consent is already won ; yet the sense of secret guilt 
her with a foreboding that the cup of happiness already at 
her lips is not for her. Mertonn tries in vain to cheer her. 

It will soon be over. 
Mild. Over ? 

Oh, what is over ? what must I live through 
And say, " 'tis over" ? Is our meeting over ? 
Have I received in presence of them all 
The partner of my guilty love,-with brow 
Trying to seem a maiden's brow-with lips 
Which make believe that when they strive to form 
Replies to you and tremble as they strive, 
It is the nearest ever they approached , 
A stranger's . . •  Henry, yours that stranger's-lip_ 
W ith cheek that looks a virgin's and that is-
Ah, God ! some prodigy of Thine will stop 
This planned piece of deliberate wickedness 
In its birth even-some fierce leprous spot 
Will mar tIle brow's dissimulating-I 
Shall mur�ur no smooth speeches got by heart, 
But, frenzied, pour forth all our woeful  story. 
The love, the shame, and the despair-with them 

Jfert. 

Mild. 
Mel·t. 

_ Robe,.t Bt·owning. 

Round me a,ghast as men round some cursed fount 
That should spirt water, and spouts blood. I'll not . • . • 
Henry, you do not wish that 1 should draw 
This vel lgeance down ? I'll not affect a grace 
That's gone from me-gone once, aUlI gone for ever ! 
• • • • • • • 

How you must 
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Despise me ! 
M ilch'ed, break it if you choose, 

A lleart the love of you uplifted-still 
Uplifts, thro' this protracted agony, 
To I- l eaven ! but, Mildred, answer me, -first pace 
The chamber with me-once again-now, say 
Calmly the part, the . . . . .  what it is of me 
You see contempt (for YOll did say contempt) 
- -Contempt for you i n ! I would pluck it off 
And cast it from me ! but no-no, you 'll not 
H epeat that ?-will you, M i ldred, repeat that ? 
Dear Henry ! 

I was scarce a boy-e'en now 
What am I more ? And you were i llt'antine 
When first I met you-why, your hail' fel l  loose 
On either side !-my fool's-cheek re!ldens now 
Only i n  the recalling how i t  burned 
That morn to see the shape of many a dream ;
You know we boys are prodigal of charms 
To her we dream of - 1  had heard of one, 
Had dreamed of hel', and [ was close to her, 
Micrht speak to her, might live and die her own, 
Who knew ?-I spoke. Oh, Mildred, feel you not 
That now, while 1 remcmber every glance 
Of yours, each word of yours, with power to test 
And weigh them in the diamond scales of pride, 
Resolved the treasure of a first and last 
Heart's love shall have been bartered ::t its worth, 
-That now 1 think upon your purity 
And utter ignora[ce of guilt-your own 
Or others' guilt-the girlish undisguised 
Delight at a strange novel prize-I 1 talk 
A silly language, but i nterpret you !) 
If I with fancy at its full, and !'eason 
Scarce in its germ, enjoined you secl'ecy, 
If you had pity on my passion, pity 
On my protest,ed sickness of thc soul 
To sit beside you, heal' you breathe, and watch 
Your eye-lids and the eyes beneath-if you 
Accorded gifts and knew not they were gifts
If I grew mad at last with enterprise 

1 1 2 
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Mild. 

Mert. 
Mild. 
Me1·t. 
Mild. 

J/ert. 

Robert B1·owning. 

And must behold my beauty in her bower 
Or perish-Cl was ignorant of even 
My own desires-what then were you ?) if sorrow
Sin-if the end came-must. I now renounce 
My reason, blind myself to light, say truth 
Is flllse and lie to God and my own soul ? 
Contempt were all of this ! . . . . . . . . . .  . . 
Mildred, I love you and y ou love me ! 

Go ! 
Be that your last word. I shall sleep to-night. 
This is not our last meeting ? 

One night more. 
And then-think, then ! 

Then, no sweet courtship-days, 
No dawning consciousness of love fOI' us, 
No �trange and palpitating births of scnse 
From words and looks, no i nnocent fears and hopes, 
Reserves and confidence� : morning's oVl'r ! 
How else should love's perfected noon-tide follow ? 
All the dawn promised shall the day perform. 

And so they part. I have dwelt long on this scene, partly 
because it is the key to the w hole drama, partly because I 
could not help it. But now I must hasten 011. 

Gerard the old forester has known for weeks of the 
nightly visits paid by some stranger to Lady Mildred ; and this 
it was that fil led his heart wit h care. Now he comes to tell 
the whole to Tresham . Nothing can be more touchinO" than 
the way in which the damning words are wrung fro

"'
m the 

faithful old retainer's l ips ; and the bewildered maddened 
anguish of the brother, as his p ride i n  the u nstained family 
naJ?e, and his tender love for his sister, are stung to the very 
qUIck. He sends Guen dolen to summon M ildred, and when 
she comes, meets her with the most passionate description of 
a brother's love (would that I h ad space to quote it  I). He 
gently breaks the fatal charge to her, but as her silence shows 
her guilt, pity changes i n to sternn ess, and he demands her 
lover'� n ame. I n  her deep shame and misery she dare 110t 
utter It ; and sadly but firmly he orders her to coun termand 
the l etter inviting Earl ).iertoun to woo her. " But Thorold
if I w ill  receive him as I said ?" " The Earl ?" . .  I 'will receive 
him !" Maddened beyond control at her apparent shameless
ness, Tresham pours forth his w rath in words of bitterest 
sarcasm and rushes off, leaving her fainting and fallen. 
Guendolen alone still clings to her and by her faith and love 
keeps Austin there. At last poor Mildred falters out :-

G'IIen. 

..wild. 

. Robert Browning. 

" 1-1 was so young ! 
Besides, I loved him, Thorold,-and I had 
No mother-God forgot me-so I fell !" .. : . . . . 
Here, Mildl'ed, we two friends of yours Will wait 

Your bidding ; be you silent, sleep or muse ; 
Only when you shall want your hidding done, 
H ow can we do it if we are not by ? 
Here's Austin waiting patiently your will ! 
One spirit to command, and one to love 
And to believe in it and do its best, 
Poor as that is, to help it-why, the world 
Has heen won many a time, its length and breadth, 
By just such a beginning ! 

I believe 
If once I threw my arms about your neck 
And sunk my head upon yoUI' breast, that I 
Should weep again ! 

1 0 1 

It is not long before Guendolen's quick sympathising 

woman's wit discovers the truth ; Lord Mertoun and the 

secret lover are the same ; Mildred is guided to her room 

and they await the return of their br�ther . . Night comes on ; 

and Tresham , who has been roa111ll1g wI.ldly through the 

forest, finds himself beneath Mildred's wmdow. Mertoun 

enters, m urmuring to himself :-

" And so I shall no more see rise 
My love-star ! Oh, �o mattel' for the Past ! 

So much the more delicious task to see 

Mildred revive ; to pluck out, thorn by thorn, 
All traces of the rough forbidden path 
My rash love lured her to ! Each day must s�e 
Some fear of hers effaceu, some hope renewed . 
Then thel'e w ill be surprises, unforeseen 
Delicrhts in store. I'll not regret the Past 1" 

'" 

F urious with rage Tresham rushes out upon hi.m.  All 

attempts to speak are fiercely checked ; Mertoun IS forced 
to draw and after a few passes, falls wounded �ven to death. 

The scene that follow s  I cannot venture to abndge and .h�ve 
not space to quote at length. Mertou?'� sad . forglVlDg 
con fession ; Tresham's wild remorse, dnvll1g hIm to t�e 
poisoned draught ; Mildred's piteous broken-hearted gnef 
that swiftly carried her spirit with 

Its depth of purity i mmovable 
Beneath the troubled Sllt'face of her crime, 

to join her loved one in eternal union, are painted with a 
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master's hand. The exquisite pathos that runs thr 
this tragedy is carried on unbroken to the last sad close. 

And so I fitly fin ish what I had to say of the poems 
Robert Browning. For years they have been to me a so 
of never-failing and ever-increasing pleasure , and it is in 
earnest hope that others to whom they may be now unkn 
will find in them the same rich harvest of delight, that I 
ventured to write this Essay. 

L. 
HYLAS. 

TllEOCR. Id. XIII. 

I TROW that not for mortal hearts alone 
Love had his being, whence soe'er he be, . 
Nor to us fir'st, the cl'eatures of a day, 
That may not see the morrow, is it given 
To feel the bel1.uty of the beautiful. 
Even he, Amphi tryo's iron-hearted son, 
Who facerl the raging lion, loved a boy, 
Beautiful Hylas of the clll'ly locks, 
And taught him. as a fathel' would his ch ild, 
All good, and brave, and noble-heal'ted things 
By which himself gl'ew noble, brave, and good. 
All times they were together ; at high noon, 
When morning'ti snowy �teeds went up the sky, 
Anrl when the l ittle chirping bl'ood look up 
While on her dusky perch the mother-bird 
Flutter's her beckoning wings ; that so the boy, 
Fashion'd in all things to the ma�ter's mind, 
True to the yoke, might make a perfect man. 

But when fl'om riC'h 101c08, }E50n's son, 
Jason, was sailing fOI' the golden fleece, 
And the young nohles, st.I'ong in heart and hand, 
The flolVer of many cities, f1ock'd to him ; 
Among them came the great Alcmena's son 
Of Midea, much-enduring Hel'cules : 
He with young Hylas sought the well-bench',1 ship 
AI·go. that touch'd not the gray jostling rocks, 
But. like an eagle clave the mighty surge 
Between them, and in Phasis rode secure. 

And when the Pleiads rose, and growing lambs 
Browsed in far fields, the spring being pa:it its prime, 
The godlike h eroes set about their voyage. 
They took their places in the hollow ship, 
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A nd came with three days' breathing of the South 
'To Hellespont, and found safe anchorage 
Within Pl'opontis, where the labouring ox 
Brightens the plowshare i n  Cianian soil. 

And landing therc at evening, two and two 
The heroes hast.en'd, some to �erve the feast, 
And some to stl'ew the couches on the shore ; 
For near them lay a meadow broad, and rich 
In her'bage soft to lie on, whEnce they cut 
The slender rush and lowly galingale. 
But I-Iylas went for water for the feast 
Wherewith to serve A lcides and his mate 
Stout Telamon, his comrad e  at the board. 
And quickly in a hollow-lying spot 
He spied a fountain : round the margin grew 
Thick rushes, and the pale-green celandine, 
Green maiden-hail', and parsley clustering fl'esh, 
And couch-grass densely spreading o'er the marsh. 
And down beneath the nymphs prepared a dance ; 
The sleepless nymphs, dread rustic deities, 
Eunica, and Nyehea fair as sprinO', 
And Malis : and when Hylns, altintent 
To fill thQ brazen pitcher that he held, 
Plunged it in deep, they clung about his hand, 
For love of the fair Argive boy had drawn 
Its circle round the tender heart.s of all. 
And sheer into the waters dim he fell 
As from the sky falls sheer into the sea 
A ruddy meteol', and the sailor Cl'ies 
To his mates ' Let go, my lads, there comes a breeze !' 

And on their knees the nymphs in gentle ruth 
Took the fair boy, and sought to stay his tears ; 
The while Alcides, troubled for his sake, 
Wf:!nt with his well-bent how and Scythian shafts 
And the great club his right hand ever grasp'd. 
Thrice from the full depth of his mighty throat 
He shouted ' Hylas !' thrice fair Hylas heard 
A nd from the water came a slender voice 

' 

That �eem'd, albeit so near, a 
.
great way off, 

And l ike as when a beal'ded hon, fierce, 
That hears the faint cry of a fawn from far, 
Hastes from his lail' to seize the ready meal ; 
So in the hungry cl'aving of his heart 
The hero crash'll thro' many a tangled wood 
Pathll!ss and dense, and traversed many a league. 
o haplf:!�s lot of lovers ! How he toil'd, 

Hylas. 

Roaming the trackless hill ; and what to h im 

Was now the heroic quest whereon he came ! 

But Argo floated with her sails aloft, 
And at mid-night the heroes cleansed the decks, 
Waiting for Hercules ; while he, afar 
Went madly, as adventure led his feet 
Wild with the pang of loss that rent his h eart, 
Thus was fair Hylas number'd with the blest. 
B lit  har�hly spake the youths of Hercules 
And called hi ... base deserter, who had left 
The thirty-benched ship for coward fear. 
A nd so they left hi  m ;  bu t he came on foot 
To Phasis and the inhospitable shore. 

J. H. C. 
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THE CONFESSIONS OF AN OLD DON. 

DO you think I am quite blind to all the 0 inions that a 
frater����'�d D freel>: abo�lt the older Membefs of the Colle!: 
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1'hird Class Classics ; what must have been the �opes, the as-

i rations, the mental struggles. the lofty passIOns of those 

�hO were high Classics and Wranglers, prize-poem writers, 

anti prize-essayists ? I trow something far higher. Talk not 
�hen of what your earthly and blind eyes cannot see. Talk 
not uf an Old Don as an old dry stick who delights in Greek 

particles and mazy problems and long series. Dream not 

that you are the only ones who see beauties in  the antique 

literature, or think the end of all science is to produce stiff 
problems. You comprehend us not, our mission ,  our high 

and holy purposes, or the �eaning and end of our pursuits. 
We read you all through and through. We pity but do not 
uespise you, for in time you will look on things with other 
eyes. But, as Terentius says, Verbum sap., sat --To my 
tale. 

I was a Scholar of the Col lege, and had worked steadily 
and not unsuccessfully for two years and a half, I will  
candidly admit that i n  those days I was not so particular in 
the matter of dress, bearing, or accent, as I now am, and I 
dare say (though NOT from Cumberland) was slightly Septen
trionian. B ut what of that ? I stuck to Mathesis, and the 
ardour of my devotion was only exceeded by the closeness of 
my application. I also read up the authorities for matters of 
faith-a subj ect on  w hich all  undergraduates are strikingly 
ignorant. This was the round of my life from term to term, 
till, in the May of my third year. occurred an event on which 
even now I look back with wonder and sadness. One of the 
few chums I had for Sunday afternoon walks and ditto 
evening teas, had a visit from an aunt and sister for a week 
during that term, and I was called into requisition as cicerone 
and cavalier. One afternoon of the aunt, with her sharp 
nose and questions, her  piercing spectacles, and dry discourses, 
sufficed for me,  and afterwards as much as possible I attended 
on the niece Miss Eloisa J--, and she was worthy of all 
the attentions I could lavish on her. All attempts at 
description would be useless and might lead to identification. 
She was not one of those every day pretty girls who wear 
pink i n  Summer and blue i n  Winter. _ There was nothing 
positively striking about her, except her hand which was 
beautifully small and neat. Her hair was dark, smooth, and 
well done up. Her brow was not lofty, but, if anything, 
broad, Her cast of face was thoroughly English, none of 
the Roman hauteur or the Grecian contour about it. Her 
Complexion, features, expression were all her own. Not like 
those of the vain young Cantabrigian belles, of a sallow wax 
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a.nd pink, l'egu�ar and sadly unimpassioned:  but h�ely, arch, q uam t, good humoure d, with but lit tle wIth a s trong glow per vading all. Her eyes and her were her best poin ts. The latter were clean set an d tauiqli,tna the former b urning-black, large an d bright, an d flas meteors. No : meteors someti mes flash like them. quiet, s ta� d an� decorous, e v�n ti morous before strangers, after an mter vlew or two wIth one to her l ikinO" she w open out like a sensi ti ve plant. She soon be:;n to li 
,,:ith . attention to my accounts of examinations, abn d  tripos plra tl Ons, and to the true and faith ful charac ters of  other 
I drew for her, of  their envy, malice, conceit, &c., &c. She gradually became interwoven into al l my hopes and dreams o f  future comfort. It was not love i n  a hut. There would be no cottages near seas or woods for me. I did not  fancy sl!�h thoughtless thri ftle ss prospects. No. I had a bright VISI On of  a model parsona ge an d a restored church in a parish, �here she wo�1 d  enli�en the visiting population with her spl'lghtly and WICkedly ml10cent sallies, an d where by t�e force of my profound, learned, an d popular preaching, dIssenters would be few.  Ah ! that week ! I verily believe my reading a verage was not e ight h ours a day. It was her last even�ng in Cambri dge. J-- had to go somew,here �n d  left me In ch.arge. I proposed a wal k in the groun?s whlc� the aun t  dechned for herself un der pretence of ?emg afraI d of the damp and the evening air, but in reahty, I could see, to stay behi n d  an d ransack J --'s dra,,:ers and o�erhaul his rooms , Eloisa however was graCI Ously consIgne d  to my care with orders to see she did not catch cold. Off we set . In the day ti me there was a kin d  of piquante, saucy, hal f-sarcas m about her which l1�turall y  �osses�ed �p'eat fascinations for a strong and VIgorous mm d l Ike ml 11e, unuse d as I was to the society o f  th� other sex .  . But as eV,ening drew on, when that ch�r�llng calm pre vaIls whose stJ l lness is only ren dered more stl'l�Il1g bY 'perhaps the e vensong o f  a thrush, perhaps the coomg of nngdo ves, 01' perhaps the moaninO' o f  the wind in the top most branches of i mmemorial elms b then was the tim� when all  the bea�ties of her nature c;me out .  Her feelIngs see med !·e.sponsl ve to the t.ime and the place. I h a d  J ust been. exp,lauung a passage from S t .  Augustine to her great sat1s f�ctlOn . She . murmured some answer, an d we walke d  on III a mutual SIlence along the ban ks of the dar k  green river. A sole mn stillness held the air and w e  wandere d on overawe d by the majesty of the s�ene. At 
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3St, at a quo tation � b .rush e d  u p. fro m. Gray or Collins, she 
1 l-ed with her hqUl d e yes nght 1 11 to my face. Ha d 100

,'tl i nO' been wantin O"  to make me lose all comman d  o f  
a l l \  1 '" b I l '  H '} . cl an d heart, that look was enoug 1 to GO It . er rapt 
lea ' , I 1 . h '  h' h I I sit t in O" in h er eyes COml111 11g ec wIt m m I' ,  IV IC 
souleavour;d to throw' all into one luok. She then let fall 
cnC f I d' . 
her e yes and looked away sad an d thou�ht 

d
U 

I
:' , lm me

h
mol'l�s, 

I suppose d, floating thr�ugh her brall1 , 
. 

e lCI0U� t oug ts 
haunting mi ne.  At the . SIght  ot' the long SI lken fnngy la�hes 
drooping over the hu nml starhke eyes .my h,eart b�at hl�h ; 
ind ee d  a l l  through that walk I felt a kll1 d of 

l
e xultl ll g, p,n de

l in the thought of being partner to so hea ven y, so spll'ltua 
a creatu re . What I pour e d  into her ear with low i m 
passion e� trem.u lous voice I �o not now reme mber . A !l 
I kno w IS ,  I WIshed I had stu dIe d Byron more than \V ood s 
.Algebra , an d Shakespeare more than Euclid, At last the bell 
ran'" an d we returne d to J--'s rooms where we foun d the 
aunt hastil.v c1osinb<Y a drawer. J-,-. had not returne d ;  so 

f I 'l'he in the twilight she sang an o ld a mi lar song ?r tW?  . 
old win dow,  the antique wainscot,  dark With fll?kenng 
shadows, the low voice, the dim dusk, an d my feehngs all 
har monised well  together, and I was hal f sorry when J-
came back, an d the lamp was lit,  n?y .two cups and three 
plates borrowed and t.ea made. But In Joke� an d merry t .alk 
the e veninO" flew quick ly, too q uickl y away. Next mornll1g 
we saw th;m away by the coach, and 1 noticed th>1t she fixed 
her lustrous eyes on me with a won dering wan dering gaze 
as if her thoughts were far away. After the usual leave
takinITS'" the coach rattled off with a ll the attendant and 
of'ten:'cJescribe d eclat. That night my rooms di d seem 
cheerless col d  dreary, desolate. In moo dy solitary w retched
ne�s I s;t by

' 
the fire toying uncunsciously with the poker, 

and for the first time in my life (but  N OT the last) began the 
fol lo wing introduction to a gran d Spenserian poem in her 
honoul' :-

The stars of heaven, bright and unquenchable, 
Each like a lamp set in llis sev'ral place : 
When sullen night wraps in a pall of sable 
'rh e  blue sereni ty of vaulted space ; 
And the pale moon begins her upward ra.ce ; 
Then do they gently shed their light like dew, 
Down-gazing on us with mild-wond'l'ing face, 

'" The writer is ready to take oath_ that the pressure of his 
hand when taking hers was quite imperceptible. 
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Like angel's pitying eye that never k new 
W hat sin 01' sonow was, and melteth at the view. 

What was to come after I never determined, for it 
me so long to write the above, especially the l ast line, 
1 gave up in despair .  and after sewing a button on my 
darning a hole in my stocki ngs, and learning a few 
quotat ions, I took down N e w ton and read five hours 
a man. 

The above episode in my college career lent me n 
force and energy. I did well in the M ay, and a few w 
after went down to spend two or three days with J-
special invit.ation from his a1.tnt. I reached the hou 
si tuated in the middle of a neat garden (all old 
are good gardeners) and knocked with a beating 
Welcomed I was, but she was not there, and though 
panting to ask after her. I dared not, and was m iserably 
on that subject. At last the aunt vouchsafed the infor 
tion, that she had gone out with Mr. L-- to do a 
visit ing, and they would be back to tea. My blood run 
at this announcement. I fell into a fever of j 
conj ured u p  visions of domestic tyranny and m"".'L""L"u. 
elopement. W hen they did get home at last, I saw 
No need of an introduction to him as Eloisa's be 
Mild and clerical-coated curate as he was, I could 
but feel furious at him, To my astonishment she did n 
blush or falter, but welcomed me with her old manner, w'  
the same smile, the same lively expression, He wa5 
same in manner as her, quite kindly, not at all like wh 
a rival ought to be. '.1.'hat night to me was one of tort 
She sang and played (like a Siren I thought), and they all 
exerted their utmost powers to charm and please. At last 
Mr, L-- Ieft and J-- went part of the way with him. The 
aunt left the room to scold the servants or perform some 
other housewifely duties, and we were left alone. W e  
m anaged somehow to get into conversation, she doing all 
the talking and showing herself to be what in extremely 
vulgar phrase would be " very jolly," She made me her 
confidant about Mr. L-- and talked of her visit to Cambridge ; 
how she was thinking of him in those dear old grounds at 
dusk when I so kindly took her round them, and how she 
wondered w�at he was .doing. � could have killed myself! 
The wondenng wandenng look 111 the coach flashed on my 
memory. What a mistake I had made ! What a fool, 
what an egregious fool  I had been I I had had enough of i t  
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7T'Epa 'rE) and cut short my visit, Need I say the 
(/;;"'£" rian poe:n was immell iately consigned to  the flames Srense ' d  h 1 unfinished as i t  was : that ,they �ere manle ; � at my 
al I'n life has been contm ual S1l1ce then ; whJle t hey uccess , h 6 

stru<Tgled on in married misery ? One son IS up ere have 
but�he rows runs and ha� been plucked for his noW' " , d Little-Go, I have stuck to C.IITlbnclge, an my e�rnest 

cndeavours ha,:e ev�r. been to advance the c�u�e of SCIence, 
I by the unposltlOn of salutary restnctlOns on the 

anC . " 1 1 ' h  f c .  e 
rebelliously-mchned une ergrac uates 1I1 t e way 0 en,OI c -

t Of lJUnctual attendance on early and frequent lectures, 
men . . l'k ' Id 1 l'ecyulal' chapel-keepmg to break them 111 I e W I  
a n c  ::> " , • h C 

ounO' colts : so that 1I1 then after-l Ife t ey may penorm 

rite d�il y routine of their profession quietly in harness! and 
take the bit and wear the collar all the more p.atlently 
because they were inured to it in youth, and first dnven by 
men of superior talent and abilities. 

" SAPERE AUDE." 



THE WO RM I '  T H E  B UD. 

WE thought that life and health were hers 
And many a year befOl'e her : 

But ere another su m mer eame 
The grass was waving o'er her. 

At first a short dr)' cough ; 'twas nought 
She answered, half in angel' : 

Then strange wild ecstasies would come 
Or weary fits of languor. 

She g-rew too fail' ; her oark eyes gleamed 
With an unearthly splendour ;  

We read the truth, hut told it not, 
For fear we might offend her. 

Her wasting form grew weak and thin, 
Her pale hand hot and whiter : 

The hectic fllI�h upon her cheek 
Wax'd brighter still and brighter. 

But when the winter past, and spring 
Came treacherously smiling, 

We thought our flower would bloom again
We knew not death's begu iling. 

She died one sunny morn : but while 
Our breasts with grief were heaving, 

Her pure soul stooped to print one kiss 
Upon the l ips 'twas leaving. 

The sweet l ips answered with a sm i le ' 
We breathed one silent prayer, 

' 

Folded her hands upon her breast, 
And placed a lily there. 

" SAPEItE AUDE." 

A VOYAGE TO THE AUSTRA LIAN STATION. 

( Continued from p. 199, Vol. IV.) 

Ballamt and the Gold Diggings. 

I H AD but a vague and general idea that Ballarat was a 

town of can vas tents-inhabited by a population of 
di rrgers govrrned by J udge Ly nch ; I was sure there would 
be

'" 
nothing like an hotel,  ami the best  accommodation would 

be fo u nd in a booth l ike the ' Crown and Anchor ' of Green
w ich Fair. 

Such was the Ballarat I expected to find. My readers 
may l i ke to know w hat the actual Ballarat was. 

'We left Melbonrne at 1 1 .30,  a nd reached Ballarat at 3 .30. 
This gives a speed of 2 5  miles an hour, and as no accident 
ha yet h appened on any of the 2 0 0  miles of Victo ria Rail
way , the govern llI ent deserve honourable mention for their 
m anage ment. No tunn el or emba nkment and only one short 
viad uct is required, as the coun try is almost a dead level . 
For 2 0  miles we saw n o  tree, and I was reminded of the 
familial' dreariness of the p rospect that once spread before 
me as I travel led by the G reat Eastern, from st.ation to 
station through the Eastern Counties fiats. For the rest of 
the way the country is a little more diversified, and there 
are plenty of gum trees with a fair undergrowth of grass. 

About 3 P.M. we passed through a track of gravel land 
furrowed with trenches and pools half full of water, and with 
lll?unds and embankments along their edges ; this was something of the scenery I expected in the diggings. I began to 
look out for Ballarat. The station is finer than the average 
�f English ones, with the usual mob of loafers on the p lat-

a r m .  There is,  however, an unmistakeable Yankee twang 
abou t  everybody and everything in the colony which seems 
strongest at Ballarat, and strikes you even on the platform. 

My idea that Ballar�t could show no better hotel accom
Ill
h

odation than a canvas tent was rather shaken when I found 
t e 'George Hotel ' could make up 80 or 90 beds, and had �

.
l�rge bar, a sitting room, a billiard room, &c., besides a 

Inlng room, where we found tables laid for 3 0. 
VOL. V. I 
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One more surprise awaited 11S in our bed rooms, 
were provided with toilet apparatus com plete, razors except 
We prefer to provide t hese t h ings fo r oursel ves in  Engl 
b ut th � colon ials seemed to app�o,·e of the arrange n l� l1 t ,  the hall' brush al rell dy stood i n  n eed of a wash,  and the 
��·ush w as dyed pink wi th the dent i frice of t he la�t  gu 
I he cold bath dol'S not  see m to flour ish as in  Engla 
" bat.h-room " al ways figures i n la rge l etters on t h e  
and cards o f  the hotels : b u t  my ex perience is t h a t  i t  is 
apartmen t  out of repa i r, or j ust painted , or unavai lah le  
some reason 0 1'  anot her-probably t he inhabi t an ts are 
judiced agai nst it  on accou nt o f  the unt i mely death 
popular Melbourne alderman, caused by an un wise use 
a cold bath : a th ing so contrary to his usual hab i ts, tl1::l.t 
never recovered tbe shock. 

Curious to  see what Bal larat was l ike, we sil l l ied out n 
day on a yoyage of discover v ,  and fo u n d  that l i k e  a l l  t 
in V ictori il, the st reets ra� east, w est, north il n d  E O  
A few

. 
doors dOWJl the street w e  passed a group of five ban 

all  bUIlt  of a dark blue stone t h at abou n d s ht·re. E 
bui lding rose to the h eigh t of three stories, an d in each t 
words " Gold Office " g l i t tered on the bl i l lds  of one or 
windows. As may be ex pected , I k now no to wn in E n ,,·l 
that. could surpass Bal larnt i n  the character of its bf lll ks.o 

A bout 1 0 0 yards fl lrthel: dow n the  st reet stands 
Mechanics' I nsti tute,  which we entered. Proceeding do 
the passage to the read ing roo m ,  we pas� ed on o ne 
a smal l lecture roo m ,  ca pable of holding 3 0 0 01' 400 people 
on the other, two rooms for evening clas�es, w h ich, I w 
sorry to hear, did not Hnswer well .  The readincy roo 
however, was well  fi l led wi th  at ten tive readers ; u ps�airs is 
really  fi ne lecture room , i n w h ich , when pl atfor m and 
are fi l led, 1 0 00 people can fi nd room. 

There are few places of public amusement at Balla A French colony seems to st art with a t h ea t re ' w hilst Engl ish one b�gins with a warehouse, and fol1ow� it  up wi 
a church, trustIng to t he law

. 
of supply and demand to provi 

theatres and other recreatlOlls.-At least in Bal larat th 
expectation h as proved a vain hope. I did not visit 
theatre or dancing room, but a friend informed me that 
was once the sole occupant of the boxes and h ad considera 
difficulty in heari ng the actors all acco'un t of the din in 
pit ; whilst in the dancing saloons, ful l  dress consisted 
shirt sleeves, and trousers tied up at the knee. 

Leaving the Mechanics' Institute, we pass the intersection 
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f the two m ain streets : here is the pedestal on wh ich a 
o !l u m c n t  to the explorer, vVil ls, is to stan d ; here also does n;.onc l t he Ballarat S hop . 'l'he fron t  of that shop must be 
� �o feet at least, and seems

. 
t� offer for sale e

.
verything a 

' 1 11 c a n w a n t  for house fUrll l Sh1 l1g 01' bod y c 1oth lllg. Jl1' b . if I . 
h d ,Ve pass many st.reets mnctllng 0 to t le l'lg t an 

left, n ot ici ng that al l of them begin with much show, b u� fa.ll 
qu ick ly  in to t he decay of. wooden h�uses and" sheds. 1Ius 

conv i nces us that wc arc 111 the " mam artery of traffic, so 

w e fol lo w i t  on. A fter wa lk i ng some distance we came to 

a p lace where the grou nd began to si nk a l i ttle, and the size 

of the houses a great deal.  �tone houses became the �xcep

tion i ns t ead of the rule, and even the wooden ones d wmd led 
in si;::e ,  un t i l t h e  front w as barely large enough to frame door 

and office w i ndo w , on w h ich was w ri tten, in  seven cases out of 
ten , t h e worus " share broker," " lan d-agent," " attorney," &c. 
Th is is  t he most A mericanized part of  the to w n ;  the streets 

a lso are a l itt le more i rreg ular, and as you wal k under the 
piazza that is bui lt from each hO llse, l itt le can be seen but 
the o· l a ring white pain t on the op posite ho use fronts ; whi lst 
alon�T the front of the piazza is fixed a h uge board with the 
tena� t's llame and business ill the largest letters of deepest 
black. 

'Ve passed several churches ; in some the iron building 
that first served for a ch urch is converted into a school, and 
by its com par ison wi t h the present l argE;r stone ch urch, 
which is  not without arch i tect ural p retensions, gi ves an idea 
of the  rapid increase of the par ish in nu mbers and wealth. 

In these par ish schools, which receive government aid, 
rel igious d ifferences are ignored ; i ndeed I bel ieve all 
rel igious instruction is prohibiteu. Every one know� how 
t he govern ment  has endeavoured to introdu ce this  system 
i n to the National schools at home. A strong p roof of the 
irnpossibility of ignoring the re l igious di fficulty in treating 
the subj ect of education is afforded by

. 
th ese sch.ools, for the), are as sectarian as i n  E n "iand. For Instance, ) f  a school )S 

attached to a Wesleyan 
°
cbapel, it is fi lled with Wesleyan 

chi ld ren ; if 10 a Roman Catholic chapel, with Papists, &c. 
I have previously praised the broad streets of Melbourne, the resul t  of mak ina the roads that pass between the huts of the 

�rst settlers of the 
°
same magnificent breadth that is so strikin� In Burke street, or Elizabeth street. The final result IS satisfactory : but the intermediate stage of small buildings and sn�all traffic p assing through the enormously wide roads of 

thIS part of Ballarat is very dreary. The very small houses 
I 2 
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on the oppnsite sine of the way seem almost thrown 
prrspect ive by the breadth of the st reet , and t o  walk ac the road seems like cr!lssi ng a desrrt. H owever we contri ,' 
to get as far as the H osl;i t al anrl Benevolent Asy lum : t 
former is a two-storied bui lrhng,  with ten l a rge windows 
the front of each story, bui lt  i n  1 8 56 ; it is  a sign of the 
prising gro wth i n  wealth of the community, as golel was 
diFcnvered unt i l  185 1 ,  and Ballarat  was by no means the 
gol d  field.  A s  m ight be expect.ed in a mining elistrict, 
found that a large proportion of the Cases were casual 
from ex plosions, and other mining accidents. The 
lent Asy l u m  (our work house ) is a pretentious bui lding wit 
many pi nnacles and o riel windows. It contains 2 0 3  in mates 
1 0 3 a re deserted chi ldren ; most of the rest are bedridden 
considering the l ength of time this colony h as been 
ex istence, I was surprised to finel that with hardly an 
tion these last are from the old country. 

As yet the poor of the colony are relieved by volun 
contributions : w e  should suppose the colony rich eno 
to do this easily, but it is here generally adm itted 
paupers are becoming so numerous that volun tary 
must be supplemented, if not altogether superseded, 
government aid . 

These buildings formed the l imit of m y  walk ; I co 
now form a more correct idea of Bal larat. B rought 
existence originally by the rush for gold, it has out!  
that excitement, and settl e d  down into the great i nland 
of the colony-though even now gold mining, gold 
&c. , are the occupations of thousands. 

The im portance of the agricultural i nterest may be 
gathered fro m  the 1 86 4  prize list of the an nual  show of t 
Ballarat Agricultural Society, founded in 1 858 .  There 
three classes of horses, comprising twenty-eight sections 
there are twenty sections in the cattle class, fifteen in the 
sheep, thirty-one in implements, and thirteen in machin ery. 
To each section two pri zes are allot ted, and in three cases 
silver cups of the value of £ 1 0  or £ 1 5 . In the early days 
of the colony golel was obtained,  as is well  known, by washing 
the san d and mud deposited in the beds of rivers whose 
streams had graduall y  worn down and carried away the gold 
d ust formed in the quartz. It is  , generally known that this 
kind of work was soon exhausted, and explorers naturally 
tnrned their attention to getting gold direct from the quartz 
itself. This is still a principal way of obtaining it ; the other 
plan is on the w hole more remunerative and requires rather 
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])i ta1. For its discovery the colony i s  indebted to a 1 eSS ca . . . I . . 1 f I m O l l  sense arphcatlOn of t h e  SII11 P e pr1l1Clp es 0 geo ?gy. con 
I
II . ,  t is  built  in a wide val ley between two ranges of hIl ls : lh U I  a . d' f' . , 

f these is quartz and 111 the streams procee lllg rom It one 0 , 
h '  d t l'ties of gold were found : the ot er range IS compose quan . d of basaltic rock, and for sometIme was �ot suppose to 

tain gold. To one explorer however It  occurred that con . h ' d '  t h 'n former geological ages t IS unpro uctIVe range m.us ave 
b1 n quartz also ' that the sands of the streams runn1l1g from ee ' . d '  1 ' 1  this range into the sea, m ust h ave been lmpregnate 111 I {e  
m anner with gold dust. and that the waters must b ave washed 

," ay nuo-o-ets of gold from the quartz ; that the beds of these a" MM ' 1 1 ' d th streams with the ir  golden treasures must stl eXlst u n  er e 
flood of basalt, which ha.d poured over th� range and c�oked 
up the streams-so that, If the basalt was p.lerced through, the 
streams would be reached and the washlDgs from the beds 
prove to be rich. At 400 feet below .the s urface, these 
resul ts were verified ; a rich bed was hIt upo.n ,  and large 
quantities of gold obtained. .Most of the compa11les a� Ballarat 
obtain gold i n  this way ; their works. are .call�d allUVIal. 

Only one spot, calle� Blac.k HIll,  IS mllled �or guartz 
crushing,-Sandhurst belllg the great centre for thIS kmd of 
min ing. . . 

O u r  first visit was paI d to the Black HIll works. 
A fter a fe w words w ith the manager, we walked up the 

h i ll side to ·the tunnel which l eads to the excavations. Stand
ina at its entrance w e  had a capital view of Ballarat : it 
se�med to extend over a lenath of nearly two m i les, h aving 
a breadth never exceeding a quarter of a mile .  I was 5nform �d 
that tlVO or tbree h iO'h circular brick t.owers, consPiCUOUS 111 
different parts of th� town, �r� watch. stations for obser�ing 
the first signs of a fire and glVlllg notIce to the fire- engl� es. 
As near as I could guess, w e  walked about seven or  �Ight 
hundred yards before reaching the scen.e of operatIOns. 
Start ing from the level w e  were on, the mlDers had worked 
u pwards, until to save props, they had broken out to. the 
light, and we found ourselves on the floor of a large pIt or 
excavation some two or three hu ndred yards square , and 
averaging a depth of thirty from the s urface. A la�·ge 
extent had evidently been worked out and presented noth1l1 g  
b u t  beaps o f  profitless m ullock, m uch resembl inl? whit� chalk. 
Fol lowing a train line leadinO' towards a part of th e pIt sunk deeper than the rest, w e  c�me upon a party of miners at 
Work. The white clay w hich formed the hi ll,  seeme(� here broken by firmer and darker bands of eart.h, whIlst a 
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vein of qUllrtz, in some places a pure white, in others red, ran down the cu tti ng. W hilst looking about few 
,
m01:nents, I saw the gl itter ot' gol d i n  the clay ; q e�tncatl Dg my prize, I set up a sh out of tri u mph , b ut d isgusted to find I hlld been d eceived by a sma l l  �par, ,to �\'hich a yel l owish lustre '''as imparted b y  t he m which It was imbedded, My gu ide assu red me t hat cl�y contained no gold w hate ver : and a l t ho u�h the q u  paid very w e l l  for stam p ing, yet it was useless to to see the gol d i n  the rock. We now fol lowed t o  the of the pit , a train of tmc-ks loaded with q uartz ; here ore was t i l ted down a shoot which at once brinO's und �r the hammer of the crush ing machine : this co� , ?f sixty hamm ers ,  (ellch 7 cwt,) ,  a l ternn t!:' ly r ising and fal mto a closed chest or tro ugh , the front of which is com of plates of m etal, perforated with  holes of d ifferent s these chests contain mercury to form an amalaam for gol d : the ham m ers incessa�t1y fal ling wi t h :: crash th shake
,
S th� wO

,
oden sl�eds 

,
and offices, c rush the q nartz a sen d It flYing m all d i rectIOns ; the waters and the p small en ough to �scape through the perforat ions fly out esca pe, the rest falls b,�ck and is  t h u s  passed agai n and under th

,
e hammer unti l  crushed into an impa lpable pow from w hICh 111 1  t he gold has been d rawn bv the action of t mercury. The q uartz, now reduced to powder, mixes wil  the water and flows out from the chest down an i n cl i p lll l� e and so escapes ; l edg�s are fixed at d ifferen t parts of I n? l l 11e t? break the  fl o w  at t h e  stream, and the p lane is wnh baize ,t

,
o en tangl � �ny £n er partic les th at may have escllped . J he depOSIt, IS col lected several ti mes a day, a�d ex posed to the actlO� of m ercury ; llfter which it may fairly be concluded very lItt le gol d  l"sca pes, In some works t he q u artz  is calcined before bei nO' crushed but this is the only process I have omit ted to lUCl1t�n in th� foregoing account. 

'Ve now proceeded to th e Band of I-lope alluvial d i 'yO'i nO's wh ich lay upon tbe other side of th e to w n ,  W e nd r��� throngh a I lare plai n with n otlJ ing but the ul18i o-ht lv  sheds of the difI�rent workings t
,
o reliEve t he v iew ; each shed was of wood WIth a grea t l op-Sided towel', also of wood risino' out of the m idst. Our  guide in trod uced us to th� ma;ager 

�v h? asked us to l i,q l1:or be fore sl"ei ng the works, Th is is a� wdlspensable p reh tnl l1ary to all col onia l busiul"ss, Thus in the course of ou r visit, we l iquored on this our £1'st introduction ;  we afterwards drove some miles to another 
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1 , u wh ere we aO'ain liqu ored ; upon our return to the , o r  { I n ,.,  n ,  
' d  h I " cl 'f II 0 1Je we aO'ain l Iq uored ; we l l1specte t e WOI' {S ]3'111 0 . b 

Id h h d 'cl aaiu l iq uorecl, and one of the party to me e a an 1 apr i vate liquor ou the sly, A liquor is conducted after 
ha,( a 'time r ' the party walk up to th e counter and one says ;;It :��ut ; \Vhat wil l  you take ? "-then you ask fa!' bran dy 

. , ter  sherry &c, ( n ever for beer) as you · feel  disposed. aUU wa " , t' D il l' guide now took us u p  a nckety set 0, steps, 
At the top we f01 lnd o ur£el ves on  a I:alsed part of the 

floor of a long shpcl w i t h  the ll1 o�th of the pl� a,few feet  before 
us ,  w h i lst beyond was the mac �l l n e ry for hOlstl Og up the men 

l ore ( i f  the we t  masses of duty blue sand and pebbles that a l1 (  
e Ill) in t h e  b uckets c a n  be ca l led ore). The p roc(>�s of ca m  1't ' b t cleans ing was very sum mary, le most prom l l�ent ° � e

,
c S 

, t he larae room we were in were three lA rge c I�t
,
erns hke 

�ash tub;; the ore w as ti pped i nto these , m ixed With water 
Id stirred by harrows drawn round and round by horse 

allwel" the l i ahter sand w as carried away and the w h ole well pl ' to>  " ' d fl' cl h \\'ashed, Afte r  a certall1 t 1 1ne the watel' IS rawn 0 an t e 
mud scraped out and t.h rown i nt o  a t ro

,
ugh or sh oot. ,A 

5 t ro l1 " stream of water is di rected down thiS sh oot and carnes 
awa/'t he pebbl es and much of the sand, the larger J:lebbles 
are ca rried different distances clo w n  the trough, whIlst t�e 
gold i m mediate ly sinks to the bottom in consequence of Its 
great specific gravity, , ' 

This p rocess is carried on for SIX hours : by that time �h e 
trol1" h  is filled with quartz  p ebbles and white sand , whi lst 
at t l�e top of t h e  shoot a l ight yel low spot gleams t h rough the 
water, I n  this  spot i s  collected l1�arly the whole result 
of the work of the rninp. for t he last SIX hours,  

The mllSS of pebb les is vigoro us ly raked
, 
over and over to 

get r id of  a l l  the sand a n d  mu d , the water 
,
IS  then 

,
tu rned

, 
o ff, 

and the conten ts o f' the trough shove l led 111 tO a pierced 1I'0n 
plate which acts as a sieve to reta in all the lar.gel' pebbles : 
litt.le escapes but gold and a metal, clll led mun� ICk , of n�arly 
the same speci fic gravity as go ld,  T�e ma�� IS now sti rred 
abollt by a magnet to which any par t Icles of 1I'on &c, adh�re, 
an!l the remna'llt is taken to a fu rn:lce to be t.horoug hly d ned, 
\Ve fo l lowed to �ee the final process : in a few mi n utes the re
S\l l t  of six hours mining in the shape of a n ur�b

,
er o� drops ?f 

gold about the size of shot )'eappear�d Sll l l1 1ng 1 11 v,lrgm 
beauty, Even now it

, 
is not quite pun,Red : ,a ve�sel , hke a 

fry ing-pan with wide sl�es and a �eep h p  g�Jl1g 1:lght t? the 
bottom is  p rod uced , 1 he Ill,etal IS s�ake

,
n 111 thIS untt l  the 

lllundick (being of less speCifi c  gravity) IS collected on the 
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ou tside of the m ass; from time to time the workman b 
out the 'refu se over t h e  lip of the vessel u n t i l  n othing 
gold is l eft. The yield is then weip-hed, rcgiste red, 
up,  and taken to the bank. The Band of H ope em 
2 5 0  men, and the yiel d for the day was £ 4 0 0 : t he 
nugget, i n  size] an d shape not  unlike t he top of a 
little  finger, was wort h about £ 2 0  or £ 2 5 ; the cost of 
the gold was about £ 2 5 0, le aving a very fair profit  
en abled the company to pay a dividen d  of 5 per cent. 
men sem . Thi s  was an in stance of a fair day's work 
successful mine ;-we afterw ards visited another  where all 
vi si ble resu l t  of t he expenditure of £ 1 8 , 0 0 0  was a tall 
hou se and an unceasing s tream of bracki sh water. 

There i s  not  much to be seen by descending into 
mine : we met one party who had been exceedingly fO l, tun 
for they ha d j u st hit the mo men t when a rich pocke t of 
had been discovered, or. e of them dt sCl'i bed the nalTOW 
which ha d o nce been the be d of the ri ve r runn i ng lik 
band al ong t he si de of the work ing ; and at one partic 
spot the n uggets stood so thi ck ly clustered together in 
clay, that , i n  the l i be rality consequent u pon the first """ ",,,,onr. 
of surprise , the manage r scra tche d them out with 
point of a cl asp knife an d  p resented one to e ach of the pal' 

Roun d each mine an exten sive piece of land i s  al 
cove re d  with the s an dy refuse from the workings : round 
e dge s are pitched many small gipsy tents, whi lst near at ha 
are c rowds o f  Chinamen hard at work re- w ashing tbe 
So carel e ss is the proces s of separating the gold that m any 
these fel lo ws m ak e  a comfo rta ble liveli hood out of the 
they get i n  this way ,  whi lst some are l ucky en ough to fi n d  
prize : st.i l l  oftener however a poo r  fel low i s  found dead 
hi s tent of st arvation and hope defened. Still  crowds 
Chinese flock to the gol d m etropolis. One of the m 
inte resting street sights of M elbourne i s  a number of 
fel low s ju st after they have left the em ig rant ship; aw ay they 
go, their bright beady eyes glist en i ng ; their  tails knotted up 
round t h e  head ; thei r tongues ja bbe rin g in spi te of the single 
file they m a rc h  in. A l l  thei r goods are slung in a couple 
squ are l id  les s  bo xes hung at t he ends of a stout barn 
resting on the right shoul der, and gi ving to the spring 
their motion as t hey trot along. "\V e now retu rned to 
B aUal' at, and havin g left a valu able depo sit in gol d, in pay
ment of our hotel bill, we returned to Mel bourne by the 
l ast train. 

IN MEMORIA M G. A.. P. 

HE has gone to his grave in the st;ength of youth, 
While life shone bright before him : 

A nd we, who remember h�s wO
,
rth and truth, 

Stand vainly grieving 0 er hlln. 

He has gone to hi� g�aye ! .That manly heart 
No more with life IS glowing ; 

And the tear� to our eyes unbidden start, 
Our sad hearts' overtlowing. 

I gaze o n  his rooms 
,
as beneat� I pace, 

And the past agam comes 0 e� me, 
Fur I feel his grasp, and I see hl� face, 

And his voice has a welcome tor me. 

I gaze on the river, and see on?e more 
H is form in the race competing ; 

And I heal' the time of his well-kno,:"n oar, 
And the shouts his tl'iumph greeting. 

Flow on, cold river ! Our bitter grief 

No tear from thy waves can ,,:aken : 

Thy whisp'l'ing reed, and thy wJllolV leaf 

By no sad sighs are shaken. 

Thy banks are thronged by the youllg and gay, 

Who drpam not of the morrow ; 

But thou lust no car for a mournful lay, 

No sympathy with sorrow. 

Flow on, dull river ! Thy heedless wave, 

As it echoes shouts of gladness, 

Bears forms as stalwart, an� hearts as brave, 

As his whom we mourn JtI sadness. 

But an arm more strong, and a �leaJ't more bold, 

And with purer feelings glowmg, 

Thy flowing waters shall ne'er b�hold, 

Till time has ceased from flow mg. 

" MEMOR." 
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hammer, and the quarter-mile race, while tIle two race was undecided, Mr. Long of Trinity College, Cam�ri and Mr. Laing of Oxford, running a dead heat. 

The Officers of the Cricket Club for the present season 
President, Rev. A. F. Tarry, M.A. 
Fi�'st Captain, F. A. Souper. 
Second Captain, W. Almaek. 
8ecl'etmy, A. C. Skrimshire. 
Treasurer, E. W. M. Lloyd. 

The following gentlemen have during the presen t  tenll been unanimously elected members of the Stained -. 'Vindow Committee : 
T. Benson. 
H. H. Coehrane. 
H. B. Cotterill. 

T. de C. O'Grady. 
W. Lee Warner. 

A further list of subscriptions and donations will be given next term. 
'Ye are requested to inform those who are about to leave Cambridge, that it will be a great convenience to the Committee, if they will pay their subscriptions before they go down. 
The vacancy in the edit.orial committee of Tlte E(/gle, the commencement of the present term, for which there three candi<lates, was filled up by the election of Mr. T. Moss. 

ri':Oo 0 0 0  0 
°oOr;l� " 

I1 

, 

PROFESSOR ADAMS' RECENT DISCOVERIES IN 

A.STRO�OMr. 

BY an old rule of tbe Eclitors, the technicali ties of science 
are excluded from the pages of tbe Eagle: and if this 

article should appear to any of our readers to trench on this 
rulc, we must make the importance of the subject, the 
interest it will have to many resident and non-resident 
subscribers, and our peculiar pleasure in the success of 
our eminent fellow-collegian, our apologies, if such indeed 
be needed. Many, we hope, of the scattered members of 
our college, as they read this paper, will be pleasantly 
reminded of the hours they have spent on Godfray's Lunar 
Theory, or Herschel's Astronomy, or Laplace's Exposition 
d'lt Systeme du JJlonde,. and many more, to whom these 
pleasant recollections are denied, will read with interest 
an account of one of the most remarkable and pregnant 
discoveries of modern times. 

Professor Adams, director of our Cambridge Observatory, 
at 'the beginning of the present year, received from the 
hands of the President of the Royal Astronomical Society the 
Gold Medal for his valuable contributions to the Develope
ment of the Lunar Theory. I propose in the present paper 
to give a short sketch of the nature of these contributions, 
and to point out their importance, and their position in the 
splendid History of Astronomical Discovery. It will be 
possible, I trust, to present this subject in a manner that 
shall be intelligible to an attentive reader, even if he is 
unversed in the mysteries of mathematical representation. 

If a careless person were to note the position of the moon 
among the stars on a succession of fine evenings, he might 
suppose that, during the intervals of twenty-foul' hours 
between his observations, the moon moved over equal 
distances. A more careful observer would see that this is 

VOL. V. K 
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not quite the case; but that sometimes it moved faster, 
at other times slower. If now his attention were arrested 
this irregular motion, and he were accurately to 
what the motion of the moon really is at all times, and 
it in such a manner as to enable him to predict its m 
and position for the future, and assign it for the p 
would be constructing by observation a Lunar Theory. 
astronomers before Newton, by means of observation 
made progress in this direction which will always strike t 
student of the suhject with admiration and astonishme 
They discovered that the po�ition and motion of the 
depended upon the relative position of the sun; and 
means of expressing this dependence. To show how 
discovered this, and how they expressed it, would be to 
an historical account of the Lunar Theory, which is not 
purpose; it will suffice here if it is understood that t 
discovered that the distance of the moon in front of, or behi 
the position which it would have occupied had it moved 
uniformly in a circle round the earth, could be represented 
by adding to and subtracting from that position a long series 
of small distances, each of which depended ultimately in a 
simple manner on the relative position and distances of the 
three bodies, the sun, the earth and the moon. These sma 
distances are called terms, equations, variations, &c. In the 
discovery of the existence, and accurate establishment of the 
magnitude of more and more of these small terms, and thereby 
predicting more accurately the moon's position, resides the 
development of the Lunar Theory. 

Newton's hypothesis of the law of gravitation, that all 
bodies attracted all others with a force proportional to the 
mass and inversely proportional to the squal/e of the distance, 
altered the aspect of the Lunar Theory. If the law were 
true, (and the evidence for it was overwhelming,) the motion 
of the moon might be �educed from this law, by tracing its 
consequences when apphed to the mutual action of the three 
bodies: and, conversely, the truth of the law micrht here be 

b . d '  
t:> ,  su mltte to the most ngorous test. Newton be!2'an this 

great work with unrivalled sagacity, and the great n'l'athema
�icians of the age �ucceeding his, applying the powerful 
lDstrun�ent of ana�ysls. to the problem, r�ised the theory by 
successIve approxllnatlOn. to an extraordll1ary pitch of per
fection. The highest stimulus was given to the observers and 
to the mathematicians; any deviation of the observed place of 
the moon from the place predicted for her by the mathema
ticians, sent them to their work again: the inexorable moon 
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travels on in her orbit regardless of the efforts that are being 
made to account for her eccentric motions; and if �he is not 
where the mathematicians say she ought to be, either their 
calculations or the law of gravitation must be wrong. Lunam 
quis dicere falsam audeat. 

N OIY discrepancies of this kind have several times occurred; 
and the importance of Adams's discoveries is well illustrated 
by some of them. In any single revolution, it may be well 
to observe, of the moon round the earth, her path will be 
ncariy an ellipse; cutting the plane in which the earth moves 
round the sun, in a line which is called the line of nodes; 
Dnu the axis major of which is called the line of perigee and 
apogee, from its passing through the points at which the 
moon is respectively nearest to and furthest from the earth. 
But the path is not quite an ellipse; it is distorted by the 
action of the SUll on the moon, and at the end of the month 
the moon has not exactly returned to the spot where she was 
at the beginning. Hence she sets out for the next month 
in a new ellipse differing slightly from the previous one; 
and the new line of nodes or line of perigee will be in a 
different position from the old one; and this is expressed by 

I stating- that the line of nodes advances or is retrograde. Now 
it will be understood that such motions as these admit both 
of being observed, and of being calculat.ed, on Newton's 
hypothesis; and Newton's hypothesis is tested by its results 
agreeing with observation. The most famous discrepancy 
was iu the motion of the line of perigee. The theory of 
Newton, in his own hands, gave only half the motion actually 
observed. And moreover when the higher calculus was 
applied by the skilful hands of Clairaut, it gave the same 
result. Clairaut did not hesitate to suggest that Newton's 
law might be an incomplete and approximative representa
tion of the law of nature; but he was fortunate enough 
to discover afterwards that it was his own calculations 
which were incomplete and approximative; they were soon 
advanceu to a level with observation; the agreement was 
complete, and Newton's law established more securely than 
ever, 

Once more, the smaller planets J uno and PalIas and 
Vesta were affected with perturbations of unaccountable 
magnitude. They seemed from their character to be due to 
Jupiter, but Jupiter's mass was inadequate to produce them. 
Bessel suggested that the attraction which Jupiter exercised 
on them might be not in proportion to his mass, but be 
elective, like magnetic attraction: an extraordinary solution, 

lC 2 
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which has been happily renu.ered unnecessary by A 
discovery that the l:nass of Jupiter had previously b 
wrongly determined, and that when the right mass 
used the disturbances of the little planets were all en 

So when a discrepancy is found to exist between ca 
tion and observation, it has been always the herald of 
discoveries. 

N oIY when the sol ution of the great problem about 
moon's motion was first effected, and was awaiting the verd 
of the future to test its powers of accurate prediction, it w 
an obvious thought to verify it by an appeal to the past. 
the shortness of life forbade these early mathematicians 
verify their calculations in future ages; they could at 
shew that the position of the moon at any past epoch 
be accurately ascertained. And the accuracy of these 
tions respecting the past, if I may be allowed the expression 
could be examined by means of the records of eclip 
Would or would not their theory assign such a position to 
moon on June 21, R.C. 399, that her shadow should be 
on Rome just before sun-set, and on January 23, A.D. 88 3, 
that her shadow should be thrown on Antioch ? 

RalIey seems to have been the first who considered 
question. With astonishing clearness he seized the 
ditions of this question, saw that the knowledge of 
elements, on which the solution was to be founded, was 
yet incomplete, and saw also the probability that, when 
accurate knowledge was obtained, it would appear that t 
was a peculiarity in the moon's motion entirely unforeseen 
others, that it was now moving faster, and performing 
revolution in a shorter time than it did in past time. If 
longitudes of Bag dad, Alltioch, and other plaljes were accurat 
known, "I could then ," he says, "pronounce in what 
portion the moon's motion does accelerate; which that it 
I think I can demonstrate, and shall (God willing) one 
make it appear to the public." Newton adds to his 
edition of the Principia, the words, "Ralleius noster motum 
medium Lume cum motu diurno terrre collatllm paulatim 
accelerari primus omnium quod sciam deprehendit." 

This is the first chapter in the History of the discoverv 
by observation of the amount of secular acceleration of the 
moon's mean motion. The next chapter should contain an 
account of the detailed examination of all the ancient eclipses, 
and the inferences as to the acceleration finally delluced. 
The details are however too complicated for introduction 
here: I can only observe that in order that an ancient eclipse 
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should b e  valuable for this purpose, its date, its hour and the 
place of observation are required: and to ascertain these 
req uires often a minute histol'i�al and geographical in vestiga
tion, besides elaborate mathematical work. 

If the place and date are given, and the tables in which 
the moon's motion is minutely described, are used to calcu
late the path of the eclipse of that date, if the tables are 
in error ever so little they will make the path of the eclipse 
pass not over the gi ven place, and it may thence be calculated 
",hat change must be made in the moon's mean motion as given 
by the tables, to bring its shallow at that particular date to 
that particular place. Such are the two eclipses observed by 
Ibn Junis at Cairo in A.D. 977 ,  and 9 7 8, "qure in astronomia 
lunari," says Mayer, "auro argentoq ue omni pretiosiores, 
meo quidem judicio sunt habendre. 

And [\�ain, if the place is given, the date is not given 
exactly but is known to be within certain limits, even this 
record can be made use of. For it must be recollected that 
total eclipses of the sun are not common at any assigned spot. 
In London, for example, only one has been. seen since A.D. 
1400. If then a calculation from the tables of the moon's 
motion, assuming a certain amount of secular acceleration, is 
made about the eclipses which have been visible at that spot, 
it may happen that none took place within the assigned limit 
of time which was total at that spot, but that there was one 
eclipse which would have been total at that spot if we make 
a slight change in the assumed acceleration. And thus the 
alTlOllnt of the acceleration and the date are simultaneously 
fixed with a certain degree of probability. The degree 
of this probability depends of course on the previous accuracy 
of the tables and on the tolerable correctness of the amount 
of acceleration fil"Et assumed; for if they were far wrong 
more than one eclipse might be forced into identity with the 
historical eclipse, by making sllitable hypothetical corrections 
in the moon's mean motion. And thus the eclipse which 
Thales is said to have predicted was identified by Bailey 
und Oltmann, with the one which took place on September 30, 
D.e. 610 ; but by Airy with that of May 28, B.C. 585. 

Hence it will be understood: 
(1) That observation indicates a secular acceleration of 

the moon's mean motion. 
(2) That eclipses fu rnish the means of ascertaining the 

amount of the acceleration with a considerable degree of 
accuracy. 

(3) That the amount of the secular acceleration deduced 
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from observation is not less than 10", and the latest on the chronological eclipses raise it to 12", and even nearly 13" . 
Now for a long time theory was entirely unable to for this. It seemed as if the law of gravitation was sistent with a secular acceleration, Euler and pledged themselves to this assertion. Laplace tells us where that he at first thought the motz'on of the moon affect the influence which the sun's attraction exercised it. But at last he discovered the true cause. Some of this must be given before Adams's discovery can apprf'ciated. 

There is one term in the expression for the moon's motion discovered by observation by Tycho Brahe, which indicates that during half the year the moon is a little ahead of m�an place, and during the other half of the year a behind it. This he called the annual equation. It shewn by theory to depend on the varying distance of earth and the sun, that is on the eccentricity of the earth's orbit: and it depends on it in this way. The average effect during a month of the disturbing influence of the sun on the moon is to diminish the gravitation of the moon to the earth, so that the moon is sustained in space, and describes her orbit, at a somewhat greater distance, and with somewhat less angular velocity than she would do if abandoned by the sun. This average diminution of her gravitation to the earth is proportional to the mass of the sun, the radius of the moon's orbit, and the inverse cube of the mean distance during the month of the earth from the sun; and may be shewn to be to her total gravitation to the earth in the ratio of the squares of the periodic time of the moon and earth, or as 1: 1 79 nearly. Now this gave to Laplace the key to the'mystery. The inverse cube of the mean distance during the month of the earth from the sun involves the eccentricity (e') of the earth's orbit; and on examination it appeared in fact that in the expression for the mean diminution of gravitation of the moon to the earth there was a term �E'2. Now this would alter if e' alters; and e' does alter, {n consequence of the attraction exercised 011 the earth by the other planets. Here then m ight be the key to the problem which had puzzled the world for nearly a century. 
When' Newton tested, by the newly obtained value of the earth's diameter, his idea that terrestrial gravitation miO'ht be the force that retained the moon in its orbit, he beca�e so excited, it is said, that he was unable to finish his calculations. 
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f..,aplace's hand may well have trembled as he proceeded with 
his problem. 

The diminution of the square of the eccentricity (8'2) 
between the years 1700 and 1800 A.D, &c. was known to be 
'0000015325, and since the mean diminution of gravitation 
of the 11100n contained the term T�O x �e'2, it would diminish 
by Thi x � x '0000015325 or '00000001284'25 of itself. Now 

100 x 365 
thc moon moves through nearly I x 360 x 60 x 60 

27?'j 
seconds in the century; and hence the theoretical diminution 
of the diminution of the mean angular velocity, or the secular 
acceleration of the moon's mean motion is equal to � the 
product of these two numbers, or a little more than 11" ; 
find thus agreed very nearly indeed with the observed 
acceleration. 

Once more theory and observation completely accorded, 
and many have been the preans sung on this triumphant 
verification of the law of gravitation. Strange indeed that 
the slow and small influence of the planets on the form of the 
carth's orbit shoulU thus manifest itself in an increased 
velocity of the moon, and be detected by a study of the 
ancient records of eclipses. 

And now at last the reader is in a position to appreciate 
Adams's discovery. If there had still remained a discrepancy 
between theory and observation, it would be easy to anti
cipate that Adams had reconciled them. He has done no 
such commonplace thing, He has done what is far more 
important; he has shewn that the theory, though it agrees 
with the observation, is in error. He has shewn that 
Laplace overlooked a certain cause of disturbance. I cannot 
express this in other than mathematical language. Laplace 
assumed that the tangential disturbing force would have no 
effect on the mean angular velocity, and took into his 
calculations only the central disturbing force. But by a 
mc:thod of great intricacy, and one that avoids all possible 
Sources of error, Adams shewed some years ago that the 
secular acceleration due to this change of eccentricity of the 
earth's orbit is only 5"'7. He observed that the diffe
rential equations which implicitly contain the solution of 
the problem of the moon's motion had been integrated on the 
�upposition that the eccentricity of the earth's orbit was 
lllVariable; and that when its slight variation was r'ecognized, 
and the eccentricity was treated as depending on the time, 
�el'lns of a non-periodic or secular character were introduced 
lnto the expression for the moon's mean motion which 
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had been o,'erlooked by all previous 
and whose effect was to reduce the amount of calc 
acceleration from 10" to 5"'7. Then began the fa 
controversy which has occupied so much of the 
astronomers. At first Adams stood alone, with La 
Damoiseau, Plana and Carlini ranged against him: 
only so but his result did not agree with the actual acce 
tion as inferred from the eclipses, and theirs did. It was 
only Adams contra mundum but Adams contra lunam also 
Soon however Delaunay, the distinguished French 
matician, recalculated the term by a fresh method, and his 
result agreed exactly with Adams's. Then Pontecoulaut 
indignantly repudiated these" nouveaux termes," and speaks 
of Adams' method as "une veritable supercherie analytique." 
The contest was becoming exciting; and at this moment 
Hansen's tables of the moon appeared in which the coeffi. 
cient was taken at 12", which was found to agree very well 
with observation. Leverrier, on presenting a paper on the 
subject to the Academy of Sciences, adds" M. Hansen, dans 
sa communication de ce jour, demontre nettement et sans 
replique possible et serieuse qu' avec cette value de 6" on 
est absolument incapable de satisfaire aux observations de la 
lune, et notamment a celles des eclipses.1f< N ous conservons 
donc des doutes et plus que des doutes sur les fOl'mules 
de M. Delaunay. Tres-certaincment la verite est du cote de 
M. Hansen." 

During all this time Adams maintained a dignified 
silence. His reasoning had been published. The ques
tion is purely a mathematical one in fact, and soon fresh 
mathematicians entered the lists. Plana, Main, the late 
Sir John Lubbock, and Professor Cayley, have in succession 
grappled with the formiclahle difficulties of the analytical 
question, and the coefficient when calculated to an extraor
dinary degree of accuracy, retaining even terms of the 
eighth order, is decided unanimously to be 6"'11. This 
then is the amount of the secular acceleration produced 
in the moon's mean motion by the perturbing action of the 
planets on the eccentricity of the earth's orbit. 

Let us pause for one moment to reflect on the minuteness 
of the discovery. It has been discovered that the moon's 
motion is being accelerated; that it is travelling faster during 
the present century than during the past century; and that 
it will continue to travel faster and faster. How much faster 

'" This has been verified by M. Marth. 
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does it move now than it used to do? In the present 

CCI1 tury it wi 11 advance by 10" 01' 12" more than it did in the 

century preceding. Or in other words if any one had 

observed the motion of the moon from A.D. 1600 to 1700, 

and then again from A.n. 1700 to 1800, he would have 

discovered that in the second interval of 100 years the moon 

had travelled further than it had done in the first interval by 

the 150th part of her own breadth. And the discovery of 

Adams is, in plain words, that we know why she has advanced 

"3"hth of her breadth, and do not why she has advanced the 

other footh. 
It is unspeakably wonderful that the genius of man 

should have discovered such a fact as this. Wonderful that 

this very small amount of acceleration should ever have been 

discovered: wonderful that its cause should ever have been 

found; and scarcely less wonderful that noW the cause has 

been found to be not quite adequate, and that the unaccounted 

for portion of this very small quantity should be regarded 

with such interest, as the possible key to the solution of 

problems of cosmical importance. 
The importance of this discovery, in fact, can scarcely 

be over estimated. The resources of mathematical analysis 

as applied to the Lunar and Planetary series have been taxed 

almost to the utmost. The time is past for calling into 

questiou the law of gravitation. There lurks some cause 

for the unexplained accderation of 6".45 per century. It is 

due to Adams that the action of this unknown cause is 

known. Once before the unexplained perturbations of 

U ranus led him to the discovery of Neptune; he has now 

set the world to seek for the unknown cause of the remainder 

of this secular acceleration of the moon. It would be easy 

to illustrate from the history of the sciences how the search 

for the causes of residual effects has always led to novel 

and important truths. 
To what source are we to look for the cause? It may 

be traced perhaps to the direct actions of the planets in spite 

of Euler's dictum. It will probably bring into reconsideration 

the action of gravitation. The supposition that this is 

instantaneous is profoundly difficult. It will be well to 

calculate what the effect of a progressive transmission of 

gravity would be on the mean motion of the moon, and of 

her nodes and perigee. 
Laplace shewed, if I remember right, in an appendix 

to his M ecanique Celeste, that this velocity must be at least 

8,000,000 times as great as that of light: but this result was 
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based on the hypothesis that there was no acceleration 
the moon's mean motion unaccounted for; and the 
must therefore be reopened. 

Another possible cause is the existence of a 
ether through which the earth and moon move. Laplace, 
another appendix, was led to deny its existence because 
calculations for the accelerations of the moon, and the I 
of perigee and nodes gave the numbers 11", -37", 7" \V 
agreed so well with observations; and a resisting ether wo 
alter these proportions, because, as he there shelVed, it 
accelerate the moon's mean angular motion, but not 
the lines of perigee or nodes. It remains to be exaOlin 
whether his calculations of the accelerations of the lines 
perigee and nodes are equally vitiated by his erro 
method of treatment; and to examine whether the true val 
for these derived from this cause agree with the obse""�.1; 
values. If they do, and so far as they do, while 
acceleration of the moon does not, it will furnish obvi( 
a most important argument in favour of the existence of a 
resisting ether. 

A third cause may be detected: it is possible that 
earth's period of rotation is diminishing. Laplace has sta 
indeed, that it cannot have altered by the hundredth 
a second since the time of Hipparchus; but this 
dictum rests, it will be seen, on the supposition, 
disproved, that there is no unaccounted for acceleration 
the moon's mean motion, and with it the above falls to 
ground. Now it is obvious that if t he day were becom 
longer, other motions referred to it, while they remain 
actually the same, would seem to be becoming faster. Hence 
the. moon may only seem to be moving faster, because our 
day is longer, and the unexplained secular lacceleration of 
6" be an apparent acceleration only. Newton had this in 
view in writing above" cum motu diurno 'ferrce collatum." 

If our century were longer by 271 x 6" or 164", we should 
first discover it by this amount of apparent acceleration of 
the moon. Delaunay has already investigated this question 
mathematically. It had indeed before been pointed out by 
Mayer that the law of C.onservation of Force, a law that nOlv 
dominates over all phYSIcal resea rch, shewed that the action 
of the tides necessarily retarded the earth's rotation. The 
tides do work on the earth, and this work m ust be �t tIle 
expense of some other form of vis viva, a11(1 that can be nOlle 
other than the vis viva of rotation of the earth. But 
Delaunay has been the first to shew that this retardation is 
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pr(lbably a measuraule quantity, 
"

though extremely small, 

and indeed he has shewn that 164 per century is not a very 

improbable value. 
So this discovery of Adams will lead, we hope, to a 

renewed investigation of that most difficult of subjects, the 

tides. Here theory lags far behind observation. And if 

this retardation of the earth's rotation be established, it is 

curious to speculate on some of' the inferences and speculations 

that must follow. The year ought to seem to shorten 

pr(lportionally; an� inferences may be. made as to th.e 

increase of the sun s bulk on the meteol'lC theory. And If 

the earth is being retarded in Its rotation, the last stronghold 

of the doctrine of the unalterability of our solar system will 

be taken. It taxed the imagination to conceive, amid a 

system of perpetual orderly change ruling over all other 

motions, thab the earth should go on from age to age rotating 

in one ever invariable period. It is a sameness that seems, 

to conflict with the variety arollnd it. A very slow retarda

tion is going on, how slow we do not yet know, and the 

same causes that are now in operation will tend constantly 

in the same direction, till our day becomes as long as our 
month. It is impossible not to see in this a probable 
explanation of the strange coincidence in the periods of 
rotation and revolution of the moon. H ad she once tides, 
either when fluid, or in her now invisible oceans? If she 
had, their retarding influence, mighty as they would have 

been, from the size and proximity of the earth, and her own 
small mass, would have gradually rednced or increased her 
period of rotation till it coincided with her period of revolu
tion round the earth. 

And if the movement of rotation of the moon is not 
accelerated pari passu with its movement of rotation, will 
not the moon in some far distant age present to the earth 
another face fro111 that with which we are so familiar? 
Perhaps it will be impossihle to predict this with certainty. 
Laplace has not left even this speculation quite un touched, 
and has assigned reasons for believing that the acceleration 
of revolution· will be propagated into the motion of rotation 
of the moon. 

We have run on unwittingly into speculations further 

!han we intended: but in truth this discovery of Adams 
IS, pregnant with the materials for speculation and study and 
dIscovery. And while we thus raise our humble voices to 
Congratulate our great C ambridge Professor and fellow 
collegian on his discovery, unparalleled in its kind in the 
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past history of science, we value it mainly as opening the to fresh discoveries in the laws of the universe. regretted that there was but one universe, and Newton discovered its laws. Some of our mathematicians have dOll less regretted that there could be but one .M ecanique and Laplace had written it. But now Adams has shewn there is something yet unknown where all was sup known; and has made it possible for some other name be enrolled in the brilliant list of discoverers in Astrono Let us indulge a hope that this honour too will be won an Englishman, a Cambridge man, and a J ohnian. 

JOY AND SORROW. 

WHAT is sorrow but a spring, 
Ever flowing, evel' full ? 

Joys are transient, and can fling, 
O'er its waters deep and dull, 

But a ray that serves to shew 
The depth and darkness of the woe. 

Joy may like a bubble rise, 
From the ehilly depths below, 

But too soon it breaks and flies, 
While the gloomy waters flow 

On for ever, and they seem, 
But the darker for the gleam. 

Sorrow's springs will never d,-y, 
Joy is but a shallow stream, 

Glist'ning if the sun be high, 

'I: '* 'I: 

( 

Bright while waning 'neath its beam. 
Joy is of to-day, but sorrow 
Like a cloud o' ereasts the morrow. 

E. 

THE MAN IN GRAY. 

�m�'�' �f.'% 
l\I ,.:::.� � , it' , . .w;. . • . 

TIlE little town of Aston was in a fever of excitement. For 
the good people of Aston, feeling the full force of their 

great poet's adage, that 

" Satan finds some mischief still 
For idle hands to do," 

determined not to give the old gentleman a chance against 
themselves, but to keep their hands fully employed-with 
other people's business. And so it came to pass that when 

I Mrs. Toddy, the landlady of the Aston Arms, received a 
letter desiring her to prepare a bed for "hers truly, Ruff'e 
Ryder, S.G.", the inhabitants of Aston rose as one man to 
settle the matter entirely to their own and Mrs. Toddy's 
satisfaction. Not that there was anything out of the way 
in anybody taking up his quarters at the hotel in Aston; for 
Aston, being one of those central country towns in a hunting 
district, received many passing visits from strangers; but 
there was a mystery about the letters S.G., after Mr. Ryder's 
name, which every Astonian felt in duty bound to clear up to 
the best of his ability. To be sure, old Admiral Pigsed told 
them it only meant silly goose, like themselves, and asked 
what on earth it mattered to anybody else who he was, as long 
as he behaved himself whilst he was at Aston, and paid his 
hotel bill when he went away? But no one minded what 
that old seabear said. So it was setded that Mr. Ryder must 
be a somebody, (or why should he have any letters after his 
name?) and must be treated accordingly. It was even sug
gested that a deputation of influential townsmen should be 
sent to present an address to him on his arrival at the station, 
and Mr. Oxide the chemist was mentioned as the fittest 
person to read it, for he had once been at a school where they 
taught Latin, and still retained enough of that language to be 
able to read the names of the drugs on the drawers in his 
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shop. But th is idea was afterwards dropped. 
time Mrs. Toddy got all things ready fOl' the arrival of illustrious strano-er, for as  she said to Mrs. Peepaskew postmistress wh� brought her Mr. Ryder's letter, " know, my dear, he'll have to pay for it all, whoever he is, we  may as well have the best room ready for him, in case should tUl'll out to be a prince in disguise." You see 'l'oddy's ideas were rather romantic, but her imagination been early cultivated at a genteel school, where they 
extras. So after arriving at such a satisfactory concl these two good ladies assurhed an air of the utmost 

. 
tance whenever the strange gentleman's name was men in their presence. For wasn't Ruffe Ryder, Esq . ,  S.G., to take up Ilis abode with M rs. Toddy ? Anti hadn't Peepaskew carried the letter announcing his intention the Aston Arms with her own hands, and been present it was read ? 

On the day fixed for his arrival, there was quite a at the railway station,  every one in tent on getting the peep at the mysterious stranger. 'Vhen the train drew at the platform, out got a short man ill gray leading a dog by a chain . As he was the only passenger. there con be n o  doubt that he was the " long expected one," especial as he personally superintended the transference of two portmanteaus, each marked R.R., from the luggage van to the of a cab. He seemed at first rather taken aback at findi himself the object of such general attention, and seeing M iss Smilkin gazing fixedly at him, he mechanically rais his hat to her, and then jumping into the cab was soon 1 to the sight of the wondering Astonians. " A  very wellgentlemanly young man," said M iss Smilkin d rawing herse lf up. She evidently thought our hero had recognised her high birth in the contour of her bony nose, and the se�of her undeceptive false front. " He must be made much of," continued the lady. And as her maternal aunt's grandfather had married into Sir Newgate Ketche's family, who was himself fourth cousin to the great Lord Cab'aft of Hemptie, Miss Smilkin was naturally looked to as the setter of fashion at Astoll, particularly in the matter of settling 'who was to be called on by those who wished to be considered as "society." " He only came second class !" said M rs. Peepaskew in  an inj ured t o n e  to M rs. Toddy. " So he did, my dear," answered that lady, " but then you know the truly great are ever the least ostentatious." This was a sentiment ·Mrs. Toddy was very fond of airing on every possible occasion . 
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It came w ith several others from one of the copy books in 
vhich Mrs. Toddy learnt to write,  C" practised caligraphy," 
\e would have said,) at the genteel seminary. Miss Smil k i n  
�vas a s  good a s  her word , a n d  introduced M r. Ryder into the 
tip top Aston society. He was visited and feasted and enter
ta ined in every possi ble way. And all the young and middle 
artcd ladies assiduously set their caps at him. For though 
r�ther un polished, or a l ittle negligee as they termed it, yet 

he was a g:>od enough looking young fellow. And as Miss 
Sl11 i lk in said in a mysterious manner that he was " a  bon 
prwti, and had evidently moyed in the highest circles," it was 
obviously the thing to do to try and secure him to Aston for 
cyer. With the men he was a particular favour ite, as he 
abounded in " tips " about the coming races, and was a very 
fair hand at billiards. But still the mystery of the letters 
S.G. was not cleared up, and many and various were the 
theories current about them. Old General Tellagoodun said 
he re me mbered him well  in the ·Peninsula, where he had 
beld a high rank in  the Spanish A rmy, and that S.G. meant 
Sanctissimo Generalissimo, a title of honour conferred only 
on the most distinguished officers. As  the General was very 

I rich , gave good dinners, and had no relations, this explana
tion was the generally received one in Aston. To be sure, 
Admiral Pigsed, when he heard it, observed in a voice like an 
Armstrong gun with a quinsy, that if that were the case, M r. 
Ryder must have worn uncommonly well, as he didn't look 
above thirty. B u t  nobody cared for what the Admiral said,  
as he made a point of always differing from the General on 
every subject, and had nothing besides his half pay. So 
Mr. Ryder continued to l ive on the fat of the land. 

One day the General gave a grand dinner party, and of 
coune Mr. Ryder was there. After the ladies had left the 
r.oom, and the gentlemen were beginning to grow confidential, 
httle M r. Chirp the attorney sidled up to our hero and said, 
" do pray, my dear sir, tell me what is the m eaning G :  those 
letters that every one is talking about." 

" vVhat letters ?" said M r. Ryder, taking a huge bite out 
of an orange and letting the juice run down his chin.  

" vVhy that mysterious S.G.," answered Mr. Chirp. 
" S.G.?" said his friend wiping his mouth with the back 

of his hand, " 0, it only means stud groom. I am Lord 
Epsom's stud groom, and I have j llst come down here to look 
a l ter a horse he has training for the  Derby"--

o dear ! what a commotion there was in Aston after this ! 
l<:very one suddenly remembered he had often noticed how 
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that man smelt of the stables, and ate with his knife. peculiarities explained at the time as being eccentricities the aristocracy, but now-- ! It was a sad come down our hero though. Intitead of the smiles and bows that to greet him at every turn, he now only met noses so 
turned up that he began to fE'ar they would stay 
like his bull dog's. The only person who thorough 
the joke was Admiral Pigsed, who roared and chuc 
turned so purple in the face that his heir-at-Iaw began to anxiously for an apoplexy. But it  didn't come, and Admiral lived long enough to clnjoy many a hearty laugh his old foe the General. As for poor Miss Smilkin, she to go away for a month to the sea side, she was so upset ! 

�$..M � :rJ.il 
��t �;h'« 

E. 

, 

ADONIDIS EPITAPHlUM. 
From BION (Id. I.). 

I WAIL the fair Adonis-he is  dead, 
Dead fair Adonis 1 with me wail the Loves. 
No longer, Cypris, sleep on purple trains : 
Rise wretched sable-stoled, and beat thy breasts, 
And tell to all that fair Adon is dead. 

I wail Adonis ; with me wail the Loves. 
The fair Adonis on the mountain lies, 
His white white flank gashed by a whi.ter tooth, 
And grieveth Cypris fainting out his soul ; 
And o'er his snow-white flesh weeps down black blood 
And underneath his brow his eyes are glazed, 
And his lip's rose is gone ; and e'en the kiss 
That Cypris ne'er will leave, dies out on it, 
Him, though he lives not, Cypris loves to kiss, 
But he knows not who kissed him in his death. 

I wail Adonis ; with me wail the Loves. 
A cruel cruel wound has trench'd his groin ; 
A deeper heart-wound Cytherea bears. 
For him, that boy, his dogs howl'd forth lament, 
Ceaseless lament : him weep the Oread nymphs. 
But Aphrodite with her tresses loos'd 
Roams sad, unkempt, u nsandaled, through the brakes, 
And as she walks the briars tearing her 
Drink in her sacred blood ; but she goes on 
Through valleys long with her shrill sad laments, 
Calling her boy, her dear Assyrian spouse. 
But round him by his navel gushed dark blood, 
His breast dyed scarlet from his wounded thigh, 
His bosom erst snow-white was purple-stained. 

" Ah Cytherea 1" with me wail the Loves. 
She lost with her fair lord her form divine, 
For while Adonis lived her form was fair, 
But ah 1 her beauty with Adonis died. 
Alas for Aphrodite, say the hills ; 
" Alas Adonis 1" is the oaks' response, 

VOL. V. L 
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The rivers weep for Aphrodite's woes, 
The fountains mourn Adonis on the hills, 
The flowers with grief are pnl'pled ; dirgcs sad 
Swell through Cythem's groves, through all her glades. 

Ah Cytherea, fair Adon is dead ; 
And echo answered " fair Adon is dead," 
Who had not wept for Cypris' mighty love ? 
Ah ! when she saw Adonis' stanch less wound, 
When she perceived it, when she saw his blood 
All purple-hued upon his failin'g flank ; 
UnfolJing wide her arms she made her plaint : 
" Stay, stay, Adonis, luckless Adpn stay ! 
" That I may meet thee for the last last time, 
" That I may clasp thee and join lips with lips. 
" Adonis, wake a little, kiss thy last, 
" Kiss me so long but as a kiss may live, 
" Till from thy soul into my mouth and heart 
" Thy spirit ebb, and I thy sweet charm draw 
" And drain thy love ; this kiss I'll sacred keep 
" As Adon's self ; since thou, ill -starr'd one fliest, 
" Thou fliest far and com'st to Acheron 
" And its grim dreadful king : but J, alas, 
" Live, am immortal, cannot follow thee. 
" Receive, Persephone, receive my lord, 
" For thou art much more mighty : all that's fair 
" To thy lot falls, but I am all accurst, 
" Accurst and suffer woe insatiable, 
" And wail my dead Adonis, fearing thee, 
" Diest thou thrice-yearn'd for ? my love-dream is gone 
" A nd Cytherea's widow'd ; through the halls 
" The vain Loves flit ;  with thee my charms are gone. 
" Why huntest, bold one ? Thou, who wast so fair 
" Wert mad enough to combat with the beasts ? 

Thus moaned Cypris ; with her wail the Loves, 
Ah Cytherea ! fair Adon is dead. 
As much in tears sheds Paphia, as in blood 
A donis : on the earth from both spring flowers, 
From blood the rose, f!'Om tears th' anemone. 
I wail the fair Adonis-he is dead. 
No more in thickets, Cypris, wail thy lord, 
Not for Adonis is the leafy bed, 
Let dead Adonis rcst upon thy couch, 
The dead Adonis, beautiful in death, 
In death, yet beautiful as though he slept. 
On soft robes lay him where he went to sleep, 
On which with thee he used to pass the night 
In holy slumber on a couch all gold : 
There mourn Adonis, though sad-visaged strew 
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Chaplets on him and flowers ; all with him, 

As he died so did all the flowers fade, 
R ain myrtles on and unguents, rain perfumes : 
Perish all perfumes !  thine Adon is gone, 

On purple vestments daintily 11e lies, 
And round him weeping wail aloud the Loves ; 

Their locks are for Adonis shorn ; and one 
His bow, another brings his arrows ; this 
His well-winged quiver ; this one looses off 
Adonis' sandal ; this in golden urns 
Bri ngs water : and another laves his side ; 
This fans Adonis with his wings behind . 

For Cytherea's self the Loves lament, 
On ev'ry door-post Hymen quenched his torch 

And scattered to the winds his mal'l'iage wreath. 
No longer " Hymen, Hymen" is the song ; 
" Alas, Alas" is chanted, and yet more 
" Ah for Adonis" than the Hymen song, 
The Graces mourn the son of Cinyras, 
Telling each other " fair Adon is dead," 
And shriller far than thou, Dione, mourn. 
The muses also for Adonis weep 
And call upon him, but he heeds them not, 
Not but that he is wil ling ;  Pl'oserpine 
Will not release him.-Cytherea cease, 
Cease thy laments, to day thy woes refrain, 
Another year thou must lament again. 
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RECOLLECTIONS OF A CHRISTMAS AT ROM E .  
CA Lecture.) 

NOTE. The following was delivered as one of a Parochial Course 
Lectures in one of the suburbs of Manchester, and its character · 
of course determined by the character of the audience. Had 
lecturer been writing for classical students, he might have taken 
other branches of the subject, but he ventures to hope that tl 
more genel'al reminiscences may pl'ove interesting at any rate to 
non-classical subscribers to The Eagle. 

N OT very long ago, an American took passage in one 
the Messageries' steamers from Marseilles, to Alexand 

The steamer called at Civita Vecchia to take in cargo, and, 
usual, remained there for the greater part of the day. N 
Civita Vecchia is not the most amusing place in the 
It is a small seaside town, hardly more indeed than a 
and not a fashionable watering place. The only eXClLtml\::JJ� 
which the place knows is caused by the arrival of the 
and by the daily manceuvres of the garrison. The form 
course, was over, and the latter do not last for ever, and if 
did, would become tedious after half an hour. So our 
being moreover one of those thorough travellers, who n 
lose a chance of seeing what comes in their way, went to 
Railway station, and finding a train j ust starting took a 
for Rome. When he reached the city he called the, vetturino that he saw, and said to him-" I've got just 
minutes before my train goes back, and you must shew 
Rome." Not a very easy task you will all admit ; yet it is 
task which I have before me to night. Nay, I may 
even a more difficult one-for the cabman was only expe<;LO .... 
to show the outside of Rome-while T, if this 
interest you, must show you something also of the 
their character, and their customs. With such a task 
me, I may fairly ask every indulgence at your hands. 

On the 1 9th of December, 1 864,  I found myself with 
three companions at the office of the Messageries Imperiales 
I1t Marseilles. The weather was not very calm, so that it 
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was not without some secret satisfaction that I ,  for one, found 
that all the berths on board the Civita Vecchia steamer were 
engaged. All that we were anxious for was to reach Rome 
bcfol:e Christmas eve, and this, we found, could be done by 
taking the land route to Genoa, and the coasting steamer from 
that port to Leghorn and Civita Vecchia. This plan enabled 
us further to see Marseilles, N ice, and Genoa, and part of 
the famous Corniche road. 

There are few views prettier than that of Marseilles 
harbour. On a rising ground a little outside the town 
towards the sea, is a church dedicated to Our Lady of the 
Guard, the patroness of the Marseillais sailor. Hither his 
wife, his sister, or his sweetheart come with offerings and 
prayers for his return ; hither he himself, if he has any 
devotion in him, comes offer thanks for his safe arrival in 
port. But the chief attraction of the place to the traveller 
is the view that it commands of harbour and bay, and 
town. Look to seaward, and you have the blue waters of 
the Mediterranean gently washing the curving lin e  of 
coast., or fretting the rising cliffs, and dotted over with three 
or foul' islands, one of them crowned by a dismal castle, 
another by a long low white building that glistens in the sun. 
rfhe castle is the prison, famed wherever Monte Christo's 
name is known, the Chateau d' If; the low white building 
is a prison hardly less dismal, though the confinement in it is 
reckoned by days and not by years : it is the house of 
quarantine. Look to landward, and far away up to the low 
hills, which, like an amphitheatre, surround the place, the 
whole space is dotted over with substantial villas, rising from 
amid gardens and vineyards. At your feet lies the town 
thronged with a busy swarm of workers, or, if it be a summer's 
evening, of happy families enjoying the air after a hard day's 
work. Everywhere signs of prosperity. We were fortunate 
enough to reach the top of the hill j ust as the sun was 
sinking into the sea, an orb of burning gold. It was all that 
was required to complete the beauty of the scene. 

But I must not stop to tell you of the haps and mishaps 
of the way-how the door of the diligence would By open 
as we were just dropping off to sleep-how we had to turn 
out at 1 o'clock in the morning for " the custom-house 
gentlemen," and at 4 " because the bridge is broken down"
how we got to Genoa at 3 o'clock the next moming after 
thirty hours of diligence-how We admired the filagree-work 
and the ladies of Genoa-how we resolved not to be cheated 
of our breakfast on board the steamer at Leghorn, and in 
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consequence, missed the train to Pisa-how all the bon in the place could not make it endurable-ho w  we 
vainly to amuse ourselves for one half hour by a visit 
barber's, two of our n umber to be operated upon, the 
two to look on-how we, the lookers on, came to the 
elusion that being shaved with a blunt razor and cold 
may be amusing to the spectators, but does not tend 
smooth either the chins or the tempers of the patients : all 
is written in the diaries of the company, but can only be hin 
at here. Let me land you and our party at Civita Vecc 

It was the boast of the old Romans that every road 
Rome. There is now one way by which every trav 
must pass. The ancient dramatists of Rome would 
called it  the Via Nummaria, the Money-way. The pontifi 
government is not so unreservedly attached to the 
of St. Peter as to neglect those of St. Matthew. The ad 
tures of a passport for and in the Papal States, might, in 
hands, make a little book. Firstly, you must obtain the 
of the Apostolic Nuncio at Paris-fee. Secondly, when 
reach Civita Vecchia, your passport is given up ; if 
en regle you receive a permission to land, and your pa 
stamped again is returned-fee. Thirdly, when you 
leave Rome, you require the visa of the British Consul, 
the permission of the police to depart-fee. Fourthly, 
permission is again examined and registered at the Stati 
Fifthly, it is confirmed at the frontier-fee. Sixthly, if 
return even the next day the same process m llst be 
through, and the same fees paid ; whereas in  other coun 
even in Austria, a visa once given is good foJ' a year. 

From Civita Vecchia a couple of hours of a very 
railway brought us to the yellow Tiber and the etemul ci 
The first sight of it is disappointing. You must spend 
time there before you get thoroughly to love the place, is one of those coy beauties that reg uire a long acq uaintan 
before you can appreciate and analyse their charms. I t  is 
not hard to see why. The antique is veiled under a modern covering, and judged as a modem city, Rome is a long in arrears of civilisation. The streets are narrow, the shops 
poor ; sanitary laws are entirely set at defiance. Indeed it would seem as if man had done his best to aid, instead of counteracting the natural unheal thiness of the site. To one who is fresh from Paris, or M arseilles, or  Turin, the contrast is too striking to leave a good i mpression. 

But I must rememlrer that if our friend the vetturino was 
to show Rome ill fifty minutes, he would be obliged to use 

J 
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0111e systematic arrangement. First in order of time during 
:11Y visit came churches and church ceremonies. Let me say 
at starting that I went to Rome for its antiquities and its art, 
and that consequently, I did not give so much time to Papal 
Borne, as I should have done had my visit been longer. 
What I did see I will tell you. Luther, I imagine. is not 
the only visitor of Rome whose simple-hearted piety has 
been shocked by the carelessness, the irreligion, the im
morality which he has seen there. I am not what is called 
an ultra-Protestant. I have seen more than once, earnest, 
simple devotion, and attentive worship in Romish churches, 
and that even in Italy ; I have known Swiss guides who have 
refused to start on expeditions till they hau been to early 
mass : but nothing of this did I see in Rome. Fat, over-fed 
priests: dirty Capucin monks in their gowns of brown serge, 
changed once in three years, men, many of them, whose faces 
would hang them, as the saying is, met one at every turn. 
I cannot but think that a great part of this is due simply to 
the continuance of the temporal power of the Pope. When 
Victor Emmanuel gets to Rome there will be no doubt a 
grand clearance. 

We reached Rome on Christmas eve, and at 8 o'clock 
presented ourselves in ful l  evening dress at the door of the 
Sistine Chapel in the Vatican. This is another of the results 
of the temporal power. 'Wherever the Pope is expected to 
be present, even if it be in church, every one m ust appear i n  
conrt dress ; the ladies, in black silk, with black fans, black 
gloves, and black lace veils worn mantilla-wise : and the 
gentlemen in ordinary evening costume. At Christma& 
there is not a very great pressure of visitors, so we obtained 
admission without any difficulty. The next half-hour was 
spent, as at a concert, in watchiug the arrivals. The 
Pope was not present, but there was a fair muster of Cardinals 
and Monsignori, each accompanied by his secretary, whose 
chief work seemed to be to act as lady's maid, and let down 
Monsignor'S robes which had been tucked up out of the way, 
�nd then to hold his missal till such time as he should require 
It. Then snuff-boxes were pulled out, and Cardinal chatted 
with brother Cardinal, and Secretary with Secretary, till 
service began, and even af�er. One man , however, was an ex
ception to this rule. This was Cardinal Antonelli, the Pope's 
prime minister, whose name is a byword for crafty diplomacy. 

At half-past eight the service be�n. For more than 
an hour and a half it consisted of psalms sung to the most 
monotonous of Gregorian chants, alternating with short 
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lessons intoned on a peculiar cadence, the music of 
any one who is curious, may find in Mendelssohn's 
Then came the mass itself, one of the most florid spe 
of the modern soulless style of Italian music. All this 
we were standing, and tired enough I assure you. 
half past ten I quietly withdrew, quite satiated with 
I had seen and heard. 

We were not much more successful in our next 
We were informed by our guide-books that there 
solemn m ilitary mass, with fine music, at eleven at the c 
of St. Louis, patron saint of the French. Thither we 
and found ourselves in a moderate sized church, pretty 
filled. At the altar was a splendid trophy, one of the 
successful pieces of decoration I have ever seen. It 
composed chiefly of lustres of glass, and lit up by 
hundreds of candles of different sizes arranged like the pi 
upon an organ. The priest's part of the service was 
audible, the rest only too much so. Murray's 
seemed a mere travestie. The " solemnity" was shown 
constant succession of visitors coming in and out, occ 
chairs for a quarter of an hour, and then 
military were represented by some half score French so scattered about-but only as private worshippers ; the music was produced by a choir singing out of tune, each his own time, and an organist whose sole object seemed to to insert a fine fioritura in each verse of the chant with any regard to the existence of such things as bars in and who consequently in the second half of every verse about a couple of bars behind the last of the choir. 

The next event on the programme was a mass, with Shepherd's Hymn, in St. Peter's, at 3 o'clock on Chris morning. I have often regretted that I did not go to it. is performed in a side chapel of St. Peter's, the rest of church not being lighted up. The effect must be very pecn if the music is good. But I was so disgusted with th experienoes of the evening, that I did not feel inclined to gi up a good night's rest for it. 
Next morning, profiting by our exp81'iences of the Sistine the night before, we did not appear at St. Peter's till 1 1  o'clock, the service beginning at 9. The Pope was officiating at the high altar. Here I must say a word about 

the churoh. The original plan, Michael Ancrelo's, crave it 
the shape of a Greek cross, that is, a cross with

O 
arms of equal 

length, directed to the four points of the compass. This plan 
was afterwards enlarged, the Eastern arm prolonged and ter-
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J11iuated by the facade which is seen in all views of the church. 
rrhis alteration, while it entirely mars the symmetry of the 
e:xterior, throwing the dome so far back from the front, that 
the latter hides it and prevents your realising its height, adds 
at the same time to the grandeur of the interior. The high 
altar is at the centre of the cross, nnder the dome, and the 
effect of the lengthening of the eastern arm is that the 
minister, officiating at the high altar, while his back is turned 
upon the congregation in the choir, faces the crowd in the 
nave. The crowd on this occasion was not great, but suffi
cient to line thickly the way which was kept clear down the 
middle of the nave. The transepts were almost clear of 
people. As we came up the nave we could see over the 
altar a kindly, benevolent face, and could hear at times a 
silvery voice feeble but clear. We had taken the precaution 
to come in full dress, and so by the courtesy of an officer of 
the pontifical guard, obtained admission to the choir which 
forms the western arm of the cross. At the eastern end, as I 
have said, is the altar, and at the western was a raised dais, 
supporting the pontifical throne. In front of us were the 
cardinals, and behind them some distinguished visitors ; oppo
site were the ex-king and queen of Naples, and several dig
nitaries in uniform. At our right was a raised gallery, 
occupied by ladies, who here sit apart. 

The music was very good : the two choirs and two organs, 
north and south, keeping up the song uninterruptedly. The 
men's soprano voices, which the night before in the small 
chapel of the Vatican had appeared to us even disagreeable, 
lost all their harshness, as their notes rolled up the vast dome. 
And after the consecration of the host, a strain of sweetest 
music, such as one would think none but angel's trumpets 
could produce, came floating down upon the ear. Never but 
once have I heard sounds so etherial, so heavenly, and those 
were produced by no human voice or instrument, but by 
Nature's echoes that took each note and purged it of all alloy, 
leaving only the pure melody. The music of St. Peter's is 
produced by silver trumpets, aided of course by the con
struction of the building, but where they are, the ear . can 
scarcely discern. All that you feel is that such strains must 
and do come from heaven. 

This over, the Pope proceeded, bearing the Host, to his 
throne at the other end of the choir. There the consecrated 
wafer was distributed to a number of the diplomatic corps, 
and the whole service concluded by the chairing, if I may 
so call it, of his Holiness. He was carried on a chair of state 
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above the heads of the people, wearing the triple cro 
which is far less ugly by the way than it is generally 
out to be, and bestowing his benediction upon the 
The cardinals , mon signori, bishops, &c., lead the proceSSIon il which goes down the nave and out by the door 
municates with the Vatican, where it is to be hoped 
Holy Father enjoys his Christmas dinner after the 
four hours' fast. 

It would be impossible for me to say much of the 
in Rome: their name is Legion, and there are very few 
them which do not  contain some obj ect of interest, artistic 
otherwise. But there are two or three, which may cl 
notice in particular. First among these is the church of 
Ara Creli or altar of Heaven. It stands on the site of the 
temple of Jupiter Capitolinus, t.he supreme god of 
Rome. All around breathes of Rome in its highest 
Hard by is the temple of Concord where the Senate 
liberated, where Cicero spoke, where Cresm' sat-below is the 
Forum, the scene of so many struggles for liberty-the temple 
itself was the goal to which Rome's victorious generals in" 
triumphal pomp directed their way. Now the only proceo-' 
sions are those of monks and priests-now another Cresar, 0 
of that nation whom J ulius in part subdued, lays down laws 
for Rome-now Rome's manly eloquence is hushed. He 
must be insensible indeed who could fail to be struck by and 
to meditate upon such a contrast. To such impressions, to 
such meditations we owe one of the grandest works in our own 
or in any language, Gibbon's " Decline and Fall." 

This church of the Ara Creli owns a miraculous Bambino, 
or image of the infant Saviour, a wooden doll carved, as the 
legend says, by a Franciscan pilgrim from a tree on the Mount 
of Olives, and painted by St. Luke while the pi lgrim slept 
(nothing like a good an achronism ! )  This doll has perhaps 
the best medical practice in Rome ; in all serious cases be is 
called in, and a cure not unfrequently follows his visits, 
" but," suggests Mr. Story in his interesting book Roba di 
Roma, " as the regular physicians always cease their 
attendance upon his entrance, and blood-letting and calomel 
are consequently iutermitted, perhaps the cure is n ot so 
miraculous as it might at first seem," This it is which is 
carried in the processions that have taken the place of the old 
Roman triumphs. N ow let us look at the substitute for their 
manly eloquence. It is a custom in many churches at Rome 
to shew from Christmas to Twelfth-day a Presepio, a kind of 
stage representation of the stable at Bethlehem, with the 
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bepherds or the eastern kings offering their gifts. Of course 
�hat at the Ara Creli is one of the most sumptuous. The 
]3ambino and the Virgin are covered with diamonds and other 
j ewels, and poor St. J oseph is the only one who seems to need 
the g-ifts which the magi bring. Against one of the p1llars 
on the other side of the church a small stage is erected, and 
from this little children, chiefly girls, recite, with all an 
Italian's action, short speeches or dialogues in explanation of 
the scene. There is something trivial about it, something of 
childish vanity, and yet something grand,-the tale that can 
come from the mouth of babes has borne the palm from the 
eloq uence of this world. 

Attached to the Ara Creli is a Franciscan convent. I 
will next ask you to accompany me to the church and 
convent of Santa Maria dei Capuccini, the head-quarters 
of the order. It contains one or two fine paintings, but 
its chief attraction is a strange charnel-house, which is 
attached to it. Passing through a court-yard, in which groups 
of French soldiers are standing a bout, we are admitted by a low 
door to the crypt. It consists of four vaulted chambers, the floor 
of which is covered for some depth with soil brought from the 
Holy Land, which has the peculiar property (so they tell 
you) of sweetening decay. The interior of each vault 
contains a number of graves, while at intervals along the 
walls  are reared the skeletons of monks departed, all clad 
in their monastic robes. The walls and. roofs are covered 
with human bones, arranged in fantastic patterns or piled in 
orderly heaps. The effect is peculiar, and there is nothing, 
save the grim skeletons in their brown serge gowns, to make it 
ghastly. Whenever a member of the convent dies, he is 
buried here in his brown frock without a coffin. The oldest 
occupant of the graves is removed'to make place for him , and 
takes his place, for he is by this time reduced to bone and 
fibre, among the skeletons on the wall : there he remains till 
fibre too decays, and then his bones are added to the heap. 

These Capucins are, if I may use a rather slang word, one 
o,f the institutions of Rome. They swarm in the place. They 
h.ve en tirely upon alms, and it is no unfrequent thing for a 
vlsitor to be startled by hearing an alms-box rattled in his 
ear, and on looking round. to see a dirty but goodnatured 
face or sometimes a rascally sensual looking piece of humanity, 
offering his own and his fellows' necessities to your charitable 
consideration. Those whom you thus meet are the lay
brothers of the order, who do the begging and other menial 
services, while the priests give themselves up to prayer and 
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study. They have after all no easy life of it. They 
no other clothing, than the brown serge robe, a piece of 
for a girdle and a pair of sandals, with occasional sto 
by doctor's orders. The cloth is woven at a factory of 
own, and every three years a piece cut in the requisite 
is given to each of the brotherhood who sews it up 0 
all, and never gets out of it till the next distribution. 
sleep on blankets, and at midnight are summoned by 
convent bell to attend matins. At six the services of the 
begin, and the rest of the day is mostly taken up with 
Their fare too is meagre, so that it is hard to see what is 
inducement to join the order. Mr. Story tells an 
illustrating this. A young Roman whose fortunes 
become desperate, declared to his friend that he could 
it no longer, and that he meant to throw himself into 
Tiber, " No, no," said the friend, " don't do that. If 
affairs are in so bad a state, retire into a convent, become 
Capucin." " Ah no 1"  was the indignant reply, " I  
desperate, but I have not yet come to that pitch of des 
tion." 

There is one other church of which I must speak, be 
of the beautiful legend of which it  preserves the 
It is called the " Domine quo Vadis," and stands about a 
beyond the gates on the famous Appian way. The legendis 
St. Peter during one of the persecutions which harassed t 
church at Rome, had been induced by some of his friends 
seek safety in flight. He had escaped from the city, 
reached the point where this church stands, when he 
before him the well known form of his Lord and M 
Startled at the sight, he exclaimed " Domine quo Vadis ? 
Lord, whither goest thou ? " I  go to Rome," was the 
" there again to be crucified " ;  and the vision 
But to prove its reality the stone on which our Lord 
stood retained the imprint of his feet. St. Peter, awed 
the rebuke, turned his steps back to the city, and met 
death which his Lord before him had suffered, but deemi 
himself unworthy after his weakness and flight to die 
the same death, was crucified head downwards. The stone is preserved in the church to this day ; it is true it is 
of marble, which is queer, and the sceptical do say that a keen 
eye may see traces of the chisel about it, but the legend 
remains, and I think you will agree with me that no sceptic's 
doubts can take away its beauty. 

A little beyond this church begin some of the Catacombs. 
There is little in Rome which excites greater curiosity and 
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.nterest than these memorials of early Christianity, and but 

little I think which m?re disappoints th� actual visitor. You 

have a dreary walk wlth a thlCk candle m yO'ur hand through 

10nO" galleries cut i n  the sandy soil, j ust wide enough for one 

111a� to pass at a time, and flanked by rows of recesses one 

above the other, of the size of an ordinary coffin. Here and 

there the galleries converge to an open space, which, you are 

informed, is one of the chapels used by the proscribed 

Christians. On the walls are sundry inscriptions, and i n  

some cases, portraits of our Saviour o r  of some o f  the Apostles, 

which do not give one a very exalted idea of early Christian 

art. After a quarter of an hour of this, you again emerge 

into the light of day, and are told you have seen the 
Catacombs. 

N ear these memorials of the life and the death of Chris-
tians hunted from the world are the principal sepulchral 
remains of Ancient Rome. It was a touching and, I cannot 
but think, an ennobling custom, which, instead of gathering 
together its dead in some common cemetery, laid them there 
where, going out and coming in, their sons could have before 
them the remembrance of their virtue and their greatness. 
No burials were allowed within the walls of Rome, but all 
the chief roads were lined for some miles with the monuments 
of the dead. 

On the Appial1 way they still exist for five or six miles 
out, here a tower, there a pillar, here a stone. No place 
is better fitted for musing on the contrasts of ancient 
grandeur and present ruin . Let us pause here a while. 
It is a still: peaceful afternoon-the sun, westering fast, 
bathes the desolate Campagna with its golden-silver light. 
The Alban hills some ten or twelve miles distant stand out 
against the pale clear sky, a mass of purple that changes soon 
to gray. The western horizon is lucid with a yellow light, 
almost the only sign of winter. A few stray clouds rose
tinged by the setting sun give change of bright and dark to 
the wide plain (no place surpasses the Campagna for atmos
pheric effects). Before us lies the straight line of road
stretching away with its double row of tombs and mounds 
to the foot of the Alban hills, the old pavement laid bare 
here and there. On our left are two lines of broken arches, 
extending far as the eye can see, here a long unbroken line, 
here a solitary arch, standing, as a modern author has said, like 
" shadowy troops of mourners, passing from a nation's grave," 
the wide plain that stretches between, scarce cultivated, and if 
yo u  stay too late, breeding pestilential vapours : scarcely a 
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sign of life, save where a solitary shepherd in his 
coat, comes forward to cheer his solitude by the sight 
the voice of one of human kind. 

Such is it now. E verything speaks of desolation and 
a glory departed. Eighteen hundred years ago and 
another traveller, short of stature and of weak bodily 
ance, landed at Appii Forum, with an escort of 
soldiers, and travelled along this queen of ways to the 
of the world. A fter skirting the Alban hills past La 
with its steep ascent and its swarm of beggars (they are 
still) he crossed this same Campagna. Then the monum 
were still entire, and at every step some stone told the 
of valiant deeds ended, or of domestic happiness and 
blighted too soon. Here the two traditional mounds of 
Horatii and Curiatii told of Rome's in6mcy, and 
the former limits of a territory which then comprised 
whole civilised world : there a massive tower told of 
famed in later conquests,  entwined with the loved m 
of womanly virtue.'" The two aqueducts stretched un 

% A stern-round towel' of other days, 
Firm as a fortress, with its fence of stone, 
Such as an army's baffled strength delays, 
Standing with half its battlements alone, 
A nd with two thousand years of ivy grown, 
The garland of eternity, where wave 
The green leaves over all by time o'er thrown ; 
What was this tower of strength ? within its cave 
What treasure lay so lock'd, so hid ? A woman's grave. 

Perchance she died in youth : it may be, bow'd 
With woes far heavier than the ponderous tomb 
That weigh'd upon her gentle dust, a cloud 
Might gather o'er her beauty, and a gloom 
In her dark eye, prophetic of the doom 
Heaven gives its favorites-early death ; yet shed 
A sunset charm around her, and illume 
With hectic light, the Hesperus of the dead, 
Of her consuming cheek the autumnal leaf-like red, 

Perchance she died i n  age-surviving all, 
Charms, kindred, children-with the silver gray 
O n  her long tresses, which might yet recall, 
It may be, still a something of the day 
When they were braided, and her proud array 
And lovely form were envied, praised, and eyed 
By Rome-But whither would cOlljecture stray ? 
Thus much alone we know-Metella died, 
The richest Roman's wife : Behold his love 01' pride. 
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crO:'s the plain ,  and brought their supplies of health to the 

�ity. The road was crowded with passengers and vehicles, 

swift cun'icles, or l u mbering waggons. There is but one 

thin" , if even one, which St. Paul would nnd unaltered now, 

and 
°

that is, the ignorance and superstition of the peasant 

�vho m aybe came, as to us the solitary shepherd, to see the 

prisoner that passed by. 
As we come nearer to the old walls, we meet with sepul

chral remains of another character. They consist of small 

chambers which are now under the ground, but possibly 

were once not so. They are called columbaria, or pigeon

cotes, from the way in which the walls are marked out i n  

rolVS o f  small triangular recesses, each large enough t o  contain 

a funeral urn with the ashes of some one departed. These 

colul11baria belonged to noble houses which had a large 

family of dependents and servants. One of those. recently 

discovered is the resting place of the familia of Pompey 

the Great. 
But we have lingered too long over these death monu-

ments of the past. They have for me a strange charm. 

I seem to heal' the voice of antiquity from them far more 

clearly than from its life monuments. Let us now glance 

rapidly at some of the latter. We will start from the place 

we occupied j ust now, outside the old Appian gate. As we 

enter the city, we see on the left, a massive ruin. It is the 

largest of the old Roman baths, the baths of Caracalla. It 

formed a square, each side of which was 1 1 0 0  feet long. 

The walls and part of the roof still remain, and the plan of 

the building can be clearly traced. The floor and the vaulted 

roof are covered with mosaic. These baths were quite a 

feature of Ancient Rome ; if any man of note wished to curry 

favour with the people, he would build and, I suppose, 

endow one of these huge establishments, where any one 

might enjoy a cold bath, or what we call a Turkish bath, 

gratis, or at a merely nominal charge. The old Romans 

must have been fonder of cold water than their descendants. 

A little further on we turn off to the right, and make 

what haste we can, for the street is occupied by some nfty 
novices who at intervals of a dozen yards are taking the nrst 
steps towards maintaining the reputation of the French of 
being the best drummers in the world. At the end of this 
street, the Via eli San Gregorio, is a nne massive arch, the 
arch of Constantine. 

Beyond this is the Colosseum ; a vast amphitheatre, as 
you know, in the shape of an ellipse, or oval, which would 
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hold 8 7,000 people. It is hard to realize its size. 
reason is that the materials of it have been so freely 
that in no place can y�u trace the tiers of se�ts fr?m .top 
bottom. And it reqUIres a vast effort of ImagmatlOn 
picture it, one vast mass of human faces all bent upon 
poor slave 01' martyr in hopeless conflict with some beast 
prey in the arena. Its greatest length is 620  feet, its _ 

breadth 5 1 3 feet, and it rose in three stories to the height 
1 5 7  feet, a majestic monument of the downfall of the Je 
for it was by Vespasian and Titus that it was built after 
return from Judrea. The workmen were probably J 
slaves. 

Here, as everywhere in Rome, the form of 
has been imposed upon the remains of heathendom. 
arena where Christian martyrs fought with lions is 
temple dedicateu to their memory . Round it stand 
fourteen stations, commemorative of our Saviour's death, 
ever and anon some procession of priests and monks 
in pilgrimage to the spot. Within it once stood an 
When a Christian was brought in, he received the option 
sacrificing on this altar to Jupiter, or being " butchered 
make a Roman holiday." M. Michelet in his history of 
French Revolution , alludes to another custom connected 
it. I give it on his authority, and in his words. H e  
" when there had been i n  the Colosseum at Rome a great 
and a great butchery, when the arena had d runk in its 
of blood, when the lions, glutted with human flesh, lay 
tired and satiated, then to divert the people's minds and 
them forget what has passed, a little farce was given to fol 
An egg was put into the hands of some wretched slave 
had been condemned to the beasts, and he was turned 
the arena ; if by good luck he could manage to carry his 
as far as the altary, he was safe. The distance was not great, 
but how great it seemed to him. The beasts, sated, and 
sleeping or soon about to sleep, did not fail at the slight noise 
of his tender tread, to lift their drowsy eyelids, they roared 
terribly, and seemed to ask themselves whether they should 
abandon their repose for such a ridiculous prey. Never 
clown, or mime so stirred the laughter of the people." The 
altar is now a cross, and whoever kisses this cross saves, not 
his life, for that is not now in peril, but seven years of 
purgatory. 

The Colosseum by moonlight is one of the sights of Rome 
which are to be done, and is one of the very few such sights, 
which leave no disappointment behind. The old amphitheatre 
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is nOW not only a church, but a sentry station of the French 
garrison, and it is only by presenting a permit signed by the 
commandant that admission can be procured. In the good 
old times previous to the French occupation, the arches of 
the building were not unfrequently the haunt of robbers and 
brigands, so that visitors were scarcely safe. Now you can 
roam about in perfect security. The extent of the place can 
ucst be realised as the moonlight comes streaming through 
the many arches, veiling all that is ruined, and mellowing 
decay. Here and there a gleaming torch, mo ving along the 
upper galleries tells of some party of visitors that are going 
over the building, and the faint echoes of a merry laugh give 
you some notion of the distance between you and them. 

Imagination sees the place again peopled with its 8 0,000 
occupants. Let us try to picture to ourselves the scene. It 
is a bright summer's day, the forum and all the approaches 
to the amphitheatre are crowded with sight-seers in their 
holiday attire, the men in gay parti-coloured robes, or in 
white togas, for no one may appear at the games in black. 
Here a group of gladiators, marshalled by their trainer, elbow 
their way good-humouredly through the crowd ; there a band 
of soldiers, their pikes flashing in the sun, push uncere
moniously along, their heavy hobnailed boots coming down 
on the feet of any one who is unlucky enough to stand in their 
way. We reach the building. Thanks to the numerous and 
capacious passages, for every alternate arch is a separate 
entrance, we have no difficulty in making our way to the 
scat for which we hold a ticket. And what a sight meets our 
view ! Thousands and thousands of human faces, twenty 
times as many as at the most crowded meeting in Exeter 
naIl ; rising roW above row far as the eye can reach. Over 
the whole sways a huge awning stretched from side to side, 
?nd keeping off the too fierce rays of the sun. The place 
IS arranged in three tiers or stories, with a gallery running 
round the top. The lowest, consisting of fourteen rows, is 
devoteu to the senators and patricians, who occupy the first 
four, and the knights, all, that is, who have a certain income 
(about £ 3 0 0  a year), the second to ordinary people who 
do not reach this income, the third to slaves and persons 
Who do not possess a rateable income, (those who do not 
pay income tax) who are bound to wear cloth of a dingy 
subfusc hue. The gallery is given up to the women, though 
Som e of them have encroached upon the cushioned seats 
b?low. Bnt hark ! while we have been looking round, the 
elm and hubbub of these thousand voices are hushed, and 
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all eyes turned towards that box which faces the 
entrance. Soon a general murmur of Ave Imperat01' ! 
to the Emperor ! greets the entry of the conqueror of J erus 
His appearance is the sign for the games to begin. 
doors of the arena (which is fifteen feet lower than the 
l'OW of seats) open, and a band of gladiators come fo 
two and two. They have been trained specially 
occasion, and are in point of physical strength and 
some of the picked men of the world. They walk 
round the arena and draw up beneath the Emperor's 
with the mournful cry, Ave ! Imperat01' ! Moritu1'i te Satutanf. 
" Health to thee, and greeting from them that go to 
death." Then they station themselves on different sides 
the arena, for their part in the day's programme is not yet 
Again on either side of the ring an iron grating opens, and 
one a rhinoceros, from the other a tiger'" are let into the 
They have both been kept 011 short commons for some 
to whet their appetite for the combat. The rhinoceros 
spies his enemy and trots clumsily across the ring, 'mid 
laughter of the audience, while the tiger cowers still aga ...... Uj 
the bars, his keen eye watching his antagonist. As he co 
within reach the tiger makes a spring, but his claws do 
hold well in the thick rhinoceros hide, and the next momentt 
he is pinned to the ground by his adversary's tusk, and 
there a mangled carcase. The pent up breath of the spectawr. 
finds relief, and the buzz of conversation is renewed 
the victor is enticed and the tiger dragged from the 
Some are commenting upon the last performance, others 
betting upon the next event 'in the programme, which is 
combat known as that of the netsman and his pursuer. 
sently these appear, and after the usual obeisance to the emperol'..l! 
stand facing each other, each carefully watching his opp 
tunity. One of them is armed with helmet, shield, and s 
the other is clad simply in a linen tunic or shirt reaching 
the knees, and carries in one hand a sharp three-pronl' 
fork, in the other a long net. The man in armour, 
pursuer, creeps in nearer and nearer to his opponent, 
he is just beyond the reach of his net, then darts forward 
as to come to close quarters ; at the same moment the net 
thrown, but no ! it has missed its mark, and the netsman, 
having evaded his pursuer's thrust, is running as fast as his 
legs will carry him round the arena, his pursuer after him at 

'i(; The reader who is familiar with Mr.  Melville's novel, 
Glad iators," will see that I have here borrowed from him. 
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full speed. Woe to him if he be overtaken before he has 

atherec1 together his net for another cast. But see ! he 

�,�ddenly swerves from his course ; his pursuer is clo.se behind, 

and before he can turn to follow, again the net flies out, but 

st i ll in vain. Again the same scene of flight and pursuit, the 

tWO combatants watching each other witly careful eyes, and 

dodo·jng about to make or to avoid attack. But the third 
throOw is more successful, the net drops on the victim's head 

and is quickly gathered round his form, and soon he lies helpless 

on the sand. Over him stands his adversary, brandishing his 

tridcnt in ail', and looking round to the spectators waits to see 

the effect of the appeal of the vanquished. The people are 

in a lenient mood, and the pursuer bas shown good fight, 

so the thumbs of the outstretched hands are turned downward 

to the earth, and the man's life is spared. The two leave the 

arcna together. 
It is now the gladiators' turn. A picked body of them, 

matched in pairs, are to £ght to the death ; there is to be no 
appeal to the spectators. Now the excitement begins-for 

it needs blood to whet the jaded appetite of a Roman crowd. 
With straining eyes they watch the progress of the fight : 
and with unblenched cheeks and unquivering lips tender 
women and children look on the death-agonies of the van
quished. And I may remark by the way, that there must 
have been some strange fascination, to us unintelligible, i n  
these sights. St. Augustine tells us o f  a fellow-student o f  his, 
who came to Rome, and was pressed by his friends to go 
and see the gladiatorial shows. After refusing for a long 
time he at last consented, bu.t determined not to open his 
eyes to any of the horrors which he knew took place. But 
a shout of the people at some clever feat done in the 
arcna, made him open his eyes, and it was all over with him. 
He was soon loudly shouting with the rest, and from that 
time was carried away by a passion for these games, amount
ing nearly to madness. To return : when these duels are 
over, and the victors have retired, the gratings are opened, 
and a number of wild beasts, lions and panthers, are let out
fol' the day's proceedings are to close with a venatio, or 
hunt, in which the remainder of the men who came in with 
the gladiators are to take part, and that no very easy one. 
:rhere is no appeal from the lions to the spectators, and so 
�t is not generally the regularly trained gladiators, but slaves 
J ust trained for the occasion who are pitted against the wild 
beasts. 

At last this too is over-and the people stream out. In a 
lIi 2  
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few minutes the place is empty, for everything is contrived
' 

give easy egress. It is stated that the amphitheatre 
Nimes, which would hold according to different 
1 7000 to 2500 0  persons, could be cleared in five 
The architects of our public buildings might take a 
from them. 

While stands the Coliseum, Rome shall stand, 
When falls the Coliseum, Rome shall fall, 
And when Rome falls-the world ! 

Such was the prophecy of our Anglo-Saxon 
eleven hundred years ago, and there are no other rem 
of antiquity in Rome so typical of its grandeur. All 
seems paltry after it. 

Of modern Rome, what shall I say ? It is a city 
fountains and dirt. In every square is a large f01 

. 
almost every house which possesses a courtyard is a 
and with all this, no town could well be dirtier. The 
fountains form in the day-time quite a busy scene ; 
their basins is a row of laundresses, washing after the 
tinental fashion-each with her board before her, on 
the unfortunate linen is spread and rubbed and scrubbed, 
good clouting being now and then administered to the 
therewith, by way of improving the colour. And you 
guess how the women's tongues go all the while. 
there are the groups of girls and women who come 
their copper vase!;, and stay to gossip while they are 
and the ragged little urchins climbing on to the li 
dolphins' backs, and trying within how near of  a d 
they can go, and the carter's horses with their j ingling 
that stop to plunge their noses into the cool water, and 
and there a peasant in his sheepskin dress stopping to 
his gourd as he returns to his country home. And with 
this the pleasant gurgling and gushing of the water, coo)' 
the air. 

And at night what a contrast. The night before I I 
Rome, we went down, a large party, to the Colosseum. 
was bright moonlight, and we rambled up and down 
ruins, peering out of the upper arches upon the city that 
below, or pacing the arena which so many a ghost of the 
might hau�t. Then we went through the Forum, 
strange sohtude gave the fancy full play, while its 
columns here and there were marked faintly but distin 
against the sky, beautiful in their ruin. Then we went to 
the Fountain of Trevi, the largest of those of which I have 
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spoken .  �t
,
is �uilt against the wall  ?f a large house. 

Neptune SIts III hIS car surrounded by tntons and dolphins, 

from whose mouths the water pours in a perennial stream 

into the huge basin below. This basin is surrounded by a 

paved border below the level of the street. Now not a 

person was to be seen there-not a sound to be heard but 

our own voices and the peaceful murmur of the water. You 

had only to shut your eyes to fancy you were far off in the 

country, 'mid green leaves, under the shade of ilex and 

olive where the water of the fountain springs. 
Any notice of Rome which passed over its art collections 

would be incomplete, and yet then>, is no subject on which 

it is so difficult to speak. The ground is so wide and the 

choice is so embarrassing. The galleries of the Vatican alone 

contain sufficient material for many a course of lectures, but 

when in addition to these, every palace, every villa, every 

church, contains some treasures of its own, where shall I 

begin ? 
The museum of the Vatican contains several galleries of 

ancient sculpture, four rooms of paintings every one of which 

is a treasure in itself, four rooms whose walls are covered 
with Raffaelle's frescoes, colonnades adorned with smaller 
frescoes done by his pupils from his designs, and the Sistine 
Chapel whose east wall and ceiling are adorned by the hand 
of Michael Angelo. I cannot go into details, b ut will speak 
of one or two of these works. 

First we will go into the second room of the picture 
gallery. It contains only three pictures, but two of them are 
pronounced by painters the first and second in the world. 
The first is Raffaelle's last work which was carried still wet 
in his funeral procession. It represents the Transfiguration ; 
most of you know the engraving of it. And were it only 
for the one head of our Saviour, it is worth the pilgrimage 
�o see it. Surely never did infinite love, and infinite pity, 
Joined with human foreboding of the decease which He was 
to accomplish at Jerusalem, find such a representation. With 
Him are Moses and Elias, two somewhat uninteresting figures. 
Below are the three disciples. St. Peter with upturned 
awestruck face, but closed eyes and a half deprecating 
gesture, CH Depart from me, for I am a sinful man ") as once 
he boldly started to j oin his Lord on the water, and then 
sank. St. John in reverential posture, shading his dazzled 
eyes with his hand, as able still to bear the manifestation of 
hi.s. Master's glory. Such is the upper half of the work. 
'VIth this is joined another group, the nine other disciples, 
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to whom parents and friends bring the demoniac 
Every figure in this group is full of power-the frenzied 
the heart-stricken but still hoping mother-the father 
face seems to glare at the disciples as impostors and decei 
and the Apostles, from the attentive face of Andrew to 
upturned lip and nose of sneering Judas. 

The second is the " Last Communion of St. J erome," 
Domenichino, in which the gaunt death-like figure of 
Saint stands out from the rest. Long fastings and 
fications have marred that weary frame, but the light of 
burns still in the sunken eye. The attendant figures 
a group which is perfect in composition, but none of 
draws away the eye from the centre figure of the picture. 

The third painting is one of the most beautiful 
Raffaelle's Madonnas. 

With Michael Angelo's works in the Sistine I was 
what disappointed. The Colossal figures which support 
arches, and the figures of prophets and sibyls which fill 
recesses between are exceedingly fine, because in them 
is place for the muscular developement of which the 
master is  so fond. But in the groups which 
ceiling, descriptive of scenes from early Scriptural 
and in the great painting of the " Last Judgment " it IS 
my mind a blemish rather than a beauty. When I look 
the last named picture with all its wondrous power, 
feeling that first occurs to me is that if the martyrs 
apostles of the Christian faith had possessed thews and sin 
like that, they must have shown fight before they went 
their death. 

But with all its treasures of painting, it is its 
which forms Rome's greatest artistic ornament. There 
galleries of painting elsewhere which may vie with those 
Rome, but none of sculpture. Indeed the wonderful 
of the chisel is almost a revelation to the visitor of 
Works like the Dying Gladiator, the Laocoon, the Faun 
Praxiteles, the Capitoline Venus, the Belvedere Apollo, 
the recently discovered Statue of Augustus make us conscio 
of a power unknown before, and tempt us to linger 
But I must leave them. 

There are many features of modern Rome over which, 
I could linger-its Ghetto or Jews' quarter, its cafi'es, its 
theatres, its palaces, its villas-but time, tide, and the rail
way train back to Civita Vecchia wait for no man. There 
are its games too and its lotteries ; and of one of these I will 
say a word or too-it will give you a good idea of the Roman 
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character, little altered since the time when " Bread and 

lYames" was the people's only cry. It is a very simple but 

�ery ancient game, older even than odd and even. It is 

played thus i n  its simplest form. Two persons sit or stanu 

opposite each other-with their left hands held immoveable 

at the height of the shoulder. The players flash out suddenly 

any number of fingers of the right hand, shouting out at the 

same time a number which they guess to be that of all the 

fingers held out by both. If one of the two guesses right, 

he counts a point, which is registered on the left hand. If 

neither or both guess aright, nothing is counted. Five 

points , or sometimes ten make the game. This game has 

the advantage that it can be played anywhere, and under 

some old ruin the traveller is often startled by a loud cry of 

Tre ! Cinque ! Sei ! three; five, six. The excitement of the 

players is intense, and each watches his antagonist lest he should 

play unfairly. For in this game of Morra or Flashfingers 

there is a certai.n unruly member called the thumb, and it is 
at times hard to tell whether it is extended or not. An 
unscrupulous player will make use of this, and suppress his 
thumb on occasion. And then ten to one a quarrel will 
ensue, which may not impossibly end in blood. 

Here you have an epitome as it were of the Roman cha
racter-happy, simple, easily contented, but impressible, easily 

excited, and keenly resenting any inj ustice. The simplicity 
of the Roman character has, however, not been improved 
by the French occupation. The beautiful costumes of the 
Roman women are being banished by French fashions, and 
with them are introduced other vices that go in their train. 
But this will soon be over-the question is what will take its 
place. The wishes of the Roman people (I do not say of the 
aristocracy) will be for a union with the Italian kingdom, 
and for the overthrow of the priestly power. H The priests" 
(I quote the words of a Roman artist) " are the causes of all the 
misery of Rome. Not content, unless they have everything 

�ere in their power, they have destroyed all independent 
Industry-there is now no commerce at Rome-and should 
two seasons fail to bring the usual swarm of visitors, a famine 
must be the result. And then we must support them, and 
�he crowds of monks, their attendants, in idleness, nay often 

�n luxury and debauchery." The history of this young artist 
IS a fail' specimen of the influences which have been at work 
to keep the spirit of liberty alive in the young men of Rome. 
In 1 84 8 ,  a mere child, he saw his brothel' shot down in the 
outbreak which led to the French occupation, his father and 
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family proscribed. Afterwards, his uncle, the keeper 
restaurant in Rome, was thrown into prison for sixty 
and afterwards banished with his family, because during 
Carnival some of the liberal party after a good dinner at 
house, hung out the device " Italia U nita." Italy one. 
himself was only allowed to stay as a student in the U 
sity, looked upon as harmless. Stories like these make 
fear that the day of revolution may be not only a day 
reform, but a day of grave reckoning and revenge. 

But when it comes, what a noble future may be that 
Rome ! The city whose earliest annals are a history of 
for liberty, may at length become its noblest throne. 
then no longer shall class strive with class, the subject 
his rulers, only to bow the necks of his oppressors in his 
with a heavier and more oppressive yoke ; no longer 
liberty at once degenerate into lawlessness, each doing w 
is right in his own eyes ; no longer shall the luxury and 
splendour of a few cover in, but only for a time the bur 
crater of misery that lurks beneath, whose fumes rise d 
heaven ; no longer shall the stranger take the city un 
protection ; but the rule of law, impartial law, the only 
liberty, the only true commonwealth, shall dispense its 
alike to all with unfavouring hand-and the city, to 
early conflicts many a struggling and oppressed class 
looked for encouragement-the city from whose gates 
forth the legions that subdued the world, carrying 
principles if not the practice of law and order in their tr 
the city, which, in these latter days, has stretched over 
Europe the gentle refining sway of the artist's hand, as it 
stretohed the iron hand of power, will stand a sevenfold 
on its seven hills, to send the rays of Liberty far as its ' 
armies trod. 

And, nobler prospect still, from the arena where Chris 
martyrs bled-from those dingy catacombs, where the 
simple loving faith of Christian brethren found its 
shall go forth once more the soft voice of religious fre 
proclaiming liberty to the captive, and the openinO' of 
prison doors to souls whom for so long priestcraft and sup 
stitian have bound. H But the end is not yet." 

1 ROM1UNT OF NORMANDY. 

Tml " Long" had passed, with all its toils and joys 

Commingled sweetly, and with buoyant hearts 

We left old England's shores, awhile to roam 

From town to town, where storied fame delights 

Still to rehearse the valorous deeds of those 
Whose fiery spirit, wedded to the stern 
Hard Saxol1 nature, pours through English veins 

The floods that stir to deeds of high emprise. 

My friend and I ;  he passing skilled to wield 

The mystic symbols of Urania's art, 
Versed in the wildering laws of x and y ;  
I loving more the strains of olden days, 
The woodland pipings of Theocritus, 
Pindar's tempestuous might, or regal grace 

Of Sophocles, or Plato's visions fair. 
Not such our present care ; our 801e essay 

Was but to chase the hours with joy and mirth, 

To dream beneath the sylvan shade at noon, 

Or flash forth echoing thoughts beneath the stars. 

And so it fell, that once in dewy prime 
Leaving the woods of Mortain, where the hills 

On either side stand clad in tall abeles 
Beeches and chestnuts ; and the cascades fall 

Hurriedly tumbling downwards to the plain, 

Far spread with plenteous crops ; we came at noon 

Unto the clear cold springs of Sourdeval ; 

And with the sinking sun we saw afar, 

Set on the swelling bosom of a hill 

That faced the west, the snowy walls of Vire. 

Then spoke my friend :-" You asked me for the tale 

Found in the quaint old ballad-book I bought 

At A vranches : listen now ; for here's the place 

The rhymer sings of : yonder ruined wall 

Is all that DOW remains of Tancreville." 

And so we sat us down. The sinking sun 

Sped forth his levelled shafts of ruddy gold 
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Athwart the forest ; till the topmost leaves, 
A lready glowing 'neath the Autumn's hand 
With that strange beauty that presages death, 
Seemed all aflame, with never flickering fire. 
The winds were lulled, and silence reigned around, 
Save where with few faint notes the nightingale 
Essayed a prelude to the .plaintive flood 
Of melody, which soon the charmed woods 
Should echo back from every far recess. 
And then he drew the old black-letter tome 
Forth from his pouch and read : and if it were 
That something in the weird and mournful tale 
Chimed with the silent hour ; or that the old 
Quaint language of the poet suited well 
Our wanderings in the historic land that tells 
Not of the Present but the Past in all, 
Or that I loved it only for his sake 
That read, I know not, but it pleased me well : 
And now I write it as he read it then, 
And leave it in its rude and olden dress. 

FYTTE yE FYRSTE. 

THE nighte it was chill and dreare, 
And St. Martin's eve was nigh, 

When a mayden, clad in russet weedes, 
To the lonelie woodes did hie. 

The raine fell fast, and loud the winde 
Thro' the shivering trees made mone, 

But the mayden reeked nor wind nor raine, 
And she passed on alone. 

Her weedes were sadde, but never in hall 
Was seen a fayrer face ; 

And never had high-born damosel 
Such bonnie and winsome grace. 

Ah me ! what did that mayden there 
In the gruesome houre of night, 

When never a fere was standing nere 
To guard from caityffe spight � 

Fierce flashed the levin ; the thunder roared ; 
But never a prayer said she ; 

And a name she named, and a vowe she vowed, 
But not to our Deare Ladye. 

She hung her heade, she bent her browe, 
As one in doleful tene, 

And shuddering ever and agayne, 
She sterte the brake within. 

I 
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The waie it is rough, and there shyneth not 
One starre in all the skie ; 

But on she goes, till the levin shows 
That a cottage-doore is nigh. 

She knocketh once, she knocketh twice, 
She tirleth at the pinne ; 

And she hears the raine, . and the wayling winde, 
But never a sound within. 

With doulorous plaine she knocks again, 
And her quaking harte beats high, 

When an eldritch dame unopes the doore, 
And gives her entery. 

" Now saye thy hest at this home of reste ; 
Fayre mayden, say what cause 

Hath made thy wearie feet to rome 
Beneath the greenwood shaws." 

" Oh mother !" quoth she, " I  come to crave 
Thy spelles of grammarye ; 

For my love he has grat me sore to weepe, 
And a fause, fause loon is he. 

" He spake me soft and he spake me swete, 
And my lemman he vowed to be ; 

But now he has given his plighted troth 
To a mayde of the north countrie. 

" In her father's byre is many a kye, 
And ours is toome and bare ; 

And so he has left his own true love, 
To woo a richer fere. 

Now rede me a spelle of muckle might, 
To till my love to me, 

And my mother's chayne of good red gold 
I 'll presentlie bringe to thee." 

But the eerie beldam's glowering eyne 
Were burning like a glede ; 

And stom she looked in the mayden's face, 
And thus she read her rede. 

" Do off that kirtle of russet hue, 
For I know thee, damosel ; 

Such sorrie weedes beseeme thee not, 
Fayre Elsie of Tancreville. 

" No carlish hind hath wonne thy love, 
But a knighte of high degree : 

Ne nobler childe than bold Sir Hugh 
May be found in N ormandie. 

1 7 1  
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" Thy landes are wide and fayre ; and thou 
Hast broad bezantes in store ; 

And bold Sir Hugh hath passing few, 
But he loves thee never the more. 

" Yet here I bringe thee, an thou liste, 
A spell of muckle might ; 

A carkanet of the rubies red 
Shall till to thee thy knyghte. 

" N  ow claspe it round thy snowy ' necke, 
But keepe my spelle with care ; 

And see that to our Ladye's grace 
Thou never breathe a prayer. 

" Ne yet unto her Blessed Sonne 
Who dyed upon the tree ; 

Or on thy head a banne shall light, 
By my eldritche grammarye." 

Fayre Elsie she raised her hande to take, 
But she thought on the Holye Rood ; 

And shuddering sterte from the beldam hoar, 
And in woeful dree she stood. 

But then she thought on bold Sir Hugh, 
That true and scaythelesse knight, 

And she took the eerie carkanette 
With rubies all y-pight. 

FYTTE yE SECONDE. 

Merrie is the lavrock's carol, 
On the dewie greenwood spraies ; 

Merriely the wanton mavis 
Chanteth shrill his roundelaies. 

Merriely the broade sunne shyneth 
Over Vire and Tancreville ; 

Merriely the bells are ringing 
In our Ladye's faire chapelle. 

From north and sowth and east and weste, 
They are coming in bright arraie, 

For the fayrest flowr in Normandie 
It is her weddynge daie. 

Oh the bridegroom's looke it is gladde and 
And a prowde prowde man is he ; 

But there sitteth a smyle on Elsie's face 
More sadde than teares to see. 

And now the lordlie companye 
To our Ladye's shrine is boune, 

And at the holy altar-grece 
Sir Hugh and his bryde knele down. 
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The prieste he readeth the hallowed rite, 
And giveth his benison : 

They knele as two ; for wele or wo 
Together they rise as one. 

But ever as ofte as the holy manne 
Would utter our Deare Lorde's name, 

His voice it fayleth tremblinglie, 
And he wepeth sore for shame. 

And ever as ofte as the mayden quier 
Doth praye oure Ladye's grace, 

Fayre Elsie shudders and bends her ]owe, 
Fayre Elsie hides her face. 

And ever as ofte as she looketh on 
The roode on the altar sette, 

Lyke a fierie glede, the rubies burn 
In that eerie carkanette. 

FYTTE yE THYRDE. 

Burd Elsie she sittes in her bower so fayre, 
But ah ! she is sadde of blee ; 

For a yere and a daie have past away, 
And her bame is on her knee. 

But ever he greeteth piteouslie, 
And eke he maketh mone, 

Would draw the teires from a salvage manne, 
An his harte were harde as stone. 

And his little bodie it wrytheth sore 
As of one in bitter teene ; 

In soothe it was a sadde sadde syghte 
To come to hys mother's eyne. 

" Deare Ladye, pitty me," then she cried, 
For the love of thy Blessed Sonne ; 

And assoyle my bonnie bame from bale, 
That on the tree He wonne." 

She hadde not spoken a worde of prayer, 
A worde but only two ; 

When a payne that brente like an arowe keene 
Did pierse her fayre halse through. 

Eache gemme in that eerie carkanette 
With j ewels all y-pight, 

Did scorche her lyke a fierie glede, 
A-shene with ruddie light. 

She shrieked alowde ; she didde it offe ; 
She flung it on the floore : 

The reek arose around the gemmes, 
And she saw it never more. 
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FYTTE yE FowRTHE. 

Full soone the gyftes of grammarye 
Like a fleeting wraith are gone ; 

And soone, I wis, doth passe the blysse 
That a synneful spelle hath wonne. 

The bame that pyned piteouslie 
Ere morne was col de and dead : 

And they beare it forth from Tancreville, 
To reste, in the kirkyarde Iayde. 

Sir Hugh he erst was bIyth and hende, 
And of Iovynge courtesie ; 

But now hys voyce is sterne and stoure ; 
But now he is sadde of bree. 

It fell on a daye that forth he fared 
To hunte the fallowe deere ; 

With hys reel-roan stede and his prowde meyne 
He rode by the walles of Vire. 

And now he is boune to the greenwood shaws 
With all his companie ; 

The houndes they bay, and the homes they blow, 
And the donne deere fast they flee. 

Fast rydes Sir Hugh the forest through 
As one at the morte would be ; 

Then in the brake all suddenlie 
A warlock fowle doth see. 

An eldritch laugh she laughed alowde ; 
The fryghtened stede it sterte ; 

And downe from the selle the good knighte fell, 
And moned in mickle hurte. 

They lyfte him up from the cruel grownde, 
They beare him tenderlie ; 

And with pacing slowe, and teeneful brow, 
They wende to hys castle high. 

Burd EIsie she sittes in her bower so fayre, 
And she weepeth sore alone ; 

For her sinne she hath tinte her bonnie bame, 
And her trewe knyghte's love is gone. 

They knock alowde at the castle gate, 
. They wind alowde the home j 

And the crie of the waylers on the ayre 
To the bower on high is borne. 

Fayre EIsie ranne, and she never stint 
Before the gate she wonne ; 

But when she came to the yeomen there, 
They bare a corse alone. 
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" Woe worth the day !" fayre EIsie cried, 
" I  ever saw God's lyght ; 

For now by sinneful grammarye, 
I have slayne my own trewe knyght." 

And then she brought hys bodie in, 
And she kist the clay-cold bree ; 

And to the Blessed Virgin thus 
She spake right piteouslie :-

" Deare Ladye, of thine endlesse grace 
Have pitty on me now ; 

Assoyle me of my fowle fowle shame, 
And heare my stedfaste vowe. 

My fayre estates, my broad bezants, 
I give them all to thee, 

To build thee here in the forest drear 
A statelie nonnerie. 

And there among the holy maydes, 
For all my coming daies, 

I 'll pray thee every houre a prayer, 
And ever syng thee prayse : 

That so I may purge my synnefuI souIe 
From all its fowleness clere ; 

And pure at laste, in the worlde above, 
May mete my bame and fere." 
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TENNYSON'S ENOOH .A RDEN. 

CONSIDERABLY more than a year has already since the Poet Laureate presented his last volume to enthusiastic and admiring public. But as yet no review or criticism on it has appeared in our magazine. No ap for this delay is needed. For i t  is a notorious fact poetry, more than anything else, requires a careful study before any just criticism can be attempted. And the saying of the greatest of Historians TaXO" rydp /hETd avota" CP£t..E£ rytryv�a-ea£ applies with unusual force to the works of Mr. Tennyson. The reason for this lies in the wonderful familiarity with which most of us regard the writings of the Laureate. 'Ye become so accustomed to the beauties and imperfections his style that we are in danger of confounding them ; and so attached to the friend of our pleasantest hours that we almost unable to analyse his poems with the calm and unimpassioned feeling of the critic. It would be quite impossible to speak at length on each of the poems which are contained in the volume before us : but I shall endeavour, though imperfectly I fear, to touch on some of the most prominent. The poem which stands first, and which gives its name to the volume, is called Enoch Arden. It is clearly a work of much labour, and its whole style and refinement mark it as one of the finest and most complete of Mr. '1'ennyson's works. B ut before anything is said about its component parts and the working out of its details, some few remarks may be made upon the plot. To begin then, the plot is dramatic, and bears a somewhat close resemblance to the great classical models. Take for instance the story of the Labdacidre which forms the basis of so many of the most celebrated Greek Tragedies. There, as in the poem before us, the whole story is one of unintentional guilt. The different steps and gradual development of the plot are much the same in both cases. I n  ignorance both victims approach the precipice that is hidden from their vieW' 
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nd the fatal slip is made. But there the bond of resem

�lance between the plots of the ancient and modern poets is 
snapped. Thenceforth �he two stories pU�'sue a different path. 
In the former case bltter remorse seIzes upon the un
fortunrtte victim. Wherever he flies the hounds of hell  
doO' his foot-steps. Images of blood and slaughter rise up 
before him, and strange phantasies haunt him day and night . 
.And at last he is either forced to kill himself, or remorse 
drives him to madness. The evil does not stop here. 
posterity inherits the evil fruits of crime ; and generation 
hands down to generation the cruel destiny.. 

Who shall absolve thee from the guilt 
Of that reJ blood so foully spil t ?  
How, how the Alastor woulu'st thou name 
Accomplice in that deed of shame ? 
Ancient hereditary foe 
Of all that house of guilt and woe 
Borne on the overwhelming flood 
Rushing amain of kindred blood. 

The modern poet, however, having reached the climax, 
feels a difficulty which was unknown to the Classical writers. 
Christianity has spread over the world a new morality and 
new ideas of justice. Hence neither of the above solutions 
of the difficulty would harmonize with the spirit of the age. 
Mr. Tennyson feels his position acutely, and being unable to 
solve the question, he throws a veil over it and leaves his 
readers to follow out their o w n  imaginations. 

The story itself is briefly told. In a small sea-side village 
lived a rough sailor's lad, the hero of the story, whose two con
stant companions were Philip Ray the miller's son, and 
Annie Lee. In  course of time Enoch Arden managed to save 
money enough to maKe a home for Annie, and for seven 
years they passed a happy time of " mutual love and honour
able toil." At last came a change, and while clambering up 
a mast Enoch slipt and broke a limb. As soon as he  
recovered he found that most of  his  savings were spent : and 
accordingly he went out on a voyage in  the ship Good 
Fortune. Meanwhile troubles began to thicken round his 
wife ; her baby died, and all Enoch's savings were gone. I t  
�vas then that Philip's nobleness o f  character began t o  show 
Itself. In her time of sorrow he gave her support ; and at 
last thinking that Enoch must be dead, he persuaded her to 
marry him. Annie showed some reluctance at  first, and 
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continual fears and doubts hovered round her ; 
they were dissipated by new cares 

Then the new mother came about her heart, 
Then her good Philip was her all in all. 

Meanwhile the ship in which Enoch is returning is wrecked and he is cast upon a Tropical Island, where he lingers fo: years in hope of revisiting his native village. At length 
is taken up by another ship which was driven from ita 
conrse by adverse winds, and :finally returns to his home. But what a change awaited the unfortunate man ! No fond 
wife hastened to welcome him : no children rushed forth to 
bring their father home in triumph. To no purpose had all 
his life been spent in endeavouring to procure them a good 
education and careful bringing up. " Enoch poor man was 
cast away and lost." But notwithstanding all this bitter 
disappointment, his courage remains unshaken. N ay, the 
heroism of his nature appears in all the more brilliant light 
because it is set off by misfortune. Too fond of his wife to 
give her pain by making himself known to her, he returns to 
his solitary home in the village. And there gentle sickness 
gradually removes him from the world of sorrow to which he 
has returned. Such is the touching , and beautiful story 
which Mr. Tennyson has told in his own exquisite language. 
Throughout the whole of it he has shown a great dramatic 
power, and to the very last our interest is well kept up. No 
part in short has an undue prominence attached to it : while 
the principal character is never lost sight of for !l moment. 

Of the two male characters, Enoch A rden and Philip Ray, 
the Laureate has certainly bestowed the greater pains on the 
latter. His character is most carefully developed. Intense 
affection for Annie, and a rure delicacy and softness, mark its 
chief characteristics. 'When Enoch spoke his love boldly 
and impetuously, Philip loved in silence. Again when Annie 
and Enoch were sitting together in the wood, Philip did not 
rush in upon their solitude, and passionately implore them : 
still less did any feeling of anger or revenge come over him. 
But he quietly withdrew and bore his own sorrows alone 
rather than mar her happiness. But no act has brought out 
the delicacy of his character so much as the present of fruit 
and flowers which he sent to Annie from time to time in her 
distress, and even 

With some pretext of fineness in the meal, 
To save the offence of charitable, flour 
From his tall mill that whistled on the waste. 
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,Vhat exquisite taste the poet has shown in this anecdote ! 

A.nd how proud �ust we feel of an age t�at can produce 

sentiments so entll'ely unknown to the claSSIcal poets ! So 

nwch for the soft delicacy of Philip's character. Enoch's 

character on the other hand is cast in a firmer and manlier 

mould. He is a God-fearing man, of strong purpose, and 

inflcxible will. Thus when he has once decided that it will 

be best for himself and his wife that he should sail for foreign 

lands, no fears or gentle expostulations turn him from his 

purpose. He roughly sermonizes and bids her cast all her 

care upon God who will always be near to help her. The 

same spirit of manliness and heroism is observable when he 

rcturns home after many years absence. Conscious that it 

would only be pain to her to know of his existence, he 

rcsolutely refuses to make himself known to her ; and 

persists i n  his determination even to his death. 
In looking at these two characters, the one remarkable for 

delicacy and soft devotion, the other for :firmness and heroism, 

no one can fail to observe a strong phase of resemblance to 

the other ideal characters of humanity which the poet has 

portrayed in king Arthur. Now it  has often been observed 

that while Mr. Tenny-son's imagination is peculiarly rich and 

fertile in pictures of female characters, yet he has only 

conceived one type of manly excellence. At first therefore 

the public welcomed this new volume as a step forward. 

But on closer scrutiny the lines of individuality whiuh at 

first seemed to distinguish king Arthur from Enoeh Arden 

begin to fade, and the two characters almost imperceptibly to 

melt into one. For in both there is the same chivalrous 

uevotion to woman, the same manliness and heroism. No 
one in short can read the story of Enoch Arden, and his 
severe contest with his own feelings, without being reminded 
of Mr. Tennyson's earlier poem. 

I remarked before that the plot of Enoch Arden reminded 
one very strongly of the Tragedies of Sophocles. But the 
resemblance between the two poets is carried to a still further 
extent in the details and working-out of the poem. The 
Greek Tragedians employed a contrivance known as the 
ElpOYE£a in order to excite the interest of their hearers. 
This ' irony ' consisted in putting into the mouths of their 
characters dark sayings which had a double meaning. The 
chorus, for instance, used frequently to utter worus which, 
While they really alluded to the crisis of the plot, yet 
admitted of a second interpretation. Thus the reader was 
no sooner startled by hints at some awful impending calamity J 
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than his fears were lulled by a new interpretation \vhich had not expected. Mr.  Tennyson employs this con' . 
no less than three times in the £rst poem of the before us. Thus when the two lads were q uarrelling Annie he makes her weep 

And prayed them not to quarrel for her sake 
And say she would be little wife to both. 

The same idea is also brought out when Enoch's chil accustomed to the kind face of Philip, played with and called him " father Philip." And lastly, j ust Annie married Philip, the poet makes her open a Bible the words, " Under a palm tree." The reader who suspect.:'. the plot seems at once to understand the allusion. But his fears are for a time calmed by reading the interpretflhn .... j which Annie puts upon it. Certainly Mr. Tennyson used this contrivance with considerable effect, and it m uch to the interest of the story. Again the language is often highly classical, and we £nd instances of that ' felicitas ' for which Rorace is so highly celebrated. I select many instances of this, but time and space prevent doing so, and I shall therefore content myself with two which seem to me almost inimitable. Speaking Philip's agony when he saw Enoch and Annie ' together, the laureate says of him-

He slipt aside and like a wounded life 
Crept down into the hollows of a wood . 

And again he calls Annie's little boy 

The " osy idol of her solitudes. 
What a world of thought is contained in these exquis expressions ! W hat countless images and associations they call up before the mind's eye ! And this is the greatest praise a poet can win. For in such ex consists the magical influence of poetry. The volume before us also marks progress in an direction . For while the mechanism of its language brought to an exquisite degree of perfection it is not so o verburdened with alliteration as some of Mr; Tennyson's for,mer 170ems . . There is a �ertain point after which frequent alhteratlOn begms, to ,be tedIOUS! and to sound heavily to the ear ; ' and I am InclIned to thInk that Mr. Tennyson has sometimes crossed the boundary line. But in Enoch Arden 
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he has kept himself quite free from this fault, and it is not 
toO much to say that every word is in its right place. 
Ohange the form of one sentence ; substitute one epithet 
for another, and the whole charm and ring of his verses 
is lost. His command of language is truly wonderful, and 
the way, in which he makes the rhythm of his verse serve his 
purpose, bafRes all description. Take for instance the grand 
sonorous  line about the sea which appears in his description 
of the Tropical Island. 

The league long roller thundering on the reef. 

,Vho can read this billowy verse without picturing to himself 
the lazy ' force of ocean ' rolling against the rocks that bar its 
on ward course. The beauty of such a verse is, that it 
suggests far more than it says. For it opens to the 
imagination a long vista of grand scenes and obj ects of con
templation . In short, to borrow an expression of Macaulay, 
it strikes as it were a key note, and the melody follows 
as a m atter of course. Other lines might be quoted which 
produce the same effect, as 

The lustre of the long convolvuluses. 
And again 

The silent waters slipping from the hills. 
So too 

The dead weight of the dead leaf bore it down. 

A line composed entirely of monosyllables and therefore 
well calculated to express the feelings of a man who is 
viewing nature with the disconsolate eye of despair. Indeed 
the whole poem, while it teems with the melody and richness 
of language which marked what is generally called the 
Classical period of English Literature, yet contains a depth 
of tone, with a fire and force in narrative, as well as an 
insight into the more delicate feelings and sensibilities of 
human nature which were entirely unknown to Pope and 
his contemporaries. 

Before I leave the poem of Enoch Arden , a few remarks 
about the last two lines w ill  not be out of place. After 
describing the touching death of Enoch, the poet, as I 
endeavoured to show above, evidently experienced no small 
difficulty. How was he to dismiss the characters in whom 
the reader had been led to take such a keen and lively 
interest ? Would not every one wish to heal' how Annie 
bore the news of her husban d's heroic life and death ? These 
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then were quest ions , the solution of which was beset 
peculiar difficul t ies ; and if  the laureate had only const:ntAd.' 
to leave them unsolved, his readers would have 
their difficulties and pardoned the poet for not tr 
such delicate ground. But instead of acting thus he 1J1QCP,...'I .. '1 
as follows : 

So past the strong heroic soul away. 
And when they buried him, the little port 
Had seldom seen a costlim' funeral. 

The first line is well enough, and it would have 
fortunate for the poet if he coulu have stopped there : 
the idea contained in the last two l ines is n othing less 
ignoble. In fact, nothing could be conceived more 
pletely out of p l ace, or more contrary to the whole S 
of the poem. Now the word ' costlier ' is perhaps the 
unfortunate epithet that Mr. Tennyson could have ap 
For it suggests the pomp and pageantry that attends 
funerals of wealthy men. Here however was no w 
nobleman. On the contrary Enoch was an ideal man 
had suddenly been cut off from the rest of the world, 
plunged into the deepest misery. Alone he battled with 
bitter destiny, and just when he had hoped to receive 
" fair guerdon " and to be rewarded for his life of 
devotion and heroism, he was again torn from the obj 
of his dearest longings even while it was within his 
and consigned to darkness and solitude for ever. 
these sorrows he had voluntarily taken u pon himself to 
giving pain to another. Surely then a funeral veiled 
mysterious darkness would have more befitted such 
heroism. W ho, for instance, in compari ng W olfe's de 
tion of the burial of Sir J olm Moore, can help feeling 
grandeur which naturally surrounds such a simple 
interesting scene ? 

No useless coffin enclosed his breast, 
Not in slleet nor in shroud they wound him, 

But he lay like a warrior taking his rest 
With hi$ martial cloak around him. 

This is ' the only blot, and it must be confessed that it is 
a serious one, on a poem which in other respects must rank 
among the finest of Mr. Tennyson 's productions.  For w hile 
it is remarkable throughout for simplicity of narrative and 
richness of imagery, it is more even and regular than any 
of its predecessors. 

A May Term Memory. 1 8 3 

In my endeavour to criticise Enoch Arden I have been 

carried on to speak at greater length than I had intended. 

,A.nd I find that 1 have already exceeded the time and space 

allotted to me. 1 am therefore reluctantly compelled to 

leave my task unfinished for the present : but I hope soon 

to be able to say something about the rest of these poems, 

which, though inferior to Enoch Arden, are still full of 

interest to all Mr. Tennyson's admirers. 
W. L. W. 

A MAY TERM MEMORY. 

SHE wore a sweet pink bonnet, 
The sweetest ever known : 

And as I gazed upon it, 
My heart was not my own. 

For-I know not why or wherefore
A pink bonnet put on well, 

Tho' few other things I care for, 
Acts upon me like a spell. 

'Twas at the May Term Races 
That first I met her eye : 

Amid a thousand Graces 
No form with her's could vie. 

On Grassy's sward enamelled 
She reigned fair Beauty's Queen ; 

And every heart entrammell'd 
With the charms of sweet eighteen. 

Once more I saw that Bonnet-
'Twas on the King's Parade

Once more I gazed upon it, 
And silent homage paid. 

She knew not I was gazing ; 
She passed unheeding by ; 

While I, in trance amazing, 
Stood staring at the sky. 
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The May Term now is over ; 
That Bonnet has ' gone down' ; 

And I'm myself a rover, 
Far from my Cap and Gown. 

But I dread the Long Vacation, 
And its work by night and day, 

After all the dissipation 
Energetic of the May, 

For :v and y will vanish, 
When that Bonnet I recall ; 

And a vision fair will banish, 
Newton, Euclid, and Snowball. 

And a gleam of tresses golden, 
And of eyes divinely blue, 

Will interfere with Holden, 
And my Verse and Prose imbue. 

MORAL. 

These sweet girl graduate beauties, 
With their bonnets and their roses, 

Will mar ere long the duties 
Which Granta wise imposes. 

Who, when such eyes are shining, 
Can quell llis heart's sensations ; 

Or turn without repining 
To Square Root and Equations ? 

And when conspicuous my name 
By absence shall appear ; 

When I have lost all hopes of fame, 
Which once I held so dear : 

When " pluck,ed" I seek a vain relief 
In plaintive dirge or sonnet ; 

Thou ')Vilt have caused that bitter grief, 
Thou beautiful Pink Bonnet ! 

MENALCAS. 

O UR CHRONIOLE. 

THE Term that has just past has been most uneventful, 
calling for but few records in our usual Chronicle, 

which is thus scarcely more than a list of the results of 
the sports which occupy so much of every May Term. 

The College living of Murston (Kent,) is vacant by the 
death of the Rev. Dr. Poore, who had held it for fifty years ; 
and that of Great Warley (Essex,) by the death of Dr. 
Hastings Robinson, who was presented to it in 1 827. 

Our College seems to be in a fair way of recovering the 

Classical reputation which some years ago appeared to 

be passing from her. The brilliant successes which we were 

able to chronicle in our last number have been worthily 

followed up during the present term. Of the eight chief 

University prizes open to undergraduates, no fewer than 

five have been won by Johnians, having been awarded as 

follows :-
Chancellor's English Poem-Wo Elliker Hart. 

Sir W. Browne's Medals for Greek Epigram-T. Moss. 

" " " Latin Ode-T. Moss. 

Porson P?'ize-J. E. Sandys. 
Members' Prize for Latin Prose-J. E. Sandys. 

The First Tyrwhitt Hebrew Scholarship has j ust been 
awarded to Mr. J ames Snowdon, A.I., of this College. 

The vacancy in the Editorial Committee of TIle Eagle, 
. caused by the retirement of Mr. C. C. Cotterill, after a 

contested election, was filled up by the appointment of 
Mr. W. Elliker Hart. 
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The Second Eleven matches began with 
April 18 v. Sldney College. St. John's 165, of 

Mr. Bennett made 51. Sidney 138. 
Apri121. v. Ciphers. St. John's 103, of which Mr. Forbe. 

scored 29. Ciphers 126. 
May 5. v. Corpus College. 

2 wickets. Corpus 64. 
May 9. v. Trinity Second Eleven. Trinity 118. 

John's 56 and 58 for 9 wickets. 
May. 19. v. Queens' College. St. John's 132 and 

for 2 wickets. Mr. Almack 29, Mr. Congreve 20, 
Mr. Carpmael 20, not out. Queens' 132. It was 
a tie on the first innings. 

May 23. v. St. Catharine's. St. Catharine's 63. 
John's 243, of which Mr. Lee Warner scored 77, 
Inglis 44. 

The Head Mastership of Shrewsbury School having becoma 
vacant by the resignation of the Rev. B. H. Kennedy, D 
the Master and Seniors have nominated as his successor 
Rev. H. VV. Moss, B.A. Those who are acquainted 
with Mr. Moss's U ni versity distinctions will be able 
conceive but very partially, residents alone will fully 
stand, and that perhaps not as yet, the loss that the VVH"'KVI 
will sustain by his removal. 

� 

THE CHARACTER OF HENRY VIII. 

THE most careless observer cannot be blind to the fact that 
the present time is an age of great and startling dis

covcry, and rapid advance in the pursuit of truth. Even 
those scie·nces, which like logic, metaphysics, and mathematics, 
had attained some measure of completeness a century ago, 
are now pursued with greater vigour and more success ; 
,yhile others have started into being, or been changed from 
a fcw hast.y and uncertain generalizations to  the assured 
ccrtainty of deductive truth. Consider for instance the pro
gress in physiology, botany, and in short all natural science. 
Geology and chemistry cannot be said to have even had any 
existence ; it is only within the last two or three years that 
Tyndall has laid a sure foundation for the science of thermo
tics, while comparative philology and social statics are as yet 
but in their infancy, and promise large results. And I dare 
not even except theology from the list of those branches 
of human knowledge, in which the progress of the years is 
leading us to purer, wider and nobler views. 
"For I doubt not th1'o' the ages one unceasing purpose runs, 

And the thoughts of men are widened with the process of 
the suns." 

Why then is history to be the only exception to this law of 
universal advance ? Since our knowledge of the present 
and the future is ever increasing, why should we not be able 
to su.rvey with a truer appreciation and a livelier interest the 
�vents of the past ? I venture to assert that history too has had 
ItS

. share of triamphs and success. Within the last few years 
Nlebuhr, Arnold, Mommsen and Meriv�le have altered the 
Whole aspect of the history of Rome, while Thirlwall and 
Grote have revolutionised our ideas on the affairs of Greece. 

In English history it is the same ; Mr. Hepworth Dixon, 
and his yet more able successor Mr. Spedding, have scattered 
for ever the cloud of infamy that hung over the fair fame of 
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one of England's twin-giants, the illustrious Bacon; 
Mr. Carlyle has won tardy justice for the memory of one 
her greatest rulers. These and many similar examplet 
which will readily recur to every one are abundantly sufficient 
to show how difficult it is to reach the pure historic fact . 
and how for centuries a slanderous lie may pass current, tili 
it withers beneath the touch of the Ithuriel spear of honest 
cntIcIsm. It is indeed no easy matter to enter fairly into the 
spirit of a by-gone age, so as to j udge with discernment 
the motives of the actors in it. '1'0 quote the words of 
able historian: " As the old man forgets his childhood, as 
grown man and the youth rarely comprehend each other, 
the Englishman and the Frenchman, with the same reason' 
faculties do not reason to the same conclusions-so is the 
a perplexity to the present; it lies behind us as an enii 
easy only to the vain an d unthinking, and only half so 
after the most earnest efforts of intellectual sympathy 
in those who read and those who write." But when 
truth has been at last discovered, it is our bounden duty 
accept it readily, despite all previous prejudices. Is 
the less true, because it has been long concealed ? I am 
aware that in maintaining that view of the character 
Henry VII!., which I defend in this essay, I shall 
to contend against a large amount of prejudice. Every 
has some knowledge of the period of English history w 
I propose to glance at now, and has formed his opinion 
the character of the ruler who played so distinguished a 
in it. I suppose that Hume represents the idea that 
persons have of the character of Henry VII!., when 
describes him as follows : -" A catalogue of his vices 
comprehend many of the worst qualities incident to 
nature ; violence, cruelty, profusion, rapacity, inj 
obstinacy, arrogance, bigotry, presumption, caprice; 
neither was he subject to all these vices in the most 
degree, nor was he at intervals altogether destitute of 
It may seem a little extraordinary, that notwithstandin 
cruelty, his extortion, his violence, his arbitrary 
tion, this prince not only acquired the regard of his subj 
but never w'as the object of their hatred: he seems even 
some degree to have possessed to the last their love 
their affection." A little extraordinary ! does he say 
Why, if this picture of his character be the true one, the 
whole history of his reign appears to me one of the most 
mysterious problems in  the annals of mankind ! I can safely 
defy Hume's followers to produce one single instance of sucb 
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OJ11plete devotion of a great and noble nation to a monarch 
cl'110 according to them, so openly and shamelessly outraged 
�heil� most precious principles. On the contrary I am pre
Jured to maintain that their description of his character 
Is 1110st unfair, and that though certainly not without faults, 
and some of a grave nature, Henry is on the whole for his 
truthfulness, integrity, generosity, uprightness, honesty of 

purQose.' and devotion to his country, truly deserving of our 
ad111lratlOn. 

Before I proceed to lay before the reader the positive 
evidcnce on which I ask him to agree in my view, I m ust 
bricfly set forth some of the causes which have produced the 
popular, but as I hold, utterly erroneous opinion. In the 
first place it is greatly owing to the influence of H ume, to  
whom no smal l  proportion of  the common errors in  English 
history may fairly be attributed. When reading his work, 
we must never forget the order in which it was composed. 
]le started first with a v iolent and deeply-rooted bias towards 
the worthless, perj ured house of Stuart, and wrote their 
history in a spirit that has most grievously tended to obscure 
the truth, and cover some of the noblest souls in England 
'I'ith unmerited disgrace. And after he had done so, he 
turned to the earlier ages of our history, resolved to find 
precedents for the tyranny, and palliation for the crimes of 
the unworthy objects of his admiration. And even had he 
been u tterly unprejudiced, how was it possible for one who 
lived in the time so graphically described in that most 
amusing yet saddest of books, Mr. Thackeray's Lectures 011 
the Georges, to enter into the spirit of that glorious century 
between Henry VIII., and Cromwel l ? As easily could 
Tom Moore rival the Inferno, or J eremy Bentham finish 
Christabel. And yet in consequence of the sparkling grace 
and exquisitely pellucid clearness of his style, this history 
has been accepted as that from which we may best learn the 
struggles of our fathers and drink in the spirit of their noble 
deeds ! Can we wonder that the history of our nation is too 
oftcn regarded as a dry school-lesson, and not, as it surely 
should be, the story of God's dealings with his people, 
Whence we may draw wisdom and strength for our present 
nced and faith for time to come ? Can the blind lead the 
blind and not both fal l  into the ditch ? 

But another main reason, I believe, of the prevalent error 
concerning Henry is, that historians instead of employing 
Contemporaneous authorities, the only ones of the slightest 
Worth in history, have drawn their facts and the colouring 
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they gave them to a great extent from writers a generation 
or two later. At the time of the Reformation England Was passing through a terrible crisis; at such periods nations, like 
individuals, live fast; and a man writing fifty years after the 
events would as little be able to conceive the motives, hopes 
and fears of the actors in them, as our children will be able 
to enter into the spirit of our fathers' death-grapple with 
Napoleon. During the later years of Elizabeth, and the 
subsequent reigns of the Stuarts, the English nation had 
settled down peacefully into the two great parties ot 
Anglicans and Puritans, with still a considerable remnant 
of Romanists; but throughout the reign of Henry men's 
minds were in a state of progress. They had burst the 
bonds that united them to Rome, and were drifting, the, 
scarce knew whither, on a tempestuous starless ocean. TheIr 
only hope in union, there was yet mutiny in the ship; above 
them the murkiest storm-clouds, around and beneath the 
hungry billows; while right a-head were the ir 
crags, where on the vessels that bore the peace and 
of nations had already been dashed to fragments. 
little then were those, whose sky was un clouded, whose 
was unruffied, able to conceive the fierce struggles, 
passionate prayers, the daring deeds of those who 
wrestled with the wildest storms! How little could 
understand the skill, the valour and the faith unshaken 
that captain who had guided the vessel committed to his 
safely through the raging seas to peaceful and untroll 
waters! 

Hence, I believe, arose the unfavourable view of H 
character that has been common since the Great Reb 
But I have myself examined all the English chroniclers 
Henry's reign who wrote before that time; and I can 
add the witness of my own researches to the truth of 
Kingsley's assertion that, H with the exception of a 
ultra Protestants, who could not forgive that persecution 
Reformers which Henry certainly permitted, if not 
couraged, during one period of his reign, no one 
the modern view of his character till more than one 
years after his death, when belief in all nobleness and 
had died out among an ignoble and faithless generation." 
this explicit declaration of so brilliant a genius and so 
guished an historian, it is hardly needful to add anything i 
but for the satisfaction of the reader, I will give 
from the principal chroniclers. Hall, writing in the 
bf Henry's death says, "His Grace hath done a great 
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. lfinite number of most prudent and beneficial things both 

for the quietness of his realm and the wealth of his subjects." 

Grafton twenty years after, speaks of "this most noble and 

excellent Prince," and says again: H This Prince of all others 

tllat ever reigned over this realm, was most renowned and 

famous, and whatsoever he attempted, the same had most 

prosperous success, as well in wars as in all other matters 

of O"reat importance; wherein he dealt far above all other 
pril�c. es, as may appear throughout the w�ole di�cou�'se of 

his 11Istory. Of personage he was tall and mIghty, m WIt and 
memory most excellent, of such majesty tempered with 
humanity and gentleness, as was comely in so great and 
noble a prince." Holinshed in 1577 uses almost the same 
words, and adds: "sufficient cannot be said in his high
merited commendation." We must notice at the same time 
that both these chroniclers freely censure some of his a�tions, 
so that their praise cannot fairly be ascribed to flattery or 
servility. This freedom is especially conspicuous in the way 
in which Grafton speaks of the execution of his friend Surrey, 
and the condemnation of N orfoUr. Again, Lord Herbert 
of Cherbury, in his history written under a king who hated 
the very name of a Tudor, yet writes: "He was one of the 
most glorious princes of his time, insomuch that not only the 
chief potentates of Christendom did court him, but his 
subjects in general did highly reverence him," observe
a man alleged to "have been disgraced by the worst vices 
incident to human nature"-" did highly reverence him, as the 
many trials he put them to sufficiently testify. His most 
bitter censurers agree that he had all manner of perfection, 
either of nature or of eu ucation; that he was besides of a 
most deep judgment in all affairs to which he applied himself; 
a prince, not only liberal and indulgent to his family and 
court, but even to strangers, whom he willingly saw; and 
one that made choice both of able and good men for the 
clergy, and of wise and grave counsellors for state affairs; 
and above all, a prince of royal courage." These testimonies, 
as I have said, I have myself collected; the following, from 
Ulpiall Fulwell, a writer towards the close of the reign of �Iizabeth, I owe to Mr. Froude: "To write at large of all 
hIS worthiness and incomparable acts would fill a volume, 
and were too great a charge j but he was a prince of singular 
prudence, of passing stout courage, of invincible fortitude, 
of dexterity wonderful . He was a springing well of eloquence, 
a rare spectacle of humanity, of civility and good nature, an 
absolute precedent, a special pattern of clemency and modera-
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tion ; a worthy example of regal justice, a bottomless SPl'in� of largess and benignity ; he was to the world an ornament to England a treasure, to his friends a comfort, to his foe� a terror, to his faithful and loving subjects a tender father to innocence a sure protector, to wilful malefactors a sharp SCOUl'O'e, to his common weal and good people, a quiet haven and �nchor of safe-guard, to the disturbers of the same a 
rock of extermination. In  heinous and intolerable crime8 against the commonwealth a severe j udge ; in like offence8 committed against himself, a ready port and refuge of mercy 
except to such as would persist incorrigibly. A man h� 
was in gifts of nature and of grace peerless ; Rnd to conclude, 
a man above all praises." These quotations are all made 
from English writers, but many opinions of foreigners to the 
same effect may be found in Sharon Turner's Iiistory,.. 
which I refrain from transcribing, because they are accessible 
to any who really wish to study the subject. Those which 
I have already transferred to the pages of Tlte Eagle, are 
abundantly sufficient to prove my point. Assuredly I do not 
venture to ask any one to accept these panegyrics j Ilst as they 
stand, as historic truth ; but I do mean to assert that no mall' 
would dare write such words within thirty years of Henry's 
death, if, as some historians would have us believe, his every 
action gave them the lie. \Ve cannot conceive of a writer; 
of the present day describing GeOl'ge Ill. in  sober earnest 
as a ruler of wide and liberal views, or George IV. as a 
of pure and ascetic morality. The eulogies I have q 
need not be accepted in theit' entirety, but I maintain 
they completely prove my fi rst position, that Englishmen 
at all events in those days, looked upon Henry as a cleme 
wise, and virtuous prince, whom living or dead they deligh 
to honour. How comes it then, that this opinion has 
of late so entirely reversed ? J ulius Hare, in his wise 
beautiful Guesses at Truth, has reminded us that two 
are scarcely less mighty in our intellectual, than in our 
and spiritual life-faith, and love. What he applies to p 
is no less true of history. Surely the sneering sceptical spi 
of V oltaire, H ume, and Gibbon is far less likely to reach t 
truth as to by-gon e  ages, than the loving, trustful sy _ 
of Amold, Kingsley, Stanley, and Milman. But in th 
feeling, as necessary in st uc1ying the life of a great nation, as 
in comprehending that of a great man, our historians have 
hitherto been strangely deficient. It was as true then as 
now, that (as our great laureate sings), 
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It is the land that free men till, 
That sober-suited freedom chose : 
The land where girt with friends or foos 

A man may speak the thing he will. 

A land of settled government, 
A land of old and just renown, 
Where freedom broadens slowly uown 

From precedent to precedent. 
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This freedom of the country under the Tudor kings 
has been called i n  question by those who, like Hume, had 
some u lterior object, but it is placed beyond all question by 
the whole history of the times. Hallam explicitly declares 
that the kings never possessed either of the two great sources 
of power, the right to levy taxes, and to enact laws. But the 
condition of the nation is still more strikingly shewn by the 
fact, that all the statutes on which our liberties are founded 
were passed before this time, and that none enacted since do 
more than explain and confirm them. I shall have occasion 
again to allude to this freedom of the people, because it is the 
very keystone of my argument ; but I trust I have said 
enough to p rove my point for the present. And yet 
historians have not scrupled to teach us, that this free and 
noble nation submitted to be ruled at the arbitrary will of a 
cruel tyrant who, though daily shocking their dearest prin
ciples, though daily venturing on some new act of oppression 
and injustice, stil l  retained to the last their reverence and 
love. But recently an historian has arisen who to admirable 
powers of narration unites that reverence for the virtues of 
the past, that charity for its failings, and that sympathy with 
its trials and difficulties, which m Llst ever be cherished by one 
who wishes to write a faithful history. Mr. Froude has re
fused to believe " that English judges, English parliaments, 
English clergy, statesmen whose beneficent legislation sur
vives among the most valued of our institutions, Prel"tes who 
were the founders and martyrs of the English Church, were 
the cowardly accomplices of abominable atrocities ; and had 
disgraced themselves by a sycophancy which the Roman senate 
illlperfectly approached, when it fawned on N ero." He has 
preferred in discussing points of ohscurity the deliberate 
opinion of the representatives of the nation, as expressed in 
the Acts of Parliament, to the careless inaccuracies and 
�1alignant slanders of later historians. Which method, I ask, 
IS the more likely to lead us to the truth ? \Vhose results may 
we the more readily and entirely trust ? Yet Mr. Froude's 
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method must lead us inevitably, as it has led him, to the acquittal of Henry, 
It is evidently impossible for me to attempt to go through 

the whole of Henry's reign, and defend his every action. 
The space allotted me 'wi l l  only allow me to lay down (us 
I have partly done already), the principles which I think 
ought to guide us in j udging him ; an d apply them to the points 
in which his conduct has been most mis-represented. And 
here I m ust first discuss a question on which, did the readers 
of Tlte Eagle consist in any large proportion of the fairer 
but less reasoning sex, I should despair of producing convic ... 
tion. I have never once hinted in the presence of any of 
them, that Henry VIII. was not perhaps quite so bad as he 
is usually painted, (a fact admitted even of the Prince of 
Darkness himself), without the exclamation aecompanied by 
the prettiest little shriek, " Oh! the horrid old creature I 
1Vhy he had six wives!" To which has not seldom been 
added, " And cut off all their heads!" Now with the 
greatest possible grief at differing in opinion from 3.ny fair 
ladies, who may deign to cast their eyes over our celibate 
production, I certainly do not think him a horrid old 
creature ; nay! rather quite the reverse, I must confess that 
he ltad six wives : assuredly not a precedent to be followed ; 
but is he therefore to be condemned or pitied ? was he guilty 
or unfortunate ? I hold the latter, and unhesitatingly think 
him " a man more sinned against than sinning." 

In considering this question, we shall be influenced much 
by the idea we form of his character, be10re the divorce from 
Catherine, and on this point at least h istorians are unanimous. 
All speak of him during the earlier years of his reign in the 
highest terms. It is true that he was somewhat extravagant, 
and perhaps left state aifairs too much to his able and faithful 
minister, W olsey ; he certainly did not at this time show that 
devotion to his country, and self-sacrifice, that shone out so 
brightly in his later years. But in generosity, honour, j ustice, 
and moral purity, h is early l ife will stand comparison with 
that of any of our kings before or since, if I except perhaps 
King Charles 1., who assuredly had sins enough of another 
kind to answer for. With one solitary exception, throughout 
the whole fiery period of youth, in the midst of the tempta
tions of a court, he remained u nswervingly faithful to the 
wife forced upon him in his boyhood, though six years older 
than himself, plain and unamiable. With a character like 
this to start from, the defenders of Henry may fearlessly 
challenge the severest investigation. Of his six wives, one 
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died a natural death , and one survived him; no one, I pre

sume, will venture to defend the worthless Catherine Howard, 

or deny that her fate was righteonsly deserved. The divorce 

of Anne of Cleves 1 do not intend to refer to ; it i nvolves 

qoestions little fit.ted for discussion , and is one of those which 

must be decided after all by the opinions we have previously 

formed of the characters of those concerned. I will  simply 

express my belief that any one who will fairly examine (as 

I have done) the voluminous State-papers published on the 

subject, will admit that Henry was perfectly justified in all 

his conduct. There remain , therefore, for our di,cussion, 

only the divorce of Catherine of Arragon and the execution 

of Anne Boleyn ; and if I succeed in showing that both these 

measures were just and needful, I think the candid reader 

must admit that, as regards his wives, Henry's character was 

stainless. It will be remembered that Catherine of A rragon 

had been the wife of Prince Arthnr, Henry'S elder brother ; 

and that after Arthur's death, by an arrangement between 

Ferdinand of Spain and H enry VII., she was betrothed to 

young Henry, then but twelve years old. The marriage was 

i l legal according to the ecclesiastical canons: but a 'papal 

dispensation was, reluctanLly granted. " But in the year 

fol lowing the ambiguity of the law, the extreme undesirable

ness of imperilling the succession , and the doubts of the 

English ecclesiastics as to the adequacy of the forms observed, 

all combined to change the intentions of the king of England, 

and he compelled the prince on his arrival at the requisite 

age, to disown and renounce by a formal and solemn act the 

obligations contracted in his name." Thus an atmosphere of 

doubt and of uncertainty from the first surrounded this con

nection. When H enry a�cended the throne at the age of 

eighteen, he was persuaded by a majority of his council, in spite 

of his own renunciation, and in spite of the remonstrances of 

the Archbishop of Canterbury, to renew his engagement; and 

having done so, in this doubtful and uncongen ial marriage he 
l ived for twenty years almost blameless. The only offspring 

was the Princess Mary, and in 1527 the French ambassador 

openly raised a question as to her legitimacy. Such a ques

tion so raised could not be lightly passed over, but must be 

boldly met and answered. And besides, at a time when the 

right of the Pope to issue dispensations from the laws of God 

and man was being 80 openly questioned, Henry could not 

fail to be tormented by doubts as to the legality of the 

ll1arriage which had been entered upon with so much hesi

tation . 
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He began to fear lest the assertion made by the brave monk
, 

of liVittemberg, that the Sovereign Pontiff was but a fallIble mortal, which had once appeared so aUdacious a heresy, might after all be true; and grave doubts seized him, that he had been led by the Pope to the commission of 
a grievous sin in marrying his brother's widow. These 
doubts became converted into certainty when that very curse 
(of barrenness) fell on him, that had been threatened in the 
law of Moses against those guilty of this crime. M r. Froude 
h as shown that six sons had been born to him by Catherine, 
not one of whom survived to leave the cradle. H e  said 
himself, " All such issue male as I have received of the queen 
died incontinent after they were born, so that I doubt the 
punishment of God in that behalf. Thus being troubled in 
waves of a scrupulous conscience, and partly in despair of any 
issue male by her, it drove me at l ast to consider the estate 
of this realm, and the danger it stood in for the lack of issue 
male to succeed me in this imperial dignity." And of what 
that danger was we in these settled times can form but little 
idea. The life of the Princess Mary was very uncertain, 
and if she should die, or the proud barons of England, never 
yet ruled by a woman, should refuse her their allegiance, how 
terrible the future that awaited this land ! The Dukes of 
Buckingham, Suffolk, and Norfolk, the King of Scotland, 
and the Queen of France, Lady Margaret Lennox, the 
Countess of Salisbury, and the powerful families of the 
Courtenays, the N evilles, and the Poles, had each and all 
conflicting claims upon the throne, and partisans ready to 
support them. They would assuredly have been advanced 
on the death of Henry, and must inevitably have convulsed 
the country with the combined fury of a foreign and an 
intestinal war. The danger is long over-past, and so we 
forget it; but is not our conduct l ike that of the passengers 
in a storm-tost vessel, who, while the billows are rolling 
mountains high, and the winds are howling around them, cling
in frantic terror to their trusted captain, with passionate prayers 
that he would save them; but when the tempest has past and 
the waves are still, they say, "the storm was not so dangerous as 
we fancied," and even blame their saviour for the loss of any 
of the cargo he has thrown over for their Jlreservation ! Truly 
we are a generous people! To prove that I do not exaggerate, 
I beg the reader to listen to the language of the statesmen of 
the day. W olsey said to Sir Gl'egory Cassilis, H If his Holi� 
ness, which God forbid, shall show himself unwilling to listen 
to the king's demands, to me assuredly it will be but grief to 
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Jive longer, for the innumerable evils which I foresee will 
jallow. Nothing is before us but universal and inevitable 
ruin." H all, the chronicler, declares that, " al l  indifferent 
(i.e. unprej udiced) and discreet persons judged it necessary 
for the Pope to grant Henry a divorce, and by enabling him 
to marry again, give him the hope of an undisputed heir 
male." The Cardinal Governor of Bologna asserts that " he 
knew the gyze of England as well as few men did, and if the 
king should die without heirs male, he was sure it would cost 
200,000 men's lives." It was reserved for historians who 
l ived under the J ameses and the Charleses, and had lost all 
faith (as well they might) in the virtne of princes, and the 
confidence of their subjects, to reject utterly the witness of 
the wisest and greatest men of the time, and the testimony of 
the plainest common sense, and assert that a king who had 
borne himself so uprightly and honourably for twenty years 
of youth in imperial power, should now bring years of 
trouble on his country anc! the whole of E urope, for the sake 
of a silly wicked love-fit. 

I am sure that the verdict of every unprejudiced reader, 
will be that given by the pope's own legates, when they said, 
" it is mere madness to suppose that the king would act as 
he is doing merely out of disl ike to the queen, or out of 
inclination to another person; nor can any sane man believe 
him to be so infirm of character that sensual allurements 
would have led him to dissolve a connection in which he has 
passed the flower of youth withou" t stain or blemish, and 
in which he has borne himself in his present trial so reve
rently and honourably." So temperate and yet fi rm was his 
resol ve, that for seven long years Henry bore with the 
vexatious delays of diplomacy, and the constant deception of 
the Pope, and what wonder that at last the patience of the 
king as well as the people was utterly exhausted, and that 
in righteous wrath they threw off the fetters of one who 
claimed to be the v icegerent of the God of Truth, and had 
shown himself hopelessly fickle, false and perj ured. The 
divorce by the Parliament as well as by the all but unanimous 
voice of the nation was declared absolutely necessary for its 
peace and safety. H enry did not hesitate to obey that voice; 
the universities and bishops pronounced the previous marriage 
illegal; and in dazzli�g splendour the woman who bad some 
months before become his wife was crowned as Henry's 
queen. Again peace seemed restored to England: Emperor 
and Pope might do their worst; but a bold, free, and united 
people, faithful in their allegiance to a prince in whom they 
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trusted, would bid them proud defiance. The king had leisure now fOl' those important reforms of the church to which I shall refer by and bye. But soon these matrimonial troubles to which he' seem cd fated recommenced. Rumours of the most unfavourable kind were spread abroad about the conduct of the queen. A committee of the Privy Council was appointed to examine into the case ; and a special commission was issued for her trial. Grand Juries of Kent and Middlesex found true bills against her; the commission sentenced her to death, and she was beheaded on Tower Hill. Such is tlte barest outline of those tragic events that have brought such odium on the head of Henry. But how far does he really deserve our censure ? Let us consider for a moment the consequences of the truth of the usual belief. Mr. Hallam says, " Few, very few, have in any age hesitated to admit the innocence of Anne Boleyn. Nothing in  this detestable reign is worse than her triaJ.." The usual candour and judicial impartiality of this great historian, deservedly give great weight to any opinion he may advance. But let us consider what follows if we accept this view. IVe are told to believe that the king grew tired of that woman for whose sake but three short years, before he had defied the mightiest p rinces of his time, and that, in the age of Catherine de Medici, instead of removing her by poison, by secret assassination or by divorce, he caused her to be accused of the most heinous crimes, and deliberately incurred the scandal, the risk, and the disgrace of a public trial and execution. Remember Henry's position , surrounded by enemies abroad, and harassed by disunion and conspiracies at home, his foes all eagerly watching for an occasion of attack, and ready to take advantage of the slightest slip. I maintain that if he were not fully convinced of the guilt of Anne, his conduct shows not only a murderous thirst for b lood, bnt a besotted madness, u tterly at variance with his previous actions. And yet more, far more, we must believe that in his design, which would stand almost unmatched fOf foul atrocity, he had the unanimous and hearty support of her own father the Earl of IViltshire, of her uncle the Duke of Norfolk, of the Privy Council, the House of Peers, with the Archbishops and Bishops, the House of Commons, the Grand Juries of Mitldlesex and Kent, and the great mass of 

the English people. "Ve must believe that the bravest, pi'oudest, and f,:eest nation of Christendom, in �he �ersons of their noblest chlvalry, consented to be accompltces 111 a deed of unutterable baseness, and inscribe their degradation in the 
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nlost,enduring annals of the realm. Such infamy could find 
no parallel in the days of pagan Rome's most abject bondage. 
Even then there were found some nol;>le souls, who chose 
to die rather than be silent on their country's shame. And 
yet we are to believe that not one such was to be found 
among those men whom God honoured by making them the 
instruments of the greatest work He ever wrought in this 
fair land; not one such among that glorious band of states
men and warriors, that rallied round the throne of the maiden 
queen, threw down the gage of battle to the mightiest prince 
of Christendom, and in that deadly yet triumphant struggle 
for truth and freedom, won for themselves immortal fame. 
Yet we are taught that it is not true as it  was in the days of 
old: " Fortes creantur fortibus et bonis;" we are told the 
eagle may come from the egg of the carrion-crow; and that 
the vilest of the vile now take the foremost rank in the noble 
army of martyrs. On the other supposition we are asked to 
believe that a youthful queen, brought up in the most 
profligate court of the time, was tem pted to commit those 
crimes, which she had seen treated as matter of jest rather 
than reproach. 1 do not hesitate to say, that no man who 
can divest himself of early prejudices, will doubt which 
alternative he ought to adopt. But if it be allowed that the 
guilt is proved, surely the punishment was not too great for 
the offence. As Mr. Kingsley says, " Death, and death of a far 
more horrible kind than that which Anne Boleyn suffered, 
was the established penalty of the offences of which she was 
convicted, and in this case they had the fearful aggravation 
that they were offences , not against Henry merely, but 
against the whole English nation. She had married in order 
that there might be an undisputed heir to the throne, anci a 
fearful war avoided. To throw into dispute by any conduct 
of hers (and it is universally admitted that this was at least 
excessively indiscreet) the legitimacy of her own offspring, 
argues a levity or a hard-heartedness, which of itself deserved 
the severest punishment." And if this be conceded, why are 
we to blame Henry if he did not interfere to prevent the 
execution of the sentence passed by the highest legal autho
rities ,upon the most revolting crimes ? 

I claim therefore to have proved that both in the divorce 
from Catherine, and in the execution of Anne Boleyn, Henry. 
was perfectly blameless. Other evidence indeed I might have 
adduced, but the limits of one brief article are utterly inadequate 
to exhaust the subject. My space will only allow me to place 
before the reader some of the most striking considerations; 
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and if 1 can only succeed in inducing some to study with impartial minds and clearer views this important period of our annals, my labour, which has n"ot been trifling, will not have been spent in vain .  But before I leave this portion of my subject,  candour demands that I should allude to one of Henry's actions, which I confess cannot be so completely j ustified ; though it m ay be greatly palliat.ed. On the day after Anne's execution, he m arried J ane Seymour, one of the late q ueen's maids of honour. That this was in the highest degree un becoming and indelicate, admits of no denial, but delicacy is not a virtue easily l earnt by a powerful prince, whose will has usually been law. To me it seems that Henry, indignant at the faithlessness of one to whom he had b een strongly attached, resolved to show his n ation how completely her guilt had torn her from his heart, and how little he would respect the memory of one who had so bit.terly 
deceived him. Henceforward he seems to have regarded 
marriage as an unpleasant duty required by the necessities of his country, urged by his Council, and to be performed as speedily as possible. It seems to me simply childish to imagine, that the mon arch who had waited seven long years for one whom he undoubtedly passionately lov ed, was so regardless of his own dignity and the feelings of his people as to be hurried away by the impulse of a violent passion. That so petty a revenge upon the memory of a woman who, however unworthy, had once been his wife, was sadly beneath so great a king, I freely confess ; but I am not trying to show that Henry was without his faults, but simply that they have been grossly exaggerated. How his own people looked upon this action is clearly shown by the records of the following parliament. They declare the criminality of the late queen proved, the sentence upon her j ust ; and they thank the king, in the name of the nation, for having made haste with the marriage, which is now regarded as the temptation to his crime. The student may refuse, if he will, to accept the truth of this representation ; but it is impossible to pass over the deliberate j udgment of the leaders of the nation with a few contemptuous sneers. That this j udgment was not evoked by fear of the king, I shall prove further on. 

B ut now I must turn to another charge that is frequently brought against Henry ; that of capricious and blood -thirsty tyranny. This has perhaps not so much affected the common opinion of his character as his relations with his wives ; but of course I m ust boldly m eet and answer 
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it. The alleged tyranny is of two kinus, in political and 

ecclesiastical matters. And here again historians have been 

led into error by neglecting to consider the condition of the 

nation at the time. It  was divided into contending factions 

at bitter variance, especially upon the two main points of the 

succession and religion. These were checked indeed for the " 

time by the consciousness that a cool and sagacious head and 

pow erful �rm were curbing them, but were ready at any 

moment to break forth into furious discord, and plunge the 

suffering country once more into the fearful horrors of a 

new" civil war. ';V e can little understand w bat these words 

mean : but had we ridden over the fields of Gettysburg, or 

Cbancellorsville, had w e  seen the flames arise from our own dear 

Atlanta home,  or listened to the booming of the monitors at 

C harleston, we coul d better comprehend tbem. And we mllst 

Ilot forget that the Tudors and their counsellors had seen the 

close of a sanguinary contest between rival families, and had 

heard from their fathers tales of pillaged homes, of wasted 

lands, and of battle-fields strewn with corpses polluting the 

air for miles around. Historians in their peaceful libraries 

have condemned in no measured language the executions of 

Buckingham and Darcy , Exeter and M ontague, the Countess 

of Salisbury anu the Earl of Surrey ; and I admit at once 

that some of these were put to death o n  evidence that would 

not satisfy a modern j ury. But then if peace was to be kept 

at all,  it  must be by a keen eye and vigorous hand. Tben 

it was impossible to wait for the commission of some overt 

act of rebellion. If it were vroved that the accused was 

strongly disaffected to the government, it  w as then COll
sidered, and it was in reality, ample reason for his execution. 

So at least thought the noblest and wisest of those days ; 

and tbey knew far more of the n eeds of the country than w e  

can ever know. But again i n  many cases t h e  MSS. recently 

discovered in the Rolls house, contain far more evidence of 

positive treason, than has hitherto been known to exist. To 

take but one instance-the Marquis of Exeter withdrew from 

his command i n  the royal army at the time of the great 

Northern Rebellion, returned to his estales in Devonshire, 

interfered with the course of j ustice, and prevented the levy 
of the subsidy granted by parliament ;  it was found that a 

l arge conspiracy had been formed to make him king. For 

these and other similar crimes he ·was tried fair ly by his 
peers, convicted on the clearest evidence (which yet remains) 

and condemned to death. And yet his execution is usually 

brought forward as a proof of H enry's insatiate thirst for. 
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blood ! Is it, I ask, either honest 01' generous, so recklessly and wantonly to malign the character of one 8 0  long departed ? Were he sti ll among us, the accusation would be 
treated as a foul malignant slander ; and does the lapse of years make so much difference ?  Too often do we find it true that 

" The evil that men do lives after them, 
The good is oft interred with their bones." 

It has been so long with Henry, but let it be so no longer. As long as w e  retain any j ust prid e  in the religious liberty of our country, let us not forget our debt of gratitude to the 
ruler who took the first steps in that road, even though his vision was not always clear and his footsteps som etimes 
wavered. 

Other cases of alleged j udicial murder were really precisely similar. Even the Earl of Surrey whose poetical genius has won him so much pity, despite his infamous p rivate character, really deserves no sympathy. He was at the head of the party of reaction, and was using his utmost exertions to reverse the policy of Cromwell and Latimer, and anticipate the M arian persecutions. He was engaged in a 
life and death struggle with the party of progress, and in his failure he only incurred that fate, which his victory would have brought on Somerset and Dudley. 

But the strongest proof of the justice of these execu tions 
IS found in the effect they prod uced at the time. U nj ust severity provokes indignation, which in stormy times finds the means sooner or later of shaping itself into p unishment. 
But of this indignation we do not find the slightest trace. I t  is admitted by all historians that the whole of Henry's strength 
lay in the perfect harmony between himself and the common 
people . But how was this main tained ? Surely not, as some would teach us, by a constant series of j udicial murders of 
their best-loved favorites, like Buckingham, More and 
Surrey. Had not the necessity of the executions been m anifest, the Pilgrimage of Grace must have had a very different ending. 

In all consideration of the reigns of the Tudors, it  is very n ecessary that we have a clear idea of the power at their disposal. It is a sel f-evident axiom, that there can 'be no tyranny where the ruler has no power to enforce his commands. Now it is a well-known fact, that Henry was far inferior in the number of his immediate vassals to the Howards, the 
BrandonsJ the CourtenaysJ and the N evilles. As Macaulay 
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snys-" the Tudors had no ar med force, and they were 
su rrounded by an armed people. Their palace was guarded 
by a few domestics, whom the array of a single shire , or of a 

sin crle ward of London, could with ease have overpowered." 

Incfeed throughout the whole of his reign, the only troops 

that Henry kept in his pay were about a hundred Yeomen of 

the G uard. Had one of his powerful barons risen against 

him , it  could only have been by trusting to the support of his 

people that he would have been able to p ut down the 

rebellion. Is it, I ask, conceivable that the English nobles 
would have stooped to be the instruments of a capricious 

tyranny to which they might themselves ere long fall victims? 
Yet historians would have us believe that through fear of 

a monarch so completely i n  their power, the foremost gentle
men of England became his obedient tools in the most 
atrocioLls designs. This is to teach us in the words of 

Mr. Froude " that our Great England once called 

The land of lordliest souls, the dear dear land, 

Dear for her reputation through the earth, 
This happy breed of men, this little world, 
This precious stone set in the silver sea, 

was really the n ursery of everything most pitiful, most base, 

and most contemptible." Again I say this may be so, but 

far weightier evidence than the m alignant slanders of 

historians of a century later will be needed to make me 
believe it. For the same reason, we may utterly reject the 

charges of h.aving gained money by extortion and violence, 
and of having levied taxes not granted by parliament. Here 
again I frankly admit that some of his measures were not 

strictly legal : that occasionally he anticipated the consent of 

his people when money w as greatly needed. But it  is the 

veriest trifling to attach such im mense imp<ntance to mere 

form, and to overlook entirely the spirit of the actions. 
The money thus raised was not devoted to luxury and 
extravagance ; i t  was absolutely required for the defence of 
the nation ; (1 do not refer to the period of W olsey's adminis
tration) ; as soon as parliament met complete accounts 
were presented, showing that it had really been applied to 
that purpose, and they hastened to express their formal 
approval of the steps that the council had taken .  With 

what  right then does Hume charge Henry with " viol'ence, 
profusion ,  rapacity, inj ustice , cruelty, extortion and arbitrary 
administration" because for the pressing need of the nation 
he adopted a course illegal indeed in for111 uut so thoroughly 

VOL. V. l' 
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approved by the people he governed ? I will take one iinstance only, for my space is very limited, and that shall be one upon which Mr. Hallam has laid especial stress. In a 54.5 the faithless emperor had broken a treaty to which he had 8>'V'01"O with peculiar solemnity and thus left England to sustain .alone a most burdensome war with France. The King .coined down his plate, pawned his jewels, and sold or mortgaged his estates ; and then, and not till then, with trustful reliance on the people's sympathy, the council called upon them for their aid. '1 he vast majority replied with a cheerful readiness, and if one niggardly tradesman 
who had refused to bear his part in the nation's burdens met . with severe but strictly legal treatment, is that a sufficient reason why we should overlook wholly the m utual trust and confideoce shown in the generosity of the many, and visit with our severest wrath the im patience of the council at the meanness of the few ?  But had these demands been really odious to the great mass of the people, Henry had absolutely 

no means of compelling their payment. But one such demand was ever made. The consequences may be told in 
the graphic words of M acaulay : " the cry of hundreds of 
thousands was that they were English and not French, 
freemen and not slaves. In Kent the royal commissioner. 
fled for their lives. In Suffolk four thousand men appeared 
in arms. The King's lieutenants in that county vainly 
exerted themselves to raise an army. Those who did not 
join in the insurrection declared they would not £ght against 
their brethren in such a quarrel. Henry, proud and self. 
willed as he was, shrank not without reason from a conflict 
with the roused spirit of the nation. He not only cancelled 
his illegal commissions ; he not only granted a general 
pardon to all the malcontents ; but he publicly and solemnly 
apologized for his infraction of the laws." Surely the fac' 
that this tax was successfully contested, proves clearly that 
the King had no power to compel the payment of any, and 
that whenever their collection was not opposed, it was because 
the people at large perceived them to be needful. 

But I must now turn to the ecclesiastical portion of our 
subject., And here again Henry has met with little favour 
hitherto ;  Protestants and Catholics alike have joined in reproaching him, the one sect with his tardy advances, the 
other with his violent changes. But in this, as in many 
other points, Henry was a fair representative of the people 
that he governed and it was precisely in this similarity to the 
bulk of his subjects that his power mainly lay. In the 
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earl y  yea rs o f  his reign, England was strongly and de
cidedl y Romanist, and Henry one of Luther's most violent 
opponents . At the time of the fall of W olsey, the nation 

was sick of the pope's arrogance and disgusted with the 
pride an d  licentiousness of the monks ; and Henry renounced 
the supremacy of Rome and abolished the monasteries ; 
nation and king alike cl inging firmly to the doctrines of the 
Catholic Church. But 

" The old order changeth, giving place to new, 
But GDd fulfils himself in many ways." 

By degrees, through the teachings of C ranmer, Latimer , 
J Iooper and Ridley, the doctrines of the Reformers gained 
more and more adherents, and one b y  one were admitted 
into the creed of the established Church. The Reformation 
in England was not an event, but a period ; full fifty years 
were needed ' to change the faith of the n ation : and it was 
truly fortunate for the country, that as it became each year 
more and more Prote�tant, the views of the king were 
developed in precisely the same degree. Had Benry at the 
commencement boldly supported the Lutheran doctrines he 
would have exposed his country to the fearful horrors of 
a religious war : had he at its close clung firmly to the 
C hurch of Rome, the Reformation would have been checked 
for a whi le , and its foremost champions suffered with their 
lives for the unpardonable crime of being wiser than their 
generation. But Henry advanced at the same rate as the 
mass of his people ; and thus he wisely and ably held the 
balance between the two great parties of the Reformers and 
the Anglicans. vVe in these more enlightened days may 
think that it would have been wiser for hiul " to have left 
both alone ; to have allowed .opinion to correct opinion, and 
truth to win its own victory. But this) so easy now, was 
then i mpossible � it would have been rejected equally by the 
governors and the governed. Deep in the hearts of Englitih. 
men in that century lay the conviction, that it was the 
duty of the magistrate to maintain truth as well as to execute 
j ustice . Toleration was neither understood nor desired." The 
grand law of opiritual being that a man's religious belief is a 
matter between himself and his God, that his i nnermost heart 
is a sacred shrine which neither king nor priest dare enter, 
Was then a hidden truth. It is among the brightest of the 
many glories that beam on the care-worn brow of Oliver 
Cromwell, that when in power he first attempted to maintain 
this principle. Yet even he did not carry it to its full. 
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extent ; though enounced long before by Robinson and the Independents, as far as my own researches go, it is barely a century since it was first made a rule of conduct, and that by 
a prince of the petty German principality of Wied. 

But in H enry's time the Protestants clamoured againet persecution, not because it was persecution, but because truth was persecuted by falsehood ; and however furiously the hostile factions exclaimed each that the truth was with them and the falsehood with their enemies, neither the one no; the other disputed the obligation of the ruling power to support the truth in  itself. "Ve cannot then surely blame H enry very severely because he was not guided by a prin':' ciple which the wisest rulers never dreamt of till more than 
two centuries after his death. " It was therefore," in the words 'Of Mr. Froude, " fortunate, most fortunate for the peace of 
England that it pOEsessed in the king, a person whose mind to a certain extent sympathised with both parties ; to whom 
·both, so long as they were m@derate, appeared to be right ; to 
·whom the extravagancies of both were wrong and to be 
repressed. Protestant and Anglican alike might look to him 
with confidence, alike were obliged to fear him ;  neither 
could take him for their enemy, neither for their partisan." 
And besides these considerations, when \ve hear Henry 
.charged with cruelty, in his persecution of Catholics and ·Protestants, we must remember certain facts which were ever 
'present to his mind, but which we are too apt to overlook. 
I n  the first place I must again remind the reader that the bulk of the n ation was equally opposed to the partisans of either extreme. The light of God's glorious gospel, l ike the light -of the morning sun, did not burst forth in all i ts splendour 
in  the midst of midnight darkness ; a few faint streaks in the east were the heralds of the coming dawn ; the pale grey 
light spread over the heavens ; till the rising sun , first flush
ing the mountain peaks with i ts  rosy light, poured forth its 
floods of molten gold on the world beneath, till it warmed 
and gladdened the lowliest vallies. Or to change the 
metaphor ; Protestantism in England did not spring up like 
Jonah's gourd in  a night, to be withered by the parching 
rays of th.e first noon-day sun ; but rather like some giant oak, 
rising by slow an d steady increase, striking its roots deep and firm into a fruitful soil, to stand for centuries, unshaken 
by the fiercest storms, and gladdening the hearts of all 
beholders. Again, we must never forget that a Catholic in 
those days did not mean merely on.e who believed in 
transubstantiation, and worshipped the Virgin j but a citizen 
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of England who yet professed allegiance to a foreig-n prince 

whose authority was in his eyes superior to that of his own 
monarch. This may now be but a harmless theory : then 

and long after it was a principle that proved its power by 
murderous conspiracies, and repeated and obstinate rebellion ; 

and which required to be put down by a stern, strong hand. 

.And further in the case of the Protestants their cardinal 

doctrine of j ustification by faith was too often so interpreted 
by fanatical and ignorant preachers, as to lead (according to the 

confession of Latimer himself) to the most inj urious effect on 
the morals of the people. It is hard1y to be wondf.red that 
Henry with a narrow theological training, and surrounded by 
the most bigoted enemies of Reformers whose leading 
doctrine was so easily misunderstood, deemed it  his duty to 
use severe measures for the suppression of the most noisy 
and violent of the party. We must never forget moreover 
that the harshest of these penal statutes were carried 
through parliament, often against the will of the king, by 
the bishops and the Anglican faction. Again and again did 
he interfere to prevent the rigorous execution of those laws 
whose enaction he would have been powerless, had he been 
desirous, to prevent. But whatever may be our own opinions 
as to the best course that might h ave been adopted in  
the conduct of so  great a Reformation, one  fact m ust 
outweigh a thousand such theories. In Germany the attempt 
at Reformation had but a partial success after a century 
of fearful bloodshed, which razed hundreds of flourishing 
towns, caused the death of hundreds of thousands of citizens, 
and inflicted a blow on the prosperity of the country, from 
which it is even now struggling to recover. In France the 
contest was long and sanguinary ; and its result was only 
the triumph of falsehood, and the banishment or m urder of 
thousands of its most industrious and intelligent population. 
In Spain, the Netherlands, and Italy, the Reformation that 
once had promised so fair was extinguished in rivers of 
blood ; there was hardly a town but had i ts market-place 
consecrated by the ashes of those who had sealed with 
their lives, but all in vain, their witness to the truth. And 
yet our own loved country passed with hardly a struggle 
from the darkness and spi ritual thraldom of Popery, to the 
glor ious light and l iberty of God's free gospel. And 
while we acknowledge that much of our peace was owing 
to the character and temperament of the English people , 

�nd much to the noble army of Marian martyrs ; I hold 
It to be the basest ingratitude to refuse all share of the 
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praise to that ruler, by whose wisdom, moderation and firlll� ness the conflicting factions were bridled, and under whose guidance the n ation moved so harmoniously and so triumph_ antly to the freedom and order wherein we now rejoice. 
My space, and I fear the patience of the reader, are ex:hau�ted ; I could have wished to have cleared away the baseless calumnies that have been borrowed from Popish historians .  and especially those that relate to his death ; I should like t� have transcribed his dying words, to show with what patience faith and resignation this noble life was closed, but I must forbear, In conclusion, I would simply remind those who have followed me thus far, of the principles on which I believe this reign should be studied, of the uncertainty of the successiou and the importance that it should be clearly 

settled ; of the difliculties arising from the change in religion ;  o f  the small power that Henry had at his command, where
with to enforce his decrees ; and above all, of the trust which 
his people ever placed in him, and the love with which 
they regarded him. V/ith this I commenced this paper, and with this I w ill close it. My view of Henry's character may 
be accompanied by some difficulties ; but these sin k into 
utter nothingness when compared with the inexplicable 
problem which m ust be solved by those who oppose me. 
Until they have done so ;-until they have shown me how a 
monarch whose character is asserted to have been disgraced 
by the worst vices incident to human nature, could have retained to the last the confidence, the reverence and the affection of the free and noble English nation ;-til1 then, I say, I shall hold to the opinion I have attempted to maintain, that a monarch to whom we owe such priceless 
blessings, has still the strongest claims on OUI' gratitude and admiration. 
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A SWEET bird sat on yonder tree 
And thus it trilled its lay, 

While to and fro the heedless world 
Was passing on its way : 

" The first love and the true love 
That dieth not for ever, 

That liveth on and hopeth on, 
And living changeth never ; 

" The great love, and the strong love, 
The true through good and ill, 

That c11angeth not through changing time, 
But living loveth still ; 

" The one love, and the pure love, 
That still forgetteth not, 

But liveth still, and loveth still, 
Although it be forgot ; 

" Ah ! can ye still be blind to it, 
Nor see it, where it is ? 

Can any love be truer love 
Than such a love as this ? "  

Still t o  and fro the careless world 
Went passing on its way, 

And heeded not the simple bird 
That sang upon the spray. 

And soon the winter's cruel storm 

Came up across the wold, 

And stripped the tree of leaf and bloom, 

And killed the bird with cold. 

And still the heartless world went on, 
And let the songster lie ;-

But one sweet maiden paused awhile, 

And wept to see it die. 
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She raised i t  up with gentle care 
To see if life were fled, 

" Ah me ! "  she cried, ,. too late ! too late ! 
The pretty bird is dead ! "  

But still within her heart she bore 
The music of the lay, 

The bird had loved to sing of old, 
When sitting on the spray. 

And still for her tIle dead bird sang 
Of love that changeth not, 

But liveth on and loveth on, 
Although it be forgot. 

:to 
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THE P1 CTURE GALL E RY. 

I.-THE BORE. 

THERE is a certain trite commodity with which it is our 
painful  lot to be more conversant, while we are at the 

University, than perhaps at any other period of our natural 
existence. This article rejoices in common-place, delights i n  
inflicting pain on others, and i s  as dead to any sense o f  shame 
or modesty as Mr. Swinbourne is to that of decency. Deficient 
in tact and taste, it may be compared to the Thersites, whose 
voice was so well known to the Grecian host, and of whom 
Sophocles sarcastically remarks 

Of; OVK etV E.1Af.r' f iO'd7ra� fi7rlLV [hrov 
f/1}Ocl!; E�1}. 

And a modern poet, speaking of the same man, uses the 
following words, which are somewhat longer and hardly so 
pointed as the Greek, 

Theraites only clamoured in the throng, 
Loquacious, loud and turbulent of tongue : 
Awed by no shame, by no respect controll'd, 
In scandal busy, in reproaches bold. 

This creature of which I am speaking is u nfortunately 
human ; but it is confined to the masculine gender. In point 
of fact it has a hunured feet and a hundred heads, like the 
fearful monsters of classical times ; but to the outward eye 
it seems to possess no more than the ordinary members 
common to humanity. It may be likened to Proteus in that 
it is capable of assuming many forms, with this difference 
however, that it never becomes invisible, but is always 

Gross as a mountain, open, palpable. 

One of the n umerous forms which it assumes, and the 
?ne to which perhaps it seems most attached, is that of the 
Intimate friend. From the stage of friendship, alas ! to 
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that of relationship there is but a n al'l'OW gulf, which it crosses with the greatest ease, and then approaches nearer and nearer to i ts unfortunate victim till it becomes a veritable first cousin. It is quite useless to deny all connexion with 
your persecutor : you are assured that you are labouring 
under a painful mistake. Your mother's cousin married the 
cousin of your persecutor's step mother, and so of course YOIl 
are related. Don't attempt to deny it-ipse dixit. The bore 
has declared it to the world, and the relationship has become 
a matter of history. And here by the way may we not all 
pay a slight tribute of respect to that most charming of aU 
relations ? "\Vhat is there that a cousin may n ot do with 
propriety and decency ? What a multitude of sins and short. 
cornings does that name cover ! Under its all receiving 
cloak we may insult, abuse, intrude upon, and partake of 
the hospitality of anybody without amends. The name is 
s ufficiently distant and sufficiently n ear for all purposes. We 
can use or abuse it at pleasure. And what is more-it is a dish 
that can be cooked and served up at a moment's n otice. But 
to proceed. H aving thus introduced himself to your notice, 
the cousin proceeds to treat you q uite in a family way, and 
turns up at all sorts of odd times. You are j ust going off 
to a concert w ith a friend" and your carriage is waiting at 
the door, when the bore com es. up and professing his intense 
joy at having met you after a long absence-of one hour, 
he declares his intention of accompanying you. Of course 
he did not know you were going. He happened to be going 
there himself on foot, and turning the corner he espied your 
carriage. vVasn't it odd ! Unluckily there is only room inside 
for two, and so you offer to sit outside, which after a show of 
resistance he agrees to ; taking great care to say as soon as 
you are well started that he would never have allowed it, if 
he had known it was raining ; though it has been raining the 
whole day. He wants to have the carriage stopped and to 
change places : but as you are already two hours late it is 
impossible. On al'l'iving in the concert room he takes great 
care to appear very intimate with you. You are some what 
l ate, and the noise you make in entering causes everybody 
to turn round and look at you. Then he seizes the golden 
opportunity, an d while everybody is attracted by his loud 
voice he calls you by an affectionate title or perversion of 
your Christian name. A t last you reach your place, and 
then you reasonably hope that he will at least hold his tongue 
and let you enjoy the music. But alas-in this fond hope 
you are doomed to the bitterest disappointment. For he 
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makes running comments upon th e performances o f  the 
various artistes, taking great care the while to inform you 
that he has heard all the great singer9 of the day. He sighs 
theatrically, and pulling his whiskers in a fond and affectionate 
m anner, assures you that Tietjens' voice now is not to be 
com pared with what it was when she sang at Marlborough 
Ilouse last year. This opens a new channel to him, and the 
whole force and volubility of the stream setting in this 
d irection causes an instantaneous inundation. You arc 
del uged with descriptions of the dresses, looks, and manners 
of the people who were present on that occasion .  The 
different performances are passed in review : and withal his 
knowledge seems so thorough, and his details are so minute 
that you think he must have been an eyewitness. However 
on your pressing the point he reluctantly owns that his in
formation is only deduced from a newspaper which a friend 
lent him for the occasion. You turn away i n  disgust : an d 
if your would-be cousin has any sense of shame he leaves 
off boring you for the r<')st of the evening ; but too often he 
is too used to being snubbed to . take the hint, so he returns 
to the charge. It would however be tedious to recount any 
more of his doings, for they soon get monotonous. H e  
seems like a piece o f  machinery wound up every week with 
the key of annoyance to humanity, and when he has run out 
his w hole length he begins again, and his next week is an 
exact reproduction of the preceding one. Unfortunately he 
is not so given to getting out of order as a piece of modern 
machinery is, and so he is never placed hors de combat. 

Our Proteus assumes many other forms besides that which 
I have already described. Perhaps he adopts some intellec
tual theory and is smitten with a desire of proselytism. I n  
this h e  calls on you a t  all $orts o f  unseasonable hours, appear
ing in your rooms quite out of breath with his haste. He 
brings with him papers and pamphlets which he asks you 
to COl'l'ect for the press. He is in a great hurry as he is 
afraid that some one will anticipate him in his mighty u nder
taking. If he thinks that you do not duly appreciate certain 
passages, he calls your attention to the rounded periods, the 
rich overflowing language, the beauty of imag�ry, and the 
depth of feeling which underlies them. At other times he 
commends some terse epigrammatic sentence, and remarks 
that he hardly knew before the depth and clearness of the 
intellectual foun tain welling up within him. Having pro
ceeded thus far in his self-laudatory remarks, he deprecates 
any praise from you, reads you a short lecture on the ad-
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vantages which he possesses o ver others, assures you that he is perfectly sensible of his own defects as every great tnan 
should be, and without thinking of what your opinion of his 
merits may be, he again begs you not to praise him too m Uch. 
All the while he is talking so fast and so incessantly, that 
w hen you try to get in a remark he passes it  over unheeded. 
He lives entirely in an atmosphere of his own, and never 
so m uch as guesses at what is passing in you r mind. He 
has a very limited sym pathy with what anyone else either 
feels or does. If however you do say anything to him , he 
is sure t o  misapprehend your meaning, and to fly off at 
altogether the wrong tangent. For his w hole mind is so 
engrossed with The Theory, and his wish to inoculate it  into 
others, that he has no space for the reception of any influx 
of new ideas. This intellectual and theoretic phenomenon 
is also a great trial in ordinary conversation. Let us suppose 
that yo u are discussing Shelley's claim to be a poet of the 
first order. You offer some remark o n  the subject : he at once 
contradicts you, and talking with even more than his usual 
volubility, he describes a circle round the question, and at 
last fro m  lack of breath leaves you at the point from which 
you started. repeating your remark in different words, it is 
true, but quite unaltered in substance. Woe betide the un
lucky wretch who rouses again the latent fire by pointing 
o ut this evident contradiction ! Leave him alone, my friend, 
and say with those who know him better, I like thee nut 
thou loud talker and mighty mouthed inventor of sonorous 
q uibblings ; Heaven deliver me from thee and birds of thy 
feather. 

In conclusion let a passing word be uttered in favour of 
the d ull  and stupid Bore. This w orthy and most proper 
individual is in the habit of paying you frequent visits, 
merely because he thinks it right and social ly correct 
to do so. In manner he is blunt. In lc;)Qks he is heavy 
and dull. He has no life, no fire, no enthusiasm. Of. 
sentiment he has none. He is too dull, too cold for a 
kind of dish wh ich requires to be served up hot, and is un
palatable when cold. No ray of warm invigorating light 
e ver pel1etrates the ice-bound recesses of his mind, but the 
darkness of utter iuanity reigns supreme. He comes into 
your 1'00111, and as he sits down he groans with the unwonted 
exertion, by way of breaking the si l ence that naturally follows 
on the ad vent of such an apparition. After a pause he tells 
you that he happened to be passing (which by the bye happens 
as a matter of course e very day) and so j ust looked in. Seeing 
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your visitor looking about as if  a t  a loss for a subject o f  

conversation , you tell him some amusing story or make some 

humoroUs remark : but he loses the point of both, and is 

sure to laugh, if indeed he laughs at all, at the wrong place. 
·When you have finished, he says Is that all ? or what next ? 
He then recurs to the weather or the approaching boat races , 
both of which subjects are rather heavy about this period, 
as it  is the fourth time they have been broached. At last, 

after having interrupted your reading for one hour and re
fused to take· any amount of broad hints, he  departs. This 
quiet and slow commodity is certainly more palateable than 
the noisy and obtrusive specimen which we met above, but 
he is scarcely more agreeable. For being rather timid and 
shy he is  insulted if you do not endeavour to entertain him, 
amI he is sure to stay some time for fear you should think him 
cold towards you. I have always observed this characteristic 
of the slow bore, namely, the idea that frequent visits from 
him are a necessary consequence of an acquaintance how
ever small. 

There is  yet another class of Bores which delights in 
conversing about subjects which can be of no possible interest 
to its audience, as for instance talking about racquets, boating 
news, or small talk about schools and any matters of school 
interest. This kind of conversation is known by the ex
pressive name of shop : and is the terror of every well 
regulated mind.. Sometimes again the Bore annoys you by 
stories of his brother's performances, or he tells you that his 
maternal uncle won a steeplechase, and forthwith proceeds 
to tell you the name of every horse that contended against 
him. This of all others is the little gnat that stings us with 
its venomous bite every day of our lives. 

These are the most im portant of the numerous characters 
which are comprehended under the name of Bores. Any 
one, even the most casual observer, on looking round at the 
stJ'Uggling swarms of humanity about him, will recognise 
a thousand s uch. Surely they are the rule and not the 
exception .  Nor do I fear that any one w ill  accuse me of 
viewing life in a mirror of my o w n  distorted ideas and 
thoughts. 

B ut my good friends , have you so soon forgotten the 
" blood and flesh" theory ? I bid you at once call to mind and 
apply Mr. Gladstone's theory. W hat though our first ac
quaintance was no cousin, in spite of his protestations to that 
effect ? Yet sti l l  you cannot deny him a place among your 
brethren.  Yes, he is a brother. ·W itne58 the sa me blood 
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that Courses through his veins and yours,  the same pul&� that throbs within him, and the same intellectual organization that is common to both of you. It is your duty therefore to foster and to cherish him : to allow him to link his arm. into your's, to follow you as a pet poodle would, and even to partake of your daily meals. You must joyfully listen to his long and spun out accounts of his brother's perform._ 
ances, and you must entertain ' him if he calls upon you seventy times seven every day. 

\V. L. 

n.-TH E ABSENT MAN. 

Anomalies are not uncommon i n  t.his world, but I know 
not whether in the whole genus there exists a more striking 
anomaly than the suhject of my present sketch. When is  he 
more palpably absent, than when he is present ?  Nay, when 
is his absence noted at all except when he lives and moves 
before our very eyes ? Again, when is he so abstracted 
himself as when he is abstracting from his neighbours ? 
I have often wondered that his very name should be the 
cloak of such\ a glaring falsehood. Is he called absent, 
I should like to know, because he is  so universally present ? 
Where will you not meet with him ? Climb to the summit 
<>f Mont Blanc, and you will find him boiling his watch ancl 
anxiously timing it with his egg : dive into the eternal nighll 
of the coal-mine, and he will appear before you rendering 
his safety-lamp doubly safe by the simple precaution of not 
lighting i.t at all. His generous impulses are not parched by 
the heats of India. He is " so delighted to see you : will 
be so glad if you will come in to tiffin any day during 
the week." Do you feel  grateful ? Reserve your gratitude .. 
In the course of conversation, it appears that he is going 
to J umnapore next day for a month. He is not unknown in; 
the saloons of N ew York ; if we may believe our transatlantio 
cousins, he i s  there found in the highest state of develop. 
ment. .Who has not heard how he once hung himself u pon: 
the peg and sent his hat and stick in to dinner ? Not 
unlike is the story of a certain peer in  the last century, who 
went out to dinner without stockings, and when the omission. 
was pointed out by a friend, sent a footman to buy him a 
pair ; having procured them, the tale proceeds, he  carefuIly 
put both stockings on one leg. 
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But  it is  my i ntention to treat pl'incipally of the absent 
man as he is seen in the various pursuits of this University ; 
to trace him, if possible, i n  his erratic course across our range 
of vision, and when he at length touches the horizon of 
our sky, to deduce fro m  our observations of his career such 
approximate conclusions as shall enable some future savant 
to clear up for ever the many mysteries which now alas ! 
enshroud his character and his history. I have observed 
that the absent man rarely begins his day by keeping a 
matutinal chapel. Whether it is that he always forgets to 
tell his bedmaker to call him, or whether it is due to the late 
hours which he almost i nvariably keeps, I do not pretend to 
say ; of the fact itself I am quite certain. I have occasionally 
known him appear at eight o'clock lecture with traces of 
sleep written in every line of his eloquent countenance, but 
I have always found on enquiry, that he had either mistaken 
the time and risen fr0111 the couch of repose two hours earlier 
than he intended, or else that his alacrity was the result of a 
cogent message from the lecturer, i n  which, by a singular 
coincidence, mention has generally been made of the College 
gates. On the rare occasions in question, he makes a point 
of getting up the wrong pieces of bookwork, and has usually 
forgotten to bring his spectacles, which are of a construction 
peculiar to themselves, and without w hich he can see to 
do nothing. Finally, having borrowed from divers of his 
acquaintance one penknife, two pencils, a book, and a piece 
of india-rubber, all of which he neglects to return, he carries 
off his spoil in triumph to his own 1'00111, there to join  the 
large magazine of stolen goods which a search-warrant could 
not fail to bring to light in  its mysterious recesses. Re now 
invests himself i n  a M argaret straw and a gown, and, uncon
scious of the singular picturesq lleness of his attire, meanders 
across the court to breakfast witp a friend .  His proceedings 
during the meal are well worth the attention of the casual 
observer. It is  well if he is  content with upsetting his 
neighbour's coffee and pouring the greater part of the claret
cup upon the floor. It is well if he only takes sugar three 
times over and spoils his fish by drenching it with the milk 
instead of the vinegar. It is far more probable that he wil l  
let the ducks which he is carving faU bodily under the table, 
and will carry off as trophies a spoon protruding from each 
waistcoat-pocket, under the vague impression that they repre
sent respectively his pencil and his tobacco-pouch. Thus 
enriched, and feeling in his pocket the while for his pipe 
which is  in h is mouth, he returns meditatively to his rooms., 
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His next business is to see the Senior Dean, who has sent' for him to know on what principle he usually wears his gown i nside out at Chapel. He apparently considers the shortest cut to that gentleman's rooms to be through the apartmenta of some half-dozen of his friends, upon whom he calls by the way, finally arriving at his destination exactly an hour three-quarters after he left his own rooms. He now returns and settles down to his reading, and becoming absorbed in his work, reads on till nearly half-past two, happ ily oblivious of the fact that he is due at the boat-house at two, Suddenly becoming conscious of his engagement, he hurriedly makes his toilet-a successful one in most respects, but rendered perhaps a little singular by the combination of a boot on one foot and a boating-shoe on the other, ancl also by the some_ what unusual p rominence given to the blazer which he wears over his pea-j acket-and arrives at the river not more than thirty-five minutes behi nd his time. In a boat he is invaluable : for it  n ever strikes him that he is pumped, and he quite forgets to shut up. He has however an unpleasant habit of putting it on at Grassy when he is rowing two, and at Ditton when he is bow, on each occasion apparently for n o  other reason, than because it i s  not his corner. I f  h e  is stroke, he rows a casual fifty to the minute, which the 'Varsity oar, who is rowing five, says he does not much mind himself, but perhaps the others might like a rather slower stroke. But, alas, three catches a crab and the boat upsets. See how carefully our hero throws his watch into the river to' save it, and carries his oar l aboriously with him to the bank' to prevent it from sinking. The Absent Man did I call  him 1 What presence of mind could equal that ? The happy hour when a repast of nectar and ambrosia-represented, alas ! too often, by a glass of u ndrinkable beer and a mangled j oint of beef or mutton -awaits th e hungry Undergraduate, noW' approaches. Our hero, unconscious of the fact that grace is being read , enters the Hall with a thoughtful step ; and it is, not until he has walked half- way up the room that he becomes aware of that fact, and also that he has his cap on.  Rectifying the latter mistake with an indifferent air, he takes his place : and, with a prudence and precaution which would do honour to the most mature deliberation,  he first sends a w ai ter for some beef and. then helps himself to the mutton ; and having originally despatched another waiter for currant jel ly (apparcntly a conventional term with him for horse-radish sauce) to the beef, he now sends off' a third waiter to get him horse-radish sauce to his mutton. Having thus provided for every 
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emergency , h � o�'ders 9011ege (a phras� by which he is 
accustomed to l lldlCate bItter), and the n  \VJth reckless hospi
�al i ty invites the eight nearest men to wine after Hall 
sllOl' tly afterwards readily accepting an invitation to pb; 
bil l i aJ'lls till  C hapel.  He ends by ordering old Stilton and- . 
no cream, and, with an equal contempt for both his engage
ment s ,  makes the best of his way to the U nion. H is next 
nppearance is at  Chapel. His conduct there is marked by 
no very characteristic peculiarities, except that he is absorbed 
in  deeper depths of contemplation than ever, as a result of 
which he occasionally finds an anthem-book in his pocket a 
d:ty 01' two afterwards. By what process it arrived there he 
al w ays declares himself unable to conceive. 

On his way from Chapel he registers a vow to I'ead for the 
rest of the e v ening. Infatuatecl man ! If he had made 110 
such resolve, the chances are, that his unconscious feet would 
have carried him to his own rooms, and his object would 
have been attained. But, elated by his virtuous determination, 
he conceives it  his duty to call on a friend j ust to announce 
his resolve, and to prepare himself for the effort  by a fe\v 
minutes' conversation. Need I detail the conseq nences ? 
At ten o'clock he finds that he has had the conversation 
which w as to prepare him for his work, but has not done 
the work for which the conversation w as to prepare him. 
Bllt the day is not yet lost. He wanders disconsolately to 
his own rooms, with a vague idea that he o ught to go to bed. 
B ut luckily a problem-paper is lying on his table, and that
to the unmathe matical mind-surprising phenomellon , all in
teresting problem, attracts his attention. He sits down, and. 
two o'clock finds him still at work. But he grows slee py, 
and lighting a candle, he seizes a pen and proceeds to w rite � 
" Call  me at h:tlf-past --." At this stage of the proceed
ing he falls into a reverie and his arm-chai t' ,  and is found at 
seven the next morning pen in hand, with the unfinished 
doeument b efore him. But let me not leave the reader 
under the im pression that h e  has been asleep. I am assured 
on the combined testimony of his gyp and his bed-maker that 
his eyes are wide open ; and he has himself told me, in 
confidence, that he was only thinking of that fifth problem, 
which would not come out as neatly as he l iked. 

My task approaches a termination. We have' traced his 
brief career, his flaming track across our heaven, and, like 
the bui'ning arrow in Virgi1, which ' 

• 

" Signavit viam flammis tenuesque recessit 
. . .  in vcntos," 

Q. VOL. V. 
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or, like the me teors, which in the words of the same poet 
" Crelo smpe refixa, 

Transcurrlln t crinemque voJantia sicleI"a dllcunt," 

so does the subject of our sketch vanish from our 
while we 

" Attonitis hreremllS animis," 

and can on ly exclaim 
" U nde quo venit ? "  

What was his origin , and what the closing scenes of 
life ? Who has seen him in his early infancy ? Who 
followed him to his grave ? An absent baby is a pheno4 
menon which my eyes at least have never witnessed. Let 
us try for a moment  to conj ecture what that prod igy of 
nature would be like. Does it first see the l ight in those 
stagnant country towns where the clock seems to have 
stopped at noon on the nineteenth of N ovember, 1 7 66,  and 
not yet to have been set going ? where the farmers have 
their coats cut in a fashion which has immortalized the tailor 
of our respected progenitor Noab, and where the man who 
once travelled foul' mi les by rail, is at once the admiration 
and the horror of the whole community ? I magination fails 
me; I l cave the problem to be solved by the wider spirit 
of r esearch, and by the fuller light of future ages. 

Of the absent man's career after his disappearance from 
O U l' sight, I hazard a bolder conjecture. He is hesitating in 
h is choice of a profession , when he is suddenly offered a 
l ucrative appointment in New Zealand. Ch armed with the 
prospect, he rushes up to London , hav ing first despatched 
his luggage by an earlier train to Liverpool, and fi n ding a 
packet j ust sai l ing, engages a berth, and does not remember 
unt i l  he is fairly i n  the midd le  of the Atlantic that he 
neglected to enquire �he vessel 's destination , w hieh he then 
discovers to be-Jamaica. On his ani val th ere, he finds the 
island in a state of revolt, and to avoid being massacred by 
the negroes , disguises himself as one of them, and succeeds 
on ly too well . Some days afterwards he falls i n to the h ands 
of the Bri tish troops, and is ignominiously sbot by the orders 
of his most intimate College fr ien d , who is in command of the 
detachment. He dies as he has l ived, true to his  reputation 
and his principles. May OU1' last end not be like his 1 

ss. 
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�ORROW AND JOY. 
(See p. 140.) 

WHAT is sorrow but a cloud, 

Hiding from llS for a while, 

As our heads with grief are bowed, 

Joy's perenninl sunny smile : 

Soon the cloud shall fade away, 

Leaving nought but radiant day. 

Sorrow like the gloom around 

Some high mountain's dreary sides, 

Veils the summit glory-crowned, 

Where the brightness aye abides. 

Upwards ever ! thou shalt know 

Short the reign of care and woe. 

Now the light is cold and dull, 

Struggling down thro' sorrow's night; 
Soon it shall be warm and full, 

B ursting through in glorious might. 

Lasts a day the reign of sorrow, 

.Joy has all the eternal morrow. 
L. 

Q 2  
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REMINISCENCES OF OUR TOWN. 

A MURDER WITHOUT A MOTIVE. 
M ANY years ago, when people were not so wise as they are now, in a word, when 1 was a young- man, wore tight boots, thought a good deal about my figure, and wrote sonnets in young ladies' albums, it was my Jot to reside for most of the year in a q'uict country tOWll in one of the midland counties. The railroad had not com e there then j the grandest man in the place was the :.traight-backed baldheaded squire, ve.ry near him ranked the broad-shouldered port-loving rector, and no one would for a moment have thought of awarding the third place to any less imp08ing dignitary than the parish clerk, a sleek and pompous personage who gave the tone to the politics and religion of his most orthodox fellow-townsmen. never Iknocked under to any one except the rector and squire, and to them only under protest as being the representatives of church and state. Everybody in the' town voted for the conservative candidate in case of a contested election, everybody went to bf'd at ten o'clock , and the only g.aiety countenanced in the place was an occasional tea-party, at which young ladies of staid deme11l10ur attired in white muslin, met stiff-jointed young gentlemen encased in black cloth ,  and solemnly conversed on the weather. Altogether it was one of those charmingly primitive abodes of rural felicity that the march of intellect is doing its best to sweep from the face of the earth by the help of railroads and radical trade unions. Such a place, if any sllch still exist, would by the . present fast age be voted " the slowest hole in  Christendom," and  i t s  inhabitants would be stigmatised as " a  set of humdrum old bores," but at the time of which I write we managed to l ive there contentedly enough and let the world wag as it wonld. The squire was not ashamed to l ive on his own estate and manage his farm h imself, the rector preached two sermons a week, and the clerk held up 
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his head and  said t Amen' in  church , and  settled the affairs of 
the nation in  the parlour of the public-house after w ards, and 
who were we t'hat we should wish for change when we sa\v 
our betters so well content wit.h themsel ves and all  the wo rld ? 
So we bowed to the squire, slept thro ugh the sermons, and 
l istened to the clerk, l ike good churchmen and honest Tories 
as we were. 

My chief ally in those days was Barney, the rector's gardener 
and general fact()tul11 , who also filled the arduous posts o f  
sexton and town crier to the universal satisfaction of the 
w hole community. Barney was a genuine SOll of Erin, 
descended as he used to say from the " ou ld  ancient stock of 
l3rian Boroo who WOI' ki ngs of all Ireland before the flood, 
aye, an' afther that too for a matther of three or it might be 
four thousand years," Poor Barney ! his royal descent did 
not help him much, but his unfailing good humour and 
original eccentricity made him an invaluable companion, and 
many long afternoons used . I to spend watching Barney 
prepare a l ast narrow tenement for the reception of  such 
of' our neighbours as at last left the home of their childhood 
for the unknown land , in obedience to the sum mons which 
even they, stubborn old Tories as they were, could not with
stand .  I often think now that to the casual observer we 
m ust have appeared a strange pair ; the light-hem'ted boy 
wit.h all his life and his trials to come, and the white-haired 
wrinkled old man , who in a short time must himself inherit 
one of those n arrow houses he is now preparing for another. 
To see us two there among the grey stones and grass grown 
mounds that told of so many generations already past away 
and lying now forgotten and un cared for', must have awakened 
strange thoughts in  the mind of th.e looker on. But I never 
saw it in  that light then, and was quite content to stand 
and listen to Barney's countless stories o n  e very imagin
able subject, with every now and then a strange feeling of 
childish a w e  as he threw up with a spadeful of earth some 
discoloured bone or other crum bling relic of the long for-
gotten dead. 

One bright afternoon , in July, I was watching Barney 
preparing a grave fo r old Mi les, an ancient peasant, who 
after l iv ing to a fabulous age ancl being repeatedly alluded 
to i n the local newspapers as " the oldest inhabitant,"-that 
mysterious i ndividual within whoso m emory such " te rrific 
hail storms," " prodigious goosebenies," and " devastating 
floods" " never before occurred ," had now at length ended 
his days in peace and the almshouse. After working for 
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some tlme in si1ence, a very unusual thing with h i m ,  Barney s uddenly broke out, " I  seen a ghost here last n ight, masthcr Tom," 
" Indeed, Barney ?" sai d T, " ho w  was  that 1" 
" ",T el l  sir," con'tinued Barney, " this was the  way of it. 

I had been over to  the rectory as his riverince had a word to 
say about the mendin' of the pound ; i t  w as nigh till  eleven 
o 'clock before I was stal'tin' for home, an' as th e shortest 
way was across the chu rch yard, I came out by the garden 
gate an' shut i t  afther me, an' then came across to the wee 
g.ate yonder into the road, Ye see the m oon was up though 
the night was cloudy, an' there was light enough between 
while3 fol' me to see the w ay I was gain" plain enough. 
Wel l  sir, I had j ust got to the turn the path t akE's yonder 
u ndher the shadow o f  the towel', when somethill' passed close 
to me.  It seemed to rise up out  of  Sir James Bra nsome's 
big tomb there, an' went quiddy down the pat h, so close 
ti l l  me I could have touched it with my hanu. It was not 
runnin' nor yet w alkin', but it  seemed to sweep over the 
groun' like a shadow, an' then i t disappeared j ust foreninst 
the butthress there in the side of the chu rch wall." 

" Was it  l ik e a man o r  a woman ?" I asked. 
" Well ye see sir," replied Barney, " it was gone that 

q uick I could just  hardly say, but I thought it was l ike 
a woman in a l ong' gray dhress. I was a bit scared as ye 
might say, an' stood st i l l  a whi le  to see av i't would be comin' 
again,  but I seen nothil1', so I j ust went on. Well sir, when 
I cil m� j ust where ye're staJ1 ding' 110W I seen the figure again 
settin' on the ground' wid its anums clasped roun' its knees 
rock i n' t o  an' fro an'  moan in' as if its heart would break. 
I'd have to pass within a yard of i t ,  so I stopped short an' 
says T, 'av ye're hne for good, say what it is  ye want at aU, 
but av ye'i'e here for evil, I charge ye let n1 e pass'. '\Vell 
sir, the words w ere not out of my mouth before i t  rose up, 
an'  I saw then it was like a very tall woman, wid her 
hair down on her shouluhers, an'  she sthretches her hands so 
above her head, an' says she, wid a screech th�t seemed 
to ttin'! my blood to w"ather, ' Fo r  evil, for evil ! There 
is nowt but evil  r an' wid that she sweeps down the path out 
0f' my sigh,t in a m illl;n it ,  back again towards the church . 
Ye may thlllk I was fnghtened n early to death, an' so I was, 
an' away I runs hot fut a l l  tme  test of the way to the 
wee gate, an' gets out into the road k i l t  in tirely, what 
wid the fright an' the run afther it.  vVell sir, when I got 
into the road I looked back �gain, the moon was shinin' sthrong 
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across the  church yard,  an'  there I seen her  standin' j ust 
w h e re ye are n o w, moanin'  an' crying an' then  a big bl ack 
cloud comps across the moon an' I seen 110thi n'  for some time, 
[I n '  w he n  the  cloud was gone she w as gone too, an', m Rsther 
'rom ,  all the t ime the moon w as shinin' on h er, I noticed that 
fie nd a h ait of shadow she threw on the groun'  at all-m ay 
II e be betune us an' harrum !" 

" And w hose ghost should you think it was, Barney 1" 
I asked with considerable scepticism. 

" S ure I thought i t  was Kitty Brettles, she that w as 
!11 l1 rdhered by a uhrunken thramp aft her 'V onnaby fai r ; 
she's buried somewhere nigh t i l l  this I know, but then the 
thing I seen was a matter at three good inches o r  more 

taller nor poor Kitty." 
" I t m ust have been fancy, Barney," said I, adopting the 

usual argument put  forwflrcl by unbelievers. " Y o u  were 
nervous at having to cross the churchyard at that time of 
night, and you fancied some shadow or another was a ghost." 

" Hear ti l l  him !" cried Barney half indignantly and half 
pityingly, " 1 tell ye,  masther '1'0111, there was sorra taste of 
j�l11cy i n  it  at all .  The first time I seen her w'asn't I j ust 
tlllnkin' of nothin' at all, or i t may be whistlin' ' The 
Protestan' Boys' to keep the co\\'ld air out of my mouth by 
rason of a stoon of the tooth ache I had 1 A n' the seconu 
t ime I seen her didn't she spake 1 W"hat w ill  ye say till  that, 
now masther Tom." 

" Probably it  was the echo o f  your own voice," I rep1ied 
with the air of a materialist bringing forward a clincher, 
" You say the £gll re repeated your \Varus." 

" Echo is i t ?" retorted Barney, " begorra it's the first 
time I iver h eard my swate voice h ad an echo like the screech 
of a cat wid its back broke, the erathu r ; av that don't 
bat e Paddy Blake's echo at B l arney to nothin' at all !  N o, 
masther Tom ," cantin ueu the old man after a pause, " av ye 
i ver get such a fr ight ye'l!  know right well it w as no fan'cy 
nor no echo ;" so saying narney set to work again with 
renewed enenry, and for some time I watched him in silence 
as h e  threw I I  p spadeflll after spadeful of the moist b rown 
eart h ; and the heap near w hich I was standing grew larger 
anu larger, whi le  that  colu cruel  looking hole, w ith i t s  jagged 
edges st anding asu11ller l ike a pair of greedily gapi ng j aws, 
grew deeper and deeper. Suddenly something roll ed off the 
top o f  the beap and lodged close at my feel". I saw it  w a s  a 

skul l  that had been b uried for a lono t ime,  aud actuated 
by some spirit of c uriosity, I stooped to pick it up. On ' 
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doing so I was at once etl'Uck by its curious appearance 
The whole top part seemed to have been sm ashed in by SOtn� 
tremf'ndous blow, evident.ly not the work of Bnrney's spade. 

" H ullo, Bamey," I cried, cal l ing hi s  attention to i t  
" W hoever this  was, h e  must h ave h a d  a great blow o� 
the head ! "  

" 'Veil, well !" s a i d  Damey looking cu riously a t  it,  
" I didn't know he lay so close to  thi< .  I thought we had 
bu ried him twenty yards more t o  the west." " Do you 
:know whose skul l  i t  i s  then ?" I asked. " Faith I do, sir," 
answered Ramey, " it m ust be Hudie D u t l er,  poor fellow I 
I buried h i m  n o w  n igh upon 6ighteell years back ." 

" An d how came he to get h i s  head broken l ike this 7" 
said 1. 

" Sure that's j ust the thing none of  us could ever tell," 
Bamey repl ied , " it was a q uare story altogE't her. Ye see 
1:1 udie was cou rti n' N elly Earl e ,  an' a fine sthrapp in ' wench 
she was. Y e'd not fin d  her aq ual among all the col leens 
be tune this an' Connaugh t . But she n i ver cared the 
squeedge of a bad potatoe for poor Hudia,  an' m an y's the 
t ime she towld him so.  But she was fin e  an' thick wid 
a young engineer chap of the name of George Jeffries who 
came down fro m  Lunnon to  bui ld the new bridge-it was a 
n e w  bridge then -over yon der by the sq uire's saw mill.  
",T ell the end of i t  was one n ight J efti'ies an d  N elly both 
disappeared from h f're , an' no one iver saw ei ther 'of them 
agai n . , But poor H udie was fo un ' the n ext mornin' lyi n' 
stone dead on the Lunnon road ", id his  h ead smashed al l  to 
smi th ereens. There was noth i n '  to fix th e m U l'dher on any 
one,  but they did say t h at H ll d i e  must have fo un'  out  that 
J cffries and N elly were for flit t in'  an'  thri ed to stop them, and 
t hat then Jeffri es bate his head in,  an' m urdherecl hi m as ye 
see there--'" 

" 0  n o , no,  110 !" shrieked, 01' rather yelled, a strange 
voice close to  us  so sudden l y  that we both start ed in  terrOI·. 
On t urning round we saw standing by the edge of the g rave 
a tall w o m a n  about forty y ears old, dressed in a long gray 
g o w n  w i t h her hai l' flowing down f rom her bare head on to 
her  shou lders. 

" The saiuts betw ixt us an' evil, Masther Tom !" eX
clai med Bamey, " b ut it's the ghost again ." The figure 
went on,  evidently not notici ng the  panic  ehe had caused, 
in a kind of fierce scream i n  which the words seemed to be 
struggling with one another for utterance, " Yo u  m ust not 
say so.  H ush ! if George hears you h e  wi ll kill you and me 
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t oo .  W h o  says h e  killed h i m ? No, no ,. I didn't see it. 
H ow SOOI1 i t  was done ! A h, and he moaned and cr ied to 
)ilC to  h el p  h i m ! b l l t  I didn 't,  no I hid my eyes, onl y 
I co u l d 'n t help hearing that horrible crash, crash, c rasbi ng, 

an d he moaning so all the while ! A nd t he n  it was all so stil l,  

as sti l l  as death ! and once I dared to  look back, and saw 
something ly ing there, still  and black in the bright moon light. 
And then George came back to me looking so w h i te and 
fi erce ! I n ever saw him look so before,  and he said,  ' See 
\Y h at I 've done for love o f  v o u !'  Oh ! it burns h ere l ike 
fire, l ike fire !" She finishe'd with a fearful yell,  pressi ng 
bel' hands on her fo rehead, and then s tood still moaning 
softly as if in pa i n.  Bamey, now partly recovered from his 
fi rst panic,  stood for some time gazing at her with a kind 
of horror-stricken cu riosity. There were b u t  few traces of 
for m er beauty in that faded face so pale and worn, and those 
w i l d ,  mad eyes, yet he seemed to recognize her, for at last 
he sai d ,  speaking like a m a n  talking in  h is  sleep, " It is N elly 
Earle, poor lass !" 

She heard him,  and an�werec1 in an eager w hisper, " No, 
N el ly J efI'r ies.  I am M rs.  J effries n o w ,  M rs.  J effries, the  
wife o f  the great engineer Mr, Jeffries, you know h i m ,  
every b ody knows h i m a n d  respects h i m  s o  m u ch ! and I a m  
1\1 rs.  J eff'l' ies." S o  saying s h e  spread out  h e r  dress with 
bot h hands, am1 performing a grotesq uely elab0rate c urtsey, 
swept a way w i t h  a queen ly  air .  Before she h n d  gone many 
yards she ret urned, and then speak ing in a perfect l y  n a tural 
voice, but with a mi ncing tone th at forced us t o  smile i n  sp i te  
of ourselves, said,  " If  you should see  my husban d ,  the  grpat 
M r. J effries, be kind enoug h  not to  mention the fact of  my 
absence fro m  town.  You see I followed h i m  to th e country 
without his  knowledge, i n deed I may say agai nst his orders. 
B u t  we y o u n g  \I  i ves YOll k n o w  are not  always subst:l' I'ient to 
orders : good morning ;" and so with another deep cu rtsey 
she was gone.  On m y  relat ing this ad\'enture a t  h o m e, my 
fat her i nstantly caused a s t rict search t o  be m ade for the poor 
mad woman, in tbe hopes of gai n ing fr0111 her S0111e know
l edge o f  the w hereabouts o f  J effries,  in case i t  should ever 
be possible to  fix the murder of Butler on him. B u t  it was 
all  i n  vain.  N e1 ly had disappeared agai n as myste r ious ly 
as she had appeared. In the meantime I was i n vited to  
a tea p arty at General Crogan's for the following eveni ng, 
and with a l l  the elasticity of  mind peculiar to my t i m e of l i fe,  
soon forgot the mad woman and her story in  the thoughts 
of the dissi pation i n  store for me.  
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The next evening accord ingly saw me on my wa y to 
General C rog-an 's . On my w ay across the ch u rchya rd I 
overt ook old  Barnev going s l o w l y  home after  h i s  (hy's W 01 k. 
" Good e Vl'ning,  B a r ney ," said 1 ,  as I c n me up to h i m  
" h ave you bee n see ing an y m o r e  ghosts ?" " Ah !  n o lY

' 

m asther Tom ," rep l i ed t h e  old man with a dep recat ing s m i le
' 

" wo u l d  ye be for makin'  a gowk of o u l d  Barney behind hi� 
back, and him ni l  t h e  w h i le fo reninst your very o w n  nose 1 
s u re it's not a mom ent of pace I ' ve had th is b lessed day , but  
ivery body w i l l �t i l l  be snyi n '  ' Ba rn ey ,  w here's t h e  ghost ?' 
But by t h e  pow ers I'd rather go to H,oom on my bare bended 
k ners this minl l i t  ( han get another such a fr ight as I resaved 
that  night,  so I woul d !" 

" ,Vh at d id YOll do with Hudie's skull ?" I asked . " The 
sk ul l  is it ! su re I b u r ied it. There w as Mist her I-lardi ng, 
he that's j ust ta ken the n e w  house on Go rse H i l l  ye knolV, 
he was botherin' an' b l etheri n ' about the p l ace all the 
mornin', want in '  me to  sell t h e � k u l l  t i l l  h i m .  W h at w i l l  ye 
do w it h it ? says 1. Oh ! snys he, I j ust want to  kape it  
for a c u riosity, says he.  Begon'a t h e n ,  says I ,  it's divil 
a taste of c u r ios ity ye'1I get. out  of H udie's skull,  for I'm 
goin'  to b u ry it., says I ,  I'm not  the m a n  to  be sel l in' the 
pOOl' lad's bou es about the counth ry a n '  him cowlcl i n  t h e  
g rave, a n '  ye ough t to be asha med of yerself for ask i n '  m e ,  
says 1 .  Wicl th at he went o ff  l ooki n ' a s  black as th under, 
an' I j ust b uried t h e  skul l  whE;re I fo u n '  it ." 

" ,V ho i s  th is Mr. I-I ard i ng ?" said 1. 
" Surra one of m e  k no ws ," answered Barney, " but he's 

goin ' to mal; ry M iss Annerley, the rector's niece, an' a swato 
young l ady she is, more by the token.  He met her fi rst i n  
M anchester , they say, w here he's in some busin ess ,  an'  n o w  
it's a l l  setd ed betwixt t h e m ,  an'  fi n e  an' fond they a r e  o f  a ich 
other. He has her picthur set in a p o w erfu l  fi n e  goolcl 
locket that h angs fro m  his watch chain , an' he's sti l l  openin'  
it,  a n' s h u t tin'  it, anrl look i n '  at it, an' pol ish i n '  i t. He's 
a right handsome young fellow, u u t  I do n't know how it is 
I do n't j ust l ike the looks of him.  He seems cowld and 
pro ud , belike he 's only a thr ifle shy t hough . I 'm th i nk in' 
ye'1I see him to night at the Gi ncral's, for t h e  Rector  I knoW" 
is gai n' an'  so is  Miss Ann erley, an' w heri v er she is  he's 
not far off, ye may take yeI' oath to that." 

We h ad now reached the l i t t le  wicket i n to the road, an d  
I went on alone to " the General's." On en tering t h e  draw i ng 
room, I fou n d  most of the guests had al ready arr i ved.  There 
was the Rector, hearty and j olly as usual, standing before the 
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{ire .  place talking to t h e  Gen era l ,  a tal l , dark, rather wizen ed 

l ook ing olt! gentleman , who after thirty years service had 

at l ast retired on his  well-earned pension . He was a si ng u l ar 

ch a racter, th is General. B rave as a l io n  he h ad often shewn 

h imsel f  to be at the  heflc1 of bis  t roops i n  ma ll Y a fi e rce 
charge a gainst t.he wild M ah ratta hurdes , stern and decided he 

coul d be 0 1 1  occasions , as those who h ad served under him 
l, nclV full well ; b u t  now,  to see h i m  with his kind smi le  

l ight i ng u p  t hose " great dark eyes, t o  hear h i s  soft mel low 

voice,  a lmost effeminate in  i ts sweetn ess , nnd t o  mark h i s  

manner, gen tle  a n d  n early playful a s  a gi rl 's j at fi rst sight 
one w o u l d  almost have been i nc l i ned to  set h i m  down as one 

of t hose carpet  k n igh ts , w hose acti ve service h as been a l ong 
day's review i n  the park , and whose greatest d aring has been 

the  storming of t be heart of a lad y 's maid. H e  w a s an olel 
bachelor  st il l , as he used often p l�\ intively to say, but there 
w as nothing his great warm heart 111 0re delighted in than in 

assrmbl i ng al l h is friends and neigh bours together. And it 
was an ack no w lerlged fact,  that of all  t i le  stai d par ties in 
which that s low neighbo urhood took s llch del igh t, there were 
none so de l igh t fu l as the G eneral's. Miss Crogan,  a cheery 
o l d lady some fi ve years older than her brother, the G eneral, 
w as b ust l ing about in a fant ast i c head gear among her guests. 

On a sofa n ear the w i ndow �at 1\1 rs. Badow , the Rector's 
w i fe,  wi th her n i ece Miss Annerley, an extremely pretty 

an t! pleasant girl , who,  besit!es b e l' good looks , enj,oy ed t h e  
rep utation of being a great heiress. The old l a d y  w as 
" p laying gooseberry " between the young one and her 
a(l mi rer,  for you sce in this ex tremely well regu lated tow n ,  
no one would have t ho ught for a n  inst ant o f  letting a 

betro t hed co upl e sit  together 1n the recess of a w i ndow 
without some respectable go between , in the shape of an 
aged chaperone , being present to  see fai r  and satisfy the ru les 
of prop riety. Seated on a chair near the sofa ,  and i n  con ver

sati o n  w ith i ts  two occupants,  w as M r. Hard i ng . A l'tr i k i n g  

face was his . M asses of b lack h a i r ,  b lack wh isk ers and 

moustaches offered a st rong con trast to t h e  clear  colo u rl ess 
w hite of his face.  H is features were fault less in their 
regulari ty, and woul d have b een perfect ly h andsome, but 
for a ste rn ,  set  expression about the thin bloodl ess l i ps , and 
a cruel h ungry look i n  the eyes. The eyes themselves , 
a very u n us ual tbing i n  a dark h ai red man , were of a very 
light stony b l ue , an d hn d an u npl easant way of fixing them

selves without ever winking'. 1 t was one of those faces that 
give 110 clue to its age. He might be fi ve-and-twenty or 
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he m ight be five-an d-forty, and to j udge from the face,  one 
age was as likely to be near the t r u t h  as the other. I don't 
know w hy ,  but I took an extreme d islike to him at the very 
£ rst sight t hat did not i n  the l east gi ve way on a better 
acq uain tan ce . I n ot iced the locket Barney bad descri bed 
to me hangi n g  at h is  chai n ,  and also the trick he had of 
perpetu al ly fi ngering and pl ayi ng with it, especially when 
tal k ing to any one. 

O n enteri ng the room I was i m med iately salute!1 by the 
General with , " W' ell Tom , here you see me in h ot discussion 
with M r. Barlow about that flint  you bro ught me the other 
day . I say it's a fossi l  goose, and he will  h ave it i t's nothing 
but a sponge." 

The General hau a mania on the subj ect of fossils, and 
was particularly fo nd of de t ecting , in distorted l umps of flint, 
all sorts of resemblances t o  im possible animals.  

" Th at w as a curious fossi l; '  h e  con tin ued , " you fo und 
in the ch urchyard . B :ll'l1ey was tel l ing me al l about it this 
morning. To think of that poor fel lo w's skull turning up 
again after all t hese years !" 

" Eh ? vVhat skull was that ?" exclaimed Mr. Harding, 
s udd en ly in terested in the conversation. 

" That brok en skull  you wanted so much to b uy of old . 
Barney ," I repl i ed. 

" That I wanted to buy ?" said he, £xing his eyes on me 
with a l ook of such anger, I thought my remark m qst have 
conveyed m ore meani lJg to him than I i n tended it should . 
" Oh ,  yes," he con tin ued, almost i nstantly resllming his 
former express ion ,  " I remember. A batte red old h ead piece 
it was too , very curious. That sil ly old m an pretended to 
have some conscientious scruples abo ut letting me have it.  
I su ppose I did. not bid h igh e nough.  But what was its 
story ? Some r ustic legPlld, I su ppose, whose origin is lost 
in the mists of ant iq uity " 

" N o," said 1 ,  " I  think not. At l east if that poor mad 
woman be the same perso n Barney s u pposes her to be, it would 
sec m as if some of  the actors in that story were still al ive." 

" \V hat mad woman ?" asked. the Rector, " I  heard nothing 
of hcr ."  

M r. IIarc1ing, eviden t l y in terested in  the recital, drew his 
chair nearer, as I told a l l  t h e  story of Barney's ghost and 
the sudden appearance of the mad woman at the side of the 
open grave. \V hen I had done, he rem arked, " So she said 
she fol lowed her husband w ithout his know ledo'e ?  Where 
'is she now, does anybody k now ?" 
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" No," I answered , " she has disappeared, b u t  I expect 

she will be seen agai n  before long in t h e  churchyard, she 
seems un able to tear h erself away from it." 

Tea was now brought in,  and d uring the h anding roun d  
and discussion o f  that deligh tful beverage M r. H ardi ng still 
sat in the sam e posi tion ,  pl aying with his locket, and w ith his 
cold un winking eyes fixed i n a fierce stare at the fireplace . 
A t  last h e  roused himself with a start and a slight shIver, 
and turning to Miss Annerley with a smile, that looked to 
me more like a grin of pain, asked her to sing a song. She 
rose and went to the piano , and h e  turned over th e  leaves 
of her music. After 'M iss A nn erley's song h ad arrived at 
a happy conclusion , M iss Pickerso n ,  the stu mpy l i ttle doctor's 
stum py l i t tle daughter,  executed a br i ll ian t fan tasia in B very 
flat ; and then the two plain M i ss Slokers perfor med a p lain 
duet, and so the m usical part of the entertai nment terminated. 
An animated game of proverbs , followed by a rou n d of con
seq uences, at length brought the even i ng 's dissi pation to 
an end. I was the l ast to leave, as the Gen eral detained me 
for a fe w min utes to  shew m e  the latest additions to his 
collection of fl ints . These comprised the " head ·of it young 
ostrich ," " a baby's foot," and " an antediluvian horEeshoe." 
vVhen I got out there was a full brigh t  moon overhead , and 
the n ight so clear and still that distant sounds came to  the 
ear w i th a wo nderfu l dist inctness . 

A� I returned th rough the chu rchyard , I s uddenly heard 
the voice of the mad woman on the ot.her side of the church, 
raised in tones of pi teo lls expost ulation ; " Oh George ," she 
was say i ng, " don't you, don't you, GeOl'ge ! 1 can't give 
them up,  don't ask me, George, or I shal l think you don't 
love me any more !" 

I hes i tated for a m oment , not wishing to meet that w eird 
creature alone at that time of  n ight, and was t hi nk ing of the  
advisabi l it y of retu rning to  the road and mak ing a long 
circuit i n  order to  avoid her,  w h e n ,  to m y  su rpr ise , I hea rd 
Mr.  H ardi ng's voice say, in a tone trem bling with passion, 
" You infernal h ag ! Give me those papers at o nce ! ,V hat 
do you mean by following m e  do w n  here against my ex,
press orde rs ?" 

" Oh, GeOl'ge ," an swered the w oman , " u<m't be so al'lgry 
with me. I didn 't know you w ere here, in deed I d i d n 't , till 
I saw you goi n g into church, and then I hid m yself for fear 
you should see me and be angry. But they were unk ind 
to me at  that place, GeOl'ge, and so  I ran a way and came 
back here where we used to be so happy. Long ago ! long 
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ago 1" she concluued with a long wild wail of despair, which 
only fieemed to increase bel' companion's frensy, for he sud. 
denly broke out : " Hold your noise, you fool, and give Ille 
the paper at once, or I'll make you ! "  

H ere I thought he must have tried to  wrest something 
from her by force, for she gave a short shriek as if of sUdden 
pain . I could restrain my curi05ity n o  longer, but ran round 
the corner of the church wall · to see what might be the 
meaning of this strange meeting. The noise of my footsteps 
evidently alarmed the hyo persons w hose voices I had heard 
for as soon as I got round the corner, I saw by the bright 
moonlight a figure, which I had then no doubt was Mr. 
H arding's, running swiftly away fro m  me. The woman 
stood still for a moment,  and then ran in the opposite direc. 
tion. Sbe passed close to me with her hair  streaming behind 
her,  and her wild eyes flashing strangely in the moonlight. 
She took no no t ice of me, but passed at a quick run ,  moaning 
low, as if in pain ,  w i th  both her  bands clu tching something 
to hcr breast. I looked after her til l she disappeared in the 
·darkness, and then went on my way wondering much at the 
strange scene I had just witnessed. If the man I had just 
seen were really Mr. H arding. as I had very li t t le doubt he 
was, wbat  on eilrth could be the meaning of this myst erious 
meeting by night. with the mad woman ,  of whose existence 
h e  had only been made aware a few hours before ? Once 
indeed a dark suspicion crossed my mind that Mr.  Rarer 
and J effries were one and the same person , but on consid 
tion I dismissrd this idea as ridiculous. It was n early t wen 
years since Jeffries had left !.he town ,  and Mr. H m'ding W88  
to all appearance considerably under thirty years old. The 
only conclusion I could arrive at w as that I had been mistaken 
in  supposing the man I had j ust seen to be Mr. Harding. 
And indeed this seemed to be more than probable, for a8 
M r. H artling had made a considerable impression on me, it 
was, to say the least, likely that a man seen at a distance iD. 
that uncertain light, should appear to me to bear a strong 
resemblance to the man on whom my thoughts were at that 
time running. 

The next moming I was sauntering down the village 
street after breakfast, trying to devise some plan for killing 
time till luncheon ,  w hen my attention was attracted by an 
excited looking group round the door of the " Dun Cow," 
the chief inn and posting establishment in the town. It 
could be no usual matter that at this early hour had startled 
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sa many of the village worthies out of their customary staid 
dell1e�nour, and that it was something of a serious nature, 
was evident  from the look of horror and consternation on 
every face. Mr.  Bradshaw, the portly l andlord, was standing 
in the midule of the group, with a look of gloomy importance 
on his ruddy face, recounting for the benefit of his hearers, 
some startling fact which they swal lowed open-mouthed in  
silence. As I drew near he concluded h i s  discourse as 
fo llows : " Mr.  Mutts here," contemptuously inuicating with 
the stem of his pipe a timid looking l ittle man with a dirty 
face, the village shoemaker, " suggests it was a case of fel low 
clcasy, but in course that's absurd. Fellow deasies aren't 
general ly found lying on their backs with their eyes half out 
of their beads, and all  the bushes and grass trodden down 
about them as this un were. In my opinion it was nothing 
more nor less than 111 ll l 'der." 

" Good morning, Mr. Bradshaw," I said as I came up, 
" is anything the matter ? "  

" Good mOl'1ling, sir," was the reply with a solemn 
incl ination of .the head, a compromise between a bow and 
a nod, " Yes, sir, a most horrible murder, tboug h  some may 
cnll it a fellow deasy," here he  flung another contemptuous 
glance at poor Mutts, who q uailed beneath i ts withering 
scorn, " has just been committed. A poor woman was found 
this morning lying dead i n  the  churchyard, and is now lying 
till the crowner's q llest i n  that room." 

" Good Heavens ! in the churchyard ?" I exclaim ,  " Why 
I saw a woman there at about e leven o'clock last night. I 
should know her again. May I see the body ? " 

" Well, sir, 111y orders was to admit no one t i l l  the 
crowner's quest this arternoon , but in course there'd be no 
ohjection to you, especially if it's for the pu rpose of  indemni
fication. This way sir, if  you please " So saying, he l ed  
the way to  a door which he  un locked w i th  a key that he  
took with great solemnity and  deliberat ion from the  right
hand pocket of his trousers, and we entered a small plainly 
furnished room with bare walls and a sanded floor. On a 
deal table in the centre lay the body j ust as it had been 
found, and to my horror, 1 at once recognized the pOOl' mSld 
woman whom I had seen on the evening before. There was 
a large bruise on her forehead, but the starting eyes, the 
swollen tongue protruding fi'om the corner of  the mouth,  the 
horribly discoloured and distorted face clearly shewed that 
death had been caused by strangling. Her cowardly assailant 
had no doubt first stunned the poor woman with a heavy 
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blow on the head, and then strangled her in cold blood 
Her hands tigh tl y  clenched, and d isordered d ress seemed t� shew that she had struggled hard for life. I turned aWay sickened by the ghastly sigh t . E ven the pompous l and lord 
seemed awed by t h e  terrible presence of the King of Terrors 
and in a hoarse whisper he asked, " w as that the woman yo� 
�w last n ight, sir ? "  

" Yes, yes ," I answered, " come away, let us come out " 
and o u t  again we went,  o ut of that dark and dreadfu l  roo� 
away from that horri ble sight, into the fresh a il'  an d  strong 
glad smile of the sun- l i ght. 

" \V ho found her ? " I asked, as soon as we got outside. 
" I t was B ungay, the squi re's footman, sir," said Brad. 

shaw. " H e had j ust been t o  take a n ote to the Rector, and 
as he came back across t he churchyard he saw l i tt le  V i c, t he 
Sq u ire 's sky terrier he had w i l h  him,  barking away at some. 
thing in the ditch. He called to her,  th in k ing i t  w�s ,only a 
rat she was after, and w e n t  on. B u t  ,,, hen he looked back, 
there he saw the dog still  si tti ng by the d itch w hin ing and 
barki ng, an d not a foot would she stir for him. So then 
he thought t here m llst be som ething the matter with her, 
and went back. When he came up the dog j u mped down 
into the d i t c h  again, bark ing and scr1tchi ng l ike mad , and 
when he l ooked dow n , there he saw that poor creature lying 
at the bottom of the ditch quite dead. Th e grass was pressed 
down for some d istance, as if the body had been' d ragged 
along t he ground to the ditch , and a few yards off the 
bushes and grass w as all trampled about as if there had been 
a great st.ruggle." 

" Has no clue been discovered yet ? "  I asked. 
" Not yet s i r ,  there's the constabl e  out there now with 

the Sq u i re and General  Crogan and Bungay, but I hav'nt 
heard i f  t hey have fo und any t hing yet ." 

" I must go and see the  General  at once," I exclaimed, 
and h u rr i e d  ofI' i n the di rection o f  the chu rchya rd. On 
arri ving t here I found a large party assem bled under the 
direr::tion of the rura l  Dogbe rry , doing their best to destroy 
any possible  clue to the m u rder, by trampling about all over 
the scen e  of it.s perpetration.  I n  a l ittle knot apart from the 
rest stood the Sq u i re,  Gen eral Crogan, and the Rector talking 
low and earnestly. I drew the Gene ral aside out o f  the 
Rector's h eari ng , and told him all about my adventure on 
the preceding eveni ng . 

" Good Heavens, boy ! "  he exclaimed, " do you know 
you are as good as accusing Rarding of this m urded "  
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" Yes," I said, " I  know it, and the more I think of it, 
the m ore I am convinced he m ust have had a hand in it." 

" But to what end ?" asked the Gen eral. 
" I  can't say, 1 thought at one time he might be 

J effri es--" 
" Oh, absurd !" interrupted the General, " You forget 

how long ago that took place, and Hanling n o w  is about the 

same age I should say as Jeffries was then. Besides , I 
remem bel' J effries well, a fresh coloured young man with 
bushy l ight hair, very light, almost white, and Harding's 
face is as white as m arble, and his hair is as black as it can 
be. Have you mentioned your suspicions to any one 
else ?" 

" No," I said, " no one." 
" Then don't. No good can come of it, and a great deal 

of harm may. You'll be at the Dun Cow this afternoon at 
three ; your evidence w ill  probably be wanted, u n less they 
succeed in fin ding out the m urderer before then, which does 
not look very likely from their present mode of proceeding." 
And the General as he spoke cast a look of contemptuous 
pity at Dogberry, who was standing very red in the face and 
hoarse in the voice, fanning himself with his hat, and giving 
all sorts of useless and absurd directions to his rustic 
myrmidons. 

N at feeling inclined to assist in this wild goose chase after 
nothing, especially when my own convictions remained iu 
spite of myself as firm as e ver, I returned home in n o  
very enviable frame o f  mind, and anxiously waited for 
the afternoon. 

A few minutes after three I entered the sanded parlour of 
the Dun Cow, and found the proceedings had already com
menced. B ungay was giving his evidence. Re deposed to 
the finding of the body, and described its position. After 
him Dr. Pickerson proved the n ature and extent of the 
inj uries, declared that death was no doubt caused by them, 
and that it was impossible for anyone to inflict such injuries 
on onesself. Whilst he was giving his evidence, Mr. Rarding 
came in and sat down by me, and began to converse in a 
low tone with me. 

" Awful b usiness this, isn't it  1" he said. 
" Very," I answered, feeling an intense aversion to him, 

and yet a strange fascination that would not allow me to 
withdraw my gaze fro m  his cold stony eyes. 

" Have they any clue to the murderer yet 'i" was his next 
question.  I felt my honol· of him growing stronger, and 
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yet I could not have left his side, or even attended to any one else for worlds. 
" Not yet," I replied. 
" And they're 110t likely to, I should say," was his 

answer with a mocking smile, so keen and cruel in its ex
pression , that wi th that unaccountable association of ideas 
that sometimes rises in our  minds, I cou ldn't help thinking 
of the  bright hard edge of a razor. " That old simpleton 
the constable-what's his name-Jaggerson, I suppose waa 
appointed to the post as being the most incapable idiot in • 
case o f  this kind any one cou ld find." As he spoke, 
right hand mecbanically strayed down in quest of the 
be was so fond of playing with while speClking to anyone. 
I saw the locket was gone, and the end of the chain to which 
it was fastened, was hanging broken from his waistcoat. 
In obedience to some strange impulse within that forc 
me to speak, I suddenly asked, " Where is your 
Mr. H arrling 1" 

" I-I don't k now," he replied, glancing down, " I  
have dropped it on my way home from that party last 
I suppose. I hope I shall find it  again, I should not like 
lose it. But hadn't you better go and give your evidence 
They're calling for you." 

My name had been already called once, but I had not 
.heard it. I accordingl), related al l  the reader knows ah'ead 
of my adventure on the way home from General Crag an 
only suppressing my suspicion that the man I had 
running away was Mr. H arding. 

" You say you recognised the woman's voice before yo. 
saw her," said the Coroner, " didn't you recognize the other 
voice too 1" 

" I  thought I had heard it before," I replied. 
" And whose did you think it was 1" 
" Mr. Harding's." 
My answer was the signal for a general commotio� 

Mr. Harding sprung to his feet, and with his white lip, 
quivering with rage thundered out, " What, sir ? my voice r 
why you had only spoken to me for the first time in your life 
a s.hort time before, and now you pretend to recognize my 
VOIce ! you had better take care what you are saying," ana 
he darted on me a look of such deadly hate, that if & 
look could kill I should hardly be here now to tell the story. 
I was rather emboldened th

.
an otherwise, at seeing the general 

feeling seemed strong agalllst me, and I replied, " I  know 
this, Mr. Harding, that the angry voice you are speaking 
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wit h  now, i s  exactly the same as the angry voice I heard 
threaten i n g  the woman, and that I ' l l  swear to." 

1\1 r. H arding had recovered himself with man'ellous quick
n ess , and when he ·  next spoke, it was in his usual q uiet 
sneer ing tones, with the same sharp hard s111ile playing about 
his thin lips. 

" PerhAps you are good enough then to think I committed 
this murder 1" 

" I do," I answered doggedly. 
. 

" Hush, Tom ! Do be quiet, for Heaven's sake," whis
pered the General , who was standing close beside me. 

" O b , indeed," replied Mr. H arding quietly with the 
same sneer,  " cui bono, may I ask 1 vVhat do you imagine 
was my motive for the m urder of this unfortunate woman, 
young gentle man 1 Perhaps yO\1 think 1 had made rather 
too free with the General's excellent ,negus 1" 

" I believe you're her husband, George J effries," I 
blur ted out, rather incensed at his coolness. 

" Tom.  Tom, do be q uiet, how can you be such a foo l  1" 
cried the General, angrily. 

" Gently, Sir," said the Coroner, " you're here to give 
evidence on the subject of this (n urder, not to mak.e unfo unded 
assertions against that gentleman's character." 

:My last remark seemed to have stung Mr. Rarding, for 
his lips turned even whiter than before, and quivered for a 
moment before he spoke, but when he did so, it w as quite 
calmly. · " I  demand to have my character cleared," he said, 
" before this ridiculous idea goes any further." 

" It is quite unnecessary, sir," said the Coroner, " any 
one who knows Mr. Harding I am sure--" 

" Perhaps so," interrupted Mr. H arding, " but it would 
be more satisfactory to me if any one present who knew this 
GeOI'ge J effries, would say whether 1 bear any resemblance 
to him." 

" This is hardly the time or the place," objected the 
Coroner. 

" In j ustice to Mr. H arding," interposed General Crogan, 
" allow me to say, I knew J effries well  by sight. It is about 
eighteen years since he left this place, and he was then about 
the same age as Mr. Harding is now. He was a fresh com
plexioned man, very light-haired, quite unlike Mr. H arding, 
and I can only express my regret at any annoyance that 
gentleman may have been put to by the unguarded expres
sions let fall by this headstrong boy, and beg he will excuse 
them." 

R 2  
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if Thank you, sir," said Mr. Harding, sitting down 
if you have your answer, young gentleman," he continuecl' 
scowling at me, " an d  you m ay thank the General that i 
take no more notice of your impertinence." 

As may be supposed, I felt  foolish enough after this scene 
an d bitterly repented my hastiness in thus having published 
my unfounded suspicions. 

The next witness was Bat'ney, who in a style quite his 
own, was describing the first occasion on which the poor 
woman had appeared after her long absence, when Jenny 
Bradshaw. the landlord's pretty daughter, hastily entered the 
room, and conversed with her fat her for a short time in 
w hispers, and ended by hanuing him something, with which 
he strode pompously up to the table, saying as he did so, 
" If I may be allowed to interrupt for a moment, sir, I would 
call your attention to this. It was evidently tored off by 
the pore woman in her struggle with the m urderer. My 
daughter j ust found it tightly clenched in her hand, as  she 
and the maid was laying out the bouy in the next room." 

" Does any one know this ?" asked the Coroner, holding 
up a heavy gold locket. 

" Good God, it's Harding's !" exclaimed the General. 
" There's a likeness inside it  of the young lady that is at 

present staying with the Rector," resumed the Coroner, 
opening the locket--

A loud report startled us all, several men sprung fforward 
in time to catch the body of Mr. Harding as he fell, shot 
dead by his own hand. In the breast pocket of his coat was 
found the certificate of marriage of Ellen EarIe to GeOl'ge 
J effries, dated eighteen ye�rs back. 

" 0 holy mother ! look at this," cried Barney as the body 
was being lifted. As he spoke, he pointed to the roots of  the 
hair at the back of Mr. H arding's head, they were of a 
light flaxen colour. 

" You were right after all, Tom," said the General 
gravely, " the wretched man however managed his disguise 
well." 

E. 
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DIV AN I HAFIZ. 
. .  Khule mujh pah hain raz e nihufta e Hil.fiz. 

Ki sunke HaCm hem shi'r e shigufta e IH.fiz." 
SAUDA (Ilindusta7ti Poems). 

WHAT is a Divan ? 
A bizarre establishment, you reply, in which the com

templative Cockney delighteth to inhale the fragrance of his 
native cheroot. 

You are deceived. 
There is a document in the British Museum that is so 

labelled, says the antiquarian lounger ; an Arachnean pro
duction u n der a glass case near the Gorilla. 

My last ingenious respondent is a representative man. Let 
us call him British Appreciative Acquaintance with Oriental 
Literature. 

I see a look of offended dignity lighting up the features 
of the B.  A. A. O. L. as he vindicates his Saracenic taste, 
H Why I dote on Moore, and surely he is Oriental enough
there are plenty of bulbuls, and an that sort of thing ; besides, 
have we not the assurance of one of his contemporaries that 
his lays are sung 

" By midnight in the Persian tongue 
" A long the streets of Isfahan ! " 

A pleasing illusion this ; you doubtless picture to yourself 
a l anky, dark, troubadour, accompanying himself on a noisy 
tom-tom to some pathetic selection from Lalla Rookh ; a work 
that bears to Persian poetry about the same relation as the 
Alhambra of  Leicester Sq uare does to its Granada proto
type"'. Shall I tell you of G uebres (pronounced gabbers), 

'*' Those who are desirolls of seeing 'fom Moore in an Eastern 

dress, may consult the Bi?'gis Bal'is (Paris Jupiter) No. 1 56, 
June 2 1st, 1 865, which contains a translation of " Paradise and 

the Peri" into Arabic Verse, entitled Al Jarmeli wel Jinniyc/t, by 
the writer of the present paper. 
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Arab hating, thoroughbred Pat'see patriots, with purely A.rab names ? of . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
You tear 'your hair. 
Poor Moore ! and yet his 1'I,clzauff� of d'Herbelot is a 

charming work. 
But what is a Divan ? 
It is a collection of ghazuls 01' short odes, of from five to 

fifteen verses each, with the same rhyme throughout. W hen 
a certain number of these have been completed, they are 
arranged in alphabetical order of rhymes and called a Divan. 

Voila. 
To the superficial reader, the aM i surat, they· are but 

anacreontic songs, love and wine being the constant theme. 
but the initiated,  the aM i ma'ni, finds a deeper and p ll rer 
mean ing that lurks beneath the fascinating garb of glowing 
imagery and amorous complaint ; for ghazuls are the hymn$ 
of the most extraordinary sect the East has ever produced,  
the philosophical Sufis. 

The aim of the Oriental poet is to elevate mankind to the 
contemplation of spiri tual things through the medium of 
their most impressionable fee lings. The eharms of visible 
objects are enthusiastically described by him, but it is easy 
to pierce this veil of a l legory, and reach the grand ideal of 
eternal love and perfection that lurks behind. 

The subtle union of philosophy aud revelation which is the 
characteristic of Sun poetry, is the esoteric doctrine M Islam. 
Steering a mid course between the pantheism of I ndia on 
the one side, and the deism of the Koran on the other, the 
Sufi's cult is the rel igion of beauty, where heavenly perfectiun 
is considered under the imperfect type of earth ly lu \'ei i nclis. 

But as the ladies of the East never issue unveiled from 
their Harem's retreat, and would consider any public praise 
of their charms as a deadly affront, for which the poet would 
h ave to  pay dear at the hands of i i1dignant relatives , the 
beauty of a mistress is less often lauded by him than by our 
own  poets. 

The Oriental, therefore, is compelled to dwell on beauty 
in  the ahstract, and draw upon a n  ideal that shall arouse no 
scandal or prej udices ; hence it is that a youth is more often 
eulogized than a maiden's charms ; much as an European 
might sing of the beauty of a little child.'" 

Here, under various beautiful allegories, is celebrated the 
aspiration of the soul after God ; now it is the nightingale 

'Of Cf. ((Euvres de Wali, par M. Garcin de Tassy, Preface pp. viii.  
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intoxicated with ecstacy at the  fragrance of  the rose, now 

the moth annihilated by the intensity of the brilliant object 

of his contemplation. 
And all this without a taint of Muslim superstition. For the 

Sufi takes his stand on higher ground, and all creeds may bow 

down with him before the sublime presence of the Infinite. 
H€Lfiz is a Stili of Sufis. 
Islam claims him for its own. 
An Englishman has written a treatise to prove him to 

have been a Christian. 
The ardent out-pourings of the Hebrew sage, are they 

not a Divan too ? If you would feel that " song of songs," 
if you would learn how an Oriental mind, fi lled at once with 
the soft influence of poesy and fired with the inspiration of 
a D ivine love, seeks to clothe its thoughts in  words, then join 
awhile the mystic circle of the Sufis, and take a chalice of in
tellectual joy from the hands of Hafiz, their great high priest. 

Towbah 1'" my readers nod. 
Here I m ight become profound, and submi.t you to the 

torture of a d isquisition on the origin and progress of philo
sophy in the East, but I forbear. 

The circumvolutory cockchafer of my boyhood's days 
stings my conscience even now. 

Kha'j a  Shamsuddin was born at Shiraz, his nom de plume 

was H anz, a name that will  have a magic i n  its sound as 
long as there is a sun to warm an Inlni heart. 

A son of the chilly N orth, I cannot read one of his warm 
and flowing verses without an emotion bordering on hysteria. 

On such occasions I pity my mathematical neighbours, for 
my voice is not melouious, and Persian is caviare to the 
million. 

But what a task do I assign myself, in endeavouring to 
display before you this enchanting string of pearls ? alas ! 
I fear that my unskilful setting will mar the beauty of the 
gems, and reduce them to the commonest of beads. 

For how can I translate what is untranslateable ? 

How convey the ex.quisitely-refined shades of meaning, 
point out the nice contrasts, or, even in our own plastic 
language, reproduce a versification which rivals the softness 
of the Italian, and the stately grandeur of the Greek ? 

Astaghfiru ''llah It  

.. Towbah " repentance." t Astaghji�'u 'llah " I  ask pardon e f  

God." These expressions are used by Persians by way o f  depre

cating a sentiment or course of action. 
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The roses may wither at my touch, but some fragrance will perhaps remain to tell of what they were. 
Here is one of his ghazuls : 

Shab az Mutrib ki dil Mosh Md Vaij·(L. 
But yester e'en upon mine ear 

There fell a pleasing gentle strain, 
With melody so soft and clear 
That straightway sprung the glistening tear, 

To tell my rapturous inward pai n .  

For such a deep harmonious flood 
Came gushing as he swept each string, 

It melted all my l1arsher mood, 
Nor could my glance, as rapt I stood, 

Fall pitiless on any thing. 

To make my growing weakness weak, 
The Saki'" crossed my dazzled sight, 

Upon whose bright and glowing cheek, 
And perfumed tresses dark and sleek, 

Was blendeJ strangely day with night. 

Fair maid, I murmured, prithee stay, 
And pass the ruby-colored wine ; 

Such reparation should'st thou pay, ' 
For thou hast stol'n my heart away 

With that bright silvery hand of thine. 

In Hanz we are especially charmed with the smooth 
elegance of the metres. An almost endless variety of rhythm 
is presented to us,  alternately flowing softly .  as the gentle 
stream of a fountain, or babbling along like a running 
brook-

Come bring the wine, 011, page of mine, for now the roses blow, 
Each temperate vow, we'll slacken 110W, where fragrant roses blow, 
Mid roses gay, bid I-Iafiz stray, like Philomela fond, 

:Make him thy friend whose footsteps tend the spot where roses blow. 

And again, the well-known song , " taza ba (aza now ba 
now, " often sung by the tawny troubadour even in our own 
unrom antic streets-

Oh minstrel wake tlly lay divine, 
Freshly fresh and newly new ! 

Bring me the heart expanding wine, 
Freshly fresh and newly new ! 

.. Cup-bearer. 
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Seated beside a maiden fair, 
I gaze with a loving and raptured view, 

And I sip her lip and caress her hair, 
Freshly fresh and newly new ! 

Who of the fruit of life can share, 
Yet scorn to drink of the grape's sweet dew, 

Then drain a cup to thy mistress fair, 
Freshly fresh and newly new ! 

She who has stolen my hcart away, 
Heightens her beauty's rosy hue, 

Decketh herself in rich array, 
Freshly fresh and newly new ! 

Balmy breath of the western gale, 
Waft to her ear my love-song true, 

Tell her poor love-Iorn Hafiz tale, 
Freshly fresh and newly new ! 

2 49 

These 1n the original are full of the sweetest melody. 
But perhaps the greatest charm of Hafiz' songs is their rich
ness in simile and metaphorical conceits. In some of these last, 
too, we recognize sentiments that have from long fam iliarity 
become household words to us ; for instance, in the very 
first ghazul, we read, 

The night i s  dark, the ocean boils, and loud the billows roar, 
W hat know they of the seaman's toils who ramble on the shore ? 

·Which smacks somewhat of the old song, 

Little do the landsmen know 
The toils we seamen undergo. 

N or can we believe that a mere coinciuental relation 
exists between the vulgar proverb anent the impossibility of 
capturing an aged and experienced fow l  by a transparent 
paleous imposition ; and the following : 

Who looks on beauty's treacherous hue, 
Allured by winsome smiles, 
And deems it true as well as fail', 
His simple faith ere long will rue ; 
But ah ! what fowler's net beguil-es 
A bird when nought but chaff is there ? 

The limits of this article will not allow me to give a 

selection from this necklace of 

" Orient pearls at r:mdom strung." 

• 
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I will, therefore, content myself with rendering the 
following verses, which are a fair sample of the chaste 
imagery employed by our  bard : 

My heart with youthful ardour glows, 
Though all my locks be frosted o'er, 

And white with winters' tell-tale snows. 
Ah ! now the cruel maiden knows 

The secret love my bosom bore. 

Now through the portals of mine eyes 
My prisoned soul has taken flight, 

Now like a bird set free it flies 
To revel ill the loved one's sight. 
Ah me ! where it must soon alight, 

Love's fatal not beneath it lies. 

Shoulcl I have succeeded in raising in one single breast 
a desire to penetrate the Harem veil, w hich shrouds these 
briues of Easte-m i magi nation from the outer world, my 
obj ect wi l l  h ave been attained. 

It has too long been the custom to regard the "Vest as 
the sole proprietress of all that is noble and excellent i n  
literature a n d  art, a n d  to such an extent i s  this com plaisant 
self-satisfaction carried, t hat we scarce! y care to kno w what 
our Easte rn neighbours possess. 

The man of education will only th row a glance of pity 
and scorn u pon the rash in novator who seeks to h url his 
favouri te  Horace hom his time-honoureu Parnassian throne, 
by venturing to assert that there exists another poet w hose 
lyrics yield nought to his in melody, i magination, and grace, 
whi lst i n  purity of thought and ornate finish of style they 
are inco mparable ; yet s uch is the case. 

. 

Let the incredulous examine for himself. 
Persian is not a di fficult tong ue, a fe w hours profitably 

spent would soon enable him to m aster the difficulties that 
beset a beginner's path, and then the glim pse that would be 
afforded him of the flowery plains beyond could not fail to 
stim ulate him to pursue his course, u ntil the fairy realm of 
Eastel'll poesy should 

. " Lie all before him where to choose." 

HAJJI .  
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OUR CHIWNIOLE. 

ONLY a very short time has elapsed since a deep gloom 
was cast over the University, by the fatal accident which 

robbed it of one of its brightest ornaments, in the person o f  

t h e  l a t e  M aster of Trinity. A nd n o w  i t  is our pai nful duty 
to chron icle a similar accident ,  happily not fol lowed as yet 
by the like sad consequences, that h as befallen one of whom 
we all  are proud, the M argaret Professor of Divinity. On 
Sat u rday, N ovember l Oth , Prof. Selwyn was riding- o n  th e 
Madillgley Road when his horse took fright at a passeI' by, 
and ran away with his rider, who sbor t ly after was seen to 
fal l  to the ground, fi rst s t rik ing his shoulder, and then t h e  
back of h i s  head. It is  n o t  known with certainty whether 
his foot h ad slipped fi'om his  stirrup,  o r  whether the stirrup
leather broke. The Professor was l ifted fro m  the ground 
by two undergraduates who happen ed to be passing, and was 
able with assistance to w alk to his carriage, in  w lJich he w as 
at once removetl to h is  home.  The accide�1t was u n g  ues
tionably a very serious one, but up to  t he time of our going 
to press, the reports of his progress have been on the whole 
decidedly favourable. 

I n  each of the two events which h ave excited the most 
general interest in the University d uring t h e  present Ter m ,  
Prof. Selwyn took a prominent part. T h e  first we all ude to 
was the opening of the U niun Society'S n e w  buildings, i n  
connexion with w hich,  h i s  kindly,  h u morons, and eloquent 
speech will long be remembered by all who heard it. A n  
official report o f  the proceedi I 1gs is  in  the press, ed ited by 
the late Hon. Secretary, M r. G. C. Whiteley of this College ; 
so that we need not do more here than state t hat the buildi ngs 
Were formally opened by t h e  Earl of Powis (an old J ohnian, 
whose name appears as V iscount Clive i n  the First Class 
of the C l assical Tripos, i n  1 840),  and that an admirable 
inau ;{"u ral address was delivered by Lord Houghton . 

The other event, his share in which Prof. Selwyn spoke 
of on the same occasion with pride and joy, was the appoint-
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July 24 and 25. v. The University. The University 88 and 157. St. J ohl1's 220 and 26 for 7 wickets. In the firllt innings Mr. Cotterill scored 94, Mr. Bennett 31. July 28 and 30. v. Rev. P. Frost's Eleven. The Eleven 230. St. John's 95 and 92. 
August 7 and 8. v. Trinity. Trinity Z59 an d 139 for 8 wickets. St. John's 204 of which Mr. Warren scored 106 and Mr. Torry 39 (not out). 
August 11. v. Christ's College . Christ's 163 for 'l wickets. St. John's 181. Mr. Taylor and Mr. Carpmael each scored 29. 
August 15 and 16. v. College Servants. The Servants 123 and 204, Corn well scoring 22 and 104 (not out). The College 81 and 161 for 6 wickets. In the first innings Mr. Bonsey scored 36. In the second Mr. Carpmael 49, Mr. Taylor 45 (not out), Mr. Radcliffe 28 (not out). 
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CAS1MIll DELAVJGNK 

THE aU'thor of ftlodern Painters, in a well-known chapter 
on the " pathetic fallacy," quotes "Casimir Delavigne's 

terrible ballad La To,ilette de Oonstance" as an instance of 
that truth of poetry which is only carried away to the state
ment of what is unreal by the influence of strong emotion. 
He adds the following comment upon it. " The reader will 
find that there is not from beginning to end of it, a single 
poetical (so called) expression, except in one stanza. The 
girl spe� ks as simple prose as may be ; there is not a word 
she wouM not actually have used when dressing. The poet 
stands by, impassive as a statue, recording her words just as 
they come. At last the doom seizes her, and in the very 
presence -of death, for au instant, his own elTI0tions conquer 
him. He records ll(') longer the facts only, but the facts as 
they seem to him . The fire gnaws witlt voluptuousness, 
without pi-ty. It is soon past. The fate is fixed for ever; 
and he retires into his pale and crystalline atmosphere of 
truth. He doses a!l with the calm veracity, 

"They said 'Poor Constance.''' 

This was my first introducti01l to Casimir Delavigne's 
poetry, and a further acquaintance with it has only confirmed 
the impression which this extract produced. Mr. Ruskin's 
words might very well be taken as descriptive ot'the character 
not on�y of this particular ballad, but of his 110n-dramatic 
]loetry generally. It is marked by the same severe simplicity, 
the same powerful pathos of circulllstance rather than of 
language, the same absence of appeal to a morbid imagination. 
But I am rushing somewhat abruptly " in medias res" � the 
question may not unnatlllrally be asked, who is o!' was 
Casimir Delavigne? 

He was the son of a Havre merchant, and was b<!lrn 011 
the 4th of April, 1793. His childhood appears to have 
shown little promise of the power which he was afterwards 

VOL. V. s 
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to display. At the a"'e of ten he was sent to school in Paris o 
H' 1 • under the care of an elder brothel'. lS ta ent for verse first showed itself in his translations from Latin, and attracted the notice of his uncle at whose house in Paris his holidays were sp('nt. Some of his early attempts were shown to Andrieux, then p rofessor of Belles Lettres, and in Some measure autocrat of the lit.erary world. " They are not bad" was his remark upon them-" but he had better go on with his law studies." This was in 1810 when Delavigne was attending the rhetoric classes, as a preparation for the bar. In the following year the king of Rome was born, and the event to which so many looked forward with expectancy 

gave fresh inspiration to the young poet's muse, and extorted 
from the veteran critic a more favorable judgement. " This 
is different," he said, " we must not torment him any more; 
I see he must write." But this youthful effort bore other 
fruits perhaps more important at the time, for it won for its 
author the kindly patronage of the count Fran<;lais, and an 
appointment under him (apparently a sinecure) in the depart
ment of the revenue. 

Among his fellow' students and the youth of his native 
place he appears to have been a great favorite, whether for 
his personal or for his intellectual qualities does not appeal'. 
But their affection or esteem for him was shown about this 
time in a very striking manner. Like the rest of them he was 
liable to the conscription, and though his health was but 
delicate, yet nothing but some well authenticated infirmity 
would exempt him from service, and this plea for exemption 
must be attested by the other conscripts of his class. The 
plea put in by Delavigne was that of deafness (from which 
he suffered in his early years) and all his yo�mg comrades 
eagerly signed his certificate, though each knew that he 
might be the one called on to fill the vacant place. Such an 
act of noble generosity is an equal honour to both parties 
concerned. 

"Ve have little trace of the poet's work during the next 
three years except in some unsuccessful p rize-poems. One 
of these, on the discovery of vaccination, is somewhat of 
a literary curiosity, as containing the metrical results of 
studies in vaccination under the direction of an eminent 
doctor at Paris.'" Though the too didactic tone of the poem 

'i.' The following is a specimen : 
Le remede nouveau dort longtemps inactif. 
Le qllatrieme jour a commence d'eclore, 

) 
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prevented. its obtaining the prize, it gained a special. honor
able mentlOn. We may be sure however that the tIme was 
not wasted by him, for when his golden opportunity did at 
last come, he rose at once to the highest place and was 
hailed as the national poet of France. When he gave to the 
,rOl'ld the first of his Alesseniennes, a threnody on the 
vanquished at Waterloo, he struck a chord w hich vibrated 
more or less in every Frenchman's heart, w hether he 
were Imperialist or Bourbonist. It is no drawback to his 
merit that the effect was so far intensified by the national 
feeling of the time. No higher success could a poet desire 
than that of giving clear and vigorous expression to thoughts 
and feelings which all share, but none but himself are able to 
clothe in words. This first Alessenienne was followed by tWG 
others, and 21,000 copies of them were sold in the first year. 
I shall have more to say of them presently. 

Meanwhile the downfall of the empin deprived Delavigne 
of his only settled means of subsistence,'" and he begal1l 
to think of literature mor,e seriously as a profession which 
was to support him. A poet in France seems naturally to 
look to the theatre as the scene and occasion of his highest 
efforts. I know few instances in the present century of poets 
who have made themselves a name with(mt wo'rking 

in this 

particular field. It would be interesting to inquire into th,e 
causes of this. Is it from a feeling that the language with 
all its clearness is somewhat wanting in the rhythmical 
capabilities which are ne,cessary for lyrical composition, 
or from a sense that the dramatic faculty is the highest which 
a poet can possess, a sense which i n  England p roduces 

dramatic poems and dramatic lyrics but no dramas? Or is it 
rather on our side that the singularity lies, that our poets in 

their pride of vocation refuse to submit to the trammels 
which surround a writer for the stage, unless he wishes to 

throw up all chance of success. Be the cause what it may, 

Et la cl�air par degres se gonfle et se colore: 

La tumeur en croissant de pourpre se rev et, 
S' arrondit a la base ct �e creuse au so mm et. 
Un cercle plus vermeil de ses {'eux l' environne ; 
D' une ecaille tI' argent l' epai�seur la couronne. 

Plus mu re, elle est doree ; elle s' ouvre ct soudain 
DHivre la liqueur captivee clans son sein. 

1:- M. Pasquier however created for him the office of J:brarinn 

to the Chancellerie, (where there was as yet no library), as a r. wun.i 
fur the MesseniCl1ne. 

s 2  
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the fact accounts in some degree for the acknowledged supe_ riority of the French stage in the works which it produces .• 
Casimir's first effort was the Vepl 'es S£citiennes which was refuseu by the Thetl.tre Franyais. H e  corrected its more glaring faults, but it was again refused. It was however acc epted afterwards by the company of the Odeon, and was produced on the 23rd of October, 1819, at the reopening of that theatre, which had been burnt down in the previous year. It was a thorough success, and from this time Delavigne was engaged mainly on dramatic composition. 

Les VIJpres Siciliermes was followed by a comedy, les 
CO'l11ediens, written under the irritation of the refusal at 
the Theatre Fran�ais. It was not originally intended for 
representation, but as the work advanced it assumed more 
important dimensions and was produced on the stage of the 
Odeon with fair success. On the 1st of December, 1821, 
was produced at the same theatre a second tragedy, Le Paria, 
the idea of which was suggested by de Maistre's well-knowll 
tale Le Lepreux d' Aoste. The lyrical passages in this play 
are considered by French critics to be the poet's finest 
productions. But I propose in this paper to speak only of 
his Poesies, and shall therefore pass over his dramatic works 
with but little remark. 

Twice an unsuccessful candidate for a chair at the 
Academy, he won his election on a third trial by the success 
of a comedy written as a tokeh of reconciliation with the 
company of the Tbeatre Fran9ais and produced by them, the 
principal parts being taken by Talma and Mdlle. Mars. It 
was called l'Ecole des Vieitlm'ds, and is still a popular play 
on the French stage. At the same 'ti�e, a pension was 
offered him by the government, but being suspicious of the 
tendencies of the men in power and of their intention to 
deprive France of the liberties which she still enjoyed. he 
firmly but respectfully declined it. He was already librarian 
at the Palais Royal, the residence of the duke of Orleans, 
afterwards Louis Philippe, whose friendship he had won by 
his talents. 

But this constant work began to prey upon the poet's 
of the individual mind f1'om the trammels which the literary 

.;;. Since writing the above I have met with the following strong 
corroboration in one of M. Sainte Beuve's Portraits Litteraires: 
" C' est au theatre pl'incipalement, e' est la comme a leur rendez
vous naturel et a leur champ dp. bataille decisif, que visent les 
plus nobles ambitions poetiques." 

V'� 
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health, anu by the doctor's orders h e  went to spend a year in 
Italy (in 1826 or 1827.) To this journey we owe some of the 
1110�t exquisite of his smaller poems, and during it he met 
with the lady who afterwards (in 1830) became his wife.  
He returned to Paris with health considerably restored, and 
resumed his work. The revolution of July produced the 
last of the Messeniennes and a national song, with a good 
deal of vigour about it, la Parisiellne. The next ten years 
witnessed the produ ction of la Pl'incesse AU1'elie, Marino 
Falieto, Louis XI., les Enfants d' Edoua1'Cl, Don Juan 
d' Autriclte, Une famille au temps de L2ttlter, la POJJularite, 
la Fille du Cid, le Conseiller rapporte2tr, Clta1'les VI. But 
his health was gradually breaking up, and in December, 
1843, he left Paris to try a warmer climate for the winter as 
his last hope. He got as far as Lyons, but there death 
overtook him. H e  died on the 11 th of December. 

It is not my purpose to enter here upon the h istory 
of the conflict which divided literary circles in France during 
the first twenty years of the Restoration. Such a topic 
would require a far more intimate knowledge with French 
literature than I can lay claim to. I may return to the 
subject at some future time. But it would be vain to 
attempt to understanu the works of any writer of that period 
without some reference to the war between the Classical and 
Romantic Schools. The history of the French Revolution 
will not be complete, many as are the works which it has 
already produced, till some historian of wide sym pathies and 
comprehensive grasp has told the story of the social changes, 
and the revolution of thought, which were wrought out 
in the interval between the Restoration and the Three days, 
and which form its legitimate complement. That Revolution 
had been the protest of a maddened nation against the idea 
that a thing is good because it is old; its excesses were the 
expression of their undistinguishing inference, that because 
a thing is old it" is bad. Its work had been checked before 
its completion, first by the despotism of Napoleon which was 
perhaps not inconsistent with the developement of some 
of its best fruits, and secondly by the more reactionary 
influence of the Restoration. But, however foreign arms, 
and a j ealous government might check its political demonstra
tion, the spirit of the revolution still remained. The 
thinking minds of France could not escape its influence; 
and from various causes the think ing minds of France were 
at this time more than ever directed to literary work. So 
liberalism appeared in a new for m , asserting the liberty 
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J:nonarchs of the past had forged for it. Th rowing off the 
servile garb of conventionality antI of classic rule, which 
it had so long worn, it dared at last to stand forth in its 
naked reality of beauty or ugliness. The Rom antic School 
h as no doubt produced m any extravagances, whether on the 
side of sensualism 01' on that of sentimentality, but there 
can be little doubt that it was the means of a healthy 
change in literature.. It was so in England, and how 
diifel'ent was the case here. The style of Pope and J ohnson 
is not the traditional style of Engli·sh classics; but Corneille 
and Voltaire were the models of French writing. And the 
reaction against them was an assertion of the liberty not 
only of writing but of thought : the liberty to write and 
�o think, not as an Athenian of' the age of Pericles, but as a 
Frenchman of the nil!leteenth century. 

M. Delavigne is perhaps the latest disciple of the Classical 
School. His mind was stl'ongly influenced by classic models; 
i'llCleed his earliest efforts were bare imitations of the antique. 
Les T"oyennes, Danae, Antigone et Ismene, Hymne Cl Venus, 
are titles which fix the character of the poems to which they 
belong. His later dramatic works, however, are said to shew 
the influence of the Rom antic Sch001, and its growing popu
larity, on one wh o,  whilst adhering from princi ple  to the old 
methods, was not blind to the advantages of a more sym
patheti c realism. But in his lyrical poems this feature is nob 
so strongly marked. The Messen£ennes, ·which are also his 
earlier pl'oduetions, bear far more trace of it than the latel' 
ballads pul1l ished after his death. The second book indeed 
breathes it strongly forth. ParlM,nope etl Etrangel'e, Tyl'tea 
{lUX Grecs, Aux Buines de la Grece Palenne, are all more 
01' less marred by their classic colouring, and whatever their 
secondary bearing on France and its history, fail entirely of 
produt:ing the strong feeling which the earlier odes of the 
:first book might well call forth. I may take the first of thcse 
'0 illustrate my meaning. 

The year 1820 witnessed a general ferment all oyer 
Europe. The influence of the Carbonari had forced the 
sovereigns of Piedmont and Naples to grant a constitution to 
their people-but the congress of Laybach , after declaring ill 
the most absolute tnanner the illegality of constitutiQns 
0btained by agitation or revolt, refused to acknowledge the 
constit�ltional government established at Naples. Early in 
182 J, an Austrian army marched into Italy, and having 
rlefeated a division of the Neapolitan forces at Rieti, entered 
\he ci.ty without opposition towards the end of March. To 
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this the Messem�enne refers. Liberty seeks a refuge in 
Naples from the pursuit of kings, and the city opens its 'gates 
to hcr. The poet calls upon her to give the goddess,welcome, 

C' est la dPesse 
Pour qui mOUfut Leonidas. 

Sa tete a deuaigne les ornements futiles; 
Les Eiens sont quelques flours qui semblent s' entr' ouvrir ; 
Le sang les fit eclore au pied des Thermopyles: 

Deux mille ans n' ont pu les £letrir. 

This is very pretty no doubt, but why appeal to the N eapoli
tans of the nineteenth century by the m emory of Thermopylre? 
So again, shortly afterwards, the memory of Arminius is 
invoked to shame the Germans who are striving to oppress 
her who once m arched in their ranks. The goddess calls on 
all Italy to rise, and at her voice the whole people begin to 
stir, and as they leave Naples cry with one voice : 

Assis sous ton laurier que nous eourons defendre, 
Virgile, prends ta lyre et ehante nos exploits 
Jamais un oppresseul' ne fouleTa ta eendre. 

Naples to him is not a modern city busied with questions 
of parliaments and constitutions, but an appendage to Virgil's 
tomb, by the site of which its people eat and drink and play. 

Et trente jours plus tard, opp.·esseur et tranquille, 
Le Gel'main tl'iornphant s' enivrait avee eux 

Au pied uu laurier de Virgile. 

I cannot help quoting the conclusion of the Ode : the last 
line, I think, is perfect. 

Adieu! dit elle 
Je pal's.-Quoi! pour toujours ?-On m'attend.-Dans quel linll? 

En GreeD . ...... . . . . .  . 
•..... . . . . .  , ... Ld eOlDll1e sur mes rh'cs, 
On peut c/hle!' au llomlJre.--;-Olli, mais on meurt.;;' Adieu. 

There is one very striking instance in the later poems 
of the same v icious interpolation of classical allusions. III 
a poom of some length called Le P1'et1'e, there is a canto 
headed Le del'nier jo�tr du Carl2aval. It is a vigorous piece 
of description, but is entirely unconnected with the action of 
the poem, which it interrupts in a most unsatisfactory 
manner. Its sole point is the contrast between the triumphs 
of an JEmilius or an Octavian, and that of Polichinelle. 

,\, There as on my shores man may yielu to numbers. Ycs! 
but thcre is such a thing as dying. 
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It is interesti�g to compare the effects of this love for the antique upon two minds so dissimilar as those of Courier and Delavigne. Of the former I have already spoken : in the writings of the latter it can be traced, even where it is 110t so prominently asserted as in the passage referred to above, 
especially in the choice of subjects. The Romanticist, by 
his very principles, was to direct the age by identifyin .. 
himself with a11 the feeliBgs of the age. He could no� 
withdraw himself from the \Y(ilrld without losing somewhat 
of his hold u pon it. Delavigne's weak health conspired 
with his own tastes to make him avoid publicity, and cling 
to the privacy of his own home. And with the exception 
of some of the Messeniennes and la Parisienn e, the subj ects 
of his poems are those which appeal to the deep sympathies 
of humanity rather than to any special and individual feelings. 
We may possibly trace to the same source a certain mourn
fulness of tone which pervades his writings.'" Gloom it can 
hardly be called, but rather a tender melancholy. " The 
time is out of joint"; the system in which he has been 
trained, and which he has obeyed with loyal admiration, is 
giving place to innovations, unheard of before. Look at the 
subjects of his plays :-the Par.ialt, the Sicilian Vespers, the 
Young P"inces in tlte Tower; or look again at the subjects 

of his ballads � the Soul in Purgatm'Y, Con stance's Toilet, the 
Conclave: they all bear the same impress of a mind which 
sees, not morbidly, though perhaps in excess, the more 
sombre hues of human life. 

I have said already that M. Delavi�pe's lyrical poems are 
clistinguished by the pathos of circni'nstance 

rather than of Jangl1age. He feels that pathos too keenly to ,seek to paint 
it in words, assured that the simple narrative of t hat which 
has so deeply moved his own heart, wil l  touch a chord ill 
every heart not dead to human sympathies, and draw from 
it truer music than any mere echo of his own emotion. Not 
that he neglects the artistic al'l'angement of his subject, but still 
it is the arrangement of circumstance rather than of words. 

This characteristic is worth illustrating. 
La Toilette de Constanee is a story of a girl who is 

dressing for a ball. She has just completed hel' toilet, and 
turns to her minor to judge of its effect. A spark from the 
fire fall s  on her dress, and she is burnt to death. See holY 
the poet tells the story : 

�, See Mr. Mill's Essny on "Alft'ed de Vigny," Dissel'tafiol1S, \'01. I. 
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Vile, Annn! vite, au mil'oil'! 
Plus vite, Annn ! l' heure avauce, 
Et je vais au bal ce soh' 
Chez l'ambassatleur de France. 

Y pcnsaz-vous? ils sont fanes, ces nreuds j 
Ils sont d'hicl'; mon Dieu! comme tout passe! 
Que du rrsenu qui retient mes cheveux 
Les glands d' azur retombent ayec grace. 
Plus haut! plus bas! Vous ne comprenez rieo. 
Que sur mon front ce snphir etincelle. 
Vous me piquez-maladroite! Ah ! c' est hien, 
Bicn! chere Anna! je t' aime j je suis belle. 
...... .............................. ........ . .. ...... 

Celui qu' eu vain je youdrais oublier ... 
Anna, ma robe! ...... il y sera, j' esperc.�;' 
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'What so-called poetical words could paint so exquisitely 
the coquelterie of the young girl of eighteen, in the pride 
of youth and beau ty, just waking to the tenderness of a first 
love? And note how the catastrophe of the piece is hinted 
at with an almost Sophoclean irony in the Mon Dieu! que 
tout passe. The soft dream is further developed ill the 
following stanzas, a dream of the admiration of the many, 
and the love of the one : 

Vile! Il brule de me yoir 
l'rends pitie de sa souffrance, 
Vite Anna! je vais ce soil' 
Chez l' am bassadeUl' de France. t 

The cardinal, her uncle, is waiting for her, 
to the glass 

Vite! un C(:lUIl J'reil au miroir 
Le dernier. ! j' ai l' assurance 
Qu' on va m'adorer ce soil' 
Chez l' ambassadeur de France. 

and she turns 

�, Quick Anna! quick, to the glass . Quicker! Anna, it is 
getting late, and I am to go to the ball to-night at the French 
amba�sadol"s. W hnt arc you thinking of? they are soiled-those 
ribbons-they are yesterday's: good heavens ! how everything 
fades. See that the blue drops of my hair-net fall gracefully. 

Higher ! lower! How stupid you nre to-night ! Let this 
sapphire sparkle on my forehead. You are pricking me, clumsy 
girl ! Ah, that will do-that is very well, deat· Anna-I love you. 
I am fail'. I-le whom I try in vain to forget-Anna, my dress!
lle will be there I hope ......... 

t Quick! Ile is bUl'uing to see me - haye pity 011 Ilis 
su�pen�e. 
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Pl'es du foyer, Constance s' admirait ; 
Dicu! SUI' sa robe il vol e une etincelle. 
Au feu! courez . . . .. . Qualld r espoir l'€mivrait, 
Tout penlre ainsi ! Quoi, mOll1'ir! et si belle I 
L' horrible feu ronge avec volupte 
Ses. bras, 80n scin, et I' entoure, et s' elevc, 
Et, sans pitie, devore sa boaute, 
Ses d ix-huit ans, helas ! et SOil UOUX revo. 

Adieu bal, plaisir, amour! 
On se Jit: Pau\Te COllstance, 
Et I' on dansa jnsqu' au jour 
Chez l' amhassadcur de Franco.;' 

Ses <lix-huit ans. Yes! "Ils sont d' hier; comme tout 
passe." 

Take another example-Lt. Grotte clu Chien. The poet 
has been visiting the famous Grotta del Cane, near Naples. 
" The grotto is continually exhaling from its sides and floor 
volumes of vapour mix.ed with carbonic acid gas: but the latter from its greater specific gravity accumulates at the 
bottom; the upper part is free from it." This fact is gene
rally shown to visitors by plunging a dog into the midst of 
the gas. "It has been asserted that the dog upon whom this 
sic si11e morte m01'i experiment is usually performed, is so 
accustomed to die that he has become indifferent to his fate." 
Now see how M. Delavigne enters his protest against these 
repeated acts of cruelty. To tell the story in all it� horror 
he feels to be far more effp,ctive thilnl,IHlY amount of declama
tion and in vecti ve. The ballad opens' with the same delicate 
elpwJleta: 

Et le chien tantet se dresse, 
Tantet so couche il. del1li; 
Puis doucement le caressc, 
Ca?' un maill-e est �tn ami. 

The dog runs before the guide to the entrance of the cave, 

% Quick l One look in the glass-the vcry last ! I am sure they will adore 1110 to-night at the French ambassador's. 
By. the hearth, Constance was aumil'ing herself. Good God! 

there flies a spark upon her dress, Fire! run! In the intoxicat.ion 
of hope thus to lose all ! What! die! and so fair! The horrible 
11I'e gnaws with voluptuous delight her arms and her bosom, and 
clasps her round and rises still, and without pity devours her 
beauty, her eighteen years, alas! and her sweet dream. 

Good bye ball, pleasure, love ! They said, Poor Constance, 
and they went on dancing till daylight at the French ambassador's. 
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bnt coming in his master's way be gets a blow from his stick 
which changes the bark of joy into one of pain: 

' 

Et sous la main qui le blesse 
Le chien se couche a demi ; 

" Puis pour la lecher se dl'esse, 
Car un maitre est un ami,'" 

The action of this stanza is a delicate prelude to the 
second which describes the agonies of the poor brute, plunged. 
illto the cave and his tardy recovery. "How I love him," 
says the guide. "my good old comrade-before one o'clock 
he'll begin again." 

Et le chien qui de faihlesse 
N' ouvre les yeux qu' ii demi, 
Des yeux pourtant le caresse 
Car un maitre est un ami. 

The traveller throws his carlini i�lto the man's hat, and 
goes his way, when 

Souclain Nicolino nous arl'ete en chemin; 
H umblc, la voix dolente, et nous temlant la main: 

" Une piastre ! eJ:t i l ,  le voila plein de vie 
Assez fort pour 'Iutter rt pour longtemps souffl' ir; 
V oulez-vous, me� sl'igneurs, vous en pa�ser l' envie ? 
Une pinstre de plus, je le fel'ai mourir."t 

Et le yieux: chien qu' il careS$e 
D' un doux transport a fl'emi; 
Puis pour le lecher se dresse 
Car un maitre est un ami. 

It is wonderful what powerful effects are obtained by this 
varied burtbcn or refrain. Almost all Delavigne's ballads 
are marked by it, and in some of his longer poems it is 
introduced in a very telling manner. A striking instance is 
L' Ame clu Purgatoire, which may be referred to as another 
example of the �imple pathos of which I have spoken. 

All these ballads shelV more or less dramatic power: but 
this is perhaps more fully developed in the longer poems 

'\' And ulluer the hand that hurts him, the dog half el'ollChes,. 
and then rises on his hind- legs to lick it-for a master is a frielld,. 

t Suddenly Nicolillo �tops us on our way; humble, with 
whining voice, holding out his hanLl: "A piastre" he �ays. "You 
see he is full of life- strong enough to st ruggle and sutler for long 
-or gentlemen if you do not wish fot' that-a piastre more allLl 
I will kill him off. 
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which are included in the De1'J�iers Clwn ts. These indeed may be called short dramas in tableaux, each canto rC'pre_ 
senti ng some m a rked stage in the action. They are fou r  in 
number : u n  PJ'eb'e, Memmo, Un Miracle, and la Ballerine. 
The last is unfinished, but the two existing can tos show 
a great deal of the true dramatic element. Un PJ'etl'e is too 
long for any detailed criticism, nor is the subject a very p leasant 
one. Memmo may perhaps be taken as the type of this kind 
of poem . The scene i� laid at 'l'errncina. Memmo is a 
goatherd passionately in love with the daughter of a n eigh
bOUl'ing farmer. Each day he cli mbs a rock,  from which be 
can see her home, and there pours out his passion. The 
burden 

Je t'aime, Adda, je meurs pour toi ;  
N '  auras tu pas pitie de moi ? 

is in itself a resume of the first canto. 
He declares his resolution to cast aside his timidity , and 

unawares to surprise her with his caresses, in the hope to 
humble her proud spirit, and to turn his own love into hate. 

Et te dire le lendemain : 
Adda ce Il' e,�t plus vous que j' aime ! 

The second canto contains Adda's reply to his  wooing,
Va, chevrier, dans les campagnes 
Chanter de buissons en buissons ; 
Jamais mle de nos montagl;'ls 
Ne se donna POUI' des chansons. 

H er father h as been a brigand, and has perished by the 
hands of the law : but M emmo h as ne ver shown the bravery 
of the outlaw. 

Mes le\Tes trernblaicnt de col ere 
Quand je te contai, I' autre jour 
Comment ils ont tue mon pere 
Et toi tu m' as pado d' amour ! 

She does not dislike him- indeed when she found herself 
in his arms she could almost have loved him for his boldness, 
but she will be none but a bold outlaw's bride. 

Le ciel est noil', la nuit profonde ; 
Ecoute et comprencb, si tu veux ; 
Les trois soldats, qui font la l'onde, 
Vont passeI' dans le chemin crcux. 
Adieu, si la tel'I'eur te glace ! 
A revoit' si tu suis leul's pas ! 

V ' -
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Qu' un des trois reste sur la place, 
Dcmain je ne tc dirai  pas : 

Va, chevrier, etc.�;' 
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The third canto is headed le Presages : it is a good instance 
of the effect ive refrain-nothing could give a better impres
sion of restlessness and fearful foreboding. I m ust quote 
here more at length : 

Adda berc;ait son enfant dans ses bras 
Et M emmo ne revenait pas. 

-M ere, entre Rome et Terracine 
Que fait mon pere, chaque nuit ? 
L' air des marais tue ll. lll inuit, 
Et sur la route on assassine. 
M on Dieu ! quand donc viendra le jour ? 
M e l'e, prions : j' ai peur, ma mere ! 
-Dol'S, cher petit. ; dol'S, mon amour, 
Et sois brave comme ton pere ! 

-Dans les grands pins le vent murmure 
Comme la nuit de Saint-Medard. 
QueUe nuit ! il revint si tard ! 
ElIe saignait tant sa blessure ! 
M on Dieu quand donc viendra le jour ? 
Mere, prions : j'ai peur, ma mere ! 
-Dol'S, cher petit : dol'S, mon amour 
Et sois bra\'e comme ton pere ! 

• • • • 
On a tire sur la coUine 
Trois coups dans I' ombre ont retenti, 
D' ou vient qu' au second j' ai senti 
PasseI' du froid dans ma poitrine ? 
Mon Dieu, quand donc vicndra le jour ? 
M ere, prions : j' ai peur, ma mere ! 
-DOI'S, ch er petit ; dol'S, mon amour 
Et sois brave comme ton pere. 

'* Go shepherd to the plain and sing from bush to bush, for 
never daughter of our mountains gave herself for a song. 

My lips trembled with passion, when I told you, tile other day, 
110W they Ililled my father-and you, you spoke to me of love. 

The he�vens are black and the night is dark-listen and under
stand if you will. The three soldiers on guard will pass along the 
lane in the hollow. If fear numbs your hand, farewell for ever
to our next meeting if you follow their steps ! If one of the three 
is left on the ground I will not say to-morrow-Go shepherd, &c. 
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C ' est le cri d'un homl11e cn detrcsse ! 
Ecoute, ecoute ! lis le tUl'ont. 
J' ai peur : ecal'te de mon front 
Ce bras glace qui me caress� ! 
1\10n Dieu ! quand donc viendra le jour ? 
Mel'e, prions : j' ai pelll', OHI mere ! 

. - Dol's, cher petit ; dol's, mon anlOur 
Et sois bravc comme ton perc. 

Le pauvre enfant s' endormit dans ses bras ; 
Pourtallt Memmo ne revint pas.;" 

How delicately the mother's own chilling apprehensions 
are expressed in those two words bras glace, and the truth of 
these mournful forebodings by the change from the 1'elienait 
of the opening couplet to the revint of the close. 

The fourth canto tells of the bandit's death. A monk is 
stopped by his troop and forced to act as his confessor. I n 
the same breath he bequeaths his gun to his mate, " pour 
rejouir ma cendre," that is,  according to previous instruction s  
t o  kill " ce Gaetan qui m' e s t  venu surprendre," a n d  his soul 
to God. This combination of crime and superstition is well 
portrayed in the following stanza : 

Adda, ma veU\'e, il te faut un soutien : 
Choisis un bmve ; et, tous deux, aimez bien 
Ce pauvre enfant qui me regarde et pleure. 
Ainsi que IIIoi, prends soin qu' i l  vive ct meure 

En bon chretien. 

'ii Adda was nursing her child in her arms and no signs of 
Memmo's retul'll. 

Mo.the.', what docs my father do every night between Rome and 
'Terracina-the air of the marshes is deadly at night, and on the 
1'oad there are murderers about. G ood H eavens I when will the 
day come ? Mother, let us pray. I am frightened, mother. Sleep, 
.darling ! sleep, my love, and be as brave as your father. 

The wind is moaning in the tall pines as on S. M edard's night. 
What a night that was !  He came back so late, and his wound did 

,so bleed. 
There was a gun fired on the hill ! 'fhree shots I heard in the 

dark - how is it that at that very moment I felt  a chill pass over 
my chest ? 

It is the cry of a man in distress. Listen ! listen ! They will 
mlll'der him-I am frightened-take from my forehead that icy arm 
that is caressing me. 

The poor child fell asleep in her arms : yet Memmo never 
retul'l1cd. . 

V '  
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Treize ans venus, q u'au maitre-autel du temple
Il comm unie ; et de� le lendemain 
Tu lui dims : " Ton pere te con temple ; 
Ici sa tombe, et la le grand chemin : 

Suis son exemple5 
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I had intended to give au analysis of u n  Mimcle, but 
1 have quoted so largely from Memmo that 1 refrain. But 
I must refer to it in i l lustration of another side of its author's 
character. It is not only as a dramatic poet that he is great : 
in inventive i m agination he equally excels. For grandeur 
of conception, as well as beauty of description I have read 
few poems ,,,hich surpass les Limbes, the second canto of 
�tn lIfiracle. 'W hile M. Delavign e was in Italy he " had seen 
a dead child laid out i n  its hol iday dress, at the moment that 
its young brother in his simple ignorance came to the bedside 
and held out to it some pretty plaything." The poet was 
touched at the sight, and took from it t he idea of this poem. 
A fond mother, left a widow with one only child, comes 
from Venice to Florence. She has sworn by her husband's 
memory that the child shall be baptized nowhere but in 
S. Mark's. Sbe puts off her return home from time to time, 
such are the attractions of Florence, till her child dies in her 
absence unbaptized. The Virgin hears her agonising prayer, 
and her child is restored to her. On her return from the 
shrine, at w hich she has offered her l'ichest treasures, she 
finds the child in her coffin : 

Lea, qu' elle pleurait, Lea, mOl'te la veille, 
J ollait dans son linceul souriante et vermeille 
Lea, plus belle eneor de ses fruiches couleurs 

Sous les plis de ee blanc suaire, 
Ollvrit ses petits bras et lui tendit les fleurs 

De sa couronne mortuaire,t 

.;;. Adda, my widow, you need a support ; choose a brave man, 
and, both of you, love this poor child who looks at me, and weeps
and take care that he lives and dies a good Christian like me. In 
thirteen years let him go t o  communion at the high altar of the 
Church, and the day after, you will say to him, Your father's eyes 
are on you-here is his tomb, there the highway. Follow his 
example. 

t Leah, for whom she was weeping, who was dead but yester
n ight, was playiilg in her coffin. with a smile on her rosy cheek. 
Leah more beautiful than ever with her fresh colour under the folds 
of that white shroud, opened her little arms and held out to her the 
flowers of her funeral garland. 
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The second canto to  which I have referred is a descri p_ 

tion of Limbo, the place assigned to children who die 
unbaptized. My last quotations must be from this : 

Comme un vain r&ve du matin, 
Un parfum vague, un trait lointain, 
C' est je ne sais quoi d ' incertain 

Que cet empire ; 
Lieux qu'a peine vient eclairer 
Uu jour qui, sans rien coloreI', 
A chaque instant pres d' expi vel' 

Jamais n' expire. 

Partout cette demi-clarte 
D�nt la morne tranq

,
u}l�ite 

SUit un crepuscule d ete, 
Ou de l' aurore 

Fait pressentir que le retour 
Va poindre au celeste sejour, 
Quand la nuit n',est plus, quand le jour 

N' est pas encore ! 

Ce ciel teme, ou manque un soleil, 
N' est jamais bleu, jamais vermeil ; 
Jamais brise, dans ce sommeil 

De la nature, 
N'agita d ' un fl'(�missement 
La torpeur de ce lac dormant, 
Dont l' eau n' a point de mouvement 

Point de lllurmure. 
� � % % 

Le calme d'un vague loisir 
Sans regret comme sans desir 
Sans l'eine comme sans plaisil', 

C' est la leur joie. 

La ni  veille ni lendemain ! 
11s n' ont sur un bonheUl' prochain, 
Sur celui qu' on rappelle en vain 

Rien a se di l'e. 
Leurs sanglots ne troublent jamais 
De l' air l' i nalterable paix ; 
Mais aussi leUl' rire jamais 

N' est qu' un sourire. 

Sur leurs donx tl'aits que de paleur ! 
Adieu cette fraiche couleur 
Qui de baiser leur joue en fleur 

Donnait I' envie ! 

V '  
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De leurs yeux, qui charment d'abord, 
Mais dont aucun eclair ne sort, 
Le mome eclat n' est pas la mort, 

N' est pas la vie. * 

2 7 3  

In th ese remarks I have referred chiefly t o  M .  Delavigne's 
later works. I have done so, not from. any disposition to 
undervalue the Messeniennes, nor from any national pre
j udices, but because the latter are local in their character, 
and appeal to the French nation of a particular time, while 
the former belong to that poetry which is not for an age, but 
for all time. The Messeniennes are historic�lly invaluable ; 
they gi\'e a deeper insight into the feelings of a great nation, 
at a very critical period in its career, than any amount of 
bare narration can give. And to English readers, too, they 
ought to have a special interest. In our self-satisfied pride, 
our fancied superior magnanimity, we look upon the French 
hatred of England, a feeling which I fear is far from being 
extinct, as a mere sore of wounded vanity. We say they 
have not forgiven us our victory at Waterloo. But what 
are the facts of the case ? If wounded pride were all, why 
did not Wellington's victories i n  the Peninsula excite an 
equally strong feeling ? But it  was more than this. It was 
the occupation of their capital, and the continued occupation 

� Like an empty morning dre:tm, a doubtful perfume, a distant 
voice-something-I know not what-undefined-is this realm 
haunts scarce lighted by a day that gives no colour-that, every 
moment close on death, never dies. 

Everywhere that half light whose dull calm follows a summer 
sunset or gives warning that returning dawn will soon burst forth 
in the heavens-when night is gone and day is not yet come. 

This dull sky, without a sun, is never blue, or rosy-hued ; never 
did breeze, in this sleep of nature, move with a single ripple the 
sluggishness of this slumbering lake-whose waters have neither 
motion nor sound. 

The calm of an unsettled rest-without regrets and without 
longings-without pain, but without pleasure-such is their joy. 

There is neither yestreen nor morrow -nought have they to say 
of a coming happiness-nor of vain memories of the past-their 
sobs never trouble the changeless silence of the air-but withaL their 
laugh is never more than a smile. 

What a pallor on theit' sweet faces-farewell to that fresh 
colour which made one long to kiss their blooming cheek-the dull 
brilliancy of their eyes, which. charm at first, but from which no 
flash comes-is not death -but it is not life. 

VOJ .. v. T 
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of their country by the troops of the Holy Alliance. It Was the fact that we thwarted all their struggles for liberty, that we forced upon them a king for whom they had little or no liking, that. we undid as far as we could, the work for which during the past twenty-five years, so much blood had bee� spilt. What wonder then, that 
aimer la France aIors 

C' etait detester l' Angleterre ! 
Who of us would not feel an equal hatred of any invader of our homes ? 

The .ZJ£esseniennes are the passionate expression of this feeling, and as I have said before, their success only shews how thoroughly they represented the national temper of the time. Whether it be to lament the victims of Waterloo, or to protest against the so-called pillage C!) of the Louvre galleries, (which only restored to their rightful owners the works of art, which the French armies had carried off from different parts of Europe), or to enforce the duty of sinking party strife in common devotion to a common country, it is the same patriotic spirit which speaks. Now the poet refers to their past history, and shows ·from the story of Joan of Arc how internal dissension betrays the land into the hand of foreigners, now by the example of struggling nationalities i n  other parts of Europe, Italy, Naples, and especially Greece, he tries to keep alive in France the flame of liberty. Naturally enough when 1 8 3 0  came, and its Three days, it was to him that the people looked as the poet of their independence, and la Parisienna was at once in every mouth. English sympathy with the July revolution, and the happiness of successful effort, covered over for a while the old hate : but the series ends with a fiercer expression of it than ever. Le Retour was written when Napoleon's ashes were brought from St. Helena to Paris. It closes with the strong declaration 
Mais que sera pour nous l' ami tie Britannique ? 
Entre les deux pays, separes desormais, 
Le temps peut renouer un lien politique ; Un lien d' ami tie, jamais ! 

Let us hope that the prophecy may not be a true one. Let us seek by all in our power to disprove it. Let us not be. ashamed to confess our own faults, and our own want of consideration for feelings, and for movements which we do not understand, and we may be sure that candour will be 

J 
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met by candour, and when the mistakes of the past are 
cleared away, we may hope for a reconciliation which shall 
llot only cicatrise, but heal old sores. 

I have been l iberal in my quotations, but I have not yet 
quoted any whole poem. Let me try in conclusion to give 
some idea of the effect of an entire work by a translation of 
the ballad L' Ame du Plt1'gatoire, to which I have more than 
once referred. The translation is a literal one, and I have 
done my best to preserve the metre and rhythm of the 
original. The scenes are in Venice. 

In the midst of my gl'iefs and my fears 
I come from the city of tears, 
One pr ayer from your lips to move : 
You saiu as you bent o'er my head, 
If I live, I will pray for thee, dead. 
Were not these your last words, my love ? 

Alas 1 Alas ! 
Since I parted from your embrace 
Not a prayer have I heard from above. 

Alas 1 Alas ! 
I list-but my love never prays. 

" May thy soul on the Lido stray 
To witness my tears I" you would say, 
And fearless it took its flight. 
On the cold stone over my head 

.The heavens their sad teardrops shed, 
But your eyes still are bright. 

Alas ! Alas ! 
Might your grief but disarm His might, 
God's, who saw me in your embrace ! 

Alone, alas ! 
I weep-my love never prays. 

What torments in this dark abyss, 
The price of our rapturous bliss, 
In bitterest anguish I pay. 
The days have nor morning nor eve, 
No lengthening shadows relieve 
The' despair of this endless day. 

Alas ! Alas ! 
In vain in this dreary place 
With arms uplifted I stay. 

Alas ! Alas ! 
I wait-but my love never prays. 

T 2  
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When the sinful deed was done 
One single regret might atone 
To the God whom I so much dread. 
Twice ready my sin to repent 
I heard (surely to warn me 'twas sent) 
Stern death's invisible tread. 

Alas ! Alas ! 
You were happy in my embrace, 
And all thought of repentance fled. 

Alas ! Alas ! 
I suffer-my love never prays. 

You remember dark Brenta's ford, 
Where oft we our gondola moored, 
With the morning alone to remove. 
The tree that its shelter bestowed, 
The flowers that their heads gently bowed, 
As you told me the tale of your love. 

Alas ! Alas ! 
Death caught me in your embrace, 
Your kisses still hot on my face. 

Alas ! Alas ! 
I burn-but my love never prays. 

Give me back those fresh jessamine bowers, 
Where your hand spread a pillow of flowers 
For my fevered head to rest. 
Give me back that lilac-bloom, 
Whose dewdrops and sweet perfume 
My burning lips refresht. 

Alas ! Alas ! 
Let me feel the cool dews on my face, 
In your arms once more tenderly presto 

Alas I Alas ! 
I thirst-but my love never prays. 

In your gondola now you rejOIce 
In another's ,soft loving voice, 
Whom my portrait must surely displease
For in jealous spite she has cast 
T6 the waves that sweet pledge of the past, 
And you sit there still at your ease. 

Alas ! Alas I 
Why appeal to that last embrace, 
I must suffer in silence, in peace. 

Alas ! Alas ! 
All is over-my love never prays. 
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Farewell ! I return not again 
Thus wearily still to complain, 

) Since to your eyes another is fair. 
May her sweet kisses be ever new ! 
I am dead, and suffer for you. 
Live on, blest in your love for her. 

Alas ! Alas ! 
Think at times in her fond embrace 
Of my dark abyss of despair. 

Alas ! Alas ! 
And may you ne'er follow me there. 

+ 

+ + + 
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TRANSLATlO�S ROM THE SAB RlNlE C OROLLA. 

THE following versions of some of the German extracts in 
the Sab1'ince Corolla have been made in the hope that 

they may prove of interest to some who are accustomed to 
use that book, but who are not familiar with the language 
in which they are written : as well as to others who may be 
pleased to see in an English garb some of the flowers of the 
anthology culled by an old Johnian, whose perfect taste is 
as well known as his :finished scholarship. 

PAGE 20. 
Zeus to Heracles. 

Not by drinking of my nectar hast thou won thy might divine : 
Thy God's might it was that gave thee now to druin the heavenly 

wine.-ScHlLLER. 

PAGE 32. 
Raffaelle may be first of painters j but, before that wondrous Face, 
Leonardo, who shall dare to give thee but the see-ond place. 

PAGE 54. 
Now I comprehend thee, Fate ; 
Not from this world blessing comes j 
Only in the stilly dreams 
Of Poesy, its beauty blooms : 
Thou dost send me pain and wrong, 
Yet with every pang a song.- UHLAND. 

PAGE 70. 
I may not say t11at in thine eyes 

The heavens' own azure beameth ; 
That on thy lips the tender blush 

May's earliest rose beseemeth. 
That 011 thy breast and snowy arms 
$hine forth the li ly's pmcst charll l:;. 

PLATEN. 
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But oh ! how fair the spring, if once 
Lilies like thine were blowing, \ 

And hill and dale with roses sweey 
As thy sweet lips were glowing, 

And heaven's high arches overhead 
Blue as thy own Llue eyes were spread.-UHLAND. 

PAGE 72. 
Not in blasts of chilly north 
Breathes the rose its fragrance forth. 
Woulclst thou wiri this earth's sweet love ? 
Sun thee in the Light above.-W. MUELLER. 

PAGE 84. 
Every billowy sea Odysseus traversed, so to find his home : 
Passed through Scylla's demon yelling, and Charybdis' whirling foam, 
Through the ocean's many terrors, through the perils of the land, 
Roaming even in his erring quest to Hades' dreary strand ; 
Till at length his fortune bore him sleeping to his native earth, 
And he woke, and weeping knew not, 'twas the country of his birth. 

SCHlLLER. 
PAGE 104. 

Rich in thy wealth, but poor thro' hate and sorrow, 
Thou'rt poor to-day, thy heir is rich to-morrow.-OPITZ. 

PAGE 116. 
Barbed is the shaft of Love, 
Strive not e'er that dart to move : 

Patient bear a little smart. 
He that laughs my words to scorn, 
And that arrow forth hath torn, 

Grievously hath rent his heart.-BuRGER. 

PAGE 120. 
Evil fares the ship that tosses on the raging storm-swept sea ; 
Yet when storms of Love assail it, fares the heart more bitterly : 
For the vessel flings its cargo overboard, and leaps on light ; 
But the heart must bear its burden ever with it through the night. 

W. MUELLER. 

PAGE 136. 

Knowledge to one is a lligh amI a heavenly goddess ; another 
Deems it a useful cow, yielding him butter and milk.-SCHILLER. 

PAGE 150. 
Virtues here are ouly two ; 

,Vould they ne'er were separate ! 
Would the great were ever good, 

And the good were ever great !_SCIIILLER. 

L. 
( To be compleled in ou)" noxl.) 



TH E E DUCATION 01" WOMEN. 

pERHAPS at the present day there is no one, of those who are interested in education, who w ould q uestion the good l�kely to proceed from an education, however advanced, among the middle classes, provided it be confined to the male sex. But it is but a small proportion of thoughtful men who would extend the same liberality to women of whatever class. The question has been much discussed, worn · thread - bare some thoughtless people say, who do not consider that it ranks very highly among the most momentous subjects of our time. Yet it seems to be no nearer a decision than ever. The two sides obstinately stand aloof, and refuse to see anything .but absolute variance and dissimilarity in their respective ideas. If  this mischievous feeling continues, there seems to be but one inevitable consequence, however distant its accompli shment may be. The extreme progress party wish to gain an undisputed victory, and seeking to make woman man, will produce a , monster. There can be no fusion, gradual or momentary, of the two natures. Those who endeavour to bring this about, will produce a confusion of metals battered, it may be, into . an unfortunately inseparable mass ; but the unsightly blotches of confusion, and such they must always be, are n9t the beautiful unity of perfect fusion. But let each side look more generously upon the opinions of the other, in which way only can we hope for a satisfactory settlement ; for at present they will allow no common ground, and hence conviction cannot follow discussion. Let us try to discover the good which exists in each, and whether the two may not amalgamate by a little generous concession. And at the outset we suppose that each side has the happiness of woman at heart, f�r there is a certain . class whose arguments aO'ainst the educatIOn of women are dIctated solely by selfishn�ss. W ith these we may have something to say by-and-by. N ow one side says, " Educate women as men, let them push, 

V ' -
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thrust, elbow, scramble i n  the professions � men do, never 
n1ind if ill this war they do lose their ch�rac e�'istic feminine 
crentleness, they WIll b e  educated, they WIll SSlst the pushinG' 
progress of the worltl , and all  this sentimentalism is b� 
sickly work after all i n  comparison with the march of mind." 
And the other, " What will women gain by this education, 
which is to bring with it  only the capability to bustle among 
men, and suffer all the hardening tendencies of pushing com
petition and the race for wealth ? Surely this contains but 
little good for them ; surely this cannot be womanhood." 
Now if we had to choose between the first w ith its rigid law 
that knows no romance, and the second with its timorous 
shortsightedness, our choice would surely fall u pon this 
latter. But let us try to reconcile the two. It is the eleva
tion of the tone of woman's mind that is our object, and it 
is through education that we look to achieve this. But is 
this other condition essen tial, this pushing contention among 
men ? At least you will allow that, if you can further 
woman's cause as fully or more so by dropping this appen
dage to education, you will be ready to do so ; for with all 
your sneers at sentimentalism, you know that there is a 
little spot very close to your heart that says there is some
thing true in it. Again, you on the other side, if you 
discover that education, instead of making women less 
womanly, developes to the full all that is graceful and 
feminine, you will not refuse it them. And here let us  define. 
our " education." We do not mean the accumulation of bare 
facts dormant and unreproductive, the system which obtains 
so generally in our present system of woman's so called 
education ; nor do we mean a superficial acquaintance with 
a great many subjects, whence ensues that most fatal of all 
ignorance, ignorance of one's own ignorance. B ut w e  mean 
education in its literal sense, the discovery and edification 
of what is otherwise latent and powerless within. which can 
scarcely be done at any other time than early youth. It is the 
foundation that we would insist upon particularly. We mean 
education considered especially as a gi ven power to appreciate 
the noble and beautiful, for it is a great truth that keenness 
of appreciation depends almost entirely upon an educated 
mind. Coleridge felt all the force of this when he wrote-

we receive but what we give, 
And in our life alone does nature live. 

This is to be felt rather than described, but there is an 
exquisite fineness of appreciation for an educated mind, to 
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which we feel the uneducated is not admitted, there is a life 
to be lived other than the life of sense ; and a clearer 
atmosphere to be bl'eathecl than that which supports OUr 
life, and it is a life to be lived and an ail' to be breathed 
by all who have this " education," and by none else, in 
all i ts  richness. 

Beyond all doubt we believe that a slipshod education 
at home, such as falls to the lot of a great portion of girls, 
is preferable to this accum ulating-facts principle of most 
of our girls' schools. It is sufficient to look into the books 
they use, as I have done myself. The question.ancl-answer 
system seems the most popular, and, as far as I can ascertain, 
abridgments take the second place. Can much be expected 
from such a system as this ? Is it wonderful that the 
natural reaction is sensational novels, for these are read 
much more by ladies than such as aim at something higher 
than the mere excitement of a fearful anxiety from the 
first page to the last. It seems pretty clear that the only 
means of raising the standard and style of ladies' education 
is by connecting the schools with a U ni versity, as indeed 
is already partially done at Cambriuge. And here I must 
notice an article which appeared in Tlte Eagle in Dec., 1 8 64.  
The writer evidently ranks M r. Tennyson with those who 
do not favour an extreme education among women, and 
quotes tlte beginning of a very beautiful passage in Tl�e 
Princess. I will begin where he discontin ued. 

" Yet in the long years liker must they grow ; 
The man be more of woman, she of man ; 
Re gain in sweetness and in moral height, 
Nor lose the wrestling thews that throw the world ; 
She mental breadth, nor fail in child ward care, 
Nor lose the childlike in the larger mind ; 
Till at the last she set herself to man, 
Like perfect music unto noble words." 

And to this effect to the end of the passage. S urely 
this shews no discountenance of advanced education. 

Some men too deceive themselves with an over romantic 
theory, and know "not that they feel far other things in their 
practice. Many a man allows himself to speak against a 
refinement in woman's education, and unconsciously is seen 
ranged on the other side by his evident appreciation of 
an educated woman's society. Let us take one instance. 
Mr. Robertson of Brighton was strangely fearful of spoiling 
woman's femlnacy, and though doubtless his feelings were 
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chiefly i n  OpposltlOn to those who would seek to unmake 
woman by casting her on pursuits which mus:

.
eternally be

longto man, yet he would appear to many a sta/ch opponent 

to the advancement of woman's education. He quotes 

as representing entirely his own feelings (and it represents 

ours) a passage of Swedenborg's : " Sex is a permanent fact 

in human nature. Men are men , and women women, 

in the highest heaven as here on earth. The difference 

of sexes is therefore brighter and more exquisite in propor
tion as the person is high and the sphere is pure. The 
distinction not only reaches to the indiviclual, but it is 
atomically minute besides. Every thought, affection, and 
sense of a male is male, and of a female, feminine. The 
smallest drop of intellect 01' will is inconvertible between 

the sexes. If man's it can never be woman'::; and vice versa. 

The sexual distinction is founded upon two radical attributes 

of God, his divine love and his divine wisdom , whereof 

the former is feminine and the latter masculine." Then 
Mr. Robertson puts for�ard a " vision " of his own, of a 
heart that envied the hardness of the ribs around it, and 

resolved to make itself as them. Accordingly it  became 
bone, and losing all its elasticity, which alone fits it for 

its place, ceased to beat and perished. This of course all 

points in the same direction. He is rather denouncing 

the folly of those who would make feminine masculine, 

than education itself as likely to do so ; but, in his romantic 

and very natural fear of this former, he is sometimes led to 

confuse the two, and it is rather with a view of shewing 

his real opimons on this subject, that we have noticed his 

apparently contradictory conduct. It is well known that the 

society of educated women w as a rare delight to him, and 

many are the courses of reading that he has laid down for 

a lady friend, which, in a controversy with the unromantic 

mere educationalist, he would theoretically condemn. But 

it is said that education will make women less fit for domestic 

uses. Is it so with men (for thus only can we decide) ? Is a 
man less fatherly to his children, a less gentle nurse to 

a sick wife, more of a pleasure-seeker, and home-neglecter, 

because he appreciates Sophocles and Shakespeare, Plato and 

Carlyle ? Is it 110t in fact much the contrary ? Does not 

this poetry (and we all may appreciate it in our degrees) 

soften his heart, and widen it ? Again it makes them priggish 

and pedantic. Is it so with men ? Who is the prig ? Surely 

the fool . And though this may apply with less force to pedan

try, yet rare are the instances that occur to us of an educated 
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and pedantic mind. But as it is now, the case is one-sided. For it must be confessed that those few women who educate them_ selves are not such as to recommend the fruits of education to us. It is a humiliating confession that literature is taken up by them as a rule (for of course there are exceptions) as a 
demier resort. Hence they have not much else to recom_ mend them, few accomplishments, little beauty, which must ever be associated with our ideal of Woman. But would a bright blue eye be duller for us because its owner could enjoy a poet's thoughts ; and would sweet lips lose for us their roses because they murmur songs of " poets who enrich the blood of the earth," rather than lisp flaccid 
sentimentalisms of the last new novel 1 We cannot believe it. Again what is it that preserves our present terrible 
hollowness of " society"? Surely women's craving for excite
ment. A large proportion of men (may we not say all the 
educated portion 1) are dragged into it unwillingly, to oblige 
wives, daughters, or sisters. Can we blame the women, 
dare we blame them ? What has a young well-born lady 
in comfortable circumstances to do 1 Listen to Medea's 
plaint, the mouth-piece of an allowed misogynist : 

allijp c' STall Toil; ElIdOIl Cix(J')TaL �VI'WII, 
E�W POAWII E7ravtT£ KapOlall &tTrJ�, 
;; 7rpOC 1>/AO" Ttll' � 7rpO� fiAt/w!: Tpa7rb�' 
npill c'  cLlIUYKrJ 7rpo!: plulI "",vx,l" /3Xi7mll. 

And though this is not literally true now, yet we cannot 
but feel that it is still far too true. Let us, as far as we can, 
put ourselves into thei1' position. Is there any escape ? How many a man would be miserable without a cultivated taste for literature, who now is happy and contented. Yet 
much more women who, by their situation, are compelled to 
look more into themselves for enjoyment. And one word 
to that despicable selfishness which would rob women of 
all that is beautiful in thought and imagination. Let us 
hear them-" Woman was made for man. Let her by all 
means learn the piano, though she has no taste for music, 
in order that she may be ,useful ; and let her learn household duties so that she may see that we have good dinners, and whole stockings." And much more to this effect, nor is this overstated. Is this to be a companion to man ? or is it 
to be a slave 1 But if it were ever so true that education 
would make her less adapted to your requirements, nay if it 
would unfit her altogether for her duties, who are you to rob 
her of one of God's noblest gifts 1 Such men may I never 

� 
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cease to despise. But one more reason for encouraging 
education among women and I have done� The want of 
this is the cause, with scarcely any exception�, of the venial 
crimes among women. Let a prison-matron speak, and one 
whose whole tone is rather that of an under-rater than an 
exaggerater. " In the prison the teaching that should have 
begun with the women in their girlhood is commenced, 
and exercises in a few instances, a salutary influence ; but 
ignorance, deep, besotting ignorance is the characteristic of 
almost every fresh woman on whom the key turns in her 
cell. It keeps our prisons full, our judges always busy. 
Three-fourths of our prisoners before their conviction were 
unable to read a word, had no knowledge of the Bible or 
what is in it, had never heard of a Saviour, and only remem
bered God's name as coupled with a curse." This is no 
clap-trap theory, but a terrible fact. And we may help 
ourselves to understand what ennui drives an uneducated 
woman to, by reading of their " breakings-out" in prison (to 
be followed certainly by strict punishment,) merely because 
they want something to -do, and have no resources in them
selves. It has even been proyed that a much larger propor
tion of educated men than educated women are in our 
prisons. Surely this is convincing. And if it is asked ho\v 
a refinement of education would prevent this where we seem 
rather to w ant any education whatever, we reply, that until 
women rise from the ranks, as so many men do, there will 
be little hope for them as a body to persevere. And how 
can they do this without means ! And these means we 
believe none . but an University supervision can supply. 
Again we ask all, the selfish and the unselfish, Is a pretty 
girl less pleasing to us because she can understand us when 
we speak something better than nonsense ? Can she not be 
a friend to us as well as a plaything ? Is all this fair to her ? 
And if it be urged (as it often is) that as we observe men 
of the most opposite characters frequently close friends by 
choice, so it may well be with an educated man and an un
educated woman ; we reply, that character is not education, 
and it is very doubtful whether such friendships exist be
tween opposite natures, and these the one educated and the 
other not. Moreover, such friendships are in reality very 
uncommon, and hence attract our notice, while the multitudes 
of friendships based on similar tastes and characters, the fruit 
of a similarly liberal education, pass unnoticed-but not the 
less surely do they exist for the blessing of thousands ; and no 
less surely by promoting an el;lucation which stimulates an 
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interested appetite for knowledge, and forms an appreciation for all that is beautiful, noble, and true, shall we according to our day be labouring in that mighty workshop wherein are forged the golden chains w hich shal l  bind closer and closer the hearts and affections of husband and wife ,  brother and' sister, man and woman. M ay it be at least no hasty thought which prompts us to be of the number of those w ho " stridentia tinguunt rera lacu," and leave it there a dead, cold mass, only ,accumulating self-consuming rust. 

c. c. c. 

�r&�� 'G1� � �� 
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THE FISHERM EN. 
THROCRITUS. IDYLL XXI. 

'T1S Poverty alone provokes the arts, 
o Diophantus, teaching men to toil. 
To them that labour for a livelihood 
Sleep hardly comes : and if a little while 
Slumber should overtake them in the night, 
Anxieties rush in and break their rest. 

Two aged fishermen together lay 
On the dry sea-weed of their wattled hut, 
Against its leafy wall : about them were 
Implements of their craft--the wicker creels, 
The rods, the hooks, the weedy baits, and lines ; 
Bow-nets of rushes, baskets, an old boat 
With props kept upright, and a pair of oars : 
This was their whole equipment, all their wealth. 
Door had they none nor dog; aU such to them 
Superfluous seem'd ; their guard was poverty. 
N.or had they any neighbour ; but the sea 
Came floating softly round their narrow hut. 
Not yet the chariot of the moon had run 
Full half her circle, when their master-thought 
Aroused these fishermen ; and thrusting off 
The slumber from their lids, they thus began. 

ASPll. They're liars all, my friend, who e'er have said 
That nights are shorter in the summer time, 
When Zens makes long the days : a myriad dreams 
I've dream'd already, and it is not dawn. 

MATE. Blame not fair summer, friend ; not at tlleir will 
The seasons leave their own set course, but care 
Breaking your slumbers makes the night seem long. 

ASPll. Have you ever learnt to interpret dreams at all ? 
I've had a fine one, anel I would not like 
That you should be without a part in it ; 
We'll share our visions as we share our fish : 
Your mother-wit may help you to a guess, 
He best interprets dreams who follows her. 
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Besides, we've time, for what can any man 
Do, lying on rough leaves beside the sea, 
Sleeping uneasy on a thorny couch, 
Wakeful as any nigh tingale in bush, 
Or lamp in Prytancum, which they say 
Is always burning ? 

MATE. Speak then, friend, and let 
Your comrade heal' this vision of the night. 

ASPH. Yestreen, when after my sea-faring toil 
I fell asleep-not over-full of meat, 
For, you remember, we supp'd sparingly
M ethought that I sat fishiug on a rock, 
Flinging the treacherous bait out with the rod ; 
And one fat fish made at it-for as dogs 
Scent bears, even in their sleep, so I a fish
He caught and held i t, blood began to flow, 
And with his struggles the rod bent, and I 
Using both hands found it no easy task 
To land a great fish with so small a hook. 
A slight reminder ever and anon 
I gave him of his wound, then loosen'd line, 
But lost him not ; and lastly hauI'd him in, 
The guerdon of my toil,-a golden fish-
One all compact of gold. And fear was mine 
That he might be a fish Poseidon loved 
Or one of blue-eyed A phrodite's own. 
Carefully I unhook'd him, lest the barbs 
Should from his mouth keep any of the gold ; 
And when I got him safe I swore an oath 
Never to set foot on the sea again, 
But live on land, and king it with the gold. 
With that I woke ; but do you, 0 my friend, 
Resolve me, for I fear the oath I swore. 

MATE. Well then, don't fear it, for you did not swear ; 
You did not find the fish you dream'd about, 
And visiom are but lies ; but if you wish 
In sober truth to realize your dream, 
Go seek the fish of flesh, or you may die 
Of hunger, even tho' you dream of gold. 

J. H. CLARK. 

� 

\ 
THE LAND OF THE FAMOUS. 

.. Devenere locos lretos et amrena virecta 

.. Fortunatorum nemorum sedesque beatas." 

I MUST confess that once at least in the course of my 
existence I have been doubtful of my personal identity. 

This happened on a fine summer's morning, when I unex
pectedly found myself in the midst of a pleasantly wqoded 
country, prettily interspersed with gardens, in which I could 
see groups of men standing under the shade of the trees, or 
seated in the numerous arbours. How I got there I knew 
not, and I was equally ignorant of the name or geographical 
position of the spot where I was. Nor was my perplexity 
lessened by my noticing that the dress of those of the 
inhabitants that were visible to me w as of the most varied 
description. Every costume from the Roman toga to the 
coats still in vogue when our grandfathers were in their 
prime had numerous representatives. Puzzled beyond 
measure, I felt greatly relieved to see a sedate looking 
personage advancing" towards me, his dress and bearing 
indicating that he was English, though of a date some two 
centuries back. His first words were :-

" May I ask what illustrious one I have thus the honour 
of welcoming to these glorious abodes ?" 

" Where am � ?" I asked eagerly. " Ho w  came I here ?" 
He looked at me for a minute in great surprise, then 

recovering himself he replied, " I  thought that you were a 
new inhabitant of these l'ealms, but I see that you are but a 
mortal, who, by the permission of the deities of the place, 
has come to catch a glimpse of our happy existence." 

" Am I then i ll Elysium 1" 
" Not in that so often sung of by the poets," replied he. 

" This is the place to which the famous of the earth l'etire 
after their work has ceased, though the memory of it yet lives. 
None but the illustrious enter here." 

VOL. V. u 
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" Do I then see before me the shades of all the departed great ?" 
" Yes," answered my informant, " for though these abodes have not been founded many centuries, all those whose names still live have been admitted." 
" But how do the favoured ones know of their good fortune ?  Who decides on those who may enter these happy realms, and by what means is the decision communicated to the successful candidates for admission ?" 
" The shades come to those huge portals that you see to your right, and should the porter permit them to enter, they 

have no further opposition. Our state is grievously at fault 
in not having any certain regulations as to the conditions of admission. The sole restriction is that they should continue 
to be remembered on earth, and it was thought that there 
would be no hesitation about the fitness of the applicants. 
Accordingly our porter was directed to admit those who were 
famous, and it was anticipated that he would find no difficulty 
in the discharge of his' office, but so far from this being the 
case he has been driven to his wits' end to discover some 
serviceable test which may enable him to decide on the 
merits of the various cases presented to him. The hope 
that he first entertained that it would be safe to admit all 
that thought themselves worthy, soon proved delusive, and 
he 'saw the. necessity of adopting some fixed standard of 
merit. He commenced by noting the behaviour of friends 
and acquaintances at the death of each, admitting any one 
whose deaths caused much mourning, but this was found to 
depend on circumstances which -had nothing to do with his 
fame. Frequently it depended on the influence which the family possessed, of which he was a member, and was put on 
and ofi' with the hatband. Abandoning this idea our porter 
turned philosopher for the nonce, and oommenced ruminating 
on the qualities and deeds that secure immortality. He came to the conclusion that it was the powers of the mind by which men became famous, and knowing no form in which these 
were so clearly displayed as in books, he determined to judge 
by these alone, especially as he noticed that authors were 
usually remembered just so long as their books were. A new difficulty arose-how should he decide on the relative merits of the books of different writers ? Thinking it natural that books should be most carefully examined and criticized when they first appeared, he sedulously observed the 
opinions of the critical world, and became as diligent a 
r eader of the various rev.iews as if he had been an author 
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himself who had just published his first work. But to his 
O'reat surprise he found these to hold the most contrary 
�pinions. While some spoke of the books as ' productions 
which the world would not willingly let die,' others deplored 
the sad waste of time-truth forbade them to add talents-on 
the part of the author. Our Minos was greatly puzzled by 
this diversity of opinion, nor was �erplexity relieved till 
he discovered that the writers of the first kin d were eithel! 
the authors themselves or persons on dining terms with them, 
while those of the second were generally would-be authors 
whose productions had been ' declined with thanks,' by the 
same publisher. 

" He resolved for the fllture to decide for himself. Re .. 
flecting on the devastation caused. by his cousin Time, anC\. 
the n umerous accidents books are exposed to, so that often 
the least worthy survive, he thought that those who 'wrote 
much had most chance of having some portion of their works 
preserveu, and hence it would at all events be safe to admit 
them. Accordingly for a time authors were estimated by 
cubic measure, and things went on smoothly till one day our 
janitor, who had been for some time troubled with doubts 
as to the complete success of his new plan, stopped a learned 
divine who came staggering under the weight of a huge pile 
of folios, and asked him his name. ' I  am the great Dr . .. .. .. ..  
Professor of Logic and Divinity, at the University of---,' 
replied he, and then went on to recount the various offices he 
had held, and the literary distinctions he had won. Our 
porter stopped him ere he was half through the list, and turning 
to a crowd who were outside the gates, clamouring for admis
sion, asked them_ whether they knew any thing of this learned 
Professor. The only one who seemed to be in the least 
acquainted with him or his works, was a worthy cheese
monger, who demanded immortali.ty for having discovered 
a peculiarly good receipt for making Stilton cheese. H e  
said that h e  had used the Doctor's works for many years, 
and preferred them to all others-indeed he wished that all 
authors were like him. The Professor looked triumphant, 
and was about to pass on, when unluckily the cheesemongel' 
continued, ' why can't others publish their works in respecta
ble sizes like he does-you can't get a leaf now-a-days that 
will decently hold a pound of butter.' HUl'l'iedly pushing 
the Doctor back, the porter banged the door to and went off 
in a huff, and since then it is rumoured that voluminous 
authors have fared very ill. 

" A nother scheme wh ich he adopted for a time was to 
u 2  
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make the authors read portions of their books to him, and 
from these he decided on their fate. This answered much 
better than any method that he had previously tried, though 
prolix writers bothered him much by persisting in reading 
extract after extract, ' to illustrate ' as they said ' the general 
plan of the book.' If he persisted in refusing them admit
tance they were positive nuisances, and even if he admitted 
them they could scarcely be prevented from finishing to him 
on the other side of the gate some favourite bit in which 
they thought he must feel interested. One day however a 
heavy-looking personage presented himself and commenced 
to read. So unutterably dull was the book that ere he had 
got over a couple of pages the door-keeper was fast asleep, 
and the lucky author slipped by him and passed thro' the 
gates. When the porter awoke he was mightily wroth, and 
would have attempted to turn him out again, but by some 
accident the tale got abroad on earth, and was embodied by 
some satirist in his poems, so that our dull friend has hlld 
his right to remain allowed. It does not however benefit 
him much, for in consideration of the means by which he 
effected his entrance, he has been put to read his works 
,aloud at night near the bowers which serve as the dormitories 
'of the immortals." 

" W hat plan is now followed ? "  I asked. 
" These repeated failures have so soured the pbrter's 

'temper that he usually makes the candidates wait for many 
years outside the gates ere he admits them, as it is much 
easier to deeide on their claims when some time has elapsed 
'since they left your world." 

" Has this last expedient freed him from all trouble ?" 
" Not altogether. Some years ago he was surprised to 

see a crowd of men in strange antique garb advancing to the 
gate. They claimed admittance in a language which with 
some difficulty he discovered to be Greek, though very 
archaic in style. He asked them their names and what they had 
done that they should enter there, wondering all the while 
how it w as that such ancient specimens should present them
selves then. They did not know their own names, but at 
the question what they had done, they one and all commenced 
reciting in a loud voice, with appropriate action, thousands 
of lines which sounded suspiciously like extracts from Homer. 
It was difficult to distinguish much in the midst of the 
t nmult, but some of that bard's favourite lines came so 
frequently, that the porter COUld

. �tand it no longer, and 
,told them that what they were recItmg Homer had written. 

.. 
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They protested that they themselves were H omer, and in 

answer to the ironical question, how they found that out, they 

said that one Mr. F. A. Wolf had found it out for them, a n u  

told them t o  come there, for that they were the true authors 

of the Iliad. The obdurate porter asked them who Mr.  
\Volf was, and when he heard that he was a German critic, 

he shut the doors in their faces, a�nt away saying that he 

would have nothing to do with them or their master-for that 

the last German critic he had seen there had got permission to 

read to him his introduction to a new edition of Thucydides, 

and kept him up all night to finish it." 
" But," said I, " have the tempers of authors, proverbially 

bad upon earth, so changed for the better that there is 

nought but harmony here 1" 
" Far from it," replied my informant, " we have quarrels 

as in your world. In fact courts have been established to 

settle such disputes as come under the cognizance of the 

laws of our society. Plagiarism is a very common charge ; 

in one case, not so very long ago, some of the oldest 

inhabitants, with a Greek n amed JEschylus at their head, 

brought such a charge against a German who had been 

lately admitted. They accused him of printing in his works 

whole passages from several of their plays-garbled and 

much altered it  is true, but from the order and general 

signification they expected to be able to get sufficient proof 

to convict him. They would have gained their case had 

it not appeared in the co.urse of the proceedings that the 

defendant had intended the WQ1'ks in question to be correct 

editions of the writing of the plaintiffs. Of ceurse there was 

an end of the case, 
Solvuntur risu tabuh.e, 

and the defendant was dischargeu as insane, and committed to 

the care of a keeper. A similar case was about to come on, in 

which the accused, one Godrrey Hermann, had intended to 

enter the same plea, but, terrified by the fate of his prede

cessor, he abandoned it. It was fortunate that he did so, as 

the court decided that the resemblance was not sufficiently 

close to support the charge. B ut we have not so many cases 

of this kind just at present, as the older writers are so ac

customed to being pilfered from, that they do not notice it ; 

while the more modern ones have so little that is their own, 

that they cannot bring such actions, the defendants always 

pleading that they borrowed it directly from the original 

sources. The chief annoyances from which the older writ.ers 
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suffer are translations, and these affect them so much that they sometimes become seriously ill, and you not unfrequently hear in reply to an inquiry after the health of some one of them, ' He has scarcely recovered from his last translation." Homer used to suffer dreadfully from such attacks, and has had several very recent ones, but they have not been as severe as usual. Still he is far from feeling pleased with the liberties taken with his works, which seem to be used as practising ground for any new metre that may be thought of. "  
" Are writers so averse t o  mortals meddling with their works ?" I said. 
" Extremely so," said he, " for even when they owe their immortality to a quoted extract, they are usually angry with their immortalizers for not having quoted more." " Surely it is not the same with those who claim to have made discoveries. They must feel honoured by the general acceptance of their views." 
" Certainly. But in their case the disput es are as to who made the discoveries in question. We have several claimants for every great invention or discovery, and the cases are as hotly debated, as they are hard to decide. The great feud between Newton and Leibnitz as to the invention of fluxions has only j ust cooled down. The Newtonians urged that Leibnitz was a m etaphysician, and therefore must have been mad, and the adherents of Leibnitz pleaded that as Newton was not a metaphysician, he must have been an idiot-each party thus claiming the sole honour of the invention for its own leader • Nor have recent disputes been less violent. Our porter is more troubled with cases of this kind than by all other doubtful claims. At present he admits rather freely, for we have lost so many Schoolmen and other Medireval celebrities, that we are not very full." 

" Does not military greatness supply you with a large number of inhabitants 1" 
" Oh no ? Very few gain immortality in that way, as only the very great names live in memory. Statesmen are more fortunate, and I think that fully half of us owe our .admission to the part we have played in history." " Are political feuds revived here ?" I asked. " Not generally. Many former political enemies are fast friends now, for they feel that their presence here is du'e to their mutual opposition, as they have sense enough 

to see that their talents were far better ntted to shine in 
party strife, than to achieve any great and noble under-
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taking. But they are far from being on equally good terms 
with their historians. As their tenure depend� on their 
fame on your earth, they are j ealously alive to any attempt 
to damage their charac.ter or lessen their reputation. Hence 
each historian, when he arrives here, finds many enemies and 
but fe w friends, and those are s�-om. very hearty ones ; for 
those whom he has especially favoured seldom think that he 
has sufficiently displayed their merits. The march of time 
too necessarily seems to dim the lustre of names, bright 
enough in their day, and hence the shades grow more and 
more querulous and dissatisned. There are of course excep
tions ; some names seem to improve by keeping, while 
many others have every now and then seasons of peculiar 
brilliancy. We have several passing through this stage j ust, 
now-a result which is chiefly due to the ingenuity and 
skill of recent historians. 

" Your Henry VIno for instance, is in high feather and 
talks of a place in the Anglican Calendar, and of having the 
service for the Blessed Martyr transferred to him for the 
exemplary patience with which he bore his unparalleled 
domestic affiictions. J ulius Cresar has recently taken for 
his motto the well known proverb (slightly altered) ' to be 
great is to be good,' and has become so far reconciled to a 
great general of whom he had been previously very j ealous 
as to congratulate him on the critical acumen of his nephew 
and namesake. He intends to apply for a professorship 
of Ethics, if he can nnd any one who has read through 
the second volume of his recently published life. Even 
your Richard Ill. feels offended if one hints th�t he has 
any personal defect, and often speaks of himself as an 
instance of the melancholy fact that no virtue is safe from 
calumny, while Oliv:er Cromwell holds up his assumption 
of the protectorate as a proof of his self.sacrificing love of 
his country. 

{( The Athenians have j ust undergone the white-washing 
process, and are now refulgent! with all kinds of previously 
unperceived virtues. Those on the popular side have chiefly 
benefited-so much so that a day or two ago Cleon began to 
give his opinion on political moderation, with an air of great. 
au,thOl;ity, but on turning round he saw Aristophanes looking 
at him. This so frightened him that, heedless of the roar of 
laughter from the bystanders, he fairly ran away and has 
scarcely shevn his face si'nce. Some naval officers l"ho, like 
your Charles 1. had been admitted into the. hest society, on 
the ground of having been martyrs, are now scouted by all as 
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h�ving deserved what they got ; w.hile a �an of t�at age, 
wlth a meal tub (his sole claim to ImmortalIty) as hIS crest, 
is lionized greatly as one who fearlessly faced the anger 
of those in power to avenge his murdered countrymen. 
Even an old crab-eyed Greek who used to be considered 
one of our brightest stars, is regarded now as a man who, 
though he had the misfortune to be put to death unjustly_ 
has n on e  but himself· to thank for it, as he might have 
avoided that fate by a little well-timed cringing and judicious 
flattery. The author of this revolution is on the whole 
extremely popular amongst us, though his adherents are a 
little apprehensive on his behalf, as the old Greek above 
referred to has more than once expressed his intention of 
asking him a question or two if he ever comes here-a threat 
which makes the boldest spirit tremble." 

" Have you many historians 1" 
" N  ot very many. Recently we have had a few additions to 

their number, but they are Dot on the best of terms with 
their predecessors, as they lose no opportunity of deriding 
their credulity. But their special foes are some of our oldest 
inhabitants to whom they have the most open hostility. One 
of these modern historians, soon after his arrival, asked his 
lIeighbour at the public table, who that gentleman was 
with the ugly scar on his face 1 Being told that it was 
Remus, whose personal appearance was in nowise improved 
by the blow from a spade that dispatched him-he sprang 
up in a great rage, and swore that he would not demean 
himself by sitting down with a man who had never existed. 
There would probably h ave been an immediate quarrel, 
had not N-- spoken in the ordinary Latin of German 
critics, which was utterly unintelligible to the Roman, who 
thus remained in blissful ignorance of the cause of the 
tumult. Not content with thus expressing his opinion 
he swore that he would bring an action against Remus, 
for being here on the false pretence of having had an 
existence, but it was represented to him that if it were 
so he could not of course be sued, and that if he were 
cited to appear before a court, his existence wa& thereby 
allowed, and he had a perfect right to be here. No one 
seemed able to see a way out of this difficulty, and it was 
therefore agreed that it should be referred to a committee 
of Stoic Philosophers, who are supposed to be authorities 
on such points. Socrates contrived to get slipped in, as a 
condition, that they should not report progress till they 
had finally come to a decision, and they have therefore 
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been standi.ng in a corner of one of the gardens ever 
since, arguing the poi nt with the utmost earnestness. Few 

are found to regret their absence, but no one seems more 

highly delighted at it than poor Epim enides, who used to 

be perpetually teazed by them about his unfortunate des

cription of the Cretan charctC'tTh He once attempted to 

justify it, but he had scarcely uttereu it in order to do 

so, when he was i n terrupted by all the Stoics present, 

who each proved alternately that the old Cretan was a 

liar and a person of the utmost veracity, and this with such 

volubility that their frightened victim has never since 

ventured to utter a word on the subject." 
H Have you any other cases of doubtful existence ? "  

" At present w e  have n o  lack of them , for the industry 

which has marked recent investigations into the sculptured 

records of the dynasties of the ancient world &c. has supplied 

us with many most curious anomalies. In some cases a 
mighty king after succeeding his grandson is succeeded 

by himself under three different titles, to be followed in 

turn by his great grandfather's maternal uncle, as  the 

first of a new dynasty. The confusion which this leads 

to is not small, but these cases are not the worst--" 

Just then a bell sounded, and on consulting my watch 

I found I had barely time tu dress for morning chapel. 

T. 

� 



UNEQUA L FRI ENDSHIP. 

GIVE me the equal friendship. It is vain 
The best affections of the heart to chain 
To thy caprice, 0 man, and thy disdain : 

I will re bel. 

1111111 
fifffff 

My warmest life's-blood I would pour for thee : 
Thou wouldst scarce raise thy hand to succour me : 
To others let that life devoted be : 

But thou, farewell. 

My friendship is the sun above the lake : 
Thine is the feeble reflex that doth shake 
O'er the cold waters and doth trembling break 

And perish there. 
True, that thou lov'st me not is not thy blame : 
Thy friend ? I am not worthy of the name : 
In my affection is my only claim, 

If claim I bear. 

True, 'tis my error. When with thirst or fire, 
Shall the low earth to the high cloud aspire ? 
Yet may the cloud stoop to the earth's desire 

And blessing gain. 
But I-my soul is weary of its strife, 
Not Damocles beneath the imminent knife 
Loathed more than I the burden of his life, 

His lifelong pain. 

Give me the equal friendship, on whose bier 
Freely shall fall the tribute of my tear, 
Yet may the scalding stream not deeply sear 

My heart alway. 
The thoughtless word not scrupulously said, 
Nor yet by me too scrupulously weighed. 
The light remark by lighter smile repaid,-

For these I pray. 

I 

Unequal Friendship. 

So shall Neglect futile her arrows fling, 

Robbed of their poison and their suffering : 

So shall Indifference lose full half her sting, 

And to the sky, 

A lowly blossom, shall Content arise, 

Than thy cold friendship �more worthy prize : 

In vain that gaudier flower \hall court my eyes, 

I will go by. 

��e 
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I DON'T know how it was that Monsieur Le Maitre, our French "Master, always reminded me so much of that metaphysical, but unprincipled hero of Lord Lytton's romance, Eugene Aram. There was a look of almost despairing melancholy in his dark intellectual eyes that seemed to speak of a deep and unavailing regret, a torturing remorse for something lost, or something done, hidden now in the depths of the irrevocable past, but un forgotten still. 
In the summ'er evenings he would often accompany us in our rambles through the beauteous woodlands that surrounded our school house ; for Dr. Boddles, our wO.rthy Master, had imbibed during his residence at Cambridge, a strong admiration for the principles of muscular Christianity, and it was an article of his faith that the evenin� meal could by no means be properly digested, or that refreshing dreamless sleep, which recruits the brain for fresh exertions on the morrow, obtained unless a postcrenacular perambulation of, at least, to use the Doctor's words, " mitle passuum," were duly and religiously performed . 

I n  these country walks we would often sit upon some pleasant hillock, listening to the tinkling of the sheep bells, as the flocks were driven to their nightly folds, and watching the rooks that swept across the dusky sky in an interminable train towards the neighbouring forest. At such times, our feelings softened and awed by the romantic calmness of the scene, we would listen with melancholy interest to Monsieur's pathetic laments at his separation from La Belle France, or shudder with horror whilst that worthy patriot made each individual hair to stand on end, with some appalling story of the French Revolution. 
It was on such an evening as I have described, that we sat down to rest upon a rising mound in the vicinity of the 
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dense, and a s  i t  then appeared almost boundless forest of 
M-. " Oh, Monsieur," exclaimed all the boys in a breath, 
" do tell us a horrible story." " Ah ," said the French 
Master, who had all that day looked, if possible, more 
melancholy and more remorseful than his wont, " Ah !  
mes enfants, I hav�d you many before this day, but 
this so superb scene has called up to my recollection one 
recital which I have never yet breathed to the living 
man. If that I shall now enforce my broken heart to 
recount to YOll yet this one, you must asseverate upon 
your parole, that it shall never arrive to the ears of the 
living man again." We all declared " honour bright,"
that Stygian oath, so potent in the boyish mind-that we 
would not even whisper it to old M attocks, our gardener 
and confidant himself. 

" Well then, my young friends," the French Master 
began, for I will not inflict upon the reader the numerous 
Gallicisms with which he embellished his discourse, " I  
was born at the little village of B., and at the age of 
fifteen was sent to Paris to complete my education. There 
though thrown into the society of wild and dissipated youths, 
and even j oining in their not always harmless revelries, I 
never forgot a certain pair of bright blue eyes that beamed 
fondly upon me as I mounted the ' diligence,' that was 
to bear me fro m  the borne of my childhood, nor could 
I cease to remember that lily hand, which with boyish 
fervour I had so often pressed, and which waved adieu to 
me as the coach drove off. So, oft, amidst the gaiety 
and joviality of Paris life, I found myself a sad and 
lonely man , and yearned with ineffable fondness for the 
day when 1 should once more clasp my own dear Lisette 
to my longing breast. On leaving home I had enjoined 
my beloved and constaJ}.t companion, Alphonse Le Maurier, 
by all the sacred ties of friendship, to watch over my 
juvenile fiancee, and I had the fullest confidence in his 
honour and affection. Judge then, how horrified and 
aghast I was at receiving one day a cold and formal 
note from Lisette, informing me that her widowed mother, 
having heard with much displeasure of the thoughtless 
and dissipated life I had been leading, deemed it impru
dent for Lisette to continue a correspondence with me. 
And that young lady herself went on to state that she 
quite acquiesced in her parent's decision, and felt assured 
that the evident disparity in our tastes and dispositions 
would render undesirable the fulfilment of a mere childish 
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engagement. A short postscript concisely informed me 
that she was engaged to Alphonse Le Maurier. 

" The receipt of this note drove me into a state of frenzied 
and frantic rage, which was, however, shortly succeeded by 
an unconquerable thirst for vengeance. I brooded on the 
idea, constantly devised fresh schemes of dire revenge, and, 
in short, became a morose, dangerous hypochondriac. I had, 
at last, matured a plan so horrible, and so fiendish in its 
details, that I shudder even now to think that diabolical 
ingenuity should have conceived aught so appalling. 

" Having once settled upon my plan of operations, I deter
mined to lose no time in carrying it into efI'e'ct ; and, ac
cordingly, set out without delay for my native village. 
Arrived there, I disguised my passionate indignation beneath 
a mask of reckless indifference, saluted my false mistress and, 
my falsel' friend with a careless and lively air, pretending 
to be perfectly unconscious of the embarassment with which 
they received me. 

" I assured the worthy widow, in the hearing of the young 
couple, that I had never considered my engagement with 
her daughter in any other light than that of a childish fancy ; 
that had I thought otherwise, my professional pursuits were 
of far too engrossing a nature to leave me leisure for broken 
hearts, or any such romantic casualties. I renewed my 
acquaintance with A lphonse, and, by my assumed frankness, 
soon succeeded in setting him quite at ease in my society. 
We hunted, shot, and fished together. I pledged him and 
his future bride at the little ,social reunions which we at
tend·ed. I became a greater favourite than ever, both with 
his fiancee and himself; and all the time I had resolved to 
murder him ! 

" Alphonse, like myself, was somewhat of a botanist, and 
I proposed an excursion into the depths of the neighbouring 
forest for the purpose of pr·ocuring specimens of some rare 
ferns, which I knew to exist there. We set off, therefore, 
{)ne afternoon with 0111' botanical cases slung over our 
shoulders, said farewell to Lisette with smiling faces, and 
tripped off lightly in the direction of the forest. 

" On the road thither, Alphonse turned aside into a small 
thicket to pluck some beautiful specimens of the • asplenium 
nigrum,' which were growing there in luxurious profusion. I 
was thus left for a few moments to my own reflections, and 
dark apd dreadful enough they were. Some trace of what 
was passing within me must have been visible upon my 
countenance, for I was suddenly aroused by a voice I well 

_�_L _______________ _ 
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knew, exclaiming, " Good Heavens ! Le Maitre, you look as 
black as if you meant to murder some one." My face turned 
ghastly pale ; and, looking up with swimming eyes, I recog
nised one of my college associates, whom some business or 
other had, that da�ought down to the village of M--. 
I stammered out a few incoherent words about a suddeu 
pain in my side ; but quickly regaining my composure, 
introduced him to Alphonse, who had just at that moment 
emerged from the thicket. The Parisian started slightly 
on hearing the name, looked from one to the other with a 
troubled air that I could not at the moment understand ; 
and, after a few minutes conversation, turned in the direction 
of M--. We had soon entered the confines of the wood, 
and walked along for some time without speaking. " AI
phonse," I said, H you seem fatigued ; take a pull at my 
flask." I handed him a small flask of eau-de-vie that I was 
accustomed to carry with me on my scientific excursions. 
He raised it to his lips, quaffed a rather deep draught, aml 
handed it back to me. Then complaining of a slight difh
culty in his breathing, he sat down upon a moss-covered 
stump. I regarded his momentarily blanching cheek with 
a look of fiendish exultation, which, combined with the 

physical pain h e  was suffering, seemed to paralyse him with 

amazement and terror. " Alphonse," I hissed through my 

set teeth, " false dastard, false friend, you are poisoned !" 

With one wild and piteous shriek he sprang into the air, 

and the next moment was rolling at my feet, clutching the 

herbage in wild tetanic convulsions. The sight of his agony 

only served to feed the flame of my vengeful hate, and 

I stood with folded arms watching, with a smile of sardonic 

satisfaction, his death struggles, as they grew every moment 

fainter and fainter. When I saw that the body did not 

move, I deliberately drew from my pocket a small phial, 

labelled in large letters, STRYCHNINE ; and, bending 

over the body, was endeavouring to insert it between the 

clenched fingers of his right hand, when the glassy eyes 

suddenly bent upon me a look full of pity and reproach ; 

one fearful convulsion thrilled his whole frame, and grasping 

both my wrists in his dying paroxysm, he rolled over a 
stiffening corpse. Just then the enormity of the crime 

I had committed, for the first time, flashed across my brain. 

Agony, remorse, and terror filled my soul. I would begone, 

I would fly to the uttermost ends of the world, anywhere, . , 
to escape the awful stare of those £xed un meaning eyes . 

I struggled wildly to unclasp the dead man's hands from 
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mine, but they resisted my :6.ercest efforts. Maddened by 
terror, blinded by the chilly drops that were starting like 
so many icy fountains from my anguished brow, I shrieked 
aloud in helpless, hideous fright, as the truth suddenly 
forced itself upon my conviction that I was alone in the 
depths of a trackless forest, hopelessly imprisoned in the 
rigid grasp of a murdered man. 

" W hat followed for some time I know not until I found 
myself cramped, shivering, and bewildered beneath the cold 
lurid light of the pitiless moon. A moment after and the 
whole horror of my situation was again unmistakeably before 
me ; I must, I would shake off that clammy sickening clutch, 
but my struggles only rendered me more weak, more appalled, 
more despairing than before ; suddenly I bethought me of 
my clasp knife, it was in my side pocket but the stiffened 
arms that held me entirely prevented my reaching it ; j ust 
then me thought I heard an ominous murmur of voices at 
a distance. Ten thousand fiends ! Had then the chance 
acquaintance we had met, disturbed at my fierce passionate 
looks, and troubled at our long absence, instituted a search 
after us ? The thought was madness, but it grew every 
moment stronger and stronger until it amounted to conviction. 

" I  must then perish by the most violent and foulest of 
deaths, a felon loathed and execrated by all. 

" The scenes of my childhood, the love I had borne for 
Lisette, the happy hours spent in the companionship of my 
murdered friend , passed like a diorama through my brain, 
and I sank, for I could not fall, between the stark and rigid 
limbs, and sobbed in helpless agony. Then the vision 
changed-the felon's dock, the black and lofty scaffold, were 
before my eyes ; the gleaming knife, the coffin-like sickening 
smell of the sawdust, that was to drink my blood, o'er
powered me, the groans and hisses of the exasperated crowd 
seemed to strike my deafened ears and r struggled more 
wildly more fiercely than before. 

" Nearer and nearer came the murmur of human voices. 
I could even hear the measured tramp I knew too well, 
betokening the approach of the gendarmerie. The moon that 
had before been hidden in a dark black mass of clouds shone 
suddenly forth with that same blue phosphoric light that she 
now sheds, boys, o'er yonder wood, and revealed to m,,! 
horror-stricken gaze the blue coats and glittering swords of 
those that soon should drag me t o  shame and death. With a 
hideous yell I started up in one last convulsion of despair, and 
heard a well known voice in clear and pitying tones ri nging 

t. 
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in my ear the words ' Oh Eugene, dear, how those pork chops 

must have disagreed with you.' 
" It was Lisette, upon whose lap I had sunk to sleep, and 

whom I am to marry next Easter. 
" As for my dear old friend Alphonse, he is already a well 

to do army surgeon� Lisette's elder sister, noW Madame 

Le Maurier, has presented him with two of the chubbiest 

little subj ects of which Sa Majeste Imperiale can boast." 

" But why, Monsieur Le Maitre, did you look so very sad 

when you were about to tell us your dream 1" 
" Because, mes enfants, I have partaken this day here of 

that same impracticable delicacy, and indigestion saddens the 

heart of man." 

x VOT . .  V. 
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How much more precious doth a treasure seem That hath received the consecration sweet Of friendship's tender ; even flowers we <leem 
To shine in grace and beauty more complete, If that they breathe sweet fragrance in their bloom. So take I, dearest friend, this gift of thine, 

To let it blossom in my heart's bl)st room, 
And 'mid affection's treasures there to shine. And oft as I with happy steps repair 
To the sweet calm of sober 'memory's cell, Thy gift shall greet me with its fragrance rare, And friendship's annals there recorded tell. So when to ruder scenes I hear thee call, 

The thought of thy dear love shall sweeten all.  

�. 
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HELEN OF ARG OS. 

THE modern conceptions of Helen of Argos are much 
distorted by the post-H omeric representations of her 

character. If we mistake not, the common idea of her is, 
that she was nothing better than a beautiful, but wicked 
voluptuary, an utterly worthless and abandoned woman. 
She is regarded as far inferior in virtue to the unresisting 
victim of David's pflssion ; deserving of severer condemnation 
than that which Mr. Froude passes on Mary, Queen of 
Scots ; more wicked than Guinevere, Queen of Arthur of 
Britain. And certainly,  if  she is  looked upon as she i s  
represented (or rather mis-represented) b y  those authors who 
followed Homer, and who handled his beautiful creations 
so sacrilegiously, she can only fill the mind with disgust. 
But if she is taken as Homer has drawn her, we venture 
to think she wi l l  appeal' in a far different light, and that 
her character, as depicted by the father of Epic Poetry, 
will be seen to be (as Mr. Gladstone proudly writes)'" 
" a  production never surpassed by the m ind 01' hand of 
man." We need scarcely apologise for the introduction 
of such a subject (uninteresting as it may appear to some) 
to the readers of The Eagle. " The pride and ample pinion" 
of the gallant bird who can look with undflzzled eye 

On tllltt fierce light which beats upon a throne 
And blackens every spot, t 

will not fail him when he hears the thunder of the flood of 
music of him " who, for us at least, is no shadowy Sy111 b01 ; 
but a man of flesh and blood, endowed with individual 
character, all-embracing sympathies and surpassing genius."::: 

'" Homer and the Homeric Age, vol. lII., p. 571. 
t See the first article of the last number, p. 1 93.  
t W orsley's Translation of the Odyssey, vol . I.,  Preface. 
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Let it be noted broadly in the outset that Homer, when 
he gives a distinguishing epithet to the name of Helell ,  
generally uses one that is honourable. This fact, combined 
with the interpretation of her very name, Helen, furnishes 
the key to the general estimation which he wishes to be 
formed of her character. Although lEschylus, with a scathing 
play on her name, calls her €)..evav') €)..€7TTO)..£'), yet the more 
honourable signification of " attractive" may with far more 
justice be dei"ived from it. Then, to say nothing of the 
titles of ' highborn,' , daughter of Zeus,' , excellent or  flower 
of women,' ' white-armed' ' with beautiful figure,' &c., the 
epithet of ' the Argive' is given to her in the Iliad no less 
than thirteen times. Is  it, we 'Would ask, too much to 
infer that, by this epithet, the bard wished to express 
the unanimous sympathy and the national pride felt by all 
the Greeks for her ? Could she be a worthless and abandoned 
woman, " an unprincipled votary of sensual enjoyment. self
willed and petulant," who could draw to her the hearts 
of all " as the heart of one man," and be the Lode-star of 
the warriors of Hellas ? It must have been something more 
than her divine beauty which could make jealous states 
unite to undertake her rescue, and to endure the horrors 
of a ten years' siege in a foreign land, 

Only to avenge th,e longings and the groans of Relena .• 
Let us not be misunderstood. We are not contending 

that Homer represents her as, by any means, a perfect 
character ; but that he does not make her that wicked and 
heartless creature which later writers generally regard her. 
"Ve say, generally : for there is one who panegyrises her ; 
but the encomium of Isocrates is more dishonouring than 
the curses of Euripides, or the blind injustice of Virgil. 
The Helen of Homer is a sinner doubtless, but a victim 
" more sinned against than sinning ;" a penitent, though 
not a saint ; a noble, but weak woman : who, like two at 

.. TiO'ctO'BuL 'EXfYI)G Jpf1�J-LaTa TE O'ToyctXd� TE. " According to 
the direct and natural construction, the Greeks made war to 
avenge the wrong she had suffered, and the groans which that 
wrong had drawn from her. And it  is to be observed that this 
line (iliad, i i .  590) is put into the mouth of Menelaus, whom it is 
very natural to represent as most eager to avenge the wrongs of 
his wife, but somewhat far-fetched to represent as thinking of 
revenge for the trouble of the expedition he had so keenly 
promoted ." - Gladstone, Hornet· and the I-Tome1·ic Age, vo1 . III. 
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least of her parallels in history, bitterly atoned for the one 
" most unhappy act of a most unhappy life.'"'' And it 
is no slight commendation of an author who represented 
his deities as�.one to every evil lust and inj ustice, to 
acknowledge t at, thouO'h far removed from the light of  
Revelation, h drew a 

"
character which approached most 

nearly to the Christian penitent. 
Evidently, then, the poet intended to entrust his lovely 

creation to the sympathies and interest of his readers ; and 
it is to he remarked that she committed her sin under 
the influence of a preternatural power : an influence to which 
Homer never refers any deliberate crime or wickedness. 
Aphrodite, or some other divine agent, is always said to 
have ' led,' or ' borne,' or ' snatched,' or ' taken' her away ; 
she never appears as a willing fugitive. Priam, Menelaus, 
Penelope, all acquit her, and either accuse Paris, the real 
cause of the unhappy war, or acknowledge the divine agency. 
Doubtless she might have resisted with more constancy ; 
but she is not, as Homer draws her, faultless ;  and although 
the vanity of the young and beautiful girl in an evil hour 
listened to the seductive flattery of the tempter, yet it was 
the selfishness of the latter (the common failing of men) 
which caused the ruin and death of heroes, in  comparison 
with whom he was utterly worthless. In Troy she was 
treated with respect, as the lawful wife of the prince ; and 
although she complains of abusive treatment, and speaks of 
herself as the object of general abhorrence, yet this is, 
doubtless, due to � the exaggeration of her self-accusing 
penitence. 

Next, let it be noticed that she always meekly upbraids 
herself as the cause of all the misery. In her conversation 
with Priam on the walls of the city ; in her reproach against 
Aphrodite ; in her sharp but modest rebukes of Paris ; 
in her wOqlanly occupations and hospitality, she appears as 
the deeply repentaut sad and noble woman ; the unwilling 
and passive victim, the deceived but chaste wife. Who can 
read w ith indifference her beautifnl lament over the body of 
Hector, 01' say that the sorrower was the worthless woman 
which all later writers represent her ? 

Third among the wailing 1110U1'llers fair-hail'ed Relen took her part : 
" Hector, thou of all my brethren wert the dearest to my heart-. 

.�, The Abbot, chnp ,  :X XI I .  
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Godlike Alexander, he who brouO'ht me to the Trojan shore, 
Is my wedded husband : 'would to God that I had died before, r 
Many a year is past already, and the twentieth now is come, 
Since I sailed with him from I-Iellas, left with him my native home. 
But from thee, the brave and gentle, never never have I heard 
Any breath of blame against me, any rough despiteful word, 
Bnt if any of my brethren cursed me in their proud disdain, 
Or theit' dainty ladies scorned me sweeping by with gorgeous train, 
Or my husband's mother-(for his father I did ever find, 
As my own dear father to me, ever gentle, ever kind,) 
Thou with stern rebukes didst chide them, deal' protector, soothing 

me 
With thy gentle loving spirit and thy words breathed lovingly, 
So for thee and for myself I mourn, most wretched sore at heart, 
For I have no friend to guard me deal' and gentle as thou wert ; 
None to soothe me, none to love me, none to sp'eak a word of joy, 
All men everywhere abhor me through the spacious homes of Troy," 

Do we seem to have said too much in vindication of 
Helen's character ? Heal' the immortal lines of one assuredly 
entitled to all attention and veneration, on this 

" Daughter of the gods; di vinely taU, 
And most divinely fair. , 

Her loveliness with shame and with surprise 
Froze my swift speech ; she turning on my face 

The starlike sor1'OWS of imm01·tal eyes, 
Spoke slowly ill her place. 

, I had great beauty ; ask thou not my name : 
No one CCtn be m01'e wise than destiny. 

Many drew swords and died ; where'er I came 
I brought calamity.' 

' No marvel, sovereign lady : in fair field 
Myself for such a face had boldly dieu,' 

1 answered free : and turning I appealed 
'1'0 one that stood beside. 

But she with sick and seornfnl looks averse, 
To her full height her stately stature draws ; 

.< :'I'ly youth,' she said, " was blasted with a curse ; 
This woman was the cause.' 

-::. -:;. .... ".. -;; . --::. .. \".. 
Whel'eto the other with a downward brow, 

, I would the white cold heavy-plunging foam, 
Whirled by the wind, had l'olled me deep below, 

Then when I left my home,' " 

Helen of Argos. 3 1 1 

The last time that Helen is seen in Homer is at the visit 
of 'l'elemachus to  the palace of Menelaus. Attended by 
her three handmaids she 

' 

" Entel'ed, sembIant to the goddess, golden-spindled Artemis," 

n ot passing a " sombre close of a voluptuous day," but i n  
housewifely calm and prosperity, chaste a s  the undefiled 
Artemis. Be it remembered, Homer never fails to represent 
retribution overtaking the wicked, But Helen appears 
meekly unforgetfully repentant, " going softly all her days," 
b ut still in true womanly majesty, honoured and beloved. 
And not even then without a stroke of divine chastisement, 
the most touching and most j ust, that the gods gave her no 
child after Hermione, the child of her youth. Homer then 
represents her as acquitted of infidelity by her own and her 
betrayer's countrymen : it is not for later ages to condemn 
her, nor to j udge her by the standard of a morality eminently 
Christian. 

Much more might be said ; but our obj ect will have been 

gained if our weak words have rectified any misconceptions 

of the lessons conveyed by the greatest of all works of fiction. 

In Homer we seem at times almost to catch some faint echoes 

of Eden, when God walked with man, and sin appears in 

undisguised ugliness ; forgiveness, punishment and re

pentance were all taught by the prophet-poet, a testimony 

that God " did not leave himself without witness" in these 

dark days. 
« W hat are faults, what are the outward details of a life, 

i f  the inner secret of it, the remorse, temptations, the often 

baffled, never ended struggle of it be forgotten ? • • •  Struggle 

often baffled-sore baffled-driven as into entire wreck : yet 

a struagle n ever ended, ever with tears, repentance, true o " 
unconquepble purpose, begun anew . ..  

• Carlyle's lIel'oes and Hero-tv01'ship, p. 7'2. 
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CONGRATULATORY LINES TO M. F. T. ON THE 

PUBLICATION OF HIS NEW VOLUME 

OF 'POEMS, 

MQRE rhyming, Tupper ? Why Heaven help thee then, 
Thou worst of poets, but thou best of men ! 
What is the subject, gentle Tupper, say, 
Another trifle in the Proverbial way ? 
Or are there " fifty million welcomes" more 
To swell the fifty millions gone before ? 
Perhaps again " there comes at pace so swingeing," 
Another " lamp" upon another " engine," 
To wake in the enlightened mind of Tupper, 
Poetic thoughts as he walks home to supper ? 

Is there a second part to " Christabel"
Finished by thee not wisely nor too well 
Some years ago-where we may hope to scc 
How Christabel and young de Vaux agree 
When married folks and both a trifle older ? 
I trust he doesn't ever drink, or scold her, 
Or stay out very late at night, and she 
I hope can pay the bills and make the tea. 
And by-the-by allow me here to mention 
They have quite forgot to settle Bracy's pension 
For striking up Old Hundredth just in time 
To save Miss Christabel and help your rhyme, 
A natural slip to make in that confu�ion, 
But when you next conclude that sweet conclusion, 
Do, gentle poet-Tupper, let us know 
Exact how many hundreds young de Vaux 
Put yearly in your brother rhymer's purse, 
You are so good at figures in your verse, 
(As witness all that rhyming calculation 
In adding up the " welcomc3" of a nation), 

Congratula�01'Y Lines to M. F. T. 

And then subtracting what he paid for rent, 

What was his income from the five per cent. 

A secoud part you'll soon have thus amassed 

Almost as interesting as the last-
But cease my muse this too familiar song. 

" To themes sublime sublimeI' strains belong." 

Hail glorious poet of the modern day ! 

" Ten thousand welcomes" to thy new born lay 1 
Thy words shaH glow in hearts of future men 

When Homer is forgotten-not till then ! 

+ 

� � + 

+ 
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Quarter-of-a-mile race-
1. Wybergh. 

Long jump-
2. Sparkes. 

Norris. HI ft. 2 in. 
Volunteer Challenge Cup (quarter-of-a-mile). (Presented 

by Sergeant W. E. Hart, for annual competition by efficient members of No. 2 Company, C. U. R. V.)-
1. Lambert. 2. Sparkes. 

One mile race-
1. Bainbridge. 2. Micklefield. 

Consolation race-
1. J. S. Smith. 2. Cottel'ill. 

In the University Sports Mr. G. C. Whiteley won the walking race, doing the seven miles in 29 seconds over the hour ; Mr. E.  A. B. Pitman was second for the quarter of a mile race, and first in the final heat of the hundred yards ; Mr. R. Fitzherbert was first in the hurdle-race; and Mr. L. Nbrris second in the long jump. 
During the past term Mr. Pitman won the Strangers' Bace (quarter of a mile) at the Jesus, the Magdalene, and the 2nd Trinity Sports ; and Mr. Whiteley was second in the four-miles walking race, at the West London Rowing Club's Athletic Sports, doing the distance in 36 min. 22 sec. 

• 
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FREEDOM OF WORSHIP. 

Prize Essays on F1'ee W01'sMp and Financ'e, by Rev. T. P. BROWNING: 
Rev. S. H. SAXBY; Rev. J. HAMILTON; and REV. W. P. S. BINOUUl. 
RIVINGTONS ,; Lendon, Cambridge, and Oxford, 1865. 

NO one, who can spare a few moments from the engrossing 
competition of the Senate-House, Fenner's, and the 

boats, can be unaware of the strange excitement with which 
the whole of England is labouring at the present timE:. 
Public meetings to discuss questions of parliamentary reform;' 
meetings for and against ritualistic practices ; meetings to 
consider how trades unions may extend their influence to 
the continfnt ; meetings, again, of working-men to counter· 
act the activity of the trades unionists ; church congresses, 
social science congresses ; the revival of diocesan synods � 
the progress of co-operative societies; and last, not least, 
the wonderful activity of the Anglican church in every kind 
of work-all combine to shew that a new phase of social 
,life in England is about to commence, and that the old ordet· 
must ere long give place to the new. In-the political world 
the more wealthy and educated classes have set their faces 
'in the most determined manner against democracy ; the 
working classes are equally determined to procure for them
,selves what they consider a fair representation in the House 
.of Commons. How to balance these apparently conflicting, 
but really not irreconcilable, interests, is the problem on 
which statesmen are engaged. A not dissimilar difficulty 
requires the consideration of ecclesiastics. The inevitable 
working-man, who seems to absorb all the attention at pre
sent in matters political, is at the bottom of the tribulation 
of the divines as well. On the one hand the working-man, 
,having much the same moral affections as o�her men, stands 
in equal need of religious training, and requires simil�r 
facilities for public worship. On the other hand, there l� 
'no doubt that the great majority of the persons generally 
known by the name of the working classes, do not atten� 

VOL. V. y 
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any place of worship .at all. Neither the Church, nor 
the dissenters either Protestant 01' Romanist, can, or at least 
do, attract that numerous and influential body of men. Of 
the dreadful results of an entire absence of religious instruc
tion, undergraduates will be less able to form an adequate 
idea than clergymen and those who have seen with their 
own eyes something of working life. 

Many of the subscribers to TIle Eagle are destined to 
take Holy Orders, and it is to those chiefly that the following 
remarks may prove interesting, although the subject is one 
which comes home to every one in a greater 01' less degree. 

The present coldness of the working classes in religious 
matters cannot but lead to disastrous results. If any one 
.imagine that great masses of men can live on from day to day 
without public worship and its concomitant blessings, and 
yet not be in danger of succumbing to all kinds of vices, 
and becoming gradually but surely b1·utaHsed, he must be 

'at a loss to account for the existence of a Church at all, and 
more especially for its divine foundation; for the repeated 
injunctions not to forget the assembling of ourselves together, 
. and for the command to preach the gospel to the poor. The 
Church is absolutely necessary for the tempomZ as well as 
for the spiritual welfare of the nation. The Church exists 
and is flourishing: but, sad to say, to a large portion of the 
nation it is as if it were not. Dissenting chapels abound; 
but these same classes are not to be seen there. The 
Romanist offers his gorgeous ritual; the working-man turns 
his back on it. Large meetings have been held in Cam
bridge and many other towns by the working classes them
selves to investigate the reasons for this general indifference, 
and numerous simultaneous sermons have been preached 
with the object of stirring up greater endeavours to put an 
end to so melancholy a state of things. The reasons for 
'non-attendance at Church given by the working-men them
selves in their congresses are generally vague, and call 
hardly be satisfactory even to those who advance them. 
But, whatever the cause· may be, there is one practice in 
vogue which certainly tends to foster the evil and to make 
its cure almost impossible-the practice of appropriating 
sittings in parish churches to certain persons or families or 
.houses, whether for fixed sums of money or for other 
considerations.-

.. Appropriation, or the pew system, has been defined as the 
division of n Chur<;h into private tenements, and the tenancy or 
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It is thought by some that, until the pew system is swept 
away entirely, all attempts to influence the working classes 
to any great degree by means of clerical agency will be 
pretty nearly hopeless. These decla'l'e that the pew system 
must go; churches must be free and open to all alike, 
without any distinction of rich and poOI'.; that otherwise 

nothing can be done; for, under the present arrangement, 
the lower classes are absolutely debar.red from ta-king part in 
the national worship; it is simply out of the questioT,l; there 
is not sufficient accommodation for them in the churches; 
richer men have outbid them, and bought up the holy place; 
t:he working-man must go elsewhere. 

Others affirm that the poor keep aloof from a different 
cause altogether.; they are confident that no good would be 
got by preventing the appropriation of pews; much harm 
might follow: fo·r 

those who attend the services at present 

would be annoyed at losing their accustomed seats and at 
being mixed up with strangers, and might gradually be 
driven themselves from the churches. 

These conflicting opinions cannot both be right. It is for 
church�en to decide whether appropriated or free sittings 
are more suitable to the d-ignity 

and purity of the Church 

.Catholic, and better calculated to enable the national religion 
to be brought heme to the greatest number of people, so as 
to confer the greatest ad\'antage on the nation at large. 
Let us therefore examine the arguments of those who advo
cate· the retention of ,the practice of buying and selling 
sittings in churches. 

In the nrst· place, say they, the English are pre-eminently 
a domestic peeple. Families love to worship together, which 

ownership of such tenements by private individuals in the same 

sense In which lawyers and others speak of the tenancy or owner

ship of n 11Ouse. Ot', again, in the Church Dictiona1'Y of Dr. Hook, 

pews are described as "enclosed seats in churches, which enable 

people to attend church and hear sermons .comfortably and luxu

riously." We would say that appropriation is religion made easy 

to the minority, and impossible to the majority of the community. 

Under this system, the occupants regat'd their pews or appropriated 

seats, no less than their houses, as their castles. Equally-to say 

the least-in both cases theY' resent intrusion. T,hey claim, Dot 

merely a right of exclusive occupancy for themselves, but the power 

also to repel aU others at their will.-Re.v. T. P. Browning, Jissay 

I. p. 1, On the Evils of the Appropriation of Paftish and Distriot 

Cll1wc.hcs. y2 
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they can always do if they have pews of their own ; whereas if all the seats were free, the chances'are that a whole family would never be able to sit together. Besides, they continue, 
it is very disagreeable not to know where one is going to 
sit. It is a great addition to the pleasures of a service to be 
able to go straight to a definite place, and there sit or stand 
or kneel free from molestation. But in free churches, if the 
sei'vi<:e is more attractive, or if the preacher is more earnest' 
and eloquent than elsewhere, many people from the neigh
bouring parishes will flock to hear him, and the parishioners 
to whom the church really belongs will be ousted from their 
rights, or at least inconveniently crowded and disturbed. 
At all events,  they argue, it will be allowed that at watering 
places such as Brighton, to which many thousands of stran
gers flock every Sunday, and especially during the season 
when great numbers of permanent visitors take up a resi
dence of two or three months at the sea side and inundate 
the churches, ea,ch of the parishioners must have a seat 
secured to him, or he runs a good chance of seeing his place) 
filled Sunday 'aftd Sunday by some wretched excursionist. 
Besides, in almost all churches free seats are set apart for the) 
poor, and it is useless to tell us that they require more room 
when we can see with our own eyes that the seats already 
assigned to them are seldom entirely filled. You cannot 
expect, they say, refined gentlemen and delicate ladies to 
tolerate being mixed up with common folk: whether it is 
absurd or unchristi.an, or whatever else you please to  call it, 
a well dressed person cannot attend to the service if he has 
t6 sit between a couple bf chimney sweeps. Then invalids 
ought to have seats of their .own: a comfortable seat, or a 
footstool of a peculiar shape, may make all the difference 
in the world to a person enfeebled by illness. Besides all 
this, they urge that, of coui'se, one could not leave books-in 
the church ; but would have to drag them to and from home 
every time one went to service. Such objections, they are 
prepared to hear, sound trivial, but still everyone is alive 
to them, and does 110t feel them the less powerfully because 
he cannot entirely justify them. In free churches there ,vould be such an amount of crowding and scrambling for 
places that many decent people would refuse to go to church 
at all. And sup'pose the whole of the silting.s were made 
entirely free, they think that the result would bc, that the 
crinolines would fill up the whole place, and the poor would 
be as badly off as before. What they dread most is, that 
the l)al'ishiol1crs would gradually cease to look upon anyone 
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church as their own, since any of the neighbouring churcheS' 
are equally open to theiil, and thus that the parochial system 
would be subverted, which is one of the finest institutions in 
England. In fact, they are sure that we should find that the' 
advantages gained by the change would be entirely at the 
expense of those who, by their regular attendance, shew that 
they appreciate the services, and for the imaginary benefit 
of a class of people who are chiefly conspicuous by their 
absence. 

Such are the objections which are generally urged against 
the abolition of the old pew system-plausible enough, but 
not very formidable when examined more closely. 

It may, perhaps, be not inexpedient to give some instances 
of the practical working of the system as well as to discuss 
it theoretically ;  for as the Rev. Stephen Saxby observes in  
his admirable essay on the subject, " the experience of every 
day shews us the 'difficulty of redressing an abuse merely on 
the grounds of its discrepancy with first principles. The 
fact is, there are many things which work fairly well, in 
spite of their demonstrable inconsistency with sound theory. 
This paradox is forced upon us in civil jurisprudence, in 
diplotrylcy, and even, though somewhat against our will, in 
'some f'ew matters of church polity ; nor will any observant 
man be surprised at meeting an instance of it, in affairs small 
or great. The obvious explanation of it is, that the theory 
is constructed for men as they ought to be, while the practice 
deals with them as they are. It is, therefore, instinctively 
felt by the community at large that it is not enough to prove 
unsoundness in principle: if we are to bl'ing about any 
material change in public feeling, we need also to shew that 
the thin� of which we complain is working badly." Thus, 
until it has bee.n undeniably shewn, not 0nly that the prin
ciple of the pew system is faulty, but also that its actual 
resul�s are bad, that nothing gO'od can be effected by it which 
would not attend the opposite system in a greater degree ; 
and that, on the other hand, infinite harm is being produced 
by it, which the free system obviates, words will only have 
been thrown away. To those who are under the impression 
that the pew system works well, it is useless to assert that 
it is contrary to the spirit and letter of the English laws, 
and a direct v iolation of the teaching of the New Testament.· 
'1'0 the first objection they answer that the law may be 
altered ; to the second, that the Epistle of St. J ames was 

.. Scc Epistle of St. James, chap. ii. St. Matthew, x�iii. 6. 
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addressed to' a particular ehurch, and that we in the present 
aay are only compelled to obey it in things general, not in 
matters which each society of Christians is at liberty to 
arrange in any way which it finds suits it best.· 

Objection 1. Families like to worship together. 
In the :first place it may be observed that the pew holders 

do not constitute the English nation, nor even a maj ority of 
i,t. They are, in truth, a very small minority indeed. The 
general argument, then, derived from the domesticity of the 
English nation, can by no means be aamitted to be hostile 
to the system (j):£ free churches. Our opponents assert that 
a system which prevents families from worshipping together, 
is to be condemned. We say that the free system has no 
greater tendency to proauce that inconvenience th'an the 
system of appropriation. Nay, we even declare w ar upon 
the pew system on tbis very ground, that it is a great barrier 
to the very aesirable blending together of national and 
family worship on t�e part of the gl'eat majoIity of the 
community. For eve,n allowiIag that in some cases it may 
enable the pew holders, who, be it remembered, aFe only 
a very small minority, to sit together by families, yet no 
provisiop. is made for a similar luxury on the part of the 
majority, who are, forsooth, to content themselves with the 
free seats, if there are aJay. Now, as the advocates of 
appropriation. objeet to all the seats being made free, on 
the ground that families would find it difficult to sit together 
under that arrangement, with what consistency can they 
condemn the greater part of the nation to use free seats only ? 
Tbeir own objection tells against tbemselves: they cut their 
0wn fingel1s with the sword destined for their enemies. But, 
even in. appropriated churches,. it is doubtful whether this 
advantag-e is secUl'ed even for the minority. The Rev. 
W. R. W robh deposed as follows at the Anti-Pew meeting 
held in Bath in March, 1664: 

" That families sat together much better in his church 
than in pewed churehes, because it was often difficult to seat 
all in a pent-up pew. They could not make the pew expand 
with the family. It was diBicult, as families enlarged, to find 
a pew j ust large enough for a certain nun1ber of people to 
go to. The pew system was, he firmly believed, a great 
separator of families in churches."t In general it is found 

.. Essay on the English Pew System, by Rev. Stephen Sax by, M.A. 
t Essay on Evils of the App1'op1'iation of Pa1'ish and District 

Clttwches, by Rev. T. P. Browning, p. 46. 
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that families which are anxious to sit together can secure 
that object in free churches by simply going early. Nor 
let it be imagined that the necessity of going in good 
time is' a hardship or inconvenience. In our own college 
chapel, any undergraduate who wishes to occupy a particular 
seat on Sunday evenings is compelled to be there some 
five or ten minutes before the hour strikes. I have never 
heard any one complain about it, nor do I believe that 
any of us look upon it as a nuisance. 

Objection 2. The pleasure of having afixed seat. 
We must again insist on the universality of the argument. 

If it is a pleasure to know where one is going to sit, the 
pew-holders, that is to say, a very small minority of the 
parishioners, are not the only persons who would like to enjoy 
that pleasure. The excluded majority would much like to 
know where they are going to sit. And indeed it is strange 
that the wealthy few should wish deliberately to inflict an 
acknowledged inconvenience upon the many by monopolizing 
a right which the law declares to be common to all ; and that 
too, when, by so doing, they bring the welfare of thousands 
upon thousands of souls into jeopardy. 

In the second place, any person desirous of securing the 
same ijlace Sunday after Sunday, can do so as certainly in free 
as in a\Jpropriated churches, by simply going in good time: 
Thus nothing would be lost on this point by making all the 
sittings free, and at least punctuality might be gained: 
Under the present system, though half the appropriated 
pews are unoccupied, strangers or parishioners, who have 
no purchased seat and cannot find room in the free sittings, 
must be left standing until it is quite certain that the owners 
of the pews do not intend to come ill late.'" Hence much 

• In many bepewed churches these private boxes are not 

thrown �pen to the public until the end of the psalms, or eveil 

of the second lesson. The wrongs of the stranger are less obvious : 

but it would be a parallel case to that of the parishioners if a few 

of the more wealthy members of the Union were to club toO'ether 

and calmly to sell to the highest bidders among themselves all the 

best seats in the debating room. On the night of a debate, the 

other members coming in find the remaining seats occupied; the 

best seats indeed ara empty, but no one must occupy, them until 

it is ascertained, or presumed from the prolonged absence of thei}' 

owners that they will not want their seats that night. The expectant 

members are then as a charity allowed the use of thei!' ow11 

property, but on1y as a charity. 

J 
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,f;onfusion is introduced into the service, which' might be to 
a great degree obviated by the free system. 

Objection 3. The churches at watering plaoe.� �c. 
A ppropriation in a modified degree seems to be justifiable 

in this case, and where there is a rush to any given church 
in consequence of some unusual attraction, such as an 
ex,traordinarily eloquent preacher, a splendid service, or on 
special occasions, such as confirmations, club sermons, &c. 
Exceptional measures may legitimately be taken to meet an 
�xceptional state of things. It is just that in these cases the 
parishioners should have a prior claim to the use of the best 
seats in the church. If either party must be inconvenienced, 
it should be the visitors: it is hardly fair to expect the 
;parishioners to content themselves with out-of-the-way 
corners and back seats. But on the other hand, it is illegal 
to exclude any orderly person from a church: visitors there
fore, be they never so numerous, must be admitted ; and 
consequently the parishioners must be protected. The 
author of the second essay on the English Pew System, 
p. 39, suggests a simple plan by which this difficulty may be 
sl;lccessfully met without adopting permanent appropriation. 

Objection 4. Free seats at'e already assigned in most 
clturcTzes to the poor. 

This is true: but no one will assert that they are any but 
the worst seats, behind pillars, well to one side of the build
ing, or to the rear ; the farthest from the preacher. So that 
the rich, whose ears are better accustomed to catch and 
interpret sounds, have the nearer places: while those who 
are naturally harder of hearing and slower of comprehension, 
l,\re the furthest removed, when according to common sense, 
if it really were desired that justice should be done under 
the appropriation system, their positions should be exactly 
reversed. As the poor grew more blind or deaf they should 
he moved up nearer to the preacher ; and at no time should 
they be slighted if the church is to retain an affectionate hold 
oyer them. In appropriated churches, if any provision at all 
is made for those who have become deaf by age, it generally 
consists �n allowing them to sit in the front seat of all 
immediately ll,nder the l,mlpit, where they can hear indeed, 
but not conveniently see, the preacher. It is generally 
found that no one else cares to sit on this bench. 

Objection 5. The poor do not occupy wl�at room tTtey T�ave, 
(Zncl therefore # �'s not tr'l,te that tlley require mOl'e. 

This statement will in many cases be found to be only 
,Q,o true: but the in{erel;lce {rom it we deny in toto. It is 
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very probablcHhut the invidious distinction made in many 
churches between rich and poor may have much to do with 
the reluctance of the working classes to attend the services. 
Be that how it may, it cannot be denied that under the pew 
system the great majority of the poor, if the exhortations 
of the clergy prevailed and induced them to wish greatly to 
attend the s'ervices, would be entirely excluded. There is 
only room for a very limited n umber of poorer worshippers 
at once, the greater part of the building is sold, and has 
become private property. Thus it is perfectly senseless for 
clergymen to urge their parishioners to be regular in their 
attendance, because it is well known that, if they were, 
there would be no place for them, even though half the pews 
were empty. The truth is that things have come to such 
a pass that the working-man has almost ceased to look upon 
the parish church as his own: and it is difficult to understand 
how this can be avoided, seeing that he is aware that the 
greater part of it is partitioned among the rich, and that he 
is only allowed there on sufferance and by charity. There 
is abundant testimony to prove that when the church has 
been made entirely free, the poor are much more willing to 
attend. 

Objection 6. Tlte unpleasant mixtzere of classes. 

This�bjection is practically found to be groundless. The 
English poor have a great deal of pride and delicacy of 
feeling. A chimney sweep would no more think of obtrud
ing himself upon a finely dressed lady, than she would 
think of seating herself among the royal party in Windsor 
chapel. Moreover sweeps are not in the habit of going to 
church in their work-a-day clothes. The reader may see for 
himself how the system works in St. Clement's church in 
Cambridge: I have never heard of any complaints on these 
grounds from those who habitually attend the services there. 
In fact the objection is purely imaginary ; the congregation 
naturally sorts itself, and no inconvenience results. 

Objection 7. The necessity of providing seats for invalids. 

It certainly does not seem advisable to abolish appro
priation to the extent of neglecting the comfort of those to 
whom appropriation is re�lly a bles�ing, without being at the 
same time a curse to others. SpeCIal arrangements may be, 
and surely always would be under any circumstances, made 
for-invalids.* 

* Permanent appropriation would be justifiable to suit th� 

convenience of schools, town cor 1) orations, &c. &c. Wc would beg 
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Objection 8. Booles and cushions could not be left in J1'ee 
churches. 

If I had not frequently heard this objection gravely urged 
by many clever and I believe, unselfish persons, it would 
have been incredible to me that any sane Christian should 
deliberately choose to countenance a system which practi
cally excludes numbers from those means of grace, to the 
advantages of which he declares himself to be fully alive, 
rather than endure the trouble of canying two or three books 
to and from his church ; especially in these days when 
church services can be procured of such small sizes. It 
might have been different in the times when a bible weighed 
about 50 lbs. ; but at the present day the objection appears to 
me to be in the highest degree eaptious and unworthy. 
If any effete dandy is quite unable to support the weight of 
a few additional ounces in his weekly walk between church 
and home, he might perhaps, if assisted by his friends, 
be equal to the effort of making an arrangement with the 
churchwarden, by which his books and cushion might be 
kept for him at the church. But even allowing some 
importance to this difficulty, the question still remains to be 
answered ,  on what grounds the rich minority are to be so 
pampered, while the majority, the poor, those who stand in 
much greater need of instruction and comfort, to whom 
religion is more of a stern reality, and less a luxury than to 
the wealthy-why they are to be placed on such an invidious 
footing, 01' to be excluded altogether. The rich can afford 
to build private chapels, if  necessary, and to have their own 
spiritual instructors; they have readier access to books of all' 
kinds, more time to study and meditate, and many advantages 
which are denied to the poor. And yet they are the men 
who deliberately and sacrilegiously portion out and sell 
among themselves that to which their poorer brethren have 
an equal right, ignoring the bible, the laws, justice, and 
expediency, as it seems to me.* They adopt a course, which 

the reader to bear in mind that total, instant, and uniform abolition 
of appropriation is not what we advocate. In some cases such 
a coul'se would be manifestly unjust: but these are the exceptions, 
and no argument fOI' buying and selling any portion of any church 
can be based on them. Nor can such exceptional cases ever 
justify the minority from selfishly excluding the majority, nor 
indeed the many from excluding the few. 

,. J am forcibly reminded of the story Nathan told David. 
I. There were two men ill one city ; the one rich, and the other POOl', 
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if it has not been the primary cause of the present prevalence 
of irreligion among the lower classes, at all events has. 
a tendency to perpetuate that unhappy state of things, and 
must be an insuperable barrier against all improvement. 

Objection 9. The seats be£ng all made fTee, there would be 
crowding and scrambling fa?' places. 

Those who advance this objection are to be thanked for 
the import.ant concession that an abolition of the pew system 
would bring crowds to church. Surely it would be worth 
while to risk the scrambling, if we could ensure the crowd
ing. But it is not so ; it is exceedingly improbable that 
there would be any scrambling at all. It is not generally the 
custom to keep the church doors shut until a few minutef! 
before the commencement of service, and then suddenly 
throw them open. The doors are open from an early hour, 
the people drop in one by one, and take the places they 
choose : and those who take the trouble to come in good 
time have the choice of the whole building. There is no 
reason to suppose that there would be more scrambling over 
the whole of the free church than there is at present among: 
the free seats ; and there any one may see that there is none. 

Objection 10. 1j all sealS were madefTee, the poor would 
be as badly off as before, because ladies and gentlemen would 
still tal, up the same amount of room as they do now. 

This is an assumption which mnst not be allowed to pass 
unchallenged. Experience has proved it to be untrue. It 
always happens that when a church is thrown open to all 
without distinction, the congregation, supposing it to be 
already smaller than the whole number which could be 
accommodated in the church, instead of diminishing or 
standing still, increases steadily. What is complained of in 
the pew system is, that it renders attendance at church 
distasteful to the pride of the poor, so that the free seats are 
often not filled, while many of the pews remain empty in the 
absence' of their owners. Thus the room that there actually 

The rich man had exceeding many floc1ts and herbs: but the poor 

man had nothing, save one little ewe lamb. And there came a 
traveller unt.o the rich man, and he spal'eu to take of his own flock 

and of his own herb, to dress fot' the wayfaring man that was come 

unto him ; but took the poor man's lamb, and uresseu it for the 

man that was come unto him," The case is even worse ; for the 

poor parishioners have as much right legally and morally to the 

appropriated seat as the rich themselves, whereas the poor man i n  

the story coulu not claim a n  equal share of the other's possessions. 
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is, is greatly wasted. And it restricts the availableness of the building in another way which will be explained below. Moreover at present the responsibility rests on those who eJ.C.clude their brethren by usurping the sole use of a great portion of the building. If churches were made free, the responsibility would at ·least be shifted on the shouldel's of others : 'and the enemies of the church would be unable to throw in her teeth the reproach of pandering to wealth. It is right and just that the rich should occupy as much room as they require and can get : it is utterly unjust that they should buy or sell, or appropriate in any way whatever to the exclusion of others, that to which the rest have as much right as themselves. 
Objection 11. By making c'�urcT�e8 free, tlt(Jre is danget' 

of subverting tl�(j parochial sy.stem. 
Here I cannot do better than give the words of the learned author of the first essay in answer to this objection :'¥ " It is said again, that free churches are E.ubversive of the parochial system, and that their success is purchased at the expense of the rights of parishioners. Are we then to understand that under other methods of arranging congregations, the rights of parishioners are respected, and carefully maintained ? What becomes of the rights of parishioners, when the church is parcelled out amongst one-fifth or onetenth of well-to-do persons, whilst the remainder of the parishioners are left destitute of accommodation ? Or, what again, in pew-rented churches notoriously o.ccupied to a great extent by non-parishioners ?t Whence· this new-born zeal for parochial rights in the realms of pewdom ? We might here fairly retort with the proverb, 'Physician, heal thyself.' The real truth is, that the parochial system can scarcely be said to exist in our populous towns and cities. It was subverted long before our modern free churches sprung up. Wherever a popular preacher, or an attractive service, or a ,<ostly and beautiful church exists in a town possessed of more than one parish, or parochial district, there we may confidently affirm, the parochial system is more Or less disturbed, if not absolutely subverted. There will certainly be a rush from the neighbouring parish or districts towards 

,. Essay on tile E"ils of the Appropriation of Paris!, and District C!,urcl,es, by Thomas Peak Browning, curate of Newton-upon
Ouse, p. 43. 

t It is by no means uncommon to let out pews to nonparisliio'flC1's..,..-an abuse of an abuse! 
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the earnest, eloquent preacher, the impressive }'itual , and 
the beautiful edifice. What is the remedy ? To make aU ' 
churches equally attractive ? Or equally unattractive (not to 
say, repulsive) ? Shall we extinguish the powerful preacher, 
put down the plUsical service, and reduce everything to a 
dead level of ugliness, rigid uniformity, and dull mediocrity, 
in  order that the parochial system may be restored and 
maintained in its integrity ? Or shall we make every service 
highly attractive, and every preacher eloquent, and every 
church gorgeous and 'exceeding magnifical' ? This may 
scarcely be on this side of the Millennium. Or, once more, 
shall we call upon the churchwardens to drive away non
parishioners and 'remit such home to their own parish 
churches and ministers'1'" 

" We may indeed very well be allowed to lament the 
partial loss of that good old-fashioned religion, which bound 
men to their parish church, and taught them that the parish 
clergyman was the person immediately set over them in 
spiritual things ; and that to him ought all the parishioners 
to adhere. But it is unfair to lay to the charge of free 
churches difficulties and anomalies which attach more or less 
to every existing method of seating and arranging congrega
tions. These anomalies are deel)ly rooted in our social 
systf'jIl, and cannot be eradicated in a, day or a year. In the 
mealhime, all churchmen alike are concerned in maintain
ing and extending the parochial system. Nothing which 
disturbs ot tends to subvert it can be lightly regarded: Let 
110 efforts be spared by �hUl'chmen-- pewed and unpewed
to secure to the p'trisltionel's primarily those churches which 
belong specially unto tlwm. Let no clergyman regard his 
work in any district as a successful work, until he shall have 
drawn together-not simply a cong1'egation ft'om various 

qum'lers, but-a goodly gathering of all classes and degree� 
from"the particular district attached to his church." 

Theoretically, then, it has been shown that the advantages, 
which are supposed to be conferred by the pew system only, 
are all attainable in a higher degree and by more people ali 
once by adopting the non-appropriation system. It may b e  
added that the pew system i s  a great hindrance t o  the 
Church of England in discharging her duty of preaching 
the gospel to the poor, by rendering it impossible for more 
than a few of the pOOl' to attend the services, and by.plac�ng' 
those who do attend in a position from which theIr pnde 

-If See 28th Canon of thc Chul'ch of England. 
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justly revolts. It is also repugnant to the principles and customs of antiquity. It is also uncatholic. The Church of England, being both national and c'atholic, ought to be open 
without restriction to the nation at large, but more especially 
to tbe poor. The system of appropriation " knows nothing 
of catbolicity, and for tlte communion of saintliness it sub
stitute,� the communion of respectability." 

It also begets and perpetuates schism. t< Many a man goes over to the dissenters, because in the meeting-house he can enjoy the luxury of being a first class worshipper, whereas in the church he was only reckoned as a second or third class."· The pew system also entails a loss and waste of 
church accommodation, and restricts the usefulness and 
av.ailableness of churches.t It also supplies selfish persons 
with a specious reason for not allowing our churches to be 
thrown open daily to offer to our people, especially the poor, 
quiet places for meditation. This has been done in some free churches, but in no others. The dainty appropriators, forsooth, are afraid of having their cushions soiled, or books thumbed. Cushions soiled ! books thumbed ! 0 horror ! horror ! rather than that, debar the poor man from all his privileges. The pew system also enables opponents of our 
church to attack her through the church-rates. Whether or no it be desirable that church-rates should be continued, it is manifestly unjust to compel all, under legal penalties, to 
contribute to the expenses of a church from the use of the 
greater part of which they are altogether excluded, and that too in direct defiance of the law. I am confident that parishioners would more cheerfully pay a tax for the mainte-

'" Essay on the English Pew System, its evils and their remedies. 
Rev. S. H. Saxby, M . A" Incumbent of East Clevedon, Somerset, 
and Chaplain to the Ead of Cal'llwath. 

t The whole of each of the hundred families to which the 
hundred pews are assigned probably do not attend at once, and 
the places of the absentees are vacant; and from this and other 
causes, the waste f,'om portioning the ground out in separate pews, 
instead of open sittings, has been estimated at 30 per cent. A free 
church capable of holding 500 persons may be made equal to ono holdi!!g 1000 by simply doubling the number of services : in 
ohurches wholly 01' partially appropriated the eternal difficulty of appropriation renders this  either impossible, or limits the advantage 
to be obtained from it to that p'ortion of tho church which is free ; 
but evell this part, from cau�es mentioned above, is often not 
occupied by anything like the full number which it can accommo
date of those for whose sole benefit the additional servic�s are held. 
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nance of a building, " wh?se ac�ommo�ati?n, whether large 
or scanty, was freely and ImpartIally dlstnbuted, as far as it 
might serve. amongst all sorts and conditions of people," 
than to one which has been illegally seized and sold either 
in whole, or in part, by the wealthy. 

The amount of unrighteous quarrelling and meanne8S, 
the feuds, hatred, and discontent among the appropriators 
to which the pew system gives rise is almost incredible ; and 
for this, if for no other reason, many and many a parish 
priest would rejoice to see the system abolished. . It may be as well now to show by some practical ex
amples the abuses of appropriation. In the first essay Mr. 
Browning gives some statistics, some of which I shall take 
the liberty of transcribing. He says : There is a large church 
connected with a parish of nearly 1 6,000 people, which has 
not a single free seat. A zealous rector was appointed, who 
was going to associate with himself curates, to divide his 
parish into districts, and make a house to house visitation. 
And what was the result ? He had not a single place to ask 
his poor people to come to I 

In Liverpool we find a parish containing 1 6,000  souls, 
with no church accommodation whatever for the poor, and 
an average attendance at public worship of only 2 0 0  persons. 
Another with a population of 2 0,000 with accommodation in 
church for only 1 3 3 of the poor, We are told that in the 
mid� of a dense population there are in that city churches 
originally built exclusively for the rich, of which the pro
prietors have migrated to other parts, and carried away the 
keys of their pews with them ! In another of the hives of 
teeming life and commerce, we heal' of one parish, containing 
34,000 persons, with church accommodation for from two to 
foul' hundred of the poor ; and another containing nearly 
. 1 3,000 souls, with 110 free seats whatever. 

It is worth while to stop and analyze these last two state
ments. In the last case the poor do not go to church at all, 
and are given to understand, more plainly than words could 
tell them, that they · are not wanted : so there is an end of 
them. In the parish mentioned last but one, supposing that 
4 0 0 0  out of the 3 4 ,000 are rich people, which is probably 
over the mark (by rich I mean \V ho can afford, and do 
actually pay, from £5 to £ 1 0 per annum for a seat in church) :  
these 4000 then are enabled to attended the services when
eyer they please (we are supposing the church to be of large 
dimensions with 4000 sittings sold perma nently, over and 
above the accommodation for the POOl', or the free seats). 

, � 
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The remaining 30,000 parishioners, then, receive the liberal 
share of 400 seats at the very most. Supposing that, owing 
to the high religious tone prevailing in the parish, the 30,0 0 0  
were anxious t o  attend the services as regularly a s  the cir
cumstances of the case permitted ; still many would be com
pelled to stay at home by illness, domestic duties, and other 
causes. Supposing, then, that notwithstanding the general 
zeal, one in every five was compelled to remain at home : 
24,000 church goers still remain. Supposing, again, that, 
in order to accommodate as many as possible, three services 
a day were beld (one more than our prayerbook presupposes), 
and that the ]'>001' divided themselves into batches of 400, 
which took their turns regularly to attend the sundry services, 
that being the greatest possible number that can attend at 
once. The magnificent result of this elaborate organization, 
if steadily persis,ted in, would be that each of the poorer 
parishioners would be able to attend one service ill twenty 
Sundays ; that is to say, he or she would be able to go to 
church not quite three times a year. This hardly requires 
a comment. No allowance has been made for the number 
of dissenters, which in so large a parish with such meagre 
church accommodation would doubtless be great, because it 
is my object to show that, although the parish church was 
built for, and belongs to. the whole parish, yet, if the 
parishioners obeyed the priest's summons, left their in
difference or schis� and tried to return to the church's arms, 
they would find themselves so effectually snubbed, that they 
would be unlikely to persevere in the attempt.· If the same 
-church were unappropriated, then , deducting as before, one 
in every five for illness or ,domestic duties, and supposing that 
there were no dissenters, each poor parishioner would be able 
,to attend a service once evel:Y othel' Sunday :t but deducting 

'" The existence of dissent does not justify the exclusion of 
dissenters from the pal' ish church, either directly, 01' by any 
-arrangement which produces that effect indirectly. It is well 
known that dissenters frequently make use of our churches : it is 
to be hoped that they will be always welcomed there. Nor, if a 
certain number of men habitually absent themselves from church, 
does that justify any arrangemelilt which compels them, directly 01' 
,indh1cetIy, to continue to d@ so. A life member of the Union 
:would fancy himself wronged, I think, if, after prolonged absence 
from the house, he were fina\.ly ,excluded from it for the better 
convenience of a few. 

t i. e. twenty-six times It year in'iltead of scarcely thrice, as under 
'the .prascnt al'rangement. 
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the probable number of dissenters, and persons whQ' did not 
care to attend, probably every parishioner would be able to 
attend service once, or even twice, on every Sunday. The 
clergyman would then at least have an opportunity of doinO" 
his duty of preaching the gospel to the poor, and would b� 
released from the unpleasant sensation of inconsistency which 
(I trust I am not uncharitable) he surely feels now whenever 
he has to read publicly the second chapter of the General 
Epistle of St. J ames. 

In the rectory district of Marylebone, in London, con
taining 3 3,000 persons, there are frce sittings for about 5 0 0  

i n  a church built t o  accommodate 250'0 persons : the rest are 
let for pew rents. Again, i n  St.  George's, Hanover Square, 
with a population in the season of 25,<>00, there are open 
free seats for 300  person'8, in the passages or against the 
walls. The other sittings are let for rents amounting to 
nearly £ I 000 a year. 

In another church in London, it was elicited by the 
Bishop of Exeter that the free sittings, which are in thl;! 
roof, must be reached by an ascent of nearly one hundred 
steps 1 " Are the lame and ha'l t," inquired the Bishop, 
" expected to climb those hundred steps to get to their free 
sittings 1" The Rector acknowledged that he had never 
seen more than one person in those places, though there may 
have been others out of sight. 

At a meeting held at Bath on March 1 st, 1 -8'6 4, Mr. 
Herford described the condition of Manchester as regards 
church �commodation. There are, it appears, in the central 
part of that city 300,000 inhabitants, or about '6 0,000 families. 
For these there are thirty churchcs, besides the cathed ral. 
The sittings in those churches are appropriated to about 
3000  fami'lies, leaving 5 7,000 families, or nineteen-twentieths 
of the population excluded from the public worship of 
Almighty God. 

At the same meeting, the Rev. J. S. rones spoke of the 
condition in which he found his church at Liverpool. It 
was built for more thall 2000 persons, and the seats weJ'e 
hired out at so much per quarter. There w e re two back 
rows of benches in a dark gallery, {Tee '1 

Here is a case 'at Exeter : The population of the pa,,:ish 
is 6 0 0 0  or ;000.  There is church room for 9 0 0  persons 
only, and a very small number 'of unappropriated seats. 

The appropriation is  said to be of the worst kind,  fo�' many 

of the pew holders never come to the church, but glVe pe�'

mission to friends (often non-parishioners) to occn py thelL'  

VOL. V .  
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seats. Hence a difficulty of finding a place in a church 
which is only partially filled. 

The population of Hockton, n ear 'V akefield, consists of 
about 2000 persons, chiefly colliers. The church is appro
priated to twenty honses, leaving 400 houses without the 
right of a sitting, save on a few benches in the children's 
gallery.· 

This state of things cannot-must not be allowed to 
remain , if we would see the Church of Englan d doing her 
work as the national, and more particularly as a branch of 
the catholic church. Her i n trinsic merits are so great and 
acknow ledged that she will remain unshaken by the attacks 
of her unholy adversaries without, rage they never so 
furiously : and, if those within, her bishops , priests, deacons, 
and chmchwardens, act up to her principles and precepts, 
�he will endure and increase to the end of the world ; but 
just so far as they forget their duty, j ust so much will sh e 
be weakened.  

It will be observed that we have been all along consider
ing cases where the population is in excess of the church 
accommo,dation. Where the reverse is the case, arguments 

310 less weighty can be adduced against the sacrilegious and 
.illegal practice of appropriation. W hy, it may be asked, 
when there is room for all comers, should not a fixed seat be 
assigned t9 each parishioner, so that the exclusiveness of the 
Englishman may be humoured ? Who can suffer by it ? 

These questions are briefly answered thus by the Rev. 
S. Saxby :t 

H There is indisputably a sense in which certain seats in 
,n church are less desirable than others. They may be ex
posed to draughts, or be behind some obstacle, or too far 
distant for convenient hearing of the words spoken. Who 
is to have these ? I t is not reasonable that the squire be put 
into the worst place, nor in truth is it  seemly. I t  is very 
certain that the middle class folk, of undefined social position, 
will not consent to what they would consider a slight on 
the part of the churchwardens. And thus it must happen 
always that, in proportion as a seat is obj ectionable, it  is sure 
to be assigned to the poor. In such a case there can be but 
one answer to the question of the Apostle, ' Are ye not then 
partial in yourselves ? '  There is then always this obj ection to 

" All these instances are given in Mr. Browning's Essay. They 
might be multiplicu to any extcnt. 

t E ssay n., p. 9. 
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all appropriations , even under the most favourable ci(cum
stances, that the worst places are invariably given to the 
poor. The objection is sufficient of itself, were there none 
o ther, to condemn the whole system as in flat contradiction 
to the word of Goel." For other obj ections I must be con
tent to rcfer the reader to Mr. Saxby's admirable essay. 

There is one more argument which is frequently brought 
against the free church system, which still remains to be 
answered. The pew rents, it is urged, for111 a useful fund 
out of which the parish expenses and the priest's stipend, 
in the absence of an endowment, can be paid w ith certainty. 
If you abolish pew rents, you deprive the church of a regular 
income, and leave the priest to the tender mercies of voluntary 
subscribers. He is thus kept in a state of uncertainty as to 
the payment of his stipend, and is placed ill a dependant 
position, which must be exceedingly irksome to a man of 
refinement. This argument, specious though it appears at 
the first blush, may be easily and triumphantly refuted. The 
difficulty is entirely obviated by the adoption of the primitive 
and apostolic practice of the offertory. Universal experience 
has proved that the offertory both produces a larger sum of 
money per annum than pew rents, and is less liable to 
fluctuations. If a clergyman can induce his congregation 
to accept the offertory, he may fearlessly abandon pew rents" 
as far as pecuniary considerations are concerned : he will 
find that the parish expenses will be now more generously 
provided for than under the former system. In an appendix 
to the third essay on Principles of C1lurcl� Finance,1II some 
statistics � given which establish beyond doubt the im
portant proposition that the system of the offertory is the 
preferable of the two, however poor the congregation 
may be. That ' the priest will be more dependant on his 
parishioners than formerly, if pew rents are supplanted by 
the offertory, is a statement which is not borne out by facts. 
Under the system of pew rents the paying parishioners, if 
any doctrine the clcrgyman has advanced, or any action he 
has performed, is not quite to their taste, have the power of 
absenting themselves from the church altogether, and thus 
depriving the parish of the annual rent of their sittings, 
thereby embarrassing the clergyman greatly. The latter, 
therefore, must make up his mind only to preach just so 

• An Inqui1''y into the Principles of Clt1!1'ch Finance in Anoient 
and Mode1'n Times, by James Hamilton, M.A., Senior Curate of 

Chipping Campden, p. 57. 
rf, 2 
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much truth as is acceptable to his perhaps ignorant anel 
bigoted congregation, and no more : and, being under the 
thumb of the wealthier portion of his parishioners, he finds 
himself checked and restricted in a manner which is not 
likely to conduce much to his dignity or peace of mind . . 
In fact under the pew system the parish priest is degraded 
to the position of mere private chaplain to the pew holders., The whole question of finance is fully and ably discussed 
in the third and fourth essays, which it is well worth the 
while of those who take an interest in the question to peruse 
carefully. 

The writers of these four essays are careful to impress 
upon their readers that the free church movement has nothing 
whatever to do with party. It is neither a hobby of low 
church, nor of high church, nor of broad church. It is a 
question of justice. The establishment IS allowed to hold 
an immense amount of national property upon certain con
ditions. Can any honourable man wish to see any one of 
those conditions unfulfilled ? Expediency �ids us to condemn 
a system which permanently excludes myriads from any 
means of in�truction, secular or l'e'ligious, practical or moral
I care not which it be. Consistency requires that we should 
not turn church sittings into private boxes, and then pray 
the lessees of theatres for the love of God to throw open their 
boxes to the poor for puhlic worship on Sundays. It is as 
scandalous that a few influential parishioners should club 
together to share among themselves the best parts of the 
parish church, as it would be, did the same men combine to 
enclose the most fertile portions of the village common. 

F. A. S. 
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TRIA TEMPORA. 

Y OUTll ill like a summer morn, 

Golden fring'd is every cloud ; 

Deeply waves the golden corn, 

Trill the birds their music loud ; 

And the sun with da.zzling ray, 

Mounteth up to fuller day. 

Age is like sweet even time ; 

Husheu is every noon-day blast ; 

Spangled every leaf with rimc, 

Song and mirth and light are past ; 

Quench'd is Phrebus' glowing beam, 

In the steep Hesperian stream. 

Death is like to silent night, 

When the silver-cllescent queen 

Hides in heaven's pathless lleight, 

Scattering darkness with her sheen :-

rlms doth Faith with stedfast eye, 

Pierce through death's dark mystery. 

a 
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EDUCATIO� OF THE LOWER CLASSES. 

" Is it possible. and is it advisable to establish a system of National 
Ed ucation, sllch as to open a way into the learned professions for 
all boys of high talent. whatever be their' original ranldn life 1" 

AS the question of advisability seems to me to depend 
chiefly on certain details, which, in their turn, depend 

on some scheme to be proposed for shewing the movement 
to be possible, I have ventured to consider first, whether the 
scheme be possible ; and then, whether it be advisable : 
although we are naturally more concerned at first with the 
advisability of a scheme, than its possibility. A subject such 
as the possibility of a measure of this sort must necessarily 
be treated somewhat as questions in experimental science ; 
which depends for its advancement on the suggesting of a 
number of various experiments to lDe tried in support of some 
theory, whether true 01' false. But here the analogy ceases ; 
for while the chemist, for instance, trusts in great measure to 
his luck, and hopes that some unforeseen result, caused by 
the unexpected combination of certain gases 01' substances 
never mixed before in his retort, will establish his theory, 
or at any rate set at rest his doubts on the vexed point, by 
disproving it, the educationalist will not venture on any 
experiment of which he does not flatter himself that he 
pretty clearly sees the C6)1lsequences. 

The most, then, that can be looked for in debating such 
a measure is, that theories shall be freely advanced, in order that they may be as freely canvassed. 

That members of the lower classes would not be so effectually raised by a sudden translation to the company of those far above them in the social scale, as by a system of gradual changes, will probably be allowed to hold good as 
a general rule, though admitting of exceptions. For by this means J oh!l Mogg-�Lich name. is selected 110t only on account of Its eUphOl1l011S propertles, but also because it is 
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typical of  many an  honest name among the British' ' lower 
orders-may be checked in his upward career on the social 
ladder, when it is perfectly clear that he is not likely to 
profit himself by mounting higher, and when he may be 
safely helped down without the danger of falling from a 
great height. But put John Mogg on the topmost round 
of the ladder at once, and it may be found necessary either 
to pr�cipi�nte him summarily to the ground, or to leave him 
standmg III his exalted position-either alternative probably 
the reverse of pleasant to him, and neither beneficial to 
society. 

If then, (to quit metaphors and Moggs for the present) 
we come to schools, it seems to me possible that national 
schools should send up their really promising scholars to 
large Middle Class Public Schools, with Exhibitions 01' 
Scholarships to support them while there. 

The Middle Class Schools, on their part, might send up 
their best scholars in like manner-not later, perhaps, than 
the age of fifteen-to our Classical Public Schools, providing 
for them by larger Exhibitions to meet the greater expenses 
of the Classical School. 

Next for matters of detail. N one but a mind accustomed 
to such speculations could suggest an entire scheme that 
was reasonable, much less valuable on such a topic. But 
without entering too clo'sely into all the particulars, it seems 
to me not impossible to hold a joint yearly examination of all 
the village National Schools within a certaiil district-for 
instance, a county-taking cure that the examination be as' 
searching as at the early age of the examinees would be 
possible, and that the same body Qf examiners examine all 
the schools in the district. By this means an uniform 
standard would be established in the several districts, and, 
the examiners would be able to choose a small number of 
promising boys to be drafted off into the Middle Class 
Schools every year., 

It is certain that, from all we know of the British lower 
classe�, such signs of high talent would be decidedly limited 
in number. 

Two obvious objections occur here which may be dis-
cussed at once, before passing on to the higher school. The 
first is, that though the examiners of the several dist r�cts 
would have an uniform standard to guide them in l:n aln n g 
their selections the bodies of examiners for the ddfe rent  
districts might ' often disagree in  their stand�rds, a n d ,  thus 
unintentional inj ustice be dOlle to dcscrvlllg cancl Idates 
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Still, such an obj ection, though doubtless a very real one, 
would not be sutEcient of itself to deter an earnest man 
from taking any part in the movement. Anu, after all, n o  
g.reat wrON,er could be done if all the c1.istl'icts were pretty 
m uch of th� same size, and each allowed a certain number 
of Exhibitions every year to the Middle Class School. The 
other objection would be, that an examination at such an 
early age would be useless, inasmuch as it would fail  to 
discover who were the realty talented boys amongst those 
examined. The answer to this is, that i t  is the only choice 
open to us : the majority of parents remove their sons at 
about the age IJ)f ten or eleven from the day schools, and 
make Mse 0f them to werk in the fielms : and th\1s we have 
to take them "' hile we can. 

Let us suppose then, that John Mogg has passed through 
his course of spelling, reading, writing, arithmetic, and 
geography at the village school, that his iron constitution 
has withstood the temporary in dispositions occasioned by 
four or five sche01 feasts ; and that, therefore, he has attained 
the age of ten 01' even eleven, and £'na11y, that the examiners 
of his district have given him an Exhibition to the Middle 
Class School. He will find hi mself new in the company 
of some who, like himself, are being sUipported by Exhibi
tions gained on eNtrance, but the majmity of his associates 
will probably be the sons of small tradesmen in the rank 
of life next above his own. 

Behold him clad in fustian j.acltet and trousers, out at 
elbows, out at k nees. The first metamorphosis that should 
take place in his outward man should be a (very). hot bath ; 
l-IJe should next be dressed in rough b ut decent clothes in 
the form ef a jaeket and trousers, with a clean outside 
collar : and it will not be t00 much to say that the ehances 
are in favIDur of his looking as much a gentleman as many 
diminutive sons of gentlemen, in- their present fashion of 
coats and inside collars. 

N 01' will he, if the training of his villag0' schovl has been 
what it might, \;)e far behind the sons of gentlemen of that 
age in his intellectual attainments. 

He w in Le at once initiated into the mysteries of Latin 
GFammar ; will wonder at the absence of w in the Latin 
alphabet, and think how difilicult, without the help of w, 
it would be to pronounce the digamma in 0, (}J, t, s, which he 
11as always been accustomed to eall " wuts" -not that he 
would think of digammas as such-t.hat is reserved for a 
Paley ; he would look scornfully on an alphabet that omitted 
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the initi.al letLer of such important monosyllables as  " wo" ; 
or " woy" in the expression of " woy farmer." 

In short, for the future he will be educated much in the 
same manner as boys at a classical school, with, however, 
one important difference : that, whereas they are pressed on 
continually so long as they remain at a classical school , 
and no pains are spared to hammer the merest elements 
of classics into the thickest of their heads, John Mogg's 
masters w ill not feel themselves bound to deal with him i n  
the same manner till he leaves the school. He will, indeed, 
be forced to work hard ; but if he discover no aptitude for 
classics, he may be made to give up more of his time to 
mathematics, so 101l.g as these two studies continue to be the 
chief avenues to the LeaFned Professions. 

The exhibitions gained on entrance to the Middle Class 
Schools might be tenable for four years, at the end of which 
time it would be sufficiently evident whether a boy had 
really talents which would not only serve him in a learned 

. profession, but would profit his profession also by his admis
sion to it. 

Or, again, it would be possible to make the Exhibitions 
tenable for one year, and then, in deserving cases, renew
able; and perhaps such a system as this would better ensure 
industry. 

If at the end of four years he failed to gain any of the 
Exhibitions to the upper Classical School, it would be very 
hard to say that his ed ucation had been utterly thrown 
away : for at least he would be fitted by that ti.me for clerk
ships of various kinds, for good appointments in printers' 
and booksellers' establishments or other situations, where his 
higher . knowledge would be useful to him ; and would, 
doubtless, help him forward more rapidly than many in 
such positions now are able to advance-men whose educa
tion has not been of nearly so high a stamp. On the other 
hand it is not contended that, by raising his rank in life o ne 
deO'ree, any great service has been done him, but no harm has 
ne�essarily been uone him ; and in the case of those who show 
themselves capable of advancing still higher in the scale, a 
positive advantage will have been conferred. 
, Let us suppose then that one of this class is pronounced 
fit to take his place in a Classical School with the sons of 
gentlemen, some o� whom are d�stined to at�ain to . the 
hierher branches of hterature and SClence. He InIl entel t�le 

Cl�ssical School with a provision sufficient to suppo�·t �lln .  
entirely, and he will , when he has dropped certain preJ uchces 
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incident to his condition, be much the same as those arou nd 
him ; such prej udices, for instance, as that " I be" is the 
first person singular, present indicative of the verb H to be" ; 
that the negative form of " it is" is " beant," and so forth . 
The Exhibitions in the Classical School should, perhaps, be 
tenable for a term of at least two years and then renewable, 
in order that the new corner may be allowed some law to 
make up what time he has lost by beginning his classical 
studies later in life than the sons of gentlemen, with whom 
he will come into competition. 

If he has passed into the upper school at the age of 
fifteen, he will still have nearly four years before he enters 
at one of the Universities : which is  as long as many boys 
now remain at a Public School. It is now that we are met 
by one of the most formidable difficulties in the way of the 
proposed scheme. Some few of the boys who have thus 
raised themselves by their own exertions, may, it is true, 
be able to obtain exhibitions such as are attached to all 
large schools, and the standard of which affords a presump
tion that the gain er of one of them will, also be able to gain 
a college exhibition or scholarship, thus securing a com
petency for his support at the University : but it must be 
acknowledged that the greater number of such lads will 
not be able to keep themselves at College : and the question 
arises, what is to become of them ? .Are they to be allowed 
after all the pains taken with their education, to degenerate 
into booksellers and superior prin ters' assistants, as those 
who were rejected as unfit for the Classical School ? 01' are 
they to look to the state to extend still further its maternal 
interest in their welfa re ? 

This does seem at first a true difficulty, but let us consider, 
as in the former case, w hether it would be any disadvantage 
to society, that their booksellers and tradespeople of that 
standing should be men of minds cultivated with a higher 
education than at present : in the present case ,cultivated 
by the refinement of a Public School education. 'Whether 
it would not be a step in the direction which should be the 
aim of all politics, without party bias of any kind, viz : to 
raise the lower classes towards the higher, without allowing 
the higher to degenerate to the level of the lower. This 
then is one alternative to allow the would-be-lawyer or 
doctor, nay the would-be-clergyman to become a tradesman. 
Nor does it seem so very objectionable that our middle 
classes should have a sprinkling of higher refinement of 
feeling, sllch as is consequon t  on a h igher education, dis-
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seminateu among their ranks. The only question, o f  courw, 
is  whether such a result would not be purchased at too hiO'b 
a cost, and that q u estiol1 m ust 

'
be decided by the succ�ss 

of those who do pass t hrough all the stages of life intendeu 
to be laiu open before them by this measure : and who there
fore derive all the benefit i ntended to be derived from the 
system. 

But there is a second alternative far preferable to the 
first, namely, that men so educated should be further provided 
for by the state. 

It  is surely not too much to say that every artizan has 
a right to assistance in his need from the state, provided 
that that need be not attributable to his own fault. It is true 
that such a right is but imperfectly recognized at present, 
but that does not disprove its existence or repudiate the 
charge of disgraceful selfishness against nine-tenths or more 
of the rich in the kingdom-men whose houses are literally 
overflowing with every sort of luxury, while neighbours are 
reduced to the extremities of poverty : whose life is passed 
in a pleasing succession of stays at their sea side, their 
shooting and their town residences, of which three establish
ments two are at any given moment not only unproductive 
to their owners and their country, but a positive source of 
expense. And thus they wander on through all the pleasant 
paths of life, in happy unconsciousness of everything but 
present pleasure or gain, many of them perhaps not spending 
their money on themselves from greediness for enjoyment, 
but from ignorance of any better way in which it might be 
spent. Luxury in such an aggravated form makes one pause 

; to consider whether after all our modern politicians are 
so far advanced, and whether old Cato was not right with 
his Sumptuary Laws to check the growing spirit of luxury� 
by forbidding jewels, expensive clothes anel all articles not 
highly profitable to the state. This is surely the crying ,sin 
of England and every other state, that we have no keen 
feelings of humanity and brotherhood. To take one instance 

of heartless extravagance, from a m ultitude that might be 
adduced, how many millions worth of jewels are simply 

wasted in the trinket boxes of rich ladies. 
It is this selfishness of society which retards not only 

the progress of education, but a thousand other improve

ments, and this is the key to the beneficial admission of th� 
lower classes to an association with the higher. In short If 

we can but be unselfish enough, and be educated �no��h. 

Something yet remains to be said of the adVIsabIlIty of 
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thc proposcd plan : but the remarks on this head shall be as 
brief as possible. 

It would be easy at the first sight of such a question, for 
a reformer to ask, 011 what principles of economy we should 
be justified in neglecting any measure that may increase our 
resources ? to ask, what would be thought ef a landowner 
who refused to work new mines of hidden treasures on his 
property, of a millowner who neglected to employ a large 
part of the power at his command, which might be applied 
to the working of fresh engines, but which is allowed to be 
simply wasted ? and it wowd be hard to defend such a 
system. The argument, in fact, is in theory incontrovertible, 
but when applied to practice would be probably found less 
hard to meet. 

Let us then take the facts,. or sach of th€m as are manifest 
and undeniable when regarded as future. And we shall 
obtain the following resalts ;-

There are more than fifty cou.nties in England and Wales, 
if we omit Ireland and Scotland from consideration, as 
capable of looking to their own interests in this matter
an hypothesis sufficiently doubtful. Each of these countries, 
if the pl'Oposed scheme is to have as wide an influence as it 
ought, should contain one at least of the middle class 
Government Schools. Each of these could hardlv have less 
than six on an average, and it is hard to see how they should 
not have a larger number to send up yearly to the classical 
school. The number of Public classical schools, at present, 
where such boys could be received so as to derive any of the 
great benefits of the English Public School principally, 
cannot be computed at much more than twenty, but for the 
purposes of calculation, let us state it at twenty-six, viz : 
half the number of counties in England and Wales together. 

If the above calculations are correct, and I fully believe 
that they greatly understate the facts of the case, each of the 
public schools would have to provide accommodation for 
twelve boys every year from middle class schools, that is, 
allowing that such boys would stay at the classical school 
three or four years, for between forty and fifty boys. 

This would be a great burden to· inflict on a school of not 
more than three or four hundred : and it is impossible to imagine 
that the school would escape in many instances considerable 
·deterioration from the admixture of so large a lump of the 
new leaven. Moreover, injustice would seem to be done 
to the present frequenters of our public schools, by giving 
a preference to those who gained exhibitions from the middle 
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class schools ; for of course their procedure to the upper 
classical school would be a necessity, and each school would 
be obliged to reserve twelve vacancies foJ' such comers every 
year. With our present number of public classical schools, 
then, any scheme which would require the absorption of so 
large a number of those who are not what is called ' gentle
men' into their body, would appear to be unadvisable. 

And wholly, as far as I can sce, on these grounds, namely 
that they would inj ure our existing great schools, or at any 
rate, most of them. Wholly on these grounds, for on the more 

. general grouncl of injury to society at large, whether that 
rank of it to which the national scholars would be raised, 
or that from which they rose, no fears need surely be 
entertained of admitting men who would have undergone 
such a thorough course of training as those brought up on 
the graduated school principle. But for this too the remedy 
is easy-let fresh large classical:schools be established through
out England : not schools intended exclusively for such as 
have raised' themselves from the middle class schools, for 
tbat would deprive the� of the advantages to be gained 
from the company of gentlemen in the upper classical schools, 
but such establishments as Haileybury, Wellington, CliftoD,  
and their contemporaries in the scholastic world, where sons 
of gentlemen will congregate from the small private schools, 

and form a society which will be able to hold its own against 

new comers ; but will by their association with them confer 

on them incalculable advantages. 
If this were done, and if a severe education-tax were 

levied, and, above all, if by a ready submission to that tax 

were to show that we had the interests of our countrymen 

at heart, I believe a system of national education, such as 

I that under Oul' consideration, would be both possible and 
advisable. H. G. H .  



THE WAVE. 

I WATCHED a wave on tIle restless sea 
A t  mol'l1, and said " where art thou going ? "  

But it halted not as it answered me, 
" Where fate may lead and the winds are blowing. I must wander on for a little while 
'Mid the storm and the wind and the roar, 

But at last I shall reach the peaceful isle 
Where the palm leaves glance in the sunbeam's smile, 

And I'est on its golden shore." 

So all day long was tIle wavelet tost, 
And the foam from its crest in white flakes flew, 

But never a whit of courage it lost, 
Though shrieked the storm and the tiel'ce wind blew. 

And at eve it sighted the welcome strand ; 
It smiled as it neared the shore, 

Then gently it bt'oke on the golden sand, 
And gained in its death the promised land, 

And rested for evermore. ' 
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T ENNYSON'S AYLM ER'S :FI ELD A ND OTIlER POEMS. 
(C:ontinued from p. 183.) 

THE poem which stands ncxt in order to Enoch Arucl1 
secms intcnded by the poet to be a direct contrast to 

it. Not only is the development of its plot quite different, 
but the language in which it  is clothed seems much less 

\ artistic, and less worked up than that of the preceding poem. 
But perhaps the most striking difference of all is to be found 
in the course of life which the two heroes pursue. In 
Enoch Arden the actions of the hero were strictly in 
obedience to the voice of conscience. However dark and 
awful was the ruin into which he was hurried, however 
cruel the destiny that awaited him, still we always find 
him true to his God and his faith. He always feels that 
he and his absent wife are under the divine protection, and 
he commits himself to the care of an all-seeing God. So in 
the Ancient Epic we hear of the trials and dangers which 
beset an lEneas or an Achilles, but still they are always 
assisted by some friendly god in their struggle's with destiny 
" which ruleth all, even gods though they be." In Aylmer's 

fir Field however, as in most of the Greek Tragedies, we find 
this, picture quite reversed. The central figure of the poem 
it no longer obeying the will of heaven or the voice of his 
conscience : he is swayed by pride, by self-conceit, and 
selfishness. He is not the victim of circumstances forced 
upon him in despite of his loyalty and devotion to duty-He 
is the just victim of his own selfwill. To this may 
be ascribed all the sad calamities which visit him and his 
house, even to the last and greatest tragedy ; and then the 
poet leaves him without one word of pity. This cardinal 
vice of overweening pride is most often found in that class to 
which the hero of this piece belongs. For just as in Enoch 
Arden the' poet had described the trials which beset a man in 
low life and reduced circumstances, even though he may be 
a most deserving and heroic man ; so in Aylmel" s Field has 
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he painted for us by way of contrast the "fine linen," the 
sumptuous living and the comfort which attend the rich even 
though they may be incapable and unworthy of enj oying 
them. The " grund-gedanke " of the two pieces seems to  
be this very contrast between the right of the hereditarily
incapable to enjoy their riches, and the right of the naturally
heroic to take from them their ill-deserved prosperity. This 
leading idea is kept up throughout the two poems, and 
nothing is more remarkable than the way in which Mr. 
Tennyson has finished each piece. After describing the 
sad and toilsome life of Enoch, and his long-delayed return 
to his native land, the poet ends by dwelling upon the 
disappointment and unlooked-for change that awaited him 
on his arrival. Thus the last idea which remains in oUl' minds 
on reading the end is one of intense pity and sorrow for the 
Hero. What a contrast then is presenteu to us in the issue 
of the plot in Aylmer's Field ! Here we have no room for 
sympathy or sorrow. The poet has described the various 
stages of pride in the life of Sir Aylmer ; and the very last 
act of his life, his leaving chUl'ch when the Rector's words 
were cutting him to the heart, shows how impenitent and 
hard he remained to the last. Thus the poet cO'l'ltrives t o  
leave o n  our mind the very opposite impression t o  that which 
he had produced in the case of Enoch Arden. We leave 
the poem with a feeling -of utter disgust for Sir Aylmer and 
are unable, to pity his tragic end. 

The most remarkable point in the development of this 
plot is the fearful and tragic way ill which Mr. Tennyson 
has described the working of Sir Aylmer's pride. He has 
looked at it in every possible light� he' has turned it inside 
and outside, and made it more and more detestable at each 
stage. For it is not difficult to trace three distinct stages 
in the course and progress of this cardinal vice. In the first 
stage we see how it affects its victim in time of prosperity, 
and how it gradually eats away from under him that founna
tion of popularity and sympathy which should support him 
in his hour of need and desolation. The Baronet is described 
as a man who prided himself upon him his ancestral name 
and upon his wealth, using the former not as a vantage 
ground for benefiting his fellow creatures but rather for 
trampling upon their due rights : 

dull and self-involved, 
Tall and erect, but bending from hi:; height 
With half-aIJowing smiles for all the wodd. 
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This overweening pride is made to  appear far more 
hateful from the contrast between it and the loving kindly 
disposition of Leolin and Edith. For while Sir Ay,lmer 
patronizes all beneath him, affe<:t.ing an interest in their 
welfare entirely out of keeping with his propel' nature, she 
on the other hand takes the liveliest and sincerest interest in 
all around her, visiting the cottages of the poor " with a 
veice of comfort and an open hand of help," wbile Leolin 
is loved by them only less than her because of his warm 
heart and 

A ,chilcUy way with children, and a laugh 
Ringing like proven golden coinage true. 

Passing on to the second stage we find Sir Aylmer 
standing upon a projecting cliff with the rocks undermined 
beneath him. But the tempest is not yet raging at its 
highest, and his self-confidence is still sufficient for him. 
It ' is true that rumour has done her work and by telling 
of his pride in other fields has made him 

A mockery to the yeomen over ale 

And laughtet· to their lords. 

But then his own immediate dependents are still sub
servient to him : they have not yet been driven into open 
mutiny by the story of all the wrongs inflicted upon Edith 
and the absent lover . . In this part of the poem, no less 
than in the preceding one, is our hatred of his pride increased 
by the contrast which the poet has presented to us. For 
just as in the first stage we were able to observe the contrast 
between Sir Aylmer's haughtiness in dealing with those 

� be�eath him, and the kindly and open manLler of his 
da>6ghter and Leolin ; so now can we observe the same 
contrast in his own domestic life and his relations with his 
own famify. Thus on the one hand we have the baronet's 
pride developing into the grossest tyranny and cruelty. 
He has determined to prevent the proposed marriage, and 
to effect this object he even condemns his daughter to the 
closest possible confinement ; and though be sees her health 
gradually breaking down under his harsh treatment,. he 

restrains his natural affection for her, and only once, seized 

with a sudden and strange emotion, 

She look'cl so sweet, he kiss'd her tenderly. 

While on the otber hand, in contrast with this unnatural 
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treatment, we have the kindly disposition of the daughter 
heightened by the cruel circumstances in whic}; she is placed. 
She utters not an angry word, not a sigh of complaint ; but 
buoys herself up with a hope for better days to come, and 
the love of her banished Leolin. And at last when all inter
course, even by letter, is stopped between them, and not 
even a fitful ray of light visits the darkness of her prison, 
she sinks gradually without a murmur or complaint. 

But it is upon the third part that M r. Tennyson has 
lavished most pains. Though he has made this vice 
detestable in the two first stages" he has made it ten times 
more so in the third and last stage. Hitherto the contrast 
has been between the bad qualities of the baronet and the 
gentle loving dispositions of those around him, but now the 
contrast is to be seen between Sir Aylmer's deeds and his 
own real feelings. Hitherto the circumstances have been 
favourable to the growth of the leading passion, but now 
it meets with the strongest opposition. Hence arises a 
te,rrible internal conflict which ends naturally in his loss 
of reason. Here then is another difference to be observe a 
between this poem and its predecessor. Here the conclusion 
of the plot is perfectly natural, and just what we should 
expect. There, as I endeavoured to show before, the poet 
seemed to have experienced the greatest difficulty in bringing 
the life of his hero to its close, and his solution was not so 
satisfactory. 

In this third stage the crisis comes. The " sons of the 
glebe" no longer content themselves with mocking at their 
master, they scowl fiercely and break into open mutiny : 
they regard him as the robber of all their social joys, and the 
two-fold murderer of his own daughter, and their rector's 
brother. He himself feels the blow intensely, but he refuses 
to yield to his better impulses. At last however he is unable 
to bear up against the words of the rector, and he sheds tears 
as witnesses of his internal agony. But then his pride re
turns, and seems to smooth the troubled waters. He walks 
firmly from his pew till he reaches the middle aisle, when 
his strength almost leaves him. How tragic is the picture 
which the poet has h<'lre painted for us ! How harsh and 
unnatural does it make pride to appear ! Perhaps in his I 
hatred of this vice the poet has been carried to an excess 
of spitefulness. He seems to have taken Euripides rather 
than lEschylus as his model of dramatic excellence ; and the 
Euripidean thought of the certainty of retributive justice 
appears to predominate, We find not a word of pity or 
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compassion ;  nor even that consolation which the chorus 
offers in the Agamemnon of the balmy influence of suffering, 
or that it is heaven 

TO l' 7rc1Bl) fldBl) Bil'Tct IWp{wt; tXElI'. 

Sir Aylmer is an extreme case, and he is left to endure 
the bitter pangs which he has inflicted upon himself, while 
the poet almost exults in his pain. Mr. Tennyson has 
�ertall:ly shewn great dramatic talent in the masterly way 
III whlCh he has delineated the influence of this 'one vice : 
but after all it is rather the hand of Ben J onson than that of 
S.haksp�are which we can trace. , He has not got the many
SIded VIew of our greatest dramatIst, and he excels rather in 
the second-rate, but by no means contemptible, power of 
delineating " humours." 

The last difference which I have to mention between the 
plots of Euoch Arden and Aylmer's Field is the rarity of 
descriptions in the latter, and the predominance of incident. 
This follows naturally from what has been said about the 
diversity of plots in  the two poems. Only twice in the 
whole poem do we get any attempt at description of scenery ; 
and neither of them is sustained for any length. The first 
and longest is his description of Edith's favourite haunt : 
while the second and most beautiful one is at the end where 
he describes the desolation that afterwards befel the house of 

Sir Aylmer,-
And where the two contrived their daughter's good 

Lies the l1awk's cast, the mole has made his rnn, 
The hcdgehog underneath the plantain bores, 

The rabbit fondles his own harmless faoe, 

The glo\v-worm creeps, and the thin weasel ther.e 

Follows the mouse, and all is open field. 

Bu� w� never get throughout the piece anything li'ke the 

grand description of the tropical island, or the hazel weods 

which Mr. Tennyson gave us in Enoch Arden. 
Thus far I have spoken about the plot of Aylmer's Field 

and its development, but I must now, pass on to the details 

and the language ·of the poem. ConSIdered as a whole, the 

language is muc� le�s artistic than that of Enoch Arden ; and 

other broad distlllctlOns al'e to be traced ; yet we can detect 

in parts the fine touches of the same master-hand. We can 

observe in the first place the same power over language, an d 

the same exubprance of fancy which was so r.emarkable 

before. For example, when speaking of the chlldhood ef 
A A 2 
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Edith and Leolin, the poet tells us that Leolin used to play with her, and roll his hoop to please her, and with her dipt 
Against the rush of the air in the prone swing-

a line which is singularly well adapted to the sense. For up to the words " the air," which must be taken as one syllable, the line runs very quickly, thereby describing the quick dash of the swing till gradually it catches the heavy air, and is  unable to go any higher. The latter part of the verse being composed of monosyllables reads very heavily, and suggests the opposition of the air, especially after the pause which we are forced to make in the middle of the line. This line must recall to our memory the similar line in Enoch Arden, of which I have spoken before, namely : 
The league long roller thundel'i

'
!Ig on the reef. 

And if I may quote ,one example of his rich fancy, I would refer to his description of the land of hops-
There when first 

The tented winter-field was broken up Into that phalanx of the summer spears 
That soon should wear the garland. 

Again M r. Tennyson shows the same marvellous power of condensing the richest imagery into one or two words. Thus he compares a passion Jet unborn to the " music of the moon," which sleeps in the eggs of the sweet bird of night. Or, again, he invents the word " parcel-ivy-c1ad" ;  and, lower down in the sal\le description of Edith's fav(!)urite haunt, he talks of 
A summer burial-Jeep in holIyllOcks. 

But, after all, this " curiosa felicitas" of expression is not peculiar to the poet before us. For there is hardly a single poet enjoying any popularity whatsoever who does not possess this power in some degree. But, besides this, we can trace another point of resemblance in the style of the two pieces which would prove that the same hand had worked out both. In Enoch Arden, Mr. Tennyson sometimes showed himself as a critic, and �ade sarcastic allusions to certain practices of the times. Thus when he speaks of Annie's failure in business, he attributes it to her fairness and justness, since she had not been taught to barter, 
Neither capablc of lies }:or asking overmuch and taking less. 

... 
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But i n  this poem his allusions are not only very frequent, 
but also very severe. Thus he satirizes the sleepy land in 
which Sir Aylmer lived, and its conservative lethargy ; or, 
again ,  the idea so prevalent among the higher classes of 
society that the whole object of life is to preserve game and 
fall  back upon the glories of a name. The fault of the whole 
piece is perhaps the irritable and spiteful tone which per� 
vades it. This may be accounted for by the hatred which 
the laureate shows here no less than in the rest of his works 
of the cardinal vice of overweening pride. And to this 
spiteful feeling we may in turn attribute the gloomy view of 
life which he takes. Thus speaking of the lefral p rofession, 
which he calls the " lawless science of our law," he alludes to 
the unfairness of fortune in her favours and the uncertainty 
of success 

Thro' which a few, by wit or fortune led, 
May beat a pathway out to wealth and fame. 

But the one vice so common to the present day on which 
Mr. Tennyson has spoken with the saddest enthusiasm, and 
which is the groundwork of some of his greatest and most 
celebrated poems, is the attempt to stifle real love. Pure 
and loyal devotion to a woman call only be the product of 
a high state of civilizatio� ; and when a parent sells his 
daughter to the highest bidder he is travelling back into the 
darkness of the early centuries. This sin, accordingly, is  
lashed by the poet with the strongest invective. He de
scribes how Edith's parents tried to lure all the wealthiest 
and noblest of their neighbours into their net, and to force 
their daughter to give up her real love for Leolin to another 
whom she could not ever sincerely love ; and he remarks 

' how they two contrived every thing for " her good" as they 
tried'C0 make themselves believe-

-
Her worldly wise begetters plagueu themselves 
To sell her, those good parents for hel' good. 

These two traits, and a few other illusions like that wondrous 
sympathy between absent friends mentioned in  

Star t o  star vibrates light : may soul t o  soul 
Strike through a finer element of her own ? 

which recalls to our minds a similar passage in the Pri!1cess, 
are the chief points of resemblance between Sir Aylmcl: 's  
Field and the rest of Mr. Tennyson's works : bl;lt t�e dIf
ferences are not' less marked or distinct. It remams for me, 
therefore, to mention some of the most important . 
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The first thing that strikes any one reading Sir Aylmer's 
Field for the first time is the number of expressions or  
passages which appear awkward or difficult to understand. 
And this difficulty of meaning is quite different from that 
which we meet with in Mr. Browning. For Mr. Tennyson's 
mind is cast in a m0uld altogether distinct from that of his 
great contempora-ry. When the former conceives an idea he 
clothes it at once in the most telling and enticing language, 
and if he pauses for an instant, it is only because he cannot 
<;:hoose between the number of rich words that crowd in  
upon his mind. If, therefore, he  becomes anywhere obscure, 
i,t is generally because he has not taken sufficient pains to 
arrange his words. But when the latter has conceived any 
id�a, his mind travels so quick, that he feels that in its pre
sent form it would be unintelligible to the majority of his 
readers. His first impulse, therefore, is not to clothe it in 
the Fichest garb, but rather in the plainest. The thought is 
with him the soul of poetry, and not the moae of expression. 
Hence, when we finu him hard to understand, it is because 
the numero.us ideas which have presented themselves to his 
imagination are not sufficiently discriminated, the mist of 
thought not properly cleared up. He is stunll€� d  by the 
exuberanee of thought, not of language. In Aylmer's Field, 
therefore, the dark expressions, and in particular the haze 
which hangs over the rector's sermon seem to point out a 
want of care and pains on the part of the poet, I n  Enoch 
Arden, not a word seems out of its due place ; bUll here the 
execution is much less artistic. 

I will merely quote one passage, by way of example, 
'which is taken from the Rector's Sermon. 

Thou wilL not gash thy flesh for Him : fOI' thine 
Fares richly, in fine linen, not a hair 
Ruffleu upon the scarfskin, even while 
The deathless ruler of thy dying house 
Is wounded to the death that cannot die. 

If we were to compare this passage with an obscure 
expression from Robert Browning's works, we should sec 
the truth of the remark which I have made above. The 
meaning of this piece is not obscure from the depth or 
exuberance of its  thought, but simply from the language 
and the play upon words. Mr. Tennyson cannot resist the 
temptation of using an Oxymoron wherever he has a n  
opportunity. When compared with a somewhat similar 
expression at the end of Guinevere, the allusion seems to be 
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to  the soul, and the meaning of  the piece as  follows : 
Though with your daughter has passed away and died 
the whole house of Aylmer, and though your conscience tells 
you that in your immortal soul you have bowed dow n  to an
other god, a god of acreage rather than the God of Heaven, 
yet do you show yourself still impenitent and are unwilling 
to humble yourself before Him. In addition to the longer 
�assages there are many expressions like " neither loved nor 
liked," a repetition which is hardly forcible ; or again " ran a 
Malayan muck," or lastly 

" Seconded, for my lady followed suit," 

an allusion that is almost humorous, and on that account 
not quite in accordance with the spirit of the passages which • 
seem to warrant us in assuming that the poet took less 
pains in working at Aylmer's Field than Enoch Arden. 

In considering the next three poems which follow Aylmer's 
Field there is not much to delay us. The first of them 
is entitled " Sea Dreams," and is one of those moral pieces 
which by the. neatness of the plot and the delicacy of its 
language tend so much to preserve Mr. Tennyson's popularity 
among his admirers. A celebrated French critic, who in  
a comparison between Tennyson and Alfred de M usset 
awards the palm of genius to the latter, considers that our 
poet's popularity depends on the sympathy which his 
audience feel with him in the subjects which he chooses. 
" Sa poesie," he remarks " semble faite expres pour ces 
bourgeois opulents, cultives, libres, heritiers de l' ancienne 
noblesse; chefs modernes d'une Angleterre nouvelle. Car 
elle fait partie de leur luxe comme de leur morale : elle est 
une confirmation eloquente de leurs principes et un meuble 
precieux de leur salon." This little piece is merely meant 
to conv'�y the lesson of forgiveness to us, and it owes its name 
to the -'d'ftiams which a city clerk and his wife are represented 
as having dreamed. It is very tasteful and pretty, but when 
we have said this we have said all that can be said for it. 

The next two pieces are q uite distinct from any other 
pieces in the volume before us, and they present many points 
of similarity between themselves. They belong to that class 
of literature which we should call dramatic, and so far they 
resemble Enoch Arden and Aylmer's Field. But in other 
respects they are quite distinct, For they contain as it we,re 

no plot. They are merely little touches and small portralts 

of one phase of ·character. They are certainly very pre,tty 

and even perfect in themselves, bllt they are of such a kmd 
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that we can attach no importance to them. Had they 
appeared by themselves in the lists under a mask and with
out a name, critics would have pronounced them happy and 
promising, but they would not kave entitled their author to 
the praises of genius or originality. As it is, the prowess of 
their !l)rtificer being known, they have been loudly praised, 
and in fact the second 0:£ them has been received with more 
enthusiasm than any othel' poem in the book. In one point 
certainly they present Mr. Tennyson to our view in almost, 
I may say, a new light. Hitherto with the exception perhaps 
of " Amphion" in his book of poems, and�one or two touches 
here anu there he has shown no signs of humour. But 
these two poems are full to overflowing of this thoroughly 

• Saxon element. People could not understand how it was 
that a great English poet like Mr. Tennyson should be  
deficient in that quality which has been so  pl'ominent in the 
worl(S of so many of our greatest poets including the names 
of Chncel', Shakspeare, and Dryden. But now the Poet 
Laureate has shown that in common with other qualities he ' 
possesses this indispensable requisite for dl'amatic poetry. 
The Northern Farmer is certainly the greatest success of the 
two poems : and the subj ect is one which we should expect 
to be more congenial to the tastes of our poet, both from his 
early acquaintance with the eastern counties and the natural 
constitution of his mind. The way in which the mind of 
the Farmer is always reverting to his farm, is very cleverly 
kept up by the p0et ; and even in his most serious moments 
we find him mixing up his duty to his farm and his duty to 
God as if they were synonymous tel'ms. 
I weant saay men be loiars, thof summun said it in 'aiiste : 
But a reads wonn sarmin a weeiik, an' I 'a stubb'd Thornaby 

waastc. 

He cannot bear the thought of dying before he has 
stubbed up and ploughed the whole C01nmon, and while his 
cows are calving. It is  an enigma which he cannot solve. 
Again the comparison between the parson's sermons and the 
buzzing of a buzzard-clock is very humorous. But though 
it is perfect in itself, it can only be regarded as a very 
successful experiment. OUl' poet Laureate has tried his 
strength on several of the separate parts which make a 
perfect drama, and every one must hope that he will attempt 
the harder and more tedious work of writing a complete 
drama upon which posterity may decide whether Tennyson 
shall be 

H a name to resoun d for ages." 

l 
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CHAllADK 

'l'HE summer sun was setting, 
The hills were in a glow, 

Augusius wooed fair Emmeline 

In accents soft and low. 

In accents low he sued her, 
A fav'ring ear she lent : 

But in a broken voice replied, 
' Mamma will not consent.' 

Just then the garden gate unclosed, 

Her mother came in view ; 

And Emma from her lover's side 

To hide her blushes flew. 

Despair oft gives us courage, . 
'Gus nerved him for the worst. 

Cried he, • Say only you'll be mine 

This hour you'll ne'er MY FIRST.' 

-- -
The pale moon sank before the sun ; 

A youth, with hasty stride, 

Paced down the church's lofty aisle 

And through the chancel wide. 
-- .. 

That morn would see him dubbed a knight, 

To join the valiant band 

Of those who for their country's right 

Fought in a stranger land. 

In festal robes with stately pace 

-The long procession came : 

Churchmen and lords of high degree, 

With dames of noble name. 
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The rite was o'er" the abbot's words 
Echoed with solemn sound. 

The sword of knigllthood to his side 
By ladies fair was bound. 

He left the church with hurried step ; 
To a retainer beckoned : 

' Ho !  vassal o'er the drawbridge hie, 
And bring me forth MY SECOND ! 

Christmas tide had come and gone, 
The holly boughs were down ; 

Roast beef and plum-pudding were fled, 
Blancmange was out of town. 

One mark of fun and of frolic 
Alone remained behind : 

For Master Bob in the easy chair 
Uneasily reclined. 

Then they sent for Doctor Bolus, 
Who came and shook his head, 

And said, ' I'm not at all surprised : 
H e  must be put to bed.' 

' You may let him have for breakfast 
Of bread and milk a bowl : 

But don't forget he takes to night 
A good dose of MY WHOLE.' 

T. R. 

� 
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OUR PICTURE GALLE RY, 

IlL-THE EN1'EltPRISING MAN. 
THE epithet " enterprising" is, I take it, one of neutral 

signification :  it does not, of itself, necessarily imply either 
commendation or censure. I n  tbe ordinary type of the enter
prising man we see personified a combination of originality 
in the conception and audacity in the execution of a project. 
To produce the perfect type we must temper the above 
ingredients with that wholesome corrective, the rare faculty 
of discretion. It is to this perfect development that the 
word enterprise owes the laudatory force which, I admit, 
it frequently obtains. 

But I have not here to deal with any model of perfection, 
but with the ordinary enterprising man as he appears upon 
the stage of College life. Let us begin with his pedigree. His 
great-grandfather's maternal uncle was an enthusiastic sup
porter of that ideal enthusiast William Paterson, and died 
at the ill-fated settlement of Darien. His great-grandfather 
sunk his fortune in the South Sea scheme � and as deep-sea 
sounding was then in its infancy, it  is not surprising that 
he did not recover it  from its watery sepulchre. Our hero's 
grandfather was more fortunate, or shall we say, that he 
possesi!3d more of that discretion which we have commended 
abov'e ? However that may be, it is an ascertained fact that 
on the 1 8th of June, � 8 1 5, he invested a large sum of money 
in the public funds, and two days afterwards-the news of 
the battle of Waterloo having arrived in the interval-sold 
out and realized a profit which made him a wealthy m an for 
the remainder of his days. His son, our hero's father, was 
a shareholder in the Great Britain, the first steamship which 
crossed the Atlantic, and in the Liverpool and Manchester 
Railway, an(l to this day wherever the project is of the 
calibre of th� Atlantic Telegraph, the Suez Canal or the 
Mont Ceuis Tunnel, there may his name be seen con-
spicuous upon the list of directors. 
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Our hero's debut upon the stage of Cambridge life is re
commended rather by its novelty than by its dignity. He 
arrived in  a horse-box attached to a luggage train, a mode of 
conveyance by which he had ascertained that he would save 
exactly thirteen minutes and a-half. By some inadvertence 
of the porters the (supposed) empty horse-box was shunted 
into a secluded siding and the door locked. The unconscious 
occupant, who had been asleep during this operation awoke 
two hours afterwards to find himself enveloped in total 
darkness and immured in a hopeless captivity. What was 
he to do ? In vain were all his cries for help ; it was not 
until ten o'clock the next morning that he was heard and 
released from his dungeon. Our hero was naturally a little 
depressed by this occurrence : and it is on record that 
he passed a whole day without originating a single brilliant 
idea. The next morning, howeycr, his naturally sanguine 
spirits revived : and as he was ascending the staircase to his 
rooms, which were situated in the third story, he was heard 
to exclaim, " A  lift : the inspiration of genius has not 
deserted me !" And the same evening he addressed a letter 
to the Master and Seniors suggesting that lifts should be  
established on every staircase. He proved that by this 
arrangement each Undergraduate would on the average 
gain 1 7' 1 2 1  minutes per diem, and that by a j udicious 
employment of the time so saved not less than 1 2 ' 1 6  per 
cent. of the whole number plucked for Little-go would 
escape that undesirable consummation. 

I do not know whether Cambridge life offers peculiar 
facilities to the enterprising man : but from this time forward 
it is ascertained that the improvements suggested by our 
hero averaged eighteen a week. That his suggestions were 
not accepted cannot be with j ustice imputed as a crime to 
him : and if failure in the previous examination is still a not 
ul1frequent occurrence, let those who rej ected the proj ect 
of the lifts bear the undivided odium of their short-sighted 
policy : if the ditch that separates two great Colleges is still 
an insurmountable obstacle to those who would pass from 
one to the other, can we justly direct our indignation against 
the man whose fertile brain conceived the idea of a draw
bridge, which might secure the communication during the 
day and be raised at night ? I imagine we cannot. 

There are some circumstances recorded of our hero, which 
would be incredible if they were not attested by the best 
authority. It appears that in his time, the lecturers' tables 
were not always provided with the choicest assortment of 
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pens : a t  all events, he is said to  have offered to supply each 
lecturer with two good pens a term for the very moderate 
remuneration of a half-penny. He is also said to have 
undertaken to furnish the college with dl'inkable Burton ale, 
at �he same price as the college brew of that period : from 
whIch we unwillingly draw the irresistible inference, that 
the. latter was not -at that time the Elysian beverage with 
whlCh we are acquainted. I also find an inexplicable notice 
that he originated a petition entitled, " For the employment' 
of additional waiters at the undet'gl'aduates' tables on feast 
days." The word " undergraduates' " is in italics. Now 
why. should addition.al waiters be r�quired on fcast days in 
partIcular, and why I S  such stress latd on the word " under
graduates' '' ? His greatest exploit, however, seems to have 
been the Bread and Butter Petition ; which, at his instance, 
was signed by the whole . college, and, strangely enough, is 
said to have been rejected : a malicious libel (for I have no 
hesitation in stigmatising it as such) alleges the reason to 
have been that, of foul' statements contained in the petition, 
two were absolutely unfounded and two more than doubtful. 

His ingenuity in private life was not less conspicuous. 
His eminent services to the College at length procured him 
the graceful recognition of a double set of rooms. H e  was 
accustomed to pass the greater part of his time in the inner 
room : there it  was that he gave free rein to his fancy, and 
allowed it to soar aloft like a winged courser, far beyond the 
range of human vision. This practi·ce of his was liable to 
the slight disadvantage,  that his friends constantly came into 
his outer room and went away under the impression that he 
was out. How was this to be obviated ? A brilliant idea 
occurred to him. He succeeded, after several days' patient 
labour, in establishing a communication between the outer 
door and the door of his il1ner sanctum, by a system of cords 
and I\lillleys, so constructed that the one door could not be 
ope2eil . wi.thout the other , . as by a. magnetic sympathy, 
followinO' Its example. ThiS precautIOn, one would have 
thought� would be sufficient : but to make assurance doubly 

sure he contrived that a heavy w eight should descend on 

the 'head of the pel'son entering : this naturally elicited a 

shriek proportionate in its intensity to �he momentum .of the 

weight and our hero was at once certIfied of the arnval of 
the ne,�-comer. 'Vhether his friends continued to visit him 
with the same affectionate frequency as before, is a question 

that need not here be entered into : although I cannot bnt 

think that our hero's contrivance might be adopted with 
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advantage by certain of my acquaintance, who are anxIOUS 
to read hard for their approaching degree. 

I believe it was in our hero's second Long, that he 
obtained leave from the proper authorities to erect a ham
mock-bed upon the College lawn, and there recline under the 
shade of a wide-spreading elm. I suppose it must be attri
buted to his extensive experience of camp life-he was an 
enthusiastic volunteer-that he found such a peculiar charm 
in devoting a blazing hot afternoon to the following opera
tion. It is two o'clock ; a well-known form is seen to emerge 
from the gate of the court, and proceed, hammock on shoul
der and hammer in hand, to the blissful spot where the 
interwoven shadows of a branching tree flicker over the 
verdant greensward. The hammer begins its work : one 
stake is laboriously driven into the ground : the happy 
labourer swelters in the hot sun : he pauses to rest and 
recover his breath. Again the work begins ; a second stake 
is driven in : the third and the fourth follow in due course. 
The hammock is adjusted, and our hero deposits his wearied 
frame therein. It is j ust half-past three : he will still have ' 
an hour, in which to recover from his self-imposed fatigue. 
But hark ! A sudden crack is followed by a crash of falling 
greatness ; the frail edifice collapses, and the genius that 
conceived the plan, is buried in the ruins, of the treacherous 
structure. The next half-hour is spent in repairing damages, 
and after fully twenty minutes' undisturbed enjoyment of his 
well-earned repose, our hero proceeds to hall under the im
pression that he has passed a very pleasant afternoon. 

I have said that our hero was a volunteer. Now it so 
happened that the College company had fallen to a very low 
ebb in point of strength and efficiency, and he undertook 
to regenerate it. This he saw at once could only be 
accomplished by bold and startling measures. He was soon 
proved to be equal to the emergency. Buying up a large 
number of second-hand uniforms, he offered a uniform and 
a bounty of a sovereign to each recruit. The inducements, 
thus held out were in some degree successful : but further 
instigation was still needed. Our hero instituted a system 
of room-to-room visits, and where he could not persuade by 
bribes, he offered to fight the recusants. This settled the 
question : crowds of recruits thronged with patriotic ardour to 
the standard of their country : and even reading men who had 
grudged the very hour which they devoted to exercise, 
rushed emulously to arms : for upon a careful calculation 
they decided that they would lose more time by the con-
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tinual visits o f  'our proselytising hero than by the drills and 
parades which would result, if they acceded to his wish. 
The cause of loyalty triumphed : and in the marvellously 
short space of three weeks, no less than thirty recruits were 
enrolled in that list of efI'ectives which annually forms the 
subject of a jubilant leader in the Times. It may however 
be doubted whether the " effective," who owes his efficiency 
to a high-pressure system of three weeks' training, con
stitutes that impregnable bulwark of his country which 
flattering inspectors and exultant scribblers represent him 
to be. 

At this crisis in our hero's history, a paragraph ap
peared in the papers announcing that a plan was in con
templation for uniting the islands of New Zealand and Nova 
Zembla, by means of a'll underground railway. The an
nouncement '  was followed the next day by the mysterious 
disappearance of our hero. His fate is still shrouded in 
melancholy uncertainty : there are , those who connect 
his disappearance with the paragraph above mentioned : 
there are others who assert that he has gone in quest of  
N ana Sahib or the North Pole : but  in any ca$e I think we 
may predict with certainty that the world will awake some 
morning to find that some problem , which it has for centuries 
believed impossible, has been suddenly solved, and that the 
solution is due to the superhuman exertions of the Enter-
prising Man ! ss. 
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THE EAGLE. 

ENGLISH CHARACTER AND THE SEA. 

m�NY attempt at describing the characteristics of a 

� great people must necessarily be very imperfect. 
- At the very outset of a nation's history, so 

many elements contribute to form the national charac

ter, that unless we were to possess the comprehensive 

view of a Shakespeare, we should be unable to form 

anything like an accurate opinion of their individuality. 
We must know not only the political and the social 
history of the early founders of a state, the nations or 
families of men with which they have come into contact, 
the myths and popular superstitions which presided 
over their infancy ; but we must, moreover, consider 
the natural agencies of climate and geographical posi
tion which have contributed their streams to the vast 
river of national character. But if the task is one of 
great difficulty in the early infancy of a state, it is 
much more so, when that state has arrived at the full 
strength of manhood. A state is not different in this 
respect from an individual. The actions of a child are 
f� �ore simple, and far more in accordance with fixed pnnClples than those of a man. But when he has 
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own up and become more intimate with life and 
ose around him 1 . 

. . , sto h'  . ' new mowledge I S  added to Ius httle re, IS actlOns b . 
.... d h 

ecome more and more complIcated 
- w atever h d . ' 

e oes IS not so much a direct result from his inner consciousness, as a com-VOL. VI. B 
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promise between it and outward circumstances. 'A 
glance at the history of any European state, or indeed 
at the general fact of civilization, will show that this 
rule applies to states as well. If we ask what it was 
that characterises the civilization of the ancient world, 
M .  Guizot will tell us, it was simplicity and unity. 
This simplicity sometimes led them to a marvellously 
rapid development as in Ancient Greece, and then its 
creative force became exhausted, and none was left 
to renew its life; or else, as in India, it threw society 
into a lethargic and stationary state: and by its mono
tony, froze up the very springs of all progress. But, 
howsoever it ended, this unity of civilization was 
strongly marked; and it stamped itself upon literature 
and works of art no less than upon the social and 
political fabric. We turn now to modern civilization. 
Uniformity and simplicity are gone, and 
takes their place. The souls of men are agitated 
many principles and many desires; and amid all 
confusion that is caused by this multiplicity of agents, 
it is hard to generalize the broad lines of differenl"f> 
which separate people from people. This is why 
attempts to describe national characters of 
people must be fraught with so much difficulty, 
would require far more time and space than this 
zine could afford. I shall therefore limit my view to 
particular point in our national character, and 
to shew how far our present policy and our modern 
have been the result of our geographical position. 
short, what our character owes to the Sea. 

I presume that there are now few to be 
who would deny that climate and geographical 
tion have played important parts in the formation 
national characters. Yet, inasmuch as this point 
the very foundation of the subject which we are 
sidering, I must say a few words upon it. This 
tion was one which attracted a good deal of 
in the 18th century, especially among the 
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and the devotees of La razson Encyclopedzque. �he 

latter seem, however, in their ardour for the New P.hllo

sophy, to have laid too much stress on ext�rnal objects, 

and not to have recognized individual mmd, or force 

of character, as exercising any perceptible influence on 

a people's history. Plato on the other hand lays all 

the stress on individual strength of character, and leaves 
out physical organization altogether. In a well known 
passage of the fourth book of his Republic, occur 
the following words: tc There exist in each of us the 
same generic parts-characteristics that are to be found 
in the state. For I presume it has not received them 
from any other influence. It would be ridiculous to 
imagine that the presence of the spirited element in 
cities is not to be traced to individuals, as in Thrace, 
or Scythia, and most northern countries; or the love of 
knowledge, as in our own country, or the love of riches, 
which characterises the Phcenicians and the Egyptians." 
Let us compare this with a passage in Adam Smith's 
Wealtk 0/ Naft"ons. In the first book of this celebrated 

he says: "The difference of natural talents in dif-
, men is, in reality, very small; and the apparent 

IIM'ence between the most dissimilar characters 
a �hilosopher and a common street porter fo; example, anses not so much from nature as from habit custom, �nd education." No one can help being struck � the dIfferences between these two opinions. They �

d 
both extreme, and as usual, the truth lies in the fO en. mean. It is quite true that nations qua nations aYe different characteristics; and the elements of th ;::; :�

e
�o:�t, o�igi�ally drawn from individual for::� 

h . ertam bme the influence of the ind"d 1 c aracter 15 hardly felt . d h . IVl ua 
one F 

' an t e poltcy becomes a 
atic fi' 

or 
. example, the Italian character of nesse IS not s 1 D<1ividual characte' 

0 mu� 1 to be attributed to 
I, as to a natlOnal p r h' . 

turn, reacts upon th . d' . 

0 ICY, w lch, m 
both physical an� 

1; �vldual. Unless other agenoClal, were to have combined 
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to keep this policy alive, it would long have perished. 
Thus Plato's statement about national character must 
be received with certain reservations; and, indeed, 
there are two considerations which will prove to us 
that his authority on this subject may be called in 
question. In the first place, we must remember that 
Plato was speaking in the time of the old civilization, 
when the history of a people seemed to march along 
with that simplicity and regularity which characterise 
the actions of an individual. The world was in its 
childhood; and manhood, with all its complexity and 
combination of motives, was far in the future. But this 
is not all. Plato's knowledge of national characters was 
confined to the petty states around him. In the 
of countries like Athens, Sparta, and Thrace, indi 
force of character was able to effect far more and 
greater results than in modern days. The political 
upon which great men played their parts, was limited 
while they were backed up by sympathetic coun 
bound to. them by ties of relationship. For these 
reasons we need not attach so much importance 
Plato's words, as they would at first seem to demand. 

N or, on the other hand, is Adam Smith altog-eth", 
free from error. The physical capacities and 
of men differ no less than the circumstances 
which they are placed; and nothing can be 
natural than that each individual should only 
himself to those occupations which, all things 
sidered, he believes to be most suitable to himself. 
is as absurd to say that every street porter would 
become a philosopher, if he had been brought up 
ably, as it is to say that all philosophers are 
equal. Poet a nascz"tur non fit-though not abs 
true, is partially true in the case of every professiot 
and every nation. 

I sha:l therefore assume, as my starting point, 
our natlOnal character, though originally receiving 
certain impress from individual force, is yet in the ID 
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moulded and shaped by external circumstances,. �nd 

natural agents. Of these latter, climate and posltlon 

are the most important. Plato, indeed, had rem�r�ed 

that northern countries were remarkable for the spInted 

element. This he attributed to the courage of indi

viduals: but he carried his enquiries no further. Is it 

too much to suppose that the keen clear air of northern 
latitudes has contributed to form this result? All north
ern nations being, from very infancy, subjected to the 
inc1emencies of cold and wet, have naturally acquired 
a greater proportion of strength and energy; while, 
on the other hand, southern countries living beneath the 
enervating influence of a tropical sun have been distin
guished for inactivity and inferiority in the arts of war. 
Again, the influence of the sea has been no less 
conspicuous in the characters of nations living near to 
it. I shall now endeavour to point out the way in 
which we ourselves have been influenced by our insular 
character; and, if I mistake not, we shall find that the 
political history of the last few years is strictly in ac-

with the influence which we should have 
it to exert. 

the first place it may be said that, as a rule 
to the sea inspires a love of liberty and inde� 

pendence. !here is something supremely grand and untameable m the "Oceani vis" 1 · 

h 
h • • 
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ciations which can speak to our inner selves. 
are nations which have so long been tied by the bonds 
of servitude, that they do not know what freedom 
means, and so they care not to enjoy it. But if these 
nations �ere so situated as to live within the influence 
of mountain scenery, or the sea, they could not fail 
to catch sometime the spirit of freedom. 

Nature would need for them no interpreter; 
from her they could learn a lesson which others, 
like them in servitude, could never teach 
Wordsworth himself, one of England's greatest 
bears testimony to this influence, when he says; 

Two voices are there: one is of the sea, 
One of the mountains; each a mighty voice: 
In both from time to time thou c1idst rejoice. 

They were thy chosen seat, 0 Liberty! 

Greece herself is no exception to this rule. 
though the severity of the modern Greek was, 
in the time of J uvenal, a notorious fact-

Grreculus esuriens in ccelo, jusseris, ibit; 

yet we must remember that after her frantic 
with the rest of Greece her chivalry was destroyed, 
spirit cowed; and, for a time, no life or vital spark 
left within her. In fact, after the time of A 
Greece gradually sinks from our notice. But 
again, we see her held firmly in the grasp of the 
she does not quietly acquiesce in slavery. For, 
unaided, and now, with the help of Russia, she 
perpetually engaged in insurrections; till at last, 
the enthusiasm which rallies round the standard of 
Cross, we recognize some of the old spirit which 
mated Ancient Greece. 

But if the spirit of the sea exercises such a 
influence over those who dwell near it, as to Impnl11 
its own character upon that of the nation; the mated 
element itself adds much to the maintenance and 
ing of this spirit. Nothing adds so much strength 
a love of liberty as an unsuccessful attack upon 
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When men are in a danger of losing what they possess, 

and their energies are roused to defend it, then only do 

they understand its value and its worth. Now the s:a, 

acting as a physical barrier, has often saved EnglIsh 

liberty from internal no less th�n externa� .attacks. 

The occasions upon which our msular posltlOn has 

saved us from a foreign foe are so numerous, that I 

need not speak about them; but it has done more than 

this.' It has saved our liberties from the kingly power 

at home. At a time when a silent revolution was going 
on throughout Europe; when the power of Royalty was 
daily increasing, and the subjects were chafing under 
the heavier burdens imposed upon them, England alone 
was able to preserve her freedom in all its integrity. 
The reason of this was, not that England alone pos
sessed a Pym and a Cromwell. Spain, too, had had 
her Egmont, and France her Frondeurs; but all at
tempts to regain liberty were crushed in both. They 
had to contend against a difficulty, which English 
citizens knew not of. The continental powers had been 

since the balance of power was introduced 
to maintain standing armies, with which 

� 
once crushed any insurrection. England alone 

oarated by the sea from her warlike neighbours, had 
been forced to take this step; and thus it was that the 

of the people made itself heard. Had Strafford's 
. of �h� Thorough been carried out in England as 

tried It m Ireland, we too might have lost for 
our hard-won liberties. 

a 

Th�s. we may fairly ascribe our national love of ? m a large �easure to our insular position. But �s a second mfluence which it has exerted upon c �
l
acter, and which is not altogether unmixed evt . 

E::.��a:d, the land of liberty, is also a land of stoicism UllIerence. There ' b' Ilalists are never tire�
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rude way of dea.ling with questions: a certain stoical 
indifference to what others may feel, far removed from 
continental urbanity. This is just what one would 
expect from John Bull, who lives perfectly content as 
king of his own island without caring much for foreign 
society. This brutahte, however, extends beyond 
manners; and acting upon our minds, produces 
mental dullness and inactivity, which is near akin 
Philistinism. We are always the last nation to rerp 
a new idea. After any idea has floated over the 
tinent, it seems to fall dead when it reaches the 
This evil tendency can only be cured by 
means of communication; but even then the 
which may be engrossing every nation's attention 
the continent, comes to us at last through the medi 
of our own countrymen: and so loses half its force. 
is a long time before we adopt it as our own; and 
then it is not without grave and serious 
This backwardness and stoicism is due entirely 
insular character, and is strongly marked in all 
men. I might term the quality itself, our 
All the bad qualities of Englishmen may be rp.tp.rrp.c 
to this head; and especially that quality which 
cans dislike so much: I mean our suspicious 
and reserve. This is due to our want of sympathy; 
the mere fact that our own American brothers dislike 
so much, seems to me a conclusive proof that it 
from our insular position. 

It is quite astonishing how soon prop 
spreads an idea throughout Europe; and in proof 
this, I will just call attention to the great idea of 
century, and compare its movement on the co 
with that in our own island. All the European 
of tlzz's century has been shaped in accordance with 
idea embodied in the French Revolution. All our 
movements in the direction of political, 
and educational reform arise mainly from the 
source. The difference, however, between its effect 
Europe and on England, is most noteworthy. 
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The shock of the most Catholic revolution, that the 

world has yet witnessed, reverberated at once throughout 

Europe. Europe saw; and at once adopted the doc

trines and lessons which it taught. A panic spread 

over every nation: without hesitation the tenets of 

Egalite and Fraternit6 were universally adopted. There 

was no time for reflection. The beacon-lights flashed 

from society to politics, from politics to literature. 

Rousseau, Voltaire, D' Alembert had preceded the 

Revolution in France; Goethe, Heinrich Heine caught 

up the motion in Germany, and waged their war on 

behalf of man's equality. But where was our England 

meanwhile? She, too, had heard. But what was the 

French Revolution to her? As long as her own vessel 

glided along the placid ocean, what mattered it that 

clouds were gathering around, and the tempest raging 

in a neighbouring country? Thus, for a long time, she 

vigorously resisted the new ideas; and it was not till 

within the last few decades that her literature re-echoed 

the notes that had long since died away on the con-
Wordsworth and Coleridge were the first of our 

who embodied in their poetry the ideas for which 

. 
had bled. For I except Shelley; as, in his 

hiS hatred of deception and enthusiastic longing 
for perfect libe:tr in church and state, was more a con
.equence of hIS own peculiar character than of the 

French Revolution. But though England
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tion of church and state. All, in short, cry for absolute 
freedom and equality. Thus it is that, though our 
insular position keeps us for a long time behind the 
rest of Europe, yet when once the idea has overcome the 
physical barriers opposed to it by nature, we bound 
forward with irresistible, thoughtless haste. 

Yet this separation from the rest of Europe is not 
altogether a loss. It gives us more time for reflection ; 
and we can choose deliberately whether we will or will 
not adopt any new idea. It saves us, too, from those 
panics which have sometimes swept over the continent, 
and for a moment para1yze all actions. I venture to 
think that this will explain much of the history of the 
last few years, fraught as it is with its social upheavings 
in Ireland ; its political and ecclesiastical agitations in 
England. We are apt to imagine that all these move
ments are either due to past mistakes, or to some 
groundless ideas which have sprung up, we know not 
whence. In the busy whirl of life we forget the great 
lesson of 1789. Yet it is the one fact upon which all 
future history will hinge ; and we have not hitherto felt 
its influence so much before, as other nations even 
inferior to ourselves in civilization and intelligence, 
merely because we live in an island. 

Let us, then, not forget what our national character 
owes to the sea. Hence comes our love of freedom 
and that enterprise, both in our sports and the more 
serious business of life, which distinguishes us above 
all other nations of Europe. Hence, too, on the other 
hand, a certain apathy with a great want of courtesy; 
and a somewhat repulsive pride, so different from the 
effervescent fi'oth of the Belgic race and the sturdy 
simplicity of the Norwegian. As a celebrated writer, 
who has lately passed away from us, has so well said : 
"The Englishman is rather an island than an islander; 
bluff, stormy, rude, abrupt, repulsive, and inaccessible." 

W. L. 

THE BANDIT OF BOHEMIA j OR THE 

K1�A VE OF HARTZ. 

DRA1>1ATIS PERSONA;;. 

Baron Gruffon Grimm. 

Slopenhoff. 
Houlenphunck. 
Schnicckcnbach. 

Count Shockenduffer. 

Baron Rudolf Grimm. 
Lady Bertha. 
Gretchen. 
Dame Martha. 

Scene I.-THE BJ).NDIT'S RETREAT. 

(Door and window ilt flat practicable, chairs and table with jug� an� 
·1a.rsu. R. ltfusic. Door ilt flat gradually opens. Baron Gruffon Gnmm 5 

appears half-way through the door: he looks 1'otmd cautiously-chord 

closing the door after him. A t  this moment trap c. opens, 

comes half-way out-c1zord-he disappears. Door in flat 
GIld Gruffon Grimm mlers, stepping cautiously.) 

place is empty, wherefore I surmise 
I'm rather all alone than otherwise. 
What ho! there, Slopenhoff ! no sound ? it's plain 
He's not at home. I'd better call agazn. 
Slopenhoff ! 

[Slopcnboff comes through trap c. with dark lantern. 

Ha ! who's been and let this chap in ? 
(seizing Gruffon Grimm) Who are you ? speak! 
(recogniszng him and toucJtzng hzs cap) I beg your 

pardon, Cap' en. 
• What are you after, stupidest of muffs ? 
You've crushed my collar with your cursed cuffs .. 
You rather startled me. 

'You know my form ? 
Bah ! craven fool : 

I ought to, I'm his (s)tool. 
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I didn't mean to drop on you so hard; 
But all good watches should keep on thez'-r guard. 

GRUF. Enough! I've work in hand for you to night; 
So let's to business: per-oduce a light. 
[They sit down to table. Slopenhoff lights candle with dark lantern. 

One night-but stay, lest some one from without 
Look in upon us: keep a sharp look out. 

[They examine the place in a conventional manner and lock door. 

GRUF. (comz'ng down R.) 'ris well, we're unobserved then? 
SLOP. (C011ZZ'ng down L.) It's all right. 
GRUF. Where had I got to? Oh! I know-one night. 

One night a man of visage stern and grim, 
Met unawares a robber band. 

SLOP. (to audz'rJnce) That's him! 
GRUF. As bad a lot as one would wish to see. 

Their chief, a vile ill-favoured cur. 
SLOP. (to audzt!nce) That's me! 
GRUF. "Your life or purse" they cried "this very minute:' 

He scorned the threat-for there was nothing in it. 
And thus became the Captain of the Band
[Gruffon Grimm in his excitement has forced Slopenhoff to the ground. 

He who stands over you! 
SLOP. I understand. 
GRUF. Now for the cause that's brought me here to-day. 

Your work I mean-the subject of the play. 
I have a friend; you know him, p'raps, by name, 
Count Shockenduffer. 

SLOP. Stout old cove? 
GRUF. The same. 
SLOP. (drawz'11.g kl1·ife and s/zarpenz'ng z't on the groztnd) 

. Within an hour a reeking corpse he lies! 
GRUF. No! No! not that: his daughter-
SLOP. Good! she dies! 
GRUF. Not in this instance, Slopenhoff; you musn't 

Kill the young lady. 
SLOP. (puttz'ng up knife) Very well! she doesn't. 
GRUF. Once, when the count was rather out of cash, 

Through some joint-stock bank which had 
to smash, 
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My father found him a supply of p�lf, 

And set him up by coming down hImself. . 

When asked for payment, he no notice took. of It ; 

But gave a bz'U and tried to make a hoo� of It. 

That note of hand I hold in my possessIOn. 

SLOP. What will you do with it? . . 

GRUF. Aye! that's the questIOn. 

I love his che-ild. 
[Slopenho/J laughs explosively, then looks unconscious. 

Was that you who laughed? 

(looking ro1tlzd) The wind, p'raps. 

SLOP. Blow it! how about the draft? 

GRUF. Why, thanks to that, for many years he's lingered 

Under my thumb. 
SLOP. Nice, that; he's so lz"ght jingend. 

GRUF. Now for a long time I have had my eye 
Upon his daughter, whom I--

SLOP. There! don't fly 
Off to the sentimental-draw it mild. 

• Pardon the weakness, but I love his che-ild. 
I saw her once; 'twas in her father's hall 

the umbrella stand-I'd made a call 
take some interest: but, as I've said, 

I took an interest in her instead. 
And soon, Oh! joy, shall be her lord and master.
What does the lady say? 
(suddenly remcmbcrz"ng t/�e fact) I haven't asked her. 
P:raps she'll refuse you, and may cut up rough. 

. I ve .her papa's acceptance, that's enough. 
If faIr play won't do, 1'11 go the whole hog 
And try foul means. 

' 

(a laWordley ZIZ "Ethel") Ho! ho! sly dog sI d 
Th' 

, Y og. 

M 
IS 

,
very day I've sent to tell her so ; 

y brother s started with a message-
Oh' 

Your brother? 
. 

Aye! discern'st thou aught in that? 
[Slopeuhoff sta?7;S and looks round. 
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Wherefore that start ? 
SLOP. (laugMng) Oh! nothing, 'twas the cat. 
GRUF. Nothing ? my brother ? Ha! what can the fellow 

To laugh at there ? 
SLOP. (a la Iago) Beware, my lord, of jealousy : 

It is a green-eyed monster. 
GRUF. Hang the fellow ! 

I know it is. 
SLOP. A green--
GRUF. Shut up ! 
SLOP. (z1npresszvely to audt'ence) Othello. 
GRUF. What of my brother ? speak ! I'm growing faint. 
SLOP. He's very handsome. 
GRUF. What of that ? 
SLOP. You aint. 
GRUF. I see it all ; I've made a lucky hit of it. 

(a la Othello) 
" Farewell the tranquil mind ! "  -he'll get a bit of 
When he comes back. Fool, fool, to be so 
Confound his pretty face, and cursed cheek : 
I should have sent some hideous base-born elf, 
Some ugly knave. 

SLOP. Then why not go yourself ? 
GRUF. Too true, too true. Perhaps it's not too late 

To mend the matter-you repair there straight. 
Follow him, dog him, keep a careful eye on him. 
Come! make a start.-

SLOP. A start, I'll be as spy on him. 

GRUF. 

SLOP. 

Duet.-GRUFFON GRIMM AND SLOPENHOFF. 

Air.-" Nix my dolly." 

Here's a fellow to woo my love has gone, 
He'll attempt to win her, and I fmlom 

Shake away. 
No! no! my master, the spy I'll play 
And the Jady myself I'll take away. 
Quick, the jolly gal fake away, 
Quick, the jolly gal fake away. (repeat chorus.) 

On the young couple I'll keep my eye, 
And into the house when there's nobody by 

Make a way. 

GRUF. 

or the J( nave of Hartz. 

If he discover you, straight away stick 

A knife in his jugular vein, and quick, 

Quick the jolly gal fake away, 

15 

Quick: the jolly gal fake away. (repeat ch01'us). 

GRUF. Now show me how you'll act when you get there. 

Put on a bland insinuating air. 
[Slopenhoff takes off 

Ms hat and does so. 

Hum ! captivating! 

SLOP. Dont! you'll make me vain. . 
[Putting his hand through the crown of Ins hat. 

That's a nice cap to vazf zn in the rain. 

GRUF. When on the grounds they'll ask, perhaps, why 

you're lurking on 'em ; ' 

How shall you answer, eh ? 

SLOP. How ? why by burking on 'em. 

GRUF. Are you well armed in case of any quarrels ? 

SLOP. I've a revolver here with sixteen barrels. 

GRUF. It is a pretty toy, but such a one [produces tt. 

Is needless; you should have a needle-gun: 

No other weapon now is worth a pin. 

Where are the boys gone ? aren't they coming in ? 

You'll need companzons. 
Yes a lad or two. 

They're not so far off. 
[Wz'MOW injlat opens, and Houlenphunck's head appears. 

Give the gang way, do ! 
Make haste and let us in, the wind does blow so. 

GRUF. (to band) 
Bandits are coming-something tremoloso. 
[Music, "Tile Campbell's are coming;" slow and tremoloso. Slop

enhoff goes t� the door, and unlocking it, admits the bandits one 
by one, peerlllg tlltO their faces with the dark l t h 
tJ.�, ha 

an ern; w en '-"r t'e all entered Jze comes forward and th 
selv.:s round the stage. 

, ey range them-

. Boys, I �equire
. 
of you a trifling service. �ha�penzllg thetr knzves on tlte stage) Good! 
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O? t do that, the Captain's rather nervz's 
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No I ·t' d 
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GRUF. Slopenhoff, choose at once two trusty knaves' 
To go with you. 

ALL. (ruslzz'ng forward) Take me ! 
GRUF. Back, caitiff slaves! 

(BUSZ1USS of Slopenhoff chooszng two bandds.) 
(pozntzng to Houl.)  I like yon heavy brow, so black and 

horrid. 
SLOP. You with the heavy brow we'll hev yefor'ard. 
(to Schnieckenbach) Here, let us have a look at 

my hearty ; 
(leadzng Izz'nz forward) A nice young man, that, for 

small tea-party. 
GRUF. (shly) Aye, but no 1JZuf/-zn struggles-don't you see 
SLOP. (vagztely) No 1JZuf/-zn strug - (seezng Joke 

dZ'ggZ1Zg Gruffon zn nos) Ho ! ho ! 
• 

GRUF. (dz'ggzng Slopenhoff zn the nos) Ha! ha! 
ALL. (dz'ggzng each other zn the nos) He! he! 
GRUF. I think the two you've chosen are the best. 

Go! you're the band on which my hopes now 
Hou. We'd like to drink your health before we-
GRUF. Slope ! 

GRUF. 

You can't want liquor, you're a Band of Hope. 
[Slopenhoff whispers in Gruffon's 

Exactly so : I see that I was wrong 
To close the scene, we want a drinking song, 
So boys fill up, and mind you keep in tune, 
There's the stone jar, you'll get the stone jug soon 
[77ze band strike up the symphony of the" Rhein Wine," 

which the Bandits all fill their glasses, and l'ange the11'1.selve� 
behind the first grooves. 

Song and Chorus. Air.-" 77ze Rhein ""Vine." 

Pour out the Rhein Wine, boys, but no ! 
That sour stuff makes one shiver, 

So lads to the nearest public go 
Ancl let your cry be "Bass for ever." 

For a qurut of Beer is a tipple fine, 
They may keep the stuff they call Rhein Wine, 

(Chorus) For a quart of Beer, &c. 
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Scene II.-ROAD NEAR THE BANDIT'S RETREAT. 

• 7. k t if she had been to market. 
Enter Dame Martha L. She can'tes a "as e as z 

MAR. The place ain't safe, go where you will, you meet 

Policemen running loose about the street, 

This comes of house-keeping for robber bands : 

I almost wish I 'd got them off my hands, 

They've run me off my legs with this long walk . 

This I call doublid work. 
[Sits down on basket L, alld uncorks bottle. 

Oh, drat the cork! 

(/t'stms) Whose footstep's that? I 'd best before 

they come 
Put up this bottle, they might think it rum. 

Eufer Baron GruJTon Gl;mm, R. 

GRUF. Alone once more with these distracting thoughts, 

I feel, I must say, rather out of sorts, 

(sees Martha) Hulloa, old hag-pray why are you 
here waiting ? 

Old hag, indeed, don't be so (h) aggravating, 
what's the matter, you seem in the blues ? 
played the fool ! 

Is that all? that's no news. 
sent my brother Rudolf on ahead of me , 

my young lady, to make love instead of me' 

. 
jealousy �ith softer passion warring, 

' 

eeds on my vltals-oh, it is a-()'lZawzng. 
T . . 6 

rue, It s a green-eyed monster. 
Ha ! I fear 

There's a much brighter green in this eye here 
,u� I've sent Slopenhoff to see about it, 

' 

e 11 put a stopper on their game. 
I doubt it. 

only go off on the cadge. 

on th 
Oh, drat it! 

e cadge? I'd like to cad(J'e him at 't 
played the fool to some t:ne I must

! . 

tb
you had better tl'y (mother la)1 

say, 

. ere yourself. 
. 

c 
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GRUF. 
MAR. 

Tlze Bandz't Of Bohemza; 

And be refused? 
Absurd ! 

You're a fine bandit : why, whoever heard 
Of one who leads a German band, content 
With being said " no" ? That' s not what I mean 
A Baron and a bandit should of course 
Seize on a girl and take her off by force. 

GRUF. 1'11 go at once and your directions foller. 
MAR. You'll want a clean shirt and a tidy collar, 

1'11 pack them up for you. 
GRUF. There, get along, 

[Exit Martha, R. 

1'11 come directly when I've done my song. 

Descriptive Song.-BARON GRUFFON GRIMM. 

Air, "Friar of Orde'rs Grey." 

I am a chief of marauders gay, 
A downy pal as the fakemen say, 

I follow my victim, pounce on him and shout, 
Ha! stand and deliver, your pockets turn out. 
And should he resist, no compunction I feel, 
In letting him taste just a yard of cold steel; 
And when I've thus pinned him I collar his purse, 
And derisively laugh as he feebly cries "curse," 

So every one starts, for no one in these parts, 
Thieves half so well as the Knave of Hartz. 

Il Balen. Trovatore. 

But sometimes bad luck attends us, 
Myrmidons of justice follow on our track, ' 

Government some strangers sends us, 
Wearing each a dark blue coat upon his back. 

Though they with might and main assailing, 
Rush on us with threats and railing, 
Still the force is unavailing, 

'Gainst the Bandits of the --. 

Tapioca. Chorus. 
Hartz, part, starts, darts, ofT you see the bobbies then in all directions fly, 
Oh! me, oh! my, A-a-ah, off you see the bobbies then in all db:ections 

" Let me'like a soldier fall," 
But I must like a bandit fall, 

Some day it's very plain, 
A gentle drop ft'om gallows' tall, 

Will put me out of pain, 

01' the Knave of Hariz. 

And then they'll write my history, 

I'll be a regular swell ; 
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The Newgate Calendar will say, 

He like a bandit fell. [Exit, R. 

Scene m.-ROOM IN COUNT SCHOCKENDUFFER'S CASTLE. 

WitItltnII in flat practicable. EIlter Gretchen, R. Cupboard and door 

1}. 
I wonder what has come to poor old master, 

I fear he's fallen into some disaster. 

He seems so restless, scarcely eats or drinks, 

Nor after dinner takes his forty winks. 

And when the bottle's set before him, moans, 

And 'stead of /z"glzt zll(h)z'nes takes to heavy groans. 

His breakfast eggs quite cold I've cleared away, 

Though he's been brooding o'er them half the 

day. 
What can it mean ? it's very clear to me, 
There's something up as didn't ought to be. 

S""g.-At'r. "The Ballad Singer." 

Up with the lark each day, 
Daily I clear away, 
Tea-things and cloth I lay, 

Work, work. all day long, 
Secrets dark and queer, 
Often meet my ear; 
Leading me to fear 

Something has gone wrong. 
By the door I sometimes stand, 

And listen there as well, 
Then with the handle in my hand, I answer master's bell, 
Up with the lark each day, 
Daily I clear away 
Tea-things and cloth I lay, 

Work, work, all day long. 
Secrets dark and queer, 
Often meet my ear; 
Leading me to fear 

Something has gone wrong. Fra, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, Pna, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, la. 
C2 
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Well, it's no use for this one's memory stretching, 
I'll find it out, or else my name's not-

COUNT (outsz"de) Gretchen ! 

Enter Count, R. 

Where is your mistress I go and bring her here, 
Stop though-allow me just to shed a tear. 

[Wipes his eye on Gretchen's apron. 

Thank you. Oh Gretchen, you will hear with 
That poor Miss Bertha-lend me that again. 

[ Wipes Ms eye 

GRE. Oh master, don't go on like that, because 
You give me such a turn as never was. 
Has mistress had an accident, sir, oh ! 
Fainted perhaps, or caught the measles I 

COUNT No ! 
GRE. Or, p'raps while driving in the one-horse shay, 

She's been thrown out I 
COUNT No, only thrown away. 

Her lot may well occasion you surprise, 
A sad lot going at a sacrifice ; 
May be my meaning's not quite clear as yet, 
Well, then I've sold her to pay off a debt. 

GRE. You don't mean what you say! 
COUNT Alas, I do ! 

I've sold my child, don't think I'm selling you, 
I owe a bill and have no means to pay, 
So means to pay it in another way ; 
My grasping creditor the Baron Grimm, 
Insists upon Miss Bertha marrying him. 
I must consent, or pay him the amount, 
'Twill kill me though and settle up a-count. 

GRE. Well, it's disgraceful, cruel, shameful, low : 
Who's Baron Grimm, I should just like to 
Insulting of Miss Bertha in this fashion, 
To treat my pet so puts me in a passzon. 

COUNT But Gretchen, just hear what I've got to say, 
The case is urgent. 

GRE. EIer gent, whose gent, pray? 

or the Knave of Hartz. 

COUNT You quite misunderstand me, for I don't

GRE. Miss understand you, no, I'm sure she won't. 

COUNT It's no use talking to you. 

GRE. That's absurd ! 

2 1  

I've not been able to  get in a word, 

This sudden blow has taken away the breath 0' me. 

(crying) Miss Bertha ! 
Bertha ! oh, she' ll be the death 0' me. 

Poor girl, this news will break her heart, I fear. 

Then break it gently. 
Hush, she comes ! 

Enter Bertha, R. 

Pa, dear, 

I want a new dress. 
COUNT Pooh ! you've got enough. 

Yes but I want a silk one. , 
Szlk one I stuff! 

I can't afford it. 
Only this one, Pa. 

look extremely pretty as you are, 
the bills that I already owe, 

you, my child, a pretty figure show; 
Dved beyond my scanty means so far, 
I'm a pauper-

Pauper I oh, poor Pa. 
Yes, child, that state I've lately been arriving at, 

easy stages. 
I know what he's driving at, 

s some old villain he would have you marry. 
[Bertha shrieks and clasps her hands. 

Miss, bear up. 
ItIOking from one to tlte otlter) Miss, bear! my 

plans miscarr)l. 
this be true? 

I do confess with sorrow, must, my child. 
Oh, when? 

Well, say to-morrow. 
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BER. To whom ? I fear he will some horrid fright be. 
COillfT Well, p'raps he's not so handsome as he might b 

But he's a Baron. 
GRE. Yes, an old-
COUNT (to Gretchen) Have done ! 
GRE. The very ugliest Baron, ba?'rzn' none, 

His face is pimply, scowling, coarse, and beery, 
With such a leer. 

COUNT A leer, hush, p'raps he'll hear ye, 
He comes to-day. 

BER. Oh ! gracious, what a shock ! 
COUNT It is indeed a blow. 
GRE. Hark ! there's his knock. 

Dance and Exeunt Bertha and Count, R., Gretchen, 

(Melo-Dramatic Music. Enter Slopenhoif mysteriously through 
in flat, he has a large gingham umb1·ella). 

SLO. I hope next time I climb them in the dark, 
They'll have reformed those raz-Zzngs zn the park, 
Though broken glass may be an institution, 
In my opinion, it's a vile delusion. 
With friends I've cracked a bottle o'er and o'er, 
But never sat down on the ends before ; 
Then)that mop-handle in my wind I stuck it, 
Upset the paz"! and nearly kzdced the bucket. 
But I must look out for a hiding place, 
That box I'll get in (goes up to box R, finds 

locked) .  Hem ! not in thz!; case. 
Good, here's a cupboard, that's a sa./

e retreat, And if I want to get back in the street, 
That window's not too high to stop m�ight, or 
Else I can't reckon hezght-let's reconnoz"tre. 

(Goes up to window and looks out, and shutting it after him, 
back on it). 

That's just the thing, so if yon cupboard fails, 
I shan't get nailed-oh ! bother take those nails. 

[Extricates himself from 

They're always sticking into people's backs, 
I thought they'd done away with Wzndow Tacks, 

GRE. 

RUD. 
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coming near, 
Ha ! ha ! a footstep, they are h 

l d over ear. 
I ' ll just step over tizere an 

[Exit into cupboard. 

Enter Gretchen and Rudolf, L
h
· 

'clret . ' t t e Wl,. , 
I fear they kept you waltmg a 

Your card, sir, please. 
that's the ticket. 

Card ? haw, yes, 
. ' ur"'rise 

. d to Gretchen: she looks at .t m S r ' 
[Glves car 

G 'mm I it can't be, I was wrong 
The Baron n . 

To think you ugly. . h )  Were you ? (kzsses er . 

Get along ! (runs offR). 

Haw ! that young woman' s lips were �ade for kisses, 

If I am half as smitten with her mlSSUS, 

I shall be very much inclined to pop 

The question on my own account, but stop, 

I am my brother's delegate, and so 

This is a delegate affair you know. 
Enter Bertha, R. 

Why he's not ugly. 
Thank ye (as£de) here's another. 

Ugly? I suppose she takes me for my brother. 
keep it up. 

A fine day, this, sir ? 
rguely) Is it ? 

To what am I indebted for this visit ? 
I beg your pardon-but you see, miss, really, 
The fact is-haw ! (aszae) here goes-
(dropping on kts knees) I love you dearly ! 
(ardently) Start not that such a sudden declaration 
Should follow a two minutes' conversation. 
Let not time measure Cupid's boundless powers, 
For what are mZ1zutes to a love like 'ours. 
Oh when just now your beauteous graceful form 
Came gliding in, then glowed this waistcoat warm. 
My thirsting heart through eager eyeballs drank 
Say wilt thou love me ? [ye. (�tly yieldz1zg) Yes, I will. ·tnng) Haw ! thank ye. 
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RUD. 

BER. 
RUD. 

BER. 
RUD. 

RUD. } 
BER. 

BER. 

RUD. 
BER. 

RUD. 
BER. 

RUD. 

RUD. } 
BER. 

BER. 

RUD. 

BER. 

RUD. 

Tile Bandz't of Bohemta ; 

Dllet.-RuDOLF AND BERTHA . 

Air adapted from Mozart's Pianoforte Duet, No. 

People then it seems have slandered me. 
Saying I was old and seedy, 

But Gruffon Grimm is not my name you see, 
For I'm a younger brother poor and needy. 

What ? not Grnffon Grimm ? 
No, not Gruffon Grimm, 

But a younger brother poor and needy. 
Really, not old Grimm. 
No dear, not old Grimm, 

But a younger brother poor and needy. 
Then fly with me. 
We'll married be. 

. { me } People then lt seems have slandered he , 

Saying { l�e } was old and seedy. 

But Grnffon Grimm is not { �; } name, you see, 

{ I'm } For he's a younger brother poor and needy. 

Well tllis is a nice surprise for me, 
But if Pa should know you're poor and needy, 

In a horrid state of rage he'd be, 
And out of doors he'd turn you pretty speedy. 

Tum me out of doors ? 
Yes, dear, out of doors, 

Out of doors he'd turn you pretty speedy. 
Horridest of bores. 
Yes, but out of doors, 

Out of dool's he'd turn you pretty speedy. 
Then fly with me, 
We'll married be. 

For people then it seems, &c. 

Well this surprise is really most delightful, 
They painted you to me as something frhrhtful. 
Oh in the darkest colours. 

That was bosh, 
You see my dear that colour wouldn't wash, 
You can look on that hue and smile. 

But I 
Thought I should see you in that hue and cry. 
And will you always love me then the same ? 
My own dear-Haw! excuse me what's your 

BER. 
RUD. 
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Bertha. 
(puttzlzg Ms arm round her waz'st) 

How charming ! we'll get married soon, 

And then we'll go and spend our honeymoon 

Down at the seaside, where our life shall be 

One round of love-and toast and shrimps for tea. 

Some far Utopia on whose happy beach 

We can get out of barrel-organ' s  reach. 

Where if you sit a moment on the sand, 

No pertinacious fish-fag takes her stand 

To shock your nostrils with the smell of crab, 

Or with ajlounder give your face a dab. 

Where in a quiet lodging one can reside 

Free from those common objects of the seaside, 

Whose tyrant presence every stranger feels, 

The Norfolk Howard, and the cat that steals. 

Where we can watch o'er ocean's face so fair , 

The waves that curl and scent the morning air. 

Thus by the sea-shore will we spend our prime, 

Our wedded moments being marry-time. 
will be charming. 

Enter Count, R. 

Do you like the plan ? 
she's got the wrong young man ! 

[He comes forward. Enter Gretchen, R, she also comes forward. 

Air, "II Destin," from tlte Ifuguenots. 

What's all this ? really, miss, it is most outrageous ! 
Why you said I should wed with the Baron Grimm. 
Don't get riled, spare your child, and at once engage us. Grimm's his name, it's the same. 

Pooh, it isn't him ! 
Rage I despair ! tell me where I can find a p'liceman. 
Pray be calm, you'll alarm all the place, I vow. 
Don't get wrath. 

Go to Bath ! 

Cease your ire. 
Please to keep the peace, man. 

Murder! fire! 
Here's a jolly ro\V. 
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BER. 
RUD. 
COUNT 
RUD. 
COUNT 

The Bandz't oj' Bolzemz'a ,. 

Pray forgive and do not be a bore, sir. 
Let one speak-your daughter I adore, sir. 
Hold your tongue, I'll turn you out of door, sir. 
Here me, pray. 

Go away ! As I said just now. 

CHORUS. Rage ! despair ! tell { h:! } where, &c. to jolly 

[Count takes Bertha 011 R, as they are going Bertha looks round 
kisses her hand to Rudolf, he does the same, and after 
lovingly after her, exit L. Gretchen remains. 

GRE. Did ever any one hear such a row ? 
Oh ! well they'll want their dinner anyhow. 
I'll lay the cloth, I've got the knives and forks 
Below : the spoons are in that cupboard-

[ OPens cupboard and discovers Slopenhoff devouring a huge 

Lawks ! 
[Slopenhoff rushes out of cupboard and sez"zing her by the wrist 

his left hand, in his right he holds the knife with a large 
of meat on the end of it : at the same time he keeps the 
tight under his right arm. 

or this knife into your heart I'll stick. SLOP. Hush ! 
GRE. Help ! 
SLOP. Help ? I'll drop you in a cistern slick, 

There's one outside : so if you dare to cry 
You'll be a tumbler in that tank-hard by. 
[Finishes the meat on the end of his knife, wMch he returns to his 

GRE. What do you want ? 
SLOP. I'm here to guard the premises, 

I'm not a robber, but I'm after them as is. 
I'm sent to keep an eye on that young spark 
Who's come to court your missus. 

GRE. What for ? 
SW� lli� ! 

To see they hold no meetings in the park. 
GRE. I'm going to scream. 
SLOP. No lovely damsel, no ! 

Do not distort that beauteous visage so. 
Besides (drawz1'tg knife) Ha ! ha ! but there's 

need to scream, 
I'm not half such a bad one as I seem. 
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I like the looks of you, nay, more, I love-you, 

Aye, hear me swear it by the heaven above you. 

[He drops on his knees, Gretchen draws tlte umbrella from under 

his arm and raises it over Ms head. 

Oh, strike away ! but I won't stir unless 

You say you'll have me, let those lips say yes. 

(d,opping umbrella) I couldn't. 
Ha ! you hesitate I see. 

(b la Richard Ill.) 

Take up that gingham then, or take up me. 

Oh very well. 

SLOP. (1'iszng) One kiss ? (she repulses Mm) 
Nay, hear me swear. 

No, don't, I hate bad language. 

(Slopenhoff half unsheaths knife) Well then, 

there (he kzsses her) . 

Now for a song. 

SLOP. I don't know any savin' 

The " Carrion Crow." 
The what ? you must be ravzn' . 

My voice suits ditties of the good old times 

It's like a bell, just hark how well it chime� . 

""'g.--SLOPENHOFF. Air, " The Carrion C,·ow." 

The old Carrion Crow he sat upon an oak, 
Fol de riddle 101 de di do. 

The old C�on Crow he sat upon an oak, 
�d the tailor was mending his old pudding poke 
Smgm' Hi ' h I

' 
g . 0 the old carrion crow ho ho ho I 

Fol de 101 de riddle 101 de di do. 
' 

, , 
. 

Chorus. Singing hi ! ho ! &c. 

Go wife fetch my quiver and my bow, 

. 
Fol de 101 de riddle 101 de di d 

Go wife fetch my-
o. 

[Gretchen interrupts Mm. 

You don't think such a noise as that can tickle us, 
Leave off, for goodness' sake, it's too ridiculous. 

Song.-GRETcHEN. Air, " Ben e Ridicolo." 
It's too ridiculous, 
Your ancient crow, sir, 
I'd have you Imow, sir, 
Has long been out of date. 
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Don't try to tickle us 
That way, old fella, 
Or this umbrella 
Shall tickle your pate. 

Now I'll be candid, oh ! 
No one could stand it, oh ! 
E'en from a banclit, oh ! 

Such songs I hate. 
Oh ! no, oh ! no, tra, lal, lal, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, 
Oh ! no, oh ! no, tra, lal, lal, la, la, la, la, la, la, la, 

Tra lal la, la, la, la, la, 
Tra lal la, la, la, la, la, 

Chorus. Oh ! no, Oh ! no, tra, la, &c. 

[During which Slopenhoff persists in singing the chorus of 
Crow" ; they harmonise. Dance, and Exeunt. 

Scene IV.-RoAD-SIDE INN NEAR SCHOCKENDUFFER'S CASTLE. 

Enter Houlenphunck L., he looks round, and then beckons L. 
Schnieckenbach. 

Hou. 

LAN. 
Hou. 

SCH. 

LAN. 

Hou. 
LAN. 
Hou. 

LAN. 
Hou. 

SCH . 
LAN. 

This is the place where Slopenhoff's to meet 
Let's have a drain : here ! come along, he'll treat 
Hi ! landlord ! 

Enter Landlord from Inn, R. 

Yes, sir. 
Two of cold without. 

[Exit LancUord 

I wonder what he's stopped so long about ! 
Oh ! he'll be here directly I should think ; 
He's stopped to spoon that slavey. 

Enter Landlord with drink. 

Here's the drink. 
[They take up the glasses, d1-ain them, and replace them on 

Thanks ! that'll do. 
But you've forgot to pay. 

All right, we'll call again some other day. 
I left my purse at home on the pianner. 
Don't think you're going to do me in that m 
(drawzng) D'ye doubt my word ? 
(drawzng) Insulted ? 

Come now, stop it. 
I'll call the police ! 
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Enter Slopenhoff with umbrella, L. 

SLOP. Here, what's all this ? just drop it. 

(to Landlord) . dl d) 
See here's a sovereign (gzves O1�e to Lan or : 

Hou. (as/de to Schnieckenbach) Did'n: know he had un. 

LAN. (to Slopenhoff) Your change, SIr. 

S 
Thank you. 

LOP. 

Houlenphunck and Scbnieckenbach look astounded. 

All right, it's a bad 'un. 

The Count's kicked up a fearful row this morning. 

Turned Rudolf out, and given Gretchen warning. 

Strangers from coming near the place he hinders, 

And turns the house completely out of winders. 

His daughter, though I've managed to discover, 

Has just slipped out of doors to meet her lover. 

(lookz'ng of! L.) Look, there she is, she's stopped 

by yonder gate. 
There's Rudolf too ;-the fool, why don't he wait ? 

They've missed each other-there ! I see her smile. 

(get#ng excz'ted) He won't look towards the gate-
ha, that' s the style ! 

He sees her now, runs up and--
(turnz'ng round and wt'nkzng) Oh ! my eye, 
Now that he's spied Iter I had best be fly. 
They come : let's step inside and watch the fun. 
Two's company, you know ; but three is none. 
We'll from yon wz'lldmlJ watch, and then, no doubt, 
We shall get wind o' what she talks about. 
[Exeunt into Inn, R. : immediately Houlenphunck puts his head 

out of the w�ndo70, Schnieckenbach pushes it on one s ide and 
Pro.trudes hl� OW": Slopenhoff pulls them both back by the 
haIr, and stlL'ks ;us head out ; the other two looking over h is 
shoulder. Enter Rudolf and Bertha, L. ; just then Slopenhoff bends.fon�.ard out of willdow, and lets his hat fall on to the 
stage . at l�lterl'als he puts out his umbrella to try and fish it ' 
up, but falls each tillle. 

0
M

h
k
! does not such a moment as the present 

a e up for all ? 
Haw ! yes, it's very pleasant. 
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BER. Do you not feel your breast with ardour glow, 
Your bosom heaving '? 

RUD. 

BER. 
RUD. 

Yes, it's (h) even so. 
Haw ! fact is, really, I'm extremely proud 
Of your appearance, which is rather loud. 
Your pa's allowed you dresses most genteel ; 
That costume must have cost him a great deal. 
And haw ! your face with such expression's fra 
That every feeling, every fleeting thought 
Is mirrored there ; or compliments to pass,
You're a good mzrror-a good lookzng (g)lass. 
And so you're proud of me ? 

I am, my joy : 
I'm very proud. 

BER. Oh ! what an 'aughty boy ! 
But what are we to do about my father ? 

RUD. Is he so very wrotlz, then ? 
BER. Well, yes, (w)rother ! 

He'll put his veto on our match, you'll find. 
RUD. His veto '? hang it ! why should ve two mind ? 

Haw ! I've a notion-since the course of 
love 

Will not run smooth, I'll tell you what we'll 
love-

Pack up your things at once and let us fly 
Together and get married on the sly. 
Meet me at eight, this evening ; we'll elope. 
I'll hzre a carriage, you can lower a rope 
Down from the terrace ; in that way we'll get 
Over your father and the parapet. 

BER. Elope I dare not, it's so wrong ; but still
RUD. You'll come ? 
BER. On second thoughts I think I 

Though I've got nothing ready-I mean 
No wedding trousseau. 

RUD. True ! so wed zn those, 
N ought could be prettier than that lace S9 
This tulle becomzng; but we tzlJo'll be gozng 

or t/ze I<nave of I-:lartz. 3 1  

Before our plan's discovered by your pa. . 

G d bye ! then, till to-night, love. (exzt L.) 
00 

. J ) H I h I h I 
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SLOP. AND
'T'l d 1. down Bertha starts with terror, and looks round. 

[ .L ,zey Z/CI< • 

BER. That laugh here too !  it follows me about 

Just like a spirit ; hence, dread fiend, get out. 

SLOP. (t'/Zstae) Ha ! ha ! 

BER. Again ! why does it haunt me �o, 

Using a Jtz"gh tone, though so hke a low '? 

To say the best of it, it is a coarse laugh

Something between a donkey's and a horse laugh. 

It might p'raps be a donkey's though, I vow 

It's not at all an (n)eddyfying row. 

I scorn it and its owner ; let them haunt me : 

But from my purpose they shall never daunt me. 

For since love's voice in that of Rudolf calls, 

I will be true to him whate'er befalls. (exzf L.) 
Enter Slopenhoff and two Band its from Inn ,  R. 

SLOP. That's good ! to-night they think they're going 

to fly ; 
But we'll prevent 'em : won't we, boys ? 

Hou. (drawtng sword) Aye ! aye ! 
SCH. (drawing) Of course ; we'll murder 'em, and then 

despoil 'em. 
SLOP. No ! no ! put up your swords, we'll only fod 'em. 

We must be there, and-(lookzng off L.) ha ! what's 
this I see ? 

The Count I-keep back ; leave the old boy to me. 
[Houlenphunck and Schnieckenbach go up and lean aga inst Inn 

door, R. Enter Count, L. 
COUNT Where has she gone ? she's lost to me I fear 

( to Slopenhoff) You haven't see_n my
' 
child, 

. 
sir, 

about here ? 
Oh ! how I long to gaze upon her face 
And clasp her in a fatherly embrace 

' 

Would'nt I hug her ! 
. 

SLOP. 
COUNT Ho . I 

Wouldn't I too, rather ! 
w, SIr . 

I mean, were I her happy father. 
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COUNT But won't you help me sir ? you look so hearty: 
SLOP. This is a very decent sort of party ; 

I must impress him. 
[Pulls out ragged glove, whz":J/t he puts on ostentatiously ; z't z's muck 

too la1'lJe for him. 

You've lost your child. 
I'll find her. 

Hem ! I think you said 
Be easy on that head ; 

COUNT What ! restore me her I love ? 
Your hand ! 

SLOP. (shakzng hands) With pleasure ; hem ! excuse my 
glove. 

Was she good-looking, middle-height, and fair ? 
COUNT The same. 
SLOP. 
COUNT (wzldly) 'Tis 

With two white roses in her hair ? 
she ! Oh ! if I find her she shan't 

roam again. 
Where is she ? tell me ! 

SLOP. Well, she's just gone home again. 
COUNT Accept a parent's blessing. 

[They embrace, and both their hats fall off. 
SLOP. As for that 

I don't require it. 
[Picks both hats up and gives Count hz's own, putting on 

lzz'mselj. 

COUNT (shakzng hands) If a life's gratitude-
SLOP. Oh ! I don't doubt you. 

You haven't got a half-a-crown about you ? 
COUNT Most freely would I to that call respond. 

But all my money's gone to pay a bond. 
I've signed and sealed one and of cash bereft ; 
I've through that sealzng not a jlorzn left. 

Concerted Piece. Count, Slopenhoff, and Two Bandits. 
Air-I< The lIfouse-trap man." 

COUNT Kind friends, in me you an object behold, 
Ruined in prospects and broken in heart. 

They've served a writ on me, my things will be sold, 
And bailiffs my house-traps will move in a cart. 

I've given a mortgage for money I owe, 
On house-traps and furniture which I can't pay : 

SLOP. 

or the I<{11,ave 0./ Hartz. 

So all that I've got to the hammer must go, 
And the auctioneer's man in a hoarse voice will say, 

House-traps, house-traps, who'll buy ? 
House-traps, fine house-traps he'll cry, 

Look through the house, each article try, 
House-traps at any price, house-traps who'll buy. 

Chorus. House-traps, &c. 

Listen, and I'll put you up to a tip, 
Make yourself bankrupt, they'll white-wash you soon ; 

Or, before they drop on you, just give them the slip, 
And with all your house-traps be shooting the moon. 

1 and my friends here will bring you a van, 
Help you to cart all your house-traps away ; 

We'll manage it so that the anctioneer's man 
Shan't get half a chance in a hoarse voice to say, 

House-traps, &c. 
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[Repeat c/torus. Dance, and exeunt. 

Scene V.-EXTERIOR OF COUNT SCHOCKENDUFFER'S CASTLE. 

(Terrace with steps down to stage, pmcticable door opening on terrau; 

window ill house also p1-acte"cable.) 

Enter Rudulf, L. 
RUD. The wished for hour has come at last, and I 

Thus on love's pinions to my Bertha fly. 
By which expression you must understand 
I've taken a fly from off the neighbouring stand. 
And so when she thinks proper to approach, 
Her beau will bear her in a Hackney coach. 
I wish she would'nt make it quite so late, 
It's scaley treatment thus to make me wait. 
What, waiting still ! whatever has delayed her ? 
Well, as she's fond of wads, I'll serenade her. 

Serenade.-RuDOLF. 

Air.-Keep thy heart for me." Rose of Castile. 
Would'st thou, dear maid, be borne away, 

I've got the best of flys : 
A hansom that will hold a cri

-noline of any size. 
Then fasten quick thy bOlmet strings, 

Prepare to fly with me ; 
For taken from the neighbouring stand, 

I keep a car for thee. 
VOL. VI. D 
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Put on thy bonnet, bonny maid, 
No longer make delay ; 

And prithee bring as little lug
-gage with you as you may. 

I have not got a porter, and 
I should not lil,e to see 

A half-a-dozen boxes, though 
I keep a car for thee. 
Lovely maid, I keep a car for thee. 

(Count appears at window.) 

COUNT I've nothing for you, don't be, squalling here, 
I'm Babbage ! (shuts wzndow and dzsappears.) 

Run. He forbzas the bands it's clear. (exz't R.) 
[lI:fusic. Enter Slopenhoff, Houlenphunck, and Schnieckenbach 

stepping cautiously. 

Song and Chorus. Air adapted from lI:fozart's Pianoforte Duet, No. 

SLOP . Young Rudolf we will seize 
Steady boys, not a noise, if you please, 
Not a laugh, not a cough, not a sneeze, 

Not e'en a wheeze. 
All right, a light I see, 

(Taking them by wrists and bringing them down mysteriously) 
Come step along and follow me, 
We'll-fol lol-ri fol lo1. 
Now take your time from me, 

Fol de rol 101 101 101 di dee. 
Chorus. We'll-fol lol, &c. 

We'll hide behind yon tree, 
Stepping melodramatically, 
With a stride of fiendish glee 

And villainee. 
There's some one now I see, 
So step along and follow me. 
We'll-fol lol, &c. [Repeat Chorus and exeunt, L. 

E,tter Rudolf, R., looking carefully about him. 

RUD. I wonder if another stave will bring 'em. 
Enter Slopenhoff and two Bandits, they steal up. 

SLOP. Another stave ? I'll fetch him with my gingham. 
[Is about to strike Rudolf, but the latter turns. 

Run. Fellow, what mean you ? 

or the I£nave of .Hartz. 

SLOP. That's the very job. 
To be a feller. 

Run. Knave ! 
SLOP. One for his nob ! 
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[Strikes Rudolf down with umbrella. 

Bear him to yonder wood, and take good care 
That he don't cut his stick when he gets there. 
[Jl:fusic. Houlenphunck and Schnieckenbach carry off Rudolf fol-

lowed by Slopenhoff. Bertha comes out of door on terrace with 
the conventional bundle of band-boxes. 

BER. Methinks I heard my Rudolf's voice just now, 
Or did some cat make that melodious row ? 
I fear I've ruined pa : what will he say 
When he's discovered that I've run away ? 
Oh ! when I thought I might ne'er see him more, 
I could not help but linger at the door. 
But love came to my aid, I turned the handle, 
Extinguished filial feelings and-the candle. 
There's some one coming now, who can it be ? 
Oh ! joy ! that hat, that graceful walk ! 'tis he. 

Enter Slopenhoff, L., dressed in Rudolf's hat and cloak. 

SLOP. All right, my dear. 
BER. Good gracious ! are you ill ? 
SLOP. Hem, rather hoarse. 
BER. You find the night air chill ? 
SLOP. Yes that's the reason why in all these wraps I come, 

(aszae) In fact I'm chtlly, so in others' caps I come. 
Now come along. 

BER. I feel my courage fail. 
SLOP. Don't stop to parley-we shall miss the maz'l. 
BER. Mine is a faux pas. 
SLOP. . You've a foe in pa, 

And so it's comme z'l faut-now jump down. 
BER. (asszsted on to the ground by Slopenhoff) Ah ! 

S Let us away at once, dear. 
Lop. Yes, we'll trundle 

Off to the carriage (polt'tely), let me take your 
bundle. 

D 2  
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BER. I don't like to entrust it to you, still 
You'll keep it nice I 

SLOP. Of course, (aszae) my uncle will. 
BER. (gt"vz'ng t't) 

You'll take great care of it  now, will you not ? 
SLOP. I pledge my word, dear, (aside) that I'll pledge 

the lot. [Exeunt, L. 
COUNT (outszae) 'Scat, 'scat. 

[Appears on terrace with blunderbuss. 

Poor pussy, then ! I heard them squall. 
Ah ! there's a white one close against the wall. 

[Fires at Bertha's handkerchief which she has dl'opped. 

P'raps it's some ribbon, where could it come from ? 
If it's " white satin," it can't be " old Tom." 
(gettz'ng down) I hanker'd chzejly after that old brute. 
(pz'cks up handkerclzzej) 
A handkerchzef! my shot then didn't slzut't, 
It seems I've ,hit a wiper, not a cat. 
My daughter's too, ha ! ha ! I smell a rat. 
Here thieves, police, help, murder, fire, and robbery . 

Enter Gretchen with servants followil1g her, and carrying lanterns, &c. 

GRE. Good gracious, what's the meaning of this bobbery ? 
COUNT My daughter ' s  carried off. 
GRE. Oh, p'raps 'twas done 

In joke, they do take people off in " Fun." 
COUNT A joke ? if so then it's a precious grim one, 

Young Grimm, I don't know whether you call him 
one. 

My daughter 's  lost and I'm a ruined man. 
Go scour the country-catch 'em if you can. 
[Exeunt servants in different di.-ections, Gretchen remains at 

Enter Gruffon Grimm, L. 

GRUF. Here, what's all this ? 
COUNT With fury I could bellow. 

That rascal Rudolf--
GRUF. Dont be rude ol' fellow, 

Remember he's my brother, though in sooth 
I've got a bone to pick with that same youth . 

., ... ----------.......................................... . 

or the Knave of Hartz. 3 7  

But what's he done that's thus aroused your ire ? 

COUNT Run off with Bertha. 

GRUF. Ha ! help, murder, fire ! 

COUNT It's no use for you to kick up that row, 
I made the same remark myself just now. 

GRUF. Gone ! gone ! my love, my promised bride, oh ! 
blow me, 

I'll-trouble you for that small bill you owe me. 
COUNT Don't talk like that, you'll craze me if you do, 

Bother the bzll, we must devise some coup. 
What's to be done ? to think she'd leave her pa ! 

GRE. (co?nz'ng forward) 
Why advertise her in the " Times" or " Star," 
It won't cost much p'raps eighteen pence, not more, 
And when she reads it on some distant shore, 
These tender words must touch her if she's living, 
" B. S. return and all will be forgiven." 

COUNT I can't afford it. 
GRE. Bah ! don't be so sordid, 

You'll get your ward and so you'll be re-warded. 
[Baron and Count go up stage as if in consultation. Gretchen comes 

forward. 

GRE. Oh how my heart is :fluttering with fright. 
For I'm to :fly with Slopenhoff to-night. 
This very hour eloping in a trice hence, 
We'll take our leave and then we'll get our lz'cense. 
The Count has given me warning, so I hear 
A voice of warning ringing in my ear. 
But to be festive in my wedding hours 
I'll pluck up spirits and some orange :flowers. 
It won't be my fault if I longer falter 
To meet my Slopenhoff at Hymen's altar. [Ext't, R .  

Gruffon Grimm and Count come f01'ward. 

GRUF. You're right, I'll go myself and search with care, 
Following your counsel and this pretty pair. 
The cost of travelling I don't care about, 
I'll scour the country if it cleans me out. 
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You'll see 1'11 bring 'em home 
again. 

COUNT Do ! 

alive or dead 
[Exzt, L. 

into bed 
[Exze, R. 

do ! and meanwhile I 'll step 
again. 

Scene VI.-A LONELY MOUNTAIN PASS. 
Enter Rudolf between Houlenphunck and Schnieckenbach : !le has !lis 

!lead bound up. 

RUD. Will nothing tempt you to release me ? say 
Name any sum and I'll agree to pay. 

HaUL. Pay ! why we searched you and there 
Of money, not a crown. [token 

RUD. (rubbz'ng Ms head) Yes, one that's broken. 
I have it-if I can but make them jealous.....:... 
No money say you ? why what mean you, fellows ? 
(to Schnieckenbach) You know you took my purse. 

SCH. Purse ? who did ? 
RUD. You. 
HauL. I say, young person, is that statement true ? 
SCH. He hadn't any purse at all I swear. 
HauL. Come that's all nonsense, just give me my share. 
RUD. He's telling lies and tries to palliate 'em. 
HauL. To pallzate, yes, such a pal I hate ' im. 

(to Schnieckenbach) Hand me my share, I say. 
SCH. What share ? why blow it, 

I've got no purse. 
HaUL. You have ! 
SCH. I haven't ! 
RUD. (rubbzng hzs hands) Go it ! 
HauL. (sezzzng Schnieckenbach) Fork out. [about. 
SCH. (sezzzng Houlenphunck) I say just mind what you're 
RUD. That's right, I'll leave them here to fight it out. 

[Runs off R. T!le two Bandits fight off a/te,' him, R. 
Enter Slopenhoff dragging Bertha, L. 

SLOP. Excuse me, miss, just step a little faster. 
BER. Where would you take me to, wretch. 
SLOP. To my master. 
BER. Who's he ? a robber ? 
SLOP. Well, as these are rum times, 

He does a little in that way, miss, sometimes. 

or the Knave of Hartz . 

BER. Will nothing save me ? 
SLOP. Not that I can see, 

Unless instead you like to marry me. 
Hum, after all you are a niceish gal. 
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Old Grimm shan't have you, blow me if he shall. 
Be mine, I love you more than any lass 
I e' er cast eye on. 

BER. Well, I like your brass. 
U nhand me, villain ! 

SLOP. Not till you consent. 
BER. Never ! 
SLOP. Ha ! ha ! what is there to prevent 

My forcing you to marry me or killing you ? 
Entel' Gruffon Grimm, L, 

GRUF. I will ; release the girl at once you villain you. 

Hands off ! I say, you've treat enough to scan her. 

SLOP. Hands off ? you treat me in an off hand manner. 

I mean to have the girl myself, that's flat, 
So no more on that head. 

GRUF. (strz'kzng hz'm) Take one on that. 
I'll teach you, sir, such tricks as these to try. 

(to Bertha) Come on ! [Drags her off, R. 

SLOP. There's more in this than meets the eye. 

A blow ! there's much from him thatI could pardon. 

But 'twas a blow, aye, and a bloated hard 'un. 

Viewing it critically 'twas a s�eet 'un, 

Struck on the b row I am indeed brow beaten. 

I feel that I could tear him limb from limb. 

Oh, if I clutched him now I'd give it him ! 

But shall I like a cur cur-inge, no ! no ! 

(This is a good place to observe so ! so !)  

I ' ll be revenged, 'twill be a sweet sensation 
To go in wholesale for refaz'l-iation. 
Revenge I'll feast on't ere the week be out, 

And for that same blow have a good blow out. 

Had he a host of lives I'd smash the hull up, 

Aye drink his heart's blood at a single gullup. 
Raves off, R ,  
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Scene VII.-BANDITS' FASTNESS IN THE MOUNTAINS. 

Ballet of Gipsies and Bandz·ts. After oallet, enter Dame Mart11a. 

MAR. Come clear out, you've been dancing quite enough, 
I hate such antics-antz"quated stuff: 
The Captain's coming home, and if of plunder 
You've lz"ghtened no one he'll look black as thunder. 
There are no bandit's now-a-days, I know. 
I've no more orden, so marauders go. [Ex. Bandds. 
So, so, the Baron's bringing home a bride, eh ? 
And orders me to do the place up tidy. 
If it's not done there'll be a pretty row. 

SLOP. (outszae) 'Sdeath ! 
MAR. Hoighty, toighty, what's the matter now ? 

Enter SlopenllOff L., moodily w#h black eye. 

SLOP. Perdition ! likewise vengeance ! also curse r 
MAR. Why, goodness gracious, are you taken worse ? 
SLOP. Look at that optic, madam ! 
MAR. Why, it's blue black. 
SLOP. I've had a brush; .mum. 
MAR. Seems so ; with a shoe black. 
SLOP. I must wash out this stain with blood, mum ! 
MAR. Walker ! 
SLOP. See how it's bunged up. 
MAR. Well, it is a corker. 
SLOP. The Baron did it. 
MAR. It's a way he's got, 

His temper always was considered hot ; 
Make some allowance, he has much to nettle him. 

SLOP. Make some allowance ? yes, I will, I'll settle him. 
MAR. You'd lose your office if he heard that said. 
SLOP. I lose my office ? I'll c.ut off his head. 

Turn me away ? he'll get when he comes back 
This barrel-ful. (dz'splayz'ng revolver) 

MAR. Or else you'll get the sack. 
SLOP. He's dangerous, his plans though I see through, 

He's found a wife, a bad look out for you. 

or tlze K1lave of Hartz. 

MAR. Only some puny girl. 

SLOP. Aye ! that's the point, 

A spare rib, to put your nos,e out of joint, 
He'll turn you out of doors. 

MAR. Not he, he knows 
That I could turn him out, if I but chose, 
I have a secret if I cared to use it, 
Would-
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SLOP. Ha ! then have the goodness to produce it. 

MAR. Stay, does he love this girl you talk about ? 

SLOP. Dotes on her. 
MAR. Listen, then, we'll serve him out. 

(zmpresszvely) It strikes me that we'd better. 

GRUF. (outszde) This way. 

SLOP. (collajJSZ'ng) Oh ! 
Doesn't it strike you that we'd better go ? 

Enter Bertha and Gruffon Grimm, L., the former frightened, the latter polite. 

GRUF. This is your future home, my love, you see, 

BER. 
Nice prospect, ain't it ? 

Not at all for me, 
The scene is altogether most offensive, 
Those horrid tents ! 

GRUF. The view's at least extensive, 

BER. 

GRUF. 

All that you see belongs to my estate, 
This mountain fastness here is situate 
Upon my manor --

Yes, that may be true, 
But there's a looseness z'n your manner too. 
I hate you ! 

Do you now, indeed ? I fear 
That, that won't make much difference, my dear. 

BER. To be my husband, I will never take you. 
GRDF. Won't you ? excuse me proud girl, but I'll make you. 

Beware how you provoke me, I may kill you, 
Yes; and I'll kill your lover too, girl-

Enter Slopenhoff R. 1IJith drawn sword in one hand and dagger in the other. 

&�. Will � ? 
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GRUF. Hence, fool ! 
SLOP. Ha ! is it so ? then coward, die ! 

Slopenhoff mocks ye-now then mind your eye. 
GRUF. (drawzng) Coward ? lay on cracked duffer, cut and 

lunge, 
And darned be he who first throws up the sponge. 

BER. There'll be blood shed, I'll for assistance call. 
[Exit. 

SLOP. I'm going to vaccinate him, miss, that's all. 
[Looking after her. 

[They fight with sword and dagger, a la Huguenot Captain : at in
tervals they sharpen their swords on a scythe sharpener which 
they P1-oduce .from their pockets : the Baron Gruffon Grimm .falls 
being disarmed). 

GRUF. Oh ! pity, pity ! I'm disarmed, you see. 
SLOP. (stabbzng ht"1?z) I never pity. 
GRUF. Ugh ! he's sj;z"tted me, 

I'm come for :  murdered quite, oh ! that last thrust 
Was foul (faznts) . 

SLOP. Yes, so you are a fowl that's trussed. 

Enter Rudolf, Bertha, Count Gretchen, Gipsies, and Bandits. 

RUD. What's this ! the Baron wounded in a duel ! 
SLOP. He won't do tit again, he's got his gruel. 

operatzc Chorus. Air-" Libiamo." La T1-aviata. 

ALL (ruslzz"ng to .footlights. )  
Give alarm, oh ! give alann, oh ! all over the town ; 

But let us first in operatic style 
To the footlights together rush noisily down, 

Lunatically singing all the while. 

The way to keep a party quiet, 
Is thus to make a jolly riot ; 

And madly rush about and try at 
Dramatically getting in a rile. 

To the footlights, &c. -- while. 

[Ghost music .from " Corsican Brothers," as at end o.f the song, 
" Oh ! my love's dead." Enter Dame Martha, R. ; she rushes 
to Baron Gruffon Grimm, and stoops over him. 

MAR. (th?'ough ??ZUSt'c) My son, speak to me, ah ! you're 
hurt I see, 

Who's dared to prod yer so my progeny. 

or tlze Knave of Hartz. 

Song, MARTHA. Air-" Oh ! my love's dead."-Cowell. 

As I vos a listening by the back door, 
I heard a wile willin wot cursed and swore; 
And a party was struck and fell flop on the ground, 
Vvhich it's given my 'art a huncurable wound. 

For, O-o-o-h ! my son's dead, him I adore, 
And I never, no never, shall see him no more. 

Clw1'us. For O-o-o-h ! { �!r }  son's dead, him { ste } adore, 

And { ste } never, no never, shall see him no more. 
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[Ghost music, which is continued until the end o.f Gruffon's dying speech. 

GRUF. (revz"vzng) Eh ! what's this ? Martha, get away, 

don't bother. 
MAR. I'm not your Martha now, I'm your mother. 

GRUF. 'Tis true (staggers up) they changed me at my 
birth, but then 

They've taken the change out of me again. 
[Suddenly becomes excited and turns to Martha. 

Avaunt and quit my sight ! let the earth hide thee. 

If she don't, I will. Ah ! what's that beside thee ? 

Who calls me coward ? What man dare, I dare. 

Rush in now like the rugged Russian bear. 

Take any shape but that, I 'd bear thee then. 

Come let me clutch thee ! how's this, gone again ? 

Art thou not plain to feeling as to scan ? 

Ha ! am I right or any other man ? 
I have thee not, and yet I see thee still, 

It is ! it is-my unpaid washing bill. [dzes. 

Martha kneels beside Gruffon Grimm. Slopenhoff wipes his sword, R., 

Tableau. 

SLOP. Hooray ! 
RUD. Cease that unseemly exclamation, 

Of hooray, I'll deliver a hooration, 

Friends, lovers, countrymen, lend me your ears. 
COUNT Stop, let me shed some tributary tears, 

[ "PViping his eye on Gretchen's apron. 

Thank you. The late lamented has my bill, 

And though I would'nt of the dead speak ill, 
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Those deeds are mine, and he's no right to own 'em: 
RUD. Come, come, de mor#us nzl nzsz'-
SLOP. (handzng papers whzdz he has ./ound on Gruffon to 

Count) Bone ' em. 
COUNT Ha ! ha ! I breathe again ! this deed secures 

Mypeace of mind (to Rudolf), nowfor a pzece 0./ yours. 
RUD. Hum, friends, et cetera, as I said before, 

Our dear departed friend upon the floor, 
Has done the most obliging thing he can ; 
(The brute was not an honourable man). 
Well, he can't sell us any more, and so 
I hereby can sell all the debts you owe. 
(takz'ng Bertha by the hand) Do you still raise ob-

jections to our match ? 
COUNT Not now (asz'de), he's rich, and so he's quite a catch. 
RUIj. I offer her a true heart if she'll share one. 
COUNT Bless you ! you've got a bargain. 
RUD. (puttzng hzsarm round Bertha's wazst) Yes a./azrone. 

Slopenhoff with Gretchen on his arm sidles up to Bertha, 

SLOP. Oh ! please, miss, me and this young woman here. 
BER. What fun, we must do something for them, dear. 
SLOP. Well, if I might suggest, a public, miss. 
GRE. What, go in public with a face like this ? 
SLOP. Tp.at's a mere nothing, just a gentle rap, 

I don't mind that blow now, I'll mznd the tap. 
COUNT We must bestow a thought on him who's gone. 
SLOP. Oh ! we'll soon carry off this carncm. 
GRUF. (nszng) Thank you, I 'd rather walk. 
ALL Alive ? 
GRUF. Oh ! quite, 

I don't like lying on those boards all night, 
I'll live and turn respectable ; I'll be 
A bank director, that'll just suit me. 

RUD. Well, don't repeat such conduct. 
GRUF. That depends 

Entirely on the sentence of Our friends, 
I shall present the same bzll every night, 
If you will only honour it at sight. 
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SLOP. The Baron's little game at last is done, 

RUD. 

BER. 
SLOP. 
GRUF. 
GRE. 

COUNT 
Chorus. 

The stake was your applause ; say, has he won ? 

For if upon us you won't be too hard, 

The Knave of Hartz will prove a winning card. 

Finale. Air from Overture to MassanieZlo. 

Don't bring us too harshly to book 
For the folly we've uttered to day, 

But bid all the people, you know, come and look 

At the Bandit of Bohemia. 
Reform just now is all the go, 
We've had it  long ago 
In Parliament you Imow. 
We ask you not to-

Bring us too harshly to book, &c. 

SLOPENHOFF, GRETCHEN, RUDOLF. COUNT. BERTHA, MARTHA, BARON. 

R. c. L. 

The O. B. C. 



TOO LATE. 

'Trs come at last, the honour and the name 
With the last years of life ; so long withheld, 
So hotly striven for, 'tis in my clasp. 
Now when my fingers feeble through long years 
Of hope deferred and patient drudgery 
Refuse to grasp the guerdon hardly won, 
Now when my blighted heart can feel no thrill 
Of proud and happy pleasure at success, 
Lo ! it is wholly mine, and I am great ! 

'Tis what I hoped for all my youth, but now 
Where are those dreams that made that hope so sweet ? 
Where now my young ambition, and the fire 
That, had such meed of praise been earlier mine, 
Might once have leapt into a living flame, 
And burned a glorious beacon for all time ? 
And where is she whose pure young love entwined 
Itself about my heart-strings, whose bright eyes, 
In fond pride flashing at my fame, had made 
To me that fame a thing twice dear ? Where now 
That girlish form with dancing golden hair, 
That hung around me as I sat at work, 
And watched in glee the colours grow to life 
Upon the canvass ? Where that sunny laugh 
That half dispelled the gloom about my way, 
That one brave sympathy amid a world 
Of heartless scorn and critics crying " Shame 
Upon the dauber." She alone could see 
The promise of great works, where they beheld 
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Nought but the faults of youth and over-haste

Baste ? how not haste when children cry for bread ? 

It cannot be the youthful painter's work 

Was all to blame with nought to praise, and then 

A. little praise had stirred me to great deeds. 

But now, when praise and blame fall both alike 

V ncared for, 10, they crowd around and thrust 

The crown into my lax and feeble grasp. 

What can I do with it but lay it down 

Amid the green grass on her quiet grave 

And long to lie beside her in deep rest ? 

E. 



CHARLEMAGNE AND NAPOLEON. 

�HE whole value and aim of historical study is 

� grounded on the truth of the proverb " History 
repeats itself." Its forms may be constantly 

varied, according to the variety of place and time,-just 
as the colour of a flower may be affected by a difference 
of soil,-but its main outlines, its most striking features 
are apt to recur. And as the meteorologist by constant 
observation of wind and cloud, can deduce some general 
laws of their operation, and so obtain a forecast of the 
coming storm ; or, to take an illustration nearer home, 
as a man, from long acquaintance with the character 
of his friend, can tell what his judgement will be on a 
given question brought before him-so is the careful 
and philosophical student of history able to gather 
from the experience of the past indications of the prob
able course of the present and the future. Human 
passions and human motives are essentially the same 
in all ages, and they are the levers which move the 
machinery of history. The levers may be lengthened 
or shortened, the passions may be more or less intense, 
but the leverage is there, and on it we can calculate. 

If history in its wider sense is thus self-repeating, 
we cannot be surprised to find the same occasional 
similarity in individual history. The similarity may 
be that of mere coincidence (as, for instance, in the 
fatality of the number fourteen to Henry IV. of France"'), 
or it may rest on deeper resemblances of circum-

* Sce Mr. Baring GOlllcl's " Curiolls Myths," first series. Fatality of Number�. 
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stance and character. The former have a charm for 
the curious-the latter form the most interesting ' cases' 
011 the dissecting of which the historical student can 

exercise his skill. The general resemblance gives 
greater zest to the inquiry into the more delicate causes 
which have produced the individual differences. 

It might seem at first sight that the points of re
semblance between the history of Charlemagne and 
that of the first Napoleon should be assigned to the 
former class. The comparison of the J affa massacre 
with that of the Saxons at Verden-of the repUdiation 
of Desideria with the divorce of J osephine-are scarcely 
strong enough grounds for a historical parallel to rest 
upon. Even the strategic skill which led Charlemagne 
to anticipate the Austerlitz campaign and the passage 
of the Great St. Bernard, and the deep-sighted policy 
which created the subordinate kingdoms of Italy and 
Spain-partake more or less of a personal character, 
or may be looked upon as consequences of the per
manence of geographical features.'" But a closer ex
amination will detect far deeper coincidences than 
these. 

It has been well observedt that the work of every 
great man may be considered under two aspects, ac
cording as it meets the exigencies of his time, or tends 
to his own personal aggrandizement. For a man is 
only truly great in history in proportion as he discerns · 
what are the needs of the society around him, and what 
the requirements of the time in which he lives, and 
can see and has in his power the means which are 
best fitted to satisfy those needs, and to meet those 
requirements. For historic greatness must always be 
measured by the standard of the time. It requires no 
effort now to resist and denounce prejudices and ideas, 
------------------------------

* These minor points are stated in detail in Mr. De Quincy's Essay on 
Charlemagne. He gives to them, I think, an unnecessary importance. 
1 t GUizot, Histoire de la Civilization .en France, tome 2, 20me le<;on. This 
Ccture suggested the thoughts which I have here put on paper. 
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which our fathers would have thought it madness to' 
oppose. And so the great man of our time may be 
inferior in absolute a#aznments to the little man of 
another-but his greatness still remains, in the fact that 
he has stepped out in advance of his age. 

There is a singular likeness in the features of the 
times whose work Charlemagne and Napoleon were 
called to do. The latter part of the sixth and nearly 
the whole of the seventh century had witnessed 
a struggle between two conflicting elements in the 
Frankish kingdom. What was nominally a war be
tween the rival kingdoms of N eustria and Austrasia
was really a struggle for supremacy between the popular 
and the aristocratic, the Latin and the Teutonic element, 
or as some would put it, between royalty and aristoc
racy. The Austrasians, by their geographical position, 
recruited constantly with fresh German blood, and ex
posed to the first attack of hostile tribes, retained their 
early customs, and refused to acknowledge the supre
macy of a king. The warriors were in their eyes the 
only class that had any right to rule, and in war the 
king was as one of themselves. The Neustrians, on 
the other hand, had submitted to the influence of such 
remains of Roman civilisation as were still to be found 
in Gaul. Their dominion had been sooner consolidated, 
but at the same time they had parted with their old 
warlike habits, and had even ceased to speak the 
German language, whose appearance in Alsace and 
Luxembourg testifies to the present day of the Frankish 
occupants of Austrasia. Their nobles were contented 
to be the courtiers of a king. In Austrasia the mayor 
of the palace was the leader of the nobles ; in Neustria 
he was generally associated rather with the people. 
The battle of Testry (68 7) gave the victory to the 
aristocratic principle, and left Pepin of Heristal mayor 
and actual governor of the two kingdoms. The n.obles, 
however, who had fought willingly for their personal 
independence, were not inclined to hand over the whole 
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power to him whose leadership they had followed. 

They tried to establish themselves in separate duchies. 
But the vigour of Charles Martel, and the alarming 
progress of the Saracens, compelled them to lay aside 

their feuds and to unite in defence of Christendom. 
The battle of Poitiers (732) not only delivered western 
Europe from the Moslem, but also gave a solidity to 
the Frankish kingdom which made the work of Pepin 
the Short and of Charlemagne more easy. The fact 
of the Carlovingian supremacy was at last acknow
ledged by the consecration of Pepin the Short by Pope 
Stephen, and the position which it already held by its 
appearance in Italy as the champion of the rising 
Papacy against the aggressions of the Lombards and 
the heresy (so called) of the Iconoclastic emperors.'" 

Such was the inheritance to which Charlemagne 
succeeded. The slow revolution, which had decided that 
the German principle of personal freedom, and not the 
Roman principle of the absorption of the man in the 
citizen, was to be the motto of the Western Empire, 
was now fully accomplished. The military enthusiasm 
of the Franks had been resuscitated by the Saracen 
and Lombard wars ; and a strong united government 
had in some degree bound together the once inhar
monious parts of the Frankish kingdom. Such were 
Charlemagne's tools, and none less were adequate to 
the work which he had to do. For this empire was 
threatened on both sides-on the south by the Saracens, 
and on the north and east by the Saxons and the 
Avars-with Slaves and Tartars to succeed to their 
vacant places. Unless some mighty barrier were set 
in the way, it seemed not unlikely that Europe would 
once more be overrun by successive hordes of bar
barians. And none but a great man could raise such 
a barrier. The very principle which had conquered in 
the struggle was, as we have seen, the parent of divi-

* See Milman's Latill C"ristial/i�I" vol. 2, book [ 11. 
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5 2 Charlemagne and Napoleon. 

sion rather than of union, and united action alone 
could check the dangers which were now impending. 
The active mind of Charlemagne was equal to the 
task. Among all his great powers, there is none so 
striking as that which welded together the disunited 
parts of the empire, and directed at the same time the 
conduct of affairs in districts widely separated from 
each other.* And the work which was given him to 
do, he did. After his death we hear of no more bar
barian foes overrunning the land-and the N orthmen, 
the only enemies that left their mark, while they secured 
for themselves a territory, were so speedily fused with 
the Franks and adopted their Roman civilisation, that 
we scarcely recognise in our Norman invaders of the 
r r th century the same race which had settled amongst 
us in the 9th. The Saxons themselves were brought 
within the pale of civilisation, and formed a strong 
defence against all future attack. 

M. Guizot has pointed out, that the only part of 
Charlemagne's  work which produced no permanent 
effect, was that which concerned his personal aggran
disement as head of a wide and extensive empire.t 
But it seems to me very doubtful, whether Charlemagne 
ever contemplated the founding of an united empire 
and a dynasty. On the contrary, the policy which he 
pursued in assigning the kingdoms of Italy and Spain 
to his sons, warrants the opinion that he saw clearly 
enough that smaller kingdoms, within easier reach 
of their central authority, were better fitted for the work 
which they had to do. It was only in the hands of a 
Charlemagne that such a mass could be wielded and 
managed ; he might form them into a compact body, 
and guide their affairs during his life, but after him, 

• Guizot, ubi supra, 2 I me le90n. \Ve had some share in the products 
of this organizing here. It was at Charlemagne's court that Egbert, the 
author of the supremacy of Wessex over the other Saxon kingdoms, took his 
first lessons in statecraft. 

t Ubi supra, 20me le�on. 
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they must take root for themselves. But his plans 

were frustrated by the death of his sons, and he seems 

to have been so far moved by personal motives, as 

not to carry them out in the persons of his ministers 

or his generals. 
Now turn to Napoleon, and how striking is the 

parallel. The work of the Convention and Directory 

has brought to a close the struggle between the two 
parties within the kingdom. This time the people 

have triumphed, and have overthrown the edifice of 
which the victory of Testry laid as it were, the first 
stone. Dissensions within have threatened to produce 
disunion, and destroy the work already done ; but the 
prospect of foreign invasion has called out the martial 
vigour of the nation, and made them sink party feeling 
in the common defence of their country. The cam
paigns of Dumouriez and of the army of the Rhine 
were to Napoleon what Charles Martel's victories were 
to Charlemagne. The armies which had successfully 
resisted invasion, had been emboldened thereby to 
anticipate attack and to assume the offensive. And 
Napoleon too did the work which he had to do. His 
wide empire may have been shattered and his per
sonal power overthrown, but the France of r 8 I 5 was 
not the France of 1 792,  nor of 1 800. Its old dynasty 
was restored, but its independence and its unity were 
secured, its institutions consolidated, and feudalism 
overthrown beyond all recovery. The work might 
possibly have been accomplished without so great 
sacrifices, but the united action of an united France 
which Napoleon led, was one of the best means for 
effacing the remains of old divisions and jealousies of 
provinces and privileged districts. This was the great 
need of the time, and this Napoleon's work supplied. 

There are several remarkable coincidences in the 
careers of the two men to which I have alluded. The 
most striking is, that between Charlemagne's campaign 
against the A vars, in which he marched down the 
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valley of the Danube to Vienna, while his son Pepin 
secured Northern Italy, and fought his way up by the 
valley of the Save to j0in him, and Napoleon's cam
paign against the Austrians in 1 806, in which Massena 
co-operated with him in the same way. It is quite 
possible, that the earlier campaign may have suggested 
the strategy of the latter.'" 

Here the parallel ceases, and the contrast begins. 
And seldom have there been two men between whom 
there has been a greater contrast. In Charlemagne, i t  
is hard to  discern traces of  the influence of  purely 
personal motives. It is true, that he surrounded him
self with some of the pomp of a court, and that he 
gathered in his capital the works of art which were the 
spoils of Italy and Gaul ; but the man who was content 
to sit at the feet of Alcuin, and set the example of 
learning to his own children in the school of the palace, 
may have the credit of a higher motive for such con
duCt than any mere love of ostentatious display. His 
wars and conquests seem all to have been undertaken 
for S0me nobler end. In his campaigns against the 
Saxons, he was reclaiming the wilderness of barbarism 
for the culture of the gospel ; in fighting against the 
Saracens, he was engaged in a crusade against an 
enemy of the cross, that would not be content without 
wresting some fresh dominions from Christendom ; in 
the Lombards he combated the enemies of the Holy 
See. Except in one notable instance, which religious 
zeal and the common policy of the time may to some 
extent palliate, he seems to have been careful of human 
life and suffering. 

In Napoleon, on the other hand, it is difficult to 
detect any other than personal motives. His wars were 
hardly the wars of propagandism, which the earlier cam
paigns of the revolutionary period had been. Though 

* An interesting account of this campaign is given in the second volume of 
M. Amedee Thieny's �Iistoire d' Attz'la et de ses Successeurs. His description 
of the ring fortifications of Hungary, calls to our minds the dykes of Britain. 
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he  lived at a time when Christianity had softened down 

the cruelty of a former age, he never seems to have 

allowed any thought for human life or human suffering 

to check the dictates of an all-devouring ambition. 

Selfish and overbearing, the retarder rather than the 

promoter of civilization, careless of personal accom

plishments, he was prompted in all that he did by two 

passions, the love of war and the love of power. 

Whatever allowances may be made for the different 

characters of different times, and for the stronger light 

in which Napoleon's career is seen, from its closer 

proximity to our own time, it is to me impossible not to 

own in Charlemagne the presence of a nobler hero, and 

a greater man. 

R. W. T. 



DON FERNANDO GOMERSALEZ . 

(EON GAULTIER Ballads, p .. 7,). 

DON FERNANDO GOMERSALEZ ! basely have they borne 
thee down ; 

Paces ten behind thy charger is thy glorious body thrown ; 
Fetters have they bound upon thee-iron fetters, fast 

and sure ; 
Don Fernando Gomersalez, thou art captive to the Moor ! 

Long within a dingy dungeon pined that brave and 
noble knight, 

For the Saracenic warriors well they knew and feared 
. his might ; 

Long he lay and long he languished on his dripping 
bed of stone, 

Till the cankered iron fetters ate their way into. his bone. 

On the twentieth day of August-'twas the feast of false 
Mahound-

Came the Moorish population from the neighbouring 
cities round ; 

There to hold their foul carousal, there to dance and 
there to sing, 

And to pay their yearly homage to AI-Widdicomb, the 
King ! 

First they wheeled their supple coursers, wheeled them 
at their utmost speed, 

Then they galloped by in squadrons, tossing far the 
light jereed ; 

Then around the circus racing, faster than the swallow flies, 
Did they spurn the yellow sawdust in the rapt specta

tors' eyes. 

IDEM GRlECE REDDITUM. 

'17r7T'ooap,CtJv lJX' Clp £CTT€ , fop,epUaA€" al7T'v 7T'eu'I}p,a 

Ka7T'7T'€u€" t7T'7T'OV lJ7T'£uB€v, QUOV '1" g7T'£ oovpo, fPCtJTJ, 

'Epp£7T'Ta£ ueo uwp,a, /-wyauB€veo, 7T'€P fOJl7'O,' 

A€up,ot '1" apPTJI€TO£O /3/'[J u' aoap,aIlTo, gxovULV 

Al()£o7T'CtJV U' apa X€PUl" fOp,€pUaA€" gp,/3aAE oatp,CtJ11, 

�ijpOIl fill, uTaBp,oLu£V awcea gprya 7T'€7T'OV()6;, 

K "()" '\ ,/.. ' " , , " t' , • Et ° Ta",a£'t'pov€CtJ·v' TOU "lap ICpaTO, allopE, aryavo£ 

"Ho€uav, �oe cpe/3oJl7" f7T'£€tlC€AOV a()allcho£utv' 

Aijpov f7T'l, AaEUU£Y fT�ICETO p,voaAeo£u£v, 

E" t' " " , 't' " ", ,, , £UOI€E OEU p,CtJV w c;  a71'€Opv'j' OUT€a 7T'aVTa. 

'HII oe Bepo, lCal 7T'Ciu£ P,€T' A lOdJ7T'Euu£1I €OPTT] 

M€p,lIovo,' ot 0' apa 7raIlT€, U71" ollCo()€v �ry€p€()OVTO 

N�71'£O£, 00, 7T'OU£O, lCa';, f07]TVO, fp,71'A7]uBeIlTE, 

Tapcp()€'i€JI cpopp,£ryry£ X,0PO£TV71't'[J '1" fpaT€£II'[J, 
A " , " , , e' " 

(3 "\ " ,/.. , � CtJpa '1' €lIa£u£p,a 71'all V71'aTrp au£",'I}£ 't'€PO£€V, 

IT " 
"\ t" , ,� , 

ff pCtJTa ICV",£1I00P,€1I0£ lCap, 'j' av 71'€£UaIlOpa, L7T'71'0V, 

Pe'ia p,aA" aUTUp g71'€£T' Clp,OTOV TavvolITo lCaT' rAa') 
ITPTJuuov'Te, 71'€oto£O, lCa';, lJgea oovpaT' taAAoY' 

E' "\ t" " e ' " t' ,/.. ' £'Ta, XE",£OOIlE, CtJUTE, 07]11 Ep£oa 7T'P0't'EPOIIT€, 

';:; (J '  " "(3 "\ "\  ' ' ,/.. (} ' .... , _ aJl 7]JI 71'aULJI E a",,,,oJl EJI o'/' a",p,o£u£ 1C0Jl£7]JI. 
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Proudly did the Moorish monarch every passing warrior 
greet, 

As he sat enthroned above them, with the lamps beneath 
his feet j 

" Tell me, thou black-bearded Cadi ! are there any in 
the land, 

That against my janissaries dare one hour in combat 
stand ?" 

Then the bearded Cadi answered-et Be not wroth, my 
lord, the King, 

If thy faithful slave shall venture to observe one little 
thing j 

Valiant, doubtless, are thy warriors, and their beards 
are long and hairy, 

And a thunderbolt in battle is each bristly janissary : 

" But I cannot, 0 my sovereign, quite forget that fearful day, 
When I saw the Christian army in its terrible array j 
When they charged across the footlights like a torrent 

down its bed, 
With the red cross floating o'er them, and Fernando at 

their head ! 

" Don Fernando Gomersalez ! matchless chieftain he in 
war, 

Mightier than Don Sticknejo, braver than the Cid Bivar ! 
Not a cheek within Grenada, 0 my King, but wan and 

pale is, 
When they hear the dreaded name of Don Fernando 

Gomersalez ! " 

" Thou shalt see thy champion, Cadi ! hither quick the 
captive bring ! "  

Thus i n  wrath and deadly anger spoke AI-Widdicomb, 
the King : 

" Paler than a maiden's forehead is the Christian's hue, 
I ween, 

Since a year within the dungeons of Grenada he hath 
been ! " 

Idem Greece Reddz'tum. 

TouS' 0' "{'1T'Epwvlo'T}S' 1T'porppwv OEtotCTlC€'TO, olrppov 

8' " � I"I �  8 '  f" , )/ , ,, " "{'to EXWV, oaOES' V1T'O p,uptat Et aT ava/Cn' 

8 1;' \  '1;' \ \ " ' '',/.. ' '' ' " y f17 'T]IJ"EV DE toWV, /Cat E1T'OS' T E,/"aT E/c T ovop,a .. E 
I " "  E: I , I t/� 'A.. 8 ' " KuavoxatTa avas, nvaS' aVEpaS' 'Y}OE TpE'/"et X WV, 

" Or TOGS'O' �PWEIJ"IJ"£ p,{vuv8a 1T'EP tiv p,aX€lJ"a£VTO ;" 

Tov 0' �p,E{/3ET' €1T'H8' 0 p,EA.ap,1T'wrywv tiryoS' avopwv 
, ' 1;', ,, l: ' I;' �... ' , ,/.. / " M'T] VEp,ElJ"a TOO , avas Et oou",OS' EWV Tt 1T't,/"aulJ"/Cw 

cIJ'T]p,£ ryap Alet01T'WV tip,axov ryevoS" ouoe /cEV liA.A.o£ 

·.Qoe ryevEt�lJ"etav €1T'tX8ovtwv avOpw1T'wv' 

MapvavTa£ oe IGepavvcp €O£/cOTES', DV TE Kpov{wv 

'E/C V€rp€WV 1T'pO€'T]/cEV, U1T'�v'T}Tat /3alJ"£A.7]ES'· 
, AA.A.a nv' IJ"U Mvap,a£ Oep,€v if/CA.'T}lJ"w /CaT a Oup,ov 
"H .. , ..... O ,/.. ' 0 '  , ,/.. f a p,aTOS', cP IJ"TpaTOS' 'Y}'" € ,/"EpWV avaTOv TE ,/"O,..,OV TE' 
' n  , a a ' ,/.. , , " ... ' �lrXPOS', ,..,ap,..,ap0,/"wvoS', av 0pX'Y}IJ"TpaV 7TTO"'Ep,OW, 

'.QS' D7TOTE 7TA.�OWV 7TOTap,oS' 7TEotOVO€ /CaTELIJ"£ ' 

'I-IpX€ oe <l>epvavopoS', IJ"TaupoS' 0' U7T€P OVA.OV €v€U€V. 

AlXP,'T}TWV lJX' tiptIJ"T€, rOp,€plJ"aA.€r;, l7T7TOT' tip,up,ov, 
"0 ' ,/.. ' \ " E  ' � S' "paT€€£S' "2.TP0,/"W£O "a� "TOP OS' t7T7TO/COpUIJ"TOU, 

Xpror; TPE7TETa£ 7TaVT€lJ"lJ"tV aVa 7TTOA.£V €upuarymav 

AledJ7Twv, €7T€£'T} "UOOS' IJ"€8€V OVaTa /3aA.A.€£." 
T\ '1' \ ... � ',/.. " 

, OV DE XO",WTOtlJ"£V 7TP0IJ"E,/,,'T} /cpHWV ETTE€lJ"lJ"tV' 
" " 0 ·,.1" )/ � , , � ,  .,. " 't' Eat avopa, ryEpOV, TOV oatp,ov£ £frov €X€IJ"/C€S" 
ilap8€vt/CfJS' 0' orw XPOOS' WXpOT€POV V£V €1J"€IJ"OaL, 

AelJ"p,cp ryap /CpaTEpcp O€O€Ta£ TptlJ"/CatoE/Ca p,fJvaS'. 

AA.A.' tiryET', lJrppa [OWp,EO' apijtrptA.OV 7TTOA.€p,{IJ"T'Y}V·" 
r/!2. )1 ' " , , " tI S' ErpaT OX8'T}1J"a<;" TO£ 0' ou" a7nO'T}lJ"aV ava/cT£' 
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Then they brought the Gomersalez, and they led the 
warrior in ; 

Weak and wasted seemed his body, and his face was 
pale and thin ; 

But the ancient fire was burning, un allayed, withinhiseye, 
And his step was proud and stately, and his look was 

stern and high. 

Scarcely from tumultuous cheering could the galleried 
crowd refrain, 

For they knew Don Gomersalez and his prowess in the 
plain ; 

But they feared the grizzly despot and his myrmidons 
in steel, 

So their sympathy descended in the fruitage of Seville. 

" Wherefore, monarch, hast thou brought me from the 
dungeon dark and drear, 

Where these limbs of mine have wasted in confinement 
for a year ? 

Dost thou lead me forth to torture ?-Rack and pincers 
I defy ! . 

Is it that thy base grotesquos may behold a hero die ? "  

" Hold thy peace, thou Christian caitiff, and attend to 
what I say ! 

Thou art called the starkest rider of the Spanish cur's 
array : 

If thy courage be undaunted, as they say it was of yore, 
Thou may'st yet achieve thy freedom,-yet regain thy 

native shore. 

" Courses three within this circus 'gainst my warriors 
shalt thou run, 

Ere yon weltering pasteboard ocean shall receive yon 
muslin sun ; 

Victor-thou shalt have thy freedom ; but if stretched 
upon the plain, 

To thy dark and dreary dungeon they shall hale thee 
back again." 

Idem Greece Reddtfum. 
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62 Don Fenzando Gonzersalez. 

" Give me but the armour, monarch, I have worn in 
many a field, 

Give me but my trusty helmet, give me but my dinted 
shield ; 

And my oId steed, Bavieca, swiftest courser in the ring, 
And I rather should imagine that I'll do the business, 

King ! "  

Then they carried down the armour from the garret 
where it lay, 

O !  but it was red and rusty, and the plumes were shorn 
away : 

And they led out Bavieca from a foul and filthy van, 
For the conqueror had sold him to a Moorish dogs' -meat 

man. 

When the steed beheld his master, then he whinnied 
loud and free, 

And in token of subjection, knelt upon each broken knee ; 
And a tear of walnuflargeness to the warrior's eyelids rose, 
As he fondly picked a bean-straw from his coughing 

courser's nose. 

" Many a time, 0 Bavieca, hast thou borne me through 
the fray ! 

Bear me but again as deftly through the listed ring this 
day ; 

.or if thou art worn and feeble, as may well have come 
to pass, 

Time it is, my trusty charger, both of us were sent to 
grass ! "  

Then h e  seized his lance, and vaulting in the saddle 
sate upright ; 

Marble seemed the noble courser, iron seemed the mailed 
knight ; 

And a cry of admiration burst from every Moorish lady
" Five to four on Don Fernando ! " cried the sable

bearded Cadi . 

Idem Greece Reddz"tu1Jt. 
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Epico,' ex conjecturil. amici acljicio-
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64 Don Fernando Gomersa!ez. 

Warriors three from Alcantara burst into the listed space, 
Warriors three, all bred in battle, of the prous Alhambra 

race : 
Trumpets sounded, courSers bounded, and the foremost 

straight went down, 
Tumbling, like a sack of turnips, just before the jeering 

Clown. 

In the second chieftain galloped, and he bowed him to 
the King, 

And his saddle-girths were tightened by the Master of 
the Ring ; 

Through three blazing hoops he bounded ere the despe
rate fight began-

Don Fernando ! bear thee bravely !-'tis the Moor Ab
dorrhoman ! 

Like a double streak of lightning, clashing in the sul
phurous sky, 

Met the pair ofhostiJe heroes, and they made the sawdust 
fly ; 

And the Moslem spear sostiffiy smote on Don Fernando's 
mail, 

That he reeled, as if in liquor, back to Bavieca's tail : 

But he caught the mace beside him, and he griped it 
hard and fast, 

And he swung it starkly upwards as the foeman bounded 
past ; 

And the deadly stroke descended through the skull and 
through the brain, 

As ye may have seen a poker cleave a cocoa-nut in twain. 

Sore astonished was the monarch, and the Moorish 
warriors all, 

Save the third bold chief, who tarried and beheld his 
brethren fall ; 

And the Clown, in haste arising from the footstool where 
he sat, 

Notified the first appearance of th€! famous Acrobat ; 

Idem Greece Reddz'tum. 
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66 Don Fernando Gomersalez. 

N ever on a single charger rides that stout and stalwart 
Moor,-

Five beneath his stride so stately bear him o'er the 
trembling floor ; 

Five Arabians, black as midnight-on their necks 
rein he throws, 

And the outer and the inner feel the pressure of his toes, 

Never wore that chieftain armour ; in a knot himself he 
ties, 

With his grizzly head appearing in the centre of his thighs, 
Till the petrified spectator asks, in paralysed alarm, 
Where may be the warrior's body,-which is leg, and 

which is arm ? 

" Sound the charge ! "  The coursers started ; 
and furious vault, 

High in air the Moorish champion cut a wondrous somer
sault ; 

0' erthe head of Don F ernando like a tennis-ball he sprung, 
Caught him tightly by the girdle, and behind the crupper 

hung, 

Then his dagger Don Fernando plucked from out its 
jewelled sheath, 

And he stuck the Moor so fiercely, as he grappled him 
beneath, 

. That the good Damascus weapon sunk within the folds 
of fat, 

And as dead as J ulius Cresar dropped the GordianAcrobat, 

Meanwhile fast the sun was sinking-it hath sunk be
neath the sea, 

Ere Fernando Gomersalez smote the latter ofthe three ; 
And Al-Widdicomb, the monarch, pointed, with a bitter 

smile, 
To the deeply-darkening canvass ;-blacker grew it all 

the while. 

Idem .G1'CECe Reddztztm. 
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68 Don Fernando Gomersalez. 

(/ Thou hast slain my warriors, Spaniard ! but thou hast 
not kept thy time ; 

Only two had sunk before thee ere I heard the curfew 
chime ; 

Back thou goest to thy dungeon, and thou may'st be 
wondrous glad 

That thy head is on thy shoulders for thy work to-day, 
my lad ! 

" Therefore all thy boasted valour; Christian dog, of no 
avail is ! "  

Dark as midnight grew the brow of Don Fernando 
Gomersalez ;-

Stiffly sate he in his saddle, grimly looked around the 
ring, 

Laid his lance within the rest, and shook his gauntlet at 
the King. 

( / 0, thou foul and faithless traitor ! wouldst thou play 
me false again ? 

Welcome death and welcome torture, rather than the 
captive's chain ! 

But I give thee warning, caitiff ! Look thou sharply to 
thine eye-

Un avenged, at least in harness, Gomersalez shall not 
die ! " 

Thus he spoke, and Bavieca like an arrow forward flew, 
Right and left the Moorish squadron wheeled to let the 

hero through ; 
Brightly gleamed the lance of vengeance-fiercely sped 

the fatal thrust-
From his throne the Moorish monarch tumbled lifeless 

in the dust. , 

Speed thee, speed thee, Bavieca ! speed thee faster than 
the wind ! 

Life and freedom are before thee, deadly foes give chase 
behind ! 

Idem Greeee Reddz'tum. 
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70 Don Fernando Gonzersalez. 

Speed thee up the sloping spring-board ;  o'er the bridge 
that spans the seas ; 

Yonder gauzy moon will light thee through the grove of 
canvass trees. 

Close before thee, Pampeluna spreads her painted paste
board gate ! 

Speed thee onward, gallant courser, speed thee with thy 
knightly freight ! 

Victory ! The town receives them !-Gentle ladies, this 
'the tale is, 

Which I learned in Astley's Circus, of Fernando Gomer
salez. 

Idem Greece Redddum. 7 I 
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HENRY FIELDING. 

810 department of literature seems at the present �� day more popular among all classes than that of 
- ,..� Prose Fiction. This no doubt may partly be 

explained by the fact that of all the family of light 
literature the n(')vel was, in ENgland at least, the latest 
born, and has therefore Bot yet lost for us the charm of 
freshness. Romances have indeed existed for many 
years among us, the Arcadza of Sir Philip Sydn.ey being 
I think the first original prose composition of this de
scription in English. But these romances were nar
ratives of chivalric or supernatural events, recited in a 
lofty historical tene without any attempt at delicate 
delineation -of character in the agents, or at portraying 
in ordinary language the social life of the day. This 
was the task reserved for the novel introduced by Henry 
Fielding about the middle of the last century. I say 
introduced by Fielding, for the only works of the same 
description that existed before he published his first 
novel were Robz'nson Crusoe by Defoe, and Pamela by 
Samuel Richardson.'" Th'e first of these can harGl.ly be 
said to come under the definition usually nQW received 
of a novel. There is no attempt in it at delineation of 
character, and there is no society to be described. It is 
simply a .tale narrating in plain unaffected language :the 

* That i&, if we disregard such books as Moll Flanders, Colonel Jack., &c., 
Which De[oe ,produced in such quantities, and in which the majority of the 
characters are a set of wretches whose sayings and doings woUld be more 
fitted to grace the columns of the N ewgate calendar, -than-to find:a permanent 
place in the literature of a country_ 
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solitary adventures and sufferings of a common seaman. 
Twelve years afterwards Richardson published Panzela, 
a work certainly more nearly approaching the modern 
novel, but with this difference, the author never once 
appears throughout the whole course of the book. There 
is nowhere any attempt at any sort of description in it. 
The story is told entirely by letters supposed to be 
written by the different agents in it, and the consequence 
is, it is tediously unfolded, while with regard to the cha
racters of the agents, we have, unaided by the author, 
to make them out for ourselves from their own letters. 
This is a slow and clumsy method of narration, to say 
nothing of the improbability of any people, however 
good correspondents they might be, writing letters 
voluminous enough to acquaint us with all the details 
of a long story, or honest enough to let us into all the 
intricacies of their own characters. In the following 
year Fielding came before the world with his novel of 
Joseph Andrews, which may fairly be said to have been 
the first English novel, using the word in the sense in 
which it is now ordinarily received, and from this time 
may be dated the rise of that class of literature that has 
remained so universally popular down to the present day. 

Before proceeding to discuss the merits of Fielding's 
works it may not be uninteresting to bestow a passing 
glance on the history.of his life, and see in what schools 
he had qualified himself for the task he had undertaken. 

Henry Fielding was of good family, being the son of 
General Fielding, one of a younger branch of the house 
of Denbigh. He was born at Sharpham Park, in 
Somersetshire, in 1707. At Eton, where he was edu
cated, he distinguished himself by remarkable quick
ness combined with a steady application. It was here 
that he contracted an intimacy with many boys who 
were destined in after years to play as men a prominent 
part in the history of their country. Such were Lord 
Lyttleton, Fox, Pitt, Sir Charles Hanbury, Williams, 
and Wilmington. From Eton he wEmt to Leyden, for 
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the purpose of studying the law under the �elebrate
.
d 

Vitriarius. He was recalled thence by the death of ?lS 
father, who having been an extravagant man of fashlOn 
left his affairs in ho,peless confusion. Thus the young 
Fielding, with a nC9minal income of £ zoo. a-:year, which, 
as he himself remarked, "any body might pay who 
would," was .thrown at the age of twen�y entirely on his 
own resources for a livelihood. It was now that he 
turned his attention to literature. With the Roman 
poet he might have said: 

Et Iaris et fundi paupertas impulit .audax 
Ut versus facerem. 

His first attempts in composition were a number of 
comedies and farces which shew a good deal of vivacity, 
but also much carelessness and but little talent. They 
nevertheless pleased the public, and by the sale of such 
pieces he just managed to keep his head abeve water. 
It was while he was thus emplqyed that he made the 
acquaintance of Garrick, Macklin, and many C9ther cele
brities in the theatrical world. In his twenty-seventh 
year he married Miss Craddock, a lady of great beauty 
and excellence, to whom he was much attached. With 
her he received a portion of between one and two thou
sand pounds, and at about the same time. succeeded

. 
by 

the death of his mother to a small estate m Dorsetshlre, 
which brought him in an inc0me of about £ zoo a-year. 
He now determined to settle down into a country gentle
man, and aCG0rdingly retired to his estate, where he 
turned his attention to farming with apparently but 
little success. Here he spent three years, sadly out of 
his element, for the country gentlemen of his day were 
for the most part rather inferior in education, intelli
gence, and breeding to the modern farmer. The ac
complished man of letters, with his refined manners and 
love of literary pursuits, natural�y cared little for the 
society of his beorish neighbours, .of whom he has giv.en 
us Some highly-fimshed portr.aits in the persons of SqUIre 
Western, Parson Trulliber, and others of the same 

Gz 
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stamp. As little, on the other hand, did these worthies 
care for one who could not join in their ordinary con
versations on the absorbing topic of crops, and who 
preferred his books to his bottle. Fielding at last gave 
way, and followed the contemptible example universally 
set him by his neighbours. He abandoned literary 
pursuits and gave himself up to the senseless extrava
gance he saw displayed by all around. Hounds and 
horses with their concomitant feasting and drunkenness 
soon wasted his little fortune. About the same time the 
Haymarket Theatre, in which he had invested his wife's 
dowry, failed, and he had now again to take to his pen. 
He returned to London and resumed his study of the law, 
supporting himself and his family during the time of his 
probation by his writings. These were chiefly poems 
and essays. He also wrote many political articles for 
the public journals, in which he evinced strong liberal 
and anti-Jacobite views. He was called to the Bar at 
the Inner Temple, but finding the profession of briefless 
barrister not a very lucrative one, he soon abandoned it, 
and resumed that of author. 

At last, in 1742, when he was thirty-five years of age, 
he produced his first novel, Joseph Andrews. This was 
a sort of parody on Richardson's Pamela, which had 
appeared during the previous year. The hero is one 
J oseph Andrews, who is supposed to be the brother of 
Richardson's heroine. As the plot of Pamela is the 
successful resistance of a b�autiful and innocent young 
servant girl to the seductions of her rich and fashi.onable 
master, to whom by way of a moral, inculcating the re
ward of virtue, she is eventually married, so her brother 
Joseph, the hero of Fielding's novel, is a very right
minded young footman who declines to take any notice 
of the somewhat indelicate advances of his mistress 
Lady Booby, who is the mother of Pamela's master: 
He is in consequence turned out of her house, and the 
chief part of the book is taken up with the narration of 
his wanderings about the country with Parson Adams. 

_n'l 
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The conception of the latter personage is one of the 
richest in the whole range of literature. His learning, 
good sense, generosity, and bravery, combined with the 
most childlike innocence and simplicity, as well as his 
utter forgetfulness and absence of mind, all go to make 
up a character we cannot help loving and respecting, 
even while laughing- at its oddities. 

This work was shortly followed by The Journey from 
thz!; World to the Next and Tlze Life of Jonathan Wz'ld 

the Great. The first of these is a political satire, which 
has now lost most of its interest, from the fact of many 
of its allusions having become obscure, through the 
lapse of time. The latter work was a satire on the false 
taste then prevalent in society, and was meant to 
ridicule the existing ideas of heroism. The life and 
character of J onathan Wild, originally a housebreaker, 
afterwards an informer in the pay of the police, and 
eventually hanged for receiving stolen goods, are held 
up for admiration in a tone of irony. The satire is 
powerful throughout, but the unvarying meanness and 
falsity of all the principal agents in the story sicken 
the reader. 

About this time Fielding's wife died, and the loss of 
one he had loved so devotedly threw him into such a 
paroxysm of grief that fears were at one time enter
tained for his reason. However, he recovered, and now 
embracing the Hanoverian cause more warmly than 
ever, published a number of political pamphlets, and 
set up ,the True Patrzot, a periodical for which he wrote 
many brilliant articles in defence of Walpole's ministry. 

In 1 749, through the influence of Lord Lyttleton, he 
was appointed police magistrate in Westminster. This 
brought him in an income ot £ 300 a-year, of what he 
calls" the dirtiest money upon earth." His new duties 
he discharged with zeal and intelligence. He intro
duced great reforms in the working of the police, and 
wrote many able pamphlets on the penal laws, in which 
he displayed considerable legal knowledge and great 
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sagacity. During his leisure hours, which must have 
been few indeed, he composed Tom Jones, the com
pletest and most deservedly popular of all his works . 

This book is one of the most remarkable of its kind 
for several reasons. There' is an extravagance of fun in 
the introduction of countless ludicrous incidents, com
bined with an artistic power of making each of them 
lead to the ultimate catastrophe. The other great comic 
novelist of the same age, Tobias Smollett, often fell into 
the error of introducing incidents amusing in themselves 
with the mere purpose of raising a laugh, and as soon 
as this was done he 'had no further use for them. Hence 
he often sacrifices the consistency of his characters for a 
comic effect. Roderick Random, for instance, is as the 
hero of a book should be, all that could be desired in the 
way of a young man: brave, handsome, and generous. 
But if any circumstance arises in which the possession 
of any of these good qualities in the hero would stand 
in the way of our enjoying a laugh at him, he is remorse
lessly transformed into a gawky, cowardly, selfish 
scoundrel. Fielding's analysis of character was so close 
and so true that even in his most extravagantly ludicrous 
scenes he never loses sight of the end he originally had 
in view, or of the necessity of supporting the unity of 
his. characters, which he does by the introduction of 
many exq,uisite little traits, delicate touches as it were 
in a carefully finished picture. Smollett seizes on some 
prominent ludicrous idea, makes the most of it and 
neglects everything else. The result is an amusing 
caricature. Fielding makes the most of everything, gives nothing undue prominence, and the result is a masterly painting. . Besides this there is throughout 
Tom Jones an undercurrent of moral reflection hidden under. 

a mask of i�ony, which satirizes deeply the follies and V1ces of the t�me. Towards all those arising from meanness or fals1ty of any kind, to which we have 
gIven the generic name of humbug, he was especially 
severe. In the introduction to Joseplz 4,ndrews, he says, 

'1 .... 1) 
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the only source of the true Ridiculous is affect.
ation, 

which springs from one of two causes, hypocnsy or 
vanity, and it is against these two vices that the most 

piercing shafts of his satire are directed. . 
It was during his magistracy that he took as h1S 

second wife the maid of his former lady, "with whom," 
he says, "I had frequently bewailed the angel we had 
lost." In spite of the seeming oddity of the match, she 
made him a prudent and affectionate wife, and proved 
an excellent mother to his orphaned children. 

In 1 75 I he published Amelz"a. This work was in
tended as a tribute of respect to the memory of the 
virtues of his first wife. The interest of the story is 
purely domestic, and he has e�deav�ured in it to give 
us a picture of his own character m the person of 
Captain Booth. . 

In 1 754 Fielding's health, which had long been fall
ing, began finally to give way. He was shortly at�acked 
by dropsy, and being ordered to try a warmer chmate, 
sailed for Lisbon, where he died on the 8th of October, 
1754, in the forty-eighth year of his age. . 

In reviewing the character of Fielding as an author, 
we should be justified in passing over his poems a�d 
plays without comment, for it is not on them that �lS 
claim to greatness is based. They shew a happy W1t, 
and a graceful ease of expression just saves them from 
downright mediocrity. His essays and pamphlet� on 
social, legal, and political questions, though .

they evmce 
considerably greater talent, need not detam us long. 
They are evidently the work of a well-educated man of 
enlightened views, who combines with c�ose argument 
a polished and brilliant style of expres

.
slOn. But� ex

cept for the versatility of the genius wh1ch shews 1ts:lf 
at home in so many different subjects, they can cla1m 
no great precedence over the other works of a 1i1�e 

. I "  h1S nature in his own or the present hme. t 1S m . 
novels that his greatest excellence lies. And in th�S 

. t" g hIS species of composition we should not be estlma m 
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worth too highly if we placed him in the foremost rank • side by side with Sir WaIter Scott, and second not even 
to him. 

One great charm that Fielding's novels possess for 
his fe.llow-countrymen is that they are so thoroughly 
Englzsh. In subject as well as in mode of treatment he 
is intensely national. Lord Byron remarked of him 
that he was" the great prose Homer of human nature·" 
this is true to a certain extent, but he was not so mu�h 
a cosmopolitan as a national author. Sir WaIter Scott 
seems to me to form a juster estimate of Fielding's 
genius when he says, "of all works of imagination to 
which English genius J;as given origin, those of Henry 
Fielding are most decidedly and exclusively her own. " 
A close observer of character, he excelled in painting 
those which were the most strongly marked, for how
ever highly he might colour them he never forgot those 
lights and shades and little human contradictions which 
make a character natural. Such is old Squire Western i� r.0m Jones, with his violent temper and sturdy honesty, 
h1S 19norance and natural shrewdness, his coarse vul
garity and tender love for his daughter. The plots are 
all well constructed and artfully conducted, for in spite 
of his love of the ludicrous he never loses sight of the 
probable. Each of his incidents have a separate end and o�ject with regard to the rest of the story, and each leads m some degree to the ultimate catastrophe. As throughout the immense variety of his personages he is car�ful to �re�eFVe e�ch c�aracteT distinct and separate, so m the mC1dents m wh1ch each of them plays his or her. 

part . there is. no c
.onfusion, no inconsistency, but the1r actlOns are m umson with their characters and the whole story is the natural result of their ac�ions. His satire is pier�ing a:n� :-veIl directed, without being savage. .

The pohshed �nlhance of his keen irony, contrasted w1th that of SW1ft, is like the home-thrust of a 
small sword, compared to the crushing blow of a blud
geon. Both are equally effective in the end, but in the 
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one a masterly skill and neatne'ss takes. the' place of 

ferocity in the other. To give disjointed specimens of 

his powers, culled at random from the works of such an 
author as Fielding, must necessarily mar the excellence 

of the original, for no small portion of this excellence 
is due to the skill with which everything is introduced 
in its right place, and the connection carefully sustained 
throughout the whole work; but one or two instances 
of his humour I cannot refrain from giving, even at the 
risk of greatly spoiling their effect. So little is there 
forced about these strokes of wit that they abound on 
every page. Here are some I have selected quite at 
random. A certain Mr. Partridge from the country is 
supposed to be at the play, where he sees Garrick 
acting .Hamlet. The way in which he is carried away 
by the acting, the reality with which he ,invests the 
whole performance, his terror at the ghost, are all 
admirably told. At last, when the play was ended, 
" J ones asked him which of the players he had liked 
best. To this he answered, with some appearance of in
dignation at the q:uestion, 'The king, without doubt.' 
'Indeed, Mr. Partridge,' says Mrs. Miller, 'you are not 
of the same o:pinion with the town, for they are all 
agreed that Hamlet is acted by the best player that 

1 I' . 
ever was on the stage: 'He the best p ayer . cnes 
Partridge, with a contemptuous sneer, 'why I could act 
as well as he myself. I am sure if I were to see a 
ghost I should look just in the very same manner, and 
do just as he did. And then to be sure in that scene, 
as you call it, between him and his mother, where you 
told me he acted so fine, why, Lord help me, any man, 
that is any good man, that had such a bad mother, 
would have done exactly th� same. I know you are 
only joking with me, but, indeed, madam, tho�gh I was 
never at a play in London, yet I have seen actmg before 
in the country; and the king for my money; he speaks 
all his words distinctly, half as loud again as the other. 
Anybody may see he is an actor:" The humour of 
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makin� the bu�pkin fo:-get that Garrick is only acting, 
and object to hIS behavIOur because it is only what 
other man would naturally do under the same . 

stances, is hardly to be surpassed. As an instance 
his ironical satire, I would offer a passage in 
beginning of Joseph Andrews, where, after describing 
the learning, amiability, and other good qualities of 
Parson Adams, he says these qualifications "had so 
much endeared and well recommended him to a bishop, 
that at the age of fifty he was provided with a hand
some income of twenty-three pounds a year; which, 
ho�ever,

. 
he could not make any great figure with, as 

h� hved m a dear country, and was a little encumbered 
wIth a wife and six children." Many a sly hit too 
does he enjoy in the same book at the author of P�mela� 
The under-bred pomposity and sermonizing style of 
that}oun-?" lady are admirably burlesqued in the " good 
boy 

.
sentl1�ents to which her brother, the young foot

ma�, �s contmually giving vent. Richardson's perpetual 
strammg a. ft

.
er fine expressions, and the attempts he 

makes �amlh�rly to describe the private life of great 
people, m whIch he only succeeds in showing how little 
h� knew of them, are satirized in Mrs. Graveair's long
wmded story of Leonora. But the cruellest cut of all is 
where the adorable Pamela herself is introduced at the 
end of the book, behaving no better than a very snob 
whose head has been turned by prosperity. Indeed as 
Chal�ers observes, "she enacts the beggar on ho;se
back m a very superior manner." Richardson is said 
neve:- to have forgiven this slight to his fascinating 
herome. T�e c?nceited folly of the so-called wits and 
men of fashIOn IS the object of repeated att 1 J: . . ac {s, as lor 
mstance, m the" Scene of Roasting" l' r::t ,,f,h A cl: n JoseI' Z 11- rews, 
and the "Scene of Modern Wit and Humo "

. A /.' ur In me ta. 
But perhaps the greatest charm aboutFl'eld" .. 
. mg s wnt111gs 
IS the freshness of his style' there's b • . ' 1 a reezy out-
of-door aIr about It that contrasts favourabl 'th tl 

1 ·ft· 
y Wl le 

sta e, stl 111g atmosphere we seem to breathe in the 
elaborate and stilted language of the old Romance. 

v I 
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Compared with the other novelists of the last cen

tury, Fielding is certainly Jadle p-rzncejs. Defoe a�

proaches him in the homely vigour of his style,
. 
and ?IS 

simple yet interesting narration. In delicate delmeatlOn 

of character and conduct of the plot he falls far behind. 

Richardson's characters certainly are carefully wrought 

up, but they are stiff and unnatural . They are .p�in:ed 

more in the painfully minute style of a Dutch pamtmg 

than with the masterly Hogarth-like touches of Fielding. 

Swift in his Gullz'ver's Travels shewed great powers of 

satire and sustained irony, while the simple and cir

cumstantial way in which he relates impossibilities 

makes them seem almost probable. But his satire is 

more like a savage sneer at all mankind than a half

pitying smile at their folly. He never unbends his 

brows and enjoys a genial laugh of sheer fun, as 

Fielding constantly does, and he does not attempt to 

paint a real character .  Smollett comes near Fielding 

in his natural vivid style and love for the ludicrous, but 

he too fails in reading and reproducing with a tender 

regard for nature every side of a character, as well as 

in the skilful combination of his incidents with an eye 

to the working of his plot. Goldsmith's characters are 

far more true to nature, but his incidents are improbable 

and his plot badly conducted. 

Two objections brought against Fielding are, his 

vulgarity and the utter inanity of his heroines. By 

vulgarity must be meant the indecency of some of his 

scenes, not the portraying of scenes from low l�fe, for 

to do this with such a master's hand, and so delIcate a 

regard for nature, cannot be said to be vulgar. Field

ing's standard of morality certainly was not hi?,h. He 

seems, if not to justify, at any rate to pallIate any 

offence against decency or virtue, provided it or�gina�ed 

in the high spirits of youth, and was accompamed wIth 

courage and generosity. But again, on the oth�r hand, 

he never prefers vice to virtue, though the pumshment 

he awards as the consequence of the vice may not be as 
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severe as it deserves. In real life we see the 
man in his temporal affairs thrive as well as the 
tuous; and writing, as Fielding did, what professed 
be a picture of real life, it would have been unn 
to have wreaked a strict poetic justice on the 
exactly apportioned to the extent of their offence. 
certainly says much outright that the nicety of the 
modern novelist would only imply, but this is not 
much the fault of the man as of the time, writing as he 
did at a period remarkable for the lowest tone 
morality that ever prevailed in England, when the old 
romantic spirit of chivalry was dead, and modern re
finement not yet born. 

The second objection seems to me hardly a: fair one. 
His heroines certainly as a rule are uninteresting, but 
he only represented ladies as he knew them. In those 
days, before women were a<llmitted to the Universities , 
and the idea of Female Suffrage had never entered any 
one's head, the English lady certainly was an inanity. 
Often virtuous it is true, generally vulgar., but always 
empty-headed. In reading the correspondence of this 
time, nothing strikes one so much as the hopeless 
insipidity of the fair sex among the upper classes. 
The novelist, then, was hardly to blame if he repre
sented women as they were in his Own time. Now, of 
course, when sternness, prompt resolve, and an un
shaken will are so' eminently the characteristics of 
women, Our novelists are quite justified in representing �adies pushing their husbands down wells, and perform-
111g �ther feats of muscular and intellectual strength; 
but 111 the days of Fielding it would have been un
natural to have represented them with strongly marked 
characters-or indeed much character at al1.'" 

* These remarks of course apply only to tlle j1'ima domza.s so to . I 
f th ' th 

' spea c, 
o e stones, not to e secondary characters It would b h d t '  

. . e ar 0 Imagme 
any characters more strongly marked or more I:al'thfully d d th I 
of Mrs. Slipslop, Blear-eyed Moll and the like. 

repro nce an t lose 
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It is said, too, that Fielding has very little power 

over the pathetic emotions; but at any rate �e has 

found out that great secret, the "fount of tears IS v�ry 

ear that of laughter, " and he often succee'ds in touchmg 
n d' 
the heart even while exciting a sense of the lu Icrous. 

But whatever faults we may allow, we must also 

allow his many excellences. We must remember that 

he was one of the earliest pioneers in this track, and 

that the first beginner of a new work naturally me�ts 

with many difficulties which later corners c.

an easIly 

surmount. It is true that the author who stnkes out a 

new line often gains an instantaneous popularity greater 

than the real merits of his compCDsition deserve. The 

Lay of Hue Last Mznstrel is a case in point, which, 

though inferior as a work -of ,art to The L�dy of the 

Lake, gained a far m0re instantaneous .and 
.
wIde-spread 

popularity. But this popularity� except 111 t�e most 

deserving cases, is but a short-lIved one. It IS to the 

verdict of later generations we should look to form an 

estimate of an author's real merit. In the case of 

Fielding, I do not hesitate to assert the v�rdict :would 

be unanimous in his favour, and not the verdIct of hIs own 

countrymen alone, but of foreig� natio�s. The author 

of Tom 'Jones is as well known 111 Spam ·or France as 

Cervantes or Moliere in England. 

The taste of society changing in ,the course of every 

few years, it may well happen that Fieldi.

ng's wor�s are 

not generally familiar to the novel readI�g p.ublIc, but 

their excellence from an ar�istic point of VIew IS such as 

must always insure for them a trib1,lte of hearty com

mendation from the literary critic,-a tribute that confers 

all the more d,istinction when we reflect that he to whom 

it is paid was the first explorer of a path till then untr'ied. 

E. 



ITALIA LIBERATA. 

HAIL! dawn of liberty, whose helly light, 
Though long eluding every patriot's aim, 

Now rends the darkness of Italia's night! 
Now like the phantoms of a troubled dream 

By morning's rays dispelled in sudden flight, 
Ere long the brilliance of that heavenly beam 

O'er Superstition and her gloomy train 
Shall hold the victory and the past redeem. 

Ah me! 'tis fearful when the Shepherd's hand 
Is raised to desecrate the peaceful fold, 

Whose flocks aloof in shrinking terror stand 
From him whose guidance should their steps uphold. 

A regal sceptre doth but ill accord 

. 
With their profession who the crosier hold 

They claim His office unto whom the Lord 
' 

Consigned the Keys, yet still His precept scorn 
That whoso draws shall perish by the sword. 

' 

And has Etruria's minstrel spirit flown, 
W�kes not thy harp in-this thy triumph's hour? 

Alas: the waves that by Ravenna moan 
:W-1th dirgelike cadence on her rocky wall, 

�lS grave besprinkle, from whose lips alone 
For such a theme fit poesy could fall. 

J I .In·J 

A VIRGINIAN RAMBLE.'" 

SI�T is impossible to find a greater contrast than 
�� that presented by the countries north and south 

of the Potomac. From the carefully tilled hold
ings of New England, where, as in our Eastern counties, 
man had to struggle against a cold soil and gradually 
win his way to after all but a scant remuneration of his 
toil,-from the Quaker settlements of Pennsylvania, 
nestling in the hills along the banks of the Susque
hanna,-from the rich farms of Maryland, where the 
barns are built of rosy brick, more like palaces than 
barns, while the farmer is generally content to live in 
wooden houses-all of them peopled by English emi
grants driven by various persecutions from their homes; 
we pass at once, as the steamer tolls its tribute to 
Washington's memory on sight of Mount Vernon, to 
the less cultivated bleak sandhills of Virginia. 

Great must have been the contrast before the War; 
still greater is it now; new railway cars, as empty of 
passengers as they are new, gravel redoubts, charred 
railway stations, horses branded U.S. or C.S., or in 
Some cases both, as they passed by the fortune of war 
into the hands of new drivers, - captains of the 
Confederate army collecting railway tickets, wounded 
Confederates hanging about each country station or 
depot, as they call it,-all these signs kept it well 
before my mind that I was no longer in the Northern 
States. But even if all these signs of defeat and penury 

* The writer of this short notice has not been able to put his notes into a 
�ore readable shape, but gives them to readers of The Eagle at once, before 
Interest in the subject wanes. 
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had been absent, who could have mistaken, in 
slovenly tillage or the long lines of rubbishy planta_ 
tions, the fruits of a system which made a white 
ashamed of systematic labour, and employed instead 
number of hands with no special interest in the soil, 
patriotism to spur them? Else whence these 
pine forests springing up as weeds from the 
soil, this scant growth of Indian corn, these 
drained by 'One crop of tobacco and then left for 
next corner? How different from the small 
drained holdings of the New England farmer, who 
now, after two centurjes and a half, recalls his E 
Counties training, the care of a Lincolnshire farmer, the 
independence of a Huntingdon yeoman! 

Yet the contrast �oes not date in any way from the 
war; it is a real fundamental distinction, which can be 
traced ever since the original immigrations, by the 
peculiarities of the respective stocks. If the crew of the 
Mayjlower, who first settled in Massachusetts, were in
spired by the ideas of Protestantism and freedom in 
doctrine and government, what were the principles 
which first led to the colonization of the Old Dominion , 
or of that portion of it which the Virgin Queen of 
England had named Virginia? No romantic ideas, no 
political theories animated the colonists of Jamestown; 
theirs was no voluntary emigration from their English 
homes to found a new Church, to make trial of a theo
retical republic; gallant adventurous gentlemen, no 
doubt, with empty purses and a love of change, they 
came to make their fortunes in the newly-settled land 
and return to spend them among their bankrupt families. 
No wonder that their vices were not known, in the later 
New England 'Colonies, or if known soon eradicated; 
no wonder that their virtues were of too chivalrous an 
order to be emulated by the hard-headed, practical 
Yankees of Connecticut or Rhode Island. Accustomed 
hitherto to the free gallantry of Court society, we find 
in them neither the primeval primness of the Penn-

J I Ifl'J 
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sylvanian Quakers, nor the prurient priggis.
hness. of 

the ideal Yankee; if the hearts of Red Indlan glrlS 
are to be won, it is they who are to do it; for we may 
be sure that Poccahontas would never have interceded 
for the life of ,a Northern farmer. And when they had 
exhausted all the good will which their easy grace and 
well-bred smiles called forth from the Indian chiefs, 
and both host and guest had discovered that their 
interests must be divided, small blame to them, if, 
utterly unused to toil, ignorant too of the blessings of 
personal liberty, they bought with pleasure that fatal 
cargo of twenty slaves which the Dutch republic, by 
a strange Nemesis, offered them. How could they 
value enQugh that liberty which it had cost them no 
effort to gain? How could they, uneducated by the 
experience of history, be conscious that they were weav
ing round them a Nessus-garment, whose poison would 
only be drawn out the more, as it was worn the closer. 
History, it has been said, has a N emes'is for every sin; 
the Nemesis here was not for the simplicity of these 
poor gentlemen, but for the sin of their fathers, who 
had neglected their education. Meanwhile, what was 
going on in Massachusetts? On the same day on 
which slavery was started in Virginia, the first settlers 
of New England, the Plymouth Brethren, landed at 
their new home. It is very common for the Aboli
tionists to claim Puritanism as the origin of their 
principles. Such is by no means the case. Even as 
late as 1790 we find advertisements of the sale of slaves 
in the Boston journals. No doubt the general feeling 
was against such sales; but it is :undoubtedly true that 
these very Puritans, who insisted so much on the value 
of liberty as a means of education, would have been 
just as willing at first as the men of the South to deny 
human rights to the blacks. But the influence of cli
mate was against it in the North; in the South it was 
all in favour of Slavery. So it is that God is often 
seen to interpose to save the cause of Right, when it is 

VOL. VI. I-I 
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entrusted to feeble instruments. Had the cavaliers 
gallants who settled in Virginia, settled in New �".E>.�U'" 
they would all have perished long ago, from want 
energy, want of perseverance; on the other hand, 
the New Englanders settled in Virginia it is far 
certain that the warmth of the climate would not 
enervated them enough to welcome slavery as a l-'a..ua.\�t:iI 
of all their troubles. That self reliance, which is 
veloped by man's individual combat with nature, 
then have been lost to the world, and the American 
would have wanted that clear faith which has 
them triumphant out of their recent struggle. To 
that the North had all the good on its side, or 
South all the evil, is of course one-sided; to say th 
all the high motives were on the winning side is 
absurd; the very reason which the Abolitionists 
most strongly to convince their opponents, the 
ductiveness of slave labour, seemed to the hum 
planters too self-interested, too unpractical to be 
sidered ;-for they, only knowing their fellow-ci 
by the light of commercial transactions, saw in them 
and their motives only a wild ambition and greed for 
money, which prevented their looking at any other 
but £. s. d. arguments. 

And this brings me to my next point: Why did they 
not get to know one another better? Why were geo
graphical divisions allowed to rule predominant? Why 
did not social influences produce in the mind of the 
Southerner some admiration for the labour, the method, 
t�e inexorable perseverance of the North? And why 
dld not the same influence kindle in the North more 
admiration for the enthusiasm, the vivacity, the polish, 
the easy impUlsiveness of the South? The two reasons 
which are usually given, namely, the fact that the Con
stitution put a premium on the number of slaves by 
allowing them to be partially represented by :heir 
masters, and the law of primogeniture combined with 
the love of aristocracy in Virginia no doubt made a great 

, I 
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difference in the two societies; but the fact that the two 

sections of the nation had no oommon river in the East, 

such as they found in the Mississippi in the West, was 
far more decisive. Even the capital itself, where the 
members of Congress had regularly to meet for certain 
months of the year, was only a kind of raft suspended 
on the frontier river, where the two factions came up 
from South a,nd North, and then, after a short armistice, 
returned to their respective States, having only met in 
the Capitol, and having avoided one another's drawing
rooms with fatal persistency. The daughter of a leading 
New England republican, who is married to a Virginian, 
told me that she could never remember a time when 
she had dared to ask any beyond her own immediate 
relations to meet her husband's friends. 

All this is rather a long meditation as I hurry along 
in the hindmost car of the train bound from Aquia 
Creek to Richmond. If it is disjointed, let that be im
puted to the yells of the bellowing engine, the creaking 
of the trashy cars, or the half-repaired state of the 
tramway, not to any excess of .conversation on the part 
of fellow-travellers, for b�:y.()nd one, who had come 
with me from WashingtoJJl, and a gentleman and his 
daughter who got in near Richmond, I had the whole 
train to myself. And this was the popular way of 
going to Richm0nd, the way which before the war 
was crowded witk cotton-planters and tobacco-dealers. 
Where were they all now, I wondered? Had they fled 
from the c@untry, as from one utterly ruined? Were 
they reserving their capital for the West? or were they 
only unwilJ..in,g to trust their persons to their Southern 
fellow-citizens? Certainly an incident which occurred 
on my r.eturn was not very likely to reassure them. 
There sat next me in the car an inquiring New Eng
lander who from time to time asked questions which , 
betrayed his origin. My Virginian neighbours answer.ed 
them all with a terseness, which they did not accord to 
me; but at length, when the unfortunate man ven-tured 

H2 
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to ask the name of a large Union cemetery which 
passed at Orange Court House, the severe 
of the planters gave way, and one of them 
pompously, " That, Sir, is a memorial to the valour 
the Confederate Army;" and then turning to me, 
explained, in pretended sotto voce, " Some of 
damned Yankees are buried there." The Boston m 
took no notice, but repeated his question to 
of his fellow-travellers, who replied that there were 
many of that kind of thing that they could not 
member the name ·of each; whereat the rest la 
Still our friend persevered; he would not take a snub 
he merely remarked, that it was odd that people . 

near did not know the names of their own 
and soon after left the ,car, with a courteous " 
morning." The discussion which ensued among 
passengers, as to whether he had really misunderstood 
or only feigned to misunderstand their insolence, showed 
me how completely he had foiled them. And yet, 
such is the common conduct of Virginian society to its 
political foes, they cannot expect much co-operation 
or inter-settlement. 

Meanwhile after passing through the pretty city 
Fredericksburg situated on the Rappahannock, not far 
from Chancellorsville where Stonewall J ackson fell, the 
road had brought us to the city of seven hills, the most 
ancient city in America, Richmond. As is usual on 
American lines, the train passed up along some of the 
streets at a slow pace with its clanging bell giving 
notice of its approach, and little niggers swarming out 
of every cottage to see it pass. Of the beauty of this 
city it is impossible to speak too highly; its yellow 
river, its seven hills, its historic capital, its mixed 
population, its very handsome private houses, all 
reminded me of a little Rome, and even the recent 
restoration of the streets that had suffered from the 
fire, when the Confederate army evacuated it, had not 
impaired its reverend appearance. No wonder the 

� , 
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Virginians had said in their pride over their iced w�ter

melons and cobbler, as they enjoyed the good thmgs 

of the earth prepared for them by their slaves, t�at su�h 

a city was meant to be the capital of an Impenal 

government. We� who know how usage accustoms 

one to abuses, are not able to throw a stone at the 

refined philosophic Virginian, who feeling his heart 

swell with pride at the taste and hospitality of his 

establishment, at the gentility and chivalry, the pluck 

and daring of his sons, thought the African must be 

gradually refined by comin
.
g i� contact with su�h chris

tian civilization as he saw m hIS masters and mIstresses. 

So argued Edward the Black Prince, flower of chivalry, 

as on one and the same day he waited on king John of 

France his captive, and ordered fifty of the people of 

Calais to be massacred in cold blood. So again are 

we too apt to argue when we defend in our minds the 

glaring inequalities of education �nd fortunes in our 

own little kingdom. Strange as It may seem, those 

Virginian ladies whom our English
. 
mothers so pl�in

tively memorialised under the first Impulse of readmg 

Uncle Tom, who used to allow as it were in the very 

bosom of their families the selling of wife away from 

husband of mother from daughter, had their creed and 

their religion and visited their niggers, offering them 

such advice and consolation as they considered due to 

Christianity. N ay more; the fire and enthusiasm of the 

Boston abolitionist was more than equalled by the 

eagerness, with which even now the educated ladies of 

Mrs. J eff. Davis' court are wil1i�g to defend slavery �s 

a step to Christianity. But I WIll say no m�re on :hlS 

subject. Wives and daughters o
.
f ou� Eng�lsh s�U1res 

will do well to consider the glanng mconslstencles to 

which such a defence of existing institutions is apt to 

lead us. 
On arrival at Richmond I drove at once to the 

house of a gentleman-farmer, who had a small farm 

on the out skirts of the city. The road was very much 
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cut up by the passing and repassing of the waggons 
the Federal Army which is still quartered just 
the city, and confirmed me in a belief which I 
modified on arrival in New England, that there 
such a thing as a road in America. l\1y host, a '-'VLV1Jll::loi 
in the Southern Army, and still, like every 
I met, retaining his title, received me with the 
hospitality, and " located" me for as long as I liked 
stay in a comfortable little room built on as a kind 
dependance to his original shingle-farm-house. 
I slept regardless of mosquitoes, and enjoyed a 
which had been always denied me in W"'""ULJl''' 
I wish I could describe that farm with its clearings 
occupied by Indian corn around it, and one or too small 
nigger cottages close by, backed by what seemed an 
interminable range of rubbishy plantation to the West. 
Or the little farm-house itself built of white planks of 
wood, one over-lapping the other, with no furniture 
wo:th spea�ing of except an exceedingly good library 
WhICh testified to the education of my host. The 
floors were stained deep with blood, where some Con
federate' soldiers wounded in one of Grant's raids had 
been laid, in the small drawing'-room, to be tended by 
the family. The short time that I had to spend here 
was fully occupied in visiting Richm('md alnd talking to 
old Confederate officers. I found them all with one 
exception very willing to talk, and all agreed on three 
things, first that England was the cause of their defeat 
and could never be forgiven in consequence, secondly 
that never had a conquered nation been treated with 
greater clemency than they had by the North, and 
finally

.
that they were utterly and completely crushed. 

There IS something to be said on each of these topics. 
In the first place nothing is more surprising to the 
European traveller than the way in which he finds Eng
l�nd ab�sed by both si�es: . 

It seems perfectly plain to 
hIm as It does to the VIrgmIan that, if England had not 
prevented Napoleon from recognizing the South and 
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breaking the Northern blockade, the North would hardly 

et if ever have reduced the Confederate States. But 
y , ' 

d' to the New Englander, who felt himself engage In a 

crusade more holy than any yet famed in history, and 

who making certain of the sympathy of the old country 

found to his astonishment that our aristocracy regarded 

him as a gushing bore, who had not learnt diplomatic 

manners, whilst our commercial men were only anxious 

to make political capital out of his embarassments, that 

very proclamation of neutrality, which was meant in 

the interests of the Union, seemed only to convey an 

expression of the coldest indiffe:enc�. H�d it been 

backed by a different tone of SOCIety, ItS object would 

have been appreciated, and our Government would have 

received its dues, but, as it was, the society which inspired 

the Tz"mes' leading articles was more likely to bring 

forth thistles than grapes. I must candidly own that 

it was a real relief to me to find that we had been 

differently read in the South, and when Mrs. J efferson 

Davis began an attack on me in a most unprovok�d 

manner and our host interfered and forbade the dIS

cussion of the subject, as being one on which he knew 

his guests with all their politeness could not be
. 
calm, 

I felt very much more relieved than I was ever
. 
In my 

life by any proffered civilities. Secondly, I saId that 

there was a general acknowledgement of t�e cler;nenc'y 
of the victors. I should explain that thIS feelmg IS 

confined to the military men. They alone by personal 

contact with the Northern armies have been able to 

explode the theories invented in the editorial closets of 

Richmond. They have learnt to respect their fellow

citizens as more educated, better fighters, more open to 

enthusiasm than they had expected ; they no longer 

regard them as a mass of cold money-making shop

keepers ; and they know that the stories ab�ut the 

Northern armies not being able to speak EnglIsh are 

absolute inventions. Practical men enough, they fought 

their best, and they know ·that they staked their all, 
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and are surprised to find that the Northerners are Con_ 
tent with victory and will not take the stakes. 
an one is left with only his land and home to call 
own; instead of loafing at the springs, he has to 
on his quiet farm and groom his own horses, or feed 
own threshing-machine, and soberly endure the 
of dullness, which must necessarily close upon him 
the intense excitement and keen sport, which the 
tion of a piece of artillery or snap of a rifle 
him. And yet, in spite of the denunciations of 
wives and daughters, in spite of the wire-pulling 
parties, the most that the ex-colonel of the C. S. A. 
way to is a feeling that he has meddled once too much 
politics and will not meddle in them for bad or good 
again. A nigger told me in Richmond that at the 
beginning of the year he went to his former master and 
asked him to keep him on in his employ, giving him 
board instead of wages, adding that he would rather 
work for him without wages than for any one else with. 
" But," said I, " do you attend the conventions ? "  " Oh 
yes," he said, " I  told my master I should always vote 
against him as long as I could; so we quite understand 
one another. He was always very kind to me, but he 
won't help me to learn." The story speaks for itself. 
Lastly, I said that they had completely given up all 
hopes of ever rising again. This is not all; a great 
many of them though determined not to assist in re
construction distinctly confess to a feeling of liking 
hereafter to be associated with the triumphant North. 
Beyond Mr. Mason and his protector Mr. Beresford 
Hope, I do not believ(i) there are two enthusiasts in the 
world who believe in the possibility of a reaction which 
would make Richmond an imperial city. And this is 
very well illustrated by the eagerness with which the 
Virgi1!ians are looking forward to what they are pleased 
to call a financial crisis, what we in less endearing terms 
are apt to call repUdiation. With folded arms and up
turned eyes the Lords of Chivalry, the First Families, 
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' th all the Cavalier blood of England in their veins, are 
Wi . 

awaiting a gigantic act, of dishonesty before start�ng 

on their new commercial career. The tide is settmg 

in so strong, that honourable men, like Lee or Wade 

Hampton, are quite unable to stir their countrymen to 

any more noble interpretation of defeat. 

What the prospects of this question are, belongs to 

the region of politics. I have only
. 
touched u�o� 

.
it  

cursorily here in illustration of my picture of Vlrglllla 

in 1867. 



CASSANDRA. 

'TIS o'er : the wild proud heart no. longer throbs, 
The sad proud eye is sealed, and quenched the fire 
That darted forth its restless lightning flash 
What time forebodings) like a surging wave, 
O'erswept and tossed her soul within. How well 
Befits that form the quietude of death. 
A prophetess she spake, and none gave heed, 
None listened to the warning voice, and some, 
With bitter mockery and cruel words, 
Jeered her, unmindful of the wound they gave. 
And now the patient limbs are still : the tongue 
Its latest truth has uttered, and she lies, 
Poor victim, smitten by the deadly blow 
Of that fierce hand whose threat'ning phantom shape 
Hung o'er her, like a shadow, as they sped 
Through the hoarse billows, while behind arose 
Dark vapours from the ashes of her home. 

A piteous sight, methinks, (if any touch 
He knows of pity, glorying in his strength, 
Either in Delos, or on Cynthus' heights,) 
A piteous sight for him who wrought the woe, 
And drave her frenzied through the scornful crowd, 
And left her to the tyrant and his will. 

Peace, peace be with thee, for thy lot was hard, 
And sweet rest soothe thee 'mongst the blessed shades. 
Fain would I hope, half-fancying that a smile 
Stirred thy wan dying lips, and lives in death, 
That o'er thy fading senses some dear thought 

.. In 'J 

Cassan dra. 

Stole, of a happier day j perchance of hours 

By reedy Simois, 'midst the asphodels ; . 
perchance of home, and how the gentle kmg, 
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Still gentlest to the darling of his ag:, . 
Would smooth thy hair, or kiss thy hps, or hst,

. 
Half proud, half wond'ring, to the wayward 

.
strams 

That told even then a struggling power, divme. 

c. S. 



STRAFFORD IN IRELAND. 

m�T a time like the present, when the condition � and pr�spects, social and political, moral and 
economIcal, of Ireland and the Irish, cannot 

fail to engage the attention of every thinking English
man, it may not be a subject entirely devoid of interest 
to consider how Ireland was governed more than two 
hundred years ago. 

The period to which attention is here more parti
cularly directed, is that during which Ireland was 
under the rule of the Lord Deputy, Thomas, Viscount 
Wentworth, afterwards Earl of Strafford. 

Thomas Wentworth, descended of an old Yorkshire �amily, was born in London on April 1 3 th (Good F:riday) 
111 the year 1 593 .  Of his earlier education we have no 
record, but we know that he was a student of St. John's 
College,� Cambridge, which he left about the age of 
eighteen. Before the end of the year 1 01 1  he was 
married to Frances, eldest daughter of the Earl of 
Cumberland, having previously acquired the honour of 
knighthood, probably by purchase.t At the earliest 
�ossible period, at the age of twenty-one, he was sitting 
111 the House of Commons as knight of the shire for 
Yorkshire, and in the same year ( 1 6  r 4) he succeeded to 
the family baronetcy by the death of his father Sir 
William Wentworth. He lost his first wife in 1 62 2, but 

• Th� coat of arms of Lord Strafford may be seen emblazoned on the 
second wmdow from the west end, on the south side of om present h I 

L ' ,F E . 
c ape . 

t See zves oJ '11ttnent British Statesmen, by John Forster, vol. II. 
Earl of Strafford, p. 1 80 (vol. 68 of Lardner's Caoinet CyctoPl2d�'a). 
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married again, two years subsequently, Lady Arabella 
Holles, daughter of the Earl of Clare. After serving 
again as knight of the shire for Yorkshire in Charles' 
first parliament (June 1 8th to August 1 2 th, 1 625 ), he 
was, in November of the same year, made sheriff of 
Yorkshire : his conduct in the last parliament having 
led Buckingham to consider him a dangerous opponent. 
He was thus excluded, with others, from the second 
parliament (February 6th to June 25th, 1 626) ; by this 
course Buckingham hoped to obtain a more docile 
parliament, but it nevertheless proved unfavourable to 
him. Sir George Radcliffe� records that in May, 1 62 7, 
Sir Thomas Wentworth was committed to the Marshal
sea for refusing to pay the Royal Loan ; but he was 
released before the end of the year, and appeared again 
as knight for Yorkshire in the third parliament of 
Charles' reign, which met on March 7th, 1 628 .  

At this time Wentworth was still a member of the 
popular or patriotic party, opposed to the influence 
of the favourite Buckingham ; and his words in the 
Commons on May 1 8th, r 628,t evince his then opposi
tion to the exercise of absolute monarchical power ; an 
opposition which he had previously shown in refusing 
his contribution to the Royal Loan, as has just been 
mentioned. But this was the last speech he made on 
that side. On June 26th the parliament was prorogued ; 
and Radcliffe records that contemporaneously Went
worth was reconciled to Buckingham. Shortly after
wards he was created Baron Wentworth ; but the great 
obstacle which prevented his joining the king's party, 
Buckingham, was removed by the hand of an assassin 

* Author of the Essay in the Appendix to the Letters and Dispatches of 
LO"d Straff�rd, vol. n., pp. 429-436. , 

t " If we adopt this amendment," said Sir Thomas Went-worth, " we 
shall leave things in a worse state than we found them, we shall have given 
the authority of written law to a sovereign power hitherto unknown to om 
laws." S peech on the amendment of the Petition of Rights sent down by 
the House of Lords : see Guizot's Histoire de Charles Ier, vol. r., pp. 

1 59, 160. 
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in August ; and we learn that in the latter part of the 
same year be was created Viscount Wentworth, Lord 
President 'Gf the North, and a Privy Councillor. 

In accepting these honours Wentworth threw 
board the iParty-you may call it patriotic, con 
tional, anti-ffi(j)narchica1 - to which he had 
apparently belGnged. But this act of his was not, 
Hallam terms it, "a cold blooded apostacy on the first 
to his ambition."· Rather the case was, as Forstert 
Guizot shew, that he had only joined that party b 0:; \... cl U:;,,,: 
doing so was, in his opinion, one way of bringing him
self prominently before the royal eye ; and to be first 
with the king, to be the main instrument in the exercise 
of that absolute power of government to which all his 
notions went straight,::: was the one ambition of all his 
career i-and also because that party was opposed to 
the favourite Blllckingham, who held the place to which 
he aspired, and who himself was conscious of and 
hostile to Wentworth's aspirations. 

Wentworth was now free to f011QW the natural bent 
of his character. " En abandonnant son parti pour 
s' attacher au Roi, Strafford n' avait point eu a sacrifier 
des principes bien determines, ni a trahir lachement son 
conscience. Ambitieux et passionee, il avait Me patriote 
par haine de Buckingham, par desir ,de la gloire, pour 
deployer avec eclat son talent et sa force, p1utot que 
par une conviction vertueuse et profonde. Agir, s' elever, 
dominer, te1 etait son but, ou plutOi le besoin de sa 
n

.
at

.
ure."1 I  " Wentworth, ambitieux et hautain, se pre

clplta avec passion vers la grandeur, bien eloigne de 
prevoir a quel point i1 serait un jour fatal et odieux 
a la liberte."§ 

• Hallam's Constitutional History of England, vol. n., p. 55 (smaller 
edition). 

t For a further argument as to Strafford's consistency, and an amusing 
hit at the theory of ' apostacy' in general, see Forster's Life, pp. 228, 229. 

t Ibid, p. 248. 

11 Guizot, p. ' 7 7 · § Ibid, p. 1 66. 
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He thus became a ready and able instrument to 

assist Charles in his attempts to exercise absolute 
power ; Charles, of whom Guizot says, * that " p1ein de 

pretentions hautaines sans grande ambition, et p1utot 

pour ne pas dechoir aux yeux des rois ses pareils que 
pour dominer fortement son peup1e, il tenta deux 
fois de faire preva10ir les maximes et les pratiques de la 
monarchie absolue." Maxims which he had imbibed 
from his father, derived through Scotland from France, 
where a far different state of society to that of England 
was then existing ; the two attempts being, " d' abord 
en presence du Parlement, et domine 1ui-meme par un 
favori frivole et vain, t dont l' inhabilite presomptueuse 
choquait le bon sens et blessait l' honneur des plus' ob
scurs citoyens : en suite, en repoussant tout Parlement, et 
en govern ant seul, par 1es mains d' un ministre energique, 
habile, ambitieux, et imperieux avec grandeur, devoue 
a son roi sans en etre bien compris ni bien sontenu, et 
qui apprit trop tard qu' il ne suffit pas, pour sauver 
les rois, de se perdre noblement soi-meme en les 
servant.":;: 

Having thus briefly sketched the career of Went worth 
up to the time when he embraced the cause of monarchy, 
we may notice that as Lord President of the North, 
during the three years that he held that office, he gave 
sufficient indication of his full and free devotion to the 
cause of absolutism, and of the ability which it was in 
his power to devote thereto. But a wider field yet was 
in store for the exercise of his bent. In January, 1 632,  
he was appointed Lord Deputy of Ireland, by Charles, 
and in " July, 1 633, he arrived in Ireland, and there 
took the sword." 11 

It may be as well now to complete the record of 

• Guizot, p. 5 ;  in the " Discours sur l' histoire de la revolution d' Angle. 

terre." 

t George Villiers, due de Buckingham. 

t Thomas Wentworth, comte de Strafford. 

11 Radcliffe's Essay, p. 430. 
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Wentworth's domestic affairs, by noticing that 

October, 1·63 I ,  he lost his second wife, Lady 

and that in the October following he married 
privately, Elizabeth, daughter of Sir G. Rhodes, 
with Radc1iffe preceded him to Ireland. 

Wentworth's appointment to Ireland was the 
ing stroke of Charles' scheme of independent ,....""0 •• _ 

ment, by the hands of three ministers in the 
kingdoms ; the other two being, Laud for England, 
Hamilton for Scotland. 

" The condition of Ireland was at this moment ( 1 63 
in the highest degree difficult and dangerous."· 
liberties of Ireland, in their very birth, were b 
strangled by Charles' arbitrary government. Falkl 
government had failed, he had been obliged to 
and the government was temporarily in the hands 
two lords justices. " Imminent was the danger which 
now beset the government of Ireland. Without 
prospect I(:Jf internal strength, it had no prospect 
external aid." Money for the purposes of g-o,vernJme:n 
was wanting : Wentworth alone seemed fitted to cope 
with the difficulty. 

The delay which Wentworth made in proceeding to 
Ireland-from January, 1 632 ,  to July, 1 633-was pur
posely and wisely devoted by him to preparations in 
establishment of his future power. He first procured a 
restriction of the temporary authority of the lords 
justices ; and himself wrote peremptorily and sharply 
to them·t The further stipulations which he made and 
obtained are all characteristic of his sagacity, no less 
than of his ambition ::: : and above all, he obtained 
assent to that most potent and remarkable condition, 
that ( he was to consider any ofthose conditions change
able on the spot whenever the advancement of his 

* Forster's Life, p.  260 et seq. 

t Strafford's Letters and Dispatches, vol. 1. p. 77.  
t Forster's Life, pp. 2 70, 27  I .  
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majesty's affairs required.' As to the policy which he 
purposed to pursue in Ireland, it is sufficiently described 

in the following passages : 
.« Ireland was henceforth to be the scene of an abso

lute government-the government of a comprehensive 
mind, but directed to a narrow and mistaken purpose. 
The first grand object of Went worth's  exertions was to 
be accomplished in rendering the king's power un
controllable. Beyond this, other schemes arose. The 
natural advantages of Ireland, worked to the purpose 
of her own revenue, might be further pressed to the aid 
of the English Treasury ; and a scheme of absolute 
power, successfully established in Ireland, promised 
still greater service to the royalist side in the English 
struggle." ,. 

" Despote fougeux, tout amour de la patrie, de sa 
prosperite, de sa gloire n'etait pourtant pas eteint 
dans son cceur, et i1 comprenait a quelles conditions, 
par que1s moyens le pouvoir abso1u veut etre achete. 
Dne administration arbitraire mais forte, consequente, 
laborieuse, d-edaignant 1es droits du peup1e, mais s'oc
cup ant de bien-Hre public, etrangere aux ab us jour
naliers, aux dereg1ements inutiles, subordonnant a - ses 
vo10ntes et a ses vues 1es grands comme · les petits, 
la cour comme la nation, c' etait la son vceu, le caractere 
de sa conduite, et celui qu'il s'efforrrait d' imprimer at!. 
gouvernement du Roi." t 

" He had entered Ireland with one paramount object 
-that of making his master ( the most absolute prince 
in Christendom,' in so far as regarded that ( conquered 
country.' Wealthier he had meant her to become, even 
in the midst of his exactions, but a slave he had re
Solved to make her, in so far as the popular control was 
to be admitted over her government." :j: 

Such then was the character of Wentwotth's ru1e-' 

" Forster's Life, p_ 2 70. 
t Forster's Life, p. 297, 

VOL. VI. 

t Guizot, p. 1 78. 
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generously selfish, exactingly liberal. ��rived in 
Wentworth at once assumed a posItIon that 
the Irish lords to feel the immense distance bAf""""" ._ 
them and their sovereign's representative. He 
shewed his Privy Council that for the future it was 
Lord Deputy alone, and not they, that was to 
Ireland. Wisely, perceiving how grateful the 
name of parliament was to their ears, he 
Charles to allow him to summon one j foreseeing 
he would be able to control it as he chose (through 
medium of Poyning's Act), and thinking that at 
first outset it might forward the establishment of 
authority by appearing to sanction it : to Charles 
promised that he would divide the parliament into 
sessions, one to grant .supplies, the other to \..VJ.'''''u.<:;. 

graces j hinting that, the first obtained, the s 
might be evaded, and the people thus juggled. 
this plan, with some reluctance, Charles assented, 
in July, 1 634, Wentworth having peremptorily 
of the objections made by the council to his 
design and specific proposals, a parliament was CIo""IJ".'

bled, and opened with great pomp by the Lord III-'IIIJI.V. 
and with a still more startling speech, in which 
demanded a constant revenue as the price of the 
tection afforded them, and advised them to beware 
private ' caucuses,' and of dividing the interests 
England and Ireland, or of the king and his people 
He at once obtained from the Commons the UI1lCO,n
ditional and enormous grant of six subsidies 
£420,000). From the Convocation of the Irish 
he obtained eight subsidies j and then peremptorily 
put down the murmurings of the Peers at these grants. 
Having thus gained his great object, he easily disposed 
of the obnoxious graces of the second session, saying 
that he had transmitted none for approval to England, 
(which was necessary to their consideration in the 
Houses,) and that Poyning's act justified him in such 
a course. 

• .. I n "-I 
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In unison with the wishes of · Laud, Wentworth as a 
part of his " general scheme of government pro�ected 
reducing all the people of Ireland to a conformIty of 
religion j still it was by measures many of them con
ceived in a spirit 'Of large and wide spreading policy."· 
" Be knew the useless horrors of theological strife," 
and he began his work slowly, and at what he judged 
to be the root of the evil; restoring ruined churches 
and re-adjusting their revenues, to enable better stipends 
to be given, and therefore better men to be procured for 
the offices of the church. 

About this time Wentworth applied to the king for an 
Earldom, thinking that such promotion would exalt his 
government in the eyes of that " wild and rude people, 
and therefore be of infinite importance to its security. 
Notwithstanding his immeasurable and acknowledged 
services, Charles in his short-sighted and selfish wisdom 
refused the request."f Disappointed as he was, Went
worth found his relief in the prosecution of vigorous 
measures, forcing upon the clergy canons and m.easures 
which soon produced " a  new and most astounding 
Protestant uni£ormity."t In the next place, after render
ing even the lawyers obsequious to the royal prerogative, 
he re�organized and improved the army j which was in 
his eyes to be the main agent in the desired establish
ment of absolute power; but he was foiled by the 
indolence of the English Court in making it as strong 
as he wished. He next devoted himself to the improve
ment, both in certainty and amount, ,of the revenue ; 
and by the legitimate means of better modes of collec
tion, and the freeing of commerce from the dangers of 
pirates, &c., he greatly increased the customs; and the 
removal of certain monopolies also further favoured the 
increase of trade. He also, by setting up the growth 
and manufacture of flax, did great benefit to Ireland ; 
----------------------- -------------------------

.. Forster's Life, p. 3 I 7.  
t Ibid, p. 321 .  t Ibiil, p.  323. 
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though his real motive appears from his words, (( 
serve your majesty completely well in Ireland, we 
not only endeavour to enrich them, but make sure 
to hold them dependent on the crown, and not able 
subsist without us. " 

By such politic and vigorous measures Lord W 
worth was enabled, at the end of five years, to Uu.uV',,"UIl 
a surplus of revenue over expenditure amounting 
£ 60,000. He himself wished to continue the PULJ.LUo"Uo;;;u: 
but Charles would not allow it; " lik� cats," said 
" they (parliaments) ever grow curst with age." 
Charles' suggestion he set to work to increase 
crown estates by searching after defective titles; 
discovered that all Connaught had, many years 
viously, lapsed to the crown, and that the con 
subsequently granted were all invalid through 
He thereupon proceeded to assert the Royal title 
action at law; in Mayo and Sligo he summoned a j 
which under his threats found in his favour. In 
common he was opposed, but all opponents were 
fined in consequence. Exasperated at the m 
both in Ireland and England against his arbitr 
ment, he determined to make an example of Lord 
norris, and for a few insignificant words procured 
condemnation to death; the real reason being, as 
by Lord Clarendon that, " either the deputy of 
must destroy my Lord Mountnorris while he con 
in his office, or my Lord Mountnorris must destroy 
deputy as soon a::; his commission was d 
Having thus reduGed Mountnorris to ignominy 
worth was satisfied with granting him a "VJH'�JU 
pardon of his life. Here it may be remarked that 
fierce prosecution of apparently a personal res en 
was, in fact, as in all cases " the simple carrying out 
that despotic principl.e in its length and breadth, 
with reference to its ulterior aims, which had be 
the very law of his being. The cruelties asso 
with the name of Lord Mountnorris have 

' I  • 1\ I n '"  
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nd philosophical solution in this point of view alone."· 

�evertheless this treatment of Mountnorris raised a 

storm against Wentworth. To justify himself, by pe:
mission he appeared at court in May 1 636; and h1S 
account of his measures proved most satisfactory to the 
king. " He left the court for Wentworth W oodhouse, 
(his Yorkshire seat) loaded with the applause of the king 
and his lords of the council, and followed by the awful 
gaze of doubting multitudes."t After a short stay there, 
during which he exercised his power of Lord President 
of the North, just before his departure he again, and on 
similar but stronger grounds, solicited from Charles 
and was refused-a bitter disappointment to him-the 
honour of an Earldom. He returned to Ireland, and 
resumed his measures with the same vigour and policy 
as before ; augmenting revenue by maintaining security 
and therefore prosperity-but the security of absolutism. 

But little more remains to be told of Wentworth's 
Irish government; he already saw that the folly of the 
Court was such as would probably involve him, least of 
all a participator thereof, in ruin; that his despotical 
acts were beginning' to call forth a loud and bold 
clamour of disapproval from the popular party at home ; 
and that he had in England no useful, only one real, 
friend-Laud. The Queen, too, was against him; and 
she influenced Charles greatly. Still he carried on his 
government as vigorously as ever, despite public dis
repute, bitter enemies, cold friends, and the most painful 
physical disorders : Chancellor Loftus he deprived of 
his seals and imprisoned for disputing his judicial 
functions : the King he most efficiently aided by his 
advice, dissuading the Spanish war; and by his advice, 
and by prompt contributions of men and money towards 
the repression of the Scotch troubles. Charles, in fact, 
soon began to feel that Wentworth was all in all to him, 
and called him to his side; leaving the government of 

.. Forster's L1je, p. 275. t ibid, p. 346. 
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Ireland to Wandesfe>:rd, and most tenderly ��"U'U".LUll:l 
his daughters to Lady Clare, his mother-in-law, 
worth, despite of illness, hastened to join his 
and arrived in Londolil in November, 1 639. 
his energetic measures, o;vercame the most 
obstacles ; and now at last it was that Charles, 
by the fear of this trusty servant deserting him, 
him tardy honour ; creating him Earl of Strafford 
Baron of Raby, a Knight of the Garter, and 
Lieutenant of Ireland. In March, 1 640, Strafford 
turned to. Ireland, and was received with 
loyal devotion by the newly assembled parliament, 
at once voted four subsidies, and formally thanked 
for his good government. This much obtained, and 
levy of 8000 men raised, he again, in a fortnight, 
sail for England, never again to return. 

Here, then, ends the history of Strafford's 
government. It cannot be doubted that throughout 
one object was to establish absolute monarchy at 
expense of the constitutional liberty of the subj 
Strafford had never imbibed in its highest and 
sense, the meaning and force of the maxim ' 
populi suprema lex.' Trained in the school of ' au 
and uneducated in, and unsympathising with 
broad principles of true liberty, of which the 
Reformation was at once the exponent and the 
his great personal ambition and love of power .u, ... ... ,_<O\.I 
him to throw himself eagerly into a cause where he 
that he could, consistently with, nay, in furtherance 
his principles, obtain the summit of his desires. 
ever may have been the results of his government 
may feel certain of this, that it was not 
directed to the one legitimate and supreme end of all 
good government, the greatest gooQ. of the governed. 
The question before the English nation at the present 
day is, how are we Englishmen to govern Ireland at 
once consistently with our conceptions of general utility, 
and without provoking the resentment, rather so as 

" . .  , ,, ,,  -,---_._--------------
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to draw towards us the affections of the impetuous and 

'ocoosiderate Irishman ? In considering Strafford's 
1 

' d  government these points hardly come into conSl era-

tion :  for the objections which apply to it would have 

applied with even greater force, had its scene bee? 
England. His disregard of the exigences of the CeltIc 

character was not, as ours may have been, an Anglo

Saxon disregard ; but was based on his theory of 

absolute government. Thus it was that his trial was 

" the solemn arbitration of an issue between the two 

great antagonistic principles, liberty and despotism,"'" 

in which liberty proved triumphant. 

The results of Strafford's government may be best 

summed up in the words of Guizot : 

" A  peine le gouvernement de 1' Irlande fut confie a 
Strafford, que ce royaume, qui jusque-la n' avait et� 
pour la  couronne qu' un embarras et une charge, lUl 
devint une source de richesse et de force. Les dettes 

publiques y furent payees ; le revenu, naguere
. 
p�r9u 

sans regIe et dilapide sans pudeur, fut admmIstre 

regulierement et s' eleva bient6t au-dessus d�s depenses ; 

les grands seigneurs cesser�nt de :exer Imp�n�ment 

les peuples, et les factions anstocrabques ou rehgleuses 

de se dechirer en toute liberte. L' armee, que Strafford 

avait trouvee faible, sans habits, sans discipline, fut 

recrutee, bien disciplinee, bien payee, et cess a de piller 

les habitants. A la faveur de }' ordre, le commerce 

prospera, des manufactures s' etablirent, l' agricu1tu�e 

fit des progres. Enfin 1' Irlande fut gouvernee arbI

trairement, durement, souvent meme avec une odieuse 

violence, mais dans 1' interet de la civilization commune 

et du ponvoir royal, au lieu d' etre, comme ja�is, 
.
en 

proie a l' avidite des employes du fisc et a la dommatlOn 

d'une aristocratie egoiste et ignorante." t 

The class on whom Strafford's arbitrary rule fell most 

oppressively was the landed aristocracy ; he destroyed 

* Forster's Life, p. 357, t Guizot, pp. r 79, r80. 
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their power ;. and in the confiscation of  the COnllrl.lI<,rh .. 
estates did great injustice to a great number. On the 
lower Classes, indeed on the whole community 
conferred a great benefit in increased security, 
greatest pre-requisite of material prosperity ; 
with the great drawback that there was no 
against himself) ; he was wise enough (not so 
master whom he served) to know. that the surest 
of securing a good revenue is to have a 
people. Even in the one injustice which was shared 
common by the whole nation, the attempt to 
uniformity of religion-an injustice continued even 
the present day-he displayed moderation and ca 
at the outset. But it is not probable that the 
regarded him with anything but dislike ; the 
nation would sympathise keenly with the indigni 
cast upon their lords justices, their parliaments, and 
lords of the pale ; and burn with anger at the trea 
of Loftus, Mountnorris, Clanricarde, Kildare. ' Bl 
Tom' was in no favour with the Irish peasantry. 

One word more of Strafford's end. Let it be re
membered that it is the closing scenes of his life that 
are most calculated to awaken sympathy in his favour, 
to incline the witness of them to palliate his faults. 
Nothing can exceed the nobleness of his devotion to 
his master, in the midst of unworthy treatment of 
th:eatening danger, of acute bodily ailment. He �er
celved the approaching peril, and wished to retire to 
Ireland-but Charles wanted him ; and promised that 
" while there was a king in England, not a hair of his 
head should be touched by the parliament." He ac
ceded to the King's  wish ; his impeachment followed ' 
that great. trial in which he defended himself with such 
magnanimity, and such power, in a speech at once 
inexpressibly touc�ing and strikingly able, broken 
though he was wIth misfortune, bent with disease : 
then the �il1 of attai�der, directed to the more complete 
and certa111 accomplIshment of the object of the com-

1\ UI 'j' 
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mons, and resisted by the ' Straffordians,' most of whom 

were lawyers ; the passing of that bill by the peer� as 

well as the commons, and its presentation to the k1l1� ; 
Strafford's magnanimous release of the king from hIS 

promise, an act in unison with the whole devotion of 

his life j the wretched King's disgraceful assent to the 

bill and his pitiable letter to the Lords j and the one 

inv�luntary utterance of the wounded heart-CC N olite 

confidere principibus et filiis hominum quia non est 

salus in illis." And then came the closing scene of 

that eventful life : the last office of the scaffold.'" 

If, as Hallam says,t it be treason to revere the name 

of the Earl of Strafford, we may at least be permitted 

to admire his greatness j and to pity the lot of one who 

not only devoted his abilities, but also sacri?ced his 

life in the cause of a master to whom he was 111 every

thing so immeasurably superior. 
N. S. B. 

,. May 12th, 164I .  ffi '  t d 
t Hallam, vol. 11.,  p. 55. " But it may be reckoned as a �u .clen groun 

for distrusting anyone's attachment to the English ConstitutlOn, that �e 

reveres the name of the Earl of Sti·afford ." At pp. 103- I l 2  of Ha�am, WIll" 

be found a dis�ussion of the legal question involved in Strafford's tria�. The 

account of the Trial in Forster's Lzje, from p. 378 to the end, IS most. 

interesting ; and there is also a good account in Gui:ot� �p. 2 74-289, who 

. hi li ' ' DI'scours ' p S ' " Strafford etalt ] ustement accuse 
says III s pre mmary , .  . . . 

t . . 
t t 'ug< " Throughout Forster's LiFe has been my pnnclpal 

e IllJUS emen J c. , '" . 
authority, and I have borrowed fr?m hil� largely m langua�e as. well 

.
as. 

substance. Radcliffe's Essay is mterestmg as to Strafford s pnvate hfe 

and habits. 



A TOUR IN DEHRA DOON. 

8'�T was in the month of October, 1 862, �� accompanied by some friends, I left the small 
station of Roorkie for the sacred city of Hurd

war. The rainy season was over. The clouds, " those 
daughters of the earth and waters and nurslings of the 
sky, had ceased to weep for human sins." The sun 
shone out bright and clear, and revealed a most en
ch�nting scene on the banks of the Ganges canal, along 
whIch our route lay. Rising one above the other were 
the mighty Himalayas, clad from base to summit with 
diverse belts of vegetation ; here clumps of acacia, here 
forests of ilex, and on the higher summits groves of 
conifers ; high above all towered, as though reaching 
to heaven itself, that lofty range, clad with perpetual 
snow, whose tips were lit up with a golden hue, while 
the vast expanse of virgin snow, through many a weary 
day's march away, rose into the sky with every glacier 
clearly defined. 

It was our first day's journey on a tour through the 
valley of Dehra Doon. This valley is bounded on the 
north by the Himalaya mountains, on the south by a 
low range called the Sewalik hills, and on the east 
and west by the Ganges and Jumna rivers. It is about 
forty miles long and twenty broad. Protected alike 
from the hot winds of the plains and the cold blasts of 
the Himalayas, the climate is a temperate and salu
brious one. It is a land overflowing with milk and 
honey. Mango and apple, cherry and leechy, grow 
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side by side. Large and flourishing plantations of tea, 

coffee, and sugar cane are springing up in the valley, 

which abounds with every species of game, from tiger 

to teal. 
As I have before mentioned, our course lay along 

the Ganges canal, one of the greatest engineering 
works in India, and by far the greatest monument 
extant of British skill and enterprise. Extending over 
more than five hundred miles in length, measuring in 
its depth ten feet, and in its breadth one hundred and 
seventy, the main irrigation of the Ganges canal is a 
work which stands unequalled in its kind. The idea 

that a small band of men, from a distant land beyond 

the sea, should make the river,-the most sacred in the 

land, one which has always been regarded with the 
greatest awe and reverence by the dusky inhabitants, 

and to propitiate whose favour is the dearest object 

of their lives,-the means of making their fields fertile 
and driving away famine-the scourge which spared 
neither old nor young, but slew them by thousands a'11d 

tens of thousands-is one full of sentiment and poetry. 

While the canal was in process of excavation, the 

priests declared that the waters of the Holy Gunga 

would never flow down a channel dug by human hands ; 

but they found that British skill and engineering could 
rule even the waters of the sacred stream. The wily 

priests, rather than lose their reputation among their 

followers by a false prophecy, declared that the chief 

engineer was a son of the goddess herself, and he now 

occupies a respectable place in the Hindoo Pantheon. 

After a couple of hours' ride we arrived at the sacred 
city of Hurdwar. It is here that the Ganges rushes 
down from the mountains, clear as crystal. The city is 
built on the banks of the river, and near the frequent 
ghauts are built temples dedicated to the Hindoo 
deities, Ganesh and Shiva. ' 

To Hurdwar come thousands of pilgrims from all 
parts of India. The Hindoo's life-long wish is to die 
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at the sacred city, and be thrown at last into its 
all-holy stream; for he believes that the soul of him 
who ha:s. accomplished this great object will be exempt 
from the ordeal of repeated birth, and will merge at 
once into that Infinite General Soul from which it was 
an emanation. It is this desire to escape further trans
migration, to be absorbed into the Infinite, that causes. 
so very many Hindoos to commit suicide in the Ganges 
on the sacred day. For in April a great fair is held at 
Hurdwar, and multitudes flock there, for the double 
purpose of washing their sins away, and of buying and 
selling. Merchants from different climes and nations 
then assemble here. The Arab, with his long flowing 
robe and grey beard, leading· a string of fiery coursers; 
the merehant, with muslins of the most delicate texture 
that the lo([).ms of Dacca can produce; the· Afghan, with 
his small but sturdy steeds, laden with the luscious 
fruits that grow in his mountain home; jewellers of 
Delhi, with their large iron boxes filled with precious 
stones and ornaments of the most exquisite workman
ship,-jewels of rare value, fit to shine in a monarch's 
crown or ransom a captive king. 

It being the month of October, however, we found 
Hurdwar a very quiet, lonely, half-deserted town. The 
greater number of the inhabitants are priests. For the 
gentlemen of the cloth, so much of it as there is the . , 
natlves have a great respect. The attire of some of 
the clergy was more remarkable for simplicity than 
elegance. It consisted of a piece of string and half a 
cocoa-nut. 

Our tents were pitched a couple of miles from the 
city, on the summit of a hill, and from Our tent door we 
enjoyed the most beautiful prospect that the fondest 
admirer of the picturesque could desire. Beneath us 
we could see the Ganges winding in innumerable �irections, in o�e place flowing smoothly down, and 
111 another rush�ng ma

.
dlY over rocks and glistening 

stones, and beanng on Its waters large trees which had 
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been hurled from .the mountain tops above : opposite 

us the sacred city, with its countless temples, whose 

white domes and graceful minarets contrasted well with 

the w00dy background. 
Next morning we began our regular system of 

marching. When the site for the next camping gl'ound 
is determined upon, the camp and attendants move off 
to it by the most direct route, arriving in time to cook 
dinner for their masters by the evening. The sports
men, mounted upon elephants, and attended by their 
retinue, proceed from one good beat to another, keeping 

merely the general bearing of the new camp in sight. 

After shooting all day, the party arrive about dusk in 

camp. Shouts for dinner are immediately raised, and 

in a short space of time a dinner " fit to ask a man to " 

is placed Gn the table. An Indian cam.p dinner con

sists of many savoury dishes, all done in a manner 

which a French chef would find it difficult to surpass, 

in spite of the native cook having to collect his own 

fuel and make his own stove. This is a very primitive 

one, consisting merely of three bricks placed upon the 

ground. Dinner over, cigars are produced, and while 

discussing some beverage that does both cheer and 

inebriate, the day's battles are fought over again, and 

many a good anecdote told or merry joke cracked. 
.
It 

is only after having enj oyed the freedom of camp-hfe 

one can fully appreciate the cu'!'se of civilization. 

A day in the Doon, mounted upon a well-trained 

elephant, with a line of elephants for the purpose of 

beating up the game, is right royal sport. The bag 

may not be large, but the deer and other animals 

are wild, and the birds have not been hatched by 

machinery nor rea-red beneath a keeper's tender care. 

To be a successful sportsman in the Doon, one must 

not only be accustomed to shooting animals running, 

but must also be able to adapt his body to the swing of 

the elephant's step. 
The road, on leaving Hurdwar, winds round a hill. 
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The broad Ganges lay on the right, before us were 
the Himalayas, and the Valley beneath appeared one 
boundless forest. For the first three miles we had t . 0 
keep the mam road, as our route lay through a dense 
jungle. The forest grew more dense as we advanced 
and signs

. 
of civilization less and less frequent. In i� 

was growmg the sal, with its tall and graceful stem 
and the huge and majestic oak, the peepue, and th� 
wide-spreading banyan. Many of the trees were co
vered with gigantic creepers, and many a brilliant 
flower, that a botanist in Europe would give a small 
fortune 

.
to possess, gleamed amidst the foliage. After 

proceedmg for about a couple of miles, the forest ab
ruptly ended, and we emerged into a grassy plain. 
In parts we found the grass even higher than the 
elephants. We formed line, and began beating the 
grass: a�d soon had the pleasure of seeing game of every 
descnptlOn start from under the elephants' feet. About 
dusk we arriv�d

.
in camp, having had a fair day's sport, 

our bag conslstmg of two or three deer a wild boar 
and some jungle fowl. Near us was a l�rge encamp� 
ment, and we were startled to see nearly two hundred 
elephants picquetted around it. At first we thought it 
must be the camp of some Indian prince on his way to 
Hurdwar ; but we afterwards learnt that it was the 
camp of the offioer who held the somewhat curious post 
of Su-?erintendent of the Government Department for 
Catchmg Elephants. After dinner we went over to see 
the ?"entleman, and spent a very pleasant evening in 
heanng him narrate his strange adventures. It having 
been found that the old method of capturing th b t 
" th t h h 

e eas 
a at a serpent for his hand " by means f ·t-

falls injured them a good deal, a new one has th:relo�e 
been �dopted. A trained

. 
female elephant sidles up to 

the WIld male, attracts hIS attention by those arts so v:rell known and so universally practised by the oppo
sIte sex, and then treacherously ties his legs. Wh·l t 
h 

. 
d · h·  

1 S 
S e IS omg t IS, another elephant is driven up with a 

• III L ____________________ _ 
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heavy branch i n  his trunk. The lady begins her march 

to the camp, and if the wild gentleman makes any re

sistance, the heavy branch is freely laid upon his back. 

Once in camp, he is securely bound and guarded by 

other elephants, and in a few months becomes perfectly 

docile. A tame elephant is the most docile of animals. 

He will fetch for his driver, like a dog, and will guard 

his property. The driver's wife, when occupied with 

household duties, leaves the baby under his charge. 

The little brute (I mean the baby) is placed between 

the animal's legs, and should it crawl out the elephant 

lifts it up tenderly, and replaces it with his trunk. 

The only danger with a tame elephant is that he may 

become "  must," or go mad with love, and then he will 

slay the very driver whom but a day before he so 

implicitly obeyed, and will roam about attacking 

everything that comes in his way. A tame elephant 

in the Doon once became " must," and killed an old 

woman. A native servant announced the news to his 

master in the following English letter ;-

" My Lord,-This morning the elephant, by sudden 

motion of snout and foot, killed one old woman. All 

inhabitants with fear." 

This letter is equalled only by an official communi

cation, written by an English serjeant on the Canals, 

who had been reprimanded by his superior officer ; 

" Sir,-I am sorry you should find fault with my 

work, as I always try to do my duty in that portion 

of the Canals
' 
in which it has pleased God to call me." 

But I am digressing-Next m�rning we learnt from 

the villagers that our route would lie through a good 

tiger country ; in order, therefore, not to frighten the 

royal beasts, we determined to reserve our batteries. 

Having made this resolve, we were sorely tantalized 

the whole morning through, by seeing within easy 

range every species of game but the one of which we 

were in search. Towards noon we were beating a 

small grassy glade, when, suddenly, I perceived a huge 
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black mass in the forest moving towards us. Before 
a minute had elapsed, the driver of my elephant shouts 
(" J unglee hatti, junglee hatti ! ")-" Wild elephant

' 

wild elephant !" and there emerged from the forest 
' 

large elephant with a pair of splendid tusks. Th: 
moment he caught sight of us, the brute 
B--s fired, and I heard the crash of the bullet, as if 
had struck a tree, and I saw the huge beast sway to 
fro ; every moment I was expecting it to fall, 
suddenly, it raised its trun1<: and trumpeted forth a 
yell of mingled rage and pain, which caused the 
�o ring again. Then suddenly turning round it dashed 
mto the forest-we gave chase ; and for nearly three 
hours we beat the country round without success. We 
then made our way to the camp. The day's bag was 
nil-we had lost the elephant, and had nDt come across 
a tiger. 

" . 
In :ngl�n� one is often asked, " Have you shot a 

TIger 1 as If It were a great exploit to have done so. 
The d�ngers of tiger hunting are much exaggerated. 
The ammals have but a poor chance against sportsmen n:ounte� on steady elephants and armed with good 
rI

.
Bes WIthal: �h� great risks are the elephants' run

nm� away If tI
.
mld, and by dashing the rider's head 

�gamst the projecting branch of a tree, proving to an 
mcredulous world that he possesses brains ; or should 
the elephant chance to be a fierce maJe 'In I'tS h . 

' . , c argmg 
the tIger, and m order to crush it Call ' . 

• 
' 1. mg upon Its 

knees, so shootmg the sportsman off tI1e "ho d h w a among 
the combatants-a position by no means to be envied. 

Before dawn the tents were struclr a d ,... n we re-com-
menced our march to Dehra A great t' f h . 

. " por IOn 0 t e 
Journey lay through dense forests b t . , u on neanng the 
town, the land we passed through 1 . was not llng but a 
vast expanse of cultivated ground 0 'd . . n one SI e we 
vIewed fields of golden corn on the th I . ' 0  er arge tea 
plantatIOns. The tea plant bears so bl . me resem ance 
to the Ilex, but the leaf is smaller and d 1 1  more ar <: y 

I IU � 
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green, the blossom is mostly white : side by side with 

the tea grew the tall and graceful sugar cane. Dehra 

is one of the most picturesque towns in India. The 

houses are surrounded with the most fertile gardens. 

In the same garden you may see the oak and the 

bamboo growing ; strawberries are so plentiful there 

that they sell for twopence a pound, and the market 

value of the finest peaches is but small. The roads 

are lined with hedges of Persian roses of the deepest 

crimson dye and the most delicious perfume. We 

stayed at Dehra for a week, receiving from our friend 

there thorough Indian hospitality. I write lndzan, be

cause there is no hospitality like it in the world. A 

friend, when he asks you to his house, does not men

tion the exact number of days you are to remain ; of 

course he does not expect you to follow the example 

of the illustrious poet and divine, who, being asked to 

luncheon, stayed thirty years. A cynical Indian on his 

return from England was asked how he enjoyed himself : 

" Not at all," was his reply, " my brother nodded to 

me in the streets, and my mother asked me to lunch." 

Dehra is decidedly a civilized Indian station. It 

contains a church, a billiard table, and a circulating 

library. For the Bengalee librarian's knowledge of 

English I cannot say much ; for in the catalogue 0f the 

library may be read the following entry : 

Mill on Political Economy. 

Do. -on Logic. 

Do. on the Floss.. 

The Bengalee Baboo is an unique cre�ture. To 

describe him is beyond my power. He speaks and spells 

English correctly, writes a good c1erkly
. 
hand, and h

.
is 

style of composition is decidedly J ohnsomall. A certam 

number are employed by Government in every office. 

A.n Indian officer used to put his Baboo to a somewhat 

strange use, and one possibly not contemplated by the 

government. Now and then he used to ask the Baboo 

the following question : " Baboo, is it mail day I" 

VOL. VI. 
K 
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(Bab.) " Yes, my lord." 
(Off.) " Then, Baboo, write to my mother and 

the letter for my signature." 
And Baboo did even so. 
The day before leaving Dehra we sent the servants 

with the elephants and tents to a place distant a 
thirty miles, where we heard good shooting and 
fishing were to be had. Next morning we rode 
We stopped half-way, to have breakfast with an 
Indian colonel. This gentleman had established 
colony of native Christians on his estate. 
breakfast we discovered that our host had someth 
heavy on his mind. At length the secret oozed 
He told us that two of his flock had informed him th 
there were some native Christians in a neighbouring 
station who would like to join his community, but 
were prevented from want of money : if he 
advance some, they would go and fetch them. 
consented, and the two to whom he had advanced 
the money had gone away, but never returned. On 
inquiry, he had just learnt that they had spent the 
cash in portioning their daughters. Innocently I in
quired their names. The old gentleman replied, with 
considerable warmth, "Abraham and Moses." We left 
with a feeling of sadness, for we thought, if Abraham 
and Moses were so bad, what must the rest of the 
flock be like ? 

On reaching our tents, we found that some Tatars 
had taken up their quarters for the night near us. In 
the evening we paid a visit to their encampment. The 
sturdy little goats, that had carried their merchandise 
for them across the mountains, were carefully pic
quetted, and large fires were lighted to keep the wild 
beasts away .

. 
A couple of large, fierce-looking sheep 

dogs were lymg by the fire, sharing their masters' 
meal .  Both men and women were extremely ugly. 
Their clothes consisted of a single blanket. This 
blanket is worn by them until it falls to pieces through 

• IU � ----.. � ___ .--------------------------____ ... 
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age and wear. A love of water is not a prominent 

trait in a Tatar's character. After much haggling, 

we purchased from them a goat, and two pods of the 
rnusk deer, and' tried hard to buy one of their praying 

wheels, but were not successful, as it is considered a 

very serious crime for a Tatar to part with that article. 
The wheel is a small brass cylinder filled with papers, 
on which prayers are written by the priests, which, 
revolving on a brass axis, makes a noise like a police
rnan's  rattle. Each revolution is considered a prayer, 
and is supposed to bring a Tatar one step nearer to 

salvation. An ingenious Tatar, I believe, has started, 
in his own village in Thibet, a praying wheel turned by 
water power, and for the small sum of sixpence, a 
person may have perpetual prayers offered up. He has, 
I hear, many customers. The world improves but 
slowly. In Christian England we have no praying 
wheels, but we have the parish clerk. 

The next morning was devoted to shooting black 
partridges and jungle fowl. In the afternoon a native 
guided us to a spot where he stated there was a large 
stone with an inscription on it. On arriving at the 
place, we found the stone to be a huge rock covered 
with an inscription. This was an ancient Buddhz'st one. 
We afterwards discovered that the inscription was a 
most important one. For many years Indian archc.eo
logists have been sorely tantalized by their Buddhist 
inscriptions ending with the following words, " Ye will 
find more written on the rock at the capital, Khalsi, 
which is built upon a spot where two great waters 
meet." On inquiry, we learnt that about a couple of 
miles from the stone there was a village called Khalsu 
Kangra, and that in olden times it used to be called 
Khalsi alone. A hundred yards from the stone the 
river Tonse runs into the Jumna, and :ve found likewise 
that the Tonse, which is a small stream, is con
sidered by the natives the more sacred of the two. 

The sun was declining when we set out to return to 
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our tents, and flood on flood of beauty steeped 

earth. A sea of fire surrounded the sun's setting 
and the hill tops were mantled with gold. The 
dows in the valleys grew darker and deeper, and 
rocks and trees less defined ; the only sounds that 
the stillness of the air were the murmur of the 
and the hum of insects, those " tiniest bells on 
garment of silence." As we gazed upon those 
old mountains, we thought of the ages that had pas 
away since first they rose, and of the changes that 
been wrought, and looking. on those peaks which 
in the sky, our thoughts were turned to that far 
dim world of eternity, where there is neither ch 
nor end. 

SYLVANUS. 



HAMLET : AN ANALYSIS. 

9� DO not know whether an apology is necessary 

�� for this addition to the already extensive stock 
of Hamlet literature. The analyses of Hamlet, 

that I have met with, are all in some marked way 
incomplete. The best of the number appeared in 
Vo!. 79 of The Quarterly Revzew. It unhappily covers 
only a fraction of the play : otherwise, though I dissent 
from several of the opinions of the writer, the following 
pages would not have been printed. But as regards 
its systematic examination of the minutest touches of 
the poet, as well as of the scenes as a whole, it is a 
model of intelligent criticism. I have learnt much from 
it-and, in one or two scenes, have used it liberally. 
I have also read and, in a few passages, referred to the 
late Dr. Conolly's Study of Hamlet and Dr. Bucknill's 
Essays on the Mad Folk of Shakespeare. These writers 
both write specially on the problem of Hamlet's mad
ness, as a question of medical psychology. The former 
analyses the whole play from this point of view-the 
latter, only the scenes in which Hamlet or Ophelia 
appear. Both therefore are, for an attempt to get at the 
whole of the poet's meaning, somewhat defective. This 
defect I have endeavoured to supply. I have used such 
helps as have been accessible to me in the shape of 
notes, analysis, or comment, but only as a preparation 
for my task : in all that I have written I have given my 
own impressions, derived from a study of the simple 
text. 

Some of the readers of The Eagle may possibly be 
VOL VI. • L 
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interested in the circumstances which caused this 
analysis to. be written. Abo.ut a year ago. I determined 
to. give systematic English 1esso.ns a place in the o.rdi_ 
nary wo.rk o.f my fo.rm. I began with I-Iamlet. The 
gro.und was new ; and, with the usual fate o.f the English 
schoolmaster, I had to. learn empirically ho.w English 
sho.u1d be taught. The great sho.a1 to. be avo.ided by 
o.ne who.se experience had been principally o.f Classical 
tuitio.n was the giving o.f undue pro.minence to. 
expressio.n o.f the tho.ught, rather than to. the 
itself. To. avo.id this, I gave my pupils fro.m time to 
time an analysis o.f the scenes last read-po.inting out 
their bearing on the develo.pement of the characters 
of the play, and endeavo.uring with the addition o.f o.ral 
explanatio.n to give them some idea of them as parts 
of a whole work o.f art. A sketch o.f the histo.ry of the 
play, of the story of Hamlet fro.m which it is taken, 
with an outline of the principal characters, had already 
been put into. their hands. To reprint it here wo.uld 
make this paper unnecessarily long. Full particulars 
may be fo.und in Gervinus (Shakespeare Commentanes), 
and in the prolego.mena to Herr Karl Elze's excellent 
German editio.n of the play. The Hzstone o.f Hamblet is 
reprinted in Mr. Collier's Shakespeare's Lzorary. I may 
add that the experiment was eminently successful. 

R. W. TAYLOR. 

ACT I. Scene 1. Francisco., Bernardo, and Marcellus 
are three soldiers. The two. latter have already on a 
former occasio.n seen an apparitio.n of the " majesty of 
buried Denmark," while keeping guard upo.n the battle
ments, and Bernardo comes to. his Po.st full o.f agitation 
and apprehensio.n, which betrays itself in his first wo.rds. 
His reverie is interrupted by the sight of Francisco., 
and he do.es no.t wait to. be challenged ; but, with 
a start, inquires-cc Who's there ? " Francisco kno.ws 
no.thing of the Ghost, but notices Bernardo.'s unwonted 
punctuality; yet even he has so.me bo.ding that all is 
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110t right :  he is " sick at heart." Bernardo. anxio.us1y 

askS whether he has had quiet watch ; and, parting, 

bids him hasten on his co.mrades, should he meet them. 

Be canno.t bear to be left to. watch alone, and he shows 

himself so. rejo.iced to. see them when they co.me, that 

Marcellus fancies that " this thing" must have appeared 

again. He is specially anxio.lls that Ho.ratio., the 

scholar, sho.uld be there to exo.rcise the Gho.st. For 

co.mpanio.nship he must talk, but he can talk o.n1y o.n 

the o.ne subject ; he b.egins 
his sto.ry, when the appa

ritio.n crosses the .stage. It disappears, and Bernardo 

appeals to Horatio whether this is no.t more than 

fantasy. He takes no part in the conversation that 

follows, sav.e by again recurring to the portentous 

figure, which comes armed thro1il.gh their watch. This; 

conversation is of some inter-est. The description of 

Hamlet's father and his oombat with Norway, prepares 

us for Hamlet's subsequent praise of him, and strikes 

the keynote of the duty, (a very marked duty to a 

Norseman of the tenth century) of avenging such a 

father. The preparations for war, the romage in the 

land, are signs of coming trouble, the dread of which is 

deepened in these soldiers by this strange apparition. 

The Gho.st re-.ente1:s

; and Horatio, who has to some 

extent recovered his presence of mind, speaks more 

boldly t.o it. But again it departs without any reply. 

The day br.eaks-the health-giving day, which scatters 

all the phantoms of the night, and brings refreshing 

light to those who. are weary of the darkness. Such cut 

least is its soothing effect upon Horatio, and the lines-

But look, the mom in russet mantle clad 

Walks o'er the dew of yon high eastwacl bill, 

are a g00d instanoe of.artistic repose. 

In Scene 2, we al1e intl10dueed to the king, who is 

holdin:g 

his first court since his acoession and marriage 

with Gertrude. The assembLed courtiers are those who, 

w ith Polonius at their head, have forwarded his election. 

Whether there were others who did not welcome the 
L.2 
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change so readily we do not know : young Fortinbras' 
supposal that the state was disjoint, might lead us to 
think there were, and we have further traces of a wide
spread disaffection in the readiness with which Laertes 
is afterwards welcomed as king; but such ill-affected 
persons at any rate find no place in this assembly, and 
their existence is entirely ignored. The language of 
the king prepares us for what is to come. In all 
decorum he must say something at this first meeting 
of the changes which have brought about his accession; 
but his words of grief are cold and forced, and the 
subject is speedily dismissed. The ambassadors to 
Norway receive their instructions, and we are introduced 
to Polonius, the head, so to speak, of the Claudian party. 
The slight pompousness of his words is, however, the 
only thing here which brings out his character. And 
naturally, it is in Hamlet that the interest of the scene 
centers. And it is noteworthy that his first utterances 
proclaim that trifling and refining habit of mind, of 
which we shall have so many specimens. The play 
on kzn and kznd, sun and son, the almost euphuistic 
verbiage of the speech beginning, " Seems, madam! 
nay, it is," are all instances of this. The king's reply 
is really more a soliloquy than an address-an attempt 
rather to blunt the dull edge of remorse in himself, 
than to bring Hamlet to another mind : 

Why should we, in our peevish opposition, 
Take it to heart? 

His bodings are lulled by Hamlet's consent to 
at Elsinore, so accepting the position of 

Our cousin, chiefest courtier and our son. 

His departure to Wittenberg might be fraught with 
more serious consequences. 

Hamlet's first soliloquy is full of instruction, not so 
much as the sign of amind whose balance is violently 
disturbed, but as a true portrait of his character. 
He shows himself as the man of contemplation rather 
than of action - for this criticism of Coleridge and 
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Gervinus I cannot but look upon as the tru.e key to 
his character. As such he generalises from his own 
one cause of grief, to the unprofitableness of all the 
uses of the world. A man with some active work to 
do, would perhaps have felt with equal keenness his 
father's death and its attendant circumstances; but he 
would have seen, after the first burst of grief, that there 
was something still worth living for. But to one who 
broods like Hamlet the object of his thought for the 
time assumes a giant size, out of all proportion with the 
truth. In the same spirit his mother's hasty marriage 
with Claudius is generalised into-

Frailty, thy name is woman! 

His reason is not, as yet, specially disturbed by the 
thought of all this; the mischief is of earlier date : the 
whole mind is diseased to begin with. 

He is just in the mood to be excited by the news 
which Horatio and Marcellus bring. Their first meeting 
shows the affectionateness of his disposition. There is 
not much to notice in the dialogue between them : he 
cross-examines the two in a thoroughly collected way
we should almost expect a more excited manner. 

One thing it is important not to pass over. The 
greater part of the soliloquy is devoted to his mother 
and her frailty; and so it is his mother's wedding that 
he sets against his father's funeral. And it is on this 
that his thoughts continue to dwell, even after his 
suspicions of foul play have been verified by the ghost. 
Naturally the shock at the discovery of such weakness 
in one to whom he had always looked up with reverence 
and love, would affect him more than the knowledge 
of the villany of one on whom he had set no store. 

Scene 3. Laertes has often been depicted as a some
what vain and empty-headed character; but any 
imagined deficiencies of that kind are compensated 
by the two traits which Shakespeare puts in a promi
nent light, his strong affection for his father, and his 
tender solicitude for his sister. And he certainly shows 
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no want of delicacy and tact in the way in which he 
warns the latter against putting too much faith in 
Hamlet's tenders of affection. He does not indulge in 
any invective against Hamlet, which might have driven 
her into his arms ; but shows her, calmly and reason. 
ably, the difficulties of the position that he is in. This 
speech, it seems to me, does not receive the honour it 
deserves : it is fun of delicate and beautiful writing. Its 
language surely is not. that of an empty-headed booby. 

Ophe1ia's reply deserves attention. It is the one in. 
stance in the whole play of a gentle playfulness, which, 
poor girl, she has no more opportunity of showing. 

The chief interest, however, and value of the scene 
lies in the estimate which it gives us of Hamlet's 
charac,:ter, as judged by those who had some opportunity 
of weighing his acts. Neither' Laertes nor Polonius 
represent him as vicious, but rather as a trifler without 
any active seriousness, in life-one who would flirt and 
toy with a maiden like Ophelia, thoughtlessly damaging 
her fail' name-one wh(i) begins with most honourable 
intentions, but is quite weak enough to let himself be 
carried away by a temptation to evil, if those first 
intentions cannot be carried out. And this his charac
ter is so well known, that to give words or talk to him 
is to slander your leisure. 

Polonius' fussy sermonising to Ophelia, is very dif
ferel)t from the delicate caution which her brother gives. '  
Here, as everywhere in the play, he  fails for want of 
all understanding of the characters with which he has 
to deal. 

The opening of Scene 4, shews an evident desire on 
the part of the interlocutors to avoid talking about 
the ghost-the kind of avoidance which might very 
well accomp,any a state of subdued excitement and 
expectation. Hamlet betrays his tendency to ponder 
and to philosophise upon any subject that is suggested 
for his meditation .  If it be true that the latter part of 
his speech was added after the arrival in England of 
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Anne of Denmark, in order to tone down the severity 
of the former part, Shakespeare has shown his power 
by m aking the insertion serve to the fuller portrayal 
of his main character, and the explanation of the drift 
of the play. Hamlet's account of the way in which one 
flaw, or the over-deve10pement of one side of a charac
ter mars the whole, is a very delicate piece of mental 
analysis, and is doubly interesting because we recog
nise in it the portrait of the speaker himself. In him 
the p1ausive manners of which we have just had one 
specimen in his disapproval of the heavy-headed revels 
of his country, take corruption from the habit of too 
much looking upon the event, from the overgrowth of 
the meditative side of his character. 

The appearance of the ghost betrays the excitement 
which he has felt ; yet he is prepared for its advent
it has no terrors for him. After the first start of alarm 
(" Angels, &c.") he addresses it in excited, but still 
perfectly coherent, words. He is conscious that his 
father's spirit would not thus revisit the glimpses of the 
moon, unless something were to be done. He has 
pondered over Horatio's report, and this corroboration 
of it suggests thoughts of horror which his soul can 
scarce fathom. His weariness of life, under the burden 
of suspicion and mistrust thus sadly confirmed, is again 
asserted ; and his wild excitement and his previous 
melancholy together make his friend fear for his 
reason. He follows the ghost. 

Scene 5 . The art of the poet is well displayed by the 
way in which the ghost at once enlists our sympathies 
and pity. We do not hear first of the murder which 
cut him off in the blossom of his sin, but of the 
sulphurous and tormenting flames to which he must 
render up himself-of the prison-house, whose secrets 
are not for ears of flesh and blood. When Hamlet's 
pity is thus excited, when he is evidently ready to do 
whatever he can to do his father ease, the key to the 
whole scene comes out in the one word murder. The 
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story of hypocrisy and crime is told with simple pathos : 
all its circumstances of aggravation and horror are 
dwelt upon. There is one thing in this speech specially 
to be noticed : I mean the tenderness shown throughout 
for the poor queen, seduced from her allegiance. It is 
by w#chcra/t of his brother's wit that she was won; 
he is robbed of her by his brother : she, he knows, is 
happy in her new union-there are thorns lodged in 
bosom to prick and sting her. Hamlet is not only to 
leave her to heaven, he is not to cherish evil thoughts 
against her. And in spite of this injunction, it is on 
his mother's frailty that he especially dwells. 

His short soliloquy deserves careful study. Its words 
partake of that wild, almost hysterical excitement, 
which we have just seen : they are at first slightly 
bombastic and exaggerated-possibly expressive of a 
first outbreak of madness. They show very markedly 
the unsteadiness of Hamlet's character, and that readi
ness to be diverted by a trifle which, though ever 
breaking out in him, may here be looked upon as the 
common effect of an undue strain upon the mind. But 
one point must not be overlooked. His father's com
mandment, he says, shall live all alone in his brain ; 
and yet his very first comment, 0 m.ost jJerntczous 
zvoman! gives the lie to his words. His jesting with 
his friends and with the ghost, the wild and hurling 
words on which Horatio remarks, are all signs of this, 
same hysterical excitement which is beginning to 
disturb the balance of his mind. Quick as ever of 
perception, he feels that he may not always hereafter 
be master of himself; and is perhaps conscious, too, of 
what he may gain by this antic disposition, and so at 
once secures his friends' secrecy. But the strong 
feeling, the heart's bitter grief, which produces this 
strain, and is perhaps at the root of this unseemly 
jesting, bursts ou't at times : 

And for mine own poor part, 
Look you, I'll go pray. 
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He feels already the insufficiency of culture for the 

neW circumstances in which he is placed ; they require 

something which the studies of Wittenberg have not 

provided for. 
There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio, 
Than are dreamt of in our philosophy. 

He feels, too, the want of human affection and sympathy, 

cut off as he is from the mother that he had so fondly 

loved : 
So gentlemen, 

With all my love I do commend me to yeu. 

The scene closes with the sigh under a task or 

burden too great for him to bear, which Goethe has 

taken as the key to the whole play : 

The time is out of joint! 0 cmsed spite f 
That e,:er I was born to put it right. 

ACT H. Scene I. The earlier part of this scene is 

valuable for the light which it throws on the character 

of Polonius, the father whose death Laertes will be so 

prompt to revenge. The way in which he instructs his 

emissary to pry into his son's doings puts him certainly 

in a somewhat contemptible light, and the limits which 

he puts to the forgeries that may be put upon him, 

slight sullies as he calls them, show him to be devoid 

of any higher principle than that of expediency, of any 

rule more strict than that of the world's morality. 

The second part of the scene is more interesting. 

Opheli?o's speech is very artistically composed. She 

comes in breathless with excitement and fright, which is 

well portrayed in the disjointed and almost interjectiona:l 

form of her words : and Polonius, in some excess of 

parental affection, becomes almost respectable in his 

confession that he has been in the wrong. 

The account of Hamlet's visit to Ophelia first raises 

the question of his madness. Was it real or feigned ? 

The disordered dress is the recognised sign of the 

sentimental lover (As you Lz'ke zt, ACT Ill. Sc. 2), and 
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many commentators have fancied that Hamlet, feigning 
madness, adopted this exaggerated form of it, in order 
to divert suspicion from the true cause of his melan. 
choly. But whatever levity there may be in his 
ter, there is nothing to make us. think that he would 
wilfully be guilty of such wanton cruelty to one 
he afterwards professes to have loved so dearly, 
it not that his mind has been warped by the 
notion of woman's untruth which his mother's 
has given him : the cc long perusal of her face" 
to ask the same question, which at a subsequent' 
view he puts in words, 1'1 Are you honest ?" The cc 

so piteous in purport," the cc sigh so piteous and 
found" are surely not feigned-this ecstasy is real, 
insanity no mockery. That love for Ophelia is 
without its share in causing the sad ov�rthrow may 
quite. true. His belief in honesty and truth has 
sadly shaken by the ghost's revelations ;  his mother, 
whom he had trusted and loved, is fallen from the high 
place which he had given her, and Ophelia's rejection 
of his visits and letters has not only robbed him of his 
last solace in his misery, but has made him begin 
think that all women are alike in their false seeming. 
As yet, however, he has scarcely reached this last point; 
the almost despairing doubt is there, but it is.not till 
the next act that it finds full expression. Thus, almost 
heartbroken and frenzied by the brooding thought, he 
tries to read in her face the truth or falsehood of his 
SusplcIOn. Surely this is more than acting. 

Seene 2, introduces us to two fresh characters, Rosen
crantz and Guildenstern, schoolfellows of Hamlet, whom 
the king has sent for in order to fathom the causes of 
the change which has come over him. The meanness 
of hzs character betrays itself in his words. His an�iety 
is not to remedy the disorder, but to see whether his 
suspicions of its cause are just. He seems to suspect 
that the madness is possibly feigned (CC Get from him 
why he puts on this confusion," ACT Ill. Se. 1.), and 
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wants to discover whether it may not cover some deep 

design on Hamlet's part. 

Rosencrantz and his friend are generally put down 

by critics as two base spies-because Hamlet, in a state 

of excitement, calls them sponges (ACT IV. Se. 2). Tt'ue, 

they are not men of any strong principle ; the untruth

fulness of their replies to the king's inquiries about 

their interview-for they will not confess their failure

(ACT Ill. Se. 1 ) is a proof of that ; but we must not 

forget that 
Two men there are not living 

To whom he more adheres: 

and that Hamlet himself, even when he knows that 

they have been sent for, is anxious to give them all 

a friend's welcome, and even goes S0 far as to confess 

to them his real state. I cannot thinlc that they had 

any idea of the king's ultimate designs when they 

started for England, whatever Hamlet may have 

suspected, or that they are more than two ordinary 

young men, glad to do what they fancy may be for the 

good of their friend, and somewhat flattered at being 

chosen by the king and queen for such a task. 

The news from Norway, which forms the second 

division of the scene, gives us a pleasant contrast in its 

tale of frank and open dealing to the plots and counter

plots of this other uncle and nephew. Old Norway,. 

sick and impotent, retains his hold on Fortinbras, great 

and spirited as he is : Claudius is obliged to set spies 

upon his nephew to prevent his mischief-procrastinator 

though he be. 
Polonius next tells his story. Ever anxious to gain 

special credit for himself, and to make the most of what 

he has done, he tries the patience of the queen by the 

soullessness of his wit, but at last produces a letter 

which Ophelia has had from Hamlet. There is nothing. 

to tell us when the letter was written. It may have 

been before she began to repel his letters-it might 

possibly be a kind of apology for his visit. The letter 
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itself has often been commented upon as the extrava. 
gant effusion of a madman ; but if it is, then half the 
valentines written every 14th of February are so too. 
There is in it no dethroning of reason, but a sett} 
sadness and melancholy which is very patheti 
expressed. I should fancy it was written between 
death of his father and the appearance of the 
from which time he was to wipe away all trivial 
fond records from his memory. The words 
Polonius uses, describe very well the stages of 
disorder, but on his part they are mere 
prosing ; for Ophelia's announcement in Scene I, is 
first information that he has of what is wrong. As 
takes to himself the credit of the first discovery of 
addresses of Hamlet-as he professes to have 
guided not by care for his daughter's fair fame 
real cause of his interference), but by thoughts of 
duty to the king and queen : so now he pretends 
have watched the stages of Hamlet's disorder. 

To form a correct estimate of what follows we m 
remember in what position Polonius stands to Hamlet. 
He has been the chief agent in the election of Claudius 
to be king : he is the father of Ophelia, and so Hamlet, 
a man of deep penetration, who at once sees that 
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern have been sent for, 
naturally attributes to him Ophelia's altered behaviour, 
and he knows him too as a " tedious old fool." What. 
wonder then that he resents the old man's intrusion 
upon his privacy and fools him to the top of his bent ! 
It is absurd to seek a depth of meaning in his words. 
Fishmongers do not catch fish, and to be honest 
fishmonger is no special commendation. Dealers in 
such perishable wares are not generally patterns of 
honesty. The famous passage " If the Sun breed 
maggots," &c. may best be taken as an extract from 
the book which Hamlet is reading-and the sudden 
remarks on the daughter " who is not to walk in the 

. sun," are possibly an allusion to the way in which she 
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had locked herself from his resort. He seems in almost 

all his converse with Polonius to play upon this subject. 

His motive is doubtful. Such a cause of madness 

might keep him from being confined, but yet it would 

be expected to cease if his love could have a fair issue, 

and then where would he have been ? The plain satire 

of the rest of the conversation loses its effect when we 

cannot see the old man standing for his portrait. 

Polonius retires : Rosencrantz and Guildenstern 

enter. They receive a friendly greeting, but their re

mark that the world is grown honest, combined with 

the suddenness of their appearance, rouses Hamlet's 

suspicions that they are sent. He is more alive to 

such suspicions now. No such thought suggested itself 

when Horatio suddenly appeared, but these two months 

have produced a great change in him. They try to 

stave off his questions. They are possessed by the one 

idea that he is disappointed that his uncle has been 

preferred before him-that brooding ambition is the 

cause of his disorder. Hamlet at last gets from them 

a confession that they were sent for. (Note how he 

appeals to the consonancy of their youth and their 

ever-preserved love-surely a fair voucher for their 

respectability) . In graphic words he depicts to them 

his mental state-the fruits of his melancholy induced 

by his father's death and his mother's o'erhasty 

marriage, quite independently of the ghost's revela

tions. " He sees all things as they are and feels them 

as they are not " (Dr. Bucknill). His language is re

markable and bears a slight trace of excitement in a 

style perhaps more inflated than usual with him, but 

he is in full possession of his faculties. He notices at 

once the significant smile with which his friends greet 

his saying, " man delights not me " and puts his own 

construction on it. It is straining a point to see here 

a dislike to have it thought that he is mad for love of 

Ophelia. The reading of their thought is a perfectly 

natural one. 
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Critics of the Voltaire school object to the passage 
about the " aiery of' young children " as a piece of 
contemporary allusion which might be allowed in an 
ephemeral comedy, but is below the dignity of tragedy. 
I cannot see the reason why. At any rate their 
vaunted Greek models observed no such rule. 
Eumenides is not spoiled by its references to 
Argive alliance. 

Polonius when he appears again gets quizzed 
more about his daughter. Then the players are in 
duced and receive a hearty welcome. It was 
fashion with a former generation of critics to look 
the passages recited by Hamlet and the players 
parodies, intended to bring ridicule on the old 
of tragedy, but such a criticism results from too 
an identification of the writer with the speaker. 
meaning of these passages must be interpreted by the 
piece of criticism which introduces them. Hamlet, 
man of refined and cultivated taste, and able to 
preciate the solid beauties of the old school, looks 
with a dash of contempt and pedantic superiority on 
the lower taste of the " general." The passages given, 
whether they be quotations from a .lost play, or simply 
Shakespeare's own work, are fair specimens of the 
Seneca school of tragedy-and are really respectable 
poetry. If any expression of Shakespeare's Own opinion 
is to be assumed, it is rather a protest against the. 
"j igs and tales of bawdry " of the time. 

The actors take their leave, and Polonius receives 
that golden rule for their entertainment, " Use them 
after your own honour and dignity." It is worthy of 
note that Hamlet, who has been quizzing Polonius 
throughout this scene, yet shows so much respect for 
his age and position as to warn the players not to 
mock him. 

The soliloquy that follows, delivered under very strong 
excitement, is very eloquent as to Hamlet's character. 
The man of thought, dull and slow of action, though 
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excitable and brave, feels that the actor's power of 

realising the feelings of a fictitious character is a re

proach to him, on whom such promptings from the 

invisible world have been thrown away. He can say 

nothing-of dOZ1Zg there is no question. His excite
ment finds some vent in foul names-but he -is not 

beside himself-he is conscious of the weakness and 
folly of his conduct. The close of the speech tells us 
the reason of all his delay. The deed to which he is 
prompted is an awful one-one whose consequences 
cannot be trammelled up, and he feels that the infor
mation or suspicion on which he acts is not sufficient 
to justify him in the eyes of the world-hardly even 
in his own. 

ACT Ill. Scene I. The division of the play into Acts 
and Scenes is, as usual in the printed copies of Shake
speare, quite arbitrary. This and the following scenes 
belong to the action of the last and are bound up with 
it in more particulars than one. And first in the report 
of Hamlet's madness. The interview with Polonius 
has deepened the king's impression of it. The trans
formation of the previous scene has now become a 
" turbulent and dangerous lunacy." The two friends 
have been misled by Hamlet's graphic description of 
his state, which they fancied to be a mere put off-they 
confess that they have not found out the cause of his 
disorder, but are unwilling to shew how far they have 
failed in imposing on him, and so are somewhat un
truthful in one part of their report. Here as in the 
last scene the different motives, of King and Queen 
are well hinted at. The King wants to know if they 
have found out the cause of his madness-the Queen 
asks if they have tried to cheer him : 

Did you assay him to any pastime? 
With all her fear that the mischief is in " the main, 
his father's death and our o'erhasty marriage," she 
Welcomes the hope that Ophelia's love may be at the 
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bottom of this distemper-feeling that then it 
past cure. 

It is hard to understand the king. His usual 
ness and indifference hardly prepare us for the 
of remorse which Polonius' speech causes him. 

The soliloquy which follows must be /elt-it is 
impossible to explain or paraphrase it. There 
several things in it, however, which admit of commt!n 

I. The notable difference between it and the 
soliloquy, "0, that this too, too solid flesh would 
&c." in which he is also meditating suicide. Then 
motive of religious obedience was enough to stay 
hand-cc or that the Everlasting had not fixed 
canon 'gainst self-slaughter." Here he is 
down by the heartache, and so depressed, that 
would welcome annihilation in death as a 
tion to be wished for. He is deterred from suicide 
by the same " thinking too much upon the 
which holds back his hand from avenging his 
death. 

2. His own woes are predominant among 
which would not be borne, but for the dread of 
thing after death : the oppressor's wrong-the p 
of disprized love-the insolence of office. 

3· The " conscience which makes cowards of us all 
is the same with the " thought whose sickly hue infects 
resolution," without excluding entirely the feeling that 
sins unpunished here may meet their reward hereafter. 

4· The whole speech-or rather that which is the key 
to the whole-is an instance of that power of rapid 
association which we have before seen to be charac
teristic of Hamlet. Sleep at once suggests dreams. 

It seems to me to be a piece of hypercriticism 
cavil at the lines-

That undiscovered country, from whose bourn 
No traveller returns, 

as implying forgetfulness on Hamlet's part of the 
ghost's appearance. The point of the passage is that 
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nothing is known of that undiscovered land ; no 

traveller returns to tell the story of what he has 

seen ; and substantially this is true even of his 

father's ghost, who is " forbid to tell the secrets of 

his prison house. " 
The conversation with Ophelia is a natural sequel 

to this soliloquy. The stage tradition which would 

have us imagine Hamlet to catch some glimpse of 
the listeners to this conversation, and to be thus 
prompted to a cruel harrowing of the poor girl's 
feelings by " wild and hurling " words, seems to me 

almost beneath notice-it rests upon such a shallow 

reading of the whole passage-every line of which is 
eloquent. It is worth our while to examine it in detail. 

We cannot be too often reminded that the original 

cause of Hamlet's melancholy is his mother's speedy 

transfer of her affections from his father, or his father's 
memory, to his uncle. This it is which appears in his 
first soliloquy, and though the deep-brooding sorrow 

which shakes the balance of his mind is deepened and 
intensified by the appearance and the revelations of the 

ghost-yet its direction seems never to have been 
entirely changed. Of this melancholy we have just 
had the most touching expression to be found in the 

whole play. It has settled upon him like some dark 
pall, hiding from him all comfort and cheer, and so 
penetrating his very nature with its shadow that he 
is forgetful for the moment of the cause which first 
stirred it. It has become a confirmed habit of mind 
with him. In this frame of mind he meets Ophelia 
apparently reading a book of prayers. It may well 
have been that his quick eye would soon discern some 
signs of constraint in the manner of one with whom 
he had once enjoyed such free and loving converse, 
and who had once listened with maiden shyness, but 
with blushes which told her love, to his " words of 
SWeet breath : "  but at first there is no such feeling. 
"Nymph in thy orisons be all my sins remembered " 

VOL. VI. 111 
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is a greeting which breathes nought but tenderness 
and respect. But Ophelia's reply, " how does your 
honour for thzs many a day?" at once calls 'back his 
thoughts to his letters rejected and his visits refused. 
And there is mixed perhaps with this an instinctive 
consciousness, not yet developed into a strong feeling, 
of the dishonesty of the question, which half implies 
by the form in which it is put that this long s 
had been Hamlet's fault, not her's. He replies with 
delicate touch of irony, " I  humbly thank you : 
well, well." Your solicitude on my behalf 
my thanks-but I also have to thank you in part 
my present condition-the words are words of good 
omen, but their triple repetition makes them far m 
expressive of deep sadness and misery than any other 
words could be. It is not however till Ophelia attempts 
to return his presents and so entirely break off the 
connexion between them, that the spring which had 
been underlying this sadness wells forth afresh and 
disturbs once more the whole current of his thoughts. 
He denies all his former gifts, " I  never gave you 
aught." He would like if words could do it to blot 
out altogether this passage of his life from his memory. 
But poor Ophelia would not have it so, she knows 
right well he did, and with them words of sweet breath, 
the remembrance of which is only made more bitter 
by the cold words he has just used. And here her 
weakness comes out. She is the unresisting tool in 
the hands of her father and the king. She has sucked 
in the honey of his music vows, and it is not by any 
wzsh of hers that that music is silenced : but she forgets 
her own weakness in consenting to his rejection, and 
in submitting to be made an instrument in her father's 
plots, and puts down all the "unkindness" to Hamlet. 
It is evident, I think, that she is not here merely playing 
her part as d�coy, there is a tender earnest pathos in 
her words which must come from her heart. 

Hamlet however knows that she -has shut the door 
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upon him, that she is the giver who has proved unkind, 

and so this speech appears to him utterly dishonest 

and false. He startles her with the question, " ha, ha! 

are you honest /" There is no need here to define honest 

by chaste. The frequent use of the word in that sense 

and the association of his mother's falsehood make him 

pass on to that, but at first he seems to use the word 

simply in its ,first meaning. The whole of what follows 

may be explained by a reference to that picture of his 

mother's frailty which Ophelia has thus brought again 

vividly before him. Her innocent surprise at his 

questions seems somewhat to lessen his suspicions of 

her. By this all thought of the watchers has left 

her-she speaks her own honest thoughts. He seems 

to wish that she should be preserved from temptation 

to which others had succumbed-wed her himself, he 

knows he cannot, and he fancies with some displeasure' 

that she may be induced by another's wooing to forget 

her love for him ; this at any rate seems to be ex

pressed by his " get thee to a nunnery " and his " if 

thou dost marry, &c." So with his mother's example 

before his mind's eye he warns her of the power of 

beauty to corrupt honesty, of which the time now gives 

such patent proof ; nay, even in his own case, this was 

true-he must relish of the old stock-his mother's 

falsehood must have its counterpart in him, and so 

she should not have believed his professions of love. 

This thought seems enough to account for this re

tracting of his words. He is carried away to it by 

excited feeling which makes him speak somewhat 

wildly. That his disclaimer of love for her is not 
true, is proved by his very next words. A marriage 
even with himself could have but poor fruits, and yet 
as the world went he was fairly honest ; let her however 
shut herself up not only from his resort but from that 
of all other men. Marriage he had seen in one case 
had ended so badly that he in his morbid generalising 

(cf. ACT 1. Sc. 2) would have all other marriages cease. 
M2 
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But it is not merely this that makes him wish that 
Ophelia should get her to a nunnery. The plague, 
that he gives her for her dowry should she marry, 
must I think be taken as an indication of his unwilling. 
ness that the love which had once been given to him 
should be transferred to another. 

The rhapsodical outburst against "paintings," &c., is 
another side of the picture of the falsehood of women. 

The only thing difficult to explain in the scene, 
Hamlet's inquiry and injunctions about Polonius. 
adopt the stage tradition and it seems easy enough, 
and to my mind it is the Gnly thing that can be urged 
in its favour. May it not be simply suggested by the 
words "arrant knaves all ?" It is a parting bit of advice. 
Hamlet prepares to leave the room but comes back 
again. 

In forming any judgement of Hamlet's behaviour 
in this scene it is surely unfair to pass :over such hints 
of what the author intended as we can get. These 
may be gathered from the impression which he re
presents as made upon the by-standers. Now to 
Ophelia's eye this distraction is that of a mind o'er
thrown, of a noble and most sovereign reason out of 
tune. The vigour of his mind may be asserted on the 
authority of this passage in opposition to Goethe's 
theory, that the key to the character is the idea of 
a somewhat weak mind with a task given it too great 
for it to perform. The king also reads aright his state, 
not madness, but melancholy-the brain still beating 
on a something-settled matter-which puts him from 
the fashion of himself. We may, I hope, take this 
evidence against the opinion of an actor who finds it 
easier to represent a counterfeit passion than the 
genuine distraction which Shakes.peare has depicted. 

A word before we leave this scene on the character 
of Ophelia. She-

Of ladies most distract and wretched 
That sucked the honey of his music vows-
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must, in the acting of this scene, where all the cruelty 

seems to be transferred to Hamlet, attract all our 

sympathy. The tenderness of her words, the " sweet 

compassion" for his state-

"0 heavenly powers restore him." 
"0 help him you sweet heavens;" 

the way in which all thought of herself is kept under, 

until he is gone, wins our love. And this almost blinds 

us to the part which she is playing. No girl with 

strength of character would lend herself to such plots 

and combinations. Her abandonment of her love at 

her father's command, is an act of filial obedience which 

we can commend, for we see the suffering' which it 

costs her ; but this act, of treachery I had almost said, 

we find it hard to forgive. She is loving, true in her 

love ; but too feeble and pliant in others' hands. 

Scene 2. The next scene tells its own tale more 

plainly, and requires little comment. The advice to 

the players, while supplying the soundest principle for 

theatrical criticism, contains some traces of a pedan

tic assertion of superiority over " the groundlings," 

"the barren spectators." It is true that the function 

of the actor is to hold the mirror up to nature ; and so 

by developing all that is natural and good, to raise the 

popular taste to a higher level : but to do this, it must 

needs appeal to the mass of the people-it must be 

attractive to them, or they will give no heed to it. 

There would soon be an end to all the usefulness of the 

theatre, if the censure of one judicious critic were to 

outweigh a whole theatre of others. 

The character of Horatio, one of the most marked of 

the additions of the later quarto, is a very interesting 

set-off to that of Hamlet. The steady fixity of purpose, 

the constancy under either fortune, are just those quali

ties which are wanting in him, and whose excellence 

he recognises in his friend. On him Fortune's finger 

may sound what stop she pleases. He is not passion's 
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slave it is true-he may be carried away by it for the moment, but he does not follow up its dictates, still he is not its master. Horatio is informed of the purpose of the play, the " mousetrap" in which the king's conscience is to be caught, and so the truth of the ghost to be tested. 
When the court comes in, Hamlet assumes a distracted air which is simply an exaggeration of 

excitement expressed in his last words to 
He quizzes Polonius on his acting, and treats 
as if the interview of the last scene had never 
place. He is evidently in a state of great exci 
and the keY-lJ.ote of it all is the " brevity of worn 
love." 

. Then follows the play. Its antithetic character is due to the necessity of having something perfectly 
distinct from the framework in which it is set. It is full of admonitions to Hamlet himself if he could only heed them-

What we do determine oft we break
Purpose is but the slave to memory.-
Our thoughts are ours, their ends none of our own. 

The play is successful . But Hamlet's first thought is not of the consequences of this success, but of his own cleverness in devising it. Still this may only be the natural levity of great excitement, since he bursts out immediately with "0 good Horatio, I'll take the ghost's word for a thousand pounds." But what is its effect ? Why ! he fears lest his heart should lose its nature, and become that of a Nero. He nearly forgets his filial duty in his resolve to "shend" his motherhe will obey, were she ten times his mother. His conversation with Rosencrantz is quite that of a man who is conscious his wit is diseased, and who frets under the constant observation of his movements by spies. He may be a pipe for Fortune's finger to sound, but he is not to be played upon by theirs. 
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Scene 3. This scene is one of the most interesting in 

a comparison between the first and second quartos. 

The first part of it is entirely wanting in the former, 

and the prayer scene is expanded from the following 

few lines : 

Oh that tIlls wet, that falls upon my face, 
Would wash the crime clear from my conscience ! 
When I look up to heaven I see my trespass, 
The earth doth still cry out upon my fact! 
Pay me the murder of a brother and a king, 
And the adulterous fault I have committed: 
Oh these are sins that are unpardonable! 
Why say thy sins were blacker than is jet, 
Yet may contrition make them white as snow: 
Ay, but still, to persever in a sin, 
It is an act 'gainst the universal power. 
Most wretched man stoop, bend thee to thy prayer, 
Ask grace of heaven to keep thee from despair. 

The king's sense of the danger that he runs, from 
Hamlet's being at large, which in the first part of the 
play has been for a time lulled to rest, is stirred more 
keenly than before, by the evident knowledge of his 
crime which the play-scene has shown him to possess. 
He gives instructions to the two friends for their mission 
to England. Rosencrantz and Guildenstern begin to 
justify the epithet which Hamlet applies to them after
wards. And yet the poet adds a certain dignity to 
their servile devotion by the picture which he draws of 
tlle true king of men-the king who rules because he 
is not merely the representative of the people, but the 
people itself; such a king as David or Charlemagne : 
the king whose majesty draws like a gulf all that is 
near it, whose very sighs are but the united expres
sion of the general groan. 

It has been remarked before now, that Shakespeare's 
most contemptible characters are often the mouth-pieces 
for the expression of the noblest truths. This speech 
of Rosencrantz is an instance in point, but nowhere can 
a more striking one be found than in the soliloquy of 
the king which follows it. By a few bold touches he 
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has drawn the character of the king more vividly than anywhere before. The hardened heart, the conscience seared, but still making itself feebly heard, the ineffec_ tual effort to combine repentance with the continued retaining of the offence, tell us of one whose sole rule of life has been the gratification of every selfish longing, who has steadily refused to listen to any higher voice ;  of one who is dead to all higher feeling than the 
of remorse. Nothing but a steady neglect and defiance of God's law could bring him to such a state. All for 
which he has sinned he possesses, yet it brings him 
no satisfaction. There is no peace to the wicked-the 
stronger guilt defeats the strong intent ; they are like 
a troubled sea tossed to and fro. The habits of a 
lifetime cannot be thrown off at a moment's notice. 
The very struggling of the limed soul only engages 
it more deeply. 

And what a noble homily is read to us here, and in 
the following speech, on the true nature and efficacy of 
prayer-its twofold force 

To be forestalled-ere we come. to fall, 
Or pardoned, being down. 

But the man who systematically neglects it in the 
former case will find it more difficult in the latter. No 
mere form of words can serve the sinner's turn. " Words 
without thoughts never to heaven go." But real sincere 
prayer is the " purging of the soul" that " fits and 
seasons it for its passage." The Christian " enters 
heaven by prayer." 

Some commentators, misled by the passages in which Hamlet, under the influence of momentary excitement, shows a readiness for action, have represented him as 
an energetic man who only bided his time. Such, 
I think, was hardly Shakespeare's  idea. Here is an 
opportunity for action. Hamlet is under great excite
ment-there is no thought present with him of the 
uncertainty of the evidence on which his suspicions 
rest-yet he does nothing. And why ? There is some-
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thing which would be scanned. The thought of his 

father taken in the blossom of his sin makes him cherish 

more diabolical schemes of revenge. There is nothing 

in the refined cruelty of this thought inconsistent with 

Hamlet's general character : it is one mark of that 

egotism or selfishness which is one of his prominent 

features. Similar cruelty we have already see� in his 

treatment of Ophelia-and we shall see it again in his 

unfeeling conduct when he has killed Polonius, and in 

his unscrupulous sacrifice of his two friends who are 

not near his conscience. The feeling was real at the 

moment, but most of all it was a motive for further 

delay. He still " lives to say this thing's to do." 

Scene 4. In a state of the greatest excitement 

Hamlet passes to his mother's chamber. The very call, 

mother ! mother ! mother ! with which he approaches 

shows this. His answer to her first words confirm it. 

The poor queen has not often been so rudely addressed 

by a son whom she throughout so tenderly loves. And 

yet in it all there is a depth of tender melancholy : 

You are the queen-your husband's brother's wife 

And-would you were not so i-you. are my mother. 

Though innocent of compli<!:ity in :her husband's mur'

del', the queen is not ignorant of the causes of Hamlet's 

altered state, and so this rough beginning excites he1' 

fears. He probably lays his hand upon her and she cries 

out for help. Polonius echoes the cry, and so the " rash 

intruding fool" gets his death-thrust. The behaviour 

of Hamlet here is very instructive. He has let slip 

an opportunity of executing his revenge only a few 

minutes before, in order that his sword might know a 

more horrid hent, that he might catch his uncle drunk 

or in his rage, and here the moment after he makes 
this pass through the arras thinking it was the king, 

" I  took thee for thy betters." And when he finds his 

mistake there is no feeling of pity or sorrow ; the feeble 

expression of compunction at the end of the scene 

For this same lord I do repedt, 
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is shoved aside by a weak excuse of fatalism. Here as elsewhere he tries to divest himself of all responsibility for his acts. So the death of Rosencrantz and Guilden_. stern is none of his doing-they did make love to their fate. No doubt this feeling was strongly fostered 
the ghost's appearance, and the consequent conscio 
ness of being a minister of destiny-but it is a comlTlun trait of a self-indulgent character. 

Polonius is thus dismissed with scant pity, but 
rash and bloody deed serves as the peg on which 
rest of the scene may hang. Even without the 
of the first quarto the surprise of the queen at the 
words " as kill a king," to which she wants the cl 
would be sufficient to exonerate her from complicity in 
her husband's murder. The first part of Hamlet's 
objurgation may be quickly dismissed. His language 
is a little strained at first, but as the contrast between 
the past and the present king, which he draws in such 
poetical language, more and more fills his mind, all affectation disappears, and we feel the passionate earnestness of his words. The difference between 
the two speeches is marked in the queen's replies
compare the " act which roars and thunders in the index"-words indicative rather of fear lest this bluster 
may lead to some unhappy end than of any real feeling 
of wrong done-with the conscience stricken cry "Thou turn'st my eyes into my very souL" But Hamlet is not satisfied with the effect that he has produced, and dwells in a somewhat coarse way on this portrait of the present object of his mother's affection. And what are we to think of her ? She has nothing to say for her husband-nothing but this repeated cry " No more !"  

It  seems to  be  very doubtful whether the second appearance of the ghost is more than an objective representation to the spectators of Hamlet's inmost thoughts. His mother is unconscious of the apparition which on the fermer occasions was visible to the 
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bystanders. He has been dwelling on the picture of 

the father that he loves and the wrongs that he has 

suffered, and is naturally reminded of his former visita

tion. The motive of the apparition, whether it be real 

or a mere " coinage of the brain," is evident. Hamlet 

is in danger of forgetting the ghost's parting injunction : 

Nor let thy soul contrive 
Against thy mother aught : leave her to heaven 
And to those thorns that in her bosom lodge, 
To prick and sting her. 

It is to recal this that the ghost again appears-and 

henceforth Hamlet's tone to his mother is entirely 

changed : all his words are full of affectionate solicitude. 

It is but natural that the queen, knowing nothing of 

the previous visitation, and seeing no cause for Hamlet's 

sudden terror, should put it down as the bodiless 

creation of ecstasy-and not less natural and in accord

ance with the strong feeling of the moment that Hamlet 

should protest that it is no madness that he has llttered, 

a confession which he afterwards appears to regret. 

He would not have it thought that he was " not essenti

ally in madness, but only mad in craft." Let doctors 

decide about the test which he proposes. He confesses 

afterwards to Laertes the sore distraction with which he is. 

visited, and prays forgiveness for the acts of his mad

ness ; and yet I think that here he speaks truth. Tins 

v£szon is no fruit of madness-whether it be a true 

apparition-or the vivid memory of the former one, d 

is no offspring of a disordered brain. And this is the 

proof. His language after is calmer even than before. 

Before it he was passing from earnest but subduedi 

passion to rant-now he is again calm, affectionate. 

subdued. What a contrast between the rude reproach of 

the earlier part of the scene-and the tender though re-

proving farewell : 
Once more good night, 

And when you are desirous to be blest 

I'll blessing beg of you. 
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Hamlet already knows of the king's plan of getting 
him out of the country-how, we are not told,-and he 
seems also to know of the meditated treachery which 
this missipn conceals, and to have formed already the 
plan of sending his two school-fellows to the fate which 
is meant for himself-

'Tis the splilrt to have the engineer 
Hoist with his own petar. 

That he should do this from the instinct of self
preservation when he discovered the plot might claim 
some indulgence-but this deliberate premeditated 
murder is quite inconsistent with that noble weakness 
which some have accepted as the theory of Hamlet's 
character. He cannot say of this act of cruelty as he 
says of his words to his mother, 

I must be cruel, only to be kind. 

N either does he by this act gain anything for 
accomplishment of his meditated vengeance on his 
uncle. On the contrary his submitting to be shipped 
off to England at all frustrates his schemes. He serves 
no purpose by it, save it be to justifY a subsequent 
attack by the evidence of Claudius' designs upon his life ;  
and of this there is no hint in the text. He is removed 
from the scene of action, and when he returns does not 
come upon the king by surprise, but sends him notice 
of his coming. I can see no motive for the voyage but 
the delight in the meeting of two crafts, the same 
delight in his own ingenuity which he showed in the 
play scene and which he was ready to gratifY without 
any thought of the cost. 

(To be concluded.) 

THE LESSON OF THE FLOWERS. 

FROM HAFIZ. 

'TwAS morning, and the Lord of day 

Had shed his light 0' er Shiraz' towers, 

Where bulbuls trill their love-lorn lay 

To serenade the maiden flowers. 

Like them oppressed by love's sweet pain, 

I wander in a garden fair ; 

And there to cool my throbbing brain 

I woo the perfumed morning air. 

The damask rose with beauty gleams, 

Its face all bathed in ruddy light, 

And shines like some bright star that beams 

From out the sombre veil of night. 

The very bulbul, as the glow 

Of pride and passion warms its breast, 

Forgets awhile its former woe 

In pride that conquers love's unrest. 

The sweet narcissus opes its eye, 

A teardrop glistening on the lash, 

As tho' 'twere gazing piteously 

Upon the tulip's bleeding gash. 
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The lily seem'd to ·menace me, 
And show'd its curved and quivering blade, 
While every frail anemone 
A gossip's open mouth displayed. 

And here and there a graceful group 
Of flowers, like men who worship wine, 
Each raising up his litHe stoup 
To catch the dewdrop's draught divine. 

And others yet like Hebes stand, 
Their dripping vases downward turned, 
As if dispensing to the band 
The wine for which their hearts had burned. 

This moral it is mine to sing, 
Go learn a lesson of the flowers, 
Joy's season is in life's young spring, 
Then seize like them the fleeting hours. 

HAJJI. 

A WANDERING EAGLET. 

By the Author of " ICarl's Legacy." 

FLIGHT THE FIRST. - NUREMBERG. 

" But fly our paths, our feverish contact fly ! 
For strong the infection of our mental strife, 

Which, though it gives no bliss, yet spoils for rest ; 
And we should win thee from thy own fair life, 

Like us distracted, and like us unblest. 
Soon, soon thy cheer would die, 

Thy hopes grow timorous, and unfixed thy powers ; 
And thy clear aims be cross and shifting made: 
And then thy glad perennial youth would fade, 

Fade, and grow old at last, and die like ours." 
MATTHEW ARNoLD: The Scholar Gipsy. 

[One seldom is left quietly to realise a favourite ideal of life. So many 
jarring circumstances and clashing interests of other people come to intermpt 
our calm repose of solitude, or tempt our ambition to change its coW'se of 
action, that no very piteous Lament need be uttered by any Eagle contributors 
at the present time, for having been summoned away from their own par. 
ticular bachelor eyrie (wherever it may be situated) into the pages of their 
College Magazine. It may be very much for tlleir own benefit, being re· 
called from a contemplation of exile and loneliness, to a renewal of intercourse 
with the buoyant spirits and pure ambition of their successors, or older 
comrades, who study the humanities, or coach the Lady Margaret on the 
baul{s of Cam. If each of us, the expatriated, not rusticated, the earlier 
writers of The Eagle, were to waft a feather more frequent back to the 
pinions of the noble bird whom we still love, surely there might be profit 
and pleasure to more than one. We do not sufficiently value the privilege 
of our Eagle. Whilst we are in residence, it ought to be a joy to us to 
therein record some useful discoveries made in our noble libraries. When 
We have left our Alma Mater, there should be delight in sending any 
serviceable hints to those who in turn are dwelling where we dwelt, to save 
them from neglecting opportunities, and to guide them to fresh enjoyment 
of study. The present writer feels ashamed of himself for having so long 
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delayed renewing his acquaintance 'with Johnian quills, and promises amend. 
ment. But he is of solitary habits, with much more of the owl than 
t1le eagle in his composition, and claims to be allowed to follow his own 
habit of flight while chasing " rats and mice, and such small deer," according 
to his indiridual appetite, and that, moreover, in out of the way comers. 
And where could he have felt more removed from the beaten (rack than 
when he first found himself in Nuremberg ?] 

§ I. 
�UREMBERG is the quaintest and most 
� fully aged city in Bavaria - the Chester 

Germany-the " Old Curiosity Shop" of E 
To strangers it is a mediceval perplexity. 
we turn there is something to enthral and fascinate 
We are poverty-stricken by the abundance of 
riches. Not a dull street corner is to be had for 
or money. The place suffers from a redundancy 
interest. Vain is the attempt to arrive at a p 
state of mind, wherewith to keep remembrance of its 
peculiarities. One feels the truth of what worthy 
Fuller says, in regard to the memory-" Like a purse, 
if it be over-full, s� that it cannot shut, all will drop 
out of it." 

We have seen the countless varieties of Nuremberg, 
and lived in the past. Each street seems rich in works 
of art as a museum, with charming statuettes of the 
Madonna sculptured at many a corner. The fountains 
also have pleasant figures, including the man with two 
geese under his arm. The churches, of course, are 
treasuries of study, especially St. Lawrence and the 
Frauenkz"rche, with its singular pillars destitute of 
capitals, its images and pictures, where gilding strug
gles with paint for the mastery. Come to the Old 
Castle, with its deep well, whereto the returned water 
sinks flickering like rain, whizzing and scattering drops, 
till it comes splash, splashing on the surface that had 
lain so calm and solemn down beneath. Now through 
the Knight's chambers and their chapel, and away 
to Albrecht Durer's houses and his statue, and the 
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Beautiful fountain (Schonebrunnen), with its delicate 

tracery and array of sculptured knights ; and the deep 

moat, of modern use for cabbage-gardens and for fruit

trees ; and the walks outside the town walls, and the 

view from lofty Hez"denthurm, and the quaint bells 

dangling beside the doors, and elaborate keyholes, 

and complicated locks, and labyrinthine hinges, and 

duSty stall, and queer sun-browned market-women with 
scarlet head-gear and leathery faoes. We despair of 
arranging anything like a description of the place ; for 
who can live this double life of past and present with
out confusion of his own identity ? Who can walk 
about in a region where every body is three hundred 
years old, where the very smoke is cobweb bed, and the 
beer suggestive of having weathered two thousand 
thunder-storms ; who can do this, and not find his 
belief in the modern trifles of railways, electric-tele
graphs, photography, tubular-bridges, and Mechanic's 
Institutes considerably shaken, even if it be not reduced 
to downright scepticism ? One becomes inclined to 
discredit the printing-press, and resume missal illumi
nation and alchemical researches. The stars reproach 
us for neglect of astrology, and the goblin-heads on 
gargoyles are familiarly haunting us at luncheon. We 
already feel ourselves on visiting-terms with Hans 
Sachs, chief of the Master-singers, and the cobbler
poet of antiquity-the " old man, grey and dove-like," 
who is a sort of German mixture of Edie Ochiltree and 
S. T. Coleridge. What a swarm of notable men nod 
to us through the ages, Minnesingers and guild-poets, 
from WaIter von Vogelweide to Hans Fels-whom 
friend Karl describes as a barber-ous rhymer, whose 
lather and poesy were unitedly soap-horrific. Really, 
when we had sat down at the table of Albrecht Durer, 
Or walked about his studio downstairs, and admired 
his choice of light for pictures now removed, we seemed 
to be as much at home as if we had been hitherto 
rambling away from Nuremberg during a fortnight's 

VOL. VI. N 
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holiday, which weak-minded people call a 
and deserved a scolding for absence and keeping 
dinner waiting, until the very curls of the fur . '  
Albrecht untwisted themselves owing to the 
of his indignation. 

But no ! we must not wrong his gentle nature 
the supposition. He never scolded anybody, but 
in Christian resignation uncomplainingly, though 
a breaking heart, the misery of an ill-assorted 
As Bulwer Lytton has it : " Every ant on the 
carries its load, and its home is but made by the 
which it bears." 

Saddening is the remembrance of all such 
misery, not only of Diirer, but of many another en 
siast. The thought arises, how much better may it 
for them to devote a life in lonely worship to the 
ideal, and its own path of duty, than to accept a 
promise fraught with so much regret ! For unsuccessIlU' 
love is tenfold better than the disappointment of 
bittered triumph. To gain what we have striven 
and find it worthless, this is worse to bear than 
attainment of possession, whilst yet retaIning the 
verence and love that had sanctified our early 
But each one of us may brood over the wound, 
knowing where to look at once for the healing, and 
later understanding how it had been well for us 
we were afflicted. All suffering turns to our good, 
rightly borne. As regards Albert Diirer he deserves 
true sympathy. -Our heart keeps with him in all his 
journey, from when he leaves old Michael Wohlgemuth, 
the quietly industrious painter, to his return, four years 
later, and marriage with the beautiful vixen, Agnes 
Frei ; an ill-omened wedding, arranged by the parents, 
one that shortened the life of the noblest artist in 
Germany. We find his manhood fulfilling the promise 
of his youth ; received with honour throughout the 
Netherlands (so graphically described by himself), and 
entering into friendship with Raphael and Bellino in 
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Italy. Gentle and affectionate i n  the highest degree, 

an enthusiastic visionary, a worshipper of beauty, 

handsome in person, and gifted with most varied know

ledge, it might have seemed that to him, at least, 

life would be happiness. The record of his friend 

Willibald Pirkheimer, proves that it was not so. 
Much of Diirer's peculiar quaintness may be fitly 

traced to this domestic unhappiness. In his works he 
mingles the beautiful, the familiar, and the grotesquely 

melancholy, to the extreme of contrast, even as he had 

met with them in experience. In his " Madonna with 

the Monkey," a woman holds a child fondling a captive 

bird, whilst a chained ape crouches at her feet and 

keeps a half-wakeful observance. Here may have 

been symbolized the SUbjugation of man's lower nature ; 

the fluttering bird indicating his restless spirit seeking 

the incarnate divinity. It is eminently characteristic 

of Diirer's genius. But a greater favourite with us, 
his " Melancholy," appears to have been inspired by 
sadder contemplation of life .  We see therein a woman, 
beautiful, but with a weird expression, heavily attired 
in gorgeous-raiment, inharmonious with the wild-weed 

wreath that encircles her dishevelled hair, or with her 

unused and shadowing wings. She holds a closed 

volume and a pair of compasses ; musingly she reckons 
up some chances, or meditates some problem-perhaps 

suggested by those cabalistic signs marked on the wall 
of the espial-tower ; but keeping meanwhile her back 

to the Nght. The sand is running swiftly in the hour
glass above, and the passing-bell is ready to toll forth 
a funeral knell. Strange implements surround her : 
a ponderous many-sided block, typical of inert matter ; 
numerous tools of builder-craft, the plane, the saw, and 
hammer - emblems of the shaping faculty in man ; 
a growing flower in its pan of earth, significant of 
germinating thought and culture ; also the ladder, to 
indicate ascending progress. The equi-balance sus
pended over the sleeping cherub, who is seated on the 

N z  
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grindstone wheel, seems to betoken the pause from 
action. Moreover, the wearied dog, coiled at her feet, 
shows, in contrast to herself, obliviousness as rest from 
labour, whilst the setting sun, and the flitting bat with 
Mela12colz"a on its wings, foreshadows that "the night 
cometh when no man can work." But there is more 
than this. Four nails, the implements of Our Saviour's 
passion, are beside the woman. From her girdle 
a bunch of keys, and, with the heavy purse that 
on her garments, surely indicates a fetter of 
ness ; in connection with which, the stillness of 
slumbering ocean, and the fact of the book being 
tightly clasped, gives a clue to her melancholy reflec
tions. If we read it rightly, the moral is Time 
by Eternity-the things of this world, arts, sciencesJ 
and riches, found to be vain and unsatisfying 
weighed beside the longings after the eternal and the 
infinite. 

That Diirer was a man to feel this, and to attempt 
a symbolization of mighty spiritual truths, our know
ledge of his life and works makes more than probable. 
The failure to reach his ideal of happiness here, in 
wedded life ; the protestantism and political heat into 
which circumstances forced him, while his soul inclined 
naturally towards the sensuous beauty of Catholicism 
and the mild indifference to local or temporary strifes 
for power ; even, perhaps, some haunting doubts, 
whether there was not higher work intended for him 
than what his brush or burin could accomplish, all 
helped to make him strive to symbolize such truths as 
we fancy to lurk in this picture of Melancholy. He 
delights in shewing the grim picturesqueness of the 
middle-ages ; the ghastly fun that mingles as a travesty 
of tragic horror with the luxury of selfish pride and 
voluptuousness ; but he also tasks his energies to set 
forth the beauty of holiness, the sad reality of the 
Redeemer's agony, and the loathsomeness of sin from 
which He came to free mankind. We might read 
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invaluable lessons from the teaching of such a medita

tive artist as Albert Diirer. 

§ lI. 

The Rath-haus or Town-Hall is full of corridors, 

with old carvings, sculptured tournaments and histories, 

on vaulted roofs and whitewashed walls. We peer into 

numerous little rooms, choked with dusty parchments 

and undistinguishable smoky pictures. We descend to 

its torture-dungeons, named ludicrously after animals

dark, clammy, shut apart from light and the free air 

of heaven. 
Shout if you will, no sound escapes from these 

gloomy vaults ; but by the secret passage we can 

emerge at the old castle, or a distant forest. 

See this hideous pit, these mouldering beams, staples, 

and rusty iron hooks, that have such fearful memories 

attached, and then bethink you of the Vehm Gericht 

and Anne of Gierstein, or Goetz von Berlichingen, and 

Baden-Baden with its rival horror of the Virgin's Kiss 

(Bazse1' de la Vze1'ge), where, as in Nuremberg, the 

doomed criminal was forced to the embrace of a 

mechanical statue, and cut to pieces by its concealed 

machinery of dagger-blades. U gh ! those old times 

had awkward ministrations !-rather worse than our 

Penitentiaries on the Silent System, or Workhouse 

Bastiles, where we punish for the heaviest crime of 

poverty. Yet these are not exactly sybaritic couches. 

When we feel inclined to rave about degeneracy from 

the glorious old times, the delightful medireval customs, 

had we not better remember a few facts, such as this 

Rath-Haus dungeon reveals, to steady our judgment, 

and let the words of Coleridge sink into our heart ;-

" And tlus place our forefathers made for man ! 

This is the process of our love and wisdom 

To each poor brother who offends agpinst us

Most innocent, perhaps, and what if guilty? 

Is tills the only cure? Merciful God ! 
Each pore and natural outlet shrivelled- up 
By iguorance and parching poverty, 
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His energies roll back upon IUs heart 
And stagnate and corrupt, till, changed to poison, 
They break upon him like a loathsome plagne-spot ! 
Then we call in our pampered mountebanks, 
And this is their best cure ! uncomforted 
And friendless solitude, groaning and tears, 
And savage faces at the clanking irons, 
Seen through the steam and vapours of his dungeon 
By the lamp's dismal twilight ! So he lies 
'Circled with evil, till his very soul 
Unmoulds his essence, hopelessly deformed 
By sights of evermore deformity ! 

With other ministrations thou, 0 Nature, 
Healest thy wandering and distempered child : 
Thou pourest on him thy soft influences, 
Thy sunny hues, fair forms, and breathing sweets ; 
Thy melodies of woods, and winds, and waters ; 
Till he relent, and can no more endure 
To be a jarring and a dissonant thing 
Amid this general dance and minstrelsy ; 
But, bursting into tears, wins back his way, 
His angry spirit healed and harmonised 
By the benignant touch of love and beauty." 

Remorse, Act . Se. 

§ Ill. 
Evening twilight has gathered round us, calm and 

holy all seems to us now ; we return to a sight of the 
skies in the solemn stillness. We go forth again, and 
when we are next surrounded by walls, it is to feel the 
grandeur, the almost mournful magnificence, that fills 
the churches of Nuremberg. 

The many-coloured light from each rose-window falls 
upon the shrines of saints and tombs of knight or lady ; 
upon wondrous carvings, pulpits, and pendants, where 
the labour of a lifetime had been bestowed. In St. 
Lawrence's Church is the delicately sculptured Pix 
(Sacraments Haiislez:'z), by Adam Krafft, that tapers . 
upward till it meets the roof, and then bends forward 
gracefully, curling Ilke a crosier ; one of the loveliest 
works in stone that the world holds. The gorgeous 
tomb of St. Sebald occupied Peter Vischer and his five 
sons thirteen years. EverYWhere you come upon some 
name famous in German annals ; minstrels and crafts-

00 <u 
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men, artists and stalwart warriors. When you go out 

into the crooked thoroughfares, watching the quaint 

gables and peaked roofs, the clever paintings on the 

signboards, where pictured loaves and sausages betray 

the German love for creature comforts. And when you 

stand upon the steep Rialto-like bridge across the 

Pegnitz, the thought must perforce come that Nuremberg 

is no ordinary dwelling place, but a choice morsel of 

antiquity. For, see the numerous other bridges of 

wood and stone, discoloured, ricketty, and picturesque ; 

the water-mills, and promenades beneath the trees ; 

the projecting balconies and gardens, not only to the 

water's edge, but stretching over it, and peeping at 

their own reflections in the discoloured stream. Now 

the moon is up, and we walk beside the moat, and the 

massive round towers with double-peaked roofs, frequent 

on the walls. The sound of a thousand laughing voices 

rises, and many bursts of military music pouring forth 

that wildly beautiful overture by Karl Marda von 

Weber, his " Der Frieschutz," wherein the airs that 

follow throughout the opera flit in premonition through 

the stern or graceful murmurs of the symphony. A 

fitting strain for Nuremberg this evening, glancing 

awe-strickenly within the abysses of romantic supersti

tion, and telling more than words can ever tell, of 

things that sadden and perplex the soul. 

§ IV. 

The little church and burial-ground of St. John, 

where Albert Dtirer lies, are beyond the gates of 

Nuremberg. The path called the Dolorous Way, from 

the House of Pilate, is garnished at fixed intervals or 

stations with the Calvary sculptures of old Adam Krafft, 

according to the distances, as measured from those in 

Palestine, by the pilgrim Martin Kotzel. These figures 

are very rude, and much injured by time, in barred 

niches generally, and withered offerings have accu

mulated under dust. Outside the city walls, in gardens 
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on the road, throng the happy Nurembergers, who don 
their best attire on this Sunday evening, and sally forth 
to enjoy the holiday. It seems like realisation of the 
early scene in " Faust." The German burying-grounds 
are simple and lovely. But this of St. John's is very 
different from the Gettesacieer at Bonn, or those of Tyrol .. 
Here, half the tombs, which lie flat, are decorated with 
bronze or iron ornament plates, containing in 
to inscriptions the armorial bearings of the 
elaborated in bold relief. One might deem that 
the chivalry of Europe was congregated here, and 
were jealously retaining their privilege of precedence. 
Trees and flower-bushes, acacias and willows, are 
everywhere in wild luxuriance. On many of the 
stones, or around the little crosses, are wreaths of 
-i11Z1?Zortelles and flowers of every hue ; and often beautiful 
is the arrangement, where the metal scutcheon gleams 
amid the roses on the monument. N ear a high and 
richly sculptured cross is Albrecht Diirer's grave, his 
monogram and epitaph sufficient guide. 

ME. AL. Du. 
Quidquid ALBERTI DURER1 mortale fuit 

Sub hoc conditul' tumulo 
Emigravit VIII Idus Aprilis MDXXVIrr. 

His house near the Zeirkathener Thor is a simple 
and impressive mansion, suitable to the severe magni
ficence of the artist's manner, in his later paintings. 
His portrait, also, even the one taken latest, when time 
and sorrow had assailed the upright boldness of his 
glance, shews him to be one of Nature's noblemen. 
We remember his life, truly in keeping with his aspira
tion, his unselfishness, his freedom from envy, avarice, 
or meanness of any kind. Here was one record of him 
at our feet : but he has left a surer trace in our own 
heart, and in the heart of thousands in days gone by, 
helping them to help on others. 

But look ! in the distance is a long procession, clad 
in black ; yet surely not a funeral ? For in the front 
are many girls who bear a heaped profusion of gay 
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flowers, and following them another girl with basket 

slung upon her shoulder. Now we see that those 

behind are carrying something like a car of triumph, 

for it is crowned with white flowers., green wreaths, and 

garlands. One walks beside them, and exhibits tinsel 

decorations, silver crosses and insignia. But now they 

are close at hand, the crowd has gathered to one spot, 

and we perceive, what at first was unnoticed, a priest 

in simple black advancing with the bearers. It is 

indeed a funeral. They gather to the grave in silence, 

the white flowers are lifted from the pall, and the coffin 

is lowered to its solemn resting-place. Then from the 

group of mourners, the youngest of the band, arises 

such a hymn-so soft, so sad, amd full of melody, that if 

the spirit still were lingering near, it might take its flight 

with a foretaste of heaven. Then the deep voice of 

the clergyman is heard, as he reads an exhortation to 

survivors, and tells the deeds of that departed one 

"not dead, but gone before." "Neun and Zwanzig 

Jahr"-only nine and twenty ? Old enough ! perhaps : 

to fade whilst flowers still linger in our fancy, before 

the bloom of life has altogether faded. No need to 

weep-and yet, how few there are of all that large 

assemblage who are not in tears. Impressively the 

words are sounding. No pomp, no glitter seen now, 

all severely patriarchal, like a family meeting, not a 

convocation of fellow-citizens. When all is said that can 

be said for comfort or warning, when the Lord's Prayer 

has been read and joined in by all near, then the girls 

who stand around the grave, weeping so bitterly, cast 

handfuls of fresh flowers into the dark trench : more 

and more flowers from the mother, from the little 

children, from the old women who press forward to 

add their tribute. Roars a peal of musketry-another

and another : and the death-bell of St. John's is echoed 

by that of some church not far distant, and the sound 

borne on to Nuremberg by repetitions, whilst the 

flowers are heaped high within the grave ; and one by 
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one the maidens cast three sprinklings of fresh earth 
upon it. Strangers, who have come far, as their dusty 
garments prove, step forward also, and scatter ashes 
unto ashes. They disperse at last towards the gates, 
and all is over. 

We know not, Karl and I, but that in these foreign 
wanderings we more nearly understand the deep un. 
speakable mystery pervading life, than in our familiar 
haunts. Certainly we better recognise a similarity 
between diverse beings. The men with whom we 
converse, however, affect us less than those who are 
for ever removed from conversation. We seem to have 
long known and loved, not only Albert Diirer, but also 
this newly-buried Herr von Schwalbach. We surely had 
accompanied him in his student walks, had listened to 
his glowing words of love for Vaterland, for that blue
eyed girl who knelt beside us. Together we had 
traversed the bewildering philosophy of Hegel, and 
found safe ground beyond ; had chaunted Korner's 
sword-lay, had murmured ballads of Uhland, laughed 
at Hans Sach's Schumacher and Poet Dazu, compared 
notes of admiration about Jean Paul Richter, wondered 
concerning Kasper Hauser, that modern marvel of 
Nuremberg ; until we scarcely could believe that all 
yon dispersing crowd were strangers to us, and we 
ourselves but lonely dreamers of dreams, and seers 
of visions ; dreams that appear so baseless and so idle, 
but which are interwoven in the mind more firmly than 
most daily actions ; visions that no reality can surpass, 
no change obliterate. What save a live of fancies can 
lend that nameless charm to travel ? It is the flowery 
garland wound around the pillar, as at Roslin Chapel, 
not weakening strength, but adding grace to the 
supporting column. It is not with a brooding over 
graves, but with a recognition of the universal brother
hood in life and in death-that we take our departure 
from Nuremberg. 

J. W. E. 

A HUNDRED MILES IN A LEAKY CANOE. 

HE Lent Term was drawing to a close and be

coming decidedly monotonous, when it occurred 

to my two friends and myself, that it would 

be pleasant to do something at which the world should 

turn pale. Being Mathematical men we should like 

to denote ourselves as a, at' a2, but for greater per

spicuity we will simply say A, B, and C. To accomplish 

our object, we decided that the pleasantest plan would 

be a canoe expedition, and thinking that a river voyage 

would lack excitement, we determined on essaying the 

nearest available part of the Briny Ocean, 't·.e. The 

Wash. Accordingly having chosen the most suitable 

of Mr. Rutt's canoes, and taking a ' last stirrup-cup ' 

with our friends, we started on Tuesday morning with 

a pleasant breeze dead against us. 

In discussing our route we had decided that it would 

be easy to reach Lynn in one day, that is, ten hours 

at five miles per hour. But finding the wind dead 

against us, we came to the conclusion that two days 

would be more probably the time, as our sails were 

of little or no use ; and indeed I expressed my opinion 

that my sail would be the upsetting of me. However 

C assured us that it was impossible to upset, and went 

ahead in the most dashing style ; but he had not 

enunciated this proposition of impossibility very long 

before, in taking a graceful swoop, his sail shifted and 

the contents of his canoe, including two bottles of 

highly prized cherry-brandy, went to the bottom. With 
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some difficulty we got C and his canoe ashore and did the best we could towards drying him, and as We were now near Ely we paddled' on and put up there for the night ; C having made friends with the landlord appeared at dinner, to our great amusement, in a pair of trousers and a coat that would have enclosed a bullock with ease. 
The next morning we made a good breakfast and a good start, though the wind was still dead against us, and in the long reaches beyond Ely was very trying, 

Notwithstanding this, having lunched twice by mis
take, we reached Denver sluice by four o'clock, and 
found to our dismay that the tide, which runs up to 
this point, would be hard against us, it was useless 
therefore to proceed, and to our further dismay we 
found that the only Inn at Denver could not put us 
up. So, leaving our boats in the care of a miniature 
Polyphemus, we walked on to Downham, where we 
were made very comfortable for the night, so com
fortable indeed that B proposed to pass a second night 
in the same place. However, next morning, assuring 
each other that we were really roughing it, we took a 
dog-cart and drove down to Denver again, and getting 
under weigh ran down to Lynn with the tide ( 1 5  miles) 
in two hours ; a very pleasant run it was too, as the 
wind was now for the first time just available and 
the tide running out at a good pace. 

We reached Lynn about one o'clock, and after a 
small interchange of repartee with the bargees on the shipping, we landed at a boat-house, and finding that the tide would begin to run ip again in a few hours, we decided to look about us. Accordingly we put up at " The Globe," where the civility we met with was only equalled by the length of Our bill. Having re
freshed the inner man, we strolled down to the boat
house and had a talk with some sailors there, who 
declared it perfect madness to venture near the sea in 
such boats as ours. As we had several hours to spare, 
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we thought the best thing would be to see how our 

canoes behaved on rough water, previous to crossing 

over to Wisbeach the following day. There was a stiff 

breeze and the tide just steady, so we had a very 

pleasant sail down the long cut from Lynn to the 

open Wash. Much to our amusement we soon dis

covered that we were followed by two enterprising 

sailors in a fishing-smack, who evidently expected to 

turn an honest penny by rescuing us from a watery 

grave ; our canoes however behaved very well and 

rode over the long waves like corks, and we sailed 

nearly as fast as the smack ; when we had got about 

four miles below Lynn the tide turned and carried us 

back very pleasantly, and we put up our boats for 

the night, fully determined to have a good trip on 

the " Briny" the next morning. 

The next thing was to find some cheap excitement 

for the evening, and as Lynn theatre seemed to promise 

amusement, off we set. In the first place C, having 

been upset the first day, was quite unfit for polite 

society ; we therefore invested in some collars, ties, 

&c., and then considering ourselves quite the cheese, 

took a private box in a most amusingly scrubby theatre. 

The piece acted was illustrative of Pit-life, and was 

ingeniously constructed to include the largest possible 

number of murders, suicides, rattenings, coal-pit ex

plosions, and harrowing scenes of every description. 

The audience was chiefly composed of bargees, who 

applauded vociferously the many allusions to the 

" Horny Hand of Industry"-"The Bloated Aristocrat," 

&c.-The piece concluded with a Pyrotechnic display 

of squibs and crackers from the Pit's mouth, intimating 

that the villains had blown themselves up with the Pit ; 

after which any number of faithful lovers married, and 

apparently not too soon. 

The next morning we were ready to start by eight 

o'clock, and as soon as the tide ceased running up 

we launched our boats, the old sailors having given it as 
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their opinion that, " if we wanted to kill ourselves, it 
was'nt a bad idea." However we started in high 
spirits, and with the help of the tide soon came to the 
end of the Lynn Channel. Our intention was now 
to coast along to our left till we reached Wisbeach,. 
keeping as near the shore as the tide would allow 
but to do this we had to cross a sort of breakw 
of piles, &c. which at high water was just covered 
now however we could just see the tops of these piles 
the hollow of each of the waves which here 
to the breakwater) were dashing about in a 
manner ; I was just going to sing out for a 
tion, as to whether we had better go further out of 
the channel and avoid the breakers, when C taking 
advantage of a big wave made a rush over the piles 
and we quite lost sight of him ; as we saw that every 
moment the piles were left higher out of the water. 
B and I cut short our parley and made a desperate 
rush after C, and thanks more to our good luck than 
good management, we were neither upset nor bumped on 
the piles, and in another minute, though wet through and 
half full of water, we were immensely relieved to find 
ourselves right side up and in comparatively smooth 
water. The next thing to do was to empty our canoes, 
and as there were long rolling waves running up on to 
an embankment skirted with piles, this was no easy 
matter; however, C being in a sinking condition, paddled 
straight ashore ; the consequence was that one wave 
left him high and dry, and the next washed everything 
out of his canoe, including a bottle of beer, which to 
our horror we saw smashed by the next wave, and 
C standing up to his knees in water the picture of 
despair. B and I having found a more convenient place 
emptied our canoes, and having set C to rights started 
again. . We could now use our sails a l ittle, the 
day was lovely, the sea and sky a deep blue, large 
white gulls swooped curiously round us ; and as our 
canoes skimmed over the long waves, I think I was 
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never in a more exhilarating position. And now 

on the misty horizon we could just see the Sutton 

lighthouses between which we had to pass ; so keep

ing as near in shore as the receding tide would 

alloW, we made straight for them. As the tide ran 

out, leaving bare immense tracts of muddy sand, we 

were obliged to edge out more and more, till at length 

we were obliged to stick to the regular ship'S channel, 

which is marked out by buoys. But by this time the 

wind had risen considerably, and we had to do all we 

knew to ( dodge' the waves, in order that they should 

not run over us, as our aprons were very badly fitted, 

and our toes had worn holes through them ; while the 

waves were long and rolling we were safe, as we rode 

over them ; but now they became short and choppy, 

and the noses of our canoes buried themselves in one 

wave before the stern had fairly cleared the last. It 

now struck us forcibly that it was impo,ssib1e to follow 

the course marked out by the buoys ; and as a fishing

smack was not far off we crossed over to it and asked 

our way. They told us we should be able to reach the 

Wisbeach channel over the sands in a straight line ; 

accordingly we made for the sands, but as we got near 

them, the waves became much more dangerous and 

chopping, and before we had got to the nearest bank 

it was quite evident that both B and C were sinking 

fast, as every wave ran into their canoes ; both of them 

now shouted to me to keep near them, for had they 

sunk, they might have swam to the nearest sand, but 

must have left their canoes. As each made for a 

different point of the sand-banks, I was in somewhat 

of a predicament ; however, as my canoe was as yet 

above water (being more seaworthy than the others), 

I set all my sail and followed B as hard as I could, ex

pecting every moment that I should have to tow' him and 

his boat to the sand-bank ; he was now so much under 

water that his boat would not move an inch, when on 

sounding with our paddles, we found it shallow enough 
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to jump out and empty our boats, which we did stand� 
ing up to our middles in water. About a quarter of 
a mile off we saw C tossing about, and were much re. 
lieved to see him at length stand up in the water, for 
had he upset, it was quite impossible for us to have 
assisted him. Having emptied our canoes we 
down a channel between two sand-banks which s 
to be in the right direction ; here we joined C, but 
to empty our canoes again, then the channel came 
an end, and we had to carry our canoes a quarter 
a mile before we could float them again. This occurred 
over and over again till, as the tide gradually left us, 
it became apparent that we must either put out to sea 
again and find the channel, or drag our canoes over 
the sand, we did not know how far ; the nearest point 
of land being at least five mil�s away. We were now 
thoroughly exhausted, and began to examine our stock 
of provisions ; in emptying the canoes our last bottle 
of beer was smashed, our sandwiches were drenched 
with sea-water, and the only things left were a few 
biscuits and some brandy ; it was now two o'clock and 
we had breakfasted at seven, so we were dreadfully 
thirsty, and the brandy only made us more so ; more
over our fuzees were wet, so that it was impossible 
even to smoke. We wel"e now in a thoroughly bad 
temper ; C was anathematising his canoe, Mr. Rutt, 
and his bad luck in losing the beer, and I was anathe
matising C for losing it, when B took us up sharply by 
saying, " Well I would not swear if I were you, when 
the chances are ten to one we never get to shore 
again." And certainly had the tide turned at that 
moment, sweeping as it does over acres of sand at 
a time, we must have left all and run for our lives. 
As it was we yoked ourselves to our canoes by means 
of our paddles, and set to work to drag them laboriously 
over the soft muddy sand, sinking up to our ankles 
every step. We could now see a long line of beacon
posts reaching from the light-houses out to sea, indicat-
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ing a channel ; to the nearest point of which we directed 

our weary tramp. After somewhat more than an hour 

of this work, we found ourselves in a large channel, 

having a sea embankment on each side ; and coming 

across some barges at work on it, found we were twelve 

miles from Wisbeach, but in the right channel, and the 

tide steady. So getting afloat once more, we drifted 

at a good pace up the channel, called Sutton Wash, 

for the wind had risen very high, and was dead behind 

us. And now our only difficulty was to prevent our 

canoes burying themselves in the waves, which were 

very short and high, so that we had to be continually 

' holding up.' Notwithstanding this, we travelled about 

six miles an hour ; and, by six o'clock, found ourselves 

at Wisbeach. We were so stiff and benumbed, that we 

had great difficulty in getting out of our boats ; and we 

looked such pitiable drenched objects, that we soon had 

a small crowd around us, from whom we enquired for 

a suitable place to put up, and were directed to " The 

Old Bell." Here we met with every comfort. We 

were so benumbed, that we were lost to every sense of 

decency ; and when the landlady offered to take our wet 

things, my friends say that I slipt off my inexpressibles 

and handed them to her. C now wrapped himself up 

in a blanket, and walked about the room after the 

manner of the " last of the Mohicans," while B and I 

wrung our nether garments over the fire. At this 

moment a gentleman bowed himself into the room, and 

begged to be allowed to lend us some dry clothes. 

Of course we were delighted, and in a short time a 

large assortment arrived, in which we arrayed our

selves : I had a pair of sailor.'s trousers, painfully tight 

above and ludicrously loose below ; C looked like a 

decayed hairdresser, and B like a methodist parson out 

for a holiday. By this time the landlady of the " Bell" 

had contrived a " sumptuous repast to which we did 

ample justice ;" (I believe the last two expressions are 

correct.) Nor was the pleasure thereof lessened by the 
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presence of two juvenile belles, who seemed to take 
a great interest in the shipwrecked mariners who had 
fallen under their care. And now we found we were 
an object of interest in the town of Wisbeach ; gentle. 
men called to see us with huge charts under their arms, 
old sailors, the whole female kindred of " The Old Bell," 
and many others : in fact, we held a regular lev�e, and 
it was some time before we could get rid of our 

The next morning, after paying a ludicrously 
bill, and an equally exorbitant charge, for 
over five miles of a canal, we started at nine 
hoping to reach Cambridge before midnight, (a 
of fifty miles). For the first few miles the wind was 
with us and we mq.de good progress but it dropt soon 
after we left Denver, and the last thirty miles had to 
be doggedly paddled against stream. As our rate 
progress looked very unlike reaching Cambridge that 
night, we did not stop any where for dinner ; and it 
was with great difficulty that I could prevail on the 
others to stop for some bread and cheese and beer ; 
this was at 4 P.M. and we had breakfasted at 8 A.M. 

Soon after we passed Ely it became nearly dark, there 
being very little moon, this made the distance seem 
much longer, and now I was always in the rear, B and 
C occasionally waiting for me, to explain that I paddled 
£dzotz"cally, and was therefore always behind, to which my 
only reply was "you won't catch me paddling against 
stream again with two fellows who are never hungry, 
thirsty, or tired." However we at length reached U pware 
about 9 P.M. and had some beer, after which I steadily 
refused to move another inch, so B and C, went on 
without me, reaching Cambridge at half-past one on 
Sunday morning. I at once went to bed, and was 
horrified on waking in the middle of the night to hear a 
loud snoring in the room, and hideous visions of drunken 
bargees crossed my mind. However next morning 
I found my head and my half-crown untouched, and my 
snoring friend caused me no inconvenience by using 
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the soap or. water. I arrived in Cambridge in time for 

breakfast, where our ruddy countenances were a great 

source of amusement to our friends. Among our 

numerous visitors at Wisbeach was the editor of the 

Wi'sbeach Adve1'#se1', and accordingly the next morning 

we received a paper, containing a paragraph headed, 

Penwus Tnp, which afterwards appeared in the Cam

bridge Papers. 
And certainly it was a perilous trip, with only 

ordinary river canoes and no proper aprons ; had we 

possessed Rob Roy canoes nothing could have been 

more pleasant or safer. 

Should any of our friends purpose a canoe voyage, 

we would recommend them to get or hire a proper 

canoe from Searle, which can be forwarded to any 

proposed starting point ; ,in a properly fitted boat the 

sea is perfectly safe in ordinary weather, but "do not 

attempt to paddle against the stream," is the advice of 

those who have travelled more than 

"A HUNDRED MILES IN A LEAKY CANOE." 



HAMLET : AN ANALYSIS. 

( Concluded from p. 164. ) 

��CT IV. Scene I .  The king, when he hears of 
� Polonius' death, is true to th: character ,:hich 
- had before been drawn of hlm. Not a smgle 

expression of pity for his fate, but first the thought" 
that that fate might easily have been his own, and 
indeed was probably intended for him ; and next, the 
fear that the death of one who, from the part which 
he had borne in his election, was evidently a man of 
influence in Denmark, would be laid to himself. The 
queen is still in the tender mood which Hamlet's re
monstrances have called up ; but she meets the king 
as before. Hamlet's sorrow for Polonius' death has 
appeared to her more real than we can deem it our
selves. His removal is finally determined upon - it 
would seem by the language of the king that it had 
before been mooted. 

We must notice here once more the utter absurdity 
of the division of the acts. This scene is inseparably 
connected with the three previous ones, as indeed are 
the three that follow. 

Scene 2 is chiefly remarkable for the mixture of 
biting earnestness and ambiguous talk. Hamlet's in
dignant denunciation of these " sponges" that soak up 
the king's authority, &c. is a natural fruit of his know
ledge of their counsel, which he can keep so well. 
(The allusion, I suppose, is to the plans of their voyage). 
There is something ridiculous in the way in which 
Guildenstern fires up at the king's being called a tlu1zg, 
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and yet it shows some trace of honesty in his courtier_ 
ship. 

Scene 3 gives the reasons for the king's discord and 
dismay. On the one side stand the dangers that arise 
from Hamlet's going loose ; on the other the affections 
of the multitude, who, attracted by his many brilliant 
qualities, would be likely to look only at the punishment 
and not at the offence. 

Hamlet is brought in a prisoner, and entertains his 
audience with one of those disquisitions on the progress 
of bodily decay, of which we have so much in the 
graveyard scene. He seems to be partial to this revolting 
side of death. But here there is a slight undercurrent 
of meaning which must not be un:qoticed-" your fat 
kzng, and your lean beggar is but variable service . . . � 
that's the end." The king himself will come to this 
same death.-Hamlet is sent away, and at his last 
parting refuses to take any notice of his uncle. 

Scene 4 is another of those interesting additions 
which belong to the play in its later form. The charac
ter of Fortinbras, which is omitted in the acting editions; 
is of very little importance in the developement of th� 
story, and can well be dispensed with from that point 
of view : but as the type of a bold and chivalrous 
soldier, who cannot be content to rest at home, he only 
brings out in stronger relief the weak points in Hamlet's 
character, his want of energy and sustazned effort. Laertes 
is the man of the world, not a man of restless activity, 
but ready, when once an object is set before his eyes, 
to follow it up at all hazards : Fortinbras is the man 
of honour that will, in honour's cause, greatly find 
quarrel in a straw-restless and longing for employ
ment-two sides of the active temperament both in 
strong contrast to Hamlet. 

The latter on his way to the coast, to take ship for 
England, falls in with a detachment of the army which 
was originally leviQd against Denmark, but now is 
being led against the Poles. The question in dispute 
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is the possession of a little patch of ground of no value 

in itself ; but the brave soldier looks not at that, but 
at the stain on his honour if he resigns it without a 
struggle. This gives Hamlet an occasion for another 
of his delicate analyses of character. He cannot but 
be struck by the contrast. His very sense of the lofti
ness of the powers of man serves to taunt him with his 
inaction. He is perfectly sensible of his own weakness, 
that looking with craven scruple too precisely on the 
event, that scanning it ever on all sides, which is 
fatal to action. Action must proceed from extremes ; 
the judicial and the executive faculty must always be 
distinct. No truer, no nobler definition of true great
ness could be found than those lines-

Rightly to be great 
Is not to stir without great argument, 
But greatly to fmd quarrel in a straw 
When honour's at tlle stake. 

To abide by principles and not to suffer them to be 
attacked in the slightest way, but to be ever ready to 
make concessions on points of little consequence where 
no principle is involved. 

And yet, like all his great soliloquies, it leads to 
nothing : 

From this time fortll 
My ilioughts be bloody or be nothing worth. 

Bloody they are, but the blood is that of his two 

innocent mates. He makes no effort to escape the 

voyage ; but though he has cause and will and strength 
and means and the strongest excitements to his revenge, 
yet he lets all sleep. 

Scene 5 . Some short time has elapsed : Hamlet is 
gone. Polonius' death has produced the troubles which 

Claudius feared, and he himself by letting him be 

buried in secret, has only deepened the. impression 

which he thus dreaded, and given rise to more un
wholesome thoughts and whispers. Laertes, on the 

news of his father's death, has secretly come from France, 
P 2  
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and is led to suspect foul play. Ophelia's mind 
has not been strong enough to bear up against Such a 
blow, her reason is gone, and she is a poor harmless 
maniac. Yet the old threads of thought are not wholly 
severed : the very words of her madness are suggestive 
of its cause, the very songs she sings of that which is 
uppermost in her thoughts. Her true love 
across the seas like a pil!5'rim : 

How should I your true love know 

From another one ? 
By his cockle hat and staff, 

And his sandal shoon. 

Her father " is dead and gone" : 
At his head a grass-green turf, 

At his heels a stone. 

We know what we are, but. we know not what we 
shall be-who would have thought such a fate would 
be her's ? 

I do not know what to say of the Valentine song ; 
whatever may be said of the songs of Shakespeare's 
time, I do not find that in other places the songs are 
inserted haphazard, certainly not here. The main idea 
expressed by this, is that of desertzon by her lover ; the 
form of it implies a more sensuous mind than that of an 
Imogen or an Isabella. But whatever we may think 
of this, no one cil:n refuse a tear of sympathy to that 
pathetic sigh, " I  cannot choose but weep to think that . 
they should lay him in the cold ground." 

The guilt of king and queen has Some of its fruits in 
an uneasy conscience, which dreads every corner. The 
queen refuses to speak even with the innocent and 
harmless Ophelia, and it is only the thought of the 
dangerous conjectures which she may strew in ill
breeding minds that make her consent to give her 
admittance. The king is haunted by the same fears : 
" Follow her close-give her good watch." " Where are 
my switzers ?  let them guard the doors." The queen as 
yet knows nothing of the plot against Hamlet's life, to 
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her he is still " the most violent author of his own 

remove." 

At this juncture Laertes arrives, and such is the 

decline of the king in the popular favour that the 

people at once espouse his cause, and offer him the 

kingdom : " Choose we : Laertes shall be king !" Laertes 

bursts in, and in passionate language demands his 

father. The king's confidence in the divinity which 

doth hedge a king, is somewhat inconsistent with his 

previous fears, and partakes of the nature of born bast. 

The character of Laertes is valuable only as a foil 

to that of Hamlet. We have seen in him the man of 

tact, listening with reverent attention to his father's. 

counsel, and giving careful and affectionate advice to 

his sister. I have given my reasons for declining to 

look upon him as an empty-headed dandy, as he is 

sometimes represented. He here shows the same affec

tion for his father and sister, together with a stern re

solution for which we are hardly prepared. And this re

solution is expressed not merely in violent words : " To 

hell ! allegiance," &c, but in all calmness : 

My means, I'll husband them so well 

They shall go far with little. 

N or shall his revenge draw together both friend and 

foe-but the same love for his father, which makes him 

bent on revenging his death, shall make him open wide 

his arms to all that father's friends. He has not a 

moiety of Hamlet's mental gifts : but he beats him in 

his careful discrimination of friend and foe. 

His passion is turned, and his longing for revenge 

whetted by the appearance of Ophelia : 

Hadst thou thy wits and didst persuade revenge, 

It could not move thus. 

I do not know whether Shakespeare intended to use 

the language of flowers ; if so, the fennel, the sign of 

lzoer#nzsm, and columbines, the thankless flower, are 

meant for the king who has been so ungrateful to the 
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minister to whom principally he owed his election to 
the kingdom :  the rue, the sign of sorrow and repentance, 
for the queen and herself. Violets she would give, the 
emblem of ./azth./ulness ; but they all withered when her 
father died-he was the only one who had been faithful 
to her. What a depth of simple pathos in these few 
words ! 

Scene 6 requires no note save that here, as later, 
Hamlet speaks as though what he had discovered con., 
cerning Rosencrantz's mission had been entirely un ... 
expected by him. 

Scene 7 throws some light upon the character of th6' 
king and developes somewhat further that of Laertes. 
Th� two have conferred together and the king has 
explained in his own way the circumstances of Polonius' 
death, and has paved the way for the compact which 
they afterwards make, by showing that he too had 
equal reasons for hating Hamlet and for taking revenge 
upon him. Hamlet's misdeeds have been represented 
by him in the blackest light, for Laertes at once asks 
why feats so criminal have not been signally punished. 
The reasons he assigns are plausible and not altogether 
untrue, but the main cause is without doubt his sense 
of his own insecurity. His throne was not so firmly 
established that he could afford to set popular opinion 
at defiance or to offend the queen. Hamlet had won 
the affections of the people, whether it were by his own . noble qualities or by the memory of his father's deeds, 
and any attack upon him would remind them that he 
had been baulked of the election to the kingdom, which 
he might fairly look forward to at his father's death. 
But now that the cunning king has found some one 
who may bear the burden of blame, his plans to secure 
himself and his position may no longer sleep. There 
is however apparently no haste, but Laertes shall pre
sently hear more-hear, that is, how he and his new ally 
are alike avenged by Hamlet's treacherous death. The 
words are hardly out of his lips, when another turn is 
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given to their whole design by the news that Hamlet 

is returned. The news is at first unintelligible to the 
king, who thinks that he has checkeq. at the voyage, 

and refuses to undertake it further, (a proof that he 
might have avoided it altogether, had he so chosen). 

With the quickness of thought he has a new plan 

ready ;  it would almost seem as ifhe had had some inkling 

of the possible failure of his former one. Laertes is to 

kill his foe by secretly choosing an unbated sword in 

a fencing match, and, to make certainty doubly sure, the 

king will have prepared a poisoned cup for him to drink 

of while he is fencing. Such is the sum of the plot

what deserves notice is the crafty way in which Claudius 

introduces it. He is evidently not prepared for such a 

ready acceptance of his proposal. He begins by an 

insidious eulogy of Laertes' skill in fence, which he re

presents as specially commended by one whom Laertes 

evidently regards as a model of skill in knightly ex

ercises, - the gem of the whole nation - one whose 

praise confers especial honour. This praise has excited 

Hamlet's envy ; he has often wished to play with him. 

Then before he proposes his treacherous scheme he stirs 

up his intended tool to the necessary pitch ofunreflecting 

passion by an appeal to his love for the father. When 

Laertes professes himself ready even to violate the 

sanctity of the church if so he could obtain his revenge, 

he thinks he may safely disclose his plan, which Laertes 

improves upon by suggesting the use of a poisoned 

sword, whose least graze will not fail of doing deadly 

hurt. To secure the match they lay a wager upon it. 

We have seen more than once before how much in the 

play seems to be spoken at Hamlet-here is another 

instance : 

that we would do 

We should do when we would ; for tills would changes 

And hath abatements and delays as many 

As tilere are tongues, are hands, are accidents ; 

And tilen this should is like a spendthrift sigh 

That hurts by easing. 
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The queen's report of Ophelia's death is very beauti_ ful, but it presents difficulties. Why did not those who saw her, when 

her clothes spread wide, 
And mermaid-like a while they bore her up, 
Which time she chanted snatches of old songs, 

come to her aid and rescue her ? Has the " good Homer" been drowsy when he penned these lines, or l does the queen give a circumstantial fictitious accOunt in order to hide from Laertes a suicide which is hinted at in the next scene ? But whether she was thus accidentally drowned-or did violently fordo her own life, can make no difference in our pity for this fair maid, whose share of life's happiness was so brief, whose 
tender affections had been the plaything of fortune. Holding as I do that she is somewhat commonplace 
compared with many others of Shakespeare's heroines, 
that in strength of character, that is, she is immeasur
ably inferior to an Imogen or a Beatrice, yet I think 
there are very few characters more true, or portrayed with greater tenderness and simplicity in the whole of 
his writings. She is a good type of the weak and 
trusting woman, needing some support to cling to, 
father or brother or husband, and content ever to submit 
lovingly and dutifully to the wishes of others, rather 
than take a stand for herself, and while we condemn 
her weakness in yielding so promptly to the somewhat degrading commands of her father, we must not forget that she is but a girl, innocent and unversed in 
the ways of the world. Such women may not be heroines, but they are women, true, loveable women. Laertes' m?only grief is to our mind somewhat marred by his illtimed play on words-the rest of his short speech bears the mark of genuine feeling-and the king 
evidently dreads the effect of the news on his passion 
previously kindled. 

�-�. -J-
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ACT V.  Scene 1.  This is  hardly the place to enter 

the lists with Voltaire, and the defenders of the unities 
and the dignity of tragedy, whose critical taste is so 
shocked by scenes like this. But we can afford to say 

thUS much. Shakespeare is the poet of human life, 

and Hamlet in particular is the drama of a human 

life-for, however different men may agree in their idea 

of some characters in his plays, every man is his 

own Hamlet. And in human life the direst tragedy 

does not come in solitary dignity with tragic mask and 

cothurnus, but walks side by side with the most trivial 

incidents, the most everyday events . It is this very 

contrast that brings out the tragic pathos of human 

life. It were hard to define where comedy ends and 

where tragedy begins-where we are to draw the line 

between the genial merriment of the former, and the 
hysterical laughter of the latter. The two extremes 
are ever meeting. This is true in one individual rife : 

it is still more true that " tragedy may be acting in 

high places, and gnawing care prevailing in kings' 

houses, and still the sequestered life of vassals and 

villagers may proceed serenely ; and common thoughts 

will still make up the daily sum of their existence." 

(Dr. eonolly). Nor is it only as a picture of the com

binations of actual life that this scene may be defended. 

Even in an artistic point of view it is not out of place. 

After · the strain of the deep tragedy of the last few 

scenes the mind needs some rest, and so the almost 

violent change serves that artistic purpose of repose 

which Sir Joshua Reynolds has so beautifully illustrated 
in the opening of the sixth scene of the first act of 

Macbeth. And further, it has a distinct part in the 
play as one of the few places where Hamlet is shown 
to 4is in a sober rational mood. This of course refers 
only to the middle and latter part of it-but that is 

invaluable. We can readily see how a mind so fond 

of minute moralizing on the shallowness and emptiness 

of all this world's show-on the vanity of human 
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wishes-so fond of verbal quibble and fence-is jUst the one to burst into a sudden electric flame of passion_ 
just the one to be unstrung by a sudden emotion. And this is precisely the account which his mother gives of his fits of madness : 

Thus a while the fit will work on him ;  
Anon, a s  patient a s  the female dove 
When that her golden couplets are disclosed, 
His silence will sit drooping. 

Everything in this scene points to the theory of Ophelia's suicide. Is she to be buried in Christian burial, that wilfully seeks her own salvation ? asks one clown. If this had not been a gentlewoman, she should 
have been buried out of Christian burial, shrewdly suggests the other. 

But that great command o'ersways the order 
She should in ground unsanctified have lodged.
We should profane the service of the dead, 
To sing sage requiem, and such rest to her 
As to peace-parted souls-

are the words of the priest. 
Hamlet is just returned-and is walking with his 

friend Horatio through the churchyard. His sense of 
propriety is shocked that a man should sing at grave
digging ; but his philosophic mind not only assents 
to Horatio's remark that it is the effect of custom, but 
generalises upon it : " The hand of little employment 
hath the daintier sense." It is futile to ask with Dr. Bucknill, " Does custom blunt the fingers of a watchmaker, the eyes of a printer, or the auditory nerve of 
the musician ?" Just as the gravedigger performs his business without any thought of its seriousness, so the watchmaker does his work without any thought of 
its difficulty, or of special skill on his own part-c11e 
loses all thought of its concomitants. So that even in 
this view the maxim is true. But it has a far deeper 
and wider meaning. Activity implies one-sidedness. 
The gravedigger, the watchmaker, the musician, all 
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cultivate their particular craft at the expense of some 

one faculty. The keen speCUlative faculty, the faculty 

of overcultivated thought-which sees at a glance the 

different sides of a question-is inconsistent with a life 

of activity. A Fortinbras would not be able to analyse 

character with the close perception and the keen eye of 

a Hamlet ; and a Fortinbras would see no such in

congruity in the gravedigger's singing, nor would his 

bones ache to think they might be used to play at 

loggats with. The whole character of the passage forbids 

the literal interpretation-the daintier sense is mental, 

not bodily. 
The conversation with the gravedigger, with all its 

quips and puns, shows us how Hamlet had won the 

affections of the people : his natural way of holding 

intercourse with them. I need not dwell on its 

details-the world-famed " Alas poor Yorrick," and the 

dust of Alexander stopping a bunghole-save to notice 

the words " Now get you to my lady's chamber and tell 

her, let her paint an inch thick, to this favour she must 

come," which, were they -Found in Sophocles would be 

quoted as an instance of his well-known irony-such 

an unconscious prophecy are they of that which is to 

come. But Hamlet knows not the woe that has be

fallen him, and it is not till Laertes speaks of his 

sister that he gathers the reason of his presence. What 

a blow it was to him we may see in his sudden cry, 

" What ! the fair Ophelia ! "  He listens in silence to 

his mother's affectionate farewell to the dead, and to 

Laertes' curses on himself, he is too stunned to reply 

to them ; but when the bravery of Laertes' grief takes 

so extravagant a form, the madman in him is stirred

he cannot thus forego his share in the grief for the 

poor girl's death. The passionate fit soon passes ; but 

as usual he does not see his own responsibility for his 

own outburst-

What is the reason that you use me so ? 

I loved you ever. 
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The king looks forward with longing 
when all this worry shall be over-

An hour of quiet shall we shortly see, 
Till then in patience our proceeding be. 

In the former part of Scene 2 the meaner qualities of Hamlet's character are distinctly brought out. Be gives no reason for his suspicion, nor explains why he sought out his companions, and fingered their packet. He only tells us he was in a state of general unrest. And note how the man in all his tale of trickery drags in the name of providence. Has he known that there is some treachery afoot which makes him try to outwit his companions, innocent though they be-there's a divinity doth shape our ends. Does he want to seal 
the commission for the murder of these same comrades 
-then his having his father's seal is the ordinance 
heaven ; the knavery and its consequence to innocent victims are alike indifferent to him. But he has gained one point by his voyage ; he who could not be stirred by the frequent admonitions of his father's ghost, who did not find sufficient motive for revenge in his father's murder, his mother's seduction, and the frustrating of his own hopes of election to the kingdom, finds all his scruples of conscience vanish when the king has thrown out his angle for his proper life. 

His paroxysm of madness is past, and he is calm enough to regret what he has done. He sees how strong were Laertes' reasons for passion,-
by the image of my cause I see 

The portraiture of his,-

words which are the key to Shakespeare's dramatic purpose in the character of Laertes. It is hard to see why the silly and affected Osric is introduced. We have had sufficient specimens of Hamlet's power of quizzing. The reason can only be found, I think, in the bad fashion of the time, against which Shakespeare wished to protest. To decipher this inflated talk in detail is a 
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thankless and a useless task, which neither helps us 

to an understa1':ding of the play, nor gives us any 

greater mastery of English. 
We come to the match itself. The queen, who 

knoWS nothing of the treachery which this match con

ceals and is anxious only that Hamlet should act like 

a noble gentleman, sends to suggest that he should 

make a proper amende to Laertes before engaging with 

him. Hamlet consents. He feels pretty confident about 

the result of the fencing, but he is overpowered by a 

strange despondency, " Thou would'st not think how 

ill all's here about my heart ;" he tries to speak lightly 

of it, professes to disbelieve all such omens, but it is 

there, and he takes refuge in a sort of fatalism : " if it 

be now 'tis not to come," &c. 

The king and queen with the rest of the court enter, 

and Hamlet with noble courtesy goes up to Laertes 

and asks his pardon for the wrong he has done him. 

This speech is important if we are to decide the 

question of his madness. There have been occasions 

when he has clearly been feigning, but that feigning has 

always been confined to acts, and he has never distinctly 

proclaimed his madness, but rather has qualified it : 

" I  am but mad north-north-west-when the wind 

is in the south I know a hawk from a handsaw." But 

here is a speech delivered at a solemn time, with 

a dark foreboding at his heart, a speech which bears 

every mark of honest truthful utterance, he distinctly 

confesses that there are times when he is not himself, 

that he is punished with a sore distraction. Laertes 

by a nice distinction or quibble takes care that the 

match shall not be broken off. He reserves his terms 

of honour. He could hardly accept Hamlet's apologies 

unreservedly, and be guilty the next moment of the trea

chery which he was meditating ; he is ready to sacrifice 

much of his knightly honour to secure his revenge, but 

this is too much for him. The match begins. The 

king tries to divert suspicion from himself by his pre-
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tended anxiety that Hamlet should win. They fight_ 
the two first bouts Hamlet wins, in the third Laertes' 
resolution almost fails him-but he succeeds in wound_ 
ing Hamlet and is then wounded himself with his 
own rapier. The queen meanwhile has drunk of the 
poisoned cup and dies. Laertes falls and proclaims his 
treachery and the king's. The long-intended moment 
comes, the king at last meets his punishment. Hamlet 
begins to faint, but has still strength enough to prevent 
Horatio from drinking of the poisoned cup. Even here 
his egotism shews itself,-

o good Horatio ! what a wounded name, 
Things standing thus uulmown, shall live behind me ! 
If thou didst ever hold me in thy heart, 
Absent thee from felicity awhile, 
And in this harsh wodd draw thy breath in pain 
To tell my story. 

This egotism seems to me a part of his character 
which has been too much overlooked, it is a trait which 
naturally accompanies " that predominance of the con
templative faculty, by which man becomes the creature 
of mere meditation." Too much of the noble and 
heroic has been given to Hamlet : the critics ought to 
have seen that nothing can account for the popularity 
of the play (and the play is Hamlet) but his thorough 
humanness, if I may coin the word : it is this which 
gives it all its interest. 

After this careful analysis of the play I distinctly 
accept the madness of Hamlet, understanding by that 
term a disturbance of the proper balance of the mind, 
so that while it lasts the victim is not responsible for 
his acts. I believe that with a madman's crafty wish 
to hide from himself his derangement, and with a clever 
man's perception that the character of a madman would 
serve his ends, he does at times put on an antic dis
position. To this belong the scenes with Polonius, and 
with Rosencrantz and Guildenstern. The scenes with 
Ophelia are instances of real derangement, the former 

"..v 
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more complete than the latter. When he kills Polonius, 

he is excited but not mad. 

For the clue to his character I accept Coleridge's  

criticism as in the main correct ; Goethe's, great as  is  

the stimulus i t  has given to Shakesperian criticism, 

falls short of the truth. (See Coleridge, Lderary Rematns, 

vol. H. p. 205 .  His notes on  the play are noble ex

amples of what a commentary should be). 

Coleridge well remarks of this last act that Shake

speare seems to mean all Hamlet's character to be 

brought together before his final disappearance from 

the scene : his meditative excess, (in the gravedigging,) 

his yielding to passion with Laertes, his love for Ophelia 

blazing out, his tendency to generalize on all occasions 

(in the dialogue with Horatio), his fine gentlemanly 

manners (with Osric), and his and Shakespeare's own 

fondness for presentiment.-

He was likely, had he been put on, 

To have proved most royally. 



THE SONG OF THE PIPE. 

FROM THE MASNAvI OF MAULAVt RUM!. 

Li�t to the reed that now with gentle strains 
Of separations 'from its home complains ; 

Down where the waving rushes grow 
I murmured with the passing blast, 

And ever in my notes of woe 
There live the echoes of the past. 

My breast is pierced with sorrow's dart 
That I my piercing wail may raise, 

Ah me ! The lone and widowed heart 
Must ever weep for bye gone days. 

My voice is heard in every throng 
Where mourners weep or guests rejoice, 

And men interpret still my song 
In concert with their passion's voice. 

Though plainly cometh forth my wail 
'Tis never bared to mortal ken ; 

As soul from body hath no veil, 
Yet is the soul unseen of men. 

Not simple airs my lips expire 
But blasts that carry death or life, 

That blow from love's consuming fire, That rage with love's tempestuous strife. 
I soothe the absent lover's pain, 

The jealous suitor's breast I move, 
At once the antidote and bane 

I favour and I conquer love. 

A WANDERING EAGLET. 

BJI the Author of " Our College Friends," &c. 

FLIGHT THE SECOND. - ACROSS BELGIUM. 

Valentine. Home-keeping youth have ever homely wits ; . • . . . •  
I rather would entreat thy company 
To see the wonders of the world abroad, 
Than, living dully sluggarcliz'd at home, 
Wear out thy youth with shapeless idleness . . . . . •  

Proteus. Think on thy Proteus when thou, haply, seest 
Some rare note-worthy object in thy travel ; 
Wish me partaker in thy happiness, 
When thou dost meet good hap ; and in thy danger, 
If ever danger do environ tllee, 
Commend iliy grievance to my holy prayers." 

Two Gentlemen of Verona, Act 1., 

PRELUDIUM. 
Idly dreaming, while the College spanows twittered, 

(Long before Youth lost her lively tune), 
Tumed I from the desk, with Problems littered, 

In the latest sunny eve of June ; 
Said I, " Glinding here, methinks, no longer 

Is it good to wait and to repine ; 
Soon may health be won, and hope grow stronger, 

If I start to-monow ' Up the Rhine !' 

" Doubtless, few amusements are sublimer, 
Than to lie from mom to dewy eve 

On some castled steep, and quaff Hochheimer, 
Or, fTOm legends old, new ballads weave ; 

Singing to one's self, in dreamy pleasure, 
Gazing on the sky or trellised vine ; 

While beneath, fit burden to tbe measure, 
Flows the lordly rustling of tl,e Rhine. 

VOL. VI. Q 

Sc. I .  
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" Vainly come forebodings of mischances, 
Of der Zollamt, and those million ills 

That make inroad on our small finances
Kellners, Couriers, and Gasthoj bills. 

Gog.Magogs I leave, for Switzer mountains ; 
All unmarked by Buttress, let me dine ; 

I'm athirst for Baierish-beer and fountains, 
And a long, long ramble up the Rhine." 

� 1. 

FROM DOVER TO OSTEND : A SKETCH IN 

WATER-COLOURS. 

�IGHT-a breathless night in July, with the 
� almost hidden by the lingering twilight. Sounds. 

of sailors swearing, dogs barking, ropes flapping, 
and heavy luggage being tumbled down the hold. On 
deck is a snug corner, wherein is gathered the suite 
Miladi Serenity, a group of couriers and bonnes. 
are at liberty to enjoy a gossip and the night breeze 
the ladies having retreated to their berths before the 
paddle-wheels began to move. Some bright eyes 
cigar-ends continue to sparkle, long after Dover 
have faded in the distance. Then St. Something, 
tall portly courier, with bushy whiskers adorning 
good-humoured face, becomes quite chatty as he fas·.", .. ",.\ 
on his wallet-purse, to look professional. His 
panion, Louis, tries to appear forgetful of a fear :ni:l.um� 
ing him that, as usual, he is to be sea-sick. 

Half an hour has passed. Already the wind 
risen, blowing coldly. Louis has disappeared, 
where to leeward, and is only audible at . 

His interjections are not cheerful. St. 
smokes incessantly, and offers brandy to every 
Owing to brandy, tobacco-smoke, and sea-sickness, 
the log of Louis becomes defective at this point. But 
in the grey of morning we approach a flat coast-line, 
and are informed that yonder small dingy nest of 
bathing coaches is Ostend. 
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From out his carriage, on the deck, steEs Lord 

Oualmsbury, in his poncho, curling his moustache with 
; playful pretence of not having been at all unwell . 
His companion, who follows him presently, feels too 

much dispirited to attempt any such vain show. The 
world seems, to him, made up of dirty water, dirty 
wood, dirty sand, and dirty weather. Soon my Lady 
Serenity quits her cabin, a majestic blonde, with her 
grandeur worn easily on her. Next come the two fair 
daughters, who must be very charming when seen 
to more advantage, sickness having spoilt neither their 
looks nor temper. By this time Louis is in universal 
requisition, and the ladies' -maids become meekly in
audible. St. Something has to take sole charge of 
, Fid.' But Fid objects to the foreign sailors who 
come on board-knowing their habit of promiscuous 
feeding, and not liking the admiring gaze which they 
cast on his plumpness. As the tide is stated to be 
unfavourable for landing, two sluggish barges take us 
to shore, at two francs a-head. A study for any painter 
was St. Something'S face, when about to be left on 
board in charge of the packages, after resigning Fid 
to his fair owners. Nevertheless, in divers languages, 
all mis-pronounced and mingled together, he hurries 
the sailors. Somehow the heavy luggage is all stowed 
away in the boats, and very slowly we proceed towards 
the harbour. So slowly, that by the time we have 
arrived, and the ladies have ascended the awkward 
ladder, our lumbering steamboat has come alongside. 
We might as well have stayed on board and saved the 
landing-money. But foreign shores thus receive us, 
absit omen ! with a little bit of jobbery. 

§ lI. 

THE SPECTRE OF BRUGES. 

Cheerful is the country near Bruges ; rich level 
pasture-land, and broad canals with picturesque boats. 
After flinging his knapsack into the hotel omnibus, the 

Q 2  
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Wandering Eaglet traverses the streets of the <U!Lltml' 
city. Ah, luckless wight ! ignorant of the harpies 
Bruges. A hungry-eyed commzsszo.nazre-one of 
gang prowling about the railway station-a wretch 
scenteth prey, hovers upon the track of the Eaglet 
will not be shaken off; finds out his eyrie in the 
du Commerce ; is present there as an unseen h 
whilst the duties of the toilet are performed ; and 
after him again when he emerges and wends his 
towards Les Halles. Small is the hope of getting 
of such an importunate tormentor ; who, like the 
in Killer-Jack's history, is ravenous to make his 
out of the Englishman, after having learnt to smell 
blood : (z·.e., loose cash-a proper circulating 
not running in vain). Something was foolishly paid 
bribe the miscreant to vanish, and leave undi 
a traveller's first impressions. Alas ! 0 sun 
bird of St. John' 5, that thou should be so besotted, as 
deem that a commissionaire's thirst would abate, 
tasting the sweetness of coin ! 

Having paid a half-franc to the portress of 
tower, there was for awhile an escape from the 
panionship of the villainous Commissionaire. Yet 
the height was reached, the caitiff was beheld in 
Grande Place beneath, awaiting the return of his 
victim. With such anticipations of reunion, even 
working of the chimes could scarcely afford 
pleasure. From this carillon-turret is seen a fair 
spect of cultivated meadows, poplar groves, and 
quaintly picturesque Flemish city. One almost 
the old master bell-ringer, who dwells there, far a 
the cares ofthe world-and the sight of commission 

The excruciating guide, on the full-fledged tourist 
emerging from the gateway, coils around him, ruffles 
the stranger's feathers, and drops venomous accents in 
his ear. It is vain to attempt giving this viper the 
slip . As well attempt to escape the income-tax. He 
is well practised in the chase. With such a sleuth-

11 ..... & 
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hound, one becomes dogged. Having read about the 

privileges of the Sanctuary, the narrator rushes to the 

Cathedral of St. Sauveur. But the olden immunities 

are abolished. The vagabond is assailant here also, 

grinning a ghastly smile of triumph. No wonder that 

Hans Hemling's inartyrdom (of Saint Hippofytus) is 

scarcely heeded, through tl;te suffering of one's own. 

At Notre Dame the commissionaire lurks behind every 

pillar, and re-appears at every doorway. He is so 

ubiquitous that he seems to be multitudinous. Only 

the conviction that Nature could not have been so cruel as 

to make a plurality of such abominations, keeps reason 

from tottering. For many nights horrible visions shall 

haunt the pillow : of ghouls, in this hideous shape, feed

ing on tourists ; of such vampire-bats, with leathern 

wings, sucking blood ; and of Stygian tormentors very 

similar. 

§ Ill. 

GlffiNT. 

To wander about foreign cities, during the novelty 

of Continental travel, is the most delightfully busy 

laziness in existence. Everywhere there is something to 

attract attention. If the stroll be made uncompanioned, 

enjoyment is well ballasted with instruction. If we 

depend on our own resources, although liable to mis

interpret, we have the foundations of true research 

on which to build. Preserve us from each lying valet 

de place, who is generally ignorant of all things, except 

how to hurry through the greatest number of paying 

places, whereby to obtain his per centage from custo

dians ! Go alone, and study for yourself, if possible, 

make due enquiries beforehand, defy fatigue, using feet 

rather than railroads, and take nothing on rumour that 

can be personally examined. By judicious change, 

enjoyments may be heightened ; the beauties of nature 

and of art, when studied in alternation, are increased 

tenfold. 
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In Ghent we meet the same picturesque qUuulLUesR. 
of gabels as in Bruges, the same love of carillons, 
sleepy faded luxury, almost the same stagnation. Wandering through such towns that had formerly 
towered in pride of place, but are now drooping 
blighted trade and energies, is somewhat melancholy, 
even for an Eaglet. Thoughts come of the lively por
traiture of Ghent in Quen#n Durward, although 
WaIter never viewed the ancient glories, 
and luxuriousness therein described. As we pass the 
house of the Van Arteveldes, not alone is Froissart's 
Chronicle recalled ; but also the later author, H 
Taylor, who has revived the lustre encircling the name 
of Philip Van Artevelde, in a work unsurpassed for 
development of character belonging to those olden 
times. By a master-hand are shewn the studious 
serene existence, abandoned when 

" He who would live exempt from injuries 
Of armed men must be himself in arms ;" 

the all-guarding generalship and readiness, that are 
exerted when leadership is gained ; the courage 
dignifies defeat when it has followed early triumph. 
In no other modern drama do we find that unity 
character preserved, amid the diversities of action and 
repose. The second part is saddening, . being painfully 
true to nature. We needed it to complete the picture 
and show the insufficiency of life. Our thoughts dwell 
not abidingly among the famine-stricken burghers, 
aroused to the last struggle, giving battle to the chivalry 
of Christendom, or falling a mere hacked and routed 
mass into the bloody waters of the Lis at Rosebecque. 
It is the single figure of Artevelde that remains with 
us ; the idealist and man of theory, transformed by a 
sense of duty : revealing promptitude in action, yet 
with his heart fixed on all that is peaceful and lovely. 
A man resolute and sufficient for the hour ; but far 
beyond the needs of the hour, in the grandeur and 
repose of his 

-
soul. 

Idj�"';;·�---
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§ IV. 

ANTWERP. 

Antwerp has left many memories of delight. Chief 

among them is that evening when I sat at my bed-room 

window opposite the cathedral ; watching the golden 

light, with a shadow creeping up the airy architecture. 

It all returns to me. From the public square, close by, 

arises martial music ; swallows are circling with shrill 

sounds across the heavens ; and the people, freed from 

labour, are laughing and walking in the streets beneath. 

All seem happy. The chimes, lovely beyond any I had 

hitherto heard, are pouring forth the notes of the hymn 

from Le Prophete. There I sit and muse, reascending 

in fancy the pinnacle, with its marvellous delicacy 

revealed, whence had been viewed a panorama of the 

lazy Scheldt beneath, with the dykes and fort opposite 

the city, and the ferry steamer lying ready near the 

railway. There are seen the flat sandy pasture-lands, 

again reclaimed from the tide, the grassy slopes and 

demi-lunette of the citadel ; the fine Hotel de Ville ; 

and the expansive quays, crowded with a busy popu

lation, and vessels alongside. But now the golden 

tints have faded, and a pale greenish hue has over

spread the sky ; and the swallows are at rest ; and the 

pretty damsels at the Magazin des Modes have given 

their last glances towards me, as they leave the 

window, and depart to their own homes. Again are 

signalled the chimes that go five times an hour, longest 

at the half-past and when the hour is ended. Hark 

to the notes ! trickling through the calm night-air, 

dropping lovingly against each other ; now rising with 

a wild and spirit-stirring cadence ; now with a softer 

flow of melody, entwining like the white arms of a 

suppliant around the manlier clang of metal. And 

now they are hurtling forth a jubilee of triumph, in 

disordered 10 Pcean ; fading soon, or growing fainter, 

as if remorseful for their merriment and liberty ; falling, 
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falling, dashed, as it were, against the faery bu and groinage ; so dying, dying, dying into peace. blue sky reigns, with a solitary star, and a dim haze hovering where the sun had sunk to rest. 

§ V. 

BRUSSELS TO LIEGE. 
One gladly lingers at Antwerp, often visiting cathedral, so delicately vaulted, with such and quiet grandeur, impressive in its simplicity and beauty beyond more gorgeous structures. The disagreeable thing marring the solemnity, is the elaborately carved pUlpit. Devoid of all taste and beauty, it has heavy clusters of foliage, parrots, and unknown birds more wooden-like than wood itself. It is by Verbruggen. 

After swallowing innumerable paintings, by Rubens, voraciously ; devouring Vandycks leisurely ; chewing tough Matsys (preferring his iron-work, as more and graceful than his piCtures) ; or picking the b and sucking the marrow from the Van Eycks, Kranach, and others, one feels delight in arriving at a city where the objects of interest are not pictorial, or where there are no pbjects of interest whatever. Thus the traveller can be happy at Brussels. For a good-humoured, lazy man no better place of residence is desirable. It is formed' especially for loungers. Groups of well-dressed, bonvivants sit tippling in the open air, outside the cafes. Belgian dandies saunter listlessly about the charming parks and botanic garden. The market people chaffer near the fine Hotel de VilIe, with an apparent busy content ;  pleasing to contrast with the dead languor that consumes Bruges. Of COurse Waterloo was visited j but of this place, as -of N amur, we need not speak at present. Then on beside the Meuse, with the scenery no longer tame. No more commissionaires, and deeply growled choruses from blue-chinned priests. Nature 
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herseIfwooes us again with variety of charms. The tan

skinned peasants, grimy artizans, or clay-stained potters 

are good company ; the woods and cornfields, nestling 

churches and mouldering castles ; the quarries, gardens, 
mines, abbeys, rocks of all fantastic shapes, and flowers 

of every hue, with a clear current continually winding 

by our side-now swift, now shallow-Belgium has 
offered these for our full enjoyment, before we reach 
the flourishing town of Liege. 

§ VI. 

LIEGE. 

Here the past and present mix together. QuaiIl;t 

buildings, river scenery of cheerful banks and crowded 

bridges, a multiplicity of fountains, and tree-avenued 

market places with picturesque country girls, might 

tempt to a longer stay. But we do everything in a 

hurry now-a-days. We keep skating over the surface, 

and bobbing down to the depths in hG\.sty diving-bells ; 

whirling along everywhere, as Americans say, on greased 

lightning ; and then off again, in a balloon, for a change. 

We
' 
breakfast at the pyramids, dine on Mont Blanc, 

sup in Antiparos grotto, or Wanlockhead lead mines ; 

whence we escape by atmospheric railways to a station, 

where a hundred Esquimaux dogs and their drivers 

(mutually undistinguishable) soon whisk us off to the 

North Pole ; and so, a little tired and with frost-bitten 

noses, we return after three months of absence, fibbing 

like Mandeville, and declaring that we have seen the 

world, but there is nothing in it. We may well become 

confused, after a few years of travelling; and be doubt
ful whether Cambridge, Timbuctoo, and Nova Zembla 

are not within half an hour's pipe of one another. 

The country, as we go on towards Aix-la-Chapelle, 

is wholly different from our first experiences of Belgium. 

Now hilly, and garnished with fashionable spa-towns, 

of pretentious trimness and occasional comfort. The 

yawning listlessness of Bruges is unseen here. Those 
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bedyked pasture-lands, with blinking cattle and herdsmen, lazy burghers, nodding priests, slumbenng. bead-tellers, listless waiters and gaping chambermaids j those droning barges, sluggish canals, or stagnant fountains, with irrecoverably slothful market people-.,; all these have vanished utterly. In their stead annf';:',. .. many a token of Prussia being near. The shaven cheek and chin of Belgium are exchanged now for German hirsute embroidery. Pipes are additions. The scenery grows full of interest. After Verviers and Limbourg, the Prussian frontier is reached. Next comes Aix-la-Chapelle. 

§ VU. 
AIX TO COLOGNE. 

Cleanliness and aristocratic dignity reign at Aachen. It has a memory of departed royalty. Its inhabitantsor, rather, its resident visitors-moved along the bright streets with a superb consciousness of ten descents, and the very women selling cherries did it with a look of benign condescension. The place is purified by its own baths, unlike Baden. A sweetness of person has induced a sweetness of disposition ; and if ever a commz'sszonazre penetrated these hallowed precincts, he became conv:erted from his evil ways, lost his badge of mental or moral degradation, and died immediately in the odour of sanctity.'If . 
In the Cathedral, silence and solemnity reign. orientalism of the building, approaching to gorgeousness, combines with a sort of faded greatness, as though its own antiquity and frequent use for coronations were made evident. To the simple marble 

• Is it not somewhat saddening to remember that the persons who see most of sacred places-those closely connected Witll the higher inspirations, and remote from selfish or sensual enjoyments-are generally the least impressed by tile treasures whereto they guide ? Must it always be that Vulcan associates himself witil Venus, and the beauty of a Circe attracts a crew foredoomed to bestial transformations. 
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slab, nearly in the centre of the church under the dome, 
marked Carolo Magno, our eye turns, fascinated : not 

to the pretended relics of swaddling-cloths, Aaron's 

rod, sponge or nails, ·arm bones or locks of hair, 
whereof the sacristans keep charge. Even the ancient 
throne is less interesting than the tomb whence it was 

taken. That busy life of Charlemagne-hastening from 
war to war, from Italy to Germany, to Spain and Italy 
again, ever and ever conquering or giving battle ; 
never long at peace, yet bearing a calm, kingly heart 
withal ; and only racked by thoughts of the succession 

to himself. Of him, with Schiller's Wallenstein, as with 
Napoleon also, might it be said :-

" Our life was but a battle and a march, 
Ana like the wind's blast, never resting, homeless, 
We stormed acrosS the war-convulsed earth." 

Peace to their mighty spirits, if it be kind to wish for 
such to those for whom, in life, peace was the hardest 
trial. Even their bodies rested not after death. From 
the lone isle of St. Helena-whereto many eyes turned 
-anxiously, fifty years ago-across the sea came the 
burial fleet, bearing what remained of the modern 
Ccesar, to his tomb awaiting among the Invahdes. And 

here before us, in much older time, was the vault 

opened, where sat Charlemagne, crowned, sceptred, 

and attired in all the panoply of state ; such a memento 

11Zort� such a homily, vandas vandatum, as his successors 

in empire might quail to see. His white marble chair 

seems scarcely empty now. As we pace this sepulchral 

church, the silvery voice of old romance breathes a 

whisper of Ariosto, and again is heard the winding of 

Orlando's horn at Roncesvalles. 
It was night when Cologne was entered, but not so 

late that the hum of a large population had become 

silenced. The path that tempted led straight to the 

docks. I was at length beside that river which had 

awakened so much longing-the river, consecrated by 

many songs and legends of heart devotion and patriotic 
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love-the Rhine. In the clear moonlight 
stream swept onward, reflecting a thousand stars ; 
faint and rosier coloured glitter of the lamps upon the 
bridge of boats crossing to Deutz, and those in windows 
of Cologne, giving a social warmth that did not mar 
the solemn feeling. Very dimly was discernible 
outline of the Cathedral ; and the roof of many a 
building showed like toys beside the larger structure. 
Afterwards, if I felt lonely in the silent hours of . 

for all the deeper emotions have their root in sadness j 
and quailed a moment at remembering that I was a 
stranger, riot robust or equable of spirit, with a toilsome 
life before me, with no hand perhaps to clasp my own� 
and no voice to cheer me if despondent-did such 
twilight sorrows come across the mind, they were not 
suffered to remain oppressive. I remembered that to 
work my way through difficulty was better for me, as 
also for others, and more suited to my humour, than 
mere idle pleasure. Next morning I stood within the 
cathedral, than which there never rose before my eyes, 
in the most favoured hour of dreams or waking con
templation, a nobler structure. 

Many years have passed since then. 
it that mere detail has faded ; that when I think of it, 
only the airy vastness and the graceful form are pre
sent with a: dim inspiring beauty : and I feel as a 
dreamer dwelling in faery visions, rather than as one 
who wandered in a real triumph of man's art, a temple 
raised in honour of his Maker ? The sensation can 
never die in one who has gained what such a cathedral 
as Cologne teaches. There was something learnt 
that day which no lesser buildings can give ; for no 
accumulated trifles are equal to the unity of art, no 
assemblage of small talents can balance in sublimity 
the weight of one solitary genius. 

Here at Cologne I had gained, moreover, my first 
sight of the RHINE. 

J. VV. E. 
('fo r'e conti1!llCfl,) 

TURGIDUS ALPINUS. 

My miserable countrymen, whose wont is once a year 

To lounge in watering-places, disagreeable and dear ; 

Who on pigmy Cambrian mountains, and in Scotch or 

Irish bogs 

Imbibe incessant whisky, and inhale incessant fogs : 

Ye know not with what transports the mad Alpine Club

man gushes, 

When with rope and axe and knapsack to the realms of 

snow he rushes. 

o can I e'er the hour forget-a voice within cries 

" Never !"-

From British beef and sherry dear which my young 

heart did sever ? 

My limbs were 
·
cased in flannel light, my frame in 

Norfolk jacket, 

As jauntily I stepped upon the impatient Calais packet. 

, Dark lowered the tempest overhead,' the waters wildly 

rolled, 

Wildly the moon sailed thro' the clouds, ' and it grew 

wondrous cold ;' 

The good ship cleft the darkness, like an iron wedge, 

I trow, 
As the steward whispered kindly, " you had better go 

below"-

Enough ! I've viewed with dauntless eye the battle's 

bloody tide ; 

Thy horse, proud Duke of Manchester, I've seen straight 

at me ride 

I've braved chance ram-rods from my friends, blank 

cartridges from foes ; 

The jeers of fair spectators, when I fell upon my nose ; 
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I've laughed at toils and troubles, as a British Volun_ teer ; 
But the thought of that night's misery still makes me pale with fear. 
Sweet the repose which cometh as the due reward of toil ;  Sweet to the sea-worn traveller the French or British soil ; 
But a railway-carriage full of men, who smoke 

drink and spit, 
Who disgust you by their manners, and 

-
oppress 

with their wit ; 
A carriage garlic-scented, full of uproar and of heat, To a sleepy, jaded Briton is decidedly not sweet. Then welcome, weleome Paris, peerless city of delights ! Welcome, Boulevards, fields Elysian, brilliant days and 

magic nights ! 
" Vive la gloire, et vive Napoleon ! vive l'Empire (c 'est la paix) 
" Vive la France, the land of beauty ! vive the Rue St. Honore !" 
Wildly shouting thus in triumph, I arrived at my HotelThe exterior was ' palatial,' and the dinner pretty well : O'er the rest, ye muses draw a veil ! 'Twas the Ex

hibition year-
And every thing was nasty, and consequently dearWhy should ye sing how much I paid for one poor pint 

of c1aret-
The horrors of my bedroom in a flea-frequented garretIts non-Sabffian odours-Liliputian devices 
For washing in a tea-cup-all at " Exhibition prices ?" To the mountains, to the mountains, to their snowy peaks I fly ! 
For their pure primeval freshness, for their solitude I sigh J 
Past old Dijon and its " Buffet," past fair Macon and its wine, 
Thro' the lime-stone cliffs of Jura, 

-
past Mont Cenis' wondrous line, 
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Till at  1 0  A.M., " Lake Leman woos me with its crystal 
face." 

And I take outside the diligence for Chamouni my place. 

Still my fond imagination views, in mem'ries mirror 
clear, 

purple rock, and snowy mountain, pine wood black and 
glassy mere : 

Foaming torrents, hoarsely raving ; tinkling cow-bells 
in the glade ; 

Meadows green, and maidens moving in the pleasant 
twilight shade : 

The crimson crown of sun-set on Mont Blanc's majestic 

head, 
And each lesser peak beneath him, pale and ghastly as 

the dead : 
Eagle-nest-like mountain chalets, where the tourist for 

some sous 
Can imbibe milk by the bucket, and on Nature's 

grandeur muse : 
Mont Anvert, the " Pas" called " mauvais," which 

I thought was " pas mauvais," 

Where, in spite of all my boasting, I encountered some 

delay ; 
For, much to my amazement, at the steepest part I met 

A matron who weighed twenty stones, and I think 

must be there yet : 
The stupendous " Col du Geant," with its Chaos of 

seracs ; 
The procession into Cormayeur, with lantern, rope, and 

axe : 
The sweet girl with golden ringlets-her dear name 

was Mary Ann-
Whom I helped to climb the Jardin, and who cut me at 

Lausanne : 
On these, the charms of Chamouni, sweeter far than 

words can tell, 
At the witching hour of twilight doth my memory love 

to dwell. 
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Ye, who ne'er have known the rapture, the 
bliss 

Of Savoy's sequestered valleys, and the mountains 
c La Suisse ; '  

The mosquitos of Martigny ; the confusion of Sierre ; 
The dirt of Visp or MUnster, and the odours everywhere 
Ye, who ne'er from Monte Rosa have surveyed Italia' 

plain, 
Till you wonder if you ever will get safely down again 
Ye, who ne' er have stood on tip-toe on a C knife-likAl 

snow -arete', 
N or have started avalanches by the pressure of 

weight ; 
Ye, who ne'er have cc packed " your weary 

cc sleeping bags" at night, 
Some few inches from a precipice, 'neath 

moon's freezing light. 
Who have ne'er stood on the snow-fields, when the 

in glory rose, 
Nor returned again at sun-set with parched lips 

skinless nose ; 
Ye who love not masked crevasses, falling stones 

blistered feet, 
Sudden changes from Siberia's cold to equatorial heat ; 
Ye, who love not the extortions of Padrone, Driver, 

Guide, 
Ye who love not o'er the Gemmi on a kicking mule to 

ride ; 
You miserable creatures, who will never know true 

bliss ; 
You're not the men for Chamouni, avoid, avoid 

Suisse ! 
ARCULUS. 
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A STUDY FROM MORTE D'ARTHUR. 

119 OST people, I ima?,ine, are aware that besides 

I 
� � the fragment whtch forms one of the most 

admired poems of the Laureate, there exists 
another Morte D' Arthur ; that the latter is the pro
duction of one Sir Thomas Malory, and was among 
the first books ever printed in England. I fear, however, 
that there are many whose knowledge ends here, and 
who, trusting to impressions which they would find it  
difficult to trace to any substantial origin, mentally 
class the book with the antiquated tomes that swelled 
the libraries of our grandfathers, assigning it perhaps 
to the same mental bookshelf as The Whole Duty 0/ 

lItfan, The Mysterzes of UdOlflto, or SZY (lzarles Grandzson. 

What will such people say when I inform them that they 
ought in that case to condemn Spenser's Faz'ry Queen to 
the same companionship? I can see their look of in
credulous pity. And yet the merits of the one are also 
the merits of the other ; and their faults are only the same. 
It is true that they are faults of a very unpardonable 
character in the eyes of the present generation ; for 
they are liable to the charges of antiquity and prolixity 
combined. But if it is a virtue to depict human nature 
with a truth that comes home to every human heart in 
every age ; if it is a merit to be master at once of that 
exquisite minor key which men call pathos and of that 
SOUl-stirring diapason which interprets and exalts 
heroic story to the dullest ear ; in a word, if siII)plicity 
and force, truth and power, enhance the value of a book, 
I Contend that the Morte D' Arthur is far from the vapid 
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and maundering imbecility which is the 
associated by too many with its name. 

The Morte D' Arthur is to all intents and purposes 
great and nobly conceived Epic. And here I 
dwell upon the grandeur of the theme which runs in an 
broken thread through all the intricacies of the 
I might eulogize the splendour of the design and 
unity and completeness of the plot, whose d 
ment might justly challenge a comparison with 
noblest efforts of the Tragic muse. But I am 
rather to take for illustration one or two of the 
which to me form the greatest charm of this story 
King Arthur and his chivalry. And here I might 
found myself embarrassed by the wealth which 
ready to my hand, had not Mr. Tennyson travelled 
same road before me and left his footprints in the 
footprints which I shall take for my guide, with 
confidence that I shall not follow in vain the un 
instinct of my great pioneer. 

Of those Idylls which are the most finished prouul..-C'vu� 
of the Laureate's genius, Elaine is to me the 
touching because the most simple. But among 
who read-and to read is to admire-that pathetic 
I believe that few are aware how much of the 
work of the story is due to Sir Thomas Malory and 
little to Mr. Tennyson. I have understated the fact. 
is not enough to say that the main incidents of the 
are absolutely identical in both; or even to add 
many of the delicately marked traits in the 
of the latter are immediately supplied, or at least in 
ly suggested, by the narrative of the former : the very 
words of the romancer are in many cases adopted by 
the poet ; and where deviation either in the plot or in 
the language is apparent, it is not always clear that an 
improvement is effected. 

The subjects supplied by prose narrative to forIll 
the basis of poetic story are of two kinds, which 
may be best described, the first as complete portions 
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of history or quasi history forming finished pictures, 
the second as mere episodes resembling imperfect 
sketches. In the former case the poet has to erase 
rnuch and to substitute much; in the latter· he has to 
fill in the outline, to heighten suggested contrasts, and 
to develope latent effects. The latter was the task 
undertaken by Mr. Tennyson when he conceived the 
idea of Elaine. But, to follow out our metaphor, he 
was singularly fortunate in the character of the sketch 
which was ready to his hand. It was no ordinary mind 
whose conceptions he had to develope ; it was no 
'prentice hand which had traced the bold 

·outline of the 
central figures and dashed the brilliant colouring over 
the glowing panel. 

It will be well to trace the broad features of the original 
story, and then briefly to notice the points of divergence 
which the Laureate has conceded to his taste, his fancy, 
or the exigencies of the laws of poetry. 

I would first remark the peculiarly appropriate posi
tion which the episode occupies in the main narrative. 
Sir Lancelot has reached the zenith of his career. He is 
already the glory of King Arthur's court, the flower of 
Christian chivalry. There is but one cloud that dims 
the lustre of a star which has been ever in the 
ascendant since it first rose unnoticed above the horizon. 
That cloud is the breath of an ominous whisper 
that links the name of Arthur's Queen with the name 
of Arthur's best beloved knight. Alas that so foul a 
stain should mar the perfection of a noble nature! 
What but woe can result from so fatal an infatuation? 
But the situation is not without a gleam of hope. We 
can trace an inward struggle breaking forth now and 
again in impassioned utterance, which testifies that 
Lancelot's good angel has not yet finally averted his 
face and given over the great but erring soul to final 
destruction. But the hour is approaching when the sin 
l11ust be abjured once and for ever, or the fallen nature 
will be left to the dominion of the powers of darkness, 

R.2 
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and drag down in the vortex of its ruin the fortunes 
the great son of Uther. It is at this crisis that 
momentous choice between good and evil is 
offered to Lancelot, by the introduction upon the 
of Elaine; and the fate of chivalry and Christendom 
with marvellous dexterity made to depend upon 
incident as insignificant as it is touching and n 
Sir Lancelot has just vindicated the honour of 
Guinevere against the aspersions of Sir Mador, 
he has worsted in the lists, but not without receiving 
wound, which is scarcely well healed when the 
proclaims a great tournament at Camelot, a name 
is in this instance identified with Winchester. 
this tournament Queen Guinevere refuses to go on 
plea of sickness. Sir Lancelot also begs to be 
on the pretext that he is not yet recovered from 
recent wound. So Sir Lancelot and the Queen are 
together. But when the King is gone, 
rebukes Sir Lancelot for so rashly incurring the 
putations which such conduct must necessarily en 
among their enemies. Upon this Sir Lancelot 
his purpose, and starts for Camelot. On his way he 
at sunset to Astolat, and, with a confidence 
by the usage of the times, claims the hospitality 
old knight who has two sons, Sir Tirre (or Sir 
and Sir Lavaine, and one daughter, Elaine the 
From his host he begs the loan of a blank 
stating his wish to attend the jousts incognito, 
receiving that of Sir Torre deposits his own shield 
its place. Meanwhile, Elaine is possessed by a hopeleSS 
passion for her father's noble guest, and at his departure 
with her brother Lavaine, whom he has persuaded to 
accompany him, she begs him to wear a sleeve of hers 
upon his helmet in the tourney. To this request he 
yields the more ready compliance, because he reasons 
that its inconsistency with his previous habits will add 
to the security of his disguise, a disguise, however, 
which fails in its principal object from the fact, which 

__ 
IL ----�-
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is unknown to Sir Lancelot, that the King has chanced 

to espy him as he takes lodging at Astolat, and has at 

once surmised that he will, after all, put in an appearance 
at the tournament. 

On his arrival at Camelot Sir Lancelot is accidentally 
wounded by Sir Bors, after performing prodigies of 
valour in the lists. He therefore rides hastily off the 
field, accompanied by Lavaine, and takes refuge at a 

contiguous hermitage, where he slowly recovers from 
his wound. Meanwhile, King Arthur is anxious to 
present the prize to the hero of the day, in whom he 
alone recognizes Lancelot. Great is his dismay when 
he hears of his wound and hasty departure, and he 
readily accepts Gawaine's offer to go in search of the 
missing knight. In the course of his wanderings 
Gawaine is brought to Astolat, and recognizes Sir 
Lancelot's shield, which Elaine jealously guards in her 
chamber. 

Upon this he reveals to the family of Astolat the 
world-renowned name of their late guest, and so 
startles Elaine from her propriety by a vivid descrip
tion of his wound and probable danger, that she asks 
and obtains leave from her father to go in search of 
the great knight. Hard by Camelot she by chance 
lights upon Lavaine, and is by him escorted to Sir 
Lancelot, with whom we must leave her rendering 
the wounded hero such faithful service and comfort 
as love alone can bestow. Gawaine on his part returns 
to Camelot and expounds the enigma of the scarlet 
sleeve, driving the Queen to distraction by this proof 
of Lancelot's love for another. 

Lancelot, who, after experiencing a .dangerQus 
relapse which calls forth all the hidden strength of 
Elaine's passion, has in the meantime been removed 
to Astolat, is at length healed of his wound 
and announces his intention to depart. Thereupon 
Elaine declares her passion and entreats him to 
return her love. To this Sir Lancelot, fettered as he 
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is by his guilty tie to the Queen, cannot consent; 
his offer to endow her with an estate of 1000 
yearly on the day she weds another is all in 
He takes his leave and from that hour Elaine 
away, until, when death is near at hand, she 
her father to write a letter which she dictates, to 
this in her hand at the instant of death, then to 
her body in its richest apparel and allow it to 
down the river in a barge steered by one man 
Camelot. His promise obtained, she dies. All is 
in accordance with her directions: the barge 
her to Camelot, and excites the wondering pity 
the court. The King commands Lancelot to see 
body buried, and the Queen implores his pardon 
her unjust suspicions of his fealty. Thus is the 
tervention of Sir Lancelot's good augel baffled, 
the life which might have been crowned with the 
and elevated affection of Elaine is finally dedicated 
the guilty passion of Guinevere. Henceforward 
catastrophe hastens on with winged speed. Sir LancelO1 
feels that the die is cast and the struggle over. 
see this inward conviction asserting itself in a gr��".M 
recklessness of consequences and a more facile 
mission to the guidance of what was once 
but is now destiny. 

But, retracing my steps, I observe first what I 
hinted above, that the story of Elaine is essentially 
outline, but an eminently suggestive one. The 
racter of Elaine herself is perhaps the most fully 
veloped. It is the ideal purity which asserts itself 
an ing�nuous simplicity of word and deed, so 
ventional . as to be at times almost startling. 
when she hears from Sir Gawai.ne of Sir Lancelot's suc
cess at the tournament, she exclaims in the transport 
of her joy, "Now blessed be God that that knight sped 
so well; for he is the man in the world that I first 
loved, and truly he shall be the last that ever I shall 
love." And again, "Then know ye not his name, said 
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Sir Gawaine. Nay truly said the damsel, I know 

not his name, nor from whence he cometh, but 

to say that I love him: I promise you and God 

that I love him." Nor, is she less unreserved to her 

father. "Now, fair father said then Elaine," (when 

she is told of Lancelot's wound received at the tourna
ment), "I require you to give me leave to ride and 
to seek him, or else I wot well I shall go out of my 
mind, for I shall never stint till that I find him." 
She never affects to conceal her love even before Sir 
Lancelot himself. It is true that we may regard her 
as surprised into self-betrayal by the ravages which 
she traces in the wounded Sir Lancelot, when she 
first sees him at the hermitage: and again, when 
Sir Lancelot's wound bursts out afresh, and" she weeps 
as though she had been wood, and kisses him, and 
rebukes her brother and Sir Bors, and calls them false 

traitors, why they would take him out of his bed; and 
cries that she will appeal them of his death." But we 
can scarcely apply the same standard to the deliberate 
offer of her love which we have recorded in these 
words. "And so upon the morn, when Sir Lancelot 
should depart, fair Elaine brought her father with her, 

and Sir Tirre, and Sir Lavaine, and thus she said : my 

lord Sir Lancelot, now I see ye will depart, now, fair 

Knight and courteous Knight, have mercy upon me 

and suffer me not to die for thy love. What would 

ye that I did, said Sir Lancelot. I would have you 

to my husband, said Elaine. Fair damsel, I thank 
you, said Sir Lancelot, but truly, said he, I cast me 

never to be wedded man. Then, fair Knight, said she, 

will ye be my love? J esu defend me, said Sir Lancelot, 
for then I rewarded to your father and your brother 
fuB. evil for their great goodness. Alas,. said she, 
then must I die for your love." In this scene I see 

Elaine exhibiting the artless candour of a child, which 

sees no shame in asking plainly for the obj ect of its 

desire. But I discern something more. It is to Elaine 
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a solemn moment; life and death hang upon decision. She brings her father and her Clearly she feels no shame in her purpose. passion runs in too deep and strong a stream to ruffled by the light airs which would sway the in tions of a shallower nature. But when her proposal is rejected, I see in the words, "Then, Knight, will ye be my love?" the death-cry of who clutches at a straw of hope before sinking ever beneath the dull dark waters of despair. that Sir Lance10t viewed it in no other light, that regarded it as the wild utterance of the lips, and trueborn offspring of the pure and maidenly within, is evident from his parting words to her father : " As for me, I dare do all that a good Knight should do, that she is a true maiden, both for deed and will, and I am right heavy of her distress, for she is a full fair maiden, good and gentle, and well taught." And her brother Lavaine, bears the same testimony. "Father, I dare make good she is pure and good as my lord Sir Lance10t hath said; but she doth as I do; for since I first saw my lord Sir Lance10t I never depart from him, nor nought I will, and I may follow him." I think, then, that even if our defence of E1aine ended here, we should pass no very harsh judgment upon this single blot in a character which is otherwise so faultless and so winning ; but wha can read the words in which the dying mairien expresses her repentance for her one sin, without according to Ehine herself the freest forgiveness, and tracing in the hand which delineated such a character the skill which introduces one dark spot into the picture only to enhance by contrast the effect of the mellow light around ? "Now speak we of the fair ruaiden of Asto1at, that made such sorrow day and night, that she never slept, eat, nor drank; and ever she made her complaint unto Sir Lance10t. So when she had thus endured a ten days, that she feeb1ed so 
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that she must needs pass out of the world, then she 
shrived her clean and received her Creator. And ever 
she complained still upon Sir Lance10t. Then her 
ghostly father bade her leave such thoughts. Then she 
said, why should I leave such thoughts? am I not 
an earthly woman? and all the while the breath is in 
111Y body I may complain me, for my belief is I do 
none offence though I love an earthly man, and I take 
God to my record I never loved none but Sir Lancelot 
du Lake, nor never shall ; and a clean maiden I am 
for him and for all other. And since it is the sufferance 
of God that I shall die for the love of so noble a 
Knight, I beseech the High Father of heaven to have 
mercy upon my soul and upon mine innumerable pains 
that I suffered, may be allegiance of part of my sins. 
For sweet Lord Jesu, said the fair maiden, I take·thee 
to record, on thee I was never great offender against 
thy l aws, but that 1 loved tins noble Knzght Sir Lancelot 

out 0/ measure, and of myself, good Lord, I might 
not withstand the fervent love wherefore I have my 
death." Surely few things can be more touching 
than the fearless innocence combined with unaffected 
humility which characterizes these words. 

We cannot but think that Mr. Tennyson, in an 
attempt to tone down the character .of Elaine to the 
conventional level, has thus lost much of its true power 
and interest. In his account of the final interview 
between Lancelot and the love-stricken girl, he omits 
the all-important solemnity with which the presence 
of Sir Bernard and his two sons invest the scene. 
Moreover, by representing Elaine's avowal of her 
love as an unpremeditated outburst he detracts 
from the unconscious simplicity which forms the 
distinctive and charming feature of her character. I 
venture to assert that there is more true modesty in 
Elaine's open and deliberate confession of love with 
her father and brothers summoned to be witnesses 
of the solemn act than in the private interview with 
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Sir Lancelot and the presupposition of a former reserve 
which she has not strength of purpose to maintain, 
implied in the words : 

.. Then suddenly and passionately she spoke: 
I have gone mad; I love you; let me die." 

And again, by softening the expression of that wild wish : " Then, fair Knight, will ye be my love," into 
'''No, no' she cried, 'I care not to be wife, 

But to be with you still, to see your face, 
To serve you and to follow you thro' the world;'" 

he loses all the tou�hing human interest which is 
attached to the record of earnest penitence in a nature 
so refined and elevated as Elaine's. 

The character of Sir Lancelot is almost as fully 
and distinctly marked as that of Elaine. He stands 
forth in bold relief from the canvas between the two 
figures of Elaine and Guinevere, figures which, with 
their vividly-contrasted beauty, seem like the personifi
cations of his good and evil influences contending for 
the possession of his soul. In Guinevere we see all 
the energy of a strong and passionate nature con
centrated upon one object. To retain the love of Sir 
Lancelot is to her all in all. To all others the fire 
of passion, which burns with a still intensity of heat 
within, is covered by a crust of cold and haughty 
reserve, which may well deceive the unsuspicious eye
index of a soul which cannot stoop to think evil-of 
the great-hearted King Arthur. But that fire needs 
only the fuel of j ealousy to blaze up into an angry 
and lurid flame. Who could have expected that a 
woman left alone with the man to whose love she had sacrificed all the higher and better impulses of her 
nature could only frame her tongue to the cold and 
cautious words : " Sir Lancelot, ye are greatly to blame, 
thus to hold you behind my lord : what trow ye, what 
will your enemies and mine say and deem? nought 
else but see how Sir Lancelot holdeth him behind 
the King, and so doth the Queen, for that they would 
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be together j and thus will they say, have ye no doubt 
thereof" ?  Yet we find the same woman at the first 
hint of the appearance of a rival in Elaine swept 
away by such a torrent of uncontrollable rage, that 
she instantly casts from her not only the apprehensive 
caution of her former conduct, but even every semblance 
of decent reserve. " When Queen Guinevere wist that 
Sir Lancelot bare the red sleeve of the maiden of 
Astolat, she was nigh out of her mind for wrath. 
And then she sent for Sir Bors de Gauis in all the 
haste that might be. So when Sir Bors was come 
before the Queen, then she said : Ah! Sir Bors, have 
ye heard how falsely Sir Lancelot hath betrayed me ? 
Alas, madam, said Sir Bors, I fear he hath betrayed 
himself and us all. No force, said the Queen, though 
he be destroyed j for he is a false traitor Knight. 
Madam, said Sir Bors, I pray you say ye not so, for 
wit you 'Yell I will not hear such language of him. 
Fie on him, said the Queen, yet for all his pride and 
boasting, there ye proved yourself his better. Nay, 
madam, say ye never more so, for he beat me and 
my fellows, and might have slain us, and he would. 
Fie on him, said the Queen, for I heard Sir Gawaine 
say before my lord Arthur, that it were marvel to tell 
the great love that is between the fair maiden of 
Astolat and him." Nor is this even a sudden and 
transitory outbreak succeeded by as sudden a calm. 
The tempest still rages with apparently increased 
violence when Sir Bors returns and reports Sir 
Lancelot's prostrate condition arising from his pre
mature exertions, adding : " And all that he did, 
madam, was for the love of you because he would 
have been at this tournament." Guinevere only vouch
safes the reply. " Fie on him, recreant Knight, for 
wit ye well I am right sorry and he shall have his 
life." It is only when the dead body of her rival 
comes before her to attest with voiceless lips the fealty 
of Sir Lancelot, that Guinevere's anger is dispelled; 
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an anger which finds its last utterance in the incon_ sistent words : " Ye might have shewed her some bounty and gentleness, that might have preserved her life." With a true woman's instinct she thus endeavours to cover her retreat by impugning conduct the very opposite of that which had before excited her unreasoning fury. But even this last expiring echo of the storm is at length hushed, and the Queen " sends for Sir Lancelot and prays him for mercy for why she had been wrath with him causeless." 
It may at first sight surprise us that Sir Lancelot should be made to prefer the haughty and passionate Queen to the simple-minded and winning EIaine. But as there are some minds which revel in the wild warfare of the elements on the inhospitable mountain top or the tempestuous sea, so it is probably in the grandeur of Guinevere's dark and terrible moods that we must look for her true attraction to the fancy of Sir Lancelot. To a soul schooled by chivalry to hold nothing glorious that was not difficult, there must have been something irresistibly alluring in the feeling that he and he alone could call forth all the lightnings of that grey impassive sky ; that for him alone its clouds would part and discover all th.e 

wealth of summer brightness that lay beyond. 
I have said that the episode of EIaine is a sugE;'estive sketch. Perhaps it is least so in the three characters whose lineaments I have endeavoured to trace ; for they form almost finished portraits of themselves. Yet even in them there are suggestive touches, as we see when we compare Mr. Tennyson's development of the story with the story itself. For instance, when Sir Lancelot is rebuked by the Queen for staying behind with her we find him replying, " Madam, I allow your wit, it is of late come sin ye were wise." The latent motive of this answer is supplied by Mr. Tennyson in the words, " Then Lancelot, vext at having lied in vain." And again, when the Queen asks Sir Lancelot's 
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forgiveness, we cannot fail to discern in his reply, " This 
is not the first time ye have been displeased with me 
causeless; but, madam, ever I must suffer you, but 
what sorrow I endure, I take no force," the germ 
of that fine soliloquy : 

"Ah simple heart and sweet, 
You loved me, damsel, surely with a love 
Far tenderer than my Queen's. Pray for thy soul? 
Ay, that will 1. Farewell too-now at last
Farewell, fair lily. 'Jealousy in love?' 
Not rather dead love's harsh heir, jealous pride? 

Queen, if I grant the jealousy as of love, 

May not your crescent fear of name and fame 

Speak as it waxes of a love that wanes?" 

Among the minor characters that of Sir Bernard is 
as suggestive as any ; and that Mr. Tennyson found it 
so, a diligent study of his writings will, I think, satisfy 
the impartial enquirer. For although in his Elaz'ne Sir 
Bernard plays but a subordinate part, yet in his Enid 
much of the conception of Yuiol seems to be borrowed 
from that loving and patient nature. Compare, for 
instance, the courtesy which actuated Yuiol in his 
orders to Enid-

"Enid, the good knight's horse, stands in the court: 

Take him to stall, &c,," 

with that which prompts Sir Bernard in his conduct 
to Gawaine, when he sends for Sir Lancelot's shield for 
the latter's inspection. And in the patience of Yuiol, 
I am reminded of that submissive spirit which is im
plied in Sir Bernard's last interview with Sir Lancelot, 
when the latter is leaving behind him a legacy of bitter 
grief to the household at Astolat. For when he has 
made one last despairing appeal on his child's behalf 
in the words, "I cannot see but that my daughter 
Elaine will die for your sake," he listens in silence
a silence more touching than the most pathetic ex
pression of sorrow-to the reply in which Sir Lancelot 
exculpates his conduct. 

The elder of Elaine's two brothers, Sir Tirre (or Sir 
Torre) is little more than a lay figure in the original 
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romance. Mr. Tennyson has given him an individuality 
in the following allusions : 

"Then added plain Sir Torre, 
'Yes, since I cannot use it, you may have it.'" 

"Then turned Sir Ton'e, and being in his moods, 
Left them." 

"Then the rough Tone began to heave and move, 
And bluster into stOlmy sobs, and say, 
'I never loved him: so I meet with him, 
I cru'e not howsoever great he be, 
Then will I strike at him and strike him down
Give me good fortune, I will stril<e him dead, 
For this discomfort he hath wrought the house.''' 

And yet, even here, the poet seems only to have given 
- utterance to the suppressed conception of the romancer, 

whose description is irresistibly suggestive of a dis
appointed man ; and when we remember that the de
scription is put into the mouth of a father, we shall not 
be far wrong in assuming that, what is disappointment 
in the language of so indulgent a critic, would be 
moroseness in the less partial judgment of others. 

There is more originality in Mr. Tennyson's assign
ment of a personality to the " one man such as ye can 
trust to steer me thither," who appears in the poem as 

"An old dumb myriad-wrinkled man," 

and as the faithful servitor whom 
"The heathen caught and reft of his tongue, 

He learnt, and warned me of tlleir fierce design 
Against my house, and him they caught and maimed." 

If I have not spoken before of Sir Thomas Malory's 
conception of King Arthur, it is because it corresponds 
so closely to the well-known hero of the laureate. If 
there is any difference, it is that the latter has refined 
upon the ideal of the former, and has adorned with all 
the virtues of Sir Galahad the character which the 
romancer has depicted as essentially imperfect in spite 
of its amiability. It is, I imagine, in pursuance of this 
ideal that Mr. Tennyson has introduced the first of two 
important alterations into the plot of Elaz1ze. The 
second is an alteration which affects another of Sir 
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Thomas Malory's characters in a manner scarcely so 

advantageous. 
I have said above that Sir Lancelot's disguise was

rendered ineffectual as far as concerned the king, the 
latter having descried Sir Lancelot as he claimed the 

hospitality of Astolat, and having drawn the inference 
that his favourite knight would, after all, be present to 
grace the lists at Camelot. This circumstance Mr. 
Tennyson stu.diously omits, I imagine, in order that 
Arthur may not appear to connive at the inconsistency 
of Sir Lancelot's conduct with his declaration that he 
will not atttend the tournament, and s o  stamp his 
approval upon the false pretext which Sir Lancelot 
alleged for his determination. Hence the king is placed· 
upon a moral vantage-ground, from which he can -say-

"Far lovlier in our Lancelot had it been, 

In lieu of idly dallying with the tTUth, 

To have trusted me as be has trusted you" ; 

and it is from her husband that Guinevere learns the 
significant incident of the red sleeve. I am not sure 
that the effective situation thus produced does not 
justify the modification of the plot in this instance; 
but I am not prepared to extend the same indulgence 
to Mr. Tennyson's misrepresentation of Sir Gawaine. 

The character of that knight is one of the most strongly 

marked in the Morte D' Arthur. He is the leader of the 
faction opposed to Sir Lancelot, but he is an honour
able and upright adversary, not a secret and insidious foe .  

Thus we find him sending to Sir Lancelot the message, 
" Say that I, Sir Gawaine, do send him word, that I 

promise him by the faith I owe unto God and to 

knighthood, that I shall never leave him till h e  have 

slain me or I him ." But we also find him speaking of 

Sir Lancelot to Elaine in terms like the following :  

"And he be your love, ye love the most honourable 
knight of the world and the man of most worship." 

And his first emotion, when he discovered the identity 
of Sir Lancelot with the knight who was so grievously 
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wounded in the tournament, had been one of sorrowful 
consternation : "Ah! mercy," said Sir Gawaine, " now 
is my heart more heavier than ever it was before." 
And who can read the letters of the dying Gawaine to 
his lifelong foe and not feel that it is the generous 
expression of a heart superior to the sordid impulses 
of treachery? Last, but not least, we have the testi
mony of King Arthur in that" fine outburst of grief: 
" Alas! Sir Gawaine, my sister's son, here now thou 
liest, the man in the world that I loved most, and now 
is my j oy gone ; for now, my nephew, Sir Gawaine, 
I will discover me unto your person: in Sir Lancelot 
and you I most had my j oy, and mine affiance, and now 
have I lost my j oy of you both, wherefore all mine 
earthly j oy is gone from me." What is there in com
mon between this generous, if erring, spirit, and that 
Gawaine 

"surnamed the Courteous, fair and strong, 
. . . . . . . . .. a good 100ight, but therewithal 
Sir Modred's brother, of a crafty house, 
Not often loyal to his word, and now 
Wroth that the Icing's command to sally forth 
In quest of whom he lmew not, made him leave 
The banquet aud concourse of knights and kings"? 

The last part of this description, indeed, is in direct 
antagonism to the statement of the romance, which 
makes Gawaine volunteer to undertake the quest:
" By my head, said Sir Gawaine, if it be so, that the 
good knight be so sore hurt, it is great damage and 
pity to all this land, for he is one of the noblest knights 
that ever I saw in a field handle a spear or a swor<.1 ; 
and if he may be found, I shall find him." It is almost 
needless to add that there is no trace in the Morte 
D'Arthur of that 

"Courtesy, with a touch of traitor in it;" 
which, according to Mr. Tennyson, characterizes 
Gawaine's conduct to Elaine. In striking contrast 
to the 

" Sighs and slow smiles and golden eloquence 
And amorous adulation," 
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which the poet makes him employ on his own behalf, 
is the hearty and unaffected eulogium which he pro
nounces upon Sir Lancelot : " Truly, fair damsel,' ye 
have right ; for, and he be your love, ye love the most 
honourable knight of the world, and the man of most 
worship." 

I do not deny that the introduction of a traitor adds 
to the effect of the picture ; but need that traitor have 
been Gawaine? When the romancer's conception of 
the other prominent figures in the tableau was adopted 
with faithful accuracy, was it necessary so utterly to 
distort one portrait, and that not the least conspicuous 
in the group, that no resemblance could possibly be 
traced to the original? Would it not have been better, 
instead of transforming Gawaine into a second Mordred, 
to introduce Mordred himself into the story ? To me, 
it is as though a Greek dramatist had taken for his 
subject some episode of the Iliad, and had invested 
Aj ax or Diomed with the attributes of Ulysses, when 
Ulysses himself could have been introduced without 
any violation of Homer's ideal. 

I have been unconsciously led on to mention 
the Mode D'Arthur in the same breath with the 
Homeric poems. And, indeed, the resemblance be
tween them is neither slight nor superficial. In its 
truth to nature, in the homeliness of its language, i n  
the beauty a n d  variety o f  its episodes, in the grandeur· 
of its plot, and even in the similarity of its individual 
characters, there is much in the Mode D'Arthur which 
reminds me of the Iliad ; and that there is no absurdity 
in this instance in comparing a prose romance and 
an epic poem, Mr. Tennyson's Elaz1u will for ever 
testifY. For I trust that I have not altogether failed 
in my endeavour to establish the claims of Sir Thomas 
Malory-whether he is to be regarded as the author or 
as the compiler of Morte D'Artku1'-to the gratitude 
of the Laureate and consequently of posterity. That 
almost every incident in the plot of Elaz'ue is due to the 
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Mo?' te D' A l' thu?', will sufficien tl y guaran tee the exceuen ('0 
of the latter to the numerous admirers of the 
finished of modern poets. To those who see in 
Tennyson nothing but artificial perfection of 
and rhythm, I trust that the passages I have cited 
the romance will commend themselves by that 
simplicity which such critics esteem above all 
elaboration of art. 

But I confess that, in my own mind, the effect of 
re-perusal of these two parallel creations of m 
and modern thought has been to increase my 
tion for both. If it is art that has filled up 
interstices of a mediceval structure, and transformed 
into an edifice faultless to the modern eye, it is 
which is akin to the originality of genius. On 
other hand there is much in the bold irregularity of 
earlier architecture which many will prefer to its 
symmetrical modern development. I cannot do b 
than conclude by appealing to both schools of 
for their admiration of the moral suggested by 
exquisite story, a moral which is expressed by 
Thomas Malory in the pregnant words, "Love is 
in himself, and never will be bounden; for where he 
bound en, he looseth himself"; and by Mr. T"nnmnn 
in the fine lines-

"Fait she was, my king, 
Pure as you ever wish your knights to be, 
To doubt her fairness were to want an eye; 
To doubt her pureness were to want a heart
Yea, to be loved, if what is worthy love 
Could bind him, but fioee love will not be bound. 

Free love so bound were freest, said the Icing, 
Let love be free; free love is for the best: 
And after heaven, on our dull side of death, 
What should be best, if not so pure a love 
Clothed in so pure a loveliness ? Yet tJlee 
She failed to bind, tho' being, as I think, 
Unbound as yet, and gentle, as I know." 

T. M. 

IDLE WORDS. 

WHAT is an idle word i 'Tis like 
An arrow drawn by careless hands 

And aimed at nought, that yet may strike 
The friend that by the archer stands. 

Such is the idle rashly uttered word 
That wounds the loving heart of him who heard. 

'Tis like the down from thistle's top 
That winds o'er many lands may blow, 

Yet when it taketh root a crop 
Of thorny weeds will from it grow. 

Such is the idle word that lightly flies 
And bears an evil fruit in hearts unwise. 

'Tis like a stone dropped in the lake 
That glassed God's heaven and hills and trees

Rough ripples all its quiet break 
Distorting all its images. 

Such is the idle word that bringeth grief 
Of shattered faith and desperate unbelief. 

'Tis like the dust a child may throw 
Against the wind, that b ackward flies 

E'en where the wayward breezes blow, 
And blinds itself the thrower's eyes. 

Such is the idle word we lightly cast, 
It will return and bring us pain at l ast. 

W. E . H. 
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NEW POEMS BY MATTHEW ARNOLD. 

_lO greater contrast has been afforded by m 
�I� literature than that between the glowing 

" " of Mr. Swinburne's sensuous poetry, and 
even flow of the chaste measures of Matthew 
From all time the human heart has been 
susceptible to influence through the medium of 
passions, but it is specially in the present age intellectual culture has tended to prefer the ornate the ornamented, and to mould the material itself forms of beauty rather than to make use of 
ornament. The especial apostle of culture has 
us in his poetical writings a noble example of the 
simplicity he has preached. No gaudy colouring, ingenious trick of words, no fervent rush of 
mars his perfect lines. His earlier poems bore of the hand which, now grown firmer, has crowned poet's fame by the production of the present volr-� The first poem in this collection is undoubtedly Matthew Arnold's greatest work of art ; though, had 
not its surpassing merits attracted the attention of greatest of modern English poets Robert the world would have lost, at least for a time, the enjoyment of this exquisite production. In the opening 
of this poem Empedoc1es, weary of the turmoil of the 
busy world, sick in heart at th� illiberality and bigotry 
of his brother philosophers, galled by the persecutions 
of those who were unable to reach the lofty heights to 
which his genius had soared, perceiving the littleness of 
men below, and scarce believing in the existence of God 
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above, is made the subj ect of conversation between two 
of his disciples, who, seated in a forest on Mount Etna, 
seek some means of dispelling the gloomy mist of 
melancholy which has settled upon their revered 
master. 

The cold greyness of dawn has passed away, and 
the bright beams of the morning sun are gladdening 
the face of nature : 

"The Sun 
" Is shining on the brilliant mountain crests, 
"And on the highest pines; but further down 
" Herein the valley is in shade ; the sward 
" Is dark, and on the stream the mist still hangs ; 
" One sees one's foot-prints crush'd in the wet grass, 
" On.e's breath curls in the air; and on these pines 
"That climb from the stream's edge, the lon.g grey tufts, 
"Which the goats love, are jewell'd thick with dew." 

The two friends, Pausanias and Callic1es, arrange that 
the latter shall secrete himself, with his harp, in a 
neighbouring glade, while the former leads the philo
sopher where the entrancing strains of the sweet 
musician may, softly falling on the morning air, bring 
restful calm to the weary soul of the dej ected sage. 

In the second scene, Pausanias having led Empedoc1es 
to the appointed spot, Callic1es is heard from below in a 
song which is too long to be inserted in its entirety, 
but the exquisite beauty of which it would be profanity 
to diminish by curtailment. He sings the cool fresh 
cattle-haunted glades, with the rippling stream babbling 
as it threads the mountain side, made more cool, more 
fresh by contrast with the bald head of old Etna blazing 
beneath the southern sun ; he tells how Cheiron " in 
such a glen, on such a day "  taught young Pelion all 
the lore stored up from the experience of years : 

" He told him of the Gods, the stars, 
"The tides; and then of mortal wars, 
"And of the life which heroes lead 
" Before they reach the Elysian place 
"And rest in the immortal mead ; 
" And all the wisdom of his race." 
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And then, when the last echo has died 
Empedocles unburdens his soul and, to the 
accompaniment of his harp, lifts the veil from inmost recesses of his mind. His despair is not th of the feelings, but that of the intellect. For years has gazed with wonder at the grief, the wrong, sordid littleness with which the world is rife ; he 
felt that nobility, that holiness, that purity are not a myth, and has sought with unutterable yearning 
something higher, something greater than himself, 
which he might find the embodiment of his ideal. 
h is yearning has not been satisfied, and the agony of struggle which would have wrecked a weaker soul 
now passed away. He sees before him a 
blank; he has learnt to believe that there is no help, 
hope, no God : . 

"Fools ! that in man's brief term 
" He cannot all things view, 
!' Affords no ground to affirm 
" That there are Gods who do ! 

"Nor does, being weary, prove that he has where to rest ! "  H e  has schooled his mind to gaze unflinchingly upon dismal void, and rather to seek what little good remain, than sadly to dream of what never 
have been : 

"But thou, because thou hear'st 
"Men scoff at Heaven a Fate, 
"Because the Gods thou fear'st 
"Fail to make blest thy state, 

"Tremblest, and wilt not dare to trust the joys there are." 
" I  say : Fear not ! Life still 
" Leaves human effort scope, 
" But, since life teems with ill, 
"Nurse no extravagant hope ; 

"Because thou must not dream, thou need'st not then despair ! "  Then again borne upwards on the air bursts the sweet song of Callicles, who tells how 
"Far, far, from here, "The Adriatic breaks in a warm bay 

"Among the green Illyrian hills ; and tll ere 
" The sunshine in tlle happy glens is fair, 
"And by the sea, and in the brakes. 
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"The grass is cool, the sea·side air 

"Buoyant and fresh, the mountain flowers 

"As virginal and sweet as ours." 

2 47 

whO tells the sweet sad story of Cadmus and Harmonia, 
and how they 

and there 

" Were rapt, far away, 

" To where the west wind plays, 

"And murmurs of the Adriatic come 

" To those untrodden mountain lawns." 

"Wbolly forget tlleir first sad life, and home, 

"And all that Theban woe, and stray 

"For ever through the glens, placid and dumb." 

And so Pausanias leaves him, and the shades of evening 
close around the lonely old man .  

With them the shadows deepen upon h i s  soul. The 
sombre gloom of the scene seems to bring him into 
closer contact with the awful mystery of nature, and to 
her, the universal Goddess in whom alone he believes, 
he turns in his utter desolation. He advances to the 
edge of the crater, and there, at the very altar of his 
divinity, prepares to end his life. But still once more 
the voice of the sweet singer breaks upon the solemn 
stillness of the scene, as he hymns the m ighty typho 
writhing in his eternal bondage, and the Omnipotent 
Father of the Gods seated on the throne of Olympus. 
Then again he tells him how 

"From far Parnassus' side, 

" Young Apollo, all the pride 

" Of the Phrygian flutes to tame, 

" To the Phrygian highlands came ! 

"Where the lay green reed-beds sway 

"In the rippled waters grey 

" 0 f that solitary lake 

" vVhere Mceander's springs are born ; 

" Wbcre the ridg'd pine-wooded roots 

" Of Messogis westward break, 

" Mounting westward, high and higher. "  

And sings the triumph of the truthful God. 
Then the soul of Empedoc1es seems already to feel 

the bonds which bind it to earth loosened from off it. 
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He gazes into the deep dark heavens above, he views the yawning gulf below, and feels that in nature's mighty powers alone he cares to be absorbed ; and yet, what of the mind ? Will that find peace in the eternity to come, or is it that 
" We shall be unsatisfied as men, 

" And we shall feel the agony of thirst, 
" The ineffable longing for the life of life 
" Baffled for ever ; and still thought and mind 
" Will hurry us with them on their homeless march ?" 

Yet sooner or later the end must come ; there is no peace in this life ; he will venture upon the next ; and so, he plunges into the crater : and as his r equiem rises the chant of Callic1es telling of the still vale of Thisbi where 

whe.t� 

" In the moonlight the shepherds 
" Soft lull'd by the lills, 
" Lie wrapt in their blankets, 
" Asleep on the hills." 

" Apollo comes leading 
" His choir, the nine. 

" Whose praise do they mention ? 
" Of what is it told ? 
" What will be for ever ; 
" What was from of old. 

" First by man they the falher 
" Of all things ; and then, 
" The rest of immorlals, 
" The action of men. 

" The day in his hotness, 
" The strife with tlle palm ; 
" The night in her silence, 
" The stars in their calm. "  

The death of a much loved college friend, one who himself was gifted with no mean powers of song, inspires Mr. Arnold with strains full of subdued melancholy mingled with trustful hope. His Thyrsis is but 
little if at all inferior to the exquisite elegy which a 
like grief called forth from the blind old bard. The 
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writer, wandering in his riper age by the silvery Thames, 

viewing their own " sweet city with her dreaming 

spires, j ,  thus muses upon the loss of his dear companion. 

" Yes, thou art gone ? And . round m e  too the night 

" In ever-nearing circles weaves her shade, 

" I  see her vei'l draw soft across the day, 

" I  feel her slowly chilling breath invade 

" The cheek grown thin, the brown hair sprent with gJ'ey, 

" I  feel her finger light 

" Laid pausefully upon life's headlong train, 

" The foot less prompt to meet the morning dew, 

" The heart less bouncling at emotion need. 

" And hope, once crush'd, less quick to spring again. 

" And long the way appears which seem'd so short 

" To the unpractis'd eye of sanguine youth, 

" And bigh the mountain-tops, in cloudy air 

" The mountain-tops where is the throne of youth 

" Tops in life's morning-Sun so bright and bare." 

The cold autumnal blasts strewing the leaves 
around him suggest to him the icy hand of death which 
laid low his dearest friend : 

" SO, some tempestuous morn in early J Ulle, 

" \Vllen the year's formal burst of bloom is o'er 

" Before the roses and the longest day

" When garden-walks, and all the grassy floor 

" 'Vith blossoms, red and white of fallen May 

" And chestnut-flowers are strewll-

" So have I heard the cuckoo's parting cry, 

" From the wet field, through the vext garden-trees, 

" Come with the volleying rain and tossing breeze, 

" The bloom is gone, and with the bloom go I." 

He feels that, when the winter of separation is past, 

the never ending spring of reunion will bring him into 
still closer communion with his long lost friend-

" vVhat matters it ? next year he will return 

" And we shall have him in the sweet spring-days 

" With whitening hedges, and uncrumpling fern 

" And blue bells trembling by the forest ways, 

" And scent of hay new mown." 

(To be continllerl.) 
F. 1. 
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THE GHOSTS WE RAISED. 
A REMINISCENCE. 

9�T is many years ago, I will not undertake to 
�� say whether the exact number is fourteen 

, � or fifteen, but at all events it was in the 
early days 0f Tlze Eagle-at a time, indeed, when it 
is not generally known that The Eagle existed; but 
exist it did, or how could this article have beeR 
written I- that three of the editors, of whom I was one, 
happened to be assembled in the Permanent Editor's 
rooms @n the night of the 27th of December. I was 
staying up, if I remember rightly, to 'read for some 
Scholarship, which, by some infatuation '0n the part of 
the examiners, I .did not succeed in getting; indeed, 
I was told afterwards that I was not even in the first 
twenty for it. But, however that may be, certain 
it is that I had denied myself the pleasures of a 

Christmas 'at home for no other reason than in order 
that I might read for that Scholarship; and I appeal 
to the reader whether it is likely I should have done 
that, if I had not been good enough to get it I I 
imagine not, indeed! However, as I was saying, we 
three- O'Connor the Permanent Editor, Macdonald the 
Secretary, and myself-were assembled in the Perma
nent Editor's rooms. Macdonald was in for his degree 
on the 2nd of January: that was his reason for being up. 
As for the permanent editor, he was generally in 
residence at most times; but I believe he was more 
particularly so at the present time, because -of the 
approaching Feasts. Well, we were sitting round the 
fire after tea, and I had just been animadverting with 
some warmth of expression upon the inconsistency of 

T 
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people, who :were perpetually complaining that The Eagle ought to be published earlier in the term, while it seemed never to Occur to them that they might assist that desirable consummation by occasionally contributing an article them-sel ves, when I thought I observed that neither O'Connor nor Macdonald was paying that attention to the subject which I thought it merited. O'Connor was leaning back in his chair and gazing with an expression of serene enjoyment at the ceiling, while Macdonald was looking hard into the fire, as though he wished to stare it out of countenance. I broke off abruptly, therefore, in the midst of my philippic, and asked O'Connor what he was thinking of? " Who! What! Do you mean me?" he replied absently. "Oh! I was only thinking of the sherry beak-- I mean I was wondering whether we were going to get the Senior this year." "And what do you see in the fire to fascinate you so pleasantly, Macdonald ?" " I was trying to see whether I could make out from it my place in the list," he said. "Did yo:u never try to read the future in the fire?" Before I could answer, O'Connor said hastily, .laces in the fire. "I could tell you a tale about--,." He stopped and shuddered perceptibly .. " A tale?" said Macdonald. "I wish you would tell it; I want something to put that horrid Tripos out of my head for an hour; have you any objection to relate the story, O'Connor?" "No," said O'Connor, "I don't know that I have; but, as it involves a ghost, I hope you are both believers; for there is nothing I dislike more than telling this particular story to a man who listens with a superior smile, and at the end asks with a sneer, "And you are really persuaded this happened? Very good indeed!" We both assured him that we were firm believers, and he then proceeded to tell 
THE PERMANENT EDITOR'S STORY. A good many years ago I was pressed by a friend 
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of mine to come and stay awhile with him in a strange 
old house which he possessed in a wild part of Ireland. 
A strange house, I say; for it was a sort of tower 
standing alone in a desolate district, with a few 
cottages scattered around over a circle of about ten 
miles diameter, of which this tower was the centre. 
My friend having taken a fancy to live alone there, 
had bought it some while back; but at the time of 
my visit I heard, hefore starting, that the Roman 
Catholic priest who attended to the spiritual wants 
of the inhabitants of the scattered cottages aforesaid, 
had been invited by Mr. Elliott (that was the name 
of my friend) to take up his abode with him, and now 
occupied a room in the tower. Here I also arrived 
rather late one evening, but how I found my way 
to it I had not much idea then, and have still less 
now. After wandering up and down, and receiving 
most contradictory answers to my oft-repeated ques
tion, "Which is the way to Mr. Elliott's tower?" 
I came to the conclusion that the rustic of those 
parts must have been convinced at least as strongly 
as Mr. Tennyson, that "the merry world was round, 
and we might sail for evermore," or walk either for 
that matter. However, as I stopped at a cottage and 
was despairingly about to ask my way once more, 
the door half opened, and with his hand still on the 
latch and his face half turned away while he talked 
earnestly to a woman inside, I beheld a tall man 
in the dress of a Roman Catholic priest. Finding 
he was not aware of my presence, I touched him 
lightly on the arm, and inquired if he could tell me 

"where Mr. Elliott's tower was?" He started slightly, 
and turned on me a face on which the earnestness 
of the words he had just been uttering was plainly 
visible, together with another expression which I could 
not analyze at the time; for he recovered himself 
quickly, and replied in a quiet voice, entirely free from 
the Irish "brogue," "You will find it about two 

T2 
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miles farther on, sir, over that rising ground-." Be 
hesitated as if about to say something more, and half 
made a step forward, then looked back at the woman 
who now appeared in the doorway of the wretched 
cabin, with traces of tears on her countenance; then, 
raising his hat slightly, wished me good evening and 
turned to speak to her again. 

Following his directions I pursued my journey and 
was soon welcomed by my friend, who, when I told 
him of my wanderings, and how they were fortunately 
brought to an end, said- " Ah! that was Father 
Connolly; didn't he come along with you?" "No," 
I replied, "I left him talking to the woman I told you 
of; I suppose he is the priest you mentioned in your 
letter as living with you." 

" Yes," was the answer; "but if he has got talking 
to widow Corrigan down there he will not appear at 
dinner:" and pushing both hands into the side pockets 
of his shooting-coat, Mr. Elliott took a turn up and 
down the room, with his head bent and a slight frown 
on his forehead, while he kicked the footstool in front 
of him in a thoughtful manner. "Can't we do without 
his reverence?" said I, for I knew that this was a way 
of John Elliott when he was puzzled. "Ye-s," said 
he slowly, "not but what he is a right good fellow, 
though rather queer; however, I will tell you about 
him. afterwards." 

Dinner was now announced by the solitary female 
domestic who " did for" the two Occupants of the tower, 
and I was glad enough of it, for my walk had given 
a decidedly sharp setting to the edge of my appetite. 
This important event being over, John Elliott proposed 
that we should retire into the kitchen, and smoke over 
the fire; for though it was summer-time, yet the day 
had been damp and raw, and the wind was howling 
round the tower and finding its way through the chinks, 
of which there were many, in a manner that made a 
little blaze rather comfortable. We took up our re-
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spective positions, in low chairs dragged out of what 

EIliott facetiously termed his study, and watched the 

smoke curling up, for a time, in silence. At last

"I'm bothered about that man Connolly," said he . .  

"Humph," said I,  "what's the matter with him." 

"Why, the fact of the matter is just this :-The other 

day he was wanted to go down and confess old Dan 

Corrigan, who lived in the cottage where you saw the 

woman talking to him, (Father Connolly that is;) and 

he went down right enough, but somehow or other he 

had had the message given him wrong, or else he had 

mistaken the time at which he was to go; nobody 

knows exactly how it was; but he got there a little 

while after Dan (who had been dangerously ill for some 

time) had given up the ghost. The widow was in et 

fine way about it, as might be expected, for naturally 

she didn't want her husband's soul to go burning like 

an old sod in purgatory for ever: but what makes it 

worse is that old Dan, it was pretty well known, had 

somethin g on his conscience, for which he was very 

doubtful whether he could get absolution from anybody 

except his triple-crowned Holiness down at Rome: 

and when he found that Father Connolly didn't come

and he was fast dying poor fellow, he raved and swore, 

and then cowered away under the bedclothes, and hid 

his face, and said he could see nothing but flames and 

faces about him. Then he raved again and said that 

if Father Connolly wouldn't come to him now, he would 

come to Father Connolly afterwards. Well, I didn't 

think much about it, though of course I felt for the man; 

and was not surprised to find him rather silent and un

happy for some days." Here the narrator stopped and 

knocked the ashes out of his pipe upon the fender; 

then, having lit another, he resumed- "Well, as I said 

I was not surprised to find him unhappy; but one 

evening as he and I were sitting before this fire, much 

as you and I are now, I said to him after a long silence, 

'Father Connolly, when you were a boy used you ever 
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to watch the fire until you saw the faces of those you 
wanted to see in it: He just started a little, and 
said, 'Faces in the fire ?-I never thought of that,' 
and then gazed hard into the red embers, without 
saying a word, until we went to bed. Well, a day 
or two afterwards he said to me, 'Mr. Elliott, would 
you object to my having a fire in my room in the 
evening: 'Certainly not, Mr. Connolly,' said I, 'but 
I should hardly think it was cold at this time of year.' 
Well, ever since then he has had a fire with a vengeance 
-not exactly in his room, but in what was the old 
chapel adjoining it. It is all built of stone, so I am 
not afraid of his setting the place on fire ; and there 
he stands and gazes hard and long into the embers
at least he was doing so the first night ; when I went 
in, because Molly told me 'she couldn't tell what 
his riverence was doing ava: He took no notice of 
me, and I went away ; but I'm not comfortable about 
him, and I'm glad you're come, Fred, my boy." 

Before I had time to make any reply to this long 
statement, the door quietly opened, and there appeared 
the same man that had directed me to the tower. 
" Good evening," said he ; and drawing up a common 
kitchen chair between us, he leant forward with his 
hands on his knees, and gazed into the fire. And 
again there came over his face that strange look ; but 
I could analyze it now ; it was the look of a proud 
spirit forced to fear : yet there was a fixity about 
the lines of the mouth, which shewed that the spirit 
would conquer, let the cost be what it might. 

John Elliott gazed at him for a few seconds, with 
a sort of helpless look on his face. The two men were 
so different-and John knew it, alnd felt that he could 
get no hold of the other, though he would give any
thing to be able to convince him of his mistake in 
imagining himself guilty of the eternal punishment 
Qf a soul. For such was the idea that had laid fast 
hold Qf the priest's mind ; and no. arguments, not 
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even the plainest demonstration that it was not his 

fault, and that anybody else would have done just 

the same, availed in the least to rouse him to any 

effort to exculpate himself to himself. My friend then 

remembering that he had not been in to dinner, pressed 

him to take something in the way of supper ; but he 

declined, saying he did not feel as though he wanted 

anything, and then rising wearily, wished us good-

night and retired. 

We sat a little longer, and then remarked-" Well, 

I think we can't do better than follow his Reverence's 

example, and go to bed." 

"All right," said Elliott, "I am just going round 

to see everything safe, and then I shall do likewise." 

"Let me come and help you," said I, "it' s a dreary 

business to do by one's self, and I shall learn the 

geography of the place, if I may be allowed the 

expression." 

We went round therefore, and saw that shutters 

were up and bolted, dogs chained -up in their proper 

places &c., and then came to the back of the tower; 

" Look there!" said Elliott, pointing to a bright light 

that shone from a long narrow window, that's Father 

Connolly' s fire. I looked and saw that there were five 

of these windows and that the part of the house to 

which they belonged was a long and rather low build

ing, that had evidently been added to the rest, after the 

original structure had been completed. It was in fact 

what had been the chapel ; but the light I noticed only 

came from one window. " Let us go and see what the 

man is doing, said I, suddenly," Elliott agreed and we 

were soon stealing round to. the door at the Qutward 

end of the chapel. Here was a difficulty ; how to open 

it without disturbing the priest, for I particularly wished 

to see him without being seen. There was nothing for 

it however but to feel for the handle, turn it steadily 

and enter, which we did without making much noise 

and at any rate without disturbing the Qccupant ; for 
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the first thing we saw when we set foot inside, was a bright light, shining from a recess in the- side of the chapel, and in the broad wedge'-like glare, the figure of the priest ga:zing steadily, almost fiercely, into' the recess. I had opened the door and kept hold of the handle, letting EUiott pass me, and after looking at the figure in the midst of the light for a few seconds, I half turned round to shut the door, lest the- rush of air caused by its standing open (for the wind was still blowing hard) 
should attract the notice of Father Connolly ; I had just 
closed it quietly, when I healid a half stifled exclama
tion from Elliott, and the next instant his hand was laid 
on my arm with a grasp'-painful in its intensity, as he 
sa-id in a husky voice " My God, look there."-I did look 
towards the light, and saw there a sight which I shall 
never forget as long as I live. The priest had fallen on 
his face upon the ground,. his arms stretched forward 
and his head between them, while above him towered 
an enormous figure, with huge arms extended and 
pressing downwards- as if to annihilate the prostrate 
man and crush him into the grcund on which he lay. 
There it stood motionless awhile, the upper part of its 
gigantic form plainly outlined, and white against the 
gloom, while below where it stood, full in the glare of 
light, there seemed a tremulous motion like the waving 
of a vast shadowy robe. Then as I gazed it lifted its 
huge hands thJree times in a denunciatory manner and 
spread them out again (')ver the prostrate figure as 
though it would crush it beneath their weight. Then 
bending over him it spoke some words in his ear, and 
rose again with one hand pointing upward. Still I 
gazed without moving a muscle, the light seemed fo 
petrify me and my feet felt like leaden weights, when 
suddenly Elliott's grasp of my arm relaxed, and with a 
strange sort of moan he fell heavily forward in the dark 
upon the stone floor. That broke the spelL, the next 
instant I had felt for him, seized him, and half dragged 
half carried him to the door ; wrenched it open and 
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getting him out into the fresh air, sat down on the step 

outside propping him up against my shoulder. It was 

wonderful how for the time the recent sight of the ghost 

failed to influence me in the least : what I thought was 

simply, that this was a pretty state of things, for I 

daren't leave Elliott by himself while I roused the 

servant, and I could not wake her without leaving him 

and going into the house ; so, on the whole, it seemed 

probable that I should sit there until he came to himself 

without being able to do anything for him, for though I 

had got him so far, I had not strength to get him any 

farther. But I had forgotten Farther Connolly, for I 

had hardly arrived at this conclusion before the door of 

the chapel which had swung to after I had passed out, 

opened again and he appeared with a lantern in his 

hand. Stepping quickly down to where I sat support

ing Elliott, as though he had known all that had 

happened, he set down the lantern, and together we 

lifted the still senseless form and carried it into the 

house, to my bedroom which was on the ground

floor. Striking a light with trembling hands, I hastened 

to examine the body as it lay stretched on the bed, 

but Father Connolly had already loosed the collar and 

necktie, and soon blood began to flow freely from a 

ghastly cut, which traversed the bridge of his nose 

and extended nearly to the corner of the mouth, 

for he had struck the basement of a stone pillar iLl 

his fall .  This seemed to revive him, and in a little 

while he could speak, but whenever Father Connolly 

came near him he shuddered perceptibly and shrank 

from him. This the latter perceiving soon left the 

room on some excuse and did not return. We had got 

Elliotes clothes off, bandaged his wounds and put him 

in the bed that had been intended for me, where he 

Soon slept soundly: while I sat and watched him. It 

was a weary watch, for the sight I had just seen now 

came back upon my mind with irresistible force-the 

cowering priest-the dim tremendous figure, with its 
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solemn gesture of condemnation; and then, too, the thought, what did it all mean ? and why was the priest there at all ? Could that strong will that I had read in the set lips have so far conquered the natural fear that all men have of the spiritual world, as to make him seek by fanciful means suggested by the chance word of my friend, an interview with that soul which he� God's priest though he was, had been the means of losing, as he thought ? Could he have taken the dying man's words in earnest, nay clung to them as a last hope, rather than a threat, and forced himself, as it were, to meet half-way the wronged and restless spirit, with some wild hope of making amends for the wrong ? And if so, had he succeeded ? I could not help thinking that he had; and the thought comforted me, as I turned' 
it over and over in my mind, till, wearied with my journey and the excitement of the whole thing, I fell asleep in the arm-chair where I sat. 

Next morning I awoke with a start at the sound of a voice, and perceived Elliott sitting up in bed, his eyes wide open, his hand pointing at some fancied appearance while 4e talked quickly and incoherently; I tried to quiet him, but he was very feverish, and so I sent off Molly to find a messenger to go for the nearest doctor. This gentleman arrived about one o'clock, and pronounced his patient to be in a high fever, but free from danger at present. He got better in the afternoon, and' 
in the evening I was able to go to dinner, leaving Molly 
to take care of him. I found Father Connolly waiting 
in the dining-room and his whole behaviour justified 
the conclusion I had arrived at the night before. He 
expressed himself glad to hear that Elliott was better; 
but of course I said no word to him about the cause of 
the illness. He talked pleasantly on various topics, and 
there was an extreme gentleness that was almost 
caressing about his manner. After dinner we stood at 
the open window watching the twilight deepening and 
the stars come out, until the moon rose over a wooded 
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hill, and then he said " It is very beautiful this earth." 

I looked up at his face and saw for a moment the set 

lips parted, and I fancied, trembling, while the great 

blue eyes gazed with a piteous beseeching look away 

into vacancy. Then the lips set close again, and 

shutting the window firmly, he walked with head erect 

to the door, leaving me without a word. 
I soon went to my patient whom I found quietly 

sleeping, and as I had had a bed made up in the room, 
I was soon following his example. 

The next morning, atter I had done dressing, he 
called me to his bedside, and after looking at me 
steadily a little, said with a sickly sort of smile; " Fred, 
what a fool I have been." " Well you're all right now," 
said I, and after a short silence, " Where's Father 
Connolly ;" said he, " let me see him, I don't mind him 
now." "1'11 tell him to look in as I pass his door," said I, 
and went out. I knocked at the priest's door as I had 
promised and called him, but there was no answer, so 
I opened the door and put my head in, when a sickening 
odour of burning reached me and made me start back : 
" What was it 1" It was no ordinary smoke of wood or 
coal that caused it. A horrible idea flashed across my 
mind which made me push open the door again and 
rush into the room-It was empty-the door into the 
chapel adjoining was open. Passing quickly through 
it I made for the recess where we had seen the fire-light 
issuing on that eventful night, and there upon a pile of 
still glowing embers lay the charred form of Father 
Connolly, face downwards, with arms extended in the 
form of a crosS. My first impulse was to rush forward 
and pull aw�y the prostrate form ; but the sickening 
sight made me shrink back, and I stood rooted to the 
ground and scanned the charred figure with eyes that 
refused to believe what they saw. In one of the hands 
which the fire had not reached was a paper. Summon
ing up courage, I drew near and gently disengaged it 
from the dead fingers; upon it were written these few 
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words: " I  am an unprofitable servant; I have done 
that which it was my duty to do." 

• • • • 'If 

My friend has never entirely got over the shock 
which the suicide, or rather sacrifice of the priest, gave 
to his system, already reduced by fever; and I have 
never received his permission to tell this story, simply 
because I dare not introduce the subject of ghosts to 
him in any shape whatever. 

As O'Connor finished, the solitary surviving candle 
which had for some time exhibited symptoms of ap
proaching extinction, suddenly flared up with an ex
piring effort, and then instantaneously sputtered its 
last. The fire had by this time settled down into a 
mass of embers, which now glowed redly through the 
gloom, and the wind whistled drearily in the keyhole, 
and moaned along the staircase outside. The very 
atmosphere seemed heavy with a supernatural awe, 
and I felt myself beginning to shudder whenever I 
thought of the catastrophe of O'Connor's story. It was 
some time before the silence was broken. At length 
Macdonald said in a subdued voice, " There is a story 
they tell in our part" (he was a native of the Shetland 
Islands) "which is almost as terrible as yours, O'Connor : 
I should like to tell it to you, if you care to hear it." 
We signified our assent, and he began 

THE SECRETARY'S STORY. 

Almost the only spot at which it is possible to land 
on Fair Isle is Heswall Bay. The entrance is narrow, 
with stupendous cliffs of black rock rising on either 
side perpendicularly from the sea; at the further ex
tremity of the bay there is a strip of white sand, near 
which are the cottages of the fishermen, who are the 
only inhabitants of the island. Even at the present 
time it is but rarely visited by strangers, and a hundred 
and fifty years ago when the events hereafter to be re-
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]ated took place, months often elapsed without any com

)l1unication between the inhabitants and the main-land. 

At that time the proprietor was always an ab

sentee, and the only person who had any authority in 

the island, was the schoolmaster appointed by him. 

His house. was easily to be distinguished from the rest, 

by its possessing a chimney, an appendage which the 

fishermen considered a useless luxury. David Forbes 

who filled the post of schoolmaster at this time, was a 

thoroughly conscientious man, and a staunch Presby

terian; but his temper had been soured by the death 

of his wife and the loss of his little property; he looked 

down upon the islanders as little better than heathens, 

and was always wishing himself back in the " gude 

toun 0' Dundee." His only daughter Effie was the 

admiration of all the young men in the island, most 

of whom regarded her as a superior kind of being, 

raised far too high for them to aspire to; one of them 

however, Robert Ollason, had contrived to win her 

affection. Robert's father was a great man in his way; 

he was the fortunate possessor of a coble of his own, 

and also had a couple of dozen sheep grazing on the 

hills. In his younger days he had been famous as the 

boldest and most successful flsherman on the coast, 

and in this respect Robert seemed likely to succeed to 

his father's place. Unhappily, however, like the 

majority of the other fishermen, old Ollason was a 

smuggler, and would sometimes return with a cargo of 

Danish brandy purchased from some vessel trading to 

the Faroes, instead of the more legitimate herrings and 

codfish. 
When David Forbes first discovered Robert's love 

for his daughter, he was highly indignant; all his 

Scotch pride revolted at the idea of a union between 

one of his blood and a young savage, for such he con

sidered Robert Ollason to be. To Effie herself he said 

nothing directly, but only warned her in a general way 

against yielding to the temptations of the Devil, and 
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inveighed even more than usual against the barbarism 
and wickedness of the islanders. After Effie had gone 
to bed, he sat up a long time thinking how he could 
get Robert out of the island ; he did not exactly wish to 
injure the young man, but it was plain that either he 
or Effie must leave ; how could it be endured that his 
daughter should marry the son of a man who was 
known to be a smuggler ? Never had 
appeared to him so great a crime before ; was it 
his plain duty to give information against a 
as he would do against any other thief ? Then he 
denly remembered that he had accidentally heard 
Ollason talking about a ship from the Faroes which 
expected that day week : possibly Robert also 
get into trouble ; not that that would make any 
to him ; he would inform, because it was his duty 
do so, and not from any personal motive. 

The next morning, to Effie's astonishment, he 
formed her that he should be obliged to go for a 
days to Kirkwall, and as the wind was now fair, 
would go that day. On the following Saturday he re-' 
turned with an anxious face, and when Effie tried t,

o draw from him the object of his journey, he told her that 
it was nothing she could understand, only some busi
ness connected with the management of the island. 

On the Monday morning as Robert was leaving his 
house to prepare the boat for their evening expedition, 
a rabbit crossed his path, and then running on a little 
in front, sat still and looked at him, till he had almost 
walked up to it. Robert himself made light of this, 
but his father and mother declared that it was the most 
certain sign of ill luck, and that therefore he must 
stay at home, or something bad would happen to the 
whole party. To this Robert, much against his will, 
was obliged to consent. 

In the evening Ollason and his younger son sailed 
out under cover of the darkness, to the spot where 
the vessel had been appointed to meet them. While 
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they were engaged in lading their boat, they sud

denly heard the sound of muffled oars, and before they 

had time even to loose from the ship's side, they 

were mastered by overpowering odds and carried on 

board the revenue cutter. All that night did Robert 

and his friends watch for his father's return, but when 

morning dawned, they saw with horror the revenue 

cutter standing into the bay, with their boat fastened 

behind her. There could be no difficulty in identifying 

the prisone.rs, and, notwithstanding all Robert's efforts 

to procure their pardon, they were condemned at the 

next Kirkwall assizes to transportation for life. 

When Robert took his last leave of his father, the 

latter made him swear " by the Dwarfie stone in Hoy," 

that should he ever find out who was the person who 

had given information to the revenue officers, were he 

never so near or dear to him, he would show no mercy 

to him, but think upon his father, and avenge him to the 

uttermost of his power. For several months after his 

father's departure, Robert bore up against his grief, 

sustained by Effie's love, and the hope that some day 

he might discover the name of the informer. 

At last one day when David Forbes had seen his 

daughter with Robert, he said to her as they were 

sitting at tea in the evening, " Effie, you must break 

off all connection with that young reprobate, Robert 

Ollason ; his father was a smuggler and he is not 

much better himself, and besides if he only knew 

that it was I who had informed against his father, you 

may be sure he would have nothing more to say to 

you." Unhappily a cousin of Robert's who happened 

to be coming in at the moment, heard what he said, 

and in a few hours the news spread through the village 

that it was the schoolmaster who had informed against 

Ollason. When Robert at last heard it, he was distracted 

between his love for Effie and his fear of his father's 

curse, if he were not to abide by the oath which he 

had sworn. Finally the latter sentiment proved the 
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stronger, and calling together a number of his friends 
and relations he consulted with them on the Course he 
ought to pursue. There was but one opinion among 
them, the schoolmaster must go over the cliff. Accord� 
ing1y, having sworn themselves to strict secrecy, they 
proceeded in a body to Forbes' house. It was a wild 
November night, and they could hear the waves dashing 
against the cliffs, outside the bay ; but in the lulls of the 
wind they could distinguish, when they reached the 
house, David's grave and somewhat stern voice inter� 
rupted occasionally by Effie's sobs. This was too much 
for Robert ; he said that come what might he could 
never take the life of Effie's father. The others answered 
that it was now too late to draw back, and Robert 
waited in despairing silence, while one of the number 
knocked at the door, and said that he wanted to speak 
to the schoolmaster. As soon as David showed him� 
self, he was seized upon, and carried off to the summit 
of a high cliff 'On the northern side of the bay. Robert 
himself did not dare lay a finger on him, but followed 
moodily behind the rest. No sooner had they reached. 
the edge of the cliff, than, without giving the unhappy 
man so much as a moment for prayer, they bound his 
hands and feet together and threw him over. They 
listened for a short time but could hear nothing, ex� 
cept the roaring of the waves, and the wild screams 
of some seagulls, which had been disturbed by tht: 
fall -of the body. Robert stood gazing out seaward, as 
if he expected to see David returning over the cliff, but 
at last allowed himself to be led away by his companions. 

As for Effie, it was some time before she realized 
what her father had been called away for, but as hour 
after hour passed away and still he did not return, 
the truth at last dawned upon her. She neither wept 
nor fainted, but sat still in a kind of lethargy, from 
which she was only roused at last by the news of 
another terrible loss. 

On the following day, Robert, not having dared to 
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enquire after Effie, and caring little whether he lived 

or died, persuaded one of his friends to go with him 

fishing, notwithstanding the stormy state of the weather. 
However, when they had got outside the bay, the sea 
calmed down wonderfully; and after shooting their nets, 
they sat still watching the .sun set ,over the sea. When 
the moon rose they began to haul in their nets; and for 
some time it seemed that they had been unsuccessful. 
At last Robert felt that tl�ere was something heavy in 

the net ; and, as he looked over the side, he could see a 

dark mass entangled in the meshes, and coming slowly 

upward through the water. Robert felt an unaccount

able shudder run through him as it approached; burt 

thinking that it was a bunch of sea-weed, he leaned over 

the side and grasped it with his hand, and lifted it 

out of the water. To his horror the moonlight fell full 

on a human face, which he instantly recognized as that 

of David' Forbes. His fingers were entangled in the 

hair; and as, with a shriek, he tried to throw the body 

from him, one of the arms fell across his neck as 

though endeavouring to seize him and drag him with 

it, in its cold and clammy embrace, to the bottom. 

On hearing his shriek, his companion turned round, 

and they both saw the corpse, now disentangled from 

the net, drifting with an undulatory motion towards 

the harbour, as though bent on returning to its home, 

while the phosphorescent light of the sea playing round 

it made it appear more ghastly still. 

While they were watching it, it raised itself upright 

on the surface of the sea, and pointing with its out

stretched arm first to Robert, and then to the cliff, over 

which the schoolmaster had been thrown on the preced

ing evening, slowly approached the boat. Suddenly it 

stopped; and, with another wave of its arm, turned 

round and made towards the hay. Robert and his 

companion seized their oars and rowed as fast as 

they could in the hope of reaching the bay before 

the corpse. But whenever they seemed to be gaining 
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on it, it turned round, and warned them to approach 
no nearer with a threatening gesture, and with such 
a stony expression, or rather want of expression, 
in its eyes, that they were scarcely able to hold 
their oars for fear. When they reached the mouth 
of the harbour it stood still, and, stretching out both 
arms, barred their passage. 

This was more than Robert, frightened as he was, 
could endure. Even a coward will fight when brought 
to bay, and Robert was no coward. He stood up at 
his full height in the bows, grasping a heavy scuU ; 
then, muttering a deep imprecation between his teeth, 
he aimed a violent blow at the ghastly figure. At this 
moment the moon was hidden by a black cloud, which 
prevented his companion from seeing the effect of the 
blow. He heard, however, the whirl of the oar through 
the air, immediately followed by a loud splash, and 
then one long despairing cry from Robert. He rushed 
to the bows, and found that Robert had disappeared over 
the side of the boat .. He immediately sprang overboard 
in the hope of saving him, but was unable to find him, . 
and lost sight of the boat in the darkness. 

The next morning he was found lying on the sand, 
and was restored sufficiently to be able to give an 
account of what had happened, but did not survive 
many days. Robert's body was also washed up, and 
on his neck were plainly to be distinguished the marks. 
of four fingers and a thumb. 

The sight of the body being carried through the 
village, roused Effie from her lethargy, and she threw 
herself on it weeping, and could be with difficulty re
moved. She seemed to have entirely lost her reason. 
In the evening she escaped from her friends, and was 
found in the morning lying on the top of the cliff 
from which her father had been thrown. When she 
returned to consciousness, she was perfectly calm, 
declaring that she could now die in peace, as she 
was assured that she would meet both her father and 
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Robert hereafter. "I saw them," -said she, " last 

night, and they told me that they had forgiven each 

other ; my father no longer opposes our marriage, and 

I am now going to join my bridegroom." 
Her tomb may still be seen by the visitor to the 

island, bearing this singular inscription : 

SACRED TO THE MEMORY OF 

EUPHEMIA FORBES, 

THE WIFE OF ROBERT OLLASON, 

DIED Nov. 25, 1716. 

As Macdonald concluded his story, he suddenly 

changed his tone to one of assumed gaiety, and said 

with a sigh of relief, " Ther.e ! I feel much better for 

that : half the mathematical cobwebs are swept away 

from my prain already ; and one more story, which 

you, Franklin, are doubtless preparing to contribute, 

will complete the process. Pass the rosy, as Mr. 

Swiveller would call O'Connor's claret, and begin at 

once." If the truth must be told, I had by this time 

arrived at that stage of nervous apprehension, at which 

a certain disinclination to seek the solitude of <one's 

bedroom is not uncommonly developed ; and yet, on 

the other hand, I felt that another ghost-story, even 

though I were myself the narrator, would not tend to 

allay my panic. I half suspected, from .the eagerness 

with which O'Connor seconded Macdonald's request, 

that he, too, was not unwilling to defer the evil hour 

when he would be alone with darkness and his own 

thoughts ; and this idea was presently confirmed. 

After a moment's hesitation I decided on the easier, 

though perhaps the more cowardly, course .of pro

crastination ; and intimated my willingness to relate 

an experience which had been detailed to me by my 

cousin. " But before I begin, would it not be well for 

the fire to be mended? I don't see any coals here, 

O'Connor." " Oh ! there are some logs in my gyp

room," replied O'Connor, "I'll get one." The alacrity 
U2 
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of his answer, however, was not altogether borne out 
by his actions. He went with reluctant steps to the 
door, peered out into the passage, then remarked that 
it was very dark, and a candle would be useful. ,When 
the candle was lighted, it suddenly struck him that he 
could not hold the candle and carry the log at the 
same time ; so I had to acoompany him. The operation 
was at length accomplished, but not without two false 
alarms ; the first resulting from our own shadows, the 
second caused by the mysterious creaking of an open 
door : and I proceeded to repeat my cousin's adventure, 
as nearly as I could remember, in his own words. 

THE EDITOR'S STORY. 

Yes, they were certainly lodgings after my own 
heart, were those rooms of mine at Leabank. It was 
not a new house-I hate those staring edifices of bright 
red brick, which bear the brand of the nineteenth 
century upon their bold unblushing brows. They always 
seem to me to be proclaiming to the world in general, 
" Here we are, replete with all the improvements of ' 
this wonderful age : temples of the goddess Utility i 
not a square foot of room, not the thickness of a brick 
wasted in us,' gas laid on from attic to cellar; offices 
heated by patent hot water apparatus; within one 
minute's walk of the railway station. A slight im
provement, we take it, upon our rambling, draughty, · 
ill-contrived, and inconvenient predecessors !" How
ever, as I said before, my lodgings did not offend me 
in this way. I do not know that they boasted any 
great antiquity; neither had they any particular archi
tectural merits, as far as I am aware : but they wore 
an air of homely comfort which was more alluring to 
me than all the latest improvements could have 
been. 

My domain consisted of a sitting-room and a bed
room, both on the first floor ; the former looking out 
over the garden, with a distant view of the river Lea 
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winding in chequered light and shade through rich 
meadows and pleasant pastures, till it was lost to view 
in the mazes of encroaching woods; the latter on the 
opposite side of the house and facing the street. This 
street-view of my bedroom was the one flaw in the 
perfection of my lodgings. For, although I had been 
assured by Mrs. Marks, my landlady, that she had no 
bedroom at liberty which commanded a view of the 
country, I had my own reasons for believing the 
contrary; seeing that there was a door next to my 
sitting-room, which could not but open into a room 

facing the same way. This I had suspected from the 

first : but my suspicions were one day accidentally 

changed into certainty. I had started early one morn

ing to walk to- a village some ten miles away, where 

I had promised to spend the day with an old College 

friend ; and I had accorrlingly told Mrs. Marks not to 

expect me home until late in the evening. However, 

l' homme propose. Scarcely had I reached the top 

of the first hill out of Leabank, when I met my friend 

driving in at full speed. When he saw me he pulled 

up, and told me, with many apologies, that he had 

just received a telegram announcing the illness of his 

father, and that he was then on the way to the station 

to catch the 9' o'clock down express to Staffordshire. 

Under these circumstances I had nothing to do but to 

offer my condolences and turn back, meditating on the 

instability of human affairs. On my way to my sitting

room I had to pass the mysterious door; but what was 

my surprise to see that it was open, and not only so, 

but to find my suspicion realized to the utmost ! It was 

a bedroom, and it overlooked that rural paradise which 

I was so anxious to view from my bedroom window. 

It was evident from the disarrangement of the rather 

scanty furniture in the room, that Mrs. Marks had 

taken advantage of my absence to effect her periodical 

" cleaning" of the room, and that I was indebted to 

my sudden return for my discovery of the falsehood 
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she had practised upon me. I was sorry to come to 
this conclusion ; for I had found Mr. and Mrs. Marks 
in other respects n0t only obliging, but also, as I 
thought, honest and truthful to a degree ; which, 
accustomed as I was to London lodgings, I had keenly 
appreciated. However, I determined at once to take 
advantage of my discovery to secure the much-desired 
bedroom. Acting on this resolution I rang the bell, 
and asked for Mrs. Marks. On that lady's appearancE} 
I explained that my visit had been postponed, and 
proceeded to say-

" Mrs. Marks, I think I must have misunderstood 
you ; I thought you said there was no bed-room you 
could let me have on this side of the house. I see that 
the next room is unoccupied, and it commands even 
a better prospect than this does. I should much 
prefer it to the room I now have." 

" If you remember, sir," replied Mrs. Marks, not 
with0ut a look of tr0uble upon her face, " we told 
Y0U that we had no other bed-room we could let you 
have. It is quite true, sir, what we said ; we could 
not recommend that room to you. I cannot tell you 
why, sir ; but you may be sure we would do anything 
we could to oblige you. We sh0uld be doing wrong 
to put you into that room ; we should indeed." 

While Mrs. Marks had been speaking, I had been 
cI0sely watching her ; and so convinced was I that truth ' 
and honesty were written on her face, that I altered my 
opinion of her falsehood, and felt that I could press 
my request no fUirther. At the same time I was obliged 
to confess to myself that her conduct was inexplicable 
on any other hypothesis' than that of falsehood. How
ever, there was nothing for it but to say-

" Well, Mrs. Marks, if it must be so, it must. 
I cannot afford to quarrel with you. just for the sake 
of a mere fancy. But can you not give me any hope 

that I may have the room at some future time, if 
I cannot now ?" 
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" I  am afraid not, sir," she said. " Anything else 

you like to mention, sir, I am sure--" 
" There is nothing but this," I interrupted, " and 

I must make up my mind to forego my whim. Good 

morning." 
When Mrs. Marks had gone, I began to ruminate 

upon what had passed, but I could form no satisfactory 
theory to account for her conduct, and I was compelled 
to admit that the whole thing was a mystery. A 
mystery ? Why had I not once said that lodgings, 
to be quite perfect, should have a mystery about 
them. Well, I had got my mystery ; but, now that I had 
got it, I reluctantly owned that it was not so pleasant 
as I had anticipated. I never passed the room without 
an uneasy feeling of curiosity, which at times amounted 
to an absolute craving for some solution of the in
explicable enigma. However, though I had failed 
in gaining my point, the room was now much less 
jealousy closed to my intrusion than before ; and 
not unfrequently when I came in late on a summer 
evening I found the door temptingly open, and, 
sauntering in, was free to watch the last glow of 
the sunset die out upon the river, and the white sails 
of the pleasure-boats glancing through the screen of 
trees which sheltered the most distant reach of the 
Lea-the latter an effect which was obtained to less 
advantage from my sitting-room. I had turned in one 
evening in rather a thoughtful mood, intending to 
remain a few minutes and then retire to bed, when my 
attention was arrested by the position occupied by a 
large star close to the dark edge of the moon, and as 
I saw that the obscuration of th� former must take 
place in ten minutes or a quarter of an hour, I decided 
to stay and watch its disappearance. Meanwhile 
I threw myself into an old-fashioned arm-chair that 
stood in the room, and almost immediately forgot my 
curiosity in a sound slumber. When I awoke, it was 
with the sensation rather of recovering from a swoon 
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than of awaking from sleep. The first thing I was 
conscious of, was that I was in perfect darkness except 
for the glimmer of the summer night through the 
window; the next was that I was stiff and cold, and 
yet was covered with a chill moisture, congealed, as it 
were, in large drops all over my body. I had, too, a 
strange pain in my head, and on putting up .my hand 
to it found that it was apparently laid open with a 
broad and deep cut behind. I also discovered, on 
attempting to move, that I was stretched on the floor 
with my head close to the arm-chair in which I had 
fallen asleep. I lay some minutes before I eould collect 
my strength sufficiently to assume a standing posture ; 
and when I had done so, I was seized with a sudden 
horror ; my blood ran cold, my knees shook, and I 
nearly feU hea:vily upon the floor. With slow and 
uncertain steps I at length made my way to the door, 
which was fortunately open, and tottering into the 
passage propped myself against the wall until the 
acute pain in my head in some measure aroused me to 
a sense of my position, and I made my way into my 
bed-room just opposite and struck a light. As I did so, 
my eyes fell involuntarily upon the looking-glass, and 
there I saw a sight which absolutely struck me with 
terror. A cadaverous face streaming with a ghastly 
dew exuding from every pore; eyes deeply sunk in the 
head, and with a scared look in their distended pupils ; '  
and, finally, a mass of dishevelled hair clotted in thick 
blood-stained masses above the temples and dripping 
with gore which had left its traces upon my disordered 
dress,-could this be the work of some four hours' sleep 
in an empty room ? Had I not in truth been battlin� 
with the powers of darkness present in bodily form, 
but armed with the strength of supernatural malignity ? 
I was still shaking from head to foot, and with difficulty 
contrived to wash the blood from my head, and bind 
up the wound with my handkerchief. This done, I 
mechanically wound up my watch, which stood at 
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twenty-five minutes past two, and crept into bed, 

leaving the light burning. I soon fell asleep, for there 
was an exhaustion pervading my whole frame, such as 
I had never felt in all my life before. When ]' got up 

next morning the sun was high in the heavens, but my 

long slumbers had partially restored me to myself, 

though my first glance at the looking-glass still gave 
me somewhat of a shock, and when Mrs. Marks saw 
me, she started back in amazement, exclaiming, " Dear, 
dear, sir, how ill you look, to be sure !" On one point, 
however, I had made up my mind, namely, that I would 
say nothing about my sleeping in the Mysterious Room, 
as I had now learnt to call it. My reason was, prin
cipally, an innate secretiveness of disposition, which 
always prompts me to conceal any matter of personal 
interest which may provoke the remarks even of in
different curiosity. But I was also influenced by a 
wish to form an unbiassed opinion of the last night's 
incident. For I now began to suspect for the first time 
that there was a supernatural element in the mystery 
of the unoccupied room ; but I was unwilling to accept 
a theory which involved the adoption of what I had 
always hitherto considered a most irrational belief, to 
account for an incident which, after all, was capable of a 
very simple and natural explanation. Now, to take 
Mrs. Marks into my confidence would probably be to 
hear some time-worn story of a murder or a suicide 
entailing a spiritual visitation upon the mysterious 
room as the scene of its occurrence. I therefore told 
her merely that I had had a bad fall the night before 
and had cut my head, and that I thought it must have 
shaken me a good dea:l and affected my nerves. When 
I had encountered her expressions of concern, and had 
had some stereotyped remedy applied to my wound, I 
saw the good soul depart with a feeling of satisfaction 
that she did not press me more for particulars of my fall. 

When she was gone, I sat down to think over 
what had happened. Was it not possible, nay probable" 
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I argued with myself, that my fall was due to SOl1le unsuspected tendency to somnambulism ? Might I not have started up from the chair, and then, from a SUdden collapse of the unnatural energy that had placed l1le upon my feet, might I not have fallen backwards with my head against the woodwork of the chair ? A thought struck me. If I had so fallen, would there not be SOl1le trace of blood left upon the chair itself ? I jumped up and in a moment stood in the room beside the old arl1l_ chair. A moment more, and I had found upon the sharp edge of the seat the evidence of which I was in search. It was clear then that the agent of my wOund was no visitant from the invisible world, but neither more nor less than a very solid and substantial piece of carved mahogany. But was my fall of itself sufficient to account for the symptoms of utter exhaustion which I felt when I came to myself in the first instance, and which were still only too apparent in the sensitiveness of my shattered nerves and the prostration which succeeded the slightest exertion I attempted ? The face of terror, too, which the looking-glass had pre-' sented to· my gaze just before I crept cowering int9 bed, was that accounted for by a common fall, such as I should have laughed at any day in the hunting-field ? I could only argue that the effect of such a fall upon the unprepared frame of sleep must have been intensified in proportion to the profound repose of the, senses from which they had been so rudely startled. Though this was not altogether a satisfactory solution, I was forced to content myself with it ; and as I almost immediately afterwards went away to spend a long holiday upon the west coast of Scotland, I should speedily have dismissed the incident from my mind, but for the effects it had left behind it-effects which did not entirely disappear, until two months of healthy out-door life had sent me back with renewed constitutional vigour to my laW-books at Leabank. I had not long returned before I was again, in one of 
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mY late visits to the Mysterious Room, overtaken by 

sleep in the old arm-chair ; but on this occasion, although, 

when I awoke and remembered where I was, I did for a 

moment feel an uncomfortable sensation closely akin, 

to fear, yet I was agreeably surprised to find myself 

unharmed by the occurrence, nor could I recall to mind 

any relic even of an unpleasant dream that had haunted 

my slumbers. 
Time flew by, and I could scarcely believe the 

evidence of my diary, that nearly a year had elapsed 

since the memorable night of the 29th of June, 

which had for a time proved so fatal to my peace 

of mind, when one morning I received a letter from 

home announcing that my youngest brother Arthur, a 

boy of about five years of age, would have to pass 

through Leabank the next day on his way to visit an 

uncle a few miles beyond. He would be put under the 

charge of the guard, the letter went on, as far as 

Leabank, and would I let him stay the night with me, 

and spare a couple of hours the next day to see him to 

his journey's end ? C( Of course I will," I said to myself, 

as I folded up the letter, C( and very glad I shall be to 

have the little fellow with me for a few hours." But 

where was he to sleep ? that was the next question. I 

rang the bell and Mrs. Marks appeared. I stated the 

case to her. She looked perplexed. She was afraid 

there was no furniture in the little room upstairs, or 

else he might have had that. C( Why should he not 

sleep in the next room here ?" I suggested, pointing in 

the direction of the mysterious room. C( I would rather 

he did not, sir, indeed," was the reply ; " but did you 

say it was only for one night, sir ?"  C( That is all," I 

said, " surely, whatever is the matter with the room. 

it could hardly hurt any one to sleep there one night. 

In fact," I went on, " I  have slept there myself the 

greater part of a night in that old arm-chair which you 

have there, and very comfortably I slept too." " What 

day of the month will to-morrow be, sir, if you please r ' "  
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asked Mrs. Marks with an apparent irrelevancy whi was rather unlike her usual business-like habits. " of the month ? Oh the 2 8th," I replied 
" The 2 8th," she repeated meditatively. " Well, sir, don't know that it could do any harm for one night ; air the room to-day and make it as comfortable as can for him." " I  know you will, Mrs. Marks," I as she went out. A minute or two later the s brought my Tzines up, and as r opened the my eye fell upon the date " Wednesday, June 2 8th." " Why, I told Mrs. Marks the wrong date !" I m ejaculated. " To-morrow will be the 29th. However, dare say it does not matter much." Nor did I ever remember to correct my statement. Little did I guess the significance of my landlady's apparently trivial question. 

The next day I met my little brother at the station and brought him to my lOdgings. In great spirits he was with the prospect of his visit, and he chattered away to me at a great rate after tea, and would no� hear of going to bed, although I saw that his eyes were growing heavy with sleep. At length, quite overcome with weariness, he was fair to submit, and I took him to his room, which looked quite homely and cheerful with the blazing fire which Mrs. Marks had thoughtfully lighted. I saw him into bed, where he fell asleep almost before his head rested 'on the pillow, and then retired to bed myself, resolving to be up betimes in the morning, and do some work before we started on our j ourney. I had scarcely been asleep an instant, as it seemed to me, though I afterwards found that the time was three hours, when I awoke suddenly and with an impression that I heard some one speaking. (I must premise that I am one of those otherwise sound sleepers who yet wake instantly at the sound of voices). A moment proved that my impression was no dream but a reality. Through the stillness of the night I distinctly 
heard the sound of a voice, and the sound proceeded 

-, 
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from the Mysterious Room. I sprang out of bed, and in  

a moment had crossed the passage and turned the 

handle of the opposite door. Another moment, and I 

saW a sight which I shall never forget to my dying day. 

To be contt'nued. 

DESPAIR. 

o night, thou starlit night, thou art not night. 

For what is this without or moon or star 

That broodeth o'er my soul ? This, this is night. 

o night, that art not night, quench thy keen starsJ 
Shake out on high the pall of black eclipse, 

Draw the thick clouds, thy garment's dusky hem, 

From every mountain-top to shroud thy face, 

Still art thou but as twilight to this night, 

This dim foreshadowing of Fate, in which 

Vainly I grope for some support, how frail 

Soever and how fleeting, for my hope 

To build an airy fabric thereupon. 

o night, that art not night, thou hast thy hour, 

Thou hast thy ending. Soon above the hills 

The red dawn growing into whiter light 

Shall slay thee. But this night within my soul, 

This is Despair, the deathless night of Hope, 

That sun now quenched ih ocean of my woe ! 

T. M. 
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PART n. 
IJR. ARNOLD'S minor poems are distinguished 

by the same characteristic excellences as his 
larger ones. They display beauties of rhythm, 

of imagery, of form and colour ; but after reading them 
we feel that something is still wanting. They fill us 
with no inspiration. We are neither nobler nor greater 
for having read them. We feel that Mr. Arnold con
siders life a necessary evil, which can only be mitigated 
by a little culture. Man in his opinion is only an 
accident of nature : his thirst after knowledge and 
happiness is but vanity of vanities. The mighty hopes 
which make us men are idle dreams. The apostle of 
culture gives us a little poem of exquisite workmanship 
-a man's last wish. He asks that he may see 
before his dying eyes. 

Bathed in the sacred dews of morn, 
The wide aerial landscape spread-
The world which was ere I was born, 
The world which lasts when I am dead. 
Which never was the friend of one, 
Nor promised love it could not give ; 
But lit for all its generous sun, 
And lived itself and made us live. 
Then let me gaze till I become, 
In soul with what I gaze on wed ; 
To feel the universe my home, 
To have before my mind-instead 
Of the sick·room the mortal strife, 
The turmoil for a little breath-
The pure eternal course of life ; 
Not human combatings with death. 
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Thus feeling, gazing let me grow, 
Compos'd refresh'd ennobled clear ; 
Then willing let my spirit go 
To work or wail elsewhere or here. 

2 8 7  

That i s  all. There is no ray of faith to pierce the 
darkness of the coming night. This is what we learn 
from Philosophic culture. The death-bed of the North
ern Farmer teaches us more. To be a Philistine with 
a little faith is preferable. 

The Grande Chartreuse is one of Mr. Arnold's most 
beautiful poems. There we have laid bare, with no 
small skill, the thoughts of a man who would fain 
escape from the bustle and activity of modern life to 

the cloister of meditation and of prayer, but that stern 

duty prevents him ; and who would, but that reason 

forbids him, yield to dogma to be rid of the burden of 

doubt. 
Not as, their friend or child I speak ! 
But as on some far northern stranel, 
Thinking of his own Gaels, a Greek 
In pity and mournful awe might stand 
Before some fallen Runic stone-
For both were faiths and both are gone. 

Wandering b�hveen two worlds, one dead, 
The other powerless to be born, 
With nowhere yet to rest my head, 
Like these on earth I wait forlorn. 
Their faith, my tears, the world deride ; 
I come to shed tllem at tlleir side. 

There may, perhaps, yet dawn an age 
More fortunate, alas ! than we, 
Which without hardness will be sage, 
And gay without frivolity. 
Sons of the world, oh, haste those years ; 
But, till they rise, allow our tears ! 

The two minor poems that we like best are the 
Epilogue to Lessing's Laocoon, and the lines on 
Heine's Grave. Every time we read them we find 

some fresh beauty, and our admiration for them is 
increased. To analyse them, however, would be like 
seizing a butterfly to examine the beauty of its wings. 

In the Epilogue the poet and his friend walking through 
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Hyde Park fell into discourse on Lessing's 
(C Laocoon," and attempted to define accurately 
ing and poetry. And as they tread the green grass 
the month of May, and gaze upon the majestic 
gay with their summer foliage, and the kine resting in 
the shade, the poet exc1aims-

" Behold," I said, " the painters sphere ! 
The limits of his art appear ! 
The passing group, the summer mom, 
The grass, the elms, that blossom'd thorn ; 
Those cattle .crouch'd, .or, as they rise, 
Their shining flanks, their liquid eyes ; 
These, or much greater things, but caught 
Like these, and in one aspect brought. 
In outward semblance he must give 
A moment's life of things that live ; 
Then let him choose his moment well, 
With power divine its stOlY tell !"  

Still we walk'd on, in  thoughtful mood, 
And now upon the Bridge we stood. 
Full of sweet breathings was the air, 
Of sudden stirs and pauses fair ; 
Down o'er the stately Bridge the breeze 
Came rustling from the garden trees 
And on the sparkling waters play'd. 
Light-plashing waves an answer made, 
And mimic boats their haven near'd. 
Beyond the Abbey towers appear'd" 
By mist and chimneys unconfined, 
Free to the sweep of light and wind ; 
While through the earth-moor'd nave below, 
Another breath of wind doth blow, 
Sound as of wandering breeze-but sound 
In laws .by human artists bound_ 

" The world of music I exclaim'd !" 
" This breeze that rustles by, that famed 

Abbey recalls it ! what a sphere, 
Large and profound, hath genius her£ ! 
Th' inspired musician what a range, 
What power of passion, wealth of change ! 
Some pulse of feeling he must choose 
And its lock'd fount of beauty use, 
And through the stream of musk 
Its else unutterable spell ; 
To choose it rightly in his part, 
And press into its inmost heart. 
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Onward they move until they reach the Ride where 

the human tide flows, and where they see the young 

and old, the sad and happy, and there they behold the 

poet's sphere. He must be painter and musician too. 

There are some who catch a momentary glimpse of 

the mighty stream of life and paint it, and some who 

can strike a few melodious chords, but 

Only a few the life-stream's shore 
Witll safe unwandering feet explore, 
Untired its movement blight attend, 
Follow its windings to the end. 
Then from its brimming waves their eye 
Drinks up delighted ecstacy, 
And its deep-toned, melodious voice, 
For ever makes their ear rejoice. 
They speak ! the happiness divine 
They feel, runs o'er in evelY line. 
Its spell is round them like a shower ; 
It gives them pathos, gives them power. 
No painter yet hath such a way 
Nor no musician made, as they ; 
And gather'd on immortal knolls 
Such lovely flowers for cheering souls ! 

Beethoven, Raphael, call1lot reach 
The charm which Homer, Shakspeare, teach. 

To fuese, to fuese, fueir thaulcful race 

Gives, then, the first, tlle fairest place ! 

And brightest is their glory's sheen 

For greatest has fueir labour been. 

The lines on Heine's grave are stamped with the 

Author's own peculiar genius, and are perfect in their 

kind. They are to be admired for the imagination 

which they display. 

I chide with thee not, that thy sharp 
Upbraidings often assail'd 
England, my country ; for we, 
Fearful and sad, for her sons, 
Long since deep in our hearts, 
Echo the blame of her foes. 
We, too, sigh that she flags ; 
We, too, say that she now, 
Scarce comprehending the voice 
Of her greatest, golden-mouth'd sons 

Of a former age any more, 

VOL. VI. 
x 
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Stupidly travels her round 
Of mechanic business, and lets 
Slow die ont of her life 
Glory, and genins, and joy. 

So thou arraign'st her, her foe ; 
So we arraign her, her sons. 

Yes, we arraign her ! but she, 
The weary Titan ! with deaf 
Ears, and labour-dimm'd eyes, 
Regarding neither to right 
Nor left, goes passively by, 
Staggering on to her goal ; 
Bearing on shoulders immense, 
Atlantean, the load, 
Wellnigh not to be borne, 
Of the too vast orb of her fate. 

In the poem called " Oberman once more" we have 
Roman civilization contrasted with the civilization of 
our own day. Two thousand years ago, the poet tells 
us, there lived and wrought a world like ours of to-day, 
but its heart was stone, and 

" On that hard Pagan world disgust 
And secret loathing fell. 
Deep weariness and sated lust 
Made hnman life a hell. 

" In his cool hall, with haggard eyes, 
The Roman noble lay ; 
He drove abroad, in furious guise, 
Along the Appian way ; 

" He made a feast, drank fierce and fast, 
And crown'd his hair with f1owers
No easier nor no quicker pass'd 
The impracticable hours."  

The Roman world, with its external forces, conquered 
the East ; but the East, with its mighty internal forces 
of thought and enthusiasm, re-conquered it. 

" The East bow'd low before the blast, 
In patient, deep disdain. 
She let the legions thunder past, 
And plunged in thought again. 

" So well she mused, a morning broke 
Across her spirit grey. 
A conquering, new-born joy awoke, 
And fill'd her life with day." 
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A. mighty wave of love burst over the world from 

Christ's open grave, and the wan-nailed form upon the 

tree stirred up the souls of men to its lowest depths. 

The old world felt the force of the child born in the 
manger, and 

" Lust of the eye and pride of life 
She left it all behind, 
And hurried, tom with inward strife, 
The wilderness to find. 

" Tears wash'd the trouble from her face ! 
She changed into a child. 
'Mid weeds and wrecks she stood-a place 
Of ruin-but she smiled !" 

Eighteen centuries have run their course, and the great 
apostle of culture tells us that men no longer believe 

" Now he is dead. Far hence he lies 
In the lorn Syrian town, 
And on his grave, with shining eyes, 
The Syrian stars look down." 

and he adds-
" Your creeds are dead, yOUI' rites are dead, 

Your social order too. 
Where tarries he, the power who said : 
See, I make all things new 1" 

That Christianity has lost its power we do not believe. 

The Star that shone in the East still illuminates the 

world, and the precepts from the Mount still influence 

the lives of men. In the march of progress dogmas 

and narrow superstitions which hid the living truths 

from men have alone perished. The age we live in is 

one of inquiry and examination, but inquiry and ex

amination cannot affect truth. A modern writer has well 

said, the spirit of inquiry and examination is in itself a 

good spirit. It is an angel which God has sent to us, 

though in the darkness we take it for an enemy. If, in

stead of fleeing from it in cowardice, we wrestle manfully 

with it with zeal, with purity of heart, with a determina

tion to live according to the truth which we discover, 

then the angel will bless us when the day breaketh. 

T. 
X 2  



SIR GARETH. 

KING Arthur, when his Table Round 
Had filled the world with waves of sound, 
Which still were broadening more and more, 
N or yet had broken on the shore 
That limits scope of human praise,-
King Arthur in those golden days, 
As Pentecost was coming on, 
Betook him to Kinkenadon, 
Within his sea-beat castle wall 
To hold high state and festival. 

Now yearly on that holy day 
The King was used to delay 
From hour to hour the tempting feast, 
Till from the North, South, West, or East, 
Appeared some marvel to behold ;-
For full of marvels manifold 
The pregnant mouths were numbered then, 
N or much at marvels wondered men ; 
But, when a day without them passed, 
That day seemed dull and overcast. 

So at that time, like one amazed, 
King Arthur through the casement gazed : 
He watched the breaking lights of dawn, 
The growing of the purple morn ; 
He felt the warmth about him play 
That only burns in noontide's ray ; 
He saw the sun sink low in heaven, 
And still no sign to him was given, 
Till fleeing from the shadows black 
That sun athwart the waves a track 
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Had gilded for the raptured eye 
To trace in dreamful ecstasy, 
With some vague thought of blissful isles 
Basking in joy's perennial smiles. 
Then, as he turned him from the glare 
Of sunset, Arthur was aware 
Of a strange company of four 
That hied them to the castle door. 
One as a poplar tall and straight 
Weakly declined his helpless weight 
Upon a serf on either hand, 
That scarce with labour made him stand ; 
A dwarf his faltering steps behind, 
The puniest of his puny kind, 
Upheld ; a stunted pollard he 
To stay that stately poplar tree. 

Then, smiling on his famished lords, 
The King spake brief but welcome words : 
" To dinner ! Lo, a sight indeed ! 
The saints have helped us at our need." 

Then swelled the sound of revelry, 

And flowed the wine right royally, 

And light reflected from the bowl 

Shone like a sun in every soul 

Save Arthur's : in his heart there burned 

A curious longing : oft he turned 

An absent glance upon the door, 

And marvelled ever more and more 

What the strange thing that he had seen 

Before his castle-gate might mean. 
At last, the tedious banquet 0' er,. 

About his dais came the four, 
And he their goodly leader spake :. 
" I  come, 0 King, my prayer to make 

That I thy bounty may partake. 
Three are the boons I crave to name

The first I fain to-day would claim ; 
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The two shall be disclosed anon, 
If only thou wilt grant the one." 
So saying with an effort slight 
He drew him to his princely height ; 
The King, admiring, inly sware 
That comelier person none was there, 
And musing thus mild answer made : 
" In whatsoever I can aid 
Thy just desire, that aid is thine ; 
For, if thy lineage I divine, 
A scion thou of noble line ; 
Or arms or knighthood thou wilt crave, 
And arms and knighthood thou shalt have." 
" N  or arms, nor knighthood at thy hand, 
o bounteous King, is my demand 
As at this time, but food and cheer 
Of thy provision for a year." 
Then Arthur with o'erclouded Drow 
That did his thoughts but half avow : 
" That is a thing, as all may know, 
I never stinted friend or foe. 
Sir Kay shall feed thee of the best 
That lines my larder. For the rest 
I pray thee of thy courtesy 
That thou reveal thy name." But he
" My name, 0 King, I may not tell." 
Then blurted out Sir Kay : " Tis well ! 
Thy hands, if not thy tongue, a name 
Shall furnish ; they shall give thee fame, 
Not by their handling of the spear, 
But by their useless beauty dear 
To women. Beaumains be thou hight. 
No touch, I trow, of lord or knight 
Quickens thy boorish blood derived 
From yokels still with yokels wived. 
Come, I see hunger in thy face ; 
The kitchen be thy dwelling-place : 
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I warrant thee, within the year, 
Plump as a hog with fattening cheer 
Of brewis ! Come, thy paradise 
Awaits thee : shall I bid thee twice 1" 

He spake, and scornful led the way : 
The other meekly did obey 
His bidding, neither gibe nor taunt 
Provoking him to answering vaunt. 
But, ere he went, a look he cast 
Upon his retinue, who passed 

In silence through the open door 

Into the night, and came no more. 

Meanwhile, Sir Kay had Beaumains set 

Among the scullions, and had met 

Great-hearted Lancelot and Gawaine, 

Who chid him for that he did stain 

His knighthood with discourtesy : 

And Lancelot to the scullery 

Went softly, and to Beaumains there 

Made proffer of less sordid fare 

And lodging meet for such as be 

Of knightly birth and high degree. 

But he, though from his kindling face 

His g1:ateful thought did half erase 

His sorrow, answered, where Sir Kay 

Had placed him, there would he assay 

To bear whatever might befall. 

So for a year before them all 

He bore him with humility, 

And suffered jeers and raillery 

With patience : nay, there were who said 

That passion in his soul was dead : 

But they who watched his flushing cheek, 

His lips that trembled fain to speak, 

His downcast eye and hands that sought 

Each other-they had other thought. 

So in the lap of flowery May 

Was born again the holy day 
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Of Pentecost, and with it brought 
Another marvel to the court. 
A damsel unattended rode 
To Carlion, the King's abode : 
A clear dark eye was hers, a smile
That flickered with insidious wile 
About her mouth j but, none the less 
Imperiol\s for -her winsomeness, 
She sued the King with fearless air 
For succour to a lady fair, 
Her sister, whom a foeman's host 
In leaguer held since Pentecost 
The third preceding. " Will no knight 
Adventure in her cause to fight, 
And rescue her from this despite 1 "  

" Damsel, a hundred," said the King, 
" Will come, nor make long tarrying, 
When they have- heard thy name and hers 
Who in this cruel fasJaion fares." 

" Lack of my name shall no. man let 
From this adventure : 'tis Linet. 
My sister doth a worthier own, 
But will not that it now be known." 

" Then," answered Arthur, " by my leave 
No knight shall gird him to achieve 
This peril. Though thy words be fair, 
Thy face still fairer, yet the snare 
Of words and beauty fair as thine 
Hath ruined many a knight of mine." 

She, half despair and half disdain 
Thrilling her gesture, spake again : 
" Then further search a champion must 
Discover, who my tale can trust." 

Scarce had tJae trouble of her tone 
Died on her trembling lips, when one 
Stood forward, light upon his face, 
And on his dauntless brow no trace 
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Of humble Beaumains, though 'twas he 
Who to King Arthur bent the knee, 
And spake in accents joy-inspired : 
" This damsel's tale, my lord, hath fired 
My heart the other boons to claim, 
Which I deferred when first I came. 
A year thy bounty hath me fed, 
And full am I of lustihead : 
Therefore I first my knighthood crave 

That from Sir Lancelot I may have ; 

Next this adventure to assay, 

And win such glory as I may." 

" Brave words," said Arthur, " and thy mien 

Betrays a heart as brave, I ween. 

Sir Lancelot, if I judge aright, 

Will do thy wish to dub thee knight ; 

N or will this damsel, as I deem, 

Reject thee." Cried Sir Kay, " I  dream ! 

Or can it be the grosser steam 

Of kitchen dainties rich and sweet 

My turnspit's reason doth unseat 1" 

" Fie, on thee, base-born kitchen page !"  

The damsel said with face of rage ; 

" Wilt thou my peril undertake 1 

I know a sight or two will slake 

Thy thirst for glory !" As she spake 

The dwarf, that Beaumains with him brought 

When first he entered Arthur's court, 

Came bending low beneath the weight 

Of armour, rich with many a plate 

Of gold and silver j this he laid 

Before his master's feet, and said : 

" My lord, thy charger waits thy will, 

And I attend thee." Then with skill 

His lord he hastened to array 

In panoply of armour gay. 

Meanwhile the damsel went her way 
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Sped by a wrathful-seeming haste, 
Nor lingering long did Beaumain waste 
The fleeting time, but gat to horse. 
Then spake Sir Kay : " Upon his course 
My kitchen-boy will I pursue 
And try his metal, whether true 
Or false it rings at peril's touch." 

But Lancelot : " Surely overmuch 
Thou lovest thy unknightly jest ; 
See that thou follow not this quest 
To thy dishonour. As for me 
I needs must after, till I see 
In doughty deed of arms his right 
To win and wear the spurs of knight." 
But nought of Lancelot reeked Sir Kay, 
But at a gallop rode away. 

Half-circled on the horizon's rim 
The moon through clouds was looming dim, 
And chased the straggling beams of day 
That lingered on their western way, 
When Beaumains turned and saw Sir Kay. 
His 'brow as thunderclouds was dark, 
But in his eye the lightning spark 
Of fury glittered, as, with spear 
In rest, he rode in full career 
With fell intent to bear him down 
And strike him dead when overthrown : 
But Beaumains, though nor spear nor shield 
Was in his hand, yet scorned to yield, 
And lifting high his trusty sword 
Smote down the spear upon the sward ; 
Then on his helm another blow, 
Nor vaguely aimed nor falling slow, 
He weighted with the memory 
Of the long year's discourtesy 
Suffered in silence : in that stroke 
His silence found a voice, and spoke 
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In such a thunder to Sir Kay 
That from his horse he slipt, and lay 
Among the flowers a senseless mass, 
And with his blood befouled the grass. 

Then Beaumains took the shield and spear 
That strewed the earth Sir Kay anear, 
And while a little space he bode 
Sir Lancelot lightly to him rode, 
And kindly-mannered praise bestowed ; 

And from his charger did alight 

To dub him, as of merit, knight. 

But not the more the livelong night, 

As Beaumains with the damsel went, 

Did she from bitter taunts relent, 

But swore ' twas shame a kitchen-knave' 

Should bear a knight both good and brave 

By misadventure from his horse. 

But he, though listening perforce, 

His heart to hot resentment barred, 

And mused upon the myriad-starred 

0' er-arched heaven, or lent an ear 

To leaves that shuddered as in fear 

Of that sweet wind whose balmy breath 

Anon would blow a blast of death, 

And rend them from their place on high 

In dust and in contempt to lie. 

But when the darkness fled away, 

And morn, that rose in garb of grey, 

Had donned her summer-tinted blue, 

A gleaming river met their view, 

And, at the passage where alone 

The sun on rippled shallows shone, 

Two knights defending it forbade 

The shore thus guarded to invade. 

Then spake Linet : " Away with thee, 

Base scullion, while the strength to flee 

Is in thee ! Lo ! a crescent fear, 

Like moonlight rising on a mere, 
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Is blanching all thy bloodless cheek." 
But he, nought caring then to speak, Into the water dashed amain, 

And one, the stronger of the twain, Midmost the shining river met, 
And brake his spear and overset 
With reeling rider reeling horse ; 
A moment, and a gory corse 
Enmeshed in slimy weeds and dank Into the troubled torrent sank. 
N or long his comrade on the bank 
Was left to muse upon the scene, 
Ere, sunlight and his eyes between, 
A sword-stroke for a moment flashed, And through his shattered buckler crashed Ringing a discord on his mail ; 
And honour balanced in the scale. 
With life seemed but a featherweight, And fear was as a giant fate 
That over-shadowed all the field 
And cloaked the shame of that " I  yield," Which took the terror from his life, 
And ended, not with death, the strife. 

( To be contznued.) 

FROM LONDON TO SADOW A. 

LETTER I. 

DEAR MATHEMATICUS, 

While you have been paying your devoirs 
at the shrine of the cross-grained muses of the Cube 
and Square, I have been on the Contin�nt. I breathed 
a sigh of relief as I put my foot on board the Baron 
Osy bound for Antwerp. I felt I was going to a land 
where I would not be bored with the Irish Church 
or University Extension. 

Steaming down the familiar Thames and up th.e 
sluggish Scheldt was pleasant, but the sea-alas ! I am 
a mortal whose soul does sicken over the heading 
wave. It seemed to me that the · Baron Osy was a 

boat which had a preternatural capacity for rolling. 

At 5 A.M. our sufferings were over. We landed at 

Antwerp. For population and description of Antwerp 

see an invaluable work published by Murray. 

To me the day at Antwerp was a day of great 

pleasure, for it was spent in seeing Reubens' greatest 

masterpieces. I can neither analyse nor express the 

feelings which filled me when I saw Reubens' repre

sentation of that awful scene in the world's history 

when the sun grew dark and the graves gave up their 

dead. It was a true inspiration of a poet that made 

Reubens introduce into that terrible picture a woman's 

lovely head. The bitterest anguish is expressed in 

Magdalene's face as she kisses the feet of her dead lord. 

In the cathedral which contains his greatest and noblest 
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work, Peter Paul Reubens lies buried. Truly kings 
such a tomb would wish to die. 

I was sorry that morning to have to leave Antwerp 
for Dresden. I broke the journey by staying a 
hours at Cologne, famous for its scents. I devoted the 
time to seeing the churches which adorn the city, 
the magnificent cathedral. As I sat in the train which 
took me away from one of the noblest temples ever 
erected by man in honour of his Creator, my mind was 
naturally occupied with thoughts on that architecture 
in which we find the faith of Christianity embodied and 
its practices illustrated. Then I thought of the few 
splendid structures that are erected in this age for 
such purposes. Though I regret this from an artistic 
point of view, I do not consider it any proof of want of 
religion. I would rather spend money in erecting 
schools to raise man out of the degradation of igno
rance and in constructing good dwellings for the poor, 
than in rearing the costliest temples for Him who made 
all things and possesses all. 

After a long and wearisome journey of sixteen hours 
I reached Dresden, which is a capitol after Matth�w 
Arnold's own hear.t : it is all " sweetness and light." 
I have not lived in vain-I have seen the Madonna of 
Sisto. I have gazed upon the highest beauty which 
earth has known, conceived as it is here by the purest 
mind. I have also seen the Madonna by Holbeil1. 
When I first saw it, I admired it as a wonderful piece 
of painting-the red scarf upon a green dress shews 
great skill ; but now I admire it as a wonderful work 
of art. The serene intellectual face of the Madonna 
grows upon one each time one looks at it. The truth 
is, we must not expect a great work of art to come 
down to our level, but we must try to raise ourselves 
in order to appreciate it. I have also been much 
struck with La Notte by Correggio. The Madonna is 
looking over the cradle, and the stream of light from 
the child's face illuminates the mother's. The hours 
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spent in the picture are truly hours of pleasure. One 

enjoys the intermixture of colour and the pleasure of 

drawing in inspiration through the eye. They would 

be hours of un alloyed pleasure but for one's country

men and their comments. Why does every Cockney, 

the moment he leaves London Bridge, think that he 

is in duty bound to be an art critic and a lover of art ? 

Gushing young ladies, aged seventeen, will ask one at 

the table-d' hote if one does not consider Raphael divine. 

My answer is, I am a great admirer of the Gadarel 

family and the Vision of S. Catharine. Gushing young 

person inquires in what room it is. I sternly reply, 

British Gallery, London. Young and gushing person 

subsides. 
Dresden is the city of colour and sound. In the 

evening in the most picturesque of gardens one may 

hear one of Beethoven's divine symphonies, and have 

a cup of coffee for the small sum of sixpence. Then 

there is the National Theatre, appropriated to German 

pieces and the opera. The singing is good, and there 

are few better orchestras in Europe. Since I have 

been here I have heard a good deal of the music of 

the future. Wagner's grand marches are often per

formed in the public gardens ; and two of his operas, 

Lohengrezn and The Flyzng Dutchman, have lately been 

on at the Hof Theatre. The music of the two operas 

is very different. In the former it is soft and sweet ; 

in the latter wild and weird. Lohengrein is a knight 

who appears in the charming, though not. fashionable 

conveyance of a boat drawn by a swan, just in time 

to save from death a beautiful damsel, who has been 

falsely accused of murdering her brother. The two, 

as in private duty bound, fall in love with one another 

and are about to be married, when she, being a woman, 

is anxious to know all about him, and asks him the 

fatal question, Who he is ? The spell is broken, and 

the punctual swan comes and takes him back to Fairy

land. The Flying Dutchman is a gentleman who has 
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been condemned for some crime to wander on the seas until some girl marries him, and, by so doing, sacrifices 
her life. He lands in a great storm on the coast of Norway, and proposes (by means of a speaking trum_ 
pet) to a Norwegian for his daughter. The old gentle_ 
man without any reluctance barters his child for a 
of pearls, which the Flying Dutchman has with him. 
In the meanwhile the young lady has fallen in love 
with a portrait of the Flying Dutchman. In the last 
act they are about to be married, when the Dutchman 
relents that the girl whom he has got to love should 
sacrifice her life for his guilty soul. He jumps into the 
sea ; the young lady, not to be baffled, follows. Then 
they appear in a cloudy oasis, saved and apparently 
much the better for the wash. 

'l have seen Hamlet in German, and r consider 
Lectmyr's representation of the Prince of Denmark a 
finer study than Fechter's or any I have seen on the 
English stage. When I saw him in his customary 
suits of solemn black, I felt Ophelia was right-

The courtiers, scholars, solcliers, eye, tongue, sword, 
The expectancy and use of the fair state ; 
The glare of fashion, and the mould of fonn, 
The observed of all observers. 

Poor Ophelia, broken-hearted and dying in madness, 
was well rendered by Fraulien Ulrich. I have seen 
the same actress play Margueritte in Faust, and then 
I saw, what one seldom sees in England now, a really 
fine piece of tragic acting. During the last awful 
scene, loud sobs were heard throughout the house. 
All night the face of Margueritte as she lay on the 
strand singing wild snatches of ancient ballads, her 
reason gone, her end approaching, haunts me. 

Though I have enjoyed art here, I have not 
neglected the boundless share that nature to her votary 
yields. I have stormed the Virgin fortress of Koniga
tein, and scaled the lofty Lelenstein. Alpine travellers 
may sneer, but they must remember that an Elector 
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of Saxony and King of Poland thought the feat so 

great that he has erected a monument to commemorate 

it. I have had many a pleasant pedestrian tour over 
the hills covered with fruit trees and vine-yards, and 
through the dark gorges of the mountains of Saxon 
Switzerland. The other day we took the steamer to 
Pilinitz, the summer residence of the Saxon King. 
The river flows through rocks and wooded banks, and 
thoroughly did I enjoy the picturesque scenes on the 

banks of the Elbe. A German pointed out to me the 

house which Schilier occupied, and in which he wrote 

Don Carlos. 
In an hour we arrived at the village of Pilinitz, 

which is situated at the foot of a most lovely vine

covered hill. The palace, . built in the detestable 

Chinese fashion, is interesting on account of its histo

rical associations. 
It was within its walls that Napoleon enjoyed some 

of the proudest moments in his eventful career. Waited 

upon by the Emperor of Austria and the Kings of 

Prussia and Saxony, he dictated to them the plan of 

his Russian campaign. 
From Pilinitz we determined to walk to Shandau: 

and in order to enjoy it thoroughly, we made up our 

minds that we should dispense with a guide. On 

leaving Pilinitz, the pathway was through a deep and 

narrow dell. The sides of the hill were lined with 

solemn pines ; for two hours did we walk through it, 

and then we had a stiff climb up a steepish hill. On 

the brow we sat down and enjoyed the varying land

scape. We watched the distant mountains that un

fold the landscape round, whose dark summits were 

coloured by the setting sun. And-

Let in through the trees 
Come the strange rays ; the finest depths are bright, 

Their sunny-coloured foliage, in the breeze, 
Twinkles like beams of light. 
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The rivulet, late unseen, 
Where bickering through the sluubs its waters run, 

Shines with the image of its golden screen, 
And glimmerings of the sun. 

The sun had set when we descended the hill and 
walked down the valley, following the path of the torrent, 
thus hoping to reach the Elbe and then Shandau. The 
mountain gorge was gra�d beyond description. Rocks 
of the most singular and fantastic shapes rose up in 
lofty grandeur on each side of the dark ravine. Their 
grey uneven sides spoke to us of the storms and 
deluge that have swept over the world. Not a living 
thing was · to be seen, and the babbling of the brook 
was the only sound that broke the stillness of the air. 
Dusk deepened into dark. On we wandered, at length 
we began to fear that we were lost in the mountains, 
and the legends of the ghosts and goblins that haunted 
these mountains crowded in our mind. Our fears were 
allayed by seeing a light glimmering in the woods ; 
and with lightened hearts we made for it. It turned 
out to be a small cottage, and, after much difficulty, 
we made out from the cottager that Shandau was 
distant twelve miles. He pointed us out the right 
path, and weary and hungry we trudged on. " It is 
a long lane that has no turning" ; about 1 2  p.m. 
Shandau was reached. After much ringing we roused 
the inmates of the inn, and a snug room, warm fire and 
supper soon made us ' forget our miseries. Then oc
curred to me in"their full force the poet's words-

'\Vhoe'er has travelled lif�'s dull round, 
Where'er his various course has been ; 

Must sigh to think how oft he found 
His warmest welcome at an inn. 

Ever yours, 

(To be (017tl1zued). 

T. 

• 

" --Finila potestas denique cui que 

Quavam sit vatione atque alle terminus hrerens." 

WHEN the light leaves are lifted away 

Over and far from the moaning trees, 

Do they remember the bygone day 

When they clustered and pressed i' the breeze 1 

Do they remember the deepening shade 

There by their gathering foliage made, 

Do they remember the children that played, 

Do they remember the young ones that strayed, 

Do they remember the old ones that stayed 

Lingering long i' the leafy glade 1 

Do they remember the acorns that fell  

Deep thro' the leaves to some tiny cell 

l' the springing green grass ?-I never could tell. 

Whether in shade or whether in sun 

It mattereth not, so the work be done ; 

We may remember, and sigh for the sun ; 

They may forget-for their work is done. 

So the bells' clear tones are done, 

So when thez'r sweet sounds cease, 

Sweet when departing, sweetest they run 

On in some silent peace. 

While the harp-o' -the-heart, when her tunes are 0' er, 

Makes answer with murmurings sweet, 

Let echo ring on in shade or in sun, 

For who need care when the work is done,

So the work be found complete ? 
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THE GHOSTS WE RAISED.-A REMINISCENCE. 

THE EDITOR'S STORY (conHnued). 

��TANDING erect upon the bed, his little han9,s 
�...l stretched as high as they would reach, and 
- clenched above his head; his brow black with 
unutterable rage; his cheek blanched to a ghastly hue 

by passion or by fear; his innocent lips pouring forth 

a tide of mingled blasphemy and execration, so in
geniously revolting that it would have been startling 

in the mouth of a hardened convict-was my little 
brother! Yes, there was no mistake: in the clear 
ruddy firelight I saw the little figure convulsed with 
demoniac frenzy, his eyes riveted on the corner of the 
room, opposite where I stood; and while I gazed in 

powerless horror, oath succeeded oath, and adjuration 

mingled with defiance, and ever and anon some strange 

uncouth word of foreign sound hissed upon his tongue. 

How long I stood listening with my feet rooted to the 

spot I do not know: I was roused from my trance by 

a sudden silence in the room; and looking at my 

brother, I saw that his eyes were closed, and that 

he was tottering on the point to fall. I rushed forward 

and caught him in my arms. He lay there stiff and 

motionless; and I was not long in discovering that he 

had swooned. I hurried at once to my bedroom, and 

applied �storatives. After a few minutes he came 

round, and, feebly raiSIng his eyellds, asked where he 

was and what had happened? He went on to com

plain that he felt very ill. Before he had received an 

answer to his question he fell asleep from sheer ex

haustion. I laid him gently in my bed and watched 
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by his side till morning. As' soon as I heard Mrs� 
Marks about, I left him still sleeping as though 
would never wake, and went to my sitting-room, 
I found Mrs. Marks preparing my breakfast. 
her to sit down, I told her what had happened. 
interrupted me with frequent expressions of concern, 
finally said-" Perhaps I ought to have told you all 
the room, sir; but I'm sure I did it for the best 
and I can't make it out that it should happen on 
28th of June; if it had been a day later, now, I 
understand it." "I can't think what the date has 
do with it," I answered; "but that reminds me 
I did make a mistake in telling you the day of 
month, yesterday. It was the 28th and not the 27th 
I told you." "How very unfortunate that I did 
look myself, sir! But that explains it all at on 
I should never have been willing for him to go 
the room if I had known it was the 29th. But I 
I am puzzling you, sir: I will get you the paper 
explains it all." 

So saying, she hurried upstairs; and in a 
moments returned with a manuscript somewhat 
with. use and yellow with age, but very legible, never
theless. This she gave into my hands, and said
" We found this paper hidden. under a loose bit of 
board in the room yonder; and all I can tell you about 
it is this: When we took this house, the tenants w:ho 
had occupied it before us told us that room was 
haunted. An old madman, who had lived nearly all 
his life in India, had died there, they said; and it 
was his ghost that haunted the room. The last tenant 
bef�re them was this old madman's keeper, who had 
lived there ten years after his master was dead; and he 
told them, whatever they did, never to sleep in the 
room on the 29th of June. Well, sir," continued Mrs. 
Marks, "I don't know that we should have taken much 
notice of what they told us, if we hadn't happened to 
come upon this paper, which explains why it is the 
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29th of June; and though many of our friends, who 

have read the paper, have asked to sleep there on that 

night, I have always said, 'No; let well alone, is my 
motto

,
; and you may laugh as you like, but I believe 

what the paper says is Gospel truth.' And so it is, 

sir, as you have found out. But I will leave you :to 

read the paper; it will tell you all about it." 

THE KEEPER'S MS. 

"June 29th. So he is dead-dead and gone! !lis 

troubles over, his sins upon their trial before the 

Judge of all the earth! Ah! to think that I should 

ever have come to be thankful for his death. I re

member, as well as though it were yesterday-it is 

nine-and-forty years ago-when he and I were boys 

together at school, and he had with his own impulsive 

generosity insisted on sharing my punishment, just, 

as he said, to keep me company, though he was not 

in any way an offender. I remember saying to him, 

'Frank, if you ever want any one to die for you, 

I believe I could do it.' And I think I could; not only 

then, put many and many a time afterwards. Yet he 

had his faults, had Frank. Even at school his temper 

would blaze. up with ungovernable fury at times; and 

I think his mother never checked it as she ought 

to have done, for Frank was said to be the image 

of his father, who had died when his child was six 

months old; and so it was not wonderful she spoiled 

him. However, if she had lived longer, his life might 

have taken a different turn. I cannot tell. Shall 

we ever be allowed to read that sealed chapter in 

the book of fate-the' might have been l' 

"He was taken away from school when his mother 

died; and soon I heard that he had got a cadetship 

in India. He came down just before he sailed, and 

the sight of him revived all my roving tendencies. 

My mind was made up the night before he started. 

I would not stay behind; and the next morning, before 
Z2 
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it was light, I stole out on tiptoe, and made the best' 
of my way to the early London coach, where I was 
warmly greeted by Frank. By the time my school
felIows were seated before their porridge, I was thirty 
miles away. The next day saw me enlisted in the 
H. E. 1. C.'s 8th regiment of Fusileers (I was a tall, 
well-grown lad, though only sixteen); and another 
month found me on my road to India. I had arranged 
that Frank, who had preceded me by another ship, 
should send me his address to Madras; but his letter 
never reached me, though he afterwards tpld me that 
he wrote; and it was not until five years had passed, 
that as I marched into Cuttypore, I saw him standing 
at the door of a fine bungalow, and learnt that he 
was'the resident magistrate of the place. It was not 
long before I made myself known to him, and he 
welcomed me with all his old warmth. He was, 
however, altered; and not for the better. The exercise 
of an almost despotic power had had a bad influence 
upon him. He was more subject than ever to fits of 
uncontrollable passion. At ordinary times he was 
indulgent, even to a fault, to his servants; but let 
his temper be tried ever so little, and their very lives 
were not safe from his rage. More than once I re
monstrated with him, and he acknowledged his failing; 
but the next day some trivial occurrence would bring 
the thundercloud back_ to his brow and the lightning 
to his eyes, and woe to the unhappy domestic who 
crossed his path at such times! I had not been at 
Cuttypore more than a fortnight, when we were ordered 
to the front to check the marauding Mahratta horse, 
who had dared to extend their depredations within 
a few miles of the city. In the first engagement 
I was hit hard by a bullet in the region of the lungs, 
and was brought back to the hospital at Cuttypore. 
The struggle between life and death was a long one; 
and even when I was pronounced convalescent, the 
surgeons agreed that I should be of 'no further use 
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to the service, and I accordingly received my dis

charge. What would have become of me, a helpless 

and penniless invalid, if Frank had not been by to 

help me, I cannot conceive. But he had, from the 

first, been unremitting in his attendance at my bed

side; and when I was turned 
'
adrift he insisted on 

my staying with him at all events till I was strong 

enough to be sent to England. 
"It was while I was lying utterly prostrate at his 

house that I was one day the unwilling spectator 

of a scene between Frank and one of his servants, 

which was the prelude to a terrible calamity. This 

man, a syce, had offended in some way, and Frank 

struck him a heavy blow with his riding-whip. I saw 

blood gush from the syce's mouth, but more horrible 

than the sight of blood was the overmastering passion 

which distorted Frank's features into the face of a 

demon, thirsting for his victim's life. It passed in 

a moment, but it had left me absolutely appalled by 

the lurid glare which my interpretation of that un

controllable fury shed over my friend's future. The 

catastrophe followed only too quickly. The next day 

I heard aloud altercation in the compound outside; 

then a fall, and then a groan. In a moment more 

Frank rushed into the room with that hateful look 

upon his face, shouting-' I have done for him; I knew 

I should; I'm glad of it-the sneaking nigger!" 

Before I could ask what he meant, the fierce light 

had faded in his eyes, and reflection - dawned again 

in a look of dismay which gathered and grew upon 

his face. In a few seconds more he had sunk 

into a chair and covered his face with his hands, 

crying-' God help me! what have I done l' But 

my horro� and consternation culminated when, a minute 

later, an old man, the father of the syce, entered, 

and in mingled English and Hindostan cursed Frank 

in imprecations too horrible to be conceived, denounc

ing him with shrieks of frenzy as the murderer of his 
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son, and declaring that his vengeance should follow 
him to the day of his death. And it has followed 
him. Before nightfall of that calamitous day he was 
raving mad, and though he recovered in course of 
time a precarious tenure of his reason, yet the anni
versary of that black day never comes round without 
unsettling his mind fr

'o m its very foundations. On 
the night of the 29th of June I kept watch in his rooms; 
for in the middle of the night he springs to his feet, 
however quietly he may have been sleeping the moment 
before, and with abject terror written in his pallid 
face and dilated eyes, shrieks out those awful impre
cations which were once launched at his head by the 
father of the man whom he had murdered; and then, 
his strength spent in the unnatural effort, he sinks 
heavily back into the arms which I hold ready to break 
his fall. 

"Sinks back, did I say 1 Alas! he will do so no 
more! He lies dead in the next room to this, and I 
am alone in the world! It is twenty-five years since 
we returned to England together, and in all that time 
I never had a harsh word from him. How he struggled 
to subdue his passions, no one will ever know, but 
if it is remembered where he has gone, he will not 
have struggled in vain. 

"June 30th. Mystery of mysteries! Is it not all a 
horrible nightmare 1 How should a curse have power 
to wake the dead to life 1 I must have dreamt it all. 
But, no; I saw it with these eyes, and had I not seen 
it, the position of the body --. Let me try to collect 
myself and commit to writing what has happened. 

"I went to bed last night at my usual time, but 
sleep refused to visit me. All our life, Frank's and 
mine, rose up before me, and I tossed uneasily from side 
to side for more than three hours. I had not forgotten 
that this was the fatal night of the 29th of June, on 
which I had so often watched for the mysterious fulfil
ment of the old man's curse; and I suddenly resolved 
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that I would watch this last time in the old room 

over the body of my friend. I got up, and slipping 

on a dressing-gown, stole softly across the passage 

and entered the room. Yes, there he lay in his open 

coffin, at peace at last! The moonlight played upon 

his face, and I could almost fancy he smiled. It was 

but for a moment: ten seconds had not passed before 

I started back with a shriek of dismay. The dead 

sprang upright in his coffin, and poured forth from 

his cold inanimate lips the execrations I knew, alas! 

too welL I believe I fainted. When I recovered, 

day was breaking, and a glance showed me the corpse 

lyzng stretched upon the floor, wz'th the coffin overturned 

beside z't! 
'* '* '* '* '* 

Can it be that the curse will cling to the room for 

ever 1 Why not, if it can wreak its vengeance on the 

dead l One resolution I have made: I will never sleep 

in that room on the 29th of June, and if ever I leave 

the house, I will warn the next tenant to take the 

same precaution. I daresay he will not believe my 

story, for how can I account for such an influence 

being exercised? I never have accounted for it; all 

I know is, that the old man was reputed a great 

magician among his own people, and from some tricks 

which I once saw him perform, I believe his magic 

was neither more nor less than mesmerism. It was 

notorious that some of the subjects upon whom he 

had practised his art were ever afterwards completely 

in his power, and would come to him from a distance 

if he only expressed a wish to that effect. That is the 

only circumstance which seems to me to throw any 

light olj the mysterious accomplishment of his curse." 

Long before I concluded my story, the only light 

left in the room was that proceeding from the fire, 

which was itself burning very low; but still we sat on, 

unwilling to face the darkness outside. As we sat 
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thus, Macdonald suddenly exclaimed, "What's that noise?" We al1listened, and in a moment I heard too. It was a heavy footfall on the staircase. " can it be?" I whispered. We all held our breath. Slowly the sound descended the stairs above, it turned the �rner, it approached O'Connor's rooms good heavens! it stopped just outside the door. We drew closer together, and O'Connor reached out his hand to grasp the poker. Suddenly, to my great sternation, Macdonald burst into a loud laugh, which almost choked him. At last, struggling for breath, he ejaculated in a series of disjointed gasps: 'Its-the man-who turns-out-the gas!' And so it was. In the amusement inspired by this incident our fears vanished, and we ventured to disperse to bed. 

A DEAD HERO. 

Chorus. 

Pz"r st Vozce. 

King of men! 
All things miracles unto him, 
There was the earth, and it spake to him
There was the water, that laughed to him
There was the sky, and it sang to him
And the breeze that buffeted others 
Knew him and came and caressed his 
Golden glory of hair. 

Second Vozce. 

Therefore from these his lovers 
Came Strength herself with a girdle, 
And girdled him finding him guileless; 
Help came and clear glad eyes, 
Looking all utterly fearless, 
Fearles�; for why should he fear aught 
Evil from these his lovers.· 

Pz"rst Voz·ce. 

Lo! when the Earth was early, 
Childlike men in the young time, 
Men god-gifted with wonder, 
Heard, unastonished, voices 
Gently telling, of all things-
" Lo! we are not far from you 
All we are here to help you 
Only love us;" and these men 
Loved and straightway were strong. 
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Second Vozce. 
Therefore I think Antaeus 
Fainted not, neither was weary; 
Therefore Balder the Beautiful 
All things vowed to preserve 
Only immortal of Aser. 

Fzrst Vozce. 
Yet Antaeus the wrestler 
Caught up from the Earth his lover 
Died in the helpless Aether 
Heeding too late its calling. 

Second Vozce. 
Ay! and round Balder the Beautiful 
Waited his lovers and wept 
Nought availing to aid him 
From the one he had not loved. 

Chorus. 
Even so he, my Hero, 

By a heedless chance at last 
Fell-I should have seen him sooner
I should have loved him longer-
I should have died for him, 
My great golden-haited man. 

King of men! 

A VISIT TO THE GRANDE CHARTREUSE. 

I 

fQ�RINGING the skirt of the great crystalline 
� . .. � masses in the western and central districts of 

\ the Alps, is a band of limestone rocks, mostly 
of the cretaceous era, to which the range of the Jura, 
rising on the opposite side of the Swiss lowlands, 
gradually approaches, until the two are united together 
a little to the south of the Lake of Geneva. The 
characteristic features of this district are well marked 
and constant; the mountains consist of long sweeping 
slopes of turf, formed upon the floor of the upraised 
strata on the one side, and of one or more precipitous 
cliffs of rock with steep banks below on the other. 
At certain spots, where the upheaving force appears 
to have acted unevenly, these beds are thrown up into 
sharp peaks; at others they run in an unbroken wall 
for many a mile, crowned only here and there with 
some bastion-like outlier of newer rock. At the head 
of a valley in this region, lying in an angle formed 

by the river Isere, is the monastery of the Grande 

Chartreuse. 
We quitted the railway from Lyons to Grenoble at 

the busy little town of Voiron, where we hired a 

carriage to take us to Saint Laurent du Pont, a village 

situated at the entrance of the glen which leads up 

to the Grande Chartreuse. The road rises gradually, 

commanding fine views over the valley of the Isere, 

until it crosses a low hill and descending into the 

valley of La Morge, loses sight of the main stream. 

It then approaches a magnificent gorge between two 

mountains. On the right are vertical precipices tower-
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ing up to a great height j on the left the rocks are 
only a little less steep, so that the sides appear to 
have been rent asunder by some natural convulsion. 
Pine trees have fixed their roots wherever the scanty 
soil has clung, softening the sternness of the frowning 
crags j and as though to increase the grandeur of the 
scene, a mountain rises in front, with smooth rounded 
cliffs too steep to scale, and seems to bar the ravine. 
Through this vast chasm the road passes, rising at 
first, till a kind of watershed is crossed j after which 
it descends rather rapidly, and at last turning to the 
left, emerges into a comparatively open and fer�ile 
valley. 

We left our carriage at St. Laurent du Pont, and 
started on foot for the monastery. A few min 
walk brought us to the entrance of the lateral v 
in which it is situated. The entrance is through a 
narrow gorge, and an archway spans the road between 
the rock and the river: this is the Fourvoirie, the 
Forata vza, so called from the road hollowed out in 
the cliff, which was Gommenced about the year 1510 
by Dom Le Roux, thirty-third general of the order. 
This gateway was in former days the barrier of the 
Carthusian domain, and beyond it no female was 
allowed to pass. A well engineered carriage road now 
mounts gradually up the gorge. Over it, above long 
slopes, tower vast precipices of limestone, fringed and 
tufted with spires of pine, which cling to every ledge 
and fix their roots in every cranny. Below it the 
clear stream leaps and dashes among the fallen masses 
of rock. In rather less than an hour a bridge is 
reached, spanning the gorge with a single arch, nearly 
1 50 feet above the bed of the torrent., The view from 
this up the valley towards a magnificent cliff, apparently 
blocking it up, is very grand. About a mile further on, 
the road passes under a vast pinnacle of rock which 
rises like some huge cathedral spire, and is crowned 
with one or two stunted firs. The difficulties of making 
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this part of the road must have been considerable; 

four tunnels are passed, one of which is about 250 feet 

in length. After this, the road turns aside from the 
principal branch of the Guiers Mort into a wider glen, 
and plunges more deeply into the forest. We walked 
quickly through this j for the evening was now closing 
in: but before long the tolling of bells broke the 
stillness of the wood, and some buildings appeared 

through the trees. In a few minutes we came out 

in full view of a huge pile of white and grey walls, 

with long slopes of roof sufficiently broken in out

line to be rather picturesque, which stands in an open 

clearing on the hill side, overhung by the precipices 

of the Grand Som, and is backed by a rich scene 

of rounded grassy alps and dark groves of pine. 

'Passing along by the convent wall, we reached the 

principal entrance, which looks towards the head of 

the glen j and, after ringing there, were admitted within 

the gates. 
A lay-brother conducted us across the court, and 

through an entrance hall at the end of a long cloister 

into a sort of kitchen j where, behind a desk, sat 

one of the brethren, clad in the customary white flannel 

robe of the order, with a long beard and clean shaven 

head. After a few words with him, we were taken 

into one of the guest rooms, each of whicll bears the 

name of some continental nation, th,at 
into which we 

were ushered being the Salle de France. 

The Carthusian rule forbids the use of meat within 

the walls of the monastery j however, with soupe mazgre, 

a little fish, omelettes, various cunning preparations 

of milk, good wine, and a pe#1: verre of the genuine 

Chartreuse liqueur, the traveller does not fare amiss. 

The lay brothers are attentive and obliging, and the 

bed chambers, though rougly furnished, are clean. 

Each, in addition to the necessary fittings, contains a 

prz8-dz8U, a holy-water stoup, and some pictures of 

saints. 
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The Carthusian order was founded in the year 
A.D. 1083. Fifty years before that date, there was 
born at Cologne, of parents in easy circumstances, 
one Bruno, who however was mainly educated at 
Rheims. To this town he returned, after his ordina
tion, to fill the post of Canon in Theology. During 
his occupation of that chair the see became 
and was usurped by one Manassez. Bruno took an 
active part in the disputes which resulted from this pro
ceeding, and after the intruder had been expelled by 
the Pope, had the offer of the vacant mitre. But having 
already determined to lead a contemplative life, he de
clined it, and withdrew to Paris. Here, according to 
tradition, the event occurred which irrevocably fixed his 
resolution. An intimate friend, one Doctor 
Diocres, a man held in great respect for his san 
of life, died suddenly. The corpse was taken to N otr� 
Dame for burial; the mourners and officiating clergy 
stood around; they were reading Job xiii. 22, 23, when 
a deep groan was heard to issue from the coffin. The 
d.ead man slowly raised himself up, and from his pallid 
lips proceeded these terrible words-cc I am accused by 
the just judgment of God." There ensued an awful 
pause, broken only by the sobs and muttered prayers 
of the terrified bystanders. Again the dead man spoke 
-" I am cited before the bar of Divine Justice": 
clergy and laity alike fell on their knees in silent 
horror. Once more that awful voice was heard: "I am 
condemned for evermore by the just sentence of God." 
This said, the corpse fell back into the coffin. Bruno, 
horror-stricken, quitted Paris, and retired for awhile 
to a Benedictine monastery near Chatillon-sur-Seine. 
From this, after maturing his plans, he departed with 
six companions to Grenoble, the bishop of which place 
was an old friend and pupil. He, after trying in vain 
to dissuade them from their purpose of secluding them
selves wholly from their fellow men, granted to them 
the lonely valley of which we have been speaking. 
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Hither came Bruno and his companions, and chose 

for their abode a spot in the forest about a mile above 

the present convent, where now stands a chapel dedi

cated to the founder. He however did not end his 

days here; but, after visiting Rome in obedience to a 

summons from the Pope, he founded a similar estab

lishment in Calabria, and died there, October 6th, 1101. 

The present pile differs much from the wattled huts 

erected by Bruno. It is an irregular mass of buildings 

in the tasteless style of the seventeenth century, which 

is only redeemed from absolute ugliness by the high 

pitch of its roofs and rather picturesque irregularity 

of its outline. A wall encloses the monastery, on the 

north side of which is a massive gateway and porter's 

lodge. This gives admission to a paved court, on 

the opposite side of which is the main entrance to 

the convent: it opens into a long corridor, right 

and left of which are the principal buildings of the 

establishment. Somewhat to the left of this group, 

and making an angle with its general direction, is 

an oblong court, the larger sides of which are formed 

by the great cloisters, with which the monks' cells 

communicate. When once the male visitor has entered 

the porter's lodge he may congratulate himself, or the 

reverse, on being on ground sacred to his sex. No 

woman passes those doors; they may be seen lingering 

and longing outside them, like as 

"A Peri at the gate 
Of Eden stood disconsolate." 

Next morning, being Sunday, we attended the ser

vice in the con vent chapel. It is a very plain building 

with an apsidal east end. The roof is vaulted, the 

ribs springing from an architrave, which rests on 

pilasters supported by corbels about half-way down 

the wall. The choir occupies about two-thirds of the 

building, and is cut off by a plain wooden screen 

which is surmounted by a grating. A gallery over the 

western door is appropriated to visitors, who however 
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are prevented by the grating from seeing the faces 
of the monks. The service was very disappointing; 
and, either from the absence of trebles, or want of 
proper cultivation, the effect was very different to what 
I had been led to expect from often listening to the 
students' choir in St. Mark's College, Chelsea. At 
certain parts of the service the brethren prostrate 
themselves upon the ground. 

In the course of the morning we made the tour of 
the convent. From the church we passed into the 
great gallery, on the walls of which hang paintings 
of the different convents belonging to the order. This 
leads to the chapter-house, a square room, orna
mented with portraits of the generals of the order and 
copies of Le Sueur's pictures, representing incidents in 
S. Bruno's life. Above the general's chair is a statue 
of the founder. After this we visited to the library, 
which is a square room with a small annexe; it 
contains about 6000 volumes, which, as far as I could 
judge from a hasty glance, are chiefly theological. 
It was despoiled of its choicest treasures at the 
time of the revolution. Hence we went to the great 
cloisters; these are built about an irregular oblong, 
the largest of them being 735 feet long, and consisting 
of 130 arches. il.. part of these arches appeared to be 
good thirteenth century work; the rest was of the same 
date as the main building. The intervening space 
is divided into three courts by two transverse cloisters, 
between which is the cemetery. Stone crosses mark 
the graves of the generals of the order; the resting
places of the inferior members are undistinguished. 
The brethren's cells, which open into these cloisters, 
are not shewn to visitors. They consist, it is said, 
of two chambers very plainly furnished, which com
municate with a little garden. 

Rain had fallen heavily during the morning, but 
it cleared up sufficiently to allow us' to walk to the 
top of the Grand Som, the highest point of the lime-
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stone range overhanging the building on the east. 

It is a pleasant stroll; first through the pine woods 

by S. Bruno's chapel, then over the grassy alps, and 

finally up a steep track among the rocks to the summit 

of the mountain. The limestone cliffs were bright 
in many places with Alpine flowers, and I saw for 

the first time a specimen of the rose-coloured pastor 

flying about them. The clouds hid from our sight 

the glacier-covered peaks of Dauphine, but there was 

a beautiful view over the neighbouring valleys, the 

lake of Bourget, and the comparatively level district 

traversed by the Rhone. 
The previous night I had been too sleepy to attend 

the midnight service, but on this I was awakened by 

the chanting, and after hurrying on some clothes, 

went into the strangers' gallery. The chapel was 

dimly lighted by a few candles, and the singing was 

even more inharmonious than it had been in the 

morning; so that I was soon glad to get back to 

bed, for it was very cold and dismal. 

Next morning we left the convent early, after paying 

the moderate charge made for our entertainment, and 

walked to St. Pierre de Grande Chartreuse, a little 

village in the other glen of the Guiers Mort. Our 

two days mazgre had produced a d�cided hankering 

after the flesh-pots, which we satisfied here; and then 

ascended through a pine wood to some rich alps, 

where 300 cows are pastured. Their grassy slopes 

brought us at last to a pass called the Col du Coq, 

which commands a lovely view of the crags and gla

ciers of the Grand Rousses, and of the rich Gresivaudan, 

watered by the Isere. Into this we descended, and 

crossing it, hired a carriage at Goncelin, and drove 

to the Baths of Allevavd. 
{3. 
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THE PROPHET OF LOVE. 

FROM T HE ARA BIC OF BA HA - EDD E EN ZOHEIR OF EGYPT. 

I WORK great wonders in fair Cupid's name, 
I come to lovers with these words divine. 
No skill had any to declare his flame, 
Till taught to utter it in verse of mine. 

I am the Prophet of the latter day; 
Mine are the votaries of love and youth: 
These are my people, in my name they pray, 
And own my mission to be love's sweet sooth. 

My martial drum throughout their army rolls, 
My flaunting standard waving overhead, 
My speech doth penetrate the hearers' souls, 
And by my eloquence their wits are led. 

Where are the lovers? Let me now rehearse 
The "righteous remnants" of my faith revealed; 
For love "lies sealed with perfume in my verse," 
And none but precious things are so concealed. 

When happy lovers in my path I greet, 
And hail with "Benedicite!" the pair, 
My blessing soundeth to their ears more meet 
Than "Benedicite" when breathed in prayer. 

Now is my doctrine one of highest truth; 
I bear it witness with a mighty sign. 
Yet am I gentle as a love-sick youth, 
And nought but kindly attributes are mine. 
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I care for nothing but to keep my faith 
Towards those to whom my love and troth I plight, 
E'en though my faithfulness should bring me scathe. 
My speech is pure, my conduct is upright, 

My mind is modest, my regards are chaste, 
And though my wont be silence and reserve, 
I own the dictates of refined taste, 
And bend to, all who may my love deserve. 

Dear to my heart are damsels young and fair, 
I love the wanton drooping-eyed gazelle; 
But oh! far greater is my love and care 
For her whose name it were not wise to tell. 

Men call me lover, and they call me well, 

For well and truly do I play the part; 

And oh! how truly God alone can tell, 

Who knoweth every secret of the heart. 

My Love, and what a Love! by God's good grace 

No parting ever shall our peace alloy. 

The day on which I gaze upon thy face, 

For me that day is one of twofold joy. 

Thou art my soul and all my soul is thine; 

Thou art my life, though stealing life away; 

I die of Love,- then let thy breath benign 

Call me to life again, that so I may 

Make known to men the secrets of the tomb. 

Full well thou knowest that no joys endure; 

Come, therefore, ere there come on us our doom, 

That union may our present joy secure. 

God look on Egypt! many a happy dream 

Of bygone days in memory I retrace: 

Methinks I look upon the Nile's fair stream, 

With all the myriad craft upon its face. 
A A 2  
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Recount to me the beauties of the ,Nile, 
No more of Tigris or Euphrates sing; 
Those nights of joy in Gheiza and the Isle, 
Their memories ever round my heart will cling. 

There, where the flowerets on the meadows lie, 
And spot the verdure like the peacock's vest; 
There where the azure of the starlit sky 
Is all gem-studded like a falcon's breast; 

There bright Khaleega, like a spotted snake, 
Past meads and gardens trails its glittering coil; 
There did my love and I our pleasure take
Oh love, and love alone is worth our toil! 

There was the pleasure, such as never palls, 
Of sense unsatiate and ravished eye: 
But now vain sorrowing my spirit galls, 
For happy days, for happy days gone by! 

THE NEW CHAPEL 

AND THE CONSECRATION OF IT. 

�1�EDNESDAY, May 12th, 1869, will be a day 
� long remembered by members of the College, as 

the day of the Consecration of the New Chapel. 
The erection of a new Chapel had been desired and 

discussed in the College for many years. At the 
beginning of the year 1861, the seventh jubilee of the 
foundation of our old house, the realization of the 
project began to take shape; and at the Service of 
Commemoration of Benefactors on May 6th (St. John 
Port-Latin Day) of that year, the Preacher, Canon 
Selwyn, Lady Margaret's Professor of Divinity, and 
formerly Fellow-preaching from Haggai ii. 8, 9-ap
plied the words to the College with a pointed exhorta
tion to mark the jubilee by commencing proceedings. 

A meeting of the Master and Fellows was held on 
May 28th, and a resolution was adopted requesting 

the Master and Seniors to undertake the work. 
The work was placed in the hands of George Gilbert 

Scott, Esq., R.A., as architect; and, all preliminaries 

having been settled, the contract for the New Chapel 

was signed on June 15th, 1863, and the contractors 
commenced operations on Midsummer Day. 

After the Service of Commemoration of Benefactors 

on St. John Port-Latin, 1864, at which Professor Selwyn 

again preached the Sermon, a stone was laid for a 

Foundation-stone by the late Henry Hoare, Esq., M.A., 

formerly Scholar. Our readers will find an account of 

this in Number xx. of The Eagle, of date June, 1864. 

The stone is at the base of the south wall of the south 
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transept, and has on its face a brass plate with a 
commemorative incription: 

Cl In Nomini Patris et Filii et Spiritus Sancti Hujus Sacelli fundamenta 
posita sunt pridie Nonas Maias A.S. MDCCCLXIV Georgio Gilberto Scott 
Al'chitecto." 

To Mr. Hoare is owing the building of the Tower 
of the New Chapel. He had undertaken to give for 
it £ 1000 a-year for five years, if he should live so long: 
but he died at the end of two years. 

The Chapel is built of Ancaster stone, and is in 
the style of architecture which prevailed about A.D. 1 280, 
commonly called Early Decorated. This was the 
original style of the old Chapel, which had its Tudor 
aspect given to it at the time of the foundation of 
the College, the perpendicular windows being insertions 
within the original windows. 

The Ground Plan forms the head and the cross arms 
of a Cross. The head is the Choir, divided at its west 
end from the cross arms by an open screen in carved 
oak, and terminating at the east in an Apse of five 
sides. The cross arms form a Transeptal Ante-chapel, 
over the middle of which rises the Tower. The Great 
Door of the Chapel is in the east face of the south 
transept. A smaller door is in the west face of the 
north transept. On the north side of the Choir towards 
the east end is a projection for an Organ Chamber. 

In exterior dimensions, 

The extreme length of the Chapel from east to west is ... . 
breadth . . . . . . . • . . . . . . •  north to south is ... . 

length of the Antechapel from north to south is 
" breadth . . . • . • . . . • . • . . . • . . . . . .  east to west is 

The exterior height of the Chapel is 

To the top of the Parapet. . . . .  

" ridge ....... Roof . . • . . •  

ft. in. 
50 0 
80 0 

ft. in. 
193 1 

52 0 
89 0 
50 0 

The exterior measure of the Tower above the 
buttresses is 

ft. 
From north to south 42 
From east to west 41 

and the Consecratzon of d. 

Its height is 
ft. in. 

To the top of the Parapet..... 140 0 
• . . . . . . • • • . • . • . .  Pinnacles .. . , 163 0 
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The pinnacles are 4 in number, one at each angle. 
In interior dimensions, 

The extTeme length of the Chapel from east to west is . • • • • • . . . .  

The length of the Choir from east end of the Apse to Choir arch is 

ft. in. 
172 9 
137 10 

34 0 
63 0 

The breadth of the Choir is . . . • • • . . . . . • • • • . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . • 

The height of the ridge of the vaulted ceiling of Choir is • • . • • • . . . . •  

The number of stalls is 98. 
The Organ Chamber is 3 1ft. 10 in. long, 14 ft. 6 in. 

broad, and 33 ft. 6 in. high from the floor to the two 

apices of its stone groined ceiling. 

Of the Ante-chapel 

The interior length is . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • . . • . . . .  

breadth in the Transepts is ............... . 

• . . • • •  under the Tower is . ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •  

measure of the Tower from north to south is 

" 
" 
" 

ft. in. 
74 8 
32 0 
29 8 
30 8 

The Tower is open in the interior to the top of its 

second stage of windows at the height of 84 feet from 

the basement. 
. 

Above is a Belfry Chamber, the interior dimensions 

of which are 
. 

Lengtll from north to south 
Breadth from east to west 
Height . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . •  

ft. in. 
34 3 
33 3 
40 0 

The tower is divided from the north transept by two 

open arches, and similarly from the south transept. 

Its piers are of Ketton stone. The middle piers, north 

and south, have a shaft of Peterhead red granite on each 

of their four faces. The other piers have clusters of 

shafts of Devonshire, Irish, and Serpentine marbles. The 

abaci of all the piers are of black Derbyshire marble. 

In the sides of the windows in the ante-chapel, ex

cept of those in the second stage in the Tower, are 

shafts of Devonshire Irish and Serpentine marbles. 
, , 
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In the south wall of the south transept three arches 
have been constructed for receiving the arches of 
Bishop Fisher's chantry from the old Chapel. 

Ashton's monument has been moved from the old 
Chapel, and placed under the eastern of the two arches 
which divide the tower from the north transept. (He 
was comptroller of the household to the Lady Margaret, 
and was one of her executors ; and himself founded four 
fellowships and four scholarships). 

Dr. Wood's statue has been moved from the old 
Chapel, and placed facing eastward in front of the 
middle of the west wall of the tower. 

Stalls from the old Chapel have been placed east
ward in the Choir, 2 2  on each side. 

Outside of the old Chapel, round its east end, and 
along its north side, was a stone passage leading to 
rooms which were between the old Chapel and a lane, 
called St. John's lane, leading to the river. 

These rooms were called the rooms in the Labyrz"nth. 
In the demolition of these the Chapel of St. John's 

Hospital, which was founded in the reign of Henry H., 
or perhaps before, and to which the Lady Margaret's 
Foundation succeeded, was discovered. Its style is the 
earliest type of Early English. An Account of this 
Chapel has been published by Professor C. C. Babing.l' 
ton, and is printed in No. XXII. of The Eagle, of date 
March, 1 865. 

The arches of its Piscina, which is there described, 
have been placed in the south side of the sacrarium of 
the New Chapel. 

Under the terminations of the principal ribs of the 
ceiling of the Choir, are statues carved in stone with 
distinctive emblems. Taken in order from east to west 
they represent-

iVO rth Side. 
St. John, as Evangelist. 
St. Luke. 
St. Mark. 
St. Matthew. 

South Side. 
St. John, as Apostle. 
St. Paul. 
St. Peter. 
St. Thomas. 
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North Side. 
St. Bartholomew. 
St. James the Greater. 
St. Jude. 
St. Matthias. 
St .  Stcphen. 
St. Philip the Deacon. 

South Zide. 
St. Plillip the Apostle. 
St. Andrew. 
St. James the Less. 
St. Simon. 
St. Barnabas. 
St. Silas. 
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Under these, and also in the sides of the windows 
in the Choir, and of the bays opening into the organ 
chamber, are shafts of Devonshire, Irish, and Serpentine 
marbles. 

The basement of the Choir from the screen to the 
sacrarium is laid with Purbeck and Sicilian marbles, 
and encaustic tiles. 

The steps leading up to the Altar are six in number, 

and of Devonshire marble. 
The pace to which the first step ascends is laid 

with Purbeck, Sicilian, and black Derbyshire marbles, 

and encaustic tiles. 
The second pace has the same marbles and tiles, 

and also figures of white marble inlaid in a ground of 

black Derbyshire with distinctive inscriptions. 

The twelve Signs of the Zodiac are a symbolical 

representation of the Celestial Sphere. 

Of the Scriptural subjects taken in order from north 

to south, 
In the lower line, 
Moyses Prophda has the inscription (Exodus Xll. 

26, 2 7)-

" Qure est ista religio ? Viclima transitus Domini est, quando lransivit 

super domos filiorum Israel in lEgypto." 

Mo&es at the Burning Bush has round him the words 

(Exodus iii. 5)-

" Ne appropies huc : solve calceamentum de pedibus tills : locus enim, 

in quo stas, Jerra sancta est." 

Zacharzas Prophda has (Zach. ix. 1 7)-

" Quid enim bonum ejus est, et quid pulchrum ejus, nisi rrumcnlum 

electonnn, et vinum germinans virgines ?" 
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Moses, in the midst of the gathering of manna,
' 

stands, as if uttering the surrounding words (Wisdom 
xvi. 20, and Psalm lxxviii 2 5) .-

" P anem d e  c relo pr restitisti eis omn e d elec tam en tum in se h a ben tem. 
Pan em an gelorum m anduc avi t homo : c iba ria m isit eis in a bundan tia." 

Malachz'as Propheta has (Mal� i. I 1 )-

" Ma gnum est nom en m eum in gen ti bu s  et in omn i loco sacr ific a tur , et 
offer tur nom in i  m ea o bl a tio mund a ." 

In the line above these, 
Abel sacrificing has round him the words (Gen. iv. 4)
" Abel o btul it d e  primo gen itis gr egis sni, et d e  ad ip ibu s  eOlUm : et 

r esp exit Dom inu s ad Abel , et ad mun er a  eju s." 

Salomon Rex, holding in his hand a model to repre
sent the Temple, is saying (Prov. ix. I ,  2 ,  5)-

" S ap ien tia immol a v it v ic tim a s  su a s, m iscu it v inum , et propo su it m en sam 
su am. Venite, com ed ite p an em m eum , et bibite v inum quod ego rniscu i 
vo bis." 

Melchizedech brings forth bread and wine, and 
blesses Abram ; and around them are the words (Heb. 
i. I ;  Genesis xiv. 1 8, 1 9)-

" Melchised ech , rex S al em ,  S a c erdo s Dei Summ i, o bv ia v it Abr ah re  et 
ben ed ixit ei. Pro fer en s p an em et v inum a it, B en ed ic tu s  Abr am Deo exc el so." 

Davz'd Rex holds his harp, and prophesies (Psalm 
lxviii. 1 9, 1 8)-

" Asc end isti in al tum , c ep isti c ap tiv ita tem ,  acc ep isti don a in hom in ibu s :  
eten im non cr ed en tes inh a bitar e Do minum Deum , Dom inum in eis in S in a i  
in sanc to ." 

The sacrifice of Isaac by Abraham has round it 
Isaac's question and Abraham's answer (Gen. xxii. 7, 8)-

" Ecc e ignis et l ign a ,  u bi est v ic tim a  holoc au sti ? Deu s  pro v id ebit sibi 
v ic tim am ho loc au sti." 

There are also on this second pace, at the north 
side, figures of Theologza and Phz'losophza i and at the 
south, figures of Ge01netrza and Poeszs. 

On this pace in the south wall are four Sedilia. 
The third pace has the same marbles and tiles as the 
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first and second d h fi 
" 

, an as gures representmg, m order 
from north to south-

Ju stic e, Tem per anc e, Fa ith ,  Char ity, Hop e, Hum ility, For titud e. 

On this third pace in the south wall is the Piscina 
above mentioned. 

The fourth pace is laid with Sicilian marbles and 
tiles, with a border of Devonshire marble round the 
base of the walls. 

A fifth and a sixth step lead up to the pace on 

which stands the Altar. 
The Altar is of oak with a single slab of Belgian 

marble for its top. 
The front has three deeply carved panels, of which 

that in the centre represents the Lamb with the Banner ; 

that at the north side of it the Lion, as the Evangelistic 

emblem of St. Mark, and that on the south the Eagle 

as the emblem of St. John. The north end of the 

Altar has a panel with the Angel for the emblem of 

St. Matthew, and the south end a panel with the Ox 

for the emblem of St. Luke. 

Round the whole of the sacrarium, which is divided 

in blind arcading in pairs of smaller arches within a 

larger, are shafts of Devonshire, Irish, and Serpentine 

marbles. The abaci are of the red marble, known as the 

Duke of Devonshire's marble, a1;1d were the gift of His 

Grace the Duke of Devonshire, Chancellor of the 

University. 
Within each of the larger arches and above the two 

included smaller, is a quatrefoil with an angel carved 

in stone, appearing from an encircling cloud, and 

playing an instrument of music. . 

Th� spandrels of the larger arches are carved m 

diaper work. 
The five Painted Windows of the Apse are the gift 

of the Earl of Powis, LL.D., of St. John's College, 

High Steward of the University. Taken round the 

apse in order, beginning on the north side, they have 

for their subjects-
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I. Christ the Light 0./ the World. 
I .  P a tria rchs loo ki ng up w ards i n  I .  Kings looki ng up w a rds i n  

co ntempl atio n. templ atio n. 
2. Our Lo rd w as hi ng the Descip les ' 2 .  The Ago ny. 

feet . S. JOHN xi ii . 4 . .. 
3· Ma ry w ashing the feet o f  Jes us.  3. The Betra yal. 

S .  JOHN x ii. 3 .  

n. Christ the 
I. P rop hets looking up w a rds i n  co n

temp latio n. 
2. Jes us be fo re Cai ap has. 
3. Jes us c apti ve. S .  JOHN x v iii. 12. 

True Manna. 
I. P riests o f  Old Dispe ns atio n loo ki ng 

up w a rds i n  co ntempl at io n. 
2. ' Be hold yo urKi ng !' S .JOH.xi x. 14' 
3· Jes us sco urged. S. JOHN xi x. r .  

Ill. Christ the Spotless Lamb. S .  JOHN i .  29 ; R EV. v .  6. 
I .  Apostles loo ki ng up w ards i n  co n- I .  Apostolic me n looki ng up w ards i n  

templ a tio n. co ntem pl at io n. 
2. The Cruci fixio n. 2. Des ce nt from the Cross . 
3· Be aring t he Cross . S . JOHN Xi X . 17. 3. St . Jo hn t a kirlg t lle Blessed Vi rgin 

to his o w n  home . S . JOHN Xi x. 27. 

IV. Christ in Apocalyptic Vision. R EV. i .  12 . . .. 
I .  Martyrs (Me n) loo ki ng up w a rds i n  I. Martyrs (Wome n) loo ki ng up w a rds 

co ntemp lat io n. i n  co ntempl at io n. 
2. L ame nt o ve r  o ur Lo rd 's Bod y. 2. E ntom bme nt. S .  JOHN xix. 38-42• 
3· Joseph be ggi ng the Bod y o f  Jes us . 3 .  Nicodem us bringing spices . S .  

S .  JOHN xix. 38. JOHN xi x. 39. 

V. Christ the 
I. Bis hops a nd Docto rs loo ki ng up 

w ards in co ntempl al!io n. 
2. The Res urrect io n. 
3. St . Pete r a nd St. Jo hn at t he 

Sep ulc hre .  S .  JOHN xx. 3. 

Good Shepherd. 

I .  P riests a nd De aco ns looki ng up 
w ards i n  co ntempl atio n. 

2. 'Noli me t a nge re . '  S . JOH.XX. 16, 17. 
3· St . Mary Ma gd ale ne at th a 

Sep ulc hre.  S. JOHN xx. I l ,  1 2. 

Painted glass for the following side windows of the 
Choir has been provided for :-

( 1 )  Fo r a wi ndo w on the No rtll s ide ne xt to ilie Ap se , i n  memo ry o f  t he 
l ate R ev. A. V. Ha clley, Fello w a nd Tuto r, by his nie nds . 

(2) Fo r a w indo w  o n  t he So uth s ide ne xt to ilie Apse , i n  memory o f  
Si r R alp h Ha re ,  by Ha re E xhibit io ne rs .  

(3) Fo r a w indo w o n  t he So uth s ide , ne xt west o f  (2), by C. B am fo rd ,  
Es q., M.A., St . Jo hn'S Colle ge . 

(4) Fo r a wi ndo w o n  t he So uth side , ne xt west o f  (3), by F. S. Po we ll ,  
Es q., M.A., fo rme rl y  Fel lo w .  

( 5 )  Fo r a wi ndo w o n  the So uth s ide , ne xt west o f  (4), by tlle Rev. A. C .  
Ha v ila nd ,  M.A. , l ate Fello w .  

(6) Fo r a side wi ndo w by t he Rev. S. P a rki nso n, D.D ., Se nio r Fe llow ,  
P reside nt ,  a nd Tuto r. 

. � .,  
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(7) Fo r a wi ndo w o n  il ie No rth side ne xt west o f  t he Orga n Cham be r, by 
t he Re v.  Ca no n  Sel w yn, L ad y  Ma rga ret 's P rofesso r o f  D ivi nit y, a nd fOlme rl y 
Fello w .  

( 8 )  Fo r t he Weste rnmost wi ndo w o n  t he No rili side , b y  Willi am Cunli ffe 
B roo ks ,  Es q., M.A., St. Joh n'S Colle ge. 
The S ubject o f  ( 1 )  is to be The L ast S uppe r. 

(2) ........ " Pe ace be unto yo u." 
(3) • . . . • . • .  The Asce nsion. 

" (4) .. .. .... The Desce nt o f  the Hol y Spi rit at Pe ntecost. 
(5) . • • • • . • •  The He aling at t he Be a uti ful G ate o f  ilie Temple. 

The great West Window in the Tower has been filled 
with painted glass by Bachelors and Undergraduates 
of the College. The subject is The Last Judgement. 

The beautiful, though fragmentary, painted glass 

which was in the east wiI).dow of the old Chapel has 

been placed in the middle of the three windows in the 

west face of the lantern-stage of the tower. 

The painted glass which was placed in a window 

of the old Chapel in memory of the late Rev. John 

James Blunt, Lady Margaret's Professor of Divinity, 

and formerly Fellow, by his widow and family, has 

been adapted to the window in the east face of the 

north transept of the new Chapel. In the three lights 

of the window respectively it represents St. John as the 

writer of his Gospel, his Epistles, and the Apocalypse. 

The painted glass which was placed in a window 

in the old Chapel in memory of the Rev. Dr. Tatham, 

late Master of the College, by his brother and sister, 

will be replaced by glass for the two windows in the 

north face of the north transept. The subjects will 

be from the Apocalypse. 
The Ceiling of the Choir is vaulted in oak in 

nineteen bays decorated by a continuous line of figures 

in full length, and by scroll work in polychrome. . 

In the central bay at the east end is a representatIOn 

of OUR LORD IN MAJE STY. . figures of z'lllts
The other eighteen bays conta1l1 

trzo1'es of the eighteen Christian centuries after the 

first, each bay being appropriated to a century. The 
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centuries proceed in order from east to west, those of ' 
even number on the north side, and those of odd 
on the south. 

In the Second Oentury is 
ST. IGNATIUS, Bishop of Antioch, martyred in the 

persecution under Trajan. In accordance with his ap
pellation of Christophorus, he holds in his hand his 
emblem, a heart with the sacred monogram IHS. 
With him is 

ST. POLYCARP, Bishop of Smyrna, martyred under 
Aurelius. He holds a burning stake, indicating the 
manner of his martyrdom. 

In the Thz'rd Oentury is 
ORIGEN, head of the great Catechetical School of 

Alexandria, and 
ST. CYFRIAN, Bishop of Carthage, martyred under 

Valerian. 
The Fourth Oentury is represented by 
ST. ATHANASIUS, Patriarch of Alexandria, and 
ST. AMBROSE, Archbishop of Milan. The scourge, 

the emblem Qf penance, commemorates his resolute 
excommunication of the emperor Theodosius, till he 
had performed public penance for his indiscriminate 
slaughter of inhabitants of Thessalonica. 

In the Fifth Oentury is 
ST. CHRYSOSTOM, Patriarch of Constantinople, and 
ST. AUGUSTINE, Bishop of Hippo. He carries his 

emblem of a burning heart, indicating the intensity of 
his repentance, or the ardour of his devotion. 

The Szzth Century commences with 
ST. GREGORY THE GREAT, Bishop of Rome. The 

dove at his ear is an emblem of the Holy Spirit in
spiring his writings. Next to St. Gregory is 

ST. AUGUSTINE, who was sent by him on a mission 
to England for the conversion of the Saxons, and 
was consecrated first Archbishop of Canterbury. He 
is attired as a Benedictine monk, and carries a picture 
of the banner representing the crucifixion of Our Lord, 
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which he and his company bore as they came in pro
cession, chanting a litany, to their first interview with 
Ethelbert, king of Kent. St. Augustine is followed by 

ST. ETHELBERT, his convert, and founder of the see 
of Canterbury. Next after Ethelbert is 

ST. COLUMBA, Abbot of Iona, called after him 
Icolmkill, which became under him, and continued to 
be for many long years of barbarism, the school of 
learning, and the centre of evangelization, for all western 
Europe. The century closes with 

ST. BENEDICT, the founder of the Benedictine order. 
The Seventh Century is represented, first by 
ST. PAULINUS, one of St. Augustine's companions, 

and sent as domestic chaplain with Ethelbert's daughter 
Ethelburga, when she was given in marriage to Edwin, 
king of Northumbria. He was consecrated first Arch
bishop of York. Next is 

ST. EDWIN himself, converted by Paulinus, and 

founder of the see of York, the adoption of whose name 

for a common English Christian name, was a memorial 

of the veneration in which he was held for the justice 

and the beneficence of his reign. 
ST. ETHELDREDA follows, foundress and first Abbess 

of the monastery of Ely. Her staff, which budded, 

and grew into an overshadowing tree, is an emblem 

of Divine protection. Next is a prince commemo

rated by the University in its Catalogue of Bene

factors as " that most famous and renowned prince 

SIGEBERT, king of the East Angles," who founded 

the first school known in England for the instruction 

of boys in letters. The flattering tradition, which placed 

it at Cambridge, has unhappily been disturbed : the 

school is thought to have been at Dunwich on the coast 

of Suffolk. A purse, indicating his bounty, hangs 

from his arm, and he holds a charter of foundation. 

The last in this century is 
ST. THEODORE, Archbishop of Canterbury, and first 

Primate of England, who originated the division of the 
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country into Parishes, and, by the impulse which he 
gave to Greek and Latin learning among the Anglo
Saxon clergy, laid the foundation of an English school 
of theology and literature. 

First in the Et"glzth Century is 
WINFRID, of Crediton, in Devonshire, the ST. BONI

FACE, to whose devoted missionary labours great part 
of Germany owed its conversion. The book pierced 
with a sword represents his treasured De Bono Mortt"s 
of St. Ambrose, which, stained with his blood when 
he was murdered by pagan Frieslanders, was long 
exhibited as a relic at the Abbey of Fu1da which 
he founded. Next is ' 

BEDE, the diligent and learned monk of J arrow, in 
Northumberland, to whom mainly the Church of Eng
land is indebted for its early history. 

ST. 
'
FRIDESWIDE follows, the Patron Saint of the City 

of Oxford, and, as such, having an ox at her feet. At 
Oxford she founded a nunnery, to which, after several 
intermediate changes, the foundation of Christ Church 
succeeded. Next is 

ST. JOHN OF DAMAS CUS, one of the first writers 
of systematic theology, and famous in the Greek Church, 
as Peter Lombard and Thomas Aquinas in the Latin. 
From his hand hangs a string of beads, such as was 
afterwards called a rosary j and, in accordance with 
a received representation of him, he holds a va$e.* 

., A string of beads, for counting the number of prayers recited, 
involves no error in art, as the use of it was of Eastern origin. Traces are 
found of the use of it in the Latin Church in the Tenth Century to count 
the number of repetitions of the Lord's Prayer, and of Ave lI1'aria. After 

the time of St. Dominic in the Thirteenth Centmy, this use of it in the 
Latin Church became general. 

The Vase may perhaps mean the physician's vase of healing ointment, 
which is sometimes placed in the hands of sainted physicians. St John 
of Damascus has been confounded, probably by reason of his Arabic name 
of Mansour, with John Mesue, also of Damascus, a celebrated writer on 
medicine. See Bayle's Dictionnaire Historique et Critique, DAMASCENE 
(JEAN), note E :  but the correction of the mistake by the chronology is 
erroneous ; see Biogmphie Uiliverselle, MESUE. 
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The century closes with the learned and judicious 
ALCUIN, of York, the foremost scholar of his age, 

the valued friend and counsellor of the Emperor 
Charlemagne, and the preceptor of his sons. 

The Nz'ntiz Century begins with 
KING ALFRED, as great as the greatest of its orna

ments, famous as king and scholar and patron of 
learning j and, for his settlement of learned foreigners 
in a seminary at Oxford, regarded as the founder of 
the University. Next, the Greek Church contributes 
one of the most prominent persons in the history of its 
relations to the Latin in the learned 

PHOTIUS, Patriarch of Constantinople. After him is 
ST. ADELARD, Abbot of Corbie, who was probably a 

pupil of ALCUIN, and, as uniting the characteristics of 
St. Augustine and St. Antony, was called the Augus
tine and the .A'.ntony of his age. He stands, as at the 
gate of his abbey, distributing bread from a basket 
of loaves. St. Adelard is followed by . 

BERTRAM (= BEATUS RATRAMNUS), whose treatise 
on the Eucharist is said to have been the cause, first 
of Ridley's, and then of Cranmer's, abandonment of 
the Roman doctrine of Transubstantiation, and so to 
have left its. impress on the Church of England. Next is 

ST. EDMUND, king of East Anglia, who surrendered 
himself to invading Danes, in order to save his subjects 
from their ferocity, and, having been bound to a tree, 

was shot to death with arrows. He holds an arrow 

and cords. 
The Tenth Century has 
OTHO THE GREAT, Emperor of Germany, active 

in promoting . Christianity, as yet but imperfectly 

established among his rude subjects, by the foundation 

of bishoprics, convents, and schools. As having re

united Lombardy to the empire, he holds its iron crown. 

ST. DUNSTAN, Archbishop of Canterbury, perhaps 

the most influential man of his day in England. He 

was a zealous patron of monasticism, and founded or 

VOL. VI. B B  
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refounded many religious houses and schools, reparing 
the ravages of the Danes, and extending and establish_ 
ing the Benedictine system throughout England. 

ST. VLADIMIR, sovereign of Russia, who, after his 
own conversion to Christianity, laboured to promote it 
among his subjects by founding schools of Christian 
teaching throughout his dominions. 

OLGA, his grandmother, who governed before him 
with consummate prudence and skill, and, converted at 
an advanced age, prepared the way by influence and 
example for the subsequent exertions of her grandson. 

ST. EDWARD THE MARTYR, king of England, whose 
youthful promise of a good reign was cut short by the 
dagger of an assassin, that he might make way for his 
stepmother's son, Ethelred the Unready. Stabbed whilst 
drinking a cup of wine, he bears a cup and a dagger.'" 

The Eleventh Century follows with 
ST. EDWARD THE CONFESSOR, last of the Anglo

Saxon Kings of England, founder of Westminster 
Abbey ; in·which, ever since the Norman conquest, the 
sovereigns of England have been crowned. He was 
the patron saint of England till St. George was ac
knowledged as such in the thirteenth century. The 
purse which hangs from his arm, indicate's his liberality 
in almsgiving. The ring in his left hand represents the 
ring which, according to the legend, he gave to a 
stranger who asked alms for the love of God . and 
St. John ; and which, after twenty-four years, was sent 
back to him through two pilgrims returning from the 
Holy Land, with a message that soon after receiving 
it he should depart the world. The stranger was 
St. John .... 

.. Of the Churches in England dedicated in the name of St. Edward, 
that at Corfe Castle, where St. Edward the 'Martyr was murdered, is said 
to be the only one known to bear the name of the Martyr, and that at 
Cambridge the only one known to bear the name of the Confessor. In 
Mr. Goodlmape's deed of indenture giving tenements in St. Edward's pari�h. 
Cambridge, to found a Fellowship at Trinity Hall, A.D. 1508, the pansh 
is called parochia Sti. Edvardi lIfartyris. 
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PETER THE HERMIT, whose preaching aroused 
Europe to the first Crusade. 

GODFREY OF BOUILLON, its principal leader, saluted 
at the taking of Jerusalem as its king, though he would 
not accept the title, nor wear a crown. He carries on 
his shield the Jerusalem Cross. In his hand he holds 
an apple, having died, it is said, of poisoned fruit 
brought to him as a present of honour by the Emir 
of Cc.esarea. 

LANFRANC, called, though an Italian, the first 

Norman Archbishop of Canterbury, as having been 

chosen for the see by William the Conqueror. He was 

reputed the ablest dialectician of his age ; and, as Prior 

of the monastery of Bec, in Normandy, had founded 

the great school of Bec, which became the most fCl;mous 

in Europe. Under him the arrangement of the Offices 

of Divine Service made by Osmund, Bishop of Salisbury, 

and known afterwards as the Use of Sarum, was 

generally adopted throughout the south of England. 

ST. ANSELM, Lanfranc's successor, celebrated for his 

resistance to the unscrupulous seizures of Church pro

perty by William Rufus, and to Henry L's claim to 

investitures. He is regarded as the first of the scholastic 

theologians, and is considered to have been the author 

of the argument called the Cartesian, which seeks to 

prove the existence of God from an innate idea, or from 

the conception of an All-perfect Being implanted in 

the mind of man. He carries a ship, in accordance 

with the legend that a ship in which he was embarked 

started a plank, but no water could enter. 

The Twelfth Century commences with 

Pope ADRfAN IV., Nicolas Breakspear, the only 

Englishman that ever filled the Papal throne. Next 

to him is 
ST. THOMAS a BECKET, Archbishop of Canterbury. 

His murder is indicated by the sword across his mitre. 

He is followed by 
ST. BERNARD, . Abbot of . <::lairvau�, calle<:l Doctor 

B B 2  
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Mellijluus, and accounted as the last of the Fathers, one
' 

of the most influential men of his day in Christendom, 
from the respect entertained for his genius, sanctity, 
and learning. From him the Cistercian monks took 
their name of Bernardins. Next is 

ST. HUGH, Bishop of Lincoln, and founder of the 
present cathedral, held in such honour that at his 
funeral John, king of England, and William the Lion, 
king of Scotland, held up the pall. His shrine at 
Lincoln was scarcely less thronged with pilgrims than 
that of St. Thomas a Becket at Canterbury. He has 
by his side a swan, the emblem of peaceful solitude, 
perhaps because his fame was known when he was 
still in the seclusion of the monastery of Chartreuse. 
Last in the century is 

MATILDA, Queen of Henry I. ,  a supreme favourite 
with the English nation, as being niece of the Saxon 
Edgar Atheling, and as a Queen that used her influence 
in promotion of deeds. of gentleness and mercy. 

The Tlzzrteenth Century opens with 
ST. LOUIS IX., king of France, the Crusader. 

" Years roll away : again the tide of crime 
Has swept Thy footsteps from the favour'd clime. 

Where shall the holy Cross find rest ? 
On a crown'd monarch's mailed breast : 

Like some bright angel o'er the darkling scene 
Through court and camp he holds his heavenward course serene.", 

(Keble's Christian Year-Advent Sunday). 

Historians agree in the high character which they 
give of this prince, and in their estimate of the benefits 
which he conferred on his people by his administra
tion. He promulgated the feudal laws called the 
Establishments of St. Louis. The chapel afterwards 
called La Sainte ChapeUe was built by him to receive 
what was believed to be the true Crown of Thorns, which 
he had obtained from Baldwin n., Emperor of Con
stantinop,le, and other relics which he had collected 

in the Holy Land. He holds a sceptre and a staff of 
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justice ;* the nails from the Cross are in his right 
hand which is encircled by the Crown of ThornSl and 
on his sleeve is the red cross of the Crusader. 

ROGER BACON follows, the Franciscan Friar of 
Oxford, the Doctor Admz'rabzlzs, a man of transcendent 
genius, and far in advance of his age in learning of 
all kinds. For his skill in physical science he was 
esteemed a magician, and confined as such for many 
years to a monastery. Next is 

HUGH DE BALSHAM, Bishop of Ely. He had placed 
some secular scholars in St. John's Hospital, but trans
ferred them to hospzcza fuxta eccleszam Sanctz" Petrz· 

(now called St. Mary's the Less), thus founding Domus 

Sanctz" Petrz'. 
ROBERT GROSTETE, Bishop of Lincoln, is next in 

order" the intrepid reformer of abuses of Ecclesiastical 

patronage, Regal, Papal, and Monastic, alike. 
STEPI-IEN LANGTON, Archbishop of Canterbury, as

serted the rights of the Church against King John, 
and the liberties of England, first against the King, 

and, when the King had made his peace with the 

Pope, against the Pope. It was mainly to his courage 

and prudence that England was indebted for Magna 

Charta. He was a diligent preacher and commentator 

on the Bible, which he is said to have first divided 

into chapters. 
Next is the Foudeentlz Century with 

WILLIAM OF WYK,EHAl\1, Bishop of Winchester, 

founder of New College, Oxford, and of Winchester 

College and School. 
King EDWARD n., the reputed founder of Oriel 

College, Oxford. t 

'* Called a }/qain de Justice, " espece de sceptre que le Roi portoit le 

jour de son sacre, au bout duquel est la figure d'une main,"-Diction?taire 

de l'Academie Frangoise. 

t The College was founded by Adam de Brom, Edw. II.'s almoner, who, 

to secure for it protection and patronage, made it over to the King with the 

name ana th� rights of Found�r. 
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MARIA DE VALENCE, Countess of Pembroke, found_ 
ress of Pembroke College, Cambridge. 

WILLIAM BATEMAN, Bishop of Norwich, founder of 
Trinity Hall, Cambridge. 

THOMAS BRADWARDlNE, celebrated as Doctor Pro
fundus, an acute theologian and mathematician, and 
for a short time (June to August) until his death, Arch
bishop of Canterbury. He holds in his hand his trea
tise De Causa Det" contra Pelagzanos. 

The representatives of the Fifteenth Century are 
HENRY CHICHELE, for 29 years Archbishop of 

Canterbury, founder of All Souls' College, Oxford, and 
of St. Bernard's College, Oxford, which was succeeded 
in 1 555 by the College of St. John the Baptist. 

MARGARET OF ANJOU, the queen of Henry VI., 
who began the foundation of a college in Cambridge 
which was completed by Elizabeth, queen of Edward 
IV., and bears memorial of its two foundresses in its 
name of " the Queens' College of St. Margaret and 
St. Bernard." 

THOMAS a KEMPIS, the reputed author, but probably 
only one of many transcribers, of the De bnz'tatz'one 
Chrz'stz� a treatise which has been translated into every 
language in Christendom, and prized as a heritage of 
the Church in all lands. 

King HENRY VI., founder of Eton College, and of 
" the King's College of our Lady and St. Nicho1as in 
Cambridge." 

JOHN ALcocK, Bishop of Ely, founder of Jesus 
College, Cambridge. 

Of the Szxteenth Century the central figure is 
The LADY MARGARET, Countess of Richmond and 

Derby, mother of king Henry VII, foundress of Christ'S 
and St. John'S Colleges, and of the Lady Margaret's 

Professorships of Divinity at Oxford and Cambridge. 

A memoir of this noble lady is given in Nos. XIX., xx., 

XXII., XXIII., of the Eagle, of dates March and Jun
.
e, 

1.864, and March and June, 1 865 . She wears, In 
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accordance with the usual representation of her, the 
habit of a nun,· and carries in her hand a model of a 
building, as foundress of our College. On the left of 
the Lady Margaret is the able and courageous 

JOHN FISHER, Bishop of Rochester and Cardinal, 
the Lady Margaret's Confessor, and, after her death, 
one of her executors. As it was owing to his advice 
that our College was founded, so it was owing to his 
exertions that, notwithstanding the rapacity of her 
dependants and of king Henry VIII., endowments were 
secured for it. He himself founded four fellowships 
and two scholarships, gave to the College plate and 
vestments for the Chapel, and bequeathed to it, besides 
other property, his noble library. " It was thought the 
like was not to be found againe in the possession of any one 
private man in Christendom."t He had built the Fisher 
Chantry in the old Chapel for his own burial. But he 
was sent to the Tower by Henry VIII. and beheaded, 
on the charge of denial of the king's supremacy. His 
bequests were all lost to the College. He framed 
statutes for the College, and holds a book of Statuta 

in his hand. On the Lady Margaret's right is 
NICOLAS METCALFE, chaplain to Bishop Fisher, and 

appointed, in 1 5 1 8, master of the recently opened 
College.::: During the twenty years of his mastership 
he administered the revenues with great care, and 

trained up a succession of scholars equal to any in 

Europe. On the left of Bishop Fisher is 
SIR JOHN CHEKE, fellow of the College, the first 

Regius Professor of Greek in the University, and 

Public Orator, afterwards tutor to Henry VIII's son, 

Prince Edward. Amongst his pupils at St. John's were 

* See Hymers' edition of Bishop Fishcr's Funeral Sermon on the Lady 

Margaret, Bakcr's Preface, p. 16. 

t Baily's Life and Death of That Renowned John Fisher, Bishop of 

Roclzester, p. 186. 
t He was the third Master. The College was formally opened on July 29, 

1 5 16 ; see Hymers' edition of Bishop Fisher's Funeral Sennon on the Lady 

Margaret, Appendix, p. 256. 
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William Cecil, who became Lord Burghley, and Roger 
Ascham. At a time when very few scholars were 
acquainted with Greek, he did incalculable service in 
promoting the study, as well of Classical Greek 
authors, as of the New Testament. His translation of 
St. Matthew's Gospel, and of the 1 st chapter of St. 
Mark, from the original Greek into English, was one 
of the most important publications of his day. The 
figure is taken from a copy of the original engraving 
in Holland's £-£eroolog-z'a A nghca. On the right of 
Nicolas Metcalfe is 

ROGER ASCHAM, fellow of the College, and Cheke's 
pupil and successor as Public Orator, afterwards tutor 
to the Princess Elizabeth, and her highly esteemed 
Latin secretary when she was queen. The figure is 
from a scarce print in the British Museum. 

The Seventeenth Century commences with 
GEORGE HERBERT, another Public Orator, after

wards Rector of Bemerton, still known as a household 
friend by his Temple, and. his Country Parson. Next is 

Bishop JEREMY TAYLOR."" He is followed by 
THOMAS KEN, Bishop of Bath and Wells, one of 

the seven bishops who were sent to the Tower by 
king J ames n. for refusing to read what was insidiously 
called a declaration for liberty of conscience. t After-

* " There are two old houses in Cambridge, which tradition points out as 
claimants for the honour of having been the place of Taylor's birth . .  The 
preference seems to rest with that which is now [1822J the Bull inn, opposite 
Trinity Church. The rival tenement, known by the sign of the Wrestlers, 
in the Petty Cury, is, as I am assured, beyond the limits of the parish 
[Holy TrinityJ, where Jeremy Taylor and his brothers were baptized, where 
his parents were married, and where his father served the office of church
warden."-Heber's Life of Yeremy Taylor, Note (A). 

" The Bnll inn, opposite Tlinity Church" cannot well mean the Red 
Bull, which was in Sidney Street, and was separated from Trinity Church 
by a range of houses. It is perhaps an error for the Black Bear, accesS t

.
o 

which was opposite to the north porch of the Church. The Wrestlers IS 
in the parish of St. Andrew the Great. 

t Three of the seven were of St. John's College ; Lake, of Chichester ; 
,Vhite, of Peterborough ; Turner, of Ely. Their arms are in the middle 
part of the new bay window in the Hall. 'Vith them are the arms of Lloyd, 
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wards, under William nI., he was deprived as a non
juror. He was the author of the Morning Hymn, 
beginning-

' Awake, my soul, and with the sun', 

and of the Evening Hymn, beginning
' Glory to Thee, my God, this night' ; 

composing them, and a Midnight Hymn,
' Lord, now my sleep does me forsake,' 

cc for the use of the Scholars of Winchester College." 
Next to Ken is  

ROBERT LEIGHTON, Bishop of Dunblane, and sub
sequently appointed Archbishop of Glasgow, as being 
the only man competent to deal with the religious 

discords of the times in the west of Scotland. And last 
in the century is 

BLAISE PASCAL, eminent in his youth as a mathe

matician ; afterwards the unsparing castigator of the 

principles and practices of Jesuits in his Provzncz'al 

L etters. 
Of the Ez"gMeenth Century, the first is the learned 

WILLIAM BEVERIDGE, one of our own alumnz� no 

less laborious as a minister than as a student, and 

called in his day the Reviver and Restorer of Primitive 

Piety. He refused the Bishopric of Bath and Wells on 

Ken's deprivation. In 1 704 he was made Bishop of 

St. Asaph. To him succeeds 
J OSEPH BUTLER, Bishop of Bristol, and afterwards 

of Durham, and author of The A nalogy. Next is 

Bishop of Norwich. Owing to neglect at a post. office, he had not the 

opporturIity of joining the bishops in their petition to the King ; but, to

gether with oU,er bishops, he expressed his concurrence by subsclibing it 

after it had been presented (see the facsimile of the signatures in Cardwell's 

Docum. A nnals, at No. clxiv. ) ;  and, whilst U,e seven were in the Tower, 

he served them " as their Sollicitor, conveying to them those advices of the 

Nobility, Lawyers, and other friends, by which they governed their conduct 

through tl,e whole course of this affair j and this his assiduity was so much 

takcn notice of, that he was more than once threatened to be sent to keep 

company with those, whose cause he so diligently sollicited."-Lzfe of 

Dr. I£umpkrey Prideaux., pp. 40, 4 1 .  
Under \\Tilliam 1 1 1 .  they werc all deprivcll. 
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FENELON, Archbishop of Cambray, who divided with '  
Bossuet, Bishop of Meaux, the attention of France, 
whilst the two, renowned as they were for genius and 
power of writing, carried on their controversy respecting 
the doctrines of what were called Mystz'cs and Quietz'sts. 

SCHW ARZ follows, the Danish missionary to the south 
of India. And westernmost is 

SIR ISAAC NEWTON. 

The NZ1zeteentJt Century is all our own. It is re
presented by 

HENRY MARTYN, fellow, the devoted missionary to 
India, to whom the editor of his Journals and Letters 
well applies words from the De bnz"tatzone OJtrz'stz� 

' Nemo ditior eo est, qui scit sese et omnia relinquere.' 

WILLIAM WILBERFORCE, who, as a member of the 
House of Commons, toiled for years for the abolition 
of Slavery. He holds in his hand a Bill for the Abo
lition of Slavery, and is trampling upon the chains 
struck off from the negro. • 

WILLIAM WORDSWORTH, Poet Laureate, " the pure 
and guileless minstrel, who in his latter days spoke 
so earnestly of the dignity of the poet's mission, and 
the deep responsibility of those who can pour forth 
Verse that charms the ear and hangs on the lips of men, 
and flies from land to land, from age to age, bearing 
with it either a blessing or a curse."'" 

THOMAS WHYTEHEAD, fellow, who went to New 
Zealand to be chaplain to its first bishop, but died within 
a few months after his arrival, leaving as a legacy to 
his beloved and loving New Zealanders a transla
tion into Maori of part of Ken's Evening Hymn 
which they delighted to sing as " the sick minister'S 
hymn." To the College he gave the Eagle from which 

* The New Chapel of St. John's College, Cambrzdf{e : a word spoken at 

the Annual Commemomtion of Benefactors, May 6, 1 861,  by William 

Selwyn, Lady lIfargaret's Reader in Theology, and now L£thograplUd 

by the College. 
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the lessons are read in Chapel, and bequeathed his 
library. And last is 

JAMES WOOD, successively fellow, tutor, and for 
twenty-four years master, who repaid to the College a 
thousand-fold its care of him as an Undergraduate, by 
his zeal for its interests, and his princely benefactions. 

On the Outs£de of the Ohapel, 
The Great Door has in its inner arch a representa

tion of Our Lord in Majesty, attended on either side by 
an angel swinging a censer. At the springs of its 
outer arch are heads of King Henry VIII. and Queen 
Victoria, indicating respectively the date of the Foun
dation of the College, and the date of the erection of 
the New Chapel. 

Round the whole of the Choir runs a olind arcading, 
wit? small and exquisitely carved heads at the springs 
of the arches, and also a series of niches to receive 
statues. Some of these are provided for. 

The Roof is covered with Colly West on slate. 
In each face of the Tower are two niches containing 

statues, representing, one a founder of a building dedi
cated to religion, carrying a model, and the other a 
minister of religion as if receiving it at his hands. In 
the West face are Moses and Aaron ; in the East, 
Solomon and the first High-Priest of the Temple ; in 
the North, Henry Frost, a burgess of Cambridge, 
founder of St. John'S hospital, and the Bishop of Ely 
of the date of the foundation ; in the South, the Lady 
Margaret and Bishop Fisher. 

THE CONSECRATION. 

Invitations to the Consecration had been issued by 
the Master and Fellows two months beforehand to all 
non-resident members of the College whose names were 
on the boards and addresses known, and to all sub
scribers to the Chapel Fund. To each of those who 
accepted the invitation, 600 in number, was sent a card 
of admission to the Consecration, and also a card of 
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invitation and admission to a collation. Some, as was 
to be expected amongst so many, were, at the last, 
prevented from coming ; but, as far as could be ascer
tained, there were present at the Consecration, residents 
included, some 900 members of our own body. Many 
non-residents arrived before the day. The Musical 
Society of the College had provided for them a hearty 
welcome in a Concert, which they gave in 'the large 
room of the Guildhall on the evening of May 1 1 th, 
Dr. Garrett conducting. To all who had accepted the 
College invitation to the Consecration, invitations to 
the Concert had been sent for themselves 'and for any 
number of friends. The response shewed how well 
the greeting was appreciated, and the delight of the 
audience, which filled the room, how much the musical 
treat was enjoyed. 

The weather on the 1 2th, the day of Consecration, 
was genial in its sunshine and temperature. A special 
train from London brought large numbers in the morn
ing : a return special train had been provided for the 
evening also. 

Morning Prayer and Litany were said in the Old 
Chapel as usual, at '1 A. M., a throng of old members 
of the College being present to join in the last service 
that would be held within its walls. 

After the service in the Old Chapel, the day was a 
Surplice Day. I I .  I 5 A.M. was the time appointed for the. 
service of Consecration ; but the Great Door of the New 
Chapel was opened half an hour beforehand to admit 
the Vice-Chancellor, the Members of Parliament for the 
University, Heads of Houses, Proctors, the Mayor of 
Cambridge, and any others that desired to take their 
places before the entrance of the procession ; Fellows of 
the College being in attendance to marshal to their 
places both those who entered before the procession, 
and those who entered in it. 

The Choir for the day consisted, men and boys in
cluded, of 48 persons. 
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Twelve were Undergraduates of the College : 

Carver, T. G. 
Cook, C. H. H. 
Drew, C. E. 
Evans, L. H. 
Hanbury, W. F. J. 
Macmeikan, J. A. 

Madge, F. T. 
Nonis, L. C . C. R. 
Pate, H. W. 
Pierson, C.  H. 
Roberts, F. P. 
Savage, F. 

3 5 7 

To Dr. Garrett, who conducted, and to all who com
posed, the Choir, the College is very greatly indebted 
for careful preparation, and effective and reverential 
execution of the musical part of the day's services. 
Dr. Garrett had practised the Choir with his accustomed 
painstaking and skill, seconded by the able and heartily 
rendered assistance of Mr. Frederic Smith, one of the 
permanent College Choir, and master of the Choir-boys' 
school. Of the effect of the New Organ in the Chapel 
nothing more needs be said, than that the acoustic 
properties of the Chapel are good, that the instrument 
is magnificent, and that Dr. Garrett played it. 

The order of the Procession was as follows : 
I .  The Choir, led by Dr. Garrett, the Organist of the 

College. 
2 .  Undergraduate Members of the Foundation. 

3 . Scholars, B.A. 
4. Fellows. 
5 . The Master, accompanied by the Bishop of Ely, 

who was to consecrate the Chapel ; Dr. Selwyn, Bishop 

of Lichfield, Honorary Fellow and formerly Fellow, 

who was to be the preacher for the day ; Dr. Ellicott, 

Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol, formerly Fellow ; 

Dr. Atlay, Bishop of Hereford, formerly Fellow and 

Tutor ; and the Bishops of Oxford and Rochester, 

both of the University of Oxford ; His Grace the Duke 

of Devonshire, Chancellor of the University; the Earl of 

Powis, High Steward ; the Dean of Hereford ; Hon. 

R. C .  Herbert ; Sir Thomas Watson, Honorary Fellow 

and formerly Fellow ; and many old members of the 

College. 
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The Bishop of Ely was attended by his chaplain the 
Rev. S. G. Phear, B.D., Fellow and Tutor of Emmanuel 
College. 

6. Graduates above the degree of B .A. 
7. B.A's.  
8 .  Undergraduates in order of seniority. 
The Choir and the members of the Foundation 

assembled within the old Chapel, and the Procession 
passed, two in each line, along the South side of the 
old Chapel, then towards the College gates, down the 
middle of the first court, through the Hall screens, 
along the South half of the East side of the second 
court, along its South and West sides and the West 
half of its North side, then through the North side of 
the second court to the North side of the New Chapel, 
along this North side, round the Apse, and down the ' 
South side, to the Great Door. 

The processional hymn was Ps. 84, New Version, sung 
to the tune of " Winchester." It was conducted by 
Dr. Garrett till he arrived at the door under the Organ 
Chamber, and from that point by Mr. Smith. With 
the long procession of surpliced hundreds, it was one of 
the most thrilling parts of the day's solemnity. As 
the procession wound its way, the hymn was, by those 
within and those without the Chapel, sometimes heard, 
sometimes lost, sometimes faintly caught in the dis
tance, till, as the Choir entered at the Great Door, 
the burst of sound filled the Ante-Chapel, and all that 
had assembled within the Chapel rose, and a volume 
of voices joined in the hymn. The hymn was con
tinued, whilst those that preceded the Bishop of Ely 
in the procession were taking their places, the Scholars 
on the basement of the Choir on each side, below the 
stalls of the Master and the President, and eastward. 
When the Bishop entered within the screen, the Organ 
pealed, and Psalm xxiv was chanted, as the Bishop 
advanced to the East end of the Chapel. The Bishops 
of Ely, Oxford, and Rochester, took their places op. the. 
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North side of the Altar ; the Bishops of Lichfield, 
Gloucester, and Hereford, on the South. Chairs placed 
in the sacrarium were occupied by clergy. There had 
been placed, in addition to the permanent accommoda
tion in the Chapel, four lines of forms extending, from 
west to east, from the screen to the places provided 
next to the sacrarium for the Choir : and the Ante
Chapel was filled with lines of chairs. The Bishops 
being seated, Dr. Reyner, Bursar of the College, pre
sented to the Bishop of Ely the Petition for Consecra
tion, from the Master, Fellows. and Scholars, under the 
College Seal, and from the Incumbents of the parishes 
of All Saints, St. Clement, and the Holy Sepulchre, 
within which the New Chapel is situated, under their 
hands. The Bishop received the Petition, and de
livered it to' H. R. Evans, Esq., Deputy Registrar of 
the Diocese, to be read. The Bishol? then proceeded 
with the service, according to the form used in the Dio
cese of Ely. After the prayers of Consecration, the 
Rev. Canon Sparke, M.A., of St. John's College, Canon 
9f �ly, acting for the Chancellor of the Diocese, read 
the Sentence of Consecration, which the Bishop signed, 
and delivered to H. R. Evans, Esq., Deputy Registrar 
of the Diocese, commanding it to be recorded and re
gistered, together with the Petition, among the muni
ments of the Diocese of Ely. Then followed Psalm 1 00., 
New Version, sung by the whole congregation ; the 
Lesson, I King's viii. 2 2-62 inclusive, read by Professor 
Selwyn, from a stall in the middle of the South side of 
the Choir ; and the Te Deum sung to a service in A, 
composed by Mr. E. J. Hopkins, organist of the Temple 
Church, London. The Bishop of Ely then commenced 
the office for Holy Communion, the Bishop of Hereford 
reading the Commandments. The R)'J'Ze was from 
Dr. Garrett's service in D. Dr. Reyner, Senior Fellow, 
read the Epistle, and Dr. Parkinson, Senior Fellow and 
President, the Gospel. The Credo was from Dr. Garrett's 
service in D. After the Creed, the Bishop of Lich-

\\ 
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field was conducted to a stall in the middle of the 
north side of the Choir, and preached the Sermon, 
taking for his text St. John xxi., 2 2 ,  23 . An Anthem 
followed, composed for the Consecration by Dr. Stern
dale Bennett, of St. John's College, Professor of Music 
in the University. The following were the words : 

Now, my God, let, I beseech Thee, Thine eyes be open, and let Thine 
ears be attent unto the praye� that is made in this place. 

Arise, 0 Lord God, into Thy resting place, Thou and the ark of Thy 
strength : let Thy priests, 0 Lord God, be clothed with salvation, and let Thy 
saints rejoice in goodness. 

2 CHRON. vi. 40, 4 1 .  

S o  w e  Thy people and sheep o f  Thy pasture will give Thee thanJ,s for 
ever : we will shew forth Thy praise to all generations. 

PSALM lxxix. 13 .  

And I heard a voice out of heaven, saying, 
Behold the tabernacle of God is with men, and He will dwell with them. 

And they shall be His people, and God Himself shall be with them and 
be their God. 

REV. xxi. 3. 

The Bishop of Gloucester read the OffertorySentences; 
and the Alms, for the further decoration of the 
Chapel, were placed upon the Altar by the Bishop 
of Ely, who proceeded with the office, assisted by the 
Master. The Te?' Sanctus was from the late Professor 
Walmisley's service in B fiat. In the administration 
all the Bishops present took part. The Glorz'a zn Excelszs 
was from Dr. Garrett's service in D.  Handel's Hallelujc;th 
Chorus was sung before the Bishop of Ely gave the 
final blessing. 

And so ended this spirit-stirring service, with which 
we have set apart our beautiful and now holy House 
for Almighty God, to be His dwelling place amongst 
us in our College. 

A COLLATION 
was served at 4 P.M. ,  'in the Hall, the Combination 
Room, and the two Racket Courts which had been 
kindly placed by the Managers at the disposal of the 
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College ; B.A's. and Undergraduates being i n  the Racket 
Courts. There were four lines of tables in the Hall be
low the table on the dais, two lines in the Combination 
Room, and four in each Racket Court. The accommo
dation in the Hall was for 302 persons ; in the Combina-

, tion Room for 1 80 ;  and in the Racket Courts for 4 1 6 .  
Doctors were i n  scarlet. The Master presided i n  the 
Hall, supported by His Grace the Duke of Devonshire, 
Chancellor of the University ; the Earl of Powis, High 
Steward ; the Bishops of Ely, Lichfield, Gloucester, 
Rochester, and Hereford ; Lord Lyttelton ; the Right 
Hon. S .  H: Walpole, and A. J. B. Beresford-Hope, 
Esq., M.P.'s for the University ; Sir Thomas Watson ; 
the Master of Clare College, Vice-Chancellor ; the 
Masters of Sidney, and St .  Peter's ;  the Mayor of 
Cambridge ; Dr. Parkinson, President of the College ; 
Dr. Reyner, Senior Fellow. 

Fellows presided over the tables below the dais, and 
over those in the Combination Room, and in the Racket 
Courts. 

Places in the Hall and in the CombinatioI,l Room 
had been so assigned that guests of the same Aca
demic standing were near each other : and many were 
the recognitions, and cordial the greetings, between old 
friends who had not met for twenty, thirty, and forty 
years, and now lived their College days over again. 

It had been arranged by the Master and Seniors 
that there should be but one toast proposed, "Prosperity 
to St. John'S College." But in the Hall the enthusiasm 
could not be restrained ; and speech followed speech 
nearly till the time <?f the Evening Service. 

EVENING PRAYER 

was said at 7 .30., the Chapel being completely filled, and 

the Choir being lighted with the lines of gas jets within 

the sill of each window, the effect of which was very 

beautiful. The Anthem of the morning was repeated. 

And thus this happy day was brought to its close. 
VOL. VI. c c  
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Th e ArcMtect of the New Chapel was George Gilbert · 
Scott, Esq., R.A. 

The Contractors were : Messrs. J ackson and Shaw, 
Westminster. 

The Stone Oarvers : Messrs. Farmer and Brindley, 
London. 

The Wood Carvers : Messrs. Rattee and Kett, 
Cambridge. 

The Glass Paz"nters : 
Of the Apse windows, the Great West window, 

and the side windows in the Choir ; Messrs. Clayton 
and Bell, London. 

Of the window in the North Transept of the Ante
chapel in memory of Professor Blunt ; Messrs. John 
Hardman and Co., Birmingham. 

Of two windows to be placed in the North Transept 
of the Antechapel, in memory of Dr. Tatham late 
Master ; Mr. Wailes, Newcastle. 

The Organ Buziders : Messrs. William Hill and Son, 
London. 

The Clerk of the Works : Mr. W. M. Cooper. 

The following is the specification of the Organ : 

GREAT ORGAN ; COMPASS CC TO G. 56 NOTES ; 16 STOPS. 

Double Open Diapason . . . . . . . . . .  metal 16 feet . . . .  . . . . . . . .  56 pipes 

2 Open Diapason . . . . . . . .  . . . . . • . . . . 8 "  . . . . . . . . . . . .  56 
3 Open Diapason, No. 2 . . . .  . . . . . .  . . " 8 "  . . . . . . . . . . . .  56 " 
4 Stopped Diapason • • . . • • • • • . . . • . • .  wood 8 " tone . . . . . . . .  56 " ' 
5 Cone Gamba . . . . • • • . • . • . . . . . . . . .  metal 8 " • . . . . . . . . . . .  56 " 
6 Clarabella (tenor C) • . . . . . . . . . • . . •  wood 8 " • . • • . • . • . . • •  44 
7 Quiut • . . . • • • • • • • • • • • . • . . • . • . . • .  metal 6 " • . . . . . . . . . . • 56 " 

8 Gemshom . . . . . • . . . • . • . . . . • . . • • •  4 "  . . . . . . . . . . . .  56 " 
9 Harmonic Flute . • . . . • • • . . • • . • . • . . " 4 " . . . . . . . . . . . .  56 " 
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10 Principal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  metal 4 feet . . . . . . . • . . . .  I I  Twelfth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  
56 pipes 

12 Fifteenth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .  
13 Full Mixture . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
14 Sharp Mixture . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . .  

" 

15 Posaune . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . • . . . . . . . . " 
16 Clarion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

SWELL ORGAN ; COMPASS CC TO G. 
1 Lieblich Gedacht . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  wood 
2 Open Diapason . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .  metal 
3 S topped Diapason . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .  wood 
4 Pierced Gamba (Tenor C) . . . . . . . . . metal 
5 Voix Celeste (Tenor C) . . . . . • . . . . . •  " 
6 Suabe Flute (Tenor C) . . . . . . . . . . . . wood 
7 Principal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  metal 
8 Fifteenth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " 
9 Sesquialtera . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " 

10 Double Trumpet . . . . • . . . . .  . . . . . . . . " 
I I  Hautboy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

12 Horn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . 

13 Clarion . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

3 " • . . . . . . . . . . .  56 " 
2 " • • • • • • • • • • • •  56 " 
3 Ranks . . . . . . . . . .  168 " 
4 " . . . . . . . . . . • .  224 
8 feet . . . . • . . . . . . .  56 " 
4 " . . • . . . . • . . . . 56 

56 NOTES ; 13 STOPS. 

16 feet tone . . . . . . . .  56 pipes 
8 " . . . . . . . . . . . .  56 
8 " tone . . . .  . . . •  56 " 
8 " . . . . . . . . . . . .  44 " 
8 " . . . . . . . . . . . .  88 
4 " · · · · · · · · · · · · 44 , ,  
4 " . . . . . . . . . . . .  56 
2 " • • • • • • • • • • • •  56 " 
4'Ranks . . . . . . . . . .  224 " 

16 feet . . . . . . . . . • . .  56 " 
8 " . . . . . . . . . . . •  56 " 
8 " . . . . . . . . . . . .  56 
4 " . . . . . . . . . . . . 56 

CHOIR ORGAN ; COMPASS CC TO G. 56 NOTES ; IQ STOPS. 
I Double Dulciana (Tenor C) . . . . . . . . metal 16 feet . . . . . . . . . .  . . 44 pipes 
2 Open Diapason . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . 8 " • . • • • • • • . . . .  

3 Stopped Diapason . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  wood 8 feet tone . . . . . . .  . 
4 Dulciana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  metal 8 " . . . . • • • • . . . .  

5 Flute . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . •  wood 4 " tone . . . . . . .  . 

6 Gedacht . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 4 " " . . . . . . .  . 
7 Viol di Gamba (Tenor C) . . . . . . . . . .  metal 8 " . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
8 Cremona . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 8 "  . . . . . . . . .  , 
9 Principal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 4 " . . . . . . . . . . . . 

IQ Flageolet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 2 " . . . . . . • • • • • •  

56 
56 
56 
56 
56 
44 
56 
56 
56 

PEDAL ORGAN ; COMPASS CCC TO F. 30 NOTES ; 9 STOPS. 

" 

" 
" 

" 
" 
" 

Great Stopped Bass • . . . . . . . . . . . . .  wood 32 feet tone • • • • . . . .  30 pipes 
2 Great Bass . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  16 " . . . . . . . . . . . .  30 " 
3 Violon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " 16 " . . . . . . . . . . . •  3Q 
4 Principal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  metal 8 " . . . . . . . . . . . .  30 " 
5 Flute Bass . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . wood 8 " tone . • . . . .  " 30 
6 Fifteenth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4 " . . . . . . . . . . . .  30 " 
7 Mixture . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  metal 3 Ranks . . . .  . .  . . . .  90 
8 Great Trombone . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .  wood 16 feet . . . . " • . . . . .  30 " 
9 Trumpet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  8 "  . . . . . . . . . . . .  30 " 

C C z  

� 
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COUPLERS, &c. 

1 Swell Octave. 
2 Swell to Great. 
3 Swell to Choir. 

7 Tremulant to Swell. 

4 Great to Pedal. 
5 Swell to Pedal. 
6 Choir to Pedal. 

Four Composition Pedals to Great Organ. 
Two do. to Swell Organ. 

Two do. to Pedal Organ. 

Hoc in templo Summe Deus 
Exoratus adveni, 
Et clemente bonitate 
Precum vota suscipe, 

Largam benedictionem 
Hic infunde jugiter. 

Te mane laudum carmine, 
Te deprecemur vespere, 
Te nostra supplex gloria 
In cuncta laudet srecula. 

Hymnale Eccles. Sarisb. 

ERRATA. 

Page 353, for last line read Under William IlL, Lloyd, White, and Turner, 
, were deprived, I Feb., 1 689'90 ; Lake had been suspended, but died 

30 Aug., 1 689. 
Page 355, line 6 from bottom, for two months read three months. 

THE STREAM OF TEARS. 

" Mother, what makes our father weep ? 
Sure 'twere the manlier part to keep 

The heart from overflowing
Mother, I cannot bear to see 
Yon form that like the rock should be 

Bent like the rushes blowing." 

" Thou art but young," my mother said, 
And laid her hand upon my head, 

" The heart that fount embedding
Why doth it store the bitter well ?" 
cc Mother, indeed I cannot tell, 

Unless it be for shedding." 

'\ 
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